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ABSTRACT

The Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management propose to adopt coordinated ecosystem management

direction for the lands they administer within the range of the northern spotted owl This SupplementalEnvironmentalImpact Statement SETS presents as alternatives the options with slight modifications developed by the Forest

Ecosystem Management Assessment Team and presented in their report ForestEcosystem Management AnEcologicalEconomic and SocialAssessment The alternatives identify land allocations and management direction for

forests on lands administered by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management The alternatives respond to the

underlying needs of managing substantial parts of these forests for late successional and oldgrowth conditions and

for a predictable and long term supply of timber The preferred alternative is Alternative 9 For the Forest Service

this SETS will supplement the FinalEnvironmentalImpactStatement on Managementfor the NorthernSpotted Owl

in the NationalForests January 1992 through the addition of 10 new alternatives and the disclosure of theirenvironmentalimpacts For the Bureau of Land Management this SETS will also supplement the Draft Environmental

Impact Statements for the Draft Resource Management Plans for the Coos Bay Eugene Medford Roseburg and

Salem Districts and the Klamath Falls Resource Area of the Lakeview District in Oregon the King Range National

Conservation Area Management Plan and the Final Environmental Impact Statements for the Resource Management

Plans for the Arcata and Redding Resource Areas of the Ukiah District in California through the addition of 10 new

alternatives and the disclosure of their environmental impacts Except as otherwise specified the management

direction in the Record of Decision for this SETS will supersede the management direction contained in existing plans

for the specific resources and the areas that are identified in this SETS

NOTICE

Readers should note that the Secretaries of Agriculture and the Interior are the responsible officials for this proposed

action This means that no administrative review appeal through the Forest Service will be available on the

Record of Decision under 36 CFR 217 nor will an administrative review protest through the BLM be available

on the Record of Decision under 43 CFR 1610.52 Because there is no administrative review of the decision the

Record of Decision will not be signed until 30 days after the Notice of Availability for this Final SEIS appears in the

Federal Register see 40 CFR 1506.1 0b
The SETS Interdisciplinary Team analyzed information acquired during the review of the Draft SETS updated

information is contained in this Final SETS Summaries of substantive comments as well as responses to those

comments are included in Appendix F of this Final SEIS
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kathyJohnson amemberof theInteragency Team thatpreparedthis SupplementalEIS diedin September 1993 after

a long and courageousbattle with cancer

throughouther careerwith the Forest Service she worked to balance the needs of rare wildlife and plants with

l the needs of people and communities She sought to see all sides of an issue andworked to find that often elusive

solution thathadsome benefitfor all She careddeeply for people as individuals and ascommunities She knew thatas

importantas it is to save land for wildlife andplants it could not always be done without realcosts to realpeople

She worked at all levels of the Forest Service from Ranger Districtsin Oregon and Washington to the national

a headquartersin Washington DCBy turns awildlife biologist planner line officer andlegislativefellow Kathy

joined theagencyin 1978after graduatingfromCentralWashington State College She advancedquickly becauseofher
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She was gifted in creating a vision ofwhat could be effectively sharingthat vision and helpingto make it become real

on the ground

She led both thePacificNorthwestRegion’s and the ForestService’s national programfor threatenedandendangered

species She foresaw better than most the coming dilemma of the spotted owl and marbled murrelet and offered

managementconceptsto protecttheseandotherspecieswhilecontinuingtoactivelymanagethe resources of theNational

Forestsfor timberand high environmental qualities Her workfor sensitivespecies was instrumentalin protecting

habitatsfor specialandrarefloraandfaunaof NationalForestsin theNorthwest She createdtheForestService’s Every

Species Counts initiativefor the recoveryand conservation ofsensitiveand imperiledspecies

Tn 1988 she became the DistrictRanger atGold Beach on the Siskiyou NationalForest There she was instrumental

1 in bringingvisionof ecosystem management to a reality in both the SilverFirerecoveryand ShastaCosta resource

managementplans Ata timewhenfew othershad even heardofecosystem management Kathy was actingonhervision

andhelpingbringabouta positiveandlastingchangein how we viewv andbalancemanagementof our natIralresources

She was liked and trusted by people on all sides of resource issues She was understanding fair and articulate and

personallyinvolved in findingsolutions to local issues

KathyJohnson served as an interdisciplinanjteam memberoractiveadviseronevery effort to develop management

A directionfor the northernspotted owl since 1986 includingthe draft of this SEIS We shareher vision that it is

possible to manageforest ecosystems for both people and for rarelife and thatitis possibleto bringpeople together to

reduce the conflict over managingourforests Thatvision hercompassion andherspunkwill live on inourmemories
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Summary

Summary of Changes Between Draft

and Final SEIS

Based on public comments received on the Draft SEIS numerous corrections

and clarifications were made to the Final SEIS The key changes are identified

at the beginning of each chapter The following list summarizes the more

notable changes in the SEIS between Draft and Final

An analysis of some of the fish wildlife and plant species was conducted

to clarify the Assessment Team’s ratings to examine possible standards

and guidelines and land allocation changes that would benefit those

species through improved habitat conditions on federal lands and to

assess the impacts of other revisions to Alternative 9 As a result

Alternative 9 was revised to incorporate Riparian Reserve Scenario 1

instead of Riparian Reserve Scenario 2 Standards and guidelines were

also added to Alternative 9 that set levels of coarse woody debris and snag

retention require surveys and management for some rare and endemic

species add protection for bat roosting sites retain old growth stands in

watersheds with less than 15 percent oldgrowth forest and allocate 100

acres around all known northern spotted owl nest sites to Late

Successional Reserves The description of Alternative 9 was revised in

Chapter 2 and the additional or changed standards and guidelines are

described in detail in Appendix B11 A description of the process and the

effects of the revisions appears in Chapter 34

The 180 year rotation requirement for northern California National Forests

in Alternative 9 was dropped in favor of following Forest Plan standards

and guidelines

All relevant and applicable standards and guidelines from the FEMAT
Report now appear in the text of this Final SEIS

References to oversight were changed to review by the Regional

Ecosystem Office to clarify who has responsibility for such reviews This

conforms to the implementation structure established in the interagency

Memorandum of Understanding for Forest Ecosystem Management that

was added to Appendix E

A fire management appendix was added to clarify the role of fire and fuels

management across all land designations

To supplement spotted owl protection for Alternative 9 Managed Late

Successional Areas were added for known owl activity centers in the

Washington Eastern Cascades and the California Cascades Provinces
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Numerous boundary adjustments map changes and corrections to the

data base were made and incorporated in the document A revised map of

Alternative 9 is included to reflect the revisions to that alternative

Implementation structure monitoring adaptive management and other

components related to implementation of the selected alternative were

expanded and clarified

The projection of total job losses was changed due to the correction of an

error in the analysis performed for the Draft SEIS and revisions to

Alternative 9 resulting from the additional species analysis

Appendix F was added to summarize the comments received on the Draft

SEIS and provide responses to those comments

A statement was added to clarify that the management direction and land

allocations of the preferred alternative Alternative 9 constitute the

federal lands contribution to the recovery of the northern spotted owl

An air quality analysis was performed and the results are included in

Chapter 34

Data from spotted owl demographic counts from 1992 and 1993 were

analyzed and the results are considered in the Final SEIS

The guidance for LateSuccessional Reserves within the Finney and

Northern Coast Range Adaptive Management Areas was changed

Adaptive Management Area plans in these two areas may modify Late

Successional Reserve designation or management but must continue to

meet the emphasis of these Adaptive Management Areas which is

restoration and maintenance of late successional forest habitat and

riparian or marbled murrelet habitat In addition the maximum age for

thinning in the Northern Coast Range Adaptive Management Area was

raised to 110 years
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INTRODUCTION This Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement Final SEIS presents

10 alternatives and discloses their environmental effects These alternatives

propose alternate Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management BLM
management direction within the range of the northern spotted owl These

lands are in the Pacific Northwest and northern California Each alternative

consists of combinations of 1land allocations managed to protect and

enhance habitat for late successional and old growth forest related species and

to protect and enhance aquatic resources and 2 standards and guidelines for

the management of these land allocations Alternative 9 is identified as the

preferred alternative and represents the forest ecosystem plan proposed by

President Clinton on July 1 1993

BACKGROUND The ongoing controversy concerning management of federal lands has resulted

in what has been described as a gridlock of lawsuits court rulings appeals

and protests The public debate has expanded from a focus on management of

northern spotted owl habitat to include management of all old growth forest

associated species and old growth ecosystems

Recent court rulings require completion of environmental impact statements

The Forest Service is required by the US District Court for the Western District

of Washington to prepare a new or supplemental environmental impact

statement EIS to correct deficiencies the court found in the 1992 Final

EnvironmentalImpact Statement on Managementfor the Northern Spotted Orwl in the

NationalForests The BLM is required by the US District Court for the District

of Oregon to prepare an EIS to incorporate new information on the effects of

logging on the northern spotted owl and to consult on a conservation strategy

Both agencies are currently enjoined from selling timber in northern spotted

owl habitat

To seek a solution to the controversy President Clinton held a Forest

Conference in Portland Oregon on April
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The alternatives considered in detail in this SEIS respond to these underlying

purposes and needs Alternatives that would not meet these underlying

purposes and needs were eliminated from detailed study

The Proposed Action

The proposed action is to adopt coordinated management direction for the

lands administered by the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management

within the range of the northern spotted owl that meets the underlying need

and purposes This regionwide management direction will provide overall

coordination across administrative units provinces and watersheds The

action will amend the management direction established in all existing Forest

Service and BLM land management plans for the areas and resources covered

by this SEIS This new management direction will apply to projects that will be

conducted after sitespecific environmental analysis The existing management

plans to be amended include existing Regional Guides Forest Plans Unit

Plans Timber Management Plans Management Framework Plans and

Resource Management Plans for lands within the range of the northern spotted

owl The coordinated management direction established by the Record of

Decision for this SEIS will also be incorporated into all land and resource

management plans within the range of the northern spotted owl as they are

completed or revised

The Issues

For more than two decades there has been growing controversy about the

management of the old growth forests on federal lands When harvested they

have great economic value and make way for younger forests and the wildlife

they support If preserved they provide an environment for many other

species and contribute to other nontimber forest values and environmental

qualities

At the Forest Conference President Clinton posed the fundamental question in

his opening remarks

How can we achieve a balancedandcomprehensive policy that recognizes the

importanceof the forests and timber to the economy andjobs of this region and

how can we preserve ourprecious oldgrowthforests which arepartof our

nationalheritageand that once destroyed can never be replaced

President Clinton continued

The most important thingwe can do is to admit all of us to each other thatthere

areno simple or easy answers This is not about choosingbetween jobs and the

environment but about recognizing the importanceof both and recognizingthat

virtuallyeveryone here and everyone in this region cares about both

The ecological systems within the range of the northern spotted owl are

complex and varied Managing these ecosystems to preserve and enhance late

successional and old growth forests and aquatic resources will have major
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effects on the overall structure function and appearance of the region’s forests

the water quality in streams and rivers and the distribution connectivity

diversity and sustainability of its terrestrial and aquatic communities

In the last decade the northern spotted owl became the focus in the debate

over how federal forest lands should be managed However the management

of habitat for the northern spotted owl affects other terrestrial and aquatic

species and the region’s ecological systems collectively There are 40 federally

listed threatened or endangered species that may occur within the range of the

northern spotted owl of these about half use coniferous forest habitat on

federal lands

The northern spotted owl and the marbled murrelet are listed as threatened

species The long term persistence of the spotted owl and other oldgrowth

related species depends in large measure on providing habitat of adequate

amount and distribution to support their life functions While most people

want the spotted owl and other old growth species to survive there is

disagreement over the size of populations that should be provided for and the

forest management that will allow for long term survival

Aquatic and riparian areas are integral parts of the region’s ecosystems and

major factors in supporting the economy of the region Damage to forest

aquatic and riparian systems has contributed to degradation of some plant and

animal communities Of immediate concern is the loss of salmon and steelhead

runs which are major cultural and economic elements in the Pacific Northwest

and northern California

Since World War II timber harvest and reforestation have been a major part of

the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management’s role of actively managing

federal lands for a variety of sustainable benefits for the Nation and to establish

younger forest stands Species that need young forests and species that need

older forests are affected in different often opposite ways by changes in the

age composition and distribution of the habitat each need Older forests are

essential habitat for many species as the amount of older forests has decreased

the survival of old growth related species including the northern spotted owl

has become more uncertain

The BLM and Forest Service’s timber management programs provide raw

material for the wood products industry that after milling and processing

serve the needs of a large number and variety of consumers The wood

products industry’s principal employment is located in small cities towns and

rural areas From 1986 to 1990 wood from federal forests supported half the

industry’s jobs Additionally a quarter of the receipts from timber sales on

federal lands and half of the receipts from the Oregon and California Revested

Lands OC lands go to county governments

Reductions in the amount of timber sold for harvest directly affect employment

and the economic health of the forestry and wood products industries These

in turn immediately affect the economic vitality of the communities dependent

on them and the well being of workers and families These changes threaten

the ability of some of these communities and their institutions to survive
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There are other human uses of federal forest lands that would be enhanced

maintained or curtailed if forests were managed to benefit the northern spotted

owl and other late successional and old growth related species Road

construction and use recreation mining and other land uses will be affected

There are alternate paths for people and communities to take to adjust to

changes The effectiveness of those paths and the human costs of making those

changes are dynamic and significant issues

The Alternatives

THE NoAcTION The NoAction Alternative is essentially comprised of the NoAction

ALTERNATIVE Alternatives in the EISs being supplemented by this SEIS The NoActionAlternativein this SEIS basically represents management direction that was in

place immediately before the release of the Interagency Scientific Committee’s

ISC A ConservationStrategyfor the Northem Spotted Owl in the spring of 1990

Because of subsequent listings of the marbled murrelet and the northern

spotted owl as threatened species this NoAction Alternative is no longer a

reasonable alternative and could not be implemented today

INTRODUCTION TO THE The 10 action alternatives presented in this SEIS are developed with

ACTION ALTERNATIVES modification from the 10 ecosystem management options developed by the

Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team and described in the FEMAT
Report The management direction in the alternatives applies only to lands

administered by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management within the

range of the northern spotted owl Each alternative assumes other federal

lands such as those administered by the Fish and Wildlife Service National

Park Service and Department of Defense will be managed according to

existing management plans and applicable federal law

HOW THE Like other recent strategies for management of northern spotted owl habitat or

ALTERNATIVES old growth forests of the Pacific Northwest the alternatives presented in this

ARE STRUCTURED SEIS propose a network of designated areas managed primarily to protect and

enhance habitat for the northern spotted owl and other late successional and

old growth forest related species hereafter referred to as designated areas

and nondesignated areas referred to as the matrix Within each of these areas

standards and guidelines set management direction and apply to management

activities

Each action alternative uses current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives

as a starting point or baseline Therefore unless specifically excepted

standards and guidelines of the current plans and draft plan preferred

alternatives apply to all alternatives where they are more restrictive or provide

greater benefits to late successional forest related species than the provisions of

these alternatives

LAND ALLOCATIONS There are
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CONGRESSIONALLY

RESERVED AREAS

LATE SUCCESSIONAL

RESERVES

MANAGED

LATE SUCCESSIONAL

AREAS

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

AREAS

ADMINISTRATIVELY

WITHDRAWN AREAS

Designated Areas

All alternatives retain land allocations for existing lands that are

congressionally reserved These include lands with congressional designations

that preclude timber harvest as well as other federal lands not administered by

the Forest Service or BLM This includes National Parks and Monuments

Wildernesses Wild and Scenic Rivers National Wildlife Refuges and military

reservations The location and size of these areas do not change among the

alternatives Management of these lands follows direction written in the

applicable legislation or plans

LateSuccessional Reserves are identified for each alternative These areas

would be managed to protect and enhance conditions of late successional and

old growth forest ecosystems which serve as habitat for late successional and

old growth related species including the northern spotted owl For most

alternatives some level of silvicultural treatment such as thinning young

stands is permitted in stands of a certain age to accelerate the development of

old growth habitat characteristics subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem

Office These reserves are designed to maintain a functional interacting late

successional and old growth forest ecosystem A management plan should be

prepared for each large LateSuccessional Reserve or group of smaller Late

Successional Reserves before habitat manipulation activities are designed and

implemented Silvicultural activities and LateSuccessional Reserve plans are

subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem Office

Managed LateSuccessional Areas are identified for some alternatives in areas

where regular and frequent fire was a natural part of the ecosystem The

objective for these areas is to produce and maintain an optimum level of late

successional and old growth stands on a landscape scale In these designated

areas certain silvicultural treatments and fire hazard reduction treatments

would be allowed to help prevent complete stand destruction from large

catastrophic events such as high intensity high severity fires or disease or

insect epidemics As with LateSuccessional Reserves each Managed Late

Successional Area should have a management plan

Adaptive Management Areas occur only under Alternative 9The objective for

each of these areas is to develop and test new management approaches to

integrate and achieve ecological and economic health and other social

objectives Each of these 10 areas has a different emphasis to its prescription

such as maximizing the amount of latesuccessional forests or improving

riparian conditions through silvicultural treatments A complete description of

the purpose for each Adaptive Management Area as well as specific objectives

appears in Appendix B3 Adaptive Management Areas Some scheduled timber

harvest that contributing to the probable sale quantity also referred to as PSQ
takes place in some of the Adaptive Management Areas

Administratively Withdrawn Areas are those areas identified in current plans

and draft plan preferred alternatives as not scheduled for timber harvest and

not included in calculations of allowable sale quantity ASQ Administratively

Withdrawn Areas include recreation areas lands not technically suitable for

timber production certain visual retention and riparian areas and areas
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RIPARIAN RESERVES

EFFECTS ON

LATE SuccESSIONAL AND

OLD GROWTH FOREST

ECOSYSTEMS

Summary

removed from timber production for the protection of locally endemic species

For all alternatives unless specifically excepted in this SEIS Administratively

Withdrawn Areas and all other standards and guidelines of the current plans

and draft plan preferred alternatives apply where they are more restrictive or

provide greater benefits to late successional and oldgrowth related species

than other provisions of these alternatives

The Riparian Reserves provide an area along all streams wetlands ponds

lakes and unstable and potentially unstable areas where ripariandependent

resources receive primary emphasis Riparian Reserves are important to the

terrestrial ecosystem as well serving for example as dispersal habitat for

certain terrestrial species Riparian Reserves are not mapped however sample

distributions of Riparian Reserves are shown on the Alternative 9 map
included with this Final SEIS

Matrix

The matrix consists of those federal lands outside the six categories of

designated areas listed above Most timber harvest and other silvicultural

activities would be conducted in that portion of the matrix with suitable forest

lands according to standards and guidelines Most scheduled timber harvest

that contributing to the PSQ takes place in the matrix The matrix also

includes nonforested areas and forested areas that are technically unsuitable

for timber production and therefore do not contribute to PSQ Many
alternatives apply the ISC Conservation Strategy’s 5011 40 rule for

management of the matrix Each alternative also specifies the amount of green

trees snags and down logs that will be left following management activities

Environmental Consequences

Chapter 34 describes in detail the environmental consequences of the

alternatives Under each of the alternatives considered timber harvests of older

forests will decline from historic levels The environmental consequences

associated with timber harvest such as loss of latesuccessional forest habitat

new road construction increased stream sedimentation and water quality

degradation will be proportionately less Social and economic impacts to

timberdependent communities will be proportionately greater The

preservation of latesuccessional and old growth forests will have beneficial

consequences to the fish wildlife and plants associated with them to water

quality and to ecological diversity The following discussion summarizes and

compares the key impacts identified

The evaluation of late successional and old growth forest ecosystems is

expressed as an expected likelihood of achieving long term past conditions

based on three attributes that characterize the quantity and quality of the

ecosystem The attributes are 1abundance and ecological diversity the acreage
and variety of plant communities and environments 2 processes and functionstheecological actions that lead to the development and maintenance of the
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Figure S1 Estimated federal land allocation by alternative
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ecosystem and the values of the ecosystem for species and populations and 3
connectivity the extent to which the landscape pattern of the ecosystem

provides for biological flows that sustain animal and plant populations

In general forest plantations fire suppression logging ownership patterns

and human population and environmental influences have altered the regional

ecosystem on Federal lands to the extent that none of the alternatives can

provide for a return to conditions that closely match those of previous

centuries Site conditions across all landscapes will not return to their

resettlement conditions within the next 100 years However all of the

alternatives reverse the management trend of the last 50 years on Federal lands

which if continued would have resulted in a steep decline in the quantity and

quality of latesuccessional ecosystems and the eventual loss of these

ecosystems in many Federal planning areas

Some alternatives provide greater likelihoods than others of maintaining and

enhancing late successional ecosystems at levels that approach typical long

term conditions Alternatives 13 4 and 9received the highest ratings

Alternatives 3 and 4 provide for relatively high amounts of latesuccessional

forest and strong connectivity through the presence of riparian reserves and

retention of old growth components in managed forest matrix Alternatives 3

and 4 also provide relatively high acreage of low elevation late successional

ecosystems which are relatively rare throughout the entire region Although

Alternative 1 provides for the highest acreage of Late Successional Reserves it

did not rate as high as Alternatives 3 and 9 because it lacks restoration

silviculture in the reserves

The Assessment Team assumed that without restoration silviculture the

development of latesuccessional conditions would be retarded Alternative 9

achieved a 60 to 80 percent or greater cumulative likelihood of reaching less

than long term average conditions or better in moist provinces Alternative 9

might have achieved a higher overall rating if it provided for more acreage of

late successional ecosystems in the low elevations of Oregon The Assessment

Team concluded that the opportunities to increase knowledge about ecosystem

function and management in the Adaptive Management Areas of Alternative 9

actually increased the likelihood that this alternative would provide late

successional characteristics in the future

The assessment of maintenance of a functional and interconnected late

successional forest ecosystem was not revised to reflect the changes described

in Appendix BitStandards and Guidelines Resulting From Additional Species

Analysis and Changes to Alternative 9 because the changes to the Outcomes as

described in this assessment are expected to be relatively minor Several of

these standards and guidelines are likely to enhance the attributes of late

successional and old growth forest ecosystems The overall outcomes for the

ecosystem are likely to improve at least slightly as a result of the additional

measures incorporated into Alternative 9but are not reflected in the results of

the assessment
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EFFECTS ON AIR AND

WATER QUALITY AND
SOIL PRODUCTIVITY
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The Aquatic Conservation Strategy Appendix B6 was designed to address all

elements of the aquatic and riparian ecosystem including maintenance of

hydrologic function high water quality adequate amounts of coarse woody
material a stable complex stream channel and a riparian area with suitable

microclimate and vegetation The likelihood of achieving an outcome with

sufficient quality distribution and abundance of habitat to allow riparian

dependent plant and animal species to stabilize welldistributed across Federal

lands is lower for Alternatives
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emissions were estimated based on the acres of expected burning the type of

prescribed burning and the emissions from each type of fuel consumed so

emissions by alternative would rank in a pattern similar to acreage burned

The estimates are very generalized because many of the assumptions about the

level of prescribed fire use for each land allocation within each province cannot

be validated until watershed landscape level analysis or province level

planning are completed Thus air quality analysis at lower planning levels are

critical in determining the actual amount of prescribed fire that may be needed

on the landscape and even more importantly the air quality impacts of

prescribed burning The use of prescribed fire may reduce the likelihood of

large high severity wildfire as well as wildfire emissions However emissions

tradeoff analyses are essential to document the optimum amount of prescribed

burning necessary to offset wildfire emissions

Water Quality

The effects to water quality under the alternatives vary depending on the

acreages and distribution of the various land allocations and the type and

location of land disturbing activities occurring under the alternative The most

significant factors related to potential water quality effects for each alternative

are the selected Riparian Reserve scenarios the level and location of road

building and the amount and method of timber harvest proposed Alternatives

1 4 and 9 would have the greatest benefit to water quality Alternatives 2 3 5

6 and 10 have the potential for not as great an improvement to water quality

than Alternatives 1 4 and 9 primarily because they provide less protection for

intermittent streams in Tier 2 Key Watersheds and non Key Watersheds

Alternatives 7 and 8have the greatest potential to affect water quality of the 10

alternatives analyzed in this SEIS Based on the Riparian Reserves scenario and

other components of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy all of the alternatives

except 7 and 8 are expected to maintain or improve water quality although

watershed recovery rates would be quickest for Alternatives

1
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EFFECTS ON
THREATENED AND
ENDANGERED SPECIES

All of the alternatives provide for the continued existence of threatened and

endangered species In the case of the northern spotted owl and the marbled

murrelet many components of the alternatives were specifically designed to

address the needs of these species There are 39 federally listed and proposed

species which may occur within the range of the northern spotted owl The Fish

and Wildlife Service also identified 10 of these species whose habitat use is

known to include late successional forest or their occurrence is directly

associated with such habitat With this information 23 of the listed and

proposed species were eliminated from detailed discussion in the Final SEIS for

one of three reasons 1 they are not known to occur on the federal lands of the

planning area 2 they do not inhabit coniferous forests or 3 their presence in

the spotted owl’s range is transitory or unaffected by forest management

activities It has been determined that the alternatives considered in the Final

SEIS will have no effect on these species The four salmon species are included

in the narrative discussion to more completely describe the reasons for the

determinations The US Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine

Fisheries Service have concurred with these determinations see Appendix G

The Fish and Wildlife Service identified six species that are not restricted to

only late successional forests or that are associated with unique or specialized

habitats that may not be considered late successional but which may be

affected by forest management activities Some of these species were not

evaluated by the Assessment Team because of their lack of association with

late successional forests however they are addressed in this SEIS to provide a

complete accounting The alternatives in this SEIS are not likely to adversely

affect these species

Four listed or proposed species are associated with late successional forests the

bald eagle the Oregon chub the northern spotted owl and the marbled

murrelet None of the alternatives is likely to adversely affect the bald eagle

Management of nonfederal lands and cumulative effects are affecting the

Oregon chub and cannot be mitigated by federal land management The
following discussion summarizes the effects of the alternatives on the other two

species

Northern Spotted Owl

The effectiveness of an alternative in providing for northern spotted owl

recovery on Federal lands relies heavily on the spacing size and location of the

habitat It was the conclusion of the Assessment Team that Alternatives 1

through 6 and 9 met or exceeded the conservation measures for federal lands

for the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan USDI unpub 1992a

Alternatives 7 8 and 10 were found to have less assurance of owl recovery on

federal lands primarily due to inadequate provision of dispersal habitat While

Alternative 9 also lacked a specific dispersal habitat provision in the Draft SEIS

other aspects of this alternative were expected to provide adequate dispersal

habitat The additional standards and guidelines in Alternative 9 would

increase this assessment of adequacy of the alternative Therefore selection of

Alternatives I through 6or Alternative 9 would provide the federal land

allocations and standards and guidelines necessary to achieve recovery of the

northern spotted owl
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Marbled Murrelet

In the short term the alternatives will provide a varying degree of reserve

protection for the population of murrelets known to occur in the planning area

However eight alternatives all but Alternatives 7 and 8 also provide for

protection of murrelet sites outside of the reserves The full impact of this

protection outside reserves is not known at this time because of the limited

surveys conducted for this species

Alternative I provides habitat that would allow greater than 90 percent

likelihood of providing habitat conditions to support a marbled murrelet

population occurring well distributed on the federal lands Alternatives 2 3 4
5 and 6 had ratings of 84 percent likelihood of a welldistributed population

on federal lands and Alternatives 9 and 10 were rated at 80 percent The lowest

ratings were assigned to Alternatives 7 and 8 Alternative 7 was rated low

because of its lack of specific protection of murrelet sites in the matrix and less

protection of old growth in coastal areas Alternative 8 rated low because of

poor protection of murrelet sites in the matrix and also because of its

allowance for timber harvest in stands up to 180 years of age

In the Draft SEIS Alternative 9 had a 80 percent likelihood of a murrelet

population well distributed on federal lands The modifications made to

Alternative 9 have added protection of approximately
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extirpation The assessment process and the potential outcomes that were

predicted are described for each of the species or groups of species in Chapter

34 Additional species analysis was conducted between the Draft and Final

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statements The analysis focused on the

likely outcomes for many of the species that were considered in the Draft SEIS

While the analysis focused most directly on responding to public comments on

the preferred alternative Alternative 9 much of it is also pertinent to the

remaining nine alternatives

The results of the original assessments and the additional analysis are

summarized in Chapter 34 with extensive background material in

Appendices A and J Attempts to further summarize these results would be an

oversimplification and possibly misleading The following is a generalized

comparison of the impacts anticipated for the alternatives based on the nature

of the changes expected to occur to the habitat components important to the

species or groups of species that were analyzed The relative impacts described

for Alternative 9 are those expected to occur with the standards and guidelines

added between the Draft and Final SEIS

Nonvascular Plants and Allies

This includes bryophytes fungi and lichens Bryophytes include hornworts

liverworts and mosses The habitat components important to bryophytes

include live old growth trees decaying wood riparian zones and generally the

habitat characteristics achieved by more extensive and interconnected late

successional and old growth forested conditions Alternatives 1 3 and 9 are

generally the most favorable to bryophytes because they provide the set of

allocations and management practices that best produces the habitat

components for bryophytes Alternatives 4 5 7 and 8 provide respectively

less of these habitat conditions Based on their overall features Alternative 2

would likely have effects between those of Alternatives 3 and 5 Alternative 6

would likely have effects similar to Alternative 5 and Alternative 10 would

likely have effects between those of Alternatives 5 and 7

Fungi are neither plants nor animals but are recognized as a separate kingdom

of organisms both in structure and function Species diversity of fungi appears

highest in latesuccessional forests because of the diversity of habitat structures

and host species and the abundance of coarse woody debris and standing dead

trees Habitat components important to the fungi include dead down wood
standing dead trees and live old growth trees as well as a diversity of host

species and microhabitats Also important for fungi is a welldistributed

network of latesuccessional forest Small forest fragments can function as

refugia where fungi may persist until suitable habitat conditions become

available in adjacent stands Alternatives that retain more of these habitat

features generally had higher ratings for species Alternatives 1 3 4 and 9 are

generally the most favorable to bryophytes because they provide the set of

allocations and management practices that best produces the habitat

components for bryophytes Alternative 5 would provide intermediate levels of

this habitat Alternatives 7 and 8 are similar in their effects and would provide

less favorable habitat conditions for bryophytes Based on their overall
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features Alternative 2 would likely have effects between those of Alternatives

3 and 5 Alternative 6 would likely have effects similar to Alternative 5 and

Alternative 10 would likely have effects between those of Alternatives 5 and 7

Lichens are a conspicuous component of old growth forest ecosystems where

they play an important ecological role The habitat components important to

lichens include live old growth trees decaying wood riparian zones and

extensive and interconnected latesuccessional and old growth forested

conditions Alternatives 1 4 and 9 are generally the most favorable to lichens

because they provide the set of allocations and management practices that best

produces the habitat components for lichens Alternatives 3 and 5 would

provide intermediate levels of this habitat Alternatives 7 and 8 are similar in

their effects and would provide less favorable habitat conditions for lichens

Based on their overall features Alternative 2 would likely have effects between

those of Alternatives 3 and 5 Alternative 6 would likely have effects similar to

Alternative 5 and Alternative 10 would likely have effects between those of

Alternatives 5 and 7

Vascular Plants

The largest and most dominant organisms of the latesuccessional and old

growth forest ecosystem are the vascular plants Vascular plants are defined as

those that contain conducting or vascular tissue The habitat components

important to vascular plants are those which generally increase amounts of

latesuccessional riparian and old growth habitat Alternative I is generally

the most favorable to vascular plants because it provides the set of allocations

and management practices that best produces the habitat components for

vascular plants Alternatives 3 4 5 and 9 are similar in providing intermediate

levels of these habitat conditions Alternatives 7 and 8 are similar in their

effects and would provide less favorable habitat conditions for vascular plants

Based on their overall features Alternative 2 would likely have effects between

those of Alternatives 3 and 5 Alternative 6 would likely have effects similar to

Alternative 5 and Alternative 10 would likely have effects between those of

Alternatives 5 and 7

Invertebrates

This includes arthropods and their allies and mollusks Arthropods include

insects crustaceans arachnids and myriapods and collectively constitute over

85 percent of biological diversity in latesuccessional and oldgrowth forests in

the Pacific Northwest The habitat components important to arthropods

include all the features that comprise an extensive and interconnected late

successional and old growth forested conditions including a diversity of live

old growth trees standing dead trees dead and downed wood canopy

structure and riparian habitats Alternatives 1 3 and 4 are generally the most

favorable to arthropods because they provide the set of allocations and

management practices that best produces the habitat components for

arthropods Alternatives 5 7 and 9 would provide intermediate levels of

habitat protection Alternative 8 would provide less favorable habitat
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conditions for arthropods Based on their overall features Alternative 2 would

likely have effects between those of Alternatives 3 and 5 Alternative 6 would

likely have effects similar to Alternative 5 and Alternative 10 would likely

have effects between those of Alternatives 5 and 7

Mollusk species of northwest coniferous forests are comprised of land snails

slugs aquatic snails and clams The habitat components important to mollusks

include moist forest environments areas around springs bogs and marshes

basalt and limestone talus slopes diverse vegetative cover and the habitat

characteristics provided in the Riparian Reserves and influenced by Late

Successional Reserve sizes Alternatives 1 3 and 9 are generally the most

favorable to land snails because they provide the set of allocations and

management practices that best produces the habitat components for land

snails Alternative 4 5 7 and 8 would provide less favorable habitat conditions

for the land snails Alternatives
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generally the most favorable to birds because they provide the set of

allocations and management practices that best produces the habitat

components for birds Alternatives 7 and 8 are similar in their effects and

would provide less favorable habitat conditions for birds Based on their

overall features Alternative 2 would likely have effects between those of

Alternatives 3 and 5 Alternative 6 would likely have effects similar to

Alternative 5 and Alternative 10 would likely have effects between those of

Alternatives 5 and 7

Temperate coniferous forests of the Pacific Northwest provide habitat for a

diverse array of mammal species Habitat components important to mammals
other than bats include dead standing wood dead downed wood live old

growth trees and riparian zones Large decayed logs and snags are important

to many mammals as resting and denning sites Large expanses of live old

growth trees are important to some mammals such as the fisher because they

provide continuous canopy cover Fisher may be negatively affected by forest

fragmentation Riparian zones provide potential habitat including large snags

and cover for mammals such as fishers and American martens In general

those alternatives that provide for greater amounts of latesuccessional and

oldgrowth habitat resulted in higher ratings for mammal species Alternatives

1 3 and 9 are generally the most favorable to mammals because they provide

the set of allocations and management practices that best produces the habitat

components for mammals Alternatives 4 and 5 would provide intermediate

levels of habitat conditions Alternatives 7 and 8 are similar in their effects and

would provide less favorable habitat conditions for mammals Based on their

overall features Alternative 2 would likely have effects between those of

Alternatives 3 and 5 Alternative 6 would likely have effects similar to

Alternative 5 and Alternative 10 would likely have effects between those of

Alternatives 5 and 7

Bats are a diverse order of mammals There may be more species of bats in

North American temperate forests than any other group of mammals The

habitat components important to bats are those which would increase late

successional and old growth forests riparian areas snags and down woody

material Alternatives 13 and 9 are generally the most favorable to bats

because they provide the set of allocations and management practices that best

produces the habitat components for bats Alternatives 4 and 5 would provide

intermediate levels of habitat conditions Alternatives 7 and 8 are similar in

their effects and would provide less favorable habitat conditions for bats

Based on their overall features Alternative 2 would likely have effects between

those of Alternatives 3 and 5 Alternative 6 would likely have effects similar to

Alternative 5 and Alternative 10 would likely have effects between those of

Alternatives 5 and 7

The fish species that are analyzed include resident fish and anadromous fish

There are an estimated 313 anadromous fish stocks at risk in the planning area

Habitat loss and degradation are principal factors in the decline of these fish on

federal lands Alternatives

1
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HARVEST LEVELS

Summary

recover faster in part due to these factors under Alternatives 1 4 and 9
Alternatives
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Figure S2 First decade probable average annual timber sale levels

PSQ by historical period and alternative
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EFFECTS ON REGIONAL Regional Employment
ECONOMICS AND

COMMUNITIES Under all of the alternatives direct employment in timber harvesting and

processing will decline as a result of reduced harvest levels as shown in Table

S2 Historic and Projected Employment in the Timber Industry in the Next

Decade by Sub Region and Alternative The table compares the projected

employment levels to employment in 1990 and estimated employment in 1992

The projections imply a range of job displacement from
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Table S2 Historical and projected employment in the timber industry in the next decade by

subregion and alternative

Actual Estimated Alternative

State Owl Region 1990 1992 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

thousand jobsWashington
Olympic Peninsula 13.9 11.6 11.7 11.6 11.7 11.7 11.7 11.6 11.2 11.6 11.6

Puget Sound 25.7 20.3 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.3 20.4 20.3 20.5 20.3 20.4

Lower Columbia 14.1 12.4 12.6 12.6 12.6 12.7 12.6 12.7 12.6 12.6 12.6

Central 4.2 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.3 3.9 4.2

Total 57.9 51.3 48.1 48.7 48.7 48.7 487 48.8 48.7 49.0 48.4 48.8

Oregon

Northwest 21.9 19.8 20.3 20.3 20.4 20.7 20.0 21.6 20.8 20.5 20.5

West Central 20.9 13.7 14.4 14.5 14.6 15.0 14.3 16.0 15.4 15.0 14.9

Southwest 21.4 10.3 12.0 12.1 12.4 12.8 12.1 15.3 13.8 12.8 12.9

Central 8.9 7.4 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.0 8.4 8.2 8.1 8.1

Total 73.1 62.8 51.2 54.7
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Rural Communities

Washington Oregon and California differ in the pattern severity and regional

distribution of the effects of reduced timber harvest to communities The

results of the analyses are discussed in terms of the severity and direction of

the consequences the communities capacity to cope and the resultant risk to

the communities The Assessment Team conducted a detailed analysis of

Alternatives 13 and 7 It found relatively few differences among the effects of

the alternatives because the timber harvest levels in Alternatives I through 10

are far below recent averages Impacts associated with Alternative 9 would

likely fall between those presented for Alternatives 3 and 7

Communities with combinations of low capacity to cope with change and

negative consequences from the alternatives are most at risk those with high

capacity to cope and positive consequences are least at risk Using these

definitions Alternatives 1 3 and 7 would result in about one third of the 167

surveyed communities falling in the most at risk category In all three

alternatives however the changes are great compared to those for the 1985 87

harvest level scenario in which only 3 percent of the communities were so

ranked The majority of the communities most at risk in Alternatives 1 3 and

7 are those highly dependent on the timber industry and on Federal forest

lands as the source for much of their timber supply Alternatives 1 3 and 7

would likely lead to additional mill closures and reduced forest related

employment and to real damage to the economic and social infrastructure

The most at risk communities differ from others in significant ways These

communities are smaller average population
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The changes in timber harvest from Alternatives 16 9 and 10 will last longer

than any firmor worker’s ability to wait it out The changes in timber harvest

under Alternative 8 would have less impact than under Alternatives 16 9 and

10 but still result in a downturn from Alternative 7 All alternatives will force

timber harvest levels lower than experienced in Washington Oregon and

California in the last two decades with Alternatives 14 and 6 reducing the

timber harvest levels mostwhile Alternatives 5 and 910 have the smaller

reductions and Alternatives 7 and 8 which continue high timber harvests

However this high level is lower than the historical averages in the 1980 s and

early 1990 s

American Indian People and Cultures

Given both traditional and contemporary links between American Indians and

forests it is clear that tribal members depend on public lands and resources for

employment subsistence and cultural identity It is recognized that Indians

tribes have an interest in Forest Service and BLM administered forest resources

and it is emphasized that the Indian rights and interests are not set aside by

this SEIS nor does it impose any extra conservation burden on the tribes or

Indian reservations Timber harvest and management on tribal and Indian

owned lands are not controlled or modified by this SEIS The SEIS has

examined the potential to impair or restrict the rights of various tribes and

finds that none fall into that category

Every alternative has some amount of logging and road construction activities

on the federal forest lands which are potentially disturbing to the land

fisheries and cultural sites Yet the amounts of disturbance are well below

historic levels There appears to be little difference in consequences associated

with the low levels of land disturbance in Alternatives 1 2 3 and 4 The degree

of disturbance to vegetation land and cultural sites under Alternatives 5 6 8
9 and 10 is slightly higher but lower than Alternative 7 which would have the

highest ground disturbance On the other hand since a large number of

archaeological and historic places are discovered while conducting ground

searches prior to ground disturbing activity there may be fewer total

archaeological and culturally important sites discovered under the alternatives

that have reduced timber harvest and road construction activities All

alternatives except Alternatives 7 and 8 would reverse the trend of aquatic and

riparian habitat degradation and begin recovery of these habitats Application

of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy within the range of the northern spotted

owl would improve habitat conditions for stocks of fish important to American

Indians

Summary 0 S25
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Chapter 1

Changes Between the

Draft and Final SEIS

The following change was made in Chapter 1 between the Draft and Final Supplemental EIS Minor

corrections explanations and edits have also been made

Language was added to more clearly link the underlying need and the purpose of the proposed action

to the direction given by President Clinton at the Forest Conference

ChangesBetween the Draftand FinalSEIS E 11
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Chapter 1

Purpose and Need

This chapter specifies the underlying purpose and need to which the Forest

IhTRODUCrION Service and Bureau of Land Management BLM are responding in developing

this Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement SEIS The Fish and

Wildlife Service Environmental Protection Agency National Marine Fisheries

Service and the National ParkService are assisting as cooperating agencies

This SEIS assesses alternatives for managing those federal forests of the Pacific

Northwest and northern California within the range of the northern spotted

owl Strixoccidentaliscarina that are administered by the Forest Service and

the BLM

The ongoing controversy concerning management of federal lands has resulted

BACKGROUND in what has been described as a gridlock of lawsuits court rulings appeals

and protests see Appendix D Related Direction and Activities The public

debate has expanded from a focus on management of northern spotted owl

habitat to include management of all old growth forest associated species and

old growth ecosystems The Scientific Analysis Team Report Thomas et al

1993 appears as Appendix H of this SEIS It offers an overview of the

controversy in its Appendix 1A An Historical Perspective on the Evolution of

the Spotted Owl Issue and Its Incorporation Into de facto Forest Management

Policy This overview offers a history of the research on the spotted owl since

the late 1960 s and the land management decisions made by the agencies since

1979 to provide increasing protection for habitat for the northern spotted owl

Recent court rulings require completion of environmental impact statements

The Forest Service is required by the US District Court for the Western District

of Washington to prepare a new or supplemental Environmental Impact

Statement EIS to correct deficiencies the court found in the Final

EnvironmentalImpact Statement on Managementfor the NorthernSpotted Owl in the

NationalForests USDA FS 1992 The BLM is required by the US District Court

for the District of Oregon to prepare an EIS to incorporate new information on

the effects of logging on the northern spotted owl and to consult on a

conservation strategy Both agencies are currently enjoined from selling timber

in northern spotted owl habitat

To seek a solution to the controversy President Clinton held a Forest

Conference in Portland Oregon on April

2
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THE UNDERLYING

NEED

THE PURPOSES

After the Forest Conference the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment

Team the Assessment Team was assembled to prepare an assessment that

took an ecosystem approach to forest management see Appendix C Letters of

Direction The Assessment Team examined many options evaluated them
and developed and presented 10 options in their report Forest Ecosystem

Management An Ecological Economic and SocialAssessment the FEMAT
Report It is Appendix A of this SEIS and as are other uncirculated

appendices is available on request

Using the FEMAT Report the SETS Interdisciplinary Team prepared a Draft

SEIS with the Assessment Team’s 10 options as alternatives The Draft SEIS was

available to the public agencies tribes and other governments for review on

July 30 1993 Following a 90day comment period which included public

hearings and which elicited over
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SCOPING

Purposeand Need

of existing laws and regulations These requirements were reflected by

President Clinton at the Forest Conference Forest Conference Transcripts

1993 253

Olurefforts must be insofar as we arewise enough to know it

scientificallysound ecologicallycredible and legally responsible

The agencies must cooperate with all the federal agencies As also stated by

President Clinton at the Forest Conference Forest Conference Transcripts

1993 253

IWle will do our best to make the federal government work togetherand

work for you We may make mistakes but we will try to end the gridlock

within the FederalGovernment and we will insist on collaborationnot

confrontation

The alternatives considered in detail in this SEIS respond to these underlying

purposes and needs Alternatives which would not meet these underlying

purposes and needs were eliminated from detailed study

The proposed action is to adopt coordinated management direction for the

lands administered by the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management
within the range of the northern spotted owl that meets the underlying need

and purposes This region wide management direction will provide overall

coordination across administrative units provinces and watersheds The

action will amend the management direction established in all existing Forest

Service and BLM land management plans for the areas and resources covered

by this SEIS This new management direction will apply to projects which will

be conducted after sitespecific environmental analysis The existing

management plans to be amended include existing Regional Guides Forest

Plans Unit Plans Timber Management Plans Management Framework Plans

and Resource Management Plans for lands within the range of the northern

spotted owl The coordinated management direction established by the Record

of Decision for this SEIS will also be incorporated into all land and resource

management plans within the range of the northern spotted owl as they are

completed or revised

Scoping is the term used for identifying issues concerns and opportunities

associated with the proposed action in an environmental impact statement In

this case scoping focused on the management of late successional and

old growth forests on federal lands President Clinton’s Forest Conference

served as a focal point to discuss the issues surrounding management of

late successional and old growth forests on federal lands within the range of

the northern spotted owl At the conclusion of that conference he directed the

members of his Cabinet to prepare a plan and enunciated five principles to

guide the formulation of that plan Forest Conference Transcripts 1993252253Those five principles formed the basis for the underlying need and

purposes identified above

Following the Forest Conference representatives of the Clinton administration

held meetings with interested parties to solicit their ideas In addition the

Purpose and Need 0 15
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Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team received and considered

numerous submissions from interested groups and members of the public The

Forest Conference and the subsequent meetings and submissions served to

confirm and specify the scope of the issues potential effects and appropriate

analysis

Moreover the issues surrounding the management of late successional and

old growth forest ecosystems to be addressed in this SEIS have been before the

public and discussed for a number of years Congress has held several hearings

on these issues A report entitled Alternativesfor Managementof LateSuccessional

Forestsof the PacificNorthwest Johnson et al 1991 was prepared at the request

of the Agriculture Committee and the Merchant Marine and Fisheries

Committee of the US House of Representatives in October 1991

The Forest Service has completed Forest Plans for most of the National Forests

within the range of the northern spotted owl and has prepared Draft Forest

Plans for the remaining Forests Additionally scoping for these Forest Plans

and the FinalSupplement to the EnvironmentalImpact Statement for an Amendment

to the PacificNorthwest Regional Guide USDA FS 1988 included issues

regarding management of latesuccessional and old growth forests and served

to focus the public on the issues The Forest Service more recently received

extensive public comment on the FinalEnvironmentalImpact Statement on

Managementfor the Northern Spotted Owl in the NationalForests USDA FS 1992

The Fish and Wildlife Service elicited comments when it proposed listing the

northern spotted owl and marbled murrelet They also held public hearings

during the summer of 1991 on the proposed designation of critical habitat for

the northern spotted owl and have more recently received comments on the

Recovenj Planfor the Northern Spotted Owl Draft USDI 1992 During the spring

of 1992 there was public comment and discussion in connection with the

hearings conducted by the Endangered Species Committee the God Squad
on a proposed exemption to the Endangered Species Act

The Bureau of Land Management is in the process of preparing Resource

Management Plans RMPs for its Districts in western Oregon and has

completed plans for the lands they administer in California within the range of

the northern spotted owl Scoping for these plans identified issues surrounding

the management of late successional and old growth forest ecosystems

Between 1986 and 1992 the Bureau of Land Management conducted scoping

and solicited and received public comments regarding these issues

All of these efforts including those of Congress and the relevant land and

resource management agencies coupled with the actions during and after the

Forest Conference have served to focus the issues such that additional scoping

was not necessary prior to the preparation of this SEIS Appendix C June 21

1993 letter from the Council on Environmental Quality Also as stated in the

regulations at 40 CFR 1502.9c4 additional scoping is not required for a

supplement to an environmental impact statement
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THE SUPPLEMENTAL For the Forest Service this SEIS will supplement the FinalEnvironmentalImpact

ENVIRONMENTAL Statement on Managementfor the NorthernSpotted Owl in the NationalForests

IMPACT STATEMENT USDA FS 1992 For the Bureau of Land Management this SEIS will

supplement the Draft Environmental Impact Statements for the Draft Resource

Management Plans for the Salem Eugene Coos Bay Roseburg and Medford

Districts and the Klamath Falls Resource Area of the Lakeview District in

Oregon USDI BLM 1992a f It will also supplement BLM’s Final

Environmental Impact Statements for the Resource Management Plans for the

Arcata and Redding Resource Areas of the Ukiah District in California and for

the King Range National Conservation Area Management Plan

Because these alternatives would amend several land management plans for

both the Forest Service and the BLM which all provide direction in the same

planning area it does not represent a separate and distinct project and does

not warrant a new EIS This is a Supplemental EIS because it is the most

appropriate document to disclose the effects of modifying portions of existing

plans plans which continue in effect and form part of these alternatives

The Assessment Team and the SEIS Interdisciplinary Team’s work built on the

analyses in earlier plans and environmental impact statements for lands

administered by the Forest Service and BLM So too does the analysis in this

SEIS take into account the data and analysis in each of the NEPA documents it

is supplementing To the extent such data and analysis continue to be relevant

to and are not superseded by the contents of this SETS they are incorporated

by reference 40 CFR 1502.21 The regional scope of this analysis renders

impracticable sitespecific detail in this SEIS The agencies will complete

environmental analysis as appropriate for sitespecific activities

Purpose and Need 0 17
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The Alternatives

Chapter 2

Changes Between the Draft and Final SEIS

The following changes were made in Chapter 2 between the Draft and Final SEIS Minor corrections

explanations and edits are not included in this list

As a result of additional species analysis Alternative 9 was revised to incorporate Riparian Reserve

Scenario 1instead of Riparian Reserve Scenario 2 Standards and guidelines were also added toAlternative9 that set levels of coarse woody debris and snag retention require surveys and management for

for some rare and endemic species add protection for bat roosting sites retain remnant old growth

stands in watersheds with less than 15 percent old growth forest and allocate 100 acres around all

known northern spotted owl nest sites to LateSuccessional Reserves

The 180 year rotation requirement for northern California National Forests in Alternative 9 was

dropped in favor of following Forest Plan standards and guidelines

Language was added to clarify the requirement that thinning is permitted within Late Successional

Reserves only if it is beneficial to the creation and maintenance of late successional forest conditions

Management of the portions of the Lassen and Modoc National Forests within the range of the northern

spotted owl is more clearly addressed in the standards and guidelines

Federal lands not administered by the Forest Service or BLM are now shown on maps tables and

figures as Congressionally Reserved Areas

Clarification was added to indicate that scheduled timber harvest is expected to occur in many of the

Adaptive Management Areas as well as the matrix

Existing developed downhill ski areas under special use permit were removed from LateSuccessional

Reserves This affects all or part of four additional ski areas

Map references were clarified and the location of the official SEIS maps is now identified

Numerous minor boundary revisions were made to Late Successional Reserves and to Key Watersheds

to correct errors and align boundaries with natural topographic features and to better include late

successional stands

The standard and guideline for recreation in Riparian Reserves was revised to allow development to

occur that does not prevent attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives

Within the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area the designated land allocation for developed

public recreation and agricultural sites was changed from LateSuccessional Reserves toAdministrativelyWithdrawn Areas

All relevant and applicable standards and guidelines from the FEMAT Report now appear in the text of

the SEIS

Although standards and guidelines from current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives apply to all

alternatives where they are more restrictive or provide greater benefits to latesuccessional forest re
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lated species the text was changed to reflect three exceptions 1direction specific to northern spotted

owls and their habitat 2 higher matrix green tree retention standards and guidelines and 3 certain

Administratively Withdrawn Areas for old growth related species in Alternative 9

The text was clarified to state that management consistent with approved recovery plans for listed

species such as the bald eagle and for Research Natural Areas takes precedence over LateSuccessional

Reserve standards and guidelines

A requirement was added to develop management direction specific to Late Successional Reserves

including fire management direction either as a separate document or as part of other plans

A standard and guideline was added stating that some research not otherwise consistent with the

objectives of Late Successional Reserves or Aquatic Conservation Strategy may be appropriate

To supplement spotted owl protection for Alternative 9 Managed LateSuccessional Areas were added

for known owl activity centers in the Washington Eastern Cascades and the California CascadesProvincesThis change affects approximately 21 activity centers and
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Chapter 2

The Alternatives

Introduction

Chapter 2 discusses the issues and presents 10 alternatives for accomplishing

the proposed action Each alternative is an ecosystem management plan for

managing habitat for late successional and oldgrowth forest related species

including the northern spotted owl on lands administered by the ForestServiceand the Bureau of Land Management BLM within the range of thenorthernspotted owl

Each alternative consists of combinations of 1 land allocations managed to

protect and enhance habitat for latesuccessional and old growth forest related

species and to protect and enhance aquatic resources and 2 standards and

guidelines for the management of these land allocations Following these

alternatives is a discussion of the alternatives considered but eliminated from

detailed study A comparison of the major effects of the 10 alternatives is

presented at the end of the chapter

The preferred alternative in this SEIS is Alternative 9 the substance of which

has been slightly modified from Alternative 9 in the Draft SEIS byincorporatingadditional standards and guidelines Designating an alternative aspreferred
indicates a preference not a decision The decision to select analternative

to implement will be disclosed in the Record of Decision which follows

this Final SEIS by at least 30 days

THE ISSUES This description of the issues is based on past documents public comments

court cases media reports and features and transcripts of the April 2 1993

Forest Conference These issues will serve to focus the comparison of the

alternatives

For more than two decades there has been growing controversy about the

management of the old growth forests on federal lands When harvested they

have great economic value and make way for younger forests and the wildlife

they support If preserved they provide an environment for many otherspeciesand contribute to other nontimber forest values and environmentalqualities
At the Forest Conference President Clinton posed the fundamental question in

his opening remarks Forest Conference Transcripts 19934

How can we achieve a balancedand comprehensivepolicy that recognizesthe

importance of the forests and timber to the economy andjobs of this region

andhow can we preserve ourprecious oldgrowthforests which arepart of

our nationalheritageand that once destroyed can never be replaced
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President Clinton continued Forest Conference Transcripts 19935

The most important thingwe can do is to admit all of Us to each other

that there areno simple or easy answers This is not about choosingbetween

jobs and the environment but about recognizingthe importanceof both and

recognizing that virtuallyeveryone here andeveryone in this region cares

about both

The ecological systems within the range of the northern spotted owl arecomplexand varied Managing these ecosystems to preserve and enhance late

successional and old growth forests and aquatic resources will have major

effects on the overall structure function and appearance of the region’s forests

the water quality in streams and rivers and the distribution connectivity

diversity and sustainability of its terrestrial and aquatic communities

In the last decade the northern spotted owl became the focus in the debate

over how federal forest lands should be managed However the management

of habitat for the spotted owl affects other terrestrial and aquatic species and

the region’s ecological systems collectively There are 40 federally listedthreatenedor endangered species that may occur within the range of the northern

spotted owl of these about half use coniferous forest habitat on federal lands

The northern spotted owl and the marbled murrelet are listed as threatened

species The long term persistence of the spotted owl and other old growth

related species depends in large measure on providing habitat of adequate

amount and distribution to support their life functions

The set of factors affecting long term persistence of these species including the

northern spotted owl is complex and not precisely known While most people

want the spotted owl and other old growth species to survive there isdisagreementover the size of populations that should be provided forand the

forest management that will allow for long term survival

Aquatic and riparian areas are integral parts of the region’s ecosystems and

major factors in supporting the economy of the region Damage to forest

aquatic and riparian systems has contributed to degradation of some plant and

animal communities Of immediate concern is the loss of salmon and steelhead

runs which are major cultural and economic elements in the Pacific Northwest

and northern California The concern is both for the numbers of fish and for

their genetic diversity

Since World War IL timber management has been a major part of the Forest

Service and Bureau of Land Management’s role of actively managing federal

lands for a variety of sustainable benefits for the Nation The timbermanagementprogram on federal forests within the range of the northern spotted owl

has focused on harvesting older forest areas for timber and replacing them with

faster growing young stands Older forests are essential habitat for many

species as the amount of older forests has decreased the survival of old

growth related species including the northern spotted owl has become more

uncertain
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Managing federal lands to provide habitat for northern spotted owls and other

old growth related species will result in a change in the extent and rate of

harvest of older forest areas as well as changes in how other forest areas are

managed Management to maintain or increase diversity of the forestsstructureand function is itself an issue Species that need young forests and species

that need older forests are affected in different and often opposite ways by

changes in the age composition and distribution of the habitat each need

The BLM and Forest Service’s timber management programs provide raw

material for the wood products industry that after milling and processing

serve the needs of a large number and variety of consumers The woodproducts
industry’s principal employment is located in small cities towns and rural

areas From 1986 to 1990 wood from federal forests supported half the

industry’s jobs Additionally a quarter of the receipts from timber sales on

federal lands and half of the receipts from the Oregon and California Revested

Lands OC lands go to county governments

Reductions in the amount of timber sold for harvest directly affect employment

and the economic health of the forestry and wood products industries These

in turn immediately affect the economic vitality of the communities dependent

on them and the well being of workers and families These changes threaten

the ability of some of these communities and their institutions to survive

There are other human uses of federal forest lands that would be enhanced

maintained or curtailed if forests were managed to benefit the northern spotted

owl and other latesuccessional and old growth related species Roadconstructionand use recreation mining and other land uses will be affected There are

alternate paths for people and communities to take to adjust to changes The

effectiveness of those paths and the human costs of making those changes are

both dynamic and significant issues

CONSULTATION

Consultation on Alternative 9 was conducted with the Fish and WildlifeServiceand the National Marine Fisheries Service in accordance with Section 7 of

the Endangered Species Act Their responses are included in Appendix G of

this document Actions proposed to implement the selected alternative will

undergo consultation either formal or informal as appropriate

Management direction and land allocations of Alternative 9 are intended to

constitute the Forest Service and BLM contribution to the recovery of the

northern spotted owl Consultation would not be required for activitiesconsistentwith standards and guidelines of Alternative 9 if those activities will not

result in incidental take

In the event that anadromous salmonids are listed following the Record of

Decision for this SEIS the National Marine Fisheries Service will consult with
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the Forest Service and BLM on implementation of the selected alternative

Consultations may also be needed at lower levels of land managementplanningduring implementation In consultations with land management agencies

in the Snake River Basin on currently listed anadromous salmonids theNationalMarine Fisheries Service has recommended riparian protection and other

measures such as watershed restoration that are consistent with the preferred

alternative Based on existing information the National Marine Fisheries

Service anticipates applying the Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives with

Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 during consultation on anadromous fish in the

northern spotted owl’s range Consultation could be on a Forest province or

watershed basis depending on the sufficiency and specificity of available

information Also considered would be the scale at which managementdecisionsare made It is the intent of the National Marine Fisheries Service to work
cooperatively and early in implementation planning to facilitate and expedite

compliance with Section 7 provisions

Under the selected alternative specified in the Record of Decision appropriate

consultation under the Coastal Zone Management Act will take place with the

appropriate state s concerning those activities that take place within the

coastal zone

CRiTICAL HABITAT

Within the planning area there is designated critical habitat for the Oregon

silverspot butterfly and the northern spotted owl Regardless of whichalternative
is selected in the Record of Decision for this SEIS the Forest Service and

Bureau o’f Land Management will consult on any proposed actions that may
affect critical habitat 50 CFR 402.14 The appropriateness of future proposed

actions in critical habitat will be determined through consultation informal or

formal with the Fish and Wildlife Service according to Section 7a of the

Endangered Species Act

In January 1992 the Fish and Wildlife Service determined the lands thatcomprise
critical habitat for the northern spotted owl After the Record of Decision

for this SEIS has been signed the Fish and Wildlife Service may review and

revise its critical habitat designation for the northern spotted owl based on the

selected alternative

In January 1994 the Fish and Wildlife Service issued a proposed ruledesignating
critical habitat for the marbled murrelet The Forest Service and Bureau of

Land Management will confer on any proposed actions in proposed murrelet

critical habitat as required under the Endangered Species Act

The Biological Opinion Appendix G addressed the potential impacts of

Alternative 9 on the proposed critical habitat for marbled murrelet
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THE PLANNING AREA

Three components contribute to the complexity of managing federal lands

multiple agencies intermingled ownerships and a variety of planning and

legal requirements that have changed over the years Because this SEISproposesmanagement direction for lands administered by both the Forest Service

and Bureau of Land Management descriptions of administrative units and

references to management plans are lengthy and may be unavoidablyconfusing
The planning area for this plan is the area of federally administered lands

within the range of the northern spotted owl These lands are located inwesternWashington western Oregon and northwestern California See Figure 21

below

While the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team the Assessment

Team considered all federal lands within the range of the northern spotted

owl including those managed by the Fish and Wildlife Service National Park

Service and Department of Defense the management direction in this SEIS

applies only to those lands managed by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land

Management

Federal lands other than those managed by the Forest Service and the BLM are

expected to generally maintain their existing habitat conditions The influence

of these lands has been considered in the analysis of effects in this SEIS but no

new management direction for them is presented here The National Parks and

Monuments Wildlife Refuges and military reservations are shown asCongressionallyReserved Areas in all alternatives see Appendix D
Nonfederal lands which include state and private land and for this analysis

tribal and Indian owned lands are not included in the planning area of this

SEIS and no management direction is given for them However impacts from

expected management activities on nonfederal lands were considered as part of

the cumulative effects analysis in this SEIS in accordance with the requirements

of NEPA

RELATIONSHIP OF THE SEIS ALTERNATIVES TO ExISTING

FOREST SERVICE AND BLM MANAGEMENT PLANS AND

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

The direction established by the Record of Decision for this SEIS will be added

to the existing management direction for those administrative units without

adopted Forest or District Plans and will supersede management direction

contained in existing plans where it differs for specific resources or areas

except as otherwise specifically provided Standards and guidelines and land
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Figure 21 Range of the northern spotted owl within the United States
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allocations in the existing plans not directly superseded by the selectedalternativewill remain in effect The standards and guidelines and land allocations of

the selected alternative will be incorporated into plans which are beingdevelopedResource management and the quantity of timber offered for sale will

reflect the implications of the standards and guidelines and the land allocations

of the selected alternative Thus the selected alternative will supplement or

amend all of the plans and EISs listed in Table 21 Additional agency details

are provided below

Forest Service

This SEIS supplements the January 1992 FinalEnvironmentalImpact Statement on1

Managementfor the Northern Spotted Ow7l in the NationalForests FEIS USDA FS

1992 The alternatives described in this SEIS supplement add to the five

alternatives described in the FEIS The Record of Decision for this SEIS will

supersede the Record of Decision dated March

3
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IMPLEMENTATION

The alternative selected in the Record of Decision for this SEIS will beimplementedon lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM within the range

of the northern spotted owl Under the selected alternative management
activities will meet National Environmental Policy Act NEPA requirements

Resource management activities will be subject to sitespecific environmental

analysis and appropriate public participation before they are conducted This

will involve analysis of cumulative and other environmental effects

Each alternative provides a strategy for the entire range of the northernspottedowlthat includes land allocations and standards and guidelines that cross

physiographic provinces and federal agencies administrative boundaries

Management activities will be in accordance with the land allocations and
standards and guidelines prescribed in the selected alternative The specific

standards and guidelines of each alternative are described later in this chapter

Monitoring

Monitoring is an essential component of natural resource management because

it provides information on the relative success of management strategies The
implementation of the selected alternative will be monitored to ensure that

management actions are meeting the objectives of the prescribed standards and
guidelines and that they comply with management laws and policyseeAppendixI Monitoring and Evaluation Plan Monitoring will provideinformation

to determine if the standards and guidelines are being followedimplementationmonitoring verify if they are achieving the desired resultseffectivenessmonitoring and determine if underlying assumptions are sound
validation monitoring Some effectiveness and most validation monitoring

will be accomplished by formal research

Monitoring results will provide managers with the information to determine

whether a goal has been met and whether to continue or to modify themanagementdirection Findings obtained through monitoring together with

research and other new information will provide a basis for adaptivemanagementchanges to the selected alternative The processes of monitoring and

adaptive management share the goal of improving effectiveness and permitting

dynamic response to increased knowledge and a changing landscape The
monitoring program itself will also not remain static The monitoring plan will

be periodically evaluated to ascertain whether the monitoring questions and

standards are still relevant and will be adjusted as appropriate Somemonitoringitems may be discontinued and others added as knowledge and issues

change with implementation

Monitoring will be conducted at multiple levels and scales These may include

sitespecific projects designated areas such as LateSuccessional Reserves

Riparian Reserves and the matrix watersheds administrative unitsphysiographicprovinces or river basins states and the planning area or region At

the project level monitoring will examine how well specific standards and
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guidelines have been applied on the ground and how effectively they produce

expected results Monitoring at broader levels will measure how successfully

projects and other activities have achieved the objectives goals andor desired

future conditions of those management areas Monitoring will be conducted in

a manner to accommodate the multiple levels and scales so that localized

information may be compiled and considered in a broader regional context

and thereby address both local and regional issues

The monitoring process will collect information on a sample basis Monitoring

could be so costly as to be prohibitive if it is not carefully and reasonably

designed It will not be necessary or desirable to monitor each standard and

guideline of every project Unnecessary detail and unacceptable costs will be

avoided by focusing on key monitoring questions and proper samplingmethodsThe level and intensity of monitoring will vary depending on thesensitivity
of the resource or area and the scope of the management activity

Monitoring will be coordinated among appropriate agencies and organizations

in order to enhance the efficiency and usefulness of the results across a variety

of administrative units and provinces The approach will build on past and

present monitoring work Current monitoring plans will continue to be used

where appropriate In addition specific monitoring protocols criteria goals

and reporting formats will be developed for the selected alternative subject to

review and guidance of the Regional Ecosystem Office This guidance will be

used to revise current monitoring plans and facilitate the process ofaggregatingand analyzing information on province or regional levels Eachadministrative
unit will continue to be responsible for the collection compilation and

analysis of much of the data gained through monitoring activities Province

teams and the Regional Ecosystem Office will compile and analyze information

at larger scales

The monitoring program will involve a long term commitment to gathering

and evaluating data on environmental conditions and managementimplementation
In the Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region’s Forest Monitoring and

Evaluation Guide USDA FS 1993b the Regional Forester stated Allprogramsand projects should contain appropriate levels of monitoring funds in

their costs or they should not be undertaken Similar commitments to

monitoring were made in the BLM western Oregon Draft ResourceManagement
Plans and Environmental Impact Statements USDI BLM 1992af For

example the Roseburg District Draft RMPEIS states Timber sale volumes

and associated programs will be reduced if annual funding is not sufficient to

support the relevant actions assumed in the plan including mitigation and

monitoring The extent of the reduction will be based on the principle ofprogram
balance as envisioned in the plan USDI BLM 1992e The currentmonitoring
plans and commitments will remain in effect although they will be

revised to reflect the direction in the Record of Decision for this SEIS

Current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives require monitoring of

resources activities or effects and will continue to do so under all alternatives

The monitoring items or elements of the current plans and draft plan preferred

alternatives include soil water air vegetation Wild and Scenic Rivers visual

resources cultural resources lands minerals range wildlife fisheries timber
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and special areas eg Areas of Critical Environmental Concern and Research

Natural Areas These broad categories include monitoring for species listed

under the Endangered Species Act and activities subject to the Clean Water

Act Clean Air Act and other laws regulations and policy Where relevant

these current monitoring plans include monitoring objectives or questions

sampling methods or techniques criteria standards frequency of monitoring

evaluation and reporting procedures and associated costs for each item or

element The various aspects of these current plans and draft plan preferred

alternatives will remain in effect and may be revised as appropriate to reflect

the direction of the selected alternative The results of monitoring andassociatedevaluations will continue to be shared with the public

Adaptive Management

Adaptive management is a continuing process of action based planningmonitoringresearching evaluating and adjusting with the objective of improving

the implementation and achieving the goals of the selected alternative The

alternatives analyzed in this SEIS are based on current scientific knowledge To

be successful the selected alternative must have the flexibility to adapt and

respond to new information Under the concept of adaptive management new
information will be evaluated and a decision will be made whether to make

adjustments or changes Each alternative incorporates the concept of adaptive

management see Appendix E Implementation Structure This approach will

enable resource managers to determine how well management actions meet

their objectives and what steps are needed to modify activities to increase

success or improve results

The adaptive management process will be implemented to maximize the

benefits and efficiency of the selected alternative This may result in therefinementof standards and guidelines land use allocations or amendments to

Forest and District Plans Adaptive management decisions may vary in scale

from individual watersheds specific forest types physiographic provinces or

the entire planning area or region Adaptive management modifications that

require changes to Regional Guides or Forest or District Plans will be adopted

following applicable regulatory procedures However many adaptivemanagementmodifications may not require changes to Regional Guides or Forest or

District Plans

While the adaptive management concept applies to all lands administered by

the Forest Service and BLM the Adaptive Management Areas of Alternative 9

are specific land allocations The primary objective of these 10 AdaptiveManagementAreas is the development and testing of new approaches forintegrationand achievement of ecological and economic health and other social

objectives

Interagency Coordination

All alternatives call for a high level of coordination and cooperation among

agencies during implementation Issues will be discussed objectives clarified
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and problems solved in collaboration The Memorandum of Understanding for

Forest Ecosystem Management established a framework for coordinatedimplementation
of the selected alternative see Appendix E ImplementationStructureThe parties to this memorandum of understanding are the Director of the

White House Office on Environmental Policy the Secretary of the Interior the

Secretary of Agriculture the Administrator of the Environmental Protection

Agency and the Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere

The following interagency groups have been established to develop monitor

and oversee the implementation of the selected alternative These interagency

groups are identified in the Memorandum of Understanding for ForestEcosystemManagement Appendix E They do not substitute or alter the line of

authority of individual agencies see Figure 22

Interagency Steering Committee

The Interagency Steering Committee will establish overall policies governing

the prompt coordinated and effective implementation of the selectedalternativeby all relevant federal agencies and address and resolve issues referred to

it by the Regional Interagency Executive Committee The committee consists of

representatives from the offices of the Secretary of the Interior Secretary of

Agriculture Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency Under

Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and is chaired by the

Director of the White House Office on Environmental Policy or the director’s

designee AWhite House appointed representative of the Interagency Steering

Committee serves as interagency coordinator to provide general oversight and

guidance of regional activities

Regional Interagency Executive Committee RIEC

This group consists of the Pacific Northwest federal agency heads of the Forest

Service Bureau of Land Management Fish and Wildlife Service National

Marine Fisheries Service Bureau of Indian Affairs and EnvironmentalProtectionAgency Other participants on this committee include the National Park

Service Soil Conservation Service the States of Washington Oregon and

California and three tribal organizations The RIEC will serve as the senior

regional entity to assure the prompt coordinated and successfulimplementation
of the selected alternative It serves as the principal conduit forcommunicationsbetween the Interagency Steering Committee and the agencies in the

planning area It will be responsible for implementing the directives of the

Interagency Steering Committee reporting regularly on implementation

progress and referring issues relating to the policies or procedures forimplementing
the selected alternative to the Interagency Steering Committee The

RIEC’s policy and planning decisions and recommendations will be made

collaboratively and will be consistent with federal and state laws federal trust

responsibilities and government togovernment relationships with American

Indian tribes The RIEC provides direction to the Regional Ecosystem Office

province teams and the Research and Monitoring Committee see below The

RIEC also works with the Regional Community Economic Revitalization Team

RCERT to develop criteria and priorities for ecosystem investmentopportunities
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Regional Ecosystem Office REO

This office provides staff work and support to facilitate RIEC decision making
and prompt interagency issue resolution in support of implementation of the

selected alternative It will also be responsible for evaluation of majormodificationsarising from the adaptive management process and will coordinate the

formulation and implementation of data standards This office reports to the

RIEC and will be responsible for developing evaluating and resolvingconsistencyand implementation issues with respect to specific topics including but

not limited to Geographic Information Systems GIS pilot watershedanalysesrestoration guidelines Endangered Species Act requirements adaptive

management guidelines monitoring and research

Research and Monitoring Committee

This committee comprised of research scientists and managers from a variety

of disciplines provides recommendations to the RIEC on implementation of

the selected alternative through monitoring and research plans The Research

and Monitoring Committee will review and evaluate ongoing researchdevelop
a research plan to address critical natural resource issues addressbiologicalsocial economic and adaptive management research topics and

develop and review scientifically credible cost efficient monitoring plans The
Research and Monitoring Committee is under the direction of and isresponsibleto the Regional Interagency Executive Committee and reports to the

RIEC through the Regional Ecosystem Office

Province Teams

These teams consist of representatives of federal agencies states American

Indian tribes and others These teams will provide or coordinate analyses at

the province level that can provide the basis for amendments to Forest and

District Plans and will provide monitoring reports for provinces Province

teams will also encourage and facilitate information exchange andcomplementaryecosystem management among federal and nonfederal land managers The

Interagency Steering Committee and the Regional Interagency Executive

Committee will continue to develop and refine the appropriate role for these

teams at the level of physiographic provinces Adaptive Management Areas or

specific watersheds

PLANNING Ecological functions do not respect administrative or political boundaries and

assessments of ecosystem issues may require the use of boundaries which do
not coincide with political or administrative boundaries At the same time

current statutes regulations and administrative responsibilities governing

federal land management agencies must recognize and are based upon political

and administrative boundaries A major challenge in ecosystem management is

providing a planning regime in which these fundamentally differentperspectivescan be integrated a task that is especially difficult in the current statutory

and regulatory planning structure
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Figure 22 Relationships of interagency groups

Interagency Steering

Committee

Regional Interagency

Executive Committee
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Regional Ecosystem Office and J Province Teams

I IMonitoring Committee

Although they relieve direction from the Regional Interagency Executive Committee the Research and

Monitoring Committee and Province Teams will report to the Regional Interagency Executive Committee

through the Regional Ecosystem Office

As experience is gained in ecosystem management statutes and regulations

may be changed to provide for different decision points Until statutes and

regulations are changed province level plans or considerations will consist

of analysis and coordination to help interpret or amend existing plans The area

delineation appropriate to this planning structure is shown in Figure 23
Province planning and analysis areas

The term planning is often used colloquially to include assessments analysis

or other processes that are related to but distinct from the planning decision

making process defined by laws and regulations Decisions on standards and

guidelines and land allocations will be adopted using the planning structure of

existing regulations which provide for three levels of plans for the Forest

Service Regional Guides Forest Plans and project plans and two levels of

plans for the BLM District Plans and activity plans Decisions to change land

allocations or standards and guidelines will be made only through theadoptionrevision or amendment of these documents following appropriate public

participation NEPA procedures and coordination with the RegionalInteragency
Executive Committee

The FEMAT Report and the SEIS illustrate how different types of planning

related activities can be used to practice ecosystem management by assessing

relevant issues from a variety of perspectives and facilitating a coordinated

implementation of the selected alternative Ecological assessments oranalysesare aimed at viewing management issues from ecological perspectives

such as described in Appendix B2 Ecological Principles for Management of

LateSuccessional Forests Assessments may include other perspectivesrelevantto land management decision making such as economic or social factors

The SEIS alternatives also propose coordinating planning activities across
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WATERSHED ANALYSIS

administrative boundaries such as province plans Adaptive Management

Area plans and LateSuccessional Reserve plans Decisions will be made to

adopt revise or amend appropriate decision documents only when procedures

for public participation and decision making have been followed

The Record of Decision based on this SEIS will amend existing Forest Service

and BLM management plans This SEIS supplements the Environmental Impact

Statements as described in the section of this chapter titled Relationship of the

SEIS to Existing Forest Service and BLM Management Plans andEnvironmentalImpact Statements The responsibility for implementing the decision made

in the Record of Decision for this SEIS rests with the managers of the Forest

Service and BLM units in the planning area The interagency structureidentifiedin the Memorandum of Understanding for Forest Ecosystem Management

Appendix E designates the Interagency Steering Committee and Regional

Interagency Executive Committee to assure the coordinated and effective

implementation of the selected alternative and to support the development

and implementation of future or revised land and resource management plans

Changes or adjustments to decisions made in the Record of Decision for this

SEIS may be made through amendments to those plans required by regulations

as described above The authority to change or amend those plans remains as

specified in the applicable regulations The amendments will be reviewed by

the Regional Interagency Executive Committee to assure consistency with the

objectives of the selected alternative

Watershed analysis is one of the principal analyses on which decisionsimplementingthe ecosystem management objectives of this SETS will be made The

watershed analyses will be the mechanism to support ecosystemmanagementproposedby this SEIS at approximately the 20 to 200 square mile watershed

level Watershed analysis as described here focuses on its broad role inimplementingthe ecosystem management objectives proposed by this SETS The use

of watershed analysis as described in the Aquatic Conservation Strategy see

Appendix B6 is a more narrow focus and is just one aspect of its role

Watershed analysis will focus on collecting and compiling information within

the watershed that is essential for making sound management decisions It will

be an analytical process not a decision making process with a proposed action

requiring NEPA documentation It will serve as basis for developing project

specific proposals and determining’monitoring and restoration needs for a

watershed Some analysis of issues or resources may be included in broader

scale analyses because of their scope The information from the watershed

analyses will contribute to decision making at all levels Project specific NEPA
planning will use information developed from watershed analysis Forexample

if watershed analysis shows that restoring certain resources within a

watershed could contribute to achieving landscape or ecosystem management

objectives then subsequent decisions will need to address that information

The results of watershed analyses may include a description of the resource

needs issues the range of natural variability spatially explicit information that
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Figure 23 Province planning and analysis areas
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will facilitate environmental and cumulative effects analyses to comply with

NEPA regulations and the processes and functions operating within the

watershed Watershed analysis will identify potentially disjunct approaches

and conflicting objectives within Watersheds The information from watershed

analysis will be used to develop priorities for funding implementing actions

and projects and will be used to develop monitoring strategies and objectives

The participation in watershed analysis of adjacent landowners privatecitizens
interest groups industry government agencies and others will bepromoted

Watershed analysis will be an ongoing iterative process that will help define

important resource and information needs As watershed analysis is further

developed and refined it will describe the processes and interactions for all

applicable resources It will be an information gathering and analysis process

but will not be a comprehensive inventory process It will build on information

collected from detailed sitespecific analyses Information gathering and

analysis will be related to management needs and not be performed for their

own sake While generally watershed analysis will organize collate and

describe existing information there may be critical information needs that must

be met before completing the analysis In those instances the additionalinformation
will be collected before completing the watershed analysis In other

instances information needs may be identified that are not required forcompletingthe watershed analysis but should be met for subsequent analyses

planning or decisions

Watershed analysis is a technically rigorous procedure with the purpose of

developing and documenting a scientificallybased understanding of the

ecological structures functions processes and interactions occurring within a

watershed see Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy The scope of the

analysis for implementing the ecosystem management objectives of this SEIS

may include all aspects of the ecosystem Some of these aspects includebeneficialuses vegetative patterns and distribution flow phenomena such asvegetationcorridors streams and riparian corridors wind fire wildlife migration

routes dispersal habitat terrestrial vertebrate distribution locally significant

habitats human use patterns throughout the ecosystem cumulative effects

and hydrology The number and detail of these aspects considered will depend

on the issues pertaining to a given watershed

INFORMATION An interagency Geographic Information System GIS data base will be devel

RESOURCE oped to coordinate efforts in the collection and development of research and

MANAGEMENT data and to effectively coordinate planning within watersheds provinces or

the region

CONSULTATION AND Consultation under the Endangered Species Act will emphasize an integrated

COORDINATION ecosystem approach This will include involving the Fish and Wildlife Service

PROCESS and the National Marine Fisheries Service when the land management agencies

begin to develop their plans for a particular area so their views can be made
known Concurrent coordination with the Environmental Protection Agency on

water quality standards and beneficial use requirements of the Clean Water Act

will minimize planning and project impacts
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The analysis and planning efforts used in implementing ecosystemmanagementon lands administered by the BLM and Forest Service will comply with

existing policies and laws relating to American Indian offreservation trust

resources The analysis will identify Indian trust resources that would be

affected and identify potential conflicts between proposed federal actions and

treaty rights or tribal plans and policies Consultation on a governmenttogovernmentbasis will be conducted early in the planning process with any

effected tribes Conflicts will be resolved consistent with the Federal

Government’s trust responsibilities

TE NoAcTION ALTERNATIVE

The NoAction Alternative is comprised of the several existing plans described

below see Table 21 It is generally summarized in the 1992 FEIS and the BLM
August 1992 Draft Resource Management PlansEnvironmental ImpactStatements

for western Oregon USDI BLM 1992a O For both agencies the No
Action Alternative basically represents management direction that was in place

immediately before the release of the Interagency Scientific Committee’s ISC

A ConservationStrategy forthe Northern Spotted Owol Thomas et al 1990

In April 1993 when the Assessment Team began to develop the 10 action

alternatives BLM Districts and National Forests either had completed current

Forest and Resource Management Plans or they were in the process ofdevelopingsuch plans For those units that had not completed their plans the

Assessment Team identified the then current version or draft of the unit’s

preferred alternative The Assessment Team used these current plans and draft

plan preferred alternatives as the base or starting point for each of the 10 action

alternatives Unless specifically excepted elsewhere in this chapter standards

and guidelines from these plans apply to all of the action alternatives where

they are more restrictive or provide greater benefits to late successional forest

related species than other standards and guidelines of these alternatives These

plans are identified in the shaded area in Table 21 and are referred to in this

SEIS as current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives

The current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives plus the FinalDraft

Recovery Planfor the Northern Spotted Owlv as adapted by the Assessment Team
define Alternative 7 in this SEIS Alternative 7 is intended to approximate

direction that might have been implemented if the federal agencies hadcontinuedland and resource management planning processes and if they had

adopted the elements of the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan As such

the Assessment Team considered Alternative 7 to be the closest reasonable

legally implementable approximation of a noaction alternative
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Table 21 Description of the NoAction Alternative and comparison of the No Action Alternative

with Alternative 7 The shaded area shows the direction referred to in this SEIS as current plans

and draft plan preferred alternatives which is incorporated into all 10 of the action alternatives

No Action Alternative Alternative 7

Forest Service

Oregon and

Waslhington

tRgndGide kaihjende4

E F Vi
th Ol’ymp MEa

Snoqtalm Ciffor incoI

gfor teNtnAtiiv

Ba4t bc 0gWme

ppibdve4 i9 899t a

Bureau of Land Existing Management Framework T R id Prefene4 Alternative1

Management Plans for the Salem Eugene Coos to tfh’D4 Raesource Management

Oregon Bay Roseburg and Medford NPeipn E1s see jAppbhdix B1
Districts and the Kaamath Falls resed 1 forth

Resource Area of the Lakeview 1ehi Eugene Coos ta
District approved during the late W4 ebntgand M1ford Districs

1970 s and early 1980 s and ahdthe C laxt Padls Rs6Prce

described in the respective August Area the LtaviewDitictof

1992 Draft RMPEISs

Forest Service 1984 Regional Guide Existing 1984 Regional uide Existing

California Forest Plans for the Lassen and Fdret Petias for the Lssen and

Modoc National Forests The Mndoc National Fotests The

Preferred Alternatives as of March Preferred Altenatives as of M
1990 for Draft Forest Plans being 122Qfor Draft rort Thans being

developed for the Klamath Shastadeldped fourth lamaftt’Shasta

Trinity Mendocino and Six Rivers trrt3 Mendpciio and Six Rivers

National Forests as described in I Naticna1Forests

the 1992 FEIS

Bureau of Land E4din Resource Management Same as the No Action Alternative

Management Plansford the Afcata and Redding

California Rsnurice Areas approved 1992 and
1993 repectvey Exaising
Managem etjPklan the King

Range Natidnal Cbhservahi Area

approved 19746

Owl Conservation Preserve 1000 3000 acre Spotted Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery

Strategy Forest Owl Habitat Areas SOHAs and Plan adapted by the Assessment

Service and Bureau Oregon Dept of Fish and Wildlife Team Provides for interacting

of Land Agreement Areas Spotted Owl network of Designated

Management all Management Area SOMAs for an Conservation Areas DCAs each

states interacting network of owl pairs generally large enough to support

20 owl pairs as well as other

designated areas for individual or

groups of owl pairs
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However Alternative 7 is different from the NoAction Alternative required

by CEQ regulations see comparison in Table 21 because the NoAction

Alternative

does not include the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan

does not include DraftForest and DistrictPlans still being developed

Because of recent listings of the marbled murrelet and the northern spotted

owl concern over at risk fish stocks and other recent information regarding

the management of habitat for other latesuccessional forest related species the

NoAction Alternative is no longer implementable nor does it meet thepurposeand need for this SEIS see Appendix C Letter from Council ofEnvironmentalQuality

Normally the NoAction Alternative is described within an environmental

impact statement even where it is not implementable to serve as a baseline for

comparison of effects among the action alternatives In this case the effects of

the NoAction Alternative as described above and without recent legally

required changes are approximated by effects displayed in tables and figures

in Chapter 34 as 1980 1989 Average or equivalent

INTRODUCTJON TO THE ACTION ALTERNATIVES

The 10 action alternatives presented in this SEIS are developed from the 10

ecosystem management options developed by the Forest EcosystemManagementAssessment Team and described in the FEMAT Report Appendix A
Although the FEMAT Report is included in this Final SEIS as Appendix A and

should be used for additional information and understanding the objectives

and details of the alternatives all required standards and guidelines for each of

the action alternatives are presented here in Chapter 2 and as referenced in

Appendix B

The alternatives apply to lands administered by the Forest Service and Bureau

of Land Management within the range of the northern spotted owl Each

alternative assumes other federal lands such as those administered by the Fish

and Wildlife Service National Park Service and Department of Defense will

be managed according to existing management plans and applicable federal

law

CurrentPlans and Draft Plan Preferred Alternatives Each action alternative

uses current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives as a starting point or

baseline Therefore unless specifically excepted elsewhere in this chapter

standards and guidelines of the current plans and draft plan preferredalternativesapply to all alternatives where they are more restrictive or provide greater

benefits to late successional forest related species than the provisions of these

alternatives The current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives referred to

in this SEIS are shown in the shaded area in Table 21
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11

Designated Areas

Congressionally

Reserved Areas

Late Successional

Reserves

Adaptive

Management

Areas

Managed Late

Successional

Areas

Administratively

Withdrawn

Areas

Riparian Reserves

Matrix

Matrix

LAND ALLOCATIONS

An exception to the above for alternatives other than Alternative 7 arestandardsand guidelines specific to management for the northern spotted owl and

its habitat Because of protection provided by the standards and guidelines of

each SEIS alternative the BLM Oregon direction adapted from the Recovery

Planfor the Northern Spotted OwlDraft USDI 1992 has been modified see

Appendix B9 BLM Spotted Owl Standards and Guidelines and the Forest

Service direction adopting elements of A Conservation Strategyfor the Northern

Spotted Ozwl Thomas et al 1990 has been dropped

Because the range of the northern spotted owl includes only small portions of

the Modoc and Lassen National Forests data for these forests are not included

in tables figures and maps in this SETS Standards and guidelines however

apply to National Forests and BLMadministered lands throughout the range

of the northern spotted owl as described for the various alternatives For

Alternative 9 which is partially a mapbased alternative as opposed to other

alternatives which are built from elements of various previously published

efforts Managed LateSuccessional Areas apply to the three known owl

activity centers on the Modoc National Forest and a Late Successional Reserve

is specified for that portion of the Lassen administered portion of the Shasta

Trinity National Forest corresponding to DCA CD 82 in theFinalDraftRecoveryPlanfor the Northern Spotted Owl USDI unpub This reserve can begenerallydescribed as all National Forest inT36N R2E and in T37N R2E except

sections 8 21 25 and 36 all of which are located generally west of Lake Britton

Because current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives containpreferredalternativesnot previously included in approved agency plans they differ

from the NoAction Alternative described in the previous section of this

chapter

How the Alternatives are Structured

Like other recent strategies for management of northern spotted owl habitat or

old growth forests of the Pacific Northwest the alternatives presented in this

SEIS propose a network of designated areas managed primarily to protect and

enhance habitat for the northern spotted owl and other late successional and
old growth forest related species hereafter referred to as designated areas

and nondesignated areas referred to as the matrix Within each of these areas

standards and guidelines set management direction and apply to management

activities Appendix B contains additional information about particularstandardsand guidelines or processes

There are
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Congressionally Reserved Areas

All alternatives retain land allocations for existing lands that arecongressionallyreserved These include lands with congressional designations thatprecludetimber harvest as well as other federal lands not administered by the

Forest Service or BLM This includes National Parks and MonumentsWildernessesWild and Scenic Rivers National Wildlife Refuges and militaryreservationsThe location and size of these areas do not change among thealternativesManagement of these lands follows direction written in the applicable

legislation or plans

LateSuccessional Reserves

LateSuccessional Reserves are identified for each alternative These areas

would be managed to protect and enhance conditions of latesuccessional and

old growth forest ecosystems which serve as habitat for latesuccessional and

old growth related species including the northern spotted owl For mostalternativessome level of silvicultural treatment such as thinning young stands is

permitted in stands of a certain age to accelerate the development of old

growth habitat characteristics see Appendix B2 Ecological Principles for

Management of LateSuccessional Forests subject to review by the Regional

Ecosystem Office Stand and vegetation management of any kind including

prescribed burning is considered a silvicultural treatment The Regional

Ecosystem Office may develop criteria that would exempt some activities from

review Excepted from review are reforestation activities legally required by
and planned as part of existing sold timber sales where the reforestation

prescription has been modified as appropriate to meet the new objectives of the

LateSuccessional Reserve Standards and guidelines for multiple use activities

other than silviculture appear in Appendix B7 LateSuccessional Reserve

Standards and Guidelines Research Natural Areas and activities required by

recovery plans for listed threatened and endangered species take precedence

over LateSuccessional Reserve standards and guidelines These reserves are

designed to maintain a functional interacting latesuccessional and old growth

forest ecosystem

A management plan should be prepared for each large Late Successional

Reserve or group of smaller LateSuccessional Reserves before habitatmanipulation
activities are designed and implemented Land managementagenciesmay choose to develop these plans as components of legallymandated

plans eg Forest or District Plans as part of province level planning or as

standalone plans If developed to stand alone the plans should be closely

coordinated with subsequent watershed analysis and province level planning

Agencies are encouraged to refine standards and guidelines at the province

level prior to development of LateSuccessional Reserve plans LateSuccessionalReserve plans should generally include 1a history and inventory of

overall vegetative conditions within the reserve 2 a list of identified late

successional associated species known to exist within the LateSuccessional

Reserve and information on their locations 3 a history and description of

current land uses within the reserve 4 a fire management plan 5 criteria for

determining appropriate treatments 6 identification of specific areas that
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could be treated under those criteria 7 an implementation schedule tiered to

higher order ie larger scale plans and 8monitoring and evaluationcomponents
to help assure that activities are carried out as intended and achieve

desired results Only in unusual circumstances would silvicultural treatments

including prescribed fire precede preparation of this management plan Late

Successional Reserve plans are subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem

Office

Adaptive Management Areas

Adaptive Management Areas occur only under Alternative 9 The objective for

each of these areas is to develop and test new management approaches to

integrate and achieve ecological and economic health and other socialobjectivesEach area has a different emphasis to its prescription such as maximizing

the amount of late successional forests or improving riparian conditions

through silvicultural treatments A complete description of the purpose for

each Adaptive Management Area as well as specific objectives appears in

Appendix B3 Adaptive Management Areas Some scheduled timber harvest

that contributing to the PSQ takes place in some of the Adaptive Management

Areas

Managed LateSuccessional Areas

Managed LateSuccessional Areas are identified for some alternatives in areas

where regular and frequent fire was a natural part of the ecosystem Theobjectivefor these areas is to produce and maintain an optimum level of latesuccessionaland old growth stands on a landscape scale In these designated areas

certain silvicultural treatments and fire hazard reduction treatments would be

allowed to helpprevent complete stand destruction from large catastrophic

events such as high intensity high severity fires or disease or insect epidemics

As with LateSuccessional Reserves each Managed Late Successional Area

should have a management plan Standards and guidelines for multiple use

activities other than silviculture which are found in Appendix B7 also apply to

Managed LateSuccessional Areas

Administratively Withdrawn Areas

Administratively Withdrawn Areas are those areas identified in current plans

and draft plan preferred alternatives as not scheduled for timber harvest and

not included in calculations of allowable sale quantity ASQ Administratively

Withdrawn Areas include recreation areas lands not technically suitable for

timber production certain visual retention and riparian areas and areasremovedfrom timber production for the protection of locally endemic species

For all alternatives unless specifically excepted elsewhere in this chapter

Administratively Withdrawn Areas and all other standards and guidelines of

the current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives apply where they are

more restrictive or provide greater benefits to latesuccessional and oldgrowth

related species than other provisions of these alternatives
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Riparian Reserves

The Riparian Reserves provide an area along all streams wetlands ponds

lakes and unstable and potentially unstable areas where ripariandependent

resources receive primary emphasis see Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation

Strategy Riparian Reserves are important to the terrestrial ecosystem as well

serving for example as dispersal habitat for certain terrestrial species Riparian

Reserves are not mapped however sample distributions of Riparian Reserves

are shown on insets on the alternative maps included with the Draft SEIS as

well as on the Alternative 9 map included with this Final SEIS

MATRIX Matrix

The matrix consists of those federal lands outside the six categories ofdesignatedareas listed above Most timber harvest and other silvicultural activities

would be conducted in that portion of the matrix with suitable forest lands

according to standards and guidelines Most scheduled timber harvest that

contributing to the PSQ takes place in the matrix The matrix includes

nonforested areas and forested areas that are technically unsuitable for timber

production and therefore do not contribute to PSQ Many alternatives apply

the ISC Conservation Strategy’s 50 1140 rule for management of the matrix

Each alternative also specifies the amount of green trees snags and down logs

that will be left following management activities Snag recruitment trees left to

meet an identified nearterm less than 3 decades snag deficit do not count

toward green tree retention requirements

Elements from Previous Documents Incorporated

into Alternatives by the Assessment Team

In developing the options on which the action alternatives are based the

Assessment Team borrowed from previous Federal Government efforts to

develop a strategy for management of habitat for the northern spotted owl and

other old growth associated species The following is a list of these efforts

1A Conservation Strategyfor the Northern Spotted Owol Thomas et al 1990preparedby the Interagency Scientific Committee and supplemented by three

sets of clarifying questions and answers Mays and Mulder 1991 Thomas 1991

USDA FS 1991

2 AlternativesforManagement of Late SuccessionalForestsof the PacificNorthwest

Johnson et al 1991 prepared by the Scientific Panel on Late Successional

Forest Ecosystems also referred to as the Scientific Panel at the request of the

Agriculture Committee and the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee of

the US House of Representatives

3 FinalDraftRecovenj Planfor the NorthernSpotted 07l USDI unpub referred

to herein as the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan prepared by the

Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Team The standards and guidelinesapplicable
to the 10 action alternatives from this Recovery Plan are included in
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LSOG1 LS OG2
AND LS OG3

SPOTTED OWL ADDITIONS

PROTECTION BUFFERS

DESIGNATED

CONSERVATION AREAS

DCAs RESERVED

PAI AREAS RESIDUAL

PAIR AREAS AND

MANAGED PAIR AREAS

Appendix B5 of this Final SEIS

4 Viability Assessments andManagement Considerationsfor Species Associated with

LateSuccessionaland OldGrowth Forestsof the PacificNorthwest Thomas et al

1993 prepared by the Scientific Analysis Team SAT This document is

sometimes referred to as the SAT Report and includes recommendations of the

Pacific Salmon Working Group also known as PACFish

The documents above identify and describe various land allocations andor

standards and guidelines designed to meet specific management objectives or

themes The Assessment Team incorporated these elements into one or more of

their 10 options correspondingly each of these elements appear in at least one

of the 10 alternatives in this SEIS Further details for specific standards and

guidelines can be found in the parent documents listed above

These elements are described as follows and are referred to in the description

of each alternative by element title only The standards and guidelines for an

element are not always the same depending on the alternative Where an

element carries the same standards and guidelines regardless of the alternative

the standards and guidelines are included with the description of the element

below Otherwise they are found in the descriptions of the alternatives or in

Appendix BAdditional Information on Standards and Guidelines

The Scientific Panel classified late successional and oldgrowth forests as most

ecologically significant LSOGI ecologically significant LSOG2 and the

remainder LSOG3 generally any forest over 80 years old The Scientific

Panel mapped the LSOG1s and LSOG2s for its report Johnson et al 1991

Where LSOG status is used to define the boundaries of a LateSuccessional

Reserve the boundaries are fixed regardless of the future condition of those or

other stands

The Scientific Panel also mapped areas that when added to LS OGls brought

the LSOGI reserves into compliance with the spotted owl populationstandardsof A ConservationStrategyfor the Northern Spotted Owl Thomas et al

1990

The Scientific Analysis Team provided standard and guidelinerecommendations
for specific rare and endemic species and additional standards and

guidelines for other specific species in the upland forests Thomas et al

1993 291 299 Mitigation Steps 5 and 6 see Appendix B4 Protection Buffers

Table 22 identifies mitigation steps as described in the SAT Report that create

LateSuccessional Reserves and Managed Late Successional Areas and that

add additional matrix standards and guidelines

These are areas designated in the FinalDraftRecovery Planfor the Northern

Spotted Owl USDI unpub to be managed to improve northern spotted owl
habitat They are similar to and based on the Habitat Conservation Areas

HCAs recommended by the Interagency Scientific Conmuittee Thomas et al

1990 While the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan was completed by the

Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Team in December 1992 it was not signed and
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Table 22 Mitigation steps from the Scientific Analysis Team Report Thomas et al 1993 that apply

to Alternatives 1 3 4 5 and excepting American marten Alternative 9 in this SEIS Numbers and

letters refer to the specific mitigation steps described in Appendix B4 Protection Buffers

LateSuccessional

Reserves

Managed

LateSuccessional

Areas

Matrix

Standards

and

Guidelines

SAT Step 5

Nonvascular plants la b e f 1c d g h

Invertebrates No protection areas identified for specific species

Amphibians 3c 3a b

SAT Step 6

Amphibians 1

Birds 2b 2a

Mammals 3a except Alt 9 3b

therefore not distributed to the public Because some alternatives incorporate

these areas applicable standards and guidelines in the Final Draft Spotted Owl
Recovery Plan were adapted for the FEMAT Report and are included in this

Final SEIS in Appendix B5 Recovery Plan Standards and Guidelines

THE 501140 RuLE This rule states that for every quarter township timber harvest shall bepermittedonly when 50 percent of the federal forest landscape consists of forest

stands with an average diameter dbh of 11 inches and a canopy dosure of 40

percent Thomas et al 1990 Riparian Reserves and AdministrativelyWithdrawnAreas contribute toward meeting the 50 1140 rule

Elements from the FEMAT Report Incorporated

into the Alternatives

The FEMAT Report identifies and describes various land allocations and

standards and guidelines designed to meet specific management objectives or

themes As above these elements are described here and then referenced by

title only in the description of each alternative

MARBLED MURRELET The area close to marine environments associated with most marbled murrelet

activity is referred to as Marbled Murrelet Zone 1Zone 1 extendsapproximately40 miles inland in Washington 35 miles inland in Oregon 25 miles

inland in California north of Fort Bragg and 10 miles inland south of Fort

Bragg Some alternatives allocate certain older stands within Zone I todesignatedareas Zone 2 is defined for survey purposes and does not affectallocationsfor any of the alternatives Both Marbled Murrelet Zones I and 2 are

shown on the Federal Land Ownership map included with the Draft SEIS and

the Alternative 9 map included with this Final SEIS
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AQUATIC

CONSERVATION
STRATEGY

228 J

All alternatives except 7 and 8require preproject surveys of marbled murrelet

habitat according to protocol currently used by the federal agenciesRequirementsunder the Endangered Species Act may provide an equivalent level of

protection for Alternatives 7 and 8 Current protocol requires 2 years of

surveys to assure that no marbled murrelet nests exist in areas planned for

timber harvest If behavior indicating occupation is documented described

below all contiguous existing and recruitment habitat for marbled murrelets

ie stands that are capable of becoming marbled murrelet habitat within 25

years within a 0.5mile radius will be protected The 0.5mile radius circle

should be centered on either the behavior indicating occupation or within 0.5

mile of the location of the behavior whichever maximizes interior old growth

habitat When occupied areas are close to each other the 0.5mile circles may
overlap In all alternatives timber harvest is prohibited within occupied

marbled murrelet habitat at least until completion of the Marbled Murrelet

Recovery Plan USDI FWS in prep Silvicultural treatments in non habitat

within the 0.5mile circle must protect or enhance the suitable or replacement

habitat When objectives of the Marbled Murrelet Recovery Plan have been

identified agencies will amend or revise management direction as appropriate

Behavior indicating marbled murrelet occupation includes at least one of the

following 1 discovery of an active nest or a recent nest site as evidenced by a

fecal ring or eggshell fragments 2 discovery of a chick or eggshell fragments

on the forest floor 3 birds flying below through into or out of the forest

canopy within or adjacent to a stand 4 birds perching landing or attempting

to land on branches 5 birds calling from a stationary location within the

stand 6birds flying in small or large radius circles above the canopy Ralph

and Nelson unpub

Described in more detail in Appendix B6 the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

was developed primarily to protect salmon and steelhead and is a refinement

of the approach outlined in Thomas et al 1993 The four elements of the

strategy are Riparian Reserves Key Watersheds Watershed Analysis and

Watershed Restoration These components are designed to operate together to

maintain and restore the productivity and resiliency of riparian and aquatic

ecosystems All components of this strategy apply to all alternatives with the

exception of Alternative 7

Riparian Reserves

Riparian Reserves are incorporated into each alternative except Alternative 7
and specify a certain width on each side of fishbearing nonfish bearing and

intermittent streams as well as around wetlands ponds lakes and unstable

and potentially unstable lands Standards and guidelines for these reserves

would prohibit or regulate activities not designed specifically to maintain and

restore the structure and function of the reserve and benefit fish habitatSalvageof dead trees following catastrophic events eg fire flood volcanic

eruption wind or insect infestation would be allowed only when coarse

woody debris guidelines are met and other riparian management objectives are

not adversely affected Roads would be managed to reduce sediment delivery

to streams grazing practices would be modified to reduce impacts and mining
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impacts would be limited Specific standards and guidelines for variousresourcemanagement activities are included in Appendix B6 AquaticConservationStrategy

Riparian Reserve widths are prescribed in terms of the height of a sitepotential

tree or sitespecific geomorphic criteria such as a 100 year floodplainwhichever
is greater see Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy A site

potential tree height is the average maximum height of the tallest dominant

tree 200 years or older for a given site class

Riparian Reserves are specified for five categories of water bodies as follows

For categories

1
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the height of one sitepotential tree or 150 feet slope distance from the edge of

the wetlands or maximum pool elevation whichever is greatest This is the

same in all alternatives

5 Lakes and Natural Ponds Riparian Reserves consist of the body of water

and the area to the outer edges of the riparian vegetation or the extent of

seasonally saturated soil or the extent of unstable and potentially unstable

areas or to a distance equal to the height of two site potential trees or 300 feet

slope distance whichever is greatest This is the same in all alternatives

The reserve widths prescribed for each of these categories are the widths

analyzed in this SEIS These widths could be adjusted if results of watershed

analysis see Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy demonstrate that an

adjustment is appropriate

In Alternative 7 Riparian Reserves would be managed according to current

plans and draft plan preferred alternatives

Key Watersheds

Key Watersheds were identified by building on previous work by the Scientific

Panel on LateSuccessional Forest Ecosystems and the Scientific Analysis

Team Key Watersheds contain at risk anadromous salmonids bull trout and

resident fish species or are important sources of high quality water Key

Watershed designation does not preclude regularly scheduled timber harvest

and other management activities However watershed analysis is required in

these areas before any management activities can take place under allalternativesexcept Alternative 7 and the results of the analysis must be incorporated

into the decision making process The exception is in the short term and until

Watershed Analysis can be completed minor activities such as those that

would be categorically excluded under NEPA regulations except timber

harvest may proceed consistent with Riparian Reserve standards andguidelinesIn all alternatives except 7 and 8 no new roads are to be constructed in

remaining unroaded portions of inventoried roadless areas as identified in

Forest and District Plans in Key Watersheds Also there will be no net increase

in road mileage in Key Watersheds For Alternative 9 Late SuccessionalReservesare located within Key Watersheds wherever possible There are two

types of Key Watersheds

TIER 1 AQUATIC

CONSERVATION
EMPHASIS KEY
WATERSHEDS

Tier 1Key Watersheds are shown on the Federal Land Ownership mapincludedwith the Draft SEIS and the Alternative 9 map included with this Final

SEIS These have been identified because of sensitive fish stocks or poor overall

watershed condition In some alternatives Tier I Key Watersheds prescribe

Riparian Reserve widths that are different from reserve widths in otherwatersheds
TIER 2 OTHER
KEY WATERSHEDS

These have been identified because of existing watershed conditionssupportinghigh quality water They do not appear on the Federal Land Ownership

map included with the Draft SEIS but they do appear on the Alternative 9 map

included with this Final SEIS
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OTHER WATERSHEDS

FIRE MANAGEMENT

STANDARDS AND
GUIDELINES

This watershed category refers to any watershed not specified as Tier I or 2
Road construction in inventoried roadless areas will not occur until awatershedanalysis indicates that construction is compatible with riparian and other

ecological objectives Watershed analysis is not a prerequisite to othermanagement
activities

Watershed Analysis

The Watershed Analysis section of Appendix B6 describes procedures for

conducting analysis that evaluates geomorphic and ecologic processesoperating
in specific watersheds This analysis should enable watershed planning that

achieves Aquatic Conserization Strategy objectives Watershed analysisprovidesthe basis for monitoring and restoration programs and the foundation

from which Riparian Reserves can be further delineated

Watershed Restoration

Watershed Restoration is a comprehensive long term program to restore

watershed health and aquatic ecosystems including the habitats supporting

fish and other aquatic and riparian dependent organisms see Appendix 86

Each alternative incorporates to various degrees the fire managementelementsof wildfire suppression wildfire hazard reduction and prescribed fire

applications Standards and guidelines applicable to each of these elements and

to the land allocation categories of the various alternatives are described in

Appendix B8 Fire Management Standards and Guidelines

All land allocations in each alternative have specific management direction

regarding how those lands are to be managed including actions that areprohibitedand descriptions of the conditions that should occur there Thismanagementdirection for specific lands is known as standards and guidelinestherules and limits governing actions and the principles specifying theenvironmentalconditions or levels to be achieved and maintained

Some standards and guidelines vary from alternative to alternative some are

common to several alternatives and some are common to all alternatives

Those common to all alternatives are included in the element descriptions

above and are not restated under each alternative

Where standards and guidelines within an alternative vary between northern

California and Oregon management along administrative unit boundaries

instead of the state line is acceptable as long as it is consistent is stated as the

intent of the unit involves only a slight fraction of the unit and does not

violate a clear assumption of the selected alternative

In some areas land allocations overlap Standards and guidelines forCongressionallyReserved Areas must be met first Second Riparian Reserve standards

and guidelines apply and are added to the standards and guidelines of other

designated areas For example where Riparian Reserves occur within Late
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Successional Reserves the standards and guidelines of both designations

apply Key Watershed designations may overlay any of the allocations Late

Successional Reserves Managed LateSuccessional Areas AdaptiveManagementAreas Administratively Withdrawn Areas or the matrix In this case the

standards and guidelines for the allocations apply and the Key Watershed

designation adds additional requirements In all allocations unless specifically

excepted by standards and guidelines presented in this SEIS standards and

guidelines in current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives apply where

they are more restrictive or provide greater benefits to late successional forest

related species For example thinning in a Late Successional Reserve would be

permitted only if it was consistent with the standards and guidelines of the

selected alternative and also was consistent with the standards and guidelines

of the underlying current plan or draft plan preferred alternative

Additional direction to management agencies includes but is not limited to

directives policy handbooks manuals as well as other plans regulations

laws and treaties The standards and guidelines presented in this SEIS would

supersede other direction except treaties laws and regulations unless that

direction is more restrictive or provides greater benefits to latesuccessional

forest related species

MAPS The essential features of each of the action alternatives are shown on maps

included with this SEIS as follows

The five terrestrial designated areas and matrix plus samples of the Riparian

Reserves are shown on the 1

500
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LAND ALLOCATION

HIERARCHY FOR

COMPARISON OF

ALTERNATIVES

There is considerable overlap between some land allocations For example a

substantial portion of the 4.1 million acres of Administratively Withdrawn

Areas from current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives are included

within LateSuccessional Reserves Similarly Late Successional Reserves

contain streams and thus Riparian Reserves For consistency and to help the

reader compare the various alternatives such overlaps were placed intoparticularland allocation categories according to the following priority Table 23

displays estimated acres by land allocation for each alternative utilizing this

hierarchical method With the exception of Riparian Reserves for which acres

were determined by samples this is generally the same priority listed above

for hierarchy of land allocation related standards and guidelines

1 Congressionally Reserved Areas

The acres for Congressionally Reserved Areas are considered first and each of

the alternatives contain the same amount 7.321 million acres

2 LateSuccessional Reserves

Acres for LateSuccessional Reserves are calculated next and do not include

any Congressionally Reserved Areas One result of this hierarchy is that Late

Successional Reserves include areas already Administratively Withdrawn in

current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives This overlap affects from

1.8 million acres of Administratively Withdrawn Areas in Alternative 7 to

nearly 3 million acres in Alternative 1

3 Adaptive Management Areas

Adaptive Management Area acreage does not include CongressionallyReservedAreas or LateSuccessional Reserves that may be withintheirboundariesbut they do include Riparian Reserves and Administratively Withdrawn

Areas because Adaptive Management Areas provide for some flexibility in the

way these two allocations are dealt with

4 Managed LateSuccessional Areas

Acreage for Managed LateSuccessional Areas is calculated after the above

three categories are calculated

5 Administratively Withdrawn Areas

Current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives contain 4.1 million acres of

Administratively Withdrawn Areas but only those areas that do not fall into

one of the land allocation categories above are shown here as Administratively

Withdrawn Areas As a result the acres of Administratively Withdrawn Area

vary among alternatives in this SEIS only as much as they are affectedreducedby the four land allocations listed above
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6 Riparian Reserves

Because these reserves are not mapped for all areas included in this analysis

the area within Riparian Reserves was determined through a series of mapped

sample areas These samples resulted in a percentage of area affected This

percentage varies from 2 to 74 percent among National Forests and BLM
Districts and depending on the alternative These percentages were used to

calculate Riparian Reserve acreage after the five categories above wereremoved
This means the acres shown for Riparian Reserve only reflect those

Riparian Reserves that are interspersed throughout the matrix

7 Matrix

The matrix comprises all areas not allocated to one of the above six categories

of designated areas The matrix includes conifer and hardwood forests

brushfields and open areas

Acreage and Data Changes between Draft and
Final

The data necessary to prepare this SEIS were obtained through the construction

of the Spatial Unified Database SPUD The SPUD is a Geographic Information

System GIS application containing 50 layers of information covering federal

lands in Washington Oregon and northern California Federal and state

agencies as well as private foundations contributed data sets to build the data

base for lands within the range of the northern spotted owl

Given the time constraints to complete the analysis several errors andinconsistencieswere present in the data base upon completion of the Draft SEIS The

process of validation and correction of the SPUD data for use in the Final SEIS

resulted in changes in acres reported in each land allocation The mapsincluded
in the Draft SEIS reflected errors in the data base Subsequentcorrections

to the data base are now reflected in the Alternative 9 map included with

this Final SEIS The following corrections and changes were made to the SPUD
data for the Final SETS

1 The number of acres under federal management increased due toimprovements
to the data for lands along the Pacific coast Several National Parks

and Wildernesses were added that were missing from the data base used

for the Draft SEIS

2 All lands administered by the Department of Defense and the Fish and

Wildlife Service were assigned to the Congressionally Reserved Area

allocation for the Final SEIS These lands were reported as matrix and Late

Successional Reserves in the Draft SEIS This adjustment was made to

clarify those lands not subject to the management direction of thealternative
selected in the Record of Decision for this SEIS
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THE ALTERNATIVES

This section describes each alternative focusing on those elements andstandardsand guidelines that vary by alternative Key elements of thesealternatives
are summarized in Table 24 for reference and comparison

Alternatives 2 6 and 10 were not analyzed by the Assessment Team in the

same detail as were the other seven action alternatives For exampleAlternatives2 and 6 were not included in the second round of species habitatsufficiencyassessments and Alternative 10 was developed after the viabilityanalysiswas completed However since these three alternatives are made up of

components present in one or more of the other alternatives the principal

effects of these alternatives reasonably can be inferred from the analyses of the

other alternatives These three alternatives are described here in Chapter 2 with

the other action alternatives and included in Chapter 34 only for those

parameters for which effects can be described

Alternative 1
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3 Intermittent streams an area on each side equal to the height of one site

potential tree or 100 feet whichever is greater

Administratively Withdrawn Areas

1
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Alternative 2
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3b intermittent streams in all other watersheds an area on each side equal to

half the height of a sitepotential tree or 50 feet whichever is greater

Administratively Withdrawn Areas

1
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Alternative 3
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STANDARDS AND GumDETips

Follow provisions adapted from the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan for

DCAs Appendix B5 Recovery Plan Standards and Guidelines This allows

treatment of forest stands to reduce risk of fire and insect infestationsconsistentwith an overall objective of providing late successional forest conditions at

landscape scales The guidelines also address salvage

Other Eastside Cascades LateSuccessional Reserves

ELEMENT

Protection buffers for other species

Westside Managed LateSuccessional Areas
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Riparian Reserves
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Alternative 4
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Administratively Withdrawn Areas
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Alternative 5
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3b Intermittent streams in all other watersheds an area on each side equal to

half the height of a site potential tree or 50 feet whichever is greater

Administratively Withdrawn Areas

2
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Alternative 6
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Administratively Withdrawn Areas
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Alternative 7
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Figure 210 Alternative 7

Managed Late Successional

Areas 2
Congressionally 30 22 LateSuccessional

Reserved Areas Reserves

9AdministrativelyRiparianReserves
2 Withdrawn Areas

Matrix 35
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Alternative 8
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Administratively Withdrawn Areas
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Alternative 9 The Preferred Alternative
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late successional forest conditions Examples of silvicultural treatments that

may be considered beneficial include thinnings in existing even age stands and

prescribed burning For example some areas within Late Successional Reserves

are actually young singlespecies stands Thinning these stands can open up

the canopy thereby increasing diversity of plants and animals and hastening

transition to a forest with mature characteristics

East of the Cascades and in the Oregon and California KlamathProvinces
Given the increased risk of fire in these areas due to lower moisture conditions

and the rapid accumulation of fuels in the aftermath of insect outbreaks and

drought additional management activities are allowed in LateSuccessional

Reserves Guidelines to reduce risks of largescale disturbance are adapted

from the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan see Appendix B5 Recovery

Plan Standards and Guidelines

Other LateSuccessional Reserves

ELEMENTS

Occupied marbled murrelet sites protection buffers for other species

Managed Late Successional Areas

102
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The primary social objective of Adaptive Management Areas is the provision of

flexible experimentation with policies and management These areas should

provide opportunities for land managing and regulatory agencies othergovernment
entities nongovernmental organizations local groups landowners

communities and individuals to work together to develop innovativemanagementapproaches Broadly Adaptive Management Areas are intended to be

prototypes of how forest communities might be sustained For moreinformationsee Appendix B3 Adaptive Management Areas

STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

Standards and guidelines for Congressionally Reserved Areas or LateSuccessionalReserves must be followed when they occur within AdaptiveManagementAreas However flexibility is provided as described in Appendix B3

Adaptive Management Areas to meet objectives for Riparian Reserves and Key

Watersheds Standards and Guidelines in Appendix 811 applicable to Adaptive

Management Areas must be met as described For the remainder of Adaptive

Management Areas standards and guidelines are to be developed to meet the

objectives of the specific Adaptive Management Area and the selectedalternativeFurther standards and guidelines within agency plans need to beconsideredduring planning and implementation of activities within AdaptiveManagementAreas and they may be modified in Adaptive Management Area

plans based on sitespecific analysis Coordination with the RegionalEcosystem
Office is required

Riparian Reserves

2
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result of watershed analysis or any future delisting of the murrelet protection

is reduced significantly green tree retention standards and guidelines may be

required in these provinces

Of the total area to be retained at least 70 percent should be in patches greater

than 1 hectare about 2.5 acres unit size permitting with the remainder as

single trees or smaller patches dispersed across the cutting unit To the extent

possible patches should include the largest oldest live trees decadent or

leaning trees and hard snags occurring in the unit Patches should be retained

indefinitely Green tree retention standards exceeding 15 percent in current

plans and draft plan preferred alternatives are superseded by the 15 percent

retention standard above unless local knowledge indicates such direction must

be retained to meet management objectives

As a minimum snags are to be retained within the harvest unit at levelssufficientto support species of cavity nesting birds at 40 percent of potentialpopulation
levels based on published guidelines and models The needs of bats

should also be considered in these standards and guidelines as those needs

become better known

Over the long term develop standards and guidelines that apply at both the

landscape level and the level of individual cutting units

For lands administered by the BLM in Oregon north of Grants Pass seeAppendixB10 Grants Pass Line and including the entire Coos Bay District

provide 640 acre blocks Connectivity Diversity Blocks as currently spaced

see Appendix 89 that are managed on 150 year rotation When an area is cut

12 to 18 green trees per acre will be retained There must be 25 to 30 percent of

each block in late successional forest at any point in time Late successional

stands within Riparian Reserves contribute toward this percentage In the

remainder of the matrix General Forest Management Area retain 6 to 8 green

trees per acre see Appendix Bl Revised Preferred Alternative and Appendix

B9 BLM Spotted Owl Standards and Guidelines

For lands administered by the BLM in Oregon south of Grants Pass retain 16 to

25 large green trees per acre in harvest units

For lands administered by the BLM in California manage according to existing

District Plans which emphasize retention of old growth

For both agencies to meet the needs of species and provide ecological function

provide for a renewable supply of down logs well distributed across the matrix

landscape as described in Appendix Bll Interim requirements are as follows

Following regeneration harvesting in northern California follow current plans

and draft plan preferred alternatives for down logs In western Oregon and

Washington from the Willamette National Forest north leave a minimum of

240 linear feet of logs per acre greater than 20 feet long and 20 inches indiameterSouth of the Willamette National Forest and in eastern Oregon andWashingtonleave a minimum of 120 linear feet of logs per acre greater than 16 feet
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long and 16 inches in diameter Existing decay class 1 and 2 logs count toward

this requirement Down logs should reflect the species mix of the original

stand

Survey and protect potential bat roosting sites as described in Appendix 311

Protect soil and litter dwelling organisms such as fungi and arthropods by

minimizing intensive burning unless appropriate for certain specific habitats

communities or stand conditions Prescribed fires should be planned tominimizethe consumption of litter and coarse woody debris Also minimize soil

and litter disturbance which may occur as a result of yarding and operation of

heavy equipment and reduce the intensity and frequency of site treatments

see Appendix BI1

Protect all remaining latesuccessional stands in fifth field watersheds 20 to

200 square miles which are currently comprised of 15 percent or less late

successional forest as described in Appendix 811 Protection of these stands

could be modified in the future when other portions of the watershed have

recovered to the point where they could replace the ecological roles of these

stands see Appendix 811

One hundred acres of the best northern spotted owl habitat will be retained as

close to the nest site or owl activity center as possible for all known as of 11
94 spotted owl activity centers in the matrix Management of these areas will

comply with the standards and guidelines for Late Successional Reserves and

management around these areas will be designed to reduce risk of natural

disturbances see Appendix Bl1

Protect identified mollusks arthropods and vascular plants from grazing as

described in Appendix 811 by taking all practicable steps to ensure that known

and newly discovered sites of these species will not be impacted

Survey and manage for those amphibians bryophytes mollusks vascular

plants fungi lichens and arthropods that are identified in Appendix 811

Except as specified in this paragraph or elsewhere in this chapter otherallocationsand standards and guidelines of current plans and draft plan preferred

alternatives will be applied in the matrix where they provide greater benefits to

late successional forest related species than the provisions of this alternative

However Administratively Withdrawn Areas that are specified in the current

plans and draft plan preferred alternatives to benefit American martens

pileated woodpeckers and other late successional species are returned to the

matrix unless local knowledge indicates that other allocations and standards

and guidelines of this alternative will not meet management objectives for

these species

Provide protection buffers for other species
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Figure 212 Alternative 9

Managed Late Successional

Areas 1
Congressionally

Reserved Areas

30 30 LateSuccessional

Reserves

Riparian Reserves 11 6 Administratively6 Withdrawn Areas

Matrix 16 Adaptive Management

Areas
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT ELIMINATED FROM
DETAILED STUDY

The underlying need see Chapter 1of providing for late successional and old

growth forest habitat and minimizing adverse economic effects substantially

limited the range of reasonable alternatives available for analysis Within this

focus the Assessment Team considered as potential alternatives all recently

proposed and published strategies for management of northern spotted owl

habitat or management of latesuccessional and old growth forest ecosystems

Fortyeight previously developed alternatives were considered as well as five

hybrid alternatives containing mixtures of elements from existing plans and

an alternative with long 300 to 350 year timber harvest rotation with no Late

Successional Reserves see pages 111 1 through 1114 in the FEMAT Report

After considering this full range of 54 alternatives and examining them in two

selection processes 46 were not considered for further refined analysis Of the 8

identified for further analysis 1 was dropped because it was similar to another

alternative and 3 others were added resulting in the 10 options in the FEMAT
Report which are the 10 alternatives considered in detail in this SEIS

During the public comment period a number of ideas for alternatives were

suggested These are noted in Appendix F along with the reasons why they

were not considered in detail They are discussed primarily in the Legal and

Process Issues and Silviculture sections of Appendix F

CoMAmRIsON OF THE EFFECTS OF THE ALTERNATJVES

Chapter 34 describes in detail the environmental consequences of thealternativesUnder each of the alternatives considered timber harvests of latesuccessionaland old growth forests will decline from historical levels Theenvironmentalconsequences associated with timber harvest such as loss of late

successional forest habitat new road construction increased streamsedimentationand water quality degradation will be proportionately less Social and

economic impacts to timberdependent communities will be proportionately

greater The preservation of late successional and old growth forests will have

beneficial consequences to the fish wildlife and plants associated with them to

water quality and to ecological diversity The following discussionsummarizesand compares the key impacts identified

Effects on Late Successional and OldGrowth
Forest Ecosystems

The evaluation of late successional and old growth forest ecosystems isexpressed
as an expected likelihood of achieving long term past conditions based

on three attributes that characterize the quantity and quality of the ecosystem
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3b Intermittent streams in all other watersheds an area on each side equal to

half the height of a sitepotential tree or 50 feet whichever is greater

Administratively Withdrawn Areas

1
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT ELIMINATED FROM
DETAILED STUDY

The underlying need see Chapter 1of providing for late successional and old

growth forest habitat and minimizing adverse economic effects substantially

limited the range of reasonable alternatives available for analysis Within this

focus the Assessment Team considered as potential alternatives all recently

proposed and published strategies for management of northern spotted owl

habitat or management of latesuccessional and old growth forest ecosystems

Fortyeight previously developed alternatives were considered as well as five

hybrid alternatives containing mixtures of elements from existing plans and

an alternative with long 300 to 350 year timber harvest rotation with no Late

Successional Reserves see pages III I through 1114 in the FEMAT Report

After considering this full range of 54 alternatives and examining them in two

selection processes 46 were not considered for further refined analysis Of the 8

identified for further analysis 1was dropped because it was similar to another

alternative and 3 others were added resulting in the 10 options in the FEMAT
Report which are the 10 alternatives considered in detail in this SEIS

During the public comment period a number of ideas for alternatives were

suggested These are noted in Appendix F along with the reasons why they

were not considered in detail They are discussed primarily in the Legal and

Process Issues and Silviculture sections of Appendix F

CoMARmSoN OF THE EFFEcTs OF THE ALTERNATIVES

Chapter 34 describes in detail the environmental consequences of thealternativesUnder each of the alternatives considered timber harvests of latesuccessionaland old growth forests will decline from historical levels Theenvironmentalconsequences associated with timber harvest such as loss of late

successional forest habitat new road construction increased streamsedimentationand water quality degradation will be proportionately less Social and

economic impacts to timberdependent communities will be proportionately

greater The preservation of late successional and oldgrowth forests will have

beneficial consequences to the fish wildlife and plants associated with them to

water quality and to ecological diversity The following discussionsummarizesand compares the key impacts identified

Effects on Late Successional and OldGrowth
Forest Ecosystems

The evaluation of late successional and old growth forest ecosystems isexpressed
as an expected likelihood of achieving long term past conditions based

on three attributes that characterize the quantity and quality of the ecosystem
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The attributes are 1 abundance and ecological diversity the acreage and

variety of plant communities and environments 2 processes and functionstheecological actions that lead to the development and maintenance of the

ecosystem and the values of the ecosystem for species and populations and 3
connectivity the extent to which the landscape patterns of the ecosystem

provide for biological flows that sustain animal and plant populations

In general forest plantations fire suppression logging ownership patterns

and human and environmental influences have altered the regional ecosystem

on federal lands to the extent that none of the alternatives would provide for a

return to conditions that closely match those of previous centuries Siteconditionsacross all landscapes will not return to their presettlement conditions

within the next 100 years However all alternatives reverse the management

trend of the last 50 years on federal lands which if continued would have

resulted in a steep decline in the quantity and quality of latesuccessional

ecosystems and the eventual loss of these ecosystems in many federal planning

areas

Some alternatives provide greater likelihoods than others of maintaining and

enhancing late successional ecosystems at levels that approach typical long

term conditions Alternatives 1 3 4 and 9 received the highest ratingsAlternatives3 and 4 provide for relatively greater amounts of late successional

forest and strong connectivity through the presence of Riparian Reserves and

retention of old growth components in managed forest matrix Alternatives 3

and 4 also provide relatively high acreage of low elevation late successional

ecosystems which are relatively rare throughout the entire region Although

Alternative 1would provide the highest acreage of Late Successional Reserves

it did not rate as high as Alternatives 3 and 9 because it lacks restorationsilviculture
in the reserves

The Assessment Team assumed that without restoration silviculture the

development of late successional conditions would be retarded Alternative 9

achieved a 60 to 80 percent or greater cumulative likelihood of reaching less

than long term average conditions or better in moist provinces Alternative 9

might have achieved a higher overall rating if it provided for more acreage of

late successional ecosystems in the low elevations of Oregon The Assessment

Team concluded that the opportunities to increase knowledge about ecosystem

function and management in the Adaptive Management Areas of Alternative 9

actually increased the likelihood that this alternative would provide late

successional characteristics in the future

The assessment of maintenance of a functional and interconnected latesuccessional
forest ecosystem was not revised to reflect the changes described in

Appendix B13 Standards and Guidelines Resulting From Additional Species

Analysis and Changes to Alternative 9 because the changes to the outcomes as

described in this assessment are expected to be relatively minor Several of

these standards and guidelines are likely to enhance the attributes of late

successional and old growth forest ecosystems The overall outcomes for the

ecosystem are likely to improve at least slightly as a result of the additional

standards and guidelines incorporated into Alternative 9

Comparison of the Effects of the Alternatives El 269
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Effects on Aquatic Ecosystems

The Aquatic Conservation Strategy Appendix 86 was designed to address all

elements of the aquatic and riparian ecosystem including maintenance of

hydrologic function high water quality adequate amounts of coarse woody

debris stable complex stream channels and riparian areas with suitable

microclimate and vegetation The likelihood of achieving an outcome with

sufficient qualitydistribution and abundance of habitat to allow riparian

dependent plant and animal species to stabilize well distributed across federal

lands is lower for Alternatives 2 3 5 6 and 10 than for Alternatives 1 and 4
and Alternative 9 with the standards and guidelines added since the Draft

SEIS However the Assessment Team determined that all alternatives except 7

and 8 would reverse the trend of degradation and begin recovery of aquatic

ecosystems and habitat on federal lands within the range of the northern

spotted owl Even if changes in land management practices and comprehensive

restoration are initiated it is possible that no alternative would completely

recover all degraded aquatic systems within the next 100 years Faster recovery

rates are probable for aquatic ecosystems under Alternatives 1 and 4 and

Alternative 9 with the standards and guidelines added since the Draft SEIS

than other alternatives Alternatives 1and 4 and Alternative 9 with thestandardsand guidelines added since the Draft SEIS would reduce disturbance

across the landscape due to application of a larger LateSuccessional Reserve

network and the use of wider Riparian Reserves for intermittent streams

throughout the planning area

Effects on Air and Water Quality and SoilProductivity
AIR QUALITY All alternatives in this SEIS propose to continue the use of prescribed fire in the

planning area Consequently all alternatives will have some smoke related

impacts which are the primary source of air quality degradation on federal

lands This SEIS emphasizes the incorporation of ecosystem principles into

forest management where fire is valued as a natural and necessary ecosystem

process Under ecosystem management certain types of prescribed fire such as

understory burning will be emphasized Understory burning is designed to

approximate natural low tomoderate intensity wildfires and generallyproducesfewer particulate matter emissions than broadcast burning in clearcut

harvest units Total projected emissions aggregated over the planning area

therefore are lower under all of the alternatives as compared to historical

emissions when fire consisted primarily of broadcast burning While total

particulate emissions would be lower under each alternative than historical

levels the shift to lower intensity burning will result in different smokedispersion
characteristics that will need to be closely monitored to minimize air

quality impacts

Estimates of the expected acreage of prescribed fire use were calculated for all

federally managed lands for each of the alternatives in this SEIS Assumptions

regarding the ecological need for prescribed burning the hazard reduction

necessary for risk management and the amount of prescribed burningneces2
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WATER QUALITY

SOIL PRODUcrIVITY

sary for site preparation were made at this programmatic level Results show

that Alternative 9 would likely result in the greatest acreage of prescribed fire

at about

89
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NORTHERN

SPOTTED OWL

272 J

10 would have intermediate levels of disturbance and probability ofmaintaininglong term soil productivity These alternatives have fewer acres within

reserves and more matrix than Alternatives 1and 4

Effects on Threatened and Endangered Species

All of the alternatives provide for the continued existence of threatened and

endangered species In the case of the northern spotted owl and the marbled

murrelet many components of the alternatives were specifically designed to

address the needs of these species There are 39 federally listed and proposed

species which may occur within the range of the northern spotted owl The Fish

and Wildlife Service also identified 10 of these species whose habitat use is

known to include late successional forest or their occurrence is directlyassociatedwith such habitat With this information 23 of the listed and proposed

species were eliminated from detailed discussion in the Final SEIS for one of

three reasons 1 they are not known to occur on federal lands within the

planning area 2 they do not inhabit coniferous forests or 3 their presence

within the spotted owl’s range is transitory or unaffected by forestmanagement
activities It has been determined that the alternatives considered in the

Final SEIS will have no effect on these species Four salmon species areincludedin the narrative discussion to more completely describe the reasons for

the determinations The Fish and Wildlife Service and National MarineFisheriesService have concurred with these determinations see Appendix G
The Fish and Wildlife Service identified six species that are not restricted to

only latesuccessional forests or that are associated with unique or specialized

habitats that may not be considered late successional but which may beaffectedby forest management activities Some of these species were notevaluatedby the Assessment Team because of their lack of association with late

successional forests however they are addressed in this SEIS to provide a

complete accounting The alternatives in this SEIS are not likely to adversely

affect these species

Four listed or proposed species are associated with late successional forests the

bald eagle the Oregon chub the northern spotted owl and the marbled

murrelet None of the alternatives is likely to adversely affect the bald eagle

Management of nonfederal lands and cumulative effects are affecting the

Oregon chub and cannot be mitigated by federal land management The

following discussion summarizes the effects of the alternatives on the other two

species

The effectiveness of an alternative in providing for northern spotted owlrecoveryon federal lands relies heavily on the spacing size and location of the

habitat It was the conclusion of the Assessment Team that Alternatives 1

through 6 and 9 met or exceeded the conservation measures for federal lands in

the Final Draft Recovery Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl Alternatives 7 8

and 10 were found to have less assurance of owl recovery on federal lands

primarily due to inadequate provision of dispersal habitat While in the Draft

SEIS Alternative 9 lacked a specific dispersal habitat provision other aspects of

Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
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this alternative were expected to provide adequate dispersal habitat The

additional standards and guidelines of Alternative 9 in the Final SEIS would

increase this assessment of adequacy of the alternative Therefore selection of

Alternatives I through 6 or Alternative 9 would provide the federal land

allocations and standards and guidelines necessary to achieve recovery of the

northern spotted owl

In the short term the alternatives would provide varying degrees of reserve

protection for the population of murrelets known to occur within the planning

area However eight alternatives all but Alternatives 7 and 8 also provide for

protection of murrelet sites outside of reserves The full impact of thisprotectionoutside reserves is not known at this time because of the limited surveys

conducted for this species

Alternative 1 provides habitat that would allow a greater than 90 percent

likelihood of providing habitat conditions to support a marbled murrelet

population well distributed on the federal lands Alternatives

2
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grouped into bryophytes fungi lichens vascular plants mollusks amphibians

and reptiles birds and mammals A list of 15 functional groups of arthropods

was also considered Twenty nine species of fish were determined to occur in

streams within late successional and old growth forests within the range of the

northern spotted owl Each of the alternatives were evaluated to determine the

likelihood of habitat on federal lands to support populations of these species or

groups of species Expert panels were asked to predict a percent likelihood of

whether habitat would be of sufficient quality distribution and abundance for

species populations to a stabilize well distributed b stabilize withsignificantgaps in distribution c continue existence only on refugia or d be at risk

of extirpation The assessment process and the potential outcomes that were

predicted are described for each species or group of species in Chapter 34

Additional species analysis was conducted between the Draft and Final SEIS

The additional analysis focused on the likely outcomes for many of the species

that were considered in the Draft SEIS While the analysis focused most directly

on responding to public comments on the preferred alternative Alternative 9
much of it was also pertinent to the remaining nine alternatives

The results of the original assessments and the additional analysis aresummarizedin Chapter 34 and extensive background material is located inAppendicesA and JAttempts to further summarize these results would be anoversimplificationof very complex material and may possibly be misleading The

following is a generalized comparison of the impacts anticipated for thealternatives
It is based on the nature of the changes expected to occur to those

habitat components important to the species or groups of species that were

analyzed The relative impacts described for Alternative 9 are those expected to

occur with the standards and guidelines added between the Draft and Final

SEIS

NONVASCULAR This includes bryophytes fungi and lichens Bryophytes include hornworts

PLANTS AND ALLIES liverworts and mosses The habitat components important to bryophytes

include live old growth trees decaying wood riparian zones and generally the

habitat characteristics achieved by more extensive and interconnected late

successional and old growth forest conditions Alternatives 1 3 and 9 are

generally the most favorable to bryophytes because they provide the set of

allocations and management practices that best produce the habitatcomponents
for bryophytes Alternatives 4 5 7 and 8 respectively provide less of

these habitat conditions Based on their overall features Alternative 2 would

likely have effects between those of Alternatives 3 and 5 Alternative 6 would

likely have effects similar to Alternative 5 and Alternative 10 would likely

have effects between those of Alternatives 5 and 7

Fungi are neither plants nor animals but are recognized as a separate kingdom

of organisms both in structure and function Species diversity of fungi appears

highest in latesuccessional forests because of the diversity of habitat structures

and host species and the abundance of coarse woody debris and standing dead

trees Habitat components important to the fungi include dead down wood
standing dead trees and live old growth trees as well as a diversity of host

species and microhabitats Also important for fungi is a welldistributednetworkof latesuccessional forest Small forest fragments can function as refugia
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VASCULAR PLANTS

INVERTEBRATES

where fungi may persist until suitable habitat conditions become available in

adjacent stands Alternatives that retain more of these habitat featuresgenerallyhad higher ratings for species Alternatives

1
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VERTEBRATES

5 7 and 9 would provide intermediate levels of habitat protection Alternative

8 would provide less favorable habitat conditions for arthropods Based on

their overall features Alternative 2 would likely have effects between those of

Alternatives 3 and 5 Alternative 6would likely have effects similar toAlternative5 and Alternative 10 would likely have effects between those ofAlternatives
5 and 7

Mollusk species of northwest coniferous forests are comprised of land snails

slugs aquatic snails and clams The habitat components important to mollusks

include moist forest environments areas around springs bogs and marshes

basalt and limestone talus slopes diverse vegetative cover and the habitat

characteristics provided in the Riparian Reserves and influenced by the size of

LateSuccessional Reserves Alternatives 1 3 and 9 would generally be the

most favorable to land snails because they provide the set of allocations and

management practices that best produce the habitat components for land

snails Alternative 4 5 7 and 8 would provide less favorable habitat conditions

for the land snails Alternatives

1
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coarse woody debris within the matrix Alternatives

1
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highest amounts of LateSuccessional Reserves within Key Watersheds and

throughout the range of the northern spotted owl and 3 the least amount of

matrix contained within inventoried roadless areas Aquatic and riparian

habitats are expected to recover faster in part due to these factors underAlternatives1 4 and 9 Alternatives 2 3 5 6 and 10 benefit aquatic and riparian

habitats to a greater degree than Alternatives 7 and 8 but to a lesser degree

than Alternatives 1 4 and 9 Some of the reasons for the differences are that

Alternatives 2 3 5 6 and 10 have less LateSuccessional Reserves include

Riparian Reserve Scenario 2 and have more land in the matrix thanAlternatives1 4 and 9 The opposite is true when comparing the benefits ofAlternatives2 3 5 6 and 10 to aquatic and riparian habitat relative to Alternatives 7

and 8 Even though Alternatives 2 3 5 6 and 10 would benefit aquatic and

riparian habitats to a lesser degree than Alternatives 1 4 and 9 they would

reverse the trend of aquatic and riparian habitat degradation and beginrecovery
of these habitats The standards and guidelines for Alternatives 7 and 8

would not be adequate to reverse the trend of aquatic and riparian habitat

degradation and begin recovery of these habitats The principal reasons are the

lack of explicitly defined Riparian Reserves for Alternative 7 and theapplication
of Riparian Reserve Scenario 3 for Alternative 8

Effects on Timber Harvest Levels

Annual harvest levels from federal forests within the range of the northern

spotted owl averaged 4.5 billion board feet during the period 1980 to 1989 The

alternatives considered to enhance the habitat of the northern spotted owl and

associated late successional species will restrict timber harvest in these forests

resulting in substantial social and economic costs

The probable levels of federal timber sales for the first decade for eachalternativeare summarized in Figure 214 First Decade Probable Average Annual

Timber Sale Levels PSQ by Historic Period and Alternative The probable sale

quantity PSQ estimates in Figure 214 include other wood which is the

volume of cull salvage and other products that are not normally part ofallowable
sale quantity ASQ calculations Historically this has accounted for about

10 percent of the total harvest volume from timber suitable federal lands in the

planning area

The PSQ figures for Alternative 9 have been changed since the Draft SEIS to

reflect modifications made to Alternative 9 as a result of public comments and

internal review The overall result of the revisions to PSQ for Alternative 9

between the Draft SEIS and the Final SEIS is a reduction of 92 million board

feet per year from

1
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Figure 214 First decade probable average annual timber sale levels

PSQ by historical period and alternative
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3Includes cull submerchantable material firewood and other products

In addition to reduced harvest quantities in the decade ahead wood quality is

also apt to decrease In the first decade thinning and other partial harvests

would account for a large portion of the volume harvested under the various

alternatives As a result of smaller average tree size secondary wood products

manufacturers may see an even greater decline in raw materials than the

probable sale quantities would indicate

Effects on Regional Economics and

Communities

Regional Employment Under all of the alternatives direct employment in

timber harvesting and processing will decline as a result of reduced harvest

levels as shown in Table 25 Historic and Projected Employment in the Timber

Industry in the Next Decade by Subregion and Alternative The table compares

projected employment levels to employment levels in 1990 and estimated

employment levels in 1992 The projections imply a range of job displacement

from
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Table 25 Historical and projected employment in the timber industry in the next decade by

subregion and alternative1

Actual Estimated Alternative

State Owl Region2 1990 1992 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

thousand jobsWashington
Olympic Peninsula 13.9 11.6 11.7 11.6 11.7 11.7 11.7 11.6 11.2 11.6 11.6

Puget Sound 25.7 20.3 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.3 20.4 20.3 20.5 20.3 20.4

Lower Columbia 14.1 12.4 12.6 12.6 12.6 12.7 12.6 12.7 12.6 12.6 12.6

Central 4.2 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.3 3.9 4.2

tt i 5S fz I a44S7 7 42 49 08474 48

Oregon

Northwest 21.9 19.8 20.3 20.3 20.4 20.7 20.0 21.6 20.8 20.5 20.5

West Central 20.9 13.7 14.4 14.5 14.6 15.0 14.3 16.0 15.4 15.0 14.9

Southwest 21.4 10.3 12.0 12.1 12.4 12.8 12.1 15.3 13.8 12.8 12.9

Central 8.9 7.4 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.0 8.4 8.2 8.1 8.1

Rae 9 5Q

California

T gethic 0s 1 is U 4

1Includes selfemployed individuals in all solid wood products and pulp and paper sectors Wage and

salary employment is approximately 7.5 percent less than total employment

2Owl Region The range of the northern spotted owl
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RURAL COMMUNITIES

The Alternatives

The alternatives presented in this SEIS would have the greatest employment

effect on the timber industry sector In addition to displaced workers there

would be indirect effects caused by fluctuating business expenditures in the

region and induced effects caused by changes in personal expenditures in the

region These ripple effects tend to increase the ramifications of job gains or

losses in communities or regions There is roughly one job affected outside the

timber industry for every job affected within the timber industry

Timber based employment would decline under all alternatives considered as

a result of reduced harvests Subregions characterized as heavily timberdependentare apt to experience the most severe impacts While service employment

in forestry also appears to be faced with job declines these declines could be

offset through investments in reforestation timber stand improvementmonitoringinventory and restoration activities Some employment gains could be

made in recreation and tourism as well as in special forest products It may
however be difficult to absorb displaced loggers and mill workers into these

fields due to skill considerations and geographic locations

In the long run the alternatives presented in this SEIS may provide anincreasedsupply to commercial fisheries Yet these gains may not be substantial

given the high efficiency of fishing boats and the already high proportion of

people currently employed in the commercial fishing industry Restoration of

salmon and trout runs however could have positive effects on coastalrecreation
While the net impact of implementation of any of the alternatives is apt to be

displacement of natural resource based jobs the economy of the region as a

whole is predicted to continue to grow Rural communities will lose jobs and

decline economically while the more developed areas will continue to expand

Washington Oregon and California differ in the pattern severity and regional

distribution of the effects of a reduced federal timber harvest on communities

The results of the analyses are discussed in terms of the severity and direction

of the consequences the communities capacity to cope and the resultant risk

to the communities The Assessment Team conducted a detailed analysis of

Alternatives 1 3 and 7 It found relatively few differences among the effects of

the alternatives because the timber harvest levels in Alternatives I through 10

are all below recent averages Impacts associated with Alternative 9 would

likely fall between those presented for Alternatives 3 and 7

Communities with combinations of low capacity to cope with change and

negative consequences from the alternatives are most at risk those with high

capacity to cope and positive consequences are least at risk Using these

definitions Alternatives

1
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would likely lead to additional mill closures and reduced forest relatedemploymentand to negative impacts to the economic and social infrastructure

The most at risk communities differ from others in significant ways These

communities are smaller average population

3



The Alternatives

and cultural sites Yet the amounts of disturbance are well below historical

levels There appears to be little difference in consequences associated with the

low levels of land disturbance in Alternatives 1 2 3 and 4 The degree of

disturbance to vegetation land and cultural sites under Alternatives 5 6 8 9
and 10 would be slightly higher but lower than Alternative 7 which would

have the highest ground disturbance On the other hand since a large number

of archaeological and historical places are discovered while conducting ground

searches prior to ground disturbing activity there may be fewer totalarchaeologicaland culturally important sites discovered under the alternatives that

have reduced timber harvest and road construction activities All alternatives

except Alternatives 7 and 8 would reverse the trend of aquatic and riparian

habitat degradation and begin recovery of these habitats Application of the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy within the range of the northern spotted owl

would improve habitat conditions for stocks of fish important to American

Indians

Comparison of the Effects of the Alternatives 0 283
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Affected EnvironmnentandEnvironmentalConsequtences

Chapter 34
Changes Between the Draft and Final SEIS

The following changes were made in Chapter 34 between the Draft and Final SEIS Minor corrections

explanations and edits are not included in this list

An analysis of some of the fish wildlife and plant species was conducted to clarify the Assessment

Team’s ratings and to examine possible standards and guidelines and land allocation changes that

would benefit those species through improved habitat conditions on federal lands The process that was

used for this analysis is described in the section on Methods of Additional Species Analysis The revised

standards and guidelines incorporated in Alternative 9 are described The effects on species and species

groups due to these revisions and other revisions to Alternative 9 are included

An air quality analysis was performed and the results are included

Sections on global change roadless areas soil productivity and people coping with change were

added

The descriptions of physiographic provinces were changed from the aquatic provinces included in the

Draft to the terrestrial provinces Terrestrial province names are now used consistently throughout the

text

Data from spotted owl demographic counts from 1992 and 1993 were analyzed and the results were

considered in the Final SEIS

A discussion of wetlands was added and the water quality section was expanded

The projection of total job losses was changed due to the correction of an error in the analysis performed

for the Draft SEIS and revisions to Alternative 9 resulting from the additional species analysis

The Native American People and Cultures section was retitled American Indian People and Cultures

and was expanded

Changes Between the Draft and Final SEIS 0 341
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Chapter 34
Affected Environment

and Environmental Consequences

INTRODUCTION Chapter 3 Affected Environment and Chapter 4 Environmental

Consequences have been combined in this document to more clearly present

information to readers The description of a resource or environmental

component appears just before the description of environmental consequences

to that resource or component Most environmental impact statements place

them in separate chapters

This chapter presents information about those aspects of the environment that

are likely to be most directly affected by the management prescribed in the

alternatives It also presents the direct and indirect effects or impacts of

management under the alternatives This constitutes a presentation of the

cumulative impacts of each alternative Together these form the scientific and

analytic basis for the Comparison of the Effects of the Alternatives section in

Chapter 2

RELATIONSHIP TO Chapter 34 in the Draft SEIS relied heavily on the Assessment Team’s report

THE FEMAT REPORT Forest Ecosystem Management An Ecological Economic and Social AssessmenttheFEMATReport That complete report is Appendix A of this SEIS It is part of

this SEIS and is an uncirculated appendix Information on how to obtain a copy

of the FEMAT Report is presented in Appendix A of this SEIS

While Chapter 34 in this Final SEIS still relies to a considerable extent on the

FEMAT Report many sections have been revised with additional information

and clarifications This new material is based on new analyses responses to

questions and comments received during the public comment period and the

environmental effects of alternatives modified since the Draft SEIS

Incomplete or Unavailable Information

There is less than complete knowledge about many of the relationships and

conditions of wildlife species forests the economy and communities The

ecology inventory and management of large forests is a complex and

developing discipline The biology of the specific species prompts questions

about population dynamics and habitat relationships The interaction among

resource supply the economy and rural communities is also the subject of an

inexact science

The Assessment Team and the SEIS Interdisciplinary Team examined the data

and relationships used to estimate the effects of the alternatives There is a

substantial amount of credible information about the topics of this

environmental impact statement the central relationships and basic data are

well established The best available information was used to evaluate the

options and alternatives When encountering a gap in information the question
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implicit in the Council on Environmental Quality CEQ regulations on

incomplete or unavailable information was posed Is this information essential

to a reasoned choice among alternatives 40 CFR 1502.22 a While

additional information would often add precision to estimates or better specify

a relationship the basic data and central relationships are sufficiently well

established that any new information would be unlikely to reverse or nullify

understood relationships Though new information would be welcome no

missing information was evaluated to be essential to a reasoned choice among

the alternatives as they are constituted

Nonetheless the precise relationships between the amount and quality of

habitat and the future populations of species are far from certain there is a

certain level of risk inherent in the management of forest lands even to

standards based on conservative application of those relationships For

example if the relationship between habitat and population were significantly

different from how it now seems or if management standards were to be

broadly misapplied the population and long term viability of affected species

would be at greater risk than that generally estimated in this document

All other things being equal the lesser the information the greater the risk

attributable to incomplete knowledge That relationship is an impetus for the

monitoring research and adaptive management that is part of these

alternatives Should there be new scientific information on change in habitat

conditions not projected under the selected alternative there are provisions for

changing management of the forest to reflect the new information and the

management practices for which it calls This adaptive management process

which is guided by monitoring research and interagency oversight provides

additional assurance of compensating for possible catastrophic changes

This Final SEIS contains information that was not available at the time of the

Draft SEIS Specifically the effects of the alternatives on air quality additional

information on 474 species and species groups and new information on

population trends of the northern spotted owl see Appendix Jare included

All added detail none significantly modified the central relationships as they

were understood at the time the Draft SEIS was prepared

Cumulative Impacts

Cumulative impacts or cumulative effects are those impacts on the

environment which result from the incremental effects of a proposal added to

other past present and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of

which agency or person undertakes them see 40 CFR 1508.7

The analysis and disclosure of cumulative effects are important because they

alert decision makers and the public to the context within which effects are

occurring and to the environmental implications of the interaction of the

proposed action with other known and likely actions Similarly an important

function of a programmatic EIS such as this SEIS is to provide a program wide

analysis of a large area encompassing many of the environmental interactions

that would be disclosed as cumulative effects in more sitespecific NEPA
documents The 10 action alternatives analyzed in this SEIS would establish
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CUMULATIVE EFFECrs

ON FEDERAL FORESTS

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

ON NONFEDERAL

LAND

Affected Environmnent and Environmental Conseqnences

management direction that allows for carrying out a large number of projects

on lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM From a perspective that

analyzes the effects of consistent federal actions across the range of the

northern spotted owl these cumulative effects are mitigated through the

design and implementation of the alternatives in this SEIS Yet from the

perspective taken for the subsequent analysis for a sitespecific project local

cumulative effects will be important considerations in the design of sitespecific

alternatives and mitigation

In total there are 57 million acres of land within the range of the northern

spotted owl of which 24.5 million acres 43 percent are federally managed Of
that 24.5 million acres 20.6 million acres 84 percent are forested areas

The alternatives provide land and resource management direction across the

lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM within the range of the

northern spotted owl This consistent management direction combined with

subsequent province level analysis and planning provides a coordinated land

and resource management structure more comprehensive than any attempted

before in the Northwest This subsequent analysis will help to assure that the

incremental and interactive effects on more than 24 million acres of this

region’s ecosystems will continue to be considered in the implementation of the

selected alternative Negative cumulative impacts may further be minimized or

avoided through coordination among the agencies as the selected alternative is

implemented with watershed and province level analysis and planning In

light of the extremely broad geographic scope of the proposed action and the

level of spatial resolution involved the analysis does not in most instances

address all possible cumulative effects that may result at the sitespecific level

However all ground disturbing actions will be conducted only after site

specific environmental analysis This sitespecific analysis will also analyze the

impacts of the project on adjacent lands and resources within the watershed

enabling managers to design analyze and choose alternatives that minimize

cumulative environmental effects that cannot be identified at the programmatic

level of this SEIS

For the purpose of this analysis nonfederal lands include lands owned andor

managed by individuals corporations tribes and American Indians states

counties and other agencies It is important to note that the lead agencies here
the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management have no authority to

regulate any activities or their timing on lands other than those they

administer

When an action takes place on federal forests it may cause direct indirect or

cumulative effects on nonfederal lands While the alternatives of this SEIS have

no discernible environmental effects on nonfederal nonforest lands there are

both environmental and economic interactions with adjacent nonfederal

forests The effects of these interactions however vary little by alternative and

can be accurately analyzed only at a more sitespecific level

The principal environmental impacts on nonfederal forest lands with relevance

to the effects disclosed in this SEIS are the construction and use of roads and

the harvest of timber The amount and timing of timber harvests can be
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projected from the age of the timber stands and the anticipated prices for

timber In addition timber harvest on nonfederal forest lands is controlled by

state forest practices acts and a number of state and federal regulations and

incentives to protect the productivity and environmental quality of the land

water air and biological resources

Late successional and old growth habitat is a small part of nonfederal forest

lands Management activities since settlement by Europeans have changed the

forest lands within this ownership group mostly to early and midsuccessional

forest types Those nonfederal forests classified as old growth are found

primarily in state and county parks and in private ownership as small scattered

blocks in selectively logged stands Bolsinger and Waddell in press The

definitions of oldgrowth in Bolsinger and Waddell are different from the

definition used elsewhere in this SEIS so the acreages are not arithmetically

comparable

The nonfederal forests within the range of the northern spotted owl are

predominately forests that have grown back since harvest and are generally

even age stands They are typically managed as commercial forests that is

they are managed primarily to produce commercially valuable timber For

nonfederal forests within the range of the northern spotted owl harvest

generally occurs in a stand’s fifth or sixth decade As Table 341 indicates

these forests generally are now in early and midsuccessional stages with

many at or approaching ages and sizes that will predictably result in harvest

Nonfederal forests will continue to provide habitat primarily for those species

whose habitat needs are met with early and midsuccessional stage forests

When combined with the early mid and late successional stage forests on

federal lands federal and nonfederal forests together provide a mix of

successional stages and a diversity of habitat for the ecosystems within the

northern spotted owl’s range Overall this mix of successional stages is affected

by the management direction proposed by the 10 alternatives in this SEIS for

federal forests However the overall mix of successional stages varies among

the alternatives only by the variation on the lands managed by the Forest

Service and BLM the successional mix on nonfederal lands is not expected to

be affected by the alternatives in this SEIS

The future harvest levels on nonfederal lands are also expected to be similar

under all alternatives It is predicted that nonfederal harvest levels would differ

by just 3 percent in response to a three fold variation in projected federal

harvest levels FEMAT Report Table VII 1pVI21 Reduction in federal

harvest levels tends to spur supply responses on the part of nonfederal timber

owners in the Pacific Northwest The supply response however is short lived

and tempered by the age distribution of the timber on private lands FEMAT
Report p VI20 and Figure VI4 p VI22 The response occurs in the early

years of the simulations by the year 2000 nonfederal harvests should drop

below the levels of the 1980 s FEMAT Report p VI20

The amount and character of timber harvest activity on nonfederal lands in the

first decades are similar under all 10 alternatives Thus the management of

and the changes in habitat on nonfederal lands are not expected to be

significantly affected by selection of any of the 10 alternatives in this SEIS
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Table 341 Acreage by age class of non National Forest timberlands1 within the range of the

northern spotted owl

Age Class

Even Age Stands

020 yrs

20 40 yrs

4060 yes

60 80 yrs

80 100 yrs

100 yrs

Uneven Age Stands

100 yrs

100 yrs

Totals

Forest

Other Public Industry

520
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There are potentially direct impacts from nonfederal forest management on

species that move between federal and nonfederal habitats during the year or

during their life cycle The role of nonfederal lands was considered in the

assessment of the effects of the alternatives on those species and ecosystems

and is presented in the sections later in this chapter that deal with the

environmental impacts on specific species or groups of species

Localized actions on nonfederal forests often impact local environmental

conditions on nearby federal forest land and may also affect federal

management decisions For example nonfederal road construction and harvest

in a watershed with both federal and nonfederal lands could result in a

decision by federal managers to postpone harvest to avoid further harm to the

watershed An endemic species with range and habitat located on both types of

ownership might be forced to rely on the federal portion of its range if the

nonfederal portion were altered to the point of unsuitability To access timber

on nonfederal land a road may need to cross federal land Each federal action

is subject to sitespecific environmental analysis before it may occur

cumulative effects of nonfederal conditions and actions are part of that

analysis However such impacts cannot be accurately identified or mitigated in

this SEIS given its programmatic scope

The Proposal for a Special 4d Rule

The recent proposal by the US Fish and Wildlife Service FederalRegister

December 29 1993 58 FR 69132 69149 to issue a rule pursuant to Section 4d
of the Endangered Species Act has the potential to alter the type of habitat

change expected on some nonfederal forests The proposal to issue a special

rule would revise the federal protective measures for the northern spotted owl

on some nonfederal lands in Washington Oregon and California The proposal

is intended to complement and be consistent with the protective measures for

federal lands provided in the preferred alternative of this SEIS A separate

environmental impact statement the 4d EIS is being prepared to disclose

the impacts of any revised protection measures actually proposed

The proposed actions subject to analysis differ between this SEIS and the EIS

under preparation for the 4d rule The scope of this SEIS encompasses

direction concerning latesuccessional and old growth forest management

activities on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl on

nonfederal lands Although different proposed actions are the bases of their

preparation the 4d EIS will address as does this SEIS effects on the northern

spotted owl andor its habitat Consequently to the extent practicable given

information currently available this SEIS addresses at a broad scale the likely

effects of adoption of the special 4d rule as it is currently described in

assessing the impacts of the proposed action evaluated in the SEIS

On nonfederal lands in Oregon and Washington the proposal would require

retention of all existing habitat within
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range Northern spotted owl home ranges vary from approximately
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Although not presently anticipated analysis in the 4d EIS may indicate that

there is a significant difference in the environmental effects likely to occur as a

result of the promulgation of a special 4d rule from those reasonably assumed

in this SEIS If so any necessary changes to plans and guides amended by the

selected alternative from this SEIS can be proposed reviewed adopted and

implemented using the adaptive management process presented in the

Implementation section in Chapter 2 of this SEIS In addition monitoring

including that called for under each alternative should reveal unanticipated

changes in the population and distribution of threatened and endangered

species the adaptive management process will also consider and evaluate new

information and provide any needed additional protection for the species

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS The environmental impact statements that are supplemented by this SEIS also

IN PREVIOUS AND disclose the cumulative effects of their alternatives on various aspects of the

SUBSEQUENT environment The effects from ground disturbing activities and human
ENVIRONMENTAL induced rapid vegetation and habitat changes would be substantially reduced

ANALYSES by implementing any of these 10 alternatives because the amount of ground
disturbing activity associated with road construction and timber harvest would

be substantially lower than in the alternatives selected and preferred in those

EISs being supplemented

In addition all ground disturbing actions are conducted only after sitespecific

environmental analysis has been completed This sitespecific analysis will also

analyze the cumulative impacts of the project alternatives on adjacent lands

and resources and on the watershed This provides opportunities to detect and

minimize cumulative environmental effects that cannot be ascertained at the

programmatic level of this SEIS
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Ecosystems and Species

REGIONAL INTRODUCTION

Overall Land Ownership Patterns

The planning area for this SEIS as defined in Chapter 2 includes lands

administered by the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management within

the range of the northern spotted owl This geographic area includes western

Washington western Oregon and northwestern California south to Marin

County see Figure 21 With the exception of some lowland interior valleys

and coastal plains this area is dominated by mountainous terrain and

coniferous forests

Forest lands within the range of the northern spotted owl are owned or

administered by a variety of private state and federal entities including the

Forest Service 19 National Forests 19.4 million acres Bureau of Land

Management 7 Districts 2.7 million acres National Park Service American

Indian tribes state departments of forestry or natural resources public

municipalities and thousands of private landowners Some federal lands

especially those administered by the Bureau of Land Management in western

Oregon are intermixed with private lands in a checkerboard pattern of

alternating square mile sections In contrast lands administered by the Forest

Service tend to be more contiguous with fewer inclusions of private land

Brief History of Resource Management in the

Pacific NorthwestThe
first documented human use in the region occurred over
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In the late 1800 s and early 1900 s commercial extraction of lumber began

Lumber camps were built around the region especially in areas accessible by

river or steam locomotive Lowland areas close to human population centers

were logged first followed eventually by logging of less accessible areas in

more mountainous terrain Timber was mainly harvested in the riparian or

adjoining upslope areas where logs were readily accessible The only method of

moving logs out of the woods was by water Extensive use was made of

streams and rivers to float out large rafts of logs In some cases logs were piled

in streams and floated out on the next flood Later more use was made of

splash dams which stored water and released it all at once to carry the logs

downstream Although the use of splash dams declined as other technologies

developed splash dam use persisted into the 1950s

Logging practices in these early years frequently left behind noncommercial

species large trees with minor defects and many small diameter trees Little or

no attention was given to replanting Because of the seemingly inexhaustible

supply of trees and the considerable labor required to fell the trees with hand

saws and axes trees with low commercial value were frequently left standing

With the invention of the gas powered chainsaw and improvements in

transportation soon after World War II logging greatly increased on federal

lands in the Pacific Northwest European methods of forest management were
gradually adopted on most federal and private lands including techniques

such as clearcutting removing logs and snags slash burning thinning and

planting single species stands on harvested areas Forest fragmentation was

encouraged to increase habitat conditions preferred by deer and elk

populations Extensive road systems were developed to facilitate harvest and

to provide easy access for hunting and fishing Revenues from timber harvest

improved local economies and provided substantial funds to the Federal

Treasury It was assumed that forests managed in this manner could be cut and

regrown at relatively short intervals such as 40 to 80 years without negatively

affecting other resources such as water quality fish soils or terrestrial animals

Transportation networks were typically built in valley bottoms in the riparian

zones As erosion increased stream conditions declined Public awareness of

these declining stream conditions increased when floods became more

frequent This awareness eventually led to changes in the management of

riparian areas and increased protection for the habitat needs of salmon trout

and steelhead

A century of logging and high intensity wildfires has resulted in a highly

fragmented mosaic of recent clearcuts thinned stands and young plantations

interspersed with uncut natural stands The natural stands that remain range

from
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overstory are usually referred to as old growth forests while stands where

only scattered individuals or patches of large old trees remain with the

majority of the stand consisting of young or mature trees is referred as to

uneven age or young Uneven age stands are particularly common in

areas where extensive fires occurred in the 1800 s Uneven age stands defy

categorization they are not old growth in the classical sense Franklin and

Spies 1991 Spies and Franklin 1991 and they are not young even age stands

It is these mixed age stands that have led to much emotional and scientific

debate over how much old growth forest remains in the Pacific Northwest

It is important to distinguish between an arbitrary definition of old growth

and an ecological definition that focuses on ecological functions and processes

Many mixed age stands that include only scattered individuals or patches of

old trees in a matrix of mature trees probably function ecologically much like

classical oldgrowth stands that have large numbers of old trees While the

terms old growth and ancient forest may be useful for defining general

concepts based on social values the two terms are only marginally useful as

indicators of differences in ecological processes or functions Therefore the

terms late successional and old growth used in this Final SEIS include the

successional stages defined as mature and old growth both of which function

as old growth For a more detailed discussion of the ecological characteristics

functions and processes of latesuccessional and old growth forests see

Appendix B2 Ecological Principles for Management of Late Successional

Forests

Studies on the ecology of late successional forests which include mature and

old growth age classes began to proliferate in the 1970 s and 1980 s It

gradually became apparent that a simplistic approach to forest management

based on high yield short rotation forestry could not be expected to

adequately protect the considerable biological diversity that is present in late

successional forests and their associated aquatic ecosystems The northern

spotted owl was the first species to receive recognition in this regard The

northern spotted owl was followed closely by the marbled murrelet

anadromous fish and a variety of species that are closely associated with old

growth forests Thomas et al 1993 More recently ecologists foresters and the

public have begun to recognize that the old growth forests that remain in the

Pacific Northwest are unique ecosystems that under present climatic and

disturbance regimes will likely never be replicated The invasion by

introduced nonnative species the construction of engineered structures such

as roads and dams and the increased growth in rural areas have caused long

term alterations in the natural ecosystem Changes in public perception and

management expectations for federal lands in the Pacific Northwest have led to

an increase in the protection of ecosystems including riparian areas They have

also led to experimentation with methods of new forestry which is designed

to retain some of the structural features that are found in old growth forests

and more closely imitate natural disturbance
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Description of Terrestrial Forest and Aquatic

Ecosystems

OVERVIEW OF The physiographic provinces also referred to as provinces or geoclimatic

BIOLOGICAL provinces incorporate physical biological and environmental factors that

COMMUNITIES shape broad scale landscapes Physiographic provinces reflect differences in

OWNERSHIP geology such as uplift rates recent volcanism and tectonic disruption and

PATTERNS AND climate such as precipitation temperature and glaciation These factors result

CURRENT FOREST in broad scale differences in soil development and natural plant communities
CURRENTI OREST Within each province variable characteristics of rock stability affect the

CONDITIONS BY steepness of hill slopes landforms soil texture and thickness drainage

PHYSIOGRAPHIC patterns and erosional processes Thus physiographic provinces are useful in

PROVINCE the description of both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems as well as in the

management and landuse planning of these ecosystems The physiographic

provinces are used only for analytical purposes in this SEIS The province level

planning described in Chapter 2 includes the provinces that will be used for

implementation of this SEIS

Rates of harvest and natural disturbance have varied tremendously among the

provinces within the range of the northern spotted owl depending on land

ownership patterns topography climate soils and proximity to centers of

human population As a result some provinces such as the Oregon Coast

Range and the Washington Western Lowlands contain relatively little

remaining latesuccessional and old growth forest while other provinces such

as the Oregon Cascades still retain extensive areas of such forests These

patterns have been described in detail eg Franklin and Dyrness 1973

Ruggiero et al 1991 Thomas et al 1990 USDI unpub and will only be briefly

summarized here

Precipitation enters the hydrologic system primarily as winter storms The

majority of precipitation in the higher elevations falls as snow while in the

lower elevations it falls as rain Condensation drip is an important source of

moisture in the middle elevations and in the coastal provinces The amount of

precipitation increases in a gradient from south to north The amount of

precipitation also increases over the coastal mountains and the Cascade Range

and decreases sharply in the lee of the higher terrain especially east of the

Cascades The southern provinces have a typical Mediterranean climate of

mild wet winters with warm dry summerswhile the northernmost provinces

have much wetter climates and cooler summers Provinces east of the crest of

the Cascade Range have a more continental climate with colder drier winters

broken by latesummer monsoonal rains

Stream and riparian habitat conditions vary greatly across the range of the

northern spotted owl due to both natural and management related factors The

type and structure of streamside vegetation reflects both the climate and the

disturbance regime of the area determined by hydrology geologic agents and

other processes such as forest fires Many of these components of landscape

form and function occur in distinctive combinations characteristic of each

physiographic province
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One important aspect of the Pacific Northwest riverine and riparian

environment is the widespread occurrence of steep unstable hillslopes Recent

geologic uplift weathered rocks and soil and heavy rainfall all contribute to

high landslide frequency and to high sediment loads in many of the region’s

rivers

In comparison with the coasts of British Columbia and southeast Alaska the

range of the northern spotted owl has a relatively low shoreline coastline ratio

As a consequence there are few welldeveloped estuaries and other nearshore

rearing areas which are particularly important to fish during periods of

unfavorable ocean conditions Because these rearing areas are limited fish

within the range of the northern spotted owl are more dependent on

freshwater habitat than in adjacent areas

Because terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems within the range of the northern

spotted owl are dominated by different biological and physical processes the

Assessment Team’s terrestrial and aquatic working groups used different

physiographic boundaries for their analyses Accordingly there are two

classifications of physiographic provinces both are displayed in Figure 341

Aquatic physiographic province boundaries focus on geoclimatic processes

such as soil formation rock weathering slope processes and changes and

landform development The Assessment Team’s Aquatic Watershed Group
identified eight physiographic provinces The group then broke these provinces

into 15 subprovinces to delineate differences among administrative units

account for differences in current climate soil development and ecosystem

processes and to provide continuity with the terrestrial provinces The aquatic

provinces were used in the analysis of distributions of fish species such as

coho salmon in the Olympic Peninsula the California Coast Range and the

Washington Oregon Coast Range Provinces Except where noted the aquatic

physiographic provinces do not constitute the basis for analysis in this SEIS

and are generally not referred to in this text Therefore the aquatic

physiographic provinces are not described in detail in this SEIS

Terrestrial physiographic province boundaries are based on vegetation soils

geologic history and climate Political boundaries were incorporated to reflect

differences in historical land use and land ownership The Northern Spotted

Owl Recovery Team identified 12 provinces and the Assessment Team later

adopted these as the foundation for their work Figure 341 Because these

terrestrial provinces contain considerably different kinds and amounts of late

successional and old growth forests management opportunities vary widely

Many of the terrestrial ecosystem analyses presented in the Forest Ecosystem

Management Assessment Team FEMAT Report were based on these

terrestrial physiographic provinces Therefore unless otherwise specified

references in this SEIS refer to terrestrial provinces and the terrestrial

provinces should be used to interpret the data tables in this SEIS

The numbers preceding the terrestrial province names in the following

descriptions correspond to those in Figure 341
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DESCRIPTIONS OF

TERRESTRIAL

PHYSIOGRAPHIC

PROVINCES

Affected Environment and Environmnental Consequences

1 Olympic Peninsula Province

The Olympic Peninsula in northwestern Washington is a mountainous region

isolated on three sides by water and bounded on the fourth side by an

extensive region of cutover state and private lands the Washington Western

Lowlands Streams flow outward from a central core of rugged mountains

onto gently sloping lowlands Landforms have been influenced by glaciation

major rivers flow in broad Ushaped valleys Steep slopes developed on

resistant rocks are subject to narrow shallow rapid landslides debris flows

originating from the heads of stream channels Debris flows commonly scour

steep tributary streams and deposit debris in fans on the valley floors

Unconsolidated glacial deposits are subject to streambank erosion and

landslides and are susceptible to increased peak streamflows

Vegetation and climate on the peninsula include a mixture of coniferous rain

forests on the western slopes of the Olympic Mountains and relatively dry

Douglas fir forests in the rain shadow on the eastern slopes The Olympic

Mountains have especially high floral diversity and a large number of endemic

species This province is home to many species associated with late

successional and old growth forests including northern spotted owls

goshawks martens and marbled murrelets Although only a few nests have

been found large numbers of marbled murrelets reside offshore and

apparently nest on the peninsula

The Olympic National Park occupies the interior of the Olympic Peninsula It is

surrounded by the Olympic National Forest which is in turn surrounded by

extensive areas of private land American Indian or tribal owned lands and

state managed lands Much of Olympic National Park consists of high

elevation forests and subalpine areas However lowland valleys within the

Park contain significant areas of late successional and oldgrowth forest

The Olympic National Forest is fragmented by clearcuts young plantations

and natural forests ranging from young stands to stands more than 500 years

old Fragments of stands well over

1
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The Washington Western Lowlands Province was originally covered by a

mosaic of primarily lowland coniferous forests as well as deciduous forests

and native prairie grasslands Although its fire history is not well documented

much of the province was burned in 1701 There is relatively little federally

managed land in the Washington Western Lowlands Province and only small

parcels of these lands contain late successional forests Land ownership is

primarily private although the State of Washington manages a large amount of

land in this province as well Some small parcels of American Indian and tribal

owned lands are also located within this province

Most of the forest in the Washington Western Lowlands Province has been

clearcut within the past 80 years It is now dominated by a mixture of recent

clearcuts and young stands on cutover areas Forests on cutover areas are

dominated by even age mixtures of Douglas fir western hemlock and red

alder This area also includes extensive agricultural and metropolitan areas as

well as major nesting roosting and foraging habitat for the marbled murrelet in

Washington

3 Washington Western Cascades Province

The Washington Western Cascades Province encompasses the western slopes

of the Cascade Range in Washington The province exhibits extremely high

relief in comparison to other provinces Glaciers have carved deep steep sided

valleys into both resistant and weak rocks Tributary channels flow at high

angles into rivers that in turn flow through broad glaciated valleys such as

the Skagit River Valley Steep slopes are subject to debris flows from the heads

of stream channels Unconsolidated glacial deposits are subject to accelerated

streambank erosion and landslides

Lower elevation forests of the Washington Western Cascades Province consist

primarily of Douglas fir and western hemlock while silver fir forests dominate

the middle elevations The higher elevations are dominated by forests of

mountain hemlock Although Mount Rainier and North Cascades National

Parks and Wildernesses within this region contain significant areas of mid

elevation latesuccessional and old growth forest most of these areas are

dominated by high elevation areas of subalpine vegetation as well as ice and

rock

Land ownership and administration patterns include a mixture of lands

administered by the Forest Service and National Park Service as well as

American Indian and tribal owned lands and some state and private lands A

large portion of the known northern spotted owl population and its habitat in

Washington occurs in the Washington Western Cascades Province Old growth

forests on National Forests in the province are also important nesting habitat

for marbled murrelets

In the northern half of the Washington Western Cascades Province fire

frequencies are among the lowest within the range of the northern spotted owl

However during the historical period numerous large fires occurred in the

southern portion of the province where natural fires and American Indian use
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of fire were more frequent prior to European settlement Also fires tended to

become much larger when influenced by winds descending the Columbia

River Gorge

4 Washington Eastern Cascades Province

The Washington Eastern Cascades Province is located along the eastern slopes

of the Cascade Range in Washington The province exhibits extremely high

relief in comparison to other provinces Glaciers have carved deep steep sided

valleys into both resistant and weak rocks Tributary channels flow at high

angles into rivers that in turn flow through broad glaciated valleys such as

that occupied by Lake Chelan Steep slopes are subject to debris flows from the

heads of stream channels Unconsolidated glacial and volcanic deposits are

subject to accelerated streambank erosion and landslides

The province is dominated by mixed conifer forests and ponderosa pine forests

at midtolower elevations and by true fir and mountain hemlock forests at

higher elevations Although North Cascades National Park and Wildernesses

within this province include significant areas of midelevation late

successional and old growth forest most of these areas are dominated by high

elevation areas of alpine or subalpine vegetation as well as rock and ice

Land ownership and administration patterns include a mixture of lands

administered by the Forest Service and National Park Service as well as

American Indian and tribal owned lands and some state and private lands

Forests in the Washington Eastern Cascades Province are highly fragmented

due to a variety of natural factors such as poor soils high fire frequencies and

high elevations as well as human induced factors such as clearcutting and

selective harvesting

Before the advent of fire suppression in the early 1900 s wildfires played a

major role in shaping the forests of the province Intensive fire suppression

efforts in the last 60 years have resulted in significant fuel accumulations in

some areas as well as shifts in tree species composition These changes may
have increased forests susceptibility to large high severity fires and to

epidemic attacks of insects and diseases Management plans for late

successional and old growth forests in this area must consider fire

management and the stability of forest stands Agee 1993

5 Oregon Western Cascades Province

The western Cascades are distinguished from the high Cascades by older

volcanic activity and longer glacial history Ridge crests at generally similar

elevations are separated by steep deeply dissected valleys Complex eruption

materials juxtapose relatively stable lava flows with volcanic deposits that

weather to thick soils These soils are subject to large slowmoving landslides

earthflows Unconsolidated alluvial and glacial deposits are subject to

streambank erosion and landslides and are susceptible to increased peak

flows Tributary channels flow at steep angles into wide glaciated valleys
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Forests of this province consist primarily of Douglas fir and western hemlock

at low tomid elevations and silver fir and mountain hemlock at higher

elevations At the drier southern end of the province forests of Douglas fir and

western hemlock are largely replaced by mixed conifer forests of Douglas fir

grand fir and incense cedar

Land ownership and administration patterns include a mixture of lands

administered by the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management and

state and private lands The Bureau of Land Management administers

extensive holdings in the Oregon Western Cascades Province Private and state

lands within this area are mostly cutover whereas lands administered by the

Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management still include numerous

although highly fragmented areas of latesuccessional and old growth forest

A large portion of the known northern spotted owl population and its habitat

in Oregon occurs in this province

This province extends the full length of the Oregon Cascades in western

Oregon and encompasses a wide variety of climates and forest types The

southern half of the province has fire regimes similar to those of the Oregon

Klamath Province Fire frequencies are currently high due to the incidence of

lightning but these were previously supplemented by the use of fire by

American Indians Teensma 1987 The northern half of the province had

natural fire regimes that corresponded to those of the southern half of the

Washington Western Cascades where fire frequencies are moderate and fire

severities are high

6 Oregon Eastern Cascades Province

The Oregon Eastern Cascades Province consists of volcanic landforms with

varying degrees of glaciation Lava flows formed relatively stable plateaus

capped by the geologically recent Cascade Range volcanoes Drainages are

generally not yet well developed and precipitation and snowmelt disperse into

highly permeable volcanic deposits Geologically recent volcanic deposits are

subject to large debris flows when saturated by snowmelt

This area is dominated by mixed conifer forests and ponderosa pine forests at

midtolow elevations and by true fir and mountain hemlock forests at higher

elevations Although Crater Lake National Park and Wildernesses within this

province include significant areas of midelevation late successional and old

growth forest most are dominated by high elevation areas of alpine or

subalpine vegetation and rock and ice

Land ownership and administration patterns include a mixture of lands

administered by the Forest Service National Park Service and Bureau of Land

Management as well as private state and American Indian and tribal owned

lands Forests in this region are highly fragmented due to a variety of natural

factors such as poor soils high fire frequencies and high elevations as well as

humaninduced factors such as clearcutting and selective harvesting

Before the advent of fire suppression in the early 1900 s wildfires also played a

major role in shaping the forests of this region Intensive fire suppression
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efforts in the last 60 years have resulted in significant fuel accumulations in

some areas and shifts in tree species composition These changes may have

made forests more susceptible to large high severity fires and to epidemic

attacks of insects and diseases Management plans for late successional and

old growth forests in this province must consider fire management and the

stability of forest stands Agee 1993

7 Oregon Coast Range Province

This province generally consists of steep slopes with narrow ridges developed

on resistant sedimentary rocks Westward flowing streams erode headward to

mountain passes on the east side of the Coast Range Many of the higher peaks

are composed of resistant igneous rocks Steep highly dissected slopes are

subject to debris flows Tributary channels join at relatively low angles which

allow debris flows to travel for long distances In the area drained by the

Wilson and Trask Rivers weaker rocks form gentle slopes with thick soils that

are subject to large thick slow moving landslides earthflows Earthflows

may constrict or deflect stream channels creating local lowgradient stream

reaches upstream

This province includes the coastal mountains of western Oregon from the

Columbia River south to the Middle Fork of the Coquille River This area is

dominated by forests of Douglas fir western hemlock and western redcedar

The southern half of the province includes a mixture of private lands and

federally administered lands The northern half is largely in private and state

ownership Heavy cutting and several extensive wildfires during the last

century have eliminated most old growth forests in the northern end of the

province Older forests in the southern half of the province are highly

fragmented especially on lands administered by the Bureau of Land
Management These parcels are typically intermixed with harvested private

lands in a checkerboard pattern of alternating squaremile sections A small

amount of American Indian and tribal owned land is located in this province

Before the advent of fire suppression this province was subject to relatively

infrequent but very large fires especially in the 1800 s and 1900s As a result

many of the remaining natural forests consist of a mosaic of mature stands and

remnant patches of old growth trees Because it is isolated and large areas have

been harvested the Oregon Coast Range Province is of concern for northern

spotted owls marbled murrelets and anadromous fish

8 Willamette Valley Province

The Willamette Valley includes the lowland valley area between the Coast

Range Province and the Oregon Western Cascades Provinces in western

Oregon The province includes a broad geologic depression between the Coast

Range and Cascade Range The Willamette River meanders northward along a

very gently sloping valley Unconsolidated deposits of alluvial and glacial

outwash materials are subject to accelerated streambank erosion and
landslides
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The Willamette Valley Province which was originally covered by a mosaic of

lowland coniferous and deciduous forests and native prairie grasslands was

mostly cleared in the 1800 s and early 1900 s and converted to farmland

residential areas and metropolitan areas Land ownership is mostly private

There is relatively little federally managed land within the Willamette Valley

Province and only small parcels of these lands contain latesuccessional

forests

9 Oregon Klamath Province

The Oregon Klamath Province includes much of southwestern Oregon This

province is rugged and deeply dissected Tributary streams generally follow

the northeast southwest orientation of rock structure created by accretion of

rocks onto the continent Variable soil and rock materials on steep slopes are

subject to debris flows materials on gentle slopes are subject to earthflows

Scattered granitic rocks are subject to debris flows and severe surface erosion

High rates of uplift have created steep streamside hillslopes known as inner

gorges especially near the coast Hillslope and channel disturbance due to

mining activities began in the 1850 s and still continues

This area is dominated by mixed conifer and mixedconifer hardwood forests

Land ownerships include a mixture of public lands administered by the Forest

Service and the Bureau of Land Management land administered by the State of

Oregon and privately owned lands Forests are highly fragmented by natural

factors such as poor soils dry climate and wildfires as well as human induced

factors including timber harvesting and roads Timber harvest in this area has

been by selective cutting as well as clearcutting As a result many stands that

were logged in the early 1900 s now contain a mixture of old trees left after

harvest and younger trees that regenerated after harvest A small amount of

American Indian and tribal owned land is located on the coastal portion of this

province

Much of the area within this province is characterized by high fire frequencies

both historically as well as at present Before the advent of fire suppression in

the early 1900 s wildfires played a major role in shaping the forests of this

region Intensive fire suppression efforts in the last 60 years have resulted in

significant fuel accumulations in some areas and shifts in tree species

composition and forest stand structure These changes may have made forests

more susceptible to large high severity fires and to epidemic attacks of insects

and diseases Numerous large and destructive fires have occurred in the

province in the past decade Any management plan for the latesuccessional

and old growth forests in these areas must consider fire and fuels management

Agee 1993

10 California Klamath Province

The California Klamath Province includes a large part of northwestern

California This province is rugged and deeply dissected High rates of uplift

have created steep streamside hillslopes in the western portion of the province

Variable soil and rock materials on steep slopes are subject to debris flows

materials on gentle slopes are subject to earthflows Scattered granitic rocks are
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subject to debris flows and severe surface erosion Hillslope and channel

disturbance due to mining activities began in the 1850 s and continues to this

day

This province is dominated by mixed conifer and mixedconifer hardwood

forests Land ownerships include extensive lands managed by the Forest

Service small and scattered parcels of land administered by the Bureau of Land

Management land administered by the State of California and privately

owned lands Forests are highly fragmented by natural factors such as poor

soils dry climate and wildfires as well as humaninduced factors including

timber harvesting and roads Much of the historical timber harvest in this area

has been selective cutting rather than clearcutting As a result many stands

that were logged in the early 1900 s now contain a mixture of old trees left after

harvest and younger trees that regenerated after harvest

The California Klamath Province is characterized by very high fire frequencies

Prior to fire suppression fires were generally more pervasive but much less

severe than they are at present Wildfires play a major role in shaping the

forests of this province Intensive fire suppression efforts in the last 60 years

have resulted in significant fuel accumulations in some areas and shifts in tree

species composition and forest stand structure These changes may have made
forests more susceptible to large high severity fires epidemic attacks of insects

and susceptibility to stress from drought Numerous large and destructive fires

have occurred in the province in the past few decades Management plans for

the late successional and old growth forests in these areas must consider fire

and fuels management Agee 1993

11 California Coast Range Province

The California Coast Range Province was formed by accretion of rocks onto the

continent Stream channels generally follow the northwest southeast

orientation of these rocks Relatively rapid tectonic uplift has caused hillslopes

to become highly dissected and incised by stream channels creating inner

gorges Weak rocks are highly fractured along numerous faults and contacts

and are weathered to deep soils that are subject to extensive earthflows

Sediment yield is among the highest in the world

This area is dominated by redwood forests and mixed forests of Douglas fir

and hardwoods Most of the area is privately owned but lands administered

by the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management as well as state and

National Parks are also present The province also contains some American

Indian and tribal owned lands and scattered American Indian allotments

This province includes a coastal fog belt containing the last remaining stands of

old growth redwoods Formerly these redwood stands were subject to

frequent underburning The fire frequency in this province is generally much
lower than in the California Klamath Province Considerable numbers of

northern spotted owls inhabit private lands in the area as well as federally

managed lands In addition this is an important nesting area for marbled

murrelets
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12 California Cascades Province

The California Cascades Province includes the extreme southern end of the

Cascade Range Forests in this region are dominated by mixedconifer or

ponderosa pine associations on relatively dry sites Ownership is mixed with

some areas of consolidated Forest Service administered lands and some areas

of intermixed Forest Service and private lands Forests are highly fragmented

due to natural factors and harvest activities

As in a number of other provinces fire plays an important role in the California

Cascades Province in maintaining fire adapted pine communities Because of

modern fire suppression efforts mixed conifer communities have increased

gradually replacing pine dominated stands Management of firedependent

old growth forests has evolved to include understory thinning and understory

burning both of which are likely to increase on all lands in the future

TERRESTRAL EcosYsMs

Current ForestConditions Within the Range of

the Northern Spotted Owl

LAND AREA AND The range of the northern spotted owl encompasses 57 million acres in the

OWNERSHIP United States of which 24.5 million acres 43 percent are federally managed
Of the federally managed lands 19.4 million acres are administered by the

Forest Service 2.7 million acres are administered by the Bureau of Land

Management and 2.2 million acres are administered by the National Park

Service Table 342 Other federally managed lands within the range of the

northern spotted owl include military installations and national wildlife

refuges

Lands administered by the Forest Service are widely distributed within the

range of the northern spotted owl In contrast lands administered by the

Bureau of Land Management within the range of the northern spotted owl are

largely concentrated in western Oregon Because of historical land grants lands

administered by the BLM in western Oregon tend to be distributed in a

checkerboard pattern of alternating square mile sections of federal and private

land

Nonfederal lands within the range of the spotted owl include a variety of

privately owned lands and areas owned and administered by state

governments American Indian and tribal owned lands cover large portions of

the range of the owl especially in the Olympic Peninsula Eastern Cascades

and Klamath Provinces Private lands include a multitude of small holdings as

well as extensive areas owned by large forest products companies
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Table 342 Estimated total acres within the range of the northern spotted owl by agency or

ownership and physiographic province

Acres byOwnershipState
Physiographic

Province

Washington

Eastern Cascades

Western Cascades

Western Lowlands

Olympic Peninsula

Total

Oregon
Klamath

Eastern Cascades

Western Cascades

Coast Range

Willamette Valley

Total

California

Coast Range

Klamath

Cascades

Total

3 State Total

Forest Bureau of National Other

Service Land Park Federal Nonfederal

Management Service
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AMOUNTS OF LATE Vegetation on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl was

SUCCESSIONAL categorized into broad structural types based on standbased inventory data

CONIFER FOREST ON and satellite imagery by Pacific Meridian Resources under contract to the

FEDERAL LAND Forest Service see FEMAT Report Chapter IL Overview and Summary of

Options and their Evaluation and Chapter IV Terrestrial Forest Ecosystem

Assessment These structural classes are

Small conifer

This youngest seral category includes stands of trees generally 9 to 21 inches

diameter at breast height dbh A minority of the stands in this category have

scattered large overstory trees that provide late successional forest

characteristics

Medium large single storied conifer

Stands dominated by conifer trees that are 21 to 32 inches dbh characterized by

only a single canopy layer These stands qualify as late successional forest

Medium large multistoried conifer

Stands dominated by conifer trees that are greater than 32 inches dbh and are

characterized by two or more canopy layers These stands would generally best

fit the definition of old growth forests

Forests on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl currently

include approximately 5.4 million acres of multistoried mediumlarge conifer

forest 3.2 million acres of singlestoried mediumlarge coniferous forest and

5.8 million acres of small singlestoried conifers see FEMAT Report Chapter

IV Terrestrial Forest Ecosystem Assessment It should be noted that the

definition of small conifer forests includes some stands that are late

successional Thus the data cannot be used to develop a total acreage of late

successional forest

Of the 8.6 million acres of mediumlarge conifer forest on federally

administered lands within the range of the northern spotted owl 2.5 million

acres 29 percent are Congressionally Reserved Areas and 1.6 million acres 19

percent are Administratively Withdrawn Areas Table 343 An

undetermined proportion of the mediumlarge conifer forests in both

Congressionally Reserved Areas and Administratively Withdrawn Areas are

high elevation forests that are not occupied by spotted owls Table 344
Although the latter stand types may not be used by spotted owls they are

important habitat for a variety of plants and animals that occupy late

successional high elevation forests

Substantial portions of Congressionally Reserved Areas and Administratively

Withdrawn Areas are covered by relatively young forest Of the 5.8 million

forest acres in Congressionally Reserved Areas for example 1.6 million acres

28 percent are in single story stands of small conifers see FEMAT Report

Chapter IV Terrestrial Forest Ecosystem Assessment This does not include
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Table 344 Acres of conifer forest on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl
by structural class and elevation band

Stati Acres by Elevation Bands in thousands of feet

Physiographic

Province Class 02 24 46 6 8 8.16 Total

Washington

Eastern Cascades Total Sm Conifer Single Story

20



PATTERNS OF

MANAGEMENT
CONSIDERATIONS

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION successional and old growth forests within the range of the spotted owl have

Affected Environmnent and Environmnental Consequences

additional acres that are covered by forests of trees smaller than 9 inches dbh
The considerable acreage of small forests within Congressionally Reserved

Areas reflects a long history of fire and other natural disturbances as well as

factors such as poor soils and high elevations which tend to suppress tree

growth

As described in the earlier descriptions of physiographic provinces most late

been harvested from private and state lands Late successional stands that

remain on private and state lands tend to occur in small islands surrounded by

cutover areas and young stands In areas where little federal land is present

such as the Washington Western Lowlands Province oldgrowth forests have

been largely eliminated by harvest and settlement

On federal lands old growth forests tend to be distributed in a highly

fragmented mosaic often intermixed with recently harvested areas and stands

of younger trees Latesuccessional and old growth forests in Congressionally

Reserved Areas tend to occur in larger blocks than nonreserve areas but even

in these areas there is considerable natural fragmentation of older stands due to

historical disturbance patterns and poor growth conditions

Retention of OldGrowth Fragments

Old growth fragments can sometimes serve as the only habitat in a landscape

for many lichens fungi bryophytes plants arthropods and smallbodied

animals that contribute to the biodiversity and productivity of the forest

ecosystem Old growth fragments may be critical for species that are locally

endemic occur only in very specific conditions of forest structure or soil or

have limited dispersal capabilities

Arthropods fungi lichens bryophytes vascular plants and invertebrate

animals are able to inhabit much smaller patches of old growth forest than

vertebrates and may persist in such patches for a much longer time than

vertebrates Patches of old growth forests 25 acres or less may provide habitat

for a wide variety of these organisms even though edge effects may eliminate

fully buffered core habitat Although some highly sensitive arthropod species

may be eliminated in very small fragments of old growth many less sensitive

species may continue to inhabit the patch Thus patch size and potential edge

effects alone should not exclude small old growth fragments from management

consideration Recent studies by Chen et al 1990 suggest that buffers of 300 to

800 feet provide interior habitat conditions for vascular plants According to

Harris 1984 a circular stand of old growth with a radius of 600 feet 26 acres

provides minimal interior conditions provided the patch is surrounded by at

least young forests

Small fragments of old growth forest can also be important for pollen vectors

and animals that disperse plant seeds Mycotrophic plant species have

symbiotic relationships with fungi and photosynthetic vascular plants and

may require seed dissemination by animals whose diets include fungi Small

fragments may also contribute to the persistence of small animal populations

particularly invertebrates
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Survival of most conifers and flowering plants depends on mycorrhizal

associations with fungi for uptake of nutrients and water Nearly
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highly fragmented landscapes may reduce persistence Plants with limited

dispersal capabilities such as those with ephemeral seeds may be particularly

vulnerable to isolation Small fragments can serve as genetic reserves for

recolonization of adjacent habitat

Small patches of old growth forest can provide thermal and mesic refugia for a

variety of organisms Understory habitats in old growth forests can escape

freezing conditions due to the thermal buffering of dense tree canopies Deer

and other vertebrates may rely on these thermal refuges during harsh storms or

during dispersal to larger forest stands of suitable habitat Many invertebrates

migrate locally to mesic refugia during summer During very dry periods in

forests east of the Cascade Range many invertebrates may require dense forest

cover and mesic understory habitats to avoid desiccation This has been shown

to be the case for mollusks in the Pacific Northwest Frest and Johannes 1993
Similarly during hot dry summers coarse woody debris in old growth

fragments provides sites for truffle fruiting bodies of hypogeous fungi

production while truffle production in forest plantations does not occur until

after the fall rains have increased soil moisture Mature forest fragments

provide truffles and other food for small mammals such as red backed voles

during the dry summer months when such food is unavailable in plantations

During stressful periods invertebrates and some mammals may need to rely on

food resources that are absent or rare in young forests Deer and small

mammals such as flying squirrels often rely on lichens in old growth forests for

food during harsh winter weather when other food types are unavailable

Hodgman and Boyer 1985

Lower elevation forests have been subject to more intensive forest management

than higher elevation forests because a large portion of lands at low elevations

are privately owned Small fragments of old growth are the only remaining

representatives of low elevation forests in some areas Some ecosystems are

infrequently found on federal lands within the planning area particularly low

elevation old growth forests but also deciduous forests and grasslands

Old growth forest fragments may be very important to rare and geographically

restricted species of mollusks fungi lichens and vascular plants Among
species evaluated for viability by the Assessment Team rare and locally

distributed species comprised 28 percent of the fungi and 26 percent of the

vascular plant species Designated areas may provide limited protection for

these species depending on their distribution

Stand Features Green Trees and Dead Wood in the Matrix

Residual green trees and dead wood in harvested areas of the matrix function

as a bridge between past and future forests Green trees serve several important

functions they are available for snag recruitment contribute to multistoried

canopies provide shade and suitable habitat for many organisms in the matrix

and serve as refugia and centers of dispersal

Patches of green trees of various sizes ages and species will promote species

diversity of fungi lichens plants and arthropods Individual leave trees exist

in less protected microclimates than trees left in small patches Many fungi

plants and arthropods require moistcool microclimates and do not tolerate

exposed conditions
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Complex canopy structure especially leaning boles are beneficial for some

lichens such as pin lichens Calcium spp Esseen et al 1992 Trees that are

asymmetrical promote a diversity of habitat substrates and often have more

lichen and moss epiphytes on large lateral limbs than symmetrical trees

Location of green trees is also important for example ridgelines are optimum

locations for lichen dispersal

Large green trees snags and coarse woody debris are important for many
animals Thomas et al 1979 found that 178 vertebrates 14 amphibians and

reptiles 115 birds and 49 mammalsused coarse woody debris as habitats in

northeast Oregon forests Resting sites for American martens and fishers

include cavities and hollow stumps as well as the underside of logs Large old

trees snags and logs that provide protection from predators and thermal

protection are used as natal den sites

Adequate numbers of large snags and green trees are critical for bats they are

used for maternity roosts temporary night roosts day roosts and

hibernaculas Bats compete with primary excavators and other species that use

cavity roosts Migrating bats may roost under bark in small groups Thermal

stability within a roost site is important for bats large snags and green trees

provide this stability Individual bat colonies may use several roosts during a

season as temperature and weather conditions change Large down logs with

loose bark may also be used for roosting by some bats including Yuma myotis

and little brown bats

Two species of salamanders are closely associated with coarse woody debris

Oregon slender and clouded salamanders While the degree to which seven

other latesuccessional associated species of salamanders are dependent on

coarse woody debris is not clear all of these species are expected to benefit

from the retention of coarse woody debris This group includes three species of

Pacific giant salamanders Del Norte Van Dyke’s and western redback and

Ensatina salamanders

Coarse woody debris is essential for many species of vascular plants fungi

liverworts mosses and lichens Truffle production is associated with coarse

woody debris in mature forests in southwestern Oregon This is probably

related to the moisture holding capacity of decayed wood in comparison to

surrounding soil that dries and suppresses fruiting of fungi Maintaining

conditions that are favorable for fungi will promote the persistence of

invertebrates that are fungivores Saprobic fungi such as conks or polypores

are common in mature forests because they grow on coarse woody debris One

lichen Cladonianorvegica needs coarse woody debris as a substrate Some

bryophytes many liverworts and some mosses need saturated logs in shaded

environments to exist and will not survive desiccation for even short periods of

time Some vascular plants establish themselves only on large decaying logs

nurse logs and others establish themselves primarily on coarse woody

debris eg Pyrolauniflora Allotropa virggta Several species appear to be

restricted to decaying wood substrates due to their symbiotic association with

fungi Most orchids and some heaths require specific fungi for germination and

growth Furman and Trappe 1971 Wells 1981 However coarse woody debris

in the matrix may be inferior habitat for these organisms compared to habitat

within old growth fragments due to drier climatic conditions Microclimate log
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decay processes and fungal associations may be altered by removal of canopy

cover Logs in the matrix will be occupied by different species than those found

on coarse woody debris in old growth fragments

Arthropods associated with decayed wood include wood boring beetles

carpenter ants and termites Many beetles including Buprestidae Carabidae

Curculionidae and Scolytidae attack freshly killed trees and play an important

role in exposing down logs to decomposition Other arthropod groups

associated with coarse woody debris include detritivores fungivores

predators and parasitoids parasites that are vital to the nutrient cycling

process

Methodology for Terrestrial Assessment

Information for the assessment of the effects of the alternatives on terrestrial

species and their habitats includes data on forest cover types and species

geographic ranges Information regarding general forest cover types on lands

administered by the Forest Service and National Park Service in Oregon and

Washington was obtained through a contract with Pacific Meridian Resources

The cover type data were produced using a combination of 1988 and 1991

Landsat imagery and were classified into vegetation categories based on tree

size and stand structure For lands administered by the Forest Service in

California vegetation data from each of the National Forests were used to

develop the forest cover type data set Because the range of the northern

spotted owl includes only small portions of the Modoc and Lassen National

Forests data for these National Forests are not included Standards and

guidelines still apply to these areas however as described in Chapter 2 No
data were available for lands administered by the National Park Service in

California

Vegetation information for lands administered by the Bureau of Land

Management in Oregon was compiled from forest stand description data on

tree diameter classes of the dominant overstory trees This data was developed

from aerial photograph interpretation and field surveys Forest cover type data

for lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management in California were

derived from the agency’s Wildlife Habitat Relationships Theme in a

Geographic Information System GIS

To combine data from different agencies the data were generalized to a GIS

based grid with a resolution of 400 by 400 meters square Data were then

restructured to conform to the cover type categories of the Pacific Meridian

Resources classification

The Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team obtained specific data

sets for northern spotted owl and marbled murrelet habitat for lands

administered by the Forest Service in the three states by the Bureau of Land

Management in Oregon and by the National Park Service in Oregon and

Washington Field offices had previously completed the classification of

spotted owl habitat for the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management

Information on northern spotted owl habitat for National Parks in Oregon and

Washington was derived from the Pacific Meridian Resources Landsat cover
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requires different evaluation criteria than a species perspective Species

assessments were based on habitats of specific organisms while the ecosystem

assessment was broader and focused on the diversity function dynamics and

spatial patterns of the latesuccessional and old growth forest ecosystem The

ecosystem assessment focused on the primary producers of the late

successional ecosystem ie the vegetation and the processes and functions

ie physical chemical and biological including disturbances associated with

the quantity quality and dynamics of those primary producers The effects of

the alternatives on late successional forest ecosystems were evaluated in terms

of degrees Outcomes 1through 4 of ecosystem quantity and quality

abundance diversity processes functions and connectivity

ASSESSMENT PROCESS The rating of latesuccessional ecosystems was based on three attributes that

characterize the quantity and quality of components of the ecosystem The

attributes are described as follows

1 Abundance and ecological diversity the acreage and variety of plant

communities and environments

2 Processes and functions the ecological actions that lead to the development

and maintenance of the ecosystem and the values of the ecosystem for species

and populations

3 Connectivity the extent to which the landscape pattern of the ecosystem

provides for biological flows that sustain animal and plant populations

Abundance and Ecological Diversity

Abundance of late successional and old growth communities and ecosystems

refers to the total acreage of forest that meets structural functional or

minimum age criteria based on ecological conditions and definitions for each

physiographic province The standards that define forests are based on the

extent of three stages of latesuccessional and old growth forest The three

stages are the 1 maturation 2 transition and 3 shifting smallgap stages of

late successional and old growth forest development A description of these

forest development stages is included in Appendix B2 Ecological Principles for

Management of LateSuccessional Forests In the central western Cascade

Range one or more of these three stages are typically found in stands over 80

years old One measure of the ecological diversity of late successional forest

ecosystems is the occurrence of the full range of these late successional and old

growth stages as well as variants of these that can develop following severe

disturbance for a full discussion see Appendix 52 Ecological diversity is also

indicated by the distribution of latesuccessional and old growth communities

on the landscape and the interrelationships among a variety of geographic

climatic elevational topographic and soil distributions

The four possible outcomes that characterize different levels of abundance and

ecological diversity of latesuccessional and old growth forest communities

and ecosystems analyzed in the ecosystem assessment are shown in Table

345
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Table 345 Possible outcomes of the maintenance of abundance and ecological diversity of

latesuccessional and old growth ecosystems

Outcome 1 Late successional and old growth ecosystem abundance and ecological diversity on

federal lands is at least as high as the long term average see below for discussion

prior to logging and extensive fire suppression

Long term is defined as a period of at least 200 to

1
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The long term average regional abundance of latesuccessional and old growth

communities can only be approximated from a few local studies of fire history

Assuming that the average regional natural fire rotation was about 250 years

for severe fires those removing 70 percent or more of the basal area then 60 to

70 percent of the forest area of the region was typically dominated by late

successional and old growth forests depending on the age at which mature

forest conditions develop assume a range of 80 to 100 years Converting this

range to a single number 65 percent provides an estimate of the long term

average percentage of the regional landscape covered by latesuccessional

forest This average percentage would certainly vary by physiographic

province for instance moistnortherly provinces would have higher averages

than drier provinces with higher fire frequencies

The estimate of the natural fire rotation and average coverage of late

successional forest by the Assessment Team approximates values reported in

the literature Franklin and Spies 1984 USDI unpub The total percentage of

late successional and old growth forest would apply to a wide range of patch

sizes from less than 1acre to hundreds of thousands of acres Most of the total

percentage perhaps 80 percent or more would probably have occurred as

relatively large greater than

1
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The four possible outcomes that characterize different levels of ecological

processes and function of late successional and oldgrowth forest communities

and ecosystems analyzed in the ecosystem assessment are shown in Table

346

Connectivity

Connectivity is a measure of the extent to which the landscape pattern of the

late successional and old growth ecosystem provides for biological and

ecological flows that sustain late successional and old growth associated

animal and plant species across the range of the northern spotted owl

Connectivity does not necessarily mean that late successional and old growth

areas have to be physically joined in space because many late successional

species can move or be carried across areas that are not in latesuccessional

ecosystem conditions Landscape features affecting connectivity of late

successional ecosystems are I distance between late successional and old

growth areas and 2 forest conditions in areas between latesuccessional and

old growth areas

Table 346 Possible outcomes of the maintenance of ecological

processes and function of late successional and old growth ecosystems

Outcome 1 The full range of natural disturbance and vegetative

development processes and ecological functions are

present at all spatial scales from microsite to large

landscapes

Outcome 2 Natural disturbance and vegetative development

processes and ecological functions occur across a

moderately wide range of scales but are limited at large

landscape scales through fire suppression and limits in

the availability of areas where latesuccessional

ecosystems can develop

Outcome 3 Natural disturbance and vegetative development

processes are limited in occurrence to stand and

microsite scales Many stands may be too small or not

well developed enough to sustain the full range of

ecological processes and functions associated with

late successional and old growth ecosystems

Outcome 4 Natural disturbance and vegetative development

processes associated with latesuccessional and

old growth ecosystems are extremely restricted or absent

from most stands and landscapes Most late successional

and old growth stands are too small or not well

developed enough to sustain the full range of processes

and ecological functions associated with late successional

and old growth ecosystems
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The four possible outcomes that characterize different levels of ecological

connectivity of latesuccessional and old growth forest communities and

ecosystems analyzed in the ecosystem assessment are shown in Table 347
Four overall outcome descriptions for the ecosystem as a whole were obtained

by combining the three individual attribute outcomes 1 abundance and

diversity of ecological communities 2 the degree to which natural processes

and functions are maintained or restored and 3 the connectivity of habitats

and ecological communities The likelihoods of achieving overall outcomes

were computed by averaging the likelihoods of individual attribute outcomes

The assessment of maintenance of a functional and interconnected late

successional forest ecosystem was not revised to reflect the changes described

in Appendix BII Standards and Guidelines Resulting From Additional Species

Analysis and Changes to Alternative 9 because the changes to the outcomes as

described in this assessment are expected to be relatively minor Several of

these mitigations even individually are likely to enhance the attributes of late

successional and old growth forest ecosystems Attributes 1abundance and

diversity and 3 connectivity are expected to be strengthened by the

application of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1by protecting additional old growth

forest fragments in the matrix and by revisions in standards and guidelines in

green tree and snag retention and distribution in the matrix Attribute 2
natural processes and functions is expected to be enhanced by green tree and

snag retention revisions as well as by coarse woody debris retention None of

the standards and guidelines described in Appendix B3l are expected to have

any negative impacts on the outcomes of the ecosystem assessment Therefore

the overall outcomes for the ecosystem are likely to improve at least slightly as

a result of the additional standards and guidelines incorporated into

Alternative 9 but are not reflected in the results of the assessment

Effects of Alternatives on Terrestrial Ecosystems

The alternatives are estimated to yield from 5.8 to 8.5 million acres of late

successional forests in the following land allocation categories Congressionally

Reserved Areas Administratively Withdrawn Areas Late Successional

Reserves and Riparian Reserves Table 348 This represents 69 to nearly 100

percent of the current late successional and oldgrowth forests on federal lands

depending on the alternative FEMAT Report Table IV10 pp IV5665 The

degree of protection varies by state physiographic province and elevation the

highest percentages are protected in the State of Washington and the lowest

percentages are protected in Oregon

The proportion of late successional forest located within the reserves varies

among alternatives because the boundaries of the reserves vary by alternative

From 42 to 53 percent of LateSuccessional Reserves would be covered by late

successional forests depending on the alternative Table 348 This illustrates

that the LateSuccessional Reserves were designated to encompass large areas

containing a mixture of age classes Alternative 1 proposes a higher percentage

of late successional forest in LateSuccessional Reserves than the other

alternatives because many of its reserves were created by delineating

boundaries around small concentrations of late successional forest LSOG3s
of Johnson et al 1991 The remaining area in the reserves is covered by
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Table 347 Possible outcomes of the maintenance of connectivity of

latesuccessional and old growth ecosystems

Outcome 1 Connectivity is very strong characterized by relatively

short distances less than 6 miles on average between

late successional and old growth areas Smaller patches

of late successional and old growth forest frequently

occur Small patches consist of Riparian Reserves green

tree retention patches and individual lice and dead old

growth tree The proportion of the landscape coveredbylatesuccessional and oldgrowth conditions of all patch

sizes exceeds 6 percent a threshold when many
measures of connectivity increase rapidly At regional

scales physiographic provinces are connected by the

presence of landscapes containing areas of late

successional and old growth forests

Outcome 2 Connectivity is strong characterized by moderate

distances less than 12 miles on average between large

latesuccessional and old growth areas Smaller patches

of latesuccessional forest occur as described in Outcome
1 At regional scales physiographic provinces are

connected by the presence of landscapes containing areas

of latesuccessional and oldgrowth forest The total

proportion of landscape in late successional and old
growth conditions including smaller patches is at least 5

percent so that the latesuccessional condition is still the

dominant cover type

Outcome 3 Connectivity is moderate characterized by distance of 12
to 24 miles between large old growth areas There is

limited occurrence of smaller patches of late successional

forest in the matrix The latesuccessional forest is at

least 25 percent of the landscape and the matrix contains

some smaller areas for dispersal habitat

Outcome 4 Connectivity is weak characterized by wide distances

greater than 24 miles between oldgrowth areas There

is a matrix in which late successional and old growth

conditions occur as scattered remnants or are completely

absent
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PROJECTIONS OF

FOREST

DEVELOPMENT IN

LATE SUCCESSIONAL

AND OLDGROWTH
FORESTS OVER TIME

smaller naturally regenerated conifers conifer plantations deciduous forests

younger successional stages following logging and natural disturbances and
nonforested areas Under all alternatives the Late Successional Reserves have a

higher percentage of late successional forest than either federally managed

lands as a whole or the matrix Table 348

Forests of the Pacific Northwest within the range of the northern spotted owl

are dynamic The Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team attempted

to project the development of younger even age forest into late successional

forest stands over the next 150 years The proportion of late successional forest

in designated areas is expected to increase over time under all alternatives The

reserves under the proposed alternatives contain 47 to 58 percent of younger
natural forests and plantation forests Over time most of these areas will

probably develop latesuccessional characteristics through stand development

processes Future amounts of late successional and old growth forest will

depend on the frequency of large severe disturbances and the occurrence of

typical stand development processes The Assessment Team was unable to

model future amounts of latesuccessional forests in designated areas except

under a simple set of assumptions as described below

A simulation of forest development in the reserves was conducted starting with

current conditions estimated from satellite imagery classified for the Forest

Service by Pacific Meridian Resources The simulation was applied to the

following land allocations in western Oregon and Washington Congressionally

Reserved Areas Administratively Withdrawn Areas and Late Successional

Reserves The simulation was based on simple assumptions about the typical

growth of trees from one forest cover size class into another and did not

include disturbance It also did not take into account that many dense young

plantations within the reserves would probably take longer to develop late

successional conditions or perhaps not ever develop them A disturbance

correction was later applied to the growth output by assuming that 12.5

percent of the reserves would be subject to severe disturbance over 50 years

This translates to a 400 year natural disturbance rotation The simulation

assumed that partial fire suppression would occur thus driving the natural

disturbance rotation longer than the presettlement regional average of about

250 years Under these assumptions about 80 percent of the reserves on

average would eventually be covered by forests older than 80 years Figure

342

RESULTS OF ASSESSING The effects of the alternatives on late successional ecosystems were evaluated

THE MAINTENANCE OF in terms of degrees Outcomes 1 through 4 of ecosystem quantity and quality

A FUNCTIONAL AND

INTERCONNECTED

LATE SUCCESSIONAL

FOREST ECOSYSTEM

abundance and diversity processes and functions and connectivity The

outcomes were characterized in part by how they compare to hypothesized

long term averages and typical ranges for further information see Methods

for Assessing the Maintenance of a Functional and Interconnected Late
Successional Forest Ecosystem earlier in this chapter Long term past

conditions the last

1
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Figure 342 Projected acreage of late successional forest stands with

dominant trees at least 21 inches in diameter in Congressionally

Reserved Areas Administratively Withdrawn Areas and

LateSuccessional Reserves in Oregon and Washington over the next 150

years
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Alternatives

During the next 100 years none of the alternatives provides for a higher than

60 percent likelihood of reaching an outcome in which the quality and quantity

of the overall latesuccessional ecosystem as defined by the three attributes

abundance and ecological diversity processes and function and connectivity

would be at least as high as the hypothesized long term average condition

Outcome 1 The Assessment Team concluded that a longer timeframe may be

necessary for this change to occur However Alternatives 3 and 4 in moist

provinces attained at least an 80 percent cumulative likelihood of reaching an

outcome in which the quantity and quality of the overall late successional

ecosystem would fall within the hypothesized typical long term range of

conditions Outcomes 1and 2 Figure 343 Table 349 The other

alternatives had a 62 to 77 percent likelihood of reaching Outcomes 1and 2

combined in moist provinces No alternative achieved an 80 percent or higher

cumulative likelihood of reaching Outcome 2 or better in the dry provinces

Figure 343 Table 349

Effects of Alternatives on Terrestrial Ecosystems L2 3443
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Figure 343 Likelihood of achieving outcomes in which most attributes of the

latesuccessional ecosystem fall within the typical range of variability Outcomes 1 and 2 and in

which most attributes of the late successional ecosystem fall below the typical range of

variability Outcomes 3 and 4 by moist and dry provinces 1

Moist Provinces Dry Provinces

100 100

80 8

60 6

oo 00

40 40

20 20

1 3 4 5 7 8 9 1 3 4 5 7 8 9

Alternative Alternative

Within Be Within Below
ERange FARange NRange Ml Range

1For a description of climatic groups of provinces see the Air Quality Analysis section later in this

chapter and Figure 348

Table 349 Likehood of achieving Outcomes 1 and 2 combined for different ecosystem attributes

and average of attributes Shaded numbers represent a likelihood of at least 80 percent Attributes

A abundance and diversity P process and function C connectivity

Moist Provinces Dry Provinces

Alt A P C Average A P C Average

1Adie 52 77 66 34 76 59

3 92 71 90 5 75 53 78 69

4 62 BZZ 75 46 76 65

5 80 59 73 69 47 66 60

7 66 50 68 62 64 41 51 52

8 69 59 74 68 64 38 53 51

9 76 75 80 77 69 53 66 63
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On a more specific level none of the alternatives achieved a likelihood of 80

percent or greater for Outcome 1 for any of the individual attributes see the

FEMAT Report Chapter IV Terrestrial Forest Ecosystem Assessment

However Alternatives

1
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Figure 343 Alternatives 3 and 4 provide for relatively high amounts of late

successional forest and strong connectivity through the presence of Riparian

Reserves and retention of old growth components in managed matrix

Alternatives 3 and 4 also provide relatively high acreage of low elevation sea

level to 4000 feet latesuccessional ecosystems which are relatively rare

throughout the region see the FEMAT Report Chapter IV Terrestrial Forest

Ecosystem Assessment Although Alternative 1provides for the highest

acreage of LateSuccessional Reserves it did not achieve an 80 percent or

greater likelihood because it lacks restoration by silvicultural treatments in the

reserves The Assessment Team asserted that without restoration silviculture

latesuccessional conditions would be retarded in development Alternative 9

achieved a 60 to 80 percent or greater likelihood rating for the overall

ecosystem for Outcomes 1and 2 combined in moist and dry provinces Table

349 Alternative 9 might have achieved a higher overall rating if it provided

for more acreage of late successional ecosystems in the low elevations in

Oregon The Assessment Team stated that the opportunities to enhance

knowledge about ecosystem function and management in the Adaptive

Management Areas of Alternative 9 actually increased the likelihood that this

alternative would provide latesuccessional characteristics in the future

Other reasons for not achieving 80 percent or greater likelihoods for Outcome 1

alone or Outcomes I and 2 combined as well as possible mitigation measures

to address these issues include

Inherent Dynamics of the Ecosystems and Environment

The probabilities of largescale disturbances and other environmental changes

during the next 100 years are high The forests within the range of the northern

spotted owl have historically been subjected to large fires and in coastal areas

to wind disturbances that could substantially reduce the area and character of

latesuccessional and old growth forest ecosystems in LateSuccessional

Reserves Although fire suppression will continue to be practiced it may not be

sufficient to prevent loss of large portions of late successional and old growth

forests The risk of large scale change in LateSuccessional Reserves is

particularly high in the Washington and Oregon Eastern Cascade Provinces

the California Cascades Province and drier portions of the Oregon and

California Klamath Provinces The higher risk of large scale change in these

provinces is the primary reason why none of the alternatives achieved an 80

percent or greater cumulative likelihood of Outcomes I and 2 combined in the

Eastern Cascades and Klamath Provinces Table 349 Additionally climate

change is projected by many climatologists to occur as a result of increasing

carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere during the next century see Effects of

the Alternatives on Global Climate Change later in this chapter Climate

change and disturbances such as fire and wind could have widespread direct

and indirect effects on ecosystem processes functions and stability Franklin et

al 1991
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POSSIBLE MITIGATION

MEASURES TO ADDRESS

INHERENT DYNAMICS OF

THE ECOSYSTEM AND

ENVIRONMENT

POSSIBLE MITIGATION

MEASURES TO ADDRESS

LAND UsE HISTORY AND

OWNERSHIP PATTERN

EFFECTS

Eastern Cascades and Klamath Provinces

Use active fire and fuels management including thinning and prescribed fire

to reduce risk of large scale loss of late successional and oldgrowth forests and

restore fire dependent types of old growth species Manage the entire federal

land base to achieve latesuccessional and old growth objectives at a landscape
scale rather than at the restricted scale of designated reserves Swanson et al

1993 Allow for more dynamic and less stable levels of late successional and

old growth habitat to reflect the dynamic character of the landscape These

mitigation measures could increase the ratings for Outcomes 1and 2 combined

to at least 60 to 79 percent

Effects of Land Use History and Ownership Patterns

Past management practices current ownership patterns and land use

objectives contribute to the relatively low likelihood for Outcome 1Given the

nature of the disturbance regime and the possibility of climate change none of

the alternatives provides broad latitude for large scale change Federally

managed lands alone may be adequate in area to maintain latesuccessional

ecosystems in the face of large scale change From a regional perspective the

current area and diversity of latesuccessional and old growth forest

ecosystems has been reduced to less than 20 percent of the landscape public

and private land Some latesuccessional and old growth forest types such as

firedependent ponderosa pine have been reduced to a small fraction of

historical levels Some community and ecosystem types in low elevations and

valley margins have been totally lost Stand level management practices that

have created dense young plantations within the proposed reserves have

altered the typical pathways by which stands develop into old growth

Artificially created overly dense young plantations may not develop late

successional conditions such as multiple canopy layers for long periods In

addition plantations may be more susceptible to insect disease and fire

disturbances that could threaten existing late successional forests within

reserves Without silvicultural practices to correct or restore stand development

conditions in plantations current and future latesuccessional ecosystems are at

a relatively high risk of loss or inadequate development This is the primary

reason why Alternative 1which reserves the largest area for latesuccessional

forest did not achieve an 80 percent or greater cumulative likelihood rating for

Outcomes I and 2combined Table 349 The Assessment Team stated that

the absence of restoration silviculture in reserves under Alternative 1reduces

the likelihood of achieving Outcomes 1and 2 combined to below 80 percent

Moist Provinces

Promote management for late successional and oldgrowth ecosystems or

components of latesuccessional and old growth ecosystems on state and

private lands in provinces where federal lands occupy a small percentage of the

land base such as the California and Oregon Coast Range Provinces and in
areas where private and federal lands are interspersed in a checkerboard

pattern State lands in southwest Washington and the northern Oregon Coast

Range offer significant opportunities to fill gaps in the regional late

successional ecosystem Careful application of restoration silviculture in young

plantations to promote development of late successional and old growth

forests would probably improve the rating of Alternative I to at least an 80

percent cumulative likelihood of reaching Outcomes 1 and 2 combined

Effects of Alternatives on Terrestrial Ecosystems 0 3447
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Eastern Cascades and Klamath Provinces

Past history of fire exclusion through active fire suppression has altered

ecosystem structure and function and resulted in a loss of firedependent

ecosystem communities such as ponderosa pine Reintroducing fire or a

suitable substitute such as thinning and reducing fuels could mitigate this

loss

Lack of Scientific Information

The relatively low likelihood ratings for Outcomes I and 2 combined for most

alternatives reflect in part lack of information about processes and functions

of late successional and old growth ecosystems the nature role and

importance of landscape level ecological processes including disturbance the

role and relationship of species diversity and ecosystem functions such as

productivity nutrient cycling and decomposition and the effects of climate

change In addition scientific uncertainty led to differences in opinions among

panel members about particular outcomes and resulted in reduced likelihood

scores for all outcomes under all alternatives

POSSIBLE MITIGATION All provinces

MEASURES TO ADDRESS Continue to increase the number of basic studies of ecosystem structure

LACK OF SCIENTIFIC function and dynamics at multiple spatial and temporal scales eg Swanson et

INFORMATION al 1993 Conduct monitoring and long term studies of processes associated
with late successional and old growth and related ecosystems Additional

information from these studies might either increase or decrease the ratings of

future ecosystem assessments and support changes to standards and

guidelines that would increase the probability of meeting ecological and

resource objectives

General Mitigation Measures

Modifications to standards and guidelines in the context of adaptive

management may be considered These may result from watershedlandscapeleveland province level analysis and from analysis preceding preparation of

LateSuccessional Reserve plans and will be subject to NEPA requirements

Standards and guidelines added to the Final SEIS are included in Appendix

B1l Standards and Guidelines Resulting From Additional Species Analysis

and Changes in Alternative 9

A few examples of the standards and guidelines that have broad ranging

benefits are described here These standards and guidelines will benefit a much

larger range of species than those for which they were designed Green trees

that are retained in harvest units in the matrix can be left in patches rather than

as dispersed individuals These patches serve as connectivity for some species

and as refugia for other species Some large snags and green trees can also be

well distributed throughout the matrix Diversity of tree structure can be

considered when leave trees are selected

Standards and guidelines that benefit arthropods fungi and plants may
include providing a full spectrum of species and sizes of trees for retention as
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coarse woody debris in the matrix While this promotes species diversity

among all of these organisms it is especially important for those that are host

or substrate specific

Application of Riparian Reserve Scenario I in the intermittent streams would

benefit a wide variety of terrestrial and aquatic species by providing additional

habitat These species include the northern spotted owl coho salmon

amphibians small mammals and some vascular plants Connectivity of the

ecosystem would also be improved

Past land use and forestry practices have altered the condition of stands and

landscapes within the proposed reserves As much as 40 percent of the Late

Successional Reserves currently in young plantations were established for

timber production Typically the plantations are densely stocked with young

Douglas fir trees and are unlikely to follow natural stand development

pathways toward latesuccessional conditions Consequently latesuccessional

forest development in these plantations may be retarded or may not occur at

all In addition young plantations often increase the occurrence of human
caused wildfires as well as increase the rate of spread and extent of fire and

other disturbances across landscapes The presence of young plantations in

LateSuccessional Reserves thus may increase the risk of loss of intermingled

late successional forests This is especially true in the high elevations of the

Cascade Range and dry parts of the California and Oregon Klamath Provinces

where fire suppression has led to the development of dense understories of

shade tolerant species that increase the potential for severe fire impacts in the

reserves For further information see Appendix B2 Ecological Principles for

Management of LateSuccessional Forests and Appendix B5 Recovery Plan

Standards and Guidelines

Large areas of very dense undercanopy vegetation are not optimum spotted

owl habitat are often at high risk of large severe fires are not natural to forest

ecosystems within the planning area and are often an indication of poor

ecosystem health The Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan USDI unpub
states that the risks of inaction outweigh the risks associated with restoration

silviculture activities in the LateSuccessional Reserves especially in the drier

physiographic provinces Standards and guidelines in this Final SEIS provide

for the retention of coarse woody debris in the reserves as well as in all other

land allocations A fire management standard and guideline section has been

added to this Final SEIS as Appendix B8

Given past land use activities in the reserves and their potential impact on

natural processes restoration activities may be needed to maintain and

enhance latesuccessional ecosystem processes Restoration could include

activities such as thinning cutting to create canopy gaps to reduce the density

of young stands underplanting of conifers to reintroduce natural species

compositions increase structural and compositional heterogeneity of stands

and reduce the risk of severe fire Roads could be removed or blocked to

reduce the negative impacts of their use on the ecosystem Roads are human
caused disturbances which may alter hydrologic processes facilitate the spread

of nonnative organisms and increase the level of further human activity on the

landscape including the incidence of humancaused fire

Effects of Alternatives on Terrestrial Ecosystems 0 3449
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Effects of Alternatives on Global Change

Global change is anticipated during the 21st century however there is

scientific uncertainty about the rates and magnitudes of changes as well as the

ecological and social implications of these changes Solomon and Cramer 1993
Global climatic warming is only one of the anticipated changes Another

anticipated change is a shift in precipitation patterns A report of the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change states that temperature increases

could range from 1 to 5 degrees celsius by the year 2100 Schneider 1991 The

primary factor leading to the expected global climate warming is the

substantial increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide methane nitrous oxide

chlorofluorocarbons and other trace gases attributed to human activities

Proposed land management activities in the planning area would primarily

affect the quantity of carbon dioxide released to the atmosphere However
effects under any alternative would result in only a very slight increase in

global atmospheric carbon dioxide levels

The effect of timber harvest and forest regrowth on the amount of carbon

dioxide in the atmosphere is a primary concern because carbon is stored by

trees and by coarse woody debris in the forest ecosystem which therefore acts

as a carbon sink Forests however store different amounts of carbon

depending on a number of factors For instance one analysis shows forests

managed on rotations less than 100 years would store less than half the amount

of carbon stored in old growth stands Harmon et al 1990 Analysis indicates

that about 42 percent of timber harvested in the northwestern United States

enters long term storage in products Harmon et al 1990 One factor that

would complicate a detailed analysis of carbon storage is the substitution of

wood products from forests outside the northwestern United States

It is estimated that every 1million acres of old growth forest harvested in the

northwestern United States would add less than 0.1 percent to the total carbon

currently in the global atmosphere Harmon et al 1990 Although young fast

growing trees store less carbon in total they are expected to absorb more

carbon from the atmosphere than older trees Schneider 1989 Fertilization and

vegetation management enhance this effect by increasing tree growth rates

however the benefits may be offset by their release of carbon dioxide The

uptake of carbon dioxide by forest stands offsets the release from

decomposition when a stand reaches the stage of canopy closure Alaback

1989 In mature and old growth stands release and absorption of carbon

dioxide tend to be in balance

Logging especially clearcutting releases carbon dioxide through

decomposition of coarse woody debris on the forest floor This is accelerated by

slash burning after logging Slash burning can create up 1.5 tons of carbon

dioxide per ton of fuel consumed by combining carbon with oxygen in the

combustion process Half of the released carbon dioxide would remain in the

atmosphere Schneider 1989 the rest would be reabsorbed into oceans and

vegetation Wildfires have effects similar to logging but over a shorter period

of time
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Harvest of old growth forests and prescribed burning would have an adverse

effect on the global atmospheric carbon dioxide balance However under each

of the alternatives the cumulative effect on the earth’s climate would be very

slight Harvest methods have shifted from clearcutting to include greater

retention of green trees snags and other coarse woody debris Under any of

the alternatives there would not be more than approximately
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The diversity of aquatic ecosystems within the range of the northern spotted

owl supports an abundant and diverse flora and fauna Many areas contain

endemic populations of plants or animals some of which are limited to specific

springs wetlands or stream segments

The aquatic conditions of the Pacific Northwest provide suitable habitat for

salmonids in particular anadromous salmonids Anadromous salmonids occur

throughout the range of the northern spotted owl and occupy a diversity of

aquatic habitat types from headwater streams to large rivers

A fully functioning aquatic ecosystem is characterized by diverse andcomplexhabitatsThese consist of floodplains banks riparian vegetation linked to

surface and subsurface water channel structure such as pools and riffles water
columns and subsurface waters nested within a watershed These

characteristics are created as a result of the flow of water over rocks and coarse

woody debris and the interaction of the water with the floodplain Sediment

and coarse woody debris are supplied from upslope areas as well as from

disturbances such as landslides and floods Stream systems depend on

disturbances to maintain and create a diversity of habitat characteristics To
maintain aquatic community viability throughout a large basin it is necessary

to maintain features of the natural disturbance patterns The frequency

duration and magnitude of natural disturbances contribute to the maintenance

of a diversity of species populations and communities that may be uniquely

adapted to these specific structures and processes

Aquatic ecosystems within the range of the northern spotted owl show signs of

degradation and ecological stress Recent studies report the loss of natural

complexities of habitat in streams The 1993 assessment of westside Cascade
streams on lands administered by the Forest Service in Oregon and

Washington generally showed that the number of pools per mile and the length

of stream riparian area in a late successional forested condition was below the

estimated historical natural range for these variables USDA FS 1993a Habitat

degradation to streams and floodplains have occurred for longer periods of

time in the lower elevations particularly along larger rivers Filling wetlands in

floodplains for roads campgrounds and other facilities and channelization of

rivers and streams for flood control and transportation systems have been a

major cause of habitat degradation especially in the lower elevations

Approximately 55 percent of the
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spotted owl in Oregon are moderately or severely impaired Impaired

signifies impacts on beneficial uses such as habitat for fish and is often due to

increases in water temperature and sedimentation

Large river basins are a mosaic of terrestrial patches and smaller watersheds

linked by stream riparian and subsurface networks These networks are

critical to aquatic ecosystem function Within basins links among headwater

tributaries and downstream channels are important paths for water sediment

and disturbances Links among floodplains surface water and ground water

systems hyporheic zones act as exchange areas for water sediment and

nutrients Aquatic and riparian dependent species require unobstructed

physical and chemical paths and connections among basins to allow for

movement between refugia

Healthy watersheds and high quality fish habitat require maintaining the

connectivity of all parts of the aquatic ecosystem First and second order

streams which generally include permanently flowing nonfish bearing

streams and seasonallyflowing or intermittent streams often comprise over 70

percent of the cumulative channel length in mountain watersheds in the Pacific

Northwest These streams are sources of water nutrients wood and other

vegetative material for streams inhabited by fish and other aquatic organisms

The loss of this stream network can result in the disruption and loss of

functions and processes necessary for creating and maintaining habitat

required by fish amphibians and other riparian and aquatic dependent plants

and animals

Wetlands and riparian areas are often treated as synonymous in general

discussions and indeed their position in the landscape interposed between

aquatic and upland ecosystems is frequently similarand overlapping

However many riparian areas do not meet currently accepted technical criteria

for wetlands nor are they inventoried as wetlands under projects such as the

National Wetland Inventory of the Fish and Wildlife Service

The combination of hydrology soils and vegetative characteristics are the

primary factors influencing the development of wetland habitats There must

be the presence of surface water or saturated soils to significantly reduce the

oxygen content in the soils to zero or near zero concentrations These low or

zero soil oxygen conditions must persist for sufficient duration to promote

development of plant communities that have a dominance of species adapted

to survive and grow under these conditions These wetland characteristics

apply when defining wetlands for regulatory jurisdiction Dept of the Army
1987 or for technical analysis when conducting inventories or functional

assessments

Wetlands within the range of the northern spotted owl vary considerably in

size form and distribution on the landscape Wetlands can be large open wet

meadows and bogs seasonally inundated floodplains narrow seasonally

flooded areas associated with lakes ponds and reservoirs and small seeps and

springs Vegetated wetlands within the range of the northern spotted owl

represent a small portion of the landscape perhaps as little as 1 percent

Presence of narrow linear wetlands associated with small streams would

increase this somewhat This small segment of the landscape provides habitat
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requirements for a disproportionately large number of plant and animal

species some of which are unique to specific wetland types eg plant and

animal species associated with peat systems Wetlands protect water quality

and mediate stream flows in addition to supporting a disproportionately large

number of plant and animal species

The significance of these wetlands is heightened by their relative rarity in a

pristine state In Washington over one third of the state’s wetlands have been

lost Dahl 1990 and 90 percent of the remaining wetlands are in a degraded

condition Wash Dept of Wildlife 1992 Incidence of wetland loss and

degradation is much greater in floodplains at low elevations particularly in

urban areas Thus the forests not only provide habitat for the northern spotted

owl but also function as reservoirs of intact wetlands Some of these are older

wetlands dominated by western red cedar or Sitka spruce and specialized

wetlands that are several thousand years old

A primary factor influencing the diversity of stream biota in particular fish

communities is habitat complexity Diverse aquatic habitats include a variety

and range of conditions such as water depths and velocities water quantity

the size of wood the type and relative composition of habitat and the variety

of substrates More diverse aquatic habitats support more diverse aquatic

communities Habitat diversity can also mediate competition and predation

among species

The loss of habitat complexity may result from timber harvest activities

Reduction of the amount of wood in a channel either from present or past

activities generally reduces pool quantity and quality Constricting naturally

unconfined channels with bridge approaches or streamside roads reduces

stream meandering and changes the frequency and magnitude of overbank

flows in riparian areas This alteration in the natural interaction between

stream and riparian areas decreases the number and size of pools formed by

stream meanders and undercut banks and decreases the amount and

distribution of off channel habitat In Pacific Northwest streams habitat

simplification resulting from timber harvest and associated activities has led to

a decrease in the distribution and diversity of the anadromous salmonid

complex

Hydrology

The cause of changes in hydrologic processes can be grouped into two classes

One class consists of changes resulting from removal of forest vegetation

Natural disturbances such as fire and wind events and management related

disturbances such as timber harvest thinning stands remove vegetation The

effects of timber harvest to hydrology are sometimes substantial in the

watersheds containing the harvest area and are most evident immediately

following harvest The effects on hydrology from natural or management
related causes in part depend on the area where vegetation was removed the

quantity of original vegetation removed the location in a watershed and the

distribution of the devegetated areas within a watershed Timber harvest tends

to create a number of openings throughout a watershed and compounds the
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effects to the hydrology The changes to hydrology gradually diminish over

time as vegetation returns Natural processes such as rain or snow interception

fog drip transpiration and snow accumulation and melt depend on the

amount and size of forest vegetation These processes increase the quantity and

frequency of water arriving at the soil surface and subsequently the amount of

water flowing from a watershed that has been harvested The duration of

changes in these processes brought about by timber harvest is generally three

to four decades and is related to vegetation characteristics such as tree height

leaf area canopy density and canopy closure

A second class of changes in hydrologic processes consists of those that control

infiltration and the flow of surface and subsurface water This class is

dominated by the effects of forest roads Federal lands within the range of the

northern spotted owl contain approximately
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round that is free of excessive amounts of suspended sediments and other

pollutants that could limit species production and abundance High water

temperatures increase the metabolic rate of cold blooded organisms such as

fish amphibians and insects causing increased stress Higher temperatures

also lead to reduced oxygen in the water which together with higher metabolic

rates can increase disease and mortality Chronic high or low temperatures

approaching the upper and lower lethal limits of tolerance are detrimental to

the growth survival and reproduction of these cold blooded organisms

Increased levels of sedimentation often have adverse effects on fish habitats

and riparian ecosystems Fine sediment deposited in spawning gravels can

reduce the survival of eggs and developing alevins Primary production

production of invertebrates eg insects snails worms in the stream substrate

and subsequent food availability for fish amphibians birds and mammals
may be reduced as sediment levels increase Increased levels of sediment can

also disrupt social interactions of fish and their feeding behavior and may
cause the loss of pools

Aquatic insects such as mayflies stoneflies caddisflies and midges are

important sources of food for most fish amphibians birds such as water

ouzels swallows and Harlequin ducks and bats The aquatic environment’s

ability to support the animals that principally prey on the insects is in part

directly related to the diversity and abundance of these organisms The

diversity and abundance of aquatic insects can be adversely affected by
increases in stream sedimentation and losses of organic material Many insects

live in the streambed and in the substrate under the floodplain where water

flows the hyporheic zone These insects thrive in a maze of underground

channels that flow among the gravels sands and rocks that underlie many
streams rivers and floodplains

Accelerated rates of erosion and sedimentation are a consequence of many
forest management activities Road networks in many upland areas of the

Pacific Northwest are the primary sources of management accelerated

sediment delivery to anadromous fish habitat Sedimentation from this source

is often much greater than from all other land management activities

combined including log skidding and yarding Large storms can result in road

related landslides surface erosion and stream channel diversion Storms

deliver large quantities of sediment to streams both chronically and

catastrophically Roads have unavoidable effects on streams no matter how

well they are designed located or maintained Many older roads with poor

locations and inadequate drainage pose higher risks to erosion and

sedimentation of stream habitats The effects of roads on streams can be

minimized by the design location construction technique employed and the

intensity of road maintenance

As discussed above there are
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current and potential sources of damage to riparian and aquatic habitats

mostly through sedimentation

Roads modify natural billslope networks accelerate the erosion process and

possibly lead to changes in streamflow patterns and substrate composition the

configuration of channel banks and beds and the stability of slopes located

adjacent to streams These changes can have significant biological

consequences that affect virtually all components of stream ecosystems

Culverts in the roads have also negatively affected aquatic habitat and the

distribution of fish Clogged culverts cause water to flow over roads which at a

minimum increases the erosion of the road surface potentially leading to

erosion of considerable portions of the roadbed Culvert failures account for

sediment delivery to stream channels As discussed previously for road related

effects the frequency of culvert failures depends on design construction and

maintenance levels for these culverts In addition improperly designed and

placed culverts block fish access to historical natal streams

Riparian

Riparian areas are particularly dynamic portions of the landscape The

vegetation in riparian areas regulates the exchange of nutrients and material

from upland forests to streams Fully functioning riparian ecosystems within

the range of the northern spotted owl contain large conifers or a mix of large

conifers and hardwoods along all streams in the watershed including those not

inhabited by fish Riparian vegetation also moderates stream temperatures and

levels of sunlight which influence ecological processes Streambanks contain

shrubs and other low growing woody vegetation Their root systems stabilize

banks allow development and maintenance of undercut banks and protect

bank structure during large stream flows Riparian vegetation contributes

leaves twigs and other forms of fine litter that are an important component of

the aquatic ecosystem food base Figures 344 and 345 depict effects of

vegetation on ecological functions and microclimate attributes in riparian areas

Disturbances characteristic of upland ecosystems such as fire and windthrow

as well as disturbance processes unique to stream systems such as channel

erosion peakflow floods and debris flows influence riparian areas

Floodplain riparian areas may contain highly diverse plant communities

Interactions between groundwater and riparian vegetation include extensive

hydrologic and nutrient cycling

Riparian vegetation provides shade along fishbearing streams and smaller

tributary streams that supply cold water to fishbearing streams Removal of

streambank vegetation largely from timber harvest in riparian areas is often

linked to increases in water temperatures Assessments by the Environmental

Protection Agency found that many streams on lands administered by the

Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management within the range of the

northern spotted owl are either moderately or severely impacted by increases

in water temperature and sedimentation Edwards et al 1992 On federal

lands throughout the state of Oregon 55 percent of the
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Figure 344 Generalized curves indicating percent of riparian

ecological functions and processes occurring within varying distances

from the edge of a forest stand

Riparian Forest Effect on Streams

as Function of Buffer Width

100 Root

Strengthai Shade

Litter

Fall Coarse Woody Debris to

0

0.2 0.5 1

Distance from Channel tree height

Figure 345 Generalized curves indicating percent of microclimate

attributes occurring within varying distances from the edge of a

riparian forest stand after Chen 1991

Riparian Buffer Effects on Microclimate

100 Soil Radiatigo Soil Temp Air Temp

io c r

0.5 1 2 3

Distance from Stand Edge into Forest tree height
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sedimentation are moderately or severely impacted Edwards et al 1992 On
lands administered by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management
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Table 3411 Species associated with latesuccessional and old growth

forests using streams wetlands and riparian areas Vascular plants

lichens mosses and mollusks are exclusively associated with aquatic

wetland or riparian habitats Vertebrate species significantly use riparian

areas for foraging roosting and travel if latesuccessional old growth

forest conditions are present derived from Chapter IV of the FEMAT
Report

Species

Vascular Plants 29

Lichens

Aquatic 3

Riparian 9

Bryophytes mosses

Aquatic 3

Splash zone1 5

Floodplain 13

Mollusks

Freshwater snails 54

Freshwater dams 3

Amphibians

Salamanders 12

Frogs 1

Birds 38

Mammals 18

Bats 11

Xa ji

Splash zone refers to the area along flowing waters on rocks just above the

level of mean low summer flows in small to large fast flowing streams or in

the spray zone of rapids and waterfalls
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floods can be caused by the release of large volumes of water from water stored

behind blocked culverts or landslides These events can also remove riparian

vegetation from streambanks on one portion of a drainage and deposit this

material downstream

Methodology for Aquatic Assessment

The aquatic assessment considered 1 abundance of latesuccessional habitat

represented by acres of LateSuccessional Reserves Riparian Reserves Key

Watersheds and roadless areas contained within them 2 ecosystem processes

and functions represented by Riparian Reserve widths Key Watersheds and

watershed restoration and 3connectivity represented primarily by Riparian

Reserves and supported by the other land allocations The aquatic assessment

did not explicitly rate the same attributes of abundance and ecological diversity

of habitat ecosystem processes and functions and the connectivity of the

habitat as in the latesuccessional forest ecosystem assessment

The Aquatic Conservation Strategy Appendix 86 was designed to incorporate

all elements of the aquatic and riparian ecosystem necessary to maintain the

natural disturbance regime These elements include maintenance of hydrologic

function high water quality adequate amounts of coarse woody debris

complex stream channels that provide a diversity of aquatic habitat types and

riparian areas with suitable microclimate and vegetation Aquatic and riparian

habitat was treated differently than terrestrial habitat because the Aquatic

Conservation Strategy creates a connected system of aquatic and riparian

habitats throughout the range of the northern spotted owl

The other assessments of riparian and aquatic dependent species considered

the components of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy particularly Riparian

Reserves and Key Watersheds These assessments were partially based on the

Aquatic Conservation Strategies capability to provide aquatic and riparian

habitat elements required by the particular species considered Alternative 7

does not include the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Alternative 7 defers to

current plan and draft plan preferred alternative riparian management

schemes

The Assessment Team emphasized the width of the Riparian Reserves during

the assessments for fish and other riparian and aquatic dependent species for

a complete description of Riparian Reserve widths see Table 3412 later in this

chapter The assessments used three scenarios based on varying amounts of

protection for intermittent streams The ability of a given scenario to provide

the ecosystem process and functions of naturally occurring riparian habitats

was based in part on the information displayed in Figures 344 and 345
The principal difference between scenarios is the width of Riparian Reserves

along intermittent streams outside Tier I Key Watersheds

Scenario 1has a Riparian Reserve width equal to the height of one

site potential tree for all intermittent streams

Scenario 2 has a Riparian Reserve width equal to half the height of

one sitepotential tree for intermittent streams outside Tier 1Key

Methodology for Aquatic Assessment 0 3463
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Watersheds and the width equal to the height of one sitepotential

tree for intermittent streams within Tier 1Key Watersheds

Scenario 3 has a Riparian Reserve width equal to one sixth the height

of one sitepotential tree on all intermittent streams and the width

equal to the height of one sitepotential tree for perennialnonfishbearingstreams

Assessments were conducted on species or groups of species of plants and

animals that use aquatic and riparian habitat The results of these assessments

in part represent the ability of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy to provide

the quantity quality and distribution of aquatic and riparian habitats required

by the target species The assessments assumed adoption of the entire Aquatic

Conservation Strategy for all alternatives except Alternative 7 including

watershed analysis and a comprehensive program of watershed restoration

Watershed conditions in part represented by the abundance and quality of

late successional habitat affect the quality of aquatic habitat The amount of

late successional forest and LateSuccessional Reserves affects the recovery of

riparian and aquatic ecosystems by reducing the risk of management related

disturbances Watershed restoration programs initially concentrated in the Key

Watersheds would build off of the natural recovery centered around existing

late successional forests and LateSuccessional Reserves and help accelerate

recovery of riparian and aquatic ecosystems associated with these areas and

other watersheds Key Watersheds and the allocations contained within them
such as acres of LateSuccessional Reserves and roadless areas are also

important in terms of maintaining and restoring ecosystem processes and

functions throughout the range of the northern spotted owl

The Assessment Team treated the Riparian Reserves differently than late

successional forests in the latesuccessional forest ecosystem assessment

Riparian Reserves are a contiguous connected landscape component that occur

on all rivers and streams whereas late successional forests are welldistributed

areas throughout the range of the northern spotted owl Riparian Reserves

around wetlands lakes and ponds could be isolated from adjacent Riparian

Reserves if they occur within the matrix and are not connected to Riparian

Reserves for streams or rivers In those cases the Riparian Reserves for

wetlands lakes and ponds would be similar to the juxtaposition of Late

Successional Reserves The contiguous and linear nature of Riparian Reserves

functions to connect the LateSuccessional Reserves and Key Watersheds The

other allocations such as Congressionally Reserved Areas and Adaptive

Management Areas strengthen that connectivity

Effects of Alternatives on Aquatic Ecosystems

The following effects analysis is based on the determination of the sufficiency

quality distribution and abundance of habitat to allow species populations to

stabilize across federal lands The Assessment Team used seven races species

groups of anadromous and resident salmonids to determine the outcomes
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In evaluating the alternatives the Assessment Team considered five factors 1
assessments of habitat conditions for the individual racesspecies groups

made by the assessment panel 2amount of Riparian Reserves and type and

level of land management activity allowed within them 3 extent of other

reserves such as Congressionally Reserved Areas and Late Successional

Reserves and type and level of land management activity allowed within

them 4 presence of a watershed restoration program and 5 management

prescriptions within the matrix

Each of the alternatives in this SEIS includes Late Successional Reserves Total

area in LateSuccessional Reserves varies from 5.4 to 11.4 million acres Table23depending on the alternative In addition the amount of late successional

and old growth forest medium large conifer incorporated within the Late

Successional Reserves varies from about 6 million acres under Alternative 1 to

2.5 million acres under Alternative 7 Table 348 Therefore much of the

LateSuccessional Reserves already include late successional and old growth

forest habitat The amount of LateSuccessional Reserves incorporated into

each alternative is an indicator of the amount of late successional and old

growth forest habitat retained by alternative For example Alternative 1

includes 11.4 million acres of LateSuccessional Reserves and has the most late

successional and old growth forest habitat within the reserves Conversely

Alternative 7 has the least amount of Late Successional Reserves and the least

amount of latesuccessional and old growth related habitat contained within

the reserves

LateSuccessional Reserves will be managed to protect and restore habitat for

late successional and old growth related species While these reserves were not

derived as part of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy they benefit aquatic

ecosystems LateSuccessional Reserves provide two major benefits to fish

habitat and aquatic ecosystems First the standards and guidelines under

which the reserves are managed significantly reduce activity in these areas

thereby reducing the risk of management related disturbances and providing

increased protection for all stream types Second because these reserves

possess latesuccessional characteristics they tend to be located in relatively

undisturbed areas although some management and natural disturbance events

may have taken place in them Some reserves offer core areas of high quality

stream habitat that act as refugia in predominantly degraded landscapes and

serve as centers from which degraded areas can be recolonized as they recover

Streams in the LateSuccessional Reserves may be particularly important for

endemic or locallydistributed fish species and stocks

The likelihood of achieving an outcome of sufficient quality distribution and

abundance of habitat to allow fish populations to stabilize well distributed

when measured against their historic ranges across federal lands is lower for

Alternatives 2 3 5 6 and 10 than for Alternatives 1 4 and 9 Alternative 9s

standards and guidelines would provide a level of habitat protection

comparable to Alternative 4 because of the incorporation of Riparian Reserve

Scenario 1 discussed in this chapter However the Assessment Team concluded

that all alternatives except Alternatives 7 and 8 will reverse the trend of

degradation and begin recovery of aquatic ecosystems on federal lands within
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the range of the northern spotted owl Even if changes in land management
practices and comprehensive restoration programs are initiated it is possible

that no alternative will completely recover all degraded aquatic systems within

the next 100 years The ecosystem assessment shows that the likelihood of

attaining a functional and interconnected late successional and oldgrowth

forest ecosystem in the next 100 years is reduced because some characteristics

of terrestrial ecosystems will not be obtained for at least 200 years Similarly

the Assessment Team expected that degraded aquatic ecosystems will not be

fully functional in 100 years Faster recovery rates are probable for aquatic

ecosystems under Alternatives I and 4 and Alternative 9 which includes the

standards and guidelines added since the Draft SEIS than under the other

alternatives Figure 346 Alternatives I and 4 and Alternative 9 with the

standards and guidelines incorporated since the Draft SEIS would reduce

management related disturbance across the landscape because of application of

a larger LateSuccessional Reserve network and use of the more protective

Riparian Reserve Scenario 1which requires wider Riparian Reserve widths for

intermittent streams in Tier 2 Key Watersheds and non Key Watersheds

All riparian areas for rivers streams wetlands lakes and ponds on lands

administered by the Forest Service and BLM within the range of the northern

spotted owl are included within Riparian Reserves under all alternatives except

Alternative 7 Table 3412 All alternatives except 7 and 8 include either

Riparian Reserve Scenario I or 2 Alternative 8 includes Riparian Reserve
Scenario 3 which prescribes Riparian Reserves for permanently flowing

nonfish bearing and intermittent streams that are substantially narrower under

Figure 346 Qualitative depiction of the rate of recovery for Tier 1 Key

Watersheds as compared to other federal land watersheds Faster

recovery is due to the area of reserved lands Riparian Reserves and

priority for restoration efforts

Watershed Recovery
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0 100 200
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Chapter3 4

Scenarios 1 and 2 Riparian management under Alternative 7 defers to current

plans and draft plan preferred alternatives and thus does not equate to

Riparian Reserve management proposed for the other alternatives The amount

of land designated to Riparian Reserves status varies among alternatives from

0.62 to 2.88 million acres Table 23

Riparian Reserve widths on all permanently flowing streams are wide enough
to provide a full array of ecological functions by including the floodplain inner

gorges and unstable and potentially unstable lands within the reserves For

Tier 2 Key Watersheds and non Key Watersheds reserve widths on

intermittent streams for Scenario 1 equal the height of one sitepotential tree

and for Scenario 2 equal half the height of a site potential tree Although the

prescribed widths for Scenarios 1 and 2 were estimated to be fully effective for

maintaining and restoring the natural disturbance regime and the full array of

ecological functions the Assessment Team assumed that there would be a

greater risk to aquatic ecosystems with the narrower reserve widths Figure

344 The greater risk to aquatic and riparian habitat from the narrower

reserve widths is because watershed analysis is required only in inventoried

roadless areas and Key Watersheds before initiating management actions In

non Key Watersheds management activities can occur outside the prescribed

Riparian Reserve boundary until watershed analyses are completed and the

boundaries are adjusted The risk is that potential Riparian Reserve trees would

be harvested prior to completing the watershed analysis and their possible

subsequent inclusion within the adjusted Riparian Reserve This could

negatively affect the aquatic habitat and could delay achieving full function

and processes of that particular riparian area and aquatic habitat In addition

the recovery rate may be slower in non Key Watersheds than in Key

Watersheds due to less area allocated to LateSuccessional Reserves

Congressionally Reserved Areas and Riparian Reserves combined with the

fact that Key Watersheds have the highest priority for restoration efforts

Appendix B6 describes the standards and guidelines that regulate activities

within Riparian Reserves These standards and guidelines are intended to

prohibit andor regulate activities that retard or prevent attainment of the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Regulating management within

Riparian Reserves is an integral part of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy The

Aquatic Conservation Strategy institutes a new comprehensive policy for

managing aquatic ecosystems within the range of the northern spotted owl

The overall intent of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy is to restore and

maintain the ecological function and processes of watersheds and aquatic

ecosystems within natural disturbance regimes Proposed projects must meet

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives and will be approved based on the

restoration and maintenance criteria

The existing conditions and physical and biological processes operating within

a watershed will be the baseline to consider project proposals Province river

basin and individual watershed analyses will provide the baseline information

and frame the context of the natural disturbance regime Decision makers will

use the information developed during a watershed analysis to support

decisions and to determine if a proposed project meets Aquatic Conservation

Strategy objectives This is a new approach in the past proposed projects were
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considered from the context of what effects positive and negative a proposed

project would have on the conditions and functions and processes of a

watershed Frequently mitigation was used to attempt to neutralize the

negative effects on riparian dependent resources Implementing a project

placed the risk on the mitigation measure which might not achieve the desired

results For example a proposed road expansion would potentially eliminate

riparian vegetation by widening the right ofway Mitigation for this could

include placing inchannel structures as a substitute for changing the design of

the road Mitigation or planned restoration such as placement of inchannel

structures should not be used as a substitute for preventing habitat

degradation Under the Aquatic Conservation Strategy a project cannot have a

negative effect in the long term on ripariandependent resources The risk has

been shifted under the Aquatic Conservation Strategy because each project

must meet the maintenance and restoration criteria by maintaining or restoring

the physical and biological processes required by ripariandependent resources

within a watershed

KEY WATERSHEDS The Assessment Team indicated that riparian aquatic and watershed processes

in all watersheds will recover under all alternatives except Alternatives 7 and 8

due to the management approaches proposed in this SEIS However riparian

and aquatic habitats within Key Watersheds should recover at a faster rate than

others Fig 346 The recovery rate for Key Watersheds is increased as a

result of I allocating a large percentage of Key Watersheds in Late

Successional and Congressionally Reserved Areas 2 Riparian Reserve widths

equal to the height of one site potential tree on intermittent streams in Tier 1

Key Watersheds and 3 identification of Key Watersheds as priority sites for

restoration

The Assessment Team identified a network of 164 Key Watersheds on federal

lands throughout the range of the northern spotted owl The 143 Tier 1Key

Watersheds were selected specifically for contributing directly to the

conservation of habitat for at risk anadromous salmonids bull trout and

resident fish species The 21 Tier 2 Key Watersheds are important sources of

high quality water Appendix B6 Table 863 The Key Watersheds are

delineated on the Alternative 9 map distributed with this Final SEIS The

boundaries and amount of area covered by Key Watersheds do not vary by

alternative except for Alternative 7 which does not include Key Watersheds

Rather the alternatives vary by the mix of land allocations within the Key

Watersheds The Key Watershed network occupies 37 percent of the federal

land within the range of the northern spotted owl or about 9 million acres for

all alternatives except Alternative 7 Table 3413 and 14

The amount of acreage in reserve status contained within Key Watersheds

varies by alternative Table 3413 and 14 Given the constant locations and

boundaries of Key Watersheds throughout the range of the northern spotted

owl a higher proportion of one allocation results in a reduction of other

allocations Those alternatives with more LateSuccessional Reserves would

have less matrix and thus aquatic ecosystems would benefit more than

alternatives with less LateSuccessional Reserves Tier 1Key Watersheds

include 3.9 million and 3.1 million acres of Late Successional Reserves for

Alternatives 1and 9 respectively Table 3413 Late Successional Reserves

Effects of Alternatives on Aquatic Ecosystems 0 3469
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and Congressionally Reserved Areas excluding Riparian Reserves make up
between 70 and 86 percent of the 143 Tier 1 Key Watersheds Table 3413
Between 62 and 82 percent of the 21 Tier 2 Key Watersheds occur in reserve

status excluding Riparian Reserves Table 3414 Conversely Tier 1 Key
Watersheds include
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Chapter3 4

Over 3 million acres of inventoried roadless areas exist in the National Forests

within the range of the northern spotted owl Over 50 percent of this area is in

Key Watersheds approximately 48 percent occurs in Tier I Key Watersheds

The potential disturbance to Key Watersheds from activities in inventoried

roadless areas can be estimated by calculating the acreage where timber

harvesting could occur within inventoried roadless acres in the matrix The

percentage of the total inventoried roadless area in the matrix varies by

alternative from 8 percent for Alternative 1 to 25 percent for Alternative 7 The

percentage of the total roadless area in the matrix that is suitable for timber

harvest ranges from 4 percent for Alternative 1 to 17 percent for Alternative 7
If it is assumed that half of the acreage of inventoried roadless areas in the

matrix is within Key Watersheds and may be harvested then there are an

estimated
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northern spotted owl and 3 the least amount of the matrix contained within

inventoried roadless areas Aquatic and riparian habitats are expected to

recover faster under Alternatives 1 4 and 9 in part due to these factors

Alternatives 2

3
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and 8 The Assessment Team recommended that there be a reduction in

existing system and nonsystem road mileage within Key Watersheds If

sufficient funding does not become available for this reduction there would be

no net increase in road mileage in Key Watersheds That is if a mile of new

road is constructed at least I mile of road shall be decommissioned with

priority for removing roads that pose the greatest risks to riparian and aquatic

ecosystems Watershed analysis must be conducted in all non Key Watersheds

that contain inventoried roadless areas before any land management activities

can occur within that roadless area

Possible Mitigation Measures

Later in this chapter the section titled Range of Mitigation Measures

Considered lists the mitigation measures developed during the additional

species analysis Appendix B IIlists the measures incorporated as standards

and guidelines into Alternative 9 Three mitigation measures were developed

during the additional species analysis to protect watersheds but were not

incorporated into the alternatives These measures propose to 1designate all

Tier 1Key Watersheds as LateSuccessional Reserves 2 prohibit constructing

new roads in Tier I Key Watersheds and 3 designate all inventoried roadless

areas as LateSuccessional Reserves These measures would provide additional

benefits to aquatic and riparian dependent species by decreasing risks from

management related disturbances in Key Watersheds and roadless areas This

would particularly benefit the at risk anadromous fish stocks The benefits

accrue due to ensuring that the refugia system established by Key Watersheds

and high quality habitat contained within roadless areas is subjected to limited

disturbance from timber harvest and related activities eg road and landing

construction The measures would be particularly valuable in the short term
since the relatively small amount of high quality habitat remaining is

predominantly found in Key Watersheds and within inventoried roadless

areas These measures would strengthen the integrity of the refugia system

contained within Key Watersheds and roadless areas

Cumulative Effects Including the Role of

Nonfederal Lands

The Aquatic Conservation Strategy is a habitatbased approach to maintaining

and restoring aquatic and riparian habitats and watersheds on federal lands

within the range of the northern spotted owl The success of the strategy does

not depend on actions on nonfederal lands Many of the federal watersheds

occur upstream of nonfederal watersheds Thus the strategy can succeed at

maintaining and restoring the aquatic and riparian habitats independent of

actions on nonfederal lands This statement is less applicable inmultiownershipwatersheds particularly for lands administered by the BLM that are

juxtaposed between nonfederal parcels

There are two major differences between current state requirements and proposed

federal requirements First the states allow harvest within the riparian

management areas Second riparian protection widths are smaller in

state programs This is particularly true for intermittent and smaller perennial streams

None of the states require protection of riparian areas for intermittent streams

3482 0 Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
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PRODUCTIVITY

AirQuality Analysis

Smoke emissions from any source whether from industry woodstoves

prescribed fire or wildfire can result in reduced visibility unpleasant odors

and even health effects All of the alternatives in this SEIS propose to continue

the use of prescribed fire within the planning area Consequently all

alternatives will have some smoke related impacts This SEIS emphasizes

incorporating ecosystem principles into forest management where fire is

valued as a natural and necessary ecosystem process Under ecosystem

management certain types of prescribed fire such as understory burning will

be emphasized Understory burning is designed to approximate natural lowtomoderateintensity wildfires and generally burns with fewer emissions Total

projected emissions aggregated over the planning area therefore are lower for

all alternatives than historic emissions when fire use consisted of primarily

broadcast burning in clearcut harvest units

The Role of Fire in Ecosystem Management

Fire is the major natural agent of disturbance within the planning area The

distributions abundance and dominance of the major plant communities are

strongly affected by the frequency intensity and extent of wildfire events Fire

has both direct and indirect effects on the forest environment These effects

vary depending on individual forest stand and plant community conditions

and composition as well as fire intensity

The long term frequency intensity and extent of fire events known as the fire

regime depend largely on climate and weather patterns Fire characteristics

also depend upon the available fuel which is related to past forest management

practices including the use of prescribed fire and the effectiveness of wildfire

suppression ie wildfire exclusion Smoke emissions from wildfires are also

dependent upon stand history and weather conditions

Interruption of natural fire regimes has a direct effect on ecosystem species

composition and sometimes on species persistence The near exclusion of

natural low tomoderate intensity wildfires has resulted in a proliferation of

fire intolerant and shade tolerant species eg true fir species and hardwoods

which are replacing ponderosa pine and Douglas fir forest types within the dry

provinces Changes in long term soil productivity stand structure and

function forest health and biological diversity are also occurring due to the

exclusion of fire The mortality of trees due to insects and disease makes forests

more susceptible to high intensity standreplacing fires

The exclusion of fire as an ecosystem process has contributed to conifer

mortality within the Eastern Cascades Provinces of Washington and Oregon

the Oregon and California Klamath Provinces and the California Cascades

Air and Water Quality and Soil Productivity 0 3483
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THE ROLE OF FIRE AS A
SILVICULTURAL TOOL

THE ROLE OF FIRE IN

THE MAINTENANCE OF

HABITAT FOR THE

NORTHERN SPOTTED OWL

Province The exclusion of fire has increased competition for moisture and light

among conifer brush and shrub species and has changed species composition

Insect and disease outbreaks often precede high intensity stand replacing

wildfires In stands dominated by latesuccessional species the exclusion of fire

has reduced ecological stability increased susceptibility to wildfire and

reduced floral and faunal diversity Prescribed fire can promote ecosystem

health by restoring natural ecological processes

Silvicultural practices to enhance stand development may reduce the risk of

high severity wildfires Underburning reduces the amount of fuel also known

as fuel loadings Wildfires in underburned stands are generally less severe

consequently less intrusive fire suppression methods may be effective

Underburning should be reintroduced across large areas over a period of time

to create a mosaic of stand conditions Silvicultural treatments to reduce

wildfire risk may include thinning underburning and establishing fuelbreaks

Silvicultural systems within the matrix and Adaptive Management Areas

contribute to management of latesuccessional forests Fire management

practices within the matrix and Adaptive Management Areas should focus on

reducing the risk of fire that could spread into the reserves Large scale high

intensity wildfire events have caused many forest stands within the dry and

intermediate provinces to return to earlysuccessional conditions High severity

wildfires have also provided conditions that allowed brush and hardwood

species to dominate some sites for several decades or longer Dense even age

plantations may be more susceptible to insect disease and fire disturbances

that could threaten nearby latesuccessional forests within the reserves

The primary objective for any proposed activity within the habitat of the

northern spotted owl is to improve habitat and to prevent largescale high

severity wildfires The risk of catastrophic loss of habitat due to wildfire is

considered to be low for the moist provinces moderate for the intermediate

provinces and high for the dry provinces Agee and Edmonds unpub In the

moist provinces natural fire return intervals are quite long often over 500

years However even in the moist provinces fire has been an important

ecosystem process in particular microclimates The role of prescribed burning

within these provinces is generally limited to specific resource objectives The

role of fire in the Western Cascades Province of Oregon is well documented

Natural fire return intervals in the intermediate provinces are generally within

a range of 95 to 145 years Agee and Edmonds unpub Morrison and Swanson

1990 Teensma 1987 Natural wildfire disturbance events have generally not

resulted in complete mortality of stands surviving trees became important

elements of remnant multistoried old growth stands

The risk of largescale wildfires in northern spotted owl habitat is greatest

within the dry provinces The elevated risk is principally due to fire

suppression Vegetative changes as a result of proactive fire and fuels

management including thinning and prescribed fire will reduce the risk of

largescale loss of latesuccessional and old growth forests and restore fire

dependent old growth species
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Some plant species require canopy gaps that may have been historically

maintained by fire Fire reduces understory competition increases light

provides nitrogen and stimulates germination of some fireadapted species

The role of fire in the life history of some species warrants further investigation

because fire is necessary for the persistence of some species Underbuming

may improve habitat for some fire adapted species Sitespecific treatments are

more appropriate than broader scale treatments because some species with

limited distributions are fire intolerant Without resuming underburning

biological diversity would be diminished by the loss of many native plant

species and some plant communities

Fuel reduction to mitigate wildfire risk should be considered in province level

watershed and landscape level and site and project specific planning see

Appendix B8 Fire Management Standards and Guidelines for additional

guidance on the use of fire for hazard reduction The reduction of fuels near

populated areas high recreation use areas and in high resource value areas is

essential for effective and efficient wildfire suppression Prescribed fire may
also be used to avoid the use of herbicides and where mechanical or manual

methods of fuels management are not practical Reduction of wildfire potential

within fire dependent communities is most important in the dry and

intermediate provinces

The Clean AirAct

The federal Clean Air Act as amended in 1990 is designed to reduce air

pollution protect human health and preserve the Nation’s air resources To

protect air quality the Clean Air Act requires federal agencies to comply with

all federal state and local air pollution requirements Section 118

Several federal air quality programs under the Clean Air Act regulate

prescribed burning and other activities The National Ambient Air Quality

Standards NAAQS are set to protect human health and welfare Pollutant

concentrations that exceed the NAAQS endanger public health Air pollutants

for which federal NAAQS have been established are called criteria air

pollutants They include particulate matter PM10 sulfur dioxide nitrogen

dioxide ozone carbon monoxide and lead

The Clean Air Act requires each state to develop adopt and implement a State

Implementation Plan sometimes referred to as a SIP to ensure that the

NAAQS are attained and maintained for the criteria pollutants These plans

must contain schedules for developing and implementing air quality programs

and regulations State Implementation Plans also contain additional regulations

for areas that have violated one or more of the NAAQS These areas are called

nonattainment areas If states fail to submit State Implementation Plans or

fail to adhere to schedules therein the Environmental Protection Agency has

the authority to impose federal sanctions or federal implementation plans

Air and Water Quality and Soil Productivity 0 3485
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PREVENTION OF The Clean Air Act established the Prevention of Significant Deterioration

SIGNIFICANT program which prevents areas that currently have clean air from being

DETERIORATION PSD degraded This program defines three area classifications based on air quality

AND VISIBILITY Class I Class II and Class III Class I areas are subject to the most limiting

PROGRAMS restrictions regarding how much additional pollution can be added to the air

while still protecting air quality All National Parks and some Wildernesses

within the planning area for this SEIS are designated Class I all lands

administered by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management within

this planning area are Class II There are no Class III areas within the planning

area

As a national goal the Clean Air Act also sets the protection of visibility in

Class I areas The visibility protection program provides for remedying

existing and preventing future impairment to visibility Figure 347 shows

the federal Class I areas and the federal PM10 nonattainment areas within the

range of the northern spotted owl

AIR QUALITY RELATED The Clean Air Act gives federal land managers of Wildernesses Class I areas

VALUES AQRVs the affirmative responsibility to protect Air Quality Related Values from

adverse impacts of air pollution Section 165 d These are values within Class

I areas such as visibility biological diversity and water quality that are

necessary to protect

AIR QUALITY PROGRAMS State and local governments have the authority to adopt their own air quality

AND PRESCRIBED FIRE rules and regulations These rules can be incorporated into the State

Implementation Plan if they are equal to or more protective than federal

requirements For example some states have incorporated smoke management

provisions for prescribed burning into their plans

All three states within the planning area have State Implementation Plans that

have been approved by the Environmental Protection Agency which regulate

the criteria pollutants emitted from prescribed burning Washington and

Oregon’s plans address particulate matter PM10 visibility and smoke

management California’s State Implementation Plan addresses PM10 but does

not include visibility or smoke management components these programs are

implemented by local air pollution control districts

Conformity

The conformity provisions of the Clean Air Act Section 176c prohibit federal

agencies from taking any action that causes or contributes to a new violation of

the NAAQS increases the frequency or severity of an existing violation or

delays the timely attainment of a standard Section 176 c specifically states that

federal agencies must ensure that their actions conform to the applicable State

Implementation Plan The Environmental Protection Agency is required to

promulgate criteria and procedures for demonstrating and ensuring

conformity of federal actions to a State Implementation Plan The

Environmental Protection Agency finalized these regulations on November 30
1993 58 FR 63214 Because prescribed fire emissions affect air quality

conformity determinations must be made at subsequent planning levels such

as National Forest or BLM District planning province level planning

watershed and landscape level analyses and sitespecific analyses
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Figure 347 Federal Class I areas and federal PM1U nonattainment areas
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1
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Health and Welfare Effects of Prescribed Burning Pollutants

Criteriapollutants emitted from or formed as a result of prescribed fire include

particulate matter PMIO oxides of sulfur and nitrogen carbon monoxide and

ozone Health effects associated with exposure to criteria pollutant levels

greater than the NAAQS vary and include lung damage the reduction of the

blood’s ability to carry oxygen eye irritation chest pain nausea and an

increased respiration rate In terms of effects other than on human health

termed welfare effects recent studies indicate that some aspects of forest

health are adversely affected by several criteria pollutants produced by fire

Additional research is necessary to determine the human health and welfare

effects specific to prescribed fire emissions

Many other noncriteria but potentially toxic pollutants are emitted by

prescribed fire including polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons sometimes

referred to as PAHs and aldehydes Effects vary from exposure to these

pollutants emitted during combustion Some polynuclear aromatic

hydrocarbons are known or potential carcinogens other components such as

aldehydes are acute irritants Many of these air toxics dissipate or bind with

other chemicals soon after release making it difficult to estimate human
exposure and consequential health effects Additionally the health and welfare

effects of air toxics released by prescribed burning or wildfires have not been

directly studied

Focus ON PM10 PMIO is a term used to describe airborne solid and liquid particles 10

PARTICULATE MATTER micrometers or smaller in size Because of its small size PMIO readily lodges in

SMALLER THAN 10 the lungs thus increasing levels of respiratory infections cardiac disease

MICROMETERS bronchitis asthma pneumonia and emphysema The Environmental

Protection Agency is considering a more stringent NAAQS for PMIO because

recent studies indicate that the current NAAQS may not be adequate to protect

individuals with a greater sensitivity to these particulates Typical sources of

PMIO include industrial processes woodstoves roads agricultural practices

and prescribed fires and wildfires

The air quality analysis in this SEIS focuses primarily on the impacts of

particulate matter from prescribed burning Particulate matter PM1C is of the

most interest because of the large quantities emitted from fires the potential

contribution of PMIO from prescribed and wildfires to pollutant concentrations

above the PMIO standard the major reduction of visibility caused by PM1O
and the role PMIO plays as a carrier of other toxic pollutants

Meteorological Factors

Weather patterns strongly influence air quality and smoke management by
controlling the dispersion of emissions from fires The primary weather

conditions that affect dispersion are atmospheric stability mixing height and

transport wind speed Atmospheric stability refers to the tendency for air to

mix vertically through the atmosphere Mixing height is the vertical distance

through which air is able to mix Transport wind speed is a measure of the
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ability of air to carry emissions away from a source horizontally These three

factors determine the ability of the atmosphere to disperse and dilute emissions

that are released from prescribed fires and wildfires

The physiography or physical shape of landscapes interacts with and controls

some weather patterns that influence emission dispersion Many of the interior

basins of the Pacific Northwest eg the Puget Willamette Trough and the

Oregon and California Klamath Provinces can trap emissions during periods

when the atmosphere is relatively stable and winds are light The mixing

height is shallow and pollutants may accumulate near the ground in these

basins This atmospheric condition is most likely to occur at times from

November to March However little underburning or broadcast burning occurs

at this time of year In other physiographic provinces and during the

remainder of the year prescribed burning is conducted when transport winds

are not expected to carry emissions to smoke sensitive areas in quantities that

affect Prevention of Significant Deterioration increments and visibility

Furthermore prescribed burning activities are coordinated with state and local

air quality agencies to ensure that atmospheric stability and mixing heights are

advantageous for dispersion

Description of Natural Fire Regimes

Natural fire regimes vary widely between and within each province However
some generalizations can be made to characterize the role of fire in natural

ecosystem processes These descriptions are based on knowledge of pre

European settlement fire regimes derived from historical accounts early forest

management inventories and various imprints of fire on forest stands eg
stand ages and other tree ring data Other discussions of the interactions

between fire and ecosystem processes may be found in Appendix B2
Ecological Principles of Management of LateSuccessional Forests and in

Description of Physiographic Provinces and Results of Assessing the

Maintenance of a Functional and Interconnected Late Successional Ecosystem

earlier in this chapter Natural fires regimes are briefly summarized below To

facilitate this generalization and to characterize the extent to which prescribed

fire may be used in forest management under each alternative the provinces

are divided into three broad groups moist dry and intermediate see Figure

348 These are based primarily on climatic differences among the provinces

although forest types and fire regimes may also be inferred from the groupings

Historically in the moist provinces within the range of the northern spotted

owl large expanses of relatively unbroken late successional forest were

common Wildfires were generally large and infrequent Though large these

fires were patchy leaving behind many islands of unburned or lightly burned

forest

Fire has been the dominant forest disturbance factor in the intermediate

provinces Fire return intervals and fire severity were highly varied In the

warmer drier areas fire was more frequent and less intense In these areas

wildfire played an important role in stand dynamics For example age class

distributions were altered with stand regeneration following wildfire Wildfire

did not always result in complete stand mortality Recent studies of fires in the
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Figure 348 Terrestrial physiographic provinces and climatic groups
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Oregon Western Cascade Province support this conclusion fire killed 25 to 50

percent of trees within the areas burned whereas 70 percent mortality by basal

area is defined as a standreplacement fire see Appendix B2 Ecological

Principles for Management of LateSuccessional Forests Surviving trees

snags and coarse woody debris are important components of developing old

growth stands

Fire has been the dominant natural disturbance factor within the dry provinces

The distribution abundance and dominance of the major plant groupings

within the dry provinces reflect natural fire regimes to a greater extent than in

the other provinces In the dry provinces fire suppression allowed fuel

accumulations to become more continuous both horizontally and vertically

This has led to larger higher intensity fires than would have occurred under

pre European settlement conditions The absence of fire has decreased the

abundance of some old growth forest types that are dependent on frequent

low intensity fires Forest types that are less fire resistant have become more

widely distributed The stability of late successional habitat is at risk without

proactive fire management within the dry provinces Agee 1993

Recent Prescribed Fire Use and Emissions

Prescribed fire use during the recent past was analyzed to assess the effect on

air quality of implementing the alternatives in this SEIS The years 1985

through 1992 were analyzed because prescribed fire use trends for this period

were representative of recent forest management practices and because data

quality was reasonably good Detailed reporting of prescribed fire statistics is

required in both Washington and Oregon in their State Smoke Management

Plans For California prescribed burning statistics are not maintained at a

single location so data were obtained from each National Forest or Bureau of

Land Management District Information regarding fuel consumed in tons by

burning in California was also more difficult to obtain so estimates were made
based on average fuel consumption data for areas with similar fuel types in

Oregon

Prescribed burning during the midto late 1980 s reflects a large amount of

burning to dispose of harvest residues usually called slash burning and to

reduce moisture stress and growing space competition from other onsite

vegetation Slash burning was used to reduce wildfire hazard and to prepare

harvested sites for planting Very little less than 10 percent of the burning that

occurred from 1985 to 1992 was for ecosystem management purposes From

1990 to 1992 PM10 emissions from prescribed burning declined rather sharply

in each of the three climatic groups Figure 349 During that period the

acreage requiring prescribed fire for slash burning and site preparation was

reduced due to decreased timber harvesting Emissions also decreased with the

use of emission reduction techniques

The air quality impact of prescribed burning during the 1985 to 1992 time

period is difficult to quantify While burning forest residues can create large

quantities of particulate matter and other pollutants this burning usually takes

place in relatively remote areas with intensities that vent smoke high into the

atmosphere where it is widely dispersed
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As one indicator of smoke impacts Oregon Department of Forestry tracks

smoke intrusions into designated areas primarily population centers An
intrusion is defined as smoke from prescribed burning entering a designated

area at ground level Intrusions do not necessarily violate air quality standards

although they may cause public nuisances The 1992 Oregon Smoke

Management Annual Report displays the trend in intrusions over the 1985 to

1992 period The area burned and the number of intrusions per year have both

declined sharply in the early 1990 s Figure 3410 However because only

smoke intrusions into designated areas are reported potential impacts in very

small towns or rural areas close to forest lands may be overlooked Increased

use of fire for ecosystem management may increase the number of intrusions

per year In particular intrusions may increase because it is difficult to vent

smoke from underburning into the upper atmosphere because of the low
intensity burning required to protect the residual stand

The 1991 and 1992 Oregon Smoke Management Annual Reports also report

PM10 violations The Oregon Department of Forestry analyzed burning and

weather conditions for the dates of violations and concluded that forestry

related burning did not contribute to any violation in either year

Prescribed burning can adversely impact visibility in Class I areas where

excellent air quality is an important value Special remotearea monitoring in

Oregon during 1982 to 1984 showed that prescribed burning contributed 48

percent of the particulate pollution at one Class I monitoring site and 41

percent at another demonstrating that impacts can be significant Prescribed

fire use under any of the alternatives should follow state visibility requirements

Figure 349 Trends in PM1O emitted from prescribed fires 1985 to 1992 by climatic group
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Figure 3410 Trend in area burned and smoke intrusions per year in Oregon
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to minimize impacts Whether prescribed natural fire from unplanned ignitions

should be restricted for visibility protection is still under discussion by air

quality agencies

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES

Estimationof Emissions by Alternative

Estimates of the expected annual acreage of prescribed fire use were calculated

for all federally managed lands for each of the alternatives in this SEIS see

Table 3416 Assumptions regarding the ecological need for prescribed

burning the hazard reduction that might be necessary for risk management

and the amount of prescribed burning necessary for site preparation were

made at this programmatic level These estimates are very generalized because

many assumptions about the level of prescribed fire use for each land

allocation within each province cannot be validated until watershed and

landscape level analysis or province level planning are completed Thus air

quality analyses at more sitespecific planning levels are critical in determining

the actual amount of prescribed fire that may be needed on the landscape

The amount and type of prescribed burning projected under the alternatives

represent a shift in emphasis compared to historical uses of prescribed fire In

the past decade the majority of prescribed burning has consisted of broadcast

burning of logging slash for site preparation and management of competing

vegetation Some of this burning simultaneously contributed to fuels hazard

reduction In the alternatives prescribed burning emphasizes ecosystem
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processes restoration habitat restoration and maintenance and hazard

reduction Much of this burning would be underburning in both natural and

managed stands Burning for hazard reduction and site preparation may
frequently take place in stands with many more trees retained than previously

left after harvest necessitating changes in prescribed fire techniques Burning

piles of slash after harvest or for hazard reduction may be done during the

most favorable emission dispersion conditions This continues a recent trend in

fuels management

For emissions the shift in emphasis from broadcast burning to underburning

has some inherent risks along with its advantages Large areas may burn in

mosaics with varying fire intensity and severity While this mimics natural

underburning there are risks associated with retaining coarse woody debris

the likelihood for reburning is increased as is the possibility for a prescribed

burn to escape the planned burn area Consequently the potential for

additional unanticipated emissions is also increased Furthermore costs

associated with the need for rapid extinguishment of smoldering fuels may be

high Thus fire management planning and risk assessment will need to become

more fully integrated into land management planning decisions as part of

ecosystems management

Wildfire occurrence and risk are much greater in the dry and intermediate

province groups Table 3417 shows information on wildfire occurrence acres

burned and PMIO emissions from 1980 to 1989 in the Oregon and California

IKlamath Provinces Where extensive fuel hazard reduction by prescribed

burning is considered a tradeoff analysis to compare emission levels from both

Table 3416 Expected average annual acres of prescribed fire use by

alternative and climatic group

Alternative Moist Intermediate Dry Total

1

6
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Table 3417 Recent fire history and PM1O emissions in the Oregon and

California Klamath Provinces wildfire occurrence acres burned and

PM1O emissions 1980 1989

Year Wildfires PM1O Emissions

number Acres tons

1980

1
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Emission factors were assigned by vegetative cover type and by fuel treatment

activity burning of activity fuels in place burning fuels in piles or ecosystem

burning An emission factor for each fuel type and treatment type was

assigned based on current research and best professional judgement Emission

levels for both PM10 and total suspended particulates TSP were calculated for

each alternative and the historical period of 1985 to 1992 Emission reduction

goals in Oregon and Washington and Prevention of Significant Deterioration

increments are described by TSP concentrations PM10 is the unit of measure

for NAAQS and has more influence on visibility

Total particulate emissions and PMIO were calculated based on projections of

acres to be burned by alternative on estimates of preburn fuel loadings by
cover type on fuel consumption by fuel treatment alternative and on emission

factors assigned based on cover type and fuel treatment alternative These

estimates are displayed in Figures 3411 and 3412 and are compared to

PM10 estimates from prescribed burning during 1985 to 1992 PM10 emissions

are projected to decline for all alternatives

Aggregated across the three climatic groups Alternatives 3 and 9 have the

greatest potential impact on air quality with each proposing to emit roughly 35

to 40 percent of the historic PM10 levels from prescribed burning 1985 to

1992 Alternatives 1 and 4 have the least potential impact on air quality with

projected PM10 emissions from prescribed burning of approximately 15 to 20

percent of historic levels The remainder of the alternatives are projected to

emit roughly 25 to 30 percent of historic PM10 levels from prescribed fire use

Within the moist provinces of western Washington and western Oregon PM10

emissions from prescribed fire would decline from the historic level of

4
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Figure 3411 Historical and projected average annual PM1O emissions by

alternative
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EMISSION REDUCTION

TECHNIQUES

and 1992 Comparison to the TSP baseline for the State of Washington was not

presented because the baseline is being revised However emissions under the

alternatives will be within the prorated federal proportion of the baseline For

each alternative projected emissions for the entire planning area are well

below the baseline value for historic burning Therefore it appears that fire use

in the future will not compromise the ability of states to reach prescribed

burning emission reduction goals California does not have an emission

reduction goal for particulate emissions

Mitigation Measures to be Considered or Required

Several strategies can be used to manage smoke from prescribed fires

However each prescribed burn within the planning area is different and

requires individual analysis to select the best available control method

Alternative fuel reduction treatments described under Emission Reduction

Techniques below should be considered whenever they are compatible with

the land allocations resource management objectives These fuel treatments are

expected to be effective in the ruralurban interface and generally in the

matrix Adaptive Management Areas and Riparian Reserves

Emission reduction techniques reduce the amount of smoke produced from a

prescribed burn The techniques used will depend on whether there is an

overstory of trees activity fuels or natural fuels Emission reduction

techniques for prescribed burning can be can be categorized according to four

basic factors that determine the amount of emissions generated 1reduce the

number of acres burned 2 reduce fuel loadings 3 reduce fuel consumption

and 4 optimize the flaming emission factor when burning

1 Reduce the Number of Acres Burned

Perhaps the most obvious method to reduce emissions is to consider each area

and determine if prescribed burning is the most effective option for treatment

In some cases alternative silvicultural stand management methods mechanical

treatment methods or utilization may be viable alternatives for meeting

management objectives and eliminating the need to burn

Density management through the use of thinning and understory removal will

improve stand conditions in some cases and may alleviate the need for

burning Silvicultural activities may concentrate on the development of late

successional characteristics and the prevention of largescale disturbances by

fire wind insects and disease

Manual treatment consists of hand piling and may or may not include burning

fuels This method is generally used for specific silvicultural and hazard

reduction objectives Manual treatment is labor intensive which results in

increased costs Usually it is not cost effective in areas of heavy fuel loadings

andor large areas Burning piles can be done during periods of weather that

are more advantageous
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Mechanical treatments rearrange and change the size and shape of the slash

fuel components Mastication crushes and shreds smalldiameter

concentrations of slash into a scattered layer of residue on the ground This

level of treatment is generally sufficient for silvicultural objectives but may not

significantly reduce wildfire hazard Equipment is limited to slopes less then 30

percent Application in areas with heavy fuel loading may not be feasible and

mechanical treatments in natural stands may conflict with other resource

management objectives

Chipping onsite may be used to treat slash Chipping can range from labor

intensive to highly mechanized operations Residue can be spread onsite or

hauled away depending on local chip market conditions

Piling residue can be accomplished by various types of machinery Piling can

be used for all levels of fuel concentrations depending on the type of

equipment Terrain and soil conditions are the limiting factors While some

grappler machines are made for slopes in excess of 30 percent cost becomes a

critical issue Burning piles can be done during periods of weather that are

more advantageous

2 Reduce Preburn Fuel Loading

If prescribed fire is determined to be the optimal treatment for an area

reducing the fuel loading before the burn will often reduce the fuel available

for consumption and consequently the emissions produced Increased

utilization whole tree yarding firewood sales and yarding unmerchantable

material off the unit are several methods to reduce the fuel loading

Because of new technology there are more opportunities for increased

utilization of residue For example some lumber mills are able to use bole

wood down to a 4inch diameter However this may conflict with guidelines

for retention of coarse woody debris Firewood is still a major use market

3 Reduce Fuel Consumption

Burning under conditions that reduce the proportion of biomass that is

consumed will lower the emissions produced The objective should be to bum

only the biomass that needs to be burned This can be accomplished by
burning when woody fuel and duff moisture contents are high increasing the

rate of mopup isolating large fuels and stumps from burning burning only

fuel concentrations burning when fuel moisture is high in large fuels and

using high intensity firing techniques

4 Optimize Flaming Consumption Emission Factor

There are ways to conduct a prescribed fire that will lower the applicable

emission factor thus lowering the total emissions produced Three primary

methods for lowering the emission factors are 1 shifting from broadcast

burning to pile burning 2 employing high intensity firing techniques and 3
using back firing techniques
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5 Favorable Weather Conditions

Managing smoke emissions may include transporting smoke away from

sensitive areas and diluting emissions by projecting the smoke plume into

transport winds Burning during the spring has afforded thegreatestopportunity
to mitigate prescribed fire smoke impacts becauseatmosphericinstabilityand persistent transport winds are common Most prescribed

burning in the dry and intermediate provinces is accomplished from March
through June Fuel moisture is optimal for emission reduction during this

period Broadcast burning in the Oregon Coast Range Province extends into the

summer and early fall months to take advantage of easterly winds that

transport smoke away from smoke sensitive areas Fall and wintertemperatureinversionsoften restrict pollutants to ground level when burning takesplaceunderthe inversion layer Winter burning that follows the requirements of

state smoke management plans normally does not impact smoke sensitive

areas because burning is done above the inversion layer

EMISSION MONITORING An emissions information system is used by the States of Oregon and

Washington to quantify prescribed fire emissions and to track emission

reductions within their jurisdictions Land managers have an obligation to

complete smoke management reports and apply appropriate mitigation

measures to reduce potential impacts on air quality Managers can use

available computer software such as CONSUME Ottmar et al 1993 SMSINFO
Ottmar et al in press and PUFF Hardy et al 1993 to estimate fuel

consumption emissions and smoke dispersion from prescribed burns

Additional Evaluation and Planning Needed

This SEIS is programmatic and covers a large geographic area 24.5 million

acres of federal lands encompassing hundreds of land management units

Information contained in this SEIS is therefore generalized A number of

important changes to forest management practices are also proposed Because
of the broad scope and suggested revisions to forest management further

evaluation and planning are necessary at subsequent planning levels

Environmental analyses for the use of prescribed fire should address the

following key points

1 Assess the need for burning compared to alternate fuel reduction or site

preparation methods such as scarification and piling and yarding

unmerchantable material

2 Quantify the amount and types of material and acreage to be burned

3 Describe the type of burn proposed eg broadcast pile understory

4 Quantify emissions of air pollutants

5 Describe mitigation measures to reduce emissions

6 Describe applicable regulatory permit and smoke management

requirements
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7 Describe and quantify air quality impacts on downwind communities and

discuss visibility impacts in Class I areas

8 Model downwind concentrations of pollutants to document compliance with

NAAQS Prevention of Significant Deterioration increments if applicable

and visibility impacts in Class I areas if affected and

9 Describe the existing monitoring network If needed develop a plan to revise

or expand monitoring to ensure that the impacts of prescribed burning on air

quality are measured

All levels of planning should assess air quality impacts using these steps In

recognition of the limitations of current models for determining impacts from

prescribed burning other quantitative or qualitative means should be

employed in the absence of an appropriate model Modeling of downwind

concentrations of pollutants point number 8 above was not possible for this

SEIS with the available technology but should be completed in future planning

efforts using the best available models as they are developed Also at

subsequent planning levels province watershed and landscape and site and

project more sitespecific detail should be incorporated

Currently review and planning efforts under the National Environmental

Policy Act occur at the regional District or National Forest and unitspecific

level Changes in forest management proposed in this SEIS such as the type of

prescribed burning conducted may dictate that future environmental analyses

be based on physiographic provinces or watersheds Watershed level analysis

procedures are under development and responsible agencies should

incorporate future air quality planning into these efforts

To achieve the air quality goals set forth in this SEIS local state and federal

agencies will need to coordinate and cooperate to a greater extent The

interagency efforts for developing this SEIS should be continued and expanded

to subsequent planning levels

The characterization and quantification of emissions eg plume direction and

pollutant concentration from prescribed fire are critical when evaluating

impacts on human health and the environment Estimates of the emissions

from prescribed fire associated with the forest management described in this

SEIS are limited Emissions factors and consumption rates for underburning

need to be developed Also new photo series to characterize the fuel loadings

and conditions in stands proposed for burning under ecosystem management

need to be developed Further analyses of emissions on smaller more specific

geographic units are required by law and regulation

Further analyses should also include the application of available air dispersion

models in order to understand and estimate the downwind impacts on air

quality from prescribed fire Models currently available such as PUFF and

SASEM vary in scope and function and none have been extensively field

tested to verify accuracy in predicting downwind pollutant concentrations

Also current models cannot accurately predict the dispersion of smoke plumes

in mountainous terrain In order to refine smoke dispersion models
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improvements in the emissions decay constant plume rise modeling and

surface wind predictions must be completed Future planning efforts should

use the most appropriate air quality model

Finally differences in smoke production from prescribed fire versus wildfire

need to be assessed through a tradeoff analysis which will enable managers to

make informed decisions regarding managed fire wildfire and air quality

This analysis will demonstrate the amount of prescribed burning that will

result in the lowest total level of emissions when considering both prescribed

fire and wildfire emissions

AIR QUALITY Several different monitoring networks currently measure air quality in the

MONITORING planning area The most extensive of these is the State and Local Air

Monitoring Stations National Air Monitoring Stations Operated by the states

this monitoring network is used to determine whether the National Ambient

Air Quality Standards are met Monitors in this network are concentrated in

population centers Federal agencies are also operating IMPROVE monitors at

five sites within the planning area IMPROVE monitors measure total PM10
changes in visibility and have filters that can be analyzed to determine the

relative contribution of different sources of PM10 Federal agencies are also

monitoring pollutant concentrations during prescribed fire operations In

addition to monitoring pollutant concentrations state and federal agencies

collect information on acres burned moisture content of fuels and other

measures

Monitoring is essential to managing prescribed fire operations verifying

models and assessing impacts The responsible agency should review the

monitoring plan and network for each planning area and revise or expand

monitoring if necessary to determine the adequacy of the monitoring system

The responsible agency should also identify sensitive receptors to include in

their monitoring program for each Air Quality Related Value Monitoring

programs aimed at detecting or predicting air pollution impacts on these

values must take into account the complexity of the interrelationships among

ecosystem components

CUMULATIVE IMPAcrs To more accurately assess the local and subregional air quality effects of forest

ecosystem management proposed in this SEIS and to ensure that air quality

impacts from prescribed burning for ecosystem management are quantified

and minimized a cumulative impacts analysis should be prepared at each

planning level The analysis should evaluate the cumulative impacts of

individual burns on regional and subregional air quality At a minimum the

analysis should include consideration of the direct indirect and cumulative

impacts of emissions from fire on human health and the environment

including any potential effect on visibility and regional haze A cumulative

impacts analysis may also consider the impact of prescribed burning on

wildfire emissions

The value of a cumulative impacts analysis will depend largely on selecting the

appropriate planning level and geographic boundaries for the analysis The

appropriate planning level to conduct a cumulative impacts analysis is not

defined in this SEIS nor are the parameters for establishing geographic
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boundaries for such an analysis Both of these planning elements will vary

depending on local state and federal eg Environmental Protection Agency

Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management involvement resources and

potential health impacts Factors to consider when establishing the geographic

boundaries for a cumulative impacts analysis include whether the action will

result in impacts that cross political boundaries and whether the action will

affect sensitive air quality regions ie Class I areas and nonattainment areas

Conformity Determinations

Conformity determinations evaluate whether federal actions comply with State

Implementation Plans Some of the most stringent provisions in the applicable

plans contain emission reduction goals to remedy visibility impairment and to

reduce ambient levels of particulate matter both Washington and Oregon have

adopted 50 percent particulate matter emission reduction goals into their State

Implementation Plans Their goals are to achieve these reductions by the year

2000 In fact these goals were achieved for both states by 1986 In addition the

projected particulate matter emissions for all of the SEIS alternatives are less

than those emitted in Washington and Oregon for the years when they attained

their goals This supports the determination that all of the SEIS alternatives will

be consistent with the Washington and Oregon state plans Washington and

Oregon also have Smoke Management Plans in their State Implementation

Plans that regulate the conditions and procedures for prescribed burning

Federal actions must comply with the provisions in these Smoke Management

Plans Based on the broad level of analysis in this SEIS it is unlikely that any of

the proposed alternatives will violate the provisions in these Smoke

Management Plans

In California no state wide particulate matter emissions reduction goal exists

and there are no PM10 nonattainment areas in the California portion of the

SEIS planning area Some of the local air pollution control districts within the

planning area have adopted Smoke Management Plans but these have not

been adopted into the State Implementation Plan

The projected reduction in estimated aggregated emissions compared to the

1985 to 1992 baseline makes it reasonable to conclude that at this scale the

proposed alternatives will not degrade air quality nor violate the applicable

State Implementation Plans However due to the broad scale of these actions

projected emissions cannot be accurately quantified Thus an overall

conformity determination for the alternatives in this SEIS cannot be made at

this time Aggregating emissions over the entire planning area masks

subregional and subprovince level conditions and impacts Therefore the

Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management will conduct additional

conformity determinations and cumulative impacts analyses at subsequent

planning levels where emissions can be more accurately quantified and

reasonably forecasted In particular future analyses will evaluate the effects of

province level and project specific prescribed burning on nonattainment areas
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Water Quality

Water quality and ecosystem health are closely linked Changes in any of the

chemical physical and biological properties of water can directly affect people
fish wildlife and overall ecosystem functions and values Waters flowing from

forested areas administered by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land

Management have a number of beneficial uses including providing domestic

industrial and agricultural water recreation opportunities fish and wildlife

habitat and power production However most interest in water quality in the

forested areas within the range of the northern spotted owl has centered on

providing suitable conditions for aquatic species particularly the salmonids

The section on Current Aquatic Conditions in this chapter discusses the

affected environment for salmonids and other aquatic species and provides

water quality assessment information for the range of the northern spotted owl

Water quality plays an important role in ecosystem function on federal lands

Primary factors affecting water quality are erosion and subsequent

sedimentation resulting from natural and management induced disturbances

such as timber harvest road construction stream crossings high intensity fires

and increased temperatures resulting from removal of riparian vegetation that

shades streams Other factors include nutrients herbicides pesticides organic

debris and altered streamflow The objectives of the Clean Water Act are to

restore and maintain the chemical physical and biological integrity of the

Nation’s waters Biological and physical integrity includes aquatic dependent

flora and fauna and the functions that sustain them The objectives of the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy are similar to those of the Clean Water Act

focusing on the maintenance of the physical and biological functions of aquatic

systems

The Clean Water Act directs federal agencies to comply with state water

quality requirements to restore and maintain water quality necessary to protect

beneficial uses such as public water supply recreation in and on the water and

protection and propagation of fish shellfish and wildlife The Forest Service

and Bureau of Land Management are the designated management agencies

within the range of the northern spotted owl charged with implementing and

enforcing natural resource management programs for the protection of water

quality on lands they administer Most of the water quality problems

associated with activities on these lands fit into the category of nonpoint source

pollution Nonpoint sources of pollution may result from activities and events

that alter vegetation or disturb the ground and are frequently hard to trace to a

single point of origin Management actions that cause nonpoint source

pollution and point sources of pollution such as mine adits and tailings

impoundments are subject to state water quality requirements under the Clean

Water Act

Under the Clean Water Act best management practices BMPs are water

quality protection measures developed by the Forest Service and BLM to attain

and maintain state water quality goals and objectives These practices are

certified by the state agency with water pollution control authority approved

by the Environmental Protection Agency and included in current plans and

draft plan preferred alternatives for lands administered by the Forest Service
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and BLM All activities on these lands must adhere to the plans best

management practices This SEIS identifies protective measures for water

quality such as Riparian Reserves and Key Watershed designations that in

many cases are more stringent than formally certified and approved best

management practices and should help exceed water quality goals and

objectives The term best management practices as used in this SEIS water

quality section refers to both formally approved best management practices

and the watershed protection measures proposed under the Aquatic

Conservation Strategy

The Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments require that states with

federally approved coastal zone management programs to develop coastal

nonpoint pollution control programs by 1996 The geographic area includes

those watersheds affecting coastal zones and estuaries within the range of the

northern spotted owl The purpose of the program is to implement

management measures for nonpoint source pollution by more fully integrating

federal state and local authorities The programs are to contain enforceable

policies and mechanisms to ensure the implementation of the management

measures Plans and activities undertaken by federal agencies are to be

consistent with these programs

A number of public water systems have their surface water sources originating

on lands administered by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management

These systems must comply with various requirements of the Safe Drinking

Water Act 40 CFR 141.70 75 including the Surface Water Treatment Rule

Whether a system attempts to meet the Surface Water Treatment Rule criteria

which would allow it to remain unfiltered or provides filtration maintaining

the highest water quality in its source water will enhance the water system’s

ability to meet the Safe Drinking Water Act’s requirements provide adequate

public health protection and reduce treatment costs

Methodology

Under the Clean Water Act states adopt water quality standards Water quality

standards consist of designated beneficial uses for the waters of the state as

delineated in the states administrative rules and criteria to protect the

beneficial uses Typical beneficial uses include primary and secondary contact

recreation water supply and warm and cold water biota Criteria may be

constituent concentrations eg turbidity temperature levels or narrative

statements eg no discharge of materials in concentrations harmful to human

health or aquatic life representing water quality that supports a particular use

The water quality standards also include an antidegradation policy protecting

existing uses and waters of high quality

The success of sitespecific projects in meeting water quality standards depends

on the effectiveness of the best management practices applied for those

projects For example the establishment of Riparian Reserves is a best

management practice designed to help achieve water quality standards

through shaderelated maintenance of water temperatures and reductions in

sediment delivery to the streams Other practices such as Late Successional

Reserve allocations and road mileage restrictions in Key Watersheds will also
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help maintain water quality and beneficial uses Monitoring the effectiveness of

best management practices will determine if those practices are resulting in

water quality protection that is yielding water that meets water quality

standards If found ineffective the best management practices will be revised

or management activities will be altered The application of best management
practices alone cannot ensure that Clean Water Act requirements are being met
The adaptive management process which consists of planning monitoring

evaluation adjustment research and iniplementation is the iterativeprocessthat
will be used for validating and where appropriate revising best

management practices

If the application of best management practices or technology based controls

eg metal precipitators secondary treatment of wastewater cannot achieve

designated water quality standards a water body is classified as water quality

limited Under Section 303 d of the Clean Water Act states must list those

waters which are water quality limited and establish total maximum daily

loads for these waters To establish total maximum daily loads the state must
first determine the amount of pollutants a water body can safely assimilate

then allocate this amount to the various pollution sources For example a river

in a watershed with an established total maximum daily load for sediment

could have a portion of the total sediment load allocated to grazing timber

harvest roads background levels and other sources of sediment within the

watershed If restoration projects resulted in a reduction of sediment from a

source ie road within a watershed then the amount of sediment allocated

for other sources including new projects could be adjusted Watershed and
cumulative effects analysis for sitespecific projects together with the adaptive

management process will be implemented to closely parallel the approach for

conducting total maximum daily loads

Section 319 of the Clean Water Act requires each state to complete a water

quality assessment and to develop a management program to control the

addition of pollutants from nonpoint sources These assessments identify water

that cannot reasonably be expected to attain or maintain applicable water

quality standards or goals without further control of nonpoint sources The

nonpoint source management program identifies best management practices

and programs to reduce nonpoint source pollution If a state determines that a

federal project or program is not consistent with the provisions of its nonpoint

source program the federal agency must make efforts to accommodate the

state’s concerns

Effects

The current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives for lands administered

by the Forest Service and BLM address the potential effects of existing

management activities on water quality These plans generally correspond to

Alternative 7 of the SEIS see Chapter 2 and provide land allocations and

standards and guidelines for controlling water quality impacts that are in most

cases less stringent than the water quality protection measures proposed by the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy in the SEIS In those cases where current plans

and draft plan preferred alternatives for lands administered by the Forest
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Service and BLM provide greater water quality protection than the Aquatic

Conservation Strategy the current plans and draft plans water quality

protection measures will be applied

The effects to water quality under the alternatives vary depending on the

acreages and distribution of the various land allocations and the type and

location of land disturbing activities occurring under the alternative The most

significant factors related to potential water quality effects for each alternative

are the Riparian Reserve scenarios the level and location of road building and

the amount and method of timber harvest permitted Alternatives 1 4 and 9

would have the least adverse effects to water quality Alternatives 2 3 5 6 and

10 have the potential for comparatively greater effects to water quality than

Alternatives 1 4 and 9 primarily because they provide less protection for

intermittent streams in Tier 2 Key Watersheds and non Key Watersheds

Alternatives 7 and 8 have the greatest potential to impact water quality of the

10 alternatives analyzed in this SEIS Based on the Riparian Reserve scenarios

and other components of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy all of the

alternatives except 7 and 8 are expected to maintain or improve water quality

although watershed recovery rates would be quickest for Alternatives 1 4 and

9 Subsequent analysis at the province watershed and sitespecific levels will

be needed to support development and implementation of water quality

protection measures

The level of water quality protection under Alternatives 1 4 and 9 should also

benefit water supply systems within and downstream from lands administered

by the Forest Service and BLM Although additional NEPA analysis will be

needed to assess the effects of sitespecific projects on water supply systems

the Riparian Reserve scenarios and other components of the Aquatic

Conservation Strategy under these three alternatives should contribute to the

ability of water systems to remain unfiltered and comply with Safe Drinking

Water Act requirements

Adverse cumulative effects to water quality and water supply systems would

be the greatest under Alternatives 7 and 8 and the least under Alternatives

1
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AFFECTED

ENVIRONMENT

significant contribution to the maintenance of water quality and beneficial uses

on downstream nonfederal lands However the role of nonfederal landowners

is significant because water quality protection on federal lands alone may not

ensure attainment of water quality standards downstream Management

practices and water quality protection measures for nonfederal lands are

important because water withdrawals discharges to streams modifications of

streamside habitat and population densities are generally greater on

nonfederal lands than on federal lands A comprehensive approach to water

quality protection for nonfederal and federal lands would help meet water

quality goals and maximize the resource management opportunities within the

planning area

Riparian Reserves and the other components of the Aquatic Conservation

Strategy would provide greater protection of water quality fish habitat and

riparian areas than is currently required for nonfederal lands particularly for

Alternatives 14 and 9 Significant timber harvest within the riparian

management areas on nonfederal lands is allowed and the width of the state

required riparian zones is narrower particularly for intermittent and smaller

perennial streams See the FEMAT Report Appendix VK for a detailed

description of state forest practices State timber harvest practices do recognize

the importance of water quality protection and have included more stringent

water quality protection measures than in the past Province and watershed

analyses sitespecific cumulative effect analysis total maximum daily loads

and the federal consistency provisions of Section 319 of the Clean Water Act

represent opportunities for all landowners and agencies to more closely

coordinate their activities and cooperate in achieving water quality goals

Long Term Soil Productivity

Soil is a highly variable and complex layer of unconsolidated material It

consists of aggregates airspace water chemicals gases organic material

living organisms and rock fragments The combined influences of time parent

material climate living organisms and the topography of a site interact to

form soils with unique sets of physical and chemical properties that determine

the productivity of each soil Natural soil productivity varies widely across the

range of the northern spotted owl due to soil properties eg nutrient status

depth coarse fragment content texture and site characteristics eg elevation

aspect slope gradient Soils located within the northern spotted owl’s range

that have relatively high annual precipitation and moderate mean annual

temperature are some of the most productive soils in the world these soils

typically occur at lower elevations west of the crest of the Cascade Range Soils

with lower productivity typically have colder mean annual temperatures

shorter growing seasons andor receive relatively low average annual

precipitation These soils are more prevalent at higher elevations and east of

the crest of the Cascade Range Generally soils in the Oregon and California

Klamath Provinces are intermediate in productivity when compared to soils

located in provinces to the north and west of the Cascades crest and those

provinces located at higher elevations andor east of the Cascades crest Within

each physiographic province the more productive soils are typically found on

valley bottoms lower ends of slopes slope benches and broad ridgetops
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Soils provide many functions such as storage and conveyance of water to

streams and lakes and providing a medium for plant growth and biological

activity eg arthropods bacteria mycorrhizal fungi Soil productivity is a

soil’s ability to produce vegetation Long term forest soil productivity is the

capacity or suitability of a soil to establish and grow a plant species and

community over time primarily through nutrient availability and available

plant moisture Ecosystem structures and functions ultimately depend on

productive soils A number of soil properties organic matter content nutrients

texture structure porosity and its influence on available moisture and oxygen

and depth are recognized as important for vegetative growth Forest dynamics

such as fire wind and succession affect soil organic matter accumulation and

cycling which in turn affects long term soil productivity Both amount and

composition are important characteristics of the surface organic layer

Conservation of small materials needles leaves twigs is important for soil

total nitrogen because these materials have the highest concentrations of

nitrogen Large materials eg coarse woody debris stems large branches are

important for healthy soil biology because they influence soil nutrient

availability and soil moisture

Soil organisms interact with each other and their environment and play a

fundamental role in many site processes Soil organisms promote carbon

cycling nutrient transfer water availability vegetation vigor and maintenance

of soil structure Most biological fixation of nitrogen in ecosystems occurs

because of soil organism activity Mycorrhizal fungi increase the absorbing

surface area of roots which directly increases the total soil volume that can be

explored for nutrients and water Mycorrhizal fungi and other microbes affect

soil structure by helping bind soil particles into water stable aggregates which

in turn create soil volume with stable and adequate pore space Soil pores are

essential for adequate movement of water and air required by plants and soil

organisms

Soils within the range of the northern spotted owl vary considerably within

and between watersheds river basins and physiographic provinces The

following discussion gives a broad overview of the diversity of soil types

within and between physiographic provinces

Olympic Peninsula Province

Soils on the Olympic Peninsula span a wide temperature range due to the

range in elevation and aspect The orographic uplift effect and a resultant rain

shadow on the east side of the Olympic Range create another range of soil

moisture regimes The highest elevations are composed mostly of rock

outcroppings and young shallow soils with low annual biological rates and

nutrient capital Midelevation soils have been influenced by glaciation and are

developing from glacial deposits as well as from local residual materials

These midelevation soils vary in depth from shallow rock outcrop complexes

steep slopes drainage heads and debris avalanches trails to deep gentle

slopes fans composed of debris flow deposits Soils at low elevations are

developing in alluvial deposits glacial deposits andor residual materials

Typically soils in the mid and low elevations are highly productive with high

levels of organic material on the soil surface
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Washington Western Lowlands Province

This province contains two major areas with different geology landscapes and

soils One area is the Puget Trough and associated lowlands Soils in this major

area are relatively young because most are forming from glacial and alluvial

materials The glacial materials vary from outwash deposits to moraines

residual deposits left by receding glaciers to till The glaciated materials

extend south to the area between Olympiaand Centralia Soil moisture and

temperature regimes are relatively constant while coarse fragment content

depth and drainage are major variables that determine soil productivity in this

area The second major area in this province is the Southwest Washington

Coast Range Soils in this second area are developing predominantly from

sedimentary bedrock parent material This major area has highly productive

soils due mainly to climate Soil moisture and temperature regimes are very

favorable for soil biological activity Soil depth and coarse fragment content are

dominant factors influencing productivity for this area

Willamette Valley Province

Soils in this province developed predominantly from alluvial material Soil

temperature and moisture regimes do not vary much Soil drainage is a major

factor that determines soil productivity Human induced actions have altered

most of the valley’s natural drainage affecting the soil productivity

Washington and Oregon Eastern Cascades Provinces

Soil moisture and temperature regimes are predominant factors that influence

soil productivity in these provinces The higher elevations have cold

temperature regimes which inhibits soil biological activity Soils are relatively

young due to geologically recent glaciation andor volcanic deposition

Glaciation is a predominant factor in soil formation for higher elevations in

these provinces Shallow soils and rock outcrops occur on the steep sided

valleys carved by glaciers Glacial deposits compose the parent material for soil

development in higher elevation valleys Volcanic deposition eg lava flows

ash pumice deposits also creates areas with shallow soils and rock outcrops

on gentle to steep slopes Plant available soil moisture becomes less in the

eastern portion of these provinces Soils in these provinces are intermediate in

inherent productivity and resiliency when compared to soils of other

provinces

California Cascades Province

Soils in this province are drier and therefore are less resilient than soils in the

Oregon and Washington Eastern Cascades Provinces Otherwise these soils are

similar to the ones described above

Washington and Oregon Western Cascades Provinces

Soils in this province are geologically older better developed and some of the

most highly productive Soil moisture varies the southern portion is drier but
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still very productive Soil temperature regimes vary cold temperature regimes

and lower soil biological activity occur at higher elevations

Oregon Coast Range Province

This province has highly productive soils due mainly to climate Soil moisture

and temperature regimes are very favorable for soil biological activity The less

productive soils occur at high elevations Soil depth and coarse fragment

content are dominant factors that influence soil productivity in this province

Oregon and California Klamath Provinces

Soil moisture regimes for these provinces are generally drier than the Oregon

and California Coast Range Provinces to the west Soil moisture tends to be

even less in the eastern portion of these provinces Inherent productivity tends

to be intermediate when compared to other provinces Soil parent material

plays a major role in productivity for these provinces Soils developing from

some of the parent materials eg serpentine have low productivity due to

chemical imbalances Soils developing from other parent materials eg
granite are droughty due to their coarse textures and low moisture supplying

capabilities low water storage capability

California Coast Range Province

This province has highly productive soils due mainly to favorable moisture and

temperature conditions related to the climate Soil biological activity and site

organic material levels are high

Effects of Alternatives on Long Term Soil Productivity

Long term soil productivity is the capability of soil to sustain the inherent

natural growth potential of plants and plant communities over time Ecosystem

structures and functions ultimately depend on a productive soil resource

Maintenance of long term soil productivity is widely recognized as a basic

requirement of forest ecosystem management The extent to which long term

soil productivity is affected by management activities is not precisely known

because of the site variables involved and the limited number of investigations

that have occurred However it is known that forest management practices

have the potential to reduce natural productivity if certain operating guidelines

are not followed Some researchers suggest that productivity may not be

sustainable under management regimes with intense and frequent harvesting

Intense and frequent harvesting would also affect long term productivity on

high productivity sites Implementation of soil management prescriptions and

best management practices should prevent unacceptable degradation of the soil

resource and related productivity Monitoring and incorporating the latest

information will determine whether the prescriptions and best management

practices are effective and being correctly applied

Both soil and nonsoil factors influence soil productivity Forest management

activities do not influence nonsoil factors such as geology Soil factors that can
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be modified by management activities are soil moisture soil aeration organic

matter content nutrient availability and soil biology

Soils occurring within the range of the northern spotted owl differ in their

resiliency and sensitivity to natural and management induced disturbances

Generally long term productivity is more resilient for the higher productivity

soils

The potential effects of current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives on

long term soil productivity are addressed in the respective agency planning

documents The types of management activities and conditions under which

they occur determine effects on soil productivity Determining the suitability

of specific soils for management practices is an important first step in

preventing or minimizing soilsrelated adverse impacts This determination

will be accomplished during the review of specific projects

Some management practices can enhance soil productivity on sites that have

been disturbed in the past Areas that have been compacted by previous

activities could be tilled to improve soil aeration infiltration and percolation

Fertilization typically nitrogen addition could help restore the nutrient status

for areas where excessive amounts of organic materials such as coarse woody

debris have been removed or reduced by fire Few management practices that

increase natural long term soil productivity are practical Fertilization could

possibly increase natural amounts of site organic matter accumulation but this

effect may only be transient

The most common types of management disturbances that affect soils and

related long term productivity include soil displacement and compaction

erosion surface and mass wasting and alteration of nutrient status and soil

biology LateSuccessional Reserves Riparian Reserves and Administratively

Withdrawn Areas have the highest probability of maintaining long term soil

productivity because they will have the least amount of management induced

disturbance Most management primarily timber harvest will occur in the

matrix Thus soils within the matrix will have the highest amount of

management induced disturbance and therefore have the lowest probability

of maintaining long term soil productivity However implementation of

appropriate soil management prescriptions and best management practices

should prevent unacceptable degradation of the soils resource and related

long term productivity

Alternatives 7 and 8 have the most acreage in the matrix and therefore the

highest potential to adversely affect long term soil productivity Ground
disturbing activities affect long term soil productivity by influencing 1 soil

bulk density untitledd skid trails 2 soil displacement through road building

and skid trails 3 erosion by exposure of mineral soil road placement and

drainage 4 nutrient status removal of organic material by prescribed

burning intense utilization and 5 soil biology Alternatives 1 and 4 would

have the least amount of soil disturbance resulting from management actions

because they contain the most LateSuccessional Reserves and thus would

have the highest probability of maintaining long term soil productivity
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Alternatives 2 3 5 6 9 and 10 would have intermediate levels of disturbance

and probability relative to the previously described alternatives These

alternatives have less acreage within reserves but more acreage in the matrix

than Alternatives I and 4

Each alternative developed for managing federal lands within the range of the

northern spotted owl would reduce the acreage of soildisturbing management
activities when compared to acreages of similar management activities under

current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives Fewer acres will be dearcut

and broadcast burned thus conserving more organic matter to maintain the

nitrogen cycle Management related effects to soil bulk density would be less

than under current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives due to less

management activity on fewer acres Less soil removal and displacement

primarily by road construction would occur under all alternatives except

Alternative 7

PROCESS FOR ASSESSING EFFECTS OFALTERNATVES ON
SPECIES HABITAT SUFFJCIENCY ON FEDERAL LANDS
WmN TEE RANGE OF TEE NORTHERN SPOTTED OWL
INSTRUCTIONS TO The Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team was instructed by the

THE FOREST Forest Conference Executive Committee to identify management alternatives

ECOSYSTEM that attain the greatest economic and social contributions from the forests and

MANAGEMENT also meet the requirements of the applicable laws and regulations including

ASSESSMENT TEAM the Endangered Species Act the National Forest Management Act theFederalLandPolicy and Management Act and the National Environmental Policy Act
see Appendix C

The Assessment Team was not asked to interpret the applicable laws and

regulations or to indicate whether a particular alternative satisfied those

requirements The instructions included developing alternatives for long term

management that met the objective of maintaining andor restoring late

successional and old growth forest ecosystem conditions capable of supporting

viable welldistributed populations of associated species

The Assessment Team was instructed to include alternatives that range from a

medium to a very high probability of ensuring the viability of species

Additionally that the analysis should include an assessment of current agency

programs The term viability in this context refers to a Forest Service

planning regulation issued under the National Forest Management Act stating

that fish and wildlife habitat shall be managed to maintain viable populations

of existing native and desired nonnative vertebrate species within the planning

area 36 CFR 219.19 The regulations also require provision for diversity of

plant and animal communities and tree species consistent with the overall

multiple use objectives of the planning area 36 CFR 219.26 27

Endangered Species Act considerations were not made explicitly in the

viability assessments The principal provisions of the Endangered Species Act
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extend to any species of plant or animal that is formally listed as endangered or

threatened under the Act

Identification of Species Closely Associated

with Late Successional Forests

To identify plant and animal species closely associated with late successional

forests and components the Assessment Team relied on 1 existing

assessments and publications and 2 the advice of experts who reviewed those

lists for completeness for all federal lands within the range of the northern

spotted owl

Existing assessments and publications considered by the Assessment Team

included the Scientific Analysis Team Report of Thomas et al 1993 which

identified latesuccessional and old growth forest species and evaluated their

likely future condition under alternatives presented in the Forest Service’s Final

Environmental Impact Statement on Management for the Northern Spotted

Owl USDA FS 1992 Thomas et al 1993 identified species closely associated

with old growth forests and components of old growth forests on National

Forests within the range of the northern spotted owl The Scientific Analysis

Team’s analysis found that 667 species were closely associated with these old

growth forests This figure included many species whose ranges extends

beyond the range of the northern spotted owl and at risk fish stocks

The process used by Thomas et al 1993 for identifying species of plants and

animals that are closely associated with latesuccessional forests including old

growth within the range of the northern spotted owl on National Forests was

adopted by the Assessment Team Each species was listed along with ecological

information used to determine by applying specific criteria the degree of

association of the species with late successional and oldgrowth forests see

Table 3418 Species experts then expanded this list to account for new

information and for additional plants and animals found on federal lands other

than National Forests within the range of the northern spotted owl particularly

in National Parks and Bureau of Land Management Districts For this process

the working definitions of latesuccessional and old growth forests included all

forests in which the dominant overstory trees were at least 80 years old This

definition encompasses old growth forests as described by Spies and Franklin

1991 and Franklin and Spies 1991 as well as forests depicted by the

Scientific Panel on LateSuccessional Forest Ecosystems Johnson et al 1991

OTHER SPECIES Literally thousands of species of all taxa are integral to the late successional

ASSOCIATED WITH and old growth forests in the planning area Several previous efforts assessed

LATE SUCCESSIONAL the effects of various forest management plans on these species The FinalDraft

AND OLDGROWTH Recovery Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl USDI unpub discussed 640

FORESTS terrestrial species that were old growth forest associates or threatened

endangered or candidate species Thomas et al 1993 assessed the effects of

various forest management options on 667 species including 555 terrestrial

species and 112 fish stocks or species
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Table 3418 Criteria for developing the list of species closely associated

with late successional and oldgrowth forests A species was included if

it met at least one of the following criteria Adapted from Thomas et a
1993

Criterion 1 The species is significantly more abundant based on field

study or collective professional judgment of the Forest

Ecosystem Management Assessment Team in late

successional and old growth forest than in young forest in

any part of its range

Criterion 2 The species shows association with late successional and

old growth forest may reach highest abundance there but

not necessarily statistically so and the species requires

habitat components that are contributed by late

successional and oldgrowth forest based on field study or

collective professional judgment of the Forest Ecosystem

Management Assessment Team

Criterion 3 The species is associated with latesuccessional and old

growth forest based on field study and is on a federal

Fish and Wildlife Service or state threatened and

endangered list on the Fish and Wildlife Service candidate

species list Forest Service Regions 5 or 61 sensitive species

list or listed by the States of Washington Oregon or

California as a species of special concern or sensitive

species

Criterion 4 Field data are inadequate to measure strength of

association with late successional and old growth forest

and the species is listed as a federal Fish and Wildlife

Service threatened and endangered species and the Forest

Ecosystem Management Assessment Team suspects that it

is associated with latesuccessional and oldgrowth forest

Regions 5 or 6 the Pacific Southwest Region or the Pacific Northwest

Region of the Forest Service respectively

The Assessment Team reviewed and updated the various lists of species

associated with latesuccessional and old growth forests and included this

information in the FEMAT Report Criteriadeveloped by Thomas et a 1993

were used for this effort see Table 3418 The number of species identified in

the FEMAT Report was greater than that identified by Thomas et al 1993

because of new information and because the FEMAT Report focused on all

federally administered lands within the range of the northern spotted owl
More than
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Table 3419 Species identified as being closely associated with late

successional forests on federal lands

Species Group Number Identified

Bryophytes 106

Fungi 527

Lichens 157

Vascular plants 124

Mollusks 102

Amphibians 18

Fish 7

races spedes groups

Birds 38

Mammals 26

In addition to this list of species 15 functional groups of arthropods

representing more than

8
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The rating process was a subjective evaluation of the sufficiency of the amount

and distribution of latesuccessional and old growth habitat on federal lands

under each option to support the species or group of species over the next 100

years For most species the information necessary to precisely quantify the

response to changes in the quality and pattern of their environments simply

does not exist Our evaluations therefore should not be viewed as precise

analyses of likelihoods of persistence or extinction they represent the Forest

Ecosystem Management Assessment Team’s judgment as to the sufficiency of

habitat on federal lands to support viable populations of the species examined

With additional data and studies the ability to predict response of species to

habitat change will improve FEMAT Report p11 29

Panelist Selection

The Assessment Team convened assessment panels comprised of experts to

elicit high quality judgments about expected effects of the alternatives on

species Panelists were selected using several criteria including technical

expertise with the taxa ecological understanding of habitat requirements

availability to attend panel sessions and representation of a diversity of

technical expertise Nearly 70 panelists from the private sector public sector

universities and state and federal agency research branches participated in the

assessments The Assessment Team used advice from the panels other

information and their own expertise to make its final assessments

Description of Outcomes

The panelists assessments displayed the likelihoods that each alternative

would provide sufficient habitat on federal lands to provide for various

distributions of species populations over the 100 year assessment period These

likelihoods were expressed as a scale of four possible outcomes labeled A
through D and represented the range of possible trends and future conditions

of habitat on federal lands Each of the four outcomes describes a biological

condition that is observable and mutually exclusive of the other three outcomes

see Table 3420

The panelists were instructed to consider the ability of the alternatives to buffer

natural disturbances such as fire insects disease and windstorms at their

historical frequencies and severities No data on these disturbances were

provided but discussion of these factors was encouraged during the sessions

Description of Likelihood

Each panelist determined ratings of likelihoods This was followed by group

display and discussion Verification was also handled in the discussion step as

panelists explained the reasons for their ratings Group interaction was used to

clarify knowledge and exchange the basis for individual reasoning Each

panelist’s final assessment was individual and there was no attempt to achieve

consensus

Panelists were asked to assign 100 likelihood votes over the four outcomes in

the scale for each alternative and species Each panelist could express complete
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Table 3420 Description of the outcomes used for rating the level of

habitat support for populations

Outcome A Habitat is of sufficient quality distribution and abundance

to allow the species population to stabilize well distributed

across federal lands

Outcome B Habitat is of sufficient quality distribution and abundance

to allow the species population to stabilize but with

significant gaps in the historic species distribution on

federal land These gaps cause some limitation in

interactions among local populations

Outcome C Habitat only allows continued species existence in refugia

with strong limitations on interactions among local

populations

Outcome D Habitat conditions result in species extirpation from federal

land

certainty in a single outcome by allocating 100 points to that outcome The

panelist could express complete uncertainty by spreading 25 votes across the

four outcomes Panelists or the group could refrain from assessing a species if

there was simply too little understanding to express an informed opinion

Panel Process

All panel assessments followed a similarprocess Panels lasted depending on

the number of species being assessed I to 2 days To help standardize the

process all panels received an orientation that consisted of the following

elements

1 INTRODUCTORY This included the purpose of the overall Forest Ecosystem Management

STATEMENT Assessment Team assessment and the reasons for convening the panels

2 ORIENTATION TO THE The Assessment Team presented and explained the rating scale The

OUTCOME RATING SCALE Assessment Team defined terms and encouraged panelists to discuss their

understanding of the scale Some components received particular

consideration The first was the definition of well distributed The second

was the separation of the condition of federal habitat from other influences on

species viability

The panelists discussed six factors that could influence species populations

These factors are habitat conditions on federal lands life history characteristics

of the species bottleneck periods of low habitat and population

landownership patterns and habitat conditions on nonfederal lands habitat

conditions outside the range of the northern spotted owl and other

environmental conditions caused by activities off federal lands
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3 ORIENTATION TO THE

LIKELIHOOD RATING

SCALE

4 ORIENTATION TO

PROCESS FLOW

Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences

For the purposes of the rating panelists were asked to focus their assessment

on habitat conditions on federal lands life history characteristics of the species

and any bottlenecks in habitat and population that would occur under the

alternative For this assessment they were asked to assume that the other three

factors would be adequate to support a stable welldistributed population of

the species if habitat on federal land was adequate to support such a

population These assumptions were relaxed later in the process when the

likelihood rating had been completed Panelists were then asked to describe the

actual influence that these last three factors might have on overall population

viability

The Assessment Team presented the likelihood scheme its methodological

rationale and examples The purpose of the group discussion was information

exchange not consensus and it was important to spend time calibrating

judgments customizing the outcome definitions and discussing the concept of

likelihood points

The Assessment Team described the roles of the facilitator panel leader

panelists scribe and observers

The facilitator’s role was to clarify the task and use of materials keep the

process moving and the discussions relevant to the task stimulate thinking and

interchange about the assessments probe for consistency biases and

misunderstandings and identify opportunities for improving the assessment

process

The scribe recorded discussion during the session and displayed the transcripts

to the panel on an overhead projector These transcripts were used to clarify

and track points cited by panelists and support later interpretations

Description of the Alternatives

In order to make the panel process manageable the Assessment Team assessed

7 of the 10 alternatives
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1 PRESENT SPECIES

PROFILE

2 INDIVIDUALS ASSESS

SPECIES FOR ALL

ALTERNATIVES

3 DISPLAY AND

Discuss ASSESSMENTS

4 INDIVIDUALS REVIEW

THEIR RATINGS AND

MODIFY AS APPROPRIATE

5 RECORD JUDGMENT

FACTORS

Overlay maps of Key Watersheds

For vertebrates and vascular plants overlay maps were available showing

species ranges

Package of written descriptions of alternative components Each alternative

was described in a two page summary that included details about Late

Successional Reserves Managed LateSuccessional Areas Riparian Reserves

matrix management and other standards and guidelines For some

alternatives this included supplementary guidelines for marbled murrelet

management and for Alternative 9 a two page description of the Adaptive

Management Areas A pie chart of acreage allocations was also presented for

each alternative except Alternatives 8 and 9

Summary table of alternatives comparing them across the components This

table served as a bridge between the detailed descriptions and the maps and

was referred to repeatedly by the panelists

In addition to the materials provided to describe the alternatives the

Assessment Team provided overlay maps of the ranges of vertebrates and

vascular plants For many of the species groups the panelists supplied maps

of species locations or ranges

The Assessment

The assessment for each species or group of species proceeded according to the

following steps

Panelists contributed to a set of facts and assumptions that could have been

important in assessing the species or species group

Panelists were provided with rating forms to allocate 100 likelihood points to

outcomes for each alternative for each species or group of species

The facilitator recorded individual assessments on the overhead projector and

encouraged the panel to review patterns across alternatives and across panel

members Each panelist briefly explained the reasoning for the rating The

facilitator encouraged discussion among panel members

These final ratings were not displayed to the panel but were turned in to the

panel leader

The facilitator led the group through a prepared list of alternative elements

Table IV8 in the FEMAT Report p IV48 factors influencing judgment
and asked for a listing of factors that were most important in arriving at a final

rating In most cases these factors had already been introduced in the

discussion
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6 SUGGEST MITIGATION

MEASURES

7 RECORD OTHER

INFLUENCES ON

POPULATION VIABILITY

Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences

The panels then suggested recommended mitigation measures for species and

alternatives that did not provide an average of at least an 80 percent likelihood

of achieving Outcome A defined above Mitigation was interpreted to mean

relatively minor modifications that might enhance habitat conditions provided

in the alternative These measures did not include major changes that would

have made one alternative similar to another Mitigations were suggested that

might increase likelihoods to achieve the 80 percent level but no attempt was

made to reevaluate the alternatives with the measures applied

The primary assessment was based on the adequacy of habitat provided on

federal land The final step was intended to look at the influence of population

level and nonfederal habitat factors on the overall success of the species This

assessment was not specific to any alternative The panelists were asked to

indicate which if any of the following factors were important landownership

patterns species range outside the range of the spotted owl and environmental

conditions outside federal lands affecting the population Panelists described

how these factors might influence the overall species population These

discussions generally indicated that other factors would cause negative effects

on populations

Assumptions Used in Assessment

The assessments resulted in estimates of the likelihood under each of the

alternatives that habitat conditions might result in each of four outcomes see

Table 3420 The Assessment Team was charged with analyzing and

displaying the consequences of a set of land management alternatives The

Assessment Team did not determine what percent likelihood of a specified

outcome would satisfy applicable NFMA regulations

The outcomes were meant to specifically address the distributional aspect of

species viability The concept of well distributed is difficult to assess and is

not dearly specified The Forest Service planning regulations state that

habitat must be well distributed so that individuals can interact with others in

the planning area Well distributed is described in relation to the movement or

interactive capabilities of particular species Some species especially those

associated with specialized habitats or which are sedentary occur naturally in

small relatively isolated patches For such species well distributed means

something entirely different from what it might for habitat generalists with far

reaching ranges

The evaluation of a species distribution also depends on defining a suitable

benchmark Past land management activities and other factors have caused

changes in species distributions Overall the Forest Service planning

regulations do not indicate whether the species distribution should be

evaluated relative to its current or its historical distribution or simply to its

ability to continue to interact with other organisms of the same species

The alternatives were designed as broad programmatic regional strategies

focused primarily on the habitat requirements of wideranging threatened

species such as the northern spotted owl and marbled murrelet and at risk fish

stocks such as anadromous fish The majority of the species assessed such as
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fungi lichens mosses arthropods and mollusks respond to sitespecific

conditions at the microsite scale For some species their entire distributional

range might cover an area of a few acres As a result the kinds of attributes

assessed such as total amount and distribution of designated areas were not

sitespecific enough or not described at a spatial resolution detailed enough to

fully address the microhabitat requirements of these smaller organisms These

plants and animals respond to local conditions but the alternatives were

designed around regional objectives

Broadly distributed species will be affected to varying degrees by any land

management activity The falling of one tree will remove a finite portion of the

existing habitat for perhaps a canopy dwelling lichen The species may well

survive but in reduced numbers The assessment was meant to help determine

when the cumulative effects of such incremental losses of habitat might result

in risk to the species survival As discussed above this determination is

problematic Background information about the exact habitat requirements of

many organisms does not exist nor is it possible to accurately predict the exact

consequences of each potential land management activity for all species

General assessments of the likely consequences of largescale patterns eg
distributions of seral stages or major habitat components such as snags and

logs across the landscape are provided The sitespecific needs for many
species must be addressed at different planning levels in light of the potential

influence of an array of actions many of which may occur off site on a

significantly different scale

Change is an inevitable and necessary attribute of biological systems Species

have evolved in an environment characterized by change sometimes gradual

as in succession and sometimes sudden as in catastrophic storms or fires or as

caused by human activities Current species assessments cannot fully account

for the level of change that can be tolerated by species The Assessment Team

attempted to account for change in its assessment by considering the capacity

of species to sustain or recover from catastrophic events but the ability to fully

evaluate such responses is limited by lack of knowledge and uncertainty in

predicting the scale and frequency of such events The forest ecosystem is not

static Also it is not clear what would constitute an acceptable level of

variability in species populations over time given the range of variability these

species have experienced in their evolutionary history

VIABILITY The following areas were subject to different interpretations by different

DIFFICULTIES RAISED panels

IN ASSESSMENT

PANELS 1 Treatment for rare and locally endemic species Many species have small and
restricted ranges or exist in refugia even before habitat alteration Some

panelists tended to rate these species in Outcome B or C see Table 3420
under even the most protective alternatives primarily as a reflection of their

natural condition

2 Habitat versus population outcomes The Assessment Team defined the

outcomes in terms of habitat quality distribution and abundance but

some panelists found it difficult to separate the habitat and population

elements
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Affected Environmnent and Environmental Consequences

3 Definition of well distributed Panelists were not uniformly clear about

what well distributed meant for each taxon although they concentrated on

biological functions particularly interaction This issue was especially

confusing between Outcomes A well distributed and B distributed with

gaps Distinctions between B and C occurrence in refugia and between C
and D risk of extirpation were more explicit

4 Historic versus current species distribution Reference in the scale to

historic species distribution in Outcome A was difficult for species groups

for which information is limited to the current distribution Taken literally

the reference to historic distribution held the ratings to a high standard of

requiring habitat reestablishment throughout the historic range

5 It was difficult for panelists to project changes in biophysical conditions over

the 100 year timeframe specified

6 Some panelists said that the 100 year period was not long enough for the

alternatives to express equilibrium conditions These panelists considered

100 years to be an interim checkpoint and preferred 200 years or longer as an

assessment timeframe

Ratings were averaged across panelists for each outcome under each

alternative for each species The panel leader in conjunction with other

Assessment Team members evaluated the results to correct any obvious errors

or apparent misunderstandings that might have led to illogical results

The Assessment Team compared options by assessing whether a species or

group attained an 80 percent or greater likelihood of achieving Outcome A
defined above This basis for comparison represents a relatively secure level

of habitat and thus provides a stringent criterion for comparison However
there is no single such level that represents a viable population for all species

and circumstances The 80 percent level was chosen here as a point of

comparison only other levels could also be chosen for comparing options

FEMAT Report p IV48

In focusing on the attainment of 80 percent likelihood of achieving Outcome

A we the Assessment Team are not suggesting that only options attaining

that likelihood satisfy the viability regulation We think it likely that options

attaining such a percentage would be viewed as meeting the requirement but a

score of less than 80 should not automatically be regarded as a failing grade

Similarly in some instances it may be appropriate to look at categories A and B
that is A plus Bas the benchmark Indeed in situations where a species is

already restricted to refugia it may be appropriate to look at A plus B plus C
FEMAT Report Chapter II Overview and Summary

Methods ForAdditional Species Analysis

Additional analysis was conducted between the Draft and Final SEIS on many
of the late successional and old growth related species within the range of the

northern spotted owl While the analysis was focused on responding to public
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comments on the preferred alternative Alternative 9 much of it is also

pertinent to the other nine alternatives The complete analytical process and

results are contained in Appendix J

The additional analysis had the following objectives

Identify species for which additional consideration and analysis is

appropriate under several criteria

Generate additional information on the impact of activities on nonfederal

lands and cumulative effects

Explain in more detail the basis for the ratings provided in the Forest

Ecosystem Management Assessment Team FEMAT Report and Draft SEIS

for selected species and

Provide detailed specifications of mitigation measures that could be

employed and the relative benefits and costs of implementing those

measures

Because the original species assessments were done by the Assessment Team

original members were asked to provide additional analysis Wherever

possible the Assessment Team member who originally dealt with a specific

taxon was asked to provide the additional input for that taxon In a few

instances assignments had to either be shifted or new species experts

recruited to deal with a specific taxon The list of individuals who contributed

to this analysis is contained in the List of Preparers

Wherever possible information was sought from individuals who had

participated in the original assessment panels The assessment panels

themselves however were not reconvened The judgements and

recommendations that resulted from this analysis are not the result of the

formal expert opinion process used during the Assessment Team’s efforts

Instead they comprise a qualitative discussion that described the factors

contributing to the outcome ratings in the FEMAT Report the appropriateness

of mitigation measures on federal lands and any change in the effect of

Alternative 9 on the species or species group under the mitigation measures

described

The process had four main steps

Step 1 Screen Species for Further Analysis

To identify species for further analysis four separate screens were used

Although applicable laws were considered in the development of these screens

it is important to note that the screening levels do not represent a judgement

about what is required by either NFMA or ESA Use of the screens was

intended to produce a list of species for which further investigation might

prove useful or necessary

Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
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Screen 1 species screened based on original rating in the FEMAT Report

The first step was to identify those species for which a specific concern had

been expressed during the comment period or for which additional analysis

might be useful in light of the original assessment they received or other

factors described below The following screening levels were adopted to assure

a rigorous reexamination of any species for which the original ratings in the

FEMAT Report might indicate additional analysis would prove useful

For vertebrates reexamine all species with a likelihood of Outcome A of less

than 80 percent or any percent likelihood of Outcome D

For all other taxa reexamine all species with a combined likelihood of

Outcomes C and D of 20 percent or more or any percent likelihood of

Outcome D

Outcomes A B Cand D refer to the system that was used for the original

species ratings see previous section Process for Assessing Effects on Species

Habitat Sufficiency on Federal Lands These outcomes were intended to

describe how species would react to the amount quality and distribution of

habitat that was provided for them The outcomes are

A Habitat is of sufficient quality distribution and abundance to allow the

species population to stabilize well distributed across federal lands

Note that the concept of well distributed must be based on knowledge of

the species distribution range and life history

B Habitat is of sufficient quality distribution and abundance to allow the

species population to stabilize but with significant gaps in the historic

species distribution on federal land These gaps cause some limitation in

interactions among local populations Note that the significance of the

gaps must be judged relative to the species distribution range and life

history and the concept of metapopulations

C Habitat only allows continued species existence in refugia with strong

limitations on interactions among local populations

D Habitat conditions result in species extirpation from federal land within

the range of the northern spotted owl

Screen 2 species screened considering postDraft SEIS changes to

Alternative 9 Any species that was potentially adversely affected by the

changes made between the Draft and Final SEIS was identified for further

analysis

Screen 3 species screened based on cumulative effects The Assessment

Team evaluated the management of habitat on federal lands under the different

options and displayed this in terms of ratings for species outcomes The

Assessment Team and panelists did not explicitly evaluate habitat conditions

on nonfederal lands threats to the species population on nonfederal lands or

other influences such as hunting trapping or water quality Species were

identified after the Draft SEIS for further analysis if they were potentially

Methods For Additional Species Analysis L 34125
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adversely affected by cumulative effects not considered by the Assessment

Team and panels

Screen 4 species screened based on additional species specific criteriaSomespecies that did not meet the above guidelines were selected for further

consideration For example a species on a Regional Forester’s sensitive list

could be subject to additional analysis even though the species did not

specifically meet the above criteria

RESULTS OF SCREENS Based on the screens described in Step 1 468 species and 4 groups of insects

were analyzed Additional analyses were conducted for northern spotted owls

and marbled murrelets based on issues raised in the Draft Biological Opinion

Table 3421 Comparison between species rangesgroups assessed in

the FEMAT Report and those subject to additional analysis

Species ranges groups Species ranges groups

Species group assessed in the FEMAT subject to additional

Report analysis

rBryophytes 106 9

Fungi 527 255

Lichens 157 75

Vascular plants 124 17

Arthropods groups 15 4

or ranges

Mollusks 102 97

Amphibians 18 12

Fish 7 7

races species

groups

Birds 36 2

Bats 11 7

Other mammals 15 3

Spotted owls 1 1

1Marbled murrelets 1

Totals 1420 4
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Step 2 Describe in Detail the Basis for the OriginalSpeciesRatingandor The Basis for Concern About Cumulative

Effects

For each of the species selected in the above screens a detailed description and

interpretation was provided of the basis for the species original rating in the

FEMAT Report under Option 9 In the process of completing these

descriptions original assessment panel notes were consulted as well as

detailed maps of Alternative 9 and of species ranges and locations original

literature sources for the species and information on the portion of the species

range andor locations included within reserves Updated information was
sought from State Natural Heritage Program data bases and new herbarium

searches were conducted for lichens

The additional analysis for some species was more detailed than the original

assessment andor included new information that was not reasonably

available at the time of the original assessment In some cases this additional

information provided the basis for reinterpreting the assessments in the

FEMAT Report Where this occurred it is noted in the species discussions later

in this chapter

In developing the detailed species descriptions in this analysis the SEIS Team
considered the contribution that each of the following factors may have made
to the original rating

Natural history In some cases the species may be known from only a few

sites or from within a very limited distribution In other cases the species

habitat and thus its distribution may be naturally fragmented

Past actions In some cases the species habitat has been severely impacted

fragmented by previous actions and can only recover slowly In other cases

the species has already been extirpated from significant parts of its range

and recolonization is problematic

Species range A large portion of a species range may lie outside the range

of the northern spotted owl In other cases a large portion of a species range

may occur on nonfederal land

Nonhabitat factors Factors such as hunting fishingair and water quality

and climate can influence the likely future for some species

Inadequate information In some cases the species rating may be largely a

reflection of scientific uncertainty due to the lack of available information

about a species

Features of the alternative The specific features of the alternatives were

intended to play a primary role in determining the species rating For this

analysis the SEIS Team attempted to detail the specific features of the

alternative that most influenced the original rating This information is a

critical building block for designing mitigation measures
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In addition to the above factors the possible role of cumulative effects was

examined for each species This included species that were analyzed for a

specific cumulative effect as well as species that were analyzed based on other

screens Even though the original Assessment Team ratings of habitat outcomes

for federal land were assigned largely independent of consideration of effects

form management of nonfederal lands the assessment panelists almost

invariably also discussed other influences on some species in their panel

workshops In this most recent analysis many of the discussions about

cumulative effects and effects from nonfederal factors drew on the analysis of

species range and nonhabitat factors noted above

Based on the above discussions a summary statement was provided for each

individual species report Appendix Jthat clarified the reasoning behind the

species rating in the FEMAT Report The summaries enabled the SEIS Team to

distinguish between situations for example where a species received a

particular rating because of naturally fragmented habitat and situations where

a species received a particular rating because the proposed action in the

alternative was likely to further fragment its habitat

Step 3 Describe Possible Mitigation Measures

Mitigation as defined by the CEQ Regulations at 40 CFR 1508.20 includes a

wide variety of measures taken to improve conditions for a potentially

impacted landscape species community or other part of the environment

Mitigation measures include avoiding the impact altogether minimizing the

impact by limits on implementation rectifying the impact by restoration or

repair reducing or eliminating the impact by preservation or maintenance and

finally compensating for the impact by providing substitutes

In a very real sense all the alternatives in this SEIS are among other things

compilations and combinations of mitigation measures all the allocations and

standards and guidelines are designed to manage federal lands at different

levels of risk or impact to forest ecosystems and human communities Some of

the allocations and standards and guidelines are common to more than one

alternative some could be added to existing alternatives to create yet another

alternative which would mitigate one type of impact but with a possible

adverse effect on another part of the environment

The additional species analysis that was conducted between the Draft and Final

SEIS considered the incorporation of the additional standards and guidelines

added to Alternative 9 These and other standards and guidelines could be

added to any of the alternatives and result in additional beneficial impacts on

species or forest ecosystems for them as well However if all standards and

guidelines were added to all alternatives they would be very similar and not

represent a range of alternatives

In addition to these standards and guidelines that appear in at least one other

alternative there were measures considered that do not appear in any

alternative They could be included if practicable in any alternative They are

identified later in the chapter as possible mitigation measures for the species

that they would most clearly benefit
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Possible mitigation measures were developed in conjunction with advice from

species experts The mitigation measures were designed primarily to modify

features of Alternative 9 In many cases the possible measures would adopt

some component of another alternative in which the species outcome rated

higher In other cases the mitigation measure would prescribe actions to be

taken when very localized actions are planned These mitigation measures

were intended to address the rare and narrowlydistributed species Finally

some mitigation measures were intended to offset the possible negative

consequences of cumulative effects

In all cases evaluation of mitigation measures was done to determine if they

would bring the species to a point where it would pass through all the screens

described in Step 1above While the species analyzed were not rated again the

mitigation measures were designed to address aspects of the alternative that

were adverse to the species and which were reflected in the FEMAT Report

ratings Where species outcomes did not respond sufficiently to pass through

all the screens it is stated see the individual species discussions later in this

chapter and Appendix J In these cases possible mitigation measures have

been presented that would provide some benefit to the species Mitigation

measures have been described as specifically as possible to help display the

benefits of the mitigation

The following possible mitigation measures were developed during the species

analysis process described above and benefits to species were considered

These possible mitigation measures may provide additional benefits to species

under all alternatives Those mitigation measures incorporated into Alternative

9 as standards and guidelines are in bold typeface see Appendix Bll for full

description The effects on species are described in the individual species

discussions later in this chapter

Survey and Manage Measures

Protect known locations

Survey and manage

Riparian Reserves

Apply Riparian Reserve Scenario I

In small wetlands

In the range of amphibians

In the range of coho salmon

Throughout the range of the northern spotted owl

Ensure riparianprotection in Adaptive Management Areas

Watershed Protections

Remove Tier 1 Key Watersheds from programmed harvest

Build no new roads in Tier 1 Key Watersheds

Remove inventoried roadless areas RARE II from programmed harvest

Matrix Management Provisions

Provide coarse woody debris

Emphasize clumped green treesnag retention

Provide buffers around caves
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Modify site treatments

Protect old growth fragments where scarce

Northern Spotted Owl Measures

Retain nest sites

Manage the landscape for dispersal habitat

Marbled Murrelet Measures

Retain old growth forest in Marbled Murrelet Zone 1

Other measures

Protect sites from grazing

Manage impacts in recreation areas

Identify species specific measures

Step 4 Describe the Benefits of the Mitigation Measures

Qualitative statements about the efficacy of mitigation are provided in the

individual species analyses in Appendix JWherever possible information on

the effectiveness of individual mitigation actions is provided and is displayed

in the individual species discussions later in this chapter

SPECES NOT THREATENED OR ENDANGERED

Nonvascular Plants and Allies

BRYOPHYTES Affected Environment

Hornworts liverworts and mosses collectively known as bryophytes are

small green nonvascular sporebearing plants that include a wide array of

species well adapted to nearly every habitat on earth About 170 species of

liverworts and 450 species of mosses occur within the range of the northern

spotted owl About 20 percent of these species are endemic to western North

America or the Pacific Northwest Lawton 1971

See the FEMAT Report Chapter IV Terrestrial Forest Ecosystem Assessment

for a more indepth discussion of the affected environment

Environmental Consequences

METHODS SPECIFIC TO An assessment panel evaluated 106 species that were considered to be closely

BRYOPHYTES associated with late successional and old growth forests including 32 species

endemic to western North America or the Pacific Northwest FEMAT Report

Table IVA3 p IV223 Bryophytes were divided into 13 habitat groups to

facilitate discussion Table 3422 Groups were based on ecological

relationships or habitat associations and some of the groups were further
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Affected Environmentand EnvironmentalConsequences

subdivided by their degree of rarity Ratings were based on the likelihood of an

alternative providing habitat conditions to support various population

distributions on federal lands for the bryophyte species

Three species were rated individually because they did not readily fit into

species groups or were too poorly known and eight were rated individually

because they are rare species See the FEMAT Report Chapter IV Terrestrial

Forest Ecosystem Assessment for a more detailed description of methods

There were 16 species not rated because of insufficient information Because

little is known about the distribution and habitat requirements of these species

there is uncertainty of the effects of forest management activities to habitats

supporting these species Generally the alternatives that manage for more

extensive and interconnected latesuccessional and old growth forested

conditions will minimize the risks to these species While there is a risk that

these species could be harmed by a variety of factors including federal forest

management activities the relative lack of information concerning these species

serves as an impetus to the monitoring and research and adaptive management

plans that are part of these alternatives Should habitat conditions decline

significantly from projections or should additional scientific information

regarding the serious decline of these species become available management of

the relevant area would be considered for change under the adaptive

management process described in Chapter 2

There were 13 species groups and 12 species assessed in the FEMAT Report Of

these nine bryophytes three mosses and six liverworts were subject to

additional analysis as described earlier in Chapter 34 Methods for Additional

Species Analysis Two species from the Canopy Branch Interior species group

Antitrichiacurtipenduila Doniniaovata were individually analyzed because of

concerns about possible effects from management of nonfederal lands and

Scouleriamarginatewas also analyzed because of concerns about cumulative

effects One species Ptilidiunm californicum was analyzed due to the adjustment

of the harvest rotation length in California under Alternative 9 between the

Draft and Final SEIS Four species Kurzia makinoanaTritomariaexsectiformis

Marsupellaemarginatavar aquatica and Diplophyllum plicatum were analyzed

because of their ratings in the FEMAT Report Although Thamnobryum

neckeroides met the criterion for additional analysis described in the section

Methods for Additional Species Analysis it was dropped from further analysis

because it was found not to be closely associated with late successional and

old growth forests

Results for the bryophytes for all alternatives are shown in Table 3422 The

species shown in the shaded portion of the table are those that were specifically

considered when additional standards and guidelines were added to

Alternative 9 The additional standards and guidelines incorporated into

Alternative 9 see Appendix B11 would increase habitat protection for several

of these species However ratings for all species under Alternative 9 might be

increased by the added standards and guidelines The ratings shown in Table

3422 have not been changed to reflect these and other additions to the

alternative
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Affected Envirownentand EnvirownentalConsequences

The habitat components important to bryophytes include live old growth

trees decaying wood riparian zones and generally the habitat characteristics

achieved by more extensive and interconnected late successional and old

growth forested conditions Alternatives 1 3 and 9 are generally the most

favorable to bryophytes because they provide the set of allocations and

management practices that best produce the habitat components for

bryophytes Alternatives 4 5 7 and 8 respectively provide less of these habitat

conditions Based on their overall features Alternative 2 would likely have

effects between those of Alternatives 3 and 5 Alternative 6 would likely have

effects similar to Alternative 5 and Alternative 10 would likely have effects

between those of Alternatives 5 and 7

Ratings were the same under all alternatives for three species Tritomaria

exsectiformis Marsupellaemarginatavar aqtuatica and Diplophyllum plicatum due

to the rarity of these species No standards and guidelines could be described

that would avoid all risk of extirpation to these species on federal lands

For the remaining 21 species or groups all rated alternatives would provide 88

percent or greater likelihood of providing habitat of sufficient quality

distribution and abundance to support stable populations either well

distributed when measured against their historic range or distributed with

gaps in their historic distribution on federal land

For those 21 species Alternatives 1 3 and 9 consistently rated higher than

others Alternative 1 would provide 90 percent or greater likelihood of

providing sufficient habitat to support stable populations well distributed

when measured against their historic range across federal lands for 17

bryophyte species or species groups 80 to 89 percent likelihood for two

bryophyte species or species groups and 70 to 79 percent likelihood for two

bryophyte species or species groups With the additional standards and

guidelines incorporated between Draft and Final SEIS Alternative 9 would

provide 90 percent or greater likelihood of providing sufficient habitat to

support stable populations well distributed when measured against their

historic range across federal lands for 16 bryophyte species or species groups

80 to 89 percent likelihood for 3 bryophyte species or species groups and 70 to

79 percent likelihood for 2 species or species groups Alternative 3 would

provide 90 percent or greater likelihood of providing sufficient habitat to

support stable populations well distributed when measured against their

historic range across federal lands for 15 bryophyte species or species groups

80 to 89 percent likelihood for three bryophyte species or species groups and

70 to 79 percent likelihood for three bryophyte species or species groups

Alternatives 4 5 7 and 8 respectively have decreasing likelihoods of

providing this habitat condition as displayed in Table 3422

A number of species would benefit from the addition of standards and

guidelines to Alternative 9 Antitrichiactirtipendulaand Douiniaovata would be

benefited by the addition of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 Kurzia makinoana

would benefit from a combination of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 provisions

for coarse woody debris and green tree retention and provisions to retain old

growth fragments in watersheds where less than 15 percent late successional

forest remains Ptilidiumcalifornicun would benefit from a combination of
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protection of known sites provisions for coarse woody debris and green tree

retention provisions to retain old growth fragments and provisions to provide

100 acre habitat areas around spotted owl activity centers Scouleriamarginate

would receive additional habitat protection from Riparian Reserve Scenario 1
and further provisions for riparian management in Adaptive Management

Areas

Standards and guidelines were added to Alternative 9 for the three species

described above Tritomariaexsectiformis Marsupellaemarginatavar aquatica

and Diplophyflum plicatumWhile these standards and guidelines would not

avoid all risk of extirpation from federal lands they would benefit these

species Tritomariaexsectiformis would benefit from Riparian Reserve Scenario 1

and also from protection of known locations from grazing Marsupella

emarginatavar aquaticawould benefit from protection of the single site from

which it is known and which receives heavy recreational use Diplophyllum

plicatum would benefit from measures that provide for coarse woody debris in

the matrix

All of the alternatives contain standards and guidelines that are expected to

benefit bryophytes As noted previously in this chapter to avoid or reduce

impacts a standard or guideline in one alternative could be added to another

that currently does not include the measure Those standards and guidelines

which would retain live old growth trees decaying wood and riparian zones

would be of greatest benefit to the bryophytes

The following possible mitigation measures are not represented in the

alternatives but could benefit bryophytes

Commercial moss collecting could be regulated in any of the alternatives

to prevent overharvest

Additional forest land along the coast could be managed for oldgrowth

Sitka spruce

Cold springs could be recognized as important resources for biological

diversity

Ensure that water pollution from sewage and motorboats at Waldo Lake

does not negatively impact the population of Marsupellaemarginatavar

aquatic

For Schistostegapennate windfalls could be left in place to provide

structurally diversehabitat

Green trees should be retained along fogdrenched ridges in stand sizes

sufficient to withstand windthrow for maintenance of biological

diversity
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INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

FuNGI

Affected Environmentand EnvironinentalConsequences

There is little habitat for latesuccessional and old growth bryophyte species on

private lands in the region Most of the old growth coniferous forest on private

lands within the range of the northern spotted owl has been logged and the

landscape currently is being managed on relatively short 30 to 70year

rotations Cumulative effects due to conditions on nonfederal lands were

judged to be especially important for three species Diplophyllum plicatum

Ptilidiumcalifornicum and Scouleria marginate

Bryophytes are sensitive to air quality especially acid deposition and

particulate matter potential declines in air quality may cause significant

population losses to these species The bryophytes of the aquatic habitat group

are affected by sedimentation temperature change hydroelectric projects

mining recreational development and nonpoint source pollution that can

occur on state and private lands Two species Antitrichiacurtipendulaand

Diplophyllumplicatum are especially sensitive to air quality effects

State lands especially state parks provide habitat for some bryophytes

particularly in the coastal Sitka spruce region Many of these parks contain the

last remnants of old growth coastal Sitka spruce forests within the range of the

northern spotted owl Saddle Mountain State Park in Oregon which is

characterized by a high peak with a fog drenched summit hosts some of the

rarest bryophytes in the Pacific Northwest Unfortunately these sites also may
be impacted by declining air quality although not so severely as parks in the

interior valleys or foothills of the Cascade Range

Affected Environment

Fungi are neither plants nor animals but are recognized as a separate kingdom

of organisms both in structure and function The large number of macrofungi

in late successional and old growth forests especially those of uneven age

structure reflects the complexity of the late successional and oldgrowth

ecosystems as well as or better than many other groups of organisms

Estimates indicate there are at least six species of fungi for every vascular plant

species in a given temperate ecosystem Hawksworth 1991

The fungal flora of the Pacific Northwest is extremely diverse Of the 527

species of fungi that were evaluated as closely associated with late successional

and old growth forests 109 21 percent are known to be endemic to the Pacific

Northwest AmmiratiJpers comm This list of species represents only a

small percentage of the macrofungi that occur in latesuccessional forests If

microfungi were included the list would be greatly expanded For every group

of fungi there are many species perhaps hundreds in addition to those on the

original list see FEMAT Report Table IA1 p IV213

Fungi are essential to the functioning of forest ecosystems Many of the forest

fungi that produce large fruiting bodies eg mushrooms boletes corals have

symbiotic relationships with vascular plants The survival of most conifers and

many flowering plants depends on associations with these mycorrhizal fungi

for the uptake of nutrients and water Trappe and Luoma 1992 Hypogeous

fungi fungi that fruit below ground and certain mushrooms are important

food for small mammals that in turn aid in spore dispersal These small
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mammals are also the major prey of northern spotted owls over much of their

range Maser et al 1978 Ure and Maser 1982 Saprobic fungi fungi that live

on dead or decaying organic matterare a major component of all forest

ecosystems growing on recently fallen trees welldecayed logs litter dung
etc They play an important role in decomposition and nutrient recycling For a

fuller discussion see the FEMAT Report Chapter IV Terrestrial Forest

Ecosystem Assessment

Environmental Consequences

METHODS SPECIFIC TO A list of 527 fungi species closely associated with late successional and old

FUNGI growth forests on federal lands within the geographic range of the northern

spotted owl was developed following the criteria used for the Scientific

Analysis Team Report Thomas et al 1993 While not complete the list

suggests the high biological diversity of fungi that exists in late successional

and old growth forests of the Pacific Northwest Because there is little

published information on the diversity of fungi for the oldgrowth forests of

the Pacific Northwest mycologists contributed to the development of this list

based on their research and field experience throughout the region FEMAT

Report

The assessment panel evaluated all 527 taxa of fungi FEMAT Report TableIVA1 p IV213 Two major functional divisions of fungi were identified the

ectomycorrhizal fungi and the decomposers or saprobes Several parasitic

species were also included Overall the species were divided into 36 groups

based on taxonomic and ecological relationships as well as their degree of

rarity The species of greatest concern for risk of extirpation were the rare or

locallydistributed fungi that comprised 28 percent of the species evaluated

Each species group was discussed by the assessment panel and fungi species

were added or deleted Groups of species were finalized based on similarity in

response to habitat provided on federal lands by the various management

alternatives The ratings for each group were based on the likelihood of an

alternative providing habitat conditions to support various population

distributions on federal lands for the fungi Outcomes AD see discussion of

assessment panels earlier in this chapter Twelve species were treated

individually because of differences in their biological or ecological attributes

Four species were not evaluated by the assessment panel because of insufficient

information and uncertainty about their biology and ecology In addition three

orders of microfungi representing hundreds of species were discussed by the

assessment panel but not evaluated because of lack of information FEMAT
Report Chapter IV Terrestrial Forest Ecosystem Assessment Since little is

known about the distribution and habitat requirements of these species there is

uncertainty surrounding the effects of forest management activities to habitats

supporting these species Generally the alternatives that provide for more

extensive and interconnected late successional and oldgrowth forested

conditions would minimize the risks to these species The relative lack of

information concerning these species serves as an impetus to the monitoring

and research and adaptive management plans that are part of these

alternatives If habitat conditions decline significantly from projections or if

additional scientific information indicates a serious decline of these species
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Affected Environienetand EnvironmentalConsequences

populations a change of management of the relevant area would be considered

under the adaptive management process described in the implementation

section of this Final SEIS

A summary of outcome scores for each group or species of fungi was based on

the average scores of the three panelists Table 3423 See also the general

discussion of viability analysis assumptions and the process for evaluating and

describing the results earlier in this chapter

There were 255 species of fungi subject to additional analysis between the Draft

and Final SEIS see Methods for Additional Species Analysis in this Chapter

The additional analysis considered each species separately rather than in the

groups that were used for the initial rating Of the total analyzed 210 species

were analyzed because of their initial rating in the FEMAT Report Sixteen

species were given additional review based on cumulative effects One species

was included in the additional analysis because of changes in Alternative 9
Five species including two species of Gastroboletusexamined separately out of

the boletes group received additional review both because of the change in the

180 year harvest rotation in California and either their initial rating in the

FEMAT Report or cumulative effects An additional eight species were

analyzed based on additional information not available at the time of the

original rating Fifteen species from the original Assessment Team list were

dropped from the original assessment based on additional information which

indicated those species did not meet the criterion ofbeing closely associated

with oldgrowth The species that were analyzed represent the broad spectrum

of fungi that occur in late successional forest ecosystems including

mycorrhizal saprobic and parasitic species A full list of the species analyzed

and discussion of the analysis is enclosed in Appendix J

Additional analysis for the Final SEIS resulted in a number of corrections or

changes from the FEMAT Report and Draft SEIS These changes primarily

involved moving species from one of the groups displayed in the original

FEMAT Report to another group When species were moved they generally

assumed the rating of the new group These changes are discussed in detail in

Appendix J

Results for the fungi across all alternatives are shown in Table 3423 The

species or species ranges shown in the shaded portion of Table 3423 are

those that were specifically considered when additional standards and

guidelines were added to Alternative 9 However ratings for all species under

Alternative 9 might be increased by the added standards and guidelines The

ratings shown in Table 3423 have not been changed to reflect these additions

to the alternative

Species diversity of fungi appears highest in latesuccessional forests because of

the diversity of habitat structures and host species and the abundance of

coarse woody debris and standing dead trees Habitat components important

to the fungi include dead down wood standing dead trees and live old

growth trees as well as a diversity of host species and microhabitats Also

important for fungi is a welldistributed network of latesuccessional forest

Small forest fragments can function as refugia where fungi may persist until
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Chapter3 4

suitable habitat conditions become available in adjacent stands Alternatives

that retain more of these habitat features generally had higher ratings for

species Alternatives

1



POSSIBLE MITGATION

MEASURES

Affected Environmentand EnvironmentalConsequences

acreage of LateSuccessional Reserves and management in the matrix Ratings

for the groups of fungi were based on habitat conditions on federal lands and

varied considerably across the alternatives Fungi were rated lower for

alternatives that had less acreage in LateSuccessional Reserves fewer old
growth patches and less coarse woody debris and green tree retention in the

matrix The majority of species evaluated occur on upland sites so riparian

protection may not be as important for many of these fungi as for other

organisms However fungi associated with riparian areas are not well

represented in this evaluation

The results discussed above for Alternative 9 include consideration of the

standards and guidelines added between the Draft and Final SEIS The changes

improved outcomes for 101 species that would have at least an 80percentlikelihoodof providing stable populations either well distributed when
measured against their historic ranges or with significant gaps in the historic

range described in Chapter 2 and Appendix BIT The list of species includes 4

boletes 5 false truffles 9 chanterelles 13 uncommon coral fungi 31 uncommon
gilled mushrooms 5 tooth fungi 14 uncommon cup fungi 1jelly mushroom 3

branched coral fungi I mushroom lichen 6 parasitic fungi 1cauliflower

mushroom 7 moss dwelling mushrooms and 1coral fungus

An additional four species would be benefited by the standards and guidelines

but not to the level where they would achieve both 80 percent of Outcomes A
and Band have no risk of extirpation These four species are one bolete species

two uncommon ectopolypores and one uncommon gilled mushroom An
additional mitigation that would have benefited these species consists of

designating all remaining old growth forest in Marbled Murrelet Zone 1as

reserve However that mitigation would cover many areas that may not be

occupied by these species The survey and manage standards and guidelines

are more sitespecific measures that may provide the same or greater benefit to

these species

Seven of the species subject to additional analysis all of the club coral fungi

are so poorly known that the level of benefit provided by the mitigation

measures is difficult to determine Surveys for these species should provide

additional information that can be used in their conservation

As noted previously 15 of the species subject to additional analysis were

removed from the list of species being rated and 115 species remained with
outcomes that were not different across alternatives

All of the alternatives contain standards and guidelines that are expected to

benefit fungi As noted in the section earlier to avoid or reduce impacts a

standard or guideline in one alternative could be added to another that

currently does not include the measure Those standards and guidelines which

would retain dead down wood standing dead trees stands of live old growth

trees and a welldistributed network of latesuccessional forests would be of

greatest benefit to these species The protection of known locations of the rare

and locally endemic fungus species is also important
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The following possible mitigation measures are not represented in the

alternatives but could benefit fungi

Designate Special Interest Areas or Areas of Critical Environmental

Concern

Identify additional stands for development into oldgrowth forest in areas

where late successional or old growth stands are limited

Within the matrix maintain a mosaic of forest age class distributions

successional stages habitat structures habitat types and topographic

positions ie riparian midslope and ridgetop Patches should be large

enough 5 to 10 acres at a minimum to provide for habitat needs lessen

the risk of windthrow and provide suitable microclimate conditions

Determine appropriate levels of sustained harvest for commercial species

of fungi by inventorying species collecting baseline data and monitoring

the effects of harvest Monitoring programs suggested by Molina et al

1993 could form the basis for determining the effects of harvest

predicting yields and developing management practices to maintain and

enhance wild mushroom harvest

CUMuLATIVE EFFECTS Fourteen species of fungi representing six of the original groups assessed by

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF the Assessment Team rare false truffles rare truffles undescribed taxa of rare

NONFEDERAL LANDS truffles and rare false truffles rare zygomycetes rare cup fungi and parasitic

fungi were reassessed in part because they failed to pass the cumulative

effects screen Additional mitigations could not resolve these risks under any of

the alternatives see Appendix J for a complete list of species Cumulative

effects are a concern although somewhat less critical for many of the other

species considered in this analysis Important factors contributing to

cumulative effects include land ownership patterns and management practices

that result in loss of extensive areas of habitat for fungi associated with late

successional forest For example four species of rare cup fungi in the genus

Helvella are known only to occur on nonfederal lands For many of these

species particular areas of concern are the coastal and low elevation forests

where nonfederal lands play a key role in maintaining species connectivity

and where the amount of late successional forest is limited due to past harvest

Frequency and intensity of land disturbing activities on nonfederal lands

including recreation is another important factor in cumulative effects analysis

Site treatments which disrupt the soil and litter layer will have a detrimental

effect on populations of fungi and may alter the role of decaying wood in the

nutrient cycling process Trampling compacting the soil and litter layer

removing woody debris for firewood or other reasons or inadvertently

introducing nonnative species could impact fungal populations particularly

the rare species Forest management practices and site treatments in early

successional stands could also influence the occurrence and diversity of species

in late successional forests Many species of fungi depend on a renewable

supply of large down logs in a managed landscape and the quality and

quantity of this substrate may decline with short rotation forestry As an area

progresses through several short rotations the input of large down logs ceases

trees do not have sufficient time to attain large diameters under the prescribed
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Affected Environmnent and EnvironnentalConsequences

rotation lengths except on highly productive sites Coarse woody debris

functions as a nutrient sink that contributes to long term forest productivity

and provides habitat for a wide range of organisms that require this substrate

Commercial harvest of fungi has greatly increased in recent years creating

potential impacts on species populations and habitats Harvest of fungi may
affect species viability under any of the alternatives by potentially decreasing

distribution frequency reproduction and productivity as well as genetic

variability of species Currently most of the species that are commercially

harvested are not considered at risk but future impacts may affect their

viability

Deteriorating air quality may result in a decrease in species viability underanyof
the alternatives Evidence from European forests shows a decline of both

ectomycorrhizal fungal diversity and abundance due to air pollution

Although other causal factors in this decline are not well established intensive

forestry management practices and harvest of fungi are also implicated In

addition fungi seem to be sensitive to subtle changes in temperature This

suggests that global climate warming could reduce distributions of species

populations but the likelihood and extent of such an effect cannot be

estimated

LICHENS Affected Environment

The lichen flora in the Pacific Northwest is diverse and abundant Lichens are a

conspicuous component of old growth forest ecosystems where they play an

important ecological role The lichen flora of the Pacific Northwest includes

many endemic species therefore extirpation of these species in the region may
for some species equate to the extinction of the species as a whole Twenty six

species closely associated with old growth forests are endemic to the Pacific

Northwest FEMAT Report Table IVA2 p IV220

Lichens are primary producers they accumulate biomass and carbohydrates

and contribute to forest nutrient cycling Arboreal lichens capture fog and

retain moisture within the forest canopy Many lichens fix atmospheric

nitrogen Denison 1973 Their litterfall provides organic material and increases

the soil’s moisture holding capacity The forage lichens are a major food source

for animals such as flying squirrels red backed voles and woodrats Maser et

al 1985 They are also a food source for deer elk and mountain goats during

the winter Fox and Smith 1988 Hodgman and Boyer 1985 American Indians

used forage lichens for food Turner 1990 Lichens provide habitat and food

for canopy dwelling invertebrates Gersun and Seaward 1977 and are used by
birds and small mammals for nestbuilding material and camouflage Broad

1989 Air quality can be assessed by using lichens as biological indicators

Lichens are sensitive to sulfur dioxide and other gases and are efficient

accumulators of heavy metals McCune 1988 Some species of lichens show
potential for antibiotic and medicinal qualities Hawksworth and Hill 1984

Many lichens have poor dispersal capability and are not able to move far from

the parent plant Small patches of old growth forest fragments distributed
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METHODS SPECIFIC

TO LICHENS

34144

across the landscape are important as refugia and centers of dispersal Esseen

et al 1992 Some lichens particularly the nitrogen fixing species do not

become established until stands are several hundred years old McCune in

press Older stands that are well distributed geographically are believed to be

important to the survival and persistence of these species in the ecosystem

Riparian protection on all orders of streams are important for the riparian and

aquatic lichens

Habitat components important to lichens primarily include the availability of

live old growth trees but decaying wood and riparian zones are also

important to some species Live trees provide substrates for most lichen species

although others grow on decaying wood as well as on rocks in soil or in

streams Aquatic lichens are found on rocks in streams and create conditions

that enhance aquatic invertebrate populations

Environmental Consequences

The assessment panel evaluated the outcome of 157 species of lichens that are

closely associated with late successional and oldgrowth forests This is a fairly

comprehensive list of the macrolichens that occur in old growth forests in the

Pacific Northwest Seven species were not assessed because of uncertainty

about their biology or distribution FEMAT Report Table IVA2 p 220 Since

little is known about the distribution and habitat requirements of these species

there is uncertainty about the effects of forest management activities on

habitats supporting these species Generally the alternatives that manage for

more extensive and interconnected late successional and oldgrowth forest

conditions will minimize the risks to these species The relative lack of

information concerning these species serves as an impetus to the monitoring

and research and adaptive management plans that are part of these

alternatives Should habitat conditions decline significantly from projections or

should additional scientific information indicating a decline of these species

become available management of the relevant area would be considered for

change under the adaptive management process described in this Final SEIS

Chapter 2 in the implementation Section

Lichen species were divided into 12 functional groups based on ecological

relationships and some of these were further subdivided by their degree of

rarity A discussion of the various groups is presented in the FEMAT Report

The Assessment Team concluded that rare species that exist in refugia

historically or naturally could not rate higher than Outcome C because these

species will always be distributed in isolated pockets or refugia regardless of

the alternative

All 16 groups of lichens representing 136 species were subject to additional

analysis related to their ratings in the FEMAT Report However 5 groups

representing 57 species had only a very low likelihood of risk of extirpation

Groups and species that were assessed as having less than 3 percent likelihood

of risk of extirpation were not evaluated further if the total likelihood of

Outcomes C and D was less than 20 percent

1 Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
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Affected Environmentand Environmental Consequences

To better reflect the specific information available species were considered

separately in the additional analysis see Appendix J rather than in the groups

as in the FEMAT Report See Table 3424 Seventy five species of lichens did

not meet the above modified criterion and were subject to additional analysis

No additional species were analyzed solely on the basis of cumulative effects

However cumulative effects in the form of air pollution or collection of lichens

as special forest products will certainly influence many of the species that were

analyzed see discussion below on Cumulative Effects Including the Role of

Nonfederal Land

Results for lichen species for all alternatives are shown in Table 3424 The

species or species ranges shown in the shaded portion of Table 3424 are

those that were specifically considered when additional standards and

guidelines were added to Alternative 9However ratings for all species under

Alternative 9 might be increased by the added standards and guidelines The

ratings shown in Table 3424 have not been changed to reflect these additions

to the alternative The additional standards and guidelines for lichens that have

been incorporated in Alternative 9 are described in detail in Chapter 2 and

Appendix Bnl of this SEIS

The habitat components important to lichens include live old growth trees

decaying wood riparian zones and extensive and interconnected late

successional and old growth forest conditions Alternatives

1
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POSSIBLE MIIIGATION

MEASURES

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

Affected Environment and EnvironmnentalConsequences

species distributions across federal lands Alternatives 3 and 5 would have 64

and 55 percent or greater likelihoods respectively of providing habitat to

allow the remaining 10 common and rare lichen group populations to achieve

the same outcome s Alternatives 7 and 8 would each have 22 percent or

greater likelihood of providing habitat at those levels for the remaining 10

common and rare lichen groups Outcome ratings for lichens were generally

correlated with the acreage of LateSuccessional Reserves stand treatments

within the matrix and protection for riparian corridors aquatic and riparian

lichens Rare lichens rated much lower than common lichens because some of

the rare lichen species have narrow geographic ranges and only occur in

special habitats Many of these special habitats occur as rare combinations of

abiotic and biotic conditions such as a specific tree species in the fog zone of a

waterfall at a low elevation

All of the alternatives contain standards and guidelines that are expected to

benefit lichens As noted in the section earlier to avoid or reduce impacts a

standard or guideline in one alternative could be added to another that

currently does not include the measure Those standards and guidelines which

would increase the availability of live old growth trees and decaying wood
and riparian zones would be of greatest benefit to these species

The following possible mitigation measures are not represented in the

alternatives but could benefit lichens

Designate Botanical Special Interest Areas BSIA or Areas of Critical

Environmental Concern ACEC

Management plans have been developed by federal agencies for many
rare animals and vascular plants similarplans could be developed to

address rare lichen species Such plans provide biological and habitat

information management direction and recommendations for selecting

and monitoring key populations

Retention of trees on ridgelines would benefit some lichen species because

this location optimizes dispersal This pattern of retaining trees mimics the

retention patterns created by natural fire

Nearly all of the species of lichens with the possible exception of the pin

lichens are sensitive to air pollution Increased levels of particulate matter and

other pollutants may pose a risk to long term survival of these species under

any of the alternatives The rare nitrogen fixing lichens have a narrow

ecological tolerance generally inhabiting stands that are over 200 years old

Several of the species in this group are also most strongly associated with low

elevation forests that are largely on nonfederal lands These factors led to

cumulative effects concerns under all of the alternatives Nonfederal land

management is important to the long term viability of rare rock lichens because

road building and rock quarry operations have reduced habitat for these

species The aquatic lichens are sensitive to acid precipitation and are often

taken incidentally by moss collectors in accessible areas of their range In

addition recreational activity and destruction of habitat in populated coastal

areas cause cumulative effects risks to viability of the rare oceanic influenced

lichens
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Much of the low elevation forest land in the Pacific Northwest is in nonfederal

ownership and administered by state and private timber managers This land

covers thousands of acres and is generally managed on short harvest rotations

Given that lichens are slow to establish in rapidly growing stands and that

many species do not become abundant until later in the successional

development most of these stands are harvested before lichens have a chance

to establish substantial populations Lichens considered in this assessment have

poor dispersal capability and restoration of populations on managed

nonfederal lands cannot be assured under any of the alternatives

Vascular Plants

AFFECTED The largest and most dominant organisms of the latesuccessional and old

ENVIRONMENT growth forest ecosystem are the vascular plants some of which may tower over

250 feet and have lifespans over

1



ENVIRONMENTAL

CONSEQUENCES

Affected Environmentand EnvironmentalConsequences

forests are long lived perennials Many woody and herbaceous vascular plants

are extremely long lived requiring decades to reach reproductive size

Hanzawa and Kalisz 1993 Reestablishment in disturbed sites may be slow

particularly for species with limited dispersal capabilities Many rare plants are

characterized by low seedling production Crowder 1978 Fredricks 1992 and

are further limited by seed predation and competition from other species

Methods Specific to Vascular Plants

Hundreds of vascular plant species occur in late successional forests within the

planning area Table 3425 and 150 species are considered to be closely

associated with these forests FEMAT Report Chapter IV Terrestrial Forest

Ecosystem Assessment The vascular plant species short list in the Scientific

Analysis Team Report Thomas et al 1993 Appendix 5D formed the basis of

the list developed for this analysis Additional input was provided by botanists

from land management and cooperating agencies universities and from both

private and nonprofit organizations Twenty five species not evaluated in the

Scientific Analysis Team Report Thomas et al 1993 were added Nine species

considered in the Scientific Analysis Team Report were found not to meet the

criterion of close association with latesuccessional and old growth forests and

were deleted from this analysis

The vascular plant panel performed an assessment of 124 vascular plant taxa

for each of the alternatives based on projected future habitat conditions on

federal lands Seven species that exhibit dissimilar ecological characteristics in

different portions of their range were ranked separately based on geographical

areas

Maps illustrating the locations of populations of 19 threatened endangered

and sensitive plants tracked by the State Natural Heritage Programs were

overlaid on maps of the land allocations for the alternatives being considered in

the analysis The species maps included both historical and current

distributions The number and percentage of known populations that occur

within the various land allocations set by the alternatives were calculated and

used in the viability analysis Rare and endemic species were identified and

treated separately in some analyses

A total of 131 species or species ranges were assessed in the FEMAT Report Of

these 17 species or species ranges were subjected to additional analysis as

described earlier in Chapter 34 Methods for Additional Species Analysis All

of the 17 species analyzed were either rare within the range considered or

locally endemic Five species were narrowly endemic with known distributions

spanning one to four National Forests Aster vialis Clintoniaandrewvsiana

Conydalisaquae gelidae Pedicularishowellii and Scoliopus bigelovii of these two
are federal candidate species Aster vialis and Conjdalisaquae gelidae All others

are considered rare either throughout their entire range or within the planning

area Six species Arceuthobiurn tsugense Botnjchiumminganense Coptis trifolia

Cypripedium montanurm Galiumkamtschaticum and Habenariaorbiculata have

ranges which extend beyond the planning area and may be more common in

other portions of their range

Vascular Plants 0 34149
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Affected Environmentand Environmental Consequences

Effects of Alternatives

Results for all species under all alternatives are shown in Table 3425 The

species or species ranges shown in the shaded portion of the table are those

that were specifically considered when additional standards and guidelines

were added to Alternative 9 However ratings for all species under Alternative

9 might be increased by the added standards and guidelines The ratings

shown in Table 3425 have not been changed to reflect these additions to the

alternative

The habitat components important to vascular plants are those that generally

increase amounts of late successional riparian and old growth habitat

Alternative 1is generally the most favorable to vascular plants because it

provides the set of allocations and management practices that best produce the

habitat components for vascular plants Alternatives 3 4 5 and 9 are similar in

providing somewhat lower levels of these habitat conditions Alternatives 7

and 8 are similar in their effects and would provide less favorable habitat

conditions for vascular plants Based on their overall features Alternative 2

would likely have effects between those of Alternatives 3 and 5 Alternative 6

would likely have effects similar to Alternative 5 and Alternative 10 would

likely have effects between those of Alternatives 5 and 7

Alternative 1would provide a 90 percent or greater likelihood of achieving

habitat of sufficient abundance and quality to support stable populations well

distributed when measured against their historic range across federal lands for

95 species or species ranges and an 80 percent or greater likelihood for 110

species or species groups The overall ratings of Alternatives 3 4 5 and 9 with

adjustments in standards and guidelines are similar to each other from 74 to

81 species or species ranges rated as having a 90 percent or greater likelihood

of achieving sufficient habitat well distributed across federal lands within their

natural geographic range and 92 to 94 species or species ranges rated as

having an 80 percent likelihood Alternatives 7 and 8 rated lowest with

likelihoods of achieving Outcome A of 50 percent or less for 25 species or

species ranges under Alternative 7 and for 19 species or species ranges under

Alternative 8

Ratings tended to be lowest for rare species that were geographically restricted

eg Aster vialis or sparsely distributed throughout a larger range eg
Allotropavirgata Cypripediumfasciculatum Because rare species are often

restricted to localized areas the reserve areas in this analysis afforded different

degrees of protection to individual species

Examining the original Assessment Team ratings there were 21 species or

species ranges under all alternatives that had less than an 80 percent

likelihood of achieving habitat of sufficient quality abundance and distribution

to allow for stable welldistributed species populations when measured

against their historic range Of these species 5 are local endemics 3 are on the

periphery of their range and 13 are rare or uncommon One species

Arceuthobiuni tsugense is a parasitic epiphyte found most commonly on older

western hemlocks Tsuga heterophylla in wetter climatic areas such as along the

western Olympic Peninsula Substantial gaps in its historical range currently

Vascular Plants 03 34155
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exist and panelists predicted that the gaps would persist even under

Alternative 1 Seven species were considered to have no likelihood of achieving

welldistributed habitat of sufficient quality distribution and abundance to

allow populations to stabilize across federal lands within their natural

geographic range One species Coptisasplenifolia was expected to be restricted

to refugia under all alternatives

The nonphotosynthetic mycotrophic species received lower ratings on

average under all alternatives except Alternative 1compared to other species

This perhaps reflects their complex life histories involving fungal symbionts

other vascular plants and in some cases unidentified seed disseminators

For all species that were subject to additional analysis the standards and

guidelines for surveys and subsequent management of known sites to maintain

populations have significant benefits For some of these species simple

protection of known sites may not be sufficient In these cases the

recommended sitespecific management may include the reintroduction of fire

within the proposed fire management standards and guidelines Appendix 88
It will be important to conduct experimental studies to develop effective

prescriptions which minimize risk and maximize benefit on a sitespecific basis

Other survey and manage provisions for these species are more fully described

in Appendix Bll

The standards and guidelines for vascular plants incorporated into Alternative

9 are described in Chapter 2 and Appendix B1 1Of the 17 plants subject to

additional analysis ratings for 5 species were not significantly improved

through additional standards and guidelines These species include Abies

lasiocarpa in California Bensoniellaoregona Coptis asplenifolia Cypripeditrn

fasciculatum and Cmontanurnm No additional standards and guidelines could

be devised to significantly increase the likelihoods of persistence of these

species on federal lands see Cumulative Effects Including the Role of

Nonfederal Lands discussion below For the other 12 species Alternative 9

would provide a likelihood of at least 80 percent that the species would

stabilize well distributed when measured against their historic ranges or

distributed with gaps on federal lands

Possible Mitigation Measures

All of the alternatives contain standards and guidelines that are expected to

benefit vascular plants As noted previously in the chapter to avoid or reduce

impacts a standard or guideline in one alternative could be added to another

that currently does not include the measure Those standards and guidelines

that would retain additional low elevation latesuccessional forest or would

retain additional old growth fragments in the matrix would be of greatest

benefit to the vascular plants

The following possible mitigation measures are not represented in the

alternatives but could benefit vascular plants

Botanical Special Interest Areas and Areas of Critical Environmental

Concern could reduce risk to rare and local species by protecting habitat

34156 Q Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement



Affected Environmnent and Environmental Conseqnences

and key populations eg Aster vialis Bensoniellaoregana Cimicifuga elata

Conjdalisaquae gelidae Fraseraumpquaensis Poa laxiflora and Streptopus

streptopoides Key habitat and populations of many of the species at risk

have already been identified in conservation strategies Cripps 1993

Gamon 1991 Goldenberg 1990 Grenier 1992 Kagan and Vrilakas 1993

Kaye and Kirkland 1993 Lang 1988

Developing updating and implementing conservation strategies for

species species groups and habitats can reduce risk for many sensitive

species Information is needed on the distribution and life histories of

many vascular plant species Few studies have attempted to track

population trends of species with limited distributions and occurrences

Implementation of welldesigned monitoring studies are priorities for

these species Basic inventories and studies to determine sustainable yields

of special forest products should be conducted to avoid overharvest of

these resources Riparian areas have not been as well studied as uplands
and development of consistent inventory and classification of riparian

plant associations on an interagency basis could be initiated

A pathogenic root disease Phytophthoralateralis has spread through much
of the range of Chamaecyparislawsoniana resulting in the elimination of

stands from some habitats and threatening the commercial status of the

species throughout its range Zobel et al 1985 The root disease has

spread from the northern portion of the species range into remote areas

killing PortOrfordcedars of all ages No known genetic resistance or

chemical control has been identified The spores are spread via water and

are transported primarily by movement of people machinery and

animals and through root grafts Zobel et al 1985 for further

information see the Final Northern Spotted Owl EIS USDA FS 1992
which is supplemented by this SEIS and Forest Service PortOrfordCedar

Action Plans USDA FS unpub Closing roads and restricting road

construction in watersheds that contain uninfected stands would benefit

this species

Cumulative Effects Including the Role of Nonfederal Lands

Cumulative effects were a significant concern for Bensoniella oregona This

species occurs in the Coast Range of Oregon and California Only one

population in California is known to occur on federal land all other sites are on

privately owned lands Bensoniella is at risk under all alternatives because it has

rarely been found on federal lands it has narrow ecological requirements a

restricted range and small populations sizes

Cumulative effects were also a concern for Coptis asplenifolia which is reported

from two disjunct populations in the north Coast Range of Oregon on

nonfederal land and six sites in Washington State in the Olympic Peninsula and

western Washington Cascades Due to the small scattered populations of this

species there is still risk to the species under any of the alternatives due to

extremely limited opportunity for gene exchange risk of largescale

disturbance and likely sensitivity to global climate warming

Vascular Plants El 34157
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Coptis trifolia occurs on state private and tribal and Indian owned lands of

Oregon This species has medicinal properties for which it is collected and

marketed and which could threaten local populations This species should

receive significant benefit from inventories and management of sites although

additional standards and guidelines may be unsuccessful in maintaining

populations in Oregon because of the uncertain future of disjunct populations

Although widely distributed Allotropa virgatahas limited dispersal capabilities

and is associated with low elevation forest primarily on nonfederal lands For

these reasons population connectivity may not be maintained but the species

distribution is not well known and the extent of this risk is difficult to judge

Similar concerns exist for Aster vialis a federal Candidate 2 species

Fragmentation of habitat on nonfederal lands may result in population

reduction and risk of extirpation from federal lands under any of the

alternatives

Scoliopus bigelovii is endemic to California primarily within coastal redwood

forests Most of its range is on private land where harvest of redwood may

pose a risk of extirpation from federal lands

Abies lasiocarpais extremely rare in California known from only two sites both

within Congressionally Reserved Areas Because of demographic uncertainty

and risk of largescale disturbance no additional standards and guidelines

could raise the ratings for the California portion of the species range

However Abies lasiocarpais widespread and common elsewhere its range

extends throughout much of the Rocky Mountain Range and into southeastern

Alaska and the central Yukon Territory

Two species with risk of extirpation from federal lands under all alternatives

include Cypripediumfasciculatumand C montanum These species are thought to

have been strongly affected by fire suppression Perhaps due to higher fire

frequency east of the Cascade Range Cypripedium montanum is more abundant

east of the Cascades than west of the Cascades Additional standards and

guidelines under Alternative 9 including protection and management of

known sites should benefit these species However even with these standards

and guidelines in place there will still be some risk of extirpation

Invertebrates

ARTHROPODS AND Affected Environment

THEIR ALLIES

Arthropods are invertebrates with jointed legs a segmented body and an

exoskeleton an external supporting covering They include insects

crustaceans arachnids and myriapods and collectively constitute over 85

percent of the biological diversity in late successional and old growth forests in

the Pacific Northwest Asquith et al 1990 Arthropods assume numerous

ecological roles that are important to ecosystem function Olson 1992 Lattin

pers comm estimates there are between

20



METHODS SPECIFIC TO

ARTHROPODS

Affected Environmentand EnvironmentalConsequences

canopy foliage tree trunks snags and the aquatic system The litter and soil of

the forest floor are the site of some of the greatest biological diversity found

anywhere The soil under a square yard of forest may hold as many as 250

species and

200
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herbivores 7 aquatic detritivores 8aquatic predators 9 pollinators 10

riparian herbivores and 11 riparian predators

Because there is a gradient of increasing species richness and endemicity of

arthropods with decreasing latitude groups 1 through 4 were rated separately

in the southern and northern portions of the range of the northern spotted owl
Thus a total of 15 arthropod groups or ranges were assessed 11 functional

groups 4 of which received separate ratings for both north and south portions

of their range The southern portion consisted of the Oregon and California

Klamath Provinces the California Cascades Province and the California Coast

Range Province The northern portion consisted of the Oregon and Washington

Eastern and Western Cascades Provinces the Oregon Coast Range Province

and the Olympic Peninsula Province

Ratings expressed the likelihood that habitat to support functional groups

would be maintained rather than expressing the likelihood of viability of

individual species This approach emphasizes ecosystem function rather than a

species byspecies analysis and was necessary because many of the species

have not yet been identified and described The Assessment Team expressed

caution about habitat and population assessments for arthropods because of

the general paucity of information on this group Therefore the Assessment

Team considered the ratings to be preliminary and subject to modification as

new scientific information becomes available

A total of 15 functional groups or ranges of arthropods and their allies were

assessed in the FEMAT Report Table 3426 Of these four functional groups

were subject to additional analysis because of their original ratings in the

FEMAT Report described in Methods for Additional Species Analysis earlier

in this chapter The four functional groups analyzed included the canopy

herbivores coarse woody debris chewers litter and soildwelling species and

understory and forest gap herbivores In the original assessments these groups

were divided into northern and southern ranges Only the southern ranges of

the groups were subject to additional analysis The southern portions of the

range had some likelihoods of extirpation from federal lands in the original

assessment because of the large number of endemic species with very limited

ranges potential for drought significant risk of fire patchy distribution of

suitable habitats and past actions

Additional standards and guidelines were incorporated into Alternative 9 and

are described in Chapter 2 and Appendix 81 1 Three standards and guidelines

were important additions for the four groups analyzed These included survey

to acquire additional information and determine appropriate levels of

protection or management emphasize clumped green tree and snag retention

in matrix management and provide for retention of oldgrowth fragments in

watersheds where little remain

EFFECTS OF ALTEFRNATIvES The functional groups shown in the shaded portion of Table 3426 are those

that were specifically considered when additional standards and guidelines

were added to Alternative 9 However ratings for all functional groups under

Alternative 9 might be increased by the added standards and guidelines The

ratings shown in Table 3426 have not been changed to reflect these additions

to the alternative
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Chapter 34

The habitat components important to arthropods include all the features that

comprise an extensive and interconnected latesuccessional and old growth

forested condition including a diversity of live old growth trees standing

dead trees dead and down wood canopy structure and riparian habitats

Alternatives 1 3 and 4 are generally the most favorable to arthropods because

they provide the set of allocations and management practices that best produce

the habitat components for arthropods Alternatives 5 7 and 9 would provide

somewhat lower levels of habitat protection Alternative 8 would provide less

favorable habitat conditions for arthropods Based on their overall features

Alternative 2 would likely have effects between those of Alternatives 3 and 5
Alternative 6 would likely have effects similar to Alternative 5 and Alternative

10 would likely have effects between those of Alternatives 5 and 7

Alternative 1 was assessed as providing the best habitat conditions for

arthropods For Alternative 1 the likelihood of providing habitat for stable

welldistributed populations when measured against their historic ranges on

federal lands across arthropod functional groups would range from 94 to 71

percent Alternative 3 would have an 86 to 66 percent likelihood of providing

this habitat Alternative 4 would have an 81 to 58 percent likelihood of

providing welldistributed habitat when measured against their historic ranges

on federal lands Alternatives 1 3 and 4 would also have at least a 90 percent

likelihood of providing habitat for stable populations either well distributed

when measured against their historic distributions on federal lands or

distributed with significant gaps in the historic range Alternative 5 would

have a likelihood ranging from 80 to 56 percent of providing stable populations

with welldistributed habitat when measured against their historic distribution

on federal lands Alternative 7 would have an 83 to 54 percent likelihood of

achieving this outcome Alternative 9 would have an 86 to 47 percent

likelihood of providing welldistributed habitat Alternatives 5 7 and 9 would

also have at least an 80 percent likelihood of providing stable populations

either well distributed when measured against their historic distributions or

distributed with gaps in the historic range This includes the four groups for

which additional analysis was done under Alternative 9 Alternative 8 would

have likelihoods of providing this habitat across arthropod functional groups

ranging from 83 to 35 percent with at least a 70 percent likelihood of providing

stable populations either well distributed when measured against their historic

distributions or distributed with significant gaps in the historic range

The three standards and guidelines added to Alternative 9 see Methods

above would benefit the canopy herbivores Additional habitat protection for

the coarse woody chewers and understory and forest gap herbivores was

provided by two additional standards and guidelines provisions for coarse

woody debris in matrix management and modification of site treatment

practices to minimize disturbance The above standards aid guidelines would

benefit the litter and soil dwelling species which would additionally benefit

from protection of some sites from grazing

For all functional groups subject to additional analysis the standard and

guideline for survey and management is not intended to be site specific

Rather it is meant to be a general survey across the range that would provide

improved information on species distributions and habitat associations These

34162 1 Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement



POSSIBLE MITIGATION

MEASURES

CuMuLATIvE EFFECaS

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NoNrFDERAL LANDS

MOLLUSKS

Affected Environment and EnvironmentalConsequences

surveys would be conducted in a sample of watersheds They would not

necessarily precede ground disturbing activities but would provide

information that could be used to refine management guidelines over time

All of the alternatives contain standards and guidelines that are expected to

benefit arthropods As noted earlier to avoid or reduce impacts a standard or

guideline in one alternative could be added to another that currently does not

include the measure Those standards and guidelines that would provide the

greatest diversity of live old growth trees standing dead trees dead and down

wood canopy structure riparian habitats and others are important to the

arthropods

The following possible mitigation measure is not represented in the

alternatives but could benefit arthropods

Eliminate burning as a means of site preparation after timber harvest

Burning often negatively impacts the arthropods that are associated with

coarse woody debris and the litter and soil layers

As noted above in the southern portions of their ranges four of the functional

groups of arthropods had higher likelihoods of extirpation in the original

assessment of Alternative 9 because of the large number of endemic species

with very limited ranges potential for drought significant risk of fire patchy

distribution of suitable habitats and past actions It is likely that the ranges of

particular species within these functional groups may fall mostly within

nonfederal lands For such species management practices may lead to

considerable risk of population decline to the extent that these practices

influence soil moisture fire frequency and intensity or loss of patches of

habitat Reduction of coarse woody debris and application of insecticides on

nonfederal lands may be especially detrimental to these functional groups

under all of the alternatives Although late successional arthropod groups are

likely to be maintained on federal lands without contributions from nonfederal

lands the potential exists for movement of epizootic species between federal

and nonfederal ownerships This is most likely to occur in the eastern and

southern portions of the range of the northern spotted owl

Because many of the species of arthropods are sensitive to microclimatic

conditions long term global climate change poses a potential risk to species

persistence under all of the alternatives Similarly largescale disturbances will

also pose an unknown risk to locally endemic species whose habitat may be

lost over their entire range

Affected Environment

Mollusks represent a major source of biological diversity in latesuccessional

forests of the Pacific Northwest Mollusk species of northwest coniferous

forests are comprised of land snails slugs aquatic snails and clams As a

group they are diverse in number and function and many have restricted

geographic ranges and narrow ecological requirements Scientists are still

discovering new species in coniferous forests of the Pacific Northwest and

estimate that the known fauna may eventually double Frest and Johannes

Invertebrates 0 34163
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1993 Roth 1993 Currently approximately 350 species of mollusks are known

to occur in forests within the range of the northern spotted owl

Land snails and slugs account for over 150 of the 350 species of mollusks Most

are found in moist forest environments and in areas around springs bogs and

marshes Basalt and limestone talus slopes are also important habitats for many
species Areas within the range of the northern spotted owl support large

groups of snails that are endemic Their distribution is influenced by geologic

history soil types moisture requirements and vegetative cover Over 100

species have been identified as being associated with latesuccessional forests

Land snails and slugs are mostly herbivores A few consume animal matter

and several Ancotrema feed on other snail species Primary food items for the

herbivorous species include deciduous tree leaves both green and fallen

understory vegetation large fungi species and inner bark layers Many small

mammals and some birds consume land snails and slugs Local populations of

slugs or snails are often termed colonies Colony density varies from species to

species and potentially stable colonies can range in size from tens to hundreds

of square feet There are sizeable groups of endemic species in the land snail

genera Monadenia Trilobopsis Megomphix and Vespericola and the slug genus

Hemphilli Geologic history substrate moisture requirements and vegetative

cover are the physical factors that limit their distribution Because most land

snails do not disperse far from their natal sites areas are rarely repopulated

following extirpation

Freshwater mollusks are found in permanent water bodies of all sizes In the

Pacific Northwest spring fed streams and pools often support the greatest

abundance and diversity of both clams and snails There are many endemic

species within the group of freshwater snails The highest concentration of

endemism occurs in northern California and southern Oregon In this area

some species inhabit only a few seeps or springs possibly resulting in a

species entire range being smaller than the size of a township Endemic species

are most common in the genera Juga Lanx and Fluminicola Species are often

confined to single streams particularly intermittent streams springs and

seeps For the species that have localized geographic ranges potential exists for

serious impacts from even small scale ground disturbing activities or changes

in stream conditions Freshwater mollusks are primary herbivores in aquatic

ecosystems and serve as food for a variety of other species including fish

aquatic insects and birds Some clams and snails are also eaten by raccoons

otters and beavers

Environmental Consequences

METHODS SPECIFIC TO The list of species considered by the Assessment Team was developed by

MOLLUSKS mollusk experts and was partially based on lists in the Final Draft Spotted Owl
Recovery Plan USDI unpub and Thomas et al 1993 which included 58

species The Assessment Team’s list included 108 species and reflects updated

information that was not available for the previous efforts However six of

those species were not assessed because they are not known to occur on public

land or are likely extinct The final list of 102 species that were assessed

included 38 land snails 7 slugs 54 freshwater snails and 3 freshwater clams
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Affected Environment and EnvironmentalConsequences

Most of these species are associated with both late successional forests and

riparian areas However the strength of these associations is not well

understood in many cases and some of the species are probably more closely

associated with riparian vegetation than with late successional forests The 102

species that were assessed include 8 that have been identified as candidates for

federal listing There are seven Category 2 species Anodonta californiensis

Monadeniafidelis minor Monadenia setosa Monadeniatroglodytes troglodytes

Vespericola karokortim Fluminicolacolumbianaand Pisidium C ultramontanurm

and one Category 3 species Fisherolanuttallinuttalli

Differences among the alternatives were based primarily on the total acres

proposed for reserves the locations of specific reserves the management

proposed within reserves and the proposed forms of watershed protection

A total of 102 mollusk species was assessed in the FEMAT Report Table 3427The species shown in the shaded portion of Table 3427 are those that

were specifically considered when additional standards and guidelines were

added to Alternative 9 However ratings for all species under Alternative 9

might be increased by the added standards and guidelines The ratings shown

in Table 3427 have not been changed to reflect these additions to the

alternative Each of the mollusk groups is discussed below Standards and

guidelines for mollusks have been incorporated into Alternative 9 and are

described in Chapter 2 and Appendix 811

The habitat components important to mollusks include moist forest

environments areas around springs bogs and marshes basalt and limestone

talus slopes diverse vegetative cover and Riparian Reserve and Late

Successional Reserve sizes Alternatives 1 3 and 9 are generally the most

favorable to land snails because they provide the set of allocations and

management practices that best produce the habitat components for land

snails Alternatives 4 5 7 and 8 would provide less favorable habitat

conditions for land snails Alternatives

1
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Chapter 34

locations of some specific reserves Alternative 1 was judged most favorable for

the land snails It would provide sufficient habitat to maintain 35 of the 38

species well distributed across federal lands within their historic range with 50

percent or greater likelihood Under Alternative 3 habitat would be sufficient

to provide a 50 percent or greater likelihood of maintaining 15 species well

distributed across their historic range on federal lands The number of species

judged to be at this level was lower under other alternatives with Alternative 7

rating lowest Viewed from the standpoint of risk of extirpation Alternative 1

would provide habitat at a level where only 2 species would have 20 percent or

greater likelihood of being restricted to refugia or of extirpation This number

rises to 24 species under Alternative 3 and 30 or more species under

Alternatives 4 5 7 and 8Under Alternative 9 only 7 species would have a 20

percent or greater risk of extirpation or restriction to refugia and these are all

primarily due to effects of the nonfederal portions of their habitat

Based on their overall features Alternatives 2 6 and 10 which were not rated

by the Assessment Team would likely have effects on land snails similar to

Alternative 5

Slugs

Patterns of effects on slugs are similar to those for land snails Habitat provided

by Alternative 1 would be at a level where only 1 of 7 species would have 20

percent or greater risk of extirpation or restriction to refugia Two species

would fall in this category in Alternative 9 6 in Alternative 4 and 7 in

Alternatives 3 5 7 and 8

Based on their overall features Alternatives 2 6 and 10 would likely have

effects on slugs similar to Alternative 5

Freshwater Snails and Clams

Habitat assessments for the freshwater snails and clams were influenced

primarily by the Riparian Reserve strategies proposed for the alternatives

Thus Alternatives

1



Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences

those that would increase Riparian Reserve or Late Successional Reserve sizes

or provide for sitespecific mitigations for mollusks would be most beneficial

CuMuLATIVE EFFECTS Nonfederal lands are an important consideration for the persistence of some

INCLUDING THE ROLE mollusks particularly in southwestern Washington and northern California

OF NONFEDERAL Management for slug species on nonfederal lands in southwestern Washington

LANDS would have important benefits Many endemic freshwater mollusks are also

associated with a mixture of federal and nonfederal lands in northern

California in the headwaters of the Shasta Pit and Sacramento Rivers As more

areas are surveyed for mollusks conservation needs on federal and nonfederal

lands will become more evident

Virtually all of the species of land snails are distributed on a mixture of federal

and nonfederal lands For seven species of land snails the influence of

management on nonfederal lands is thought to be so significant that substantial

risks of extirpation will remain even with significant conservation measures in

place on federal lands These species are Helminthoglyptahertleini Monadenia

chaceana Monadeniafidelisflava Trilobopsis roperiVertigo n sp Vespericola

sierranus and Vespericola undescribed 2 No additional standards and

guidelines could be identified for these species to compensate for possible

effects on the nonfederal portion of their ranges

Nonfederal lands play a somewhat less significant role for the slug species The

slug species were likely previously distributed more broadly across nonfederal

lands but past habitat modification has severely restricted their distribution

Nonfederal lands might still play some role in the maintenance of these species

but their future is clearly most strongly dependent on federal lands

Nonfederal lands and other environmental factors play a major role for the

freshwater snails and clams Virtually all species that were assessed are known

to occur on a mixture of federal and nonfederal land and could be negatively

affected by management of nonfederal portions of their range A variety of

activities have previously affected many species and could affect them in the

future These include hydropower development grazing water pollution from

a variety of sources water diversions highway construction and chemical

spills For two of the freshwater clams and four of the freshwater snails the

influence of cumulative effects is thought to be so significant that substantial

risks of extirpation will remain even with significant conservation measures in

place on federal lands The two freshwater clams are Anodonta californiensisand

Anodonta wahlametesis which occur in large rivers and lakes These two species

retain some risk of extirpation under all alternatives The four freshwater clams

are Fisherolantitallinuttalli Flutminicolacohnntbiana Physellacolumbiana and

Vorticifex neritoides These species are all associated with large rivers and are

thought to be at some risk of extirpation from federal lands under any

alternative
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AMPHIBIANS AND
REPTILES

34172

Vertebrates

Affected Environment

The number of species of amphibians and reptiles in coniferous forests of the

Pacific Northwest is not large compared to the number of birds and mammals
however amphibians and reptiles comprise a distinct and important

component of the vertebrate fauna Bury 1988 The amphibian fauna of the

Pacific Northwest includes 13 species that are endemic to the range of the

northern spotted owl The Pacific Northwest supports the second highest

number of amphibian species in the United States second only to the Southeast

Nussbaum et al 1983 Approximately 62 species of amphibians are found in

the Pacific Northwest but fewer are found in coniferous forests Most forested

areas support as many as 19 to 23 species of amphibians and reptiles

Nussbaum et al 1983 Stebbins 1985 and these vertebrate communities are

ecologically important because of the high population numbers and biomass

they attain Bury 1988 A total of 10 species of reptiles were evaluated by

Thomas et al 1993 for their association with late successional forests and

none were found to be closely associated with this forest type However some

reptiles such as the sharptailed snake and northern alligator lizard are

associated with components of late successional forests including down logs

and forest litter cover

Amphibians are functionally important components of coniferous forests in the

Pacific Northwest Amphibians particularly salamanders can reach high

densities in forest ecosystems Aquatic larvae terrestrial juveniles and adults

may function as predators or as the major food source for other vertebrate

species and aquatic invertebrates Walls et al 1992

Amphibians are particularly sensitive to environmental change because their

complex life cycle exposes them to hazards in both the aquatic and terrestrial

environments Most of the species require cool moist conditions to maintain

respiratory function Stream dwelling species generally require cool water and

are sensitive to sedimentation that can inhibit reproduction and foraging

Within locales in the Pacific Northwest populations of several species of

amphibians have been extirpated and the ranges of numerous species have

been drastically reduced Blaustein and Wake 1990 Most declines have

occurred in forest dwelling species Several species including Del Norte Larch

Mountain Siskiyou Mountains and Shasta salamanders and western spotted

red legged and Cascades frogs are federal candidates for listing under the

Endangered Species Act

Many amphibians are highly specialized these include the predatory giant

salamanders and the very primitive tailed frog Most amphibians have specific

habitat requirements such as association with headwater streams or coarse

woody debris The clouded salamander for example occurs most frequently in

the space between the bark and sapwood of large diameter down logs Twelve

species of salamanders are associated with riparian areas particularly

headwater streams springs and seeps Two species Oregon slender and

clouded salamanders are closely associated with coarse woody debris Some of

the species have very restricted geographic ranges particularly the Larch

Mountain Siskiyou Mountains and Shasta salamanders
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METHODS SPECIFIC TO

AMPHIBIANS AND

REPTILES

Affected Environment and EnvironmentalConsequlences

The special natural history traits of salamanders include low mobility and

dependence on moist environments for at least part of their life cycle The loss

of moist environments following timber harvest undoubtedly influences both

their local abundance and distribution There is considerable genetic variability

among and within species of amphibians as exemplified by the recent

subdivision of Pacific giant salamanders into three species and the Olympic

salamanders into four species within the range of the northern spotted owl

Good 1989 Good and Wake 1992 Continuing research may result in other

wideranging species being subdivided into separate species This high degree

of variability is probably a result of their specific habitat associations and

limited mobility There is evidence of population declines and range reductions

in a number of amphibian populations Blaustein and Wake 1990 Welch 1990
The specific habitat requirements low mobility high genetic variability and

restricted geographic ranges of amphibians make some of them likely

candidates for federal listing

Environmental Consequences

The Assessment Team developed a list of species that are closely associated

with late successional forests based on the criteria of Thomas et al 1993 which

listed 28 amphibian and 10 reptilian species for initial consideration as

associates with latesuccessional forests Following application of a set of

screening criteria to identify species closely associated with such forests this

list was reduced to 19 species of salamanders and frogs No reptiles were

retained and thus the assessment was restricted to amphibians The

Assessment Team dropped the California slender salamander from further

consideration because only a very limited portion of its range occurs on federal

lands within the range of the northern spotted owl Therefore the Assessment

Team evaluated a total of 18 species 17 salamanders and 1frog In addition

the Assessment Team divided one species range Van Dyke’s salamander into

two portions of its total range Washington Cascade Range Washington coast

including the Olympic Peninsula and evaluated habitat conditions separately

within each portion

The Assessment Team recognized two general groups those species associated

with riparian habitats and those associated with terrestrial or upland habitats

Table 3428 Within the riparian group some species are found primarily in

intermittent headwater streams including Van Dyke’s and Dunn’s

salamanders two species of giant salamanders four species of torrent

salamanders and the tailed frog Other riparian associates eg rough skinned

newt northwestern salamander breed in ponds or streams but forage in

terrestrial habitats

There were 19 amphibian species or ranges assessed in the FEMAT Report Of

these 13 species 8 streamdwelling and 5 terrestrial were selected for

additional analysis and possible additional standards and guidelines using

the screening process described earlier
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EFFECaS oF ALTERNATIVES

Affected Environment and EnvironmentalConsequences

The species shown in the shaded portion of Table 3428 are those that were

specifically considered when additional standards and guidelines were added

to Alternative 9 However ratings for all species under Alternative 9 might be

increased by the added standards and guidelines The ratings shown in Table

3428 have not been changed to reflect these additions to the alternative

The habitat components important to amphibians are those which would

provide cool moist old growth conditions cool water reduced sedimentation

protection of headwater streams coarse woody debris riparian zones and

more extensive and interconnected latesuccessional and oldgrowth forest

conditions For the riparian groups Alternatives

1
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lowest with likelihoods of 60 percent or less for 10 species or ranges

Alternatives 1 4 and 9 would generally provide better habitat conditions for

the amphibians while Alternatives 7 and 8 would provide fewer of these

conditions

The standard and guideline additions to Alternative 9 that were of greatest

benefit to amphibian species are described below

StreamDwelling Species

Of the eight streamdwelling species application of Riparian Reserve Scenario

1 is expected to provide additional habitat protection for five species Black

salamander Cascade torrent salamander Cope’s giant salamander Southern

torrent salamander and tailed frog For three of the eight species or ranges

Washington Cascades and Washington Coast Ranges of Van Dyke’s

salamander and Columbia torrent salamander no additional standards and

guidelines or selection of another alternative would effectively eliminate the

assessed risks see Cumulative Effects discussion below

Terrestrial Species

Of the five terrestrial species increased provision of coarse woody debris in the

matrix is expected to provide additional habitat protection for two species the

Clouded salamander and Oregon slender salamander the survey and

manage standards and guidelines will benefit one additional species the

Larch Mountain salamander For two remaining species the Shasta

salamander and Siskiyou Mountains salamander no standards and guidelines

could be devised nor an alternative developed that would fully eliminate the

risks of extirpation from federal lands see Cumulative Effects Including the

Role of Nonfederal Lands discussion below

POSSIBLE MITIGATION Most of the alternatives contain standards and guidelines that are expected to

MEASURES benefit amphibians As noted in the section earlier to avoid or reduce impacts

a standard or guideline in one alternative could be added to another that

currently does not include the measure Those standards and guidelines that

would provide cool moist old growth conditions cool water reduced

sedimentation protection of headwater streams and coarse woody debris

would be of greatest benefit to these species

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS Cumulative effects are of concern for five species of amphibians Land

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF management activity on nonfederal lands will affect nearly all species of

NONFEDERAL LANDS amphibians Most of these species have less than 50 percent of their range on

federal lands Among riparian associated species only one species range

tailed frog overlaps federal lands by more than 50 percent The range for

terrestrial species on federal lands varies from 44 to 78 percent Streamside

protection measures on nonfederal lands will likely continue to have a strong

influence on overall population viability of riparian associated amphibian

species

For five species and ranges of amphibians the influence of management on

nonfederal lands is thought to be so significant that substantial risks of

extirpation will remain even with significant conservation measures on federal
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METHODS SPErcIFC

To BIRDS

Affected Environmentand EnvironmentalConsequences

lands Van Dyke’s salamander in coastal Washington and Columbia torrent

salamander occur almost exclusively on nonfederal land and no standard and

guideline can assure their continued existence on the small portion of federal

land inhabited by these species Persistence of the Van Dyke’s salamander

population in the Cascade Range in Washington is questionable underanyalternativebecause of its extremely limited distribution in very small disjunct

patches and the resulting risk of catastrophic loss of habitat In addition the

small population size of this species may preclude its ability to recover as

habitat conditions improve over time The Shasta salamander and Siskiyou

Mountains salamander are extremely local endemics associated withrockyhabitatShasta salamander sites will essentially be fully protected However
because these sites primarily limestone outcrops are disjunct and very small

some risk of extirpation from federal lands due to largescale disturbance exists

under all alternatives The Siskiyou Mountains salamander is distributed in

small disjunct populations and no standard and guideline could avoid all risk

of extirpation from federal lands to this species

Affected Environment

The Assessment Team assessed 36 species of birds closely associated with late

successional and old growth forests as identified in the short list of the

Scientific Analysis Team Report Thomas et al 1993 Appendix 5D The

marbled murrelet and northern spotted owl were addressed in separate

assessments for three reasons both were listed as threatened under the

Endangered Species Act neither species had a final recovery plan and both

species have been major focus points in the scientific political legal and social

arenas surrounding the management of late successional and old growth

forests The bald eagle which is federally listed as threatened under the

Endangered Species Act in Oregon and Washington and endangered in

California is included in this assessment All alternatives incorporate the

guidelines suggested in the Pacific States Bald Eagle Recovery Plan USDI FWS
1986

The Assessment Team’s list included three species Vaux’s swift white headed

woodpecker and chestnut backed chickadee that are broadly endemic to the

Pacific Northwest Twelve of the species are cavity nesters pileated

woodpecker white headed woodpecker three toed woodpecker black backed

woodpecker hairy woodpecker red breasted sapsucker Williamson’s

sapsucker chestnut backed chickadee winter wren red breasted nuthatch

white breasted nuthatch and flammulated owl that require snags for nesting

andor forage Optimal habitat for cavity nesters consists of old growth forests

where the occurrence of large snags is the greatest Additional species of

waterfowl birds of prey and passerines are also on the Assessment Team’s list

Environmental Consequences

Essential considerations for bird assessment ratings were 1provision of a

system of large reserves 2 provision of standards and guidelines forriparianprotectionand analysis as identified for watershed guidelines in the Scientific

Analysis Team Report Thomas et al 1993 and 3provisions for retention of

green trees snags and coarse woody debris within the matrix When one or
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more of these factors was judged to be weaker in an alternative some subset of

the total species usually rated lower

The Assessment Team interpreted the term refugia Outcome C to indicate

remnant populations that were not genetically or demographically well

connected Well distributed populations and welldistributed populations with

gaps when measured against their historic ranges on the other hand were

situations in which the populations or groups would continue to interact both

genetically and demographically although at different rates

There were 36 species of birds assessed in the FEMAT Report Two species

black backed woodpecker and common merganser were selected for

additional analysis The black backed woodpecker was evaluated based on its

original rating on federal land in the FEMAT Report The common merganser

was analyzed because such a small portion of its range occurs on federal land

and there is potential for adverse cumulative effects see Cumulative Effects

Including the Role of Nonfedteral Lands discussion below

EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES The species shown in the shaded portion of Table 3429 are those that were

specifically considered when additional standards and guidelines were added

to Alternative 9However ratings for all species under Alternative 9might be

increased by the added standard and guidelines The ratings shown in Table

3429 have not been changed to reflect these additions to the alternative

The habitat components important to birds are those which would increase

large reserves riparian protection and analysis and retain green trees snags

and coarse woody debris within the matrix Alternatives

1
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POSSIBLE MITIGATION

MEASURES

CUMULATIVE EFFECrS

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

Affected Environmentand EnvironmentalConsequnences

Based on the original FEMAT Report assessments all rated alternatives have a

100 percent likelihood of providing habitat of sufficient quality distribution

and abundance to allow the assessed bird species populations to stabilize but

with significant gaps in the historic species distributions across federal lands

The additional standards and guidelines described in Chapter 2 and Appendix

Bll and incorporated into Alternative 9 would provide an 80 percent or

greater likelihood of providing sufficient habitat to achieve Outcome A for the

black backed woodpecker In particular the provisions for clumping snags and

green trees in the matrix will benefit the black backed woodpecker as will

clarification of the mitigations identified in Thomas et al 1993

Most of the alternatives contain standards and guidelines that are expected to

benefit birds As noted in the section earlier to avoid or reduce impacts a

standard or guideline in one alternative could be added to another that

currently does not include the measure Of greatest benefit to these species

would be those standards and guidelines that would increase large reserves

riparian protection and analysis and retain green trees snags and coarse

woody debris within the matrix

The following possible mitigation measure is not represented in the

alternatives but could benefit birds

Mitigation for the black backed white headed and Williamson’s

woodpeckers could include adoption of more restrictive guidelines for

salvage of dead trees in the eastern Cascade Range

All of the 36 birds in the FEMAT Report assessment occur on both federal and

nonfederal lands federal lands comprise less than 50 percent of the wintering

or breeding ranges of 26 of these species Some flammulated owl Hammond’s
flycatcher hermit warbler warbling vireo western flycatcher Wilson’s

warbler and Vaux’s swift are neotropical migrants that spend the winter in

Mexico or central America All six of the waterfowl on the list winter on

lowland ponds bays rivers estuaries or surf zones where they are subject to

hunting and other forms of disturbance For all of these migratory species

habitat on the winter range is likely as important as breeding habitat in

maintaining viable populations In addition for those waterfowl that are

subject to hunting state and federal regulatory mechanisms play a critical role

in their population biology

Because the common merganser occupies low elevation waterways and

riparian habitat primarily on nonfederal lands its persistence cannot be

adequately ensured by any of the alternatives considered in this SEIS No
measure on federal land can provide habitat to mitigate the potential

cumulative effects on this species from loss of riparian habitat on nonfederal

lands

The other waterfowl addressed by the Assessment Team winter in lowland

areas where they are subject to hunting and other forms of disturbance The

persistence of these species is only partially a function of the quality of habitat

on federal lands
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MAMMALS OTHER Affected Environment

THAN BATS
Temperate coniferous forests of the Pacific Northwest provide habitat for a

diverse array of mammal species The Assessment Team initially identified 15

mammal species or species complexes as being associated with late

successional forests FEMAT Report Table IVA6 p IV232 These included

forest carnivores fisher American marten and lynx elk rodents several

species of squirrels mice voles and a woodrat and insectivores several

shrews and the shrew mole

These mammals interact and are interrelated with the late successional and

old growth ecosystem The foliage and fungi eating mammals have important

functional roles in these coniferous forests Maser and Trappe 1984 Trappe and

Maser 1976 Spores of hypogeous fungi fungi that fruit below the ground are

primarily dispersed by small mammals in their fecal pellets At least one study

has shown that passage of spores through the digestive tracts of small

mammals enhances spore germination Cork and Kenagy 1989 Fecal pellets

contain not only fungal spores but also nitrogen fixing bacteria and yeast

which are deposited onto the forest floor These mammals also serve an

important role in physically distributing lichens throughout the forest

Rosentreter 1991

Many of these small mammals are important prey for larger animals within the

forest community Northern flying squirrels woodrats red tree voles and red

backed voles Clethrionomysspp are the primary prey of northern spotted

owls throughout their range Thomas et al 1990 Microtine voles Microtus

spp and red backed voles are important prey for American martens

Strickland and Douglas 1987 These small mammals depend on fir needles

fungi and lichens in coniferous forests and in turn serve as food sources to

predators that eat them

Environmental Consequences

METHODS SPECIFIC TO The FEMAT Report’s list of species associated with late successional forests

MAMMALS OTHER was updated from the list originally developed byThomas et al 1993 and the

THAN BATS list that appeared in the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan USDI unpub
There are some differences among all three lists see FEMAT Report Chapter

IV Terrestrial Forest Ecosystem Assessment

The lynx was included on the list of species associated with late successional

forests in Thomas et al 1993 but it was dropped from the Assessment Team’s

list and thus was not rated This species is rare occurs within a smallportion of

the range of the northern spotted owl and is not closely associated with late

successional forests for most of its life history Much of the range of the lynx

within that of the northern spotted owl occurs in Congressionally Reserved

Areas and in LateSuccessional Reserves under all alternatives Another species

that is not included on the Assessment Team’s list is the Baird’s shrew This

species was recently separated from the vagrant shrew species complex and

identified as a separate species Little is known about this shrew but it is

closely related to Sorex monticolus which is not associated with late successional

forests
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A total of 15 species were originally assessed in the FEMAT Report Of these

four species were subject to additional analysis and possible additional

mitigation These species were evaluated using the criteria described earlier in

Methods for Additional Species Analysis and more fully in Appendix J

EFFECrS OF ALTERNATIVES The species shown in the shaded portion of Table 3430 are those that were

specifically considered when additional standards and guidelines were added

to Alternative 9 However ratings for all species under Alternative 9 might be

increased by the added standards and guidelines The ratings shown in Table

3430 have not been changed to reflect these additions to the alternative

Habitat components important to mammals other than bats include dead

standing wood dead down wood live oldgrowth trees and riparian zones

Large decayed logs and snags are important to many mammals as resting and

denying sites Large expanses of live old growth trees are important to some

mammals such as the fisher because they provide continuous canopy cover

Fisher may be negatively affected by forest fragmentation Riparian zones

provide potential habitat including large snags and cover for mammals such

as fishers and American martens In general those alternatives that provide for

greater amounts of this habitat resulted in higher ratings for mammal species

Alternatives 13 and 9 would generally be the most favorable to mammals
because they provide the set of allocations and management practices that best

produce the habitat components for mammals Alternatives 4 and 5 would

provide somewhat lesser levels of habitat conditions Alternatives 7 and 8 are

similar in their effects and would provide less favorable habitat conditions for

mammals Based on their overall features Alternative 2 would likely have

effects between those of Alternatives 3 and 5 Alternative 6 would likely have

effects similar to Alternative 5 and Alternative 10 would likely have effects

between those of Alternatives 5 and 7

Based on the original FEMAT Report assessments Alternative 1 would provide

a 97 percent or greater likelihood of sufficient habitat for stable well

distributed when measured against their historic ranges populations of 13 of

these mammals and an 83 and 85 percent likelihood of providing these

conditions for the two remaining mammal species Alternative 3 would

provide a 95 percent or greater likelihood of sufficient habitat for stable well

distributed when measured against their historic ranges populations of 13 of

these mammals and an 82 and 73 percent likelihood for the two remaining

species

As a result of adding standards and guidelines to Alternative 9 see Appendix

B11 that alternative would have at least an 88 percent or greater likelihood of

providing sufficient habitat for stable welldistributed when measured against

their historic ranges populations of 11 of these mammal species and at least an

80 percent likelihood of providing these conditions for fisher marten and both

species of red tree voles With the added standards and guidelines Alternative

9 would likely rate similarly to the original ratings for Alternatives 1and 3 for

fisher marten and voles Implementation of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1is a

key standard and guideline addition for two species the American marten and

red tree vole Increased coarse woody debris is a key addition for the American

marten and fisher For the fisher provision of residual habitat areas around
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POSSIBLE MIIHGATION

MEASURES

CuM xLATIvE EFFEcrs

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

Affected Environmentand Environmental Consequences

spotted owl activity centers is also a key mitigation The survey and manage
standard and guideline would be important for the red tree vole to help

provide for welldistributed breeding colonies

Alternatives 4 5 8and 7 in decreasing order would provide less favorable

habitat conditions for the mammals Alternative 7 would provide a 90 percent

or greater likelihood of providing sufficient habitat for stable welldistributed

when measured against their historic ranges populations of eight species an

83 to 89 percent likelihood of these conditions for two species a 73 percent

likelihood of these conditions for one mammal and less than a 70 percent

likelihood of these conditions for four mammal species

All rated alternatives have a greater than 90 percent likelihood of providing

habitat of sufficient quality distribution and abundance to allow all mammal
species populations to stabilize either well distributed when measured against

their historic ranges or distributed with significant gaps in the historic species

distributions across federal lands

Most of the alternatives contain standards and guidelines that are expected to

benefit mammals As noted in the section earlier to avoid or reduce impacts a

standard or guideline in one alternative could be added to another that

currently does not include the measure Of greatest benefit to these species

would be those standards and guidelines that would increase large reserves

provide riparian protection and analysis retain live old growth trees and

retain green trees snags and coarse woody debris within the matrix

The ranges of 12 of the 15 species of mammals evaluated by the Assessment

Team are mostly more than 50 percent within nonfederal lands For these

species management practices on nonfederal lands that reduce the amount or

quality of latesuccessional forest will influence the species population

viability within the range of the northern spotted owl For two species the

American marten and the Oregon red tree vole these effects may be especially

important One subspecies of the marten the Humbolt marten Martes

americanahumboltensis is quite rare and much of its range is on nonfederal

land Similarly a subspecies of the Oregon red tree vole Phenacomys

longicaudussilvicolus occurs in the northern Coast Range of Oregon primarily

on nonfederal land

Population sizes of the American marten and fisher are quite low in portions of

the species ranges causing some uncertainty that populations will recover

even if habitat conditions are sufficient to support welldistributed stable

populations The Humbolt marten in northern California is thought to have

undergone a reduction in numbers and total range for reasons that are not

understood Martens are also relatively rare on the Olympic Peninsula and the

Oregon Coast Range The fisher is rare throughout Washington Past habitat

loss is a likely contributor to the species rarity but other factors such as

overharvest and disease may also have contributed to the declines in

populations The fisher was apparently never abundant in Oregon as indicated

by low trapping success from historical fur harvest records Because of the

species low reproductive rate and small population size recovery of the fisher

populations will likely be slow
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BATS

METHODS SPECIFIC

TO BATS

34186

Affected Environment

Bats are a diverse order of mammals There may be more species of bats in

North American temperate forests than any other group of mammals All

forest dwelling bats in the Pacific Northwest are insectivores Bats that forage

in riparian areas and fly to upland forests to roost may serve as dispersers of

nutrients Because of their large population numbers bats may play an

important role in nutrient cycling within forests Christy and West 1993 Bats

also serve an important role as predators of insects Whitaker et al 1977

Population declines that have been documented worldwide are attributed to

loss of habitat and disturbance of maternity colonies and hibernacula

Cockrum 1969 Edgerton et al 1966 McCracken 1988 Mohr 1948 Tuttle 1979

Large snags and large green trees are important because bats use them for

maternity roosts day roosts temporary night roosts and hibernacula Barbour

and Davis 1969 Kunz 1982 Rainey et al 1992 Bats in the Pacific Northwest

seem to prefer old forests presumably due to the presence of potential roost

sites under bark in crevices or in hollows of large old trees Perkins and Cross

1988 Thomas and West 1991 Suitable roost sites require access to water for

drinking and foraging protection from predators and favorable temperature

and moisture regimes Christy and West 1993 Temperature regimes are

important to bats Fenton and Barclay 1980 van Zyll de Jong 1985 and

thermal stability may be influenced by structural characteristics within large

snags or trees The hoary bat is the only foliage roosting bat Barclay 1985

Constantine 1966 on the list of species closely associated with latesuccessional

forests Hoary bats are not very maneuverable during flight thus requiring tall

trees with foliage high above the ground which enable them to drop to gain

momentum for flight

Environmental Consequences

The list of species closely associated with latesuccessional forests was

originally derived from Thomas et al 1993 and the Final Draft Spotted Owl
Recovery Plan USDI unpub As a result of additional review there are some

differences between the Assessment Team’s list of species and these previous

efforts

The Assessment Team identified 11 species of bats associated with late

successional forests including 7 species of Myotis and the big brown pallid

silver haired and hoary bats FEMAT Report Table IVA6 p IV232

In evaluating the effects of the alternatives on bats a number of factors were

considered Large acreages of LateSuccessional Reserves distributed

throughout the landscape were considered critical for bats because of the

importance of large green trees and snags for roosting sites Late Successional

Reserves would be an increasingly important source of large trees and snags

The proposed management for the matrix was also a key factor in the ratings

primarily due to concerns regarding adequate density of snags Alternatives

containing the Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 standards and guidelines were

consistently rated as having a higher likelihood of habitat for species well

1 Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement



EFFEcrs OF THE

ALTERNATIVES

Affected Environmentand EnvironinentalConsequences

distributed across federal lands when measured against their historic ranges

than alternatives containing less protection The Riparian Reserve Scenario 1

standards and guidelines provide protection of intermittent streams and small

lakes and ponds less than 1 acre with a full tree height reserve described in

greater detail in the FEMAT Report Chapter IV Terrestrial Forest Ecosystem

Assessment These ratings reflect the degree of potential bat habitat that

would be provided by the presence of additional trees within the reserve For

additional detail see the general discussion of panel assumptions and the

process for evaluating and describing the results earlier in this chapter

A total of 11 species of bats were assessed in the FEMAT Report Of these

seven species were selected for additional analysis because of their original

ratings in the FEMAT Report see Methods for Additional Species Analysis

These species are fringed myotishoary bat Keen’s myotislong eared myotis

long legged myotis pallid bat and silver haired bat

The species shown in the shaded portion of Table 3431 are those that were

specifically considered when additional standards and guidelines were added

to Alternative 9 However ratings for all species under Alternative 9 might be

increased by the added standards and guidelines The ratings shown in Table

3431 have not been changed to reflect these additions to the alternative

The habitat components important to bats are those which would increase Late

Successional Reserves riparian protection and retain green trees snags and

coarse woody debris within the matrix Alternatives 1 3 and 9 would

generally be most favorable to bats because they provide the set of allocations

and management practices that best produce the habitat components for bats

Alternatives 4 and 5 would provide somewhat lesser levels of habitat

conditions Alternatives 7 and 8 are similar in their effects and would provide

less favorable habitat conditions for bats Based on their overall features

Alternative 2 would likely have effects between those of Alternatives 3 and 5
Alternative 6would likely have effects similar to Alternative 5 and Alternative

10 would likely have effects between those of Alternatives 5 and 7

Alternative I would have a 97 percent or greater likelihood of providing

habitat of sufficient quality distribution and abundance to allow species

populations to stabilize well distributed when measured against species

historic ranges across federal lands for all bat species assessed Alternative 3

would provide an 87 percent or greater likelihood for all species refer to Table

3431 With the standards and guidelines added between the Draft and Final

SEIS Alternative 9 would provide 80 percent or greater likelihood of sufficient

habitat well distributed when measured against species historic ranges across

federal land for all species The two additional standards and guidelines most

important for maintaining sufficient habitat for bats are provide additional

protection to cave entrances mines and other structures and emphasize

retaining clumped green trees and snags in matrix management Alternative 4

would provide an 83 percent or greater likelihood of providing adequate

habitat for welldistributed when measured against species historic ranges

populations for seven species and between a 75 and 78 percent likelihood for

three species Alternative 9 would likely rate overall between Alternatives 3

Vertebrates 12 34187
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POSSIBLE MITIGATION

MEASURES

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

Affected Environmentand EnvironmentalConsequences

and 4 as a result of the additional standards and guidelines Alternative 5

would provide an 89 percent or greater likelihood of providing well

distributed when measured against species historic ranges habitat for four

species and would provide a 65 to 75 percent likelihood of providing such

habitat for seven species Alternatives 7 and 8 rated lowest with likelihoods of

50 percent or less of providing sufficient habitat well distributed when

measured against species historic ranges across federal lands for seven species

AU alternatives provide at least 85 percent likelihood of providing habitat of

sufficient quality distribution and abundance to allow all rated bat species

populations to stabilize either well distributed when measured against species

historic ranges or with significant gaps in the historic species distribution on

federal land

Most of the alternatives contain standards and guidelines that are expected to

benefit bats As noted in the section earlier to avoid or reduce impacts a

standard or guideline in one alternative could be added to another that

currently does not include the measure Of greatest benefit to these species

would be those standards and guidelines that would increase large reserves

provide riparian protection and analysis retain live old growth trees and

provide for retention of green trees snags and coarse woody debris within the

matrix

The following possible mitigation measure is not represented in the

alternatives but could benefit bats

Cave entrances could be gated in such a way that air flow patterns are

maintained Tuttle 1977 people are excluded and bats can freely enter

and exit

Effects of nonfederal land management practices are important for two species

of bats Keen’s myotis and pallid bat across all alternatives The Keen’s myotis

is extremely rare is found exclusively in the Pacific Northwest and occupies a

restricted range within western Washington western British Columbia and

southeastern Alaska Within the range of the northern spotted owl Keen’s

myotis seems to occur only in dense low elevation forest near Puget Sound

and on the Olympic Peninsula Suitable habitat has declined substantially due

to urbanization in lowland areas around Puget Sound Concern still persists

under all alternatives due to the occurrence of this species primarily on

nonfederal lands its rarity and restricted distribution and because of the

almost complete lack of information available on its ecology and population

status

Two species hoary bat and silver haired bat migrate to southern California or

Mexico in winter so habitat conditions on their wintering ranges are

important The pallid bat is found in dry forests including mature oak

woodlands in California and ponderosa pine forests of southern Oregon and

northern California Because much of this habitat is on nonfederal lands forest

management on those lands will likely have a significant influence on

population viability of the species
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AFFECTED
ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL

CONSEQUENCES

34190

Bats in general may be vulnerable to the effects of insecticides especially

through accumulation from insect prey Large scale pesticide applications may
be detrimental through direct toxicity and through depression of prey species

Loss of caves and abandoned buildings especially on nonfederal lands may be

detrimental to those species roosting in such structures but effects of such

losses of habitat on population viability are unknown

Aquatic Species

There are an estimated 307 anadromous fish stocks at risk within the range of

the northern spotted owl 257 of these occur on federal lands Table 3432
Higgins et al 1992 Nehlsen et al 1991 Nickelson et al 1992 and Wash Dept

of Fisheries 1993 Atrisk fish stocks are stocks that are at high tomoderate

risk of extinction The Endangered Species Committee of the American

Fisheries Society estimated that there are 214 stocks in California Idaho

Oregon and Washington requiring special management considerations because

of low or declining numbers Nehlsen et al 1991 The subsequent reports

released on the status of West Coast anadromous salmonid stocks provide

more detailed stock assessments and in some cases subdivide many of the

stocks listed by Nehlsen et al 1991 More than 100 unique stocks are already

extinct Currently there are six petitions for listing pursuant to the

Endangered Species Act that are pending before the National Marine Fisheries

Service for anadromous fish in California Oregon and Washington Five of the

six petitions include stocks within the range of the northern spotted owl

Primary factors contributing to the decline of anadromous salmonid stocks

include 1 degradation and loss of freshwater and estuarine where

freshwater and salt water mix habitats 2 timing and overexploitation in

commercial and recreational fishing 3 migratory impediments such as dams
and 4 loss of genetic integrity due to the effects of hatchery practices and

introduction of nonlocal stocks Often the interaction of two or more of these

factors is responsible for a decline in population numbers

Some resident fish populations show declines similar to those of anadromous

salmonid stocks Habitat loss and degradation are principal factors in the

decline of these fishes In addition the introduction of nonnative fish and the

practice of artificial propagation have impacted resident trout populations

Like anadromous salmonid stocks many of these fishes have been adversely

affected by hatchery practices or overharvesting

Methods Specific to Aquatic Species

In evaluating the alternatives the Assessment Team considered five factors 1
habitat conditions for the individual racesspecies groups considered by the

assessment panel 2 the amount of Riparian Reserves and type and level of

management activity allowed within them 3 the extent of other reserves

such as Congressionally Reserved Areas and LateSuccessional Reserves and

type and level of land management allowed within them 4 the presence of a

watershed restoration program and 5 prescriptions for management of the

matrix
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Table 3432 Number of stocks at risk on federal and nonfederal lands within the range of the

northern spotted owl from Higgins et al 1992 Nehlsen et al 1991 Nickelson et al 1992 and

Washington Department of Fisheries 1993

Race Forest Bureau of Land National Total on Total on

Service2 Management 2 3
Park

Service3

Federal

Lands

Nonfederal

Lands

Spring Summer 36 3 0 39 1

Chinook salmon

Fall Chinook salmon 32 3 1 36 2

Coho salmon 59 11 1 71 26

Sockeye salmon 0 0 1 1 3

Chum salmon 21 2 1 24 4

Pink salmon 5 1 0 6 0

Winter Steellead 34 5 1 40 14

Summer Steelhead 35 0 0 35 0

Searun Cutthroat trout 5 0 0 5 0

Total 227 25 5 257 50

IAt risk is defined here as stocks rated as either 1 or 2 by one or more of the reports used in constructing

this chart

2Includes basins in which the lands administered by the Forest Service and or Bureau of Land Management

lands are not accessed by anadromous fish due to natural barriers dams or location of federal land within the

basin Many of these are important in maintaining water quality for anadromous fish runs

3Includes basins in which the Bureau of Land Management or National Park Service manages land only if

the Forest Service does not

The Assessment Team emphasized the first three factors in determining the

score for an outcome under each alternative The Assessment Team believed

that these three factors most strongly influence the preservation maintenance

and restoration of aquatic ecosystems and habitat The latter two factors would

be relatively constant for all the alternatives and the Assessment Team

evaluated the alternatives based on this Stream habitat depends on condition

of riparian areas both are influenced by conditions and processes occurring

within watersheds Thus the amount of management activity within a

watershed can directly and indirectly influence aquatic ecosystems see

Current Aquatic Conditions earlier in this chapter

The assessment panel considered 21 racesspecies groups of fish A total of 29

species were contained in these groupings The racesspecies groups of fish

were determined based on similar life histories and habitat requirements Five

of the 29 species considered had petitions pending for listing under the

Endangered Species Act during the period the assessments were conducted In

addition to the petitions for listing five of these fish pursuant to the

Endangered Species Act Williams et al 1989 identified one as needing special

management consideration because of low or declining populations
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Members of the assessment panel decided to fully evaluate only seven of the 21

racesspecies groups originally presented Table 3433 Reasons for not

considering the 14 remaining racesspecies groups were 1 insufficient

information on the ecology to make a valid assessment 2 limited distribution

of the races species groups on federal lands within the range of the northern

spotted owl and 3 based on available information possible habitat alterations

that may occur as a result of management activities on federal lands that would

have negligible or no effect on the habitat of the racesspecies groups The

panel commented on what they believed may be the potential outcome of an

alternative on some races species groups for which they had limited

knowledge The Assessment Team evaluated only the seven races species

groups fully considered by the assessment panel

All assessed fish were salmonids The seven racesspecies groups evaluated

were coho salmon fall chinook salmon spring chinook salmonsummer
steelhead trout winter steelhead trout searun cutthroat trout resident

rainbow cutthroat trout and bull trout Most occur in streams of late

successional forests on federal lands throughout the range of the northern

spotted owl They use a broad range of stream sizes chinook salmon use larger

streams and resident cutthroat and rainbow trout use headwater streams All

species require cool water diverse and complex habitat and clean gravel to

reproduce successfully As discussed previously habitat features for these fish

are susceptible to impacts from management activities and consequently these

fish serve as reasonable indicators of aquatic ecosystem health

The assessment panel considered the likelihood of attaining a set of outcomes

for habitat of the seven races species groups of fish on federal lands for each

alternative This outcome based scale was developed to express the range of

possible trends and future habitat conditions on federal land FEMAT Report

Chapter V Aquatic Ecosystem Assessment The panel compared alternatives

by assessing the likelihood of each alternative to achieve habitat of sufficient

quality distribution and abundance to allow the species population to

stabilize well distributed across federal lands

During the assessments the panel was instructed to assume that the Aquatic

Conservation Strategy would be fully implemented The Aquatic Conservation

Strategy has four main components Appendix B6 1 establish Riparian

Reserves 2 establish Key Watersheds 3 conduct watershed analysis and 4
institute a comprehensive program of watershed restoration The components

include

Riparian Reserves to maintain ecological functions and protect stream and

riparian habitat and water quality

A network of 164 Key Watersheds with management restrictions to protect

at risk fish stocks 143 Tier I Key Watersheds or basins with outstanding

water quality 21 Tier 2 Key Watersheds No new roads will be constructed

in any inventoried roadless areas in Key Watersheds to prevent further

sedimentation and changes in hydrology due to the increased road network

Watershed analysis which is an analytical procedure used to support

planning further protection or management including restoration practices

within a basin

Watershed restoration to speed ecosystem recovery in areas of degraded

habitat and to prevent further degradation
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Table 3433 Fish races spedes groups presented to but not considered by the assessment panel

Reason Not Considered

Fish Species

Pacific lamprey

Sockeye salmon1

Pink salmon1

Chum salmon

Insufficient

Information on

Ecology

X

Limited

Distribution on

Federal Lands

XX
X

XI
Redband trout

White River OR X

McCloud CA2 X

Jenny Creek OR X

Mountain whitefish X

Dolly Varden X

Umpqua squawfish X

Umpqua chub X

Oregon chub2 X

Olympic mudminnow2 X

Salish sucker X

Jenny Creek sucker2 X

Reticulate sculpin X

Paiute sculpin X

Riffle sculpin X

Shorthead sculpin X

Torrent sculpin X

Mottled sculpin X

Coast Range sculpin X

Longnose dace X

Millicoma dace X

Stocks within the range of the northern spotted owl listed by Nehisen et al 1991 as needing special

management considerations because of low or declining populations

3 Candidate for listing under federal Endangered Species Act

3 Species for which there would be no effect from land management practices on federal lands

4Listed by Williams et al 1989 as needing special management considerations because of low or declining

populations
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The term scenarios was used to describe varying widths of the Riparian

Reserves Riparian Reserve Scenarios

1



Affected Enviromnentand EnvironmnentalConsequences

the postwatershed analysis Riparian Reserves widths would provide the

necessary range of ecological functions and processes that create and maintain

high quality fish habitat and meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives

Design of Riparian Reserves is likely to be a hybrid of decisions based on

consideration of sites of special ecological value slope stability wildlife

dispersal corridors endemic species considerations and natural disturbance

processes Thus expanding Riparian Reserve objectives to include other factors

such as wildlife dispersal corridors could lead to Riparian Reserve widths

wider than are necessary to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives The

other objectives cannot result in Riparian Reserves that are narrower than those

needed to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives

Regardless of stream type changes to Riparian Reserves must be based on

scientifically sound reasoning and be fully justified and documented
Adjustments to Riparian Reserves for intermittent streams are to be based on

hydrologic and geomorphic characteristics or other factors that may affect

meeting Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives If adjusting Riparian

Reserves is based on hydrologic and geomorphic conditions then the resulting

post watershed analysis Riparian Reserves would be similar regardless of the

initial Riparian Reserve scenario The greater risk to aquatic and riparian

habitat from the narrower reserve widths Scenario 1versus Scenario 2 is based

on the standards and guidelines for Key Watersheds roadless areas and

Riparian Reserves The standards and guidelines for Key Watersheds roadless

areas and Riparian Reserves require completing watershed analyses before

initiating certain management actions Appendix 86 in the matrix in non Key

Watersheds management activities must respect the prescribed Riparian

Reserve boundaries Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy The risk is

that potential Riparian Reserve trees would be harvested prior to completing

the watershed analysis and their possible subsequent inclusion within the

adjusted Riparian Reserve This could negatively affect the aquatic habitat and

could delay achieving full function and processes of that particular riparian

area and aquatic habitat

The Assessment Team determined that reserves such as Congressionally

Reserved Areas and LateSuccessional Reserves would provide two benefits to

aquatic habitat and ecosystems First given that management activities would
be limited in these areas the reserves would provide a high level of protection

for all streams In addition to limiting activities within riparian areas benefits

would accrue from limiting management activities within large areas of

watersheds containing the streams This would in turn provide the ecological

functions and processes necessary for the creation and maintenance of high

quality fish habitat Second streams in reserves could serve as cores of high

quality habitat within a landscape containing large areas of low quality habitat

They would serve as refugia and population centers for recolonization during

the recovery of degraded areas This would be particularly important for

locallydistributed fish species and races The greater the amount of reserves

the greater the level of protection for existing aquatic ecosystems and habitat

The distribution and amount of land within the Key Watersheds is very

important for fish habitat protection Thus the inclusion of Key Watersheds

affected the assessments

Aquatic Species El 34195
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The other factors watershed restoration and matrix management prescriptions

were given less weight However the assessment panel and the Assessment

Team acknowledged that a comprehensive watershed restoration program was

needed to restore aquatic habitat particularly in the short term The

Assessment Team assumed that all the alternatives except Alternative 7 would

include similar levels of watershed restoration Among alternatives matrix

management prescriptions were weighted according to the amount of area in

the matrix and required management guidelines such as length of harvest

rotation and green tree retention The more restrictive the green tree retention

requirements andor the longer the rotation the greater the contribution to the

rating

Effects of Alternatives

The assessments of the alternatives on the seven assessed races species

groups are displayed in Table 3434 The seven were further categorized into

two groups to facilitate displaying effects 1anadromous and resident

salmonids and 2 bull trout The anadromous and resident salmonids category

is an average of the six races species groups other than bull trout Table 3435Alternatives I and 4 have an 80 percent or higher likelihood of attaining

sufficient habitat to support widelydistributed populations for all races

species groups on federal lands throughout the range of the northern spotted

owl Table 3435

All seven of the seven races species groups of fish evaluated were selected for

additional analysis Appendix BllAll seven are shaded in Table 3434 to

indicate that they were reviewed during the additional analysis Of the seven

racesspecies groups evaluated six were selected for additional analysis

based on both their initial rating from the FEMAT Report and on the likelihood

of negative effects from nonfederal habitat management The seventh bull

trout was selected for additional analysis based on the potential for cumulative

effects

Incorporating Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 into Alternative 9 is expected to

reduce the long term risk to aquatic and riparian habitat outside of Tier 1 Key

Watersheds Including this standard and guideline in Alternative 9 would

result in an 80 percent or greater likelihood of providing sufficient aquatic

habitat to support stable welldistributed populations of the seven salmonid

racesspecies groups evaluated Alternative 9 already had an 85 percent

likelihood of providing habitat of sufficient quality distribution and

abundance for bull trout Incorporating this standard and guideline in

Alternative 9 will benefit fish stocks in the coastal basins The stocks receiving

the most benefits occur in the coastal basins within the Franciscan

Washington Oregon Coast Range and Olympic Peninsula Aquatic

Physiographic Provinces Figure 341 The benefits are notable for these

provinces because of the large number of at risk anadromous fish stocks Table

B62 large areas of unstable land and a lower proportion of land within Key

Watersheds compared to the rest of the range of the northern spotted owl The

relatively high likelihood for these alternatives is a factor of the large amount of

area in reserves and application of the Riparian Reserve Scenario I strategy to

all federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl

34196 LI Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
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Table 3435 Average of outcomes for Outcome A for anadromous and

resident salmonids The racesspecies groups included in this average

are coho salmon fall chinook salmon spring chinook salmon summer

steelhead trout winter steelhead trout searun cutthroat trout and

resident rainbow and cutthroat trout The discussion of effects is based

on the average of these six and referred to as anadromous and resident

salmonids in the text

Alternative

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Anadromous and

resident salmonids 82 72 66 80 66 66 12 25 64 66

The 80 percent or higher likelihood of attaining aquatic habitat of sufficient

quality distribution and abundance on federal land for each of the seven

salmonid races species groups evaluated for Alternatives 1 4 and 9 results

from combining lower timber harvest levels with wider prescribed Riparian

Reserve widths on intermittent streams in Tier 2 Key Watersheds and non Key

Watersheds For example Alternative 5 received a 65 percent likelihood of

attaining sufficient aquatic habitat to support welldistributed populations of

anadromous and resident salmonids while Alternatives 1and 4 and

Alternative 9 which includes the standard and guidelines incorporated since

the Draft SEIS received a greater than 80 percent likelihood of achieving the

same outcome for the evaluated salnonids

These outcomes in part reflect the amount of land designated as matrix The

potential effects from timber harvest relate to the amount of land allocated to

the matrix Alternative 5 designates 2.0 times more acres in matrix than

Alternative 1 1.3 times more acres than Alternative 4 and 1.4 times more acres

than Alternative 9 Under Alternative 5 32 percent of the remaining late

successional forest occurs in the matrix compared to nearly zero percent in

Alternative 1 Alternatives 1 and 4 and Alternative 9 which includes the

standard and guidelines incorporated since the Draft SEIS had higher

likelihood of attaining sufficient aquatic habitat to support welldistributed

populations of anadromous and resident salmonids than the other alternatives

due to the inclusion of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 for all intermittent streams

outside of Tier I Key Watersheds Additionally Riparian Reserve Scenario 2 is

applied to all intermittent streams outside of Tier 1Key Watersheds in

Alternatives 2 3 5 6 and 10 The narrower widths on intermittent streams

under Riparian Reserve Scenario 2 compared to Scenario 1 increase the risks to

these streams due to management induced disturbances This difference is

reflected in the outcomes displayed in Table 3435 except for Alternative 9

which would have at least an 80 percent or higher likelihood of attaining

sufficient aquatic habitat to support welldistributed populations of

anadromous and resident salmonids because this alternative now includes

Riparian Reserve Scenario 1
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The primary difference between Riparian Reserve Scenarios 1and 2 is the

prescribed width required for Riparian Reserves on intermittent streams in Tier

2 Key Watersheds and non Key Watersheds Under both scenarios the

prescribed widths for intermittent streams in Tier 1Key Watersheds are equal

to the height of one sitepotential tree Prescribed Riparian Reserves widths for

these streams in Tier 2 Key Watersheds and non Key Watersheds are

delineated using widths equal to the height of one sitepotential tree in

Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 and equal to half the height of a site potential tree

in Riparian Reserve Scenario 2 In non Key Watersheds management activities

can proceed outside Riparian Reserves before conducting a watershed analysis

thus the risk to aquatic and riparian habitat is in part determined by the

prescribed width of these reserves

Alternatives 2 3 5

6
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Watersheds for Alternatives 2 3 5 6 and 10 would reduce the level of

protection for the habitat of these fish It is likely that habitats of other fish

found in these streams such as many of the sculpins and longnose dace would

be similarly affected by these alternatives

The likelihood of achieving sufficient aquatic habitat to support well

distributed populations of the seven racesspecies groups of anadromous and

resident salmonids for fish habitat is lower for Alternatives 2 3 5 6 and 10

than for Alternatives

1
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plans and draft plan preferred alternatives may have guidance for watershed

restoration but it is not consistently applied and therefore does not contribute

to the restoration of watersheds on a regionwide basis

While the likelihood of attaining sufficient aquatic habitat to support well

distributed populations of the seven racesspecies groups of anadromous and

resident salmonids was slightly higher for Alternative 8 than for Alternative 7
it was notably less than for the other alternatives For Alternative 8 the

likelihood of attaining sufficient aquatic habitat to support welldistributed

populations of the seven racesspecies groups of anadromous and resident

salmonids ranged from 20 to 25 percent for all groups except bull trout which

rated at a 45 percent likelihood Alternative 8 has a lower likelihood of

attaining sufficient aquatic habitat to support welldistributed populations of

the seven races species groups of anadromous and resident salmonids than

all alternatives except Alternative 7 The principal reasons are the reduced size

of Riparian Reserves for non fishbearing perennial streams and for

intermittent streams

The Aquatic Conservation Strategy would reverse the trend of aquatic and

riparian habitat degradation and begin recovery of these habitats on federal

lands for all alternatives except Alternatives 7 and 8 The recovery of aquatic

habitats on federal lands would be greater for Alternatives 14 and 9 than for

Alternatives 2 3 5 6 and 10 based on the results of the assessment outcomes

pertaining to fish and other riparian dependent species

Possible Mitigation Measures

Earlier in this chapter the section titled Range of Mitigation Measures

Considered lists the mitigation measures developed during the additional

species analysis Appendix Bli lists the measures incorporated as standards

and guidelines into Alternative 9 Three mitigation measures were developed

during the additional species analysis to protect Key Watersheds and

inventoried roadless areas but were not incorporated into the alternatives

These measures propose to 1designate all Tier 1Key Watersheds as Late

Successional Reserves 2 prohibit constructing new roads in Tier 1 Key

Watersheds and 3 designate all inventoried roadless areas as Late

Successional Reserves These measures would provide additional benefits to

aquatic and riparian dependent species by decreasing risks from management

related disturbances in Key Watersheds and roadless areas This would

particularly benefit the at risk anadromous fish stocks The benefits accrue due

to ensuring that the refugia system established by Key Watersheds and high

quality habitat contained within roadless areas is subjected to limited

disturbance from timber harvest and related activities eg road and landing

construction The measures would be particularly valuable in the short term

since the relatively small amount of high quality habitat remaining is

predominantly found in Key Watersheds and within inventoried roadless

areas These measures would strengthen the integrity of the refugia system

contained within Key Watersheds and roadless areas

The proposed mitigation measures to designate Tier 1 Key Watersheds and

inventoried roadless areas would each be sufficient to increase the likelihood of

attaining sufficient aquatic habitat to support welldistributed populations of

Aquatic Species 1 34201
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the seven races species groups of anadromous and resident salmonids habitat

to at least 80 percent for all alternatives except 7 The third strategy of

prohibiting new road construction in Tier I Key Watersheds would benefit the

seven races species groups but to a lesser degree than the other two proposed

mitigation measures

No mitigation measure can successfully resolve the potential risks due to

nonfederal habitat management and other factors eg commercial and

recreational harvest affecting fish populations within the range of the northern

spotted owl

Cumulative Effects Including the Role of Nonfederal Lands

The habitat assessment of federal habitat does not directly correspond to

population viability of the species considered This is due in part to impacts

from nonfederal activities and activities in other habitat sectors where the

species might spend a portion of their life cycles Furthermore with

anadromous fish there is a very limited science available to establish direct

relationships between land management actions and population viability due
in part to other impacts such as predation and artificial propagation and the

complexity of translating these impacts into population numbers

For each of the alternatives the Assessment Team evaluated the ability of

federal lands to provide sufficient quality distribution and abundance of

habitat to allow populations of fish species to stabilize well distributed across

federal lands Two key points are important when considering the effects of

any federal land management under each alternative on anadromous fish First

there may be other factors such as overharvest in commercial and recreational

fisheries disease hatchery practices and other habitat impacts not related to

timber harvest such as hydropower and irrigation developments that have

caused and will continue to affect the declines of anadromous salmonid

populations Second a plan for managing federal lands will not necessarily

correct problems on nonfederal lands and anadromous fish are in many cases

adversely affected by nonfederal actions

The Aquatic Conservation Strategy is a habitatbased approach to maintaining

and restoring aquatic and riparian habitats and watersheds on federal lands

within the range of the northern spotted owl The success of the strategy does

not depend on actions on nonfederal lands Many of the federal watersheds

occur upstream of nonfederal watersheds Thus the strategy can succeed at

maintaining and restoring the aquatic and riparian habitats regardless of what

happens on nonfederal lands but that would not ensure population viability of

many of the fish stocks evaluated in this SEIS This statement is less true in

multiownership watersheds particularly for lands administered by the BLM
that are juxtaposed between nonfederal parcels For these reasons it is not

possible to determine whether any of the alternatives in this SEIS would

preclude listing a fish species under the Endangered Species Act

Current state forest practices rules do not adequately protect ecological

effectiveness nor provide any margin for error to accommodate natural

disturbances or uncertainties in knowledge Thus reliance on federal lands to

supply habitat for aquatic species and fish stocks will increase Federal lands
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currently provide most of the highest quality water and fish habitat within the

range of the northern spotted owl Habitat conditions on private and state

lands are inadequate to provide welldistributed stabilized populations of

salmonids If measures are not taken to improve management practices on state

and private lands options for federal land management may become more

limited

The cumulative effect of implementing the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

proposed in this SEIS would be that federal lands that currently provide some

of the higher quality riparian and aquatic habitats to support anadromous

salmonids would continue to provide these habitat elements Many of the

habitats downstream of federal lands have been degraded due to

developments in floodplains and forest practices on non federal lands All the

alternatives except Alternatives 7 and 8 are more restrictive of management

activities and thus are more protective of water quality fish habitat and

riparian areas than state requirements Best management practices are tactics

used to protect water quality and the beneficial uses of water including fish

and water dependent wildlife on state and private lands Oregon and

Washington both have forest practices acts and regulations that include best

management practices intended to protect aquatic riparian habitats However
California Forest Practices Rules have not yet been certified as best

management practices under the Clean Water Act

Two major differences between current state requirements and proposed

federal requirements are apparent First the states allow significant harvest

within the riparian management areas Second the riparian protection widths

are smaller in state programs This is particularly true for intermittent and

smaller perennial streams None of the states require protection of riparian

areas for intermittent streams The proposed federal Aquatic Conservation

Strategy provides protection through Riparian Reserves that are sufficient to

maintain important functions of large wood delivery leaf and particulate

organic matter input shade riparian microclimate slope stability and water

quality

Species Associated with EarlySuccessional

Forests

A variety of fish wildlife plant and invertebrate species within the range of the

northern spotted owl use earlysuccessional forests as primary habitat for

breeding andor feeding see Brown 19851 and Thomas et al 1979 for lists of

vertebrate species within the range of the northern spotted owl and ratings of

habitat quality in combinations of successional stage and forest cover type

The amount of earlysuccessional forest on the landscape within the range of

the northern spotted owl is probably greater now than at any time in the past

Under pre European settlement conditions fire frequencies in the western

slopes of the Cascade Range probably averaged 250 years or more FEMAT
Report p IV5 Any species that find optimum habitat in burned forests must

have had the dispersal and reproductive capabilities to find and reproduce in

these dispersed and infrequent patches of habitat In general species associated

Species Associated with Early Successional Forests ID 34203
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ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES
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with earlysuccessional conditions are good dispersers have high reproductive

rates and are able to persist in small patches of habitat that result from small

scale disturbance Hunter 1990 Smith 1966 Raphael et al 1988 estimated

that in northern California about 13 percent of the land area on average was

historically in brush or sapling condition In contrast about 50 percent of the

land area is in that stage today

Compared to their historic populations species associated with these early

successional conditions have increased in abundance For example Raphael et

al 1988 estimated that populations of 11 species of birds have probably

tripled over historic numbers and another 4 species have more than doubled

Raphael et al 1988 and Raphael 1988 compared the estimated abundance of

amphibians reptiles birds and mammals from historic times to their present

abundance and concluded that the earlysuccessional associates that have

increased over time were associated with more open drier conditions were

widely distributed larger total geographic ranges than species associated with

latesuccessional conditions and had wider ecological tolerances ie they

occupy a greater variety of habitat types As noted by Harris 1984 birds

associated with earlysuccessional forest are more often migrants whereas late

successional associates are generally permanent residents These studies also

show that whereas some species associated with early successional conditions

reach their maximum abundance in earlysuccessional forest none of the

species were restricted to that successional stage

Plant species composition also changes with stand maturity Early successional

stages are dominated by annual plants whereas perennial species dominate in

older stages This in turn influences animals that might be associated with

particular plant species The larvae of many species of moths and butterflies

for example are associated with particular host plants As those plants are

displaced through forest succession the animals are displaced as well In

California Ceanothusvelutinius is a common shrub that occurs on burned or

cutover forest Ten different species of moths and butterflies are known to feed

only on that species

The creation of earlysuccessional conditions as a result of logging has

produced a different pattern on the landscape than the pattern that likely

would have resulted solely from natural disturbance Patches of early

successional forest are now more evenly distributed across the landscape and

sizes of patches are smaller This pattern may have resulted in a more

widespread distribution of earlysuccessional species than in the past

Alternative 7 provides the greatest amount of habitat in the youngest

successional stages because of the higher level of timber harvest that would

occur Alternatives 8 9 5 4 3 and I would provide decreasing amounts of this

habitat respectively Based on their overall features Alternative 2 would likely

have effects between those of Alternatives 3 and 5 Alternative 6 would likely

have effects similar to Alternative 5 and Alternative 10 would likely have

effects between those of Alternatives 5 and 7 Alternatives that provide for the

greatest amount of habitat in the youngest successional stages would generally

result in greater abundance of earlysuccessional species

Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
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Under all alternatives except Alternative 1some existing late successional

forest will be harvested creating earlysuccessional habitat In addition there is

currently additional acreage of earlysuccessional forest intermixed in a

fragmented pattern within all of the LateSuccessional Reserves and Riparian

Reserves on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl As

well natural disturbances will continue to create early successional conditions

The federal forest lands occur within a broader landscape of nonfederal lands

where additional earlysuccessional forest will be created through logging and

other management activity These lands will contribute to the maintenance of

earlysuccessional forest over time

THREATENED ENDANGERED AND PROPOSED SPECIES

All federal agencies have responsibilities to further the purposes of the

Endangered Species Act ESA in utilization of their authorities These

responsibilities include but are not limited to efforts to promote the

conservation of listed species provision of means to conserve the ecosystems

upon which listed species are dependent consultation with the Secretary of the

Interior or Commerce on actions or commerce which may affect listed species

or designated critical habitat and conference with the appropriate Secretary on

actions likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any species proposed for

listing or those likely to result in destruction or adverse modification of

proposed critical habitat In accordance with these responsibilities the BLM
and Forest Service conducted Section 7 consultation with the Fish and Wildlife

Service and National Marine Fisheries Service For the purposes of this SEIS

formal consultation occurred on the preferred alternative Alternative 9 The

consultation was conducted to solicit Fish and Wildlife Service and National

Marine Fisheries Service opinions as to whether Alternative 9 would be not

likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any listed species or to result in

the destruction or adverse modification of designated critical habitat for any

listed species The letter of concurrence from the National Marine Fisheries

Service and the Biological Opinion from the Fish and Wildlife Service are

included as Appendix G of this Final SETS as is the biological assessment

When local or province planning occurs additional consultation will occur as

deemed appropriate

The Forest Service and BLM NEPA documents that are being amended or

supplemented by this Final SEIS contain lists and discussions of threatened

endangered proposed candidate and special status species as determined

by agency policy and direction In this SEIS the lists of threatened

endangered and proposed species are updated and combined

A number of anadromous salmonid stocks that may occur within the range of

the northern spotted owl are currently under status review by the National

Marine Fisheries Service These are coastal steelhead coastal coho salmon

North and South Umpqua Rivers searun cutthroat trout and midColumbia

River summer chinook salmon In deciding whether to list any anadromous

salmonid stocks two key points will be considered by the National Marine

Fisheries Service First the agency will consider factors that have caused and
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continue to cause the decline of salmonids such as overharvest diseases

artificial propagation and habitat impacts such as hydropower and irrigation

developments The second consideration will be the fact that anadromous

salmonids are also heavily affected by nonfederal actions therefore a plan for

managing federal lands of itself cannot necessarily significantly improve

overall conditions for anadromous salmonids For these reasons

implementation of any of the alternatives might not necessarily avert a listing

of anadromous fishes under the Endangered Species Act

The Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service assisted

the SEIS Team in developing a list of federally listed and proposed species

which may occur within the range of the northern spotted owl Table 3436
The June 1993 species list from the Fish and Wildlife Service identified nine

species whose habitat use is known to include latesuccessional forest or their

occurrence is directly associated with such habitat With this information 23 of

the listed and proposed species were eliminated from detailed discussion in

this SEIS for one of three reasons 1 they are not known to occur on the federal

lands of the planning area 2 they do not inhabit coniferous forests or 3 their

presence in the spotted owl’s range is transitory or essentially unaffected by

forest management activities It has been determined that the alternatives

considered in this Final SEIS will have no effect on these species as noted in

Table 3436 The exception to this is four salmon species which are included

in the narrative discussion to more completely describe the reasons for the

determinations The Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries

Service have concurred with these determinations Appendix G

Listed and Proposed Species Associated with

Late Successional Forests

BALD EAGLE Affected Environment

The northern bald eagle Haliaeetusleucocephalus is federally listed as

endangered in California and threatened in Washington and Oregon Breeding

and wintering populations occur throughout the planning area and are

addressed in the Pacific States Bald Eagle Recovery Plan USDI FWS 1986 The

recovery plan recommended the development of sitespecific management

plans to effectively manage the species its habitat and potential threats These

plans allow flexibility in selecting the size and shape of protection zones and

management areas based on sitespecific information including stand

characteristics known individual tolerances of birds prevalent weather

patterns location of key use areas and flight paths Anthony and Isaacs 1989
Management guidelines delineated in these plans address the potential loss of

habitat from timber harvest activities the distribution goals identified in the

recovery plan and to some extent human disturbance

Prey of the bald eagle consists primarily of fish during the breeding season and

waterfowl or carrion during the fall and winter As a result the eagle’s foraging

is closely tied to water habitats and the species would benefit from

management that would maintain and improve these habitats However bald

eagles nest in forested habitats and nests are often in oldgrowth forests or
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Table 3436 Federally listed threatened endangered and proposed species which may occur

within the range of the northern spotted owl on National Forests and BLM Districts included in this

analysis

Important Crit

Status Occurrence Habitat Needs Hab Det

Endangered

Brown Pelican Documented on Siuslaw NF Beaches and offshore No No23

Pelecanus occidentalis and Salem BLM District islands

American Peregrine Falcon Throughout planning area Cliffsbluffs with No Yes

Falco peregrinus anatum suitable nesting ledges

prey base important

year round

Northern Bald Eagle CA Throughout planning area Nests and roosts in large No Yes

Haliaeetusleucocephalus oldgrowth trees near

water

Gray Wolf Documented on Gifford Many habitat types uses No Yes

Canis lupus Pinchot Mt Baker prey base and seclusion

Snoqualmie Wenatchee important

and Okanogan NFs
unverified sightings in

Oregon Cascades and

Rogue River areas

Point Arena Mountain Beaver Mendocino County CA Coastal scrub coniferous No No
Aplodontia rufa nigra not known on federal lands forest riparian and

stabilized dunes

Columbian White tailed Deer Roseburg BLM District Riparian habitat in No Yes

Odocoileus virginianusleucurus other lands outside coniferous forests oak

planning area woodlandgrassland

Shortnose Sucker Documented on Winema Aquatic No Yes

Chasmistes brevirostris NF and Klamath Falls BLM
Resource Area suspected

on Klamath NF
Lost River Sucker Documented on Winema Aquatic No Yes

Deltistes luxatus NF and on Kiamath Falls

BLM Resource Area

Snake River Sockeye Salmon Columbia River through Aquatic No No3

Oncorhynchus nerka planning area

Leatherback Sea Turtle Ocean adjacent to planning Ocean No No
Dermochelys coriacea area

Shasta Crayfish Documented on Lassen and Aquatic No No3

Paciasfastacusfortis Shasta Trinity NFs

California Freshwater Shrimp Does not occur on Forest Aquatic No No
Syncaris pacifica Service or BLM lands

Myrtle’s Silverspot Butterfly Does not occur on Forest No No
Speyeria zerene myrtleae Service or BLM lands

Lotis Blue Butterfly Does not occur on Forest No No
Incisaliamossii bayensis Service or BLM lands

MacDonald’s Rockcress Documented on Arcata Serpentine soils No Yes

Arabis macdonaldiana BLM Resource Area
suspected on Six Rivers NF
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Table 3436 continued

Important Crit

Status Occurrence Habitat Needs Hab Det2

Bradshaw’s Lomatium Willamette Valley OR Wet prairies No No2 3

Lomatium bradshawii Documented on Eugene

BLM District FWS Finley

NWR Army Corps of Eng
Fern Ridge Reserve City

of Eugene private

Northern Bald Eagle OR WA All lands in planning area Nests and roosts in large No Yes

Haliaeetusleucocephalus old trees near water

Aleutian Canada Goose Documented on Siuslaw NF Wintering habitat No

No2
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Table 3436 continued

Status Occurrence

Important

Habitat Needs

Crit

Hab Det 2

Nelson’s Sidalcea Known on BLM Salem Wetlands No Yes

Sidalcea nelsoniana FWS Finley NWR private

inc Willamette Industries

timberland

Proposed

Oregon Chub Documented in Middle Aquatic No Yes

Oregonichthyscrameri Fork Willamette River

drainage on Willamette NF
and in Santiam River

Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp Does not occur on Forest Aquatic No No
Branchinecta lynchi Service or BLM

administered lands

Vernal Pool Tadpole Shrimp Does not occur on Forest Aquatic No No
Lepidunus packardi Service or BLM

administered lands

California Linderiella Does not occur on Forest Aquatic No No
Linderiellaoccidentalis Service or BLM

administered lands

Conservancy Fairy Shrimp Does not occur on Forest Aquatic No No
Branchinectaconservation Service or BLM

administered lands

Western Lily Coastal Oregon and Sphagnum bogs coastal No No
Lilium occidentale California not known on scrub and prairies

federal lands

Water Howellia Possibly extinct in OR and Shallow ponds No No
Howellia aquatilis CA Not known on federal

lands in NSO range

Marsh Sandwort Only extant site on private Swamps and freshwater No No
Arenaria paludicola land in San Luis Obispo

County CA Historical

marshes

range WA coast and central

coastal CA

1Critical Habitat Does critical habitat for this species exist on lands administered by the Forest Service or

BLM within the range of the northern spotted owl
2

Determination Conclusion as to whether the alternatives may affect the species

1 not known to occur on the federal lands of the planning area

2 does not inhabit coniferous forests

3 presence in the northern spotted owls range is transitory or unaffected by forest management

Key to Abbreviations

NF National Forest

BLM Bureau of Land Management
CA California

OR Oregon

WA Washington

NSO northern spotted owl

FWS US Fish and Wildlife Service

NWR National Wildlife Refuge
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POSSIBLE MITIGATION

MEASURES

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

OREGON CHUB

forests that possess components of old growth forests The eagles roost

communally usually during winter in these same habitat types These nesting

and roosting areas are considered essential habitat features for the species

Effects of Alternatives

Federal forest land management activities affecting the bald eagle may result

from timber harvest activities road management recreation development

mineral exploration grazing allotments and increased recreation pressure and

development including off road vehicle use USDI FWS 1986 Effects of these

activities may include loss of potential roosting or nest sites disturbance of

nesting and loss or reduction of prey

The Pacific Bald Eagle Recovery Plan USDI FWS 1986 recognizes the

importance of older forests in providing nesting and roosting habitat for bald

eagles and the plan restricts timber harvest in these areas The BLM and Forest

Service currently follow guidance in the recovery plan and this direction will

continue Therefore regardless of the alternative selected bald eagle

conservation will continue As a result the Assessment Team concluded that

bald eagles would have a 100 percent likelihood of continuing to occur well

distributed on federal lands The expected improvement in riparian habitat and

water quality which will result from all alternatives except Alternative 7 will

be beneficial to bald eagle recovery by providing an increasing number of

potential nest sites and an improved prey base None of the alternatives is

likely to adversely affect bald eagles

For all the alternatives there is no mitigation identified other than continued

compliance with the Pacific Bald Eagle Recovery Plan

The Assessment Team determined that 42 percent of the bald eagle’s range in

the planning area is on federal lands Bald eagles are protected from take on

nonfederal lands under the Endangered Species Act therefore nonfederal land

management should provide for protection in addition to that conferred by

federal lands under any of the alternatives

Affected Environment

The Oregon chub Oregonichthys crameri was proposed as endangered on

November 19 1990 The Oregon chub is a small cyprinid fish that formerly

inhabited sloughs overflow ponds and other slackwater habitats throughout

the Willamette River in Oregon Remaining populations are primarily

restricted to a 30kilometer stretch of the Middle Fork Willamette River

drainage just 2percent of its historical range New populations have been

found on the Santiam River and Fish and Wildlife Service easement property

Existing populations are potentially threatened by 1direct mortality from

chemical spills or applications adjacent to habitat 2 competition with or

predation by nonindigenous fishes and 3continued loss and physiochemical

alterations of habitat

34210 f Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement



CUMULATIVE EFFECrS

INCLUDING ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

NORTHERN
SPOTTED OWL

Affected Environment and EnvironmentalConsequences

Effects of Alternatives

Adoption of any of the alternatives is not likely to adversely affect the Oregon

chub This is due to the fact that management direction would not change from

established direction which is to continue development of the current

management plan for the Oregon chub The alternatives will result in improved

water quality except for Alternative 7 which would provide less riparian

protection and would result in poorer water quality than the other alternatives

Primary concerns for the species such as chemical spills and effects of

nonnative fish are unrelated to forest management

Management of nonfederal lands and cumulative effects are affecting this

species which cannot be altered by federal land management The decline of

the Oregon chub is attributed to the loss of its backwater habitat through
construction of flood control projects which eliminated much of the Willamette

River’s braided channel The population effects of the introduction of

nonindigenous species eg bass crappie mosquito fish may have

exacerbated the species decline and may limit the potential for the Oregon

chub to expand beyond its present restricted range USDI FWS 1993 Other

effects occur from chemical spills or applications adjacent to existing habitat

Affected Environment

The northern spotted owl Strix occidentalis caurina was listed as a threatened

species effective July 23 1990 55 FR 26114 An expected reduction in numbers
of owls as a result of the continuing decline in the amount of nesting habitat

primarily old growth forests was the primary reason for listing USDI 1992
Critical habitat for the spotted owl was designated effective February 14 1992

57 FR 1796 Detailed accounts of the taxonomy biology and habitat of the

spotted owl are found in the FinalDraftRecovery Planfor the Northern Spotted

Owl USDI unpub the DraftRecovery Planfor the NorthernSpotted Owl USDI

1992 the Report of the InteragencyScientific Committee Thomas et al 1990 the

1989 Status Review Supplement USDI FWS 1989 the Fish and Wildlife Service

Status Reviews USDI FWS 1987 1990a and the above mentioned Federal

Register notices

Extensive studies of the owl during the last 20 years have shown it to be

strongly associated with late successional forests throughout much of its range

In northern California and on the east slope of the Cascade Range in

Washington the spotted owl is also fairly common in some types of relatively

young forest especially where those forests are structurally similar to older

forests or where patches of older forest remain within a matrix of younger

stands On lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM outside of

Wilderness late successional and old growth forests are typically highly

fragmented by past logging resulting in a mosaic of stands of younger trees

and older stands Latesuccessional and oldgrowth forests in Congressionally

Reserved Areas tend to occur in larger blocks but even in these areas there is

considerable natural fragmentation of older stands due to historical

disturbance patterns and poor growth conditions On private and state lands

late successional and old growth forests tend to occur in small patches

Listed and Proposed Species Associated with Late Successional Forests Q 34211
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SPOTrED OWL
DEMOGRAPHY

34212

surrounded by cutover areas and young stands In areas where little federal

land is present such as the Washington Western Lowlands Province old

growth forests have been largely eliminated by harvest see Cumulative Effects

Including the Role of Nonfederal Lands below

Approximately 20.6 million acres of federal forest acres occur within the range

of the northern spotted owl Table 3437 Of this total an estimated 7.4

million acres are considered suitable habitat for the northern spotted owl

Table 3438 Suitable habitat also referred to as nesting roosting and

foraging habitat for the northern spotted owl is defined as an area of forest

vegetation with the age class species of trees structure sufficient area and

adequate food source to meet some or all of the life needs of the northern

spotted owl USDA FS 1992

Northern spotted owls nest in cavities or platforms in trees They feed on a

variety of forest mammals birds and insects They are long lived territorial

birds often spending their entire adult life in the same territory In high quality

habitat pairs are typically spaced about 1 to 2 miles apart

Data summarized by the USDI Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Team

indicated that spotted owls were located at approximately

4



Affected Environment and EnvironmentalConsequences
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Affected Environmentand EnvironmnentalConsequjences
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Affected Environmentand EnvironmentalConsequlences
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Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences

Northern spotted owl populations have been monitored in demographic

studies since 1985 with 14 studies established across much of the range of the

owl Data have been analyzed for 11 study areas that were established between

1985 and 1990 The location size and duration of these studies are shown in

Figure 3413 and Table 3439 Data from five of these studies Northwest

California Roseburg Southern Cascades and Siskiyou Mountains H1J

Andrews and Olympic National Forest and Park were analyzed in 1991 and

presented in the FinalDraft Recovery Planfor the NorthernSpotted Owl USDI

unpub Results of that analysis were also reviewed in the Scientific Analysis

Team Report Thomas et al 1993 The 1991 analysis was updated for this SEIS

with 2 additional years of data 1992 and 1993 for the five areas and

supplemented with data from six additional study areas Full results of the

analysis are reported in Appendix J

Demographic studies are conducted by attaching identification bands to adult

and juvenile birds and then recording the confirmed or assumed fate of those

birds through reobservations over time at selected sites The primary

parameters estimated in the analysis are annual survival probability of adult

birds survival probability of juvenile birds for the first year following fledging

annual fecundity defined as the number of female young fledged by each

territorial female and the overall rate of population growth for the territorial

population Estimates of these parameters were made for each of the individual

study areas and then averages were computed of fecundity survival and

population growth rate Radio telemetry data derived from juvenile owls were

used to correct the estimates of juvenile survival for emigration in the

determination of a single overall rate of population growth The metaanalysis

was used to determine if there were time trends in survival and fecundity In

the metaanalysis six long term studies those with 6 or more years of data
were separated from five shorterterm studies Further discussion of analytical

techniques is presented in Appendix J

Results of the current analysis reiterate many of the findings reported in the

FinalDraft Recovery Planfor the Northern Spotted Ozol USDI unpub The

estimated rate of population growth termed lambda with juvenile survival

adjusted for emigration is statistically significantly less than 1.0 A value of 1.0

would indicate a stable population The 95 percent confidence interval for this

estimate ranges from 0.9162 to 0.9934 with a midpoint at 0.9548 This interval

defines the range that would include lambda with 95 percent certainty and any

value within the range is considered equally likely Estimated survival of adult

females has continued to decline over time and a declining trend was detected

for the first time in the survival of adult females and males combined

However this finding was restricted to the six study areas for which 6 or more

years of data were available Table 3439 Because the estimated rate of

population growth has been downward for the overall period of study the

estimated annual survival rate of adults has declined during that time and

there are no offsetting trends in fecundity or juvenile survival it can be inferred

that the population decline has actually accelerated

As noted above five study areas were part of both the current analysis and the

analysis done by Anderson and Burnham and reported in the FinalDraft

Recovery Planfor the Northern Spotted Owl USDI unpub If results from the two

Listed and Proposed Species Associated with Late Successional Forests U 34223
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Figure 3413 Map showing the range of the northern spotted owl and the location of the 11

demographic study areas where data were made available for analysis The study areas tend to be

quite large and several are contiguous
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Affected Envirownent and Envirownental Consequences

Table 3439 Summary information on 11 demographic study areas for

the northern spotted owl

Study Area Location Acronym Approximate Years of

Size sq mi Banding

Northwest California CAL

1



Chapter 34

study areas and then returned to them or simply were part of the nonterritorial

population for a number of years and then became territorial Franklin 1992

suggests that both phenomena take place This may also partly explain why the

six long term areas those with 6 or more years of data are estimated to have

higher juvenile survival and higher values of lambda than the five shorterterm

areas Table 3440 The estimated mean rate of population growth for the

long term areas is 0.952 whereas the estimate for the shorterterm areas

remains significantly lower at 0.894 t2.4 p0.04 The estimate for the long

term areas is significantly less than I based on a simple ttest with a 95 percent

confidence interval from 0.920 to 0.984 Note that these rates are not corrected

for juvenile emigration Such a correction would increase the values Although

this suggests that length of study has an influence on the estimates of juvenile

survival it is not a substantial proof Other factors such as the location of the

areas and the quality of habitat may play a role in the observed differences If a

longer study time period does result in a more accurate and higher estimate of

juvenile survival it will take several more years to determine if observed

survival will continue to increase with additional years of study

Table 3440 Estimates of juvenile and adult annual survival and

average annual rate of population growth on the 11 study areas

Study Juvenile Survival Adult Survival Population Growth

Areal

Estimate Standard Estimate Standard Estimate Standard

Error Error Error

CAL 0.330 0.043 0.868 0.012 0.9656 0.0165

RSB 0.418 0.042 0.843 0.010 0.9570 0.0146

SCS 0.320 0.038 0.824 0.009 0.9105 0.0121

SAL 0.402 0.1052 0.851 0.0222 1.0191 0.0729

HJA 0.288 0.0522 0.821 0.0162 0.9106 0.0212

OLY 0.245 0.0642 0.862 0.0172 0.9472 0.0255

CLE 0.140 0.0262 0.850 0.0312 0.9240 0.0323

EUG 0.232 0.0782 0.853 0.0262 0.9134 0.0314

COO 0.218 0.0452 0.862 0.0192 0.9274 0.0223

SIU 0.243 0.092 0.822 0.027 0.8738 0.0312

SIS 0.000 3 0.830 0.045 0.8302 3

See Table 3439 for study area names

2Standard errors for these values are approximate estimates See Appendix J

for details

I No theoretical standard error could be obtained for this area
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Affected Environment and EnvironmentalConsequences

Within the overall findings there are apparent variations that may be related to

differences among the populations and the habitat conditions supporting them

in various parts of the spotted owl’s range The rate of population growth for at

least one study area Salem is not statistically different from 1 although the

confidence limit around the estimate is large Two other study areas northwest

California and Roseburg have calculated rates of population growth greater

than 0.95 and the Olympic study area has a calculated rate of growth slightly

less than 0.95 It is possible that these rates if corrected for juvenile emigration

might not be significantly different from 1 However any inference based on an

individual study area will be weaker than the inferences drawn from the

combined study areas Patterns observed for individual areas should be

validated against additional knowledge that has been gained on those areas

about parameters such as intensity of search effort in each year years of

particularly high or low reproduction local rates of juvenile and adult

emigration climatic conditions during the years of study and rates of habitat

change during that period Reports on each of the individual study areas are in

preparation and inferences about the individual studies are left to those

reports

The primary conclusions of the analysis that the population of territorial adults

is estimated to not be replacing itself and that estimates of adult survival rates

have also declined pertain to populations within the study areas during the

years of the studies Study areas now cover a substantial portion of the range of

the northern spotted owl Figure 3413 therefore results of the analysis

should be considered a strong indicator of general conditions in the overall

population However there are several significant geographic areas not

covered or poorly covered by this analysis including the California Coast the

California Cascades the Oregon Eastern Cascades and the Washington

Western Cascades Provinces Coverage in the Oregon Western Cascades is also

sparser than it is in other portions of the range particularly in the midtohigh

elevation portion of the province Caution should be used in expanding

conclusions to those areas particularly where there are very different habitat

conditions ownership patterns or management regimes than in the 11 study

areas

Extrapolation of the results beyond the years of the study is not appropriate As

noted by Thomas et al 1993 that caution is particularly strong in this case

given that a substantial portion of the data was collected during a period of

relatively rapid harvest of habitat Rates of habitat loss for the five studies

reported in the Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan USDI 1992 were estimated

between 0.9 percent and 3.1 percent per year from 1979 to 1992 Thomas et al

1993 The studies and results reported here simply do not allow the SEES Team

to make future projections about population trends when it is likely that

conditions causing the trends will have changed Thus these studies do not

provide a prediction of whether the population will reach equilibrium at any

specified level Additional analysis of population structure and rates of habitat

modification might allow some extrapolation to the near future but it would

not be a strict statistical inference based on the studies

As noted above the statistical inference of these studies is based on territorial

spotted owls within the study areas However the rate of population change

estimated from these studies will not necessarily translate immediately into

Listed and Proposed Species Associated with Late Successional Forests L 34227
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observable declines in territorial owls in the study areas A portion of the owl’s

total population is composed of nonterritorial adult birds termed floaters

Those nonterritorial birds can replace territorial birds that die or leave the

study areas and thus are believed to buffer the observable decline in territorial

owls on study areas While floaters may buffer the observable effects of

population decline in territorial owls for a period of years a true rate of

population growth consistently less than I must eventually be reflected in

actual change of the territorial population Thus while the rate of population

growth estimated in these studies is based on territorial owls that inference

actually applies to the overall population including both territorial and

nonterritorial birds Bart in prep agrees that the model used for analysis of

the demographic studies may be most appropriately interpreted as estimating

trend in the total population rather than the territorial population but argues

that some analytical assumptions are not fully satisfied resulting in a

downward bias in estimated lambda Franklin 1992 used a theoretical model

to conclude that a slow decline in a spotted owl population might not be

reflected in changes in density of territorial birds for as long as 15 to 25 years

Thomas et al 1993 reported that directly observed changes in density of

territorial owls were smaller than the changes estimated through the

demographic studies and analysis However the finding of a relatively stable

number of territorial owls does not necessarily conflict with a downward trend

in total population and likely reflects at least to a degree replacement of

territorial owls by floaters

The overall results of this analysis are in many ways not surprising The

northern spotted owl was listed as threatened because of declining habitat

with a strong inference that populations were also declining Murphy and

Noon 1992 USDI FWS 1990a Although the loss of habitat has slowed in very

recent years some habitat loss continues Given this history it would be

surprising if the rate of population growth of owls was equal to or greater than

1.0 with a stable population structure In fact under the strategies that they

proposed both the Interagency Scientific Committee Thomas et al 1990 and

the Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Team USDI unpub projected that owl

habitat and owls would continue to decline for up to 50 years before reaching a

new equilibrium Thomas et al 1993 argued that the results of the

demographic studies did not provide information about if or when a new

equilibrium would be reached in the owl population However such a

prediction was not the objective of these studies

The result from the studies that should be of most concern is the declining rate

of adult survival Evidence supporting this decline is more conclusive in the

current analyses than it was in the analysis completed in 1991 This decline was

not known explicitly by the Interagency Scientific Committee ISC Thomas et

al 1990 when they crafted their original Conservation Strategy for northern

spotted owls It was however known to the Northern Spotted Owl Recovery

Team USDI unpub the Scientific Analysis Team Thomas et al 1993 and the

Assessment Team Appendix A This knowledge argues for implementation of

a relatively conservative plan for spotted owls but it is not possible to say with

certainty what specific actions should be matched to the knowledge of specific

demographic results Thomas et al 1993 argue that the original Conservation

Strategy developed by the Interagency Scientific Committee Thomas et al

1990 remains appropriate for the owl in light of the demographic results

34228 0 Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement



POPULATION VIABILITY

THRESHOLD AND THE

TRANSITION PERIOD

Affected Environment and EnvironnentalConsequences

Seven of the alternatives reviewed here 1 2 3 4 5 6 and 9 should provide

significantly more benefit to northern spotted owls than did the FinalDraft

Recovenj Planfor the Northern Spotted Owl USDI unpub which is included in

Alternative 7 The FinalDraftRecovery Planfor the NorthernSpotted Owl had

represented an evolutionary step from the original ISC proposal Thomas et al

1990 by protecting approximately 10 percent more of the existing owl habitat

and locations

Finally this analysis underscores the need to continue long term demographic

studies Decisions are needed on the number size and location of study areas

necessary to monitor the population Most of the existing studies should be

continued and new studies may be needed in areas that are currently poorly

represented Discontinuation of any existing studies would have to be carefully

justified because these studies become most useful after demographic

information has been collected for 8 to 9 years Greater emphasis needs to be

placed on consistent funding and direction for these studies and analytical

efforts must be expanded Analysis should focus on critical questions such as

the relationship between study size study duration and results and

relationships of survival and rate of population change to habitat quality

Further work is needed to determine whether specific aspects of the design of

demographic studies should be modified to better estimate rates of

immigration and emigration Radio telemetry could be used to help investigate

these questions In addition the age distribution of floaters should be

determined to better understand their role in spotted owl populations Other

related areas of research and analysis also need additional emphasis These

include alternative approaches for estimating population trends and

simulations that link population performance to habitat dynamics

All of the alternatives described in this SEIS have Late Successional Reserve

designs that are generally consistent with the underlying principles of the

conservation strategy originally developed by the Interagency Scientific

Committee Thomas et al 1990 That conservation strategy has been broadly

accepted as establishing an adequate basis for long term conservation of

northern spotted owls Carroll and Lamberson 1993 Murphy and Noon 1992

USDI unpub However concerns have been raised about whether the

population of northern spotted owls could survive over the short term period

until habitat conditions recover Harrison 1992 Kareiva 1992 Orians 1992
Those concerns are based largely on the finding of declining survival rates for

adult female spotted owls USDI 1992 USDIunpub Chapters 34 and

Appendix J this document On the basis of such concerns some have

contended that an absolute moratorium on further harvest of suitable owl

habitat should be imposed at least on federal lands for the foreseeable future

The primary concern raised is that the population of owls might either have

already passed a threshold from which it can not recover or pass such a

threshold in the future due to the continued harvest of habitat during the

transition period The transition period is the term used for the period of

transition of a population to a new stable equilibrium Thomas et al 1993 For

all of the alternatives this will be a period during which habitat will slowly

improve inside reserves while still being harvested in the matrix outside the

reserves As noted by Doak 1993 The real question will then become not one

of whether the owl population will stabilize after the transition period but

Listed and Proposed Species Associated with Late Successional Forests 0 34229
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whether at that point there will be any viable owl population to stabilize

Population thresholds can be of two types those that result from excessively

small amounts of suitable habitat in the landscape and those that result from

low population densities Thomas et al 1993

The assertions that the spotted owl population had passed or was about to pass

a threshold were challenged by the Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Team

USDIunpub and Thomas et al 1993 They argued that this conclusion

could not be drawn from data collected during a period of declining habitat

and that it was unlikely that the owl population had fallen below a population

threshold except possibly in some small and isolated areas This conclusion

was reiterated in the FEMAT Report and has subsequently been challenged by

Doak 1993 This represents a substantial disagreement among scientists and

deserves additional discussion

For the northern spotted owl population to be at or near a population threshold

that would result in extirpation of the species from large parts of its range as a

result of harvest activities under the selected alternative four conditions would

have to be met

1 Owl populations would have to be declining throughout all or most of their

range

2 Within the general areas where overall declines were seen there would have

to be no significant source areas that could provide for demographic rescue

3 The factor or factors causing the decline would have to be operating in a

similar fashion throughout all or most of the range

4 The decline would have to continue as a function of habitat conditions until

owl population sizes and densities were reduced to the point that the

populations could not recover

The likelihood that each of those conditions would be met is discussed below

PopulationsDecliningThroughoutAll orMost of the Range Evidence that

spotted owl populations have been declining is presented in Appendix J and

Chapters 34 The estimated rate of population growth across 11 study areas

falls between 0.9162 and 0.9934 However the mean growth rate for six long

term study areas was higher than the mean for five short term areas The rate

of population growth for one of the six long term areas Salem was not

significantly different from 1.0 and the rates for two other areas Northwest

California and Roseburg were within a range where a correction for juvenile

emigration might result in a value not significantly different from 1.0

Appendix IA significant declining trend in adult female survival and

survival of all adults was detected for the six long term study areas and a

declining trend in adult female survival was found for the five short term

study areas For individual areas a statistically significant declining trend in

adult survival could be demonstrated for four of the six long term studies and

one of the five short term studies Thus while there is strong reason to believe

that owl populations have declined across much of their range there is also

ample reason to believe that the pattern in population change is not the same

everywhere
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Lack of Significant SourceAreas Most wideranging species occupy habitats

that vary in quality or productivity across their range As a result the overall

rate of population growth for the species represents a spectrum of different

conditions and different population growth rates for various portions of the

range Areas that support stable or increasing populations are termed

sources while areas in which populations are declining are termed sinks

While there are no data available for owls that would allow the SEIS Team to

define the habitat conditions that would support source populations there is

indirect evidence about contribution of habitat quality and local population

size to owl productivity First Bart and Forsman 1992 investigated the

relationship between habitat quality measured as the percent of an area that

could be defined as suitable habitat and owl reproductive performance They

found that areas containing greater than 20 percent suitable habitat supported

significantly greater production of young owls than did areas containing less

than 20 percent suitable habitat For areas containing greater than 60 percent

suitable habitat production of young was 50 times greater per unit area than

in areas less than 20 percent suitable This does not conclusively demonstrate

that areas with greater than 60 percent suitable habitat act as sources but it

does suggest that such areas may be more valuable contributors to the owl

population in the short term than are other areas In all alternatives presented

in this SEIS there are a substantial number of reserves that contain relatively

high percentages of suitable habitat For example in Alternative 9 the average

percent of suitable habitat across all the Late Successional Reserves and

Managed LateSuccessional Areas is 43 percent Fortyeight of the 131 Late

Successional Reserves in this alternative with at least
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clusters actually act as sources there is reason to believe that these large Late

Successional Reserves with many pairs of owls can support self sustaining

populations while habitat recovery within the reserve system proceeds over

time

As a conclusion it is clear that there are areas within the range of the spotted

owl with characteristics thought to be important to the productivity and

stability of local populations Such areas could act as sources for the owl

population even in the face of an overall population decline In varying

degrees many such areas are within LateSuccessional Reserves in the

alternatives analyzed in this SEIS

Declineis Operatingin a SimilarFashionThroughoutthe Range It was noted

earlier that habitat conditions are heterogeneous throughout the range of the

spotted owl Also the natural history of the owl changes significantly

throughout the range particularly the owl’s prey base which differs from north

to south in the owl’s range Additionally it is believed that different types of

habitat differ in their productivity for owls For example it is widely thought

that low elevation habitats are most productive for owl populations USDI

unpub Thus there is a reasonable basis to believe that local owl populations

will respond to the alternatives presented here in different ways throughout

the range In particular habitat recovery rates will likely vary throughout the

range They should be relatively most rapid in parts of the range where forests

grow most rapidly such as the central portion of the Oregon Coast Range

which is predominantly allocated to LateSuccessional Reserves in all

alternatives Previously harvested forests in this area may begin providing

substantial benefits for owls when they reach ages as young as 80 years USDI

unpub

Under all alternatives LateSuccessional Reserves would be established

throughout the full range of habitat types and elevation zones within the

northern spotted owl’s range FEMAT Table IV14 p IV73 A primary reason

for designating reserves throughout the range of conditions was to try to

ensure that negative influences in one portion of the range or one type of

habitat would not have a negative impact on the entire population Risks to owl

populations within each of the physiographic provinces were described by the

Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Team USDI unpub and these risks varied in

their severity across the range of the owl It is unlikely that any single factor

with the exception of habitat loss is primarily responsible for declines in owl

populations across the range With the full range of environmental

heterogeneity represented within reserves there is reason to believe that owl

population performance will vary in both positive and negative ways

throughout the range Given this heterogeneity it would be inappropriate to

make a simple extrapolation from the current estimated rates of decline in the

owl population to a single future projection of irreversible decline

ContinuingDecline It is generally agreed that the decline in spotted owl

populations has resulted primarily from habitat reduction caused by logging

These habitat reductions have occurred over a 100 year period with the most

rapid reduction occurring in the last 40 years The alternatives in the SEIS

would reserve from timber harvest 68 percent Alternative 7 to 95 percent

Alternative 1 of the spotted owl’s remaining habitat on federal land most of
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the reserved habitat would be contained within large reserves Thus not only

will this portion of the existing habitat on federal lands remain unlogged it

will occur as part of larger reserves managed for continuing improvement of

owl habitat Many of these reserves are large enough that the dynamics of

populations within them should be influenced much more strongly by

conditions within the reserves rather than external activities Habitat declines

will continue only in the matrix lands which range from 11 to 35 percent of the

total federal forest across the alternatives The harvest in that portion of the

landscape would represent 0.8 to 5.0 percent of remaining spotted owl habitat

per decade across the alternatives For population declines to continue

everywhere within the owl’s range past some expected lag time of population

response those declines would have to be largely independent of the rate of

habitat loss and remain so into the future Also because owls are still relatively

numerous and exist in reasonably high densities wherever habitat remains the

accelerating decline in population largely independent of the rate of habitat

loss would logically have to be a strong departure from past responses of

spotted owl populations to habitat loss

The actual rate of decline should be considered when thinking about the

likelihood of decline continuing into the future If the average decline projected

from the demographic studies about 4.5 percent per year were to continue

into the future then the population would be reduced by half in about 15 years

This rate of decline could thus have very serious consequences in the near

future However if that same rate were projected back over the 9year period

of the demographic studies it would indicate that owl populations had

declined by almost 35 percent during that period This is inconsistent with

observations from density study areas Thomas et al 1993 even if the

observable change in the territorial population was buffered by recruitment of

floaters If a smaller rate of decline were projected backward it could be

consistent with other evidence of decline in the owl population For example a

decline of 1.0 percent per year is within the 95 percent confidence limitof the

projection made from the demographic studies and if projected back 9 years it

would suggest that populations had declined approximately 8.5 percent over

that period As explained in the discussion of demographic results such a

decline could occur without being directly observable as a change in territorial

population and thus would be consistent with observations made of owl

densities Projected into the future this rate of decline would result in a 40

percent loss of population over the next 50 years Such a loss would be

consistent with the worst case prediction of Thomas et al 1990 If the true rate

of loss over the last decade is relatively small then the magnitude of any

acceleration of that loss must also be small or the population must have started

with a growth rate greater than 1.0 or both

In conclusion large rates of decline projected backward in time are inconsistent

with other observations of population decline More moderate rates of decline

are consistent with both the empirical observations of changes in owl density

and the predictions of future possible population loss made by both the

Interagency Scientific Committee and the Northern Spotted Owl Recovery

Team Such rates would likely allow for significant habitat recovery to occur in

reserves Figure 342 while relatively large numbers of owls are still present

Projecting higher rates of population decline into the future than those which

appear to have occurred in the past requires an assumption that the rate of
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population decline will increase as the rate of habitat loss declines and actually

ceases over much of the range While such a scenario could be extrapolated

from the results of the demographic studies those studies are not future

projections and their authors caution that any extrapolation into the future

must be done with caution There is also no part of those studies that links

them to either historic or projected rates of habitat change There is no other

evidence that owl population losses will accelerate in the future and no

empirical or theoretical basis for believing that the current habitat condition or

condition of the owl population represents a unique threshold point

Sunmmarj The basis for believing that owl populations have passed or will

soon pass some threshold is not strong The primary support for this belief

Doak 1993 seems to be the evidence of declining populations and declining

survival that comes from demographic studies Chapter 34 and Appendix J
this document The results from those studies are of concern but the authors

themselves caution that interpretation of the results should be restricted to the

years of the studies Appendix J They do not form the basis for future

projections As noted by Thomas et al 1993 projection of the results into the

future is particularly inappropriate in this case because habitat loss which is

believed to have caused population decline will be dramatically slowed by any

alternative analyzed in this SEIS

There are several additional reasons for believing that the accelerating rates of

population decline detected through the demographic studies should not

simply be projected into the future First there is some evidence within the

demographic studies that population trend is not the same across the whole

range of the owl and that some portions of the range may be closer to stability

than is indicated by the combined results for all study areas Second each of

the alternatives described in this SEIS proposes some Late Successional

Reserves that may be particularly valuable as source areas for owl populations

even if some population decline continues during the transition period Third

the design of the reserve system in the alternatives which is consistent with the

fundamental principles underlying the original ISC Conservation Strategy

Thomas et al 1990 provides for reserves across the full range of

environmental conditions within the range of the owl Rates of population

change and habitat recovery should vary across those areas and factors that

cause risk to owl populations ie predation competition natural

disturbances current population levels also vary across the areas And fourth

some relatively small rates of population decline could be consistent with both

the confidence intervals on the analysis in Appendix Jand with other evidence

Thomas et al 1993 These rates would not necessarily conflict with earlier

projections of possible habitat loss under the ISC Conservation Strategy

Thomas et al 1990 or the FinalDraftRecovery Planfor the NorthernSpotted Owl

USDI unpub Such rates should allow populations to persist during the

threshold period

Finally none of the principal investigators who oversee data collection on the

long term study areas those for which there are at least 6 years of

demographic data have seen evidence either in the form of available data or

field knowledge to indicate that the owl subpopulations in the study areas

they administer have passed or will soon pass a threshold leading to

irreversible decline Forsman E Franklin A and Meslow C pers comms
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The discussion above does not minimize the importance of the findings from

the demographic study areas portrayed in Appendix J These findings argue for

a conservative approach to owl management and continued monitoring and

research efforts directed at northern spotted owls Alternatives 1 through 6
and 9 embody such an approach and represent a significant increase in

protection for owls from the original plan of the Interagency Scientific

Committee’s Conservation Strategy

As the foregoing discussion indicates the results of recent demographic

analyses and density studies provide useful insight into how population

parameters for the northern spotted owl likely have changed in the recent past

Neither kind of study however explicitly addresses expected future changes

in the spotted owl’s population over the long term or the relationship between
population dynamics and factors believed to affect such dynamics most

directly including changes in amount and distribution of habitat

To confront such issues more directly biologists have developed various kinds

of models that attempt to simulate the effects on species populations from

various factors The most sophisticated of these models are categorized as

spatially explicit in that they attempt to replicate in digitized computer data

bases an approximation of habitat distribution across the landscape That is

instead of drawing inferences from only completed statistical analyses on

demographic data they attempt to model the relationship of population

dynamics to habitat dynamics There is not necessarily a correlative

relationship between greater sophistication or complexity of a model and the

usefulness of its results In fact the opposite often can be the case because the

more potential real life factors that are attempted to be worked into a model

the more estimates of variables and assumptions must be made to run the

model Nevertheless spatially explicit computer models can be useful for

exploring general relationships between species and their environments If

sufficiently wellconceived and tested they may be able to shed some light on

the factors that most affect population persistence This information can

supplement efforts to develop and assess various management alternatives

Models can also help form opinions on the possible responses of species

populations to the dynamics of future landscapes and aid in generating new
research hypotheses

Currently there are two basic spatially explicit models that were designed to

address the population dynamics of the northern spotted owl Carroll and

Lamberson 1993 Lamberson et al 1992 McKelvey 1992 McKelvey et al 1992
as well as several variants One of these models was developed to a large

degree at the Forest Service’s Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment

Station Redwood Sciences Laboratory in Arcata California McKelvey 1992
This model hereafter referred to as the PSW Model has been peer reviewed

its first iteration was published in 1991 McKelvey 1992 and it has been since

refined In 1992 the Bureau of Land Management used the PSW Model to

evaluate alternatives in its Draft Resource Management Plans although the

extent of its use was to compare the relative efficacy of the alternatives in

continuing to provide sufficient habitat to support stable owl populations
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To date the Forest Service has not used the PSW Model in its land

management planning decision making processes for three essential reasons

First only recently has the PSW Model become fully developed and thoroughly

tested Second the habitat mapping of present and projected future forest

conditions throughout the range of the northern spotted owl has only recently

been sufficiently standardized to allow for meaningful analysis Third the

primary author of the PSW model informed the SEIS team that the model likely

would not be especially useful in differentiating among all but the most

extreme alternatives subject to analysis in this SEIS McKelvey K pers

comm

Notwithstanding the foregoing the Forest Service is moving forward with

research efforts to run the PSW Model The preliminary results of the

demographic analysis conducted in December 1993 are now available and

generally are more robust and powerful than those generated previously In

addition assumptions concerning the amount and distribution of habitat and

harvest areas are relatively more reliable with respect to the short term and the

very long term because little additional old growth is expected to develop in

the short term and in the long term old growth conditions are expected to be

prevalent in LateSuccessional Reserves As a result the research efforts

underway presently intend to run the PSW Model to evaluate the effects of

current and expected short term and very long term habitat conditions on the

population dynamics of the owl To the extent the results prove to be useful

and available decision makers will consider such results in the selection of an

alternative

Nevertheless the anticipated results are not necessary to allow for a reasoned

comparison and selection among the alternatives Examination of the results of

recent demographic analyses and density studies in conjunction with field

observations data concerning past and likely future changes in the amount and

distribution of suitable owl habitat and other factors provide a solid

foundation on which to base an informed professional judgment about

expected future population trends and whether a particular configuration of

habitat is likely to be adequate to support a viable population of northern

spotted owls Although precision in such judgments is not achievable because

of the number and complexity of potentially applicable variables projections

with respect to the owl are well informed given that more relevant data

currently exist concerning the owl than for almost any other species Any

spatially explicit model will have to rely on these same estimates and

assumptions Moreover the results of the anticipated PSW Model run will not

provide an authoritative answer to important issues like those relating to

whether the owl will survive the transition period discussed above It is

reasonably hoped however that such results will help identify possible

refinements to underlying assumptions and hypotheses and shed additional

light on the relative importance that should be accorded each of the various

parameters that go into assessing population viability of the owl To the extent

they do so the results will form another layer of data for federal researchers

land management planners and managers to consider in the adaptive

management process that is a part of each of the alternatives
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Although the anticipated running of the PSW Model will provide quantitative

analysis of the possible effects on owl population dynamics in response to

probable habitat dynamics its use in this regard cannot be said to represent a

comprehensive quantitative population viability assessment or quantitative

risk assessment of viability No such assessment has been conducted in

conjunction with the analytical efforts represented in the FEMAT Report and

this SEIS Some have criticized the Forest Service for having failed to develop

and utilize such an assessment in evaluating effects of various management

scenarios on the northern spotted owl The criticism merits discussion

Population viability assessment is not a monolithic concept and the approach

taken in constructing such an assessment can vary substantially Only a few

quantitative assessments each far less than comprehensive in scope have been
attempted for animals or plants USDI 1992 In the full sense however a

comprehensive population viability assessment or risk assessment of viability

would have to include consideration of all of the major factors believed to

influence a species viability As discussed in the FinalEnvironmentalImpact

Statement on Managementfor the NorthernSpotted Owl in the NationalForests such

factors include changes in demographic attributes of the population degree of

genetic variation within and among individuals in the population

consideration for certain behavioral attributes of individuals of the population

systematic and catastrophic losses of habitat changes in distributional patterns

of habitat the degree and nature of interactions with other species and disease

pathogens and environmental contaminants USDA FS 1992 It is beyond
dispute that an assessment that reasonably accounted for most or all of these

factors would be useful in evaluating prospective federal land management

strategies for their effects on the northern spotted owl

Although relatively extensive data on spotted owl population trends have been

collected the last decade available information nevertheless is insufficient or

nonexistent concerning response of the owl to a great many of the factors

thought to affect its population viability FEMAT Report In light of the lack of

empirical knowledge necessary for a comprehensive quantitative population

viability assessment or risk assessment of viability the use of the qualitative

methods upon which the Assessment Team and the SEIS team relied was

appropriate These qualitative assessments relied on quantitative data and

analyses to the extent such exist and reflect a vast depth and array of

professional experience In addition as discussed above any modeling efforts

directed toward quantitatively analyzing the effects on population dynamics

from changing habitat conditions necessarily will rely to a significant degree on

qualitative assumptions Indeed in conducting ecological analyses some
degree of continued reliance on professional judgment is inevitable regardless

of the degree of power achieved in the applicable data and the extent to which

the agencies understanding of central relationships becomes predicated on

empirical data This argues for continued reliance on both quantitative and

qualitative methods to the extent practicable

Critical habitat was designated for the northern spotted owl in 1992 The

designation includes 6.5 million acres of federal land including 3.1 million

acres of spotted owl nesting roosting and foraging habitat Appendix G
Addendum to Biological Assessment Table G1 Critical habitat occurs as 190
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individual units Critical Habitat Units or CHUs distributed across the range

of the owl on federal lands with approximately 1.1 million acres in California

3.3 million acres in Oregon and 2.0 million acres in Washington

The definition of critical habitat in the Endangered Species Act is i the

specific areas within the geographic area occupied by a species on which are

found those physical and biological features I essential to the conservation of

the species and II that may require special management considerations or

protection and iispecific areas outside the geographical area occupied by a

species at the time it is listed upon determination that such areas are essential

for the conservation of the species

The Fish and Wildlife Service determined that the primary constituent elements

essential to the conservation of the northern spotted owl were those physical

and biological features that support nesting roosting foraging and dispersal

behavior Critical habitat was designated using concepts similar to the ISC

Conservation Strategy Thomas et al 1990 including 1development and

maintenance of large contiguous blocks of habitat for clusters of reproductive

pairs of owls 2 management of the habitat blocks to minimize forest

fragmentation and improve habitat quality 3placement of habitat blocks to

facilitate dispersal and 4 maintenance of a rangewide distribution of habitat

to facilitate recovery of the spotted owl The Critical Habitat Units are

designated to serve both a local role and a rangewide role in contributing to the

conservation of the species

OTHER FACTORS OF In some portions of the range federal lands are not adequate to allow full

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT implementation of a spotted owl conservation strategy In these areas

nonfederal lands assume a more important role see Cumulative Effects

Including the Role of Nonfederal Lands below

Effects of Alternatives

The effectiveness of an alternative in providing for northern spotted owl

recovery on federal lands relies heavily on the spacing size and location of the

reserved habitat and management for owl dispersal between the reserved

habitat areas These measures are based on the scientific work that began with

the Interagency Scientific Committee Conservation Strategy and was further

developed in the FinalDraftRecovery Planfor the Northern Spotted Owl USDI

unpub The spotted owl assessment panel convened by the Assessment Team

reconfirmed the need for a significant network of latesuccessional

reserves and conditions adequate for dispersal of owls FEMAT Report

p IV182 In addition consideration must be given to potential management

activities within some of the allocations such as thinning of early successional

stands in late successional reserves and losses of spotted owl habitat in areas

with low populations The following effects discussion addresses the points of

consideration

Protection of Known Spotted Owls on Federal Lands Proposed spotted owl

management strategies were developed from the information on current

habitat situations and owl populations ISC Conservation Strategy and Final

DraftRecovery Planfor the Northern Spotted Owl The ISC Report was the first to
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propose two primary forest management strategies needed for spotted owl

population maintenance secure habitat necessary to support clusters of spotted

owl pairs and management of intervening lands to allow owl movement or

dispersal among the clusters All of the alternatives considered in this SEIS are

designed in varying degrees to address these needs Given the arrangement of

federal land ownership the pattern of remaining suitable habitat and

knowledge of spotted owl biology there are limited opportunities to design

fundamentally different alternatives As a result the SEIS alternatives have

very similar geometry on the landscape with reserves from one alternative

often located in the same place as those of another alternative

The number of known spotted owl home ranges Figure 3414 and Table 3441and the amount of owl habitat Table 3438 that would be protected in

the alternatives provide a relative measure of how well each alternative would

provide for dusters of spotted owl pairs Spotted owl home ranges would be

considered protected if a large acreage around the activity center was retained

from timber harvest which could support a reproductive pair of owls All of the

alternatives were developed on a premise of providing clusters of reproductive

owl pairs For this reason all alternatives delineated large reserves which could

accommodate numerous interactive owl pairs see Biological Principles in

excerpts from FinalDraft Recovery Plan for the NorthernSpotted Ool in Appendix

G Part 3

Figure 3414 Number of currently confirmed sites occupied by

northern spotted owls within reserves and the matrix by alternative For

this comparison occupied sites in Managed LateSuccessional Areas

Alternatives 3 4 5 7 and 9and some Adaptive Management Areas

Alternative 9 were included in the count of sites in reserves

i3
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Table 3441 Number of sites occupied by spotted owls on various land allocations for each

alternative

Alternative 1

Spotted Owl pairs

Spotted Owl singles

Alternative 2

Spotted Owl pairs

Spotted Owl singles

Alternative 3

Spotted Owl pairs

Spotted Owl singles

Alternative 4

Spotted Owl pairs

Spotted Owl singles

Alternative 5

Spotted Owl pairs

Spotted Owl singles

Alternatives 68 and 10
Spotted Owl pairs

Spotted Owl singles

Alternative 7

Spotted Owl pairs

Spotted Owl singles

Alternative 9

Spotted Owl pairs

Spotted Owl singles

Total Congressionally

on Federal Reserved

Land Areas

2
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3414 Three Adaptive Management Areas in Alternative 9 have specific

provisions to protect the spotted owls that inhabit them and these sites have

been added to the amounts shown for LateSuccessional Reserve for that

alternative in the figure

For all alternatives it is unknown how many owl locations would be protected

within the Riparian Reserves in the matrix The width and location of the

Riparian Reserve will affect its ability to support reproductive pairs of owls It

is assumed that even the wider Riparian Reserves would not in and of

themselves provide habitat in an appropriate pattern to support a

reproductive pair of owls This is due to their finger like shape which increases

edge effects However the alternatives that have Riparian Reserve Scenario 1

Alternatives

1
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Alternatives on Terrestrial Ecosystems Alternative 8 would be less compatible

with owl habitat management due to its allowance of timber harvest in Late

Successional Reserves in stands up to 180 years old which are likely to be

suitable owl habitat

EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES In addition to providing for clusters of reproductive pairs of owls a measure of

ON SPOTTED OWL the effectiveness of the alternatives is their ability to provide dispersal habitat

DISPERSAL HABITAT conditions among clusters see Appendix G Addendum to Biological

Assessment Biological Principles of Spotted Owl Recovery One mechanism

designed to provide for dispersal habitat is the 50 1140 rule which is

incorporated into Alternatives 1 through 6 and modified for Alternative 7 see

Chapter 2 Alternatives 8 and 10 do not include the 50 1140 rule or any other

control on the amount of dispersal habitat retained in the matrix and this is

reflected in the lower assessment ratings for these alternatives Table 3442
The 50 1140 rule in Alternative 7 has been modified for the lands administered

by the BLM and this modification was judged by the assessment panel to

reduce the quality of dispersal habitat The panel also questioned the ability of

Alternative 9 to provide adequate dispersal habitat because it lacked a specific

dispersal habitat provision However after the rating shown in Table 3442

was determined Alternative 9 was modified in several aspects all of which

would improve its effectiveness in providing for spotted owl dispersal The

primary modifications to Alternative 9 that will address dispersal concerns are

the adoption of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1and the addition of Managed Late

Successional Areas see Appendix GAddendum to Biological Assessment

With these changes Alternative 9 would likely be rated similarly to

Alternatives 2 3 4 and 5 Therefore selection of Alternatives 1 through 6 or

Alternative 9 would provide the Forest Service and BLM land allocations and

standards and guidelines necessary to achieve recovery of the northern spotted

owl

EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES All 10 alternatives have partial overlap between the Late Successional Reserves

ON SPOTTED OWL and designated critical habitat for the northern spotted owl The degree of

CRITICAL HABITAT overlap varies with the alternative The Addendum to the Biological

Assessment in Appendix G provides a detailed analysis of the overlap between

the Critical Habitat Units and the LateSuccessional Reserves of Alternative 9 It

provides an indication of the average overlap that would occur across the

alternatives more than 50 percent of the designated critical habitat would

occur within the reserves of the various alternatives In virtually all cases it can

be said that management of the LateSuccessional Reserves would be

compatible with the objectives identified for spotted owl critical habitat except

for Alternative 8 which would allow timber harvest in stands up to 180 years

old Under the selected alternative the activities within designated critical

habitat will undergo Section 7 consultation as deemed appropriate

Conclusion of Effects of Alternatives on Spotted OwIsIt was the conclusion of

the Assessment Team that Alternatives 1 through 6 and 9 met or exceeded the

biological principles for federal lands of the Final Draft Recovery Plan for the

Northern Spotted Owl USDI unpub see excerpts in Appendix G Addendum

to Biological Assessment The conclusion for Alternative 9 is strengthened by

the modifications to that alternative since the Assessment Team rated it which

improve both population support and dispersal habitat conditions

Alternatives 7 8 and 10 were found to have less assurance of spotted owl

persistence on federal lands primarily due to questions about the provision of

dispersal habitat
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Possible Mitigation Measures

All the alternatives are designed to provide for clusters of spotted owl pairs

and most alternatives include provisions to assure owl dispersal among these

clusters Those alternatives that have been judged to less adequately provide

for owl dispersal Alternatives 7 8 and 10 could be mitigated by adding a

landscape management scheme that would regulate the rate of harvest in the

matrix

In Alternatives 4 57 and 9 which have provisions to protect most spotted owl

activity centers in the matrix with 100 acre areas of suitable owl habitat special

management of these sites could occur In forest types that are managed

through selective harvest Klamath and eastside provinces Residual Habitat

Areas in the matrix could be carefully managed to maintain the site as an owl

home range while allowing timber harvest This would maintain additional

owl home ranges and lessen any demographic concerns in the short term

In any alternative spotted owl activity centers located in the matrix and

Adaptive Management Areas could be managed as Reserved Pair Areas USDI

unpub in which the home range of the owl is used to delineate a protected

zone Forest management within the Reserved Pair Area would follow the

same standards and guidelines as LateSuccessional Reserves This

management would maintain the home range and further buttress the

alternative against risks from declining spotted owl populations

Cumulative Effects Including the Role of Nonfederal Lands

The need for nonfederal contributions to spotted owl recovery has been

discussed in previous spotted owl management plans ISC Report Thomas et

al 1990 and Final DraftRecoveny Planfor the Northern Spotted Owl USDI

unpub The Assessment Team acknowledged the need for these contributions

by stating

In alloptions alternatives we recognize areas of special concern where

currenthabitat conditionson federal lands are deficientin portions of the

owl’s range or whereprivate state andfederallands are intermingledor

federal lands are absent In these areas of specialconcern contributionsby

nonfederal lands remain importantto recovery of the species and should be

addressed in the final recovenj planfor the northern spotted owl

The role of nonfederal lands in spotted owl recovery is currently being

addressed by the Fish and Wildlife Service The Fish and Wildlife Service has

published a Notice of Intent to prepare an environmental impact statement for

a proposed special rule under section 4d of the Endangered Species Act to

revise protective measures for the northern spotted owl on nonfederal lands

The 4d rule may authorize incidental take of some spotted owls on nonfederal

land and is expected to address the needs identified in other owl management

plans The 4d Notice of Intent described a goal of identifying those nonfederal

areas where spotted owls would continue to be protected These areas were

chosen to fill in gaps in Federal land ownership in support of the Federal owl

conservation strategy outlined in Alternative 9 8 58 FR 69132
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CuMuLATIvE EFFECTS

SPECIFIC TO SPOTTED

OWL CRITICAL HABITAT

MARBLED MURRELET

Affected Enviromnentand EnviromnentatConsequences

Because of the age structure of nonfederal forests nonfederal harvest levels

will vary little in response to different SEIS alternatives For the purposes of

analysis of nonfederal effects on spotted owls among the SEIS alternatives it

was assumed that nonfederal lands would be managed in compliance with the

Endangered Species Act and current state forest practices laws This assumes

that all spotted owls known to occur on nonfederal lands would be protected

from take and would persist at least in the short term Nonfederal landowner

compliance with the take prohibition of the Endangered Species Act may not be

the most effective method of maintaining spotted owl dispersal habitat or

providing for improvement of existing populations Appendix G Biological

Opinion The 4d rulemaking and potential Habitat Conservation Plans are

expected to address these issues The proposed action of the 4d EIS is

expected to complement the alternatives analyzed in this SEIS and therefore it

is not expected that adoption of such a rule would change in any significant

manner any projected contribution of nonfederal lands to the owl made in the

SEIS especially at the programmatic level of its analysis For example the

proposal set forth in the Rule 4d Notice of Intent would provide for continued

application of the extant incidental take prohibitions on those nonfederal lands

deemed to be of substantial importance to owl conservation particularly in

light of how it is envisioned they would complement the proposed federal

lands management strategy analyzed in this SEIS

Appendix D Related Direction and Activities provides a detailed discussion of

spotted owl habitat and numbers on nonfederal lands in Washington Oregon

and California

Nonfederal lands were not included in the designation of spotted owl critical

habitat In addition the Assessment Team did not place any appreciable

reliance if any at all upon the current designation of owl critical habitat as a

contributing factor in its evaluation of the alternatives

Affected Environment

The marbled murrelet Brachyramphusmarmoratius was federally listed as a

threatened species on September 28 1992 57 FR 45328 A recovery plan is

currently being developed as is a Conservation Assessment which involves

synthesizing available research on the species The marbled murrelet ranges

from Alaska Aleutian Archipelago Kodiak Island and Kenai Peninsula south

to central California Some wintering birds are found in southern California

The marbled murrelet is a seabird that feeds near shore at sea but nests inland
and therefore is influenced by both marine and terrestrial environments Its

nesting range extends farther north and south than the range of the northern

spotted owl Based on recent surveys estimates of marbled murrelet

population size for Washington Oregon and California indicate that the three

state area has considerably lower numbers of murrelets than other areas within

the species range eg British Columbia and Alaska Estimated population

sizes are
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Chapter3 4

marbled murrelet to estimate population trends is under development as a part

of the ongoing Conservation Assessment for the species This initiative is being

jointly sponsored by the Murrelet Recovery Team and the Forest Service

Preliminary runs of the model which has not yet been peerreviewed may

occur within the next month It is hoped that these runs can provide a crude

estimate of the rate of change of the murrelet population based upon available

demographic information for the murrelet and other species in the same family

alcidae of birds The results will be considered as part of the adaptive

management process that is a part of each of the alternatives analyzed in this

SEIS They also will be considered by the Murrelet Recovery Team as it

continues its work on a species Recovery Plan

The current estimates of marbled murrelet population size for the planning

area which indicate a low population when compared to other parts of the

species range may be related to the reduction in the amount of old growth

and mature forests with old growth components especially at lower elevations

in the coastal lowlands of Washington Oregon and California During the last

century there has been a substantial reduction in the amount of oldgrowth

forest within the range of the marbled murrelet Federal lands in old growth

condition were identified by the Assessment Team as a key component of any

marbled murrelet management strategy because the loss of nesting habitat was

a principal reason for listing the species as threatened 57 FR 4538 An

estimated 2.5 million acres of marbled murrelet nesting habitat currently exists

on federal lands in Washington Oregon and California Table 3438
However this reported acreage has not been verified as suitable nesting habitat

and it is possible that the true acreage figure is much lower Appendix G
Biological Opinions

Suitable murrelet nesting habitat has been tentatively defined as old growth

forests and mature forests with an old growth component large trees 32

inches dbh and greater USDI FWS 1991 Trees must have suitable nesting

platforms usually large branches with thick moss coverings which may not

develop until trees are more than 175 years old The typical marbled murrelet

nest is a shallow depression hollowed out in moss or other debris on a broad

limb in the upper canopy of large trees Twenty two nests have been found in

Washington Oregon and California FEMAT Report p IV15

The apparent high failure rate of marbled murrelet nests in trees due to

predators has led some to hypothesize that fragmentation of nest stands may

cause murrelets to be more susceptible to predation Forest fragmentation may

result in increased visibility of murrelets and their nests to jays crows and

ravens which could lead in turn to higher mortality of adults nestlings and

eggs to these predators This relationship is speculative at present but

observation of high rates of loss to predators whatever the cause is of concern

The FEMAT Report page IV15 and the Biological Opinions Appendix G
provide additional discussion on the natural history of the marbled murrelet

and management implications for this species Based on this knowledge of

marbled murrelet habitat needs and population status the Marbled Murrelet

Recovery Team identified goals that would be applicable as the measure of

effectiveness of any of the alternatives These goals were 1stop the decline

and stabilize the population by increasing recruitment decreasing habitat loss

34246 O Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement



Affected Environmentand Environmental Consequences

maintaining the marine environment and decreasing mortality 2 increase the

population by maintaining suitable habitat in the short term developing

recruitment habitat and increasing the quality of habitat and 3 improve or

maintain the distribution of populations and habitat

Critical habitat was recently proposed by the Fish and Wildlife Service for the

marbled murrelet The proposal consisted of the federal lands within the Late

Successional Reserves of Alternative 9 in the range of the species

Effects of Alternatives

In the short term the alternatives will provide a range of acreage of mapped

reserve protection for the population of murrelets occurring on lands

administered by the Forest Service and BLM The amount of currently suitable

murrelet habitat protected in mapped reserves would range from

918
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POSSIBLE MITIGATION

MEASURES

In the assessment limited to effects on habitat on federal lands the Assessment

Team concluded that Alternative 1 provided habitat that would allow a greater

than 90 percent likelihood of providing habitat conditions to attain Outcome A

Table 3420 Alternatives

2



CUMULATIVE EFFECrS

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

Affected Environmentand EnvironmentalConsequences

old growth habitat within Marbled Murrelet Zone 1This would increase the

amount of federal suitable nesting habitat protected from timber harvest and

reduce short term concerns for the murrelet

Further information will be available when the marbled murrelet recovery plan

is completed At that time Forest and BLM District Plans should be reviewed

and modified if necessary to fully meet the requirements of the Endangered

Species Act as they relate to this species

An ecosystem plan for federal lands contributes to only one aspect of the

marbled murrelet’s life history requirements With this species both the marine

environment because the marbled murrelet is a seabird and the contribution

of state and private lands for nesting habitat must be considered in any

assessment of the potential to achieve recovery of the species These factors

which are important to murrelet recovery but not within the authority or scope

of the proposed action in this SEIS eg nesting habitat on nonfederal lands

mortality associated with gillnet fisheries and oil spills and prey population

conditions will be addressed more specifically in other analytical or planning

documents such as the marbled murrelet recovery plan From a population

standpoint the greatest concern regarding marbled murrelets is maintaining

the species over the next 50 to 100 years This concern relates to both inland

nesting habitat and possible adverse impacts in the marine environment

There are currently no measures in place under Oregon State law for the

protection of marbled murrelets The State of Washington has listed the

marbled murrelet as threatened The State of California has listed the marbled

murrelet as endangered thus requiring the California Department of Fish and

Game to review proposed timber harvest plans in an attempt to ensure that no

take of this species would occur While this may prevent the removal of

occupied sites it allows the further fragmentation of the landscape in

California upon which the species depends

Because a significant portion of this species range occurs on nonfederal lands

the recovery of this species will need to address these lands Timber harvest

that is currently occurring on nonfederal lands in all three states may be

affecting the future ability to recover the marbled murrelet This is of particular

concern in California where substantial numbers of marbled murrelets and

high quality nesting habitat occur on nonfederal lands

To provide an evaluation of all general factors that might influence murrelet

populations the murrelet panel conducted a second assessment focused on the

principal factors thought to affect most directly murrelet population viability

in addition to the assessment of adequacy of habitation on federal lands The

second assessment indicated a much greater risk to murrelet populations than

the assessment based only on federal habitat When all major factors affecting

the species are taken into account including atsea conditions and land

ownership patterns the murrelet panel concluded there is between a 50 and 75

percent likelihood that the murrelet population on federal lands will be stable

and well distributed after 100 years regardless of the alternative selected

Listed and Proposed Species Associated with Late Successional Forests El 34249
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OREGON SILVERSPOT

BUTTERFLY

Listed and Proposed Species Indirectly

Associated with Late Successional Forests

The Fish and Wildlife Service July
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Affected Environmentand EnvironmentalConsequences

EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONEDERuAL LANDS

NELSON’S SIDALCEA

EraECTS OF ALTERNATIVES

CuMuLATIvE EFFECTS

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

GRIZZLY BEAR

Environmental Consequences

Adoption of the any of the alternatives is not likely to adversely affect the

Oregon silverspot butterfly Guidance in the Recovery Plan is currently being

followed This subspecies is found in saltspray meadows and adjacent forests

and in meadow communities and thus is not likely to be affected by timber

management Direction for management of critical habitat for the butterfly

includes a goal of maintaining the habitat in a grassland condition Therefore

none of the alternatives are likely to result in the adverse modification of that

critical habitat

The Oregon silverspot butterfly naturally occurred on lands now in nonfederal

ownership Management of these lands must be considered in recovery

planning for the species but does not affect the determination for federal lands

Affected Environment

Nelson’s sidalcea Sidalcea nelsoniana was listed as threatened in February

1993 A recovery plan is currently being developed for this plant The species is

known from restricted areas of the Willamette Valley and adjacent Coast Range

of Oregon It occurs on the Salem BLM District specifically on the Walker Flat

Area of Critical Environmental Concern as well as the Finley National Wildlife

Refuge and on private lands

Mowing plowing recreational use and roadside spraying threaten the

remaining populations of this plant in the Willamette Valley In the Coast

Range plans for the construction of a reservoir recently threatened the largest

population of this species

Environmental Consequences

Adoption of any of the alternatives is not likely to adversely affect the Nelson’s

Sidalcea A significant portion of the Coast Range population occurs within the

boundaries of the Walker Flat Area of Critical Environmental Concern on lands

administered by the Salem BLM District This Area of Critical Environmental

Concern will be managed similarly under all alternatives and that

management will address the identified threats

Management of populations of this species that occur on nonfederal lands will

not affect the determination that all alternatives will provide equally for this

species and that the federal management is not likely to adversely affect the

species

Affected Environment

The grizzly bear is federally listed as threatened Its current range includes a

portion of the planning area including the National Forests in the Cascade

Range in Washington The Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan USDI FWS 1990b is

being revised to include the population in Washington

Listed and Proposed Species Indirectly Associated with Late Successional Forests LI 34251
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While grizzly bears are not closely associated with latesuccessional forests

they inhabit vast diverse and remote mountainous areas and avoid human
disturbance They use a variety of vegetation types for foraging and other life

functions These habitats include open areas such as lowland wet meadows

and marshes shrub fields high elevation sedge or heath meadows and stream

floodplains Forested areas are used for resting and hiding cover as well as for

foraging

Environmental Consequences

EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES The major potential effect of the alternatives on grizzly bears is human
disturbance resulting from vehicular traffic Human access disturbs the bears

normal behavior patterns and may expose them to illegal hunting or accidental

shooting Since the grizzly is not dependent on old growth forests the

Assessment Team concluded that the effects of forest management activities on

the bear were not tied to the amount or distribution of oldgrowth forests on

federal lands Thus the grizzly was not addressed by the Assessment Team in

detail Adoption of any of the alternatives is not likely to adversely affect the

grizzly bear Instead the effects on grizzly bear recovery will depend on local

mitigation measures which might be deemed necessary

POSSIBLE MITIGATION Regardless of the alternative selected future federal projects such as timber

MEASURES sales that may affect grizzly bears will be required to enter Section 7

consultation At that time in project level planning the disturbance effects on

grizzlies may be identified and mitigated with road closures The ongoing

grizzly bear recovery planning efforts will identify additional conservation

measures which could be applied to any of the alternatives considered in this

SEIS and could be addressed in the appropriate federal land planning

document

CuMULATIVE EFFECTS Nonfederal lands comprise a minor portion of the recovery zones identified for

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF the north Cascades population of grizzlies Management of these lands will not

NONFEDERAL LANDS affect the determination for the federal lands

GRAY WOLF Affected Environment

In the lower 48 states except Minnesota the gray wolf Canis lupus is

federally listed as endangered Its current distribution within the range of the

northern spotted owl includes the northern Cascade Range in Washington

This population was not included in the initial federal listing of the species in

the Intermountain States Therefore there is no recovery plan for the species in

Washington The recovery plan for gray wolves is currently being revised by

the Fish and Wildlife Service to include the population in Washington

The gray wolf is not closely associated with late successional forests Both

forested and open habitats support deer and elk populations which are its

major prey Areas that support small mammal populations are also important

at times of the year when large prey are not available Wolves are documented

to avoid human contact and spend a disproportionate amount of time in

remote areas especially when raising young at den sites

34252 LI Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Stateffient



Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences

Environmental Consequences

EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES The Assessment Team did not address gray wolves because of this species lack

of dependence on old growth forests As with the grizzly bear it was the

Assessment Team’s determination that wolves would do equally well under all

alternatives and the effects of forest management activities on wolf

conservation are not tied to the amount or distribution of old growth forest

retained on federal lands Regardless of the alternative selected there is not

likely to be an adverse affect to gray wolves Instead the effects of the

alternatives on wolf recovery will depend on implementation actions that

create or maintain remote habitat and important prey populations This

conclusion is based on the initial information provided by the wolf recovery

efforts and knowledge of wolf ecology

Roads that are left open to traffic and result in disturbance of this species by

humans constitute forest management’s major effect on gray wolves Human
access disturbs the wolves normal behavior patterns and may expose them to

illegal hunting or accidental shooting Based on the initial information

provided by the wolf recovery efforts and knowledge of wolf ecology wolf

recovery will depend on implementation actions that create or maintain remote

habitat and important prey populations

POSSIBLE MITIGATION Continuing wolf recovery planning efforts will identify additional measures

MEASURES that can be taken to improve wolf conservation under the selected alternative

Individual Forest Plan amendments should address these wolf recovery

objectives and actions

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS Management of nonfederal lands does not affect the determination for federal

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF lands under any of these alternatives

NONFEDERAL LANDS

COLUMBIAN Affected Environment
WHITE TAILED DEER

The Columbian white tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus leucurus was listed

as an endangered species in 1967 32 FR 48 4001 and its populations and

habitat are addressed in a Recovery Plan This deer prefers oak woodland
grassland ecotones and riparian habitat in coniferous forests Almost all habitat

for this subspecies is on private lands The highest densities of Columbian

white tailed deer are found in Douglas County Oregon along the south bank

of the North Umpqua River within about one kilometer of the river The

Douglas County population was not officially recognized as part of this

subspecies until 1977

Lands administered by the Roseburg BLM District fall within the current range

of the Columbian white tailed deer The Revised Preferred Alternative of the

Roseburg District RMP USDI BLM unpub stated that timber harvest or other

vegetation altering activities on all BLMmanaged lands within the distribution

of the deer would only occur if they are determined to be beneficial to the

subspecies or until such time that definitive information is available describing

the use level and value of these lands in the context of meeting recovery plan

Listed and Proposed Species Indirectly Associated with Late Successional Forests Q 34253
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EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

PEREGRINE FALCON

EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES

goals In addition acquisition of lands through exchange within the core area

for the deer in Douglas County has been achieved A recently announced land

exchange in the Roseburg BLM District would secure
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POSSIBLE MITIGATION

MEASURES

CuMuLATIvE EFFECTS

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

SACRAMENTO RIVER

WINTER CHINOOK
SALMON

EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES

POSSIBLE MITIGATION

MEASURES

CUMULATIvE EFFECTS

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

Affected Environmnentand Environmnental Consequences

Peregrine Falcon Recovery Plan describes protection measures that are

followed by both the Forest Service and BLM Therefore regardless of the

alternative selected peregrine falcon conservation will continue Future Forest

and District Plans will further address the needs for peregrine recovery None

of the alternatives is likely to adversely affect the peregrine falcon

With all of the alternatives the federal agencies continued compliance with the

Peregrine Falcon Recovery Plan will be adequate

Nonfederal land management does not affect the determination that the

alternatives are not likely to adversely affect the species on federal lands

Affected Environment

This stock of chinook salmon is listed as threatened throughout the Sacramento
River system A recovery plan for this stock of fish is expected to be released in

1994

The major spawning areas for this species occur outside of coniferous forests

Before the construction of Shasta Dam this stock of salmon spawned

throughout the upper tributaries of the Sacramento River The Assessment

Team stated Forest management practices along the tributaries to the west of

the mainstream below the reservoir could have an influence on the species

However few if any federal forest lands occur here The major factors that

affect the species are probably the allocation of water flows from Shasta

Reservoir withdrawal of water from the river for irrigation and harvesting the

fish at sea

Environmental Consequences

Regardless of the alternative selected the federal agencies will consult the

recovery plan for direction The alternatives are not likely to adversely affect

Sacramento River winter chinook salmon

At this time it is not known how Forest Service and BLM land management

may improve conditions for this species When completed the recovery plan

should be reviewed to assure that all appropriate actions are taken

Nonfederal land management and water management do affect this species

but their effects cannot be mitigated or offset by additional measures on federal

lands Therefore the determination for federal lands would not change

Listed and Proposed Species Indirectly Associated with Late Successional Forests 0 34255
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SNAKE RIVER FALL

CHINOOK SALMON
SNAKE RIVER

SPRING SUMMER
CHINOOK SALMON
AND SNAKE RIVER
SOCKEYE SALMON

EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

KLAMATH
SHORT NOSE SUCKER

AND LOST RIVER

SUCKER

Affected Environment

These anadromous species migrate in the Columbia River through the range of

the northern spotted owl to reach their spawning areas in Idaho

Significant threats to all these anadromous species are issues that are unrelated

to federal forest management within the range of the northern spotted owl For

this reason the Assessment Team did not include these three species in their

viability panel assessments

In preparation of the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Northern

Spotted Owl USDA FS 1992 the Forest Service determined that the Snake

River sockeye and chinook salmon will not be adversely affected by any of the

alternatives evaluated in this environmental impact statement In a letter from

the National Marine Fisheries Service dated January 7 1992 the Service

indicated that they concur with this determination USDA FS 199234154155The alternatives considered in this SEIS are also determined not likely to

adversely affect Snake River fall chinook Snake River springsummer chinook

and Snake River sockeye salmon Appendix G includes a letter of concurrence

from the National Marine Fisheries Service

Nonfederal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl have no effect

on these species and would not affect the determination for federal lands in this

SEIS Cumulative effects such as management of dams on the Columbia River

and irrigation developments overharvest diseases and artificial propagation

were identified by National Marine Fisheries Service as contributing to the

decline of anadromous salmonid populations However these impacts are not

expected to be cumulative with the effects of the alternatives and would not

affect the determination for federal lands in the planning area

Affected Environment

The Lost River sucker Deltistes luxatus and the shortnose sucker Chasmistes

brevirostris were listed as endangered species in 1988 50 CFR Part 17 1988
The Recovery Plan for these species was completed in April 1993 Critical

habitat has not been designated for these species but the Fish and Wildlife

Service has been ordered by the court to designate critical habitat by April

1994 Much of the habitat for the suckers is found within the boundaries of the

Klamath Falls Resource Area of the Lakeview BLM District on the Winema
and Fremont National Forests in Oregon and on the Klamath and Modoc

National Forests in California These suckers live in the lakes rivers and some

streams of the Upper Klamath Basin Typically they migrate from lakes into

rivers to spawn but some populations are known to utilize spring sources for

spawning and refugial sites

The primary threats to these species result from management of nonfederal

lands including habitat loss due to alteration of the rivers in which they

spawn diverting water into canals through unscreened diversions lowering

34256 U Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement



Affected Environmentand EnvironmentalConsequences

flows in the rivers in which they spawn and the lowering and eutrophication

of Klamath Lake The threats from federal land management activities are those

that may be associated with degradation of water quality and hyper

eutrophication of Upper Klamath Lake

Environmental Consequences

EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES Alternative 7 would have a greater potential for adverse effects on these two

species due to the narrower Riparian Reserves under this alternative The

remaining alternatives are not likely to adversely affect the species due to their

provision of wider Riparian Reserves which would improve aquatic habitats

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS Cumulative effects issues of diversion of water for irrigation and disruption of

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF natural migration corridors for these species are important management

NONFEDERAL LANDS considerations but they cannot be mitigated by changes in federal land

management and therefore would not change the determination for these

species

MAcDONALD’S Affected Environment
RoCKCRESS

The MacDonald’s rockcress Arabis macdonaldiana is listed federally as

endangered Populations and habitat of the MacDonald’s rockcress are

addressed in a Recovery Plan The species has been documented to occur on

the Arcata BLM District and is assumed to occur on the Six Rivers National

Forest though identification of plants collected there is being reviewed Both

the Forest Service and BLM are currently managing the known and suspected

sites on federal lands in accordance with the Recovery Plan MacDonald’s

rockcress occurs on barren to shrubcovered rocky and serpentine soils

associated with Jeffrey pine woodlands which range from
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CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

INCLUDING THE ROLE OF

NONFEDERAL LANDS

The Biological Opinion included the following discussion of the cumulative

effects for this species Appendix G Adverse effects of private activities on

McDonald’s rockcress include potential killing or damage of plants from

herbicides applied for forest management purposes and mining activities To

the best of the Service’s knowledge no mining currently is occurring or

imminent on the privately owned colonies of McDonald’s rockcress Given the

reduced availability of commercially harvestable timber in the future on

Federal lands under the proposed action the likelihood that timber harvest

may occur on adjacent private lands cannot be ruled out nor therefore the

possibility that privately owned colonies of McDonald’s rock cress could be

adversely affected by herbicide application road construction and erosion

associated with this activity It is unlikely that cumulative effects together with

the adverse impacts of the proposed action would appreciably reduce the

likelihood of the survival and recovery of McDonald’s rockcress

THREE COURT IDENIFIED DEFECTS TO THEEFOREST SERVICE

1992 FI1S

THIRTEEN BUREAU OF

LAND MANAGEMENT
TIMBER SALES

ANDERSON AND

BURNHAM REPORT

OTHER SPECIES

Introduction

On May 28 1992 the US District Court for the Western District of Washington

found the January 1992 FinalEnvironmentalImpact Statement on Managementfor

the Northern Spotted Owl in NationalForests FEIS USDA FS 1992 defective in

three areas Seattle Audubon Society et alv Moseley et al No C92479WD SAS

v Moseley On July 2 1992 the court enjoined the Forest Service from

auctioning or awarding any additional timber sales that would log suitable

habitat for the northern spotted owl and ordered the preparation of a new or

supplemental environmental impact statement and a new record of decision

The three defects to be corrected are summarized as follows

The May 14 1992 exemption by the Endangered Species Committee of 13

Bureau of Land Management timber sales from the requirements of the

Endangered Species Act required reevaluation of the selected alternative the

Interagency Scientific Committee ISC Conservation Strategy with respect to

management direction for spotted owl habitat on the National Forests

The preliminary results of a demographic analysis conducted by Anderson and

Burnham raised issues that must be considered in determining if the selected

alternative the ISC Conservation Strategy would still be adequate to provide

habitat to support a viable population of the northern spotted owl

The Forest Service needed to address effects of its proposed spotted owl

conservation strategy on other old growth associated species in light of

projections by some biologists that the strategy would only provide for a low to

medium low likelihood of providing for the long term viability of these other

species

34258 0 Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement



Affected EnvironmentandEnvironmental Consequences

Response to Defects

To address the three defects in the FEIS identified by the court the Forest

Service established the Scientific Analysis Team which included some of the

members of the original Interagency Scientific Committee These experts in

turn conferred with additional scientists and specialists in preparing a detailed

technical analysis of the three defects The team’s report ViabilitjAssessments

andManagement Considerationsfor Species Associated With LateSuccessionaland

OldGrowthForestsof the PacificNorthwest SAT Report was published in

March 1993 It is appended to this SEIS as Appendix H an uncirculated

appendix

As a result of President Clinton’s Forest Conference on April 2 1993 the Forest

Ecosystem Management Assessment Team was established to identify options

for management of latesuccessional and old growth forests on federal lands

within the range of the northern spotted owl To assure consistency of

approach this Assessment Team was to develop and assess options that would

likely result in satisfaction of the Forest Service viability standard on lands

administered both by the BLM and the Forest Service The Assessment Team

used the SAT Report in its analysis and incorporated its key elements into

many of their options

The Forest Service and BLM were then directed by the Secretaries of

Agriculture and the Interior to supplement the FEBIS and other EIS documents

to assess the effects of the options prepared by the Assessment Team Thus the

defects found by the court are effectively addressed in the FEMAT Report and

this SEIS

THIRTEEN BLM On April

19
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authors interpret the rate to be accelerating These results are discussed in

detail in the Threatened Endangered and Proposed Species section earlier in

this chapter and in the biological assessment Appendix G

OTHER SPECIES An underlying need for the proposed action examined in this SEIS is to adopt

management direction for lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM
within the range of the northern spotted owl to assure that late successional

and old growth habitat is managed to support viable populations of species

The Assessment Team developed a list of species likely to be closely associated

with late successional and old growth forests An analysis of the effects of each

alternative was conducted for these species or species group The management

activity that would affect late successional species habitat allowed under most

alternatives is not such that it would be likely to result in the extirpation of

species from the planning area This holds for the 32 species which the court

found required additional analysis

THE ECONOMY AND CoMMuNImEs

Overview

The social and economic area affected by the alternatives presented in this SEIS

generally correspond to the range of the northern spotted owl including

western Washington western Oregon and northwestern California see Figure

3415 The three states have a population that is growing at a higher rate

than the national average The 1990 population in the 57county area was

7
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Figure 3415 Geographic area encompassed in the impact region
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grow Probably the periods of highest employment and business growth

related to natural resource industries was in the 1910 30 period and again in

the 1950 60 period As the industries have become more efficient and

productive many smaller businesses have closed jobs have been lost or

moved and communities have had to adjust to severe changes A number of

the resource processing businesses moved away from proximity to the

resources to be closer to transportation hubs subsequently increasing their

competitiveness Impacts from the reorganization of these industries especially

the timber industry was especially felt during the 1970 90 decades

As a result of the loss of thousands of jobs in rural communities in recent

decades people in the region have flocked to the major cities where jobs have

been generally abundant even during recessionary periods The labor force

employed in the farming forestry fishing and mining sector in 1990 was 4

percent of total employment in contrast to 10.8 percent in 1950 Also

employment in the manufacturing sector decreased to 17.9 percent in 1990 from

23.5 percent in 1950 Generally in the Pacific Northwest during the last few

decades employment in these sectors has gone through hiring layoffs and

rehiring cycles based on a number of factors including national recessions

housing starts fluctuating interest rates changing productivity and efficiency

standards new technology service based employment and retail trade

Social and economic data for the analysis in this SEIS was based on political

boundaries and compiled from states and counties which report information

about their respective areas There are 25 counties in western and central

Washington 24 counties in western and central Oregon and 8 counties in

northwestern California all of which comprise the social and economic study

area for this SEIS Thus the human dimension socio economic analyses

presented in this SEIS depend on secondary sources of information US
Census Bureau data as well as various national state and local data as well

as two social workshops described below In some instances and as reported

in the following forest resource descriptions additional social and economic

information was gathered and incorporated by the Assessment Team FEMAT

Report Chapter VI Economic Evaluation of Options

This section does not present an analysis of the costs and benefits associated

with the various alternatives in this SEIS As stated in the regulations For

purposes of complying with the Act NEPAJ the weighing of the merits and

drawbacks of the various alternatives need not be displayed in a monetary

cost benefit analysis and should not be when there are important qualitative

considerations 40 CFR 1502.23

Evaluation of many economic aspects of the alternatives were limited by

resources and uses that have no market or transaction costs or benefits The

social analysis relies on qualitative evaluations by experts familiar with the

areas or communities Also not factored into this analysis is reduced federal

employment due to implementation of the alternative selected in the Record of

Decision for this SEIS or changes due to market conditions or public

preferences
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Timber Harvest

Each of the proposed alternatives will have a direct effect upon the level of

timber harvested from forest lands administered by the BLM and the Forest

Service within the planning area Timber harvest and associated revenue from

private or other publicly owned forests in the region will be indirectly affected

Methodology

The data necessary to do the analysis of sustainable sale quantities were

obtained through the construction of Geographic Information System GIS

data bases This system provides spatial information about land allocations

The federal forests of the region are managed under a nondeclining yield

mandate which means that scheduled annual harvest levels can be maintained

without decline over the long term if the land allocations and associated

standards and guidelines and the planned schedule of harvests and

regeneration is followed The decadal harvest levels were estimated using a

variety of techniques including linear programming FORPLAN simulation

TRIM PLUS and data base manipulation These planning models simulate

the acres treated and resource yields given the land allocations and

management standards and guidelines An analysis in support of the

Assessment Team used the term probable sale quantity PSQ to describe

these results rather than allowable sale quantity Iohnson et al 1993 The

objective is to estimate sale levels likely to be achieved PSQ as opposed to

estimating ceiling or upper limit harvest levels ASQ The use of PSQ rather

than ASQ for this SEIS recognizes the uncertainties in the estimates

Sustainable sale estimates will be revised using more refined data and

procedures available when Draft Forest and District plans are completed or

current plans are revised

The PSQ is based only on lands that are considered suitable for the production

of programmed sustainable timber yields Timber suitable lands are those

lands physically and economically suited to timber production that are outside

of lands designated for forest uses considered incompatible with programmed

sustained timber harvests Timber suitable lands are located only in the matrix

or in Adaptive Management Areas Lands designated as Congressionally

Reserved Areas Administratively Withdrawn Areas Late Successional

Reserves and Riparian Reserves are considered unsuitable for sustained timber

yields These lands are therefore not included in calculations of PSQ

The Managed LateSuccessional Areas on the Shasta Trinity and Wenatchee

National Forests under Alternative 9 in this Final SEIS are also considered as

reserves with no PSQ attributed to them These areas were designated as

Managed LateSuccessional Areas in Alternative 9 in the Final SEIS to provide

habitat around designated northern spotted owl pair areas in eastern

Washington and the California Cascades as described in the FinalDraft Spotted

Owl Recovery Plan USDI unpub In Alternative 9 of the Draft SEIS these areas

were considered as part of the matrix Neither the FEMAT Report nor the Final

Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan from which the standards and guidelines for

these late successional areas are adopted discuss whether these areas should

Timber Harvest 0 34263
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be considered as part of the base for calculation of PSQ They have not been

included in the calculations of PSQ for Alternative 9 in the Final SEIS This may
change as a result of province Forest or District level planning

Matrix acres include all federal lands outside the four types of withdrawals

listed above and outside of Adaptive Management Areas Matrix lands include

productive forest nonproductive forest and nonforest lands Timber suitable

acres on the other hand include only the physically and economically suitable

timberland in the matrix or in Adaptive Management Areas The timber base

or suitable lands is a subset of the acres located in the matrix and in Adaptive

Management Areas Johnson et al 1993

During the analysis for this SEIS some standards and guidelines for the

various alternatives made it difficult to determine actual harvest levels Some

examples 1Many alternatives require watershed analysis in Key Watersheds

before timber harvest can occur Estimates were made of probable sale levels

using a set of interim rules for those watersheds 2 Several alternatives would

designate activity centers for marbled murrelets and other species as they are

found These designations would preclude or restrict timber harvest However

when PSQ predictions were made no allowance was made for these findings

beyond sites that are already known 3 Alternative 9 designates Adaptive

Management Areas The Assessment Team assumed that such designation

would not reduce the sale level that would otherwise occur under the

alternative However the actual level of sales that will occur in these areas is

somewhat uncertain 4 The extent of Riparian Reserves associated with

intermittent streams is not precisely known Therefore sustainable timber sale

quantities are subject to change based on additional analysis and inventories

Probable sale quantities do not include volume that might be obtained under

some alternatives from thinning salvage and other treatments in areas

designated as LateSuccessional Reserves or Riparian Reserves

Administratively Withdrawn Areas or Managed Late Successional Areas An

additional volume of 100 to 170 million board feet per year might be obtained

from these activities depending on the alternative

Effects of Alternatives

Estimates according to the BLM and Forest Service indicate that timber sales

planned in federal forests within the range of the northern spotted owl under

the NoAction Alternative would be 3 to 4 billion board feet per year thus

generating more that 1billion annually in economic benefits in the Pacific

Northwest Under sustained yield plans annual harvest levels from federal

forests in the study area for regional and community analysis had averaged 5.6

billion board feet during the period 1980 to 1989 PSQ from federal forests

within the range of the northern spotted owl averaged 4.5 billion board feet

during the same period The alternatives considered to protect the habitat of

the northern spotted owl and associated latesuccessional species will restrict

timber harvest in these forests resulting in substantial social and economic

costs

The probable levels of federal timber sales for the first decade for each

alternative are summarized in Table 3443 and Figure 3416 The PSQ

estimate for Alternative 1 was incorrectly reported in the Draft SEIS and has
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Table 3443 Historical federal harvest levels and annual probable sale quantites PSQ in the first

decade by alternative

Average Alternative

Administrative Harvest

Unit 1980 1990

89 92 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

million board feet ScribnerNational
Forests Region 62 Owl Forests3

Washington

1
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Figure 3416 First decade probable average annual timber sale levels

PSQ by historical period and alternative
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been corrected in this Final SEIS The PSQ figures for Alternative 9 are changed

from the Draft SEIS to reflect modifications made to Alternative 9 as a result of

public comments and internal review The modifications discussed in Chapter

2 earlier in Chapter 34 and presented in detail in Appendix B11 of this Final

SEIS are reflected in changes to standards and guidelines and to land

allocations The modifications that affected PSQ estimates include additions to

reserves to protect known locations of species associated with late successional

forest conditions the application of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 throughout the

range of the northern spotted owl protection of known northern spotted owl

nest sites the designation of Managed LateSidccessional Areas in Washington

and northern California additional requirements for coarse woody debris on

matrix lands and the replacement of the 180 year rotation on National Forests

in California by the rotations specified in Forest Plans Other modifications

made to Alternative 9 add to the uncertainty of PSQ calculations These

changes include the requirement to survey and manage future sites of some

latesuccessional forest associated species the requirements for buffers around

caves and other structures where bats are found the requirement to maintain

latesuccessional forest remnants in fifth field watersheds that currently have

less that 15 percent of forested areas in late successional forests and

modifications to site treatments on matrix lands

The probable sale quantities in the Final SEIS also reflect updated analysis that

corrected some minor problems in the estimates reported in the Draft SEIS The

revisions to the Spatial Unified Database see Chapter 2 Acreage and Data

Changes Between Draft and Final were analyzed correctly in the updated PSQ

except for the following 1minor adjustments to Key Watershed and Late

Successional Reserve boundaries by the Forests and Districts were completed

too late for inclusion in the update 2 the owl additions identified for

inclusion in LateSuccessional Reserves for Alternatives

1
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Table 3444 Probable sale quantities PSQ in millions of board feet MMvBF by alternative for

each administrative unit

Alternative

Administrative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Unit MMBFNationaLEFr
estsJRegioiu66 Washington

Gifford Pinchot 9 58 62 58 94 71 135 97 73 72

Mt Baker Snoqualmie 2 10 12 12 15 16 32 24 12 19

Okanogan 1 5 5 5 6 6 8 10 5 9

Olympic 1 8 8 7 9 9 19 15 10 12

Wenatchee 4 23 25 22 28 28 36 57 20 41

NatwnaL oFests Region 6 Oregon

Deschutes 2 13 14 14 15 14 19 18 17 18

Mt Hood 7 45 50 68 85 59 132 77 67 59

Roque River 1 5 6 11 16 10 29 31 26 25

Siskiyou 3 20 22 27 34 27 118 41 24 27

Siuslaw 3 21 23 19 29 27 119 38 23 27

Umpqua 10 66 75 89 108 92 149 125 83 98

Willamette 10 64 77 88 129 104 152 147 136 120

Winema 5 32 32 23 33 33 47 40 37 39

National Forests Region 5 Califoria

Iamath 7 39 44 38 50 55 82 102 96 92

Mendocino 0 12 12 11 13 13 23 21 20 19

Six Rivers 6 12 15 19 23 19 43 24 26 21

Shasta T 4 50 54 43 55 63 90 75 82 67

Bureau of Land Management Districts Oregon

Distric Sustained Yield Unit

Salem Columbia 4 9 9 8 10 9 28 14 9 10

Clackamas 1 5 6 6 9 7 17 11 8 10

Alsea 1 3 3 3 3 4 22 14 8 6

Santiam 1 6 7 5 12 8 24 14 11 9

Salem Total 8 23 25 23 34 29 91 53 36 35

Eugene Upper Willamette 10 18 20 22 28 24 46 42 25 29

Siuslaw 6 9 9 9 10 9 21 12 7 10

Eugene Total 16 27 29 31 38 33 67 54 32 40

Roseburg South Umpqua 1 5 5 7 9 6 20 12 9 7

Douglas 3 14 15 18 22 17 54 39 29 22

Roseburg Total 4 19 20 25 31 23 74 51 38 29

Coos Bay South Coast 12 41 41 44 44 43 95 66 43 52

Coos Bay Total 12 41 41 44 44 43 95 66 43 52

Medford Josephine 0 14 15 14 16 16 38 30 22 17

Lakeview Jackson 0 15 16 17 19 19 39 32 26 19

Klamath 0 3 3 3 6 4 8 4 4 4

Medford Total 1 32 34 35 42 39 85 66 53 40

Note All PSQ estimates are reported in 32 foot logs Divide the PSQ by 0.825 to convert to 16 foot logs PSQ estimates

for each administrative unit will be reviewed upon completion or revision of Forest and District Plans PSQ estimates do not

include other wood estimates

Region 6 Pacific Northwest Region Forest Service

Region 5 Pacific Southwest Region Forest Service
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submerchantable size material or other products not considered as

merchantable and not normally part of allowable sale quantity calculations

Historically other wood has accounted for about 10 percent of the total harvest

volume from timber suitable federal lands in the planning area Figure 3416

does include an additional 10 percent of PSQ as other wood Harvest of other

wood in the future is uncertain due to changes in forest management standards

and guidelines such as retention of snags and coarse woody debris

In future decades sustainable harvest levels of timber PSQ should increase as

the effect of management on the timber suitable lands takes effect Growth per

acre will increase and a better balance of age classes a more equal

representation of all age classes will be achieved

The average annual value of harvest in the planning area was 650 million in

1990 1992 This represents the market value of the trees prior to harvesting Log

values to the mill in this period were over 1billion per year and actual

product values were substantially higher logging and transportation costs

were approximately 140 MMBF

In the short term timber sale quantities may differ from the calculated

sustainable level due to required surveys and assessments and due to the time

required to develop new timber sales that conform with the selected alternative

FEMAT Report Chapter Vt Economic Evaluation of Options Coastal

harvests will be restricted until the completion of marbled murrelet surveys

which may take 3 or more years Harvests in many watersheds will be

restricted until comprehensive watershed analyses are conducted which may

take several years Finally some sales in the current program may be located in

designated areas and therefore unsuitable for harvest The importance of

short term sales is magnified because most of the current volume under

contract on federal lands will be harvested in 1994 FEMAT Report Chapter

VL Economic Evaluation of Options

In June of 1993 the Forest Service had approximately 1.8 billion board feet of

timber under contract and 0.085 billion board feet offered but not awarded

throughout the planning area The BLM had approximately 0.235 billion board

feet under contract and 0.232 billion board feet offered but not awarded The

Forest Service and BLM will conduct analysis of each of the sales under

contract and sales which have been offered but not awarded to determine

whether harvest of these areas should be allowed under the selected

alternative The analyses include economic as well as conservation criteria

Based on these analyses the agencies will determine which harvests can

proceed as planned which can proceed with minor modifications and which

should not proceed At least one third of the sales under contract are outside

any of the designated land allocations and will probably continue as planned

Additional Endangered Species Act consultation with the Fish and Wildlife

Service for the marbled murrelet may be required in some cases Other sales

may have to be reconfigured to meet objectives for specific species watersheds

and late successional designated areas

Estimated sale levels under all alternatives are below program levels of the

1980s as well as below the harvest levels of 1990 1992 when most new federal

Timber Harvest 0 34269
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timber sales were enjoined In 1990 1992 harvests consisted of sales under

contract from the 1980 s The sale quantities of the alternatives will not permit

1990 1992 levels of timber harvest in the future In the next 1 to 3 years the

outlook for sale levels is substantially less than the decadal average sales

potential

In addition to reduced harvest quantities in the decade ahead wood quality is

also apt to decrease In the first decade thinning and other partial harvests

would account for a large portion of the volume harvested under the various

alternatives Secondary wood products manufacturers may see an even greater

decline in raw materials than the probable sale quantities would indicate as a

result of smaller average tree size

Sustained Yield Units

The Olympic National Forest has two sustained yield units the Shelton

Cooperative Sustained Yield Unit Shelton CSYU and the Grays Harbor

Federal Sustained Yield Unit Grays Harbor FSYU

The Shelton CSYU was established in 1946 and is managed cooperatively by

the OlympicNational Forest and the Simpson Timber Company The unit

comprises approximately

361
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The Grays Harbor FSYU was established in 1949 to help stabilize Grays Harbor

County’s natural resource based economy The unit encompasses

approximately

126
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Table 3445 Predicted decadal average timber harvest levels on nonfederal lands by geographic

region for various federal harvest levels statewide for Oregon and Washington

Region Average Average Harvest Level from Federal Forests in the Owl Region2

1980 1989 1990 1992 500 1000 1500 2500

million board feet ScribnerWashington
Western

4
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Table 3446 Historical and predicted first decade average timber harvest from all lands by

geographic region for a range of harvest levels from federal forests

Region Average Average Harvest Level from Federal Forests in the Owl Region

1980 1989 1990 1992 500 1000 1500 2500

million board feet ScribnerWashington
Western

4
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Historically a substantial portion of the nonfederal timber harvest was

exported FEMAT Report Chapter Vt Outlook for Nonfederal Timber

Harvests Export logs are the second most important forest product in the

region in terms of volume and value While some people view these exports as

a drain on the manufacturing industries others view them as a vital part of the

economy of the region

Reductions in federal timber harvests may result in increased domestic

competition for logs currently exported The combined effects of higher

domestic prices changing wood quality and increased export of milled

products has led many to conclude that there will be substantial reductions in

log exports from the region Log exports from the region did decline from 3.7 to

2.5 billion board feet a 32 percent reduction between 1988 and 1992 This level

of export is predicted to continue into the decade ahead assuming no change in

nonfederal log export policies

In summary the effects of federal harvest reductions on nonfederal lands will

vary by state While federal harvest reductions will not be buffered to any great

extent by increases in nonfederal harvest levels in Oregon and California they

will be in Washington

Mills could see some increased supply from a redirecting of log exports to

domestic markets Market forces however have already caused a reduction in

log exports to a level that is expected to remain stable during the decade ahead

Mineral Resources

AFFECTED Minerals are divided into three classes for management purposes locatable

ENVIRONMENT salable and leasable minerals The manner in which each class is managed and

the authority of the federal agencies to control the exploration and

development of each management class varies

Locatable minerals are those metallic and nonmetallic minerals for which the

Mining Law of 1872 gives United States citizens the statutory right to prospect

for locate and develop claims on public domain lands All valuable mineral

deposits on lands open to mineral entry are locatable unless excluded because

they are leasable or salable Gold silver copper and zinc are examples of

minerals which are generally locatable Locatable minerals occur throughout

the range of the northern spotted owl

Salable minerals are common varieties of sand stone gravel pumice pumicite

cinders and clay In general these minerals are of widespread occurrence of

relatively low unit value and are generally used for construction materials or

for building roads Disposal of salable minerals from public lands is at the

discretion of the federal agencies

Leasable minerals include those minerals that can be leased under one of the

several mineral leasing acts In northern California western Oregon and

western Washington the leasable mineral commodities include oil and gas

geothermal energy coal and metallic minerals on acquired lands
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Federal lands in the planning area are known to include substantial mineral

resources For example the 1992 analysis of designated critical habitat for the

northern spotted owl FEMAT Report Chapter VL Economic Evaluation of

Options provided preliminary assessments of the potential effects of limiting

mining activities within the lands designated as being critical habitat for the

northern spotted owl

At least 10 known mineral resource deposits are located within critical habitat

units including 7 in Jackson and Josephine counties in Oregon These minerals

include lime limestone silica copper zinc gold silver and chrome Of these

10 known deposits 1 is currently being mined 3 others could be profitably

mined at 1990 prices and 4 more could be profitably mined given a doubling of

mineral prices The mineral resources from the currently profitable mines are

estimated to have a value of 344 million It should be noted that this value

includes the one active operation and the potential contributions from the other

operations

In addition to known reserves with some current or potential activity the

Geological Survey USDI identified three mineral terranes in southwestern

Oregon and the copper porphyry terrane as having substantial potential for

the discovery of new deposits The copper porphyry terrane corresponds

roughly to the Cascade Range in Washington Oregon and northern California

This terrane in particular holds great potential for mineral deposits within the

boundaries of designated reserves The copper porphyry terrane potentially

could produce hundreds of millions of dollars worth of minerals including

silver gold molybdenum and copper

The entire Cascade Range of Washington and Oregon as well as the eastern

halves of the Klamath and Shasta Trinity National Forests and 40 percent of the

Mendocino National Forest in California are prospectively valuable for

geothermal resources Geothermal exploration has been localized with little

disturbance to a site Also the location of drilling sites for exploration has been

flexible therefore environmentally sensitive sites usually have been avoided

Areas of federal forests in Oregon and Washington are prospectively valuable

for oil and gas resources There are no prospective oil and gas resources within

the boundaries of the four northern California National Forests

In the long term it is likely that additional mineral deposit discoveries will lead

to further activities in mining and mineral processing in the region The level of

expansion in these industries may be limited under the alternatives

The effect of the alternatives on mineral and energy resources is directly related

to the areas that would be withdrawn from mineral leasing or to the constraints

placed on the development of those resources Withdrawal of areas from

leasing may not be necessary because energy exploration and development

activities affect very few acres A more likely effect would be mitigation

measures attached to mineral leases and plans for locatable mineral

development designed to protect habitat for spotted owls and other late

successional and old growth related species

Mineral Resources 2 34275
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Salable mineral development typically takes the form of small sand and gravel

pits usually on the order of 1acre in size Because of the inherent low value of

salable minerals they are usually extracted close to the surface of the ground

and near where they will be used It would be unusual to need to develop such

a source within a designated reserve

The development of mineral resources may be limited by the land allocations

and standards and guidelines proposed in the alternatives However the more

likely effect of designating areas for habitat for the northern spotted owl and

other late successional and old growth related species would be that additional

measures to protect habitat would be required under mineral leases and in

plans for locatable mineral development This would tend to increase the costs

of extracting minerals and result in less mining in these areas

Range Grazing Resources

Federal lands of the West are often leased for grazing Grazing use of federal

lands in Oregon Washington and northern California is far more prevalent

east of the Cascade Range than within the range of the northern spotted owl

Within the range of the northern spotted owl lands administered by the BLM
historically provide about

23
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Economic Evaluation of Options It must be noted that these are the values of

the sales of these products not the receipts to the government as these

products are rarely marketed by the Federal Government Instead permits are

issued for nominal fees

The medium to low elevation western hemlock zone of the planning area

appears to hold the greatest potential for supporting special forest products

activity Also the higher elevation mountain hemlock zone is very productive

for high valued beargrass Xenophylluam tenax These forest types are well

represented within the planning area for this SEIS

Activities will be evaluated in all cases for effects on LateSuccessional

Reserve and Riparian Reserve objectives Protection of other resource values

special status plants and animals and resource sustainability must be insured

Where these activities are extensive it will be appropriate to evaluate whether

they have significant effects on late successional and riparian habitat or species

Restrictions may be appropriate in some cases

Silvicultural prescriptions can enhance the production of special forest

products Most floral greens thrive in management regimes that maintain the

forest in midto late seral stages and maintain semiclosed canopies Thus the

value of these products can be enhanced through maintenance of stands in this

condition Christmas ornamentals are less sensitive to stand structure and

information is not yet available on management associations of other special

products Use of special forest products could be restricted by alternatives that

designate more forest areas to northern spotted owl habitat and other protected

areas

Commercial and Subsistence Fisheries

Resources

While commercial fisheries production and subsistence fishing by American

Indians are not a direct output of the forest they are influenced by the quality

of the stream habitat within forested areas Fisheries related industries

represent a significant portion of the coastal economy of the Pacific Northwest

The principal commercial species categories in the region are salmon tuna

groundfish crab and shrimp While salmon are the species most directly

impacted by forest management activities it is important to look at all species

landed to see how the industry has adapted to changing conditions Forested

watersheds can have considerable impacts on the habitat of these fish species

While not attributable solely to forest conditions the catch rates and angler

days for Pacific Northwest salmon fishing have declined dramatically from the

late 1970s

The volume and value of commercial seafood landed in Pacific Northwest

ports fell substantially from 1989 to 1991 FEMAT Report Table VI6 p VI28
The most significant decline occurred in salmon catch A variety of factors

contributed to this including depressed fish prices unfavorable ocean

conditions and increased competition These declines have also effected

American Indian fisheries and lifestyles

Commercial and Subsistence Fisheries Resources 0 34277
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Short term changes cannot be extrapolated to determine long term projections

The seafood catch in the early 1980 s for example declined greatly with

unfavorable economic conditions coupled with El Nifio conditions However
there is evidence of a long term shift in the Pacific Northwest fishing industry

from salmon and tuna production towards groundfish and shrimp This

species substitution has helped sustain the commercial fishing fleet Radtke

and Davis unpub Three factors however currently pose difficulties for the

coastal fishing industry 1 the recession in world seafood prices 2 continued

reductions in salmon availability and 3 the loss of a large portion of the

groundfish particularly Pacific whiting to offshore processors FEMAT
Report Chapter VI Economic Evaluation of Options

None of the alternatives presented in this SEIS are likely to influence the

immediate future of commercial or subsistence fisheries operations However
improved watershed and fisheries management policies could aid in the

production of high value salmon in the long term Generally it is assumed that

the more protection an alternative provides for a stream and its riparian

habitat the more potential benefit there is to fish habitat and fish populations

In the long term improved watershed protection may aid in the production of

commercial and Indian subsistence fisheries

Recreation Resources

Federal forests within the range of the northern spotted owl provide significant

opportunities for people to enjoy the outdoors Forest recreation in 1990 totaled

135 million visits Swanson and Loomis unpub Estimates of willingness to

pay suggest that forest visitors placed a value of over 1.6 billion upon these

visits over and above their actual expenditures of 2.8 billion FEMAT Report

Chapter VII Social Assessment of Options

People choose their recreation experience from a variety of settings activities

and experiences This broad spectrum of recreation opportunities has been

organized based on a system called the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum

ROS This system classifies the land into broad categories based on

recreational potential The classes include primitive semiprimitive

nonmotorized semiprimitive motorized roaded natural and roaded modified

rural recreational opportunities For recreation supply and demand overall

there is evidence of an excess supply of the more developed motorized forms

of recreation FEMAT Report Table VI9 p VI18 Additionally there is a

high and increasing demand for recreation settings with little development

little management activity and no motorized access There are about 5.5

million acres in the planning area currently allocated to primitive and

semiprimitive nonmotorized recreation Demand for use of this recreation

classification is forecasted to reach nearly 13.5 million acres by the year 2000

FEMAT Report Chapter VL Economic Evaluation of Options

The presence or absence of roads is one of the most critical aspects of a

landscape that affects people’s recreation experience The majority of

developed sites such as ski areas campgrounds and visitor centers occur in

roaded setting classifications Driving for pleasure is the number one
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recreational use in terms of numbers of federal forests and the roaded natural

recreation opportunity class has the highest estimated value per acre of the

various recreation use classes

While land classifications can be useful for describing some aspects of

recreation value they are not sufficient for describing hunting and fishing

opportunities and values Pacific Northwest fishing represents one of the

highest valued recreation opportunities in the region Sport fisheries activities

are dominated by trout salmon and steelhead fishing 77 percent of the fishing

days were in pursuit of these species FEMAT Report Chapter VI Economic

Evaluation of Options

The range of alternatives analyzed indicate little variation in recreation

opportunity Alternatives

1
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unroaded today for one or more of the following reasons high road

development costs unstable and landslideprone soils low timber values or

resource values best managed without roads such as backcountry or

Wilderness

Roadless Areas are a limited and specialized category of resource and have

generated considerable interest among the public and land managers alike In

the early 1970 s as National Forests were being developed to meet renewable

resource demands the Forest Service initiated an inventory of areas that could

be considered as candidates for the Wilderness Preservation System The

inventory was called the Roadless Area Review and Evaluation RARE
Roadless areas were identified as essentially those areas without roads totaling

500 contiguous acres or more in size Roadless areas are relatively undisturbed

tracts of the forest ecosystem which have been neither set aside as Wilderness

nor substantially altered by road building timber harvesting or other

development Over a 10year period the inventory was developed and

updated RARE I and RARE II

Once identified these areas were subjected to a rigorous evaluation of

wilderness attributes through development of an environmental impact

statement As a result of that evaluation some areas were recommended for

Wilderness status and some areas were deferred for additional consideration

during individual Forest planning efforts under the National Forest

Management Act

In Oregon and Washington most areas recommended for Wilderness status

have either been designated by Congress as Wilderness or are being managed

to maintain wilderness values pending future legislative action In California

Congress considered all RARE 11 recommendations in the 1984 Wilderness Act

and specified areas for Wilderness status The 1984 Wilderness Act states that

remaining roadless areas not specified for Wilderness designation are those

that do not possess outstanding wilderness attributes or possess

outstanding energy mineral timber grazing dispersed recreation and other

values and should not now be designated as components of the National

Wilderness Preservation System but should be available for nonwilderness

multiple uses under the land management planning process In all three

states subsequent Forest planning efforts have since identified appropriate

management prescriptions for those areas not designated by Congress as

Wilderness These prescriptions range from primitive nonmotorized recreation

to timber harvest Some of these areas have subsequently been roaded but

most have not In either case these areas are still referred to including in this

SEIS as inventoried roadless areas from RARE II

Currently there are approximately 3 million acres Table 3447 of inventoried

roadless areas on Forest Service administered lands within the planning area

although a small portion of these have been roaded since the RARE II

inventory Roadless areas provide diverse undisturbed habitats for fish and

wildlife and can be especially important for species sensitive to human
disturbance For the recreationist roadless areas offer opportunities not

available in more developed settings Streams in roadless areas are often a
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source of high quality water for communities While many roadless areas

contain extensive areas of late successional forest not all roadless areas consist

of late successional forest

The effects of the various alternatives on inventoried roadless areas are

displayed in Table 3447 Because not all roadless areas consist of late

successional forest protection of inventoried roadless areas is not in itself

within the scope of the proposed action subject to analysis in this SEIS

Protection of roadless areas for wilderness solitude recreation and other

values has been examined through RARE II and subsequent Forest planning

processes For a detailed sitespecific discussion of individual roadless areas

refer to Appendix C of each Forest’s Plan Final EIS

Where they do not contain late successional or old growth values roadless

areas may not have been considered in the location of Late Successional

Reserves in the alternatives Conversely numerous inventoried roadless areas

that contain late successional and old growth forest values were considered

and are included in LateSuccessional Reserves in various alternatives in this

SEIS

Alternatives in this SEIS do not increase the area available for timber harvest

above that which is already available for harvest under existing forest plans

Generally the effects of management activities in each roadless area are

proportional to the level of activity authorized over the whole of the planning

area under each alternative of this SEIS All alternatives allow some degree of

timber management and road construction in portions of some roadless areas

and leave other roadless areas in an undeveloped condition The undeveloped

character of those areas into which entry would be allowed will be altered as

road construction and timber harvesting occurs Table 3447 shows the

amount of inventoried roadless areas that fall into various categories of

designated areas and the matrix for the various alternatives The alternatives

have varying amounts of inventoried roadless areas located within reserves

ranging from approximately 94 percent in Alternative 1 to 75 percent in

Alternative 7 Not all matrix lands are suitable for timber management

Approximately 50 percent of the inventoried roadless areas are located within

Key Watersheds To protect high quality aquatic and riparian habitats in all

alternatives except 7 and 8 no new roads will be constructed in inventoried

roadless areas within Key Watersheds Watershed analysis must be conducted

in all non Key Watersheds that contain inventoried roadless areas before any

management activities can occur within those areas Appendix B6 Aquatic

Conservation Strategy

Each time an inventoried roadless area is developed there is a cumulative

impact that development contributes to an overall reduction in roadless acres

from either a local regional or national perspective Timber harvest road

construction and commodity management activities will continue to reduce

the roadless area resource gradually through time The effect of each

alternative is directly related to the level and types of management activity

allowed Alternatives 5 7 and 8 allow the most management activity in

inventoried roadless areas and Alternatives I and 9 allow the least amount of

management activity Management activities may affect water quality wildlife

Roadless Areas IJ34281
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habitat scenic quality and soil resources as described in sections addressing

those resources elsewhere in this chapter Management activity in roadless

areas will also decrease the acres available for dispersed and more primitive

recreation opportunities The timber in roadless areas has a commodity value

and has the potential to contribute to both the economic and social network of

local communities

Scenic Quality

Contributions from the forests in the planning area extend beyond

commodities The noncommodity outputs of the forest are based on human
values and can provide a basis for regional development both through

tourism related activities and quality of life considerations Many contend that

economic growth in the Pacific Northwest has been fueled by the quality of life

in the region and that environmental quality is a component of this quality of

life

Landscapes managed for visual resources include those kept in a natural state

preservation visual quality those managed to appear natural or slightly

altered retention and partial retention visual quality and those moderately to

heavily altered by human activity modification and maximum modification

visual quality Preservation visual quality objectives allow only ecological

changes in the landscape retention objectives require that management

activities not be visually evident

All alternatives would maintain the visual quality objectives identified in

current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives In Alternative 1over half

the area managed for retention and preservation visual quality objectives

would be located in the matrix with 88 percent of the federal forest lands in

more restrictive reserves or withdrawals While the percentage of the matrix

lands managed for retention and preservation visual quality objectives is

highest for Alternative 7 particularly in California there is not much difference

among the three states within the range of the northern spotted owl FEMAT
Report Chapter VII Social Assessment of Options

Research on preferred visual landscapes in forest settings indicates a public

preference for more natural appearing landscapes Driving for pleasure is the

recreational activity of greatest demand on federally administered lands

Landscapes within designated areas would likely be more appealing for

sightseeing than lands in the matrix especially over time as the selected

alternative is implemented Additionally they generally would constitute a

more desirable backdrop for other recreational activities such as camping and

hiking than those areas subject to timber harvesting The alternatives with

greater acreage in reserves and withdrawals present opportunities to create

landscapes that appear more natural and therefore have higher scenic values

Pacific Northwest forest ecosystems are not static Change by growth

succession and agents of disturbance eg fire wind insects and disease is an

inherent part of these ecosystems In general those alternatives that provide for

Scenic Quality LI 34287
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greater amounts of designated areas will lead to ecosystems with fewer signs of

modification by humans

Regional Employment

AFFECTED Employment in each of the natural resource sectors discussed below focuses

ENVIRONMENT primarily on direct employment as opposed to indirect or induced effects

caused by changes in industrial purchases and household expenditures within

a region This section of the Final SEIS does however project additional job

displacements from induced and indirect effects Under all of the alternatives

direct employment in timber harvesting and processing will decline as a result

of reduced harvest levels

TimberBased Employment

Timber based employment in 1991 consisted of approximately

120
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Table 3448 Timber industry and total employment by subregion in the study area

1970 1974 Average 1985 1989 Average

Employment Employment

State Region Timber as Timber as

Total Timber of Total Total Timber of Total

thousands percent thousandspercent

Washington

Olympia Peninsula 83.7 16.6 19.84 127.9 13.2 10.32

Puget Sound 702.7 23.4 3.33 1205.3 21.6 1.79

Lower Columbia 65.0 16.0 24.58 101.0 13.0 12.88

Central 72.2 3.4 4.75 118.7 3.7 3.10

aTotal 926 59.4 6.48 1552.9 51.5 3.31

Oregon

Northwest
411.8 16.9 4.12 690.9 19.9 2.88

West Central 103.2 24.6 23.87 176.3 19.7 11.18

Southwest 76.8 23.7 30.83 121.9 21.3 13.31

Central 33.8 7.1 21.14 59.5 8.5 14.22

Total 625.6 724 1157 1048.3 69.4 6.62 I

California

Total
67.4 21.0 31.23 106.5 16.3 15.26

3 State Total 1616.6 5Z 9.45 270 7 1372

5
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Thousands of people are supported by the inland recreation industry The BLM
estimates that 900 recreation and tourism jobs were directly attributable to

management of the lands they administer Based on expenditure data FEMAT

Report Chapter Vt Outlook for Noncommodity Production and an estimated

income of 41 cents for every dollar spent on recreation or tourism

50
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level includes the one active mining operation and the potential contributions

from the other operations see the sections on The Economy and Communities
and Mineral Resources earlier in this chapter The vast mineral terranes in the

region hold the potential for thousands of additional jobs as new deposits are

discovered The copper porphyry terrane in particular appears to hold great

potential for revealing mineral deposits that might be within the habitat of the

northern spotted owl and other latesuccessional and old growth forest related

species This terrane contains silver gold molybdenum and copper and holds

the potential for production of hundreds of millions of dollars worth of

minerals and several thousand mining and mineral processing jobs

Jobs directly attributable to range and grazing activities are quite low
Estimates for the number of jobs directly involved in cattle production per

1
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Additional investments on lands that allow for programmed timber harvest

the matrix would help to offset job losses in the forestry services sector An

aggressive timber stand improvement and pruning program could add 800 or

more jobs per year over the next decade and promote the yield of higher

quality higher valued wood in future decades in Washington and Oregon

Reforestation activities would support an additional 500 jobs on lands

administered by the Forest Service over 3 years and an estimated 200 jobs on

lands administered by the BLM for 1 year FEMAT Report p VI32

Northern spotted owl inventory and monitoring are estimated to cost 6.1

million per year Most of this cost is for labor Assuming a total cost of

30
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Table 3449 Average timber industry employment affected per million

board feet of timber processed by subregion in the study area inclusive

of self employed individuals

Solid Wood Pulp and Total

State Region Products2 Paper3

jobs per million board feet ScribnerWashington
Olympic Peninsula 4.37 1.01 5.38

Puget Sound

Lower Columbia

9.67

5.94

1.74

5.58

11.41

11.52

Central 10.28 0.00 10.28

Oregon

Northwest 9.16 2.19 11.35

West Central 9.11 0.66 9.77

Southwest 9.07 0.37 9.44

Central 16.38 0.00 16.38

California 5.77 0.63 6.40

3 State Average 7.179 1.29 9E08

3 StatesbySector

Logging

Sawmilling

1.62

3.08

Veneer and

Plywood

Millwork

1.33

0.82

Other Wood
Products

0.95

Pulp

Paper Processing

0.17

1.11

The study area includes the counties that fall wholly or partially within the

range of the northern spotted owl

2 Solid wood products is defined as Standard Industrial Classification SIC 24

except that mobile homes and prefabricated wood buildings are omitted from the

statistics

3Paper converting is not included in the statistics

Regional Employment L 34293
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still growth in the regional economies FEMAT Report Chapter VIOutlook for

Regional Employment These statewide forecasts however mask the

subregional differences where the rural economies are shrinking while

metropolitan economies are expanding The new job holders in the region do

not necessarily correspond to the job losers elsewhere in the region There will

be dislocations from rural communities FEMAT Report Chapter VIOutlook

for Regional Employment

The harvest levels assumed by region and by alternative are displayed in Table

3450 These are based on the harvest levels summarized in Table 3443 and

interpolation of the data appearing in Table 3444 Within halfstate regions

the harvests are distributed by percentages according to 1988 mill survey

statistics The resulting projected employment in timber industries is displayed

in Table 3451 employment is based on harvests multiplied by IMPLAN
based jobs MMBF Table 3451 compares the projected employment levels to

employment in 1990 and estimated employment in 1992 These projected

employment levels are less than those presented in the Draft SEIS primarily

due to reductions in nonfederal timber harvest response and a reduction in

PSQ from federal forests for Alternative 9 The differences in nonfederal timber

harvest response results in an increased displacement of approximately

3
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The paper converting sector uses paper from the national and global market

There is a weak direct relationship between harvest levels and this portion of

the pulp and paper market The paper market has already begun to respond to

changing market conditions by installing increased paper recycling capacity to

buffer effects of changes within the pulp processing sector In addition a vast

supply of pulp is available in the global market

While the pulp sector is apt to be the most affected of the pulp and paper

sectors by changes in forestry activity arising from the proposed action

utilization of alternative species and improved pulp recovery processes can

allow these industries to continue to supply existing plant capacities Capital

investment however is apt to be required to achieve this scenario and the

current market for pulp is plagued by weak prices There is also a large

quantity of chips exported from the region a portion will likely be redirected to

domestic pulp mills

Mobile home construction typically included with the timber industry

employment statistics is assumed to maintain historic employment levels

Employment in this sector is included in the projections in Table 3451 at its

1990 level

In summary these projections imply a range of job displacement arising from

the proposed action from

4
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Table 3450 Historical and projected volume processed per year in the next decade from all

owners by subregion of the study area and alternative

Average Alternative

Harvest

1980 1990

State Region 89 92 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

million board feet ScribnerWashington
Olympic

Peninsula 1914 1876 1892 1890 1887 1892 1888 1884 1886 1882 1882

Puget Sound 1320 1348 1360 1360 1358 1355 1360 1355 1369 1348 1364

Lower Columbia 982 849 872 873 873 886 876 893 883 876 874

Central 353 293 316 316 312 314 317 321 344 305 333

Oregon

Northwest 1442 1327 1386 1392 1403 1429 1403 1529 1441 1411 1408

West Central 1519 1121 1195 1209 1217 1263 1236 1370 1303 1258 1255

Southwest 1515 1042 1225 1241 1264 1312 1275 1590 1425 1317 1321

Central 875 434 474 474 470 476 473 494 481 478 478

California

ittkl 1116 4 M g 4 0 1 1

The study area includes the counties that fall wholly or partially within the range of the northern spotted

owl

Some employment gains reasonably may be made in recreation and tourism as

well as in special forest products It may however be difficult to absorb displaced

loggers and mill workers into these fields due to skill considerations and

geographic locations It should also be noted that recreation tourism and special

forest products employment opportunities have wage rates significantly less than

those of logging and wood products manufacturing jobs

In the long run management in accordance with any of the alternatives presented

in this SEIS may provide an increased supply to commercial fisheries Yet in light

of the current issues and the potential overcapacity of the industry these gains

may not be substantial Restoration of salmon and trout runs could have positive

effects on coastal recreation

Mineral activities have potential longterm benefits of great significance to the

region and to the Nation The effect of the alternatives on mineral and energy

resources is directly related to the areas in which mineral leasing no longer would

be allowed or to the constraints placed on the development of those resources

These constraints would tend to increase the costs of extracting minerals and

result in less mining in these areas

34296 FFinal Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
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Table 3451 Historical and projected employment in the timber industry in the next decade by

subregion and alternative

Actual Estimated Alternative

State Owl Region2 1990 1992 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

thousand jobsWashington
Olympic Peninsula 13.9 11.6 11.7 11.6 11.7 11.7 11.7 11.6 11.2 11.6 11.6

Puget Sound 25.7 20.3 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.3 20.4 20.3 20.5 20.3 20.4

Lower Columbia 14.1 12.4 12.6 12.6 12.6 12.7 12.6 12.7 12.6 12.6 12.6

Central 4.2 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.3 3.9 4.2

Total 57.9 513 48.1 48.7 48.7 48.7 48.7 48.8 48.7 49.0 48.4 48.8

Oregon

Northwest 21.9 19.8 20.3 20.3 20.4 20.7 20.0 21.6 20.8 20.5 20.5

West Central 20.9 13.7 14.4 14.5 14.6 15.0 14.3 16.0 15.4 15.0 14.9

Southwest 21.4 10.3 12.0 12.1 12.4 12.8 12.1 15.3 13.8 12.8 12.9

Central 8.9 7.4 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.0 8.4 8.2 8.1 8.1

Total 73.1 62.8 51.2 54.7 54.9 55.4 56.6 54.4 61.3 58.2 56.4 56.4

California

Total 139 11.3 10.2 10.6 10.7 10.6 10.7 10.8 10.8 10.9 11.1 10.9

3 State Total 144.9 1254 109.5 114.0 114.3 114.7 116.0 114.0 120.8 118.1 115.9 116.1

Includes selfemployed individuals in all solid wood products and pulp and paper sectors Wage and

salary employment is approximately 7.5 percent less than total employment

2 Owl Region The range of the northern spotted owl

While the net impact of implementation of any of the alternatives is apt to be

displacement of natural resources based jobs the economy of the region as a

whole is predicted to continue to grow Rural communities will bear the brunt

of the adverse economic effects resulting from the proposed action while the

more developed areas are projected to continue to expand

Government Revenues

AFFECTED Throughout the range of the northern spotted owl federal timber harvest has

ENVIRONMENT been an important source of revenue in terms of returns to local governments

Studies from western Oregon show that county governments derived on

average 23 percent of their funds from timber receipts in 1988 while schools

derived 2 percent of their funds from timber receipts Because schools

represent the vast majority of local government expenditures in Oregon the

Government Revenues 0 34297
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sum total of local government tax base reliance on such receipts was 7 percent

Southwestern Oregon counties are even more highly timber dependent 55

percent of county funds 4 percent of school funds and 20 percent of aggregate

local funds were derived from federal timber harvest receipts in 1988

Currently the Federal Government shares 25 percent of the gross receipts from

National Forest timber sales and 50 percent of the gross receipts from OC
lands BLM and Forest Service

Under current policies declines in federal timber harvest will reduce federal

receipts to counties While timber prices will increase they will not fully offset

the declines in revenues to the federal and local governments Table 3452
The federal receipts noted in Table 3452 are not indicative of returns to the

Federal Treasury they do not reflect administrative costs of approximately 30

percent of gross sales value Both the Federal Treasury and the local

governments will see reduced revenues from implementation of any of the

alternatives

Due to the location of the greatest harvest reductions and the nature of the

revenue sharing distribution formulas southwestern Oregon is the most

substantially affected subregion FEMAT Report Chapter VI Outlook for

Government Revenues It should be noted that a congressional safety net has

been safeguarding the communities from large scale reductions on a yeartoyearbasis In 1993 the safety net payment forOC lands guaranteed 85

percent of the average annual payment made from 1986 through 1990 Any

reduction in these federal receipts shared with the counties arising from the

proposed action will correspondingly impact their school and road funds due

to the nature of the distribution formula even under continued provision of

such a safety net

Rural Communities

The study area for regional and community analysis for this SEIS includes 57

counties that fall wholly or partially within the range of the northern spotted

owl This includes 25 counties in Washington 24 in Oregon and 8 in California

see Figure 3415 These counties contain 347 communities both

incorporated and unincorporated areas in Washington 320 in Oregon and 68

in California Not all of these counties or communities were included in the

analysis the larger metropolitan counties such as King Pierce and

Multnomah and cities Seattle and Portland were excluded because of their

concentration of residents and general lack of direct forest resource

dependence although many of these urban residents rely on the federal forests

within the planning area for recreation The social analysis focused on those

rural counties and communities that are more timber and natural resources

dependent The analysis examined effects on 219 communities 30 communities

in northern California 81 in Oregon and 108 in Washington

The community analysis entailed five efforts First a survey was sent to state

extension agents to solicit background information and an overall rating of the

communities general adaptability in response to change Second a report was

prepared based on census data that summarized various demographic changes

Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
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Table 3452 Historical average and projected annual federal timber receipts by subregion and

alternative

Average Alternative

State Owl Region2 1990 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1992 ilion dollarsWashington

Gross Receipts na 7.3 47.4 50.4 46.2 66.5 56.0 86.6 86.4 43.5 70.0

Local Gov’t Share 34.1 1.8 11.9 12.6 11.6 16.6 14.0 21.7 21.6 10.9 17.5

Federal Share na 5.5 35.6 37.8 34.7 49.9 42.0 65.0 64.8 32.6 52.5

Oregon Forest Service

Gross Receipts na 15.8 103.6 115.2 130.0 174.7 138.5 263.0 187.7 156.0 154.5

Local Gov’t Share 107.7 4.0 25.9 28.8 32.5 43.7 34.6 65.8 46.9 39.0 38.6

Federal Share na 11.9 77.7 86.4 97.5 131.0 103.9 197.3 140.8 117.0 115.9

Oregon Bureau of Land Management

Gross Receipts na 15.5 52.8 55.6 58.1 71.3 61.1 139.2 102.0 71.5 70.6

Local Gov’t Share 131.1 7.7 26.3 27.7 28.9 35.5 30.4 69.4 50.8 35.6 35.2

Federal Share na 7.8 26.5 27.9 29.2 35.8 30.6 69.9 51.2 35.9 35.4

California

Gross Receipts na 5.7 23.7 26.2 23.4 30.0 31.2 48.0 45.6 54.6 41.1

Local Gov’t Share 21.4 1.4 5.9 6.6 5.9 7.5 7.8 12.0 11.4 13.7 10.3

Federal Share na 4.3 17.8 19.7 17.6 22.5 23.4 36.0 34.2 41.0 30.8

3 State Total

Gross Receipts na 44.3

227
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in the counties within the range of the northern spotted owl Third two

workshops involving nearly 100 participants from a variety of state and local

agencies and offices as well as American Indian reservations prepared

detailed analyses of the relative ability of the communities to deal with changes

likely to result from the alternatives on a state bystate basis Fourth a review

of the American Indian tribal lands rights and uses was undertaken Fifth

specialized papers were commissioned to provide detailed expert opinion and

analysis in key areas

The effects of the alternatives presented in this SEIS on rural communities are

primarily those which flow directly and indirectly from changes in the regional

and local economies The preceding section on the economic effects of the

alternatives addresses 1 the context of the changes especially those relating

to timber harvest levels already occurring in rural communities and 2 the

changes expected to occur as a result of implementing one of the alternatives

Effects on rural communities are estimated specifically for Alternatives 1 3

and 7and a scenario based on the 1985 87 timber harvest level with

interpolations for the remaining alternatives

The Assessment Team chose not to label specific identifiable communities

during the assessment process Some labels such as risk or being at risk

have the potential to mobilize individuals and community leadership into

action For example wood products workers may start a small business in

anticipation of layoffs and their children may show increased motivation for

education groups may respond with economic development efforts or

participate more actively in influencing forest management policy decisions

However labeling can also paralyze and demoralize community members
increase social disruption and create indirect and unintended impacts on

communities such as the red lining of communities by banks As a result

the Assessment Team did not identify communities by name or location but

did show results by subregion in Appendix VII C of the FEMAT Report For a

presentation of the special difficulties faced by rural communities in western

Washington western Oregon and northern California see the FEMAT Report

Social Assessment of Options in Chapter VII

Washington Oregon and California differ in the pattern severity and regional

distribution of the projected effects of a reduced timber harvest The results of

the analyses are discussed in terms of each of the affected community’s

capacity to cope which sheds light on the anticipated severity and direction of

the consequences and the resulting risk to the communities

The three states differ in the portion of their respective economies attributable

to the timber industry the structure and distribution of tax receipts to county

and local governments and the distribution of federal state and private

timberlands This variability is reflected in the consequences associated with

the alternatives presented in this Final SEIS

Community Capacity

Community capacity involves the ability of residents community institutions

organizations and leadership formal and informal to meet local needs

34300 Q Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
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and expectations Community capacity involves a wide variety of factors that

can be divided into three broad areas 1physical and financial infrastructure

2 human capital and 3 civic responsiveness

The Assessment Team described strikingly similar patterns of consequences

occurring in communities with similar types of capacity and intervening

variables Although subregional variations can affect consequences the main

processes that determine how a community is affected by changes in federal

forest policies are similar throughout the region There is considerable

variation in community capacity and consequences among communities

Communities with moderately high or high capacity to adapt to changes tend

to be larger communities Although examples exist of small communities with

relatively high capacity smaller communities tend to have limited

infrastructure lower levels of economic diversity less active leadership more

dependence on nearby communities and weaker links to centers of political

and economic influence These communities also are likely to have less control

over resources and capital As a result small communities generally are more

vulnerable to external change such as shifts in forest management policies and

their secondary effects

Some regional patterns emerge directly from the data The ratings define a

region of lower capacity negative consequences in the isolated interior Coast

Range of Oregon and along the west slope of the Cascade Range Two other

groupings of low capacity negative consequences occur in the central Olympic

Peninsula and along the north Cascade Range

Washington communities with lower capacity are likely to be smaller highly

dependent on the timber industry and as in Oregon beyond primary

transportation corridors Preliminary analysis of the community ratings in all

three states indicates that only about 20 percent of low capacity communities

lie within 10 miles of interstate highways compared to nearly 60 percent of

high capacity communities

Coastal communities in all three states tend to have higher capacities and more

positive consequences due in large part to better developed tourism and more

diversified economies The two workshop panels indicated that communities

surrounded by federal lands typically smaller and located in isolated

mountainous areas are likely to have low capacity and more negative

consequences regardless of the alternative Preliminary analysis of

communities in all three states indicates a negative correlation between

capacity and the closeness and density of surrounding federal forest land

Both workshop panels considered many of the same attributes as being the

most important in rating community capacity The factor most commonly

mentioned was economic diversity including the degree of timber dependence

based on the percentage of all workers employed in the timber industry and

the local and regional availability of private timber Local leadership and

location were also cited as critical components of capacity Other factors

include a history of community based improvement efforts community

cohesion and conflict civic involvement local control of resources community

attitude cultural identity population size income levels poverty and

unemployment

Rural Communities I 34301
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The workshop panels also emphasized both similar and different factors when

assessing consequences Specific consequences estimated under Alternatives 1
3 and 7 generally depended on the participants understanding of age class

distribution of forests across matrix lands assumptions regarding the distances

that timber sale bidders are willing to haul logs in a rapidly changing market

and assumptions about availability of timber on state and private lands as well

as federal lands outside the region

Panels for each of the states differed in their interpretations of the

consequences to communities under the alternatives California and Oregon

panelists considered present conditions to be similar to Alternative 7 hn
Oregon Alternatives 1and 3 were considered to improve fisheries and thus

provide positive consequences in coastal and fishing communities Washington

panelists however felt that fisheries would take longer to recover and

therefore Alternatives I and 3 would not quickly yield positive effects for

coastal and fishing communities

For about 25 percent of the California communities panelists saw positive

consequences associated with Alternative 7 compared to Alternative 3 which

they projected would not maintain an adequate supply of logs to local mills

They also were not as optimistic as were Oregon and Washington panelists

about the 1985 87 harvest levels because they considered such levels to be

unsustainable

Panelists in Washington elected to apply a no effect rating for a number of

communities about 20 percent that they felt would not experience any effects

from changes in federal forest management The California and Oregon groups

did not use this label they felt all communities would be affected in some

manner and tended to give even ratings to communities lacking direct

dependency on timber The panelists who rated northern California

communities considered a larger set of complex interactions affecting

communities as a result of federal forest management than did panelists in the

other two states

The Assessment Team conducted a detailed analysis of Alternatives

1
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Table 3453 Relationship between community capacity and

consequences

Alternative 1 Consequences to Communities

Capacity Negative

Moderately

Negative Even

Moderately

Positive Positive

Low 12

Medium Low 13

Medium 8

Medium High 7

High 2

3

5

8

4

4

0

3
7

4

9

1

2

1

3

4

0

1

0

0

0

Alternative a

Low

Medium Low

Medium
Medium High

High

7

9

4

6

1

5

6

10

3

3

1

6

10

9

12

1

2

1

1

3

0

0

0

0

0

Alternative 7

Low

Medium Low

Medium

Medium High

High

4

6

2

1

1

6

6

6

5

2

3

10

15

11

16

1

1

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1985 87

Scenario

Low

Medium Low

Medium

Medium High

High

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

1

2

6
12

8

4

4

4

9

10

10

11

4

2

6

3

2

consequence ratings for Alternatives 1 and 7 is nearly twice as high and for

Alternatives 1and 3 it is over three times as high Although these state level

differences may be caused by a variety of factors they do indicate an

underlying variation in responsiveness to management changes and
specifically to federal harvest changes Table 3453

In some heavily timberdependent communities consequence ratings increase

several points ie become more positive moving from Alternative 1to the

1985 87 scenario Ratings for other communities are unchanged across the

alternatives indicating either a balance of positive and negative effects or

communities less affected by federal forest policy Still other communities have

ratings that are negatively related to increases in timber harvest levels As seen

in Figure 3417 changes in consequence ratings range from negative to

positive when moving from Alternative 1 to 3 to 7 and finally to the 1985 87

scenario
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Table 3454 Community capacity and consequence impacts combined

by percentages for Washington Oregon and northern California by three

alternatives and the historical 1985 1987 timber base

Medium Medium

Negative Negative Medium Positive Positive

Alternative 1 42 24 23 11 1

Alternative 3 27 27 38 8 0

Alternative 7 14 25 55 6 0

1985 1987 0 6 34 44 17

As reported in the Timber Harvest section earlier in this chapter major

reductions have already occurred in timber harvest levels in the planning area

from a peak of about 4.5 billion board feet per year between 1980 and 1989 to

only 2.4 billion board feet per year from 1990 to 1992 a period of injunction

against offer or award of new old growth timber sales in spotted owl habitat on

National Forests The probable sale quantities in all alternatives are below

recent averages as compared to previous peak or baseline conditions

For northern California these data suggest that some of the adverse effects

associated with declining harvest levels from federal lands have already

occurred However the effects on communities in western Oregon and

Washington are just now beginning The current timber harvest levels there are

relatively high due to sales under contract from the late 1980 s The full effects

on employment will be felt by late 1994 as the available timber from federal

forest lands is reduced The variation in the harvest levels across the

alternatives does not appear to create in some general respects a significant

difference in social effects for the future given those that have already occurred

in the last decade and the extent to which some communities have already

adapted to corporate restructuring reduced harvest closed mills and lost jobs

Rural Communities at Risk

For the purposes of this assessment risk is a function of the relationship

between community capacity and the consequences associated with the

alternatives Communities with combinations of low capacity and negative

consequences are regarded as most at risk versus those with high capacity

and positive consequences which are ranked least at risk Alternatives 1 3
and 7 would result in about one third of the 167 surveyed communities falling

in the most at risk category In all three alternatives however the changes

are great compared to those for the 1985 87 harvest level scenario in which only

3 percent of the communities were ranked as most at risk

Not surprisingly the majority of the communities most at risk in

Alternatives 1 3 and 7 appear to be those highly dependent on the timber

industry and on federal forest lands as the source for much of their timber

supply Workshop panelists predicted that Alternatives 1 3 and 7 would likely

lead to additional mill closures and reduced forest related employment and

that the economic and social infrastructure would suffer
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Figure 3417 Predicted consequences of four federal land management

scenarios on communities in western Washington western Oregon and

northern California

o85 87 4 15

X Alt 7

Alt 3

0 Alt 1 it

0 20 40 60 80 100

Percentage of Communities Assessed

Negative 2 NeegDa hvneMedium E pMediuvm DPositive EEffect

Note The 10 No Effect percentages reflect the approximate percentage of

communities that will not be impacted by any of the alternatives

The most at risk communities differ from others in significant ways These

communities are smaller average population
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Social impacts are those which change communities institutions and social

and cultural conditions The social community and cultural changes resulting

from implementation of any of these alternatives will be felt almost exclusively

in western and central Washington and Oregon and northwest California and

will be disproportionately intense in rural and timberdependent areas

The social impacts expected from implementing any of the SEIS alternatives are

primarily those which flow directly and indirectly from economic changes in

the wood products and forestry economic sector Changes in employment

wages and the viability of firms has immediate and long term effects on

individuals families and communities

There is substantial literature about the social effects of economic changes in

rural communities These studies which deal in part with natural resource

based communities do not provide a precise data base from which to draw

conclusions Such studies do however allow an assessment that is useful in

comparing the types and relative amounts of social effects that are likely to

occur

Drawing from sociological studies of timberdependent communities

interviews with knowledgeable people and the research literature on job loss

and adaptability Robert G Lee of the University of Washington has written

about the social and community effects of implementing the ISC Conservation

Strategy Thomas et a 1990 for Oregon and Washington Lee 1990 The
following discussion of social impacts and later the impacts of implementing

the alternatives draws principally from his work dealing with affected people

in the spotted owl region

Lee 1990 notes three important components in timberdependent

communities Loggers mill managers and workers and rural business and

service people Each has adapted to past fluctuations in the timber industry

and each will be affected somewhat differently by the changes resulting from

implementation of any of these alternatives

Loggers are distinguished by an unusual commitment to individualism

hard work inventiveness and entrepreneurial spirit Matt Carroll

characterizes loggers as an occupational community more so than a

residential community and notes the central place of their occupation in

their sense of self Loggers are more geographically mobile than others in

timberdependent communities

Mill managers and workers are in a highly cyclical industry and have

developed a variety of ways of adapting to or riding out hard times on

the assurance that the typical national cycles of demand for wood

products will eventually swing back to full employment Long term

workers usually have built strong ties with one mill and one town Home
ownership and family tie them to communities and mill managers and

workers are typically less mobile than the woods loggers

Local business and service owners provide the core of timberdependent

communities providing much of the community’s leadership They are

rooted in the town with shared values and behavior patterns tied to
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communities by the ownership and investment in homes and businesses

In addition they share a commitment to hard work individualism and

self reliance While these values are often regarded as the foundation of

American culture they may inhibit the development of cohesiveness and

adaptability needed to make the changes in careers and economic

structure to respond to a permanent decline in timber harvests

Lee 1990 notes four factors of social and cultural disruption in the dispute

about federal old growth management 1a shift from decentralized

participatory forest land management that is oriented toward communities and

workers to a centralized command and control for forests both public and

private 2 the perception that the federal government has reneged on its

commitment to maintain a nondeclining even flow of timber from federal

forests 3 a social structure that is less likely to adapt to a permanent loss of

employment and 4 the potential for conflict among different people in which

the timber industry and workers as well as other interest groups are

negatively stereotyped and stigmatized Each of these factors can impose a

significant emotional impact and all can undermine individual and

community efforts to successfully adapt to changes

Loss of Jobs

The effects of job loss in any industry are significant The following excerpt

from Lee et al 1991 lists many of the consequences of job losses in the wood

products industry intext references removed

Stress resulting from job losses alone can be experienced as a life

threatening event that can have severe consequences for the individual

and the community Depression and other mental illnesses are the most

frequently observed consequences of unemployment Individuals with a

prior history of mental illness are most susceptible to economic instability

and will be among the first in need of assistance In fact lower educational

levels are associated with higher use of mental health services indicating

that low levels of education limitboth options and capacity to be

successfully reemployed during periods of economic instability

Other manifestations of mental illness ie spouse or child abuse alcohol

and drug abuse and social conflict also increase in response to rising

unemployment Increased demands for medical services also accompany

economic downturns and unemployment The reported incidences of

heart trouble hypertension bone and joint ailments and chronic

headaches all increase during periods of economic instability People

experiencing high levels of stress often suffer from impairment of the

cognitive functioning required for retraining or making other changes in

their lives Extreme work related stresses can produce symptoms

resembling the delayed stress syndrome from which so many Vietnam

veterans suffered When coupled with stress originating from the blaming

of loggers and other wood products workers loss of way of life and

betrayal by government many individuals are likely to suffer from both a

loss of self esteem and an impaired capacity to recover Their capacity to

make rational decisions about retraining moving or shifting occupations

can be substantially reduced by such an accumulation of stress Lee et al

People Coping with Change 0 34307
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1991 20 21

Learned ways of coping with the instability in wood products employment

may no longer be adequate Robert Lee observes intext references removed

Loss of a job is by itself often experienced as a life threatening event and
can be followed by personal trauma and a permanent psychological harm
Instability in the wood products industry has been so prevalent that

people have learned how to cope with losing and regaining jobs Job

security is sought by developing a personal reputation as a good sawmill

employee or logger A sound reputation helps people cope with a cyclical

industry but it leaves people especially helpless when there is massive

permanent occupational displacement As a result substantial individual

and collective trauma can be expected if people are displaced by sudden

departures from anticipated harvest schedules such as is represented by

implementation of the ISC strategy

Effects on entrepreneurs will be even more severe People who have

invested all their savings and hard work in building a business experience

a tremendous loss of self when they are forced to close Loss of personal

business is experienced as a life threatening event and can be expected to

result in substantial long term stress Lee et al 1991 19 20

Also as noted by Brian Greber

In many instances rural communities exist almost solely because of their

link to the processing of the forest resource The value of homes and

businesses are thus vulnerable to changes in resource processing In that

the bulk of many families net wealth lies in their homes there is a concern

that large changes in harvesting can have greater consequences on families

than would be indicated by job displacement alone Greber 1991A4

People Affected

The social effects of the alternatives stem most directly from changes in the

timber harvest levels of the alternatives This is not meant to indicate that

timber harvest is the only meaningful link between the Forest Service BLM
and people but it is the most crucial variable among these alternatives The
impacts will be very noticeable in some communities and not visible in others

As noted above the consequences on any particular town will depend in large

measure on a variety of factors outside the control of the Forest Service or BLM
and outside the ability to predict

Changes in timber harvest level also stand as a surrogate for other measures of

economic development in the National Forests and BLM Districts such as

mining developed recreation and energy development and as a measure of

the level of other forest management activities such as road construction tree

planting and vegetation management There are no major economic activities

eg higher paying timber jobs in the federal forests which will increase when
timber harvests decline However there is expected to be a number of

ecosystem restoration activities on the federal forests Similarly none of the
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social impacts linked to the economic activity of people or communities will be

minimized because of declining timber harvests Beliefs in the widespread

sustenance of currently timber based communities solely through

nonconsumptive forest activities and recreation are not well founded

The first decade’s annual timber harvest PSQ levels of the alternatives are

estimated in the Timber Harvest section earlier in this chapter and summarized

below from Table 3443 Comparisons were not made from the historical high

timber harvests of 1980 89
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CONSEQUENCES

Some aspects of this decreased ability to provide county services thus

compounding the need for them is discussed in a report to the Association of

0 and C Counties by Robert Lee The report observes intext references

removed

Any reduction in social services is likely to have adverse impacts on

individuals families and local communities This diminished capacity to

provide social services is occurring at a time when new demands upon

social services will very likely result from sharp increases in the number of

people unemployed and dislocated by a decline in the wood products

economy Moreover these same local social services have been seen as

vital for helping communities make a transition from heavy reliance on

timber to a more diversified base

These cutbacks in community services tend to erode essential community

institutions and the esprit de corps of a community and can result in a

weakened sense of pride and identity Communities suffering from such

weaknesses in central institutions eg community colleges fairs and

museums are less capable of mobilizing their citizens to voluntarily

address common problems resulting from decline in the wood products

economy and county revenues Moreover individuals and families having

difficulty coping with stress are less likely to receive support from

neighbors or voluntary associations when the sense of community

declines

Some indication of the magnitude of the social costs associated with

economic dislocation can be gained from a recent study of social costs

associated with timber industry job losses in Washington State An
analysis predicted that total additional social costs in unemployment
insurance welfare social security training wages lost and taxes lost

would total 165.6 million within the first year for the dislocation of

7
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will have some timber available If lawsuits or other legal procedures restrict

the implementation of the alternative selected in the Record of Decision for this

SEIS then the impacts discussed below would be overly optimistic

Timber dependent communities and the wood products industry have

experienced many changes The changes resulting from business cycles

automation and planned reductions in timber harvest have been met and

adapted to with some success There is a difference in the permanence of the

changes A market downturn in 1981 and 1982 forced reductions in timber

harvest from National Forests in Washington Oregon and California to levels

roughly similar to those of Alternative 7 Those changes were seen as and

were temporary Most communities individuals and families were able to

cope successfully The changes in timber harvest from Alternatives 1 through 6
9 and 10 would last longer than any firm or worker’s ability to wait it out
The changes in timber harvest likely under Alternative 8 would have less

impact than under Alternatives 1 through 69 and 10 but may still result in a

downturn from Alternative 7

There is adifference in the amount of change All alternatives will force timber

harvest levels lower than experienced in Washington Oregon and California

in the last two decades Alternatives

1
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Effects on People of Alternatives 1 2 3 4 and 6

The social effects of Alternatives
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Effects on People of Alternatives 5 9 and 10

Collectively the social effects on people and counties for Alternatives 5 9 and

10 are about 75 percent of those effects for Alternative 8 The timber harvest

levels of Alternative 5 are slightly lower than Alternatives 9 and 10 which are

almost equal The probable future timber harvest level for Alternative 5 is 43

percent less than that for Alternative 7 Jobs would be lost but not as many as

under Alternatives

1
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3 Communities and Infrastructure This component is comprised of for the

short term county assistance for a 10year timeframe and efforts to diversify

communities as well as planning and capacity building grants through the

EDA Intermediate efforts are proposed to emphasize infrastructure

improvements with programs administered by the Rural Development

Administration and Housing and Urban Development Community

Development Block Grant loan guarantee program Section 108 The federal

agencies are expected to work closely with county and local governments to

help shape the program Funding is proposed to increase by 25 percent from

298.6 million to 373.6 million

4 Ecological Investments Short term ecological investments are expected to

focus on existing or proposed off theshell restoration projects that can be

quickly implemented Intermediate efforts will focus on watershed

restoration by the BLM Forest Service Fish and Wildlife Service and the

Environmental Protection Agency to provide family wage jobs with local

hiring preferences Included in this effort will be expansion of the Forest

Service’s stewardship projects and coordination with the Oregon resource

trust Restoration through watershed maintenance ecosystem restoration

and research environmental monitoring and forest stewardship will

improve the condition of the region’s ecosystems create jobs in timber

dependent areas improve water quality and increase salmon stocks to avoid

salmon listings and improve commercial fishing Funding will increase by 19

percent from 438.2 million to 519.8 million

5 Northwest Economic Adjustment Fund As requested by the three states

funds are expected to be provided to help communities with emergency

social services training or educational supplements and financing projects

The Clinton administration requested that Congress provide a total of 1.2

billion 333 million of which is new ie not previously earmarked money in

fiscal year 1994 for several programs in the Departments of Commerce
Agriculture Labor Interior and the Environmental Protection Agency and the

Small Business Administration to assist communities in coping with change

under the selected alternative for this SEIS

American Indian People and Cultures

American Indians have occupied the Pacific Northwest region for at least

12
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Figure 3418 Treaty boundaries for Washington and Oregon

N Eastern boundary of the northern spotted owl’s range

I Medicine Creek Treaty VII Nez Perce Treaty

II Makah Treaty VIII Middle Oregon Treaty

Hi Point Elliot Treaty IX Quinault Treaty

IV Point No Point Treaty X Kiamath Treaty

V Yakima Treaty XI Former Kiamath Reservation

VI Walla Walla Cayuse Treaty

so a 50 100

Ae I
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a result of the Treaties and Executive orders and the sovereign status of tribes

the United States and all of its Departments have a trust responsibility

maintained through a government togovernment relationship between the

parties

The duty to protect the treaty reserved rights of American Indian tribes is an

obligation for all federal agencies The adjudication of treaty rights has been the

subject of several US Supreme Court cases that reaffirm the duty of federal

agencies as trustee to protect the tribes reserved rights in their actions on

National Forests and public lands Those Indian tribes whose official

recognition was terminated in previous decades but which has been

subsequently restored and recognized by the United States may also enjoy

certain rights which have been restored by congressional statute

The natural resources within the range of the northern spotted owl are

discussed thoroughly earlier in this chapter including many resources secured

by treaty and others of interest and importance to Indian tribes Habitat and

therefore the environment is critical to the protection of those rights and tribes

need to be consulted regarding proposed management activities that may affect

levels of plant and animal populations A number of tribes retain off

reservation rights reserved by treaty when the tribes ceded traditional lands to

the United States These lands have cultural subsistence and economic

importance to tribes In addition the tribes in the region have jointly formed

technical assistance staff such as the Columbia River InterTribal Fish

Commission CRITFC the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission NWIFC
the Point No Point Treaty Council PNPTC and the Skagit System

Cooperative SSC to assist them in comanaging important trust resources

with state and federal resource agencies A recent 1993 draft agreement known

as PACFish was executed between several of the tribes and organizations land

management agencies and the Bonneville Power Administration concerning

protection of stream habitat and stream flows to increase natural runs of

salmonid species

In addition to the treaties and rights reserved by various tribes the federal

agencies must comply with other statutes that concern American Indians The

American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 AIRFA supports the Indian

right to practice religious beliefs In addition many federal court cases have

adjudicated treaty rights for fishing and other resource uses and generally

established rules for how decisions regarding resource conservation should be

made

In general these principles ensure that state conservation measures will not

impair or restrict rights reserved by Indian tribes and their members pursuant

to provisions set forth by Treaties or Executive orders unless 1 the

conservation measures are reasonable and necessary for preservation of the

species at issue 2 the conservation purpose of the measures cannot be

achieved solely by regulation of non Indian activities 3 the conservation

measures are the least restrictive available to achieve the required conservation

purpose 4 the conservation measures do not discriminate against Indian

activities either as stated or as applied and 5 voluntary tribal conservation

measures are not adequate to achieve the necessary conservation purpose

Although these court decisions are concerned only with the exercise of state
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authority it is reasonable to expect that the same principles would apply to the

exercise of federal authority absent explicit statutory language

When dealing with the many archaeological materials found on federal lands

especially related to ground disturbing activities such as road construction and

timber sales the agencies follow provisions of the Antiquities Act of 1906 the

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 NHPA Section 106 which works

in conjunction with the State Historic Preservation Offices the Archaeological

Resources Protection Act of 1979 ARPA the Native American Graves

Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990 NAGPRA and others In addition

the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management have heritage and

cultural resource manuals and handbooks for regional Forest state and

District direction to guide implementation of the laws

Many Northwest American Indian tribes have beliefs that they were created at

or near their present locations at the beginning of time They used fire and

otherwise managed the forest land to create and maintain specific landscapes

Williams 1994 Harvest strategies and techniques were governed by a

complex system of social political and cosmological mechanisms that served

to regulate and distribute resources in a manner which ensured perpetuation

of and access to culturally important plants and animals Tribes actively

managed the land until it was ceded to the United States through treaties or

Executive orders The many strategies and techniques used by various tribes to

manage the many forest resources still have implications for management

today For example recent research indicates that certain plants may need to be

managed by using prescribed fire to maintain their vigor and distribution

within the landscape Blackburn and Anderson 1993 Also see Appendix D for

a description of northern spotted owl inventory efforts on tribal and Indian

owned lands

The economic and community assistance program see previous section for

consideration by Congress Yu 1993 is not restricted to rural timber

dependent communities Many of the reservations and communities on the

reservations are expected to have problems in adjusting to reduced timber

supplies similar to those expected in nonreservation counties and communities

CONSEQUENCES Given both traditional and contemporary links between American Indian tribes

and forests it is clear that tribal members depend on public lands and

resources for employment subsistence and cultural identity Indian tribes

have an interest in certain federal forest resources protected by treaties The

proposed action will not alter or affect these rights and interests nor will it

impose any extra conservation burden on the tribes or Indian reservations

Many tribes have completed habitat conservation plans which comply with

Federal law and policy and achieve significantly higher levels of protection for

all species than on adjacent federal forest lands Tribes and the Bureau of

Indian Affairs also consult with the listing agency on actions which may affect

listed species under the Endangered Species Act Timber harvest and

management on tribal and Indian owned lands are not controlled or modified

by the proposed action This SEIS provides alternatives to manage the

resources on federal lands in ways that are responsive to tribal concerns

This SEIS has examined the potential of the alternatives to impair or restrict the

rights of various tribes and finds that none fall into that category There are
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great variations in the uses of natural resources and sites on federal forest land

by the various tribes The proposed action would have no effect on the exercise

of Indian religious freedom on federal forest lands The federal agencies will

consult with federally recognized tribes during the implementation of the

selected alternative There will be many opportunities for involving all tribes or

groups in future land management decisions resulting from this proposed

action

Implementation of standards and guidelines could potentially affect American

Indian practices and activities For example standards and guidelines that

prohibit or discourage the collection of certain plant material or trees in Late

Successional Reserves could conflict with tribal rights and affect cultural

subsistence practices However continuation of tribal uses when impacts are

slight is recognized typically as an obligation under treaties and agreements

The Regional Ecosystem Office REO will consider these obligations when

reviewing such exceptions to the standards and guidelines Habitat protection

measures such as controls on the use of fire could also have effects if these

controls occur within traditional gathering areas such as those for grasses and

huckleberries that need to be burned However the programmatic direction in

this SEIS has no discernible impact on Indian trust resources

A number of Indian communities and reservations were considered in the

social analysis Although the communities are not specifically identified in this

SEIS it is expected that the Indian communities and reservations will be

impacted in ways similar to other rural communities affected by changes in

federal timber harvest levels from forest lands administered by the Forest

Service and BLM terms of reduced employment and ability to cope with

change See the discussion in the Rural Communities section above

Many areas on the National Forests and BLM Districts have special meaning to

American Indian tribes bands families and individuals Every alternative

would allow for some continued amount of logging and road construction on

federal forest lands which are potentially disturbing to the land fisheries and

cultural sites Yet the amounts of disturbance are well below historical levels It

appears there would be little difference in consequences to American Indians

associated with the low levels of land disturbance among Alternatives

1
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these impacts into population numbers Further other effects such as

commercial and sport fishing and ocean conditions such as El Niho compound

the uncertainty in determining effects of improving habitat conditions of

American Indian fisheries Thus the effects of the improved habitat conditions

of American Indian fisheries are not quantifiable Generally the expectation is

that fish production off federal land would increase with the improvements in

aquatic habitat on federal lands and would thus benefit tribal fisheries The

rate of improvement depends on the many factors affecting fish production

discussed earlier in this chapter Regardless of which alternative is selected in

the Record of Decision fishing should improve with more streamside

protection although attendant increasing and higher sustainable fish numbers

may take years Efforts to comprehensively improve the fisheries will involve

both the Forest Service and BLM as well as other federal agencies state

agencies and Indian tribes

OmnR ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Many of the environmental impact statements which are supplemented by this

SEIS disclosed consequences to a number of environmental components

resources and human uses at a more specific scale than is appropriate or

necessary for the rangewide regional scope of this SEIS These include special

areas such as Research Natural Areas and Areas of Critical Environmental

Concern and the urban wildland interface In addition the environmental

impacts to sitespecific resources such as historical and pre historical cultural

resources will be addressed and mitigated in subsequent sitespecific

environmental analyses

However an essential characteristic of all 10 action alternatives in this SETS is

that they would permit significantly fewer ground disturbing activities than

the preferred or selected alternatives in those earlier EISs Thus those elements

which benefit from little human interference generally will have environmental

consequences less severe than disclosed in the supplemented EISs Those

elements which are themselves management activities which benefit from

management or from early seral stages or reflect timberdependent or overall

employment generally will experience more detrimental impacts than

disclosed for the preferred and selected alternatives in those earlier ElSs

CONFLICTS WrTH OTHER PLANS

The Council on Environmental Quality Regulations at 40 CFR 1502.16 c
require a discussion of possible conflicts between the proposed action and the

objectives of Federal regional State and local and in the case of a reservation

Indian tribe land use plans policies and controls for the areas concerned

Appendix D of this SEIS Related Direction and Activities describes those

plans as they pertain to the proposed action

The interagency cooperation that is at the foundation of this effort and the

direction that the proposed action meet the requirements of the applicable laws

Conflicts With Other Plans 0 34319
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and regulations have provided the assurance that there are minimal conflicts

between different federal laws and policies The implementation of this

decision through interagency structures see Appendix E will facilitate the

early resolution of any future conflicts

The management direction in this SEIS applies only to federal lands where

state and local land use plans policies and controls have little application

Similarly this proposed action and the alternatives do not apply to tribal and

Indian owned lands Thus the proposed action and the alternatives have

minimal basis for conflict with other plans policies and controls However the

implementation process and specifically the Regional Interagency Executive

Committee and Regional Ecosystem Office actively encourage state and tribal

participation to assure coordination and a minimizing of conflicts over land use

questions

Adverse and Long Term Consequences

The Council on Environmental Quality regulations require that this discussion

include any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoideda

should the proposal be implemented the relationship between short term uses

of man’s environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long term

productivity and any irreversible or irretrievable commitments of resources

which would be involved in the proposal should it be implemented 40 CFR

1502.16 The proposal is the preferred alternative Alternative 9

Adverse Consequences

The adverse consequences which could not be avoided if the preferred

alternative were implemented have been presented earlier in this chapter The

principal action of the preferred alternative is the addition of late successional

and old growth reserves and Riparian Reserves to existing management

direction and the addition or revision of environmental analysis and

monitoring mechanisms to existing management The principal adverse

consequences of the preferred alternative include the loss of jobs and income

and the threat to the economic vitality of many timberdependent communities

The implementation of projects consistent with the preferred alternative would

result in reduction in habitat for latesuccessional and old growth related

species in the 22 percent of the planning area that comprises the matrix and

Adaptive Management Areas However the amount of latesuccessional forest

will increase over time within the 78 percent of the planning area that

comprises withdrawn and reserved areas FEMAT Report p IV55 and Figure

IV2 p 70 There is further protection to habitat for late successional and old

growth related species in that projects can proceed only if watershed analysis

and sitespecific environmental analysis and consultation find management

activities consistent with this and other management direction The consistency

of these actions with the specific prescriptions and long term objectives of this

proposal will be either affirmed by monitoring and research or will be adapted

to conform with the long term objectives

The short and long term reduction in timber harvest from these federal forests

will have an adverse impact on the county governments firms communities

and families who have depended on that harvest in the past While this impact
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can be partly mitigated by various programs and efforts beyond this SEIS

these changes are disruptive to all and devastating to some Those most

affected will see their standard of living reduced their ties with others strained

or broken and their community institutions weakened

ShortTerm Uses and LongTerm Productivity

The use or protection of natural resources for long term sustained yield is at

the legislated basis of management and direction for the Forest Service and the

Bureau of Land Management The short term uses of resources in accordance

with the standards and guidelines of the preferred alternative shall result in

minimum long term loss in productivity of forest soils and other components

necessary for a healthy forest environment

IREEVERSIBLE OR IRRETRIEVABLE CommvnmIrNTs

Implementation of projects in accordance with the preferred alternative would

result in some if not all loss of utility of habitat for late successional and old

growth related species for the period of time needed for that habitat to grow

again a commitment of over a century Some old growth forest stands would

be harvested under the preferred alternative Although certain economic and

social values will be saved at the point of harvest these areas will then not

contain as full an array of ecological and human values associated with old

growth forests as stands not harvested Depending on the physiographic

province and site it would be several centuries or more before the full array of

those characteristics return

If the preferred alternative is selected lands committed primarily to

maintenance of a functional interconnected late successional and old growth

forest ecosystem would not provide timber growth at the rate they would were

stands harvested and regenerated this loss of growth is not retrievable

Irreversible or Irretrievable Commitments 0 34321
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List of Preparers

The following is a list of contributors to this supplemental environmental impact statement Numerous

others contributed to the completion of this document through their assistance in support functions and
or by assuming duties of coworkers who were heavily involved in this effort Their help is greatly

appreciated

This SEIS is based on the work of the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team and their report

ForestEcosystem Management An Ecological Economic and SocialAssessment which comprises Appendix A

of this document Literally hundreds of people contributed to the Assessment Team’s task A complete

list of the members of the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team as well as significant

contributors to that task is included in Appendix A

Members of the Interdisciplinary Team

Robert T Jacobs Interagency Team Leader Bob holds a BS and MS in Forest Management and has

completed post graduate work in resource economics at Michigan State University He has 22 years of

Federal service 19 of them with the Forest Service Currently he is Deputy Regional Forester for the

Pacific Northwest Region of the Forest Service Prior to taking this assignment he held positions in

Washington DC Florida Pennsylvania Wisconsin and Michigan

James H Benson Silviculturist Jim has been with the Forest Service for 25 years and is currently the

Forest Silviculturist for the Klamath National Forest in Yreka California He is a certified silviculturist in

the Pacific Southwest Region of the Forest Service and holds a BS in Forest Management from the

University of California Berkeley

Robert H Deibel Aquatic RiparianSpecialist Bob has a BS in Natural Resources Management fisheries

concentration from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo and an MS in Fisheries Management from Humboldt

State University For the past 4 years he has been the District Fish Biologist for the Clackamas Ranger

District on the Mt Hood National Forest and has held previous positions with the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission and the US Fish and Wildlife Service In 1983 Bob served as a National Sea

Grant Congressional Fellow for the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee

Kenneth EDenton Implementation Specialist Ken served as the Silviculturist and Timber Management

Specialist for the Forest Service’s Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements for the Northern

Spotted Owl He has worked for the Forest Service for 23 years He has worked in silviculture and forest

planning on five National Forests in California Idaho and Oregon most recently serving as a District

Ranger then Regional Silviculturist in the Pacific Southwest Region He holds a BS in Natural Resources

with an emphasis in forestry from California State University Humboldt and is a certified silviculturist

Wayne Elson EnvironmentalProtectionSpecialist Wayne has worked for the Environmental Protection

Agency for 18 years in Region 5 Chicago and Region 10 Seattle as an Environmental Protection

Specialist He holds a BS in Geography Planning from Northern Michigan University Wayne specializes

in reviewing environmental impact statements and has extensive experience in water quality

management

Maria Gregory Writer Editor Prior to joining the Interagency SEIS Team Maria worked with the

Northern Spotted Owl EIS Team and the Scientific Analysis Team She has been with the Forest Service for

8 years in planning recreation and public affairs Her areas of expertise are document production

environmental education and media relations Maria has worked in Alaska New Mexico Colorado

California Washington and Oregon
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Philip JHall Planningand EnvironmentalCoordinationPhil has spent the last 17 years in a variety of

forest and engineering related positions on both the Medford and Roseburg Districts of the Bureau of

Land Management He brings to the SEIS Team a broad understanding and familiarity of BLM programs

and plans including the western Oregon Draft Resource Management Plans and Environmental Impact

Statements Phil holds a BS in Forestry and a BS in Conservation from North Carolina State University

Chris A Hamilton Timber OperationsSpecialist Chris has been with the Bureau of Land Management’s

Coos Bay District for 15 years and is currently the Information Resource Manager He has extensive

experience in timber sale planning harvest scheduling and Geographic Information Systems GIS He
holds a BS in Forest Management from Clemson University

Mauragrace Healey Writer EditorMauragrace also served as the WriterEditor for the Draft and Final

Environmental Impact Statements for the Northern Spotted Owl and the Scientific Analysis Team Report

She has worked for the Forest Service for 13 years in public affairs forest planning and silviculture Her
specialties include community relations and document preparation and design She holds a BA in

French and a BS in Film and Television Production and has completed graduate work in writing and

environmental education

J Sharon Heywood PublicAffairs Specialist Sharon holds a BS in Mathematics from the College of

William and Mary and a JD from George Washington University In her 13 years with the Forest Service

Sharon has worked as a Staff Assistant in National Forest Systems with the Washington DCoffice

Deputy Director of Planning for the Pacific Northwest Region and is currently the Deputy Forest

Supervisor for the Gifford Pinchot National Forest in Vancouver WA She specializes in land management

planning

J Randal Hickenbottom Wildlife Biologist Randy served as wildlife biologist on the Forest Service’s

Northern Spotted Owl EIS Team He has 13 years of experience on three National Forests in Oregon and

Arizona He received his BS in Natural Resources with an emphasis in wildlife ecology from the

University of Arizona Currently Randy is the Assistant Threatened and Endangered Species Coordinator

for the Fish and Wildlife Unit at the Pacific Northwest Regional Office in Portland

Arnold G Holden Assistant Team Leader Arnie served as the Assistant Team Leader for the Draft and

Final Environmental Impact Statements for the Northern Spotted Owl Arnie has worked as a sociologist

in planning and environmental coordination for land management agencies for the last 16 years 13 of

them with the Forest Service in the Pacific Northwest Regional Office and in Washington DC He holds a

PhD in Sociology from Michigan State University and his areas of expertise are the National

Environmental Policy Act and social impact assessment

Roger W Monthey TerrestrialBiologist Roger specializes in terrestrial biology and as a wildlife biologist

with the Salem District of the BLM has extensive experience as a member of Resource Management

Planning Teams He holds a PhD in Forest Resources from the University of Maine at Orono and has

taught biology at two community colleges as well as Antioch University in Seattle Washington Roger

also spent 2 years with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife as a member of the Governor’s Forest

Planning Team

Catherine Cay Ogden Wildlife Biologist In the last 13 years Cay has worked as a biologist for the

Bureau of Land Management Forest Service Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Fish and Wildlife Service

Her specialties include northern spotted owl recovery issues the Endangered Species Act and forest

ecology She attended Boise State University and the University of Idaho and is currently the Spotted Owl
Recovery Specialist for the Fish and Wildlife Service’s Regional Office in Portland Oregon
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Kadonna Pennell Administrative Officer After 8 years as the Administrative Assistant with the Forest

Service in the Pacific Northwest Regional Office Kay recently assumed the Administrative Officer

position for the Forestry and Range Sciences Laboratory in LaGrande Oregon Kay has worked with a

variety of special teams including the Interagency Spotted Owl Committee Gang of Four the Forest

Service’s Blue Mountain Restoration Panel Northern Spotted Owl EIS Team and the Scientific Analysis

Team She specializes in administrative systems and procedures for special projects

Dave Powers Life Scientist David has worked 3 years as a ranger with the National Park Service and 10

years for the Environmental Protection Agency in the regional and headquarters offices He holds a BS in

natural resource planning from Humboldt State and an MPA from George Washington University

David serves as EPA’s liaison to the Forest Service and has experience in environmental assessment and

natural resource issues at the field regional national and international levels

John Singlaub Assistant Team Leader John’s specialties include project management planning National

Environmental Policy Act and Geographic Information Systems GIS applications He holds a Master of

Planning MP in Environmental and Land Use Planning from the University of Virginia John has been

with the Bureau of Land Management for 14 years most recently as the Special Projects Manager for the

New Mexico State Office

Peter DA Teensma Forest Ecologist Peter holds a PhD in Geography Biogeography from the

University of Oregon and specializes in the role of fire in western Oregon forest ecosystems He is

currently the Fire Ecologist with the Oregon State Office of the Bureau of Land Management and has held

other positions in fire management and ecosystem modeling with the BLM and Forest Service since 1985

Gerald W Williams Sociologist Jerry holds a PhD in Sociology from Washington State University and

has been a Sociologist with the Forest Service since 1979 He worked in long range planning for the

Umpqua and Willamette National Forests for 14 years In January 1993 he became the Forest Service’s

Regional Sociologist for Planning and Environmental Affairs Jerry was involved with the Blue Mountains

Restoration Project in 1992 the Pacific Yew EIS in 1992 1993 and the Forest Ecosystem Management

Assessment Team in 1993

Members of the Air Quality Analysis Team
Peter DA Teensma Team Leader see Interdisciplinary Team

Suraj Ahuj a Forest Service Stanislaus National Forest

Mike Dudley Forest Service Willamette National Forest

Claire Hong Environmental Protection Agency Region 10

Paul Koprowski Environmental Protection Agency Region 10

Janice Peterson Forest Service Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forest

Jim Russell Bureau of Land Management Medford District

Stephanie Valentine Environmental Protection Agency Region 9

Analysts Who Supported Various SEIS Team Members

Jennifer Corbet NEPA process Forest Service Gifford Pinchot National Forest

Kenneth A Cushing Quantitative analysis Forest Service Pacific Northwest Regional

Office

Richard SHolthausen Ecosystems Forest Service Pacific Northwest Research Station

Richard Phillips Economics Forest Service Pacific Northwest Regional Office
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Members of the Public Comment Analysis Team

Jerry Jeansonne Team Leader Jerry is the Appeals Litigation Coordinator for Timber Management in the

Forest Service’s Washington DC office He has been with the Forest Service for 30 years and specializes

in analysis of public comments He served for 8 years as the Assistant Director for Timber Management in

the Southwestern Region Jerry holds a BS in Forestry from Louisiana State University

HarrietPlumley Assistant Team Leader Harriet has a PhD in resource planning from the State University

of New York SUNY Syracuse During her 16 years with the Forest Service she has spent 6 years in

research and 10 years iri forest planning on the Lincoln and Siuslaw National Forests She has expertise in

public comment analysis having worked on two Forest Plans as well as the public comment analysis for

the proposed revisions to NFMA Regulations

Kenneth A Cushing Computer systems Consultant Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region

Judy Kissinger Process Consultant Forest Service Washington Office

William Angelus Forest Service Tongass National Forest

Allison Banks Fish and Wildlife Service Portland Regional Office

Martha Billups Forest Service Gifford Pinchot National Forest

Jennifer Bush Forest Service Ochoco National Forest

Jeanette Carriveau Environmental Protection Agency Region 10

Giselle Corera Temporary employment agency

Sherry DahlCox Forest Service Ochoco National Forest

Catherine Davis Environmental Protection Agency Region 10
Rochelle Desser Forest Service Siskiyou National Forest

Kathy Helm Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office and

Coos Bay District

Cindy Henchell Forest Service Gifford Pinchot National Forest

Lori Houck Environmental Protection Agency Region 10

Chris Kennedy Temporary employment agency

Mark Kinslow Bureau of Land Management Salem District

Jeanne Klein Bureau of Land Management Medford District

Norm Matson Forest Service Tongass National Forest

Rhonda D Noble Temporary employment agency

Betty Sneddon Forest Service Gifford Pinchot National Forest

Peggy Staniford Bureau of Land Management Medford District

Andrea Unruh Forest Service Deschutes National Forest

Andy Waggener Environmental Protection Agency Region 10

Members of the Spatial Analysis Team

Duane R Dippon Coleader Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

John R Steffenson Coleader Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region

Ernie Bergan Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region

James Blatt Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

on contract from Infotec Development Inc

Lois Doyle Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

Theodore W Falkner Forest Service Alaska Region

Mathew L Gilson Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region

Becky Gravenmier Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

George Lienkaemper Forest Service Pacific Northwest Experiment Station
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Janet L McCormick Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region on contract

from Infotec Development Inc

Arthur Miller Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

on contract from Infotec Development Inc

Michael Moscoe Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

A Paul Newman Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region

Jeffery S Nighbert Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

Scott Rollo Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

on contract from Infotec Development Inc

Karl Rosenberger Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

on contract from Infotec Development Inc

Steve Salas Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

on contract from Infotec Development Inc

Tim Spear Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

on contract from Infotec Development Inc

Douglas C Taylor Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region

Robert Varner Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region

Margaret Watry Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region

Andrew EWilson Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region

Members of the Species Analysis Team

Richard S Holthausen Team Leader Forest Service Pacific Northwest Research Station

Robert Anthony National Biological Survey Corvallis Oregon

Keith Aubry Forest Service Pacific Northwest Research Station

Kelly Burnett Forest Service Pacific Northwest Research Station

Nancy Fredricks Forest Service Gifford Pinchot National Forest

Joseph Furnish Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office and Salem District

Robin Lesher Forest Service Olympic and Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forests

E Charles Meslow National Biological Survey Corvallis Oregon

Martin Raphael Forest Service Pacific Northwest Research Station

Roger Rosentreter Bureau of Land Management Idaho State Office

Edward E Starkey National Biological Survey Corvallis Oregon

Special Acknowledgements

The Interdisciplinary SEIS Team would also like to recognize the significant contributions of the following

people

Sharon Alverts Forest Service National Forest System

Gerry Day Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

Mike Dietrich Bureau of Land Management Salem District

Ken Franklin Oregon Division of State Lands Policy and Planning Section

Elizabeth Holmes Gaar National Marine Fisheries Service Northwest Region

John Gant Independent contractor Administrative Record Coordinator

Michael Hamel Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

Cynthia Henchell Forest Service Gifford Pinchot National Forest

Tanya Henderson Forest Service Pacific Northwest Regional Office

Virginia L Hokkanen Independent contractor Editing Assistant

Tim Jacobsson Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office
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Bonnie Jakubos

Guy Lewis

Cliff McClelland

JerryRicheson

Andrea Richter

Tim Sexton

Mary Ellen Smith

Debra LThompson
Linda Turner

Lora West

Bureau of Land Management Vale District

Forest Service Klamath National Forest

Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office

Bureau of Land Management Eugene District

Temporary employment agency Receptionist

Forest Service Winema National Forest

Computer Systems

Temporary employment agency Receptionist

Forest Service Pacific Northwest Regional Office

Fish and Wildlife Service Portland Office
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Distribution List

The mailing list for this Final Supplemental Environmental Impact

Statement SEIS represents all those individuals and organizations

who requested and were sent full copies of the Final SEIS Each

person and organization who submitted substantive written

comments during the public comment period was also included on

the mailing list

ELECrED OFnlaALS Washington House of Representatives

Barbara J Holm

Office of the Honorable Al Swift Bob Morton

Al Swift Dave Chappell

Mark Rother Jim Springer
Linda Byers

Office of the Honorable Jay Inslee Patrick Higgins

Jay Inslee Tl Eide

Reed Franklin Washington Office of the Governor

Office of the Honorable Jennifer Dunn Bob Nichols

Jennifer Dunn
GregMikeNordlundLowry

Office of the Honorable Jim Mcdermott Washington Senate Demoaatic Caucus

Jim Mcdermott Terry BrossetD

Steve Johnson

Office of the Honorable Jolene Unsoeld Washington State Senate

Jim Hoff Michael Groesch
Jolene Unsoeld Victor Moon

Office of the Honorable Maria Cantwell Office of the Honorable Elizabeth Furse

Amy Robins Cheryl Woodt

Maria Cantwsl Elizabeth Furse
Marina Chang

Office of the Honorable Mike Kreidler Office of the Honorable Mark 0 Hatfield

Mike Kreidler Dave Robertson

Office of the Honorable Norman D Dicks Mark 0 Hatfield

Michael Bagley Office of the Honorable Mike Kopetski
Norman Dicks Alex Buell

Office of the Honorable Patty Murray Jennifer Pitt

Patty Murray Mike Kopetski

Ric llgenfritz Office of the Honorable Peter A Defazio

Office of the Honorable Slade Gorton Chris Conroy

Cathy Treadwell Jeff Stier

Dan Brady Peter A Defazio

Jim Mcvey
Slade Gorton Office of the Honorable Robert F Smith

Ken Alger

Office of the Honorable Thomas S Foley Rober tFSmith
Nick Ashmore Ted Case

Thomas S Foley Office of the Honorable Robert Packwood

Washington Attorney Generals Office Bob Packwood

Ernie Rushing Penny Schiller
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Office of the Honorable Ron Wyden

Michael
CampbellPeterRaveila

Ron Wyden

Oregon House of Representatives

Bill Fisher

Bill Markham

Liz Van Leeuwen

Veral Tarno

Oregon Office of the Governor

Barbara Roberts

Oregon State Senate

Bill Bradbury

Catherine Webber

Che Mortimer

Mae Yih

California Assemblyman Bernie Richter

David Reade

California Office of The Governor

Pete Wilson

California State Senate

Mike Thompson

First District California

Claire Courtney

Office of the Honorable Barbara Boxer

Barbara Boxer

Peter Teague

Office of the Honorable Dan Hamburg
Dan Hamburg

Kate Anderson

Linda McClure

Office of the Honorable Dan Hauser

Dandra Corcoran

Office of the Honorable Dianne Feinstein

Dianne Feinstein

Kathy Lacey

Office of the Honorable Lynn C Woolsey

Lynn C Woolsey

Office of the Honorable Tom Hayden

Tom Hayden

Office of the Honorable Vic Fazio

Vic Fazio

Office of the Honorable Wally Herger

Duane Musser

Wally Herger

Attention Alena Padin

Christopher Shays

Office of Honorable Frank Harkowski

Cliff Hickman

Office of Senator David Pryor

William Mark Wilson

Office of Senator Reid

Mike Dwyer

Office of The Honorable Richard Lugar

Jeffry Burnam
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Office of the Honorable Bernard Sanders

Bernard Sanders

Office of the Honorable Congressman Shay

Allison Clinton

Office of the Honorable Larry Craig

Larry Craig

US House of

RepresentativesJamesH Paul

FEDERAL AGENCIES

Regional Solicitor’s Office

Advisory Council Historical Preservation

American Embassy iw and Education

ECONOMICS SECTION

American Parm Bureau

Commander I Corps Fort Lewis
Attention AFZH DEQ Forestry Branch

Denver Service Center TWE
Branch of Planning

Division of Conservation Wildlife

Division of Endangered Species

Division of Energy Resources

Environnmet Conservation

Environmental Protection Agency

E3

Environmental Monitoring Assess Program

Environmental Review Branch

Office of Environmental Reinew

Region 10
Region 10 Water Division

Region 10 WD126

Region 7
Region 8 Library Special Orders

Water Management Division

Environmental Protection Agency Office of

General Counsel

Grants and Intergovernmental Agency

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

Personnel Management Services

FAA Office of the Regional Administrator
Northwest Region

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Environmental Compliance Branch

Federal Highway Administration
Region 10

Federal Railroad Administration

Office of Policy

Research Special Program Admin
General Services Administration

Office of Planning Analysis

Internal Revenue Service

Interstate Commerce Commission

Energy Environment

National Biological Survey

National Research Council
Navy Forestry

North Pacific Fishery Management Council

Northwest Power Planning Council

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Office of Chief of Navy Operations

Environmental Protection Division
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Office of General Counsel Verlot Public Service Center

OlympiaField Office Wenatchee Forest Science Lab

Public Affairs Military Dept WA State Alaska Region

Rural Electrification Administration Angeles NF
Environmental Compliance Branch Arroyo Seco RD

Region VII Western Ashley NP

SEPA Center Supervisor Office

Dept of Natural Resources Beaverhead NF
Savannah River Station UG Big Horn NF

Savannah River Eco Lab Bldg 737A Supervisor Office

Senate Committee On Ag Nutrition Bitterroot NF

Tennessee Valley Authority Supervisor Office

OCH IE Black Hills NF
US Army Supervisor Office

Fish Wildlife Boise NF
Headquarters Garrison Fort Pickett Supervisor Office

US Army Corps of Engineers Caribbean NF

US Army Engineers Divisions Supervisor Office

North Pacific CENPD Chequamegon NF
US Army Headquarters Chugach NF

Office of Director of Environ Programs Cibola NP

US Attorneys Office Public Affairs Department

US Coast Guard Environmental Impact Branch Clearwater NF

Marine Environmental Protection Div Supervisor Office

US Corps of Engineers Columbia River NSA
US Department of Energy Colville NF
US Department of Justice Colville RD

AUSA Portland Curlew Job Corps CCC
Wildlife Section Kettle Falls RD

US Dept of Housing Urban Development Newport RD

Office of Environment Energy Republic RD

US Dept of The Army Spokane Info Office

ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL Sullivan Lake RD

RESOURCES DIV Supervisor Office

US Dept of The Army Ft Lewis Deschutes NF

ENVIRONMENTAL NATURAL RE Bend RD

SOURCES DIV Crescent RD

US Dept of Transportation OTRA Fort Rock RD

Environmental Division Lava Lands Visitor Center

US EPAERL Sisters RD

US Naval Observatory Supervisor Office

Naval Oceanography Division Dixie NF

US Postal Service Supervisor Office

USDA Aphis Eastern Region

Dept of Natural Resources Sciences Flathead NF
USDA Aphis ADC Supervisor Office

USDA Forest Service Fremont NF
Anchorage Forest Science Lab Bly RD

Bend Silviculture Lab Lakeview RD
Corvallis Forest Science Lab Paisley RD

Fairbanks Forest Science Lab Silver Lake RD

Forest Products Lab Supervisor Office

Glacier Public Service Center Gifford Pinchot NF
Intermountain Research Station Mount St Helens Ntni Vol Mnt

Juneau Forest Science Lab Mt Adams RD

LaGrande Forest Range Science Lab North Zone Eng

Louis Wyman Forest Science Lab Packwood RD

NE Forest Experiment Station Randle RD

North Central Forest Experiment Station South Zone Eng

Olympia Forest Science Lab Supervisor Office

Olympia Timberland Visitor Info Center

Outdoor Recreatdon Info Center Wind River RD
Pacific Southwest Station Zone I Eng

Portland Forest Science Lab Zone III Eng

Rocky Mountain Forest Range Experiment Helena NF
Rocky Mountain Station Helena RD
Seattle Forest Science Lab Idaho Panhandle NF
Snoqualmie Pass Visitor Info Center Supervisor Office

Timber Lake CCC Intermountain Regional Office
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Inyo NF
Kiamath NF

Goosenest RD
Happy Camp RD
Oak Knoll RD
Salmon River RD
Scott River RD
Supervisor Office

Ukonom RD
Kootenai NF
Lake Tahoe Basin

Management Unit

Lassen NF
Lincoln NF

Cloudcroft RD
Lolo NF

Superior RD
Los Padre NF

Santa Lucia RD
Malheur NF

Bear Valley RD
Burns RD

Long Creek RD
Prairie City RD
Supervisor Office

Manti Lasal NF
Monticello RD

Medicine Bow NF
Mendodno NF

Corning RD
Covelo RD
Stonyford RD
Supervisor Office

Upper Lake RD
Modoc NF

Supervisor Office

Mt Baker Snoqualimie NF
Darrington RD
Mt Baker RD
North Bend RD
S Eng Zone

Skykomish RD
Supervisor Office

White River RD
Mt Hood NF

Barlow RD
Bear Springs RD
Clackamas RD Ripplebrook

Columbia Gorge RD
Estacada RD
Hood River RD
Mt Hood Vistor Center

Supervisor Office

Timber Lake CCC
Zigzag RD

Nez Perce NF
Supervisor Office

Nicolet NF
Supervisor Office

Northeastern Area SPF

Northern Region Office

Public Affairs

Wildlife and Fisheries

Ochoco NF
Big Summit RD
Crooked River NatlGrassland

Paulina RD
Prineville RD
Snow Mountain RD
Supervisor Office
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Okanagon NF
Supervisor Office

Tonasket RD

Twisp RD

Winthrop RD
Olympia NF

Hood Canal RD
Quilcene RD
Quinault RD

Soleduck RD

Supervisor Office

Pacific NW Regional Office

Pacific NW Research Station

Pacific SW Regional Office

Pacific SW Station

Redwood Sdence Lab

Silviculture Laboratory

Payette NF
Supervisor Office

Plumas NF
Supervisor Office

Rocky Mt Region

Rogue River NF
Applegate RD Star RS
Ashland RD

Butte Falls RD
Prospect RD

Supervisor Office

Routt NF
Salmon NF

Cobalt Ranger District

Sequoia NF
Supervisor Office

Shasta Trinity NF
Big Bar RD
Hayfork RD

McCloud RD

Mt Shasta RD

Shasta Lake RD

Supervisor Office

Weaverville RD

Yolla Bolla

Sierra NF
Supervisor Office

Siskiyou NF
Chetco RD

E Eng Zone

Galice RD

Gold Beach RD

Illinois Valley RD

Powers RD

Rand Info Center

Supervisor Office

W Eng Zone
Siuslaw NF

Alsea RD

Angell Job Corps Center

Cape Perpetua Visitor Center

Hebo RD
Mapleton RD

Oregon Dunes Nati Rec Area

Supervisor Office

Waldport RD
Six Rivers NF

Lower Trinity RD

Mad River RD
Orleans RD

Smith River RD

Supervisor Office

Southern Region
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Southern Station Winerna NF
Law Ecology Research Chemult RD

Southwestern Region Office Chiloquin RD
Stanislaus NF Klamath RD

Groveland RD Supervisor Office

Supervisor Office

Tahoe NF
USDA National Agricultural Library

Acquisitions and Serials Branch

Supervisor Office USDA OPA Publication Stockroom

Targhee NF
Supervisor Office

USDA Office of Equal Opportunity

USDA Office of General Counsel

Toiyabe NF
Carson RD

USDA Office of Inspector General

USDA Soil Conservation Service

Tongass NF
Ketchikan Area

Ecological Sciences Division

USDC Office of General Counsel

Ketchikan RD USDC NOAA
Stikine Area Ecology and Conservation Division

Umatilla NF USDC NOAA NMFS
Heppner RD Office of Habitat Protection

North Fork John Day RD USDC NOAA NOS OCRMSLR
Pomeroy RD
Supervisor Office

USDE
USDE Bonneville Power Administration

Wala Walla RD AJP

Umpqua NF EFBG

Cottage Grove RD MMLL
Diamond Lake RD Toketee RS USDI

North Umpqua RD
Supervisor Office

USD National Park Service Air

USDI Office of American Indian Trust

Tiller RD USDI Office of Environmental Affairs

Wolf Creek CCC Job Corps

Washington Office

USDI Office of Regional Solicitor

Asst Regional Solicitor Indian Affairs

FW Staff USDI Office of the Regional Solidctor

IS T Staff USDI Office of the Secretary

International Forestry USDI Office of the Solicitor

Office of Environ Coordination USDI Bureau of Indian Affairs

Office of the Chief Burns District

Public Affairs Department Department of Forestry

Wallowa Whitman NF Office of Trust Responsibilities

Baker RD Umatilla Agency

Burnt Powder Eng Zone Warm Springs Agency

Eagle Cap RD Branch of Forestry

Hells Canyon NRA Clark

Hells Canyon NRA Riggns

USDI Bureau of Land Management

Alturas Resource Area

Hells Canyon Nad Rec Area Arcata Resource Area

LaGrande RD Baker Resource Area

Pine RD Burns District

Supervisor Office CPD

Unity RD
Wallowa Valley RD

Caliente Resource Area

California State Office

Wasatch Cache NE Coeur D’Alene Dist

Supervisor Office Colorado State Office

Wenatchee NF Coos Bay District

Chelan RD Denver Service Center

Ce Elum RD Dillon Resource Area

EntiatRD Division of Recreation and Wildlife

Lake Wenatchee RD Eastern States

Leavenworth RD Eugene District

Naches RD Klamath Falls Resource Area

North Tech Center Lakeview District

Supervisor Office Lakeview Multiple Use Advisory

White River NF Lands Renewable Resources

Supervisor Office Medford District

Wilamette NF Montana State Office

Blue River RD Office of the Director

Detroit RD Oregon State Office

Lowell RD Phoenix Resource Area

McKenzie RD Phoenix Training Center

Oakridge RD Prineville District Office

Rigdon RD
Supervisor Office

Public Affairs

Redding Resource Area

Sweet Home RD
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Roseburg District Office

Roswell District

City of Bay
CityCityof Corvallis

Salem District City of Dalles

Santiam Resource Area

Spokane District

Tillamook Resource Area

City of Detroit

City of Grants Pass

City of Klamath Falls

Training Center

Ukiah District

City of Malin

City of Myrtle Point

Utah State Office City of PMteros

Vale District

Walker Resource Area

Wenatchee Resource Area

City of Port Townsend

City of Portland

City of Salem

USDI Bureau of Mines

USDI Bureau of Reclamation

USDI Fish and Wildlife Service

City of Seattle

City of Sheridan

City of Tacoma

Ecological Services BFA

Portland Field Office

City of Toledo

City of Willamina

Society of Wetland Scientists

USDI Geological Survey

USDI National Marine Fisheries Service

Bin C15700 Building

Clackamas County

Clallam County

Clallam County Commissioners Office

Clark County Department of Community Services

Bin C15700 Building 1

FCMI
Coos County

Coos County Board of Commissioners

Habitat Conservation Division Counlty Forester

Recovery Team

USDI National Park Service

County Forestr

County of Klamath

Crater Lake National Park

Mount Rainier National Park

Curry County Bof d of Commissioners

Dept of Parks Recreation

North Cascades National Park

Olympic National Park

RESEARCH AND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Redwood National Park

Development Services Dept

Dirkson Senate Office Bldg

Douglas County

Douglas County Board of Commissioners

USDI National Park Service DSC TEA
USDI Oregon Caves National Monument

Eastside Ecosystems Mgt State Project

Feather River Recreation Park District

USDT Federal Highway Administration

Watershed Management Team
White Mountainesearch

StationGreaterWhiteMountain Research Station

Glenn Co Board of Supervisors

Grays Harbor Board of Commissioners

Victoria WaterDistrictlHoodRiver County

STATE PROVINCES COUNTYANDCITYGOVERNMENTS

Humboldt Bay Harbor Dist

Humboldt County

Humboldt County Board of Commissioners

Humboldt County Board ofSupervisorsIllinoisValley Soil Water Conservation District

Imperial Irrigation District

Alaska Department of Fish And Game
Anderson City Counsel

Anderson City Mayor’s Office

Arizona Game Fish Dept

Interagency Comm Outdoor Rec
Jackson County

Jackson County Boad of Commissioners

Josephine Coumty

King County Environmental Division

Klamath County

Ashland Mayor’s Office

Association of OC Counties
Klickitat County Commissioners
Lake County

Association of Oregon Counties

Benton County Development Dept
California Board of Forestry

California Coastal Commission

California Department of Fish and Game

California Department of Forestry Fire Protection

California Department of Parks and Recreation

California Department of Transportation

California Divison of Mines Geology

California Farm Bureau

California Farm Bureau Federal

Lake County Board of Supervisors

Lakeside City Planning Commission

Lane County Board of Commissioners

Lane Regional Air Pollution Authority

Lassen County Board of Supervisors

Legislative Committee on Trade

Linn County

Lower Columbia Economic Dev Council

Marion County

Mayor of Sebastopol

Medford Water Commission

California Farm Bureau Federation

California Regional WQ Control BD
California Research Bureau

Mendicino County Board of Supervisors

MidColumbia Economic Development Dist

Mid Willamette Council of Governments

California Resources
AgencyCalifornia

Spotted Owl Team
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
NCRBP

California State Lands Commission OCZMA
Caltrans OSU Extension Service

Cave Junction Mayor’s Office

City of Albany

Ohio Attorney General’s Office

Okanogan County Commissioners
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Oregon Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit Washington Energy Office

Oregon Department of Agriculture Washington Environmental Council

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality Washington Forest Protection

Oregon Department of Environmental Section Washington Governor’s Office

Oregon Department of Fish Wildlife Washington Labor Council

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Washington National Heritage Program

Oregon Department of Forestry Washington Office of the Governor

Oregon Department of Geology Mineral Indus Water Resources Department

tries Weaverville Douglas City Rec Dist

Oregon Department of Geology Mineral Industry Willamalane Park Recreation Dist

Oregon Department of Human Resources Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources

Oregon Department of justice Wyoming Game and Fish Dept

Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Yakima Wildlife Resource Management

Development Yamhill Soil Water Conservation Dist

Oregon Department of Transportation

Oregon Division of State Lands

Oregon Economic Development Department BUSINESSES
Oregon Employment Division

Oregon Executive Department

Oregon Extension Office

Oregon Governor’s Office 1st Interstate Bank of Washington

Oregon InternationalPortof Coos Bay lstSecurity Bank of Idaho

Oregon Office of the Governor ABC Six Rivers Realty

Oregon Policy and Planning Section Acme Glass Co Inc

Oregon Salmon Commission Ag Cook Co
Pacific State Marine Fisheries Comm Ahgs Chiropractic

Parks and Recreation Department Alaska Power Telephone Company

Plumas County Board of Supervisors Allan CWirkkala Sr Contracting

Polk County Allen And Gibbons Logging And Douglas Timber

Polk County Board of Commissioners Operators

Polk Soil Water Conservation Districts AOmrator est Products

Port Townsend Mayor’s Office Alpental Snoqualmie Ski Acres

Port of Port Angeles Airt Corporation

Portland Mayor’s Office American Soil Products Inc

Portland Regional Water Supply Plan Ancient Forest Adventures

Puget Sound District Council Arcangeli Trucking

Regional Water Quality Control Board Arco Oil And Gas

Research Statistics Employment Division Arneson Wales

Rogue Valley Council of Governments Arrowhead Timber Co
Seattle Water Department Arthur Farm

Shasta County Board of Supervisors Atta Crystal Resort

Shasta County Planning Division Avison Lumber Co
Shasta Lake Mayor’s Office B BLogging

Siskiyou County BNA Publications

Siskiyou County Board of Supervisors BNRR
Siskiyou County Farm Bureau BPOE

Siskiyou County Supervisor BR Strong Consulting Engineers

Siuslaw SWCD Bald Knob

Skamania County Bambi Hair

State Marine Board Barnes Forestry Consultants

Stevens County Commissioners Bat Country Horseman of California

Tehama County Board of Supervisors Beak Consultants Inc

Thurston County Planning Department Bear Creek Tree Farms

Tillamook County Beginnings Inc

Trinity County Board of Supervisors Ben Levine Timber

Trinity County Ca Benton Bowmen

Trinity County Dept of Transportation Berry Botanic Garden

Trinity County Planning Dept Beyers Lumber Company

Turner Planning Commission Bio West Consultants

US House of Representatives Bio West Inc

US Senate Committee On Environment Biological Consulting Services

Ukiah District Advisory Council Biosphere Communications

WSEO
County Court Biosystems Analysis Inc

Washington County Dept Land Use T Black Diamond MiaworksInc
Washington Department of Agriculture Blackfoot Mining Co
Washington Department of Ecology Bloch Lumber Co
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Blue Oak Millworks

Washington Department of Fisheries Boardman Suhr Curry Field

Washington Department of Natural Resources Bogle Gates

Washington Department of Revenue Bohemia Inc

Washington Department of Transportation Boise Cascade Corp

Washington Department of Wildlife Burrill Lumber Company

Washington Employment Security Dept Buse Timber Sales
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Byandaro Dr Johnson Lumber Co

Byron Bros Inc

C D Lumber Company

Dynamac Corporation

EA Bestland Associates

CCD Business Development

CE Exploration

EA Engineering

EIP Associates

CFI ELGO Engineering

CH2M Hill ENSR
CHFC ERA Nicholson Associates

CJM Associates DBA Thinking Inc ESSI

California Energy Company Eades Forestry

Campbell Group Eagle Rock Timber Co
Carbon River Ranch East Fork Lumber Co
Cardinal Employment Services Eastlick Trucking

Carolina Truss And Manufacturing Co Inc Ebasco Environmental

Cascade Handle Co Inc Ebel Assn Inc

Cascade Logging Inc

Cascade Planning Associates

Eco Northwest

Economics Resource Group

Cascade River Runners Ecopro

Cascade Timber Consulting Inc

Caster Forestry Consultants

Ecotours of Oregon

Embasco Environmental

Cato Institute Encap Inc

Cedar

Tech

Enoch Skirum Sons Inc

Environmental Inventory Data

Chambers Associates Inc

Champion International Corp

Epic

Epic Map Rap

Charles Skinner Trucking Erosion Control Inc

Charter Investment Group En’Meeks Logging Inc

Chelsea Lumber Company Evans Environmental Consultants

Chemeketans Evergreen Products Inc

Chino Lumber Hardware Farm Credit

Clover Logging Inc Feller Associates

Coastal Forest Lands Ltd Fend Farm Forest Products

Coastal Structures Inc Fennimore Cutting Inc

Cogan Owens Cogan Filler King Co
Coldwell Banker Holman Realty Inc Fir Springs Tree Farm

Collins Pine Co Fishman Environmental Service

Columbia Forest Products Columbia Plywood Fitzgerald Ranch

Columbia Helicopters Inc

Columbia Plywood

Community By Design

Fodge Cedar Prod inc

Forest Engineers Inc

Forest Management Inc

Community Medication Consultants Forest Products Finance Group

Computer Support Services Fort Vancouver Plywood

Consulting Forestry Services Foruria

Cooksley Geophysics Inc Foss Whitty Littlefield McDaniel

Corporation For Enterprise Development Fox Bennett Turner

Cors Bassett Fox Hollow Corp

Cortex Consultants Foxx Neilsen Assoc

Cotchett illston Pitre Frank Lumber Co Inc

Criss Co Consultants Freres Lumber Co Inc

Crone Lumber Co Inc Friesen Lumber Co
Crowell Moring Fruit Growers Supply Co
Crown Pacific Ltd Furman Lumber Inc

Crystal Mountain Resort

Custom Properties

GMW Logging Inc

Garden Valley Realty

DThureson Inc Gary Gregg Trucking Inc

DCLA Gene Whitaker Inc

Dahlgren Logging Inc Genetic Resource Consultants

Dahlstrom Lumber Co Geo Marine Inc

Dames Moore

Daniels Associates Inc

Georgia Pacific Corp

Gilen Logging Inc

Darnoc Consulting

David Evans Associates

Gimre’s of Roseburg Inc

Giustina Resources

Daw Forest Products Co
Decision Research

Glacier Energy Company

Gold Bar Et Al Mining Co
Deerlick Springs Resort

Deixis Consultants

Golden Reforestation Inc

Goodyear Nelson Hardwood Lumber Co
Deja Inc Grabill Quality Cabinetry

Diamond Wood Products Inc Grant Logging Co Inc

Dick Murray Real Estate Green Tree Plantation Inc Sora

Dills Creek Inc Greenwood Engineering

Doe Engineering Services Greiner Incorporated

Dole Coalwell Clark White Pc Greyback Forestry

Douglas Electric Co Op Greystone Consultants

Douglas Timber Operators Inc Grove Crushing Co
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Guy Bennett Lumber Co
H20 Powr

HDR Engineering

Habitat Creations

Haglund Kirtley

Hale Dorr

Hampton Tree Farms Inc

Hanel Lumber Co Inc

Harza Northwest Inc

Haylund Kirthey

Heath Logging Inc

Heritage Resources

Hermann Brothers Log Construction Inc

Herrin Realty

HiRidge Lumber Company

Hoh River Timber Inc

Homestake Mining Company

Horizon Herbs

Huffman Wright

Hulbert Auto Park

Hull Oakes Lumber Co
Hunt Pole Log

IF Rodger Sons

ITT Rayonier Inc

Idaho Timber Corp of Oregon

lIlahee Tree Farm Inc

Int Agencies Inc

Infotech Development Inc

Intergraph Corp

International Knife Saw Inc

International Multi Shelter Inc

International Paper Co
International Resources

Ita Wit Orville Boone Trucking

J K Logging Inc

J S Trucking

JSM Technology

James River Corporation

Jeld Nen

Jensen Securities Co
Jim Hardin Trucking

Jiustina Resources

John J Kaib MD PC
John L Moore Forest Products

Johnson Kloos

Jon L Golly Inc

Jones Stokes Associates

KLE Enterprises Inc

Karnopp Petersen Noteboom Et Al
Kaufman Stewart

Keck Mahin Cate

Ken JCollins Co
Ketchikan Pulp Co
Kevin Q Davis Attorney At Law

Key Log Ltd
Kidder Peabody Company

Kinchelor Son’S Inc

Knapp Lumber Sales Inc

Knudson Logging Inc

Knutson Towboat Co
L D Trucking

LSA Association

Labat Anderson Inc

Lake Plywood

Lance Forest Products

Land Letter

Lane Electric Co Op
Langell Valley Irrigation

Law Office of Daniel Stotter

Law Office of Frank Frisk

Law Offices of John Shaffer Jr

Law Offices Richard D Siegel

Leo Lathrop Jr

Lightning Creek Ranch

Lily Glen Horse Trials

Litco International Inc

Log House Plants

Lone Rock Timber Co
Longivew Fibre Company

Louis Berger Associates Inc

Louisiana Pacific Corporation

Lower Springs Acres

Lowery Realty

Lucidyne Technologies

Lumber Hardward Co

M Miles Associates Limited

MB G
MacMillin Forestry Logging

Madrone Consultants Ltd

Makal Fisheries Management

ManTech Environmental Technology

Manke Lumber Co Inc

Mantech Environmental Technology

Marinaccio Resources Inc

Martin Marietta Energy Systems Inc

Mason Bruce Girard Inc

Matthews Associates Inc

Maurer Enterprises Inc

Mayr Brothers Log Co Inc

McCloud Railway Company

McMinnvile Water Light

Meadow Lake Incorporated

Medford Corp

Mellon Financial Center

Menasha Corp

Mendocino 4 X4
Metamorphosis

Meyer Inc

Miller Shingle Co Inc

MillerNash Wiener Hager Carlsen Law Firm

Miners Supply Co
Modoc Lumber Co
Monett Logging Inc

More Logging

Morrison Foerster

Moss Adams

Mt Baker Ski Area

Mt Family Calendar

Mt Hood Meadows Ski Area

Mt Pacific Construction

Mukumoto Associates

Murray Pacific Corp

Musselman Associates Inc
NW Marine Trade Association

Nading Plumbing Heating

National Resource Consulting Inc

Native Landscapes

Natural Resources Management Corp

Natural Selection Forestry

Neilsen Brothers Inc

Neimi Forestry

Nelson Contracting Inc

Nelson Lumber And Hardware Co
Noble Bittner Plug Co
Norcal Electric Supply

Norman Barnes Co Inc

Northern Land And Lumber Company

Noyes Valley Cattle Co
Nute Engineering

O’Neal Forest Products

Ochoco Lumber Co
OffRoad Advertiser

Oji Paper Co Ltd

Olympic Cascade Timber Inc

Oregon Birds

Oregon Raptor Center

Orem Son Inc

Owen Durand Logging Inc
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P M Cedar

PFE Associates

PGE
PIC Tech Inc

PNM Cedar

PO Pack

Pacific Bell

Pacific Fibre Products Inc

Pacific Fisheries Enhancement

Pacific GIS

Pacific Gas Electric Co
Pacific Gas Transmission Co

Pacific Lumber Company
Pacific Meridian Resources

Pacific Power Light Co
Pacific Wood Fuels Co
Pacificorp

Pan Ocean Shipping Co
Paragon

Parametrix

Park Place Real Estate

Pat Mike Trucking

Pelton Wood Products

Peninsula Gateway

Perkins Company PC
Petersen Evans Enterprises

Peterson Pacific Corp

Petervin Information

Pic Technologies Inc

Pirtle Morisset Schlosser Ayre

Planning Consultants Research

Planning Information Corporation

Plum Creek Management Co
Plum Creek Timber Co
Pope Talbot Inc

Portac Saw Mill

Portland General Electric

Powell Goss Herrmann

Prairie Wood Products

Preston Thergrimson Shidler Gates Ellis

Prudential Securties

Public Works Director

Pulp Paper Workers Resources Group

RZ Publishing Inc

R2 Resources Consultants

RD Merrill Company

RD Productions

RF Mattei Assoc Inc

RL L Evironmental Services Limited

RS Hinton Associates

RW Jacks Logging Road Bldg Co
Raedeke Associates

Raftec

Ramsay Tree Farms

Ran San Enterprises

Random Lengths

Rasmussen Millwork Inc

Reading’s Creek Tree Farm

Recon

Red Feather Inc

Reeves Kahn Eder

Regional Financial Advisors

Reinhart Assn

Reservation Ranch

Resort At The Mountain

Resources Northwest Inc

Rice Logging Co
Rincon Valley Chiropractic

Robert E Thomas Attorney

Rocking Ac Ranch

Rocway Logging

Rodenbough Logging

Rogers Construction Inc

Rosboro Lumber Co

Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

Rose Logging

Roseburg Forest Products

Roseburg Resources Co
Ross Simmons Hardwood Lumber
Rough Ready Lumber Company

Roy F Weston Inc

Rural Human Services Inc

SDS Lumber Co
SPO Partners Co
Salem Electric Coop

Sandy Bar Ranch

Sapp Brothers Logging Inc

Schmidbauer Lumber Inc

Schwabe Williamson Wyatt

Science And Policy Associates

Scientific Certification Systems

Scotia Pacific Holding Co

Scott Land Timber Co

Scott Paper Company

Sealaska Corp

Sec Inc

Second Growth Inc

Seneca Sawmill Co
Shapiro Assoc Inc

Shasta Cascade Wonderlands

Sheets Wholesale Inc

Shiloh Forest Ent Inc

Shindler Mcnair Guide Service

Shingletown Logging

Siegmund Logging Co Inc

Sierra Pacific Industries

Sierra Timber Products

Silva Ecosystem Consultants

Silva Tree Management

Silver Butte’Timber Co
Simonarson Law Firm

Simplex Mfg Co
Simpson Timber Company

Siskiyou Forestry

Siskiyou General Hospital

Six Pak Construction

Ski Ashland

Ski Bluewood

Ski Lifts Inc

So Healer

Soda Mountain Wilderness Council

Sorenson Law Office

South Coast Lumber Co
Southwest Tyre

Spalding Son Inc

Specialty Fiber Products

Springfield Forest Products

Starfire Lumber Co
Starker Forests Inc

Starlite Kieko Mining Co
State Industries Inc

Stebbins Coffey

Stephens Associates

Stevens Pass Inc

Stimson Lumber Company

Stoel Rieves Boley Jones Grey

Stokes Construction Co Inc

Stoll Rieves

Stone Webster Environ Tech Services

Stone Container Corporation

Stone Forest Industries

Stu Jones Lumber

Stuntzner EngineeringForestrySunStuds Inc

Sundance Lumber Co
Superior Lumber Co
Superior Veneer

Swanco Timber Inc

Swanson Bros Lumber Co
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TW Resources Woolley Enterprises Inc

Tacoma Public Utilities Yomiuri Shimbun

Tartan Tours Travel Zip O Log Mills Inc

Taylor Lumber Treating Inc Zuber Son Logging Inc

Tennessee Valley Authority
Terra Verde Forestry Service

Tetra Tech Incorporated JNTEREST GROUPS
The Box D Ranch

The Caddis Fly Angling Shop

The Campbell Group Inc

The Consultants Group ABT Association

The Drain Enterprise ADWPPW
The Economics Resource Group Local 5

The Fence Doctor Local 68

The Hearst Corp AFCEECCR S

The Irland Group AFFSEE
The Kerr Mercantile Co Inc AWPPW 5

The Seamless Web Alaska Forest Association Inc

The Umbrella Alliance For A Paving Moratorium

The Watershed Company FOSSIL FUELS POLICY

Thomas Creek Lumber Log Co Alliance For American Yellow Ribbon

Three Brothers Logging Alliance For Survival

Tierra Madre Consultants Alpine Lakes Protection Society

Tiller Market Alsea Valley Alliance

Tilton Truss Manufacturing Inc Alta California Alliance

Timber Wood Products Division American Fisheries Society

Timber Data Co CALIFORNIA NEVADA CHAPTER
Timber Products Co OREGON CHAPTER
Timberco Inc WESTERN DIVISION

Timberline American Forest Paper Association

Timeless Enterprises American Forests

Total Tree Logging Inc Pacific Office

Towne Center Re American Indian Cultural Center

Trans Coast Financial Inc American Loggers Solidarity

Treaty Council American Motorcyclist Association

Tremaine GOVERNMENT RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
Triangle Veneer Inc American Plywood Assn

Tricon Timber Inc American Rivers

Trinite Miring Company American Society of Landscape Architecture

US Bancorp American Wildlands

Universal Forest Products Ancient Forest International

Vaagen Brothers Lumber Inc Ancient Forest Taskforce

Vanport Manufacturing In Applegate Roughriders MC
Versair Inc Applegate Watershed Conservancy

Vittz Arizona Trappers Assn

VpC8QM Hill Ashland League of Women Voters

W H Pacific Aspen Wilderness Workshop

WKO Inc Assn of NW Steelheaders

WTD Industries Inc Beaverton Chapter

Wards Home Ranch Herefords Assn of Western Pulp and Paper Workers

Weaverville Realty Inc Assoc Reforestation Contractors Org
Western Area Power Administration Associated California Loggers

Western Core Company Association of Northwest Steelheaders

Western Timber Services Inc Association of 0 C Counties

Wetsel Oviatt Lumber Co Association of Oregon Archeologists

Weyerhaeuser Co Dept Anthropology WOSC
Wheelabrator Shasta Association of Oregon Counties

Wheelabrator Shasta Energy Co Association of Oregon Loggers

White Pass Co Inc Audubon Society

Wide Network Environmental Admirality

Wilkins Kaiser Olsen Inc Aldo Leopold

Willamette Industries Inc Black Hills

William C Stiles Associates Central New Mexico

William F Delaney And Associates Coeur D’Alene

William M Kier Associates Columbia Gorge

Willow Lake Resort Corvallis

Winthrop Associates Greeley

Wm Beaty Assoc Inc Kalmiopsis

Wood Fiber Industries Lake Region

Wood Fibre Northwest Lane

Wood Resources International Lane City

Woodchip Inc Lane County

Woods Products Industries Louisiana Council

Woodward Clyde Consultants Marble Mountain
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Midland Empire Chamber of Commerce

Mt Diablo

Mt Shasta Area

Bay Area

California

NE Connecticut Dallas

Napa Solano

National

Darrington

Eureka

Nebraska Florence Area

North Central Washington

Pilchuck

Portland

Prairie Woods

Rainier

Gold Beach

Klamath County

Lake County

Redding

Roseburg Area

Redwood Region

Rogue Valley

Scott Valley

Chehallis Basin Task Force

Royal Palm

Sacramento

Chemeketans Hiking Club

Chesapeake Cardiovascular Assn

Seattle Christian Cable Ministries

Siskiyou

Siskiyou Regional Education Project

South Adirondac

Citizen Advisory Committee

Citizen Task Force

Citizens For American Forests

Tacoma

Travis

Citizens For Better Forestry

Citizens Interested In Bull Run
Umpqua Valley

Washington State

Whidbey

Wisconsin Council

Citizens of McCully Mtn
Clackamas Road Forest Group

Clallam County Economic Development Council

Clatsop Conservation Council

Yakima Valley

Yosemite Area

Coast Range Association

Columbia River Girl Scout Council

Bandon Fishermens Assn Columbiana

Bay Area Action

Bidwell Wildlife Rehabilitation

Comac
Committee On Resources Environment

Big Foot Alliance

Biodiversity Legal Foundation

Communities For A Great Oregon

Community Outreach

Blue Heron Environmental Center

Blue Mountain Native Forest Alliance

Community Relations Assn
Community Trail Volunteers

Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project Concerned Citizens

Blue Ribbon Coalition Inc Concerned Friends of The Winema
Brookings Harbor Lions Club Conservation Chairman

Brownsville Pioneer Saddle Club Conservation ChrNative Pint Soc OP
Bull Run Coalition Conservation Environment Historic Preservation

Bureau of Information Network

Butte County Citizens For Fair Govt
Butte Creek Trail Council

Coos Bay North Bend Water Board

Coos Forest Protective Assn
Cow Creek PAC

Butte Environmental Council

CGO
Calif Licence Board Assoc

Dakubetede Environmental Education Programs

Deer Creek Valley Natural Res Conservation Assn
Defenders of Wildlife

California Ancient Forest Alliance Don’T Waste Arizona Inc

California Enduro Riders Assn Douglas Timber Operators

California Farm Bureau Federation

California Forest Landowners

ECO Forestry Institute Society

EDAW
California Forestry Association

California Iu River Sport Fishing

East Side Task Force 7545

Eastern Oregon Chapter of PTA

California Licensed Foresters Association Eastern Oregon Mining Association

FEDERAL ISSUES COMMITTEE Ebasco Environmental

California Native Plant Society

California Nevada Snowmobile Assn

Califotnia Outdoors

California Public Interest Research Group

California Research Bureau

California Sportsmens Task Force

California Trout Inc

Eco Action CO Nyac

Ecological Society of America

Ecology Center of Southern California

Economic Development Assn of Skagit County

Ecosystem Protection Alliance

Eel River Salmon Restoration Project

Eel Russian River Commission

California Women In Timber Emergency Action Committee Chair

Californians For Alternatives To Toxics

Campaign For The Environment

Environmental Advocates Clic

Environmental Defense Fund

Carpenters Unions 1707 1036

Cascade Geographic Society

Environmental News Network

Environmental Protection Information Center

Cascade Geographic Society Native Americana Environmental Protection Task Force

For Enola

Cattlemen Cattlewomen

Epic Center

Environmental Protective Information

Cavenham Forest Industries Federation of Fly Fishermen

Center For International Environmental Law
Center for Study of the Environment

Flora of North America Project

Missouri Botanical Garden

Central Oregon Forest Issues Committee Ford Foundation

Central Sierra Environmental Resource Center Forest Advocates
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Forest Conservation Assn LPIW Local 2784

Forest Conservation Council Laborers Local 791

Forest Guardians

Forest Landowners of California

Lakeview Multiple Use Advisory Council

League of Women Voters

Forest Preservation Society Southern California

Karin James Research Committee

Curry County

Lane County

Forest Project

Forest Resource Activities

Forest Resources Council

Marion Polk County

Umpqua County

Leopold Club

Forest Watch

Carson

Lighthawk

Lincoln County Mycological Society

Illinois Valley

Mendocino

Local Residents For Old Growth

Los Angeles Earth First

Methow Valley Lumber Sawmill Workers

Friends Aware of Wildlife Needs Lumber Sawmill Workers 2633

Friends of Elk River Lumber Sawmill Workers Union

Friends of Mt Hood MacKenzie Watershed Council

Friends of Tehachapi Mary’s Peak Alliance

Friends of Wy’East Maryland Wildlands Committee

Friends of the Breitenbush Cascades Mattole Restoration Council

Friends of the Coquille River Mazamas

Friends of the Earth McKenzie Flyfishers

Friends of the Greensprings McKenzie Guardians

Friends of the Metolius Medford District Advisory Council

Friends of the Trees Society

Friends of the Wolf BC
Mendocino Environmental Center

Minerals Exploration Coalition

Fund For Public Research Miners Alliance

GYC Minnesota Center For Environmental Advocacy

Gaia Vision Coast Range Guardinas Canaries Who Molalla Saddle Club Oet

SingGifford Pinchot Task Force

Motorcycle Industry Council

Motorcycle Riders Assn

Glen Canyon Environmental Studies

Golden West Women Fly Fishers

Government Camp Recreation Association

Greater Ecosystem Alliance

MountShasta Bioregional Ecology Center

Mountain Lion Foundation

Mouse Mountain Forest Council

Mt Hood Planning Organization

Green Corps

Green Corps of Sacramento

Mt Rainier National Park Associates

Mt Shasta Bioregional Ecology Center

Guardians of Larch Mountain Mt Shasta Horseman’S Club

Hayfork Community Church Mtn Anthropological Research

Headwaters Inc Multiple Use Coalition For Trails

HeIltown Historical Association N Olympic Timber Act Committe

Honey Run Covered Bridge Assn NAWPA
Horsetown Clear Creek Preserve NCASI

Humaine Society of the US NATIONAL WILDLIFE

Humanity Rising

Humboldt Buggy Association

Humboldt Rain

NFC
Nahkeeta Northwest

National Assn of House Builders

IMBA National Association of Conservation Districts

iWA Canada National Association of State Foresters

IWA Local 3261 3140 National Forest Foundation

Idahoans For Food Fiber National Research Council

Illinois Valley Mushroom Club National Resource Issues

OREGON MICROLOGICAL SOCIETY CON National Wildlife Federation

SERVATION National Wildlife Health Resources

Independent Logging

Inland Empire Society

Institute For Sustainable Forestry

Native Forest Council

Native Forest Network

Native Plant Society of Oregon

Int Longshoremen Warehousemens Union

International Marine Mammal Association

EMERALD CHAPTER
Native Yew Conservation Council

International Woodworkers of America CIO Nall Fish Wildlife Foundation

Izaak Walton League of America Natural HWS Division

Japan Wood Products Info Center Dept of Conservation

jayK Independent Lumber Co
Keller Environmental Assn

Natural Resource Defense Council

Natural Selection Forestry

Kettle Range Conservation Group

King County Democrats

King Mountain Advocates

Nature Conservancy

CO Eugene Public Works Engineering

Nature of Oregon Information Center

Kiwanis Club of Coquille Nestucca Santuary

Klamath Basin Water Resources Commission

Kiamath Basin Waterfowl Assn
New Age Mission Inc

New England Natural Resources Ctr

Klamath Basin Women For Agriculture New Growth Forestry

Klamath Fast Trekkers North Bend Garden Club

Klamath Forest Alliance North Cascades Conservation Council

LPIW 2835 North Cascades Institute
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North Coast ATV Club

North Coast Environmental Center

Northcoast Environmental Center

Northern CA Environmental Coalition

Port of Port Angeles

Portage Friends of Wetlands

Portland Greenpeace Office

Prescott National Forest Friends
Northern Coast Range Biodiversity Project

Northwest Citizens Watch

Public Forestry Foundation

Public Lands Council
Northwest Eco Association Public Lands Foundation

Northwest Environmental Center

Northwest Forest Resource Council

Northwest Forestry Association

Northwest Independent Forest Manufacturers

Northwest Mining Association

Northwest Petroleum Assoc

Public TV Organizing Committee

Puget Sound Cooperative

River Basin Study Team I

Pulp Paper Workers Regional Council

Pulp Paper Workers Resource Council

Quail Call Farm

Northwest Power Planning Council Quilcene Ancient Forest Coalition

Northwest Public Affairs Network

Northwest Pulp Paper Association

R E Plant Project

Rainforest Relief

Northwest Reforestation Contractors Assn
Northwest Rivers Council

Randall Davey Audubon Center

Red Mountain Assn
Northwest Steelheaders Redwood Gun Club
Northwest Timberworkers Resource Council Resources For The Future

OFIC River Defense Alliance

Obsidians Inc

Olympia Food Fiber Foundation

Olympic Environmental Council
Olympic Labor Council

Rivers Council of Washington

Rocky Mountain Ecosystem Coalition

Rockydale Neighborhood Assn
Rogue River Guides Assn

Olympic Natural Resource Center Sacramento River Preservation Trust

University of Washington

Olympic Park Associates

Sacred Earth Coalition

Sacred Earth Foundation
Olympic Pennisula Foundation Safe

Opal Creek Educucational Preserve

Oregon Coast Coalition

Oregon Equestrian Trails

Oregon Forest Industries Council

Salem Community Environmental Council

Salmon Trollers Marketing Assoc

Santa Cruz Mountains MurreletGroupSantiamWilderness Committee

Oregon Forest Transportation Association

Oregon Guides Packers
Save Americas Forests

Save Chelan Alliance

Oregon Hunter’s Association Save Our Klamath River

Emerald Valley Chapter Save Our Sawmills

Oregon Lands Coalition Save Our Wild Salmon

Oregon Mycological Society Save The Klamath River

Oregon National Wild Turkey Federation

Oregon Natural Desert Assn

Oregon Natural Resources Council

Oregon Public Lands Advisory Committee

Oregon Research Institute

Oregon Resources NW

Save The West Inc

Science Writer’S Group

Selma Citizens Advocating Responsible Forestry

Senior Native Oregonians

Shasta Alliance For Resources And Environment
Shasta County Assn of Rec Land Users

Oregon Shores Conservation Coalition

Oregon Small Woodlands Assn
Oregon Society of American Foresters

Oregon South Coast Fishermen Inc

Oregon State Grange

Oregon Trout Water Watch of Oregon

Oregon United Sporting Dogs

Oregon Waterfowl Wetlands Assn
Oregon Wildlife Federaton

SOUTHERN OREGON COMMITTEE

Shasta County Peace Officers Association

Shasta Gem Mineral Society

Shasta Land Management

Shasta Miners Prospecters

Shasta Tehama Bioregional Group
Shasta Trinity Regional Occupational Program

Shoreline Education For Awareness

Sierra Biodiversity Institute

Sierra Cascade Logging Conference

Sierra Club

Oregon Women In Timber

Oregonians For Food Shelter

Organization of Walton Landowners

Angeles Chapter

Cascade Chapter

Headwaters

Ozark River Keepers Network

Pacific Coast Federation of Fisherman’s Association

Pacific ForestTrust

Pacific Lumber Shipping Company
Pacific Northwest Biodiversity Insitute

Pacific Northwest Ski Areas Association

Pacific Northwest Waterways Assn

Pacific Rim Enviromental Inc

Pacific Rim Trade Association

Pacific Rivers Council

Pacific Seabird Group

Pacific Watershed Associates

People For Animal
RightsPeopleFor Puget Sound

Legal Defense Fund

Many Rivers Group

N California Nevada Hawaii Office

North Carolina Chapter

Northern CaHi Nv Chapter

Northwest Regional Director

Oklahoma Chapter

Oregon Chapter

Ozark Chapter

Redwood Chapter

Rocky Mountain Chapter

Rogue Group

SF Bay Chapter

San Francisco

Pine Creek Mtn Estates

Polar Bear Sno Mobile Club

San Francisco Bay Chapter

West Virginia Chapter
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Yahi Biodiversity Task Force The Research Group

Yahi Group The Survival Center Activist Network

Sierra Pacific The Umbrella Group

Sierra Pacific Industries The Valley Womens’S Cub
Sierra Pacific Timber Dept ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITTEE
Sisk County Advisor Grazing Commission The Wilderness Society

Siskiyou Action Project WASHINGTON STATE REGION

Siskiyou Bio Regional Group The Wildlands Project

KLAMATH ALLIANCE RESOURCE ENVIRON The Wildlife Society

MENT OREGON CHAPTER
Siskiyou Co Sportsmens Assoc The Williamson River Cub
Siskiyou County Cattlemens Assn Threatened And Endangered LittleApplegateSiskiyouCounty Farm Bureau Valley

Siskiyou County Historical Society Tillamook Forest Council

Siskiyou Project Timber Counties School Coalition

Siskiyou Regional Education Project Timber Family Advocate

Siskiyou Trail Rideis Mra Timber Impact Resource Office

Sislayai Resource Conservation District Tom Long Watershed Assn

Sisters Forest Planning Commission Tree

Siuslaw Timber Operations Association Trees

Skagit System Cooperative Triangle Grange 533

Society For Conservation Biology Trinity Bioregion Group

Society Of American Foresters Trinity County Miners Alliance

COOS CHAPTER Trout Unlimited

WYNTOON CHAPTER NORTHERN CALIFOR Tulelake Growers Association

NIA Twin Rocks Inholders Association

Soda Mountain Wilderness Council Umpqua Fisherman’S Association

Sonoma Watershed Council Umpqua Watersheds

South Fork Trinity Up River Friends Umqua Corridor Association

Southeast Alaska Conservation Council United Brotherhood Of Carpenters Joiners

Southern Oregon Alliance Fir Res LUCKY NEW RIVER WOODRIVER KING

Southern Oregon Log Scaling Grading Bureau UNION
Southern Oregon Resource Alliance United Four Wheel Drive Associations

Southern Oregon Timber Industries Association United Paperworkers

Southern Willamette Earth First United Stand

Southfork Trinity Watershed Unlimited Pheasants

Speak Up For Wildlife Foundation Upper Ridge Council

Sport Fishing Institute Usaka Environmental

Sportsmen’S Council Of N California Valleyville Hang Gliding Assn

St Andrews Hiking Society Virginians For Wilderness

Steamboaters Vulnorable Ecologies Protection Society

Stevedoring Services Of America WCIW Local 2805

Student Action For The Environment WWPA
Student Alliance For Wildlife Protection Washington Ancient Forest Campaign

Sustainable Ecosystems Institute Washington Citizens For World Trade

Swan View Coalition Washington Commercial Forest Action Committee

Sweet Home Rock Cub Washington Contract Loggers Assn

Syskiyou Regional Education Project Washington Contract Loggers Assoc

T H Co Cattlemens Association Washington County Stock Growers Oregon

TREES Cattlemens

TRIPS Washington Environmental Council Audubon

Takilma Community Association Society Seattle

Talent Watershed Intercomm Group Washington Forest Protection Assn

Tax Payers For The Environment And It’S Manage N Dir Forest Mgmt
ment Washington Lands Coalition

Tenmile Creek Association Washington Native Plant Society

Teton Science School Washington Public Interest Research Group

Texas Committee On Natural Resources Washington State Labor Council

FOREST TASK FORCE Washington State Trappers Assn

The Althouse Basin Taskforce Washington Trout

The Campbell Group Inc Washington Wilderness Coalition

The Colorado Public Interest Research Group Washington Women In Timber

ANCIENT FORESTS West Ancient Forest Camp

The Ecological Society Of America West Coast Botanicals Inc

The Fund For Animals West Oregon Timber Supporters

The Garden Cub Of America Western Ancient Forest Alliance

Ntl Affirs Legialation Western Ancient Forest Campaign

The Humane Society Of The Us Western Building Material Dealers Assoc

The Mcconnell Foundation Western Council Of Industrial Workers

The Mountaineers LOCAL 39

The Nature Conservancy LOCAL UNION 3074

WASHINGTON STATE OFFICE Western Forest Industries Assn

The Northcoast Environmental Center Western Forest Industries Association

The Pacific Forest Trust
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Western Legislative Forestry Task Force

Western Mining Council Inc

Western Network

Western North Carolina Alliance

Western Resources Wrap Up
Western Wildlife

Wheelabrator Shasta Energy

Whidbey Environmental Action Network

Wide Network Environmental

Wilderness Society

Wildiands Project

Wildlife Management Institute

Wildlife Society

Wildlife Society Washington Chapter

Wildlife Society CO Willamette National Forest

Willamette Industries Inc

Willamette Timbermen Assn Inc

Williams Greybach Brushriders

Williams Watershed Protection Assn

Willits Environmental Center

Women Mothers Of The Earth

Woodnet

Woodworkers 338

World Forest Institute

World Watch Institute

World Wildlife Fund

Conservation Science Program

US Lands Wildlife Program

Wyeast Cumbers

Xerces Society

Yakima Resource Management Cooperative

Yamhill Valley Peacemakers

Yellow Ribbon Coalition

Yellow Wood Associates

Yolo Environmental Resource Ctr

Yuba Watershed Institute

AMERICAN INDIAN TRIBES AND
NATIONS

Big Lagoon Rancheria

Blue Lake Rancheria

California Indian Legal Services

Central California Agency

Chehalis Business Council

Cloverdale Rancheria

Coast Indian Community Of TheResighiniRancheria
Coeur D’Alene Tribal Council

Columbia River Inter Tribal Fish Commission
Colville Agency

Committee For The Nei

Confederated Modoc Paiute Tribes

Confederated Tribes Bands of the Yakima Indian Nation

Confederated Tribes of Coos Lower Umpqua

Siuslaw Indians

Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians ofOregonConfederatedTribes of Umatilla Indian Reservation

Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs Reservation

Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis Reservation

Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation

Confederated Tribes of the Grand RondeCommunityConfederatedTribes of the Warm Springs Reservation

Coquille Economic Development Corp
Coquille Indian Tribe

Cow Creek Band of Umpqua Tribe of Indians

Coyote Valley Reservation

Dry Creek Rancheria

Elk Valley Rancheria

Grindstone Rancheria

Hoh Indian Tribe

Hoopa Tribal Fisheries
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Hoopa Tribal Forestry

Hoopa Valley Tribal Coundil

Hopland Reservation

Intertribal Timber Council

Jamestown Klallam Tribe of Indians

Karuk Tribe of California

Kiamath River Indian

Laytonville Rancheria

Lower Elwha Tribal Community

Lurni Tribe of the Lummi Reservation WA
Makah Indian Tribe of the Makah Indian Reservation

Manchester Pt Arena Rancheria

Mooretown Rancheria

Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

Neah Bay Field Station

Nisqually Indian Community

Nooksack Indian Tribe

Nor EI Muk Band Of Wintu Indians Of N California

Northern California Agency

Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission

Olympic Peninsula Agency

Pinoleville Rancheria

Pit River Tribal Council

Point No Point Treaty Council

Port Gamble Band of S’Klailam Indians

Potter Valley Ranchiera

Puget Sound Agency

Puyaliup Tribe of the Puyallup Reservation

Quartz Valley Indian Reservation

Quileute Tribe of the Quileute Reservation

Quinault Indian Nation

Redding Ranchiera

Redwood Valley Ranchiera

Round Valley Indian Reservation

Sacramento Area Office

Sauk Suiattle Indian Tribe

Sherwood Valley Rancheria

Shoalwater Bay Indian Tribe of the ShoalwaterBayIndianReservation

Siletz Agency
Skokomrish Indian Tribe

Smith River Rancheria

Spokane

island Tribe

Stillaguarnish Tribe of Indians

Suak Suiattle Indian Tribe

Supervisor Branch Of Forestry

Suquamish Tribe of the Port Madison Reservation WA
Swinomish Indian Tribal Community
The Klamath Tribe

The Spokane Tribe

TeTllpTie
The TuddanlTribe

Trinidad Rancheria

Upper Skagit Indian Tribe

Warm Springs Agency

Yakima Agency

Yoruk Tribe

LIBRARIES SCHOOLS AND

UNIVERSITIES

AIHS
SE Solberg

Agricultural Forestry Experiment Station

Ed Packee University of Alaska Fairbanks

Albany Public Library

Diane White

Alsea Library



Distribution

Arizona State University Colorado State University

Andrew T Smith Department of Zoology Alan Franklin

Donna Larson Bennett John J Ross Fred Schmidt Documents Department

William C Blakley Library John A Weins Department of Biology

Dr Andrew Smith Department of Zoology John D Stednick Dept of Earth Resources

Lyle Nichols Department of Zoology

Tammy Hancock Coos Bay Public Library

Carol Ventgen

Auburn University

Chris Isaacson Alabama Cooperative Cornell College

Extension Service Dr Craig Ain Department of Politics

Bandon Public Library Cornell University

Judy Romans C Geisler Dept of Rural Sociology

T Bruce Lauber Department of Natural

Bellevue Community College Library Resources

Terry Clark Wilfried Brutsaent Dept of Civil and

Environmental Eng

Berkshire Community College

Christopher Nye Science Engineering Corvalis Benton Public Library

Division Lois Fenker Deputy Director

Brownsville Community Library Corvallis Public Library

Janice Taylor Lucia Murray

California Academy Of Sciences Deep Springs College

Colleen Sudekum Zac Unger

California State University Chico Denver Botanic Gardens

Norman Pedersen Helen Fowler

William A Jones

William A Jones Meriam Library Duke University

Lisa Blumenthal Wetland Center School of

California State University Sacramento Environment

Benjamin Amata Library Documents Dept

Harold W Kerster Environmental Studie Dynamic Library

Center

ECO Forestry Institute

California Western School of Law

Richard Fink Essex County College

John H Seabrook

Cascade School

Ken J Collins Flora M Laird Memorial Library

Barbara Caffey

Central Oregon Commumity ColegeNancyKLee Franklin Marshall
CollegeJonathanRichardson Biology Dept

Chengdu University Of Science Technology

Zeng Kangmei Dept of Environmental Furman University

Science Eng Lewis P Stratton Biology Dept

Chulalongkorn University George Mason University

Suraphol Sudara Faculty of Science Jayne Docherty Institute for Conflict

Analysis Resoluti

Clackamas County Library

Reference Dept Grays Harbor College

John Speilman

Clemson University

Kay Franzreb Dept of Forest Resources Harvard Business School

Forest Reinhardt

Coffenberry Jr High School

JamesE Larson Humboldt State University

Library Documents Department

College Of The Redwoods Dale Thornburgh Department of Forestry

Library Dr David Largent

Teresa Sholars Erich Schmips Humboldt State Library

John Hunter

Colorado College Jules Marks Ctr for Resolution of Environ

John Ebersde Department of Biology Disputes

Lee H Bowker College of Behavioral

Social Science

Margot Fervia Political Science

RJGutierrez Department of Wildlife
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Distribution

Robert Gearhert Dept Environmental

Resources Engineering

Terry Roelofs Fisheries Dept

Huxley College

Virginia Naes

Illinois State University

Angelo Capparella Dept of Biological

Sciences

Juergen Schroeer

Illinois Valley Branch Library

Kathleen Carlisle

Illinois Wesleyan University

Dr Michael C Seeborg Dept of Economics

Indian Institute Of Management
Anil ICGupta Center for Management in

Agriculture

Indiana Daily Student

Jo Lynn Ewing

Jackson County Library

Larry Calkins

Jones Stokes Associates

Library

Jonsson Library of Govt Documents

Joan Loftus

Josephine County

Ella M Melik Library

Kansas State University

Michael D Woolson

Kitsap Regional

LibraryTobyE Gustafson

Klamath Union High School

Bob Bastian

Lafayette College

Robert Walls

Lake Oswego Public Library

Lakeside Public Library

Deirdre Krumper

Lane Community College Library

Donald C Ownbey

Lane Education Service Dist

Kermit Horn

Lewis Clark

Charles Honsinger

Library of Congress

Betsy Cody Congressional ResearchService

Lynne Corn Congressional Research Service

Long Island University

Phyllis Cahn Department of Biology

Los Angeles Mission College

Paul H Dillon
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Louisiana State University

Stanley BCarpenter School of Forestry

Wildlife Fish

Malaspina College

Paul Lucas

Media Services

Dennis Freeman Library

Michigan Technological University

Jiquan Chen School of Forestry Wood
Products

Millersville University

Dr Stephen A Thompson Department of

Geography

Ministry of Forests

Library

Montana State University Rural Sociological

Society

Patrick C Jobes Department of Sociology

Mount SI High School

Pete Montson Mount SI PFA

Mt Hood CommunityCollegeSusanA Foster

NCALRI

Janey Hipp

NSW National Parks Wildlife Service

AnnMaree Bonner The Library

National Outdoor Leadership School

Lynn Morrison

Nesquin Valley Schools

Nancy Whitehead

Nevada State Library Archives

Ann Brinkmeyer

North Bend Public Library

Gary Sharp

North Carolina State University

Arthur W Cooper Department of Forestry

Carolyn Argentati

Richard Lancia Department of Forestry

North Dakota State University

Larry Leistritz

Theodore Esslinger Department of Botany

North Olympic Library System

Northern Illinois University

Earl Shumaker University Libraries

Northwestern School of Law

Dan Rohlf

Diane Ensign Boley Library

Paul Wilson

OSU Extension Service

Fielding Cooley

Mike Cloughesy

Oklahoma Department Of Libraries

Steve Beleu



Distribution

Oklahoma State University Princeton University

Dewteven Anderson Jake Overton Dept of Ecology

James H Shaw Department of Zoology

Ramapo College Of NJ
Oregon State Library Patrick W Oconnor Adjunct Faculty

Documents Section

Reed College

Oregon State University Adam Diamond
Andrew Gray Forest Science Department

Ann Hairston Department of Forest Richland Public Library

Engineering JudyMcmakin

Anne Christie Kerr Library 121

Chris Purnell Department of Geography Ruch Branch Library

Debbie Cummings Janis Mohr Tipton

Dr Bill Denison Department of Botany

Plant Pathology Rutgers University

Dr Bruce Mcce Department of Botany Eric Zwerling Dept of Environmental Science

Plant Pathology George Robinson Nelson Labs

Dr Dan Norris Department of Botany

Plant Pathology Salem Public Library

E Charles Meslow Oregon Cooperative Mary Finnegan

Wildlife Res Unit

Eldon Olsen Department of Forest Engineer San Francisco University

ing Dr DennisDesjardinGeorgeBrown Department of Forest Science Dr Harry Theirs

Gregg Lomnicky
James Boyle School for Ecological Agriculture

James M Lenihan EPA Arthur Sappington

Jean Webster Marilyn Potts Guin Library

Jennie Walsh Department of Forest Science School of Forest Resources UAM
Jim Peters Richard A Williams

John Lattin Department of Entomology
John Snelling Department of Fish Wildlife Seattle Central Community College Library

John D Walstad Jane Shoop

K Norm Johnson Forest Resources

Kajsa Johnson Forest Resources Seattle Public Library

Kim Nelson Department of Fish Wildlife Documents Department

Logan Norris Department of Forest

Sciences FSL 020 Seton Hall University

Louis Wasniewski Department of Engineering Marian Glenn Biology Dept

Mary O’Day Department of Forest Science

Norm Johnson Department of Forest Shasta County Office of Education
Resources CharlieMehoner

Norman P Elwood Department of Forest

Resources Shasta County Library

Patrick Grace Kerr Library

Paul W Adams Sheridan Public Library

Rebecca Thompson Department of Forest Toni M Rose

Science

Richard A Tubb Department of Fisheries Shoreline Community College

Wildlife Matthew Loper Science Dept

Robert Malouf Administrative Services

S Kim Nelson Department of Fish Wildlife Simon’s Rock Library

Sally Davenport Department of Political Bernice Norman

Science

Sheila Cordray Department of Sociology Simpson College

Sherry Pittam Department of Botany Plant Melvin Shuster

Pathology

Steve Tesch Forest Resources Dept Siskiyou County Library

Steven Hiebert Research K Fueston

Susan Stevens Forest Resources

Siskiyou Regional Education Project

PHPPO Romain Cooper

Centers for Disease Control

Siuslaw Public Library

Pierce County Law Library Dick Gale

Plattsburgh State University Of New York SkidmoorCollegeJamesDawson Center for Earth Environ EB Goodstein Department of Economics

mental Science

Smithsonian Institution

Port Orford Library Dennis A Hosack

Greg Courtney Dept of Entomology

Portland State University

Nancy Chapman Dept Urban Studies
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Distribution

South Illinois University Carbondale

Alan Woolf Cooperative Wildlife

Research Lab

Southern Oregon State College

Library Documents

Harry L Cook

Stephen Cross Dept of Biology

Southwestern Oregon Community College

Kirk Jones

St Louis Public Library

John Montre

Stanford University

Alan Launer Dept of Biological Sciences

Erica Fleishman Dept of Biological Sciences

Joan Loftus Gov Doc Library Green Library

Summit Kliz School

Geoffrey Ruskin

Tacoma Public Library

Karen Eichhorn

Tacoma Public Utilities

Barb Werelius Reference Library

Texas AM University

Ed J Soltes Dept of Forest Science

Tom Bonnickson Dept of Forest Science

The Burke Museum

Christopher Thompson

The Harriman Institute

Susan Holmes

The Lindsey Museum

Diana Granodos

Toledo Public Library

Peter Rayment

Triangle Lake High School

Jim Bellingham

Umpqua Community College

Jacky Hagan

Univeristy of Washington

Robert Lee

University College of Cariboo

Susan Hammond Science Bldg

University Of Washington

Gordon Smith College of Forest Resources

University Place

F L Rose

University of Alberta

Andy Miller Dept of Forest Science

Susan Moysa

University of Arizona

Dr William Calder Dept of Ecology

Evoluntionary Biology

Patrick Reid

William Calder Dept of Ecology and

Evolutionary Biology

University of Arkansas

Donald E Voth Agricultural Economics

Kim Fendley

University of British Columbia

Brent Ingram Department of Forestry

Carlos Galindo Center for Applied

Conservation Biology

Goerge Hoberg Department of Political

Science

J P Kimmins Dept of Forest Sdences

M P Marchak

University of California

Peter C Passof Cooperative Extension

Rick Deimos Cooperative Extension

University of California Berkeley

Clara Landiro Environmental Planning
Architecture

Dennis Teeguarden College of Natural

Resources

Dennis Teeguarden Dept of Environmental

Science Management

Emery Roe College of Natural Resources

G Mathias Kondolf College of

Environmental Design

Hilgard Oreilly

SternbergJosephSax Environmental Law Program

Larry Davis Dept of Forestry Resources

Lawrence Ruth Wildiand Resources Center

Louise Fortman ESPM Forestry

Maria Cacho Dept Landscape Architecture

Professor William Mckillop Dept of Forestry

Rick Standiford

SJ Marvin

Sarah Marvia

Yvonne Everett Dept of Landscape

Architecture

University of California Davis

Dr Grady Webster Plant Biology Dept

Dr Marcel Rejmanek Botany Department

Evan Edinger Department of Geology

Marsha Meister

Marsha Meister Shields Library

Government Documents

University of California Los Angeles

Richard F Ambrose Environmental

Science Engineering

University of California Santa Barbara

James D Proctor Dept of Geography

Timothy Robinson

University of California Santa Cruz

Michael Meuse Sociology BD Stevenson

College

Robert Curry College 8 Conservation Biology

University of Dayton

Frederick R Inscho

University of Denver

Penelope Canan

University of Florida

Suzanna Smith

University of Georgia

Chris Eberly School of Forest Resources

Christine Overdeveset USFS Forest

Sciences Lab
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Distribution

Christopher W Eberly M OBrien Environmental Studies

Liz Kramer Institute of Ecology Per Samestrom

Richardt Hardt School of Forest Resources Robert Mckelvey Dept of Mathematical

Sciences

University of Guelth

Walter Kehm School of Landscap University of Nevada Reno

Architecture David Keyt

University of Idaho University of New Mexico

Ann Black Dr Bradley Cullen Department of Geography

Donna K Smith Library Documents Dept
Rm 104A University of North Carolina

Jo Ellen Force Dept Forest Resources Larry Barden Biology Dept

University of Idaho University of Oregon

Jo Ellen Force Dept of Forest Resources David A Perry Forest Science Dept

Dr David Wagner Botany Dept
University of Idaho College Of FWR Kathy Poole Landscape Architecture

Mcconnell Steven Department of Forestry Richard Nauman Dept of Biology

Robert Ribe Dept of Landscape Architecture

University of Illinois Robert Ribe School of Architecture

Russell Lande Dept of Biology

Cheryl Nyberg Law Library Timothy Ingalsbee Depatment of

Dan Bolda Environmental Sociology

Matt Godhfead Tom Stabe Documents Department Library

Professor Rabel Burdge Institute for Tom Stave University Library

Environmental Studies

Rabel Burdge Institute for Environmental University of Oregon School Of Law

Studies Michael Axline Western Natural

Tim Marty Dept of Forestry Resources Law Clinic

University of Illinois Urbana Champaign University of Oregon Law School

Prof David K Cox College of Vetemary Marty Bergotten LandAirWater

Med Rm 3211 Environmental Res Group

University of Maryland University of Pennsylvania

Robert Nelson School of Public Affairs Edwin Barkdoll

William T Lawrence

University of Puget Sound

University of Mass Colleen Jenkins

Robert Muth Dept of Forestry Wildlife Melanie Mayock

University of Miami University of Utah

Daniel Suman Marine Science Program Government Documents

Grace Kessler EATON RESIDENTIAL Govert Documents

COLLEGE
University of Vermont

University of Michigan David LCampbell DeptL of Botany

John A Witter Professor of Natural Resources

Steve Yaffee School of Natural Resources University of Victoria

Eric L Walters Dept ofBiologyUniversityof Minnesota

Alan R Ek Dept of Forest Resources University of Washington

Cheryl Owens Forestry Library Library

Dr Luther Gerlach Professor of Anthropology Ajit Krishnaswamy

Dr Zhi Xu Dept of Forest Resources Audrey Pearson College of Forest

Fran Weber Natural Resources Research Resources AR10

Institute Bruce Lipphe CINTRAFOR
Hans Gregersen College of Natural Resources Bruce Lippke Center for Inter Trade in

Patrick Campbell Forest Prod

Paul V Ellefson Dept of Forest Resource Carol C Green

Chad Oliver

University of Minmesota B50 Natural Res Chadwick Dearing Oliver Forest Resources

Admin Bldg Management Division

C Owens Forestry Library Charlotte Pyle College of Forest

Resources AR 10

University of Missouri Dave Werntz Conservation Biology Society

Dr William Kurtz School of Natural Resources Dean Rae Berg Olympic Centre

Don Mckenzie College of Forest

University of Montana Resources AR10

Mansfield Library Documents Division Dr Peter Schiess

Allen McQuillan School of Forestry

Dr Kelsey Milner School of Forestry

Jerry Covault
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University of Washington Dick Hansis Vancouver
Eric Graves Richard Hansis

Gordon Bradley College of Forest Resources

AR 10 Weber State University

Helen Birss NW Policy Center

Hilary Reinert Library
Professor Alston Economic Department

Richard Altson Dept of Economics

James Karr Institute for Environmental

Studies Wellesly College

Jan Zientek College of Forest Resource Mrs Loranz Document Department

Jerry Franklin ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS
Jill Suhy Department of Botany KBI5 Wesleyan University

Jim Mirra College of Forest Resources

Kaela Warren College of Forest Resources

Rob Williams

Katie Sauter Center for Streamside Studies

Linda Wilkinson

West Carolina University

Angela Ellis

Margaret Shannon College of Forest

Resources West Virginia University

Melanie Rowland Institute for David White Division of Forestry

Environmental Studies Steve Selin Division of Forestry

Melissa
Zens College of Forest Western Carolina University

Resources AR 10 Angela Ellis

Tim Abbe Department of Geological Sciences

University of Wisconsin

Weyerhaeuser Co
Library

Bill Ebbott Law Library

Cara Nelson Botany Dept Whiskey Town Environmental School

Donald R Field School of Natural Resources Heide Hatcher

Jeff Stier Dept of Forestry

Lyle N Nauman College of Natural Resources

Mark SBoyce College of Natural Resources

Willamette Univeristy

Carrie Sessarego

University of Wisconsin Society For Willamette University

Conservation Biology Carol Ireson

Stanley A Temple Dept of Wildlife Ecology Grant Thorsett

Kathleen Scott Environmental Law Society

University of Wisconsin Madison

Mark Mackenzie Willamina Public Library

Melissa Hansen

University of Wyoming

David A Marcum Dept of Political Sciences Williamette University

Julia Johnson Barnard Range Management Nicole Michel

Ron Bieswenge Dept of Geography

Recreation Williams College

Utah State University

Marcella Rauscher CES Library

Craig Altop Dept of Geography and Wilson Library

Earth Resources Robert Lopresti

Jeff Kershner Fish Wildlife

Richard Krannich Dept of Sociology Yakima Valley Regional Library

Utah Valley State College

Cynthia Garrick

Wayne Whaley Dept of Science Yale

UniversityGautamGowrisankara Dept of Economics

VPI SU Joseph A Miller Forestry Library

Eric Cox

Valley Library

Suzanne Vial

MEDIA

Vermont Law School

Albany Democrat Herald

Associated Press

Victoria Weber Cornell Library Business Journal

Villanova University

CO High Country News
Capital Press

Danne W Polk Dept of Philosophy Central Oregonian

Washington Institute

Central Valley Times

Chico News Review

Reid Kenady Colorado Daily

Cottage Grove Sentinel

Washington State Library Curry County Reporter

Judy Mccarthy Daily Barometer

Washington State University

Daily Enviornment

Dayton Chronicle

Brent S Steel Vancouver Environmental Review

Casey Charles Dept of English Eugene Weekly
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Feather River Bulletin Nor Cal News Service

Ganet News Service Nornews
Gazette Times Northwest Press

Grants Pass Daily Courier Okanogan Valley Gazette Tribune

Headlight Herald Omak Chronicle

Herald News Oregon Public Broadcasting

ilinois Valley News Pierce County Business Examiner

Island Independent Newspaper Popular Sdence Magazine

KAGO Radio Reaters

KBRC Radio RecordSearchlightKDKFTV San Francisco Bay Guardian

KDRV Science Magazine

KHSLTV Seattle Post Intelligencer

KINS Seattle Times

KKFX Radio Siskiyou Daily News
KLOG Radio Skagit Valley Herald

KMAS Radio Spokesman Review

KMTR TV StatesmanJournal

KOOS KHSN The Associated Press

KOZE AmEm The Bulletin

KOZI Radio The Columbian

KPBX Radio The Courier Herald

KQBE Radio The Daily Astordan

KQMSKSHA Radio The Daily News
KRCR TV The Herald

KSHR The Independent
KSYCKYRE The Morning News Tribune

KVOS TV News The News Review

KWHO Radio The Oregonian

KWNC Radio The Register Guard

KWSD KEDY The Sinslaw News
KXL The SpokesmanReviewLakeStevens Journal The Sun

Loggers World Publications The Times Standard

Lynden Tribune The WorldNewspaperMarplesBusiness Newsletter Trinity Journal

Methow Valley News Wahkiakum County Eagle

NC Community Broadcast Group Wcfac
Nature Conservancy Newsletter Weekly Newspaper

Newport News Times Wenatchee World

News Times
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Distribution

INDIVIDUALS

Martina
Meer

Moysha
Patrice

Skywise

Victoria

Ann Aagarad

Tim Abbe

Paul H Abbett

Edwin BAbbott

Elden RAbbott

Lisa Abbott

Tricia Abel

Robert Abell

MikeAblate

Bob And Martha Abshear

Craig Adair

R JAdamek

Allan Adams

Bill Adams

Clifford Adams

Douglas Adams

Fred Adams

Greg Adams

Margaret Adams

Paul W Adams

Phil Adams

Richard Adams

Tennora Adams
Thomas Adams

Tom Adams

John Adams III

Harold S Adams PhD
Dennis Ades

June Adler

Marlin Aerni

Marlin Aernie

Jeff C Affeld

Bruce Agler

Russell W Agreen

Bernie Agrons

George Aityeh

Hj Mustapha Ak Shamhary Pdp

Maureen Akimov

David Akins

Jeff Akselzck

Sally Alasin

Leland C Albee

Donna M Alber

Norman Albers

Kurt Alberstott

Martin Albert MD
Barclay Albright

Don Albright

Jack DAlbright

George Alcser

Jack BAlderson

Edward Aldrich

Tim Alegria

Paul Alelyunas

Adam Alender

Laurie Alexander
Marcia Alexander

Marian C Alexander

W Whitney Alexander

Ken Alger

Nathan Alidina

Raymond Alis

Wesley All

Michael L Allan

MAuanie Allardale

Arthur JAllen

David Allen

Jan Allen

Melody Allen

Richard M Allen

Ron Allen

Rosemary K Allen

Sarah Allen

Stewart Allen

W Ron Allen

FW Allen Jr

Gwen Alley

Tiffany Allgood

Dr Craig Allin

Nancy K Allison

Sam Allsop

Nivaroo Almainn

Brian Almquist

Bryan Alper

Professor Alston

David Altmann
Craig Altop

Richard Alison

Karen Alvani

Susan Alverez

Ed Alverson

Benjamin Amata

NicoleAmato

S Kelly Ambler

Richard Ambrose

Richard F Ambrose
Chris Ameno

Chip Ames

Joe Amicarella

Donna Amos
Giamo Amyalon

Pat Anderes

Scott Andersen

Steven BAndersen

Anderson

Alan H Anderson

Alma Anderson

Barbara Anderson

Bob Anderson

Bruce Anderson

Chris Anderson

Dave Anderson

David Anderson

David JAnderson

David R Anderson

Dewteven Anderson

Don Anderson

Eric Anderson

H Michael Anderson

Jim Anderson

Joan Anderson

Kate Anderson

Mark Anderson

Melanie Anderson

Michelle Anderson

Priscilla Anderson

Richard Anderson

Russ Anderson

Sam Anderson

Sean Anderson

Sherman D Anderson

Susan G Anderson

Valerie Anderson

Virginia Anderson

Jochen Andoezha

Mark Andre

Andre Andreoli

Christine C Andres

Raymond H Andreu

Sj Andrew

Basil Andrews

Becky Andrews
Quinn Andrews

Steve Andrews
Tyler Andrews
Warren Aney

Tom
Amn

Jessica Anoyer

Gerald C Ansell

Eric Antebi

Lynna M Antil

Carlita Aoton

John Appel

Chris Applegate

Joyce JApplewhite

Ron Arcangeli

Scott Archer

Creed Archibald

Juan S Archuleta

Randy Arcraft

Jeff Ard

Glen Ardt

Jack Arends

Carolyn Argentati

Leonel Arguello

John Aries

RobertMArley

Neil Armantrout

Therese Armetta

Harold Armleder

Bob Armstrong

Howard Thais Armstrong

Marcia Armstrong

Marcia H Armstrong

Mary Armstrong

Sarah Armstrong

Ward Armstrong

L M Arndt

Brad Arnold

Albert Arnst

Jacob Aronov

Susan JArra

Jim Arraj

Gil Arroyo

Bill Arthur

GeneArthur

Ellis Artrim

Chad Artz

Allison Asbjornsen

Tom Aschev

Alan W Ash

Delbert Ash

Barbara Ashinhurst

Nick Ashmore

Kirsten Atik

Lynn Atkins

Attn Sylvia

Leroy Atwell

Margaret E Atwood

Tom Aufenthie

K Auman

Phil Aust

Brandon Austin

Harry Austin

Sara Axelrod

Benjamin Axleroad

Michael Axline

James Ayer

Terri Ayers

Art Ayre

Arthur Ayre

Jeanette JAyres

Elaine M Babby

Fritz Giner Bachem

Stephen Bachhuber

Jeff Bachman
Frank Backus

G
Bagley

Michael Bagley

Gia Bahm
Chris Bail

Alison Bailey

Dick Bailey

John Bailey

Kathy Bailey

Linda H Bailey

Mark Melissa Bailey

Melva Bailey

Randy Bailey

Tim Bailey

Barbara Baily

Robyn M Bain

Clark Bainbridge

John B Bainbridge
Ron Baird

Adnrew S Bajer

Barbara Baker

Becky Baker

Bonnie JBaker

Boyce M Baker

Chris Baker

Gerald L Baker

James Baker

Janet Baker

Richard Baker

Robert W Baker

Ronald Baker

Bill Bakke

Paul Bakke

Sverre Bakke

Paula Ann Balch

Anthony Balderrama

Cathy Baldwin

Jessica Baldwin

John Baldwin

Sarah Baldwin

Kenneth Bales

Amy Ball

Gary Ball

Jeff Ball

Steven C Ball

Thomas Ball

RobertBaller

James Ballman

Bryce Bancroft

Stephen LBancroft CPA
Don Bandel

Gardner D Banish

Linda D Banish DVM
Channing Banks

William Banzhaf

Charles L Baracco

Johnstone Barbara

Deanna Barbaria

Micah Barbash

Bob Barber

Harry A Barber

Pat Barber

Robert Barber

Ruth Barbin

Tom Barbouletos

Anita Barbour

Bill Viki Barbour

William Barbour

Larry Barden

Lorraine Barden

Clarence L Barger

L Katherine Baril

Charles Barilo
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Edwin Barkdoll

Bruce Barker

Jillian Charles Barker

Todd F Barker

Lee Barlow

Bruce Barnbaum

Bob Barnes

Richard L Barnes

Rick Barnes

Tom Barnes

Bruce D Barnett

J Barnett

Felicia Rounds Beardsley

Marcus A Bearse Jr Phd

William R Beat

Bill Beaty

Tom Bebout

AJ Beck

Dave Beck

Diame Beck

Jerry Becker

Lizzie Becker

Randall Becker

Lee Beckett

David Berger

Katie Berger

Ralph E Bergerson

Graham Bergh

Erik Berglund

Dorothia Bergman

Marty Bergotten

Guy Bergstrom

John E Berklund

Peter A A Berle

Brin Berliner

Steven BBerliner

Bill Blackwell

Park Blaine

Catharine Blair

James Blair

Larry JBlake

Richard E Blake

Ann Blakely

Carole Blakey

Ann Blakley

Nigel

Blanchard

Danielle Blanck

John Barnett

Victor Barnett

Donald Barnhart

William F Barnum

Joan Barra

Brad Barrett

Tom Barrett

David Barringer

John Patrida A Barron

Linda JBarrow

Roger Beckett

Rudi Becking

Bill Beckley

Adam Beckord

Steve Beckwith

C W Becraft

Keith S Bedard

Fred Beddall

Mike Bedford

Frank Beebe

Dan Berman

Gloria Berman

Doug Paula Bernard

Carol Bemnthal

James Debra Berry

Maureen Berry

Sandy Berry

Steven J Berry

Gerald A Bertolo

Jeff Bertot

Blanche Blankenship

George F Blankenship

Ed Blankinship

James C Blatchley

Clau Blazina

Vee Bledsoe

Kevin Blenkenberger

Brian Blenney

Janet Blessing

Caitlin Blethen

Stan Bart

RE Bartell Jr

Richard D Beebe

Edward Beechert

Judy Bess

Connie Best

Bev Blinn

Ann Bliss

CD Bartholomaus Stephanie Beeksma Dick Best Ted C Bloch

Ann Barton

Hal Barton

Robert Barton

Amber Bartosek

Trudy Bartosek

John Been

Suzanne Beers

Andrea

Behl

Claire S Behr

Peter Mary Ann BestDzuback

Erick A Bestland

Fern Betel

Dustin Betlem

Julie Patrida Betrdk

Phil Blocklyn

Leroy Blodgett

Elizabeth Bloemer

Jennifer Blomgren

Dom Bloom

BruceBartow

Andrew Bartson

Michael Bartz

Max Norma Barzec

James S Basey Sr

Steve Baskauf

Julie Baskin

Thomas A Basl

Joe Beide

Aaron Belansky

Kenneth JBelcher

Steve Beleu

Greg T Belknap

Amy Bell

Ernie Bell

John Bell

Joline Bettendorf

Gary Betts

Everett E Bey

Elizabeth Beyer

William W Beyer

S Beyers

Karl Bialkowsky

John Bianco

Eric Bloomguist

Bramdo Blore

Joe Blowers

Linda Blum

Louis Blumberg

Lisa Blumenthal

Darrie Board

Tom Board

Jerry F Bassett

Achim Bassler

Mary R Bell

Norton W Bell

Dorothy Bianke

D Dean Bibles

Judy Boatman
Rohde Bob

Rick Bastasch Rich Bell E L Bickel Eric Bock
Robert JBastiam

Bob Bastian

Liz Bellantoni

Douglas A Bellingham

Mary Bickel

Samuel Bickel

William Bocklage

Jeff Bode

Sonya Batchelder

Elsie A Bates

Elsie A Bates

Megan Bates

Jim Bellingham

Frank Bellinghausen

Mickey Bellman

Domna Belmar

Gary Bickett

Ray Bidegary

Corey Bidwell

Herman Biederbeck

Tim Bodeck

Jeri Bodemar

Katie Bodie

Robert Bodine

T Bates

Wayne Bates

D Jan Belnap

A Joy Belsky PhD
Joseph Bielavicz

Steve Bien

Roger Bodine

Tim Bodurtha

Irene L Batey

BBatke

Nell Batker

Phillip Battaglia

Salvatore A Battaglis

Harold Bauer

Heather Bauer

Ken Bemas

Richard Bement

Rod Ben

Robert C Benafel

Gerald Bendix

Donald A Beneke

Beth Benner

Ron Bieswenge

Ruth Bigelow

Buck Biggs

Mr Mrs JC Biggs

Joanne Bigman

Edward Bikales

William BBill

Jeff Boechler

Marlene Boecken

Sabina Boehm

Gabriel H Boehmer

Paul R Boelmer

George T Boehnke

Arthur Boeschen

John M Bauer

Kim Bauer

Julie Baugnet

Bob Baum
Caroline Bauman

Stephen Benner

Beverly Bennett

Creta Bennett

Frances L Bennett

Karen Bennett

Kenneth HBilski

Don Bilyeu

Nat Bingham

George Biram

ClintBird

Denise Boggs

Junnidurd Bogle Salvijon

Michael Bogumill

Jack Donna Bohannon

Eric A Bohm
David Bauman

Dick Bauman

Alan Baumann

Lion Baumgartner

William Baumgartner

Lynn Bennett

Virginia Bennett

Gladys Benson

Ronald

M Bentzien

Rosemary A Bird

Barbara Birdsell

Mary Ellen Birli

Helen Birss

Lance Bisaccia

Briana Bohn

Mary L Boice

Chris Boivin

Dan Bolda

Leland D Boleer

Brigit Baur

Mary G Baur

DjBaxten

Larry Sharon Bazor

Rod Beach

William F Beamer

Jake D Benz

Bob Berends

Dale Berg

Dean Rae Berg

James Bergdahl

Wendy Bergen

Hillary Biscay

Brett Bishop

Dan H Bishop

CL Bitner

Ann Black

Carol Black

Scott Boley

Heidi Bollock

Dave Bolton

Fred C Bolton

Kevin Bond

Lois Bonn

Richard L Bean

Kelly Beard Tittone

Kurt Beardslee

A Bergenfeld

Katy Bergenholtz

Bruce Berger

Cynthia Black

Loren G Blackmer

Barbara Blackmore

Richard Bonn

AnnMaree Bonner

Joe Bonney
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Tom Bonnickson

Charles W Booher

Sam Booher

Deborah L Boomer

Corinne Boone

Robert D Boone

Sandra Boone

Sandra J Boone

Daiga Booth

Elizabeth Booth

Greg Booth

Reiny Boots

Catherine L Booty

Quentin Borba

Carol Bordin

John Borg

Darren Borgias

Roger Borine

Fred Borngasser

Mariana Bornholdt

Carol Bornthal

Nancy E Boromay

MaryClare Boroughs

Mark L Borozin

Sally K Borth

Nicholes Bosco

Leon Bostnick

Bob Bosworth

Ellice Bosworth

BBothornlby

Bruce Botsford

Cassandra Botts

Jan Boucher

Barry Boulton

Carl Bovee

Susan R Boverman

George C Bowechop

Joseph Bower

Susan Bower

Sue Bowers

Lee H Bowker

Coeta Bowman

John Bowman

John Bowmau

Barbara Boxer

Zachary Boyajian

Mark Boyar

Mark g Boyce

Avis E Boyd

Jim Boyd

Wade Boyd

Clara Boyden

Bari K Boyer

Ned Boyer

Yvonne Boyer Berg

Kevin Boylan

Richard JBoylan

James Boyle

Dorothy Boynton

Larry Boysen

Kim Braasch

Bill Bradburg

Mike Braden

Carol Bradley

Dan Bradley

Gordon Bradley

Peggy Bradley

Sarah Bradley

Victor E Bradley Jr

Dan Brady

Molly SBrady

Stephen Brainard

Peter Braluer

Peter Jeff Braluer

Peter Bralver

Thomas L Branch

Ronald Brandt

Nadine Branomsa

Linda Branscomb

Keith Branter

Kathy Jim Brashers

Chds Bratt

Christopher Bratt

Dan Brattain

Donna Brauer

David Braun

JS Braun

Richard H Braun

Byron C Bray

H David Bray

Scott Brayton

John F Breeden

Curtis Brees

Susie Breitvach

Mike Breman

Katie Brendal

Ethan Breneman

Arthur W Brennan

Betty Brenner

John Brennick

David Brenson

Heather Brent

Robert Brenton

Joe Breskin

Eric Breting

Andrea Brewer

Shari Brewer

Sam Bridenstine

Albert Bridges

George Bridges

Philip Brdegleb

Elizabeth Brieslada

Gaylord Bdggs

Geoff Briggs

Thomas S Briggs

Walter Briggs

Jane Brigode

Stephen Bdnghurst

Ann Brinkmeyer

Anne Brissey

Tom Bristow

Jim Bdtell

Ernie Brito

Christie Britt

Christy Britt

Stephen Brittle

Clare A Broadhead

Zim Broadway

Gene Brock

Jane M Brockman

Dr Jon Brodziak

Walter C Brog

Willie Bronson

Moll Brook

Constance Brooke

Al Brooks

Constance E Brooks

HO Brooks

Merle Brooks

Sherri Brooks

W R Brooksher

Mary Brookyns

Ella Brosi

Deborah Brosnan

Laree Brosseau

Terry Brossett

R Brothers

Robert Brothers

Paul Brouha

Anita G Brown

Anne K Brown

Barte Brown

Beverly Brown

Blake Brown

Bob Brown

Bonnie Brown
Carol Brown

Charlene Brown

Charles Brown
Cythia Brown

David G Brown

Dina Brown

Dr Mick Brown

Ethan Brown
Gabriele S Brown

George Brown

Gilbert A Brown

Jack R Brown

James E Brown

John Brown
Jovana Brown

Kimberly Brown
Lisa Brown

Lorrie Brown

Made LBrown

Melinda Brown

Michael Brown

Michele D Brown

Rhonda Brown

Richard Brown

Robert E Brown

Robert C Brown

Scott Brown

Shad L Brown

Toby R Brown

Rebel S Brown MD
Dennis Browning

Patrick JBroyles

Charles Bruce

Charlie Bruce

David Bruce

French R Bruce

Howard F Bruce

Peter Brucker

Steven Bruffy

Debbie Bruggeman

Lois Bruhn

Dan Brummer

Eberhard Brunner

Ron Brunson

Charlie Brusovich

Peggy Bruton

Wllfried Brutsaent

Diane R Bryan

Dorothy T Bryan

Kay M Bryan

Margart M Bryan

Anddrew R Bryant

Greg Bryant

John Bryant

Rob Bryant

David Bucher

Harriette Buchmann

Darryl Buck

Richard Buckberg

George Buckingham

John Buckley

Daniel JBuckley Iii

Francis Buebendorf

Alex Buell

Victor U Buenzle

Larry Buffam

LG Buffington

Lesley Buhman

Ken Bulbeck

Kent R Bulfinch

Paul Bulgier

Charles Bull

Lee Bunnell

Dorelen Bunting

Tom Bunting

Terry Burcaw

Robert J Burch

Janet Burcham

Professor Rabel Burdge

Rabel Burdge

Thomas Burdge

Carol Burdick

BD Burge

June E Burge

Harry Maryjane Burger

Kathryn Burgess

Paula Burgess

Ross Burgess

Wells Burgess

William B Burgess

Robert Burgin

Christopher Burke

Jack Burke

Kenneth P Burke

Kerry L Burke

Liza Burke

Roger Burke

Sue Burke

Tara Burke

Thomas E Burke

Tom Burke

Adam Burkhard

David Clarke Burks

Sam Burleigh

Craig Burley

Chuck Burly

Robin Burmester

Jeffry Burnam

Ann Forest Burns

Bdan Burns

Daniel Burns

Leroy L Burns

Pat Burns

Rodney Burns

Dave Burnson

Maxine Burnworth

A Burroughs

Daryl Burrows

Lonnie Burson

Paul R Burt

Jono Burton

Tim Burton

Craig Bury

FM Busby

Jocqueline Buschel

Sue Buse

Jodi L Bush

Liz Bush

D Bushnell

Marda C Butchart

Ann T Butler

Barbara Butler

Catherine Butler

Tom Butler

David Butt

Brian L Buttazoni

Kristin Butterfield

Andrea D Butz

Hazel Bybee

Carolyn Bye

Linda Byers

Ray Byers

Mary L Byford

Helga Byhre
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Ronald W Byrd Kathleen Carlisle

John Byrne Brad Carlquist

Nancy Byxbee Audrew E Carlson

Nancy C Bernard Carlson

Nicole Caballera Black Betsy Carlson

Karen L Cabron Bill Carlson

Maria Cache Bruce H Carlson

Philip Cafaro Eric Carlson

Irene’S Cafe Eric S Carlson

Vi Caffcrata Ernest Carlson

Barbara Caffey Jerry Carlson

Henry Cagey Jim Carlson

Phyllis Cahn John Julia Carlson

Steve Cain Kim Carlson

James Caker Lee Carlson

Dr William Calder Priscilla Carlson

William Calder Richard Carlson

Steve Caldera Katherine A Carlson Phd

David Caldwell Melissa Carlson Price

Henry Caldwell Jr DonCarlton

Raymond Calica Sr Jasper Carlton

Honora Calliech Megan Carlyle

Larry Calkins Mr Mrs Patrick Carman

Michael Callahan Richard Carmichael

Shaun Callahan Ben Carnahan

Shawn Callahan Glen E Cames
Christian Callo Bill Carpenter

Carol Calman Dean Carpenter

Uriel Calvillo Heidi Carpenter

Dave Cameron Jim Carpenter

Steven Cameron Stanley BCarpenter

Lawrence D Camp Gerald Carr

Orville Camp Joan L Carr

Becky JCampbell Wolf Carr

Bruce Campbell Jim Carrigan

C Bruce Campbell Carlos Carrel

Charlotte Campbell Bruce Carroll

David L Campbell Ellen Carroll

David T Campbell Patricia Carroll

Doug Campbell Rick Carroll

Edwin H Campbell David Carruth

Homer J Campbell Justin Carry

John Campbell Bob Carson

Michael Campbell E Margaret Carson

Patrick Campbell Paula Carson

R Wayne Campbell Ron Carson

Richard A Campbell William A Carstens

Robert Campbell Robert D Cart

Thomas G Campbell Barry Carter

Susan Campo Darrell S Carter

Denise R Canals David K Carter

Penelope Canan Deborah Carter

Henry Canby J Craig Carter

Sherry Cancel Michelle Carter

AM Canellos Steve Carter

Annabel Caner Robert A Carthell

Lincoln Cannon Stephen C Caruana

David Camight Erica Caruso

Virginia Cantrell Jenny Carver

Maria Cantwell Barbara Carvey

Richard L Cantwell Val Cary

JPaul Capemer Fred Case

Jane Capizzi Maria Case

Phillip Capo Ted Case

Angelo Capparella Kathleen Casey

Phyllis Caraday F Casoekkebti

Vicki William Caraway Jane Cassady

Dave Carbonetti Katie Cassidy

Yvonne Cardemil Tom Cassidy

Karen Cardozo William S Cassilly

Michael Cardwell Tom Casswell

Ralph Cardwell Roland Castaneda

Jennifer Carey William JCastillo

Gwen Cargo James Castle

Jay Carlisle Jerome Caston

Jim Cathcart

Lisa Catlin

D Cattani

Ann W Cavanagh

Gary A Cave

Richard Cayo

Richard Mayche Cech

Richard Cecil

Ruby Cederwall

Casey Ceishe

MA Celayeta

Gabnella Cenadis

Aaron S Cerahova

FJ Cerny

Frank R Cetera

DChacon

Peter Chadwick

Graig Chaffin

Terri Diania Chakar

Carolyn Chambers

Clark Chambers

Marina Chang

Paul Chantiny

David Chapin

James D Chapin

Robert E Chapin PhD
Bernard L Chaplin

James Chapman

Nancy Chapman

Rachel Chapman

Susan Chapp

Dave Chappell

Elaine Charkowski

Casey Charles

Al Chase

George M Chase

Ira J Chase

Beth Chasnoff

David Chavez

Robb Cheat

Jiquan Chen

Tony Cheng

Robert Cherdack

Franklin Cheville

Bob Chicken

Jaron Childs

Peter 0 Childs

John Chillington

Marion E Chilson

David Chin

Sal Chinnici

Isabel Chiquoine

Paul H Chisholm

Daniel Choi

Anthony Chas

Martin Chouinard

Nola Chow
Vicki Christensen

Carl Christenson

Danielle Christenson

Jon Christenson

Pat Christgau

Anne Christie

Marian Christie

Paul H Christman

Thaum Christman

Marguerite Christoph

David Christophel

Nancy Christopher

John Christopherson

Anna Belle Christy

LI Chriswell

Michael Chruwin
Hans Chung

Shawn Church

Terry Church

Jim Churchill

John Churchill

Richard S Cimino

Janet B Cioppa

Mandy Cipolat

Kim A Ciula

Trish Clarde

JP Clardy

Aaron Clark

Amy Clark

David Clark

Donna Rocky Clark

Ivan Clark

Jackie Clark

James Clark

Kristina A Clark

Lance Clark

Michael Clark

Nancy Clark

Paul Clark

Terry Clark

Trish Clark

Sharon Clark Gaskill

Bill Clarke

Jim Clarke

Roger Clarke

Karma A Clarke Jung

Thora Clarkson

Gary Claussen

Roger Clay

Carl Clemons

Donovan Clift

Obie Cline

Allison Clinton

John Clise

Dan Close

Amy Cloud

Mike Cloughesy

David Clouse

Bonnie Cloyd

Lindy Cloyd

Leopold Club

Bill Coates

Jim Coates

Robert Coats

Laurel Coberly

Philip D Coblentz

Lilie Marie Cochane

Bob Cochrane

ArthurJ Cocker

R M Cockrill

Betsy Cody
Clarence Claire Coe

David Coe

Virginia Coen

Nancy J Coenen

Neal Coenen

Patrick Coffin

Nan Cohen

Daniel GCohoon

Carolyn Cokeley

Jeanine Colasurdo

James Cole

Phil Cole

Austin Coleman

Bob Coleman

G Coleman

Mk Coleman

Schaina Coleman

Timothy Coleman

Travis Coley

Dan Coll

Jack D Collins

Ken JCollins
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Mark Collins William E Cornell

Christopher Colson Dennis Corp

Richard Colvard John Corson

Frank Colver Joseph Cortrlght

Marian Comento Anne Cosgrove

Susan Comfort JW Coskey

James R Compton Alan Cossitt

Mike Conaway Marylou Costa

Candis L Condo Roberto Costales

Daren Cone Thomas R Costello

Jerry Cone Jeff Costigan

Cindy Confer Gilles BCote

Dennis Conger Donita Cotter

Jan Conitz Leland Cotter

Robert Conley Courtney Couch

Thomas D Conlon Duane D Couch

Bayard Connaughey Paula Coughlin

Tom Conner Dot Coulson

Paul Connolly Alan Coulter

Sean Connolly Karen Coulter

Chris Conover Tracy Counts

Curt Conover David Coup

Diane Conradi Claire Courtney

Margaret Conradsen Greg Courtney

Chris Conroy Charles Coutant

James Conroy Rex Couture

Dan Conti Jerry Covault

Matthew Conway William Cowan

Thomas JConway Chandler Cowden

Diana Coogle Alan D Cox
Adena Cook Carrie Cox

Bill Cook Chris Cox

Harry L Cook David Cox

LB Cook Donny Cox

Mike Cook Eric Cox
Stanton A Cook Kenneth Cox

Willis Cook Prof David K Cox
P Alex Cooke Susan Cox

Susan Cooke Susan E Cox

James Cooksley John Coyier

Fielding Cooley John L Coyier

Grant Coomer William N Coyne

Julie Coon Rachel Coyote Karno

Maggie Coon Courtney Craft

Joyce Coonrod Barbara Craig

Arthur W Cooper The Honorable Larry Craig

Dave Cooper Bob Crain

Douglas I Cooper Wendy S Crain

Fiona Cooper James Craine

Gary D Cooper Jim Craine

Graham Cooper Doug Cramer

Joshua R Cooper Susan Crampton

Linda Cooper Hope Crandall

Neil Cooper Rob Crandall

Remain Cooper Dwight Crawford

Stephen P Cooper Jim Crawford

Allen Coopenrider Nathanie Crawford

John BCopeland Rick Crawford

Patrick Copeland Malone Ven Crawford

Tanya Copelund Christine Crawley

Max Copenhagen Lynn Creekmore

Alan Copsey James E Creswell

Alan D Copsey Karen Crete

Ted Corbin Robert M Crichton

Dandra Corcoran Beth Crider

Howard Corcoran Debra L Crisp

James Corcoran Gary L Crisp

Daniel ECordray Steve Criss

Sheila Cordray R L Gist

D Corduiro Lauri Croff

James BCorlett Janice M Crolene

Chuck Corman Heather M Crone

Lynne Corn Steve Crone

Duane Cornell Glenn Cronick

Jennie Bryan Cornell Jean Cronon

Bill Crooks

RobertO Croskey

Raymond Cross

Stephen Cross

Suzanne Cross

Virginia Cross

Lord Crouch

Mike Crouse

David Crowell

Robert V Crowell

Alice BCrowley

Ouida Crozier

Rob Crummett

Joy Crutdur

Wynn W Cudmore

Las Cuenan

Anne C Culbert

Gordon Culbertson

Dr Bradley Cullen

Tim Cullinan

Mark Cullington

Dennis M Culp

Patricia Cumming

Debbie Cummings

Kenneth P Cummings
Meg And Bruce Cummings

Thomas M Cummings Jr

William R Cummins

Byron Cunha

Amy Cunningham

Kathy Cunningham

Kirk Cunningham

Nacy Cunningham

Roxanne Cunningham

Susan Cunningham
Ned Currence

Cira Marie Currie

Laurence M Currier MD
Robert Curry

Philip Cusack

Colbert Cushing

Clevelan Custer

Vivian Cutchfield

Marshall Cutsforth

Woodrow D
Denise D’Anne

Teri Reath D’lgnazio

gal Dahari

Joel Dahlgren

Neil Dahlke

Patrick Daigle

Kay Daily

Elmer Dale

Karen Dale

Janice Dalton

April Daly

James E Dalziel

James Dame

Renee Dana

Daniel Dancer

Edward Danehy

Sandrya Danehy

Jeanette Dang

John Daniel

Jenny Daniels

Robert Daniels

Sylvia Daniels

William Daniels

Jess Daniels Phd

Bob Danko

Joseph Danko

Rhea Danon

William Danton

William J Darkow

D Jack Darley

Donald M Darling

Roy And Libby Darlington

Wg Darnell

Eric Darosa

Dilip Das

Neal H Daskal

Rickey Dattola

Walter H Daub

Paula M Daubin

J G Dauenhauer

Juanita Daughty

John A Davenport

Sally Davenport

Charlene Davidson

Harold Davidson

Roy Davidson

Andrew Davie

Elizabeth Davies

Maxine J Davies

William H Davies

David Davila

Bill Davis

Eugene Davis

Gerry Davis

Gina Davis

Jennifer Davis

Jimi C Davis

John V Davis

Kathryn Davis

Kevin Davis

Kevin Q Davis

Larry Davis

Malcolm Davis

Marc Davis

Mark C Davis

Peter Davis

Ray C Davis

Rob Davis

Robbie Davis

Robin Davis

Rod Davis

Shannen W Davis

Shirley LDavis

Terry Davis

Tom Davis

Wayne Davis

Gordon Davison

Angel Dawson

James Dawson

Rick Dawson

Christie Day
Linda Day

Monica Day
Richard Day

Steven Day

Michele De Buhr

David R De Caro

Aart C De Jong

Jason De Juil

James W De Pree

John De Seyn

Norman De Vall

John De Yonge

Chris De Young

Ballinger Dean

Andrea Dearth

Mr Deceshrj

Al Decker

Walton Decker

Sandra Dedinas

Denise Dee

Diedre Deen

Peter A Defazio

Susanna Defazio

Sarah Deflon
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Nellie Degeus Thomas E Dimock Dunster Dr Julian Michael N Eastlick

Jim Cindy Degrave Ron Dinchak Deborah Draeger Steven Eastman

Catie Dehaam loan Corbett Dine George Draffan James BEaston

Dr Dominick A Deilasala Sandra Dingman Hugh Dragich William Eastwood

Michael Deir Bob Dinicola Dan Drake Alene Eaton

Vlcki Deisner Charles Dinkel Dave Drake Bill Ebbott

Ed Deter Jonathan Dion Richard Drake Fred Ebel

William R Dejager Neil G Dion Mike Draper Clifford Eberhardt

Charles Deknatel Michael Dito David Drell Ann Eberie

Greta Dela Montagne Phil Dittberner Deborah L Dressen Chris Eberly

Joseph Delacruz George Divoky Terry Drever Christopher W Eberly

Jody Deland

William F Delaney

Dick Dixon

Stan Dixon

Thomas Drew
Mark JDreyer

John Ebersde

Joseph Ebersole

Mike Delaune Thomas Dixon Lois Drobish Verlyn Ebert

Paola Deleon Sam Doak Roger Drosd James BEblin

Margaret Dell Christopher Dobson Dean Drugge Craig Echols

Susan Delles Henry G Dobson Mike Drumnmonds Joan Echols

Irvin Dellinger Pat Dobyns Bill Dryden Constantina Economou

Rick Delimos Jayne Docherty Kenneth R Drzal David Edelson

Harry M Demaray Jim Docherty Denis Dubois Beth Edgar

Alice M Denham Michael G Dockweiler Stephen Duda Evan Edinger

Alicia Denicola Celiste Dodd Ralph Duddles Frances Edinger

Nino Denino Gordon Dodge Donald M Duehr John Edison

Dr Bill Denison Kathleen Dodge Gerry Duffy Lydin Edison

Donald Denman Roxee Dodge Jerry Duffy Brian Ednie

William E Dennis Jake Dodson Andrew Dufner Jane E Edsall

Bill Dennison Robert L Doelker F J Dufraine Case Edwards

Derek Denniston Ray E Doerner Sharon Duggan D West Edwards

Matt Denton Michael R Dohm Michael Donnas Dean Edwards

Jim Depree Eugene J Dohman James C Dumbar Sharon Edwards

Brynn Deprey Dee Dokken Christopher Dunagan Molly Egan

Garald W Derby Mr And Mrs Robert L Dolan Gene Dunaway Paul H Egan

David S Derd Lisa Doll Dave Dunbar Jack L Egbert

Poon Derek Brock Dolman Evelyn Dunbar Cathy Egedston

Jan Linda Derksen Doreeta Donike Florence Duncan Mark Egger

Donna Dermn Bill Donaghu Paul L Duncan Lorene Ehinger

Ernest Derosa R Donaghy William Dunk Paul F Ehinger

John P Deross Jill Dondero Kathy Dunkle Carl Ehlen

Dr Dennis Desjardin Jeanie Donnelly Janet Dunlap Hans P Ehlert

Charles Dethero Michael Donnelly Michael Dunlap Gary Ehrentrout

Phil Detrich Virginia M Donnelly Elzabeth Dunn Gillian Ehrlich

Bill Deutschman Laura Donnino Gloria Dunn Karen Eichhorn

Elaine Deutschman Michael D Donovan Jennifer Dunn T J Eide

Bill Devall Tom Dooley R E Dunn Jean E Eidemlller

Bill Devine Tevis Dooley Jr Miriam Dunne Stan Eilers

Kathleen Devita Jeanne BDoorschuk Verda Dunphey N H Eisenbrey

Ron And Linda Devitt Bob Doppelt Marty Dupont Kate Eisenhower

Doug Devlin Lillian Dorchak Owen Durand Jr David Eisler

Gary A Devon Dr Holly Doremus Kathie Durbin Ann Eissinger

Paul Devries Ogden Doremus Libby Durbin Don Eixenberger

Adam Diamond
Bob Dick

Mike Dorrington

Katie Dorst

Steven Durbin

Edward Duree

Alan R Ek
Dan Ekblaw

Norman Dicks Lynn Dosheery Gary Durheim Saad ElZanati

Laris Diegoli Patty Dost Frank Duringer Gary Elder

Charlie Diehi

Florence Diehl

Dale Dotson

Robert Carol Doty

Kim Durson

Winifred J Dushkind

William Logan Elder

Joyce L Eldred

Van Diep Charlene Dougherty Alicia Duyangan Erin Elkins

William P Dier Doug Dougherty Mark A Dvorscak Scott Elkins

Jerry Dierken Sandra Doughton Kate Dwire Paul V Ellefson

Steven E Dietrich Claude C Douglas Mike Dwyer Victoria Ellett

Diane Dietterle

David Dietzman

Jeff Douglas

Susan Douglas

Alan R Dyck

Dorothy D Dye
Al Ellingson

Rex Jacqueline Elliott

Molly Diggins Lee Douthit Aaron Dyer Richard L Eibott

Michael F Diggles Jason Dowd Polly Dyer Robert R Elliott

Joe Dileo

D Michael Dill

Jon D Dowers

Kathy Dowhiggin

Eleanor Dyke
Jessica Dykes

Angela Ellis

Jo Ellis

Graydon Dill David Downes P Dykman Maynard Ellis

Jane Dillard Peter J Downey Troy Dymock Rick Ellis

Lowell Diller Scott Downie Buzz Fades Diane Ellison

Tina Diliigard Ron Downing Glenn Eades George Elinan

Paul H Dillon

Phillip Dills

Jack Downs
Tonya Dowse

Eva

Earl

Zella E Ellshaff

Russ Ellwood

D Dilworth Alice Doyle Nicholas JEarl Roy Elmgren

Tom Dimitre Bree Doyle Ben Easebio Carla Elofson

George E Dimock Peg Doyle Karen Eastlick Lori Elrod
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Wayne Elson

Carol BElton

Norman E Elwood

Kenneth E Ely

Joe Emashowski

Joan Emerich

Mycheal Emerson

Donna Draisey Emmerson

Craig Emmett

Charlene Ems

Mark Endrizzi

Helge Eng

Herman J Engel

Nancy Engel

Paul Engelmeyer

Leslie England

Edward F Engle

Gayle Engle

Vicki English

Tom Engstrom

LeAnn Eno

Chris Enright

Diane Ensign

Richard Ensor

Jordan Epstein

Jim Erckmann

Kimball S Erdman

Bob Erickson

Gerald Erickson

Jane Erickson

Jim Erickson

Larry Erickson

Marie Anne Erickson

Steve Erickson

Holli Eriksen

Prank Erridge

Ole Ersson

Carol Ervin

Henry Ervin

Myra Erwin

Mrs Kenneth Eslinger

L Eric Espe

Carolyn Espil

Doug Esser

Theodore Esslinger

Robert Essman

Judith H Estee

Jonathan Etter

Ben Eusebio

Ben Evans

Biran Evans

Brock Evans

Captain Tim Evans

John Evans

Ken Evans

Ted Evans

Willis A Evans

Melissa Evegeletos

Michael Evenson

Yvonne Everett

Cate Evers

Louisa Evers

R Kirk Ewart

Jo Lynn Ewing

Steve Excell

Jim Eychaner

David Ezell

ALFRED S FULLER

Robert Faas

Nickolus Facaros

Pat Fadden

Scottie Faerker

Michael Fahey

Mike Faigle

Charlita Fain

Earl Fairbanks

Randy Fairbanks

Richard Fairbanks

Donna Fairchild

Jim Fairchild

Richard Fairclo

Sidney Falik

Linda Falk

Doris Falkenheiner

Bob Falkenstein

Fred Fallis

Robert H Fallis

Tonia Faloon

Clover M Falvey

Johnny C Fancher

Karen Fant

Brian Fardoe

John Fark

Arthur Farley

Terry Farnell

Peter Farnum

Jay Farr

Larry JFanr

Shireen Farrahi

Grant Farrar

Judy Farrell

Verne Farrell

Helen Farrenkopf

Philip Farrington

Vallerie Farster

Tammy Fasano

Mark Fasching

Edward Faulds

David Faulk

Thoams W Fawell

John JFay

Lynell Fay

Vic Fazio

Gloria Feagley

Don R Fechtner

Brian J Federici

Joyce Federiuk

Douglas JFehlen

Penny Feiber

Lawrence Feigenbaum

Dianne Feinstein

Margaret Feldman

Jeff Feldner

Scott Feller

Rick Fellows

Paul Felstiner

Joya Feltzin

John Fenate

Tom Fend

Kim Fendley

Lois Fenker

George Fenn

Boone Fennimore

John C Fenoglio

Dan Fenton

Robert Feraru

John Ferdorov

Martha Ferger

Katherine Fergus

Deborah Ferguson

Gayanne G Ferguson

Ken Ferguson

Dennis Ferman

Joseph Ferrario

John A Ferrell

Ted Ferrioli

Henry Ferris

Margot Fervia

Elizabeth Feryh

Jim Fety

Warran Fey

Lance Feyh

Donald R Field

Eric Fieldman

Cheryl E Fillion

Richard Finch

Theresa Fnck
Charles EFindley

June Fine

Richard Fink

Rita Finlay

Paul Finn

Mary Finnegan

Norman E Rock

Douglas Fir

Rodger Fish

Andrew H Fisher

Bill Fisher

Carol J Fisher

Chris Fisher

Daniel Fisher

Jason Fisher

Lorita Fisher

Norma Grusy Fisher

Gary Fisk

Lannie Fisk

Sam Fitton

John Fitzgerald

M JFitzgerald

Trevor Fitzgibbon

Shawndra Fitzpatrick

Timothy Fjeld

Jeremy Flachs

Eric Bagel

Suzanne Flagor

Pamela Flaming

Bernard Flanagan

George T Flanagan

Dourthey Flannuy

Fredric Fleetwood

Alice Rick Flegel

Erica Fleishman

Mark Fleming

Melissa Fleming

Richard S Fleming

Alan Fletcher

Robert A Fletcher

Mark A Fletcher Ph D
D F Flora

David A Florea

Margaret A Borman
Joyce Floro

Thomas F Flournoy Ill

Doug Foyd

Ronald JFloyd

Vince Floyd

David Fluharty

Brian Flynn

Kurt Flynn

TimJ Flynn

Richard Fobes

Denrice Fodge

Gary Foglio

Lisanna Foiani

Patrick Foley

Richard T Foley

Thomas S Foley

Roberta Foline

John Folk Williams

Therese Folsom

Jasen Fonner

Barbara Fontaine

Donald Kim Fontenot

Sean Foor

Bill Forbes

Jeff Forbis

Jo Ellen Force

D Annie Ford

David Ford

Jesse Ford

Joyce A Ford

Malcolm R Ford

Dave Foreman

Edward Foreman

Beverly Forkner

John Forno

Scott Forrester

Russell Forsburg

Gene Pam Forshey

Mary C Forst

Margaret Forsythe

Margaret C Forsythe

Louise Fortman

Joni Fosbenner

James Fosdick

John Foss

Nancy Fost

Greg Foster

Nancy Foster

Portia BFoster

Ralph Foster

Sally Foster

Susan A Foster

Toni Foster

Bill Foulds

Chris Foulke

Carolyn Foulon

Barbara Fournier

Jack Fouton

Dan Fowler

Helen Fowler

Ian Fowler

Leon D Fowler

Dottie Fox

Frances LFox

Larry Fox

Lester Fox

Ron Fox

Sharon Fox

Dr William W Fox Jr

Mark Foxx

Richard Foy

Shayna Fradkin

Alice Francis

George Francis

Michael A Francis

Winnie Francis

Kirshna Frank

Larry Frank

Russell C Frank

Bill Frank Jr

Liz Frankel

Alan Franklin

Jerry Franklin

Ken Franklin

Nancy Franklin

Paula Franklin

Reed Franklin

Thomas Franklin

Thomas M Franklin

Robert Franz

Cory Franzmeier

Kay Franzreb

Bruce Fraser

David Fraser

Evan Fraser

David Frazier

Marilyn Frazier

Vincent Frazzetta

Samuel T Frear
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Dennis Freeman Richard Gardner Floyd Giese Goodwin

Gloria Freeman Robert CGardner Tom Giesen Charles Goodwin
Joran Freeman

M A Freeman

Joanne Garduno

Nina Garfield

Wallace Giesler

Wayne Giesy

Hal E Goodyear

Ann Goos

Mary Freeman

Rebecca Freeman

Marion Garkie

Tom Garlington

Cynthia Gilbert

Yvonne F Gilbert

Josephine Gorchoff

Danese Gordon

Rick Freeman

Steve Freeman

Bob Garner

Karen Garrett

George BGlibreath

Todd Gildersleeve

David Gordon

Diana Gordon

Walt Freeman Monte Garrett Brad Gill Donald Gordon

William Freese Polly S Garrett Kathy Gill Elinore Gordon

G Fregosi Roger Garrett Fran Gillespie Frederick M Gordon

Bob Freimark Stuart G Garrett Joe Gillespie M Troy Gordon

Michael Freking Cynthia Garrick Peter W Gillins Marjorie D Gordon

Jeff French

Nancy L French

Barry A Garrison

Jess Edward Garrison

Carolyn Giliman

Bruce Gilman

Matt Gordon

Matthew Bridget Gordon

Liz Frenkel Christofferson Gary Dan Gilman Pat Gordon

Rob Freres Craig Gass Ed Gilman Richard J Gordon

Robert Freres Jr Laura Gates Alexander Gilmore Troy Gordon

Robert Frescura

Terrence J Frest

Marvin Fretwell

Lee Gatzke

Sharon Gauthier

Tolleif Keil Gavett

Tom Pat Gilmore

Greg Gilpin

Mel Ginsberg

Debra Lynn Gore

Tom Gorey

Steve Gorkler

Jack Friberg

Peter Fricke PhD
Elizabeth Gavula

Robert LGay
Michael Gippert

Ava Gips

Elaine Gorman
John Gorman

Jessica Friedlander Biv Gear Jack Gipsman Susan Gorman

Mitch Friedman Frank Gearhart Heather Gisch Jerry Gorsline

Robert M Friedman Robert Gearhert James Giurdano Slade Gorton

Arthur Fries Jr Nancy Geboski A Giustina Michael P Gosenski

Michele Friesen

Frank Frisk

John Geddie

Warren Gee

Bill

GiyperichEugeneGjertsen

Darr L Goss

Marvin Goss

Raymond Fritchey Pete Geffe William E Glabau Rose D Goss

Edward Fritz Annemarie Geffert Maria Glaciwskd Sherry Goss

William Frohnmayer

Evan Frost

Michael A Gehringer

Grant Gehrmann
Frank M Glades

Frank Gladics

Gordon Gould

Barbara Gover

Jane Frost C Geisler Mishel Glass Gautam Gowrisankaran

Michael E Fry Eric Gellert Jennifer Glassel Patrick Grace

Sam Fry Bruce Gelman Tim Glaze W F Grader Jr

K Fueston Chris George Brent Gleason Carla D Grady

Julie Fulkerson

Pam Fulkerson

David Fuller

Lyle Emerson George

William George

Carol Carver George Exum

Brian Gleason

George D Gleason

David Glen

Janine Graf

Ted Graf

P Graff

Lodie Fuller Connie Georgion Marian Glenn Mike Graham
Wendy Fullerton Christopher Gerber Mr Glenn Chris Gralapp

Chris Fulton Jerry W Gerde Rolf Glerum Lucie Grampaoli

Steve Funk
Sheila Furlong

Bob Geri

Dr Luther Gerlach

Reed Glesne

HL Glidden

Gaylord Grams
Michael Grandall

Elizabeth Furse Lois German Mildred Glosten Ken Granneman

Gilly Furse

Irwin Fust

Doyle Gerrard

Jane Gerry

Linda Glover

Mark Goddard

Thomas Granneman
Lynn Grano

Steve M Gadd Z Andrew Gerry Matt Godfread Diana Granodos

John Gaffin Jack Gerstkemper Dr Judith Godfrey Kenny Grant

Mark Gaffney

Marcia A Gaiser

Eric Gerstung

Brubaker Gertrude

Christel Goetz

Dwain Goforth

Tim Grant

Hilary Granville

Julia Gald

Chris Gale

Jennifer Gervais

Jeanne Gesselbracht

William Goggins

Lou Gold

Elsie Grapentine

Eric Graves

Dick Gale Mark Getset Catherine M Golden Gen Graves

Ezra Gale Marcy Chan Douglas Goldenberg Mike Graves

Carlos Galindo Janelle Ghiorso Patricia Goldman Roy Graves

Kent W Gallagher Teresa Giacomini Kim Goldon Andrew Gray

Mary Gallagher M Gianantoni Roger F Goldsmith Bill Gray

Kenneth Galloway Jr Steven Gibaldi Natalie Goldstein Darrell M Gray

Teresa Gamble

Marilyn Gamette

Clyde Gibbon

Bridget Gibbons

Patrick D Goldsworthy

Jon Golinger

Gerald Gray

Paul Gray

John Gaimon

Jan Gano

Deborah Ganster VMD
Glen Gantz

Rick Gibbons

Amy Gibbs

Jenene Gibbs

Robert Gibbs

Jon Golly

Dan Goltz

James Gonnason

Joe Gonyea lii

Robert W Gray

Tom Gray

Walt Gray

Scott Greacen

Pat Garber Bill Gibson Jerry Gonzales Carol C Green

Carlos R Garcia

Jan Gardener

Carl Gibson

David Gibson

Annamae Good

Stan Goodell

Danny C Green

David Green

Cole Gardiner Dexter Gibson Robert W Goodfellow David L Green

Cole H Gardiner Leo P Gibson Betty L Goodman John Green

John R Gardner Richard L Gibson John Goodman Katie Green

Karen Gardner Robert J Gibson Jr Rachel Goodman Madam Green

Len Gardner Roxy Giddings Robert J Goodman Pat Green

R J Gardner Captian Peter A Giese EB Goodstein Patricia Green
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Hinda Greenberg

Lori A Greenberg

William B Greene

Judy Greenleaf

Pat Greenlee

Raymond Greennalt

Michael Greenstreet

Robert H Greenstreet

David Greenwald

Charles Greenwood

Lillian Greer

Gail Greger

Hans Gregersen

Jim Gregg

Philo Gregg

Gordon Gregory

Michael D Gregory

Robin Gregory

Steve Greib

David Greiner

William Greiner

George Grier

Bill Griesar

Linda Griffin

Lynn John Griffin

Patrick Griffin

Chuck Griffith

Alice Griffiths

Justin Grigg

JD Griggs

Joe Griggs

Bill Grile

Gary Grimes

John Grimm

Eric Grinde

Tonya Grinde

Merry Grisak

Michelle Grisko

Simone Grissette

Michael Groesch

Wade Grohl

Alice Groseclose

Clyde L Groshong

Becca Gross

Jack Gross

Michael Gross

Pamela Gross

Sally Grossi

Louise R Grosslein

Arlen Grossman

Roland M Grotte

Vivian Grover

Robert Groves

Frank Groznik

Michelle Gruenert

Cheryl Gruenthal

Ernest Grumbles

Marvin Grunberg

Bob Guard

Dan Gudat

Stefanie Guenther

Ed Guerrant

William Guffy

Marc Gulatto

Patrick Gulledge

Afton Gullekson

Daniel Gumtow Farrior Boreas

Gary Gundlach

Elle Gunn

Lynn Gumn

BI Gunter

Bob Gunther

Stephen M Gunther

Anil K Gupta

Kim Gurley

Judy Gusckowski

Judy Guse Noritake

Carl Richard Gustafson

Gary Gustafson

Toby E Gustafson

Robert E Gustavson

Alice Gustin

Candice Guth

RJ Gutierrez

Laura T Gutman

Darrel Gutzler

David JGuy

Andrew Guzie

Marnse Gwin

Bruce Gwynne

R Gyarmathy

Mr And Mrs HC Duke

LC Haas

Richard Haberman

Jan J Hacker Phd

Jane Hackett

John E Hadaller

Mark Haddock
Mark Hadley

Melissa Hadley

Kathy Haecker

Jerald Haegele

Jacky Hagan

Dan Hagen

Ken Hagen

Rita Hagen

Anthony Hagene

Perry Hagenstein

Randy Hagenstein

WD Hagenstein

Stephen W Hager

David Hagiwara

Bob

L Haglund

Michael Haglund

John A Hailey

Andrew Haines

Don Haines

Harlan Haines

Jay Hair

Jay D Hair

Ann Hairston

Gloria Hajek

David E Hale

Peter BHale

Pat Haley

Thomas L Haley

D A Halfinann

Angela M Hall

Antonia Hall

BE Hall

Calvin Hall

Dan Hall

Dorothy Hall

Edward D Hall

Elizabeth Hall

Frank Hall

Laura Hall

Maria Hall

Melanie Hall

Meryl LHall

Michael R Hall

Phil Hall

Scott Hall

Steve Hall

TI Je Halloran

James Hallstrom

Chris Halt

Robert W Halton

Don Hamblin

Dan Hamburg

Lloyd F Hamby
Jane E Hamel

Owen Hamel
Kris Hamell

Heather Hamill

Andy Hamilton

Chris Hamilton

Elizabeth Hamilton

James Hamilton

John Hamilton

Lynn Hamilton

Mary S Hamilton

Nathan Hamilton

Gary Hamlet

Robin Hamlin

William Hamlin

Robert L Hamm
Louis Hammann
Debbie Hammel

Keith Hammer

Vincent Hammerstein

Dwight Susan Hammond
Susan Hammond
Dianne F Hamner

John Hampton

John KHampton Jr

Elizabeth Hanauer

John E Hanby

Charles M Hancock

Richard Hancock

Rob Hancock

Tammy Hancock

KHand

David Handley

Fern John Hane

Bill Hanel

Michael BHanford

Melisa Hanks

Randall Hanna

Randall W Hanna

Sean Hanna

Craig Hanneman

W Hanneman

Bruce Hannon

Jeff Hannum

Susan Hanscom

Allan Hansen

Christina Hansen

Ed Hansen

Gerald W Hansen

James W Hansen

Lewis Hansen

Mark Hansen

Melissa Hansen

Rich Hansen

Richard Hansen

Sandee Hansen

Thomas R Hansen

Dick Hansis

Richard Hansis

Chad Hanson

Dan Hanson

Jeff Hanson

Larry Hanson

M Hanson

Hanthorn

A Keith Hanzel

Gerald Haram

John Eva Hardiman

Jim Carol Hardin

Jeffrey Harding

Kasandra Harding Hawk

Karen Hardman

Richardt Hardt

Don Hardwick

Matthew Hargelt

Merle P Hargis

Roleen Hargrove

C Harker

Don Harkin

Phoebe Harlow

Anna Harlowe

Alida Harman

Mary Harmening

Jean Fay Harmon
Roger E Harmon

BR Harms

Barbara JHarper

Elizabeth Harper

Bruce Harpham

Nadine Harrang

David BHarrell

Jeff Harrell

Peter Harrell

David Harrelson

Bob Harrill

Phil Harrington

Richard Harrington

Bethel Albert Harris

Carol Harris

Edward C Harris

M Harris

Paul Harris

Richard Harris

Tamara Harris

Tom Harris

Victoria Harris

Virginia Harris

Kenneth Harrison

Scott Harrison

John Harshman

Bill Hart

George Hart

Henry C Hart

Jim Hart

Sharon Hart

Stacey Hart

Ted Hart

Elizabeth Hartline

Dr G Gordon Hartman

John Hartman

Steve Hartman

Eric Hartmann

Robert Hartmann

David Hartwell

Andrew K Hartzell

Richard Hasbrouck

Jim Hasenauer

Edwin Haslerud

Neva Hassanein

Steven Hassur

Charles F Hasten

Loyd L
HastingsRandyHatch

Heide Hatcher

Mark 0 Hatfield

Kurt Hathaway

Heidi Haudenschild

Peter T Haug

Tina Haupt

Daryl G Hauser

RT Hawke
Arthur S Hawkins

Bruce Hawkins

Cathy Hawkins

Chuck Hawkins

Charles Hawkins Ill

Carol Hawkinson

L L Festus Haworth
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Douglas Hay Effie Henry

James R Hayden Moss Henry

Tom Hayden Peter Henry

Stan Haye Robert Henry

Marc P Hayes RH Henscheid

Ruth Hayes Starla Henslee

Bob Haynes Ryan Henson

Chris Haynes Jon Hepcda

Kim Haynes P Sydney Herbert

Stan Hayward P Sydney Herbert

Tony Hazarian Becky Herbig

Charles Hazel H Jane Herbst

William Hazeltine Laura Herbst

Jim Hazen Kerry Herdon

David Headley Honorable Wally Herger

Dan Heal Wally Herger

Adam Healy Hasso Hering

C W Heath Tim Hermach

Michele Heavrin Pamela Herman

Scott BHebard Tom Herman
L A Heberlien William T Hermann

Don Heck Ray Hermit

Andrea Heckert Jason Hernandez

Calvin Hecocta Kerry Henndon

John Heekendorn Andrea Herold

Bruce Heffington Lois Herr

Nanacy Hegal Debra L Herrera

Dulde Heggen Sonja Herrera

Peter Heide Kevin Herrick

Doug Heiken lack Herrin

Mathew Heimburger Randall Herrin

Hans Heimlich Lynn Herring

Steven Heinitz Margaret Herring

Andy Heisey Jara Herschel

John Heissenbuttel Verna R Hershberger

J Held Douglas LHershey

Ollie Held Dr Dennis Hertenstein

Caroline E Heldman Kurt P Herzog

Les Helgeson Janis Hess

Dennis Heller John Hesse

Herb Heller Woody Hesselbarth

Joseph Heller Richard A Hesslein Jr

Mike Helm Liz Heul

John Helms Mr Mrs Maurice Heutzenrceder

John R Helms Ray S Hewitt

Jane Helrich Klaus Heyne

David Helton Brooke Heynen

Earl Hemmerich Cliff Hickman

Julie Hernmingson Lorin Hicks

Dorthy Hemon Michael S Hicks

Ron Hemond Steven Hiebert

Drew Hempel Dennis V Higgins

Fred Henchell James JHiggins

Haynes Hendee Pat Higgins

Bert Henderson Patrick Higgins

BEi Henderson Stacy Higgins

Dan Henderson Mary Hilbert

David Henderson Steve Hildman

Len Grace Henderson Mary Hildreth

Pat Henderson Barbara Hill

Colin T Henderson MD Bryan K Hill

Kay Hendricks David KHill

Lori Hendricks Donald Hill

Fred A Hendrix Mayor Twila Hill

Noma Hendrix Robert Hill

Charles Hendry Robert R Hill

Joyce Hendry Suzanne Hill

Russ Henly Ted Hill

Carol L Henning James M Hilas

Paul Henninger Allen F Hillery

Kyler Henningser Muriel W Hilliard

Reeve L Hennion Leaf Hillman

Karl I Hennum Sam Hilt

Gerald Henrikson Jennifer Hilton

Anne Henry John Himes

Lonnie Hinchhliff

Loren JHiner

T Hines

Dick Hingson

Curtis Hinman

Katre Hinman

Tod Hinnen

John GHinton

Joseph Hinton

Lester Hinton

Steve Hinton

Janey Hipp

Fred Hirsch

Frank Hirst

David F Hitchcock

Larry Hoagland

Elizabeth Hoar

Lucille Hobble Heimrod

Johmnie GHobbs

Goerge Hoberg

Wallace T Hobson

Dave Cathy Hacker

Jan Hodder

Margaret L Hodge

Virgil GHodges

Monty Hodnett

Michael Hody
Larry Hoehn

Bud Hoekstra

Rita Hoel

Nathan Hoerschelmann

Thomas Hoesly

Dawn Hoff

Jim Hoff

Donald W Hoffman

Harlan Hoffman

Tom Hoffman

Joe Hoffmann

David Hofman
Michelle Hofmann

Terrance Hofstra

Tammy Hogaboam

Karen Hogue

Steve Hoiarin

Jerry Hokauson

Susan Holbek

John Holden

L Holden

Ed Holder

MM Holland

Patricia C Holland

Ted Holland

Eric Hollenbeck

Elizabeth Holliday

Lee Hollinshead

Freda Holloran

John Hollowed

Frank M Hoilyman

Barbara JHolm

Eva EHolm

James Holm

Morgan Holm

Tim Holma

Blair A Holman

Henry T Holman

Keary Holman

Steve Holmer

Brenna Holmes

Jenny Holmes

Susan Holmes

Robert Holquist

Brian Holt

Penny Holt

John Holzberger

Tony Holzhauer

Richard Holzman

Pam Homer

David W Hommel

Lily Hon

Wendy And Joe Honigsman

Charles Honsinger

Drew Honzel

Steven L Hood

Ed Hoover

Marvin Hoover

Jim Hope

Chris Hopkins

Donald E Hopkins

Donm Hopkins

John Hopkins

Edwin A Hopper

Jim Hopper

Dr Brian L Horejsi

Michele Horenziak

Kermit Horn
Amy Horne

David Horne
ScottHorngren

Fred Horton

Hosey Horton

John JHortsch

William J Horvath

Dennis A Hosack

Holly Hosford

Marc Hoshovsky
Ronald Hosking

Tom Hosler

Bob Hostetter

Tony Hostetter

Clarence Hostler

Lori Houck

Carol R Houschinsky

F House

William L Householder

Harvey W Houston

James R Houston

Larry Hovance

Bruce Howard

Dave Howard

Gary F Howard

Lyndsey Howard

Steve Howard

Susan Howard

James Howard Jr

Duncan Howat

Caroline Howe
Lewis A Howe
David E Howell

Liz Howell

Mike Flowell

Elinor C Howie

Rosemary Howley

Ivan Hoyer

Reis Hoyt

Robert Hoyt

Dr Robert Hrubes

Jennifer Huang

Paul R Huard

C E Hubbard

Susan Hubbard

Leonard Huber

Kelly Huckaby

Janice Hudson Md
Todd Huffman
Steven LHufford

Chauncey C Hughes

Howard Hughes

Phillip Hughes

Yvonne M Hughes

Steven C Hulbert
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David Hulce

Fritz Hull

Arne Hultgren

Barbara Hume
Donald L Hummel

John E Hummel

Lauretta Hummel

Florence Humpal
Cathy Humphrey

William I Humphreys Jr

Ola Humphries

Rick Hungate

Mike L Hunsaker

Buel Hunt

Ivan Hunt

Jane Hunt

LO0Hunt

Lee 0 Hunt

Lee 0 Hunt

SA Hunt

Susan Hunt

Dr James L Hunter

John Hunter

Thomas Hunter

Doug Huntington

lise Huntley

Brian Huntoon

William H Huppe
Bill Huppert

Don Hurd

Vince Hurdely

Tony Hurliman

Dean Hurn

Glory M Hurst

Jim Hurst

Denny Hurtado

Dale Hurter

Hal Hushbeck

John Huskinson

Manuela Huso
Terry Huston

Jerald N Hutchins

George BHutchinson

Julie Hutmacher

Kay Hutsell

Tom Hutson

Bob Hutton

Joe Hutton

Philip D Huyser

Andrew Hyman

Lyle Hymas

Nick ladaniza

Franklin Ikard

Ric llgenfritz

Aaron Ill

Bill Imbergamo

David Imper

James Ince

Tom Infusiono

Timothy Ingalsbee

Karl Ingebritsen

Pat lngmire

Brent Ingram

Chris Ingram

Charles Inman

Edward W Inman

Frederick R Inscho

Jay Inslee

Luis Ireland

Carollreson

Lloyd C Irland

Chris Irvin

Louis Irving

Craig Irwin

David Irwin

Jill Irwin

Larry Irwin

Ward Lois Irwin

Terry lsaacs

Jeffrey lsaacs Jr

Chris Isaacson

Dave Isaak

Lee lschingen

Alison Isenberg

Jenny Ishida

Arleigh Isley

Roberta Isom

Terry Isrinsfield

Ron Iverson

Ian Jablonski

Mary M jacks

Bruce Jacksavage

Craig Jackson

Fred Jackson

Garsett Jackson

Joanne Jackson

Mel Jackson

Michael Jackson

Greg Jacob

Carol Jacobs

Robert Jacobs

William C Jacobs

Audrey G Jacobsen

Clarence H Jacobson

Craig Jacobson

James Jacobson

Connie Jacques

Jonathan Jacques

Roger Jage

Hermoine Jahn

Phyllis Jahn Posekany

Mvjakubein

Bob James

David James

DouglasjI James

Eunice James

Helen James

Jay James

Jim James

Jim A James

Michael A James

Eric Janes

Delmar Janson

Paul Janssen

Bonnie Jardine

Brad Jarvis

Virginia Jan’is

Joseph Jauquet

Roe Jaworski

Jennifer Jay

Sarah Jaynes

Nancy Jeboski

Norma Jeffery

Karen Jeffries

John Jelicich

Carrie Jetsama

Barry M Jenkins

Colleen Jenkins

Eliot H Jenkins

Aaron Jennings

David Jensen

Mani N Jensen

Ronald L Jensen

Lisa Jenstra

Raymond LJerland

Pat Jermon

Clark Jerry

Jennifer Jeskey

Mr jester

Emery E Jett

John Jewell

Meredith Jewett

Ron Jimnenez

Patrick C Jobes

Robert Joe Sr

Jeff Joerr

Wirsing John

Al Johnie

Patrice Johnsen

Allen L Johnson

Alvin JJohnson

Alvis Johnson

Barry W Johnson

Bill Johnson

Bobby Johnson

D Johnson

Dan Johnson

Daniel V Johnson

Dave Johnson

David Johnson

Don E Johnson

Donald W Johnson

Gary D Johnson

Glenn Johnson

Glenn G Johnson

Gordon Johnson

Grant Johnson

Harland Johnson

Jace Johnson

Jay Johnson

Joan Johnson

Judith Johnson

Julia S Johnson

KNorm Johnson

Kajsa Johnson

Katherine Johnson

Kimberly Johnson

Loree A Johnson

M Johnson

Marilyn Johnson

Norm Johnson

Oliver Johnson

P LJohnson

Paul Johnson

Phillip Johnson

Ralph Johnson

Richard PJohnson

Steve Johnson

TJ Johnson

Thomas H Johnson

ValerieJohnson

Vernie Jo Johnson

Julia Johnson Barnard

Jeff Johnston

Ralph Johnston

Robert Johnston

Scott Johnston

Tom Johnston

Carolyn Johnurm

Wiles Jokela

Russ Jolley

Stephen M Jolley

Steve Jolley

Bob Jones

Bruce ClJones

Carol Lee Jones

Cary Jones

Colleen Jones

David Jones

Doreen Jones

Earl Jones

F Nowell Jones

George Jones

Gerald Jones

Jacqueline Jones
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Jeff Jones

KTomiko Jones

Katie Jones

Kirk Jones

Lloyd Jones

Mary D Jones

Michael P Jones

Norma M Jones

Patricia Jones

Rebecca Jones

Robert Jones

Ronald L Jones

Steven H Jones

Stuart H Jones

Terrance Jones

William A Jones

Stanley Jones Sr

Theo jonkel

Bradley Jordan

James Jordan

Richard Jordan

Sara Jordan

Sharen Jordan

Phlippi Jordi

Nathan S Jorgenson

Lawrence Joseph

H R Josephson

Mark Josephy

Bill Joslin

Leif Joslyn

Kim Josund

Kerry R Joy

Bonnie Joyce

Gordon Joyce

C P Judy

Cathy Lynn Juliana

Adrian Juncosa

Karl A Jungbluth

Jim JungwIrth

Anita Juntunen

P Jurina Ii

Eugene Jurosek

Charlotte M Jurs

Rudy Juui

Penny Kaazmarer

Penelope Kaczmarek

Gary K Kahn

Jeff Kahn

JohnjI Kaib

Tanya Kail

Thomas KCain

Ed Kains

Bill Kaiser

Rodney Kaiser

William Kaiser

Denise Kalakay

Keith Kale

Steve Kale

Rita Kaley

Tony Kahn

Sussarn Kaltwasser

Mara Kalvig

Sue Karnal

R Kamar

Theodore Kan

Sharon Kanareff

Dorothy R Kandra

David Kane

Ralph E Kane

Dave Kaney

Zeng Kangmei

Lauren Kantor

Jennifer Kappus

Joe Karas

Rachel C Karno



Distribution

Lynda Karns Herold W Kerster Don Jan Knauer Jim Cathy Krois

Joe

James Karr

Robert Kerstiens

Eletheah Kesarah

Larry Knauer

Ralph L Knauss

Jeffrey J Kroxna

Aaron M Kromash

James Karr Tim Kesinnger Robin Knauth Keith Kropf

Bob Karstiens Grace Kessler Karen Knepp David Krueger

CM lKas Paul Ketcham Loni Knievel Harvey Krugness

Jose Paulo Kastrup Helen Ketchurn Hale Knight Jack T Krull

Edwin Katlass

Pierre Katona

Vickie Kettlewell

Vern Pearl Ketz

Holly Knight

James BKnight

Deirdre Kruxnper

Russ And Carol Krupicke

Patrice Katz William W Keye Jim Knight David Krupp

Dean Kaufman David Keyt Mike Knight David Krnuse

josh Kaufman Ralph Kibbing Erin Kneel David Kruzan

Sue Kaufman Biane Kidwell Audrey Knott Ling Yu Kuan

Dr Merrill R Kaufmann William Kier Kepler Knott Gus Kuehne

Randall Kaufmann Steve Kiljack Richard F Knudson Karl Kuelimer

CynthialKaul

James Kauppila

John Killham

Kathy Killian

William H Knudson

HE Knuth

Eugene L Kuessner

Chris Kuhel

Anna Kaushal Ruby Killsback JSlane Knutson Francis Kuhle

Aileen P Kayo Den Kimball John Knutson Donna Kuhllmnan

Andrea Kaylor Gaunt Larry Kimball Pete Knuizen Walter Kuhlmann

B Keating Charles Kimbol Sr E HKobernik Carey Kuhn

Tim Keating Reida Kimmel Paul Koberstein Tony Kuhn

Michelle Keck JP Kimmins Donald BKoch Sharon Kuhnau

Walter A Kee

Jeffry Blaine Keefer

Gordon Kindler i
Betty A King

Charles Kocher

Susan Kocher

Larry E Kulick

Barren Kunkelmann

Patty Keene Brenda King Daniel Kris Koenig Richard Kunstman
Roy Keene Edward D King Herbert Kohl Richard W Kunstman

Scott R Keep Jeanette King Jeff Kohnstamm A Kuntze Ii

Jim Keeton Margaret King Ronald Kokko Alan Kunz
Walter Kehm Rick King Cheryl Kolander Sue Kupillas

Mike Kehoe

Bill Keil

Tom King

W Wayne King

Ellie Kolozliecki

James Kolva

Dr William Kurtz

Calvin C Kuschel

William Keina Diane Kingstead G Mathias Kondloff Leona Kusler

Marilyn Keine Anne Kinnamnan Sam Konnie Chae Kwak
Margaret Keiser Kimberly Kinnar Kim Konte lR Chyun Kwak

Cory Keith Gisela Kinney Nina Lynn Koodrin Thomas Kwiatkowski

Shirley Keith J Daniel Kinney Jr David Koen Bruce Labaw

James Keller

Jeffery L Keller

Pamn Keller

JDaniel Kinney Jr

Billy J Kinzer

JRichard Klirag

Trevor Keep

Honorable Mike Kopetski

Mike Kopetski

Pierre Labossiere

Cass Labounty

Michele Labounty

Roll Kellerhals

Harry Kelley

Mary E Kirby

Frank JKirchhoff

Michael E Koplein

Allen Kopp
John Laboyteaux

Janet Labranche

Mike Kelley

Dan Kellogg

M Kirchmannm

Kevin Kirchner

RYkandar Korra’Ti

Frances Korten

Kathy Lacey

Robert TLackey

Daniel
KelloggJillKellogg

Judy Kirk

Kenneth W Kirkman

K Koski

Frank Kosko

Noel Lacombe

Dwight Ladd

Patricia R Kellogg George C Kirkniire Virginia Lee Koskoe Doris Ladonne

Ralph Kellogg N J Kirkmine Peggy Koss Steven tafranchi

Christoper Kelly Nicholas Kirkmire James Kotcon John Lafrentz

Dick Kelly Dan Kirkpatrick Bonnie Kothe Henry Lagerngren

Kent Kelly Kathleen Kirkpatrick Nadia Koutzen Tridia Laggi

Kevin Kelly Alex Kirnak Nancy Kovach Jennifer Lagier

Kevin M Kelly

Mary Kelly

K Kironar

D Beth Kirsch

James Kovacs

Nada Kovalik

Eugene Laiho

Shirley Laiwa

Raymond E Kelly Mrs Kirtz John Kowalczyk James Lake

Harvey M Kelsey Phd Gary Kish Dan Kozarsky Harbans Lal

Mark Kelz Grant Kistler Kevin Kozosyn Roy Lally

Kathy Kemper John flak James A Kraft Phillip B Lamberson

Constance Ken Ted Klaseen Richard Kraftjr Cindi J Lambert

Reid Kenady Michael Kleczewski Liz Kramer Peter Lambras

Karl Kenechy Dave Kleiber Anne Krantendlork Kenneith Lammers

Kalph B Kennedy Gretchen Klein Richard Krannich CS5 Lamnotte

Kenneth E Kennedy
Steve Kennedy

Lewis L Klein

William E Kleiner

Lowell Krassner

Fred Kraus

Steve Lampert

Judy Lams

Steve Kennett Robert PKline Lloyd H Krause Kristine tancaster

David Kenney Sandra Klingel Clarence F Krause Jr Larry Lancaster

Eldon H Kent Nanci Klinger Alice Krauser Art Lance

Lavon R Kent Abigail flips Kevin Krefft Richard Lancia

Peter Kent Kenneth LKlohn Allen Krege Janet Landauer

Todd Kepple John Klontz Mike Kreidler Russell Lande

Donald Kern Madeline Klosterna Jake Kreifick Clara Landiro

Jim Kerns Bill fluting William Kreuter Lola Landis

Andy Kerr Lloyd Knapp Paul Kriegal Gene Landolt

Hudson Kerr Olivia Knapp Ajit Krishnaswamny Sheryl Landon

Jeff Kershner Chris Fred Knauer Kris Krohn Julie Landlos
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Francis S Landrum

Ron Landsburg

Gene Landult

Eric Landus

Alison Lane

Chamba Lane

George Laney

Bruce Lang

DN Lang

Eleanor Lang

Michael Lang

Steve Langager

Mrs Gerald H Lange

Herb Langin

Jennifer Langkammer

Shirley Langman

Marion Langstaff

Sean Lanham

Cecelia Lanman

Rose M Laporta

Lawrence Lapre

Dr David Largent

Robert Larimor

Tom Larkin

James M Larrew

Loyd H Larrew

Brian Larsen

Eric Larsen

Tiffany Larsen

CE Larson

James Larson

James E Larson

Janie Larson

Donna Larson Bennett

John Larzabal

Brian Lasalle

Mrs Rodney Lasater

Mary Frances Lash

Ali Lassen

Kenneth A Lathrop

Robert G Lathrop

John Lattin

T Bruce Lauber

James Laughton

Elmer Laulainer

Alan Launer

Robert Laury

Gene Lawhorn

Kristin Lawler

Mark Lawler

Tom Lawler

Julia St Lawrence

William T Lawrence

Micheal Layes

William Layman

Libbi Layton

Orval R Layton

Roy Layton

Cathlie Lazier

George Lea

Jeff Leach

Stan Leach

Kathy Lear

Mark Lear

Sean Leary

Daniel M Leavell

Stewart Lebaron

Feicia Lebow

Robert Lecarter

Dan Lechefsky

Jim Lecky

Cherie SLeclair

Paul E Leder

Ray Ledgerwood

Tyler Ledwith

Carolyn Lee

David Lee

Debbie Lee

Edward Lee

James Arline Lee

James M Lee

Jeff Lee

Lynden Lee

Michael E Lee

Nancy K Lee

Patrida Lee

Robert Lee

Susan J Lee

Thomas C Lee

Tom Lee

Vivian Lee

Robert E Lee Jr

Linda Leeman

Phil Leen

Kim Legendre

Laura Legere

Delle Ann Lehman

Mary Kate Lehman
Erin Lehner

Ira Leifer

Michelle Leifer

Sara A Leiman

Larry Leistritz

Doug Leisz

Eric Lemberg

Richard E Lemmer

Virginia Lemon
Bill Lemons

William BLemosy

James M Lenihan

Charles BLennahan

Spencer Lennard

Robert Lennihan

lay Lensch

Dave Leonard

Diana Leonard

Scott Leonard

Sharon Leonard

Thomas R Leonard

Robin Leong

Louis A Lepry Jr

Jay Letto

Kevin Leveille

Barbara Levesque

Chuck Levin

Elinor Levin

Elinor A Levin

Flo Levine

H Robb Levinsky

Charlotte Levinson

Rebecca Levison

Bob Levy

Deborah Levy

Meredith Levy

Peter Lewendal

Chris Lewinski

Abigail Lewis

Barry Lewis

Brad Sylvia Lewis

Carol Lewis

Charles S Lewis

Jack W Lewis

James Lewis

Jeff Lewis

Julie Lewis

Kenneth BLewis

Rob Lewis

Steve Lewis

Vivian Leymon

John Liang

Rich Libby

Louis Liberante

Karen Liberman

Terri Libert

Pete Liddell

Suzy Liebenberg

BLieberman

Susan Liebowitz

Leon Liegel

Scott Lieurance

Jamie Liggiti

GJ Lightheart

Tim Lillebo

Tim Lilledo

John Lilly

Rich Lincoln

John Penny Lind

Bobbi Lindberg

Mike Lindberg

Vickie Lindeman

Jodi Lindgren

Rod Lindholm

Eric Lindquest

Robert Lindsay

Lasheer Lineberry

Susan Linksvayer

David A Linsdell

Darrell Linton

Nancy Linton

Malcolm Lionel

Mark Lipe

Byron E Lippert

Bruce Lipphe

Bruce Lippke

Eric Lipschulte

Lynaia Liptak

Gary Lisman

Peter List

Marc Liverman

Charles Livingston

Edward G Livingston

W G Livingston

Curt A Livingston Sr

Rebecca Lloyd

Melinda Uuellar

Robert Loberg

Carolyn Lochert

Richard Lochner

Byrd A Lochtie

Leonard E Lockert

Anne Lockette

Chenani Lockwood

Jeff Lockwood

P R Loe

Felix Loeb

William Loeber

Dayna Loeffler

Jim Loesel

Robert D Lofgren

John Lofton

Joan Loftus

Ted Loftus

Beth Logan

William R Logue Jr

Roger Lohmann

Christopher Lohrey

Robert Lombardi

Gregg Lomnicky

Charles Londo

Jon Loney

Bernard Long

Donald E Long

John Long

Kathleen Long

Kenneth R Long

Michael Long

Robert A Long

Jason Longstodrf

Connie Lonsdale

Mary A Loomis

Ray Looney

David Lopeman
Matthew Loper

Charlene Lopez

Robert Lopresti

Mrs Loranz

Frank Losekoot

Trevor Losey

F D Lospalluto

F B Lotspeich

Marilyn Loucks

Tim Louk

Barbara John Lourance

Don W Love

Ruth L Love

Patricia Loveland

Cheri Lovre

PR Low

Cayde Lowery

Robert Lowery

Mike Lowry
Mildred E Lowry
Patti Lowry

Terry Loyer

Jane Lubchenco

Joyce Lubold

Greg Lucas

Paul Lucas

Susan Lucas

Alan A Lucier

Patrida Luck

Margaret JLucy

David Lueders

Ann Lufkin

Dale Lubman

Debbie Lukas

Peter Lukas

Vertone Lukone

Ira D Lurnan

Michael D Lund

Bob Lundberg

Jan Lundberg

Paul Lundquist

Tom Lundquist

Eric Lundquist Esq

Kathy Luther

M Luther

Rick Lutkemeier

Catherine Lutz

Julie Lutz

Gary Lybrand

Mark A Lyczak

A Lykens

Cy Lyle

Michael Lyman

Bonnie Lynch

Colin Lynch

Elsa Lynch

Lisa Lynch

Renee Lynch

Tom Lyon

Robert B Lyons

Dale D Lysne

Wayne Maahs

Michael Denise Maas

Scott Maben

Henry D Mabie

Janice Mabin

Wally Mac Dougall

Nancy MacHugh
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Gene Maclnnes leanetteMar Elizabeth Mattex Patrick McDaniel

Tom MacKey Andrew Marcado Dean Matthews Karen McDermaid

StephenR Macatee M PMarchak DennisMattingly TimMcDevitt

Andrew Macdonald

Ernest Machen
Patrida Marchak

Wes Marchbanks

R Brett Matzke

Jim Maupin

Gary L McDonald

David K McDougall

Nancy Machugh
Nancy M Machugh

Dr Richard Marconi

David A Marcum

Janet Maurer

Louis Maurer

lan McElroy

Kevin McElwee

Seth Macinko Kevin M Marek Elizabeth Mauro Dennis McEwan

Douglas A Macinnis Mikka Margolias Robert Maus Charles McGIlurey

Suzanna Mack Ariana Marilino Reuel Maxfield Patrick McGinnis

Ken Mackenzie Art Marinaccio Robin Maxfield Rose McGinnis

Mark Mackenzie Stephen Mark Tracey May Deborah McGookin

Andrew J Mackie

Jill Mackie

Tony Markee

Robert Markeloff

Carol Maybe
Marylyn Mayhew

Laura McGouwty

J Robert McGowan
Paula Mackrow

Kathleen Mackushial

Dianna Macleod

Doug Marker

Bill Markham

John Marks

Cindy Maynard

Mark Maynes

Melanie Mayock

Martha McGowan

Rocky McGowan
Michael McGreevy

Jerry Macleod

John Macnair

Josh Marks

Jules Marks
John Mazur
Dave Mazza

Jamlin McGyer
Richard McIntyre

BiEMacneil Lionel A Marks Fran Mazzara Noel McJunkin

Diann Macrae Mary Markus Joe Mazzini Tim McKay

Mike Macrae Missa Marmalstein PhilMcAfee RobertMcKellar

Hal Macy Richard E Marquardt Dennis Mc Ateer Mike McKenna

Patty Madden
Jeff Madsen

William L Marre

Dana Marsda

Bud Mc Cafferty

William Mc Call

Ronald McKenna
Steve McKenna

Larry C Maechler James Marsh Kate Mc Carthy Bill McKenzie

Martin Magana Joan Marsh Kevin Mc Carthy Rua McKeon

Charles Magee Jr

Bria Maggio

Norm Marsh

Patty Marsh

Vein Mc Collum

Andrew Mc Conkey

George McKinley

Faye McKinnon

DaveMagin RobertMarsh ArtMcCormack RebeccaMcLain

Marie Magleby Albert Marshall Edwin Mc Cullough Eileen McLanahan

E D Magietta

David Magney
Mike Mahan

Amy Marshall

David BMarshall

Dwight Marshall

Ron Mc Cullough

Glen Mc Daniel

Lisa Mc Dermid

Fergus McLean

Melvin McLeod

Tillina McMasters

Sean Mahoney Jim Marshall Robert Mc Gregor Mr Mrs James L McMullen

Mike Mail Amy Martin Tim Mc Kay Catherine McNamara

Robin Maille Anne Martin Theresa Mc Kenty James E McNeil

Dova M Maine Dan Martin Robert Mc Kinlay Larry E McNeill

Jim Mair

Eugene I Majerowicz

Harry M Majors

Erika L Martin

Jean Guy Martin

Joe Martin

George Mc Kinley

JP Mc Mahon
Barbara Mc Nally

Walt McNeill

Robert L McNitt

Erika McPhee

Shelley Majors Judi Martin Marianne Mc Neely John McPherson

Sokhuntea Mak Laurie JMartin Hollan Mc Swain Allen McQuillan

Thomas H Makey R F Martin Mary Mc Swain Harry W McWhorter

Judy Malach

Rod Malcom
Tee Martin

Peter Martin lii

Tom McAdams
Dave McAllister

Carol McWilliams

Judy Mccarthy

Jim Mallory Brandi Martinez Oscar L McAllister James Mccauley

Thomas Dean Mallory

James D Malone

Dennis Martinez

Jim Marty

Elaine McAndrews
Ken McAndrews

Jim Mccauley

Bonnie Mccay

Ed Maloney Tim Marty George McBath David Mcclain

RobertMalouf Sarah Marvia Kevin McBfirney Linda Mcclure

Mario S Mamone Mike A Marvier La M McBride Chester Mcconnel

Gary Man SJ Marvin Regina McBride Harold Mccorlde

Stephen R Mance Kate Marx Anna McCain Mccrae

John Mancinelli Kit Marx James A McCall Robert Mccrorie

Art Mand John Marzuff Thelma McCarley Dr Bruce Mccune

Eric Mandel Gene Mash DougMcCarty Jim Mcdermott

Jonathan Manero Sonya Maslenikov Jim McCauley Margene Mcgee

Frank Mangels

Ron Mangis

Bob Mason

Larry Mason

Glenda McCellum

David McClain

John H Mcghehey

Glen J Mcguire

Herb Manig Marlene Mason JDoyle McClure Mike Mckay

John Mankowski Patti Mason Nichole McCollum Robert Mckelvey

Charles Mann Tad Mason R M McCollum Mark Mckelvie

Cliff Mann
Mariann Mann

Patricia G Massy

G L Masters

Diana Y McColm

George McColm

Dan Mckenzie

Don Mckenzie

Michael F Mann Jim Mastne Michael McComb Tom Mckemn

Brandt Mannochen

Becca Manor

Joey Mataya

Joseph A Matejka

Grant McConnell

Mavis McCormic

Professor William Mckillop

Steve Mclellan

Kim Manoskian Chris Matera Anna McCormick Laurie Mcleod

Jose Manquest Joseph Matesa Jr Donald McCovey David A Mcmahan

Byrne CManson
Lee Marie Manuel

Tom Mathieson

John R Maticich

AM McCoy
Cathrine McCracken

Jeff Mcmahan
Judy Mcmakin

Evan Manvel

Maya Many Moons
D Matrin

Phil A Matson

Alex

McCurdy
Margaret Mcmillan

AB Mcnabney

Suzanne L Manzer Alan Matsuno Tim McCutcheon Cyrus M Mcneely
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Mike Mcqueen

Rocky Mcvay
Jim Mcvey

Christine Meade

Doug Meade

Barbara Meades

Jim Meadland

Kimberly Meais

Magdalena Medina

Roger Meehan

Susan Meeker Lowry

David Meeks
Erv Meeks

Charlie Mehoner

Lorez Meinhold

Marsha Meister

Feder Melanie

Jon Melby

Mark Meleason

Ella Melik

Ella M Melik

Dan Melin

Shirley A Mellor

Dan Melton

Joseph Melton

Donald Mench

Olaf Mend

Chris Mendoza

Ron Meneses

Andrea Menges
Johnson Meninick

Peter Mennen
Kurt Menning

Glenn Menzie

Mark Mercier

Max Merlich

Stephen Merlino

Edward C Merlo

Melinda Merrick

Robert Merrill

Scott Merriman

Jack Merris

Regna Merritt

Pat Mersman

John Merz

E Charles Meslow

Richard Messenger

David JMesserle

David Messerschmidt

Rob Messick

Louis Messmer

Ed Metcalf

Roger Metcalf

Greg Metcalfe

Ed Mettler

Bob Metzger

Harry Metzger

Robert E Metzger

Rachel Metzing

Paul Meunch

Chris Meurer

Dan Meuse

MichaelMeuser

Robert BMeuser

Bill Meyer

Bruno C Meyer

Carolyn Meyer

Gary Meyer

Jane Meyer

Mirra Meyer

Philip Meyer

Richard Meyer

Billie Meyers

Linda Meyers

Paul R Meyers
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Richard Meyers

Jim Michaels

Norm Michaels

Nicole Michel

Henry Donna Michelbrink

David L Mickelson

David SMickelson

Ross Mickey

Bill P Micsan

Dale Middleton

Darryl Middleton

Jim Middleton

Susanne Mierisch

Mike Mihelich

Elaine H Mikkelsen

Susan Mikulka

Frank Mileham

Mike Miles

Marvin Milibrent

Don Mill

Deborah Millais

Kdndra Millam

Pamela Millar

Homer Millard

Stephen Millard

Ronald Millen

Alan F Miller

Andy Miller

Bo Miller

Cathie Miller

Clark L Miller

Cory C Miller

Daphne Miller

Earl A Miller

Edward G Miller

Gale Miller

Greg Miller

Jade Miller

James Miller

James G Miller

Jennifer Miller

Jerome Miller

Joseph A Miller

Larry Miller

Linda Miller

Marion Miller

Mark Miller

Mark L Miller

Rachel Miller

Randy Miller

Rick And Nora Miller

Robert Miller

Robert G Miller

Ronald Miller

Roy L Miller

Samuel M Miller

Shawn Miller

Sue Miller

Susan Miller

Valerie Miller

Walter Miller

Weston Miller

Robert E Miller Jr

Robert LMiller Jr

Joseph LMiller Jr MD
Rhonda L Millett

Betty JMills

Chris Mills

Jeremy Mills

Joyce Mills

Mac Mills

Dr Kelsey Milner

Eleanor Milner

Gregory JMiner

Erin Minewa

Kara Minor

Beth Miroballi

Jim Minra

Jeff Mischleinsky

Thomas Misshiewicz

Chris Mitchell

David W Mitchell

Dr Curtin Mitchell

John Mitchell

Karen Mitchell

Lorenzo Mitchell

M JMitchell

Margaret L Mitchell

Ray Mitchell

Alan Mitchnick

Fred Mittleman

Rita C Mittleman

Jeff Mize

Marv W Mizell

Marvin W Mizell

Richard Mizgorski

Karen E Mock

Timothy Moder Phd

Ralph Modine

Jerry Modugno

Stephen A Moen

Patrick Moff

Jacqueline L Moffatt

Sharla Moffeit

David Moffet

Alden Moffett

David Moffett

David R Moffett

Carl Molesworth

Dusty Moller

Jay Molly

Pat Molnar

Steve Moines

Barbara

Michael Monasch

Carol Monders

Carol Eileen Mone Page

David R Monett

Helene Monking

Edward T Monks

Bruce Monroe

Warren W Monroe

Pat Montanio

Gregg Montararo

Joyce Montgomery

Sam Montgomery

Yevonne M Montoya

John Montre

Pete Montson

Blair Moody

Jean Moody
Judith Moody

Della Mae Moon

Rick Moon

Victor Moon

Alah Moore

Allan Moore

Brad Moore
Daron Moore

Diane K Moore

Erin Moore

Frances Moore

Frank Moore

Jack Moore

John Moore

Karen Moore

Ken Moore

Laurel Moore

Patricia Moore

Stewart Moore

Tam Moore

James F Moore Jr

Virgil Moorehead

Elsia Morales

Jenna Moran

Kelly D Moran

Tina Moran
Elliott Morashe

Heather Morgan

James Morgan

John Morgan

Joyce Morgan

Karen Morgan

Susan Morgan

Frandis Morgan Gallo

Chris E Morganroth Iv

Mark R Morgans

Chris Morgenroth

Terry Morgenroth

Carolyn R Morillo

Nancy Morin

Ray Morin

Russ Moritz

Cliff Moriyama

Tonia Moro

ScottMonrell

W R Morrill

Chris Morris

Dale W Morris

Don Morris

Earl W Morris

Frank Morris

Thomas JMorris

Warren V Morris

Clark Morrison

Dan Morrison

Jan Morrison

Lynn Morrison

P Morrison

Peter Morrison

Richard Morrison

Jenifer S Morrissey

Leo B Morstad

Jill Mortenson Eurle

Che Mortimer

Tom Mortimer

Bob Morton

Kenneth D Morton

Jean Morwick

Robin E Moser

Nick Mosey

Barbara Mossman

Brian Mostue

Karl W Mote

Pat Motiff

Melissa Motyka

Lola Moulton

Stephen Mountainspring

Bob Jan Mountjoy

Clinton Moyer

Steven Moyer

Susan Moysa

A Mroz
T V Mszar

William Muckleroy

Robert Mueller

John Mueller MD
Deanna Mueller Crispin

Scotty Muira

Cal Mukumoto

Bill Marilyn Mull

Lila Muller

Jeff Mullins

David Multer

William E Mulvihill
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Dan Mummey Rick Nelson James D Noteboom Patrick Oloughlin

Miss Munger Robert Nelson Chester Novak Eldon Olsen

Joseph Muniz

Bill Munn
Roger Nelson

S Kim Nelson

Glenn Novak

Kenneth Novak

George 0 Olsen

Jane Olsen

John Munson Terry Nelson Brid Nowlan Jeff Olsen

Joseph S Munson
Nancy Munson

William R Nelson
John Nemecek

Mary Ellen

NoyesMarkNuetumann
Lee Olsen

Shawn K Olsen

Akira Murakami
Jane Murdeck

Roger Nesbit

Roger W Nesbit

Martin J Nugent

Carmen Nukala

David Olson

Harvey Olson

Martin Murie

Quinn JMurk

Deborah Murphy

Edward CMurphy

Florence Murphy

Dale Nesbitt

Priscilla Nesbitt

Ryan Nesbitt

David Nesmith

Alam Ness

Robert Nunes

Michael Nunley

Dianan Nutting

Cheryl Nyberg

Christopher Nye

Ken Olson

M Olson

Maurice H Olson

Olaf Olson

Susan Olson

Sarah Murphy

Sharon Murphy
Phyllis Murra

Steve Ness

Jack Neuman

Vernon L Neustel

Cliff Nyman

Todd Nystrom

Randal 0 Toole

Thomas E Olson

Thomas P Olson

David P Olson Jr

Chip Murray Carrie Nevin Dave O’Bannon John Omaha
Donna Murray Barbara New Jerry W OYBrien Richard L Omdahl

L Murray RobertFNewbold John O’Brien Morgan Omdal

Luda Murray

Patty Murray

Sonja Murray

John Newkirk

Lamar Newkirk

Alex Newman

M O’Brien

Mike OYBrien

Tim O’Brien

Kelly Onell

Larry Onisto

Dian Onker

T R W L
MurrayKittMurrison

Rene Murry

Robert R Musci

Dan Newman
Samuel A Newman
Dan Newton

Gairy Neynolds

Sue O’Bryan

Ernie O’Byrne

Michelle O’Byrne

Winifred E O’Connor

Andrew Oram
Guy Orcutt

Harry L Orem

Anne Orlando

Victor Musselman

DuaneMusser

Glenys Nichol

PaulaNicholls

Mary OYDay
JackO’Donnell

Patrick Orleman

RobertS OrmondM D
Robert Muth Bob Nichols Dennis O’Gorman Chris Ororco

George Mydegger Chad Nichols Gerti O’Gorman Donald G Orr

Jacqueline Myers

Jeffrey Myers

Nancy Myers

Stephanie Myers

Erin Nichols

Judith Nichols

Lyle Nichols

Gayle P Nicholson

Dan O’Keefe

Janelle O’Keeffe

Kerry O’Leary

The O’Malleys

Jerry D Orr

Christopher Orsinger

Orlando R Ortega

R Marriner Orum
William G Myers Ill

Mrs Melvin C Myers Jr

Louise Nicholson

Wes Nicholson

George O’Nale

Roger O’Neal

Marian BOrvis

Erik Osborn

Jerry Myey

Jim Myron
Ken Nickolai

David Nickumr

Terry G OYNeall

David OYNeil

Janice L Osborn

Ken Osborn

Leo L Naapi Billie D Nicpon Jim OYNeil Lee C Osborne

Bud Nadeau Vern Nield Elizabeth O’NeDl Nelson Bill Osburn

Amanda Nadik E Nielsen John O’Neill Ramona Osburn

Doug Nadvornick

Virginia Naes

James Nielsen

James E Nielsen

Kelly O’Neill

Patrick ONeill

MM Charles Osenton

Louise Osman

MichaeltNaglerRichardNagy
James W Nielsen

Kelly CNiemi

Suellen O’Neill

Dean O’Reilly

Paul R Osmer
Mark Oster

Yoshio Grace Dan Nakamura
Barbara Nakata

Dick Nikolai

Shanmon Nilea

Kelli O’Sullivan

Jim OToole

Ralph Osterling

MarkOstwald
James JNally Elena Nilsson Jim OConnor Venice Oswald

Phil Nanas Robert Nisbet Don Oakes G L Otis

Al Nasby

Dave Naslund

M Ruth Niswander

Dee Nitzel

Pat Oakes

David Oaks

Jerry Otis

Rose C Ott

Anna Marie Nathan D Brad Niven Philip Obbard Noel Otten

Joe Nation Chandra Nixon Ted And Lola Oberman Mark Ottenad

Ciark L Natwick

Lyle N Nauman

Richard Nauman
Rich Nawa

Michael Nixon

Michael V Nixon JD
Wade Nkrumah

Marvin BNoble

Mel Oberst

Paul Obes

Sean Oconner

Patrick W Oconnor

Jean Ottinger

Ivy Otto

Jerry Otto

Chuck Ouray

Richard Nawa
Dave Neads

Harold Neare

Russ Nebon
Clamore P Needham
Allen W Neff

R D Noble

Levin Nock

Brianne Nohra

Joan Noice

Rose A Norberg

Thelma Norcross

Steve Odell

Bernadette Odyniec

Pam Ogborn

Charlie Ogle

Thomas A Okeefe

Cathie Olcott

Evelyn R Ousterhout

Craig Overby

Christine Overdeveset

Gary Overdorff

Gary JOverman

James Overstreet

John Neiger

Dusty Nellis

Cara Nelson

Barbara Norcross Renner

Greg Nordlumd

Bernice Norman

Loy Olcott

Alexander Oligivie

Annie Oliver

Jake Overton

Jim Overton

Scott Overton

Chalotte Nelson Julie Norman Chad Oliver Carl M Owen
Earl Nelson

George Nelson

Cheryl Norrington

Dr Dan Norris

Chadwick Dearing Oliver

Chris Oliver

Donald L Owen
Jon Owen

Joseph Nelson

Kenneth R Nelson

Logan Norris

G R Norton

Stuart M Oliver

Whitney Anne Oliver

Richard Owen

C Owens

Kim Nelson

Michael A Nelson

Greg Norton

Matthew Norton

Dal Olek

Dennis Olmstead

Cheryl Owens
Jim Owens

Raymond Nelson Reed Noss Craig Olofson Rose M Owens
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Donald C Ownbey
Mark Ozanich

Stacy Pabich

Felice Pace

David Pacheco

Marion Pack

Ed Packee

Bob Packwood

Wayne Packwood

Dr Rick Page

Floyd Page

Dezh Pagen

Kathleen Pair

Don Palko

Bruce Palm

Eddie Palmanteer Jr

Mark Palmer

Tom Pansky

Joan Paranka

Suzanne Pardee

GA Parker

Jeremy Parker

John Parker

Peter Parker

Ronald R Parker

Vivian Parker

Julie Parkhurst

Aida Parkinson

Donald Parks

John Parks

Michael J Parks

Steve Parks

Randall JParmelee

Don E Parmenter

Alan Parolini

Elsie M Paroz

Damian Parr

Maria Parson

Mark S Parson

Mr Mrs William Parson

Charles Parsons

Glen Parton

Lona Parton

Michelle Partridge

Peter C Passof

Ann Passovoy

Guy Pasteur

Blood Patawa

Deidre Pate

Frank Patrick

John J Patrick

Marty Patten

Sam Patten

Doug Patterson

Jean Patterson

John Patterson

Nellie Patterson

Stacy Patterson

Suzanne Patterson

WJ Patterson

Joe Patton

Lowell E Patton

Mitch Patton

Raymond Patton

Susan Shree Patton

William W Patton

Gari Anne Patzwald

Tom Pauken

James H Paul

Martha Paul

Mrs Phillip Paul

Lewis Deane Paulson

Victor G Paulus

Linda Pauly

David Pavelchek

Warren Pavlat

Warren H Pavlat

Tony Pavone

Bob Paylor

Claire Payne

Ms Marty Payne

Val Payne

Jere Payton

Hugh Paz

Sonny Paz

Mark And Connie Peabody

Leslie Peacock

Patrida Peacock

Ross Peacock

W Pearcy

Audrey Pearson

Barbara Pearson

Natasha Pearson

Richard A Pearson

Merilee Peay

lerd Peck

John Peck

Marialyce Pedersen

Norman Pedersen

Douglas Pederson

Dick Pellissier

Sandi Peloquin

Randy Pelton

John H Penas

Norman R Pendell

Suzanne Penegor

Allen J Penn

Christian Penn Sr

Kadonna Pennell

Jan Penney

Teya Penniman

Thomas M Penpraze

Angie Peoples

Bob Peoples

Ryan Perella

Laurel Perestam

HoUy Perez

Susan Perin

Kazie Perkins

Linda Perkins

Alyson Perlimutter

Hugh Perrine

Mary M Perrine

Ron Perrow

Clay Perry

David A Perry

Nancy Persian

Douglass Perske

Paul T Persons

Alex Peru

George Pess

Boyd Peters

Jim Peters

Muggins Peters

Robert Peters

Scott Peters

Ed Petersen

John Petersen

Karen Petersen

Mike Petersen

Beth Peterson

Brena Peterson

Charles Peterson

Elly Peterson

Everett Peterson

Gene Peterson

Keley Peterson

Kristin Peterson

Milton Florence Peterson

Phil Peterson

Thomas Peterson

Vernon Peterson

William W Peterson

Frank Petree

M Pettier

Alice Pfand

Fred Pfeil

Jeanette Phelan

Joan Phelan

William Phelan

Chris Phelps

Dennis Phelps

Lester Phelps

Lincoln Phllfippi

Barbara Phillips

Charles Phillips

Don Phillips

Julie A Phillips

Lee Phillips

Mark Phillips

Mark E Phillips

Matthew Phillips

Mr Mrs Jeffrey Phillips

Red Phillips

Stephen Phillips

Bonnie Phillips Howard
Mr And Mrs Bill Phipps

Steve Phome

Robin Picahessy

Paul Piccirilli

Bill Pickell

Juanita L Pickett

Eric Pierce

Gladys Pierce

Herb Pierce

Larry G Pierce

Melinda Pierce

Paul Pierce

Carol JPierce Coffer

Greg PiersonMiltonG Pierson

Ric Pierson

Richard Pierson

Harry Pierson Jr

Dan Pietila

Delores Pigsley

Louis Piha

Cathie Pike

John A Pike

Robert Pike

Kate Pilacky

Michael Pilarski

Brian Pilcher

Jeanny Pilgreen

William Pilhofer

Marc Pilisuk

Kory Pilkey

John Pillarella

David Pilz

M Nelson Pinola

Matthew Pioterek

Malcom Pious

Edward Pischedda

Jim Pissot

Gloria Pitner

Sherry Pittam

Alan Pittman

Russell Plaeger

Theodore BPlair

Elaine Plaisance

Jean Plaisance

John Platt

Rob Plotnikoff

Stan Plowman

Brian Pluckebaum

Robert R Pluid

Cindi Plummer

Richard Plummer

Martin CPlyler

Bhagwati Poddar

Patrick Poe

William J Poitras

Roscoe Wilma Poland

Kelly A Polgirr

Danne W Polk

George Polk

Lavelle Polk

Douglas Pollock

Glenn Pollock

Kim Pollock

John Ponce

Garner L Pool

Kathy Poole

Richard R Pooley

Dennis Pope

MD Poper

Delores Porch

Paul Porch

Paul Poresky

Samuel C Porter

Brian JPosewitz

Tina Posner

Dr Mary Poss

Gary BPosson
Warren A Post

Violet Postle

Dan Postrel

Craig Potter

David Potter

Harry Potter

John Potter

Warwick Potter

Timothy Potts

Tonya Potts

Steve Potwin

Vincent Poulin

Andrew Poulos

Charlotte Poulos

Charles Powell

Jacque Powell

Jessica Powell

Roger A Powell

Teresa A Powell

L Power

Dan Powers

James Powers

Jeff Powers

Jennifer Powers

Jim Powers

Julian Powers

Bob Powne

Rick Prairie

Laurel Prairie Kuntz

David Pranghofer

Carol Pratt

George W Pratt

Charles Pregler

Jean C Prendergast

John G Prentiss

Chris Prescott

Doris Presley

Kathy Prest

Brooks Preston

Eric M Preston

Ruth D Preston

Marc Prevost

Marc E Prevost

Ron Pribble

Arthur Price

Donna Price
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Jeffrey S Prime Kathy A Rathbun Joann Reynolds Mark Tina Robbi

Susan Prince

Scott E Pringle

Virginia Bruce Pringle

Carol M Ratko

Geoffrey Rauch

Marcella Rauscher

Dennis Reynvaan

James E Riback

Robert Ribe

Al Robbins

Cydney Robbins

Dick Robbins

John Prior

Daniel Pritchett

Peter Ravella

Richard A Rawson MD
Tom Ribe

Colette Rice

Eugene K Robbins

Richard Robbins

Cheryl Probst

James D Proctor

Richard Ray

Steve Rayline

Donald K Rice

Jan Rice

Travis Kristen Robbins

Emily Roberson

Mike Propes Peter Rayment Jonathan Rice Chris Robert

Beverly Prosser Alice Raymond Mike Rice Archie Roberts

Alan Prouty Charles P Raynor Candice Richard Barabara Roberts

David Prow Rick Re BRichards Chad Roberts
Randy Prowell Larry Read Barrie Richards Dale Roberts

Kathy Pruitt

Elliot Prussing

Nicholas Pryce

Shirlee Read

David Reade

Ms Gloria Reading

Gary Richards

Kenneth Richards

William H Richards

Grover Roberts

Grover W Roberts

JMark Roberts

Eric Pryne Peg Reagan Harold Richardson James Roberts

Ron Ptolemy Jan Real Helen R Richardson James D Roberts

Mrs Helen N Puckett David Rebhus Janice Richardson Jean C Roberts

Carol Pufalt Fran Recht Jonathan Richardson Jon A Roberts

Joseph PugleLi

Mark Pullen

Claudia Rector

Joyce Rector

Judy Richardson

Len Richardson

Mark Roberts

Patircia Roberts

Dave Purcell Mark Rector Mrs Michael Richardson Robin Roberts
Micahel Purcell Greg Reddell Russell Richardson Sarah Roberts

Chris Purnell

Margaret Purves

Betty Redenbaugh

Roger Redfem
Brandy Richartz

Clarence Richen

Susan Roberts

R Chad Roberts Phd

Joseph Puzo John Redi John Richenberg Daniel Robertson

Charlotte Pyle Nicole Redi Ilene Richman Dave Robertson

Vincent Pyle

Paul Pyscher

Gerry Reece

Annabelle F Reed

Merle Richmond

Erich Richter

Doug Robertson

Joanne Robertson

Steven Quarles Daryl E Reed Gretchen Richter Joseph Robertson

Peter C Quast

Stephen Quesenberry

Jacob L Reed

Mike Reed

Joe Richter

Martha Ricker

Josephine Robertson

Lance Robertson

Harold Quesnel Ralph Reed Fred Rickert Louise Robertson

Louise Questad Ron Reed Steve Riede Elaine Robin

Judith Quincey

Michael Quirte

Sam Reed

Steve Reed

Cynthia Riegel

Ann Riesled

Amy Robins

Mrs L Robins

Andrea Quong

Donald P Raab

Ted Rabern

Paul Racette

John S Radford

Amy
C Raines

Deborah Reeder

David H Rees

Peter Rees

G K Reese

Randy Reeve

Stanley Reeve

Richard Reeves

Corey Riggle

Ruth ERiggles

Bob Riggiman

Gordon Miln Riggs

Larry Riggs

RJ Righetti

Jeanne Riha

Andy Robinson

Bob Robinson

Brian Robinson

C Robinson

E Dale Robinson

Foster Robbie Robinson

George Robinson

Charles CRaines Wendell Reeves Bill Rihn Gladys Robinson

Charlie Raines

Shelby Rallis

Steve Ralph

Mark Ralson

Danny Rambo

Theodore W Regier

John F Reginato

Kris Reichenbach

Michael R Reichenbach

Frank Reichmuth

Joseph Riker

David Riley

Eric Riley

Geoffrey Riley

Jules Riley

Larry Robinson

Matthew Robinson

Peggy Robinson

Robert Robinson

Russell Robinson

Tim Ramirez

Len Ramp
Aaron Ramsdell

James Ramsdell

Erin Ramsden

Fred Ramsey

Dennis Reid

Patrick Reid

Roger Redel

C Rein Ziglinski

William Reiner

Hilary Reinert

Paul Riley

Thomas E Riley

Tony Riley

Gerald Rilling

Hans Riuling

Jeanne Ring

Scott Robinson

Timothy Robinson

Tom Robinson

Frank Robison

Dave Donna Rocha

Catherine Rockwell

Jeff Ramsey

Lloyd Ramsey

Forest Reinhardt

Troy Reinhart

Jim Ringeberg

Abe Ringel

Gloria

Rodgers

Ramseyer

Avis Rana

Nate Ranger

Steve Rankin

Christopher Ransom

John Rapf

Joan Reiss

Allen W Reitan

Michael P Reitenour

Gerhard Reitz

Dr Marcel Rejrnanek

D Reksten

Fred L Rinne

Paula Risler

Dale Risling Sr

Carl Rist

Barbara Ritchie

Glen A Ritter

Robert R Rodriguez

Bob Rodriques

Emery Roe

Nancy Roeder

Terry Roelofs

Harlan TM Roff

Tim Raphael

Andrew G Rapin

Valerie A Rapp

Steven Rappe

Anette Rardin

William H Rasband

David Relman

Michel D Remington

Dorothy Renda

Byron Rendar

Doris Renick

Rich Renouf

Victoria Ritts

Charles JRitzman

Jennifer Rivais

Armand T Rivard

Robert Rivers

Walter Rivers

Hazel Louise Rogers

Irwin W Rogers

Jim Rogers

John Rogers

Joyce Rogers

Kelly JRogers

Patrida Rasco

Jay L Rasmussen

Mark Rasmussen

Beatrice Rasof

Dave Renwald

Jeff Repurt

Chris Revaz

Efrain 0 Reymagu

Norman Riviere

Fred Rix

Peter Rizzo

Martha Roach

Nadya Rogers

Wilma Rogers

John Rogerson

Robert Rohde

Donald W Rasor Harvey F Reynolds Brad Roback John Rohe
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Cynthia Rohkamm
Richard BRohl

Dan Rohlf

Lori Rolander

James L Rollier

John Rollin

Len Rolph

Gary Rolyn

Judy Romans

Roger Romans

Kot RPF Ron

Robin Ronan

Mike Ronjoin Jr

Paul Rood

Bill Roody

Terry Root

FL Rose

Greg Rose

Kevin Rose

Michael Rose

Toni M Rose

Ray Rose MD
Helen Rosenau

Richard Rosenberg

Michael Rosenberger

Barbara Rosenkotter

Gerritt Rosenthal

Roger Rosentreter

Ross

Barry Ross

Carl Ross

Gordon G Ross

Paula Ross

Steven Ross

W R Ross

Barry Roth

ilerb Roth

Donna Rothell

Mark Rother

Noah Rothering

Robin Rothman
Erika Rothum

Reg Rothwell

John Roulac

Frances Rouley

Ruth Roundy

Glen Rouse

Frank L Roush

Lynda Roush

Paul Roush

Rouvaishyana

Nick RoVanda

Blake Rowe

Roy Jean Rowe

Kathleen Rowen

njames Rowin

Melanie Rowland

T W Rowlett

Gloria M Roy

James P Royce

Edward Rubendall

David Rubin

Christopher Rudd

Jason Rudd

Daniel Rudie

Jim Rudnick

Derek Rudolph

Louis RRudolph

Diane Rueck

Jon Ruler

Allan E Rumbaugh

Steven SRumrill

Debbie Runyen

Barbara Rupers

Greg Rupert
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Milly Rupert

Rafael Rupert

Michael Rupp

Peter Ruschmeier

Dr John Rushin

Ernie Rushing

Geoffrey Ruskin

Joseph Russ

Dave Russel

Jessica Russel

Chris Russell

Dawn Russell

Deborah Russell

William P Russell

Jerry Rust

John Rust

Kurt Rusterholz

KI Rutan

Allen T Rutberg

Lawrence Ruth

David Rutledge

Michael D Rutledge

Mark C Rutzick

Jesse Ryan

Lynn Ryan

Richard J Ryan

Peter Ryce

Thane Ryland

Bob Rynearson

Gary Rynearson

Jean Rystrom

Dave Sabala

Rod Sabin

Matt Sabo

Emil Sabol

Ron Sadler

John Saemann

William D Sagaser

Sharon M Sage

AW Sagun

Janet Sailer

William A Sally

Lori Saladana

Jose Salazar

James Salfen

John Sally

Steve Salter

Stephen Saltonstall

Per Samestrom

Donna Samms

Barbara Samora

Dr Al Sample

Neil Sampson

Edward Sampson lii

Dr Fred Samson

Steve Samuelson

Donald Sanborn

Dorian Sanchez

Chris Sanclement

Craig Sandberg

Jack Sandee Sandberg

Dean Sanden

Robert H Sander

Bernard Sanders

Garth Sanders

Jackie Sanders

Jacob Sanders

James Sanders

Michael Sanders

Rebecca S Sanders

Ivan W Sanderson

Becky Sandford

David Sandknop

Mary Sandner

Florence Sandok

Joseph Sanery

Dan Sanford

Mervin Santos

Ralph Saperstein

Eric Sapp

Arthur Sappington

Kim Sarao

Robert L Sarina lii

Shane Sartor

Laurie Sasaki

Jay Sather

Terre Satterfield

William Sattler

Virginia Sauders Mason
Susan Saul

Harold Saunders

Lynora Saunders

Katie Sauter

Art Savage

Ja Savage

John Savarese

Dave Sawyer

Fred Sawyer

Mark Sawyer

Mike Sawyer

Rick Sawyer

Joseph Sax

Carrie Saxifrage

Allen H Saye

Steve Saye

Loralei Saylor

Stephanie Scanlan

Nicole Scardigno

Lacretia C Schacht

Daniel A Schack

C Thomas Schaefer

Richard June Schaertl

Roger Schafer

Julie Schafers

Mr Mrs Clarence Schaffer

Stan Schaftlan

Carleton Schaller Jr

Regan Schallhorn

Marianne Scharping

H Schaus

Chris Scherer

Gary E Scherer

Harriet Scheuber

Sally Roger Scheusner

Brad Schiermer

Dr Peter Schiess

Penny Schiller

Laurie Schimmoeller

John Schinnerer

Margaret Schirato

Lois Schlaefer

Dave Schlip

Robert Schmelzer

Chad Schmidt

Dave Schmidt

Fred Schmidt

Jennifer Schmidt

Kim Schmidt

Kristin N Schmidt

Kurt Schmidt

Nancy J Schmidt

Owen Schmidt

Tim JSchmidt

Erich Schmips

Dave Schmitt

Rolf Schmitt

Terry Schmitt

Rolland Schmitten

Carol Schneider

Curt Schneider

Phillip Schneider

Stephanie Jerry Schneider

John A Schnittker

Marylou Roger Schnoes

Denise Schod

Arthur G Schode

David Scholz

Wendy Schon

Mildred Lenore Schoor

Bob Schramek

Richard Schramm

Anthony Schreck

Larry Schrenk

Naomi K Schrock

Gary Schroeder

Mary Schroeder

Juergen Schroeer

Greg Schroer

D 1Schubert

Anna M Schuller

Rose Schulte

David Schultz

Henry Schultz

Milton Schultz

William Nadia Schultz

Stephanie Schulz

Joseph A Schuster

Diane Schvaneveldt

Melissa Schwarg

Elinor Schwartz

Kerry L Schwartz

Marcy Schwartz

Marianne Schwartz

Rev Luther E Schwartz

Shirley Schwartz

Bob Schwarz

Leslie Schwarz

Carl H Schwarzenberg

Dr Wallace Schwass

Tina KSchweickert

Linda Schweikert

Jason Scopel

Bill Scott

Dr Carol P Scott

Eric Scott

Henry D Scott

Imogene Scott

James Scott

Jeanie Scott

John A Scott

Jon Scott

Kathleen Scott

Molly Scott

Pat Scott

Roger Scott

Trevor Scott

Wayne Scott

William Scott

Dan Scottie

Robert G Scrafford

Michael Scuderi

Tim Scullen

Mary Scurlock

Tara Sczpaniki

Brad Seaberg

John H Seabrook

Alice Seagle

Donald F Searcy

Jennifer Searie

Sarah Searing

Robert Searles

Ed Seaveg

Keven Ann Seaver

Irene M Seavey

Sara Sebby
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Office Of The Secretary Jon Sheldahl Cheryl A Simpson Kathy Smith

Roger A Sedjo

Jerry Sedlak

Dan Shell

Jennifer Shellenberg

EJ Simpson

Lloyd Simpson

Katie Smith

Kelly L Smith

Richard Sedy Michael Shellenberger Steve Simpson Kent Smith

Dr Michael C Seeborg Allen Shelton T A Simpson Kevin Smith

Alana Seeley George Shepard Joseph R Sinai Lanette Smith

Clark W Seely Stephen R Shepard Zen Sinar Leonard W Smith

Leslie Riley Seffern James Shepherd Gerrit Sinclair Licia W Smith

Laura Sef tel

David Segel

Jay Shepherd

Susan Sheppard

Brian Sindt

Wes Sine

Lila Smith

Linda Smith

Nicole C Seinfeld Victor M Sher Paul Singelyn Linton Smith

Phillip J Seisler Ann Sherburne Steven W Singer MS Maureen Smith

Janis Sekera Kevin Sherer John Singlaub Megan Smith

Steven E Self Kazuko Sheridan Dean Sippy Michael T Smith

G M Selin William Sherlock Mike Siracuse Mike Smith

Steve Selin Edward S Sherman W A Sirotak Patricia A Smith

Luke Seisbret Jeffrey G Sherman Kenneth Sisco Prudence F Smith

Wayne Sell John M Sherman Ruth Sisko R JSmith

Jameson D Selleck Brian R Shero PhD Paul Sisson Rebecca Smith

Robert W Seliman Jay Sherrerd Bobbie Jo Siverson Richard Smith

Wade Semeliss Dan Sherwood Lori Sjostrand Richard L W Smith

Monica Semeram Dennis Sherwood Tom Skeele Robert Smith

Lester Seri Kim Sherwood Charles Skinner Robert F Smith

Bob Serina Noralee Sherwood Paul Skirvin Robert S Smith

Gene Serr Kelley Shidds Ronald 0 Skoog Phd Robin Smith

Peter Serririer Ann Shields Michael H Skrip Russell P Smith

Carrie Sessarego Elizabeth Shiff Christy L Skurski Sandra Smith

Cathy Sevems

Maje Seward

Doug Shinneman

Thomas R Shiolas

Kevin Slack

Tim Slater

Sheryl Smith

Susan Smith

RJ Sewell Arthur Ship MD Lisa Slates Suzanna Smith

Debra Seydoux Teresa Sholars Charles Sleicher Terry Smith

Shahram Seye DinNoor

Debra Seyler

George Shook

Jane Shoop

Anna Stemmer

Johathan Slemier

Tony Smith

WalterSmith

Dick Seymour Lauren Shoor Mark Slezak Zane GSmith Jr

Leslie Shaehelford Jason Shoot Mike Slizewski Calvin H Smith Sr

Amy Shafer

Robert K Shaffar

Steve Short

Eric Shott

Ruth Slottiman

Robert Slub

Peter Smolenski

Karen Smyer

Jim Shaffer

Lonnie Shaffer

Mark A Shaffer

Susan Shriner

Rose Shulman

Earl Shumaker

AnnSmall

Pat Small

Fred Small

ArthurSmyth

JDouglas Smyth
Lawrence Snell

Sue Shaffer Connie Shumway Linda Smathers John Snelling

John Shaffer Jr Marguerite Shumway Colleen Smedley Susan Snetsinger

Corkee Shaffstall Bernard Shunk Tom Smegal Craig BSnider

Chandra Shah Melvin Shuster Jenny Smelko Barry Snitkin

Rob Shaklee

Margaret Shannon

James A Shute

Jim Shute

Earl W Smiley

Alexandra Smith

Dan Snook

Kym Snow

Gerry Shapiro George Sibley Andrew D Smith Bob Snyder

Rebecca Sharietzs Isabel Sickels Andrew T Smith Bryan Snyder

Ron Shark Jean Sidall Brian Smith Doug Snyder

Thomas Sharkey Jean L Siddall D GSmith Ryan Snyder

Deepiaa Sharma

Steve Sharnoff

Mark Siegel

Richard D Siegel

Daniel A Smith

Dennis Smith

Sally Ange Snyder

Veronica Soady

Gary Sharp

Lynn Sharp

Louis Siegmund

John C Siemens

Dolores E Smith

Donna K Smith

Bill Sobieralski

William J Sobolewski

Diana Sharps Alex Sifford Dottie Smith Karen Socher

G H Sharrer Mark Sigel Dr Andrew Smith Lawrence Soderline

David Sharron Roy Sigfridson Duane Smith Richard F Sohn

Donald Shaw Karen A Signell E Linwood Smith Rick Sohn

Gary Shaw Laura Siitari Edward M Smith Jana Sokale

James H Shaw Pete Sikora Elizabeth Smith S E Solberg

Lois Cherry Shaw

Stuart Shayne

Beth Silbergeld

Ellen Sflge

Eric Smith

Ernest E Smith

Cynthia Solia

Andrea J Solomon
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Glossanj

GLOSSARY

Those definitions in this glossary followed by the term FEMAT are taken directly from Chapter IX

Glossary of the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team’s report ForestEcosystem Management

An Ecological Economic and SocialAssessment which constitutes Appendix A of this SEIS

50 11 40 Rule One of the standards and guidelines of the Interagency Scientific Committee strategy

designed to provide dispersal habitat for northern spotted owls on lands outside reserves Calls for

maintaining 50 percent of forested land within each quarter township 9 square miles in forested

condition with stands of trees averaging at least 11 inches diameter at breast height and with a stand

canopy closure of at least 40 percent FEMAT

Abiotic Referring to the absence of living organisms

Activity Center Spotted Owl Activity Center An area of concentrated activity of either a pair of

spotted owls or a territorial single owl

Aquatic Ecosystem Any body of water such as a stream lake or estuary and all organisms and

nonliving components within it functioning as a natural systemFEMAT

Accretion The process driven by plate tectonics whereby the continental margin grows by addition of

ocean crust and sediments at a subduction zone FEMAT

Adaptive Management A continuing process of action based planning monitoring researching

evaluating and adjusting with the objective of improving implementation and achieving the goals of the

selected alternative

Adaptive Management Areas Landscape units designated for development and testing of technical and

social approaches to achieving desired ecological economic and other social objectives FEMAT

Administratively WithdrawnAreas Areas removed from the suitable timber base through agency

direction and land management plans FEMAT

Age Class A management classification using the age of a stand of trees FEMAT

Age Class Distribution The area in each age class of trees across a forest watershed stands or any other

area of consideration

Air Quality Related Values AQRVs Values within Class I areas such as visibility biological diversity

and water quality that under the Clean Air Act should be protected from the adverse impacts of air

pollution

Alevin Newly hatched salmon or trout with exterior yolk sac residing in the gravel prior to emergence to

the stream

Allowable Sale Quantity ASQ The gross amount of timber volume including salvage that may be

sold annually from a specified area over a stated period in accordance with management plans of the

Forest Service or Bureau of Land Management Formerly referred to as allowable cut FEMAT

Alluvial Originated through the transport by and deposition from running water FEMAT
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Alternative One of several policies plans or projects proposed for making decisions FEMAT

Anadromous Fish Fish that are born and rear in freshwater move to the ocean to grow and mature and

return to freshwater to reproduce Salmon steelhead and shad are examples FEMAT

Arthropods Invertebrates belonging to the largest animal phylum over

800
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Canopy Closure The degree to which the canopy forest layers above one’s head blocks sunlight or

obscures the sky It can only be accurately determined from measurements taken under the canopy as

openmgs in the branches and crowns must be accounted for FEMAT

Cant A log slabbed milled on one or more sides

Categorical Exclusion Under the National Environmental Policy Act those actions that are categorically

excluded from documentation in an environmental analysis or environmental impact statement 40 CFR
1508.4

Cavity Nester Wildlife species most frequently birds that require cavities holes in trees for nesting and

reproduction FEMAT

Class I Areas National Parks or Wildernesses that receive the greatest air quality protection under the

Clean Air Act’s Prevention of Significant Deterioration PSD Program

Closely Associated Species A species is designated as closely associated with a forest successional

stage if the species is found to be significantly more abundant in that forest successional stage compared

to the other successional stages if it is known to occur almost exclusively in that successional stage or if it

uses habitat components that are usually produced at that stage FEMAT

Cluster An area that contains habitat capable of supporting three or more breeding pairs of spotted owls

with overlapping or nearly overlapping home ranges FEMAT

Coarse Woody Debris CWD Portion of a tree that has fallen or been cut and left in the woods Usually

refers to pieces at least 20 inches in diameter FEMAT

Code of Federal Regulations CFR A codification of the general and permanent rules published in the

Federal Register by the Executive departments and agencies of the Federal government FEMAT
Commercial Thinning The removal of generally merchantable trees from an even aged stand usually to

encourage growth of the remaining trees see definition of Even aged Silviculture in the glossary in

Appendix A FEMAT

Conferencing A process that involves informal discussions between a federal agency and the Fish and

Wildlife Service or the National Marine Fisheries Service under Section 7a4 of the Endangered Species

Act regarding the impact of a federal action on proposed species or proposed critical habitat and

recommendations to minimize or avoid the adverse effects

Congressionally Reserved Areas Areas that require Congressional enactment for their establishment

such as National Parks Wild and Scenic Rivers National Recreation Areas National Monuments and

Wilderness FEMAT These are also referred to as Congressional Reserves

Connectivity A measure of the extent to which conditions among LSOG forest areas provide habitat for

breeding feeding dispersal and movement of LSOGassociated wildlife and fish species see LSOG
Forest FEMAT

Consultation Formal consultation is a process that occurs between the Fish and Wildlife Service or the

National Marine Fisheries Service and a federal agency that commences with the federal agency’s written

request for consultation under Section 7a2 of the Endangered Species Act regarding a federal action

which may affect a listed species or its critical habitat It concludes with the issuance of the biological

opinion under Section 7b3 of the Act Informal consultation is an optional process that includes all

discussions correspondence etc between the Fish and Wildlife Service and the federal agency or the
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designated nonfederal representative prior to formal consultation if required If the listing agency

determines that there is no likely adverse affect to the listed species it may concur with the action agency

that formal consultation is unnecessary

Cost Plus Net Value Change A method used to determine economic efficiencies of fire management

activities It is the sum of presuppression hazard reduction and wildfire suppression costs minus the net

value change to the resources as a result of a wildfire The net value change may be either positive or

negative Traditionally commodity resources have been emphasized However the value of

noncommodity resources as either monetary or relative values is now being used ongoing research

efforts will provide a better means of equating widely varying physical biological and aesthetic values

Cost Plus Loss The cost of wildfire suppression plus the value lost from the wildfire and suppression

effort related damage Traditionally the emphasis on resources has been on commodities However the

value of noncommodity resources as either monetary or relative values is now being used ongoing

research efforts will provide a better means of equating widely varying physical biological and aesthetic

values

Cover Vegetation used by wildlife for protection from predators or to mitigate weather conditions or to

reproduce May also refer to the protection of the soil and the shading provided to herbs and forbs by

vegetation FEMAT

Critical Habitat Under the Endangered Species Act critical habitat is defined as 1 the specific areas

within the geographic area occupied by a federally listed species on which are found physical and

biological features essential to the conservation of the species and that may require special management

considerations or protection and 2 specific areas outside the geographic area occupied by a listed

species when it is determined that such areas are essential for the conservation of the species FEMAT

Criteria Air Pollutants A group of common air pollutants regulated by the Environmental Protection

Agency on the basis of criteria information on health andor environmental effects of pollution

Concentrations of these criteria pollutants are limited by NationalAmbient Air Quality Standards

NAAQS

Cumulative Effects Those effects on the environment that result from the incremental effect of the action

when added to the past present and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency

Federal or nonfederal or person undertakes such other actions Cumulative effects can result from

individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time FEMAT

Debris Flow A rapid moving mass of rock fragments soil and mud with more than halfA of the

particles being larger than sand size

Debris Slide A slow to rapid slide involving downslope translation of relatively dry and predominantly

unconsolidated materials with more than half of the particles being larger than sand size FEMAT

Debris Torrent Rapid movement of a large quantity of materials wood and sedimentsi down a stream

channel during storms or floods This generally occurs in smaller streams and results in scouring of

streambed

Decay Class See Log Decomposition Class

Decommission To remove those elements of a road that reroute hillslope drainage and present slope

stability hazards Another term for this is hydrologic obliteration FEMAT
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Demography The quantitative analysis of population structure and trends population dynamics

FEMAT

Designated Conservation Area DCA A contiguous area of habitat to be managed and conserved for

spotted owls under the Final Draft Recovery Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl This general description

can be applied to two DCA categories DCA 1 Category intended to support at least 20 pairs of spotted

owls DCA 2 Category intended to support one to 19 pairs of spotted owls FEMAT

Detritivores Organisms that feed on dead animals or partially decomposed organic matter

Direct Effects for Employment and Income Those effects that impact sectors either exporting processed

wood products from the economic area or selling those products to final consumers An example of direct

employment would be people working in a sawmill

Dispersal Habitat Habitat that supports the life needs of an individual animal during dispersal

Generally satisfies needs for foraging roosting and protection from predators FEMAT

Dissected Cut by erosional processes into hills and valleys or into flat interstream areas and valleys

FEMAT

District An administrative unit within the Bureau of Land Management

Disturbance A force that causes significant change in structure andor composition through natural

events such as fire flood wind or earthquake mortality caused by insect ori disease outbreaks or by

humancaused events eg the harvest of forest products FEMAT

Drainage An area basin mostly bounded by ridges or other similar topographic features encompassing

part most or all of a watershed and enclosing some
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Edge Effect The effect of adjoining vegetative communities on the population structure along the

margin which often provides for greater numbers of species and higher population densities than either

adjoining community Edge may result in negative effects as well habitat along an edge is different than

in the patch of habitat thus reducing the effective area of the habitat patch

Effects Effects impacts and consequences as used in this environmental impact statement are

synonymous Effects may be direct indirect or cumulative and may fall in one of these categories

aesthetic historic cultural economic social health or ecological such as the effects on natural resources

and on the components structures and functioning of affected ecosystems

Endangered Species Any species of plant or animal defined through the Endangered Species Act as

being in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range and published in the

Federal Register FEMAT

Endemic A species that is unique to a specific locality FEMAT

Environmental Analysis An analysis of alternative actions and their predictable short term and

long term environmental effects incorporating physical biological economic and social considerations

FEMAT

Environmental Assessment EA A systematic analysis of sitespecific activities used to determine

whether such activities have a significant effect on the quality of the human environment and whether a

formal environmental impact statement is required and to aid an agency’s compliance with the National

Environmental Policy Act when no environmental impact statement is necessary FEMAT

Ephemeral Streams Streams that contain running water only sporadically such as during and following

storm events FEMAT

Epizootic Outbreak of disease an epidemic in a population of non human animals

Even Aged Management A silvicultural system which creates forest stands that are primarily of a single

age or limited range of ages Creation of even aged stands may be accomplished through the clearcut

seed tree or shelterwood methods

Extirpation The elimination of a species from a particular area FEMAT

Fauna The animal life of a region or geological period

Fault A break or shear in the continuity of a body of rock on which there has been an observable

displacement of the two parts FEMAT

Fecundity Number of female young produced per adult female in the population offa interest FEMAT

Federal Land Policy and Management Act FLPMA A law passed in 1976 applying to the Bureau of

Land Management directing the management of lands administered by that agency including the

requirement to develop land use plans and prepare regulations to guide that development

Final Environmental Impact Statement FEIS The final report of environmental effects of proposed

action on an area of land This is required for major federal actions under Section 102 of the National

Environmental Policy Act It is a revision of the draft environmental impact statement to include public

and agency responses to the draft FEMAT
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FishBearing Streams Any stream containing any species of fish for any period of time

Floodplain Level lowland bordering a stream or river onto which the flow spreads at flood stage

FEMAT
Food Web A modified food chain that expresses feeding relationships at various changing trophic

levels

Flora The plant life of a region or geological period

Forest Land Land that is now or is capable of becoming at least 10 percent stocked with forest trees and

that has not been developed for nontimber use FEMAT

Forest Types A classification of forest land based on the tree species presently forming a plurality of

basal area stocking or crown cover of live trees

Forest Watershed The forested drainage area contributing water organic matter dissolved nutrients

and sediments to a lake or stream FEMAT

Fractured A rock mass separated into distinct fragments FEMAT

Fragmentation The process of reducing size and connectivity of stands that compose a forest FEMAT

Fuelbreak An area of land on which the native vegetation has been removed or modified so that fires

burning into it can be controlled more readily Some fuelbreaks contain firelines which can be quickly

widened with hand tools or by burning

Fuel Loading The weight of fuel present at a given site usually expressed in tons per acre This value

generally refers to the fuel that would typically be available for consumption by fire Fuel loading varies

as a result of disturbance including human activities thea magnitude of that disturbance the

successional stage of the vegetation and other conditionsA of the site

Fuel Profile The amount and characteristics of live fuel and coarse woody debris in a given area The

amount is referred to as the fuel loading while the characteristics include the horizontal and vertical

arrangement and continuity of fuels that affect the spread and intensity of fire

Geomorphic Pertaining to the form or shape of those processes that affect the surface of the earth

FEMAT

Granitic Any light colored coarse grained rock formed at considerable depth by crystallization of

molten rock FEMAT

Green Tree Retention A stand management practice in which live trees as well as snags and large

down wood are left as biological legacies within harvest units to provide habitat components over the next

management cycle There are two levels

High level A regeneration harvest designed to retain the highest level of trees possible while still

providing enough disturbance to allow regeneration and growth of the naturally occurring mixture

of tree species Such harvest should allow for the regeneration of intolerant and tolerant species

Harvest design would also retain cover and structural features necessary to provide foraging and

dispersal habitat for mature and old growth dependent species
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Low level A regeneration harvest designed to retain only enough green trees and other structural

components snag coarse woody debris etc to result in the development of stands that meet old

growth definitions within 100 to 120 years after harvest entry considering overstory mortality

FEMAT

Habitat Capability The estimated number of pairs of spotted owls that can be supported by the kind

amount and distribution of suitable habitat in the area As used in the Final Draft Recovery Plan for the

Northern Spotted Owl this means the same as capability to support spotted owl pairs FEMAT

Helibase A location within the general area of a wildfire or emergency event that is used to park

maintain fuel and load helicopters

Heterogeneity The condition or state of being different in kind or nature

Hibernacula A case or covering which protects all or part of an animal or plant from extreme cold A

winter shelter for plants or dormant animals

High Intensity Fire A fire with the capability to be stand replacing or to cause excessive damage to late

successional forest characteristics

High Severity Fire A wildfire event with acute ecological impacts usually but not always of high

intensity FEMAT

Hybridization The crossing or mating of two different varieties of plants or animals FEMAT

Hypogeous Living or maturing below the surface of the ground ie seedling cotyledons

Hyporheic Zone The area under the stream channel and floodplain that contributes to the stream

FEMAT

Indirect Effects for Employment and Income Those that impact other production trade ti and service

sectors that provide the production inputs needed to manufacture the processed wood products An
example of indirect employment would be people who manufacture the saw blades used in the sawmills

Ingrowth The period after successional growth of a forest stand when it reaches a specified age or

structure class For instance spotted owl forage habitat FEMAT

Inner Gorge A stream reach bounded by steep valley walls that terminate upslope into a more gentle

topography Common in areas of rapid stream downcuttng or uplift such as northern California and

southwestern Oregon FEMAT

Insectivores Plants or animals which feed on insects

Interdisciplinary Team A group of individuals with varying areas of specialty assembled to solve a

problem or perform a task The team is assembled out of recognition that no one scientific discipline is

sufficiently broad enough to adequately analyze the problem and propose action FEMAT

Intermittent Stream Any non permanent flowing drainage feature having a definable channel and

evidence of annual scour or deposition This includes what are sometimes referred to as ephemeral

streams if they meet these two criteria FEMAT
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Key Watershed As defined by National Forest and Bureau Land Management District fish biologists a

watershed containing 1 habitat for potentially threatened species or stocks of anadromous salmonids or

other potentially threatened fish or 2 greater than 6 square miles with high quality water and fish

habitat FEMAT

Known Pairs or Resident Singles owls Northern spotted owl activity centers identified prior to

January 1 1994

Landscape A heterogenous land area with interacting ecosystems that are repeated in similar form

throughout FEMAT

Large Scale Fire A very largesized fire compared to the natural range of fire sizes of the fire regime in

the geographic area considered Fires that greatly exceed the typical fire size are often of high intensity

and may cause profound fire effects

Late Successional Forests Forest seral stages which include mature and oldgrowth age classes

Late Successional Reserve A forest in its mature andor old growth stages that has been reserved under

each option in this report see Old growth Forest and Succession FEMAT

Lava Flow A congealed stream of lava FEMAT

Litter Layer The loose relatively undecomposed organic debris on the surface of the forest floor made up

typically of leaves bark small branches and other fallen material see also Duff Layer FEMAT

Log Decomposition Class Any of five stages of deterioration of logs in the forest Stages range from

essentially sound class 1 to almost total decomposition class 5 FEMAT

Long Term Soil Productivity The capability of soil to sustain inherent natural growth potential of plants

and plant communities over time

LSOG Forest or Stands Latesuccessional andor old growth Forests or stands consisting of trees and

structural attributes and supporting biological communities and processes associated with old growth

andor mature forests FEMAT

Managed Forest Any forest land that is treated with silvicultural practices andor harvested Generally

applied to land that is harvested on a scheduled basis and contributes to an allowable sale quantity

FEMAT

Managed Late Successional Areas Selected harvest areas and managed pair areas

FEMAT

Managed Pair Areas In some portions of the northern spotted owl’s range it is necessary to provide

additional protection in the matrix for pairs of owls and territorial singles This consists of delineating a

core habitat area plus additional acreage of suitable habitat around the core The acreage to be delineated

around the core varies throughout the range based on data for pairs in that area The suitable acreage

must be delineated in an area equal to the mean home range for that physiographic province Appropriate

silvicultural treatment is encouraged in suitable and unsuitable habitat in the acreage around the core

FEMAT
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Management Activity An activity undertaken for the purpose of harvesting traversing transporting

protecting changing replenishing or otherwise using resources FEMAT

Management Framework Plan MFP A land use plan that established coordinated land use allocations

for all resource and support activities for a specific land area within a Bureaud of Land Management

District It established objectives and constraints for each resource and support activity and provided data

for consideration in program planning This process has been replaced by the Resource Management

Planning process FEMAT

Marbled Murrelet Zone 1 A 10 to 40 milewide zone adjacent to marine areas in which the majority of

marbled murrelet detections and nests are located FEMAT

Marbled Murrelet Zone 2 An inland zone that abuts marbled murrelet zone 1 Numbers of murrelet

detections in zone 2 indicate that it is used by only a small fraction of the breeding population FEMAT

Mass Movement The downslope movement of earth caused by gravity Includes but is not limited to

landslides rock falls debris avalanches an creep It does not however include surface erosion by running

water It may be caused by natural erosional processes or by natural disturbances eg earthquakes or fire

events or human disturbances eg mining or road construction FEMAT

Matrix Federal lands outside of reserves withdrawn areas and Managed Late Successional areas

FEMAT

Merchantable Trees Stands Timber Trees or stands that people will buy for the woodc they contain

FEMAT

Mesic Pertaining to or adapted to an area that has a balanced supply of water neither wet nor dry

FEMAT

Microhabitats A restricted set of distinctive environmental conditions that constitute ai small habitat

such as the area under a log FEMAT

Mitigation measures Modifications of actions that 1avoid impacts by not taking a certain action or

parts of an action 2 minimize impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its

implementation 3 rectify impacts by repairing rehabilitating or restoring the affected environment 4
reduce or eliminate impacts over time by preservation and maintenance operations during the life of the

action or 5 compensate for impacts by replacing or providing substitute resources or environments

FEMAT

Monitoring A process of collecting information to evaluate if objective and anticipated or assumed

results of a management plan are being realized or if implementation is proceeding as planned FEMAT

Mosaic Burn A burn pattern that leaves a range of spatial and temporal effects as a result of different

fire intensities and durations The objective of mosaic burning is to caused differential fire effects across

the landscape

Multistoried Forest stands that contain trees of various heights and diameter classes and therefore

support foliage at various heights in the vertical profile of the stand FEMAT

Mycotrophic Feeding on or otherwise being nourished by fungi
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National Ambient Air Quality Standards NAAQS Standards set by the Environmental Protection

Agency that limit the concentrations of certain air pollutants that endanger public health or welfare

National Environmental Policy Act NEPA An Act passed in 1969 to declare a National policy that

encourages productive and enjoyable harmony between humankind and the environment promotes

efforts that prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and

welfare of humanity enriches the understanding of the ecological systems and natural resources

important to the nation and establishes a Council on Environmental Quality The Principal Laws Relating

to Forest Service Activities Agric Handb 453 USDA Forest Service 359 p FEMAT

National Forest Management Act NFMA A law passed in 1976 as an amendment to the Forest and

Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act requiring the preparation of Forest Plans and the

preparation of regulations to guide that development FEMAT

Nesting Roosting and Foraging Habitat The forest vegetation with the age class species of trees

structure sufficient area and adequate food source to meet some or all of the life needs of the northern

spotted owl FEMAT

Neotropical Designating or of the biogeographic realm that includes South America the Indies Central

America and tropical Mexico

Nonattainment Area A geographic area in which the level of a criteria air pollutant is higher than the

level allowed by federal standards set by the Environmental Protection Agency A single geographic area

may have acceptable levels of one criteria air pollutant but unacceptable levels of other criteria

pollutants resulting in an area that is in both attainment and nonattainment status at the same time

Noncommercial Tree Species Minor conifer and hardwood species whose yields are not reflected in the

commercial conifer forest land allowable sale quantity Some species may be managed and sold under a

suitable woodland allowable sale quantity and therefore may be commercial as a woodland species

FEMAT
Nonforest Land Land developed for nontimber uses or land incapable of being 10 percent stocked with

forest trees FEMAT

OC Lands Public lands granted to the Oregon and California Railroad Company or the Coos Bay

Wagon Road Company and subsequently revested to the United States which are managed by the Bureau

of Land Management under the authority of the OC Lands Act

OffChannel Habitat Channels or ponds in a floodplain at least seasonally connected toi the primary

channel that are in addition to and frequently parallel the primary flowing channel These most

frequently occur in unconstrained reaches

OldGrowth Associated Species Plant and animal species that exhibit a strong association with old

growth forests FEMAT

OldGrowth Emphasis Areas OGEA In Bureau of Land Management Draft planning documents of

1992 areas where management emphasis will be given to providing for old growth associated species and

biological diversity Management would provide for timber production when consistent with local and

landscape level diversity FEMAT

OldGrowth Forest A forest stand usually at least 180 220 years old with moderate to high canopy

closure a multilayered multispecies canopy dominated by large overstory trees high incidence of large
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trees some with broken tops and other indications of old and decaying wood decadence numerous

large snags and heavy accumulations of wood including large logs on the ground FEMAT

Orographic Influenced or caused by the effect of mountains as in moisture laden air being forced across

mountains thereby cooling and condensing and if in sufficient quantity this is deposited on the higher

terrain as precipitation The amount of precipitation on the higher terrain may be significantly greater

than on the surrounding landscape

Overstory Trees that provide the uppermost layer of foliage in a forest with more than one roughly

horizontal layer of foliage FEMAT

Packing A temporary influx of organisms of various sex and age classes into remaining suitable habitat

as previously available habitat is changed to unsuitable conditions FEMAT

Pair Site An amount of habitat that is considered capable of supporting one pair of spotted owls FEMAT

Partial Cutting Removal of selected trees from a forest stand FEMAT

Passerine Pertaining to an order Passeriformes of small or medium sized chiefly perching songbirds

having grasping feet with the first toe directed backward

Patch A small 20 60 acre part of the forest This term is often used to indicate a type of clearcutting

patch cuts associated with the staggered setting approach to distributing harvest units across the

landscape FEMAT

Perennial Stream A stream that typically has running water on a year round basis FEMAT
Persistence As in population persistence is a term for the capacity of a population to maintain sufficient

numbers and distribution over time

Physiographic Province A geographic area having a similar set of biophysicalti characteristics and

processes due to effects of climate and geology which result in patterns of soils and broad scale plant

communities Habitat patterns wildlife distributions andA historical land use patterns may differ

significantly from those of adjacent provinces FEMAT

Planning Area All of the lands within a Federal agency’s management boundary addressed in land

management plans FEMAT

Plateau A tableland of flat topped region of considerable extent and elevation FEMAT

PM10 Particulate Matter smaller than 10 micrometers in size A criteria pollutant comprised of airborne

solid and liquid particles that are 10 micrometers or smaller in size Because of its small size PM10 readily

lodges in the lungs thus increasing respiratory and cardiac diseases in humans and other organisms

Population Viability Probability that a population will persist for a specified period across its range

despite normal fluctuations in population and environmental conditions FEMAT

Precommercial Thinning The practice of removing some of the trees less than merchantable size from a

stand so that remaining trees will grow faster FEMAT

Prescribed Fire A fire burning within an approved predefined and planned prescription The fire may

result from either a planned or natural ignition When a prescribed fire exceeds the prescription andor

planned perimeter it may be declared a wildfire
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Presuppression Activities organized advance of fire occurrence to ensure effective suppression action

andor to minimize risk to humans and resource damage FEMAT

Prevention of Significant Deterioration PSD A program under the Clean Air Act that sets forth

regulations to prevent degrading the air in areas where the air is already cleaners than required by the

National Ambient Air Quality Standards

Probable Sale Quantity PSQ Probable sale quantity PSQ was used by the Assessment Team rather

than allowable sales quantity ASQ to describe the allowable harvest levels for the various alternatives

that could be maintained without decline over the long term if the schedule of harvests and regeneration

were followed Allowable was changed to probable to reflect some uncertainty in the calculations for

the various alternatives for example many of the alternatives require watershed analysis in Key

Watersheds before timber harvest can occur Estimates were made of probable sale levels using a set of

interim rules for those Key Watersheds PSQ is otherwise comparable to ASQ PSQ includes only

scheduled or regulated yields from the matrix and does not include other wood or volume of cull and

other products that are not normally part of ASQ calculations

Propagule A reproductive structure of brown algae

Quarter Township An area approximately 3 miles square containing nine sections of land FEMAT

Range of the Northern Spotted Owl The range of the northern spotted owl in the United States is

generally comprised of lands in western Washington and Oregon and northern California See Figure 21

in Chapter 2

Receipts Those priced benefits for which money will actually be paid to the managing agency recreation

fees timber harvest mineral leases and special use fees

Record of Decision A document separate from but associated with an environmental impact statement

that states the management decision identifies all alternatives including both the environmentally

preferable and selected alternatives states whether all practicable means to avoid environmental harm

from the selected alternative have been adopted and ifla not why not FEMAT

Recovery Plan A plan for the conservation and survival of an endangered species or a threatened species

listed under the Endangered Species Act to improve the status of the species to justify delisting in

accordance with the Endangered Species Act

Reforestation The natural or artificial restocking of an area with forest trees most commonly used in

reference to artificial stocking FEMAT

Refugia Locations and habitats that support populations of organisms that are limited to small

fragments of their previous geographic range ie endemic populations FEMAT

Region A Forest Service administrative unit The two Regions affected by this proposed action are the

Pacific Northwest Region Region 6which includes National Forests ind Oregon and Washington and the

Pacific Southwest Region Region 5 which includesA National Forests in California FEMAT

Regional Guide The guide developed to meet the requirements of the Forest andd Rangeland Renewable

Resources Planning Act of 1974 as amended by the National ForestA Management Act Regional Guides

provide standards and guidelines for addressing major issues and management concerns which need to

be considered at the Regional level to5 facilitate National Forest planning FEMAT
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Regulations Generally refers to the Code of Federal Regulations FEMAT

Rescue Effect Immigration of new individuals sufficient to maintain a population that might otherwise

decline toward extinction FEMAT

Research Natural Area RNA An area set aside by a public or private agency specificallyA to preserve a

representative sample of an ecological community primarily for scientific and educational purposes In

Forest Service usage research natural areas are areas designated to ensure representative samples of as

many of the major naturally occurring plant communities as possible FEMAT

Reserved PairAreas In those portions of the species range where habitat and owl populations were

inadequate to apply the criteria creating designated conservation areas then individual pair areas were

also reserved These are areas of suitable habitat identified for pairs and territorial single owls The

acreage of these areas varies throughout the range based on data for pairs in each physiographic

province All suitable habitat is reserved in an area equal to the mean home range for that province

FEMAT

Resource Advisor A resource specialist designated to assist fire management personnel in the protection

of resource values biological physical social or cultural during the suppression of a wildfire This

protection is intended to limit the negative impacts of both the wildfire and the fire suppression actions

Resource Management Plan RMP A land use plan prepared by an agency under current regulations in

accordance with the Federal Land Policy and Management Act FEMAT

Riparian Area As specifically defined in the FEMAT Report a geographic area containing an aquatic

ecosystem and adjacent upland areas that directly affect it This includes floodplain woodlands and all

areas within a horizontal distance of approximately 100 feet from the normal line of high water of a stream

channel or from the shoreline of a standing body of water

Riparian Habitat Conservation Area Portions of a watershed that contribute to the creation and

maintenance of fish habitat FEMAT

Riparian Reserves Designated riparian areas found outside LateSuccessional Reserves FEMAT

Riparian Zone As specifically defined in the FEMAT Report those terrestrial areas where the vegetation

complex and microclimate conditions are products of the combined presence and influence of perennial

andor intermittent water associated high water tables and soils that exhibit some wetness

characteristics Normally used to refer to the zone within which plants grow rooted in the water table of

these rivers streams lakes ponds reservoirs springs marshes seeps bogs and wet meadows

Ripping The process of breaking up or loosening compacted soil eg skid trails or spur roads to better

assure penetration of roots of young tree seedlings FEMAT

Roadless Area Areas typically exceeding
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Rotation The planned number of years between regeneration of a forest stand and its final harvest

regeneration cut or harvest A forest’s age at final harvest is referred to as rotation age In this report an

extended rotation is 120 180 years a long rotation 180 years FEMAT

Roost The resting behavior of an animal FEMAT

Rural Interface urban wildland interface A line area or zone where structures and other human

developments meet or intermingle with undeveloped wildland or vegetative fuels

Salmonid Refers to fish of the family Salmonidae Within the range of the northern spotted owl these

include all salmon trout and whitefish

Scour Evidence of movement of material erosion or deposition in a downslope direction due to

transport of water Substrate in channel different than surrounding substrate mineral or litter layers

Similar substrate underlays surrounding mineral or litter layers

Scribner A system for estimating the number of board feet that may be produced from a tree or log

Seasonally Saturated Soil A soil that is saturated flooded or ponded long enough during the growing

season to develop anaerobic conditions

Second Growth Relatively young forests that have developed following a disturbance eg wholesale

cutting serious fire or insect attack of the previous old growth forest FEMAT

Sediment Yield The quantity of soil rock particles organic matter or other dissolved or suspended

debris is transported through a cross section of stream in a given period Measured in dry weight or by

volume Consists of dissolved load suspended load and bed load FEMAT

Seeps Places where water oozes from the ground to form a pool

Selection Cutting a method of uneven aged management involving the harvesting of single trees from

stands singletree selection or in groups group selection without harvesting the entire stand at any one

time FEMAT

Sensitive Species Those species that 1have appeared in the Federal Register as proposed for

classification and are under consideration for official listing as endangered or threatened species or 2 are

on an official state list or 3 are recognized by the US Forest Service or other management agency as

needing special management to prevent their being placed on Federal or state lists FEMAT

Seral Stages The series of relatively transitory planned communities that develop during ecological

succession from bare ground to the climax stage FEMAT

Serpentine Soils Soils developed on altered ultramafic rocks FEMAT

Serpentinite Peridotite The association of dark colored coarse grained iron and magnesium rich

igneous rock peridotite with the products of hydrothermal alteration and faulting of these rocks

serpentinite FEMAT

Shelterwood A regeneration method under an even aged silvicultural system A portion of the mature

stand is retained as a source of seed andor protection during the period of regeneration The mature

stand is removed in two or more cuttings FEMAT
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Shoreline Coastline ratio The ratio of the actual shoreline length to the length of a line running north

south between the northern and southern coastal borders of the analysis area

Short List Refers to Appendix 5D Attributes of Terrestrial NonFishVertebrates Closely Associated

With Old Growth Forests in National Forests Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl Short List

of the Scientific Analysis Team Report Thomas et al 1993

Silvicultural Prescription A professional plan for controlling the establishment composition

constitution and growth of forests FEMAT

Silvicultural System A planned sequence of treatments or prescriptions over the entire life of a forest

stand needed to meet management objectives

Site Potential Tree A tree that has attained the average maximum height possible given site conditions

where it occurs FEMAT

Slope Stability The resistance of a natural or artificial slope or other inclined surface to failureby
landsliding mass movement FEMAT

Snag Any standing dead partially dead or defective cull tree at least 10 inches in diameter at breast

height and at least 6feet tall A hard snag is composed primarily of sound wood generally merchantable

A soft snag is composed primarily of wood in advanced stages of decay and deterioration generally not

merchantable FEMAT

Soil Productivity Capacity or suitability of a soil for establishment and growth of a specified crop or

plant species primarily through nutrient availability FEMAT

Speciation The process by which a new species comes into existence the origin of a new species

Spotted Owl Additions Areas of LSOG or suitable spotted owl habitat or potential owl habitat added

to most significant LSOG forest LSOG1 to ensure compliance with the Interagency Scientific

Committee Strategy FEMAT

Staging Areas Temporary locations near wildfires or other emergency events where fire suppression

resources eg firefighting personnel and heavy equipment are available to respond at very short notice

Stand Tree Stand An aggregation of trees occupying a specific area and sufficiently uniform in

composition age arrangement and condition so that it is distinguishable from the forest in adjoining

areas FEMAT

Standards and Guidelines The rules and limits governing actions and the principles specifying the

environmental conditions or levels to be achieved and maintained

State Implementation Plan SIP A detailed description of the programs and regulations a state will use

to reduce air pollution The Clean Air Act requires the Environmental Protection Agency to review and

approve each SIP

Stocked Stocking The degree an area of land is occupied by trees as measured by basal area or number

of trees FEMAT

Structural Diversity The diversity of forest structure both vertical and horizontal that provides for a

variety of forest habitats for plants and animals The variety results from layering or tiering of the canopy
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and the die back death and ultimate decay of trees In aquatic habitats the presence of a variety of

structural features such as logs and boulders that create a variety of habitat FEMAT

Subadult A young spotted owl that has dispersed but not yet reached breeding age Subadults are in

their second or in some cases third year of life FEMAT

Subdrainage A land area basin bounded by ridges or similar topographic features encompassing only

part of a watershed and enclosing on the order of
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Torpor A state of being dormant or inactive

Total Suspended Particulates TSP A broad category of particulate matter that includes essentially all

solid or liquid particles in the ambient air The Environmental Protection Agency previously recognized

TSP as a criteria pollutant but in 1987 the standard was revised to cover only particulate matter less than

10 micrometers in size PM10

Township See Quarter Township

Ultramafic Dark colored igneous rocks composed of minerals which are enriched in iron and

magnesium See Serpentinite peridotite FEMAT

Unconsolidated Deposits Sediments that are loosely arranged with particles that are not cemented

together Includes alluvial glacial volcanic and landslide deposits FEMAT

Underburning Prescribed burning of the forest floor or understory for botanical or wildlife habitat

objectives hazard reduction or silvicultural objectives FEMAT

Understory The trees and other woody species growing under the canopies of larger adjacent trees and

other woody growth FEMAT

Uneven aged Management A combination of actions that simultaneously maintains continuous tall

forest cover recurring regeneration of desirable species and the orderly growth and development of trees

through a range of diameter or age classes Cutting methods that develop and maintain uneven aged

stands are singletree selection and group selection FEMAT

Ungulate A hoofed mammal

Unstable and Potentially Unstable Lands The unstable land component of the Riparian Reserves

includes lands which are prone to mass failure under natural conditions unroaded unharvested and

where human activities such as road construction and timber harvest are likely to increase landslide

distribution in time and space to the point where this change is likely to modify natural geomnorphic and

hydrologic processes such as the delivery of sediment and wood to channels which will in turn affect

aquatic ecosystems including streams springs seeps wetlands and marshes

The following types of land are included 1active landslides and those which exhibit sound evidence of

movement in the past 400 years 2 inner gorges 3 those lands identified as unstable by geologic

investigations using the criteria stated above includes lands already classified by the Forest Service as

unsuited for programmed timber harvest due to irreversible soil loss and by the BLM as nonsuitable

fragile lands Highly erodible lands ie lands prone to sheet and rill erosion are not included in this

definition FEMAT

Uplift A structurally high area in the earth’s crust produced by positive movements that raise or

upthrust the rocks FEMAT

Viability The ability of a wildlife or plant population to maintain sufficient size so that is persists over

time in spite of normal fluctuations in numbers usually expressed as a probability of maintaining a

specific population for a specified period FEMAT

Viable Population A wildlife or plant population that contains an adequate number of reproductive

individuals appropriately distributed on the planning area to ensure the long term existence of the

species FEMAT
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Water Quality The chemical physical and biological characteristics of water FEMAT

Watershed The drainage basin contributing water organic matter dissolved nutrients and sediments to

a stream or lake FEMAT

Watershed Analysis A systematic procedure for characterizing watershed and ecological processes to

meet specific management and social objectives Watershed analysis provides a basis for ecosystem

management planning that is applied to watersheds of approximately 20 to 200 square miles FEMAT

Westside Generally west of the crest of the Cascade Range

Wetlands Areas that are inundated by surface water or ground water with a frequency sufficient to

support and under normal circumstances do or would support a prevalence of vegetative or aquatic life

that require saturated or seasonally saturated soil conditions for growth and reproduction Executive

Order 11990 Wetlands generally include but are not limited to swamps marshes bogs and similar

areas FEMAT

Wild and Scenic River System Those rivers or section of rivers designated as such by Congressional

action under the Wild and Scenic River Act Public Law 90 542 1968 as supplemented and amended or

those sections of rivers designated as wild scenic or recreational by an act of the legislature of the state or

states through which they flow FEMAT

Wilderness Areas designated by congressional action under the 1964 Wilderness Act Wilderness is

defined as undeveloped Federal land retaining its primeval character and influence without permanent

improvements or human habitation Wilderness areas are protected and managed to preserve their natural

conditions which generally appear to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature with the

imprintof human activity substantially unnoticeable have outstanding opportunities for solitude or for a

primitive and confined type of recreation include at least
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Abbreviations and AcronymsR

ACEC Area of Critical Environmental Concern

ASQ Allowable Sale Quantity

AQRV Air Quality Related Values

BLM Bureau of Land Management USDI
BMP Best Management Practice

CEQ Council on Environmental Quality

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CMAI Current Mean Annual increment

dbh diameter at breast heightR

DCA Designated Conservation AreaR

EIS Environmental Impact StatementR

FEIS Final Environmental Impact StatementR

FEMAT Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment TeamR

FLPMA Federal Land Policy and Management ActR

FSH Forest Service HandbookR

FSM Forest Service ManualR

FWS US Fish and Wildlife Service USDI R

GIS Geographic Information SystemR

ISC Interagency Scientific CommitteeR

LSOG LateSuccessional and Old Growth ForestR

MFP Management Framework PlanR

MMBF Million Board FeetR

MUSYA Multiple Use Sustained Yield ActR

NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality StandardsR

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act of 1969R

NFMA National Forest Management Act of 1976R

NMFS National Marine Fisheries Service US Dept of Commerce ROC Oregon and California Railroad Company revested lands see Glossary R

PM10 Particulate Matter 10 microns in diameter R

PSD Prevention of Significant DeteriorationR

PSQ Probable Sale QuantityR

RMP Resource Management PlanR

RPA Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning ActR

RNA Research Natural AreaR

ROD Record of DecisionR

SAT Scientific Analysis TeamR

SEIS Supplemental Environmental Impact StatementR

SIP State Implementation PlanR

TAMM Timber Assessment Market ModelR

USDA United States Department of AgricultureR

USDI United States Department of the InteriorR

In this Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement any reference to owl or spotted

owl refers to the northern spotted owl Strix occidentaliscarina unless specifically

identified as another species or subspecies Any reference to the Assessment Team refers

specifically to the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team



Changes Between the DraftandFinalSEIS

Appendices

Changes Between the Draft and Final SEIS

The following changes were made to the appendices between the Draft and Final SEIS Minor corrections

explanations and edits are not included in this list

Appendix B2 Principles for Management was retitled Ecological Principles for Management of Late

successional Forests and was shortened and clarified

Appendix B3 Adaptive Management Areas was revised

Implementation guidelines for Adaptive Management Areas were added

Proposals for funding of Adaptive Management Areas were deleted

The guidance for Late Successional Reserves within the Finney and Northern Coast Range Adaptive

Management Areas was changed Adaptive Management Area plans in these two areas may modify

Late Successional Reserve designation or management but must continue to meet the emphasis of these

Adaptive Management Areas which is restoration and maintenance of late successional forest habitat

and riparian or marbled murrelet habitat

The maximum age for thinning in the Northern Coast Range Adaptive Management Area was raised to

110 years

The provision for a stable timber supply from the Finney Adaptive Management Area was deleted

because a substantial portion of that area is devoted to protection of marbled murrelet habitat

Within the Olympic Adaptive Management Area LateSuccessional Reserves were expanded to include

LS OGls and LSOG2s for protection of marbled murrelet habitat

The
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Appendix B8 Fire Management Standards and Guidelines was added and clarifies the role of fire and

fuels management across all land designations

Appendix B9 BLM Spotted Owl Standards and Guidelines was added to clarify management of

northern spotted owl habitat on lands administered by the BLM The standards and guidelines apply to

all alternatives except Alternative 7

Appendix B10 Grants Pass Line was not changed but appeared as Appendix B7 in the Draft SEIS

Appendix B11 Standards and Guidelines Resulting from Additional Species Analysis and Changes to

Alternative 9 was added to describe the standards and guidelines added and the land allocation

changes made to Alternative 9 to benefit certain species through improved habitat conditions

Appendix E Implementation Structure was changed The Report of the Agency Coordination Working

Group that appeared in the Draft SEIS is not reprinted in this Final SEIS A section on the adaptive

management process as currently envisioned was added A copy of the interagency Memorandum of

Understanding for Forest Ecosystem Management that establishes the implementation structure to

implement the provisions of the selected alternative was added

Appendix F Response to Public Comments was added It includes summaries of the public commentsR

received on the Draft SEIS and responses to those comments R

Appendix G Biological Opinion was added It includes the Biological Opinion on the preferred

alternative of the Final SEIS and the Biological Assessment on the Draft SEIS

Appendix H Scientific Analysis Team SAT Report was added as an uncirculated appendix

Appendix 1Monitoring and Evaluation Plan was added This plan will be used in conjunction with the

selected alternative to guide the monitoring and evaluation processes

Appendix Jt Technical Information was added It contains Estimationof Vital Rates of the NorthernSpotted

Owl a report that presents new spotted owl demographic analysis as well as additional uncirculated

documents and working papers that support the additional species analysis in the Final SEIS
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Appendix A

Forest Ecosystem Management
An Ecological Economic and
Social Assessment

This appendix consists of the report ForestEcosystem Management An Ecological Economic and SocialAssessment
It was prepared by the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team FEMAT and waspresented

to the Office of Environmental Policy at the White House on July
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Appendix B

Additional Information on Standards

and Guidelines

This appendix contains additional information about specific standards and guidelines or processes The

individual alternative descriptions in Chapter 2 indicate when and how these elements apply to each

alternative

R1 Revised Preferred Alternative for Western Oregon BLM Description of the Bureau of Land

Management’s Revised Preferred Alternative USDI BLM unpub which was developed following receipt

of public comments to the August 1992 Draft Resource Management Plans

B2 Ecological Principles for Management of Late Successional Forests This section is adapted from

the FEMAT Report to provide additional information on the objectives and assumptions regarding

management of latesuccessional forests

B3 Adaptive Management Areas Describes overall objectives for Adaptive Management Areas and

provides specific objectives for each particular area Adapted from the FEMAT Report

B4 Protection Buffers Additional standards and guidelines for other species in the upland forest

matrix Adapted from the Scientific Analysis Team Report Thomas et al 1993

B5 Recovery Plan Standards and Guidelines Guidelines for silvicultural activities and salvage in

Late Successional Reserves and Managed LateSuccessional Areas adapted from the FinalDraft Recovery

Planfor the Northern Spotted Owl USDI unpub

B16 Aquatic Conservation Strategy Excerpts from Chapter V of the FEMAT Report specific to

delineation and management of Riparian Reserves Key Watersheds watershed analysis and watershed

restoration

B7 Late Successional Reserve Standards and Guidelines LateSuccessional Reserve standards and

guidelines for multiple use activities other than silviculture Adapted from the FinalDraft Recovery Planfor

the Northern Spotted Owl USDI unpub

B8 Standards and Guidelines for Fire Management Consolidation of the standards and guidelines

of the FEMAT Report to provide clarification of fire and fuels management objectives

B9 BLM Spotted Owl Standards and Guidelines Standards and guidelines retained or adapted

from the BLM Revised Preferred Alternative USDI BLM unpub that are specific to northern spotted owl

habitat

B10 Grants Pass Line Line between northern and southern General Forest Management Areas from

the map of the Preferred Alternative Draft Medford District Resource Management Plan and

Environmental Impact Statement USDI BLM 1992d August 1992

B11 Standards and Guidelines Resulting from Additional Species Analysis and Changes to

Alternative 9 Standards and guidelines developed to increase protection of habitat for species whose

habitat assessments were relatively low under Alternative 9 in the Draft SEIS

Additional Information on Standards and Guidelines E B1
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Appendix B1

Revised Preferred Alternative for Western

Oregon BLM
This appendix discusses the Bureau of Land Management’s Revised Preferred Alternative which was

developed following receipt of public comments to the August 1992 Draft Resource Management

Plans This section applies to all alternatives

PREFACE

In August 1992 the Salem Eugene Coos Bay Roseburg and Medford Districts and the Klamath Falls

Resource Area of the Lakeview District of the Bureau of Land Management BLM published Draft

Resource Management Plans and Environmental Impact Statements RMPEISs USDI BLM 1992a f
This portion of Appendix B contains part of an unpublished draft document that summarizes the BLM
revision intended for the Draft RMPEISs for western Oregon The entire document was provided to

the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team for use in developing various options for the

FEMAT Report Appendix A The sections that are not reproduced in this appendix are those

portions that have little bearing on the development of an overall strategy for managing late

successional and oldgrowth forests

Following the analysis of public comments on the Draft Plans resource specialists and managers

revised the strategy set forth in the preferred alternatives This revision was intended to be developed

into the Proposed Resource Management Plans and Final Environmental Impact Statements for the

western Oregon BLM Districts This was originally expected to be published during the summer of

1993 Work was stopped on this project as a result of President Clinton’s directive to develop an

interagency approach that would consider forest management within the range of the northern

spotted owl The reader should note that this portion of Appendix B reflects the developmental stage

of the Revised Preferred Alternative at the time work was interrupted The editing and revision that

was anticipated did not take place However the text and accompanying maps show the management

direction and land use allocations that were used by the Assessment Team and which are part of the

various alternatives described in this SEIS

Important revisions to the Draft Plans include

The change of connectivity design from a corridor concept to an island biogeography

concept that uses islands of habitat to link large habitat areas and to add richness and

diversity to the General Forest Management Area the matrix These habitat islands usually

600 acres or larger are referred to as Connectivity Diversity Blocks

The addition of Managed Pair Areas and Reserved Pair Areas as described in the FinalDraft

Recovery Planfor the NorthernSpotted OwDl USDI unpub
The adjustment of OldGrowth Emphasis Area OGEA boundaries to coincide with

boundaries of Designated Conservation Areas DCAs in the Final Draft Spotted Owl

Recovery Plan
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The BLM’s District maps show land allocations and are included at the end of this section The

redesigned connectivity areas are shown along with combined categories of reserve or conservation

areas For a clear and full view of the land allocations and management guidelines these maps should

be used in conjunction with the original maps and text published with the Draft RMPEISs for

western Oregon and the standards and guidelines contained in the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery

Plan see Appendix E5 Recovery Plan Standard and Guidelines The relationship of the strategy used

in the BLM Draft Plans to the alternatives in this SEIS is described in Chapter 2 of this document

Subsequent to the public comment period for this SEIS further revisions were made to the

management direction to the Draft Plans These changes are listed in Appendix B9 BLM Spotted Owl

Standards and Guidelines In addition other changes and revisions are anticipated as the BLM
completes the Proposed Resource Management Plans and Final Environmental Impact Statements for

the western Oregon Districts making them consistent with this SEIS

Abbreviations used in Appendix Bi

ACEC Area of Critical Environmental Concern

ASQ Allowable Sale Quantity

BLM Bureau of Land Management

BMP Best Management Practice

CRMP Coordinated Resource Management Plan

dbh diameter breast height

DCA Designated Conservation Area

DEQ Department of Environmental Quality

GFMA General Forest Management Area

HMP Habitat Management Plan

INSOCG Interagency Northern Spotted Owl Conservation Group

LWD Large Woody Debris

MPA Managed Pair Area

NSO No Surface Occupancy

ODFW Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

OGEA OldGrowth Emphasis Area

ORV OffRoad Vehicle

PRMP Proposed Resource Management Plan

RMA Riparian Management Area

RMP Resource Management Plan

RPA Reserved Pair Area

SMA Special Management Area

TPCC Timber Production Capability Classification

VRM Visual Resource Management
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Bureau of Land Management

Western Oregon Resource Management Plan

Revised Preferred Alternative

Introduction

Vision

The Bureau of Land Management BLM will manage the natural resources under its jurisdiction in

western Oregon in a manner complementary to and in cooperation with other land owners so that

both the ecological condition of the natural environment and the social wellbeing will be maintained

and enhanced

The basic principles supporting this vision are that

it is possible to manage resources in a manner that harmoniously provides for human use and a

healthy natural environment

stewardship the intelligent involvement of people working with natural processes will be

essential for successful implementation

BLM cannot achieve the vision alone but can by its management processes and through

cooperation with others be a significant catalyst for achievement

the focus must be ecological rather than on a single resource or species

a carefully designed program of monitoring research and adaptation will be the change

mechanism for this long term mission

Strategy Western Oregon and District Wide

Lands administered by the BLM can be managed to maintain healthy functioning ecosystems while

providing a sustainable production of natural resources This management strategy Ecosystem Based

Management is the careful and skillful use of ecological economic social and managerial principles

which ensure the sustained desired conditions of the whole Ecosystem management is a strategy that

emphasizes the whole and the relationships within the ecosystem instead of individual independent

components Ecosystem management looks at sustainable systems and products that people want and

need It is a balance between social acceptability economic feasibility and physical biological

possibility

The building blocks for this strategy consist of four major land use allocations which are designed to

meet the overall vision of ecosystem based management of BLMadministered lands in western

Oregon These building blocks are arranged on the landscape to complement assumed management

strategies of other landowners while restoring or maintaining the diversity abundance and

distribution of both plant communities and wildlife habitat to prevent species loss

Revised Preferred Altemative for Westem Oregon BLM El B5
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Objectives for the four major land use allocations are described below

OldGrowth Emphasis Areas OGEAs would be managed to maintain increase or develop old

growth characteristics They would be located where they would support regional biological

diversity and would represent approximately 25 to 30 percent of BLM administered lands in

western Oregon

General Forest Management Areas GFMAs would be managed for forest production while

providing for long term site productivity forest health cavity nester habitat and biological

legacies A variety of seral stages would be represented In the next few decades older forest seral

stages would be retained but in the long term the landscape in the GFMA would have a mosaic

of even aged stands except southern GFMAs and the Klamath Falls Resource Area ranging

from young stands to stands 70 to 110 years old

Connectivity Diversity Blocks would be managed to provide movement dispersal connectivity

opportunities and add to the richness and diversity of the landscape Approximately 25 to 30

percent of these blocks would be retained in old growth condition Where old growth was not

available 25 to 30 percent of the oldest available forest would be retained These areas would be

located within the GFMA to complement larger old growth areas such as OGEAs Wilderness

and parks

Special Management Areas SMAs would be managed to maintain the special values they

represent such as riparian research natural areas recreation or environmental education They

contribute to the overall strategy by providing a diversity of habitats throughout the landscape

Special Management Areas are scattered throughout the landscape and often overlap the other

three land use allocations These areas contribute to the overall strategy by providing a diversity

of habitats throughout the landscape

The specific objectives for these Special Management Areas are identified in the following resource by

resource discussion

Implementation

The resource management plan RMP establishes objectives and land use allocations at a relatively

broad level Under ecosystem based management implementation is best accomplished at the

landscape level Landscape level management considers all resources and social and economic values

at the same time when designing actions looks at an entire landscape watershed subwatershed or

other logical ecological landscape considers all lands in landscape ignore property lines builds

partnerships to facilitate and enhance landscape ecosystem management and where appropriate

consolidates and replaces individual resource specific activity plans with landscape level plans These

plans will be developed considering all components of the ecosystem rather than the prior method of

concentrating on one resource such as a recreation area that only discussed recreation opportunities

and not wildlife habitat projects

A landscape is a heterogeneous area composed of a cluster of interacting ecosystems that are repeated

in similar form throughout For example an area drained by a major stream within a climatic regime

geomorphic processes and natural vegetation patterns are fairly uniform A landscape is larger than a

stand and smaller than a region and thus can vary greatly in size
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A key feature of landscape management is considering the landscape in relationship with the next

larger and next smaller landscape For example when planning for a landscape consisting of a
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Resource by Resource Discussion

The following discusses Objectives Land Use Allocations and Management Actions Direction for the

various resources commodities and programs Although described separately each contribute

collectively and cumulatively to meeting the overall strategy of managing the bioregion and must be

considered together to accurately reflect the concept of ecosystem based management

In this document an objective is the desired condition of a resource that the BLM will work toward

using prescribed management actions and land use allocations Land Use Allocations are the uses for

an area that are allowed limited or excluded as well as the terms and conditions of these uses

Management actions direction are those specific actions that the BLM intends to take in order to

achieve the objectives described for each resource or program It is anticipated that as we implement

the plan we may adapt these management actions direction to assure that we meet the objectives

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY

Resource Condition Objectives

Restore or maintain the diversity of naturally occurring ecosystems communities and native species

in abundances and distributions which prevent the loss of native plant community types or

indigenous plant or wildlife species habitat within the District

Maintain representative examples of the full spectrum of ecosystems biological communities habitats

and their ecological processes Provide for the increase of the scientific understanding of biological

diversity and conservation

Protect enhance and restore the plant community structure species composition and ecological

processes of special habitats to sustain healthy function

Restore or maintain or oldgrowth forest areas to provide for those plant and animal species and

processes associated with these habitats

Establish a system of oldgrowth habitat islands connectivity diversity blocks across the GFMA to

provide for movement dispersal and connectivity of plant and animal species and to maintain

ecotypic richness and diversity in the forest matrix of the GFMA These connectivity diversity blocks

would be arranged on the landscape in size and number to provide for the following

wide ranging animals can travel migrate meet mates

genetic interchange can occur

populations can move in response to environmental change and natural disasters

individuals can recolonize habitats from which populations have been locally extirpated

link physiographic regions large habitat areas ecological continents ie OGEAs
Wilderness Forest Service Designated Conservation Areas DCAs etc

add or maintain richness and ecotypic diversity to the landscape

allow for unknown species and processes keep the pieces strategy
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Within the GFMA emphasis would be placed on use of intensive forest management practices and

investments to maintain a high level of sustainable timber production while maintaining long term

site productivity biological legacies and a biologically diverse forest matrix

Land Use Allocations

Manage oldgrowth emphasis areas OGEAs for old growth forest conditions These are located

where they support regional biological diversity These areas would also be managed to provide large

blocks of habitat for spotted owls and are coincident with the DCAs in the FinalDraftRecovery Planfor

the Northern Spotted Owl USDI unpub

Connectivity diversity blocks would be established usually about 640 acres in size using a

landscape strategy which incorporates the following considerations

value of the old growth habitat island is related to the matrix or context within which it

occurs eg agricultural industrial forest residential etc

structure or content of the island eg forestable acres existing age classes or condition etc

complement the landscape pattern make use of strengthen tiein landscape features such

as special areas Visual Resource Management VRM special status species habitat wild

and scenic rivers Riparian Management Areas RMAs TPCC watershed etc

areas that either presently lack or would lack under GFMA management landscape

ecotypic diversity and richness

strategic location for function and integrity eg connectivity of OGEAs DCAs
physiographic regions etc

opportunity for travel corridors and connectivity eg riparian VRM TPCC etc

The strategy for establishing the connectivity diversity blocks would incorporate the concepts of

island biography The number of islands would be an important consideration and the balanced

against size The large habitat islands or continents would be set in the OGEAs Reserved Pair Areas

RPAs Managed Pair Areas MPAs DCAs Wilderness and other large reserves on BLM and Forest

Service land The biological diversity blocks would create habitat archipelagos and connect the large

habitat islands The biological diversity blocks would complement the large islands by creating a

greater number of habitat islands with smaller interisland distances which would provide greater

connectivity and greatly increase the prospect for frequent colonization movement etc The potential

flora and fauna interaction between habitat areas would be increased

The number of biological diversity blocks needed to create or maintain landscape richness and

diversity would vary depending on the specific context or matrix of an area

General Forest Management Areas would be managed for forest production while providing for long

term site productivity forest health cavity nester habitat and biological legacies A variety of seral

stages would be represented In the next few decades older forest seral stages would be retained but

in the long term the landscape in the GFMA would have a mosaic of even aged stands except

southern GFMAs and the Klamath Falls Resource Area ranging from young stands to stands 70 to

110 years old

Special Management Areas would be managed to maintain the special values they represent such as

riparian Areas of Critical Environmental Concern ACECs research natural areas recreation
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marbled murrelet sites fragile sites or problem reforestation sites They contribute to the overall

strategy by providing a diversity of habitats throughout the landscape Special Management Areas are

scattered throughout the landscape and often overlap the other three land use allocations These areas

contribute to the overall strategy by providing a diversity of habitats throughout the landscape

Special habitats forested or nonforested which are distinct from the general forest matrix such as

ponds bogs springs seeps marshes swamps prairies meadows oak woodlands dunes balds cliffs

caves talus slopes rock outcrops serpentine barrens bluffs caves salt licks and mineral springs

would be maintained in a natural condition in the same abundance and distribution across the

landscape Protect and maintain species composition ecotones and ecological processes of these

habitats to sustain a healthy ecosystem and contribute to maintenance of biological diversity Special

habitats occur across all land use allocations

Management Actions Direction

OldGrowth Emphasis Areas Existing oldgrowth forests and spotted owl habitat would be

maintained Stands would be managed to accelerate the development of oldgrowth forest conditions

and spotted owl habitat

Management activities would include young stand maintenance and management and density

management thinning to speed up or enhance old growth habitat Density management harvests

would be limited to 10 percent of any OGEA per decade Regeneration harvest would be deferred for

80 years After 80 years regeneration harvesting would be limited to systems designed to reestablish

ecological oldgrowth conditions or to maintain those conditions

Prescribed fire and density management would be used where appropriate to maintain or restore

ecological processes and forest health or prevent appreciable loss of habitat In some cases there are

significant threats to habitat maintenance posed by forest health factors such as unnaturally dense

stands or understories resulting from fire suppression In these situations departures from the

established management direction could be allowed from the established management direction in

order to preclude the loss of spotted owl habitat or oldgrowth forest stands Proposals for such

departures would be contingent upon concurrence by the Interagency Northern Spotted Owl
Conservation Group INSOCG

Management activities would maintain or improve the present function of spotted owl habitat eg
nesting roosting foraging or dispersal In addition activities would not retard the development of

suitable habitat or old growth characteristics In addition no activities would be allowed within 14

mile of active spotted owl nesting centers of activity and no density management would occur within

14 mile

Activity plans would be developed for the OGEAs to direct site specific management activities These

plans would include an assessment of wildfire potential role of prescribed fire and road

management Unless these plans direct otherwise intensive fire suppression strategies would be used

when controlling wildfire and new road construction would be minimized to that necessary for

thinning Only arterial and major collector roads would remain open to the public in these areas

Connectivity Diversity Blocks The connectivity diversity blocks would be managed to maintain a

minimum of 25 to 30 percent old growth condition both long term and short term where it exists The
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percentage of oldgrowth habitat may be measured at a sub watershed or compartment level that

consists of logical groups of connectivity diversity blocks The percentage of habitat could include

existing SMAs The size and arrangement of habitat within the block should provide as effective

habitat as possible

The silvicultural retention system used would be designed to recreate forest ecosystems that closely

resemble natural oldgrowth systems in composition structure and function Retained structural

components would include live trees snag and large down woody material These would be

distributed in various ways in the stand on the landscape Hardwoods would be retained or restored

in stands at a level consistent with the identified target stand The silviculture retention system would

mimic a moderately heavy large scale natural disturbance event which results in the initiation of a

new stand cohort The regeneration harvest would resemble a shelterwood cut with trees scattered

irregularly andor grouped Retained trees would represent a range of species vigor and condition

The connectivity diversity blocks would be managed with 12 to 18 green conifers retained per acre at

regeneration harvest The silvicultural goal of the retention trees and subsequent density management

would be the recovery of oldgrowth conditions in approximately 100 to 120 years Following

wildfires or other large disturbances salvage logging would be allowed leaving at least 4 snags per

acre all remaining green trees and at least 4 tons of coarse woody debris Stands under 150 years old

and smaller more fragmented stands would have a higher priority for harvest than older more intact

stands

General Forest Management Areas Emphasis would be placed on the use of intensive forest

management practices and investments to maintain a high level of sustainable timber production

while maintaining longterm site productivity biological legacies and a biologically diverse forest

matrix

Regeneration harvest units would retain a minimum of 68 green conifers per acre along with snags

coarse woody debris and hardwoods to provide a biologically diverse stand

Retain PortOrford cedarto identify genetically transmitted resistance mechanisms and for its

contribution to biological diversity Proactively manage to limit the spread of Phytophthora

Lateralis and reduce the number of infected areas

Manage Pacific yew consistent with Forest Service BLM strategy This strategy includes assuring a

sustainable supply of taxol while maintaining the presence and function of Pacific yew in the

ecosystem

Special Habitats Generally a 100 200 foot buffer would be maintained but this could be increased

decreased or manipulated based on site specific circumstances and the objective to protect the special

habitat values Ecologically significant buffers would be determined by interdisciplinary teams

comprised of all program specialists

Use silvicultural prescriptions and fire management to manage special habitats such as oak

woodlands prairies meadows marshes and grassy balds to prevent the encroachment of dense

underbrush shade tolerant conifers and other species not naturally found in these plant communities

under more natural fire conditions
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New roads and other rightsofway pipelines powerlines etc would avoid special habitats which

contain components or are themselves not represented adequately within the landscape to maintain

biological diversity Where new roads or other rightsofway affect special habitats they would be

located to minimize effects to these habitats where physically possible

WATER SOIL RIPARIAN AND WETLAND RESOURCES

Objectives

Manage water resources in compliance with legal requirements to protect maintain or improve the

quality of water resources and watershed values associated with BLMadministered land including

surface and ground water quality and quantity

Meet or exceed State water quality standards and protect designated beneficial uses

Maintain or improve the biological chemical and physical functions of the stream ecosystem

Manage riparian zones to maintain or improve riparian conditions that support water related

functions eg streambank stability physical filtering of water source of coarse woody debris to

dissipate flood energy and create aquatic habitat water storage aquifer recharge carrying and storing

flood flows and insulating streams from summer and winter temperature extremes

Manage riparian zones and wetlands in accordance with the BLM Riparian Wetlands Initiative for the

1990 s Management would emphasize protection of riparianwetland areas and associated uplands

rehabilitation and maintenance of riparianwetland areas and partnership and cooperative

rehabilitation and management of riparianwetland areas

Maintain or improve riparian habitat for wildlife and native plant diversity

Protect wetlands in accordance with Executive Order 11990 to minimize destruction modification

loss or degradation and to preserve and enhance their beneficial values

Protect floodplains in accordance with Executive Order 11988 to restore and preserve their natural

and beneficial values

Manage watersheds providing surface water used by community water systems to comply with the

Clean Water Act

Manage uplands to minimizenonpoint source pollution and moderate extremes in streamrflow by

maintaining or improving hydrologic functions eg infiltration instream flow ground water

quantity etc

Protect long term soil productivity by minimizing erosion including landslides and maintaining

beneficial physical and chemical properties of soils

StreamRiparian Management Area Condition Objectives by Stream Order and Type

The following stream condition objectives apply specifically to the GFMA and Connectivity Diversity

Blocks Higher levels of protection Will be provided in OGEAs and Special Management Areas
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Nonfish Bearing Intermittent Order1

Stable stream channel and banks

Adequate vegetation to minimize entry of nonpoint source pollution eg sediment from upslope

activities into stream channel

Adequate stream structure to minimize sediment movement downstream

Adequate shade to prevent evaporation of subsurface moisture in stream channel

50 percent of natural large woody debris LWD input

Low to Moderate level of aquatic habitat

Marginal habitat conditions along hardwood and shrub buffers for terrestrial amphibians and small

mammals

Nonfish Bearing Intermittent Order2

Stable stream channel and banks

Adequate vegetation to minimizeor prevent entry of nonpoint source pollution eg sediment from

upslope activities into stream channel

Adequate stream structure to minimize sediment movement downstream

Adequate shade to prevent evaporation of subsurface moisture in stream channel

70 percent of optimum large woody debris input

Moderate level of aquatic habitat

Marginal habitat conditions along hardwood and shrub buffers for terrestrial amphibians and small

mammals

Nonfish Bearing PerennialOrder 1and 2

Stable stream channel and banks

Adequate vegetation to prevent entry of nonpoint source pollution eg sediment from upslope

activities into stream channel

Adequate stream structure to minimize sediment movement downstream

95100 percent of optimum stream shading to maintain or reduce summer maximumwater

temperatures

80 percent of optimum large woody debris input

Moderate level of aquatic habitat

Limited amounts of suitable habitat for terrestrial amphibians and small mammals
Low level of large mammal travel zones

Nonfish Bearing Intermittent or Perennial Order 3

Stable stream channel and banks

Adequate vegetation to prevent entry of nonpoint source pollution eg sediment from upslope

activities into stream channel

Adequate stream structure to minimize sediment movement downstream

95100 percent of optimum stream shading to maintain or reduce summer maximumwater

temperatures

90 percent of optimum large woody debris input

High level of aquatic habitat

Limited amounts of suitable habitat for terrestrial amphibians and small mammals

Low level of large mammal travel zones
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FishBearing Intermittentor PerennialOrder 1 2 and 3

Stable stream channel and banks

Adequate vegetation to prevent entry of nonpoint source pollution eg sediment from upslope

activities into stream channel

Adequate stream structure to minimize sediment movement downstream

95100 percent of optimum stream shading to maintain or reduce summer maximum water

temperatures

100 percent of optimum large woody debris input

High level of aquatic habitat

High level of fish habitat

Limited amounts of suitable habitat for terrestrial amphibians and small mammals
High level of large mammal travel zones

High level of nesting for riparian associated water birds and raptors

Fish or Nonfish Bearing intermittent or PerennialOrder4

Stable stream channel and banks

Adequate vegetation to prevent entry of nonpoint source pollution eg sediment from upslope

activities into stream channel

Adequate stream structure to minimize sediment movement downstream

95100 percent of optimum stream shading to maintain or reduce summer maximumwater

temperatures

100 percent of optimum large woody debris input

High level of aquatic habitat

High level of fish habitat

Adequate amounts of suitable habitat for terrestrial amphibians and small mammals

High level of large mammal travel zones

High level of nesting for riparian associated water birds and raptors

Table B11 Aquatic habitat quality rating scale

Parameter Level of Habitat Quality

Low Moderate High

CWD1 Recruitment 50 90 100

Temperature Oregon State Oregon State Oregon State

Standards Standards Standards

Bank Stability 50 unstable 30 unstable 20 unstable

Channel Width

Pool Numbers

Ratio 10 1 710 1 261

Width Depth

Ratio 13 14 1 11 12 1 10 1

CWD Coarse woody debris
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Land Use Allocations

Riparian Management Areas Riparian Management Areas will be established on all streams lakes

and ponds to meet water and riparian objectives RMA widths will be prescribed to fit onthe ground

stream characteristics Design of RMA prescriptions will consider overall watershed and riparian

condition occurrence of sensitive species and designation of a water quality limited stream Specific

elements to be considered when determining RMA widths and prescriptions would include

Amount of roads in watershed

Age and condition of forest stands in watershed

Amount of watershed withdrawn from disturbance

Topography of watershed and immediate area ie side slope

Current condition of aquatic and riparian habitat in watershed

Distance to fish habitat if affected stream does not support fish

Class of stream ie fishbearing nonfish bearing water quality

Width of flood plain

Width of riparian zone

Plant community in both riparian and adjacent upland areas

Stand characteristics of conifers in both riparian and adjacent upland areas

Amount and type of understory vegetation in riparian zone

Soil types in both riparian and adjacent upland areas

Channel type ie constrained unconstrained bed rock controlled alluvial controlled etc

Stream size and order

Stream gradient

Windthrow risk

Stream channel condition upstream and downstream from project area

Table B12 Expected Riparian Management Area RMA widths by stream order and type

Average RMA Width feet

Stream Order Intermittent Perennial Fish

Bearing

1 Partial retention of variable width 75 150

2 Partial retention of variable width 75 150

3 105 150

4 150

5 210

6 240

Lakes and ponds 150
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Expected average RMA widths on each side of stream are displayed in Table B12

Minimum RMA widths on each side of fishbearing streams generally third order and larger streams

or adjacent to lakes and ponds will be the larger of the following three widths the riparian zone the

floodplain or 100 feet horizontal distance from the high water mark Average RMA widths will be

wider and vary by stream order

Timber Production Capability Classification As part of the inventory of lands suitable and capable

of being managed for timber production landslide prone soils and other unstable soils were

identified as not suitable in part to protect watersheds Other surface disturbing activities will be

prohibited unless adequately mitigated to protect water quality

Management Actions Direction

The RMAs along all streams lakes and ponds will be managed to meet the water and riparian

objectives Within RMAs along fishbearing perennial or third order and larger streams lakes and

ponds limited management activities could occur to achieve resource management objectives such as

stream riparian enhancement enhancement of fish and wildlife habitat yarding corridors to facilitate

timber harvest outside the RMA and road crossings Prescribed fire and silvicultural activities could

be used to meet RMA management objectives Snags and down logs will be retained as identified in

Chapter 2 Wildlife of the BLM Draft RMPs

For RMAs along first and second order nonfish bearing intermittent streams management activities

such as stream riparian enhancement timber harvest road crossings prescribed fire planting and

precommercial thinning could occur if designed to meet the water and riparian objectives

Management of these RMAs will emphasize leaving brush hardwoods Pacific yew and

nonmerchantable and noncommercial vegetation to achieve objectives however it is expected that

some conifer retention will also be necessary to meet objectives

Protection for wetlands could include buffering not entering or other measures as needed based on

sitespecific conditions

Springs will be managed as special habitat see Wildlife section of the BLM Draft RMPs

Management activities will comply with Oregon’s Regulations Relating to Water Quality Control

Oregon Administrative Rules 340 41 including the Antidegradation Policy The purpose of the

Antidegradation Policy which includes policies on high quality waters water quality limited waters

and outstanding resource waters is to protect maintain and enhance existing surface water quality to

protect all existing beneficial uses

Management actions will be consistent with Oregon water quality management programs for

designated water quality limited streams

Management activities will be consistent with Oregon’s Nonpoint Source Statewide Management

Program A nonpoint source management program will continue to be implemented in cooperation

with the US Environmental Protection Agency and the Oregon Department of Environmental

Quality DEQ to assure protection of water and water dependent resources Oregon’s nonpoint

source management program requires BLM to implement best management practices BMPs which
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protect the beneficial uses of water BMPs will be selected based on sitespecific conditions technical

and economic feasibility and the water quality regulations for waters potentially affected Timber

harvesting minerals management recreation offroad vehicle ORV use and other

surface disturbing activities will be managed to protect water quality

Watershed and stream enhancement activities such as reducing soil compaction vegetating disturbed

areas and stabilizing streambanks will be conducted to achieve water and soil resource objectives

Chemical uses by BLM authorized contractors and mining operators will provide for protection of

both surface water and ground water Examples of chemicals used could include but are not limited

to herbicides pesticides fertilizers fire retardant solvents at maintenance shops and fuels and

chemicals used in mining operations Herbicides will not be applied within 500 feet of any residence

or other place of human occupancy without the occupant’s consent or within 100 feet of any cropland

Herbicides will not be applied by helicopter within 100 feet of any surface waters by ground vehicles

with boom sprayers within 25 feet of surface water or by vehicle mounted handguns or with

backpacks within 10 feet of surface water

Analysis of cumulative effects will help guide overall project scheduling during the life of the plan

Land exchanges or acquisitions could be used to block up BLM management within watersheds or to

obtain key riparianwetland areas

FISH HABITAT

Objectives

Maintain or enhance the fisheries potential of fish streams and other waters consistent with BLM’s

nationwide Fish and Wildlife 2000 plan

Promote recovery of depressed fish stocks

See the Water Soil Riparian and Wetland section for condition objectives by stream type They also

apply to fish habitat

Land Use Allocations

See Land Use allocations and Management Direction for Water Soil Riparian and Wetland

Resources

Management ActionsDirection

See Land Use allocations and Management Direction for Water Soil Riparian and Wetland

Resources

A regional plan for coastal Oregon Washington and California will be created This plan will serve to

update the BLM’s current anadromous fish management plan and will provide much increased

emphasis on watershed level planning and analysis In the interim to the extent of available funding
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implementation of BLM’s A Five Year Comprehensive Anadromous Fish Habitat Enhancement Plan

for Oregon Coastal Rivers 1985 will continue Projects would be implemented only when they are

compatible with Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife ODFW wild fish management policy

Priority would be given to watersheds supporting at risk fish stocks Rehabilitation efforts could

also focus on streams that have been devastated by natural catastrophic events

To protect investments in fish improvement projects mineral withdrawal would be pursued for the

affected stream reach

In fishproducing streams screening facilities would be required on intakes when granting

rightsofway or easements for water diversions pipelines and ditches across public land Facility

design would meet or exceed ODFW standards

Except for land tenure zone 3 lands riparian and fish habitat would be retained unless land exchanges

would improve management of fish wildlife or riparian habitat elsewhere

BLM would work with Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife to determine appropriate

streamflows for instream water rights Oregon revised statute 537.336 to 537.348 in order to maintain

or enhance aquatic habitat particularly for special status species

SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES HABITAT

Special status species include species which are federal listed federal proposed federal candidate

state listed Bureau sensitive and assessment species

Objectives

Protect manage and conserve federal listed and proposed species and their habitats to achieve their

recovery in compliance with the Endangered Species Act and Bureau Special Status Species policies

Manage for the conservation of federal candidate and Bureau sensitive species and their habitats so as

not to contribute to the need to list and to recover the species

Manage for the conservation of state listed species and their habitats to assist the state in achieving

their management objectives

Maintain or restore plant community structure species composition and ecological processes of

special status plant and animal habitat

Protect and manage assessment species where possible so as to not increase their status

Manage federal listed species to achieve their recovery

The objectives for special status species apply to all land use allocations OGEAs ConnectivityDiversityblocks GFMAs etc Acres of special status species habitat designated on the District will

change throughout the life of the plan as inventories are conducted and the status of species change

Land acquisitions would be pursued where needed to assure survival or recovery of federal listed

proposed or candidate species
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Land Use Allocations

See discussion under each species following

Many Special Habitats and Special Areas see also Biological Diversity and Special Areas sections of

the RMP are designated in the RMP for conservation of special status plant or animal habitats

Management Actions Direction

General management actions direction for special status species habitat are followed by management

actions direction specific to individual species or special habitats

General

Management actions pertaining to all special status plant and animal species and their habitats in

general are presented immediately below and are followed by management actions which are specific

to particular plant and animal species or habitats

In all land use activities and under all land allocations avoid protect or mitigate for all special status

species populations and habitat so as to not contribute to the need to list the nonfederal listed species

and to promote recovery of federal listed species A variety of mitigation measures are possible and

vary according to the specific situation

All proposed actions will be reviewed for special status species and field surveys will be conducted

during the proper season when necessary for agency controlled actions Field surveys may not be

conducted in all cases depending on the number and timing of previous surveys conducted in the

proposed action area and the amount or likelihood of potential habitat present The intensity of field

surveys will also vary depending on the same factors

If a proposed action is determined to affect any federal listed federal proposed federal candidate

state listed or Bureau sensitive species or any of their critical or essential habitat efforts would be

made to modify relocate or abandon the project to avoid affecting the species or its habitat When
BLM determines that a management action that could adversely affect a federal listed federal

proposed or federal candidate species can not be altered and should not be abandoned then

consultation or technical assistance with the US Fish and Wildlife Service or National Marine

Fisheries Service will be initiated

We will coordinate with the US Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service in

compliance with the Endangered Species Act and jointly endeavor to recover the listed and candidate

plant and animal species their habitats and ecosystems

We will coordinate and cooperate with the State of Oregon whenever necessary to assist the BLM in

achieving conservation of state listed species

The distribution abundance reasons for current status and habitat needs will be determined for

federal candidate and Bureau sensitive species occurring on BLM administered land and the

significance of BLM administered land or actions in maintaining those species will be evaluated For
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those federal candidate or Bureau sensitive species where BLM administered land or actions have a

significant effect on their status rangewide or site specific management plans will be developed and

implemented and will include specific habitat and population habitat objectives designed for

recovery

All habitat essential for the survival of federal and state listed federal candidate and Bureau sensitive

species will be retained in federal ownership Where appropriate opportunities exist land acquisitions

through exchange purchase or donation would be pursued where it would contribute to recovery

reduce the need to list by providing protection block up ownership or enhance special status species

habitat Specific opportunities and needs would be identified in sitespecific management plans

Consistent with other plan decisions Bureau assessment species will be protected so as not to increase

their status They will be included in all field inventory and clearance work and all new locations will

be documented Assessment species will be considered in all environmental analyses where impacts

if any will be clearly identified for the population and the species as a whole As funding permits and

as species conservation dictates active management for assessment species may be undertaken to

assure survival of these species in Oregon Prior to any vegetative manipulation surface disturbing

activity or any disposal of BLM administered land a review of the affected site or areas will be

conducted for special status plant and animal species If a proposed action is determined to affect any

federal listed federal proposed federal candidate state listed or Bureau sensitive species or any

critical or essential habitat efforts would be made to modify relocate or abandon the project to avoid

adversely affecting the species or its habitat When BLM determines that a management action that

could adversely affect a federal listed federal proposed or federal candidate species can not be altered

and should not be abandoned then consultation with the US Fish and Wildlife Service will be

initiated Correspondence with the state will be conducted whenever necessary to assist the state in

achieving their objectives for state listed species

Habitat Plant or Wildlife or Species Specific

Northern Spotted Owl Federal Threatened Species

Objectives Promote recovery protect existing owls

Management Actions Direction Residual habitat areas of about 100 acres in size of nesting

roosting and foraging habitat would be protected around the known activity centers for owl pairs or

territorial singles The intent is to protect the core areas in the short term and to provide potential nest

sites in the long term except for those sites that exceed the target number per township identified in

the recovery plan All habitat is reserved for an expected 80 years

Reserved PairAreas would be protected to supplement DCAs until they become fully functional by

maintaining additional suitable habitat and activity centers outside of OGEAs These reserved pair

areas consist of the area surrounding the activity center of a pair or resident single owl at least equal

to the median home range size of pairs in the province All habitat is reserved from harvest for an

expected 80 years

Managed PairAreas managed and available for harvest so long as the median amount of suitable

habitat in home ranges of observed pairs in the province is maintained All habitat would be reserved

for 10 years
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There would be no tree falling within one quarter mile of all active northern spotted owl nest sites

from approximately March 1 to September 30 to avoid disturbance and harm to young owls

Human activities which could disturb owl nesting especially use of large power equipment would be

prohibited within one quarter mile of all active spotted owl nest sites from approximately March 1to

September 30 Nest located next to roads or other areas of human disturbance would not usually

result in restrictions

Marbled Murrelet Proposed Federal Threatened Species

Objectives Will be added

Management Actions Direction Inventories and monitoring for this species would be instituted

Any nest locations and occupied habitat areas would be protected Human disturbance around these

sitesstands would be minimized between approximately March 1and July 15

Bradshaw’s lomatium Lomatiunm bradshawii Federal and State Endangered

The following is an example

Objectives Will be added

Management Actions Direction A Recovery Plan for Bradshaw’s lomatium has not yet been

released by the US Fish and Wildlife Service Interim management of the species will include

Identification of Bradshaw’s lomatium as a special value in and continue the designation of

Long Tom ACEC which is its only present habitat on BLM administered land

Prescribed fire for habitat enhancement and maintenance

Monitoring of the effects of prescribed fire on control of the invading species and of its affect

on the species

Studies and monitoring of population dynamics hydrological and soil characteristics required

by the plant in its native prairie habitat

Coordination with US Fish and Wildlife Service The State of Oregon the US Army Corps of

Engineers and The Nature Conservancy in management of the species across the landscape

Pursuit of opportunities for education about conservation of Bradshaw’s lomatium

Pursuit of opportunities to increase the number of populations of Bradshaw’s lomatium under

BLM management through acquisition and reintroduction

When the Recovery Plan is issued BLM will implement management actions identified for BLM As

needed we will continue to implement interim management actions identified above If the Recovery

Plan and this RMP are not adequate to cover objectives and actions relative to this species a

management plan will be developed

As we gain new knowledge about the species requirements and threats we will conduct other

activities needed to implement the Recovery Plan
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Bald Eagle Federal Threatened Species

Objectives Will be added

Management Actions Direction All actions would be consistent with the Pacific Bald Eagle

Recovery Plan Known habitat sites and potential sites identified in the Recovery or Implementation

Plans would be protected

Peregrine Falcon Federal Endangered Species

Objectives Will be added

Management Actions Direction All actions would be consistent with the Peregrine Falcon Recovery

Plan Known habitat sites and potential sites identified in the Recovery or Implementation Plans

would be protected

Within one mile of active peregrine falcon nest sites human disturbances with the potential to disturb

the nest would be minimized and roads except major arterial roads would be closed between

February 1 and August 15 The areas would be managed to retain diversity of habitats for prey

species They would be designated fire fuels management areas to reduce fuel loadings and manage

habitat conditions As opportunities exist forage for prey species could be enhanced through

plantings of mast and berryproducing shrubs All BLMadministered land would be retained in

federal ownership A Habitat Management Plan would be prepared to provide more specific

management guidelines for peregrine falcons

The core area within one half mile of active peregrine nest sites would receive additional protection

In addition to the measures used in the one mile radius within the protected core area there would be

no scheduled timber harvest no aerial application of herbicides or pesticides and no surface

occupancy NSO for leasable minerals There would be no new road construction unless the activity

would not adversely effect the integrity of the site These areas would be designated priority fire

suppression areas

Potential nest cliffs would be managed to provide for future population expansion The cliffs

themselves would be protected and enhanced if necessary No new road construction would be

permitted within one half mile of these potential nest sites unless the activity would not adversely

affect the integrity of the site and there would be no surface occupancy for leasable minerals These

potential nest sites would be retained under BLM administration

Townsend Big Eared Bat

Objectives Will be added

Management Actions Direction Dense forest conditions would be retained if present or restored

where possible around known colony caves No new road construction would be permitted and

human disturbance would be minimized Seasonal recreational use of these caves could be permitted

if it would not interfere with the bats No surface occupancy would be allowed for leasable minerals

All BLMadministered land would be retained in federal ownership Caves and mine adits would be

inventoried for bats
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Siskiyou Salamander and Del Norte Salamander Federal Candidate Species

Objectives Will be added

Management Actions Direction Surfacedisturbing activities would be avoided where feasible

within 100 feet of talus habitat where the species is found Habitat talus areas where the species is

found would be protected in order to provide shady humid micro habitat Potential habitat would be

inventoried for these species

Special Status Fish species will vary by District Medford example follows

Jenny Creek Sucker Federal Candidate Species Redband Trout Federal Candidate Species Coho
Salmon assessment species Rogue River basin Summer Steelhead American Fisheries Society

proposed threatened species Rogue River basin and Winter Steelhead American Fisheries Society

proposed threatened species Illinois River basin

Objectives Will be added

Management Actions Direction Timber harvest and other surface disturbing activities would be

prohibited within steep canyon areas along Jenny Creek and tributaries

Surface disturbing activities would be designed so they do not degrade habitat for the species listed

above

WILDLIFE HABITAT will vary by District Medford example follows

The overall objective for managing wildlife habitat is to maintain healthy wildlife populations to

contribute to biological diversity and ecosystem health

Cavity Dwellers and Other Snag Associated Species

Objectives Will be added

Management Actions Direction In the General Forest Management Area the following

would apply

Snags live cull trees and green merchantable trees would be retained to provide an average of

approximately 60 percent of the optimum primaryexcavator population habitat needs This generally

corresponds to 180 snags greater than 16 inches diameter breast height dbh per 100 acres of forested

habitat

All unmerchantable snags and culls would be retained unless they pose a safety hazard

Within OGEAs the following would apply

Snags live cull trees and green merchantable trees would be retained to provide at a minimum the

mean number of snags found in each seral stage of unentered stands plus one standard deviation

This generally corresponds to 350 snags greater than 16 inches dbh per 100 acres of forested habitat
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Coarse woody debris would be retained to provide an average of approximately 60 percent of the

mean amounts of down logs found in each seral stage of unentered stands This generally corresponds

to approximately

1
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All roads except major collectors and arterial would be closed between November 15 and April 1
New road construction would be minimized

At least 20 percent of these areas would be maintained in thermal cover 70 percent canopy closure

canopy height of at least 40 feet and large enough to avoid edge effects Management activities would

be allowed in these areas consistent with the objectives for maintaining thermal cover and minimizing

disturbance

Seasonal restrictions would be applied to activities to avoid disturbance between approximately

November 15 and April 1

Where elk management areas overlap with winter range areas management directions for both areas

would be applied

Golden Eagles

Objectives

ActionsDirection Approximately 30 acres would be protected around all

known golden eagle nest sites Within those areas there would be no timber harvest or other

habitat removal Human disturbance would be prohibited between approximately March 1

and July 15 No new roads would be constructed within the 30acre core area around active

nests

TIMBER PRoDucrs

Objectives

Timber management activities would be planned and designed to produce a sustained flow of forest

products in order to contribute to long term stability for dependent communities and local industries

A diversity of forest products timber and nontimber would be offered in order to support both large

and small commercial operations as well as noncommercial operations

All silvicultural systems would be sustainable economically practical and capable of maintaining the

long term health and productivity of the forest ecosystem

Forest management practices would be designed to retain long term site productivity promote

ecosystem health and assure the sustainability of timber production

Silvicultural treatments and harvest schedules would be designed to assure that wood quality is

suitable for the range of current and forecast uses and that maintenance or enhancement of log value

is an objective of silvicultural treatments

Land Use Allocations

Suitable commercial forest land that would be available for timber management includes land in both

the General Forest Management Areas and Connectivity Diversity Blocks In addition suitable
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commercial forest land in OGEAs would be available for density management in the next decade and

would be available for regeneration harvests pending deferral for eight decades

Economically Marginal Lands Lands determined to be economically marginal are not included in the

timber allocation Timber harvest could occur from those lands when changed economic conditions

made them economical and where consistent with land use allocations

Woodlands Timber harvest from woodlands is not planned or included in ASQ estimates but could

occur to carry out management actions designed to achieve nontimber resource objectives as part of

research or to salvage mortality Any harvest would be consistent with other land use allocations and

objectives

Site Class V Lands Site Class V lands would be managed at a lower level of intensity because of

economic considerations and uncertainty about the effect of intensive management on poor sites

Hardwood Stands Medford example Hardwood stands would be managed for production of

commodities as markets became available but regeneration with the same hardwood species mix

would follow harvest Up to one twohundredths of the total hardwood allocation area could be

harvested per year

White oak woodlands would be managed to meet wildlife range and biological diversity objectives

Enhancement of Other Resources Lands unavailable for planned forest management include

woodlands recreation sites RMAs ACECs wild rivers corridors and habitat for threatened and

endangered and special status species including the northern spotted owl Timber harvest would

occur only as part of strategies to enhance other resources such as riparian habitat wildlife habitat or

management of special areas Harvest from these lands would generally not be included in the

planned ASQ

The following lists some of the reasons that timber harvest could occur on these lands

Provide more logical logging units or reduce road construction thereby reducing overall

cumulative effects

Salvage timber killed or substantially damaged by fire wind throw insect infestation or other

catastrophe Such harvest would be accomplished under special silvicultural prescriptions

designed to meet the needs of nontimber allocations made on these lands

Provide for the safety of forest users including removing hazard trees along roads and trails

in campgrounds and administrative sites etc

Facilitate construction operation and maintenance of new facilities such as roads trails power

lines communication facilities recreation or administrative facilities etc

Scientific or research studies

Isolate and release Douglas fir and sugar pine test trees

Maintain or enhance fish and wildlife habitats
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Facilitate development of mines quarries or fluid mineral leases

Modify high fuel hazard areas by construction of shaded fuel breaks andor increase

defensible space for fire suppression by maintenance of early seral stage conditions Such

activity could occur to provide protection for timber production areas oldgrowth blocks or

developed recreational facilities

Management ActionsDirection

Vegetation management treatments would be based on attainment of allocation objectives including

timber production maintenance of wildlife habitat and maintenance of species diversity Herbicides

could be utilized in accordance with the anticipated BLM Management of Competing Vegetation

Record of Decision but preference would be given to strategies which redirected natural ecosystem

processes where practical and where scientific knowledge was adequate to support such strategies

After a transition period to complete needed stand maintenance on clearcuts created by past

management aerial application of herbicides would decline to a negligible level

To minimizethe regeneration period artificial regeneration would be used to supplement natural

reforestation Planting would occur at minimum needed densities using a mix of native species

generally based on the percentage of species existing in the stand to help assure species diversity

Forest fertilization would be used with preference given to fertilization of young even aged stands of

site four and higher in the next decade

Practices that enhance timber quality including pruning would be used

Water quality and site productivity Best Management Practices for soil and water resources would

be used in designing sitespecific silvicultural prescriptions consistent with the objectives of each plan

alternative

Salvage of mortality Salvage of partial or entire stand mortality would occur where consistent with

land use allocations as well as snag and down wood retention objectives for soils and wildlife see

Wildlife section

Species and stocking levels The density and species mixture of commercial forest stands would be

consistent with the design and theme of each alternative Both precommercial and commercial

thinning would be scheduled to achieve desired levels of timber production to maintain stand vigor

and to achieve desired stand characteristics

Reforestation practices All stands subject to regeneration harvest would be promptlyreforested

using seeding planting or natural reforestation techniques Emphasis would be placed on the use of

practices which were based on an understanding of and maintenance of natural ecological

relationships

Site preparation and stand establishment Site preparation stand maintenance stand protection and

release practices would be designed to be consistent with ecological site capabilities and would utilize

approaches which were ecosystem based The approaches would utilized biological methods
prescribed burning chemical treatments and mechanical or manual treatments to meet plan
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objectives and be consistent with decisions in the anticipated Management of Competing Vegetation

Record of Decision Actions would emphasize the use of preventative or ecosystem based strategies

within an integrated approach which considers all available tools natural ecological processes human

health economics fire hazard environmental quality and the maintenance of site productivity Site

preparation treatments would occur promptly after yarding to assure timely reforestation

Hardwood Conversion to Conifers Natural hardwood and shrub communities on suitable

commercial forest land would not be converted to conifer production Stands on commercial forest

land which are dominated by commercial conifers but which also contain a high percentage of

hardwoods at a successional stage would be managed for timber production Suitable commercial

forest land allocated to timber management and dominated by grass shrubs and hardwoods which

resulted from human activity would be restored to conifer protection Enough hardwood species

would be retained to maintain species diversity

Minimum Harvest Age The minimum harvest age varies by district ranging from 60 to 120 years

Allowable Sale Quantity The allowable sale quantity is based on planned timber harvest Volume

sold per year would be as evenly distributed as possible during the decade Generally salvage or

other unplanned harvest would replace the planned sale volume

Utilization standards Sale of forest products would be designed to encourage full utilization of

harvested timber while reserving structural components such as snags and coarse woody debris

consistent with objectives for wildlife habitat management old growth management biological

diversity and site productivity

Logging systems Harvesting methods and yarding systems would be selected based on suitability for

the successful implementation of silvicultural systems operational and economic practicality and

protection of site productivity and water quality

Roads The timber access road network for lands allocated to timber management would be based on

attainment of ready access for appropriate logging systems silvicultural treatments and fire

protection Road management planning would include access needed for silvicultural treatments

inventory and other administrative work Planned road maintenance would protect the existing

investment and watershed values

SPECIAL FOREST PRODUcTS

Objectives

Sale of special forest products firewood burls mushrooms ferns floral greens etc would be

consistent with other land use allocations Sales would ensure resource sustainability and protection

of other resource values such as special status plants or animals species The market value of such

products would be based on their highest and best use

Develop special forest product programs to support economic diversity of local resource dependent

communities
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Land Use Allocations

Sale of special forest products would be consistent with the objectives for other land use allocations

Areas that would not be available for the sale of special forest products could include

Areas of Critical Environmental ConcernR

Research Natural AreasR

Outstanding Natural AreasR

Special Status fauna and flora sitesR

WildernessR

Wild river areasR

Areas used by American Indians under existing treatiesR

Management Actions Direction

Species or groups of plants that would be restricted or limited from harvest would vary by district

SILVICULTURAL SYSTEMS

The silviculture for the various land use allocations essentially has not been changed for the revised

Draft Plans Although the Connectivity Areas were redesigned on the landscape level the

silvicultural approach remained the same with the exception of the retention of 25 percent of the

oldest forest within the Connectivity Diversity Blocks

Table B13 BLM Revised Draft Preferred Alternative

thousand acres

Allocation Salem Eugene Roseburg Coos Bay Medford W Oregon

Category

Conservation

Areas 201 51 185 59 173 41 131 40 251 27 942 40
Special

Management 49 12 23 7 55 13 47 15 272 30 445 19

Connectivity4 41 10 16 5 54 13 20 6 17 2 149 6
General

Forest 107 27 91 29 137 33 129 39 379 41 843 35
Management

Total 39 100 31 100 419 10U7 327 100 919 100
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Figure B13 Eugene District Revised Draft Preferred Alternative
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Figure BI3 continued
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Figure B15 Roseburg District Revised Draft Preferred Alternative
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Figure B15 continued
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Figure B16 Medford Lakeview District Revised Draft Preferred Alternative
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Figure B16 continued
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Appendix B2

Ecological Principles for Management of

LateSuccessional Forests

This section of Appendix B is adapted from the FEMAT Report to provide additional information on

the objectives and assumptions regarding management to protect and enhance habitat for

latesuccessional and oldgrowth related species It clarifies the intent of the standards and guidelines

in order to provide guidance for situations not specifically covered by the standards and guidelines A

similar discussion of the aquatic riparian system is found in the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

Appendix B6 This section applies to all alternatives

General Ecological Basis ForForest Management

Late successional forests are those forest seral stages that include mature and oldgrowth age classes

Thomas et al 1993 One goal of the alternatives is to maintain latesuccessional and old growth

species habitat and ecosystems on federal lands The alternatives differ in the means and the

likelihood of achieving this goal Another goal of forest management on federal lands is to maintain

biological diversity associated with native species and ecosystems in accordance with laws and

regulations Forest ecosystems are quite variable throughout the range of the northern spotted owl

Therefore site specific knowledge of ecosystems will be incorporated into watershed level analysis

and integrated into province level plans

In Late Successional Reserves standards and guidelines are designed to maintain latesuccessional

forest ecosystems and protect them from loss due to large scale fire insect and disease epidemics and

major human impacts The intent is to maintain natural ecosystem processes such as gap dynamics

natural regeneration pathogenic fungal activity insect herbivory and low intensity fire In some

alternatives standards and guidelines encourage the use of silvicultural practices to accelerate the

development of overstocked young plantations into stands with latesuccessional and old growth

forest characteristics and to reduce the risk to Late Successional Reserves from severe impacts

resulting from largescale disturbances and unacceptable loss of habitat

The matrix is an integral part of the management direction included in all alternatives Production of

timber and other commodities is an important objective for the matrix However forests in the matrix

function as connectivity between Late Successional Reserves and provide habitat for a variety of

organisms associated with both latesuccessional and younger forests Standards and guidelines for

the matrix are designed to provide for important ecological functions such as dispersal of organisms

carryover of some species from one stand to the next and maintenance of ecologically valuable

structural components such a s down logs snags and large trees The matrix will also add ecological

diversity by providing early successional habitat

STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION

The structure and composition of latesuccessional and old growth forest ecosystems have been

detailed in numerous publications eg Franklin et al 1981 Spies and Franklin

1988
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et al 1981 identified four major structural attributes of oldgrowth Douglas fir forests live old

growth trees standing dead trees snags fallen trees or logs on the forest floor and logs in streams

Additional important elements typically include multiple canopy layers smaller understory trees

canopy gaps and patchy understory Spies et al 1990 Structural characteristics of latesuccessional

and oldgrowth forests vary with vegetation type disturbance regime and developmental stage For

example in many Douglas fir stands in western Oregon and Washington the mature phase of stand

development begins around 80 years and is characterized by relatively large live and dead trees Spies

and Franklin in press although multiple canopy layers may not yet be well developed In some
forest types subject to frequent low intensity fire such as ponderosa pine the latesuccessional and

oldgrowth stages are typically characterized by relatively open understories and relatively few large

fallen trees in comparison to more moist Douglas firwestern hemlock types Standards and

guidelines designed to promote the desired conditions vary among physiographic provinces because

characteristics of the natural structure and composition of latesuccessional and oldgrowth forests

also vary among the provinces

ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES

Ecological processes include those natural changes that are essential for the development and

maintenance of latesuccessional and oldgrowth forest ecosystems Although the processes that

created the current latesuccessional and old growth ecosystems are not completely understood they

include 1tree growth and maturation 2death and decay of large trees 3 lowtomoderate

intensity disturbances eg fire wind insects and diseases that create canopy openings or gaps in

the various strata of vegetation 4 establishment of trees beneath the maturing overstory trees either

in gaps or under the canopy and 5 closing of canopy gaps by lateral canopy growth or growth of

understory trees These processes result in forests moving through different stages of latesuccessional

and oldgrowth conditions that may span 80 to
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advancement of understory trees that eventually fill the holes in the canopy In Douglas fir stands

west of the Cascade Range this stage begins between 150 to 250 years and may last for an additional

300 to 600 years depending on site conditions and species

The shifting gap stages begins when the last of the original component of overstory oldgrowth trees

dies and all trees in the canopy have established following smaller gaptype disturbances of various

types Forests in the last two stages of development 4 and 5 actually contain all of the stand

developmental stages in a relatively fine grained mosaic of smaller stands The later three stages 3 4
and 5 embody the latesuccessional and old growth conditions that are the focus of this SEIS

Some of the stand development processes such as tree growth and mortality and understory

establishment can be accelerated through silvicultural manipulations Most of the alternatives

provide for the acceleration of these processes in younger stands Other processes such as tree crown

maturation bark thickening and tree bole decay are not readily accelerated through silviculture

Because of limitations in knowledge of latesuccessional and old growth forest processes and lack of

silvicultural experience in old stands it is not certain that oldgrowth ecosystems can be completely

replicated

Most of the current latesuccessional and old growth stands developed from natural regeneration

following wildfire events that occurred during the last 500 to 600 years These fires covered large

areas frequently many thousands of acres Although these fires were large they burned in patches of

variable intensity and severity and left many areas of unburned or lightly burned forest The natural

regime of patchy fires that leave an abundance of large dead trees and lesser amounts of scattered live

trees as individuals and in patches is the basis for silvicultural methods such as retention of green

trees as individuals and in patches

In some cases however natural reburns occurred resulting in relatively little carryover of live trees as

a legacy from the oldgrowth condition Where considerable live and dead material was left following

fires young stands contained many oldgrowth structures and presumably oldgrowth associated

organisms including organisms associated with coarse woody debris on the forest floor

Large fires and relatively long fire return intervals in the moist northern and western physiographic

provinces resulted in periods during which landscapes contained large areas of relatively unbroken

forest cover In the warmer drier physiographic provinces ie the Washington and Oregon Eastern

Cascades the California Cascades and the Oregon and California Klamath Provinces fire is more

frequent less intense and is an integral part of the internal dynamics of a typical stand tens to

hundreds of acres In the drier provinces fire control and timber harvest have decreased the

abundance of some types of old growth such as ponderosa pine that are dependent on frequent low

intensity fires Other types of latesuccessional forest that are less fire resistant or are less desirable for

harvest have become more widely distributed In these areas the potential for stand replacement

wildfires has increased resulting in a higher risk to the stability of current stands reserved for late

successional species

At a landscape scale and over long periods standreplacing wildfires have an important role in

resetting successional processes and developing new areas of latesuccessional forests to replace those

lost through succession or disturbance Silvicultural practices designed to imitate natural processes

may be able to reset succession to achieve stand and landscape level goals This type of silviculture

may meet a variety of ecosystem objectives However experience in applying silviculture for late

successional objectives is limited Until more experience and knowledge about active management to
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produce latesuccessional ecosystems is gained sustaining latesuccessional ecosystems in the

landscape will be best accomplished through retention of existing areas of latesuccessional forest

Given the relatively low remaining proportion of latesuccessional ecosystem in the landscape at the

present time these older forests should be protected from fire and other stand resetting disturbances

ECOSYSTEM FUNCTIONS

Late successional ecosystems perform several ecological functions that appear to be lacking or less

well developed in younger natural forests and managed plantations These functions include

buffering microclimates during seasonal climatic extremes Chen et al 1993 producing food for those

consumer organisms that occupy latesuccessional forests Huff et al 1991 Ure and Maser 1982

storing carbon Harmon et al 1990 providing nutrient and hydrological cycling Franklin and Spies

1991 and providing sources of arthropod predators and organisms beneficial to other ecosystems or

successional stages Schowalter 1989 Oldgrowth ecosystems appear to have high retention of

nutrients Sollins et al 1980 and low soil erosion potential Swanson et al 1982 although differences

in these functions between stand developmental stages may not be large when canopy closure has

occurred Tall deep canopies of latesuccessional forests can also intercept more moisture from clouds

and fog than young plantations Harr 1982

LATE SUCCESSIONAL RESERVES

All alternatives include reserves designed to maintain and enhance latesuccessional forests as a

network of existing oldgrowth forest ecosystems although their size distribution and management

varies These reserves represent a network of existing oldgrowth forests that are retained in their

natural condition with natural processes such as fire allowed to function to the extent possible The

reserves are designed to serve a number of purposes First they provide a distribution quantity and

quality of oldgrowth forest habitat sufficient to avoid foreclosure of future management options

Second they provide habitat for populations of species that are associated with latesuccessional

forests Third they will help ensure that latesuccessional species diversity will be conserved

Late successional forest communities are the result of a unique interaction of disturbance

regeneration succession and climate that can never be recreated in their entirety through

management The structure species composition and function of these forests are in their entirety not

fully understood However silvicultural restoration can accelerate the development of some of the

structural and compositional features of such forests Because they will regenerate by different

processes during a different time period than existing latesuccessional forests silviculturally created

stands may look and function differently from current old growth stands that developed over the last
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THE ROLE OF SILVICULTURE

Silviculture is the art and science of managing forest stands to provide or maintain structures species

composition and growth rates that contribute to forest management goals Silvicultural practices

under the selected alternative will vary considerably because of the broad variety of forest species and

ecosystems within the range of the northern spotted owl The ecosystems range from coastal

temperate rain forests where fire occurs infrequently but where wind may have a major impact to

forests on dry interior sites where disturbance by natural fire and insects is common Within specific

locales the silvicultural practices will be strongly influenced by such factors as nearby residential

areas local wildlife habitat requirements and fire management constraints

Silvicultural systems proposed for Late Successional Reserves have two principal objectives 1
development of oldgrowth forest characteristics including snags logs on the forest floor large trees

and canopy gaps that enable establishment of multiple tree layers and diverse species composition

and 2 prevention of largescale disturbances by fire wind insects and diseases that would destroy

or limit the ability of the reserves to sustain viable forest species populations Tappeiner et al 1992
Small scale disturbances by these agents are natural processes and will be allowed to continue

Matrix objectives for silviculture should include 1production of commercial yields of wood
including those species such as Pacific yew and western red cedar that require extended rotations 2
retention of moderate levels of ecologically valuable oldgrowth components such as snags logs and

relatively large green trees and 3 increasing ecological diversity by providing early successional

habitat

STAND MANAGEMENT

Forests within Late Successional Reserves are composed of managed stands from 2 to over 80 years

old as well as unmanaged latesuccessional and old growth stands The younger stands were

usually established following fire or timber harvest Some of these stands will develop oldgrowth

characteristics without silvicultural intervention However current stocking and structure of some of

these stands were established to produce high yields of timber not to provide for old growth like

forests Consequently silviculture can accelerate the development of young stands into multilayered

stands with large trees and diverse plant species and structures that may in turn maintain or

enhance species diversity Tappeiner et al 1992 discussed management of forest stands for northern

spotted owl habitat including examples of silvicultural systems and treatments that resemble natural

forest disturbances

Stand management in Late Successional Reserves is proposed to focus on stands that have been

regenerated following timber harvest or stands that have been thinned These include stands that will

acquire latesuccessional characteristics more rapidly with treatment or are prone to fire insects

diseases wind or other disturbances that would jeopardize the reserve Depending on stand

conditions treatments could include but not be limited to 1 thinning or managing the overstory to

produce large trees release advanced regeneration of conifers hardwoods or other plants or reduce

risk from fire insects diseases or other environmental variables 2 underplanting and limited

understory vegetation control to begin development of multistory stands 3 killing trees to make

snags and coarse woody debris 4 reforestation and 5 use of prescribed fire
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Stands in the matrix can be managed for timber and other commodity production and to perform an

important role in maintaining biodiversity Silvicultural treatments of forest stands in the matrix can

provide for retention of old growth ecosystem components such as large green trees snags and down
logs and depending on site and forest type can provide for a diversity of species Retention of green

trees following timber harvest in the matrix provides a legacy that bridges past and future forests

Retaining green trees serves several important functions including snag recruitment promoting

multistoried canopies and providing shade and suitable habitat for many organisms in the matrix

Retaining of green trees of various sizes ages and species in well distributed patches as well as

dispersed individuals will promote species diversity These trees may also act as refugia or centers of

dispersal for many organisms including plants fungi lichens Esseen et al 1992 small vertebrates

and arthropods Patches of trees may provide protection for special microsites such as seeps

wetlands or rocky outcrops Trees retained within the Riparian Reserves can contribute to overall

retention objectives but will generally not be sufficiently dispersed across the landscape to fully

satisfy these objectives Diversity of tree structure should be considered when selecting trees for

retention Complex canopy structure and especially leaning boles are beneficial for some lichens

Esseen et al 1992 Trees that are asymmetrical provide a diversity of habitat substrates and often

have more lichen and moss epiphytes on large lateral limbs than symmetrical trees Location of green

trees is also important eg ridgelines are optimal locations for lichen dispersal

Coarse woody debris is essential for many species of vascular plants fungi liverworts mosses

lichens arthropods salamanders reptiles and small mammalsBecause of drier microclimates logs in

the matrix may be occupied by species different from those found on coarse woody debris in late

successional forests However these logs may provide transitional islands for the maintenance and

eventual recovery of some latesuccessional organisms in the matrix

In the matrixsnags support populations of cavity nesters Snags could be created in matrix stands if

they are lacking but there is uncertainty concerning the efficacy of killing trees to provide snags

Adequate numbers of large snags and green trees are especially critical for bats because these trees are

used for maternity roosts temporary night roosts day roosts and hibernacula Large snags and green

trees should be well distributed throughout the matrix because bats compete with primary excavators

and other species that use cavities Day and night roosts are often located at different sites and

migrating bats may roost under bark in small groups Thermal stability within a roost site is important

for bats and large snags and green trees provide that stability Individual bat colonies may use several

roosts during a season as temperature and weather conditions change Large down logs with loose

bark may also be used by some bats for roosting

Local information should be used to refine requirements for quantity size spacing and distribution

of snags and down logs Guides for the retention of snags and down logs must be responsive to safety

considerations during logging and other forest operations

Thinning prescriptions should encourage development of diverse stands with large trees and a variety

of species in the overstory and understory Prescriptions should vary within and among stands

MANAGEMENT OF DISTURBANCE RISKS

Natural disturbance is an important process within latesuccessional forest ecosystems but humans

have altered disturbance regimes Management may be required to reintroduce natural disturbance

such as fire or to minimizesocially unacceptable impacts Fire suppression has resulted in significant
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increases in accumulated fuels within some forests particularly in the Washington and Oregon

Eastern Cascades Provinces the California Cascades Province and the Oregon and California

Klamath Provinces Agee 1990 Deeming 1990 Kauffman 1990 At the same time these forests may
have become much more vulnerable to insects and diseases Mitchell 1990 Mutch et al 1993

Wickman 1992

In Late Successional Reserves in the Washington Western Cascades and coastal areas of Oregon and

Washington manipulation of natural stands to reduce fire hazard is generally not necessary due to a

lower occurrence of fire However fuel management may be desirable in plantations

In Late Successional Reserves in the Eastern Cascades or Klamath Provinces silviculture aimed at

reducing the risk of stand replacing fires may be appropriate Treatments may include thinning and

underburning Due to fire suppression some forests have become quite dense and multistoried

primarily from the invasion of shade tolerant species Tappeiner et al 1992 Density reduction in

midlevel canopy layers by thinning may reduce the probability of crown fires

Underburning can be used to reduce fuel loading and vertical fuel continuity Wildfires in stands that

are managed using underburning are generally less severe and fire suppression is aided To increase

effectiveness underburning should be implemented over large areas Agee and Edmonds 1992 Such

activities in older stands in westside provinces may be warranted when levels of fire risk are high

Compartmentalized landscape units of reduced fuel allow safe access for fire suppression crews and

provide strategic locations for efficient and effective fire suppression Stands are manipulated to

reduce continuity of canopies boles are pruned on residual trees and significant quantities of

understory fuels are removed Agee and Edmonds 1992 Many of these treatments may reduce the

quality of habitat for latesuccessional organisms Thus managers need to seek a balanced approach

that reduces risk of fire while protecting large areas of fireprone latesuccessional forest

Silvicultural systems within the matrix contribute to management of the Late Successional Reserves

Fire and fuels management in the matrix can reduce the risk of fire and other largescale disturbances

that would jeopardize the reserves Harvesting trees immediately adjacent to Late Successional

Reserves may result in increased wind damage along boundaries In such cases feathering stands

within harvest units may be appropriate to reduce this risk Local expertise will be essential in

designing meaningful strategies for wind protection Agee and Edmonds 1992

MANAGEMENT AFrER NATURAL DISTURBANCE

Fire wind insects and diseases have greatly influenced the development of Pacific Northwest forests

Agee 1990 1991 Agee and Edmonds 1992 Kauffman 1990 Fine scale disturbances generally by

insects or diseases cause deaths of single trees or small groups of trees which result in small patches

of early successional vegetation embedded in a larger portion of older forest Coarse scale

disturbances such as fire and wind result in more extensive areas of early seral vegetation Many

native forest organisms have adapted to these cycles and scales of disturbance and regrowth

Most alternatives have provisions for management following natural disturbances in Late

Successional Reserves Direct silvicultural management may be appropriate following disturbances

such as extensive highseverity fires Smaller scale disturbances such as those caused by insects

diseases and wind create small gaps in the overstory that characterize the transition and shifting gap

stages of old growth forest development Spies and Franklin 1989 Spies et al 1990
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Tree mortality is an important and natural process within a forest ecosystem Diseased and damaged

trees and logs are key structural components of latesuccessional and oldgrowth forests Franklin and

Spies 1991 Spies and Franklin 1991 Salvage of dead trees affects the development of future stands

and habitat quality for a number of organisms Snag removal may result in longterm influences on

forest stands because large snags are not produced in natural stands until trees become large and

begin to die from natural mortality Snags are used extensively by cavity nesting birds and mammals
such as woodpeckers nuthatches chickadees squirrels red tree voles and American marten Carey

et al 1991 Gilbert and Allwine 1991a b Lundquist and Mariani 1991 Thomas et al 1993 Removal of

snags following disturbance can reduce the carrying capacity for these species for many years

Coarse woody debris is a necessary component of forest ecosystems This wood provides habitat for a

broad array of vertebrates invertebrates fungi mosses vascular plants and micro organisms

Arthropods salamanders reptiles and small mammals live in or under logs woodpeckers forage on

them and vascular plants and fungi grow on rotting logs Harmon 1986 Thomas et al 1993
Provision for retention of snags and logs normally should be made at least until the new stand begins

to contribute coarse woody debris

USDI unpub

Many natural disturbances do not result in complete mortality of stands For example recent fires in

the Oregon Western Cascades Province killed 25 to 50 percent of trees within the areas burned

leaving 50 to 75 percent of the stands intact USDA FS
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Appendix B3

Adaptive Management Areas

Applicable to Alternative 9 only the following section which is adapted from the FEMAT Report

describes the overall objectives for Adaptive Management Areas as well as more specific objectives for

each particular area Because a primary objective of these areas is innovation more specific standards

and guidelines for management are not provided

Introduction

Adaptive Management Areas are landscape units designated to encourage the development and

testing of technical and social approaches to achieving desired ecological economic and other social

objectives Ten areas ranging from about
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The areas provide for development and demonstration of monitoring protocols and new
approaches to land management that integrate economic and ecological objectives based on

credible development programs and watershed and landscape analysis

Opportunities exist for education including technical training to qualify local community

residents for employment in monitoring and other management programs

Innovation in community involvement is encouraged including approaches to implementation

of initial management strategies and perhaps over the longer term development of new forest

policies

Innovation is expected in developing adequate and stable funding sources for monitoring

research retraining restoration and other activities

Innovation in integration of multiownership watersheds is encouraged among federalR

agencies and is likewise encouraged among state and federal agencies and privateR

landowners R

Innovation in agency organization and personnel policies might include individual

certification requirements and modification of recruitment and promotion procedures to

encourage local longevity among the federal workforce

Selection of the Adaptive Management Areas

Adaptive Management Areas were selected to provide opportunities for innovation to provide

examples in major physiographic provinces and to provide a range of technical challenges from an

emphasis on restoration of latesuccessional forest conditions and riparian zones to integration of

commercial timber harvest with ecological objectives

The Adaptive Management Areas have been geographically located to minimize risk to achieving the

conservation objectives of Alternative 9 The designation of Adaptive Management Areas was

intended to provide a mixture of public and private lands In locating the Adaptive Management

Areas the proximity of communities that were subject to adverse economic impact resulting from

reduced federal timber harvest was considered The social and economic analysis of the Forest

Ecosystem Management Assessment Team was a major source of information that helped guide these

decisions

The Adaptive Management Areas incorporate a mix of ownerships and administrative

responsibilities Six areas include lands administered by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land

Management In two areas Northern Coast Range and Olympic there are significant opportunities

for the states to participate in a major cooperative adaptive management effort The majority of areas

also have interspersed privately owned forest lands that could be incorporated into an overall plan if

landowners so desired

Establishment of the Adaptive Management Areas is not intended to discourage the development of

innovative social and technical approaches to forest resource issues in other locales They are intended

to provide a geographic focus for innovation and experimentation with the intent that such experience

will be widely shared The array of areas provides a balance between having a system of areas that is
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1so large and diffuse that it lacks focus and adequate resources and has extensive management

constraints because of its size and overall impact on regional conservation strategies and 2 too small

to allow for meaningful ecological and social experimentation

Technical Objectives

Two Adaptive Management Areas have scientific and technical innovation and experimentation as

objectives The guiding principle is to allow freedom in forest management approaches to encourage

innovation in achieving the goals of the selected alternative This challenge includes active

involvement by the land management and regulatory agencies early in the planning process

The primary technical objectives of the Adaptive Management Areas are development

demonstration implementation and evaluation of monitoring programs and innovative management

practices that integrate ecological and economic values Experiments including some of large scale

are likely Demonstrations and pilot projects alone while perhaps significant useful and encouraged

in some circumstances may not be sufficient to achieve the objectives

Monitoring is essential to the success of any selected alternative and to an adaptive management

program Hence development and demonstration of monitoring and training of the workforce are

technical challenges and should be emphasized

Technical topics requiring demonstration or investigation are a priority for Adaptive Management

Areas and cover a wide spectrum from the welfare of organisms to ecosystems to landscapes

Included are development demonstration and testing of techniques for

Creation and maintenance of a variety of forest structural conditions including lateRsuccessionalforest conditions and desired riparian habitat conditions R

Integration of timber production with maintenance or restoration of fisheries habitat and water

quality

degraded by past management activities and natural events

Integration of the habitat needs of wildlife particularly of sensitive and threatened species

with timber management

Development of logging and transportation systems with low impact on soil stability and

water quality

Design and testing of effects of forest management activities at the landscape level

Restoration and maintenance of forest health using controlled fire and silvicultural approaches

Each Adaptive Management Area will have an interdisciplinary technical advisory panel including

specialists from outside government agencies that willprovide advice and support to managers and

local communities involved with this effort
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Social Objectives

The primary social objective of Adaptive Management Areas is the provision of flexible

experimentation with policies and management These areas should provide opportunities for land
managing and regulatory agencies other government entities nongovernmental organizations local

groups landowners communities and citizens to work together to develop innovative management
approaches Broadly Adaptive Management Areas are intended to be prototypes of how forest

communities might be sustained

Innovative approaches include social learning and adaptation which depend upon local communities

having sufficient political capacity economic resources and technical expertise to be fullparticipantsinecosystem management Similarly management will need to be coordinated and characterized by

collaboration across political jurisdictions and diverse ownerships This will require mediating across

interests and disciplines strengthening local political capability and enhancing access to technical

expertise Adaptive management is by definition information dependent Setting objectives

developing management guidelines educating and training a workforce organizing interactive

planning and management institutions and monitoring accomplishments all require reliable current

inventories New information technologies can be used to provide such information but a well
trained workforce necessary to collect and assimilate required information is largely lacking Local

persons might be ideally suited to this task if appropriately trained

Agency Approaches and Management Review

Federal agencies are expected to use Adaptive Management Areas to explore alternative ways of

doing business internally and with each other other organizations local and state government and
private landowners In effect the areas should be used to learn to manage as well as to manage to

learn

Agencies are expected to develop plans jointly where multiple agencies are involved for the

Adaptive Management Areas Development of a broad plan that identifies general objectives and
roles and provides flexibility should be the goal Such a plan could be used in competing for financial

resources garnering political support providing a shared vision and identifying experiences to be

tracked

If the Adaptive Management Areas are to make timely contributions to the objectives of the selected

alternative and to the communities it is absolutely critical that initiation of activities not be delayedbyrequirements
for comprehensive plans or consensus documents beyond those required to meet

existing legal requirements for activities Development of such documents canproceedsimultaneouslywith other activities the only area in which detailed planning must precedeanyactivities
is the Snoqualmie Pass Adaptive Management Area Current plans and draft planpreferredalternatives

as modified by the directions established in the selected alternative can provide the

starting point for activities Initial involvement of user groups and communities wouldemphasizehowthe strategy and plans should be implemented

Initial direction and continuing review should be provided by the Regional Interagency Executive

Committee It is important that the interagency coordination involve both the regulatory and

management agencies and that the regulatory agencies participate in planning and regular review

processes
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Adaptive Management Area ImplementationGuidelines

Role of Agencies The agencies will facilitate collaborative efforts partnerships mutual learning and

innovation They will provide staff work to the process of managing the Adaptive Management

Areas This could include providing meeting places meeting facilitation and expert analysis Agency

scientists are expected to provide scientific design of monitoring and experiments though the decision

is reserved for the federal land manager

Although the agencies have a facilitation role the land management agencies retain the authority and

responsibility to make decisions and the regulatory agencies retain the authority and responsibility to

regulate Nothing in these guidelines is intended to change those authorities or responsibilities

Local Communities Specific community roles with public agencies and subject matter experts such

as the technical advisory panels will include helping find innovative ways to set objectives develop

plans implement projects and monitor accomplishments For example Subtitle G of the Farm Bill

gives criteria to identify natural resource dependent communities which may be used if appropriate

when identifying local communities

Participation in Adaptive Management Areas Although the emphasis is on the participation of

people who are actively involved with that geographic location nothing in these guidelines should be

construed to suggest that the interests of people living outside local communities should not be

considered in making agency decisions Participation will be self identifying to the extent possible

Experiments to address how this might happen are encouraged

Project Development and Implementation Specific project planning must

Involve the public early

Coordinate with overall activities within the province

Begin some projects as soon as practicable to respond to and facilitate public interest

and involvement

Begin some projects prior to completing an entire watershed analysis

Begin watershed analysis as soon as possible

Develop early plans and projects with the best available information

Identify needs for improved inventory

Proceed simultaneously with activities and Adaptive Management Area planning

Assign priority status to watershed restoration projects that can beR

completed quicklyR

Begin projects in nonsensitive sections of the Adaptive Management Area

Plans All Adaptive Management Areas will have a plan An individual public interagency approach

to planning will be developed for each Adaptive Management Area The plan should address or

provide

A shared vision of the Adaptive Management Area eg the kind of knowledge the

participants hope to gain Identification of the desired future conditions may be developed in

collaboration with communities depending on the area

Learning should include social and political knowledge not just biological and physical

information
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A strategy to guide implementation restoration monitoring and experimental activities

A short term 3to 5 year timber sale plan and long term yield projections

Education of participants

List of communities influenced by the Adaptive Management Area projects and outputs

An inventory of community strategies and resources and partners being used
Coordination with overall activities within the province

A funding strategy

Integration of the community strategies and technical objectives

Area Assessment The plans need to be based on information about historical current and desired

future conditions of the biophysical social and economic aspects of the area The plans will rely

largely on existing information The area assessment will be a concise working document The

following is provided as a suggested framework

Biophysical Consider disturbance history terrestrial and aquatic conditions sensitive plant andR

animal species andor habitat capability of the system to produce a variety of forest products AR

description of the desired future condition or a range of acceptable conditions for the biophysicalR

system is needed For example what functions are important to maintain at the landscape level R

What structure species age classes andor arrangement will maintain those functions ConsiderR

both coarse and fine detail over time What does the community want the Adaptive ManagementR

Area to be like in the future What actions are needed to create that desired future condition R

Social Consider historical and extant communities their use patterns uses of the land issues R

resources and opportunities In some areas other demographic data will be helpful as wellR

What networks for communications are at work How can the agencies better interact with these R

What collaborative process will work best for the communities of interest to effectivelyR

participate in managing the Adaptive Management Area What does the community want toR

look like in the future Desired future social condition can be considered in terms of composition R

structure andor functions over timeR

Economic A description of current economic conditions might include an inventory of localR

employment resource workers skills and access to technology Desired future conditions couldR

describe the future employment opportunities eg what forest work will be needed in theR

future and skills needed to seize those opportunities As the desired future condition of theR

ecosystem is better understood the future forest work will also be more clear Identification ofR

needed knowledge skills abilities and technology for the future may be useful in developingR

training programs as well as business or marketing assistance R

Monitoring and Research The Monitoring and Evaluation Plan see Appendix I and watershed

analysis present the framework and some required actions for each Adaptive Management Area
Additional efforts and specificity may be developed for each Adaptive Management Area

The learning opportunity provided by Adaptive Management Areas will be enhanced if clear

measurable goals and objectives are set monitored and conveyed into the planning of projects or into

the appropriate component of the Adaptive Management Area plan or Forest or District Plan Shared

synthesis of monitoring results will help provide a multiple perspective assessment on whether social

and ecosystem goals are being met help identify problems to avoid in subsequent projects and help

gain consensus on what data gaps exist and what changes to the monitoring and research programs

are needed
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Review Monitoring and research with careful experimental design will be conducted in Adaptive

Management Areas Research in forest ecology and management as well as social biological and

earth sciences may be conducted Each Adaptive Management Area will have an interdisciplinary

technical advisory panel that will provide advice to managers and the local communities involved

with this effort The technical advisory panels will provide advice and information on the

appropriateness of the project

Direction and review are provided by the Regional Interagency Executive Committee through the

Regional Ecosystem Office This review will help assure that plans and projects developed for the

various Adaptive Management Areas will be both scientifically and ecologically credible It will

assure that new innovative approaches are used that the laws and the goals of the plan are met and

that validation monitoring is incorporated

The Regional Ecosystem Office will facilitate and coordinate the implementation of the Adaptive

Management Area program Federal agencies are expected to use the Adaptive Management Areas to

explore new ways of working internally and externally

Legal All activities must comply with existing laws such as ESA NEPA NFMA FLPMA FACA
National Historic Preservation Act Clean Water Act Clean Air Act and treaty rights Management

and regulatory agencies should work together to determine ways to expedite management while

ensuring compliance to improve cooperation through planning and onthe ground consultation and

to avoid confrontation

Other Issues Some issues are beyond the authority of the agencies or the Regional Interagency

Executive Committee These include

Use of receipts from timber sales and other products derived from Adaptive Management

Areas to develop programs and projects within the areas

Employment targets for local people for special jobs like planning training and monitoring

Special land management or stewardship contracts

Restricted local use of wood and other products derived from Adaptive Management Areas

Timber Supply

One reason for locating Adaptive Management Areas adjacent to communities experiencing adverse

economic impacts is to provide opportunity for social and economic benefits to these areas Adaptive

Management Areas are expected to produce timber as part of their program of activities consistent

with their specific direction under the selected alternative The rates and methods of harvest will be

determined on an areabyarea basis Each area management team is expected to develop a strategy

for ecosystem management as part of the Adaptive Management Area plan to guide implementation

restoration monitoring and experimental activities involving timber sales The strategy should

contain a shortterm 3 to 5 year timber sale component and an assessment of longterm outputs of

timber

Education

Each Adaptive Management Area was located adjacent to one or more communities with economies

and culture long associated with utilization of forest resources As a result the people have a sense of
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place and desire for involvement Many of these local workers already possess timber forest related

skills and knowledge as well as that sense of place which in combination make them natural

participants in ecosystem based management and monitoring Here adaptive management can bring

indigenous knowledge together with formal studies the local communities and the land management

agencies in a mix that may provide creative common sense approaches to complicated problems

Technical and scientific training of a local workforce should be an educational priority of the Adaptive

Management Area Program Formal schooling and field apprenticeship might provide the workforce

needed to help implement ecosystem management particularly in the area of monitoring This

program might be based on collaborations among local community colleges state universities and the

agencies

Descriptions of the Adaptive Management Areas

Adaptive Management Areas are shown on the Alternative 9 map that accompanies this Final SEIS

Adaptive Management Areas would contribute to accomplishing the objectives of the alternative

such as protection or enhancement of riparian habitat and provision for well distributed late

successional forest habitat Detailed prescriptions for achieving such objectives are not provided

however in order to permit managers to develop and test alternative approaches applicable to their

areas and in a manner consistent with existing environmental and other laws Late Successional

Reserves within Adaptive Management Areas will be managed according to the standards and

guidelines for such reserves except as provided elsewhere in this section One hundred acres of the

best northern spotted owl habitat will be retained as close to the nest site or owl activity center as

possible for all known spotted owl activity centers in Adaptive Management Areas Management of

these areas will comply with the standards and guidelines for Late Successional Reserves and

management around these areas will be designed to reduce risk of natural disturbances see Appendix

Bll Standards and Guidelines Resulting From Additional Species Analysis and Changes to

Alternative 9

Riparian protection in Adaptive Management Areas should be comparable to that prescribed for other

federal land areas For example Key Watersheds with aquatic conservation emphasis within Adaptive

Management Areas must have a full watershed analysis and initial Riparian Reserves comparable to

those for Tier 1 Key Watersheds Riparian objectives in terms of ecological functions in other

portions of Adaptive Management Areas should have expectations comparable to Tier 2 Key

Watersheds where applicable However flexibility is provided to achieve these conditions if desired

in a manner different from that prescribed for other areas and to conduct bonafide research projects

within riparian zones

In summary management activities in all the Adaptive Management Areas will be conducted to

achieve the objectives described in the selected alternative Standards and guidelines for

Congressionally Reserved Areas or Late Successional Reserves must be followed when they occur

within Adaptive Management Areas except that the Adaptive Management Area plans for the Finney

and Northern Coast Adaptive Management Areas may change the Late Successional Reserve

designations in those areas Flexibility is provided to meet objectives for Riparian Reserves and Key

Watersheds Full watershed analysis will be conducted prior to new management activities in

identified Key Watersheds within Adaptive Management Areas Standards and guidelines of current

plans and draft plan preferred alternatives need to be considered during planning and

implementation of activities within Adaptive Management Areas and they may be modified in
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Adaptive Management Area plans based on site specific analysis Otherwise standards and

guidelines are to be developed to meet the objectives of the Adaptive Management Area and the

overall strategy Coordination with the Regional Ecosystem Office is required

Name R

Size

RAssociated
Communities

REmphasis
R

Name R

Size

R

Associated CommunitiesREmphasis
R

Name R

Size

RAssociated Communities R

Emphasis R

Applegate Adaptive Management Area OregonR
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Name

Size

Ownership

Associated Communities

Emphasis

Name

Size

RAssociated Communities R

Emphasis R

Name

Size

Ownership

Associated Communities

Emphasis

Finney Adaptive Management Area Washington

98
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to forest harvest which provide for a broad range of forest values

including commercial timber production and provision of late

successional and high quality riparian habitat Maintain identified Late

Successional Reserves conduct full watershed analysis in critical

watersheds

Little River Adaptive Management Area Oregon
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Name

Size

Ownership

Associated Communities

Emphasis

Name

Size

RAssociated
Communities

REmphasis
R

110 years Northern spotted owl sites will be protected by establishing

Reserved Pair Areas under the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan

USDI unpub see Appendix B5 Recovery Plan Standards and

Guidelines

Olympic Adaptive Management Area Washington

150
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Appendix B4

Protection Buffers

Protection buffers are additional standards and guidelines for specific rare and locally endemic
species and other specific species in the upland forest matrix from the Scientific Analysis Team

Report Thomas et al 1993

The Forest Service’s Scientific Analysis Team SAT examined the effects of Forest Plans and the

Interagency Scientific Committee ISC Conservation Strategy on the amount and distribution of

habitat to support the viability of species other than the northern spotted owl associated with

latesuccessional forests on lands administered by the Forest Service The Scientific Analysis Team

determined that these plans would not provide and manage habitat to achieve at least a mediumhigh

likelihood of supporting a stable population of all such species and proposed a series of mitigation

steps to be applied to Forest Plans Those mitigation recommendations were reexamined by the Forest

Ecosystem Management Assessment Team and incorporated as appropriate into the action

alternatives Two of the mitigation steps recommended by the Scientific Analysis Teamprovidedspecificstandards and guidelines for survey and protection of rare and locally endemic species and
for other species in the upland forests These standards and guidelines would be applied wherever the

species occurs outside of designated areas The Assessment Team applied these as written by the

Scientific Analysis Team to Alternatives
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Late Successional Reserves and Managed Late Successional Areas and that add additional matrix

standards and guidelines

These recommendations from Thomas et al 1993 pages 291 299 are as follows

SAT MITIGATION STEP 5 Standards and Guidelines for Rare and Locally Endemic Species

The following rare and locally endemic species are likely to be assured viability if they occur within

Habitat Conservation Areas However there might be occupied locations outside these areas that will

be important to protect as well The Scientific Analysis Team therefore recommends that protocols

for surveys be developed that will ensure a high likelihood of locating these occupied sites Prior to

grounddisturbing activities surveys using the protocol must be conducted within the known or

suspected ranges and within the habitat types or vegetation communities occupied by the species

When located the occupied sites need to be protected as indicated below

1 Nonvascular Plants

a Ptilidiumcalifornicum Liverwort This species is rare and has a very limited distribution in

old white fir forests with fallen trees It occurs on trunks of trees at about 5000 feet elevation

Mitigation options include finding locations and maintaining stands of overmature white fir at

about 5000 feet elevation for inoculum and dispersal along corridors and studying specific

distribution patterns Protect known occupied locations if distribution patterns are disjunct and

highly localized by deferring timber harvest and avoiding removal of fallen trees and logs

b Ulota meglospora Moss This species occurs in northern California and southwest Oregon

It is best developed locally abundant in very old stands of tanoak Douglas fir and other conifer

species further north but is generally scarce throughout its range The species is poorly known

ecologically Mitigation activities include conducting basic ecological studies and surveying for

presence particularly in Oregon Protect known occupied sites if distribution patterns are

disjunct and highly localized Defer timber harvest or other activities which would not maintain

desired habitat characteristics and population levels

c Brotherellaroellii Moss This very rare species is endemic to the Washington Cascades

north of Snoqualmie Pass It occupies rotting logs in low to midelevation oldgrowth stands

having dense shade closed canopies and high humidity Mitigation options include locating

specific populations and protection of large decay class 3 4 and 5 logs and 70 percent canopy

closure Defer management activities conflicting with maintaining suitable habitat characteristics

and known populations levels

d Buxbaumiapiperi B viridis Rhizomnium nudum Schistostegapennata and Tetraphis

geniculata Mosses Most of these species are fairly rare the exception is Bpiperi They occur

on rotten logs and some organic soil and are shade dependent occurring in oldgrowth forests

S pennata occurs only in mature western redcedar forests in the Olympic National Forest and in

the Washington Cascades Mitigation activities include surveying to determine presence and

distribution and where located maintaining decay class 3 4 and 5 logs and 70 percent closed

canopy forest habitats for shade Shelterwood and thinning prescriptions for timber harvest will

cause their demise as logs dry out
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e Aleuria rhenana Fungus This mushroom is widely distributed but rare and little known
throughout its range known from one collection from Mt Rainier National Park It is a conifer

litter decomposer Mitigation activities include conducting ecological studies and surveys to

determine localities Protect known populations if surveys continue to indicate that the

population is rare Defer grounddisturbing activities

f Otidealeporina 0 onotica and OsmithiiFungi These mushrooms occur in conifer duff

and are widespread in distribution but uncommon They are dependent on olderage forests

Specific mitigation options include protecting older forests from ground disturbance where the

species are located

g Polyozellus multiplex Fungus Ecologically this mushroom was considered by the

nonvascular expert panel in the same species group as Albatrelluscaenjliopusand others listed

earlier in the SAT Report under species aided by marbledmurrelet mitigation measures

However Pmultiplex occurs in higher elevations of the Cascades in silver fir and mixed conifer

and is thus outside the range of marbled murrelet mitigations It can be locally abundant and is

a mycorrhizal species important to forest health Like its group associates it is a good indicator of

oldgrowth forests Mitigation activities for this species include conducting surveys to define its

distribution and studies to assess its habitat requirements

h Sarcosomamexicana Fungus This mushroom occurs in deep conifer litter layers in older

forests It is uncommon to rare and is found in the Oregon and Washington Coast Range into

British Columbia Mitigation activities include surveying for locations and protecting deep litter

layers of older forests where found Defer prescribed burning of understory or other activities

which would not retain a deep litter layer

For all of the plants listed in this mitigation step and for those listed in the next step the Scientific

Analysis Team recommend s that Regional ecologists or botanists should 1maintain a spatially

explicit data base of all known sites in National Forests and 2 develop species or area management

plans to be implemented under the guidance of the regional botany programs

2 Invertebrates

Although lack of information prevented analyzing mitigation needs for specific invertebrate species

Olson 1992 underscored the need for surveys for species that are rare or locally endemic Within the

range of the northern spotted owl invertebrates are noted for their high frequency of endemism

species found nowhere else and restricted ranges Lattin 1993 Centers of invertebrate biodiversity

include in particular the Olympic Peninsula and its south coast the southern Oregon Cascades the

Kiamath Physiographic Province several isolated volcanic peaks including Mt Hood and the Three

Sisters in the Oregon Cascades and the coastal forests of Oregon and California Lattin 1993 In

addition some species are poor dispersers or rely on special habitats including decaying wood or

aquatic environments Lattin and Moldenke 1992

Frest and Johannes 1991 identified endemic species complexes of terrestrial mollusks bivalves and

snails in the west coast states particularly limited to the areas from the Cascades crest to the coast As

summarized by Anthony et al 1992 348 349 USDI 1992
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Within the owl’s range there are three distinct land snail provinces The Oregon province

extends from coastal British Columbia just into extreme northern California the Washington

province extends east from the Cascades crest and the California province is coastal from

northern California

There are sizable endemic species clusters in the land snail genera Monadenia Trilobopsis

Megomphix Haplotrema Vespericolaand Hemphillia Physical factors limiting their distribution

include geologic history substrate some are restricted to limestone eg the candidate Monadenia

troglodytes endemic to the Siskiyou Mountains and the area around Mt Shasta moisture

requirements and cover In general land snails in this region require relatively undisturbed

cover Most thrive in lowland forests and the areas around springs Many species seem to be

associated specifically with lowland oldgrowth forests and most are extremely limited in

distribution The malone jumping slug Hemphillia malonei occurs only on the slopes of Mt Hood
The genus Megomphix is known only from sites in the Puget Sound region and in the Willapa

Hills of southwest Washington In recent years only one site has been found to support

Megomphix hemphilli

Frest and Johannes 1991 also identified complexes of endemic freshwater mollusks although theR

aquatic complexes are not part of the Scientific Analysis Team’s current analysisR

Anthony et al 1992 355 356 also discussed the occurrence and distribution of arthropods in oldRgrowth
forests of the Pacific Northwest R

First many species are flightless which means that their dispersal capabilities are limited

Second the flightless condition is believed to reflect habitat stability and permanence over a long

time period Some old forest associates have highly disjunct distributions and are found chiefly in

undisturbed forests They share similar distribution patterns on the west side of the Cascade

Mountains from British Columbia south to southern Oregon and northern California ie they

are endemic to the Pacific Northwest Many of the species native to this region have not been

described or named The number of known species probably represents less than half of the

estimated species Lattin J pers comm

Mitigation guidelines for Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas and marbled murrelets would aid in

conserving species in biodiversity centers and other areas as Habitat Conservation Areas established

for owls probably will not capture the full extent of invertebrate species richness The protection of

suitable owl habitat in intervening areas as proposed in Alternative D of the Final Environmental

Impact Statement USDA FS 1992a will help preserve more species distributed over the landscape

but the effectiveness of this provision will be dependent upon the number size and isolation of the

selected habitat fragments Olson 1992 45

Olson 1992 also noted that small fragments of primary forest might serve as reserves for populations

of oldgrowth invertebrates In regions with a high proportion of species with restricted ranges such

as the Olympic Peninsula the coastal forest of Washington Oregon and California and the Klamath

Province increased emphasis on preserving small fragments of old growth forest habitat may be

warranted Olson 1992 15 Such fragments would be provided under a combination of the Riparian

Habitat Conservation Areas and marbled murrelet guidelines Elsewhere some species of

invertebrates can be provided for by retaining canopy coverage providing log and slash piles and

maintaining a moist forest floor environment Lattin and Moldenke 1992
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Understanding the true effectiveness of conserving the invertebrate fauna with mitigation measures

proposed in the Scientific Analysis Team’s report awaits further surveys inventories and studies

Lattin 1993 Olson 1992 12 proposed using a survey protocol for rapidly identifying biologically

unique areas and in taking advantage of natural experiments to investigate the relationships of

invertebrate populations to different growth stages and variously fragmented forest patches and

landscapes He presented an excellent research agenda for such studies too lengthy to repeat in the

Scientific Analysis Team Report which included testing and use of invertebrate species as

environmental indicators This agenda should be pursued

3 Amphibians

a Larch Mountain Salamander Because of the narrow distribution of this species mostly

within the Columbia River Gorge primary emphasis should be to survey and protect all known

sites Sites must be identified based on fall surveys conducted using a standardized protocol

Known sites are included within boundaries of conservation areas and under these guidelines

are not to be disturbed Surveys are needed at additional sites in the forest matrix along the

Columbia River Gorge Key habitat is mossy talus protected by overstory canopy Avoiding any

grounddisturbing activity that would disrupt the talus layer where this species occurs is the

primary means of protection Once sites are identified maintain 40 percent canopy closure of

trees within the site and within a buffer of at least the height of one sitepotential tree or 100 feet

horizontal distance whichever is greater surrounding the site Larger buffer widths are

appropriate upslope from protected sites on steep slopes Partial harvest may be possible if

canopy closure can be retained in such cases logging must be conducted using helicopters or

highlead cable systems to avoid disturbance of the talus layer

b Siskiyou Mountain Salamander this species occurs within an extremely narrow range on

the Rogue River Siskiyou and Klamath National Forests Its range does not fall within any

Habitat Conservation Areas in Oregon Additional surveys conducted using a standardized

protocol must be undertaken to delineate range and identify subpopulations All populations

must be protected by delineating an occupied site and avoiding disturbance of talus throughout

the site especially on moist northfacing slopes particularly in Oregon where Habitat

Conservation Areas do not incorporate species range Because this species seems to require cool

moist conditions a buffer of at least the height of one sitepotential tree or 100 feet horizontal

distance whichever is greater surrounding the site must be retained around the outer periphery

of known sites Overstory trees must not be removed within the boundary of this buffer

c Shasta Salamander This species is very narrowly distributed occurring only in localized

populations on the Shasta Trinity National Forest Only a small part of its range is included

within a Habitat Conservation Area under Alternative B Forest Plans plus ISC Conservation

Strategy in the FEIS USDA FS 1992a It occurs in association with limestone outcrops protected

by an overstory canopy All known and future localities must be delineated and protected from

timber harvest mining quarry activity and road building within the delineated site and a buffer

of at least the height of one sitepotential tree or 100 feet horizontal distance whichever is greater

should surround the outcrop Additional surveys conducted using a standardized protocol must

be undertaken to identify and delineate all occupied sites within the species potential range
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SAT MITIGATION STEP 6 Additional Standards and Guidelines for Other Species in the Upland

Forest Matrix

As with the above sets of species under Mitigation Step 5 the following species whose viability is

considered to be at risk under Alternative BForest Plans plus ISC Conservation Strategy in USDA FS

1992a of the Final Environmental Impact Statement are likely to be assured viability if they occur

within Habitat Conservation Areas of Alternative Bof the Final Environmental Impact Statement

Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas or areas covered under the marbled murrelet guidelines

However if they are located outside of such areas additional mitigation measures would be needed

to avoid increasing risk to viability These measures are discussed by species below

1 Amphibians

Del Norte Salamander This species occurs in talus slopes protected by overstory canopy that

maintains cool moist conditions on the ground The species is a slopevalley inhabitant and

sometimes occurs in high numbers near riparian areas Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas in

combination with Habitat Conservation Areas and other reserves will offer some protection to

the species but significant numbers also occur in upland areas Additional mitigation options in

this upland matrix include identifying locations talus areas inhabited by the species by using a

standardized survey protocol then protecting the location from grounddisturbing activities

Designate a buffer of at least the height of one sitepotential tree or 100 feet horizontal distance

whichever is greater surrounding the location Within the site and its surrounding buffer

maintain 40 percent canopy closure and avoid any activities that would directly disrupt the

surface talus layer Partial harvest within the buffer may be possible if 40 percent canopy closure

can be maintained in such cases tree harvest must be conducted using helicopters or high lead

cable systems to avoid compaction or other disturbance of talus

2 Birds

a White headed Woodpecker Black backed Woodpecker Pygmy Nuthatch and

Flammulated Owl These species will not be sufficiently aided by application of mitigation

measures for riparian habitat protection or for marbled murrelets alone They all occur on the

periphery of the range of the northern spotted owl on the east slope of the Cascade Range in

Washington or Oregon Additionally the white headed woodpecker and flammulated owl

occur in the Klamath Province in northwestern California and southwestern Oregon The

viability of all four species within the range of the northern spotted owl was rated as a medium

risk on National Forests although they each are much more widely distributed elsewhere

Apply the following mitigation guidelines to ensure that the distribution and numbers of all four

species do not severely decline on National Forests within the range of the northern spotted owl
These guidelines apply to the forest matrix outside designated habitat for the northern spotted

owl and Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas Maintain adequate numbers of large snags and

green tree replacements for future snags within the four species ranges in appropriate forest

types Where feasible green tree replacements for future snags can be left in groups to reduce

blowdown Specifically the Scientific Analysis Team recommends that no snags over 20

inches dbh be marked for cutting The Scientific Analysis Team recognizess however that

safety considerations may prevent always retaining all snags Use of standardized definitions of

hazard trees is required For the longer term provide for sufficient numbers of green trees to

provide for the full 100 percent population potential of each species
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As depicted by Neitro et al 1985 the 100 percent population potential for white headed

woodpeckers is 0.60 conifer snags ponderosa pine of Douglas fir per acre in forest habitats

these snags must be at least 15 inches dbh or largest available if 15 inch dbh snags are not

available and in soft decay stages see Neitro et al 1985 for specifics and must be provided in

stands of ponderosa pine and mixed pine Douglas fir The 100 percent population potential for

black backed woodpeckers is 0.12 conifer snags per acre in forest habitats these snags must be at

least 17 inches dbh or largest available if 17 inch dbh snags are not available and in hard decay

stages and must be provided in stands of mixed conifer and lodgepole pine in higher elevations

of the Cascade Range Provision of snags for other cavity nesting species including primary

cavity nesters must be added to the requirements for these two woodpecker species Sitespecific

analyses and application of a snag recruitment model specifically the Forest Service’s Snag

Recruitment Simulator taking into account tree species diameters falling rates and decay rates

will be required to determine appropriate tree and snag species mixes and densities If snag

requirements cannot be met then harvest must not take place

As identified by the expert panel black backed woodpeckers also require beetle infested trees for

foraging some such trees should be provided in appropriated habitat and sanitation harvest of

all such trees would be detrimental to the species More information is needed on habitat use

seasonal occurrence and use of forest age classes and burns for the black backed woodpecker

Pygmy nuthatches use habitat very similar to those of white headed woodpeckers Pygmy
nuthatches require large trees typically ponderosa pine within the range of the northern spotted

owl for roosting Provision of snags for white headed woodpeckers is assumed to provide for the

needs of pygmy nuthatch as no species specific guidelines for the species have been developed

Additional information on ecology of pygmy nuthatch within the range of the northern spotted

owl is needed to develop more precise guidelines

Flammulated owls are secondary cavity nesters and use cavities in snags and live trees created

by woodpeckers or less often that occur naturally The Scientific Analysis Team assume s that

standards and guidelines for snags and green tree replacements for woodpeckers and other

primary cavity nesting species as provided by existing National Forest Land and Resource

Management Plans and for the woodpeckers in this species group would provide for

flammulated owls

Note The snag recommendations above are based on the model of Neitro et al 1985 In that model
snag requirements for individual species were treated as additive in developing snag requirements for

the overall community of cavity excavators As noted above provision of snags for other cavity

nesting species including primary cavity nesters must be added to the requirements for these two

woodpecker species black backed and white headed woodpeckers

Snag requirements are developed by the National Forests and BLM Districts for specific forest cover

types and these may be further broken down by geographic location The intent is to tailor the

requirements to those species that are actually expected to occur in an area To determine if the

protection buffer requirements should be added to existing Forest or BLM District Plan requirements

the basis for those existing requirements should be analyzed to determine if they include the species

identified by SAT at the specified level of percent population potential If they do not then the SAT
requirements must be added to the existing Forest and BLM District Plan requirements
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b Great Gray Owl Within the range of the northern spotted owl the great gray owl is most

common in lodgepole pine forests adjacent to meadows However it is also found in other

coniferous forest types In some locations such as on the Willamette National Forest west of the

Cascades Crest at least some shelterwood harvesting seems to be beneficial for the species by

opening up otherwise closed canopy cover for foraging In doing so consequences to species

such as northern goshawk and American marten must be evaluated Specific mitigation measures

for great gray owl within the range of the northern spotted owl include the following provide a

noharvest buffer of 300 feet around meadows and natural openings and establish 14mile

protection zones around known nest sites Within one year develop and implement a

standardized protocol for surveys survey for nest locations using the protocol Protect all future

discovered nest sites as previously described

3 Mammals

aAmerican Marten and Fisher The level of habitat conservation provided by the combination

of Alternative BForest Plans plus ISC Conservation Strategy of the Final Environmental Impact

Statement USDA FS 1992a Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas and marbled murrelet

mitigation guidelines are generally sufficient so that additional standards and guidelines are not

required to prevent the extirpation of American martens and fishers within the range of the

northern spotted owl However the Scientific Analysis Team does recommend two additional

actions for specific areas to help ensure future viability of these species

First the National Forests in California must finalize and implement their draft habitat capability

model for fisher and American marten Implementation of this model would likely produce

information that will further reduce risks to viability in those National Forests Forests in Oregon

and Washington must retain existing management requirement areas for American marten for

the same reason However adequacy of these practices must be reevaluated through the ongoing

conservation assessment process or through special review Monitoring and adaptive

management are especially important for these species

Second populations of fishers are extremely low in northern Oregon and Washington Harvest of

American martens is permitted in these states and accidental take of fishers cannot be avoided

using killtrap methods To reduce risk of further loss of fishers the Scientific Analysis Team
recommends closure of all National Forests within the overlapping ranges of American marten

fisher and northern spotted owls to kill trapping of American martens until the rate of

accidental take of fishers is determined to be insignificant The Scientific Analysis Team
recommend s formation of an interagency group comprised of state forbearer biologists and

Forest Service wildlife biologists to undertake this evaluation for both states

b Lynx Lynx are rare within the range of the northern spotted owl occurring primarily in the

Okanogan area of Washington The lynx is currently listed by the Fish and Wildlife Service as a

Category 2 candidate a species for which additional information is needed to propose listing as

threatened or endangered A petition was filed to list the lynx as endangered within the northern

Cascades of Washington based on small population size population isolation and lack of

adequate prey base snowshoe hare However the Fish and Wildlife Service ruled that available

information does not warrant listing the lynx in Washington USD1 FWS 1992
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Three primary habitat components for lynx are 1foraging habitat 15 35 year old lodgepole

pine to support snowshoe hare and provide hunting cover 2 denning sites patches of

200 year old spruce and fir generally 5 acres and 3 dispersal travel cover variable in

vegetation composition and structure The major limiting factor is abundance of snowshoe hare

which in turn is limited by availability of winter habitat primarily early successional lodgepole

pine with trees at least 6 feet tall Past excessive trapping of lynx and incidental mortality of lynx

from hunting of other species have depressed populations and may have been detrimental to

local lynx populations in Washington Wash Dept of Wildlife 1991 Roads provide access to

hunters and trappers and thus road density may be related to lynx mortality

Alternative B as described in the Final Environmental Impact Statement USDA FS 1992a as well

as existing higher elevation reserves will provide denning habitat within protected forest stands

in juxtaposition with early successional vegetation in the forest matrix Connectivity between

many of the denning patches will be provided by the network of buffers along streams under the

Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas

In addition the Scientific Analysis Team propose s development of sitespecific timber harvest

reading and fire management plans in known lynx range These plans should be developed in

consultation with state wildlife agencies and should address 1minimizing road construction

closing unused roads and maintaining roads to the minimum standard possible 2 using

prescribed fire to maintain forage for snowshoe hare in juxtaposition with hunting cover 3
designating areas as closed to kill trapping of any forbearer to avoid incidental lynx mortality to

maintain population refugia for lynx in key areas 4 planning for kill trapping closure on a

wider basis if data indicate a declining lynx population as a result of incidental trapping

mortality and 5developing and implementing a credible survey and monitoring strategy to

determine the distribution of lynx throughout its potential range
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Appendix B5

Recovery Plan Standards and Guidelines

These guidelines are adapted from the FinalDraftRecovery Planfor the Northern Spotted 07l USDI

unpub Some or all of these guidelines are applied in Alternatives 2 through 10 See the individual

alternative descriptions in Chapter 2 for specific application of these guidelines

GUIDELINES FOR SILVICULTURAL ACIVITIES AND SALVAGE INLATE SUCCESSIONAL RESERVES AND

MANAGED LATE SUCCESSIONAL AREAS

Guidelines for Silviculture

The primary objective of silvicultural activities in Late Successional Reserves is to improve habitat in

younger stands Consequently activities are encouraged if empirical information and modeling

indicate that the development of latesuccessional habitat conditions will be accelerated

Interdisciplinary teams of wildlife biologists silviculturists and other specialists are encouraged to

develop prescriptions that meet these criteria General guidelines for silvicultural activities follow

1 To safeguard the conservation benefits of Late Successional Reserves silvicultural activities

should be directed at young stands where stocking structure or composition are expected to

prevent or significantly retard development of latesuccessional conditions This will generally

include stands that are composed of trees less than 10 to 12 inches dbh show no significant

development of a multiple canopy tree structure and were regenerated following harvest activity

There will be exceptions to these guidelines and judgments on stands to be managed will vary

according to forest type and stand history Activities in other types of stands that do not meet the

general guidelines can be considered particularly where those stands are heavily stocked and not

being used by spotted owls or other latesuccessional associates Examples may include stands

that were planted following catastrophic fires or stands previously dominated by conifers that

converted to hardwoods following harvest Stands that have desired latesuccessional structure or

that will soon develop it should not be treated unless such treatment is necessary to accomplish

riskreduction objectives as described below

2 Prescriptions to be used for each stand should be well thought out and documented They will be

designed to produce stand structure and components associated with latesuccessional conditions

These components include large trees snags logs and dense multistoried canopies Prescriptions

should show the treatments to be applied and the anticipated effects on the stand over time They

should also include a discussion of the actions coordination efforts and review that will be

necessary for successful implementation This discussion should draw on previous efforts made to

implement similar prescriptions Finally the prescriptions should identify key stand attributes or

accomplishments that should be monitored For example if snags are to be created or

regeneration established the accomplishment of these actions and their results should be

monitored

3 Silvicultural activities must maintain or reduce risk of largescale natural disturbance For

example activities should not be implemented if they significantly increase the risk of windthrow

in a stand
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4 To promote latesuccessional structure in stands to be thinned prescriptions will provide for

leaving some trees as snags and others as down wood Those trees not needed for habitat

development may be removed for commercial or fuel hazard reasons

5 Key attributes of latesuccessional forests are their diversity and variability on individual sites and

from site to site To promote diversity and variability a wide range of silvicultural practices

should be applied as opposed to reliance on a limited variety of techniques

6 Activities that complywith these guidelines should provide positive conservation benefits Actual

implementation experience however is not extensive A modest rate of implementation is prudent

and will provide the opportunity to assess and refine activities Acreage to be manipulated by

silvicultural activities should generally be limited to 5 percent of the total area in any Late

Successional Reserve in the initial 5year period of implementation unless the need for larger scale

actions explicitly are justified

7 Some habitat modification activities in Late Successional Reserves will generate enough revenue to

pay for themselves Others will not and need to be supported by appropriated funds It is not

appropriate to conduct only those activities that generate a commercial return and ignore the

needs of stands that cannot be treated commercially

Guidelines to Reduce Risks of Large Scale Disturbance

Large scale disturbances are natural events such as fire that can eliminate owl habitat on hundreds or

thousands of acres Certain risk management activities if properly planned and implemented may
reduce the probability of these major stand replacing events There is considerable risk of such events

in Late Successional Reserves in the Washington and Oregon Eastern Cascades and California

Cascades Provinces and a lesser risk in the Oregon and California Klamath Provinces Elevated risk

levels are attributed to changes in the characteristics and distribution of the mixedconifer forests

resulting from past fire protection These forests occur in drier environments have had repeated

insect infestations and are susceptible to major fires Risk reduction efforts are encouraged where

they are consistent with the overall recommendations in this section of Appendix B5

Silvicultural activities aimed at reducing risk shall focus on younger stands in Late Successional

Reserves The objective will be to accelerate development of latesuccessional conditions while making

the future stand less susceptible to natural disturbances Salvage activities should focus on the

reduction of catastrophic insect disease and fire threats Treatments should be designed to provide

effective fuel breaks wherever possible However the scale of salvage and other treatments should not

generally result in degeneration of currently suitable owl habitat or other latesuccessional conditions

In some Late Successional Reserves in these provinces management that goes beyond these

guidelines may be considered Levels of risk in those Late Successional Reserves are particularly high

and may require additional measures Consequently management activities designed to reduce risk

levels are encouraged in those Late Successional Reserves even if a portion of the activities must take

place in currently latesuccessional habitat While riskreduction efforts should generally be focused

on young stands activities in older stands may be appropriate if 1the proposed management

activities will clearly result in greater assurance of long term maintenance of habitat 2 the activities

are clearly needed to reduce risks and 3 the activities will not prevent the Late Successional

Reserves from playing an effective role in the objectives for which they were established

Such activities in older stands may also be undertaken in Late Successional Reserves in other
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provinces if levels of fire risk are particularly high These activities are subject to review by the

Regional Ecosystem Office The Regional Ecosystem Office may develop criteria that would exempt

some activities from review

Guidelines for Salvage

Salvage is defined as the removal of trees from an area following a stand replacing event caused by

wind fires insect infestations volcanic eruptions or diseases Salvage guidelines are intended to

prevent negative effects on latesuccessional habitat while permitting some commercial wood volume

removal In some cases salvage operations may actually facilitate habitat recovery For example

excessive amounts of coarse woody debris may interfere with stand regeneration activities following

some disturbances In other cases salvage may help reduce the risk of future stand replacing

disturbances While priority should be given to salvage in areas where it will have a positive effect on

latesuccessional forest habitat salvage operations should not diminish habitat suitability now or in

the future

Tree mortality is a natural process in a forest ecosystem Diseased and damaged trees are key

structural components of latesuccessional forests Accordingly management planning for Late

Successional Reserves must acknowledge the considerable value of retaining dead and dying trees in

the forest as well as the benefits from salvage activities

In all cases planning for salvage should focus on long range objectives which are based on desired

future condition of the forest Since Late Successional Reserves have been established to provide high

quality habitat for species associated with latesuccessional forest conditions management following a

stand replacing event should be designed to accelerate or not impede the development of those

conditions The rate of development of this habitat will vary among provinces and forest types and

will be influenced by a complex interaction of standlevel factors that include site productivity

population dynamics of live trees and snags and decay rates of coarse woody debris Because there is

much to learn about the development of species associated with these forests and their habitat it

seems prudent to only allow removal of conservative quantities of salvage material from Late

Successional Reserves and retain management opportunities until the process is better understood

The following guidelines are general Specific guidelines should be developed for each physiographic

province and possibly for different forest types within provinces

1 The potential for benefit to species associated with latesuccessional forest conditions from salvage

is greatest when stand replacing events are involved Salvage in disturbed sites of less than one

acre some alternatives specify 10 or 100 acres is not appropriate because small forest openings

are an important component of oldgrowth forests In addition salvage should occur only in

stands where disturbance has reduced canopy closure to less than 40 percent because stands with

more closure are likely to provide some value for species associated with these forests

2 Surviving trees will provide a significant residual of larger trees in the developing stand In

addition defects caused by fire in residual trees may accelerate development of structural

characteristics suitable for associated species Also those damaged trees that eventually die will

provide additional snags Consequently all standing live trees should be retained including those

injured eg scorched but likely to survive Inspection of the cambium layer can provide an

indication of potential tree mortality
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3 Snags provide a variety of habitat benefits for a variety of wildlife species associated with late

successional forests Accordingly following stand replacing disturbance management should

focus on retaining snags that are likely to persist until latesuccessional conditions have developed

and the new stand is again producing large snags Late successional conditions are not associated

with stands less than 80 years old

4 Following a stand replacing disturbance management should retain adequate coarse woody
debris quantities in the new stand so that in the future it will still contain amounts similar to

naturally regenerated stands The analysis that determines the amount of coarse woody debris to

leave must account for the full period of time before the new stand begins to contribute coarse

woody debris As in the case of snags province level specifications must be provided for this

guideline Since coarse woody debris decay rates forest dynamics and site productivity

undoubtedly will vary among provinces and forest types the specifications also will vary

Watershed level or province level plans will establish appropriate levels of coarse woody debris

and decay rates to be used Levels will be typical and will not require retention of all material

where it is highly concentrated or too small to contribute to coarse woody debris over the long

timeframes discussed This standard and guideline represents one item to be considered and may
indeed result in no salvage following windthrow in low density stands As for other management

activities it is expected that salvage standards and guidelines will be refined through theR

implementation process and adaptive management R

5 Some salvage that does not meet the preceding guidelines will be allowed when salvage is

essential to reduce the future risk of fire or insect damage to latesuccessional forest conditions

This circumstance is most likely to occur in the eastern Oregon Cascades eastern Washington

Cascades and California Cascades Provinces and somewhat less likely to occur in the Oregon
Klamath and California Klamath Provinces It is important to understand that some risk associated

with fire and insects is acceptable because they are natural forces influencing latesuccessional

forest development Consequently salvage to reduce such risks should focus only on those areas

where there is high risk of large scale disturbance

6 Removal of snags and logs may be necessary to reduce hazards to humans along roads and trails

and in or adjacent to campgrounds Where materials must be removed from the site as in a

campground a salvage sale is appropriate In other areas such as along roads leaving material on

site should be considered Also material will be left where available coarse woody debris is

inadequate

7 Where green trees snags and logs are present following disturbance the green tree and snag

guidelines will be applied first and completely satisfied where possible The biomass left in snags

can be credited toward the amount of coarse woody debris biomass needed to achieve

management objectives

8 These basic guidelines may not be applicable after disturbances in younger stands since remnant

coarse woody debris may be relatively small In these cases diameter and biomass retention

guidelines should be developed consistent with the intention of regenerating latesuccessional

forest conditions
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9 Logs present on the forest floor before a disturbance event provide habitat benefits that are likely

to continue It seldom will be appropriate to remove them Where these logs are in an advanced

state of decay they will not be credited toward objectives for coarse woody debris retention

developed after a disturbance event Advanced state of decay should be defined as logs not

expected to persist to the time when the new stand begins producing coarse woody debris

10 The coarse woody debris retained should approximate the species composition of the original

stand to help replicate preexisting suitable habitat conditions

11 Some deviation from these general guidelines may be allowed to provide reasonable access to

salvage sites and feasible logging operations Such deviation should occur on as small a portion of

the area as possible and should not result in violation of the basic intent that latesuccessional

forest habitat or the development of such habitat in the future should not be impaired throughout

the area While exceptions to the guidelines may be allowed to provide access and operability

some salvage opportunities will undoubtedly be foregone because of access feasibility and safety

concerns

Delineation and Management of Reserved Pair Areas

1 For each Reserved Pair Area delineate an area surrounding the owl activity center with an acreage

at least equal to the median home range size for pairs in that province Use data from the spotted

owl study area that is most similar to the site being considered Table B51 This area will be

delineated to encompass as much suitable habitat as possible and the habitat will be as close to the

owl activity center as possible Reserve all suitable habitat in that area from timber harvest If the

habitat acreage does not at least equal the median amount found for owl pairs in the province

additional habitat must be provided from the next best habitat available in the home range area or

by expanding the area to incorporate additional suitable habitat Use logical physical boundaries

to facilitate management of the area Late Successional Reserve management standards and

guidelines for salvage and other multiple use activities would generally apply in the suitable

habitat portion of the Reserved Pair Area

2 In the Reserved Pair Areas allow for management of currently unsuitable areas consistent with

Late Successional Reserve management standards and guidelines for silviculture and salvage

Management of other multiple use activities in the unsuitable habitat should follow guidance from

agency planning documents which may allow some activities that would not be consistent with

Late Successional Reserve management standards and guidelines

Delineation and Management of Managed Pair Areas

1 For each Managed Pair Area delineate an area surrounding the owl activity center with an acreage

at least equal to the median home range size for pairs The size of this area will be determined

from median home range data for the province Table B51 Use data from the spotted owl study

area that is most similar to the site being considered The delineated area should be configured so

that it contains an amount of suitable habitat that approximates at least the median amount

observed in pair home ranges for the province Table B52
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2 Suitable habitat should be maintained through time using various management techniques The

objective will be to always maintain an amount of suitable habitat equal to median amounts

observed in pair home ranges in the province The location of this acreage may change through

time as management is rotated through the area Some uncertainty will be accepted in

management to provide habitat in these areas

3 Silviculture salvage and other multiple use activities for these areas always should be guided by

the objective of maintaining adequate amounts of suitable habitat
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Table B51 Annual home range areas in acres of northern spotted owl pairs in different states

physiographic provinces and study areas1

State

Physiographic Province

Study Area

California

Klamath ProvinceR

Ukonom

River

RWillowCreek R

Oregon

Klamath ProvinceR

South UmpquaRCowCreek

RChetco
R

Coast Range ProvinceR

Tyee

REugeneBLM
ROther
RKellogg

R

Western Cascades Province

Washington

Western Cascades Province

Olympic Peninsula Province

Eastern Cascades Province

Number

of Pairs

9

12

2

3

6

4

5
4

4

4

S

11

11

10

7

Forest

Type2

MC
MC
MC

MC
MC
ME

DFHEMRDFHEMRDFHEMRDFHEM
RMC

RDFHEM R

DFHEMRHEMDF
RMC

R

Median

3
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Table B52 Amounts of old growth and mature forest in acres in annual pair home ranges of

spotted owls by state physiographic province and study area

State

Physiographic Province

Study Area

California

Klamath ProvinceR

Ukonom

River

RWillowCreek R

Oregon

Klamath ProvinceR

South UmpquaRCow
Creek

RChetco3R

Coast Range Province

Tyee

Peterson

Eugene BLM
Other4

Kellogg5

Western Cascades Province

Washington

Western Cascades Province

Olympic Peninsula Province

Eastern Cascades Province

Number

of Pairs

9

12

2

3

6
4

5

4

4

4

5

9

11

7

7

Forest

Type

MC
MC
MC

MC
MC
ME

DFHEMRDFHEMRDFHEMRDFHEM
RMC

RDFHEM R

DFHEMRHEMDFRMCR

Median

2
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Appendix B6
Aquatic Conservation Strategy

The Aquatic Conservation Strategy was developed to restore and maintain the ecological health ofwatershedsand aquatic ecosystems contained within them on all public lands Karr 1991 Karr et al 1986

Naiman et al 1992 The strategy would protect anadromous ie salmon and steelhead habitat on public

lands including those managed by the Forest Service Bureau of Land Management and National Park

Service within the range of Pacific Ocean anadromy It is a refinement of the approach outlined inAppendix5K of the Scientific Analysis Team Report Thomas et al 1993 The descriptions of the strategy its

components objectives and applicable standards and guidelines are adapted from the Forest Ecosystem

Management Assessment Team’s FEMAT Report Chapter V Aquatic Ecosystem Assessment

The Aquatic Conservation Strategy was designed to provide a scientific basis for protecting aquaticecosystemsand enables planning for sustainable resource management It is a regionwide strategy seeking to

retain restore and protect those processes and landforms that contribute habitat elements to streams and

promote high quality habitat conditions for fish and other aquatic and ripariandependent organisms The

foundation of the conservation strategy is a refinement of the approach outlined in Thomas et al 1993

An effective conservation strategy must protect aquatic ecosystem functions and processes organized at a

watershed scale while recognizing that land ownership patterns rarely coincide with the distincttopographicboundaries of watersheds Any conservation strategy that attempts to protect all components of

the aquatic ecosystem ranging from unstable and potentially unstable areas in the uplands to mainstem

riparian forests must be extensive and comprehensive Decision criteria for protection monitoring and

restoration must be included

At the heart of this approach is the recognition that fish and other aquatic organisms evolved within a

dynamic environment that has been constantly influenced and changed by geomorphic and ecologic

disturbances Stewardship of aquatic resources has the highest likelihood of protecting biological diversity

and productivity when land use activities do not substantially alter the natural disturbance regime to

which these organisms are adapted Swanson et al 1993

This conservation strategy employs several tactics to approach the goal of maintaining the natural

disturbance regime Land use activities need to be limited or excluded in those parts of the watershed

prone to instability The distribution of land use activities such as timber harvest or roads must minimize

increases in peak streamflows Headwater riparian areas need to be protected so that when debris slides

and flows occur they contain coarse woody debris and boulders necessary for creating habitat farther

downstream Riparian areas along larger channels need protection to limitbank erosion ensure anadequateand continuous supply of coarse woody debris to channels and provide shade and microclimate

protection Watersheds currently containing the best habitat or those having the greatest potential for

recovery should receive increased protection and receive highest priority for restoration programs

Current scientific understanding of fish habitat relationships is inadequate to allow definition of specific

habitat requirements for fish throughout their life cycle at the watershed level Some general habitat needs

of fish are well known such as deep resting pools cover certain temperature ranges food supply and

dean gravel for spawning Bjornn and Reiser 1991 However the Assessment Team did not specify how
these habitats and conditions should be distributed through time and space to provide for the needs of

fish In natural watersheds different species and age classes interact with multiple habitat elements in
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complex ways This interaction occurs within a landscape where the quality and distribution of habitat

elements change with time in relation to natural and management related disturbances in streams and

riparian areas

The Assessment Team believed that any species specific strategy aimed at defining explicit standards for

habitat elements would be insufficient for protecting even the targeted species To succeed any aquatic

conservation strategy must strive to maintain and restore ecosystem health at watershed and landscape

scales Thus this is the approach of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy This approach seeks to prevent

further degradation and restore habitat over broad landscapes as opposed to individual projects or small

watersheds The Assessment Team emphasized however that it will require time for this strategy to

work Because the approach is based on natural disturbance processes it may take decades possibly more

than a century to accomplish all of its objectives Some improvements in aquatic ecosystems however

can be expected in 10 to 20 years The Assessment Team believed that if this approach is conscientiously

implemented it will protect habitat for fish and other riparian dependent species resources and restore

currently degraded habitats

Actual effects determination of ranges of natural variability and suggested watershed specificmanagementoptions will be examined through watershed analysis

Aquatic Conservation Strategy Objectives

Federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl will be managed to

1 Maintain and restore the distribution diversity and complexity of watershed and landscape scale

features to ensure protection of the aquatic systems to which species populations and communities

are uniquely adapted

2 Maintain and restore spatial and temporal connectivity within and between watersheds Lateral

longitudinal and drainage network connections include floodplains wetlands upslope areas

headwater tributaries and intact refugia These network connections must provide chemically and

physically unobstructed routes to areas critical for fulfilling life history requirements of aquatic and

riparian dependent species

3 Maintain and restore the physical integrity of the aquatic system including shorelines banks and

bottom configurations

4 Maintain and restore water quality necessary to support healthy riparian aquatic and wetland

ecosystems Water quality must remain within the range that maintains the biological physical and

chemical integrity of the system and benefits survival growth reproduction and migration of

individuals composing aquatic and riparian communities

5 Maintain and restore the sediment regime under which aquatic ecosystems evolved Elements of the

sediment regime include the timing volume rate and character of sediment input storage and

transport

6 Maintain and restore instream flows sufficient to create and sustain riparian aquatic and wetland

habitats and to retain patterns of sediment nutrient and wood routing The timing magnitude

duration and spatial distribution of peak high and low flows must be protected

7 Maintain and restore the timing variability and duration of floodplain inundation and water table

elevation in meadows and wetlands
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8 Maintain and restore the species composition and structural diversity of plant communities in

riparian areas and wetlands to provide adequate summer and winter thermal regulation nutrient

filtering appropriate rates of surface erosion bank erosion and channel migration and to supply

amounts and distributions of coarse woody debris sufficient to sustain physical complexity and

stability

9 Maintain and restore habitat to support welldistributed populations of native plant invertebrate

and vertebrate riparian dependent species

Implementing the Aquatic Conservation Strategy requires applying the standards and guidelines identified in

this appendix within the context of the overall Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Under the Aquatic

Conservation Strategy proposed and existing project review and implementation of management actions must

be based on the restoration and maintenance criterion established by the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

The existing conditions and physical and biological processes operating within a watershed will be the baseline

from which project proposals will be considered Province river basin and individual watershed analyses will

provide the baseline information and define the range of natural variability The range of natural variability

thus implicitly defines the context of the natural disturbance regime from which decisions will be made
Decision makers will use the information developed during these analyses to decide if proposed or existing

projects and management actions meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives This is a different way of

framing management decisions than used in the past In the past proposed projects were considered from the

context of what effect positive and negative a proposed project would have on individual resources and not

necessarily from a watershed perspective Mitigation was frequently used to attempt to neutralize the effect on

riparian dependent resources Thus management actions were implemented under the assumption that the

mitigation prescription would achieve the desired results and compensate for the negative effects due to the

project or management action The risk to the aquatic and riparian habitat was placed on the outcome of the

mitigation Under the Aquatic Conservation Strategy a project cannot have a negative effect in the long term

on riparian dependent resources Mitigation or planned restoration such as placement of inchannel structures

should not be used as a substitute for preventing habitat degradation The risk to the aquatic and riparian

habitat has been shifted because each project or management action must maintain or restore the physical and

biological processes required by riparian dependent resources within watersheds

The standards and guidelines are designed to focus the review of proposed and existing projects to determine

their compatibility with the Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives The standards and guidelines focus on

meeting and not preventing attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives The intent is to ensure

that a decision maker must find that the proposed management activity is consistent with the AquaticConservationStrategy objectives The decision maker will use the results of watershed analysis to make the finding In

order to make the finding that a project or management action meets or does not prevent attainment of the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives To determine compatibility with the objectives the analysis must

include a description of the existing condition a description of the range of natural variability of the important

physical and biological components of a given watershed and how the proposed project or management action

maintains the existing condition or moves it within the range of natural variability Management actions that

do not maintain the existing condition or lead to improved conditions in the long term would not meet the

intent of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy and should not be implemented

A hypothetical example regarding applying the Aquatic Conservation Strategy would help illustrate the intent

of the strategy Ski areas frequently have clearings that cross intermittent and ephemeral streams Theseexposedareas could be sources of sediment to the intermittent and ephemeral streams as well as potential fish

bearing streams downstream The frequent clearings in the upper watersheds would also affect the hydrology

of the watershed where the ski area occurs These conditions are generally not typical of upper watershed

ephemeral and intermittent streams and would most likely be out of the typical range of natural variability for

hydrology riparian vegetation water quality and the sediment regime The persistence of these conditions

results from the longterm maintenance of the openings and leads to chronic negative effects to the watershed
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Thus the longterm maintenance of the existing condition would not meet the intent of the AquaticConservationStrategy

Management options to improve conditions vary from modifying operations to closure and removal of that

part of the ski area Modifying operations includes establishing vegetation that reduces erosion and sediment

delivery to the channels and eliminating use during periods when exposed wet soil is most easily disturbed

and compacted relocating the openings to reduce the lineal extent of openings along the streams eliminating

summer use that compacts soil and destroys vegetation and eliminating the openings that cross the streams

All of the above options would meet the intent of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy The appropriatemanagementoption depends on the condition of the rest of the watershed relationship of the openings to the functions

and processes operating in the watershed determination of beneficial uses of a given watershed andmanagementactions that restore much of the processes within their range of natural variability If no alternatives exist

to improve conditions then the appropriate management option is to close and restore that part of the ski area

Components of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy are

1 RiparianReserves Lands along streams and unstable and potentially unstable areas where special

standards and guidelines direct land use

2 Key Watersheds A system of large refugia comprising watersheds that are crucial to atrisk fish

species and stocks and provide high quality water

3 Watershed Analysis Procedures for conducting analysis that evaluates geomorphic and ecologic

processes operating in specific watersheds This analysis should enable watershed planning that

achieves Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Watershed Analysis provides the basis for

monitoring and restoration programs and the foundation from which Riparian Reserves can be

delineated

4 Watershed Restoration A comprehensive longterm program of watershed restoration to restore

watershed health and aquatic ecosystems including the habitats supporting fish and other aquatic

and riparian dependent organisms

These components are designed to operate together to maintain and restore the productivity and resilience of

riparian and aquatic ecosystems Table B61 provides further clarification of the role of each component in the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy

Late Successional Reserves are also an important component of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Thestandardsand guidelines under which Late Successional Reserves are managed provide increased protection for all

stream types Since these reserves possess late successional characteristics they offer core areas of high quality

stream habitat that will act as refugia and centers from which degraded areas can be recolonized as they

recover Streams in these reserves may be particularly important for endemic or locally distributed fish species

and stocks

1 RIPARIAN RESERVES

Riparian Reserves are portions of watersheds where riparian dependent resources receive primary emphasis

and where special standards and guidelines apply Standards and guidelines prohibit or regulate activities in

Riparian Reserves that retard or prevent attainment of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Riparian

Reserves include those portions of a watershed directly coupled to streams and rivers ie the portions of a

watershed required for maintaining hydrologic geomorphic and ecologic processes that directly affectstandingand flowing water bodies such lakes and ponds wetlands streams stream processes and fish habitats

Riparian Reserves include areas designated in current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives as riparian

management areas or streamside management zones and primary source areas for wood and sediment such as

unstable and potentially unstable areas in headwater areas and along streams Riparian Reserves occur at the
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margins of standing and flowing water intermittent stream channels and ephemeral ponds and wetlands

Riparian Reserves generally parallel the stream network but also include other areas necessary for maintaining

hydrologic geomorphic and ecologic processes

Under the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Riparian Reserves are used to maintain and restore riparianstructuresand functions of intermittent streams confer benefits to riparian dependent and associated species other

than fish enhance habitat conservation for organisms that are dependent on the transition zone between

upslope and riparian areas improve travel and dispersal corridors for many terrestrial animals and plants and

provide for greater connectivity of the watershed The Riparian Reserves will also serve as connectivitycorridorsbetween the Late Successional Reserves

The Assessment Team developed three Riparian Reserve scenarios that prescribe the Riparian Reserve widths

to be used until the agencies complete watershed analyses Table 862 The three scenarios have similar

prescriptions for 1fishbearing streams 2constructed ponds and reservoirs and wetlands greater than 1

acre and 3 lakes and natural ponds The three scenarios prescribe different widths for 1 permanently

flowing nonfish bearing streams and 2 seasonally flowing or intermittent streams and wetlands less than 1

acre

Widths for Riparian Reserves necessary to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives for different water

bodies are established based on ecologic and geomorphic factors The prescribed widths are designed to

provide a high level of fish habitat and riparian protection until watershed and site analysis can be completed

Watershed analysis will identify critical hillslope riparian and channel processes that must be evaluated to

delineate Riparian Reserves that assure protection of riparian and aquatic functions Riparian Reserves are

delineated during implementation of sitespecific projects based on analysis of the critical hillslope riparian

and channel processes and features Although Riparian Reserve boundaries may be adjusted on permanently

flowing streams the Assessment Team considered the prescribed widths to approximate those necessary for

attaining Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Post watershed analysis Riparian Reserve boundaries for

intermittent streams are expected to be different from the existing boundaries due to the high variability of

hydrologic geomorphic and ecologic processes in a watershed affecting intermittent streams Consequently

while the post watershed analysis Riparian Reserve boundaries for permanently flowing streams should

approximate the boundaries prescribed in this SEIS post watershed analysis Riparian Reserve boundaries for

intermittent streams can be quite different from the boundaries prescribed in this SEIS The prescribed widths

of Riparian Reserves apply to all watersheds until watershed analysis is completed a sitespecific analysis is

conducted and described and the rationale for final Riparian Reserve boundaries is presented

The boundaries of Riparian Reserves depend on varying sitespecific elements and characteristics including

the size of a sitepotential tree The Assessment Team defined a sitepotential tree as one with the average

maximum height of the tallest dominant trees 200 years or more for a given site class

Riparian Reserves cover the following five categories of streams or water bodies

Fish bearingstreams Riparian Reserves consist of the stream and the area on either side of the

stream extending from the edges of the active stream channel to the top of the inner gorge or to the

outer edges of the 100 year floodplain or to the outer edges of riparian vegetation or to a distance

equal to the height of two sitepotential trees or 300 feet slope distance 600 feet total including

both sides of the stream channel whichever is greatest

Permanently flowing nonfish bearingstreams Riparian Reserves consist of the stream and the area on

either side of the stream extending from the edges of the active stream channel to the top of the

inner gorge or to the outer edges of the 100 year floodplain or to the outer edges of riparian

vegetation or depending on the Riparian Reserve scenario extension from the edges of a stream

channel to a distance equal to the height of some fraction of a sitepotential tree or a specified slope

distance whichever is greatest
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Constructedponds and reservoirs andwetlandsgreaterthan I acre Riparian Reserves consist of the

body of water or wetland and the area to the outer edges of the riparian vegetation or to the extent

of seasonally saturated soil or the extent of unstable and potentially unstable areas or to a distance

equal to the height of one sitepotential tree or 150 feet slope distance from the edge of the wetland

greater than 1acre or the maximum pool elevation of constructed ponds and reservoirs whichever

is greatest This is the same in all Riparian Reserve scenarios

Lakes and naturalponds Riparian Reserves consist of the body of water or wetland and the area to

the outer edges of the riparian vegetation or to the extent of seasonally saturated soil or to the

extent of unstable and potentially unstable areas or to a distance equal to the height of two

sitepotential trees or 300 feet slope distance whichever is greatest This is the same in all Riparian

Reserve scenarios

Seasonally flowingor intermittent streams wetlands less than I acre and unstableand potentially unstable

areas This category applies to features with high variability in size and sitespecific characteristics

At a minimum the Riparian Reserve must include

The extent of unstable and potentially unstable areas

The stream channel and extend to the top of the inner gorge

The stream channel or wetland and the area from the edges of the stream channel or wetland to the

outer edges of the riparian vegetation

Depending on the Riparian Reserve scenario extension from the edges of the stream channel to a

distance equal to the height of some fraction of a sitepotential tree or a specified slope distance

whichever is greatest

Including intermittent streams and wetlands within Riparian Reserves is important for successfulimplementationof the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Accurate identification of these features is critical to correctly

implement the strategy and protect the intermittent stream and wetland functions and processes Identification

of these features is difficult at times due to the lack of surface water or wet soils during dry periods The

following discussion provides guidance on steps to identify these features for inclusion within RiparianReserves
Intermittent Streams Fish bearing streams are distinguished from intermittent streams by the presence of any

species of fish for any duration Many intermittent streams may be used as spawning and rearing streams

refuge areas during flood events in larger rivers and streams or travel routes for fish emigrating from lakes In

these instances the standards and guidelines for fishbearing streams would apply to those sections of the

intermittent stream used by the fish Intermittent streams are defined as any nonpermanent flowing drainage

feature having a definable channel and evidence of annual scour or deposition This includes what aresometimesreferred to as ephemeral streams if they meet these two physical criteria

The following discussion pertains to Riparian Reserve widths on intermittent streams and wetlands necessary

to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Other objectives such as Riparian Reserves providing

wildlife dispersal corridors could lead to Riparian Reserve widths different from those necessary to protect the

ecological integrity of the intermittent stream or wetland These other objectives could yield wider Riparian

Reserves than those necessary to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives There can never be instances

where Riparian Reserves would be narrower than the widths necessary to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy

objectives
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The width of Riparian Reserves necessary to protect the ecological integrity of intermittent streams varies with

slope and rock type Figure 86 1 shows the estimated size of Riparian Reserves necessary to protect theecological
values of intermittent streams with different slope and rock types These estimates were made bygeomorphologistshydrologists and fish biologists from the Bureau of Land Management Forest Service and the

Environmental Protection Agency These distances are consistent with the height of one sitepotential tree as

discussed above

Watershed analysis provides the ecological and geomorphic basis for changing the size and location ofRiparianReserves

Figure B61 Ecological protection needs for intermittent streams by slope class and rock type

Figure shows width measured as slope distance needed for streamside protection for reasons

other than slope stability These widths were estimated by an interagency team of scientists based

on professional judgment and experience Protection needs included surface erosion of streamside

slopes fluvial erosion of the stream channel soil productivity habitat for riparian dependent

species the ability of streams to transmit damage downstream and the role of streams in the

distribution of large wood to downstream fishbearing waters
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Wetlands The combination of hydrology soils and vegetative characteristics is the primary factor influencing

the development of wetland habitats There must be the presence of surface water or saturated soils tosignificantlyreduce the oxygen content in the soils to zero or near zero concentrations These low or zero soil

oxygen conditions must persist for sufficient duration to promote development of plant communities that have

a dominance of species adapted to survive and grow under zero oxygen conditions These wetlandcharacteristicsapply when defining wetlands for regulatory jurisdiction Dept of the Army 1987 or for technical analysis

when conducting inventories or functional assessments Seeps and springs can be classified as streams if they

have sufficient flow in a channel or as seasonal or perennial wetlands under the criteria defined in the Corps of

Engineers Wetlands Manual Dept of the Army 1987 The standards and guidelines for wetlands which are

based on the hydrologic physical and biologic characteristics described in the manual apply to seeps and

springs regardless of their size

Formal definition for implementing section 404 of the Clean Water Act adopted by the EnvironmentalProtectionAgency is as follows

The term wetlands means those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a

frequency and duration sufficient to support and that under normal circumstances do support aprevalence
of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions Wetlands generally include

swamps marshes bogs and similar areas

Detailed technical methods have been developed to assist in identification of wetlands in the field that meet the

above definition Currently the field manual being used for implementing the Clean Water Act is the Corps of

Engineers Wetlands Manual Dept of the Army 1987

For purposes of conducting the National Wetland Inventory the Fish and Wildlife Service has broadly defined

both vegetated and nonvegetated wetlands as follows

Wetlands are lands transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems where the water table is usually at

or near the surface or the land is covered by shallow water For purposes of this classification wetlands

must have one or more of the following three attributes 1at least periodically the land supportspredominantlyhydrophytes 2the substrate is predominantly undrained hydric soil and 3 the substrate is

nonsoil and is saturated with water or covered by shallow water at some time during the growing season

of each year Cowardin et al 1979

Wetlands typically occur within and adjacent to riparian zones It is frequently difficult to differentiatewetlandsfrom riparian areas based on the definitions Most typically and particularly in forested landscapes the

riparian zone is defined by its spatial relation to adjacent streams or rivers However riparian zones are also

commonly considered to be lands integrally related to other aquatic habitats such as lakes reservoirsintermittentstreams springs seeps and wetlands

Such conceptual and definitional vagaries lead to spatial overlap between wetlands and riparian zones This

overlap results in only a portion of the riparian zone associated with rivers and streams being considered

wetlands The extent of that portion depends on specific hydrologic vegetation and soil features Thefunctionsof the wetland portion may also be distinct from the nonwetlands For example wetlands may provide

habitat for specialized plant species or reproductive habitat for amphibians or other organisms that would not

be provided by riparian areas

The prescribed widths for Riparian Reserves apply to all streams lakes ponds and wetlands on landsadministeredby the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management within the range of the northern spotted owl until

a watershed analysis can be completed Watershed analysis is expected to yield the contextual information

needed to define ecologically and geomorphically appropriate Riparian Reserves Analysis of sitespecific

characteristics may warrant Riparian Reserves that are narrower or wider than the prescribed widths Thus it

is possible to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives with post watershed analysis reserve boundaries
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for intermittent streams that are quite different from those conforming to the prescribed widths Regardless of

stream type changes to Riparian Reserves must be based on scientifically sound reasoning and be fullyjustifiedand documented

Once the Riparian Reserve width is established either based on existing widths or watershed analysis then

land management activities allowed in the Riparian Reserve will be directed by standards and guidelines for

managing Riparian Reserves The standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves described later in this

appendix prohibit or regulate activities in Riparian Reserves that retard or prevent attainment of the Aquatic

Conservation Strategy objectives

2 KEY WATERSHEDS

Refugia are a cornerstone of most species conservation strategies They are designated areas that eitherprovideor are expected to provide high quality habitat A system of Key Watersheds that serve as refugia is

crucial for maintaining and recovering habitat for atrisk stocks of anadromous salmonids and resident fish

species These refugia include areas of high quality habitat as well as areas of degraded habitat KeyWatershedswith high quality conditions will serve as anchors for the potential recovery of depressed stocks Those

of lower quality habitat have a high potential for restoration and will become future sources of high quality

habitat with the implementation of a comprehensive restoration program see Watershed Restoration later in

this portion of Appendix B
The Aquatic Conservation Strategy includes two designations for Key Watersheds Tier 1AquaticConservationEmphasis Key Watersheds contribute directly to conservation of atrisk anadromous salmonids bull

trout and resident fish species They also have a high potential of being restored as part of a watershedrestorationprogram Tier 1 Key Watersheds consist primarily of watersheds identified previously by Johnson et al

1991 and Thomas et al 1993 The network of 143 Tier 1Key Watersheds ensures that refugia are widely

distributed across the landscape While 21 Tier 2 other Key Watersheds may not contain atrisk fish stocks

they are important sources of high quality water The Key Watersheds are displayed on the map accompanying

this Final SEIS and delineated in Table 163 Many of these had been identified by Johnson et al 1991 and

Thomas et al 1993 and their designations changed during the preparation of the FEMAT Report See Chapter

V of the FEMAT Report for more discussion

The original identification of key watersheds in Johnson et al 1991 was done by fish biologists andhydrologistsfrom each of the National Forests within the range of the northern spotted owl The criteria for Tier 1

watersheds listed above were used to identify the individual watersheds at that time Each National Forest was

asked to develop a map showing the distribution of anadromous fish or other fish species and to identify the

best existing habitats Additionally each National Forest identified watersheds that had the greatest potential

for restoration to become high quality habitat for anadromous and other fish species in the future After each

National Forest had identified key watersheds a comprehensive map was developed Distribution of the

watersheds relative to each other distribution within major drainage basins and the distribution relative to

private and state lands was examined Adjustments were made where deemed necessary

The Assessment Team did not have a set of quantitative criteria eg dispersal distance and number of pairs

like those developed for the northern spotted owl As a result the Assessment Team relied on professional

judgement to determine if the system appeared to be adequate in terms of the amount and distribution of

habitat for the major stocks across the region Reeves and Sedell 1992 give a more detailed discussion of the

development of the Key Watershed network

The Key Watershed network includes streams used by 176 of the 257 atrisk fish stocks that inhabit federal

lands Tables B64 and 865 Atrisk fish stocks are stocks that are at a high tomoderate risk of extinction

Table 864 Higgins et al 1992 Nehlsen et al 1991 Nickelson et al 1992 and Wash Dept of Fisheries 1993

Of the 82 atrisk stocks not covered by Key Watersheds 68 occur on Forest Service administered watersheds 9
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on BLMadministered watersheds and 5 on National Park Service administered watersheds Also 11 of the 82

are chum salmon that use streams and stream segments downstream of federal lands Not all of the atrisk

anadromous salmonid stocks are likely to qualify as species as defined by the Endangered Species Act While

the Act defines species to include any distinct population segment of any species of vertebrate fish or

wildlife which interbreeds when mature the National Marine Fisheries Service has further refined andinterpreted
the term distinct population segment as it applies to Pacific salmon The National Marine Fisheries

Service considers a stock to be distinct if it represents an evolutionarily significant unit of the biological

species Waples 1991 A stock or group of stocks must meet two criteria to be considered by the National

Marine Fisheries Service to constitute an evolutionarily significant unit 1it must be substantiallyreproductively
isolated from conspecific of the same species units and 2 it must represent an important component

in the evolutionary legacy of the species The second criterion could be confirmed for example if the stock

contains unique genetic characteristics a unique life history trait or displays an unusual or distinctiveadaptation
to its environment

The major changes between the Assessment Team’s review and the efforts reported by Johnson et al 1991 and

Thomas et al 1993 in regards to Key Watersheds were 1 identification of Key Watersheds using the criteria

listed above on lands administered by the BLM and 2 identification of Tier 2 Key Watersheds The latter

were identified because of the increasing concern about water quality raised by the Environmental Protection

Agency Studies had shown that 70 percent of streams on lands administered by the BLM and over 50 percent

of streams on lands administered by the Forest Service were out of compliance with clean water standards

FEMAT Report Chapter V
Long term management within Key Watersheds requires watershed analysis prior to further resourcemanagementactivity In the short term watershed analyses must be completed before initiating actions within a Key

Watershed except those actions that are categorically excluded from documentation in an environmental

analysis or environmental impact statement 40 CFR 1508.4 Timber harvest including salvage cannot occur

in Key Watersheds until the agencies complete a watershed analysis All categorically excluded projects must

respect Riparian Reserve boundaries and comply with standards and guidelines Key Watersheds thatcurrentlycontain poor quality habitat are believed to have the best opportunity for successful restoration and will

receive priority in any watershed restoration program

Roadless Areas and Key Watersheds

Management activities in inventoried roadless areas with unstable land will increase the risk to aquatic and

riparian habitat impair the capacity of Key Watersheds to function as intended and limit the potential to

achieve Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Standards and guidelines that refer to inventoried roadless

areas or simply roadless areas apply only to those portions of such areas that would still qualify as roadless

under the guidelines used to originally designate the areas as roadless

To protect the remaining high quality habitats no new roads will be constructed in inventoried roadless areas

in Key Watersheds under all alternatives except Alternatives 7 and 8 The Assessment Team recommended that

the agencies reduce the existing road mileage within Key Watersheds if funding permits Watershed analysis

must be conducted in all non Key Watersheds which contain roadless areas before any management activities

can occur within those roadless areas

The amount of existing system and nonsystem roads within Key Watersheds should be reduced Reducing

road mileage refers to decommissioning the road Road closures with gates or barriers do not qualify as either

decommissioning of a road or a reduction in road mileage If funding is insufficient to implement reductions

there will be no net increase in the amount of roads in Key Watersheds This means that for each mile of new

road constructed at least one mile of road should be decommissioned see also FEMAT Report Chapter V
Appendix J and priority given to roads that pose the greatest risks to riparian and aquatic ecosystems
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3 WATERSHED ANALYSIS

Watershed analysis is required in Key Watersheds non Key Watersheds containing inventoried roadless areas

and Riparian Reserves prior to determining how proposed land management activities meet AquaticConservationStrategy objectives In the short term watershed analyses must be completed before initiating actions

within a Key Watershed except those actions that are categorically excluded from documentation in anenvironmentalanalysis or environmental impact statement 40 CFR 1508.4 Timber harvest including salvage

cannot occur in Key Watersheds until the agencies complete a watershed analysis Ultimately howeverwatershed
analysis should be conducted in all watersheds on federal lands as a basis for ecosystem planning and

management

As described here watershed analysis focuses on its role in implementing the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

The broader role of watershed analysis in relation to implementing the ecosystem management objectives

proposed by this SEIS is described in Chapter 2 Watershed analysis is one of the principal analyses on which

decisions implementing the Aquatic Conservation Strategy will be made

Watershed analysis has a critical role in providing for aquatic and riparian habitat protection In planning for

ecosystem management and establishing Riparian Reserves to protect and restore riparian and aquatic habitat

the overall watershed condition and its array of functions and processes need to be considered Watershed

condition includes more than just the state of the channel and riparian area It also includes the condition of the

uplands distribution and type of seral classes of vegetation land use history effects of previous natural and

landuse related disturbances and distribution and abundance of species and populations throughout the

watershed These factors strongly influence the structure and functioning of aquatic and riparian habitat

Naiman et al 1992 Effective protection strategies for riparian and aquatic habitat on federal lands must

accommodate the wide variability in landscape conditions present across the Pacific Northwest Watershed

analysis plays a key role in the Aquatic Conservation Strategy ensuring that aquatic system protection is fitted

to specific landscapes

The focus of watershed analysis will be on collection and compilation of information about the watershed that

is essential for making sound management decisions It will be an analytical process not a decision making

process with a proposed action requiring NEPA documentation It will serve as the basis for developing

project specific proposals and defining monitoring and restoration needs for a watershed The scope of some

issues or resources may require broader scale analyses The information from the watershed analyses will

contribute to decision making at all levels Project specific NEPA planning will use information developed

from watershed analysis For example if watershed analysis shows that restoring certain resources within a

watershed could contribute to achieving landscape or ecosystem management objectives then subsequent

decisions will need to address that information

The results of watershed analyses may include a description of the resource needs capabilities opportunities

the range of natural variability and spatially explicit information that will facilitate environmental andcumulative
effects analyses for NEPA and the processes and functions operating within the watershed Watershed

analysis will identify potentially disjunct approaches and conflicting objectives within watersheds Theinformationfrom watershed analysis will be used to determine priorities for funding and implementing actions

and projects and to develop monitoring strategies and objectives The participation of adjacent landowners

private citizens interest groups industry different government agencies and others in watershed analysis will

be promoted

Watershed analysis is a systematic procedure for characterizing watershed and ecological processes to meet

specific management and social objectives This information will support decisions for implementingmanagementprescriptions including selling and refining boundaries of Riparian and other Reserves developing

restoration strategies and priorities and revealing the most useful indicators for monitoring environmental

changes Watershed analysis is an important analytical step supporting ecosystem planning for watersheds of
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approximately 20 to 200 square miles Figure 362 It is a key component supporting watershed planning and

analyzing the blending of social expectations with the biophysical capabilities of specific landscapes For

example watershed analysis is the appropriate level for analyzing the effects of transportation systems on

aquatic and riparian habitats within the target watershed In contrast issues pertaining to stocks atrisk would

generally be moreapplicable at the province river basin analytical levels discussed in Chapter 2 of this SEIS

rather than the 20 to 200 square mile watershed level

Watershed analysis consists of technically rigorous and defensible procedures designed to identify processes

that are active within a watershed how those processes are distributed in time and space the current upland

and riparian conditions of the watershed and how all of these factors influence riparian habitat and other

beneficial uses The analysis is conducted by an interdisciplinary team consisting of geomorphologistshydrologists
soil scientists biologists and other specialists as needed Information used in this analysis includes

maps of topography stream networks soils vegetation geology sequential aerial photographs fieldinventoriesand surveys including landslide channel aquatic habitat and riparian condition inventories census data

on species presence and abundance disturbance and land use history and other historical data eg
streamflow records old channel surveys

Watershed analysis is organized as a set of modules that examine biotic and abiotic processes influencing

aquatic habitat and species abundance ie landslides surface erosion peak and low streamrflows stream

temperatures road network effects coarse woody debris dynamics channel processes fire limiting factor

analysis for key species and so on Results from these modules are integrated into a description of current

upland riparian and channel conditions maps of location frequency and magnitude of key processes and

location and abundance of key species

Watershed analysis provides the contextual basis at the site level for decision makers to set appropriateboundariesof Riparian Reserves plan land use activities compatible with disturbance patterns design roadtransportationnetworks that pose minimal risk to aquatic and riparian habitat identify what and where restoration

activities will be most effective and establish specific parameters and activities to be monitored More detailed

sitelevel analyses are required to design specific projects eg road siting or timber sale layout so thatriparianand aquatic habitats are protected

Watershed analysis provides the ecological and geomorphic basis for changing the size and location ofRiparianReserves necessary to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives The following Augusta Creekexamplefrom the Willamette National Forest illustrates approaches to adjusting Riparian Reserves based on

geomorphic and hydrologic conditions alone This is not intended to represent the only reasoning for adjusting

Riparian Reserves within the range of the northern spotted owl Design of Riparian Reserves is likely to be a

hybrid of decisions based on consideration of sites of special ecological value slope stability wildlife dispersal

corridors endemic species considerations and natural disturbance processes

Figure 86 3 illustrates how slope stability and debris flow runout models may be used as part of watershed

analysis for adjusting Riparian Reserves The result is that the basin is stratified into areas that may require

wider or narrower Riparian Reserves than those conforming to Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 for intermittent

streams For example on intermittent streams in unstable areas with high potential to generate slides and

debris flows Riparian Reserves wider than those conforming to the definition may be necessary to ensure

ecological integrity Riparian Reserves in more stable areas may be less extensive managed under upland

standards and guidelines eg levels of green tree retention as either single trees or in patches of a specific

size or a combination of these

Slope stability analysis for Augusta Creek is an example in which likely impact mechanisms are identified

Figure 864 The distribution of areas subject to slope instability was interpreted from information contained

within the Willamette National Forest Soil Resource Inventory Slope data was mapped based on whether

hillslope gradients were less than 30 degrees between 30 and 60 degrees and greater than 60 degrees Geologic

descriptions from the soil inventory were used to determine whether underlying bedrock was hardmoderB
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Figure B62 Relationship between levels of analysis
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ately hard or soft The hillslope gradient and geologic description was then used to assign each mapped unit a

hazard rating of low moderate or high slide potential Figure 864 Predicted hazard ratings were tested and

found to be in excellent agreement with the historical landslide pattern observed from aerial photographs This

analytical step ensures that field and analysis time will be used efficiently to address the most important

processes and issues in the watershed

Using the results from the slope stability analysis watersheds were stratified into subareas to evaluate the

watersheds as uniform response units for each of the processes or issues of concern The process ofdeterminingdebris flow susceptibility for Augusta Creek is an example of how a watershed might be stratified and how
this stratification maybe used as a basis for mapping Riparian Reserves Figure 863 To determine thesusceptibility

of different stream reaches to debris flows a stream network map was overlaid on the slide potential

map Figure 864 Areas with high slope instability were assumed to be most likely to generate debris flows
Firstorder channels headward channels without tributaries were assigned a debris flow hazard rating equal

to the slide potential of the surrounding landscape Figure 864 Debris flow hazard to higher order channels

downstream was assumed to be a function of two factors channel gradient Figure 865 and tributaryjunctionangleFigure 866 based on work by Benda 1985 and others Debris flow hazard was reduced on streams

where channel gradient was less than 3 degrees or tributary junction angle exceeded 70 degrees to produce a

map of debris flow potential Figure 867 The stratification will vary according to process or issue

Within a given physiographic province similar geographic and topographic features control drainage network

and hillslope stability patterns These features may exert a strong influence on the design of Riparian Reserves

For example in the highly dissected southern Oregon Coast Range debris flows originating in channel heads

are the primary mass movement process Large slowmoving earthflows are dominant in the westernOregonCascadesEarthflows qualify as unstable and potentially unstable areas and would be analyzed for inclusion

within Riparian Reserves for intermittent streams To adequately protect the aquatic system from management
induced landsliding Riparian Reserve design may vary as a result of these differences In the Coast Range
Riparian Reserves would tend to be in narrow bands associated with intermittent streams relativelyevenlydistributedthroughout the basin while those in the Cascades may be locally extensive and centered around

earthflows Stable areas in other parts of the watershed may have reduced Riparian Reserves on intermittent

streams

Earthflows can cover extensive amounts of land within a watershed As such they largely influence theresultinglandscape and directly affect aquatic and riparian habitat quality structure and function For example
streams flowing through active earthflows would tend to cut the toes of the inner gorges Thus the earthflow

would serve as a chronic source of sediment to the channel The effects of constructing roads orharvestingtimberon the rate of sediment delivery to the channel on the earthflow would need to be considered during the

design of the Riparian Reserve Thus the amount of a particular earthflow incorporated into a RiparianReserve
as identified through watershed analysis depends on the risk of management induced disturbances and

meeting Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives The risk will be determined based on an analysis of the

projected instability of the earthflow relative to the recovery rate of aquatic and riparian ecosystems There will

be cases where entire earthflows will be incorporated into Riparian Reserves and cases where only those

portions determined to directly affect the rate of achieving Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives will be

incorporated

The efficacy of watershed analysis depends on the level of consideration given to how key processes are

distributed over watersheds within a given landscape and in many cases distinguishing betweenphysiographicprovinces which can vary widely in the importance of individual processes It also depends on

having a method to validate assumptions or results having a clear logic in weighting or combining individual

elements not relying on simple indices to explain complex phenomena and not assuming direct or linear

relations between land use intensity and watershed response results

While watershed analysis can provide essential information for designing land use activities over the entire

watershed it can also highlight uncertainties in knowledge or understanding that need to be addressed

Watershed analysis is emerging as a new standard for assessing watershed condition and land use impacts
The process described in this Final SEIS builds on more recent comprehensive approaches including the

Water Resources Evaluation of Nonpoint Silvicultural Sources program the watershed analysisproceduredevelopedby the Washington State Timber Fish and Wildlife program and the cumulative effects methods
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Figure B63 Augusta Creek basin watershed with Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 modified by slope

stability considerations

Open canopy plantations

GiI 4 Open canopy natural

Open canopy young and mature

Open canopy old

Unstable slopes
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Figure B64 Landslide potential with stream network Augusta Creek basin Willamette National

Forest

Low slide potential

W Moderate slide potential

High slidepotential
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Figure B65 Distribution of stream reaches with channel gradients greater than and less than 3

degrees Augusta Creek basin Willamette National Forest

A uGradient less than 3 degrees

X A Gradient 3 degrees or more
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Figure 866 Stream network for Augusta Creek watershed Willamette National Forest showing

high angle tributary junctions greater than 70 degrees

i 4 Junction 70 degrees
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Figure B67 Debris flow potential for Augusta Creek basin Willamette National Forest based on

slope stability and potential for debris flow runout from stream gradient and tributary junction

analysis

Low potential

Moderate potential

High potential
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Table B63 Key Watersheds on lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM

within the range of the northern spotted owl

Watershed RiverKey WatershedRTierR
Washington

Puyallup RiverR

1 R W 135 White River

Snohomish River

1 W 121 Skykomish River

Snoqualmie River

2 W 222 MFk Snoqualmie River

Stillaguarnish River

1 W 116

1 W 117

1 W 120

Skagit River

1 W 119

1 W 118

Nooksack River

1 W 115

1 W 114

Columbia River

1 W 146

2 W 244

2 W 247

Lewis River

1 W 148

2 W 245

1 W 143

Cowlitz River

2 W 241

2 W 239

2 W 242

1 W 140

Methow River

1 W 126

1 W 125

1 W 124

1 W 123

Chehalis River

1 W ll1

1 W 109

1 W 110

Quillaute River

2 W 201

Quinault River

1 W 113

1 W 112

beer Creek

NFk Stillaguanish River

SFk Stillaguamish River

Sauk River

Suiattle River

SFk Nooksack River

NFk Nooksack River

Wind River

White Salmon River

Little White Salmon River

EFk Lewis River

RSiouxonCreek

RLewisRiver R

NFk Cispus River

Clear Fk Cowlitz River

Upper Cispus River Corridor 1
Packwood Lake associated streams

Twisp River

REarlyWinters Wolf CreeksRUpperMethow River

RChewuchRiver R

Wynoochie River

RCanyonRiver Corridor 1RSatsop
River Corridor 1 R

Soleduck River

Cook Creek

RMcCallaCreek R

Strait of Juan deFuca

1 W 103 Dungeness River

1 W 102 Elwha River
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National Forest BLM District

Mt Baker Snoqualmie

Mt Baker Snoqualmie

Mt Baker Snoqualmie

Mt Baker Snoqualmie

Mt Baker Snoqualmie

Mt Baker Snoqualmie

Mt Baker Snoqualmie

Mt Baker Snoqualmie

Mt Baker Snoqualmie

Mt Baker Snoqualmie

Gifford Pinchot

Gifford Pinchot

Gifford Pinchot

Gifford Pinchot

Gifford Pinchot

Gifford Pinchot

Gifford FinchotR

Gifford PinchotR

Gifford PinchotR

Gifford PinchotR

OkanoganR

OkanoganR

OkanoganR

OkanoganR

Olympic

Olympic

Olympic

Olympic

Olympic

Olympic

Olympic

Olympic
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Table B63 continued

Watershed RiverKey Watershed National Forest BLMDistrict

Tier

Hood Canal

1 W 108 Skokomish River Olympic

1 W 107 Lake CushmanNFk Skokomish R Olympic

1 W 106 Duckabush River Olympic

1 W 105 Dosewallips River Olympic

Quilcene River

2 W 204 Big Quilcene River Olympic

Columbia River

Yakima River

1 W 136 Naches River Little Naches River Wenatchee

1 W 138 Rattlesnake Creek Wenatchee

1 W 137 Bumping American River Wenatchee

1 W 130 Cle Elum River Wenatchee

1 W 131 Box Canyon Creek Wenatchee

Wenatchee River

1 W 133 Ingalis Creek Wenatchee

1 W 134 Mission Creek Wenatchee

1 W 129 Icicle Creek Wenatchee

1 W 128 Upper Wenatchee River Wenatchee

Entiat River

1 W 127 Entiat River Wenatchee

Oregon

Pacific Ocean

1 0377 Winchuck River Siskiyou

1 0366 Elk River Siskiyou CoosBay

Smith River

1 C502 Smith River Siskiyou Six Rivers

Chetco River

1 0376 Emily Creek Siskiyou

1 0375 NFk Chetco River Coos Bay

Rogue River

1 0393 Taylor Creek Siskiyou Medford

1 0370 Quosatana Creek Siskiyou

1 0372 Shasta Costa Creek Siskiyou

Illinois River

1

1

0379

0380

Cave Grayback Creeks

Upper Sucker Creek

Siskiyou

Siskiyou

Medford

Medford

1 C501 Upper EFk Illinois River Siskiyou

1 0371 Lawson Creek Siskiyou

1 0374 Silver Creek Siskiyou Medford

1 0373 Indigo Creek Siskiyou Medford

Sixes River

1 0365 Dry Creek Siskiyou Coos Bay

1

1

1

Coquille River

0367

0324

0322

SFk Coquille River

Cherry Creek NFk Coquille

Upper NFk Coquille River

Siskiyou Coos Bay Medford

Coos Bay

Coos Bay
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Table B63 continued

Watershed RiverKeyWatershed

Tier

Coos River

1 0323 Tioga Creek

Lower Umpqua River

1 0319 Franklin Creek

1 0321 Paradise Creek

Smith River

1 0318 Wassen Creek

1 0317 NFk Smith River

1 0320 Upper Smith River

Siltcoos River Siltcoos Lake

1 0316 Upper Fiddle Creek

Siuslaw River

1 0314 NFk Siuslaw River

1 0313 W Fk Indian Creek

Sutton Creek Mercer Lake

1 0395 Bailey Creek

Pacific Ocean

1 0312 Cummins Tenmile Rock Big Creeks

1 0311 Yachats River

Alsea River

1 0310 Drift Creek Alsea

1 0305 Tobe Creek

1 0315 Upper Lobster Creek

Beaver Creek

1 0394 NFk Beaver Creek

Yaquina River

1 0306 Mill Creek

Siletz RiverBay

1 0308 Drift Creek Siletz

1 0309 NFk Siletz River Warnick Creek

Nestucca River

1 0304 Upper Nestucca River

Tillamook Bay

1 0301 Kilchis River

1 0302 Little NFk Wilson River

Trask River

1 0303 MFk Trask RiverElkhorn Creek

Umpqua River

South Umpqua River

1 0363 S Umpqua River

Cow Creek

1 0368 W Fk Cow Creek

1 0369 Middle Creek

North Umpqua River

1 0361 Calf Creek

1 0362 Copeland Creek

1 0358 Boulder Creek

National Forest BLM District

Coos Bay

Siuslaw Coos Bay

Coos Bay Roseburg

Siuslaw

Siuslaw

Coos Bay

Coos Bay Eugene

Roseburg Eugene

Coos Bay

Siuslaw Coos Bay

Siuslaw

Siuslaw

Siuslaw

Siuslaw

Siuslaw Salem

Siuslaw

Siuslaw

Salem

Salem

Salem Eugene

Siuslaw

Siuslaw

Siuslaw Salem

Salem

Siuslaw Salem

Salem

Salem

Salem

Umpqua Roseburg Medford

Roseburg Medford

Roseburg Medford

Umpqua

Umpqua

Umpqua
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Table B63 continued R

Watershed RiverKey Watershed National Forest BLM DistrictR

Tier

1 0357 Steamboat Creek Umpqua Roseburg Eugene

1 0360 Deception Creek Wilson Creek Umpqua
1 0359 Williams Creek Fairview Creek Umpqua

Rogue River

1 0364 Elk Creek Rogue River Medford Roseburg

1 0384 SFkNFk Little Butte Creek Rogue River Medford Lakeview

Applegate River

1 0392 Palmer Creek Rogue River Medford

1 0391 Beaver Creek Rogue River Medford

1 0390 Yale Creek Rogue River

1 0389 Little Applegate River Rogue River Medford

Klamath River

1 0388 Jenny Creek Medford Lakeview

2 0486 Clover Creek Winema Lakeview

2 0483 Pelican Butte Winema

2 0482 Cherry Creek Winema

1 0381 Seven Mile Creek Winema

1 0355 Evening Creek Winema

1 0387 Spencer Creek Winema Lakeview

1 0485 Threemile Creek Winema

Columbia River

Willamette River

MFk Willamette River

1 0349 Fern Creek Willamette

1 0351 Dell Creek Willamette

1 0352 Ferrin Pond Willamette

1 0350 Holland Creek Willamette

2 0488 NFk of the MFk Willamette River Willamette

Santiam River

N Santiam River Wiflamette

2 0438 Upper N Santiam River Willamette

1 0337 Upper Little N Santiam River Willamette Salem

McKenzie River

1 0346 SFk McKenzie River Willamette

1 0341 Horse Creek Willamette

1 0340 Upper McKenzie River Willamette

1 0345 Marten Creek Bear Creek Eugene

Columbia River

1 0328 Fifteen Mile Creek Ramsey Creek Mt Hood

1 0326 W Fk Hood River Mt Hood

1 0327 Mill Five Mile Eight Mile Creeks Mt Hood

Clackamas River

1 0333 Clackamas River Big Cliff to Mt Hood Salem

Clackamas R headwaters and Oak

Grove Fk Clackamas River to Timothy

Lake Corridors 1
1 0336 Collawash River Mt Hood Salem

1 0335 Fish Creek Mt Hood Salem
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Table B63 continued

Watershed RiverKey Watershed

Tier

1 0332 Roaring River

2 0431 Eagle Creek

Sandy River

1 0330 Salmon River

2 0425 Bull Run River

Deschutes River

2 0429

1 0354

1 0353

2 0447

2 0444

2 0442

1 0339

2 0443

California

Eel River

1 C526

1 C525

1 C524

1 C523

1 C5i2

Klamath River

Trinity River

1 C515

1 C516

1 C519

1 C514

Eel River

1 C520

Mad River

1 C518

Klamath River

1 C512

1 C508

1 C507

1 C509

Trinity River

1 C517

I C513

Pacific Ocean

1 C502

1 C521

White River

Big Marsh Creek

Odell Creek

Cultus Creek

Tumalo Creek

Squaw Creek

Metolius River

Three Creeks Meadows and Creek

Thatcher Creek

Black Butte Creek

MFk Eel River

SFk Eel River Low Gap to Elder

Cedar Creek

NFk Trinity River

Canyon Creek

SFk Trinity River

New River

NFk Eel River

Pilot Creek

Red Cap Creek

Bluff Creek

Blue Creek

Camp Creek

Lower SFk Trinity River

Horse Linto Creek

Smith River

Mattole River

National Forest BLM District

Mt Hood

Mt Hood Salem

Mt Hood

Mt Hood

Salem

Salem

Mt Hood

Deschutes

Deschutes

Deschutes

Deschutes

Deschutes

Deschutes

Deschutes

Mendocino

Mendocino

Mendocino

Ukiah

Ukiah

Ukiah

Shasta Trinity

Shasta Trinity

Shasta Trinity

Shasta Trinity

Ukiah

Ukiah

Six Rivers Ukiah

Six Rivers

Six Rivers

Six Rivers

Six Rivers

Six Rivers

Six Rivers

Six Rivers

Ukdah

Six Rivers

Ukiah
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Table B63 continued

Watershed RiverKey Watershed National Forest BLM District

Tier

Kilamath River

1 C511 Salmon River Klamath

1 C510 Wooley Creek Klamath

1 C504 Elk Creek Kaamath

1 C506 Dillon Creek KMamath

1 C503 Clear Creek Klamath

1 C505 Gilder Creek Klamath

Watershed with a 1 14 mile no harvest zone on either side of the segment of stream designated

as corridor

Table 136 4 Risk rating criteria

Risk

Rating

0

Nehisen et al

1991

Higgins et al

1992

Nickelson et al

1992

Washington

Department of

Fisheries 1993

SASSI

Extinct

1 High risk of

extinction

High risk of

extinction

Special concern Critical

2 Moderate risk of

extinction

Moderate risk of

extinction

Depressed Depressed

3

4

Special concern Special concern

Unknown
Unknown

5 Healthy Healthy

State Salmon and Steelhead Stock Inventory
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Table B65 Anadromous fish stocks at risk in BLM and Forest Service administered watersheds

within the range of the northern spotted owl

Risk Ratings

Race Stocks Nehisen Higgins Nickelson SASSP BEMIistrics and NaionalForests KeyWatersheds

etadl91 etal 92 eta 92 93 National arks

Winter Chinook

California

Sacramento D re footnote Ukiah Shasta Trinity C
Mendorino

Spring SummerChi ook

California

Fcamath Salmon spr I I Ukiah Six Rivers Klamath C503

517
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Table B65 continued

Risk Ratngs

Race Stocks Nehisen Higgins Nickelson SASSI BLM Districts and NaHonalForests KeyWatersheds

etal 91 etal 92 etaL 92 93 NationalParks

Sprng Summer Chinook continued

StraitoffuandeFuca

Elvha spr 1 OlympicNP Olympic C
Dungeness spr I 1 OlympicNP Olympic W 103

SASSI is forspr su

Hood Canal

Dosewallips 5pr 1 OlympicNP Olympic W105

Skokomish 1 OlympicNP Olympic WIG8

Puget Sound

Pryallup

White spr 2 1 Mt Rmier NP Mt Baker Snoquaimde W135

White sufall 4 Mt RamirNP Mt Baker Snquahmie W135

Lake Washington

N Lk Wa teibs sufall 4

Cedarsu fall 4

Snohomnish s 2 Mt Baker Snoqualmie W121

Stillagtamish sa 2 Spokane Mt Baker Snoqualmie W

116.117
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Table B65 continued

Risk Ratings

Race Stocks Nehisen Higgins Nickelson SASSI BLMDistrics and National Forests KeyWatersheds

etal 91 etal 92 eal 92 93 National Parks

Fall Chinook continued

Sixes I Coos Bay Sisiyou 0365

New R
Florms Cr 4 Coos Bay

Coos 3 5 Coos Bay 0323

Big Cr 4 Sinslaw 0312

Yachats 2 4 Salem Siuslaw 0311

BeaverCr 4 Salem Siuslaw 0394

Yaquina 3 5 Salem Siuslaw 0306

Drift Cr Siletz Bay 4 Salem Sluslaw 0308

Schooner Cr 4 Salem Siuslaw

Salmon I Salem Siuslaw

Neskowin Cr 4 Sluslaw

Nehalem

Salmonbenry 4

Columbia

Sandy 1 Salem Mt Hood 0330

Hood 1 Mt Hood 0326

LColumbia small trbs 1 Salem Mt Hood

belowBommeville Spokane Gifford Pinchot

Washington

Cowlitz 1 Mt St Helens NVM Gifford Pinchot C
Toulle Gifford Pinchot

Green 2 Mt St Helens NVM Gifford Pinchot

SFk Toutle 2 Mt St Helms NVM Gidford Pinchot

Washougal 1 Gifford Pinchot

Wind tule 2 Gifford Pinchot W146

WhiteSalmon 1 2 Gifford Pinchot W244

SASSI rating for ttsle

WA Coast

Wilapa Bay

North R
Fall Rearly 2

Grays Harbor

Johns ElkS Bay btbs 4

Copalis 4

Moclips 4

Raft 4

Ozette R 1 Olympic NP

Strait of Juan de Fuca

Dungaenes 1 OlympicNP Olympic W103

Hoko 2

Hood Coaal

Dosewallips 1 OlympicNP Olympic W105

Duckabush 1 OlympicNP Olympic W106

Puget Sound

Puyallup 3 4 Mt Rander NP Mt Baker Snqualmde W135

Snohomish 2 Mt Baker Snoqualmde W121

Bridal Veil Cr 4

Stlllaguamish 2 Spokane Mt Baker Snoqualmte W
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Table B65 continued

Risk Rabtngs

Race Stocks Nehlsen Higgins Nickelson SASSI BLMDistrictsand NationalForests KeyWatersheds

etal 91 etal 92 et al92 93 NationalParks

Cohn

California

Russian I Uidah

Small CA coastal N of S 2

Pudding Cr I

Guialaa I Ukiah

Garcia I

Nawar 3

Albion 3

Big 3

Noyo 3

Ten Mile 3

Bear 3

Little 3

Wilson Cr 3 RedwoodNP

Matlole I Ukiah C521

King Range NCA

Eel 3 Ukiah Mendodno SxRivers C522

526
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Table B6 s continued

Risk Rahlngs

Race Stocks Nehisen Higgins Nickelson SASS BLMvDistricts ad National Forests KeyWatersheds

etal 91 etal 92 etal 92 93 National Parks

Coho continued

Umpqua 2 Coos Bay Siuslaw Umpqua 0 317 321 357 363 368 369

Roseburg Medford

LowerUmpqua 2 CoosBay Siuslaw 0317 321

Smith 2 Coos Bay Roseburg Siuslaw 0317 318 320

Eugene

N Umpqua 1 Roseburg Umpqua 0357 362

SUmpqua 2 Rosebmg Medford Umpqua

0.363
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Table B65 continued

Risk Ratings

Race Stocks Nehisen Hfiggins Nickelson SASSI BLMDistricts and National Forests KeyWatersheds

etaL 9t etaL 92 etal 92 93 National Parks

Cohn continued

Cowlitz 2 Mt SL Helens NVM Gifford Pimnhot C
Toutle 2 GiffordPinchot

Sm Totle 2 MtSt HelensNVM Gifford Finchot

Green 2 Mt St Helens NVM Gifford Finchot

Coweesnan 2

Rallama 2 MLSt HelensYNvM Gifford Pinchot

Lewis 2 Spokane Gifford’Pinchot C WV 148

Mt St Helens NVM

EcFk Lewis 2 Spokane GiffordPinchot W148

Salmon Cr 2

Washougal 1 2 Spokane Gifford Pinchot

WA Coast

Wlapa Bay 1 4

Copalis 4

Mochps 4

Qutngult 4 OlymspicNP Olympic

Raft 4

Goodman MosquitoCrs 4 OlympicNP

Kalaloch Cr 4 Olympic NP

Ltake Ozette 3 OlympicNP

OzetteR 4 OlympicNP

Sooes Waatch 4

Strait of juan de Puca

Sekdu Sail 2

Clallam 4

Pysht ITwin Deep 2 Olympic

Lyre 1 4 Olympic NP Olympic

Elwha 1 5 OlympicNP Olympic C
MorseCr 2 OlympicNP

Dungeness 2 OlympicNP Olympic W103

SequimiBay 2 Olympic

DiscovecyBay 1 Olympic

Hood Canal

Duckabush 2 Olympic NP Olympic W106

SE Hood Canal 2

flewatto 2

NE Hood Canal 2

Quilcene Dabob Bays 2 Olympic W204

Puget Sound

Chambers Cr 1 5

Puyallup 2 Mt BakerSnoqualmie W135

Dimvuanish Green

Newaukum Cr 2

Lake WashingtonR

Lk Wa Ssmmandish lnbs 2R

Cedar 4R

Snohomish 2 Spokane Mt Baker Snoqualdme W121

Snoqualmfe S Spokane Mt Baker Snoqualmie C
Skykomish 5 Mt BakerSnoqudmie W121

Stillaguamish 2 Spokane ML BakerSnoqudine W
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Table B6 5 continued

riskRatngs

Race Stocks Nehisen Higgins Nickelson SASSI BLM Districts and National Forests Key Watersheds

metal 91 metal 92 el a 92 93 National Parks

Coho continued

N Puget Sound teibs 4

Nooksack 1 4 Spokane N Cascades NP Mt Baker Snoqualimie W
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Table B6 s continued

isk Ralangs

Race Stocks Nehfsen Higgins Nickelson SASSP BLMfisicts and National Forests Key Watersheds

etal 91 elad 92 etal 92 93 NationalParks

Chum continued

Washington

Hamilton Cr fal 2

Grays R fall 2

Washougal 1 GiffordPnichot

WA Coast

Quets fall 4 SpobaneOlympicNP Olympic

Hoh fall 4 Spokane Olympic NP

Qulllayute 4 OlympicNP Olympic

OzetteR 1 4 Olympic NP

SASSIradngforfall

Hood Canal su 2 1 Olympic NP Olympic W105 106 10 204

Lower Skokodnsh fat 4 Olympic W103

Strait of Juam de Fuca

Elwha fat 1 4 OlympIcNP Olympic C

Hoko Clallamn 4

Selid fall

Lyre fall 4 Olympic

Dungeness 4 OlymplcNP Olympic W103

E Strit eibs fall

SeqimbBay su 2 Olympic

Discovery Bay so 1 Olympic

Puget Sound

Puyalup Carbon fadl 4 Mt RanierNP Mt BakerSncqualmie W135

Hylebos Cr fall 4

Henderson inlet fall 4

Chambers Crsu 2 0

Snohomish

Snoqualmde fail 4 Spokane Mt Baker Snoqualmde C
Duwamish Green 1 4 MLBakcerSnoqualmde

Skagit

LSkagit fal 4 Spokane Mt BalkerdSnqualnde

Noobsack

Mainstem S Fkfall 4 Spokane Mt Baker Snoqualmie W 115

Sumas Chifiwack fall 4 NCascades NP ML Baker Snoqualmie

Pink

California

Russian I Uidah

Washington

Hood Canal

Skokomish I OlympicNP Olympic W108

Dosewalfips 2 OlympicNP Olympic W105

Strait ofJunmde Puca

Elwha 1 1 OlympicNP Olympic C
Dungeness 2 OlympicNP Olympic W103

UpperDmngeness 2 OlympicNP Olympic W 10l

LoverDungeness 1 Olympic W103

Nooksack

NFk MkL Nooback 4 Spokane Mt Baker Snoqualmde W114

S lc Necks 4 Mt Baker Snoqualade W115
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Table B6 5 continued

Race Stocks

Winter Stedhead

California

Sacramento

Oregon

Chetco

Pistol

Rogse

Illinois

Sixes

Coos

Umpqua

Smith

N Umpqua

Siuslaw

BigCr

Tenanile Cr

Yachats

Alsea

Yaquhta

Siletz

Salmon

Nesticra

Titamook Bay

Miami

Kilchb

Wilson

Trask

Nehalem

Salmonbenry

Necanicum

Columbia

Willamette

Calapnoia

Clackamas

Hood

FifteenmileCr

L Columbia small tribs

below Bonneville Dam

L Columbia small t

aboveBommnilleDam

Washington

Mill Cr

Abernathy Cr

Germany Cr

GraysR

Skamokawa Cr

Elochoman

Cowlitz

Risk Ratings

5R
NehIsen Higins Nickelson

SASSPRetal91 etai 92 etai 92 93 R

1 R

2

R5
R

2 2 R

2

R2
R

2 R

5 R

3 2R3
R3

2R3
2R3

2R3
R3

2R3
2R3
2R3

R

2R2
R2

R2
R

2

IR

3

R1

R2

R2
R

IffsR

2R

2R

2R

3 2R

4R

3 2R

2 2 R

BLMDisictsrand

Nation Parks

Ukiah

Coo Bay

Coos Bay

Coos Bay Medford

Medford

CoosiBay

CoosBay

Coos Bay Roseburg

Eugene

Roseburg

Eugene

Salem

SalemEugme

Salem

Salem

Salem

Salem

Salem

Salem

Salem

Salem

Salem

Eugene

Salem

Prineville

Salem Spokane

Spokane Prineville

Spokane

SL Helens NVMR

National Forests KeyWatersheds

Shasta Trinity C
Mendodno

Siskiyou 0
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Table B6 5 continued

Risk Ratings

Race Stocks NehLsen Higgins Nickelson SASSIP BILMuistricts and NalionalForests KeyWatersheds

etaL 91 etal 92 etal 92 93 Nalional Parks

Winter Stlelhead continued

Toutle 3 MtStHelesNVM Gifford Pinchot

MainstemNFk Tontle 2 Mt SL Helens NVM Gifford Pinchot

Green 2 Mt St Helen NVM Gifford Pinchot

Coweeman 3 2

Kalams 3 5 Mt St HelensNVM GiifordPinchot

Letnis 3 GiffordPinchot W148

F 5kLLewis 2 GiffordPnchot W148

Mainsem NFk Leeis 2 Spokane GiffordFinchot C
Mt St Helens NVM

SaimonCr 2

Washouga1 2 Gifford Pinchot

Mainstem Washougal 4 Gifford Pinchot

W kofN kWashougal 4 Spokane GiffordPinchot

Wind 1 4 GiffordPinchot W146

WhiteSalmon 1 2 GiffordlPdichot W244

Hamilton Cr 4

WA Coast

Willapa Bay

North Smith Cr 4

PANx 4

Nesama 4
Bear 4

Grays Harbor

Chehalis

Skookumchuck 2 Mt Baker Snoqualdmie

Newaukum

Satsop 2 Olympic W109 110

SHaabor 4

Copais 4

Raft 4

Katatoch Cr 4 OlympicNP

Mosquito Cr 4 OlympicNP

Goodman Cr 4 OlympicNP

Oaette 4 OlymplcNP

Scoes VVaatch 4

Strait of juan de Fuca

Sail 4

Sekiu 4

Claim 4

Lyre 4 OlympicNP Olympic

Salt CrIndependents 4 Olympic NP

Elwha 2 OlympicNP Olympic C
MorseCr Iadependents 2 OlympicNP

Dungeness 2 OlympicNP Olympic W103

SeqemimBay 4 Olympic

DiscovesyBay 2 Olympic

HoodCanal

Deweatto 1 2

Tahuya 2 2

Union 4

Skokomish 3 2 Olympic W 108

Hanmma Hamma 4 Olympic

Duckabmsh 2 OlympicNP Olympic W106
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Table s65 continued

Risk Ratings

Race Stocks Nehisen Higgins Nickelson SASS BLMDisrictsand National Forests KeyWaterheds

etl a 91 et t 92 et ai 92 93 NatIonal Parks

WinterSteeihead continuedd

Dosewallips 2 OlympicNP Olympic W105

Quilcene Dabob Bays 4 Olympic W204

Pugel Sound

E Kltsap 4

Case CarrnIlets 4

Hammersleyfinlet 4

TottenInlet 4

Eid Inlet 4

Lake Washington 2 2

Skagit

Cascade 4 Spokane N Cascades NP Mt Baker Snoquaimie

Sandish 3 2

DakotaCr 4

Noobkack 3 4 Spokane N Casrases NP Mt Baker Snoqualide W
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Table B65 continued

Risk Ratings

Race Slocis Nehlsen Higgins Nickelson SASEI BLMDistics and Nalionaloresi KeyWatersheds

etai 91 etal 92 etad 92 93 NationalParks

SummerSteelhead continued

W of NPk Washougal 4 Spokane Gifford Pinchot

Rok Cr 4 Spokane Gifford Pmnchot

Wind 2 2 Gifford Pinchot W146

PatherCr 2 Gifford Pinchot W146

Trout Cr 2 Gifford Pinchot W146

WhiteSalmon 1 2 Spokane Gifford Pinchot W244

Yakima 2 Spokane Wenatchee W136 133

Wenatchee 3 2 Spokane Wenatchee W
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Table 865 continued

RiskRadngs

Race Stocks NehIse HIggins Nickelson SASSIW BLM Districts and National Forests KeyWatersheds

et al 91 eta 92 eal 92 93 National Farks

Sea rnt Cutthroat Trout continued

Mad 3 Uldah Six Rivenr C518

Wilson Cr 3 Redwoods NP

Oregon

ORcoastalstreams 2 Salem Medford Eugene Sisiyou Siuslaw toornumeroustolist

Coos Bay Roseburg

Columbia

Hood I Mt Hood 0326

LColumbiasmall bibs 2 Salem Spokane Mt Hood Gifford Pinchot

belowBonnevilleDtm

Washington

Elochomna 3

Cowilz 3 Mt St Helens NVM Gifford Pinchot C
Toutle 3 Mt St Helens NVM Gifford Pinchot

Coweemmr 3

Raisana 3 Mt St Helens NVM Gifford Pinchot

Washougal 3 Spokane Gifford Pinchot

RockCr I Spokame Gifford Pinchot

WA coastal Puget 3 Spokane Olympic NP Olympic W
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being developed by the National Council on Air and Stream Improvement Analysis modules in Watershed

Analysis are patterned after the first two approaches because a modular approach allows flexibility in selecting

methods appropriate to a particular watershed and facilitates modification of specific techniques as improved

methods become available Unique aspects of the watershed analysis procedure described in the FEMAT
Report include explicit consideration of biological as well as physical processes and the joint consideration of

upland and riparian areas see also FEMAT Report Chapter V Appendix 1
Watershed analysis is one of the important aspects of effectively implementing ecosystem planning andmanagementon a watershed basis Information gained through watershed analysis will be vital to adaptivemanagementover broad physiographic provinces When current plans and draf t plan preferred alternatives are

revised information gathered through watershed analysis will in part be the basis of these revisions

4 WATERSHED RESTORATION

Watershed restoration will be an integral part of a program to aid recovery of fish habitat riparian habitat and

water quality The analysis of effects described in this SEIS assumed that all the alternatives except Alternative

7 included a comprehensive watershed restoration program Restoration will be based on watershed analysis

and planning Watershed analysis is essential to identify areas of greatest benefit to cost relationships for

restoration opportunities and greatest likelihood of success Watershed analysis can also be used as a medium
to develop cooperative projects involving various landowners In many watersheds the most criticalrestorationneeds occur on private lands downstream from federally managed lands Watershed analysis including

the use of sediment budgets provides a framework for considering benefit tocost relations in a watershed

context Thus the magnitude of restoration needs within the planning area will be based on watershedanalysis
A viable effective program must employ all restoration components and must be long term Inventoryanalysisthe National Environmental Policy Act process implementation and monitoring all require time Without

adequate investment in each of these steps restoration efforts will be ineffective as demonstrated by past

efforts Funding and an interagency commitment to a program similarto the 10year program described in the

FEMAT Report Chapter V Appendix Jis essential

The most important components of a watershed restoration program are control and prevention of roadrelated

runoff and sediment production restoration of the condition of riparian vegetation and restoration of

instream habitat complexity Other restoration opportunities exist such as meadow and wetland restoration

and mine reclamation and these may be quite important in some areas Regionally however theseopportunitiesare much less extensive than the three components listed above see also FEMAT Report Chapter V
Appendix J
Roads Road treatments range from full decommissioning closing and stabilizing a road to eliminate potential

for storm damage and the need for maintenance to simple road upgrading which leaves the road open

Upgrading can involve practices such as removing soil from locations where there is a high potential oftriggeringlandslides modifying road drainage systems to reduce the extent to which the road functions as anextension
of the stream network and reconstructing stream crossings to reduce the risk and consequences of road

failure or washing out at the crossings

The decision to apply a given treatment depends on the value and sensitivity of downstream usestransportationneeds social expectations assessment of probable outcomes for success at correcting problems costs and

other factors Watershed analysis including the use of sediment budgets provides a framework forconsideringbenefit to cost relations in a watershed context Thus the magnitude of regional restoration needs will be

based on watershed analysis

Riparian Vegetation Active silvicultural programs will be necessary to restore large conifers in Riparian

Reserves Appropriate practices may include planting unstable areas such as landslides along streams and

flood terraces thinning densely stocked young stands to encourage development of large conifers releasing

young conifers from overtopping hardwoods and reforesting shrub and hardwood dominated stands with

conifers These practices can be implemented along with silvicultural treatments in uplands areas although the

practices will differ in objective and consequently design
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Instream Habitat Structures Instream restoration based on the interpretation of physical and biological

processes and deficiencies during watershed analysis can be an important component of an overall program

for restoring fish and riparian habitat Instream restoration measures are inherently short term and must be
accompanied by riparian and upslope restoration to achieve longterm watershed restoration Maintaining

desired levels of channel habitat complexity for example maybest be achieved in the short term byintroducingstructures However a riparian area with the complete array of functions and processes should provide

coarse woody debris to the channel in the long term

Instream restoration will be accompanied by riparian and upslope restoration if watershed restoration is to be

successful Instream restoration including inchannel structures will not be used to mitigate for management
actions that degrade existing habitat to substitute for habitat protection or to justify landmanagementactivitiesand practices that have a potential to negatively affect aquatic and riparian habitat in the long termPrioritymust be given to protecting existing high quality habitat

Monitoring

Watershed analysis will support decisions for a variety of planned ecosystem management actions within

watersheds Specific actions may include habitat restoration sediment reduction programs road removal and

management timber harvesting development of a recreation facility or any of a multitude of activitiesMonitoringwill be an essential component of these management actions and will be guided by the results ofwatershedanalysis

General objectives of monitoring will be to 1determine if best management practices have beenimplemented2 determine the effectiveness of management practices at multiple scales ranging from individual

sites to watersheds and 3validate whether ecosystem functions and processes have been maintained as

predicted In addition monitoring will provide feedback for the adaptive management process

Specific monitoring objectives will be derived from results of the watershed analysis and tailored to each

watershed Monitoring at the 20 to 200 square mile watershed level derived from watershed analysis will link

monitoring for ecosystem management objectives for multiple scales of province river basin smallerwatershedand sitespecific levels Specific locations of unstable and potentially unstable areas roads and harvest

activities will be identified In addition the spatial relationship of potentially unstable areas andmanagementactionsto sensitive habitats such as wetlands will be determined This information provides a basis fortargetingwatershed monitoring activities to assess outcomes associated with risks and uncertainties identified

during watershed analyses

Under natural conditions river and stream habitats on federal forest lands exhibit an extremely wide diversity

of conditions depending on past disturbances topography geomorphology climate and other factorsConsequentlyriparian area monitoring must be dispersed among the various landscapes rather than concentrated at

a few sites and then extrapolated to the entire forest Gregory and Ashkenas 1990 Logistical and financial

constraints require a stratified monitoring program that includes

Post project site review

Reference to subdrainages

Basin monitoring

A water quality network

Landscape integration of monitoring data

A stratified monitoring program examines watersheds at several spatial and temporal scales Information is

provided on hillslope floodplain and channel functions water quality fish and wildlife habitat andpopulationsand vegetation diversity and dynamics

Parameters selected for monitoring depend on the activities planned for a given watershed designed tospecificallyaddress forest practices and associated activities such as road construction and maintenance Two of the

more extensive activities related to water quality are timber harvest and road related operations In localized

areas water quality can also be affected by other activities such as mining and instream channel alterations to

improve habitat Details on the selection of water quality parameters and interactions can be found in

MacDonald et al 1991 In addition to chemical and physical parameters biological criteria may beappropriate
to monitor using techniques such as Rapid Bioassessment Protocols for macroinvertebrates Plafkin et al

1989 or the index of biotic integrity for fish diversity Karr 1981 Ohio EPA 1988
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Long term systematic monitoring in selected watersheds will be necessary to provide reference points for

effectiveness and validation monitoring These watersheds should represent a range of forest and stream

conditions which have been exposed to natural and induced disturbance Requirements for referenceevaluationareas are discussed in Gregory and Ashkenas 1990 Reference watersheds subbasins and individual sites

will be selected as part of the overall adaptive management process proposed as part of Alternative 9

Study plans will be cooperatively developed based on province river basin and watershed level analyses

Long term data sets from reference watersheds will provide an essential basis for adaptive management and a

gauge by which to assess trends in stream condition

Monitoring plans must be tailored for each watershed Significant differences in type and intensity ofmonitoringwill occur based on watershed characteristics and management actions For example carefully targeted

restoration activities may only require effectiveness monitoring of single activities whereas watershed scale

restoration would be accompanied by extensive riparian and instream monitoring The specific design of

monitoring programs can best be accomplished by the local interdisciplinary teams working incooperationwith
state programs Pooling the monitoring resources of federal and state agencies is a necessity to provide

interagency consistency and to increase available resources

Monitoring will be conducted and results will be documented analyzed and reported by the agencyresponsible
for land management in any particular watershed Reports will be reviewed by local interdisciplinary

teams In addition water resource regulatory agencies may review results to determine compliance with

appropriate standards and province and river basin level strategies A crosssection of team members that

includes participants from states and regulatory agencies should assess monitoring results and recommend
changes in Best Management Practices or the mechanisms for Best Management Practice implementation

Standards and Guidelines for Riparian Reserves

The following Riparian Reserve standards and guidelines are minimum land management prescriptions

necessary to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives The Riparian Reserve standards and guidelines

were developed by a field team of managers and specialists and a technical team of scientists and ratified by a

validation team of managers and field scientists They have been reviewed and revised by representatives of

both the Bureau of Land Management and the Forest Service with participation of professionals who were

members of the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team’s Aquatic Watershed Group

TIMBER MANAGEMENT

TM1 Prohibit timber harvest including fuelwood cutting in Riparian Reserves except as described below
Riparian Reserve acres shall not be included in calculations of the timber base

a Where catastrophic events such as fire flooding volcanic wind or insect damage result indegradedriparian conditions allow salvage and fuelwood cutting if required to attain AquaticConservationStrategy objectives

b Remove salvage trees only when watershed analysis determines that present and future woody
debris needs are met and other Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives are not adversely affected

c Apply silvicultural practices for Riparian Reserves to control stocking reestablish and manage
stands and acquire desired vegetation characteristics needed to attain Aquatic Conservation

Strategy objectives

ROADS MANAGEMENT

RF1 Cooperation among federal state and county agencies to achieve consistency in road designoperationand maintenance necessary to attain Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives

RF2 For each existing or planned road meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives by

a minimizing road and landing locations in Riparian Reserves
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b completing watershed analyses including appropriate geotechnical analyses prior to construction

of new roads or landings in Riparian Reserves

c preparing road design criteria elements and standards that govern construction andreconstruction
d preparing operation and maintenance criteria that govern road operation maintenance andmanagement
e minimizing disruption of natural hydrologic flow paths including diversion of streamflow and

interception of surface and subsurface flow

f restricting sidecasting as necessary to prevent the introduction of sediment to streams

g avoiding wetlands entirely when constructing new roads

RF3 Determine the influence of each road on the Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives throughwatershedanalysis Meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives by

a reconstructing roads and associated drainage features that pose a substantial risk

b prioritizing reconstruction based on current and potential impact to riparian resources and the

ecological value of the riparian resources affected

c closing and stabilizing or obliterating and stabilizing roads based on the ongoing and potential

effects to Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives and considering shortterm and longterm

transportation needs

RF4 New culverts bridges and other stream crossings shall be constructed and existing culvertsbridgesandother stream crossings determined to pose a substantial risk to riparian conditions will be improved to

accommodate at least the 100 year flood including associated bedload and debris Priority for upgrading will

be based on the potential impact and the ecological value of the riparian resources affected Crossings will be

constructed and maintained to prevent diversion of streamflow out of the channel and down the road in the

event of crossing failure

RF5 Minimize sediment delivery to streams from roads Outsloping of the roadway surface is preferred

except in cases where outsloping would increase sediment delivery to streams or where outsloping isunfeasibleor unsafe Route road drainage away from potentially unstable channels fills and hillslopes

RF6 Provide and maintain fish passage at all road crossings of existing and potential fish bearing streams

RF7 Develop and implement a Road Management Plan or a Transportation Management Plan that will meet

the Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives As a minimum this plan shall include provisions for thefollowing
activities

a inspections and maintenance during storm events

b inspections and maintenance after storm events

c road operation and maintenance giving high priority to identifying and correcting road drainage

problems that contribute to degrading riparian resources

d traffic regulation during wet periods to prevent damage to riparian resources

e establish the purpose of each road by developing the Road Management Objective

GRAZING MANAGEMENT

GMI Adjust grazing practices to eliminate impacts that retard or prevent attainment of AquaticConservationStrategy objectives If adjusting practices is not effective eliminate grazing
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GM2 Locate new livestock handling and or management facilities outside Riparian Reserves For existing

livestock handling facilities inside the Riparian Reserve ensure that Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives

are met Where these objectives cannot be met require relocation or removal of such facilities

GM3 Limit livestock trailing bedding watering loading and other handling efforts to those areas and times

that will ensure Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives are met

RECREATION MANAGEMENT

RM 1 New recreational facilities within Riparian Reserves including trails and dispersed sites should be

designed to not prevent meeting Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Construction of these facilities

should not prevent future attainment of these objectives For existing recreation facilities within Riparian

Reserves evaluate and mitigate impact to ensure that these do not prevent and to the extent practicable

contribute to attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Where this standard cannot be met
require relocation or closure of recreation facilities

RM2 Adjust dispersed and developed recreation practices that retard or prevent attainment of Aquatic

Conservation Strategy objectives Where adjustment measures such as education use limitations traffic control

devices increased maintenance relocation of facilities and or specific site closures are not effective eliminate

the practice or occupancy

RM 3 Wild and Scenic Rivers and Wilderness management plans will address attainment of AquaticConservationStrategy objectives

MINERALS MANAGEMENT

MM1 Require a reclamation plan approved Plan of Operations and reclamation bond for all mineralsoperations
that include Riparian Reserves Such plans and bonds must address the costs of removing facilities

equipment and materials recontouring of disturbed areas to near pre mining topography isolating and

neutralizing or removing toxic or potentially toxic materials salvage and replacement of topsoil and seedbed

preparation and revegetation to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives

MM 2 Locate structures support facilities and roads outside Riparian Reserves Where no alternative to siting

facilities in Riparian Reserves exists locate them in a way compatible with Aquatic Conservation Strategy

objectives Road construction will be kept to the minimum necessary for the approved mineral activity Such

roads will be constructed and maintained to meet roads management standards and to minimize damage to

resources in the Riparian Reserve When a road is no longer required for mineral or land managementactivities
it will be closed obliterated and stabilized

MM 3 Prohibit solid and sanitary waste facilities in Riparian Reserves If no alternative to locating mine waste

waste rock spent ore tailings facilities in Riparian Reserves exists and releases can be prevented andstabilitycan be ensured then

a analyze the waste material using the best conventional sampling methods and analytic techniques

to determine its chemical and physical stability characteristics

b locate and design the waste facilities using best conventional techniques to ensure mass stability

and prevent the release of acid or toxic materials If the best conventional technology is notsufficient
to prevent such releases and ensure stability over the long term prohibit such facilities in

Riparian Reserves

c monitor waste and waste facilities after operations to ensure chemical and physical stability and to

meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives

d reclaim waste facilities after operations to ensure chemical and physical stability and to meet

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives

e require reclamation bonds adequate to ensure longterm chemical and physical stability of mine

waste facilities
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MM4 For leasable minerals prohibit surface occupancy within Riparian Reserves for oil gas and geothermal

exploration and development activities where contracts and leases do not already exist Adjust the operating

plans of existing contracts to eliminate impacts that retard or prevent the attainment of Aquatic Conservation

Strategy objectives

MM5 Sand and gravel mining and extraction within Riparian Reserves will occur only if AquaticConservationStrategy objectives can be met

MM6 Develop inspection and monitoring requirements and include such requirements in mineral plans

leases or permits Evaluate the results of inspection and monitoring to modify mineral plans leases andpermits
as needed to eliminate impacts that retard or prevent attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategyobjectives

FIRE FUELS MANAGEMENT

FMI Design fuel treatment and fire suppression strategies practices and activities to meet AquaticConservationStrategy objectives and to minimize disturbance of riparian ground cover and vegetation Strategies

should recognize the role of fire in ecosystem function and identify those instances where fire suppression or

fuels management activities could be damaging to long term ecosystem function

FM2 Locate incident bases camps helibases staging areas helispots and other centers for incident activities

outside Riparian Reserves If the only suitable location for such activities is within the Riparian Reserve an

exemption may be granted following review and recommendation by a resource advisor The advisor will

prescribe the location use conditions and rehabilitation requirements Use an interdisciplinary team topredetermine
suitable incident base and helibase locations

FM3 Minimize delivery of chemical retardant foam or additives to surface waters An exception may be

warranted in situations where overriding immediate safety imperatives exist or following review andrecommendationby a resource advisor when an escape would cause more longterm damage

FM4 Design prescribed burn projects and prescriptions to contribute to attainment of Aquatic Conservation

Strategy objectives

FM5 Immediately establish an emergency team to develop a rehabilitationtreatment plan needed to attain

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives whenever Riparian Reserves are significantly damaged by wildfire or

a prescribed fire burning outside prescribed parameters

Additional Fire Management standards and guidelines are included in Appendix B8 FireManagementStandardsand Guidelines

LANDS

LH1 Identify instream flows needed to maintain riparian resources channel conditions and fish passage

LH2 Tier 1 Key Watersheds For hydroelectric and other surface water development proposals require

instream flows and habitat conditions that maintain or restore riparian resources favorable channel conditions

and fish passage Coordinate this process with the appropriate state agencies During relicensing ofhydroelectricprojects provide written and timely license conditions to Federal Energy Regulatory Commission FERC
that require flows and habitat conditions that maintain restore riparian resources and channel integrity

Coordinate relicensing projects with the appropriate state agencies

For all other watersheds For hydroelectric and other surface water development proposals give priority

emphasis to instream flows and habitat conditions that maintain or restore riparian resources favorablechannelconditions and fish passage Coordinate this process with the appropriate state agencies During

relicensing of hydroelectric projects provide written and timely license conditions to FERC that emphasize

instream flows and habitat conditions that maintain restore riparian resources and channel integrityCoordinate
relicensing projects with the appropriate state agencies
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LH3 Locate new support facilities outside Riparian Reserves For existing support facilities inside Riparian

Reserves that are essential to proper management provide recommendations to FERC that ensure Aquatic

Conservation Strategy objectives are met Where these objectives cannot be met provide recommendations to

FERC that such support facilities should be relocated Existing support facilities that must be located in the

Riparian Reserves will be located operated and maintained with an emphasis to eliminate adverse effects that

retard or prevent attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives

LH4 Issue leases permits rights ofway and easements to avoid adverse effects that retard or prevent

attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Adjust existing leases permits rights ofway and

easements to eliminate adverse effects that retard or prevent the attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy

objectives If adjustments are not effective eliminate the activity Priority for modifying existing leasespermitsrights ofway and easements will be based on the actual or potential impact and the ecological value of

the riparian resources affected

LH5 Use land acquisition exchange and conservation easements to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy

Objectives and facilitate restoration of fish stocks and other species at risk of extinction

GENERAL RIPARIAN AREA MANAGEMENT

RA1 Identify and attempt to secure instream flows needed to maintain riparian resources channelconditionsand aquatic habitat

RA 2 Fell trees in Riparian Reserves when they pose a safety risk Keep felled trees onsite when needed to

meet woody debris objectives

RA3 Herbicides insecticides and other toxicants and other chemicals shall be applied only in a manner that

avoids impacts that retard or prevent attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives

RA4 Locate water drafting sites to minimize adverse effects on stream channel stability sedimentation and

instream flows needed to maintain riparian resources channel conditions and fish habitat

WATERSHED AND HABITAT RESTORATION

WR 1 Design and implement watershed restoration projects in a manner that promotes longterm ecological

integrity of ecosystems conserves the genetic integrity of native species and attains Aquatic Conservation

Strategy objectives

WR 2 Cooperate with federal state local and tribal agencies and private landowners to develop

watershed based Coordinated Resource Management Plans or other cooperative agreements to meet Aquatic

Conservation Strategy objectives

WR 3 Do not use mitigation or planned restoration as a substitute for preventing habitat degradation

FISH AND WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

FW 1 Design and implement fish and wildlife habitat restoration and enhancement activities in a manner that

contributes to attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives

FW 2 Design construct and operate fish and wildlife interpretive and other user enhancement facilities in a

manner that does not retard or prevent attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives For existing

fish and wildlife interpretative and other user enhancement facilities inside Riparian Reserves ensure that

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives are met Where Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives cannot be

met relocate or close such facilities

FW 3 Cooperate with federal tribal and state wildlife management agencies to identify and eliminate wild

ungulate impacts that are inconsistent with attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives
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FW 4 Cooperate with federal tribal and state fish management agencies to identify and eliminateimpactsassociatedwith habitat manipulation fish stocking harvest and poaching that threaten the continued existence

and distribution of native fish stocks occurring on federal lands

RESEARCH

RS1 A variety of research activities may be ongoing and proposed in Key Watersheds and RiparianReservesThese activities must be analyzed to ensure that significant risk to the watershed values does not exist

If significant risk is present and cannot be mitigated study sites must be relocated Some activities nototherwiseconsistent with the objectives may be appropriate particularly if the activities will test criticalassumptions
of this plan will produce results important for establishing or accelerating vegetation and structural

characteristics for maintaining or restoring aquatic and riparian ecosystems or the activities representcontinuation
of longterm research These activities should be considered only if there are no equivalentopportunitiesoutsideof Key Watersheds and Riparian Reserves

RS2 Current funded agency approved research which meets the above criteria is assumed to continue if

analysis ensures that a significant risk to Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives does not exist Research and
other BLM and Forest Service units will within 90 days of the signing of the Record of Decision of this SEIS
submit a brief project summary to the Regional Ecosystem Office of ongoing research projects that arepotentiallyinconsistent with other standards and guidelines of the selected alternative but expected to continue

under the above research exception The Regional Ecosystem Office may choose to more formally review

specific projects and may require modification up to and including cancellation of those projects having an

unacceptable risk to Key Watersheds and Riparian Reserves Risk will be considered within the context of the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives
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Appendix B7
LateSuccessional Reserve

Standards and Guidelines

LateSuccessional Reserve Standards and Guidelines for Multiple Use Activities

Other Than Silviculture

The following standards and guidelines have been adapted from the FinalDraft Recovery Planfor the Northern

Spotted Owl USDI unpub by the SEIS Team and apply to Late Successional Reserves and Managed Late
Successional Areas in all alternatives

INTRODUCTION

A variety of activities currently occur in Late Successional Reserves or may be proposed in the future The

highest priority of Late Successional Reserves is to protect and enhance habitat for late successional and old

growth forest related species including the northern spotted owl These reserves are designed to maintain a

functional interacting late successional and old growth forest ecosystem As a general guidelinenonsilvicultural
activities located inside Late Successional Reserves that are neutral or beneficial to the creation

and maintenance of late successional habitat are allowed

While most existing uses and development are envisioned to remain it may be necessary to modify or

eliminate some current activities in Late Successional Reserves that pose adverse impacts This may require the

revision of management guidelines procedures or regulations governing these multiple use activities

Adjustments in standards and guidelines must be reviewed by the Regional Ecosystem Office

Activities on federal lands are guided by various direction This direction includes but is not limited to

directives policy handbooks manuals as well as other plans regulations laws and treaties The standards

and guidelines presented in this appendix supersede other direction except treaties laws and regulations

unless that direction is more restrictive or provides greater benefits to late successional forest related species

or unless otherwise specifically noted with respect to a particular alternative Agencies need to evaluate any

activities not described for impacts to the objectives of Late Successional Reserves

Road Construction and Maintenance

Road construction in Late Successional Reserves for silvicultural salvage and other activities generally is not

recommended unless potential benefits exceed the costs of habitat impairment If new roads are necessary to

implement a practice that is otherwise in accordance with these guidelines they will be kept to a minimum be

routed through unsuitable habitat where possible and be designed to minimize adverse impacts Alternative

access methods such as aerial logging should be considered to provide access for activities in reserves

Road maintenance may include felling hazard trees along rights ofway Leaving material on site should be

considered if available coarse woody debris is inadequate Topping trees should be considered as an

alternative to felling

Fuelwood Gathering

Fuelwood gathering will be permitted only in existing cull decks where green trees are marked by
silviculturists to thin unsuitable habitat to remove blowdown blocking roads and in recently harvested timber

sale units where down material will impede scheduled post sale activities or pose an unacceptable risk of

future large scale disturbances In all cases these activities should comply with the standards and guidelines

for salvage and silvicultural activities
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American Indian Uses

When adverse impacts to Late Successional Reserves are slight continuation of tribal uses typically should be

recognized as an obligation to treaty or agreement rights even when the use is inconsistent with the standards

and guidelines for Late Successional Reserves The Regional Ecosystem Office would approve exceptions to the

standards and guidelines if it determines that the objectives of the strategy would not be jeopardized or that

treaty obligations so require

Mining

The impacts of ongoing and proposed mining actions will be assessed and mineral activity permits will

include appropriate stipulations eg seasonal or other restrictions related to all phases of mineral activity

The guiding principle will be to design mitigation measures that minimize detrimental effects to late

successional habitat

Developments

Development of new facilities that may adversely affect Late Successional Reserves should not be permitted

New development proposals that address public needs or provide significant public benefits such as

powerlines pipelines reservoirs recreation sites or other public works projects will be reviewed on a casebycasebasis and may be approved when adverse effects can be minimized and mitigated These will be planned

to have the least possible adverse impacts on Late Successional Reserves Developments will be located to

avoid degradation of habitat and adverse effects on identified late successional species Existing developments

in Late Successional Reserves such as campgrounds recreation residences ski areas utility corridors and

electronic sites are considered existing uses with respect to Late Successional Reserve objectives and may
remain consistent with other standards and guidelines of the selected alternative Routine maintenance of

existing facilities is expected to have less effect on current old growth conditions than development of new
facilities Maintenance activities may include felling hazard trees along utility rights ofway trails and other

developed areas

Land Exchanges

Land exchanges involving Late Successional Reserves will be considered if they provide benefits equal to or

better than current conditions Consider land exchanges especially to improve area distribution and quality

eg connectivity shape contribution to biodiversity of Late Successional Reserves especially where public

and private lands are intermingled eg checkerboard ownership

Habitat Improvement Projects

Projects designed to improve conditions for fish wildlife or watersheds should be considered if they provide

habitat benefits or if their effect on late successional associated species is negligible Projects required for

recovery of threatened or endangered species should be considered even if they result in some reduction of

habitat quality for other late successional species For example watershed rehabilitation projects such as

felling trees along streams will be coordinated with a wildlife biologist and may include seasonal restrictions

Design and implement watershed restoration projects in a manner that is consistent with LateSuccessional

Reserve objectives

Range Management

Range related management that does not adversely affect late successional habitat will be developed in

coordination with wildlife and fisheries biologists Adjust oreliminate grazing practices that retard or prevent

attainment of reserve objectives Evaluate effects of existing and proposed livestock management and handling

facilities in reserves to determine if reserve objectives are met Where objectives cannot be met relocate

livestock management andor handling facilities

Fire Suppression and Prevention

Each Late Successional Reserve will be included in fire management planning as part of watershed analysis

Fuels management in Late Successional Reserves will utilize minimum impact suppression methods in
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accordance with guidelines for reducing risks of large scale disturbances Plans for wildfire suppression will

emphasize maintaining late successional habitat During actual fire suppression activities consult resource

specialists eg botanists fisheries and wildlife biologists hydrologists familiar with the area and this SEIS to

assure that habitat damage is minimized Until a fire management plan is completed for Late Successional

Reserves suppress wildfire to avoid loss of habitat in order to maintain future management options

Special Forest Products

Special forest products include but are not limited to posts poles rails landscape transplants yew bark
shakes seed cones Christmas trees boughs mushrooms fruits berries hardwoods forest greens eg ferns

huckleberry salal beargrass Oregon grape and mosses and medicinal forest products In all cases evaluate

whether activities have adverse effects on Late Successional Reserve objectives Sales will ensure resource

sustainability and protection of other resource values such as special status plant or animal species Where
these activities are extensive eg collection of Pacific Yew bark or fungi it will be appropriate to evaluate

whether they have significant effects on late successional habitat Restrictions may be appropriate in some

cases

Recreational Uses

Dispersed recreational uses including hunting and fishing generally are consistent with the objectives of Late

Successional Reserves Use adjustment measures such as education use limitations traffic control devices or

increased maintenance when dispersed and developed recreation practices retard or prevent attainment of

Late Successional Reserve objectives

Research

A variety of wildlife and other research activities maybe ongoing and proposed in late successional habitat

These activities must be assessed to determine if they are consistent with late successional reserve objectives

Some activities including those within experimental forests not otherwise consistent with the objectives may
be appropriate particularly if the activities will test critical assumptions of the selected alternative will

produce results important for habitat development or the activities represent continuation of long term

research These activities should only be considered if there are no equivalent opportunities outside Late

Successional Reserves

Current funded agency approved research which meets the above criteria is assumed to continue if analysis

ensures that a significant risk to Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives does not exist Research Stations and

other BLM and Forest Service units will within 90 days of the signing of the Record of Dedsion for this SEIS

submit a brief project summary to the Regional Ecosystem Office of ongoing research projects that are

potentially inconsistent with other standards and guidelines of the selected alternative but are expected to

continue under the above research exception The Regional Ecosystem Office may choose to more formally

review specific projects and may require modification up to and including cancellation of those projects

having an unacceptable risk to Late Successional Reserve objectives

Rights ofWay Contracted Rights Easements and Special Use Permits

Access to nonfederal lands through Late Successional Reserves will be considered and existing rightofway

agreements contracted rights easements and special use permits in Late Successional Reserves will be

recognized as valid uses New access proposals mayrequire mitigation measures to reduce adverse effects on

Late Successional Reserves In these cases alternate routes that avoid late successional habitat should be

considered If roads must be routed through a reserve they will be designed and located to have the least

impact on late successional habitat Review all special use permits and when objectives of Late Successional

Reserves are not being met reduce impacts through either modification of existing permits or education

Nonnative Species

In general nonnative species plant and animal should not be introduced into Late Successional Reserves If an

introduction of nonnative species is proposed complete an assessment of impacts and avoid any introduction

that would retard or prevent achievement of Late Successional Reserve objectives Evaluate impacts of
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nonnative species plant and animal currently existing within reserves Develop plans and recommendations
for eliminating or controlling nonnative species which are inconsistent with Late Successional Reserve

objectives Include an analysis of the effects of implementing such programs to other species or habitats within

Late Successional Reserves

Other

Other activities should be evaluated by local interdisciplinary teams and appropriate guidelines should be

written and documented Activities deemed to have potential adverse effects on Late Successional Reserve

objectives require review of the Regional Ecosystem Office The Regional Ecosystem Office may develop

additional criteria for exempting some additional activities from review
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Appendix B8

Fire Management Standards

and Guidelines

This section of Appendix Ban addition in the Final SEIS is a consolidation of standards and guidelines found

in Appendix B2 Ecological Principles for Management of Late Successional Forests and Appendix B5
Recovery Plan Standards and Guidelines Additional clarification and review of these standards and guidelines

was provided by the Scientific Advisory Group for consistency with the objectives of the FEMAT Report
Standards and guidelines for the matrix Administratively Withdrawn Areas Congressionally Reserved Areas
and Riparian Reserves apply to all alternatives Standards and guidelines for Adaptive Management Areas

apply only to Alternative 9 while those for Late Successional Reserves apply to Alternative 9 and other

alternatives where Guidelines to Reduce Risk of Large Scale Disturbance apply Appendix B5 Recovery Plan

Standards and Guidelines In the absence of specific conflicts fire management direction in existing plans also

applies

Standards and Guidelines for Fire Management

One objective of ecosystem analysis and management is to identify disturbance regimes and to manage the

landscape within that context The role of fire management in the maintenance of ecosystems within therangeof
the northern spotted owl is well recognized Thus fire is inherently neither bad nor good and should be

used or suppressed in the context of achieving ecosystem management objectives at the landscape level

Fire management activities consist of wildfire suppression wildfire hazard reduction and prescribed fire

applications In the course of implementing the following standards and guidelines to achieve ecosystem

management objectives it is critical that wildfire suppression and prescribed burning activities do not

compromise the safety of firefighting personnel

A wildfire is defined as any wildland fire that does not meet management objectives and thus requires a

suppression response By regulation a fire cannot be termed a prescribed fire once it has been declared a

wildfire A prescribed fire is defined as a fire burning within an approved predefined andplannedprescription
It may result from a planned or natural ignition When a prescribed fire exceeds the prescription

andor planned perimeter it may be declared a wildfire

Fire management plans including the use of prescribed fire for ecosystem management fuel hazard reduction

and wildfire suppression will be written or revised for all areas as necessary consistent with existing

guidance Additional guidance for fire management planning in Late Successional Reserves is described below
The plans will be developed in an interdisciplinary manner and include specific objectives to support the

unique management of the area It is important to monitor and evaluate all fire management activities to

ensure consistency with ecosystem management objectives

The use of prescribed fire for ecosystem management will restore processes that have been limited byrelativelyeffective
fire exclusion Most plant communities in the planning area are adapted to fire although at the

natural recurrence of fire is at widely varying intervals Some species require periodic fire for theirpersistencesee the discussion of Vascular Plants in Chapter 34 and many additional species are well adapted to

periodic burning Fire can also be used effectively in the restoration and maintenance of wildlife habitat

The goal of wildfire hazard reduction in all land allocations is to reduce the risk of large scale highintensitywildfireswhich would prevent land managers from meeting resource management objectives It is essential to

seek a balance between reducing cost and reducing the risk of wildfire while promotingmanagementobjectivesThe judicious use of prescribed fire for hazard reduction has the potential to restore ecosystem

processes lower smoke emissions from wildfires limit the size of wildfires by facilitating firesuppressionwhile using methods that have a lower environmental impact and reduce the costs of wildfire suppression
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LATE SUCCESSIONAL RESERVES

In Late Successional Reserves a specific fire management plan will be prepared prior to any habitat

manipulation activities This plan as an element of watershed landscape analysis province level planning or

a Late Successional Reserve plan should specify how hazard reduction and other prescribed fire applications

will meet the objectives of the Late Successional Reserve Until the plan is approved proposed activities will be

subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem Office The Regional Ecosystem Office may develop additional

guidelines that would exempt some activities from review In all Late Successional Reserves watershed

landscape level analysis will provide guidance on how much coarse woody debris to retain when applying

prescribed fire

RIPARIAN AND LATE SUCCESSIONAL RESERVES

In Riparian and Late Successional Reserves the goal of wildfire suppression is to limit the size of all fires

When watershed landscape analysis province level planning or a Late Successional Reserve plan are

completed and approved some natural fires may be allowed to burn under prescribed conditions Rapidly

extinguishing smoldering coarse woody debris and duff should be considered to preserve these ecosystem

elements In Riparian Reserves water drafting sites should be located and managed to minimize adverse

effects on riparian habitat and water quality as consistent with the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Appendix

B6

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT AREAS

In Adaptive Management Areas fire managers are encouraged to actively explore and support opportunities

to research the role and effects of fire management on ecosystem functions Cooperation across agency and

ownership boundaries should be emphasized The standards and guidelines in current plans and draft plan

preferred alternatives for hazard reduction should be followed until approved Adaptive Management Area

plans are established Fire management experts will participate on the local Interdisciplinary Technical

Advisory Panel on all Adaptive Management Areas Management of Adaptive Management Areas is intended

to be innovative and experimental Wildfire suppression actions however should use accepted strategies and

tactics and conform with specific agency policy

CONGRESSIONALLY RESERVED AREAS

Fire management in Congressionally Reserved Areas should follow the standards and guidelines in existing

Forest and District Plans Congressionally Reserved Areas may be more fully incorporated into ecosystem

management in future land management planning efforts Revisions to current fire management standards and

guidelines may occur when watershed landscape level analysis and province level planning are completed

ADMINISTRATIVELY WITHDRAWN AREAS

Administratively Withdrawn Areas have been designated for a wide range of objectives Fire management

activities should be guided by current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives when their objectives are not

addressed by this SEIS Administratively Withdrawn Areas will have no additional standards and guidelines

beyond those described in the section Wildfire Suppression Standards and Guidelines Common to All Land

Allocations below

MATRIX

For areas in the matrix which are located in the rural interface fire management activities should be

coordinated with local governments agencies and landowners during watershed landscape level analyses to

identify additional factors which may affect hazard reduction goals Hazard reduction may become more
important in the rural interface and areas adjacent to structures dwellings or other amenities Fire suppression

actions in the matrix will have no additional standards and guidelines
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Prescribed Fire for Ecosystem Maintenance and Restoration

Appropriate resource management experts should be involved in the development of project levelprescribedfireplans These plans should identify both the desirable and undesirable effects of burning Planning and

implementation of prescribed burns should be designed to meet stated objectives of the project and the land

allocation

Prescribed burning must adhere to smoke management and air quality standards and guidelines described in

this Final SEIS Chapter 34 the Air Quality Analysis section

The goal of prescribed burning other than hazard reduction and site preparation is to maintain or restore

ecosystem processes or structures Natural fire and American Indian use of fire played an important role in the

development of these ecosystems Consequently land managers should strongly consider the use of prescribed

fire when developing alternatives to restore or maintain ecosystem processes or structures in these areas

Application of prescribed fire for ecosystem maintenance and restoration and for hazard reduction should

vary in extent and frequency of application and intensity of burning The differences in applications should be

related to the role of natural fire in specific landscapes current ecosystem needs and wildfire hazard analysis

included in the fire management plan In general dry provinces will require more frequent application of

prescribed fire over a greater area than other provinces in order to establish and maintain appropriate fuel

profiles and to maintain or restore ecosystem processes Moist provinces while requiring lessfrequentapplicationof fire can benefit from carefully planned and implemented prescribed burning programs
Deviations from the standards and guidelines of the selected alternative may be necessary due to local fuel

loading conditions Also the wide natural variability in provinces and individual stand histories may lead to

fuels management prescriptions that are inconsistent with the standards and guidelines of the selected

alternative yet necessary to achieve the overall goal of reducing the threat of large scale fire

Fuels Management for Hazard Reduction

The goal of wildfire hazard reduction is to modify fuel profiles in order to lower the potential of fire ignition

and the rate of spread Hazard reduction will also protect and support land allocation objectives by lowering

the risk of high intensity stand replacing wildfires This will be accomplished by reducing fuel accumulations

to levels that provide the lowest cost plus net value change over time while remaining consistent with the

objectives of the affected land allocation

Appropriate resource management experts should be included in developing project level hazard reduction

plans These plans should identify levels of coarse woody debris and snags of adequate size and in sufficient

quantities to meet the habitat requirements of species of concern Additionally these plans must provide for

the safety of firefighting personnel and yield a fuel profile that supports land allocation objectives It is

essential to seek a balance between reducing the risk of wildfire and the cost efficiency consistent with meeting

land allocation objectives

Hazard reduction activities will include but not be limited to prescribed burning mechanical or manual

manipulation of forest vegetation and debris removal of forest vegetation and debris as well as combinations

of these methods While fuelbreak construction and underburning are both valid hazard reduction techniques

prescribed underburning is generally moreeffective in reducing wildfire hazard

Prescribed burning for hazard reduction must adhere to smoke management and air quality standards

described in this Final SEIS Chapter 34 in the Air Quality Analysis section

Wildfire Suppression Standards and Guidelines Common to All Land Allocations

The goal of fire suppression is to minimize the negative impacts of wildfires on ecosystemmanagementobjectivesconsistent with costs plus loss criteria In the absence of specific conflicts fire management
direction in existing Forest and District Plans also applies

Fire managers will respond to all wildfires by taking appropriate suppression responses In most cases

responses will consist of aggressive initial attack to extinguish fires at the smallest size possible An analysis
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such as a Wildfire Situation Analysis to determine the appropriate suppression response will be prepared for

all wildfires that escape initial attack This analysis should yield a suppression strategy that achieves fire

suppression goals Analysis teams should involve pertinent resource management experts

Naturallyignited fires may be managed as prescribed fires following sitespecific agency direction on a case

bycase basis However it is important to recognize that by regulation wildfires cannot be used to meet

resource objectives

The land allocations of the alternatives in this SEIS have specific attributes that are important to promote and

retain Suppression actions should use strategies and tactics that strive to protect these attributes Watershed
landscape analyses or Late Successional Reserve plans will provide direction for managing fire to enhance and

protect specific habitat areas and critical land allocation components Depending on the result of each analysis

specific suppression techniques will be recommended to mitigate damage to the key components of that

habitat The appropriate use of suppression tools such as aircraft dozers pumps and other mechanized

equipment should be identified and any restrictions relating to their use should be clearly defined In addition

to suppression actions support efforts eg transportation fueling sanitation and facility establishment eg
camps helibases staging areas should be evaluated for potential adverse effects on attaining ecosystem

management objectives Any restrictions to these activities or facility locations should be specified Until

watershed landscape analyses or Late Successional Reserve plans are completed suppression activities should

be guided by land allocation objectives in coordination with local resource management specialists

Structural components such as snags duff and coarse woody debris should be protected from wildfire and

suppression damage to the extent possible Trees and snags should be felled only if they pose a threat to

firefighter safety or contribute to the risk of wildfire spread In general those suppression actions which cause

more damage to critical resources threatened and endangered plant or animal species and their habitats than

the fire itself should be carefully evaluated and alternative actions considered Resource management experts

should be involved to evaluate potential suppression damage compared to potential wildfire damage

When taking fire suppression actions in areas where land allocations are intermingled such as Riparian

Reserves within Late Successional Reserves fire managers in consultation with Resource Advisors should

consider the most critical resource and apply standards and guidelines associated with that resource

Close interagency coordination is essential in mixed ownership areas to minimize adverse impacts because

wildfire suppression activities on nonfederal lands have the potential to adversely affect federal land allocation

objectives Conversely wildfire suppression activities on federal lands should not cause adverse impacts on

nonfederal lands

The rehabilitation of areas damaged by wildfire suppression activities should be planned with the advice of

applicable resource management experts
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Appendix B9

BLM Spotted Owl Standards

and Guidelines

Standards and Guidelines Specific to Northern Spotted Owl Habitat for Lands

Administered by the Bureau of Land Management in Oregon

The following standards and guidelines are excerpted or adapted from the BLM Revised Preferred Alternative

and are specific to northern spotted owl habitat These standards and guidelines apply to all the action

alternatives except Alternative 7

Designated Conservation Areas Reserved Pair Areas and Residual Habitat Areas from the FinalDraftRecovery

Planfor the Northern Spotted Owl USDI unpub and other standards and guidelines of the BLM’s Revised

Preferred Alternative that are specific to northern spotted owls do not apply except as described below

1 For lands administered by the BLM north of the Grants Pass line and including all of the Coos Bay

District outside of the South Willamette North Umpqua Area of Concern implement the

Connectivity Diversity Block design from the Revised Preferred Alternative with District

modifications approved by the Scientific Advisory Group

2 Apply additional matrix standards and guidelines to maintain the connectivity value of the 15

Corridor South Willamette North Umpqua Area of Concern in the Eugene District Specifically

apply the Connectivity Diversity Block standards and guidelines to all lands in the area designated

as Deferred and Non Deferred OldGrowth Emphasis Areas in the BLM’s Revised Preferred

Alternative USDI unpub see Appendix B1

Connectivity Diversity Block standards or guidelines call for 150 year area control rotations

Overall 25 to 30 percent of each block will be maintained in late successional condition and periodic

timber sales will leave 12 to 18 green trees per acre Riparian Reserves count toward the 25 to 30
percent if they are in late successional condition Riparian Reserves do not count toward the 150 year

rotation of the area control

3 Apply Connectivity Diversity Block standards and guidelines to the entire area of seven Managed
Pair Areas and two Reserved Pair Areas near the Medford Roseburg District boundary and on a

portion of the Coos Bay District surrounding Designated Conservation Area OD33

4 The General Forest Management Area will be managed to retain six to eight green trees per acre in

cutting units
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Appendix BlO

Grants Pass Line

Grants Pass Line Between Northern and Southern General Forest Management Areas

Lands in the BLM’s Medford District which are allocated to timber management are divided into two separate

categories based on site productivity plant community and forest condition The line between these two

categories is shown on the following map Figure B101 Standards and guidelines differ on both sides of this

line and are described in Appendix B1

Lands north of this line fall into the generally moreproductive Northern General Forest Management Area

while lands south of this line in the Southern General Forest Management Area are generally less productive

and dry

This line applies to Alternative 9 only For Alternative 9standards and guidelines all lands on the Coos Bay

District are considered to be north of this line while all lands on the Klamath Falls Resource Area of the

Lakeview District are considered to be south of this line
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Appendix Bli

Standards and Guidelines Resulting From
Additional Species Analysis and
Changes to Alternative 9

The following standards and guidelines were developed in response to public and internal comments to

increase protection of habitat for species whose habitat assessments were relatively low under Alternative 9
They are incorporated in Alternative 9 as standards and guidelines in this Final SEIS

Survey and Manage

The survey and manage standard and guideline would provide benefits to amphibians bryophytes

mollusks vascular plants fungi lichens and arthropods The standard and guideline contains four

components and priorities differ among them

1 MANAGE KNOWN SITES

Management of known species sites should receive the highest priority Efforts must be undertaken to acquire

information on these known sites and to manage this information so that it is available to all project planners

An effective way to accomplish this is to compile the information in a Geographic Information System GIS

data base Those efforts should be coordinated by the Regional Ecosystem Office and should be completed

expeditiously As soon as the information becomes available it should be used in the design or modification of

activities Activities that are implemented in 1994 should use this information to the greatest degree possible

Activities implemented in 1995 and later must include provisions for these known sites In most cases the

appropriate action will be protection of relatively small sites on the order of tens of acres For some species

including some vascular plants the appropriate action will include the use of specific management treatments

such as prescribed fire For rare and endemic fungus species areas of 160 acres should be temporarily

withdrawn from ground disturbing activities around known sites until those sites can be thoroughly surveyed

and sitespecific measures prescribed For one fungus species Oxyporousnobilissimnus there are only six known

sites and two of these do not currently have a protected status Management areas of 600 acres are to be

established around these two sites for the protection of those populations The actions to protect Oxyporous

must be undertaken immediately

2 SURVEY PRIOR TO GROUND DISTURBING AcTIVITIES

Measures to survey for species and manage newly discovered sites are to be phased in over a somewhat longer

timeframe than the measures to protect currently known sites For some species these efforts have been

ongoing through rare and sensitive species programs Where such efforts have been ongoing they should

continue However protocols have not been developed for surveys for all of these species and the expertise

needed to conduct them is not readily available in some cases Efforts to design protocols and implement

surveys should be started immediately Where surveys are completed the information gathered from them

should be used to establish managed sites for species Surveys must precede the design of all ground

disturbing activities that will be implemented in 1997 or later and management standards and guidelines will

be developed to manage habitat for the species on sites where they are located These surveys may be

conducted at a scale most appropriate to the species For most species this survey would start at the watershed

analysis level with identification of likely species locations based on habitat Those likely locations would then

be thoroughly searched prior to implementation of activities For other species the identification of likely sites

may be most appropriately done at the scale of individual projects Surveys should be designed for maximum
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efficiency focusing on the likely range and habitats of the target species Multispecies surveys should be used

wherever they would be most efficient To the degree possible surveys should be designed to minimize the

number of site visits needed to acquire credible information Survey protocols and proposed site management

should be incorporated into interagency conservation strategies developed as part of ongoing planning efforts

coordinated by the Regional Ecosystem Office

3 EXTENSIVE SURVEYS

Conduct extensive surveys for the species to find high priority sites for species management Specific surveys

prior to ground disturbing activities are not a requirement Rather the surveys will be done according to a

schedule that is most efficient and sites will be identified for protection at that time This strategy entails some
risk because some species sites may be disturbed prior to completion of surveys It is recommended primarily

for species whose characteristics make site and time specific surveys difficult For example some fungi only

produce fruiting bodies under specific climatic conditions therefore finding their location may take several to

many years It would be most efficient to do broad surveys for these species during times of appropriate

conditions rather than attempting annual sitespecific surveys Surveys under this strategy must be underway

by 1996 As with surveys described in item 2 above surveys should be designed for efficiency andstandardizedprotocols should be developed

4 GENERAL REGIONAL SURVEYS

The objective is to survey for the species to acquire additional information and to determine necessary levels of

protection Species intended to benefit from this standard and guideline are the arthropods the fungi species

that were not classed as rare and endemic bryophytes and lichens These groups of species are particularly

poorly known Many species have likely not yet been identified and there is only general information available

on the abundance and distribution of known species The information gathered through these efforts may be

useful in refining the selected alternative as part of the adaptive management process to better provide for

these species These surveys are expected to be both extensive and expensive but the information from them is

critical to successful implementation of ecosystem management They should be completed within 10 years

Table 8311 1 shows species covered by the survey and manage provision and which of the four strategies above

is to be applied to each These measures may apply within any land allocations However the survey and

manage provision for each species will be directed to the range of that species and the particular habitats that it

is known to occupy

Riparian Reserves

Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 will be applied on intermittent streams throughout the range of the northern

spotted owl This is a change from the Draft SEIS that specified Riparian Reserve Scenario 2 outside of Tier 1

Key Watersheds Scenario 1is described in Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy and in Chapter 2 of

this Final SEIS As noted in Chapter 2 the prescribed Riparian Reserve widths for intermittent streams may be

adjusted in decisions following watershed analysis That analysis should take into account all species that were

intended to be benefited by this standard and guideline Those species include fish mollusks amphibians

lichens fungi bryophytes vascular plants American marten red tree voles bats marbled murrelets and

northern spotted owls The specific issue for spotted owls is retention of adequate habitat conditions fordispersal
The second standard and guideline for riparian species is to ensure that riparian management in Adaptive

Management Areas provides species protection equivalent to Riparian Reserves In most cases riparianprotection
in Adaptive Management Areas should be comparable to that prescribed for other federal land allocations

However in those cases where alternate means are proposed to meet riparian objectives those alternate means

must meet objectives for management of all species In areas where there are concerns about species as noted
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above species protection takes priority over any objectives that would reduce reserves and adjustments to

Riparian Reserves should take into account all species that were intended to be benefited by this standard and

guideline

Matrix Management Standards and Guidelines

A variety of provisions for forest management in the matrix will be implemented These measures build on the

standards and guidelines originally presented in the Draft SEIS The measures include standards andguidelines
for coarse woody debris revised standards and guidelines for green tree and snag retention modification

of site treatment practices provisions to protect cave entrances and measures that provide additionalprotection
of late successional forests in watersheds where they are currently scarce These measures are described as

follows

PROVIDE SPECIFIED AMOUNTS OF COARSE WOODY DEBRIS INMATRIX MANAGEMENT

A renewable supply of large down logs is critical for maintaining populations of fungi arthropods bryophytes

and various other organisms that use this habitat structure Provision of coarse woody debris is also a key

standard and guideline for American marten fisher two amphibians and two species of vascular plants The

objective is to provide coarse woody debris well distributed across the landscape in a manner that meets the

needs of species and provides for ecological functions Standards and guidelines should provide forappropriatecoarse woody debris quantity quality such as species decay stage and size and distribution Models for

computing expected numbers and sizes of logs should be developed for groups of plant associations and stand

types which can be used as a baseline for managers to develop prescriptions for landscape management An

important factor is to provide the coarse woody debris within a forest patch so that the appropriatemicroclimate
for various organisms that use this substrate is available Coarse woody debris that is already on the

ground needs to be retained and protected from disturbance to the greatest extent possible during logging and

other land management activities that might destroy the integrity of the substrate As the stand regenerates

scattered green trees will provide a future supply of coarse woody debris and will be important in providing

for the distribution of this substrate throughout the managed landscape

Specific Standards and Guidelines for Coarse Woody Debris

These measures are intended to be applied in matrix forests The intent of the measures must also be met in

Adaptive Management Areas but specific standards and guidelines are not prescribed for those areas

A Manage to provide a renewable supply of large down logs well distributed across the matrix landscape in a

manner that meets the needs of species and provides for ecological functions Develop models for groups

of plant associations and stand types that can be used as a baseline for developing prescriptions

B The following interim guidelines apply in areas of regeneration harvests for northern California National

Forests use the Draft Forest Plan standards and guidelines for down logs for western Oregon andWashingtonnorth of and including the Willamette National Forest leave 240 linear feet of logs per acre greater

than or equal to 20 inches in diameter Logs less than 20 feet in length cannot be credited toward this total

In eastern Oregon and Washington and western Oregon south of the Willamette National Forest and the

Eugene BLM District a minimum of 120 linear feet of logs per acre greater than or equal to 16 inches in

diameter and 16 feet long should be retained Decay class 1 and 2 logs can be counted towards these totals

Down logs should reflect the species mix of the original stand In all cases standards and guidelines from

current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives apply if they provide greater amounts In areas of

partial harvest the same basic guidelines should be applied but they should be modified to reflect the

timing of stand development cycles where partial harvesting is practiced
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C Coarse woody debris already on the ground should be retained and protected to the greatest extentpossiblefrom disturbance during treatment eg slash burning and yarding which might otherwise destroy

the integrity of the substrate

D Down logs should be left within forest patches that are retained under green tree retention standards and

guidelines in order to provide the microclimate that is appropriate for various organisms that use this

substrate

E As with all standards and guidelines these are meant to provide initial guidance but further refinement

will be required for specific geographic areas This can be accomplished through planning based onwatershedanalysis and the adaptive management process

EMPHASIZE CLUMPED GREEN TREE AND SNAG RETENTION IN MATRIX MANAGEMENT

For many species benefits will be greatest if trees are retained in patches rather than singly Because very small

patches do not provide suitable microclimates for many of these organisms patches should generally be larger

than 1hectare about 2.5 acres unit size permitting

Although many species would benefit from retention of patches others may be favored by retention of single

trees Ultimately the relative proportion of patches versus single trees retained must reflect local knowledge of

individual species needs

Retained patches should be protected for multiple rotations to provide support for those organisms thatrequirevery old forests

Specific Standards and Guidelines for Green Tree and Snag Retention

These measures are intended to be applied throughout the matrix forests Their intent should be met inAdaptiveManagement Areas but standards and guidelines are not prescribed for those areas

A For lands administered by the BLM in Oregon follow standards and guidelines described in Chapter 2 and

Appendix B9

B For all other lands retain at least 15 percent of the area of each cutting unit except within the Oregon Coast

Range and Olympic Peninsula Provinces On the Mt BakerSnoqualmie National Forest this retention

guideline does not apply but sitespecific prescriptions should be developed to maintain biologicaldiversityand ecosystem function including retention of green trees singly and in patches snags and down
logs Exceptions are made for the Oregon Coast Range and Olympic Peninsula Provinces becausesubstantialretention is provided by marbled murrelet and riparian protection measures If as a result of watershed

analysis or any future delisting of the murrelet protection is reduced significantly green tree retention

standards and guidelines may be required in these provinces

B Of the total area to be retained at least 70 percent should be in patches greater than 1hectare unit size

permitting with the remainder as single trees or smaller patches dispersed across the cutting unit To the

extent possible patches should include the largest oldest live trees decadent or leaning trees and hard

snags occurring in the unit Patches should be retained indefinitely

C As a minimum snags are to be retained within the harvest unit at levels sufficient to support species of

cavity nesting birds at 40 percent of potential population levels based on published guidelines and models

The objective is to meet the 40 percent minimum standard throughout the matrix with per acrerequirementsmet on average areas no larger than 40 acres To the extent possible snag management within

harvest units should occur within the areas of green tree retention The needs of bats should also beconsidered
in these standards and guidelines as those needs become better known
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D As with all standards and guidelines these are meant to provide initial guidance but further refinement

will be required for specific geographic areas This can be accomplished through planning based onwatershedanalysis and the adaptive management process which includes significant oversight review

PROVIDE ADDITIONAL PROTECTION FOR CAVES MINES AND ABANDONED WOODEN BRIDGES AND BUILDINGS

THAT ARE USED AS ROOST SITES FOR BATS

Most bat species occurring in the Pacific Northwest roost and hibernate in crevices in protected sites Suitable

roost sites and hibemacula however fall within a narrow range of temperature and moisture conditions Sites

commonly used by bats include caves mines snags and decadent trees wooden bridges and old buildings

Additional provisions for the retention of large snags and decadent trees are included in the standard and

guideline for green tree patches in the matrix Caves mines and abandoned wooden bridges and buildings

however are extremely important roost and hibernation sites and require additional protection to ensure their

value as habitat is maintained

This provision is intended to apply in matrix forests and Adaptive Management Areas Conduct surveys of

crevices in caves mines and abandoned wooden bridges and buildings for the presence of roosting bats

including fringed myotis silverhaired bats longeared myotis long legged myotis and pallid bats For the

purposes of this standard and guideline caves are defined as in the Federal Cave Resources Protection Act of

1988 as any naturally occurring void cavity recess or system of interconnected passages which occur beneath

the surface of the earth or within a cliff or ledge but not including any manmade excavation and which

is large enough to permit an individual to enter whether or not the entrance is naturally formed or man
made Searches should be conducted during the day in the summer to locate day roosts and maternity

colonies at night during the late summer and fall to locate night roosts which are important forreproductionand during the day in the winter to locate hibernacula If bats are found identify the species using the

site and determine for what purpose it is being used by bats As an interim measure timber harvest isprohibitedwithin 250 feet of sites containing bats Management standards and guidelines which may be included as

mitigation measures in project or activity plans will be developed for the site These standards and guidelines

will be developed following an inventory and mapping of resources The purpose of the standards andguidelines
will be protection of the site from destruction vandalism disturbance from road construction or blasting

or any other activity that could change cave or mine temperatures or drainage patterns The size of the buffer

and types of activities allowed within the buffer may be modified through the standards developed for the

specific site Retention of abandoned bridges or buildings must be made contingent on safety concerns

Townsend’s big eared bats are of concern to state wildlife agencies in both Washington and Oregon These bats

are strongly associated with caves and are extremely sensitive to disturbance especially from recreational

cavers When Townsend’s big eared bats are found occupying caves or mines on federal land the appropriate

agency should be notified and management prescriptions for that site should include special consideration for

potential impacts on this species

MODIFY SITE TREATMENT PRACTICES PARTICULARLY THE USE OF FIRE AND PESTICIDES AND MODIFY HARVEST

METHODS TO MINIMIZE SOIL AND LITTER DISTURBANCE

Many species of soil and litter dwelling organisms such as fungi and arthropods are sensitive to soil and litter

disturbance Site treatments should be prescribed that will minimize intensive burning unless appropriate for

certain specific habitats communities or stand conditions Prescribed fires should be planned to minimize the

consumption of litter and coarse woody debris Other aspects to this standard and guideline includeminimizingsoil and litter disturbance that may occur as a result of yarding and operation of heavy equipment and

reducing the intensity and frequency of site treatments Soil compaction and removal or disturbance of humus

layers and coarse woody debris may impact populations of fungi and arthropods These provisions areintended
to apply throughout the matrix forests and within the Adaptive Management Areas
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PROVIDE FOR RETENTION OF OLD GROWTH FRAGMENTS IN WATERSHEDS WHERE LITTLE REMAINS

The distribution of old growth stands throughout the landscape is an important component ofecosystemdiversityand plays a significant role in providing for biological and structural diversity across the landscape
Isolated remnant old growth patches are ecologically significant in functioning as refugia for a host of old
growth associated species particularly those with limited dispersal capabilities that are not able to migrate

across large landscapes of younger stands These include but are not limited to many species of fungi lichens

bryophytes arthropods and vascular plants and will likely include vertebrate species such as small mammals
and amphibians and various bird species Isolated patches will function as refugia where old growthassociatedspecies are able to persist until conditions become suitable for their dispersal into adjacent stands Loss of

these old growth stands may result in local extirpation of an array of species It is prudent to retain what little

remains of this age class within landscape areas where it is currently very limited This will ensure future

options for management and enhancement of the diversity within adjacent developing stands

Landscape areas where little late successional forest persists should be managed to retain late successional

patches This standard and guideline will be applied in fifth field watersheds 20 to 200 square miles which are

currently comprised of 15 percent or less late successional forest This assessment should include all allocations

in the watershed Within such an area all remaining late successional stands should be protected Protection of

these stands could be modified in the future when other portions of the watershed have recovered to the point

where they could replace the ecological roles of these stands

In fifth field watersheds that contain more than 25 percent nonfederal land this provision should be treated as

a threshold for analysis rather than a standard and guideline If less than 15 percent of the total landscape in

such watersheds consists of late successional forest the role of those stands must be recognized A proposal to

modify such stands should only be implemented following a watershed analysis that considers theecologicalfunctionof the remaining late successional forest and its location in the landscape

In Adaptive Management Areas less than 15 percent of fifth field watershed in late successional forest should

also be considered as a threshold for analysis rather than a strict standard and the role of remaining stands of

late successional forests must be fully considered in watershed analysis before they can be modified

Northern Spotted Owl Activity Centers

This standard and guideline institutes a recommendation that was contained in both the Interagency Scientific

Committee ISC Conservation Strategy for northern spotted owls and the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery

Plan USDI unpub The standard and guideline applies to spotted owl activity centers that are notprotectedbyCongressionally Reserved Areas Late Successional Reserves Riparian Reserves Managed LateSuccessionalAreas or Administratively Withdrawn Areas One hundred acres of the best northern spotted owl

habitat will be retained as close to the nest site or owl activity center as possible for all spotted owl activity

centers known to occur in the matrix and Adaptive Management Areas as of January 1 1994 This is intended

to preserve an intensively used portion of the breeding season home range Activity center is defined as an

area of concentrated activity of either a pair of spotted owls or a territorial single owl Timber management
activities within the 100 acre area should comply with management standards and guidelines for LateSuccessionalReserves Management around this area will be designed to reduce risks of natural disturbance These

areas are to be maintained permanently subject to normal changes through adaptive management
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Protect Sites FromGrazing

This standard and guideline is designed to benefit mollusks arthropods and vascular plants Known and

newly discovered sites of these species will be protected from grazing by all practicable steps to ensure that the

local populations of the species will not be impacted This standard and guideline may apply throughout all

land allocations Species to be protected through this standard and guideline are

Arthropods Litter and soil dwelling species south range

Mollusks Ancotrema voyannin Monadenia fidelis kinanthica Monadeniafidelis ochromphalus

Pristilomaarticum craterisFluminicola n sp 1Fluminicolan sp 11 Fhlninicolan sp 19 Fhlminicola

n sp 20 Fluninicolan sp 3 Fluminicolaseminalis

Vascular Plants Pedicularishowellhi

Manage Recreation Areas to Minimize Disturbance to Species

This standard and guideline will benefit a number of fungi and lichen species whose known locations are

predominantly within established recreation sites This standard and guideline falls within the category of the

survey and manage standard and guideline above and species to be protected through this standard and

guideline are among those shown in Table BII l This standard and guideline may apply throughout all land

allocations Additional information on the habitat requirements of these species are discussed in Appendix J

Other Measures

This category includes additional sitespecific standards and guidelines that will be implemented to provide

for sites under the survey and manage standard and guideline Such measures have been identified for some of

the mollusk fungi and lichen species This standard and guideline falls within the category of the survey and

manage standard and guideline above and species to be protected through this standard and guideline are

among those shown in Table Bll It may apply throughout all land allocations Additional information on the

habitat requirements of these species are discussed in Appendix J
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Table B11 1 Species to be protected through survey and management standards and

guidelines Each of the four survey strategies is described in the text

Surve Strate esn

Species 1 2 3 4R

Fungin

Mycorrhizal Fungin

Boletes

Gastroboletussubalpinus x x

Gastroboletusturbinatus
x

Boletes low elevation

Boletus piperatus
x

X xR
Tylopilus pseudoscaber

Rare Boletes

x x
Boletus haematinus

Boletus pulcherrimus x x

Gastroboletusimbellus x

x xR

xR

Gastroboletusruber

False Truffles

Nivatogastriumnubigenum x x

xRhizopogon abietis

Rhizopogon atroviolaceus
x

Rhizopogon truncatus
x

x
Thaxterogasterpingue

Uncommon False Truffle

x xMacowaniteschlorinosmus

Rare False TrufflesR

Alpova alexsmithii x xR

Alpova olivaceotinctus
x x

XR
Arcangeliellacrassa x

Arcangeliellalactarioides x x

x x
Destuntziafusca

Destuntzia rubra x x

Gautieriamagnicellaris x x

Gautieriaotthii
x x

Leucogastercitrinus
x x

Leucogastermicrosporus
x x

Macowanites lymanensis x x

xxMacowanitesmollis
x

Martelliafragrans x

Martelliaidahoensis

Martelliamonticola x xR

x xR

Survey Strategies 1 manage known sites 2 survey prior to activities and manage sites

conduct general regional surveys R
3 conduct extensive surveys and manage sites 4
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Table Blll continued

Survey Strategies

Species 1 2 3 4

Rare False Truffles continued

Octavianinamacrospora
x x

Octavianinapapyracea
x x

Rhizopogon brunneiniger
x x

x x
Rhizopogon evadens var subalpinus

Rhizopogon exiguns x x

Rhizopogonflavofibrillosus
x x

Rhizopogon inquinatus x x

x
Sedecula pulvinata

x

Undescribed Taxa Rare Truffles False truffles

x x
Alpova sp nov Trappe 9730

x X
Alpova sp nov Trappe 1966

x X
Arcangeliellasp nov Trappe 12382

Arcangeliellasp nov Trappe 12359 X x

Chamonixiapacifica sp nov Trappe 12768 x x

Elaphomyces sp nov Trappe 1038 x x

X X
Gastroboletussp nov Trappe 2897

X x
Gastroboletussp nov Trappe 7515

Gastrosuillussp nov Trappe 7516 x x

X X
Gastrosuillussp nov Trappe 9608

x X
Gymnomyces sp nov Trappe4703 5576

Gymnomyces sp nov Trappe 5052 X X

Gymnomyces sp nov Trappe
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Table B1l1 continued

Species

Rare Truffles continued

Elaphomyces anthracinus

Elaphomyces subviscidus

Chanterelles

Cantharelluscibarius

Cantharellussubalbidus

Cantharellustubaeformis

Chanterelles Gomphus

Gomphus bonarii

Gomphus clavatus

Gomphusfloccosus

Gomphus kauffmanii

Rare Chanterelle

Cantharellusformosus

Polyozellus multiplex

Uncommon Coral Fungi

Ramariaabietina

Ramariaaraiospora

Ramariabotryisvar aurantiiramosa

Ramariaconcolorf tsugina

Ramariacoulterae

Ramariafasciculatavar sparsiramosa

Ramariagelatiniaurantia

Ramarialargentii

Ramariarubella var blanda

Ramaria rubrievanescens

Ramariarubripermanens

Ramariasuecica

Ramaria thiersii

Rare Coral Fungi

Ramaria amyloidea

Ramaria aurantiisiccescens

Ramariacelerivirescens

Ramaria claviramulata

Ramariaconcolorf marri

Ramariacyaneigranosa

Ramariahilarisvar olympiana

Ramarialorithamnus

Survey Strate iesn

1 2 3 4R

x x

x x

x x

x x

x x

x

x

x

x

x x

x x

xR

x x

x x

xR

xR

x x

x x

x xR

x x

x x

x x

x

x x

x xR

x x

x x

x xR

x x

x xR

x x

x xR

Survey Strategies 1 manage known sites 2 survey prior to activities and manage sites

3 conduct extensive surveys and manage sites 4 conduct general regional surveys
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Table Blll continued

Species

Rare Coral Fungi continued

Ramariamacalatipes

Ramariarainierensis

Ramariarubribrunnescens

Ramariastuntzii

Ramariaverlotensis

Ramariagracilis

Ramariaspinulosa

Phaeocollybia

Phaeocollybiaattenuata

Phaeocollybiacalifornica

Phaeocollybiacarmanahensis

Phaeocollybiadissiliens

Phaeocollybiafallax

Phaeocollybiagregaria

Phaeocollybiakauffmanii

Phaeocollybiaolivacea

Phaeocollybiaoregonensis

Phaeocollybiapiceae

Phaeocollybiapseudofestiva

Phaeocollybiascatesiae

Phaeocollybiasipei

Phaeocollybiaspadicea

Uncommon Gilled Mushrooms

Catathelasmaventricosa

Cortinariusazureus

Cortinariusboulderensis

Cortinariuscyanites

Cortinariusmagnivelatus

Cortinariusolympianus

Cortinariusspilomius

Cortinariustabularis

Cortinariusvalgus

Dermocybe humboldtensis

Hebeloma olympiana

Hygrophoruscaeruleus

Hygrophoruskarstenii

Hygrophorusvernalis

Russula mustelina

Survey StrateR12 3 R

x xR

x x

x xR

x x

x x

x x

x xR

x

x x

x x

x x

x

x x

x x

xR

x x

x x

x

x x

x x

x

xR

x

x x

x

x xR

x x

x

x

x

x xR

x x

x x

x

x x

x

ies

4R

Survey Strategies 1 manage known sites 2 survey prior to activities and manage sites

3 conduct extensive surveys and manage sites 4 conduct general regional surveys
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Table B111 continued

Surv Strate les

Species 1 2 3 4

Rare Gilled Mushrooms

Chroogomphus loculatss x x

x x
Cortinariuscanabarba

x X
Cortinariusrainierensis

Cortinariusvariipes x x

Cortinariusverrucisporus
x x

Cortinariuswiebeae
x x

x xTricholomavenenatum

Uncommon Ecto PolyporesR

Albatrellus ellisii
xR

x
Albatrellusflettii

Rare Ecto PolyporesR

Albatrellus avellaneus x xR

x
Albatrelluscaeruleoporus

x

Tooth Fungi
x

Hydnum repandum
x

Hydnum umbilicatum
x

Phellodon atratum

Sarcodonfuscoindicum
x

Sarcodonimbricatus
x

Rare Zygomycetes

Endogone acrogena x x

Endogoneoregonensis x x

x xGlomus radiatum

Saprobes Decomposers

Uncommon Gilled Mushrooms
X

Baeosporamyriadophylla
x

Chrysomphalinagrossula

Collybia bakerensis x x

x
Fayodiagracilipes rainierensis

Gymnopilus puntifolius
x x

Marasmiusapplanatipes x x

Mycena hudsoniana x x

xMycena lilacifolia

x
Mycena marginella

Mycena monticola x x

Mycena overholtsii
x x

Survey Strategies 1 manage known sites 2 survey prior to activities and manage sites

3 conduct extensive surveys and manage sites 4 conduct general regional surveys
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Table BI11 continued

Survey Strate ies

Species 1 2 3 4

Uncommon Gilled Mushrooms continued

Mycena quinaultensis x x

Mycena tenax x

Mythicomyces corneipes x

Neolentinus kauffmanii x x

Pholiotaalbivelata x x

Stagnicolaperplexa x

Rare Gilled Mushrooms

Clitocybe subditopoda x x

Clitocybe senilis x x

Neolentinusadherens x x

Rhodocybe nitida x x

Rhodocybe speciosa x x

Tricholomopsisfulvescens x x

Noble Polypore rare and endangered

Oxyporus nobilissimus X x x

Bondarzewia Polypore

Bondarzewia montana x x x

Rare Resupinates and Polypores

Aleurodiscusfarlowii x x

Dichostereumgranulosum x x

Cudonia monticola x

Gyromitracalifornica x x

Gyromitraesculenta x x

Gyromitrainfula x x

Gyromitra melaleucoides x x

Gyromitra montana syn G gigas x x

Otidealeporina x

Otidea onotica x

Otidea smithii x x

Plectaniamelastoma x

Podostromaalutaceum x

Sarcosoma mexicana x

Sarcosphaeraeximia x

Spathulariaflavida x

Rare Cup Fungi

Aleuria rhenana

Brjoglossumgracile

Survey Strategies 1 manage known sites 2 survey prior to activities and manage sites

3 condud extensive surveys and manage sites 4 conduct general regional surveys
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Table Bh1 l continued

Survey Strate ies

Species 1 2 3 4

Rare Cup Fungi continued X X

Gelatinodiscusflavidus

Helvella compressa x x
X XHelvella crassitunicata

Helvella elastica x x

X XHelvella maculata

Neournulapouchetii x x

Pithya vulgaris x x

x xPlectanialatahensis

Plectaniamiller x x

Pseudaleuriaquinaultiana X X

Club Coral Fungi

Clavariadelphusligula
x x

Clavariadelphuspistilaris x x

Clavariadelphustruncatus
x x

x xClavariadelphusborealis

Clavariadelphuslovejoyae
x x

x x
Clavariadelphussachalinensis

Clavariadelphussubfastigiatus
x x

X X

Jelly Mushroom
x x

Phlogoitishelvelloides

Branched Coral Fungi

xxClavulinacinerea
X X

Clavulinacristata

Clavulinaornatipes
x x

Mushroom Lichen

Phytoconis ericetorum x x

Parasitic Fungi

xAsterophoralycoperdoides

xAsterophoraparasitica

Collybiaracemosa x

xCordyceps capitata

xCordyceps ophioglossoides

xHypomyces luteovirens

Cauliflower Mushroom
x

Sparassiscrispa

Survey Strategies 1 manage known sites 2 survey prior to activities and manage sites

3 conduct extensive surveys and manage sites 4 conduct general regional surveys
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Table B111 continued

Species

Moss Dwelling Mushrooms

Cyphellostereum laeve

Galerinaatkinsoniana

Galerinacerina

Galerinaheterocystis

Galerinasphagnicola

Galerinavittaeformis

Rickenella setipes

Coral Fungi

Clavicoronaavellanea

Lichens
Rare Forage Lichen

Bnjoriatortuosa

Rare Leafy arboreal Lichens

Hypogymnia duplicata

Tholurnadissimilis

Rare Nitrogen fixing Lichens

Dendriscocaulonintricatulum

Lobariahallui

Lobarialinita

Nephroma occultum

Pannariarubiginosa

Pseudocyphellariarainierensis

Nitrogen fixing Lichens

Lobariaoregana

Lobariapulmonaria

Lobariascrobiculata

Nephroma bellum

Nephroma helveticurmnx

Nephroma laevigatum

Nephroma parile

Nephroma resupinatum

Pannarialeucostictoides

Pannariamediterranea

Pannariasaubinetii

Survey StrategiesR

1 2 3 R 4R

xR

x

x

x

x

xR

x

x

x xR

x x x

x x

X xR

x x

x x xR

x x

x xR

x x x

x

xR

xR

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Survey Strategies 1 manage known sites 2 survey prior to activities and manage sites

3 conduct extensive surveys and manage sites 4 conduct general regional surveys
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Table B111 continued

Survey Strate ies

Species 1 2 3 4

Nitrogen fixing Lichens continued

Peltigeracollina x

Peltigeraneckeri x

x
Peltigerapacifica

Pseudocyphellariaanomala x

xPseudocyphellariaanthraspis

Pseudocyphellariacrocata x

Sticta beauvoisii x

Sticta fuliginosa x

Sticta limbata x

Pin Lichens

Calicium abietinum x

Caliciumadaequatum x

Caliciumadspersum x

Caliciumglaucellum x

Caliciumviride x

Chaenothecabrunneola x

Chaenothecachrysocephala x

Chaenothecaferruginea x

Chaenothecafurfuracea x

Chaenothecasubroscida x

xChaenothecopispusilla

xCyphelium inquinans

Microcaliciumarenarium x

xMycocalicium subtile

xStenocybe clavata

xStenocybe major

Rare Rock Lichens

Pilophorusnigricaulis x x

Sticta arctica x x

Riparian Lichens

x
Cetrelia cetrarioides

Collema nigrescens x

xLeptogium burnetiaevar hirsutum

Leptogium cyanescens x

xLeptogium saturninum

Leptogium teretiusculum X

Platismatialacunosa x

Ramalina thrausta x

Usnea longissima x

Survey Strategies 1 manage known sites 2 survey prior to activities and manage sites

3 conduct extensive surveys and manage sites 4 conduct general regional surveys
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Table B1I1 continued

Species

Aquatic Lichens

Dermatocarponluridum

Hydrothyria venosa

Leptogium rivale

Rare Oceanic Influenced Lichens

Bnjoriapseudocapillaris

Bnyoria spiralifera

Bnyoria subcana

Buellia oidalea

Eriodermasorediatum

Hypogymnia oceanica

Leioderma sorediatum

Leptogium brebissonii

Niebla cephalota

Pseudocyphellariamougeotiana

Teloschistesflavicans

Usnea hesperina

Oceanic Influenced Lichens

Cetrariacalifornica

Heterodennialeucornelos

Loxospora sp nov corallifera Brodo in edit

Pyrrhosporaquernea

Additional Lichen Species

Cladonianorvegica

Heterodermiasitchensis

Hygomnia vittiata

Hypotrachynarevoluta

Ramalinapollinaria

Nephroma isidiosum

Bryophytes

Antitrichiacurtipendula

Bartramiopsislescurii

Brotherellaroelli

Diplophyllualbicans

Diplophyllum plicatum

Douiniaovata

Encalypta brevicollavar crumiana

Herbertusaduncus

Herbertussakurali

Survey Strategies 1 manage known sites 2 R

Survey StrategiesR

1 2 3 4R

X XR

x x

x x

x x

x xR

X xR

x XR

x x

x x

x x

x x

x x

x x

x x

x x

x xR

x x

x xR

x x

x

x

x

x

x

x

xR

x x

x xR

x XR

x x

XR

x x

x xR

x xR

survey prior to activities and manage sites

3 conduct extensive surveys and manage sites 4 conduct general regional surveys

Standards and Guidelines Resulting From Additional Species Analysis and Changes to Alternative 9 LI B159R
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Table B111 continued

SurveyStrategiesSpecies
I 2 3 4

Bryophytes continued
Iwatsuklella leucotricha

Kurzia makinoana

Marsupellaemarginatavar aquatica

Orthodontlum gracile

Plagiochilasatol

Plagiochilasemidecurrens

Pleuroziopsisruthenica

Ptilidiumcalifornicum

Racomitriumaquaticum

Radula brunnea

Scouleria marginata

Tetraphisgeniculata

Tritomariaexsectiformis

Tritomariaquinquedentata

Amphibians
Del Norte salamander

Larch Mountain salamander

Shasta salamander

Siskiyou Mountains salamander

Van Dyke’s salamander Cascades

Mammals
Red tree vole P Ipngicaudus

Mollusks
Cryptomastixdevia

Cryptomastixhendersoni

Helminthoglyptahertleini

Helminthoglyptatalmadgei

Megomphix hemphilli

Monadeniachaceana

Monadeniachurchi

Monadeniafidelisminor

Monadeniatroglodytes troglodytes

Monadeniatroglodyteswintu

Oreohelix n sp

Pristiloma articum crateris

Trilobopsisroperi

Trilobopsis tehamana

Vertigo n sp

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Survey Strategies 1 manage known sites 2 survey prior to activities and manage sites

3 conduct extensive surveys and manage sites 4 conduct general regional surveys
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Table 1311 1 continued

Survey Strate tes

Species 1 2 3 4

Mollusks continued

Vespericolapressleyi x x

Vespericolashasta x x

Derocerashesperium x x

Hemphillia barringtoni x x

Hemphilliaglandulosa x x

Hemphilliamalonei x x

Hemphilliapantherina x x

Prophysaoncoeruleum x x

Prophysaondubium x x

Fluminicola n sp I X xR

Fluminicolan sp 11 x x

Fluminicolan sp 14 x x

Fluminicolan sp 15 x x

Fluminicolan sp 16 x x

Fluminicolan sp 17 x x

Fluminicolan sp 18 x xR

Fluminicolan sp 19 x xR

Fluminicolan sp 2 x xR

Fluminicolan sp 20 x xR

Fluminicolan sp 3 X xR

Fluminicolaseminalis x x

Juga O n sp 2 x x

Juga O n sp 3 x xR

Lyogyrus n sp 1 X XR

Lyogyrus n sp 2 x xR

Lyogyrus n sp 3 x xR

Vorticifex klamathensissinitsini x x

Vorticifex n sp 1 x xR

Vascular Plants x x

Allotropa virgata x x

Arceuthobium tsugense x x

Aster vialis x x

Bensoniella oregana California x x

Botnjchium minganense x x

Botnjchium montanum x x

Clintoniaandrewsiana x x

Coptisasplenifolia x x

Survey Strategies 1 manage known sites 2 survey prior to activities and manage sites

3 conduct extensive surveys and manage sites 4 conduct general regional surveys

Standards and Guidelines Resulting From Additional Species Analysis and Changes to Alternative 9 0 B161
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Table B111 continued

Survey Strate ies

Species 1 2 3 4

Vascular Plants continued
Coptis trifolia x x

Corydalisaquae gelidae x x

Cypripediumfasciculatum Klamath x x

Cypripedium montanum west Cascades x x

Galium kamtschaticum x x

Habenariaorbiculate x x

Pedicularishowellii x x

Pedicularishowellii x x

Scoliopus biglovei x x

Arthropods
Canopy herbivores south range x

Coarse wood chewers south range x

Litter and soil dwelling species south range x

Understory and forest gap herbivores x

Survey Strategies 1 manage known sites 2 survey prior to activities and manage sites

3 conduct extensive surveys and manage sites 4 conduct general regional surveys
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Appendix C

Letters of Direction

This appendix consists of three letters of direction

The first item is a memorandum dated May

12



May 12 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR CHIEF OF THE FOREST SERVICE

DIRECTOR OF THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

FROM Mike Esp

Secretary Agriculture

Bruce Bab bitt
Secretary

SUBJECT SEIS on Forest Conference Alternatives

Since the Forest Conference three inter agency working groups have been convened to

evaluate options for implementing policies discussed at the Forest Conference The

Ecosystem Management Assessment working group and the Labor and the Community

Assistance working group will be submitting their reports about June 1

To better assess the environmental effects of the options prepared by the Ecosystem

Management Assessment working group and provide for additional public participation

in this process we are directing the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management to

immediately begin preparing a draft supplemental environmental impact statement

SEIS on the options being developed by the Ecosystem Management Assessment

working group Among other things the SEIS will supplement the Forest Service Final

Environmental Impact Statement on Management for the Northern Spotted Owl in the

National Forests January 1992

The Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management will be joint lead agencies on this

SEIS with the National Park Service Fish and Wildlife Service National Marine

Fisheries Service Environmental Protection Agency and other appropriate agencies as

cooperating agencies The interdisciplinary team will be led by Robert Jacobs of the

Forest Service with members from the Forest Service Bureau of Land Management

and other agencies as appropriate

The SEIS will encompass the consideration of 1 amendments to Forest Service

Regional Guides and Forest Plans for maintenance of viability of old growth related

species within the range of the northern spotted owl and 2 standards for maintenance

of viability of old growth related species within the range of the northern spotted owl for

use in Bureau of Land Management Resource and Management Plans

The SEIS will take an ecosystem approach to forest management and discuss those

issues outlined in the Statement of Mission for the Ecosystem Management Assessment



2

working group May 7 1993 and disclose the environmental economic and social

consequences of the alternatives presented

The rapid preparation of this SEIS is a high priority for our Departments The

preparation of the SEIS should be coordinated with the Ecosystem Management

Assessment working group before its report is complete and should draw upon

information previously collected in order to complete the draft SEIS as quickly as

possible The draft SEIS should be ready to release to the public by July 16 This

schedule would allow time for the comment period to close by October 18 a final EIS to

be issued by November 30 and decision documents to be issued by December 31 1993



May 7 1993

TO FOREST CONFERENCE INTER AGENCY WORKING GROUPS
Ecosystem Management Assessment

Labor and Community Assistance

Agency Coordination

FROM FOREST CONFERENCE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Department of Agriculture

Department of Interior

Department of Labor

Department of Commerce

Environmental Protection Agency

Office on Environmental Policy

Office of Science and Technology

National Economic Council

Council of Economic Advisors

Office of Management and Budget

RE STATEMENT OF MISSION

Together we are working to fulfill President Clinton’s mandate to produce a plan to

break the gridlock over federal forest management that has created so much confusion and controversy

in the Pacific Northwest and northern California As well that mandate means providing for economic

diversification and new economic opportunities in the region As you enter into the critical phase of

your work reviewing options and policy this mission statement should be used to focus and coordinate

your efforts It includes overall guidance and specific guidance for each team

BACKGROUND

President Clinton posed the fundamental question we face when he opened the Forest

Conference in Portland

How can we achieve a balanced and comprehensive policy that recognizes the importance of

the forests and timber to the economy and jobs in this region and how can we preserve our precious

oldgrowth forests which are part of our national heritage and that once destroyed can never be

replaced

And he said the most important thing we can do is to admit all of us to each other that

there are no simple or easy answers This is not about choosing between jobs and the environment

but about recognizing the importance of both and recognizing that virtually everyone here and

everyone in this region cares about both



The President said five principles should guide our work

First we must never forget the human and the economic dimensions of these

problems Where sound management policies can preserve the health of forest lands sales

should go forward Where this requirement cannot be met we need to do our best to offer new

economic opportunities for yearround highwage high skill jobs

Second as we craft a plan we need to protect the long term health of our forests our

wildlife and our waterways They are as the last speaker said a gift from God and we hold them in

trust for future generations

Third our efforts must be insofar as we are wise enough to know it scientifically sound

ecologically credible and legally responsible

Fourth the plan should produce a predictable and sustainable level of timber sales and non
timber resources that will not degrade or destroy the environment

Fifth to achieve these goals we will do our best as I said to make the federal government

work together and work for you We may make mistakes but we will try to end the gridlock within

the federal government and we will insist on collaboration not confrontation

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT

Our objectives based on the President’s mandate and principles are to identify

management alternatives that attain the greatest economic and social contribution from the

forests of the region and meet the requirements of the applicable laws and regulations including the

Endangered Species Act the National Forest Management Act the Federal Land Policy Management

Act and the National Environmental Policy Act The Ecosystem Management Assessment working

group should explore adaptive management and silvicultural techniques and base its work on the best

technical and scientific information currently available

Your assessment should take an ecosystem approach to forest management and should

particularly address maintenance and restoration of biological diversity particularly that of the late

successional and old growth forest ecosystems maintenance of long term site productivity of forest

ecosystems maintenance of sustainable levels of renewable natural resources including timber other

forest products and other facets of forest values and maintenance of rural economies and

communities

Given the biological requirements of each alternative you should suggest the patterns of

protection investment and use that will provide the greatest possible economic and social

contributions from the region’s forests In particular we encourage you to suggest innovative ways

federal forests can contribute to economic and social wellbeing

2R



You should address a range of alternatives in a way that allows us to distinguish the

different costs and benefits of various approaches including marginal cost benefit

assessments and in doing so at least the following should be considered

timber sales short and long term

production of other commodities

effects on public uses and values including scenic quality recreation subsistence

and tourism

effect on environmental and ecological values including air and water quality habitat

conservation sustainability threatened and endangered species biodiversity and long term

productivity

jobs attributable to timber harvest and timber processing and to the extent feasible jobs

attributable to other commodity production fish habitat protection and public uses of forests as well

as jobs attributable to investment and restoration associated with each alternative

economic and social effects on local communities and effects on revenues to counties and

the national treasury

economic and social policies associated with the protection and use of forest resources that

might aid in the transitions of the region’s industries and communities

economic and social benefits from the ecological services you consider

regional national and international effects as they relate to timber supply wood product

prices and other key economic and social variables

As well when locating reserves your assessment also should consider both the benefits to the

whole array of forest values and the potential cost to rural communities

The impact of protection and recovery of threatened and endangered species on non federal

lands within the region of concern should be minimized However you should note specific non

federal contributions that are essential to or could significantly help accomplish the conservation and

timber supply objectives of your assessment

In addition your assessment should include suggestions for adaptive management that

would identify high priority inventory research and monitoring needed to assess success over

time and essential or allowable modifications in approach as new information becomes

available You should also suggest a mechanism for a coordinated inter agency approach to

the needed assessments monitoring and research as well as any changes needed in decision

making procedures required to support adaptive management

You should carefully examine silvicultural management of forest stands particularly

young stands especially in the context of adaptive management The use of silviculture to

achieve those ends or tests of silviculture should be judged in an ecosystem context and not

solely on the basis of single species or several species response

Your conservation and management assessment should cover those lands managed by

the Forest Service the Bureau of Land Management and the National Park Service that are

within the current range of the northern spotted owl drawing as you have on personnel from

those agencies and assistance from the Fish and Wildlife Service the National Marine

3



Fisheries Service and the Environmental Protection Agency To achieve similar treatment on

all federal lands involved here you should apply the viability standard to the BLM lands

In addressing biological diversity you should not limit your consideration to any one

species and to the extent possible you should develop alternatives for longterm management

that meet the following objectives

maintenance and or restoration of habitat conditions for the northern spotted owl and

the marbled murrelet that will provide for viability of each species for the owl well

distributed along its current range on federal lands and for the murrelet so far as nesting

habitat is concerned

maintenance and or restoration of habitat conditions to support viable populations

welldistributed across their current ranges of species known or reasonably expected to be

associated with old growth forest conditions

maintenance and or restoration of spawning and rearing habitat on Forest Service

Bureau of Land Management and National Park Service lands to support recovery and

maintenance of viable populations of anadromous fish species and stocks and other fish

species and stocks considered sensitive or at risk by land management agencies or listed

under the Endangered Species Act and

maintenance and or creation of a connected or interactive old growth forest

ecosystem on the federal lands within the region under consideration

Your assessment should include alternatives that range from a medium to a very high

probability of insuring the viability of species The analysis should include an assessment of

current agency programs based on Forest Service plans including the final draft recovery

plan for the northern spotted owl for the National Forests and the BLM’s revised preferred

alternative for its lands

In your assessment you should also carefully consider the suggestions for forest

management from the recent Forest Conference in Portland Although we know that it will

be difficult to move beyond the possibilities considered in recent analysis you should apply

your most creative abilities to suggest policies that might move us forward on these difficult

issues You also should address shot term timber sale possibilities as well as longer term

options

Finally your assessment should be subject to peer review by appropriately

credentialed reviewers
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LABOR AND COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE WORKING GROUP

Resolving the forest management issues confronting this region must involve

addressing related economic and community issues The forests of the Pacific Northwest and

northern California have provided a foundation for the region’s economy for the past century

And while economic growth has diversified a region that was once much more heavily

dependent on timber manufacturing some rural areas depend almost totally on forest

industries not just for jobs but for revenues from timber sales The work of the Labor and

Community Assistance Working Group should proceed from the following

o The economic development and assistance plan should be farsighted and

comprehensive As noted at the Forest Conference many species are at risk in old growth

forests Just as the Ecosystem Management Assessment working group must focus on an

ecosystem approach that takes into account the region’s vast and varied natural resources the

economic plan must focus on the regional economy and take into account its resources and

needs The plan must be longterm and address not just temporary efforts but economic

development and diversification over time

Government policy should accommodate properly functioning markets and

facilitate the transitions inevitable in the modern global economy The American economy is

more dynamic that ever before The federal government may be able to play a role in

directing the development of the economy but it cannot overcome largescale market forces

Economy policy here should encourage necessary adjustments and ease inevitable transitions

o Some region specific community and worker assistance will be necessary

because of the unique circumstance surrounding this issue However the economic plan must

be consistent with national policies The Labor and Community Assistance working group

should develop a comprehensive plan for economic dislocations whether those are caused by

slack demand productivity growth technological advances or structural changes in the

economy This approach would mark a dramatic improvement over the current patchwork of

programs which are both inefficient and inequitable

o Any assistance plan should be open to all displaced forest industry workers

regardless of the precise cause of their dislocation Revolutions in technology improvements in

productivity and the development of new products are changing the nature of forest industries We
should reach out to all forest industries workers who are affected without distinguishing the cause of

the impact

o Policies should be coordinated among federal and state agencies to maximize benefits

to affected communities and workers More than a dozen federallyfunded programs currently provide

assistance to timber workers and their communities A coordinated federal response would make the

system more accessible and more efficient
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o State and local governments are best situated to direct economic development Federal

policy should not attempt to dictate preferred paths for economic development but instead

should build upon the independence and strength of these communities and their residents and

provide them with the tools needed for economic revitalization based on their own needs and

on potential new opportunities in forest related employment

AGENCY COORDINATION WORKING GROUP

Too often in the past various federal agencies with responsibility for some aspect of

forest management in the Pacific Northwest and northern California have acted in isolation or

even at cross purposes This problem becomes even more critical as we move toward an

ecosystem approach to forest management where a number of agencies must be involved in

planning and implementing a management strategy We must improve the working

relationships among federal and state agencies in the region and eliminate impediments that

block coordinated action The efforts of this working group are key to our success in this

area

To help identify new means to encourage coordination at all levels we believe you

should examine a range of issues

Identify structural and procedural problems that in the past have made coordinated

action difficult and suggest solutions or procedures for reaching solutions to those problems

Identify ways the federal land management agencies can and should work together in the

future to achieve coordinated management strategies that take into account the statutory mandates of

those agencies

Identify and suggest ways for dealing with issues concerning agency coordination related to

implementing strategies currently being developed by the Ecosystem Management Assessment working

group

Identify ways to improve the process in which the land management agencies are required to

consult with the Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service concerning their

responsibilities under the Endangered Species Act

Identify ways to improve coordination between the land management agencies and the

Environmental Protection Agency

And identify ways to improve working relationships between federal and state agencies in the

region and suggest a course of action for involving those state agencies in the implementation of

strategies being developed by the Ecosystem Management Assessment working group
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As you develop your recommendations you should continue to call on personnel from the

Forest Service the Bureau of Land Management the Fish and Wildlife Service the National Marine

Fisheries Service the Environmental Protection Agency and others as appropriate as well as on

advice from the states in the region

CONCLUSION

We appreciate your efforts and recognize as President Clinton did that these are difficult

issues with difficult choices And we’ll remind you of something else the President said at the Forest

Conference talking to the people of the Pacific Northwest and northern California We’re here to

begin a process that will help ensure that you will be able to work together in your communities for

the good of your businesses your jobs and your natural environment The process we have begun

will not be easy Its outcome cannot possibly make everyone happy Perhaps it won’t make anyone

completely happy But the worst thing we can do is nothing
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

WASHINGTON DC 20503

TO David Cottingham
Office of Environmental Policy

FROM Dinah Bea
General C

DATE June 21 1993

RE Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for

Management Standards and Guidelines for OldGrowth
Related Species within the Range of the Northern
Spotted Owl

In your discussions with the interagency team which is

preparing the above referenced supplemental environmental impact

statement SEIS several questions have arisen in regards to the

appropriate procedures to be followed under the National
Environmental Policy Act NEPA This memo sets forth CEQ’s
understanding of those questions and our views on the matters
raised

First we understand that the Forest Service and Bureau of

Land Management acting as joint lead agencies pursuant to 40 CFR

1501.5 b are preparing a supplemental environmental impact

statement SEIS on the options being developed by the Ecosystem

Management Assessment working group This SEIS is to supplement

the Forest Service Final Environmental Impact Statement on

Management for the Northern Spotted Owl in the National Forests

January 1992 and the Bureau of Land Management Draft

Environmental Impact Statements for Resource Management Plans for

the Coos Bay Eugene Medford Roseburg and Salem districts and
the Klamath Falls Resource Area of the Lakeview District in

Oregon and Final Environmental Impact Statements for the

Resource Management Plans for the Arcata and Redding Resource
Areas of the Ukiah District in California The SEIS will

consider standards for maintenance of viability of oldgrowth
related vertebrate species within the range of the northern
spotted owl for use in the Bureau of Land Management Resource and

Management Plans and for amendments to Forest Service Regional

Guides and Land and Resource Management Plans

The first question posed regarding this EIS relates to the

issue of scoping The CEQ regulations require supplemental
environmental impact statements to be prepared circulated and

filed in the same fashion as a draft and final statement except

that scoping is not necessary 40 CFR 1502.9c 4
Thus scoping is not required as apart of the process for this

SEIS Of course this assumes that the Forest Service and the

Bureau of Land Management undertook scoping for the original EISs
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which are being supplemented Additionally the President’s

Forest Conference of April 2 1993 served as a forum for

discussion of these issues Following that Conference the
Ecosystem Management Assessment Working Group received and

considered a number of letters from interested parties and

administration officials have met with numerous interested
parties These steps plus the initial scoping have served to

adequately define the scope of the issues potential effects and

appropriate analyses for this SEIS

I also understand that the Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management have raised a question over preparation of the no

action alternative which is a required part of any EIS 40CFR
1502.14 d In our opinion the no action alternative should
consist of the no action alternative from the Forest Service
Final Environmental Impact Statement on Management for the
Northern Spotted Owl in the National Forests January 1992 the

no action alternatives from the Bureau of Land Management Draft

Environmental Impact Statement for Resource Management Plans for

the Coos Bay Eugene Medford Rosenburg and Salem districts and

the Klamath Falls Resource Area of the Lakeview District in

Oregon and the selected alternatives from the Final Environmental

Impact Statements for the Resource Management Plans for the
Arcata and Redding Resource Areas of the Ukiah District in

California Because these alternatives have already been
published and made available the public the SEIS need not

reprint all the details of these alternatives A summary of

these alternatives in the SEIS with reference to the underlying
documents is sufficient to constitute a a no action
alternative for the SEIS However the underlying documents in

other words the original EISs must be made available to anyone

who asks for them

We understand that comparison of the alternative in the SEIS
with this summary no action alternative will be difficult
because most of the analysis underlying the various portions of

the no action alternative were prepared are not fully
comparable to the analyses prepared for the alternatives to be

included in the SEIS In addition implementation of the no

action alternative on Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management lands will not meet the requirements of the viability
regulation Therefore a full discussion of the alternative is

not necessary as it does not constitute a reasonable
alternative 40CFR 1502.14 a

However to facilitate the decisionmaker’s and the public’s

understanding of the various alternatives and the ability to

comment on them a point of comparison for the alternatives is

necessary You have indicated that the Ecosystem Management

Assessment working group report provides a proper basis for

comparison Option 7 is the most consistent with the current

management of Forest Service and Bureau of Lands Management lands

in the applicable area and takes direction from the Designated
Conservation Areas from the Final Draft of the Northern Spotted
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Owl Recovery Plan applied to lands administered by the Forest

Service and Bureau of Land Management The matrix used is the
501140 rule with modifications for the Bureau of Land
Management All other management elements would be subject to
the following plans

Existing Forest Land and Resource Management Plans for the
Pacific Northwest Region of the Forest Service

The preferred alternatives of the Draft Forest and Resource
Management Plans for the Pacific Southwest Region of the Forest
Service

The Revised Preferred Alternatives of the Bureau of Land
Management Draft District Resource Management Plans Environmental
Impact Statements for Oregon

You have suggested that the SEIS should compare to the
extent feasible the no action alternative described above as
suitable with the alternative representing Option 7 and then
compare all other alternatives with the alternative representing
Option 7 This two step comparison process will provide a

suitable benchmark for the decisionmaker and the public to
compare the effects of the alternatives 40 CFR 1502.14
This proposed use of Option 7 appears to be an appropriate means
of comparing alternatives

I hope this is helpful in addressing your questions regarding the
application of NEPA and the CEQ regulations in this matter We

are available to help in the future should further questions
arise
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Appendix D

Related Direction and Activities

Introduction

Appendix C of the Forest Service’s 1992 Final Environmental Impact Statement on Management for the

Northern Spotted Owl USDA FS 1992 which this document supplements presents an overview of how
other land managers and landowners are managing spotted owl habitat Appendix E of the FEIS presents

other related activities in progress at the national and state level that may affect how the Forest Service

and Bureau of Land Management BLM manage spotted owl habitat The activities described in those two

appendices are relevant to the alternatives presented in this SEIS because management of habitat for the

northern spotted owl is one of the primary objectives of this SEIS and because management of owl habitat

is so closely related to management of habitat for other late successional and old growth related species

Therefore some portions of those two appendices have been updated and rewritten as follows It is

important to note that significant revisions or modifications to existing requirements for nonfederal

management of habitat for the northern spotted owl are currently being developed for Washington

Oregon and California and may alter the management direction discussed in this Appendix

Federal

Legislation

Several bills were described in the Forest Service’s 1992 Final Environmental Impact Statement on

Management for the Northern Spotted Owl USDA FS 1992 that addressed issues related to management

of the northern spotted owl None of these bills or any other bills affecting management of the northern

spotted owl have been passed subsequent to the 1992 Final Environmental Impact Statement on

Management for the Northern Spotted Owl

Recovery Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl USDI

In December 1992 the US Department of the Interior Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Team completed

the Final Draft Recovery Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl USDI unpub Recovery plans as called for

in the Endangered Species Act ESA set recovery goals and recommend management actions necessary

for the recovery of federally listed species The Recovery Plan was not signed when the Final SEIS went to

press

A limited distribution of the Final Draft Recovery Plan was made early in 1993 and the standards and

guidelines for federal lands from that document are included in this SEIS in Appendix B Recovery Plan

Standards and Guidelines After the ROD for the SEIS is signed the US Fish and Wildlife Service is

expected to review northern spotted owl recovery needs and to prepare an amended recovery plan

Proposal to Issue a Special Section 4d Rule of the Endangered Species Act and Section 10a of the

Endangered Species Act USDI
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A recent proposal by the US Fish and Wildlife Service Federal Register December 29 1993 to issue a

rule pursuant to section 4d of the ESA would redefine federal protective measures for the northern

spotted owl on nonfederal lands in Washington Oregon and California The US Fish and Wildlife

Service is preparing an EIS for the 4d rule to disclose the impacts of the redefined protection measures

that is scheduled to be released in April or May 1994

On nonfederal lands in Oregon and Washington the proposed rule would require retention of all existing

nesting roosting and foraging habitat within
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Generally the management objectives for National Parks are considered compatible with maintaining

spotted owl habitat National Park Service policy states that Natural resources will be managed with a

concern for fundamental ecological processes as well as for individual species and features Managers and

resource specialists will not attempt solely to preserve individual species except threatened or

endangered species or individual natural processes rather they will try to maintain all the components

and processes of naturally evolving park ecosystems including the natural abundance diversity and

ecological integrity of the plants and animals USDI NPS 1988

The emphasis on maintaining ecological processes as opposed to particular biological states may be

relevant to managing spotted owl habitat especially in the large parks Natural fires are recognized as a

force that often drives processes of plant succession and they are therefore to be perpetuated in the parks

USDI NPS 1988 Historically fires in parks containing spotted owls ranged from frequent low intensity

surface fires to infrequent standreplacing crown fires Henderson et al 1989 The effects of surface fires

on spotted owl habitat are poorly understood crown fires however clearly reduce habitat The amount of

nesting roosting and foraging habitat in National Parks can thus be expected to vary over time to the

extent that natural disturbances are allowed to operate Over long periods of time maintaining mosaics of

different aged forest communities in parks which differ in amount of fuel and susceptibility to burning

may be an important means of reducing the probability of catastrophic fires for example Romme and

Despain 1989

The National Park Service is currently surveying for spotted owls in Washington Oregon and California

Surveys of Crater Lake National Park have been jointly conducted with the Oregon Department of Fish

and Wildlife At least eight pairs of spotted owls were found in Crater Lake National Park There were 17

pairs of spotted owls and 12 single adults found in surveys conducted on
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In Washington the Quinault Tribe is consolidating older forest lands in and around the reservation

Habitat classification and spotted owl surveys are currently underway in these areas Spotted owl surveys

have been completed on 90 percent of all suitable habitat within the Quinault Indian Reservation Three

activity centers adjacent to the Olympic National Park have been located Harvest within these areas will

be adjusted to protect activity center cores as long as they remain occupied Approximately
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Washington Department of Wildlife

In 1992 and 1993 surveys located a nesting pair of spotted owls and a single resident owl in the Colockum

Wildlife Area an area managed by the Washington Department of Wildlife

Washington State Parks

Washington State Parks manage several widely scattered forested parcels within the range of the northern

spotted owl No standing timber over 10 inches diameter at breast height is harvested unless it conflicts

with use of roads trails or campground facilities Of particular importance to spotted owl habitat are

Beacon Rock State Park
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Critical Wildlife Habitats state and Critical Habitat federal of threatened and endangered species

require environmental review for timber harvest road construction and pesticide use within 500 acres of

a known spotted owl activity center These proposed actions now classified as Special Forest Practices

would require a sitespecific plan and consultation with various agencies particularly the Washington

Department of Wildlife

Specifically the regulations state This rule is intended to be interim and shall be changed as necessary

upon completion of the Northern spotted owl recovery plan rule making under the Federal Endangered

Species Act or other federal action or other state actions WDNR 1992

City of Seattle

The Seattle Water Department currently manages about
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developed for the Elliot State Forest This conservation plan would allow for the long term forest

management and spotted owl protection in approximately
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State Forests Surveys in 1992 located seven pairs and two single spotted owls at 14 sites in the Jackson

State Forest No spotted owl surveys have been done on the Ellen Pickett State Forest The dry inland pine

forest type on the Boggs Mountain State Forest is not known to regularly support spotted owls

Both the Jackson and Boggs Mountain State Forests have active timber sale programs and are managed

with the intent of providing a sustained yield of timber At the Jackson State Forest both clearcutting and

selective cutting are used Current quantities of forest in various age classes should remain relatively

stable or show an increase in older second growth forest

California Lands Commission

The California State Lands Commission administers school lands in Del Norte Humboldt Mendocino

Lake Sonoma Siskiyou Tehama and Trinity Counties all within the range of the northern spotted owl

Through land exchanges the commission is currently in the process of consolidating its school land

holdings township sections 16 and 36 or land selected in lieu thereof located within lands managed by

the Forest Service When this process is completed long term forest management plans will be developed

by the California Land Commission The larger forest management units will include
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Mendocino County contains about
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have been recorded Four are within existing parks and six are on lands managed by the Greater

Vancouver Water District The remaining 17 activity centers are within the Fraser Timber Supply Area and

the Soo Timber Supply Area and of these 8fall within Protected Areas Strategy study areas

In 1990 a national Spotted Owl Recovery Team was appointed to develop a recovery plan The Recovery

Team has finalized six recovery options for spotted owls in British Columbia that range from minimum to

maximum protection Biological assessment teams will review and rate recovery options After completion

of a socio economic analysis and review of the options by community advisory groups the Canadian

Cabinet will select an option A national spotted owl recovery plan will be prepared and submitted to the

Committee for the Recovery of Nationally Endangered Wildlife once the Cabinet has selected an option

Until the Cabinet selects the preferred recovery option government officials are working closely with

forest industry representatives to maintain all conservation options Blackburn 1993
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Appendix E

Implementation Structure

This appendix is comprised of three parts

Part one of this appendix consists of a discussion of Adaptive Management It outlines the general

concepts of adaptive management and how it will be used in implementing the selected alternative

Part two of this appendix consists of the Memorandum of Understanding for Forest Ecosystem

Management This document establishes a framework for cooperative planning improved decision

making and coordinated implementation of the forest ecosystem management component of the

President’s Forest Plan for a Sustainable Economy and a Sustainable Environment

Part three consists of the Report of the Agency Coordination Working Group which was prepared shortly

after completion of the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team’s report Forest Ecosystem

Management An Ecological Economic and Social Assessment

The report addressed coordination among agencies in developing an ecosystem management approach to

managing late successional and oldgrowth forests within the range of the northern spotted owl While it

was printed in its entirety in the Draft SEIS it is an uncirculated appendix in this Final SEIS and available

upon request To receive a copy of the Report of the Agency Coordination Working Group send a written

request to

Agency Coordination Report RequestR

Interagency SEIS TeamR

PO Box 3623R

Portland Oregon 97208 3623R

Adaptive Management

This discussion outlines the general concepts of the adaptive management process An understanding of

what adaptive management means and does not mean is important because the concept is incorporated

into all alternatives and applies to all land allocations The concept of adaptive management is

straightforward and simple new information is identified evaluated and a determination is made
whether to adjust the strategy or goals Adaptive management is a process of action based planning

monitoring researching evaluating and adjusting with the objective of improving the implementation

and achieving the goals of the selected alternative

While the concept of adaptive management is straightforward applying it to complex management

strategies requires a more indepth explanation What new information would compel an adjustment

management strategy Who decides when and how to make adjustments What are the definitions and

thresholds of acceptable results

The concept of adaptive management acknowledges the need to manage resources under circumstances

that contain varying degrees of uncertainty and the need to adjust to new information Different

management strategies resources and geographic locations have degrees of confidence that vary from
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very high to very low Although there are acknowledged gaps in information there is enough reliable

information field experience and research data to proceed with implementation of the alternatives

Although formal experimentation and research is an important part of the adaptive management process

the alternatives do not constitute widespread experiments on large areas of public lands and resources

Adaptive management is a process that can be associated with any particular management strategy The

process can be applied successfully to management with differing or changing goals K Franklin pers

comm Adaptive management is designed to improve implementation and increase the likelihood of

achieving the goals and objectives of the selected alternative

Essential requirements for adaptive management include

Clear goals

Clear standards and guidelines

A process for changing standards and guidelines or goals

Monitoring andor research aimed at adaptive management questions

Figure EI the model which was displayed in the FEMAT Report identifies the various steps activities

and outline of a procedure for the adaptive management process This diagram conveys the general

concept and is valuable as a starting point for understanding adaptive management A full and detailed

explanation of the model which is beyond the scope of this discussion would require that each step be

further broken down and defined

The personnel organizations and members of the public who are involved at different steps of the

adaptive management process will vary with the issue being considered Issues may be very local the

organization and personnel involved may constitute a Ranger District or BLM Resource Area or work

group within them Issues may also have Forest or BLM District province or regional scope involving

personnel and organizations from many levels units andor agencies Some issues such as atechnical

engineering concern may involve very few professional disciplines while others such as an ecosystem

concern may involve a broad interdisciplinary approach New information that could be the basis for

changes through the adaptive management process may come from many different sources

These concepts and model provide the means to answer questions about the what who and how of

adaptive management

What new information would compel an adjustment of strategy New information may come from

monitoring research statutory or regulatory changes organizational or process assessments or any

number of additional sources During the evaluation process personnel will analyze the information to

determine the nature scope and importance of the new information

Who decides when to adjust the strategy or goals The answer will depend on the character and scope of

the issue While public interest and participation will differ with the issue being considered the authority

to manage the public lands and resources remains by law with the land management agencies On a local

issue of limited scope the decision maker may be the local manager Broader issues andor issues of

regional scope may involve the Regional Forester State Director Regional Interagency Executive

Committee or Interagency Steering Committee

How are adjustments made to strategies or goals Any changes in federal land management decisions

whether arising from adaptive management or any other process will be subject to existing regulatory

and statutory requirements such as the National Environmental Policy Act NEPA Most adjustments will

be within the realm of administrative change while others may need to meet formal NEPA requirements

A few adjustments may be beyond the scope of agency authority and would require statutory changes
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The adaptive management process can be used for largescale highly complex problems such as

ecosystem management localized technical problems and organizational problems Fundamentally

adaptive management is the application of the scientific principle of feedback and adjustment of

identifying and evaluating new information and adjusting to improve implementation and to achieve the

goals and the objectives of the selected alternative

Figure E1 The adaptive management process as represented in the Forest Ecosystem Management
Assessment Team Report Appendix A
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDINGR

FOR FOREST ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENTR

L PARTIES

This is an understanding among five parties

The Director of the White House Office on Environmental Policy

The Secretary of the Interior

The Secretary of Agriculture

The Administraxm of the Environmental Protection Agency

The Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere

IL BACKGROUND

The President has proposed a comprehensive plan to alleviate the impasse over management

of federal forest lands in the Pacific Northwest within the range of the northern spotted owl

The plan fulfills the President’s request for a balanced and comprehensive strategy for the

conservation and management of forest ecosystems while maximizing economic and social

benefits from the forests By taking an innovative approach based on ecosystem and

watershed management the plan transcends national adminitsuative boundaries Successful

implementation will require unprecedented interagency coopenaion coordination and

coLlaboation both in the longterm and in the short teom

The report of the Agency Coordination team established by the President following the April

2 1993 Forest Conference presents a mechanism to achieve better coordination and

cooperation among the federal agencies that are involved in forest management issues It

concluded that bold changes are required in how agencies relate to one another and to the

states tibes private landowner and communities and people in the region

mL PURPOSE

The purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding is to establish a framework for

cooperative planning improved decision making and coordinated implementation of the

forest ecosystem management component of the President’s Fres Planfor a Su irnable

Economy and a Sustainable Environment which is designed to resolve northwest fores issues

within the range of the northern spottedd owl



Signatories to this Memorandum of Understanding agree to

develop a cohesive vision and shared sense of mission for the management of

federal forest lands which balances multiple objectives

improve heir ability to adapt to change such as new scientific understanding or

changing societal values in a cohesive manner

cultivate greater trust coordination and cooperation among federal agencies

within individual agencies and between federal agencies and non federal interests

address inconsistencies among stawtuty mandates

improve integrated application of agency budgets to maximize efficient use of

funds for overlapping or related efforts

improve the sharing of information and the pooling of agencies technology and

experdse

coordinate ecosystem management activities in concert with federal state and local

programs for economic labor and community assistance

M STRUCTURE

The following interagency groups are established to develop monitor and oversee the

implementation of the comprehensive forest management strategy for federal forests within

the range of the northern spotted owL They will support the development and

implementation of land and resource management plans This agreement does not substitute

for or alter the line authority of individual agencies

A Interauencv Steering Committee The Interagency Steering Committee will

establish overall policies governing the prompt coordinated and effective

implementation of the President’s forest management plan by all relevant federal

agencies and address and resolve issues referred to it by the Regional Executive

Committee described below The Committee will be located in Washington DC
The signatories will appoint representatives to this Committee which will be

chaired by the Director of the White House Office on Environmental Policy or

herhis designee A White House appointed representative of the ISC will serve as

interagency coordinator to provide general oversight and guidance of regional

activities
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B Regional Interagencv Executive Committee RIEC This group will consist of

regional representatives of the agencies signatory to this MOU The chairmanship

of the RIEC will alternate between the Regional Forester and State Diret of the

Bureau of Land Management In appropriate situations this core gruup will consult

with other federal and state agencies and tribes The Regional Interagency

Executive Commnitte will serve as the senior regional entity to assure die prompt

coordinated and successful implementation of the President’s forest man gement

plan at the regional level It will serve as the principal conduit for

communiicatis between the Interagency Steering Committee and the region It

will be responsible for implementing the directives of the Interagency Steering

Committee reporting regularly on implementation progress and referring issues

relating to the policies or procedures for implementing the plan to the Interagency

Steering Commimtue

The RIEC will appoint an interim interagency implementation team to oversee and

initiate actions during the interim period moving toward to full implementation of

the new forest management strategy

The Regional Interagency Executive Committee will work together with the Multi

Agency Command group MAC of the Northwest Economic Adjustment Initiarve

to develop criteria and priorities for restoration projects or other ecosystem

investment opportunities

The Regional Intcragency Executive Committee will be accountable to the

Interagency Steering Committee for establishment and overnight of the Regional

Ecosystem Office Research and Monitoring Committee and Provincial Teams The

Regional Interagency Executive Committee will also make recommendations for

minimizing planning redundancies

1 Rational Ecosystem Office This office will provide a focal point for

scientific and technical experts in support of implementation of the forest

management plan It will also be responsible for evaluation of major

modifications arising from the adaptive management process and will

coordinate the fonrulation and implementation of data standards This

office will report to the Regional Interagency Executive Committee and will

be responsible for development evaluation and resolution of consistency

and implementation issues with respect to specific topics including but not

limited to the following

Geographic Information Systems

Prototype watershed analyses

Restoration and reforestation guidelines

Support of agency efforts to meet obligations of Endangered

Species Act eg Section 7 consultations preparation of recovery

planI

3



Adaptive management guidelines

Monitoring

Research

Refining definition of reserve boundaries

Agencies will detail staff to the Regional Ecosystem Office as appropriate

2 Research and Monitoring Committee This committee composed of

research scientists and managers from a variety of disciplines will provide

advice to the Regional Interagency Executive Committee on implementation

of the forest plan including adaptive management areas and watershed

assessments The Research and Monitoring Committee will review and

evaluate ongoing research develop a research plan zo address critical

natural resource commodity and non commodity questions and address

biological social economic and adaptive management research questions

It will also develop scientifically credible cost efficient monitoring plans

The Research and Monitoring Committee will report to the Regional

Interagency Executive Committec

3 Provincial Teams These teams will consist of representatives of federal

agencies states tribes and other The Interagency Steering Committee

and the Regional Interagency Executive Committee will determine the

appropriate role for these teams at the level of physiographic provinces

adaptive management areas or particular watersheds

V TERMS

The tera of this agreement is five years from the date of execution after which time the

parties may extend the agreement
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Appendix F

Response to Public Comment

INTRODUCTION

The public comment period for the DraftSupplemental EnvironmentalImpact Statement on Management of

Habitat for LateSuccessionaland OldGrozwth ForestRelated Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted

Owl Draft SEIS began July

30
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about 90 comments from federal agencies state and local governments American Indiani tribes and

elected officials Copies of these letters are available to the public on request To receive a copy of the

comments from agencies governments tribes and officials send a request in writing to

Agency Comments Request

Interagency SEIS Tearn

P 0 Box 3623R

Portland OR 97208 3623R

Ecosystem

The following comments and responses address ecosystem management terrestrial restoration management

of LateSuccessional Reserves old growth forests and land allocations ecosystem assessment connectivity

presettlement conditions and physiographic provinces

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT

Comment The SEIS should not assume that the reserve system would be stable In actuality the forest

ecosystems are dynamic Ecosystem management requires recognition of the dynamic nature of

ecosystems and the maintenance of ecosystem processes at a variety of spatial scales

Response The SEIS does not assume that the forest ecosystem would remain stable The development

of late successional characteristics in young stands requires change Standards and guidelines have

been designed to enhance the development of late successional characteristics Appendix B2 Ecological

Principles for Management of LateSuccessional Forests describes some of the changes that are

expected Additionally the Chapter 34 section Results of Assessing the Maintenance of a Functional

and Interconnected LateSuccessional Forest Ecosystem discusses the role of ecosystem processes and

functions including disturbance

Comment Explain why stands that regenerate naturally following standreplacing disturbances are

more likely to achieve latesuccessional stages than stands established by planting

Response Stands that originate following disturbance by fire often have residual trees from the

previous stand These residual trees provide seed sources and are a recruitment pool for snags for the

subsequent stand Until recently only a limited number of residual trees and relatively little coarse

woody debris were left after timber harvest Large quantities of coarse woody debris such as snags or

down logs are typically left following natural disturbances Because natural regeneration of the new
stand may take place over a period of time individual trees may vary considerably in age Also natural

regeneration often includes more tree species than are typically planted in a commercial forest Tree

plantations have traditionally focused on fiber production rather than species diversity Thus naturally

regenerated stands are generally more likely to retain the biological diversity of the previous

predisturbance stand By retaining coarse woody debris snags and green trees in harvested stands

some of the characteristics of natural stand development processes can be replicated

Comment Numerous factors may influence biological diversity in forest ecosystems including those

beyond a management strategy based on successional forest development as presented in the Draft

SEIS Neither theoretical bases nor compelling technical analyses support the simplified strategy for the

protection of biological resources that is presented
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Response This SEIS includes a comprehensive assessment of the species associated with late

successional forest conditions Furthermore the SEIS includes an ecosystem assessment that focuses on

three important latesuccessional forest ecosystem attributes 1abundance and diversity 2 processes

and functions and 3 connectivity The management direction proposed in the SEIS is designed to

protect ecosystem values including biological diversity

Comment Ecosystem management requires hierarchical links at a variety of scales including wildlife

habitat forest stand plant community and landscape scales The goal of delineating reserves to

maintain biological diversity is derived from insufficient habitatassociation studies This method is

unreliable Physical factors such as rainfall topography and soil productivity were not considered in

designing the reserves

Response The design of the network of reserves was based on the distribution of existing late

successional and oldgrowth forests the needs of

1
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habitat conditions that occur within each drainage This approach would identify the natural processes

that create and sustain the required habitat conditions

Response The dynamic nature of the latesuccessional forest ecosystem is acknowledged throughout

this SEES Natural processes that create and sustain habitat conditions are among the topics that will be

addressed at the watershed landscape level of analysis as necessary

Comment Instead of managing for species the emphasis should be on managing ecosystems

Watersheds would be the ideal units to represent ecosystems

Response This SES proposes direction for management of species habitat and ecosystems Ecosystem

management is based on an hierarchical system of ecological units including watershed landscapes

and provinces or large river basins Each of these ecological units provides unique opportunities for

land managers who may use watershed landscape level analyses and province level planning to

implement ecosystem management This SETS directs management on a regional basis to provide

overall coordination between provinces and watersheds

Comment Land management agencies should not attempt to grow latesuccessional forest habitat

where early or midsuccessional habitat would occur through natural processes The mapped Late

Successional Reserves contain areas that will never attain late successional characteristics due to natural

vegetation patterns and site conditions such as those found on the upper slopes of southerly exposures

in the drier provinces The desired future condition implied by the standards and guidelines in these

areas is unattainable Successional stages should be managed for the aspects and slope positions they

would naturally occupy Management emphasis should not exclude other successional stages

management and harvest patterns should try to emulate spatial patterns caused by natural

disturbances

Response A single desired future condition is not applicable to all forest types throughout the range

of the northern spotted owl Analysis at the watershed and province levels as well as LateSuccessional

Reserve plans will help determine the range of desired natural conditions including natural vegetation

patterns Mosaics created by natural disturbance patterns are a component of the range of natural

conditions of a landscape

?Comment The SEES team should consider developing new alternatives based on ecological capabilities

Ecosystem health should be the goal The basis for ecosystem management in the Final SES can be

improved by incorporating information on the physical environment A hierarchical ecologically based

land classification system that includes both biotic and physical components could strengthen the

selected alternative This system should include physiography geology soil properties and climax

plant populations Landforms soils and climax plant communities all result from interactions with

climate and soil forming processes as well as the geological structure

Response The maintenance of a functional and interconnected late successional forest ecosystem is one

of the goals of this SES The ecosystem is complex its health is dependent on the health of individual

species and the quantity and quality of habitat conditions Similarly the health of individual species is

dependent on the health of the ecosystem The biophysical components of the ecosystem will be

described in greater detail in future watershed landscape level analysis as well as in province level

planning

Comment After removing land allocations for Wildernesses reserves and Adaptive Management

Areas the amount of land left in the matrix is insufficient to allow for ecosystem management

Ecosystem management should be implemented across all landscapes
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Response The ecosystem management proposed in this SEIS is designed to be implemented across all

land allocations The matrix is one part of that design This SIS proposes management to maintain the

ecosystem as well as to facilitate recovery and restoration of the ecosystem

Comment Proposed standards and guidelines under Alternative 9 would not protect ecosystem values

within the matrix Interior old growth conditions would be eliminated from the matrix and residual

patches of old growth would be too small and isolated to be of much ecological value The highly

fragmented landscape would be nearly devoid of old growth ecosystem characteristics Since both the

reserves and the matrix are part of the same ecosystem logging in the matrix should be curtailed to

prevent damage to the reserves

Response By definition the matrix supports a different set of ecological values than some of the other

land allocations such as the LateSuccessional and Riparian Reserves The design of Alternative 9 is one

of an entire ecosystem which includes the matrix Not all components of that ecosystem will occur on

every acre within the planning area Standards and guidelines for the matrix include retention of 15

percent of the forest within each harvest unit However the standards and guidelines do not include

retention of interior old growth conditions Residual old growth in the matrix will function as refugia

for some species become centers where new species may evolve over time and provide habitat for

species that require partial shading or partial sunlight The matrix will also function as connectivity

habitat for some species as will the Riparian Reserves that are interlaced with the matrix Standards

and guidelines for LateSuccessional and Riparian Reserves and the matrix are designed to maintain

and enhance the ecosystem values of the reserves Some of the additional standards and guidelines

incorporated into Alternative 9 would provide further benefits to the habitat of species found in the

matrix see Appendix Bl1 Standards and Guidelines Resulting From Additional Species Analysis and

Changes to Alternative 9

TERRESTRIAL RESTORATION

?Comment Where old growth structures do not exist explore the possibility of creating them moreR

rapidly by proactively thinning younger stands No consideration is given to mechanical treatments toR

enhance lessthan optimal late successional habitat under Alternative 9R

Response Silvicultural practices to develop late successional habitat are recognized as an acceptable

component of the management of forests in this SEIS see Appendix B2 Ecological Principles for

Management of Late Successional Forests and Appendix B5 Recovery Plan Standards and Guidelines

The location and specific conditions of the stand are important factors in the development of late

successional characteristics Mechanical manipulation of habitat is an accepted silvicultural technique

and will be used among land allocations under sitespecific conditions and as a result of the occurrence

of particular forest stand characteristics Under specific conditions and subject to review by the

Regional Ecosystem Office these silvicultural practices may be implemented in Late Successional

Reserves within the dry physiographic provinces These methods may include thinning girdling and

various types of hazardous fuel reduction Studies of mechanical or manual techniques are among the

management methods that may be encouraged within Adaptive Management Areas

Comment Any activity that removes a large portion of the basal area is not natural Fires only remove a

small part of the biomass remnants of the previous stand provide many useful functions to the

subsequent stand Logging can never mimic this process Therefore no management activities should

be allowed in the reserves

Response The types of silvicultural and fuel reduction techniques being proposed are intended to thin

unnaturally dense stands to improve stand structure and manage risk of wildfire Salvage in Late

Successional Reserves when permitted will occur only where operations will not diminish the quality
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of latesuccessional habitat where stand replacing disturbance exceeds a specified size and under a

number of other conditions listed in Appendix B5 Recovery Plan Standards and Guidelines and in The

Alternatives section of Chapter 2 Salvage logging is not intended to replicate wildfire events

Comment The FEMAT Report had a discussion on terrestrial restoration that was not included in the

Draft SEIS It would be useful to have that section included in the Final SEIS and it should be

considered for implementation

Response Terrestrial restoration discussions are included in Appendix B2 Ecological Principles for

Management of LateSuccessional Forests and in Appendix B5 Recovery Plan Standards and

Guidelines of this Final SEIS

Comment Old growth forests because of their age have a limited life remaining Young stands could

be allowed to grow to an old age to replace the older stands as they deteriorate

Response Old growth forests in the planning area continue to grow and develop until they are

replaced by disturbance events or forest succession Some stands exceed
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Response Simulation of forest development in the discussion of Effects of Alternatives on Terrestrial

Ecosystems in Chapter 34 shows a net increase of late successional forest even with wildfire

disturbance events Management of disturbance risk is discussed in Appendix B5 Recovery Plan

Standards and Guidelines and Appendix B2 Ecological Principles for Management of Late

Successional Forests The network of reserves and matrix is expected to be sufficient in spite of

catastrophic disturbance events

Comment Reserves should be comprised of areas that have never been logged because logged areas

can never become old growth habitat

Response Areas that have not been logged are limited in extent and distribution Terrestrial restoration

techniques can accelerate and enhance the development of latesuccessional and old growth forest

characteristics

Comment Some LateSuccessional Reserves in the eastside provinces have forests more characteristic

of the moist provinces and should therefore not have the same level of management as the dry

provinces

Response Late Successional Reserve and province plans as well as watershed analysis will delineate

these areas and assist in the application of appropriate management direction The standards and

guidelines of this SEIS will be followed until these plans and analyses are completed and approved and

these plans are subject to review by the Regional Ecosystems Office

Comment LateSuccessional Reserves east of the crest of the Cascade Range are a part of the old

growth forest ecosystem and must not be salvage logged

Response Old growth forests throughout the planning area are part of the late successional and old

growth forest ecosystem Salvage in LateSuccessional Reserves when permitted will occur only where

operations will not diminish the quality of latesuccessional habitat where standreplacing disturbance

exceeds a specified size and under a number of other conditions listed in Appendix B5 Recovery Plan

Standards and Guidelines and in the Alternatives section of Chapter 2 These conditions include an

emphasis on long range objectives for the reserve especially the development of latesuccessional forest

characteristics such as snags and the accumulation of coarse woody debris

OLDGROWTH FORESTS AND LAND ALLOCATIONS

Comment Alternative 9 would allow much of the ecologically significant old growth forests to be

harvested Based on maps of LSOG1 and LSOG2 stands it appears that 25 percent of these areas

would be subject to harvest Low elevation old growth stands are particularly limited in the Pacific

Northwest These fragments act as refuges and centers of dispersal for many species with limited

distributions andor dispersal capability

Response One objective of the proposed action analyzed in this SEIS is to maintain or create a

connected or interactive old growth forest ecosystem on federal lands within the range of the northern

spotted owl A network of reserves was designed to accomplish this objective Inclusion of low

elevation oldgrowth forests in the reserve system was considered Not all existing oldgrowth stands

including low elevation stands are included within this network However some of these stands would

be maintained in Administratively Withdrawn Areas Riparian Reserves and in Connectivity Diversity

Blocks on lands managed by the Bureau of Land Management Some of the additional standards and

guidelines added to Alternative 9 such as the application of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1matrix

management provisions and the protection of northern spotted owl activity centers see Appendix 811
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Standards and Guidelines Resulting From Additional Species Analysis and Changes to Alternative 9
would provide additional habitat and function as connectivity for many species

Comment The SEIS fails to protect the least fragmented stands of old growth These are the standsR

referred to as LSOGI in Johnson et al 1991 R

Response Each SEIS alternative except Alternative 7 protects all of the LSOGI stands in Marbled
Murrelet Zone I which extends 10 to 40 miles inland from the coast Additional LSOGI stands are

maintained in the network of LateSuccessional Reserves located elsewhere within the range of the

northern spotted owl Some LSOGI stands occur outside this network In Alternative 1all LSOG1stands
are included in the reserve network Many LateSuccessional Reserves are comprised of a

mixture of early and latesuccessional stands Because earlysuccessional stands within the reserves will

be allowed to mature into late successional forests the amount of late successional forest will increase

over time

Comment Identification of stands 80 years old as old growth forest is misguided because these stands

have virtually none of the characteristics associated with old growth forests

Response As described in Appendix B2 Ecological Principles for Management of Late Successional

Forest 80 years is the age when many forest stands begin to develop latesuccessional characteristics

such as the formation of heavy limbs and an accumulation of coarse woody debris on the forest floor

An 80yearold stand is not defined as old growth forest

ECOSYSTEM ASSESSMENT

Comment Alternative 9 provides only medium high viability for the ecosystem To enhance ecosystem

viability logging should not be allowed in reserves

Response Alternative 9 received its overall rating partly because of its restorative silvicultural

treatments in the LateSuccessional Reserves Without these practices the assessment of Alternative 9

would have yielded a lower result

Comment The SEIS fails to analyze ecological processes that determine the ecological potential of anR

area Landscape level studies must be undertaken because organism specific and sitespecific dataR

cannot be used to measure ecosystem health and function R

Response Landscape level descriptions and analyses are more detailed and complex than is

appropriate for this programmatic SEIS However watershed analysis will incorporate these landscape

level analyses

Comment Two of the three key factors used in the evaluation of the alternatives are based on the

amount of reserved lands not on ecosystem structure and function Other measures ofecosystemintegrityare necessary

Response The three attributes used in the ecosystem assessment abundance and diversityprocessesandfunctions and connectivity are interrelated and not based solely on the acreage of reserves The
assessment of connectivity for instance is based on the capability of late successional forests toprovidebiologicalflows across the landscape These biological flows themselves are processes that are based on
the ability of connectivity to function as dispersal habitat The text of the Final SEIS has been modified
to clarify this see Methods for Assessing the Maintenance of aFunctional and Interconnected Late
Successional Forest Ecosystem in Chapter 34
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Comment Perhaps more critical than species viability is ecosystem viability Neither Alternative 1nor

Alternative 9 achieved an 80 percent or greater likelihood of achieving Outcomes 1 and 2 combined

which indicate conditions within the range of natural variability The processes and functions attribute

is probably the single most important objective of the SEIS All alternatives fall below 80 percent

likelihood and the ratings for the dry provinces are especially low

Response The ratings for Outcomes 1 and 2 combined are due in part to an incomplete knowledge of

ecological processes and functions Disturbance ecology and long term climate change are among those

uncertainties described in the FEMAT Report and in Chapter 34 Results of Assessing the Maintenance

of a Functional and Interconnected LateSuccessional Forest Ecosystem The degree to which wildfire

may be allowed to function as a natural process is not known nor is it known if land managers have the

ability to bring fuel accumulations in the dry provinces back to their natural levels before large scale

wildfire events occur Note that Alternatives 3 and 9 as originally formulated are rated the highest for

the processes and functions attribute Alternative 9 rates slightly higher than Alternative 3 The

additional standards and guidelines added in Appendix B11 Standards and Guidelines Resulting From

Additional Species Analysis and Changes to Alternative 9 improve the ecosystem attributes of 1
abundance and ecological diversity and 2 connectivity of Alternative 9 to a higher level than stated in

the FEMAT Report and the Draft SEIS

CONNECTIVITY

Comment The outcomes for connectivity in the Draft SEIS are insufficient and vague The Draft SEIS

overestimates the connectivity that will actually exist because the future amount of late successional

forests will not exceed 22 percent of the total federal and private landscape The riparian buffers are too

narrow to provide the necessary connectivity and past harvests in the Riparian Reserves further

weakens their role as connectivity areas

Response This is clarified in the Final SEIS The assessment of connectivity described in Chapter 34 is

based on the distance between large areas of latesuccessional and old growth forest the distribution of

smallersized patches including riparian buffers and on the total proportion of the landscape

containing late successional and old growth forest The assessment considers possible outcomes over

the next 100 years Forest successional development in Riparian Reserves during this time should allow

these areas to become suitable connectivity habitat Development of forests in the LateSuccessional

Reserves will increase the portion of the landscape containing latesuccessional and oldgrowth forest

conditions Additionally standards and guidelines in this SEIS will cause the retention or development

of connectivity in other land allocations The increase in Riparian Reserve widths of intermittent

streams under Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 as described in Appendix B11 Standards and Guidelines

Resulting From Additional Species Analysis and Changes to Alternative 9 would increase their

function as connectivity Other measures described in Appendix B11 would also increase the ability of

the matrix to function as connectivity for some species

Comment Explain why the outcomes for connectivity under each alternative are not rated lower

Response The ratings are based on projections ranging 100 years into the future and thus are a

function of current and projected amounts and distributions of latesuccessional forest across that time

period Ingrowth in LateSuccessional and Riparian Reserves is expected to improve connectivity over

the next 200 years

Comment An independent panel of landscape ecologists should be assembled to ensure that LateRSuccessionalReserves are well distributed and adequately connected to each other and to lateRsuccessional
forests within all land allocations R
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Response All land allocations except the matrix contribute to connectivity between Late Successional

Reserves Riparian Reserves interspersed through the matrix and the green tree and 15percentretentionstandards in the matrix provide additional connectivity These standards and guidelines as

well as the distributions of the land allocations including the LateSuccessional Reserves were used in

the assessments of species species groups and ecosystems The species assessments included

determination of the adequacy of connectivity habitat by wildlife biologists familiar with the individual

species and species groups The expert panel that performed the ecosystem assessment included

landscape ecologists who were not part of the Assessment Team

PRESETTLEMENT CONDITIONS

Comment The alternatives were formulated with the underlying goal of bringing our region back to

pre European settlement conditions This basic assumption is flawed those forests never had that much
old growth All of the alternatives would transform the forests of the Pacific Northwest into forest types

that never occurred naturally

Response PreEuropean settlement conditions represent a range of natural conditions over space and

time The ecosystem assessment compares the alternatives to the range of pre settlement conditions

across all landscapes within the range of the northern spotted owl rather than to one specific condition

The assessment includes analysis of abundance and diversity processes and functions and
connectivity The presettlement late successional forest ecosystem was dynamic and included forest

development and succession as well as a variety of types of disturbance events More detailed future

analysis such as watershed level analysis will describe landscape specific current conditions and the

range of natural variability for that landscape The objective is to manage the ecosystem for the range of

natural variability that has been and is prevalent on those landscapes

?Comment Neither the Draft SETS nor the FEMAT Report contain any historical factual or scientific

bases for the assumption that presettlement forests were 65 percent late successional or old growth The
Draft SEIS states that there is no historical evidence to gauge the amount of late successional and old
growth forest in historical times Historical data contradicts the blanket of old growthassumptionused

in both the ecosystem and species assessments

Response Published scientific reports estimating natural fire rotations and coverage of late

successional forests are referenced in the SEIS see Franklin and Spies 1984 USDI unpub The SEIS
states that there are no data for determining the average lowest amount of old growth forest for the

previous millennium
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ecosystem abundance at least as high as the long term average 200 to
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species and species groups are included in Chapter 34 Also much of the relevant published literature

was referenced even though the SEIS does not obviously discuss each piece explicitly See the

references list

Comment The description of the California Coast Range Physiographic Province does not mention the

Hoopa or Round Valley Reservations nor the Rancherias of scattered allotments that are located there
The Washington Western Lowlands and the Washington Cascades Western Provinces additionally have
American Indian reservations

Response This information is now reflected in the Description of Terrestrial Physiographic Provinces of

Chapter 34 in the Final SEIS

Comment There are two sets of province maps used in the Draft SEIS and they are based on very

different perspectives This indicates a substantial gap in how aquatic and terrestrial biologists view the

landscape and the corresponding gap in watershed analyses Physiographic provinces are based purely

on physiography ignoring differences in climate soils geology vegetation fauna and land use
Provinces are split at state boundaries for no ecological reason Province and river basin boundaries do
not coincide and therefore aquatic and terrestrial analysis is and will continue to be incompatible The
Environmental Protection Agency developed hierarchical ecoregions and a map that integratesaquaticand

terrestrial concerns has been developed for the Oregon and Washington Coast Range Clarify

whether these maps were considered

Response The terrestrial and aquatic physiographic province classifications were designed for different

purposes and meet needs of those purposes Neither is inherently better than the other because both

sets use all of the criteria mentioned in the comment with the exception that land use was notfullyincorporatedinto the terrestrial set and not at all in the aquatic set A single set of provinces can never

be designed to meet the needs of all possible ecosystem management analyses or questions One set of

provinces the terrestrial physiographic provinces was selected for the majority of data analyses in the

FEMAT Report and the SEIS This provided some continuity to previously published reports such as

the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan USDI unpub Other types of ecological unit classifications

such as those developed by the Environmental Protection Agency were considered but were not

expected to provide substantial improvement in the analyses of the SEIS alternatives Ecological units

based on hydrologic basins have been adopted by the Regional Interagency Executive Committee for

province planning and analysis Figure 23

Comment Some of the provinces are too large and incorporate more than one watershed

Response The provinces used in this SEIS provide an analytical tool to measure differencesamongalternativeswhich often occur in areas much larger than individual watersheds Province levelanalysisandplanning areas that will be used for implementation of the selected alternative differ both indesignandintent from those used in this Final SEIS see Chapter 2 Watershed and landscape analysis

however will focus on specific watersheds

MISCELLANEOUS

Comment Small islands of forest that are completely isolated from other forests cannot be expected to

contain the same level of species diversity found at the landscape level Protecting 0.5 to 4acre parcels

of oldgrowth forest in the matrix is ineffective due to edge effect

Response These fragments of old growth forest are not expected to contain the same diversity ofR

species that may be found at the landscape level Residual old growth forests in the matrix willR

function as refugia for some species and become centers where new species may evolve over timeR
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The matrix supports a different set of ecological values than some of the other land allocations such as

the Late Successional and Riparian Reserves Some species require habitat conditions that occur at the

edges of oldgrowth forests and these habitats are sometimes biologically diverse These parcels will

also provide diversity to future stands Additional analysis performed for this Final SEIS indicate that

these areas do provide important habitat for certain species see Appendix 8131 Standards and

Guidelines Resulting From Additional Species Analysis and Changes to Alternative 9

Comment Meadows and other special habitats need to be identified and protected regardless of the land

allocation in which they occur The SEIS needs to address meadow management including timber harvest

and other vegetation management techniques to prevent tree invasion into meadows The SEIS fails to

address the ecosystems that require open spaces such as those that result from catastrophic or recurrent

fires

Response The focus of the proposed action is management of late successional and old growth federal

forests within the range of the northern spotted owl Thus for the most part meadows are beyond the

scope of this SEIS Special habitats are addressed in some current plans and draft plan preferred

alternatives and will also be addressed in watershed landscape level analysis and in province level

planning Maintenance of meadows in LateSuccessional Reserves using silvicultural techniques is

appropriate

?Comment The SEIS does not analyze the impacts of land allocations on rare and sensitive plant habitat

wetlands or biological diversity in general

Response The species and species group assessments analyzed the effects of the alternatives on habitat

These included rare and sensitive plant species and those species that occur in wetlands A large number

of species that occur within the planning area were analyzed Abundance and ecological diversity of late

successional and old growth forest ecosystems are analyzed in the section Results of Assessing the

Maintenance of a Functional and Interconnected LateSuccessional Forest Ecosystem in Chapter 34

Comment The recovery of some components of the ecosystem is expected to take at least 200 years

Therefore the Draft SEIS should have looked beyond the 100 year timeframe that was used

Response Some of the analyses did extend beyond 100 years Watershed recovery for example extended

to 200 years The level of uncertainty can be expected to increase substantially under longer time frames for

some ecosystem attributes therefore analyses that project ecosystem conditions beyond some point in time

may be less reliable

Comment The SEIS states that some late successional forest attributes require 200 to 500 years to develop

If major fires burned every 200 years identify the attributes which would be degraded by logging

Response Many locations within the planning area have trees or stands that exceed the average natural fire

rotation for forests in the planning area or province Some areas may have burned more than once or

experienced fires that were not lethal to the trees or stands Some parts of the landscape maybe more prone

to severe fires and others may be less likely to burn Virtually all of the attributes of late successional and

old growth forests have been removed by clearcut harvesting with the possible exception in recent years of

the accumulation of coarse woody debris and the retention of green trees

Comment Watershed analysis should not be restricted to aquatic habitat and species abundance It should

include the health interactions and processes of the entire ecosystem within the watershed including

landscape ecology and terrestrial processes
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Response The description of watershed analysis in Chapter 2 of the SEIS addresses these concerns

Comment The SEIS does not recognize the regional differences between northern California and the

Pacific Northwest Data for these two regions were lumped together The forest ecosystems of northern

California are unique and warrant individual analysis

Response Subregional ecosystem differences are reflected in various standards and guidelines Differences

between the dry provinces and moist provinces including their vegetation types forest structure and fire

regimes occur in each of the three states within the planning area More detailed analysis will follow in

the watershed and landscape analysis and province level planning

Comment Old growth forests absorb more carbon dioxide than second growth forests and are necessary

to prevent global warming Calculations of increased carbon dioxide need to be explicitly shown as a

consequences of each alternative

Response A discussion on the effects of the alternatives on the global climate is included in Chapter 34

Comment Harvest of old growth forests provides protection against global warming because a forest of

vigorously growing trees will remove five to seven times the carbon dioxide that old growth forests

absorb

Response Younger trees may accumulate carbon dioxide at a faster rate however old growth forests

store a considerable amount in the form of live wood leaf area duff and coarse woody debris A
discussion on the effects of the alternatives on the global climate is included in Chapter 34

Comment The Draft SEIS does not state the likelihood of reaching long term late successional forest

conditions under Alternative 9

Response While this likelihood is not estimated or calculated for any particular forest stand the

discussion of Results of Assessing the Maintenance of a Functional and Interconnected LateSuccessional

Ecosystem in Chapter 34 addresses the likelihood of outcomes for the ecosystem

Comment The Draft SEIS shows amounts of medium and large conifers in the Late Successional and
Riparian Reserves However it does not provide the number of acres that meet the traditional definition

of old growth forest It appears that in the short term Alternative 9actually decreases the total amount of

old growth forest according to the traditional definition

Response The SEIS is focused on the management of late successional and old growth forest habitat

rather than on oldgrowthforestsalone As discussed in AppendixB2 EcologicalPrinciplesforManagement

of LateSuccessional Forests stands begin to develop late successional characteristics at around 80yearsofage this corresponds to the category medium and large conifers in the analysis Therefore amounts
of forest in other definitions of old growth forests are not analyzed in this SEIS

Comment The DraftSEIS claims to propose change to ecosystemmanagement butlacks anoperationaldefinitionof this type of management There is not yet any generally accepted approach for meeting this

objective
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Response A definition of ecosystem management has been added to the glossary of the Final SEIS

although it is acknowledged that it is an emergent and hence rather dynamic concept at present

Fire and Air Quality

The following comments and responses address wildfire hazard the role of fire fire effects air quality

American Indian use of fire fire suppression and other disturbances such as blowdown not salvage

insect infestations and disease and natural catastrophes such as earthquakes

STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

Comment The option to enter reserves for risk management should be retained There should be a

prompt analysis of the reserve system to identify and prioritize reserves for risk management to reduce

the risk of wildfire Fuel management plans are critical to reducing current fuel loads and minimizing

future risk However none of the alternatives including Alternative 9 present a detailed wellplanned

program of fuels management The standards and guidelines for fire management both fire

suppression and the use of prescribed fire are unclear and are scattered throughout the Draft SEIS

These standards appear to be uniform across all landscapes There should be some mechanism to allow

fire management prescriptions to be developed on a more sitespecific or watershed basis

Response Clarified fuels management direction has been added in Appendix B8 Fire Management

Standards and Guidelines in response to this concern Additional discussion may be found in the Air

Quality Analysis section of Chapter 34 Area specific fire management including risk management

concerns will be identified in watershed landscape level analyses and incorporated into province level

planning LateSuccessional Reserve plans and Adaptive Management Area plans

Comment Proposed fire management in LateSuccessional and Riparian Reserves is misguided

Thinning understory burning and other fuel reduction techniques would result in a direct reduction of

oldgrowth habitat quality by eliminating multistoried canopy conditions Construction of fuelbreaks

would increase habitat fragmentation and pose threats to species that require interior forest habitat

Moreover the use of chainsaws and other equipment for the purposes of fire reduction could actually

increase the risk of severe fire The effects of fuelbreaks and other protection activities on habitat

availability and quality are not adequately addressed in the Draft SEIS

Response Appendix B8 Fire Management Standards and Guidelines has been added to this SEIS and

is consistent with the direction provided in Appendix B5 Recovery Plan Standards and Guidelines and

Appendix B2 Ecological Principles for Management of LateSuccessional Forests To be more consistent

with other ecosystem management objectives cleared fuelbreaks have been deemphasized in favor of

areas of reduced fuels Risk from hazard fuel reduction operations will be mitigated during

implementation of projects

Comment Fuelbreaks should be constructed along roads and on ridgelines in the drier provinces toR

allow natural fires to bum freely within the reserves R

Response While cleared fuelbreaks may be constructed in some cases the preferred method of

reducing fire spread and intensity will be to develop broader areas of reduced fuels This strategy is

also more compatible with other ecosystem management objectives

Comment Instead of reintroducing fire which destroys wood resources the Final SEIS should consider

alternative methods to achieve the same results
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Response Alternative fuel treatments will be considered as detailed in Chapter 34 Air QualityR

Analysis The appropriate methods will be determined in watershed and landscape analysis andR

incorporated at the project planning level R

Comment The Draft SEIS standard and guideline FM 1 p 34B87 should be more specific about fire

suppression methods to avoid Some suppression activities such as the use of heavy equipment in

riparian areas can result in greater damage than the fire itself Standard and guideline FM3 should

prohibit the use of chemical retardants and foams or other additives to surface waters with justifiable

exceptions for safety or to prevent greater long term damage to a watershed

Response These concerns have been addressed in Appendix B8 Fire Management Standards and

Guidelines in this Final SEIS

Comment The Draft SEIS states that the small amount of remaining late successional ecosystems

should be protected from standreplacing fire However this conflicts with another section that states

that natural processes such as fire should be allowed to function to the extent possible Natural fire

regimes need to be restored in all allocations to the greatest extent possible including the matrix Active

fire management in all areas is essential to ecosystem management

Response All fires in LateSuccessional Reserves will be suppressed until specific fire management

plans are developed and approved Approved fire management plans may contain provisions to allow

naturally ignited prescribed fires to function as a natural process when they remain in a predetermined

prescription However in areas that formerly had low to moderate intensity underburns as part of their

natural fire regime management application of fire may also be an appropriate strategy for restoring

the natural role of fire to the ecosystem Fire management in other land allocations is addressed in

Appendix B8 Fire Management Standards and Guidelines

Comment Restoration silviculture in LateSuccessional Reserves may cause an accumulation of coarse

woody debris to reach the threshold which will lead to an insect infestation that could threaten the

reserve Also many root diseases are associated with exposed stumps creating additional hazards to

the adjacent green trees and the rest of the stand

Response Restoration silviculture will not cause a greater accumulation of coarse woody debris than

would occur naturally Trees that might otherwise undergo natural thinning would be felled Fuel

accumulation from these activities could be reduced by prescribed fire if they are considered to be an

insect or fire hazard as determined in the LateSuccessional Reserve plans Thinning will reduce overall

stress on the forest stand and the increased vigor of the stand will reduce the threat of disease

especially in the dry provinces

Comment Standards and guidelines that allow salvage logging in Late Successional Reserves underR

Alternative 9 may encourage arson A change in the standards and guidelines could prevent suchR

activity R

Response All federal land management agencies actively investigate all suspected arson fires The

Interagency Arson Task Force in the Pacific Northwest under the leadership of the Oregon State Police

has a high case resolution for wildland arson fires 74 percent in 1993 with 100 percent resolution

expected upon completion of ongoing investigations The Task Force includes all federal agencies with

fire protection responsibility in the Pacific Northwest as well as the States of Oregon and Washington

and has a national reputation as a model organization

The standards and guidelines for salvage in LateSuccessional Reserves under Alternative 9 will not be

changed at this time However the adaptive management process enables changes to be incorporated
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as appropriate Salvage in LateSuccessional Reserves will be permitted only where operations will not

diminish the quality of latesuccessional habitat where stand replacing disturbance events exceed 10

acres and under a number of other conditions listed in SEIS Appendix B5 Recovery Plan Standards

and Guidelines Salvage will not be driven by economic or timber sale program factors

WILDFIRE HAZARD

Comment Fire exclusion and fire suppression under Alternative 9 will result in accumulation of forest

fuels increased difficulty of controlling fires and loss of forest health Because of road

decommissioning and reduced management activities fires will grow larger and cause more damage to

the ecosystem due to their high intensity Unless the fuels in our forests are reduced systematically

through regulated harvest nature will reduce them through catastrophic fire Fuels reduction should

include some limited thinning removing dead and dying trees prescribed underburning cutting and

hand piling dense understory vegetation and establishing shaded fuelbreaks

Response The standards and guidelines for fire management in Appendix B8 are largely directed at

lowering the risk of large scale stand replacing wildfires These standards and guidelines identify

appropriate fuels management for hazard reduction for land allocations and are adjusted for the level

of wildfire risk Harvest excluding salvage and density management is not identified as a fuel

reduction technique although postharvest fuel reduction is a consideration in the matrix and Adaptive

Management Areas In LateSuccessional Reserves Riparian Reserves and Administratively

Withdrawn Areas the levels of hazard reduction are commensurate with the levels of risk and are

consistent with the resource management objectives for the specific areas

Comment Private industry fire suppression resources are scattered throughout forests managed for

timber harvest and continued harvest will assure their continued availability If harvest levels are

reduced these private fire suppression resources would no longer be available which would result in

larger losses due to catastrophic fire

Response The level of firefighting response and the availability of fire suppression resources is not

expected to vary by alternative Forest Service fire suppression resources handle initial attack to

suppress wildfires on lands managed primarily by the Forest Service Initial attack of wildfires on lands

managed by the BLM is primarily contracted with the California Division of Forestry and the Oregon

Department of Forestry in their respective states All firefighting agencies have the ability to procure

emergency contract labor and other resources The agencies also have the ability to mobilize fire

suppression resources from across the nation through regional interagency coordination centers

Comment Future catastrophic fires in the reserves will likely decrease the current amount of spotted

owl and marbled murrelet habitat

Response This comment is based on the assumption that the loss of latesuccessional habitat due to

standreplacing fires will be very high and will exceed the development of late successional habitat in

reserves over time However simulation of forest development described in Chapter 34 Effects of

Alternatives on Terrestrial Ecosystems shows a net increase of late successional forest even with

wildfire disturbance events Therefore by managing an entire ecosystem through a network of reserves

and matrix the amount of spotted owl and marbled murrelet habitat within this network is expected to

be sufficient to provide for stable welldistributed populations in spite of catastrophic disturbance

events

Comment The statement that wildfires will not occur at their natural rate is false Because of the rapid

growth of the population in the wildlandurban interface fire suppression resources are often drawn to
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populated areas at the expense of forest resources Therefore the likelihood of large fires is actually

greater now than in the past

Response Lightning caused wildfires will occur at their natural rate However fuel reduction

strategies are integral components of fire management plans which will be developed at the watershed

landscape and province levels and for LateSuccessional Reserves and Adaptive Management Areas

These strategies will be designed to reduce fire intensity and spread rates Fire suppression problems in

the wildland urban interface are beyond the scope of this SEIS and are most effectively addressed at

the local level

Comment Under Alternative 9 fire suppression efforts will be delayed due to road decommissions

andor closures

Response Increased travel time for ground transport of fire suppression resources is acknowledged

The effects of road closures can be offset by increased reliance on aerial fire suppression resources and

by increased fuel management activities Watershed analysis will address road decommissioning as

well as fire history

Comment The Final SEIS should include an assessment of the effects of potential wildfires originating

on private land and spreading onto federally managed lands as well as an assessment of the effects of

those that escape from federal lands onto private lands

Response This type of analysis is not possible at the level of this programmatic SEIS These effects may

be considered in fire management planning at the watershed landscape and province levels and for

LateSuccessional Reserves and Adaptive Management Areas

Comment Fire suppression efforts and costs are often shared on an interagency basis and apportioned

on a percentage of ownership The Final SEIS should determine what the effects of the alternatives

would be on fire size and occurrence and whether changes in these effects should cause a change in the

way fire suppression costs and efforts are shared

Response These concerns cannot be addressed at the programmatic level of this SEIS They may be

addressed by interagency fire management planning efforts at thelocal level using the National Fire

Management Analysis System NFMAS

Comment To more effectively assess and monitor the role of fire in the ecosystem existing agency

federal and state administrative units fire occurrence analyses should be expanded in scope and

depth A more complete fire occurrence data base should be developed to include both the federal and

state fire reporting systems This information will allow planners and managers to work cooperatively

in the development of landscape scale ecosystem management plans

Response These concerns are outside the scope of this programmatic SEIS

Comment The Final SEIS should include a detailed tradeoff analysis of the physical disturbances

caused by fuel reduction andor manipulation within the LateSuccessional Reserves and the benefit of

that risk reduction Rating stands by fuel loading stocking density and probability of surviving a

wildfire event could be included in the analysis More research is needed to demonstrate widespread

use of prescribed fire that is consistent with resource management objectives and air quality standards

Response This type of analysis is too sitespecific to be included in the Final SEIS Fire management

plans at the watershed or province level as part of the LateSuccessional Reserve or province plans will
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include these kinds of analyses Tradeoff analyses including fuels management options and the airR

quality effects of prescribed burning will be included at the appropriate planning level when theR

computer aided modeling tools are available R

Comment Province level fire management plans should be developed to reduce the risk of loss of late

successional and old growth forests by catastrophic fire Strict guidelines and careful monitoring will be

necessary In roadless areas prescribed burning should be accomplished without building roads The

protection of life and property should continue to be primary considerations In the moist provinces

fire suppression guidelines should be revised to ensure consistency with ecosystem management

objectives however risk reduction measures are not needed

Response Fire management plans will be completed at the watershed landscape or province level or

as part of the LateSuccessional Reserve plans These plans will include the methods that are most

appropriate for their specific geographic areas Risk reduction measures will be considered where they

are determined to be appropriate on a landscape specific basis Road building solely for the purpose of

prescribed burning would be cost prohibitive Protection of life and property and the safety of fireR

management personnel remain key objectives in the proposed fire management standards andR

guidelines see Appendix B8R

ROLE OF FIRE IN THE DRIER PROVINCES

Comment Alternative 9 does not address the risk of catastrophic wildfires in the drier provinces

Province plans need to contain fire management planning to address risk reduction including the

reduction of emissions through the use of prescribed fire under managed conditions compared to

wildfires which usually burn under adverse smoke dispersion conditions Risk management methods

should be selected on a sitespecific basis using ecological research and scientific analysis of forest

conditions Reliance solely on silvicultural methods should be avoided while relatively frequent low
intensity underburning should be encouraged Removal of large trees does not mimic natural low

intensity underburning which would not typically damage older trees Strategies which disturb the soil

should be avoided No single management strategy should be applied even within a single

physiographic province because the patterns of natural fire regimes are highly varied across the

landscape There should be monitoring to ensure that prescribed fires are not causing unacceptable

resource effects

Response These concerns are addressed in two new sections in this Final SEIS Appendix B8 Fire

Management Standards and Guidelines and the Air Quality Analysis section in Chapter 34 Natural

fire regimes may be quite varied across the landscape even within a single province Fire management

strategies will reflect the needs suitable to local ecosystem conditions

Comment The Draft SEIS refers to differences in the degree of risk of severe fire between the east and

west areas of the California Klamath Province The boundary between these areas is not defined

Evidence shows that the frequency and risk of high severity fires are high even for the western half of

the province Characteristics that differentiate the province from the more mesic forests to the north

include species composition stand structure successional pathways coarse woody debris

accumulation and historical levels of smoke emissions all of which need to be addressed specifically in

the Final SEIS The disturbance regimes that are most important in determining the vegetation patterns

in the drier forests are not the infrequent severe stand replacing fires emphasized in the Draft SEIS

Response The division of the California Klamath Province has been eliminated in the description of

Alternative 9 in Chapter 2 of this Final SEIS in response to this concern The different fire regimes of the

drier provinces are recognized in the Air Quality Analysis section in Chapter 34 Additionally

Appendix B8 Fire Management Standards and Guidelines allows for management consistent with

those natural fire regimes The other concerns in this comment are too detailed for explanation in this

programmatic SEIS
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Comment Ecological process and function are identified in the Draft SEIS as being important to the

development and maintenance of ecosystems In the drier provinces frequent low tomoderate

intensity fire is one of the more important ecological processes and thus should be considered in the

Final SEIS Those who will implement the selected alternative need a reference resource containing

detailed information on how this process would lead to more natural stand structures and other desired

late successional conditions and how the desired conditions contrast with current forest conditions

Response The frequent low tomoderate intensity fires in the drier provinces are recognized as a

natural fire regime in this Final SEIS Fire management planning at the watershed and landscape level

can incorporate differences in natural fire regimes into fire management plans Development of a

reference guide for implementation is beyond the scope of this SEIS

Comment Current descriptions of the characteristics of latesuccessional and old growth forests in the

drier provinces are probably not representative of pre European latesuccessional and oldgrowth

conditions Current characterizations are usually based on stand conditions following many years of

fire exclusion and are therefore not representative of past long term conditions Appropriate

descriptions need to be developed to avoid imposing unnatural restraints on the management of these

forests which would limit the ability to achieve long term success

Response Characterization of natural vegetation associations and fire regimes will be completed at the

landscape level as a component of watershed analysis Fire management planning at the watershed and

province levels LateSuccessional Reserves plans and Adaptive Management Area plans will consider

current ecosystem conditions as well as the range of natural conditions that may be desirable to retain

or develop over time

Comment The Draft SEIS explains that some of the drier provinces could benefit from a reintroduction

of frequent low intensity fire Some portions of some of the provinces on the west side of the Cascade

Range had a natural fire regime similar to these drier provinces Explain why fire is excluded from

forests west of the crest of the Cascade Range

Response Natural and prescribed fires are not excluded from the west side The role of fire in the

ecosystem is defined at the landscape level and will be accounted for in fire management plans

GENERAL INCLUDING THE NATURAL ROLE OF FIRE

Comment Stand replacing fire is a consequential ecosystem process throughout the range of the

northern spotted owl While the SEIS recognizes the role of fire in the dry provinces it assumes that fire

will have no consequence in the remainder of the planning area in spite of the fact that most forests

were created by fire

Response The role and history of fire in forest ecosystems throughout the planning area are addressed

in the Final SEIS see Chapter 34 Regional Introduction The fire management standards and
guidelines in this Final SEIS are based primarily on the relative risk of large scale standreplacing fires

across all provinces and land allocations see Appendix B8 Fire Management Standards and

Guidelines The level of fuels management for hazard reduction is commensurate with that risk and is

consistent with the land management objectives of each area

Comment The Final SEIS should address the need to use prescribed fire in old growth ecosystems for

the long term maintenance of the ecosystem Alternative 9 does not acknowledge the role of large scale

disturbances on the landscape Some species are rare because of the lack of such disturbances Some
fires should be allowed to burn naturally without human interference in reserves west of the Cascade
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Range Fire has a valuable role in ecosystem management that cannot be duplicated by human caused

disturbances especially within the LateSuccessional and Riparian Reserves Habitat and forest health

could be enhanced with the appropriate use of prescribed fire

Response The Final SEIS contains two new sections to help clarify the role of fire in ecosystem

management see Appendix B8 Fire Management Standards and Guidelines and Chapter 34 under

Air Quality Analysis Mitigation measures for some species that require fire for regeneration or habitat

maintenance are identified in Chapter 34 Fire management plans will be completed at the watershed

or province level or as part of the LateSuccessional Reserve plans

Comment The FEMAT Report and Draft SEIS arbitrarily assigned an average 250 year natural fire

rotation to the region The methodology used assumed that fires are randomly located These

inaccuracies should be corrected and the ecosystem and species assessments that followed should be

reconsidered Alternative 9 lacks an analysis of the pattern intensity and frequency of natural

disturbances in forest ecosystems There is no basis for the statement that only 12.5 percent of the

reserve network will be disturbed every 50 years The return interval of standreplacing fire referred to

in the Draft SEIS is actually 125 years not 250 years Underbuming occurred every 43 years on the

average In the drier provinces the stand replacing fire frequency was 120 years while in the moist

provinces the standreplacing fire frequency was probably about 400 years

Response Natural fire rotations may be highly variable among landscapes even within the same

province and are especially variable between the dry and moist provinces The projections of forest

development in Chapter 34 of the SEIS use a simple set of parameters to estimate the relative amount

of latesuccessional forest in Congressionally Reserved Areas Administratively Withdrawn Areas and

in LateSuccessional Reserves in Oregon and Washington among alternatives over the next 150 years

For these purposes an average 250 year stand replacing natural fire rotation was estimated for all forest

types across the planning area Under the fire management standards and guidelines fuel hazard

reduction would partially reduce the risk of severe fire However this risk would never be eliminated

entirely Therefore a 400 year severe disturbance frequency was estimated for all forest types across the

range of the northern spotted owl Over a 50year period one eighth or 12.5 percent of the land area

could be expected to be affected by a stand replacing disturbance event It should be emphasized that

these averages are used for general regional planning and that detailed fire management plans will use

the best available landscape level fire regime information

r Comment The application of island biogeography principles does not account for the dynamic nature

of forests of the Pacific Northwest Large scale natural disturbance events will destroy large blocks of

Late Successional Reserves especially in the drier provinces and exacerbate potential island effects

However the Assessment Team apparently assumed that large reserves could withstand fire events for

a sufficient length of time to allow development of adaptive management practices to reduce fire risk

Therefore due to the risk from fire the number and size of LateSuccessional and Riparian Reserves

should be increased

Response The analyses in this SEIS relied more upon landscape ecology than on island biogeography

The occurrence of natural disturbance events is anticipated and is not expected to cause a decrease in

latesuccessional forests in LateSuccessional and Riparian Reserves over the next 150 years The

probability of high severity disturbance events in the drier provinces is expected to decrease as a result

of active fire management including fuel reduction and underburning where appropriate It is also

recognized that disturbance events are important natural processes of the landscape and have a role in

ecosystem management

Comment Baseline information for the history and current status of old growth is inadequately andR

inaccurately represented The lack of information in the Draft SEIS on the fire and logging historyR
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discredits the descriptions and assessments of naturally functioning systems The fire history

information is incomplete and many documents such as ethnographies diaries historical accounts and

General Land Office plat maps are not included in the analysis or in the bibliography

Response The broad planning area addressed by this SEIS precludes the use of detailed sitespecific

fire history and land use history information This type of information will be used to the extent that it

is available in landscape or watershed level analysis

FIRE EFFECrS

Comment The needs of all species will be adequately served if ecosystems are managed to emulate the

historical environment An example would be an environment subject to catastrophic events that

produce vast areas ofearlysuccessional forests

Response The historical record of forests includes active and effective fire suppression efforts since

1910 Natural pre European settlement fire regimes differ considerably from those of the historical

period Although affected by catastrophic disturbance events latesuccessional forests were previously

more widespread during both the historical period and before European settlement The alternatives

attempt to increase the amount of late successional forests by maintaining current stands and allowing

early successional stands to develop into late successional forests

Comment The effects of slash burning are not the same as the effects of natural fires because slashR

burns generate much more heat than wildfires R

Response The two types of fire may have markedly different effects However the amount of heat

generated by wildfires may exceed that generated by a slash burn The characteristics of each type of

fire the fire behavior determine effects on the ecosystem and can vary greatly across the landscape A
cooler ground fire of prolonged duration can have more severe effects on various organisms including

some tree species than a hot but rapid fire

Comment The mitigations listed for some species groups such as mollusks arthropods and fungi will

severely restrict or curtail the restoration of fire to fire dependent ecosystems The terrestrial section

does not recognize the different fire regimes throughout the range of the northern spotted owl

Response The SEIS clearly identifies two broad classes of fire regimes one common to the moist

provinces and the other to the dry provinces Further identification of fire regimes and the role of fire at

the landscape level will be delineated in watershed and province level planning and in Late

Successional Reserve and Adaptive Management Area plans Some species will require mitigating

actions to protect them from fire while mitigation for other species may actually require the use of

prescribed fire

Comment Intensive burning such as the use of prescribed fire for site preparation should beR

eliminated because it is detrimental to many species of late successional associated fungi R

Response Generally prescribed fire prescriptions for site preparation will need to be modified from

those previously used to meet objectives for retaining coarse woody debris snags and green trees

Prescribed fire prescriptions can also be adjusted where there are latesuccessional species that are

sensitive to fire In some cases it may be necessary to preclude the use of prescribed fire as determined

on a sitespecific basis

Comment Alternative 9 fails to analyze the potential effects of fuel accumulation and distribution and

should address the risks of wildfire in greater detail Fire behavior and its potential effect on the desired
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forest structure should be modeled at the landscape level Management options and mitigationR

measures to lower fire risk should be considered and fully disclosed R

Response Appendix B8 Fire Management Standards and Guidelines has been added to clarify

discussions of fuel management prescribed fire use and fire suppression Additional analysis of fire

management direction at the landscape level will be addressed in watershed landscape level analysis

and province level planning and in LateSuccessional Reserve and Adaptive Management Area plans

Fire behavior analysis is typically quite sitespecific although some general analysis is possible at the

landscape level

Comment The 1987 fire season in northern California is commonly remembered as a catastrophe The

burns however generally created a mosaic of habitat A majority of the burned areas were only lightly

burned and late successional forests were least impacted by the burns Therefore the reserves should

not receive as much restorative management as proposed in the Draft SEIS The forests that were here at

the time of European settlement were apparently healthy without any human intervention

Response The 1987 fire season which occurred near the beginning of a long drought was marked by a

large number of wildfires occurring simultaneously in northern California and southern Oregon A

large number of fires occurred in the wildlandurban interface and required many fire suppression

resources The fire season was also exceedingly long Some fires did bum with varying intensity and

severity while others burned at one extreme or the other Those forest stands that had large fuel

accumulations andor a dense undergrowth of shadetolerant species tended to have more severe

burns Currently large stands in northern California and southern Oregon are experiencing drought

stress and an increase in the number of dead or dying trees This mortality is due to the combination of

climate and overstocking Restoration will occur in certain areas under the conditions specified in the

SEIS Finally the forests that were present at the time of European settlement were certainly modified

by the American Indians who lived in the region for millennia thus these forests were not free from

human intervention

Comment The history of the Douglas fir forests of the Pacific Northwest is one of fire followed by

even aged stands of Douglas fir followed by fire again This natural process is best simulated by

planned sustainable harvest followed by burning and replanting An alternative that follows this

regime should be considered in order to provide both forests and products

Response This pattern of fire and regeneration may be applicable in some locations However there

are more examples of fires that replace only part of the previous stand or that are predominantly low

intensity understory fires Even in fires that are periodic and fully standreplacing a large amount of

coarse woody debris such as snags or logs typically remains to fulfill ecological functions in the

succeeding stand Timber harvest removes a large amount of biomass from the site Slash burning may

remove a considerable amount of the remaining biomass depending on the conditions of the prescribed

burn While this may be an appropriate management strategy on some sites within some land

allocations it clearly does not meet the ecosystem management objectives for all sites and land

allocations

AIR QUALITY

Comment The Draft SEIS does not assess the potential air quality impacts from prescribed burning

There is no discussion of consistency with state smoke management plans or compliance and

conformity with state implementation plans The Clean Air Act provisions concerning Prevention of

Significant Deterioration National Ambient Air Quality Standards and visibility protection of Class I

areas are likewise neglected Another and greater concern is the potential impact on airsheds that are

already in nonattainment status The Final SEIS needs to fully discuss and disclose potential impacts
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seasonality of impacts alternative fuel treatment options monitoring and smoke dispersion from lower
intensity underburns

Response An Air Quality Analysis section has been added to Chapter 34 of this SEIS in response to

this concern

Comment Disclosure of air quality effects should be included in the Final SEIS This should include a

departure from previous forest management practices including the increased reliance onprescribedunderburningManagement activities can be used in some cases to reduce the risk and effects ofmajorcatastrophicevents and to accelerate the development of desirable ecosystem conditions While it is

recognized that prescribed fire may be important to ecosystem health compliance to existingregulatoryissuesmust be addressed Clear implementation direction should be provided in the Final SEIS andorsubsequentplanning levels to ensure that management decisions reflect an acceptable range of natural

disturbance events habitat type representation and successional stages Both past and potential events

should be addressed

Response An Air Quality Analysis section has been added to Chapter 34 of this SEIS in response to

this concern

Comment The Final SEIS should include I an assessment of the need for burning compared to

alternative treatments 2 quantification of the acreage to be burned 3 a description of the type s of

burns proposed 4 a description of emission reduction measures 5 quantification of emissions of

regulated pollutants PM10 from prescribed burning in the planning area 6a description of the

applicable regulatory requirements including smoke management plans 7 a qualitative discussion of

air quality impacts that focuses on new or increased impacts on downwind communities andvisibilityimpactsin Class I areas and 8modeling of downwind concentrations of pollutants to document
compliance if a suitable model is available prior to completion of the Final SEIS

Response An Air Quality Analysis section has been added to Chapter 34 of this SEES in response to

this concern

Comment Slash burning causes air pollution and destroys the organic matter that aids in moistureR

retention R

Response The Air Quality Analysis section in Chapter 34 of this SEIS addresses the basis forusingprescribed
fire in ecosystem management In particular the emphasis has shifted from higherintensityprescribed
fires in clearcut harvest units slash burns to other types of prescribed fire to meet a

variety of ecosystem management objectives

AMERICAN INDIAN USE OF FIRE

Comment The use of prescribed fire should follow what American Indians practiced in the region for

millennia These methods should follow the seasonality intensity duration and frequency ofburningthatpeoples of indigenous tribes developed to suit the natural complex assemblages of species over
long periods of time within each site or ecotype Local information from Indians as well as

ethnographies should be considered rather than relying solely on fire scars which typically would not

record light underburns Without an understanding of the burning objectives and strategies of

American Indians it is impossible to reconstruct past conditions throughout most of the planning area
Artificially high fuel loadings found in many forests today however may dictate an alternative interim

strategy to reduce fuels before American Indian burning patterns can be implemented
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Response Various characteristics of a fire regime including season of a burn intensity duration both

at the site and the course of the fire frequency and scale are all important variables to consider when

developing fire management plans However this type of information is site or landscape specific and

can only be considered at the watershed province LateSuccessional Reserve or Adaptive

Management Area levels It may not always be possible to determine American Indian objectives for

burning in specific areas thus information may need to be collected from other sources such as similar

and adjacent areas or from biological or physical records The land use objectives of American Indians

may not be identical to the ecosystem management objectives of this SEIS Furthermore decades of fire

suppression and other management practices have changed vegetation types and increased fuel

loading especially in the drier provinces The Final SEIS clarifies some of the considerations that will be

included in the development of fire management plans

Comment The FEMAT Report and the Draft SEIS ignore the importance of the use of fire by native

peoples At the time of European settlement American Indians were the dominant force responsible for

creating and maintaining forest ecosystems in the region

Response The extensive use of fire by American Indians is addressed in various sections of Chapter

34 of the SEIS

FIRE SUPPRESSION AND PRESCRIBED FIRE OPERATIONS

Comment Wildfires are more difficult and dangerous to suppress in areas where snags and other

coarse woody debris are abundant and well distributed across the landscape The safety of firefighters

is compromised when medium to largesized snags exceed three per acre Snags and logs increase the

difficulty of fire suppression because they contribute to spot fires and decrease the rate at which

firelines can be constructed by firefighters This may result in larger fires under some conditions

Response The safety of firefighters is a primary concern during both fire suppression activities and the

use of prescribed fire Appendix B8 Fire Management Standards and Guidelines addresses these

concerns and the use of Resource Advisors to assist fire managers in making decisions during wildfires

Fire suppression strategies may need to be modified as a result of safety hazards and under certain

conditions fires may become larger Over time it is expected that prescribed fire management may assist

in fire suppression by removing hazardous fuel accumulations Furthermore these issues may be

addressed in advance of wildfire occurrences in fire management plans

Comment Underburning as a fuel reduction technique is difficult to implement when large amounts of

coarse woody debris and snags are retained Prescriptions will be narrow requiring multiple treatments

on a given site The most likely time of year to conduct underburning is in the spring and early summer

when fuel moisture conditions are optimal yet this coincides with the nesting period of spotted owls

Response This concern has been addressed in the Air Quality Analysis section of Chapter 34 and in

Appendix B8 Fire Management Standards and Guidelines The operational difficulty of conducting

prescribed burns is acknowledged The interdisciplinary approach of ecosystem management will

facilitate recognition of spotted owl nesting sites wildlife biologists will provide information to avoid

negative impacts to spotted owls

Comment Fuelbreaks are useful as anchor points and holding lines when conducting prescribed burns

yet are of limited value as a fire control strategy For example when fire crews can be positioned on the

fuelbreaks during the course of a fire they become more useful in fire suppression However with the

added demands of fire suppression resources in the wildlandurban interface crews may often not be

available for monitoring and control actions during a fire Therefore it is imperative that large areas of the

forest be managed in a manner that allows these areas to survive wildfire without the benefit of direct fire

suppression concentration
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Response In response to this concern the fuel management emphasis of the Final SEIS has been clarified

The objective is to produce large areas of reduced fuels rather than narrow fuelbreaks This strategy is also

more compatible with other ecosystem management objectives such as maintaining connectivity

NATURAL DISTURBANCES OTHER THAN FIRE

Comment The SEIS does not address the risk associated with blowdown Timber harvest around Late

Successional Reserves should be reduced to protect peripheral areas from wind damage

Response The distribution and size of LateSuccessional Reserves enable stands to tolerate disturbance

events For more discussion on this topic see Chapter 34 under Projections of Forest Development in

LateSuccessional and Old Growth Forests Over Time

Comment The SEIS does not address forest health related concerns of decay and insect infestation thatR

threaten the ecosystem R

Response This SEIS addresses many aspects of ecosystem health Decay and insect infestation andR

other forest health concerns are addressed in discussions on restorative silviculture and prescribedR

underburning in several sections including Appendix 82 Ecological Principles for Management ofR

Late Successional Forests and Appendix 85 Recovery Plan Standards and Guidelines R

Comment The full range of expected disturbance processes seismic landslide fire flood and

drought need to be described for the planning area as well as their impacts on each of the alternatives

Each of these disturbance processes has the potential to affect species with small populations

Response The distribution and size of LateSuccessional Reserves enable stands to tolerate disturbance

events For a general discussion of disturbance see Chapter 34 Regional Introduction and Description

of Terrestrial Forest and Aquatic Ecosystems For effects on the ecosystem see Chapter 34 Projections

of Forest Development in LateSuccessional and Old Growth Forests Over Time and Appendix 85
Recovery Plan Standards and Guidelines

Silviculture

The following comments and responses address probable sale quantity PSQ silvicultural activities in

reserves and the matrix other silvicultural alternatives and miscellaneous concerns about harvest

rotation thinning growing trees and salvage

PROBABLE SALE QUANTITY PSQ

Comment The land allocations and standards and guidelines for the alternatives when added to those

in Forest and District Plans leave only a fragmented matrix for regulated sustained timber harvest that

is technologically and economically inoperable

Response These concerns were recognized in the calculation of probable sale quantity PSQ An
assessment of inoperable lands based on technical feasibility was done and inoperable acres were

factored into PSQ calculations Johnson et al 1993 Also areas farther than 2 miles from an existing

road were considered to be economically infeasible While timber sales are expected to remain

economical overall some sales and harvest of low value forest products may become economically

infeasible The projected increase in timber prices FEMAT Report Table VI10 p VI21 will tend to

offset increases in sale costs Currently below cost sales within the range of the northern spotted owl
are very rare and are expected to remain so especially given the projected increase in stumpage values
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Comment The level of timber sales in the short term is stated to differ from long term sustainable levels

due to the time required to prepare sales that conform with the chosen alternative Please clarify the

reasons for this expected delay

Response The timber volumes presented as the PSQ are the long term sustainable level of harvest In

the first years after an alternative is adopted timber sale quantities will likely be substantially less than

the calculated sustainable level due to a number of factors

1 Timber sales in spotted owl habitat cannot be sold until court injunctions in SeattleAudubon Society v
Lyons Lane County Audubon Society v Armstrong and PortlandAudubon Society v Babbitt are lifted

Additional litigation on this decision on related biological opinions or on projects could cause

additional delay

2 The agencies will need time to design timber sales that conform to the new land allocations and

standards and guidelines of the selected alternative Agency resources will be strained during this

period due to recent reductions in force efforts to begin the Regional Interagency Ecosystem

Committee and other interagency groups and efforts to design and implement watershed

assessments The watershed restoration projects and other non timber projects will also need to be

staffed by the agencies

3 Timber sales in key watersheds must await the completion of watershed analysis Timber sales in

non key watersheds are restricted in that roads cannot be constructed through riparian reserves until

a watershed analysis is completed Watershed analysis procedures must be refined and agency staff

trained

4 Before timber sales can be designed the boundaries of riparian reserves and other land allocations

must be established

5 Salvage or thinning in LateSuccessional Reserves must be based on development of an approved

plan for the Reserve

6 Timber sales offered by the Forest Service must await a 30day public comment period on the NEPA
document a 45day appeal period of the timber sale decision and a 45day appeal processing period

Timber sales offered by the BLM must await a 30day comment period on the NEPA document a30dayperiod for filing of a notice of appeal following the decision on the protest and if an appeal is

filed a stay is requested there is an additional 30day period to consider the stay requests

7 Additional procedures may be required by the Endangered Species Act for some timber sales Timber

sales may need ESA consultation where they may affect northern spotted owls marbled murrelets

and other listed species Conferencing may be required for any proposed listing or designation of

critical habitat Timber sales in coastal areas will need to await the completion of surveys for marbled

murrelets which may take 3 years or more
8 Required surveys for species listed in Appendix B4 and B11 must be completed

Comment The PSQ should be reduced from 1.2 billion board feet to 750 to 800 million board feet per

year to compensate for years of overcutting A probable sale quantity PSQ of 1.2 billion board feet is

not sustainable

Response Calculation of PSQ is based on existing forest inventories and growth projections and reflects

past harvesting and reforestation activities PSQ is calculated for all alternatives under a nondeclining

yield constraint which means that the sale level must be able to be maintained indefinitely without a

decline in any decade and must not exceed long term sustained yield capacity

Comment The SEIS should make it clear that the calculation of any probable sale quantity is not

consistent with managing ecosystems The estimates of available timber should not be used as a

management goal

Response Probable sale quantity is an estimate of how much timber volume can be harvested on a

sustained yield basis from lands classified as suitable for timber production A sustainable predictable

sale level is one objective of a balanced ecosystem management plan
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Comment The PSQ should reflect all the volume that may be harvested and not just that from

regulated lands in the matrix

Response PSQ however is based only on timber yields from suitable lands in the matrix and in

Adaptive Management Areas where the objectives of managing the land include the production of

timber yields Harvest from unregulated lands such as LateSuccessional Reserves is not reflected in the

PSQ because the harvest is not planned on a regular or sustained basis Harvest in these areas occurs to

further the objectives of the land allocation The SEIS indicates that an additional volume of 100 to 170

million board feet per year might be obtained from thinning salvage and other treatments to areas

other than those managed for a regulated sustained yield of timber Probable average annual sale

quantities Tables 3443 and 3444 are net volumes and do not include other wood Other wood is

the volume of cull wood that is decaying or too crooked for processing submerchantable size

material or other products not considered as merchantable and not normally part of allowable sale

quantity calculations Historically other wood has accounted for about 10 percent of the total harvest

volume from timber suitable federal lands in the planning area Figure 3416 does include an

additional 10 percent of PSQ as other wood

Comment The Draft SEIS preferred alternative PSQ of 1.2 billion is not realistic for many reasons 1
roughly 1 million board feet of the 1.2 billion is cull 2 matrix lands in Key Watersheds cannot be cut

before a watershed analysis is complete 3 surveys for the marbled murrelet are not complete in Zones
1 and 2 and additional activity centers may be discovered on matrix lands 4 the designated Riparian

Reserves cannot be altered and roads may not be constructed through them without completion of

watershed analysis and 5 the matrix lands are highly fragmented by fingers of Riparian Reserves

thus making many of these areas infeasible for timber harvest

Response The PSQ for Alternative 9 in the Final SEIS is 958 million board feet An additional 10
percent of other wood cull submerchantable material and other products was added to the 958

million to reflect the historical average of other wood sold in timber sales total volume 1.1 billion

board feet The 10 percent of other wood is from matrix lands It is true that the need to do
watershed analysis and marbled murrelet surveys prior to selling timber lends uncertainty to the PSQ
and this is acknowledged in the SEIS The possibility that fragmentation of the matrix by Riparian

Reserves would affect PSQ was considered by the Assessment Team and an operability analysis was
done The suitable land base was reduced for calculation of PSQ as a result of this analysis see Table 8

in Johnson et al 1993 for percentage reductions by administrative unit Determination of the extent of

the Riparian Reserves will be based on the results of watershed analysis

Comment Harvest yields should not exceed the lesser of biological sustainability or market demand
Constant analysis of biological and economic factors are needed to ascertain appropriate harvest levels

Response The 10 alternatives considered in detail in this SEIS were developed to provide for late

successional forests and the species associated with them and to produce a predictable and sustainable

level of timber harvest Analysis of ecological and economic factors primarily in terms of timber

harvest levels were used in determining probable sale quantities Further analyses will be done in the

course of developing annual sale programs and during preparation of individual timber sales

Information from monitoring and evaluation will be used to adjust future plans as needed

Comment The inventory of standing timber must at least remain constant on areas outside reserves

Timber resources should be grown and not simply harvested

Response Lands in the matrix and in Adaptive Management Areas for which timber production is

scheduled will be harvested and reforested on a sustainable basis Over the long term net growth will

exceed harvest and inventories will accumulate
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Comment It is inappropriate to compare the projected harvest levels for the 10 alternatives to harvest

levels of the 1980 s Harvest levels for the decade of the 1980 s are overestimated because 9 billion board

feet of timber was sold twice and therefore counted twice Removing this amount leaves a decadalR

average of 2.7 billion board feet per yearR

Response Projected harvest levels for the alternatives in the SEIS are compared to the actual harvest

levels of the 1980 s and not to sale levels Harvest volumes are reported only once when the harvest

occurs

Comment The use of probable sale quantity PSQ rather than allowable sale quantity ASQ does not

meet the objective of a predictable and sustainable level of timber harvest

Response One objective of the alternatives is to produce a stable and predictable harvest level

However Johnson et al 1993 stated that the goal of a predictable and sustainable harvest level will be

difficult to reach under most of the alternatives The laws governing management of federal lands

require protection of threatened species and their habitat While harvest levels are planned at

sustainable levels the term probable sale quantity is used to acknowledge the uncertainty in the

calculations

Comment The PSQ should be based on net cruised volumes not on gross cruised volumes

Response PSQ is based on net conifer volumes Reported volumes do contain a 10 percent addition

in some cases to reflect the historical level of cull submerchantable material and other products other

wood included in timber sales from suitable lands Where this 10 percent is included it is noted as an

addition to the PSQ The PSQ of 1.1 billion board feet for Alternative 9 Final SEIS includes this 10

percent of other wood

Comment The requirements of the Forest Plans and BLM Resource Management Plans to meet visual

quality and other management objectives should be included in calculations of PSQ

Response These Forest and District Plan requirements are included In calculating PSQ the land

allocations and standards and guidelines of a given alternative were overlaid on current plans or draft

plan preferred alternatives Therefore the effects of management objectives in these plans such as

visual quality are reflected in the calculation of PSQ

Comment If Adaptive Management Areas are intended to serve local small businesses short and long

term strategies for project development in these areas should be designed to produce some level of

consistent timber harvest of specific log types with timely delivery

Response A consistent sustainable level of timber harvest that is compatible with local conditions and

needs is an objective of many of the Adaptive Management Areas These areas are intended to be

demonstration areas of how timberdependent communities might be sustained by resources on federal

lands Local businesses will have the opportunity to participate in developing management strategies

for the Adaptive Management Areas

Comment The continual division of the federal forests into two portions one half for commodities and

one half for preservation will result in no late successional forests

Response The history of land allocation in the federal forests since the 1960 s has been one of continual

additions to Wilderness and administrative withdrawals from timber production Currently 48 percent

of the forested lands on federal forests in the planning area are classified as late successional forests
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Johnson et al 1993 Under Alternative 9 for example less than 20 percent of the total acres on federal

forests and approximately 15 percent of the acres of latesuccessional forests are available for regulated

sustainable timber production

Comment Forest Service harvest levels for the 1980 89 period are not record highs Average harvest

levels of the 1960 s and 1970 s were higher than during the 1980 s and should be used as the base years

for analysis of consequences Timber dependent workers and communities are being impacted because

of high cuts in the past relative to sustained yields

Response The decade of the 1980 s best reflects the harvest levels that are relevant today although

those levels are less than those of the 1970 s Harvest levels for federal forests are calculated on a

nondeclining sustained yield basis and have not been higher than sustainable levels in the past

However when the amount of land available for production of timber products or the objectives of

management and the resulting standards and guidelines on these lands change then allowable sale

levels also change

Comment The timber inventory system used by federal forests should be documented and resultsR

made available to the public R

Response The inventory system and growth models are documented and are available to the public

The results of forest inventories both the data and summary reports as well as growth projections are

also available at unit offices or at BLM State or Forest Service Regional Offices

Comment The FEMAT Report and the Draft SEIS do not contain data on current or historical timberR

inventories for the federal forests of the region Therefore it is impossible to determine if proposedR

harvest levels are sustainable R

Response The inventories and growth projections for the federal forests are not presented in this SEIS

but are available at unit offices or at BLM State or Forest Service Regional Offices

Comment Probable sale quantity is presented at such a broad geographical scale that evaluation ofR

impacts on specific areas or counties is impossible R

Response Probable sale quantities are presented by National Forest and BLM District in Table 3444

of this Final SEIS and in Johnson et al 1993 PSQ for the various units is subject to revision during

amendment of unit plans

Comment It is improper to claim that existing Forest Service management plans significantly

overestimated the amount of timber available for harvest and that these plans prescribed harvest levels

that could not be sustained Harvest levels in previous plans were sustainable given the land base

allocated to the production of timber National Forest Management Act NFMA planning regulations

require timber harvest schedules to be calculated under nondeclining even flow constraints

Response The objectives of the alternatives considered in this SEIS as reflected in their land allocations

and standards and guidelines are generally different from those in current plans and draft plan

preferred alternatives One result is a change in PSQs

Comment Among the factors limiting the first decade ASQs for Forest Plans is the fact that the

National Forests have an unbalanced age class distribution Under the nondeclining harvest constraint

withdrawing a large number of additional acres for LateSuccessional and Riparian Reserves will

exacerbate the effects of this unbalanced age class distribution
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Response It is true that withdrawals will exacerbate these effects The calculation of ASQ for Forest or

District plans or PSQ for the alternatives is a function of many variables including the age class

distribution on the forest

Comment The PSQ for Alternative 9 is significantly understated The yield equates to an average of

approximately 260 board feet per acre per year Based on previous estimates of growth and yield for

suitable acres in the Pacific Northwest Region of the Forest Service fully stocked stands on average sites

are capable of producing 95 cubic feet per acre per year or approximately 450 board feet per acre per

year Based on this data and allowing for a 15 percent reduction in mean annual increment for green

tree retention fully stocked stands should be capable of producing 80 cubic feet per acre per year or

approximately 382 board feet per acre per year This would yield a PSQ of approximately 1.56 billion

board feet per year from the suitable lands in the matrix Other silvicultural treatments could raise

yields considerably Final decisions about PSQ levels should be based on forest byforest analysis and

projection as required by both NFMA and FLPMA planning processes

Response The PSQ for an administrative unit is the result of the interaction of many variables In

general PSQ depends on the number of acres allocated to sustained timber production the current

inventory growth and age class distribution on the acres allocated and the standards and guidelines

that apply Not all lands in the matrix are suitable and not all suitable lands are managed for full yields

Suitable lands include land where timber yields are planned on a sustained yield basis but at low levels

compared to the potential of the site because of considerations for other resource values such as visual

quality and wildlife habitat Also long term sustained yields are often higher than first decade PSQ

because of existing age class distribution slow growth rates of older stands and other reasons The PSQ

for the alternatives are presented by administrative unit in Johnson et al 1993 and in this Final SEIS in

Table 3444 PSQs are subject to revision during amendment of unit plans or completion of draft

plans

Comment Timber harvest should be scheduled on units larger than National Forests and BLM
Districts

Response Determination of allowable sale quantities is required by the National Forest Management

Act for established National Forests The Oregon and California Lands Act OC Lands Act authorized

the establishment of sustained yield units for the BLM Also PSQ would not necessarily increase due to

an increase in scheduling options on larger areas because constraints on harvest rates in watersheds for

visual and water quality reasons would still apply

Comment Explain how a program that proposes to harvest only a fraction of the current wood growth

and less than 10 percent of the wood growing potential of the land can meet the requirement of the

Multiple Use Sustained yield Act that directs the Forest Service to manage National Forests on a

sustained yield basis Sustained yield is defined as a high level regular periodic output of the various

renewable resources of the National Forests without impairment of the productivity of the land

Response The land allocations and standards and guidelines of the alternatives in this SEIS were

developed to meet the objectives established at the President’s Forest Conference The alternatives

provide for different balances among forest values while meeting all of the objectives to some degree

This is what is required under the Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act

Comment The harvest level of the 1980 s is reported as 5.6 billion board feet in one place in the Draft

SEIS and in other places as 4.5 billion board feet Please clarify this

Response The text in the Final SEIS has been clarified The 5.6 billion board feet applies to federal

forests in the area evaluated for social and economic effects Social and economic data are available by
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county so the study area included entire counties that are only partially within the range of the northern

spotted owl Harvest levels therefore are reported from some federal forest lands that are outside the

range of the northern spotted owl The 4.5 billion board feet reflects harvest levels from federal forests

that are within the range of the northern spotted owl

Comment The reduction in PSQ between Alternative B of the 1992 Final Environmental Impact

Statement on Management for the Northern Spotted Owl and Alternative 7 in the Draft SEIS is not well

explained

Response The reasons for the reduction are explained in Johnson et al The primary reasons are a

reduction in land base due to more acreage being added to designated conservation areas for northern

spotted owl to greater protection for late successional species and stream habitat in new draft Forest

Plans in Region 5 and BLM District Plans and to reductions in PSQ based on Forest Service experience

in implementing the Chief’s ecosystem management policy

Comment PSQs are based on unproven coefficients for silvicultural practices and on total productionR

which leads to overestimation of sustainable harvest levels R

Response Standard techniques employed by the federal forests were used to calculate PSQs under the

various alternatives Current forest inventory data was used Inventories are updated on a regular basis

as part of Forest and District Plan monitoring and to provide information for new or revised plans

Formulas used to project growth are based on research and empirical information from forest

inventories Total production is not included in PSQ calculations The PSQ reflects net volume and does

not include cull or submerchantable sized material or tree species considered generally

unmerchantable such as hardwoods

Comment Alternative 9 should not provide federal subsidies to increase harvest levels on American

Indian tribal lands in order to make up for reduced harvest levels from the federal forests

Response The harvest levels from tribal and Indian owned lands is beyond the scope of this SEIS The
management of these lands including the level of harvest is a matter determined by tribal councils

Comment The Federal Government should not plan on meeting the demand for wood products by

increasing harvests from eastside forests because of reductions in supply from the forests within the

range of the northern spotted owl

Response Harvest levels on federal forests outside the range of the northern spotted owl were not

considered in this SEIS

Comment The PSQ cannot be considered stable and predictable unless the land management agencies

are committed to an adequate level of funding

Response The funding level of the agencies is determined by yearly budgets developed by the

administration and approved by Congress Funding for the land management agencies is outside the

scope of this SEIS

SILVICULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN RESERVES

Comment Salvage in the reserves should be encouraged to support local economies and provide raw
materials for public use The definition of salvage in the Draft SEIS is too narrow and leaves no

opportunity for salvage of endemic mortality
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Response Salvage in LateSuccessional Reserves is allowed in all alternatives except Alternative 1but

the objectives of the reserve must be met Snags and large down logs are important components of late

successional forests and salvage of endemic mortality should not remove these components Guidelines

for salvage of dead trees are adapted from the Final Draft Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Plan USDI

unpub

Comment The age based limitation on thinning in LateSuccessional Reserves should be changed

given the wide variety of forest types site productivity and ecosystem conditions found on federal

forests within the range of the northern spotted owl

Response The general ecological basis for forest management is discussed in Appendix B2 Ecological

Principles for Management of LateSuccessional Forests of this SEIS The Late Successional Reserves

are designated to provide latesuccessional forest habitat where natural processes and functions are the

primary factors in forest change For example under Alterative 9 the 80year limitation on thinning

applies to forests west of the Cascade Range The mature stage of stand development in Douglas fir

stands west of the Cascade Range typically begins between 80 and 140 years depending on site

conditions and stand history As a working definition all forests with dominant overstory trees at least

80 years old are considered late successional East of the Cascades and in the Klamath Province

ecological differences including the increased risk of fire were considered Silvicultural guidelines for

these provinces are adapted from the Final Draft Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Plan USDI unpub

Comment The chosen alternative should specify the thinning specifications to be applied in Late

Successional Reserves

Response The thinning prescriptions to be applied will be developed by local interdisciplinary teams

to meet the objectives of the reserves and will be subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem Office

The great variety in the ecosystems and forest conditions precludes use of a single prescription in all

cases

Comment The Draft SEIS failed to address the increased risk of catastrophic loss in LateSuccessional

Reserves due to wildfire storm damage disease and insect infestations or other natural disasters If the

land in protected reserves is not replaced by disturbances such as fire the structure and composition

will likely change to something that has not existed in the past An independent assessment of risks

should be made

Response The Late Successional Reserves are designated to provide latesuccessional forest conditions

as a result of natural processes The possibility of disturbance such as fire is recognized and considered

to be a part of the natural functioning of these ecosystems However the Guidelines to Reduce Risks of

Large Scale Disturbance in Appendix B5 have been revised to state that activities in older stands may

also be undertaken in LateSuccessional Reserves in provinces other than those east of the Cascades if

levels of fire risk are particularly high However changes due to other factors such as climate change or

the introduction of an exotic insect or disease will tend to produce forests with new and different

structures and species composition

SILVICULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN THE MATRIX

Comment Salvage and thinning should be limited to areas in the matrix that have been previously

logged and then only with the approval of independent scientists who have determined that these

activities will improve habitat for old growth dependent species

Response Under all alternatives a variety of silvicultural treatments other than thinning and salvage

are available for use in the matrix in order to achieve all of the objectives of the alternative Forests
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protected in reserves and other withdrawn areas will provide for the maintenance or enhancement of

latesuccessional forest ecosystems

Comment The silvicultural method of thinning from below should be used on lands outside

reserves It would reduce fire hazards and provide an alternative to clearcutting

Response Thinning from below is one of the silvicultural methods that will be used

Comment To grow timber beyond the age of the culmination of mean annual increment CMAI is

probably not economical Alternatives should be considered with harvest rotations of about 80 years

Response Extending the rotation age beyond CMAI can help achieve other resource objectives

Development of late successional forest conditions usually occurs beyond the age of the CMAI Also

the premium price for larger logs with dear wood may make rotations beyond the age of the CMAI
more economical

Comment Timber harvest in areas adjacent to reserves should be reduced so as not to damage the

entire ecosystem

Response The land allocations and standards and guidelines in the alternatives are intended to provide

for latesuccessional forests and the species associated with them The standards and guidelines in the

alternatives and direction in current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives are designed to prevent

damage from timber harvest and to maintain elements of latesuccessional forests across lands suited

for timber management in the matrix

Comment Clearcutting should be stopped and selective cutting should be used This will prevent

erosion and the muddying of streams

Response The harvest method selected for a given stand is based on sitespecific analysis by an

interdisciplinary team to meet the objectives for the area Given the ecological diversity in the federal

forests limiting harvest to any single method in Forest or District Plans is not recommended The

analysis required to specify harvest method requires a level of detail inappropriate for this

programmatic SEIS

Comment Matrix lands should be managed on rotations that are based on fire history

Response Harvest rotations are chosen to meet standards and guidelines designed to achieve stated

objectives and apply only to those parts of the matrix where regulated sustained harvests of timber are

planned Ecological conditions including fire history are considerations in determining rotations as

are stand growth desired products and economics

Comment Alternative 9 prescribes even age management and clearcutting with 15 percent retention of

green trees in the matrix Management using the even age system is not consistent with the intended

function of the matrix The silvicultural system that should be used in the matrix is uneven age

management that retains all species The maximum age of trees should be set at 250 years or the

maximum age of each species found in the native old growth forest If this standard and guideline is

not adopted for all matrix lands then green tree retention in harvest units should equal 30 percent or

more of the volume in the harvest unit

Response The silvicultural system to be used on matrix lands where regulated yields of timber are

planned is not specified under Alternative 9 and requires a level of detailed analysis that is

inappropriate for this programmatic SEIS The Assessment Team recognized that a variety of
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silvicultural treatments were necessary to meet the great variety of ecological conditions found

throughout the range of the northern spotted owl Forest or District Plans consider the silvicultural

systems to be used and project plans develop prescriptions for sitespecific cases Standards and

guidelines for Alternative 9 do require retention of green trees in harvest units in the matrix to provide

fragments of latesuccessional forest and biodiversity

Comment Retention of 15 percent of the volume in harvest units will lead to the perpetuation of

disease eg dwarf mistletoe laminated root rot making reestablishment of trees especially of

desirable species difficult or impossible Land managers need to be able to manage for desired

conditions and not be constrained to follow a mandated prescription

Response The objective of green tree retention is to provide latesuccessional forest structures in the

matrix Forest disease is considered part of the late successional forest condition The layout of harvest

units and the choice of species for reforestation are possible solutions to preventing the spread of

disease to other parts of the stand Where such solutions are not possible proposals outside the

standard and guideline may be considered on a sitespecific basis by the Regional Ecosystem Office

Comment Green trees left in groups and singly in the matrix will be isolated from other late

successional stands Their effectiveness as components of a latesuccessional forest will be reduced

because of small size and the resulting edge effect

Response The objective of green tree retention on suitable lands in the matrix is not to provide for fully

functioning late successional forest stands but to provide for biological legacies and latesuccessional

components

Comment There is no biological justification for the regionally specific guidelines for green tree

retention in the matrix

Response The standard and guideline for green tree retention is designed to provide a minimum of

late successional forest structures on lands suitable for timber production within the matrix

Comment The SEIS should specify the spatial pattern of harvest that may take place in the matrix and

the prescribe selection priorities with regard to types and ages of forest

Response Spatial patterns at the watershed level and priorities for harvest at the project level require

detailed analysis that is inappropriate for this SEIS Forest and District Plans include standards and

guidelines for spatial patterns and priorities for stand selection at the forest or landscape level These

standards and guidelines are considered during watershed analysis and during implementation

following project level planning Also given that the majority of the landscape on average is not

available for timber harvest less than 20 percent in Alternative 9 the opportunity to influence patterns

is reduced

Comment Modify Alternative 9 to provide for the retention of snags and coarse woody debris in the

matrix after timber harvest

Response The standards and guidelines for retention of snags and coarse woody debris in the matrix

were modified under Alternative 9 in the Final SEIS see Appendix B11 for details

Comment The matrix standards and guidelines for northern California are inconsistent with the

concept of ecosystem management To use a single rotation of 180 years for conifers and 100 years for

hardwoods fails to recognize the great variety of forest types and conditions in northern California A
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more appropriate approach would be to focus on structural control This would focus on end results

desired forest structure rather than the means of how to get there The Forest and District Plans have

rotations that were set to achieve management objectives for various land allocations These varying

rotations should be taken into consideration

Response In the FEMAT Report and the Draft SEIS the 180 year rotation on lands in the matrix that

are to be managed for regulated and sustainable timber harvests was applied only to National Forests in

northern California under Alternative 9 Based on comments received a comparative analysis was done

that considered the effects on forest structure and the number of acres in late successional condition

under the 180 year rotation compared to the rotations outlined in the Draft Forest Plans The acres of

forest in various seral stages currently found in the northern California National Forests were listed and

then projections were made over a 150 year planning period This analysis indicated little difference in

the amount of acreage in each seral stage over time as a result of the 180 year rotation Based on this

analysis the 180 year rotation standard and guideline no longer applies to National Forests in northern

California The rotations in Forest Plans are to be applied instead This approach is consistent with that

taken for rotation lengths on other federal forests Rotations in Forest Plans are variable to

accommodate the variety in forest ecosystems and scope of management objectives The 100 year

rotation for hardwood forests under Alternative 9 was also dropped in deference to Forest Plan

standards and guidelines The Forest Plans do not include a regular harvest of hardwoods Therefore

hardwood volume is not included in the calculation of PSQ

OTHER SILVICULTURAL ALTERNATIVES

Comment An alternative that would manage all forested land outside Congressionally Reserved Areas

on a rotation of 250 to 300 years should be considered This alternative would produce and maintain

more acres of late successional forest than any of the alternatives considered and would also produce

more timber Additionally thinning throughout the extended rotation would produce a substantial

annual harvest

Response There is much debate over how best to perpetuate latesuccessional forest ecosystems Some

scientists advocate active management while others prefer to rely on natural processes The alternatives

considered in this SEIS are based on a network of reserves with the objective of protecting late

successional forest conditions and the species associated with them In these reserves natural

conditions patterns and processes are to be allowed to operate with a minimum of human intervention

Regulated sustainable timber yields are planned only from suitable lands within the matrix and for

Alternative 9 Adaptive Management Areas Research will continue to focus on this question Also

some of the lands within Adaptive Management Areas may be used to test a long rotation approach

Comment A minimum 180 year timber rotation should be applied to all nonreserve lands A harvest

rotation of 100 years or less will not produce old growth forests

Response The reserve system is designed to provide a high likelihood of maintaining and enhancing

late successional forest ecosystems The majority of forested lands more than 80 percent in Alternative

9 are in reserves or withdrawals In addition retention of green trees in cutting units snags and down
logs in the matrix and the location of Riparian Reserves will provide some elements of latesuccessional

forest structure throughout the federal forests Given these and other protective measures it was not

necessary to also specify extended rotations on nonreserve lands Also the objective in the matrix is not

to provide fully functioning latesuccessional forest stands but to provide biological legacies and late

successional components

Comment An alternative should be considered that would provide sustainable harvest levels for

matrix lands and leave the reserves entirely to natural processes
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Response Alternative I in this SEIS essentially proposes this management strategy

Comment A gap analysis should be done and an alternative designed that will minimize fragmentation

of remaining latesuccessional forests A new PSQ should be calculated based on this analysis

Response The arrangement of late successional forests across regional and provincial landscapes was

considered in designing the alternatives In Alternative 9 for example LateSuccessional Reserves

combined with Riparian Reserves Congressionally Reserved Areas and Administratively Withdrawn

Areas amount to more than 80 percent of the forested lands on federal forests Outside reserves and

withdrawals approximately 65 percent of the land in the matrix is available for the sustained

production of timber products On these lands where a sustained harvest is planned standards and

guidelines provide for the retention of late successional forest fragments These land allocations and

standards and guidelines are considered to be sufficient to provide for late successional forest

conditions

Comment The amount of timber that can be harvested should be regulated as a function of percent of

inventory

Response The complexity of the issues the variety of species and the diversity of the ecosystems

necessitate a more complex approach to the calculation of harvest levels than percent of inventory

younger trees for example grow faster than older ones The calculation of PSQ and the use of the

volume of timber harvested as a planned activity is a volume control technique used to regulate

harvests so that yields are sustainable over time

Comment An alternative should be considered that would establish areas to be managed under the

concept of ecoforestry for sustained yields The basic concept of ecoforestry is that the forest is left

standing Harvest is limited to trees that are being crowded out of a naturally developing stand The
prescription is called natural selection ecoforestry and leaves to natural processes the selection of the

trees to be harvested each year This leads to a maximum wholeness and the most resilient and

productive state of the forest possible as well as economic returns

Response There is considerable debate over the ability to perpetuate late successional forest

ecosystems by managing stands Monitoring the validity and effectiveness of the standards and

guidelines for reserves and matrix lands coupled with the adaptive management process will permit

modification as implementation progresses subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem Office Should

Alternative 9 be selected the concept of ecoforestry may be suitable for trial in an Adaptive

Management Area

Comment Kenaf a plant similar to hemp is three to five times more efficient than wood for producing

fiber per acre per year On those lands that have already been harvested and where future timber

production is planned growing kenaf should be considered

Response An alternative to introduce exotic plants to produce fiber in lieu of wood products on federal

forests is beyond the scope of this SEIS

Comment Federal forests are already dominated by trees less than 9 inches in diameter 6.1 million

acres or 30 percent and the vast majority of these acres were regenerated after clearcutting Overall 41

percent of federal lands are dominated by these young stands and by nonforest areas 3.8 million

acres which may include clearcuts Additional harvest should be delayed or restricted to preserve late

successional forests and management opportunities

Response The current and projected amounts of the various forest seral stages was considered inR

developing alternatives that would meet all of the objectives for the federal forests The forest wasR
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classified into seral stages for analysis Johnson et al 1993 Four of the stages were considered late

successional forest in their entirety These four stages comprise over 8 million acres 48 percent of the

forested lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM Of this acreage of latesuccessional forest

less than 17 percent occurs on lands considered suitable for timber management under Alternative 9

and the current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives The seedling and sapling seral stages

average diameter of 9 inches or less represent 21 percent of forested acres This includes brush and

grass sparse conifers and hardwoods as well as seedlings and saplings These stands originated from

natural processes as well as timber harvest Nonforest areas are those incapable of growing forests

and do not include recently harvested clearcuts nor are they included in the total of lands capable of

growing forests The small conifer stage makes up the remaining 31 percent of the forested lands

Comment The history of the forests of the Pacific Northwest is one of fires followed by even age

stands followed by fire again This natural process is best simulated by planned sustainable timber

harvest using clearcuts or shelterwood cuts followed by burning and replanting An alternative that

follows this process should be considered to provide both forests and wood products

Response The best way to perpetuate ecosystems is a subject of debate among scientists The

alternatives considered in this SEIS rely heavily on a system of reserves where natural processes will

generally be allowed to proceed without human interference However some management is proposed

in the reserves to achieve or maintain desired conditions Matrix lands are to be managed for a variety

of resource objectives The choice of silvicultural system and harvest prescription on matrix lands is

based on management objectives and sitespecific conditions

Comment The domestic demand for timber can be met by harvest on private forest lands alone An

alternative should be considered that prohibits all timber harvest from federal forests

Response The domestic demand for timber products cannot be met by private lands alone Analysis

indicated that private forest landowners can be expected to increase harvest as a result of reductions in

harvest from federal forests but only enough to make up for a fraction of the volume lost Demand for

timber products will be met by imports or by substitute products Also timber production is one of the

mandates of the federal forests and changing it would require congressional action

Comment Additional alternatives based on current theories of ecology should be considered in the

SEIS Since the mid1970 s theories of community ecology have shifted from concepts of succession and

steady state climax forest to the recognition of constant change in forests ecosystems The differing

theories of forest ecosystem process and function lead to different approaches to forest management

Alternatives based on the constant change theory should be considered as well as alternatives based

on the steady state concept The steady state theory has led to alternatives based on a system of

reserves where natural processes are allowed to function with a minimum of human interference The

steady state theory is not proven and information has accumulated especially in the past two decades

that makes it questionable There is no evidence that a system of large reserves will maintain old

growth or any other natural balance of species or processes Given the uniqueness of each

community there is no reason to believe the present forest or other areas will remain or grow to a single

oldgrowth condition through preservation as stated in the SEIS on page 3439

The constant change theory in contrast leads to proactive landscape management for a diversity of

ecological values Because nature encompasses a variety of conditions resource managers and

conservationists should be required to analyze a situation carefully and then choose which natural

conditions to promote Landscape management would maintain or create desired structures patterns

and processes The objective would be a fluctuating balance of all structures and processes which are

naturally found over large landscapes Landscape management recognizes the need to manage for all

components of the ecosystem not just those associated with late successional forest conditions Each
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forest structure and process is important for some species and all must be maintained in the landscape

for biodiversity Currently many landscapes contain imbalanced stand structures and there is a need

which forest managers should meet to increase the amount of endangered species habitat rather than

simply maintain present amounts

Active landscape management should be used to mimic natural processes to achieve desired conditions

and to avoid or mitigate the effects of large disturbances Unmanaged reserves in contrast will be at

high risk of loss to fire and protection costs will be high Such costs should be considered in evaluating

the alternatives Alternatives that provide cheaper and less risky methods to produce and maintain late

successional forests should be considered Such an alternative would also address social and economic

concerns

Social and economic values should receive more consideration in the alternatives A system of reserves

tends to exclude people especially local people from obtaining benefits from the forest and therefore

tends to alienate them The landscape management approach recognizes that human well being is

important not only to humans but to the long term sustainability of forest landscapes Removal of wood

and other products would be a byproduct or additional benefit of a more proactive and more cost

effective landscape management approach

Response There is controversy in the scientific community regarding theories of ecosystem process and

function Therefore scientists with alternate points of view were invited by the Assessment Team to

present and discuss alternatives Among these scientists was Dr Chad Oliver who met with the

Assessment Team on May 21 1993 and presented a strategic framework for sustainable ecosystem

management based on the constant change theory

As a result of these discussions and suggestions the Assessment Team considered alternatives that

would have taken a more active approach to forest management Out of a total of 48 alternatives

considered 10 were chosen for analysis FEMAT Report Chapter III All 10 alternatives that were

considered in detail lean heavily toward the steady state theory it is described as the theoretical basis of

the alternatives see Appendix B2 Ecological Principles for Management of Late Successional Forests

The Assessment Team concluded that these 10 alternatives had the highest probability of meeting all

the objectives given to the team at the President’s Forest Conference

The concept of a system of reserves that minimized disturbance by human activity was chosen as the

most probable means to insure the perpetuation of latesuccessional forest conditions and the species

associated with them This approach was influenced by a consideration of the mix of conditions on

forests throughout the range of the northern spotted owl Early stages of forest succession are well

represented on lands in other ownerships in the region and are likely to remain so It was recognized

however that other scientifically credible theories of forest ecology exist and that decisions about

ecosystems must ultimately be made in a state of uncertainty Each of the 10 alternatives that were

considered in detail do contain elements that are based on the constant change theory The alternatives

vary in the amount of acres allocated to reserves and to the matrix and in the degree of active

management proposed in the various land allocations to achieve desired conditions

The general approach in the alternatives presented in this SEIS is to rely on a system of reserves and

withdrawals comprising more than 80 percent of federal forests under Alternative 9 and to permit

some management in the reserves especially in those provinces where disturbance rates have

historically been higher Also some forested land is allocated to the matrix where more active

management may take place The concept of adaptive management both in designated areas and

overall is another means of recognizing the uncertainty in current knowledge and the need to

constantly monitor learn and change Proactive management to maintain or produce late successional

forest structures may be appropriate in some AMAs Based on the results of monitoring late
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successional reserve conditions more management may be considered desirable Province plans will

consider such issues in the future

The alternatives considered in this SEIS are in fact a mix of the two theories Both theories are

incorporated in the alternatives even though the analysis and discussion was weighted toward the

steady state theory The steady state theory and its component of large reserves was considered as the

less risky approach for management of federal forests given the current proportion of latesuccessional

forest ecosystems in the region

OTHER SILVICULTURAL COMMENTS

Comment Monitoring required under the selected alternative should include evaluation of timber

harvest volumes by land allocation Also the monitoring reports should be made available to the

public

Response Detailed monitoring of timber harvest volumes and acres is current practice and monitoring

reports are available to the public

Comment Teams should be set up to determine which areas can be logged with the least impact on the

environment Also regional reforestation teams should be established that would be responsible for

determining the most economical and environmentally efficient way to reseed harvested areas

Response Prior to the decision to harvest and reforest sitespecific inventories and environmental

analysis are conducted to determine the most efficient and environmentally sound locations and

methods An interdisciplinary team recommends harvest methods to ensure that reforestation will be

successful Also reforestation following timber harvest is required by law

Comment Deforested areas should be reforested under the selected alternative

Response It is the intent under all alternatives to reforest all deforested lands by either natural seeding

or through artificial means by planting or seeding Exceptions may occur where current plans and draft

plan preferred alternatives or the results of watershed analysis indicate that certain areas should

remain as openings

Comment Harvesting trees from managed forests may deplete some soil nutrients that are required for

growing healthy trees More fertilization will be required to grow trees if harvesting takes place

Response There is considerable scientific information on the needs of forest trees for soil nutrients the

rate of nutrient cycling in forest ecosystems and the amount of nutrients removed by harvesting trees

or parts of trees Nearly all of the nutrients in forest trees occur in the stems and needles or leaves The
boles trunks of trees contain a small percentage of the nutrient capital in a forest ecosystem therefore

harvesting the boles of trees has a small effect This small loss is replaced by natural processes Also

standards and guidelines in all of the alternatives prescribe leaving some snags and down logs and
fertilization is considered a part of forest management

Comment Neither the SEIS nor the FEMAT Report adequately considered PortOrfordcedar its

economic value or the threat to it from introduced root disease in developing or analyzing alternatives

Response The effect of reserves on the protection of PortOrfordcedar is described in the Forest

Service’s Final Northern Spotted Owl EIS USDA FS 1992 which is supplemented by this SEIS Also an

interregional team has been established to coordinate efforts to ensure the continued survival ofPortOrfordcedar within its native range An action plan has been developed and implementation has

begun USDA unpub
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Comment There is no basis for the assumption in the FEMAT Report that natural plantations and

plantations established after harvest are fundamentally different and will not achieve the same late

successional forest conditions This theory should not be part of the analysis of the alternatives

Response The ecological basis for forest management is discussed in Appendix B2 Ecological Principles

for Management of LateSuccessional Forests of this SEIS The theory holds that forests undergo

succession following a disturbance or resetting event until a final stage is reached The forest remains in

this final stage the shifting gap stage until another resetting event such as a wildfire or blowdown

occurs Each successional stage of a given forest type is described in terms of the composition and

structure of the vegetation The plants present at each stage of succession establish and develop

conditions that lead to the next stage with its own composition and structure Predictions of forest

development are based on the classification of the forest type and the current successional stage Given

this theoretical basis the fact that plantations do not have the same history of disturbance or the same

species composition and structure as a natural forest leads to the prediction that the final stage may not

be the same as a natural forest

Comment Herbicides have no place in forest management and should be specifically banned in the Final

SEIS

Response Management direction for the use of herbicides is already covered in agency manuals and

handbooks regional guidance for vegetation management USDA FS 1988ab and Forest Plans and will

be considered and analyzed in the environmental analysis for projects where their use is possible A
reanalysis of specific silvicultural and vegetation management tools is outside the scope of this SEIS

Comment The proposed reductions in timber harvest levels under Alternative 9 pose the threat of

introducing an exotic insect or disease into our forests by allowing or promoting the importation of logs

and lumber to meet the demands of the Pacific Northwest and the rest of the United States Also there

may be undesirable effects in other countries where timber harvest may increase to meet the demand It is

estimated that 1.5 million acres of Siberian forest would have to be cut to yield the same amount of wood

as
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Response The management of sugar pine is provided for in Forest Service and BLM directives and in

Forest and District Plans There is a long history of efforts by federal state and private organizations to

prevent the loss of the sugar pine and other white pines to an introduced rust disease The alternatives

in this SEIS do not change existing plans or projects to manage and protect sugar pine or other white

pines However under all alternatives except 7 active management to maintain sugar pine would tend

to focus on matrix lands where access is available and vegetation management is planned Reliance on

natural processes in LateSuccessional Reserves may result in the reduction or loss of sugar pine in

these areas Supplemental planting of rustresistant sugar pine in disturbed areas in LateSuccessional

Reserves may be required to maintain the species in the reserves

Comment The selected alternative should not reward arson by permitting salvage of burned areas

Also no green trees should be removed in salvage sales following fires

Response A proposal to deny the sale of salvage resulting from an illegal act is beyond the scope of this

SEIS The question of the inclusion in salvage sales of trees that have been fire killed but which may still

have some green foliage at the time of harvest requires detailed analysis that is inappropriate for this

programmatic SEIS and is deferred to sitespecific planning

Comment Research from a small geographic area is inappropriately applied to broad geographic areas

Research results from an experimental forest in western Oregon should not be applied to areas with

dissimilar forest conditions Additional studies are required to assess the effects of new forest

management techniques in other ecosystems Also effects of established forest management practices

such as thinning and salvage need to be evaluated to determine the effects on latesuccessional and

riparian species

Response Management standards and guidelines and predictions of vegetation responses were based

on the best information available at the scale for which this programmatic SEIS applies Refinement and

incorporation of more sitespecific research and other information will occur through province and

watershed planning efforts as well as through the adaptive management process

Comment Clearcutting and even age management does not maintain biodiversity and therefore should

not be practiced on federal forests

Response Clearcutting and even age management mimic in many ways natural processes and do not

necessarily lead to a lack of biodiversity Even age conditions are very common in natural or

unmanaged stands in some forest types Douglas fir and lodgepole pine are examples Also

biodiversity should be considered at multiple scales Clearcutting leads to early successional conditions

and the multitude of species associated with this seral stage When considered at the landscape or

watershed level if all or most of an area is in later seral stages clearcutting may lead to an increase in

biodiversity in that landscape The ecosystem management approach plans and provides for all species

and seral stages but not on every acre all the time The choice of harvest methods and silvicultural

systems is best left to local interdisciplinary teams that can integrate management directions and

standards and guidelines with ecosystem conditions

Comment Uncertainties about thinning timber stands should be disclosed in the SEIS If the results of

thinning are uncertain then thinning should not be allowed in the reserves but only in the matrix and

probably only in the Adaptive Management Areas

Response There is debate among scientists about the benefits of thinning and this is recognized in the

SEIS The SEIS concludes however that the existing information warrants the use of thinning in some

situations There is a great deal of information on the effects of thinning on stand structure and growth

The uncertainty lies in the lack of information on the possible effects on other species not in known
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detrimental effects Also there is information to predict the effects of not thinning on forest conditions

The known risks of not thinning were considered to be greater than those associated with acting on less

than complete knowledge

Roads and Roadless Areas

The following comments and responses address roads and roadless areas on federal lands within the

range of the northern spotted owl For the purposes of this SEIS roadless areas are considered to be

those portions of inventoried roadless areas on federal forest lands that still meet the criteria used for the

Roadless Area Review and Evaluation RARE II process

Comment There should be no logging or road building permitted in any existing roadless areas on

lands administered by the Forest Service within the range of the northern spotted owl These areas

serve as terrestrial refugia or anchors and are the last areas of sufficient size to support the full range of

ecosystem processes Many of these areas are ecologically diverse located in pristine regions and are

important for retention or restoration of healthy fish wildlife and plant species Frequently roadless

areas also have unstable soils and are prone to landslides

Response Depending on the alternative from 5 to 25 percent of the existing roadless areas are located

within the matrix and have suitable and available timber for harvest These figures do not include

Riparian Reserve acreage Riparian Reserves restrict both timber harvest and road construction Over 50

percent of these roadless areas are within Key Watersheds where road construction is prohibited All

roadless areas will be subject to watershed analysis prior to any management activity as will all new
roads in or across Riparian Reserves These analyses will consider soil stability and landslide potential

Because of these and other protections identified in this SEIS along with the overall strategy of reserves

and withdrawn lands the analysis determined that the ecosystem and the species dependent on it

would be protected throughout the planning area

Comment Roads should not be permitted through old growth forests Roads are often a major cause of

stream sedimentation and impacts to fish water quality old growth habitat and many terrestrial

wildlife species Either no new roads should be built or the number of logging access roads should be

limited The distance between access roads and rivers and streams should be restricted and watershed

analysis must be conducted to address road design problems There are no specific standards and

guidelines which prohibit new roads in reserves A program to reduce roads should be part of the

selected alternative Road closures should stop vehicular access and focus on total obliteration through

ripping regrading seeding and planting where appropriate

Response A variety of factors related to roads were considered in the evaluation of ecosystems and

species The alternatives vary in the amount of road restrictions and restoration provided and an array

of choices is available for selection by the decision makers New road construction across or within

Riparian Reserves requires watershed analysis prior to implementing the action Possible impacts from

roads are addressed by Riparian Reserve standards and guidelines watershed restoration goals for

road repairs and removal and existing standards and guidelines in current plans and draft plan

preferred alternatives Additionally Key Watershed objectives emphasize reductions in road mileage

and prohibit road construction in inventoried roadless areas within Key Watersheds Standards and

guidelines concerning roads management in Riparian Reserves can be found in Appendix B6 Aquatic

Conservation Strategy Standards and guidelines for road construction and maintenance in Late

Successional Reserves have been added to this Final SEIS and can be found in Appendix B7 Late

Successional Reserve Standards and Guidelines Because of these and other protections identified for

the alternatives along with the overall strategy of reserves and withdrawn lands the analysis
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determined that the overall ecosystem and the species dependent on it would be protected This

analysis showed further restrictions are unnecessary at this time and would reduce other management

opportunities

Comment The preferred alternative should consider ridgetop roads in key unroaded areas Midslope

roads and stream crossings are not desirable in Key Watersheds however ridgetop roads have little if

any impact on streams This would improve fire protection and allow increased salvage of catastrophic

fire mortality by helicopter The maximum helicopter yarding distance is 1 to 1.5 miles from a landing

Response Developing new roads including ridgetop roads in roadless areas within Key Watersheds

poses a risk to aquatic and riparian habitat and may potentially impair achieving Aquatic Conservation

Strategy objectives Road construction in existing inventoried roadless areas within Key Watersheds is

prohibited Two miles is considered to be the economically operable distance for helicopter logging at

today’s lumber prices There are no suitable acres for timber harvest in roadless areas within Key

Watersheds that are farther than 2 miles from a road Johnson et al 1993 The amount of road

restriction and restoration varies between alternatives and this range is available for selection by the

decision makers

Comment The roadless acres in Key Watersheds that could be logged following a watershed analysisR

should be protected because the ecosystem education recreation business depends on undisturbedR

areas and clean waterR

Response Road construction in existing inventoried roadless areas within Key Watersheds is

prohibited All roadless areas will require watershed analysis prior to logging Restricting road

construction in inventoried roadless areas within Key Watersheds and the resulting increase in

helicopter logging would increase the potential of these watersheds to retain high quality habitat and

water restore degraded watersheds and serve as important refugia

Comment Road closure programs should be mandated for all LateSuccessional Reserves If budgets

will not allow large scale rehabilitation of roadbeds then locked gates should be installed as well as

other less expensive barriers to vehicular intrusion

Response Barriers to vehicular intrusion can be used on federal lands if closures help to achieve

management objectives Federal agencies are required to plan for reestablishing vegetative cover on

roadways unless the road is necessary for future resource management activities including recreational

use

Comment The HIS needs an expanded analysis of the impacts of roads on terrestrial biodiversity

Roads are one of the most important components of the landscape Currently the many miles of roads

result in high levels of disturbance and harassment of many wildlife species and are a major factor in

reducing habitat quality

Response The existing and likely future roads associated with the various alternatives was one of the

many factors considered during the species assessment panel process Roads and their effects on old

growth associated species are reflected in the outcomes displayed under the various alternatives A
separate analysis that specifically addressed possible road impacts was unnecessary because it was

incorporated into the more comprehensive analysis Current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives

include sitespecific analysis of road impacts Future watershed and project level planning will also

address these concerns in more detail

Comment The Draft SEIS cites roads as being one of the primary management related factors affecting

sediment delivery to streams but does not analyze the effects of roads on aquatic systems
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Response The road network and it management related effects along with the restrictions for road

building within Riparian Reserves and Key Watersheds are discussed in Chapter 34 of this Final SETS
The analysis is reflected in the assessment outcomes for fish in Chapter 34

Comment Decommissioning existing roads to allow new road construction within Key Watersheds

would simply replace old problems with new ones and would not mitigate the effects of roads on

aquatic habitat quality

Response This Key Watershed standards and guidelines are just one factor to consider when planning

new roads Any planned new roads within Riparian Reserves must meet the standards and guidelines

for roads listed in Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy and watershed analyses must analyze

the impacts of new road construction within Key Watersheds and Riparian Reserves These standards

and guidelines and planning processes require federal land managers to determine the influence of each

road on the Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Under the Aquatic Conservation Strategy new
roads must minimize long term negative effects on existing riparian and aquatic habitats

Comment Many areas designated as reserves have extensive road networks that need to be obliterated

The proposed thinning and salvage operations will prevent or delay necessary road obliterations

Response The watershed analysis process and watershed restoration program under the Aquatic

Conservation Strategy are designed to address effects of roads on watersheds and riparian areas The
influence of existing roads and the selection of roads for obliteration will be determined by watershed

analysis The watershed restoration program will be developed following the watershed analysis Many
roads are expected to become obsolete and may be obliterated as funds for future road maintenance are

reduced In addition proposed thinning and salvage operations can only occur if they are beneficial to

the creation of latesuccessional forest conditions

Comment Many respondents requested additional protection for specific roadless areas in Alternative

9 especially in the Siskiyou National Forest

Response The general issue of designating all roadless areas as Late Successional Reserves is

addressed elsewhere in this appendix Public comments which identified specific roadless areas were
reviewed on a casebycase basis to determine if the recommendation would better meet the objectives

of this SEIS A process was established to review all public comments and incorporate land allocation

boundary changes into the Final SEIS Approximately 91 percent of inventoried roadless areas are

designated as Late Successional Reserves Administratively Withdrawn Areas Riparian Reserves or

are located in Adaptive Management Areas in Alternative 9 All but two inventoried roadless areas in

the Siskiyou National Forest have been designated as LateSuccessional Reserves in this Final SEIS
Additional restrictions on roadless areas in Alternative 9 were considered but found to be unnecessary

for meeting the needs of latesuccessional forest related species Standards and guidelines of current

plans and draft plan preferred alternatives apply where they provide greater benefits for late

successional and old growth related species In addition to these constraints Riparian Reserve

standards and guidelines apply to matrix lands The alternatives vary in the amount of restrictions

placed on roadless areas and provide an array of alternatives available for selection by the decision

makers

Comment The Draft SEIS focuses on decommissioning roads as a means to reduce sediment delivery to

streams and does not describe the contribution of less ambitious means

Response Appendix B6 of this SEIS describes an array of measures to reduce sediment delivery to

streams from roads These standards and guidelines address a range of measures from full

decommissioning to the development and implementation of a road management plan
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Comment Many respondents commented that either additional or all roadless areas should be

protected and added to LateSuccessional Reserves Roadless areas protect the ecosystem functions and

processes These areas tend to have fragile soils and are often at the headwaters of important river

systems

Response The total system of withdrawn and reserved areas along with their specified standards and

guidelines meet the need to protect the overall ecosystem while providing for other management

opportunities The alternatives vary in retaining greater or lesser amounts of inventoried roadless areas

because different amounts of LateSuccessional Reserves are designated This range of choice is

available for selection by the decision maker See also the Roadless Areas section in Chapter 34

Comment There are areas that are currently roadless that have been placed in matrix or Adaptive

Management Areas in contrast to areas that have been harvested and had roads constructed that have

been placed in LateSuccessional Reserves Adjustments should be made in these cases to take

advantage of the current conditions of these areas

Response The system of designated areas eg withdrawn reserved Adaptive Management Areas

and matrix Key Watershed designations and standards and guidelines were designed to meet both

the current and future needs of species and ecosystems To meet future needs for key species assure

overall ecosystem maintenance and provide other resource opportunities some areas were designated

that do not currently achieve the objectives for these areas

Comment The Draft SEIS does not provide acreages for roadless areas within each land allocation

especially roadless areas open for logging in the matrix

Response Table 3447 has been added to the Final SEIS to provide a comparison of roadless acreages

within each land allocation to address this concern

Other Environmental Components and Resources

The following comments and responses address lands minerals recreation other forest products and

grazing

LANDS

Comment Standards and guidelines that require locating hydroelectric facilities outside RiparianR

Reserves conflict with federal laws and regulations R

Response The Aquatic Conservation Strategy does not require that all hydroelectric facilities be located

outside Riparian Reserves Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy of this Final SEIS contains the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy including the requirements and recommendations for hydroelectric

facilities in Riparian Reserves Also Forest and District Plans provide direction for the management of

other resources including energy siting which is not addressed in this programmatic SEIS

Comment The SEIS should address nontimber resources such as geothermal resources hydropower

or pipeline rights ofway in reserves on federal forests lands

Response Standards and guidelines for management of other resources in Riparian and Late

Successional Reserves have been clarified in the Final SEIS in Appendices B6 and B7 respectively The

land allocations and standards and guidelines proposed in the alternatives do not preclude other
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resource uses However any use proposed in LateSuccessional Reserves or in any other designated

area would need to meet the management objectives for the area and would be subject to review by the

Regional Ecosystem Office

Comment All streams and creeks that have outstandingly remarkable values should be protected as

Wild and Scenic Rivers

Response The designation of Wild and Scenic Rivers is beyond the scope of this SEIS However
Riparian Reserves are established adjacent to all streams and creeks under all the alternatives except

Alternative 7 Riparian management in Alternative 7 is based on withdrawals and standards and

guidelines in final and draft Forest and District plans

Comment Land exchanges between federal agencies and private landowners should be permittedR

when the exchange would benefit both parties and both parties agree to it even if Late SuccessionalR

Reserves are involved R

Response Land exchanges involving LateSuccessional Reserves will be considered when the exchange

would provide equal or better latesuccessional forest conditions than the current situation and would

have to be assented to by all parties

MINERALS

Comment Withdrawal of areas from mineral entry for locatable saleable and leasable minerals is not

appropriate

Response The SEIS defers to existing legislation and regulations The discussion on minerals

management in the Aquatic Conservation Strategy in Appendix B6 of this Final SEIS provides

additional clarification and guidance for agencies to develop a procedure to mitigate environmental

effects in Riparian Reserves This SEIS does not withdraw from mineral entry areas of locatable salable

and leasable minerals While locatable minerals will continue to be available there will be more

attention given to management of surface resources affecting latesuccessional and riparian habitat

Salable minerals are sufficiently common so as to be generally available outside reserved areas or

available without significantly affecting Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Leasable minerals

will be as they are now subject to case bycase review that considers all environmental factors

Designations intended to reserve habitat for latesuccessional forest ecosystems will complicate

minerals management and potentially eliminate some low value mining opportunities

Comment The Draft SEES does not meaningfully assess the possible effects of the alternatives onR

mining Clarify the constraints that may be placed on mining R

Response The standards and guidelines for management of resources other than timber have been

clarified in Appendix B of the Final SE1S Standards and guidelines for management of other resources

in Riparian Reserves are clarified in Appendix B6 and those for Late Successional Reserves are clarified

in Appendix B7 The guiding principle regarding mining activities in Late Successional Reserves is to

minimize the detrimental effects to latesuccessional habitat

RECREATION

Comment The SEIS does not address noise as a separate effects category Noise from aircraft vehicles

and other mechanical devices as well as humancaused noise disturbs both wildlife and people and

should be addressed the same as other effects
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Response Noise is addressed in the SEIS in Chapter 34 Noise tends to be related to levels of human
activity and inferences about noise levels may be drawn with some caution from proposed activities

Areas with motorized access will tend to be more noisy than areas without developed access

Comment Recreation tourism fisheries water quality air quality and special forest product industries

would be enhanced by proposed levels of habitat protection This enhancement should be recognized as

a possible economic gain

Response Sufficient data do not exist at this time to quantify the relationship between the level of

habitat protection and the amount of economic benefits associated with these resources The narratives

in the SETS state that a relationship exists but cannot be quantified at this time

Comment The alternatives addressed in the SEIS will cause offroad vehicle users to lose access to

many of their favorite roads and areas

Response Closure of forest roads to meet LateSuccessional Reserve and Aquatic Conservation

Strategy objectives may reduce access to all motorized forms of recreation under all alternatives

addressed in the SEIS The supply of recreation settings with little development little management

activity and no motorized access would be increased however by the closure of forest roads

Considerable research and analysis would be required to determine if the designation of areas managed

primarily for latesuccessional forest conditions would increase or decrease offroad vehicle use

Comment The SEIS fails to consider the impacts of the alternatives on recreation and tourism No
analysis was done to determine if adequate stands of trees or facilities for recreation and tourism are

provided

Response The SEIS does not attempt to specify facility needs and forest conditions for recreation use

The SEIS provides direction for the management of the federal forests to provide for latesuccessional

forest structures and the species associated with them The SEIS supplements current plans and draft

plan preferred alternatives which have considered recreation resources in greater detail

Comment There is not enough Wilderness to meet demands for recreation An alternative should be

considered that creates more Wilderness

Response Creation of Wilderness is a Congressional responsibility and as such is beyond the scope of

this SEIS

Comment The SEIS does not analyze the potential benefits of increasing user fees for recreational use

of the forests User fees should be established that would compensate for the opportunity cost of not

using the forest for other purposes such as timber harvest Selling conservation easements would be

another alternative

Response Institution of recreation user fees and selling of conservation easements are beyond the scope

of this SEIS

Comment A ski run cannot be built or mitigated because the Riparian Reserve standards and

guidelines for recreation facilities prohibit crossing intermittent and ephemeral streams However ski

runs are dictated by the lay of the land and must eventually be linked by crossing intermittent or

ephemeral streams Explain whether existing facilities will be permitted to continue

Response Standards and guidelines for recreation management in Riparian Reserves have been

clarified in the Final SEIS in Appendix B6 New recreation facilities within Riparian Reserves including
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ski runs trails and dispersed sites should be designed to not prevent meeting Aquatic Conservation

Strategy Objectives now and in the future Construction of a new ski area or expansion of an existing

ski area that may affect Riparian Reserves even if an environmental impact analysis has been

completed and approved will require a determination that the new facility will not prevent meeting the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Existing recreation facilities and operations within Riparian

Reserves will need to be evaluated to ensure that these do not prevent and to the extent practicable

contribute to attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Where these cannot be met
relocation or closure of the facility will be required

Comment Ski areas should be given first priority as watershed analysis sites Funding should be

provided to the agencies to complete the analyses within 5 years

Response This SEIS identifies Key Watersheds as priority sites for analysis because watershed analysis

is required to develop watershed restoration programs

Comment The effects of LateSuccessional Reserves on ski areas and recreation resorts is not

adequately addressed in the SEIS Explain how existing ski areas will be affected

Response Standards and guidelines for multiple use activities other than silviculture in Late

Successional Reserves have been expanded in Appendix B7 of this Final SEIS Existing developments

such as ski areas or resorts may remain and maintenance activities may take place However
development of new facilities that may adversely affect LateSuccessional Reserves will not be

permitted unless they will provide significant public benefits Proposals will be considered by the

Regional Ecosystem Office on a case bycase basis where adverse effects can be minimized and

mitigated

Comment Driving for pleasure is the number one recreational use of our National Forests Increasing

the amount of primitive and semiprimitive recreation areas that are without road access is not likely to

increase recreational use of the federal forests An aging population and a population with less time to

spend per visit does not lead to an increased demand for unroaded recreation The advantages of

increasing nonmotorized recreation opportunities at the expense of motorized opportunities or

opportunities that require vehicular access are based on estimates of values per visit the average

willingnesstopay the reliability and validity of such estimates is uncertain Also nonmotorized

recreation is allowed on roads and trails where motorized recreation is permitted but the reciprocal is

not true The Draft SEIS underestimated the amount of land available for nonmotorized recreation by

not considering this fact

Response Estimates of recreation demand are based on four sets of demand projections projections by

the BLM the Forest Service’s updated 1995 RPA Assessment and the Comprehensive Outdoor

Recreation Plans for both the States of Oregon and Washington Swanson and Loomis unpub Use of

data based on demand surveys is a recognized technique for making such projections Motorized

recreation is not decreased by increasing the area available for nonmotorized use only the area

available for motorized use is decreased It is true that nonmotorized recreation was not considered as

available on roaded areas Nonmotorized recreational experiences by definition are not compatible

with motorized use

Comment The analysis does not reflect the increased risk of large scale disturbance due to fire or the

loss of forest health in LateSuccessional Reserves and the subsequent effects on visual quality and

recreational opportunities

Response The risk of fire and other disturbances in LateSuccessional Reserves was recognized and is

considered part of the natural processes that are to be allowed to operate within the reserves Visual

quality in terms of a naturally appearing landscape is not necessarily adversely affected by natural
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disturbances such as fire or losses due to insects and disease However the Guidelines to Reduce Risks

of Large Scale Disturbance in Appendix B5 have been clarified to state that activities in older stands

may also be undertaken in LateSuccessional Reserves in other provinces those not east of the

Cascades if levels of fire risk are particularly high

Comment Standards and guidelines should permit selling hazardous or fallen trees in campgrounds or

other recreation sites within LateSuccessional Reserves This is the safest and most cost efficient means
of dealing with these problems

Response Sale and removal of hazard trees and other standard maintenance work is permitted on

recreation sites within LateSuccessional Reserves Appendix B7 of this Final SEIS includes clarification

of standards and guidelines for LateSuccessional Reserves

Comment The Mt Hood ski areas are listed as Administratively Withdrawn Areas with no
overlapping classifications To be consistent other permitted ski areas should be redesignated as

Administratively Withdrawn with no overlapping classifications

Response The location of LateSuccessional Reserves was determined by the location and condition of

latesuccessional forests the range of wildlife species and the location of individuals distance from

other reserves location of Key Watersheds elevation and other factors No effort was made in

delineating LateSuccessional Reserves to either include or exclude ski areas However the SEIS

acknowledges that an existing ski development reduces an area’s ability to contribute to Late
Successional Reserve objectives Therefore in this Final SEIS the designation has been changed to

Administratively Withdrawn Areas for all existing developed permitted ski areas Riparian Reserve

standards and guidelines however still apply to ski areas

OTHER FOREST PRODUCTS

Comment The standards and guidelines for LateSuccessional Reserves should contain provisions for

harvest or collection of special forest products such as post and poles shakes boughs fruits and

berries forest greens mushrooms and PortOrfordcedar wood for arrows

Response Standards and guidelines for multiple use activities other than silviculture have been

expanded in the Final SEIS and are found in Appendix B7 LateSuccessional Reserve Standards and

Guidelines In general nonsilvicultural activities that are neutral or beneficial to the creation and

maintenance of latesuccessional forest habitat are permitted

Comment The supply of special forest products such as floral greens Christmas ornamentals and

wild edible mushrooms is not likely to increase under the alternatives when compared to the current

situation The harvest or collection of many special products complement rather than compete with

timber production Also harvesting special products requires road access As a result of these factors

the overall level of activity in the special forest products industry may be reduced rather than increased

under the alternatives when compared to the current situation

Response Effects to special forest products resulting from forest conditions would vary between

alternatives the relationship between levels of habitat protection and the economic benefits associated

with each of these resources was not quantified Road closures will reduce the amount of land

accessible to motorized access for management and harvest of these resources Also where activities are

extensive and the effects on latesuccessional forests may be significant restrictions may be appropriate

Clarification of standards and guidelines for management of special forest products in Late
Successional Reserves is provided in Appendix B7 of the Final SEIS
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Comment Forest products should be harvested from all vegetation in the forest These products should

be those that were historically harvested by fire The desired forest condition is that which existed

prior to European settlement when the only factors that influenced the forest were fire wind insect and

disease sunlight water and American Indians Harvesting vegetation that fire once removed will

maintain a healthy forest in the desired condition

Response The Late Successional Reserves are designated to provide and maintain late successional

forests primarily through the operation of natural processes The harvest of forest products other than

timber is permitted where the activity is neutral or beneficial to the attainment of latesuccessional

forest habitats and the species associated with them Harvest of special forest products is encouraged on

matrix lands to provide for social and economic benefits and to help meet the management objectives

for these lands

GRAZING RANGE MANAGEMENT

Comment The SEIS does not analyze the effects of grazing on federal lands

Response The SEIS states in the Economy and Communities Section of Chapter 34 that modification

of grazing practices on federal forests may occur under all of the alternatives Although the effects to

some grazing permittees may be significant the Assessment Team concluded that the consequences to

the grazing industry would be minimal because of the minor use of the federal forests in the planning

area for grazing The SEIS which provides for late successional forests and their associated species

supplements current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives that provide management direction for

grazing on federal forests Complete analysis of grazing management on the federal forests is beyond

the scope of this SEIS

Land Allocations

The following comments and responses address land allocations and designations including

Congressionally Reserved Areas LateSuccessional Reserves Adaptive Management Areas Managed

Late Successional Areas Administratively Withdrawn Areas Riparian Reserves and the matrix Key

Watershed boundaries boundary discrepancies and Geographic Information System acreage are also

discussed

GENERAL

Comment Explain which standard and guidelines take precedence when land allocations overlap

Response Standards and guidelines for Congressionally Reserved Areas must first be met Next
Riparian Reserve standards and guidelines apply and are added to the standards and guidelines of

other designated areas For example where Riparian Reserves occur within Late Successional Reserves

the more restrictive standards and guidelines of both designations apply Adaptive Management Areas

allow for meeting Key Watershed and Riparian Reserve objectives in innovative ways after an Adaptive

Management Area plan is developed and approved Key Watershed designations may overlay any of

the allocations LateSuccessional Reserves Managed LateSuccessional Areas Adaptive Management

Areas Administratively Withdrawn Areas or matrix In this case the standards and guidelines for the

allocations apply and the Key Watershed designation adds additional requirements In most instances

current plan and draft plan preferred alternative standards and guidelines that are more restrictive or

provide greater benefits for latesuccessional and old growth related species are retained
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Comment The SEIS does not acknowledge the possibility that management direction for

Congressionally Reserved Areas or Administratively Withdrawn Areas may not be consistent with the

ecological objectives of the SEIS The SEIS should clearly state the threshold standards and guidelines

applicable to all withdrawn areas

Response Management direction for Congressionally Reserved Areas has been mandated by Congress

and can only be modified by legislative action Management of these lands follows the direction of the

applicable legislation Changes in legislated management direction are beyond the scope of this SEIS
Standards and guidelines of the current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives for Administratively

Withdrawn Areas take precedence over the standards and guidelines of this SEIS when they are more

restrictive or provide greater benefits to latesuccessional and old growth related species than other

provisions of these alternatives This information is presented in greater detail in Introduction to the

Action Alternatives in Chapter 2 of this SEIS The analysis did consider the existing management

direction for these land allocations

Comment Some federal lands eg National Wildlife Refuges and lands administered by theR

Department of Defense and the National Park Service are shown on the maps that accompanied theR

Draft SEIS as LateSuccessional Reserves or other allocations The mapped allocations do not fullyR

conform to their current management Explain what management direction would apply on thoseR

lands R

Response The total federal acres displayed in the Draft SEIS land allocation tables and maps were used

by the Assessment Team to evaluate the existing situation The direction in the Final SEIS proposes

management only for lands administered by the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management

within the range of the northern spotted owl Management direction for other federally administered

lands are addressed in the planning documents of the respective federal agency The designation of

lands other than those administered by the Forest Service and BLM has been changed from Late

Successional Reserves to Congressionally Reserved Areas in the tables in the Final SETS to address this

concern

Comment Modification and adjustment of land allocation boundaries is not discussed in the SEIS

Explain when it is appropriate to add delete or modify land allocation boundaries Discuss the criteria

to be used and identify the decision makers

Response The present land allocations closely approximate those necessary for achieving plan

objectives Large scale boundary adjustments are not anticipated Watershed analyses will provide

information necessary to develop recommendations for changes in land allocation boundaries through

land use plans Decisions on proposed changes to land allocation boundaries will be subject to the

NEPA process and associated opportunities for public involvement

The Record of Decision for this SEIS will be signed by the Secretaries of Agriculture and the Interior

Changes in land allocation boundaries would be approved at the Regional Forester and State Director

level as currently delegated subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem Office

Comment Adjustments need to be made to the eastern boundary of the northern spotted owl range to

include more habitat suitable for the northern spotted owl

Response The boundary for the northern spotted owl range was established through regulation in the

development of critical habitat for the northern spotted owl The boundaries which were used in that

exercise were those originally developed by the Interagency Scientific Committee and adjusted by the

Committee on LateSuccessional Forests in 1991 Adjustments of the boundaries therefore would

constitute a regulatory change subject to the NEPA process and associated opportunities for public

involvement
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STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

Comment The Draft SEIS does not discuss how the Aquatic Conservation Strategy affects new

proposals for constructing and operating new storage or hydroelectric facilities

Response The standards and guidelines in Appendix B6 focusing on Lands LH I through LH 5
outline management of proposed new and existing storage and hydroelectric facilities within Riparian

Reserves Specific management actions will be considered under separate NEPA analyses Compliance

with the Aquatic Conservation Strategy will be considered at that time

Comment The standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves should not prohibit construction of new

water supply facilities within Key Watersheds

Response The standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves restrict construction of new water

development proposals within Tier 1 Key Watersheds to those that maintain and restore riparian

resources For Tier 2 Key Watersheds and all other watersheds the standards and guidelines do not

require maintenance and restoration of riparian resources but give priority emphasis to maintaining

and restoring riparian resources In addition to the explicit language all proposals will be reviewed in

the context of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives

Comment The Aquatic Conservation Strategy standards and guidelines pertaining to instream flows

and water development projects within Riparian Reserves are contrary to existing law for management

of the Bull Run Management Unit

Response The Lands section of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy standards and guidelines has been

revised to clarify the intent The revised standards and guidelines reflect different management for all

watersheds Standards and guidelines for existing and proposed facilities within Riparian Reserves

have also been clarified The Aquatic Conservation Strategy standards and guidelines clarify direction

for restoring and maintaining the physical and biological integrity of the riparian and aquatic

ecosystems Management activities within the Bull Run Unit would be governed by these standards and

guidelines to the extent that they are within the constraints of existing law

Comment The Aquatic Conservation Strategy would require changes in operations to existing water

development facilities For example the standards and guidelines require existing storage reservoirs to

release flows to restore downstream aquatic resources

Response In the case of existing facilities proposals to expand and relicense hydroelectric projects and

reissue permits will provide opportunities to review instream flow needs within the context of the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives The standards and guidelines in Appendix B6 provide

direction for agencies to recommend conditions which maintain and restore the physical and biological

integrity of the riparian and aquatic systems This will occur during the appropriate processes for

reviewing operations of water development facilities While the recommendations are not mandatory

the decision makers will frame the decision in the context of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

objectives

Comment Riparian Reserve standards and guidelines make it difficult to operate and developR

recreational use facilities such as trails and ski liftsR

Response Riparian Reserve standards and guidelines require maintaining operating and constructing

recreation facilities in a manner that contributes to attaining the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

objectives For existing facilities this could result in changes in operations to meet Aquatic

Conservation Strategy objectives
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CONGRESSIONALLY RESERVED AREAS

Comment Areas proposed or being studied for Wilderness designation should have been included inR

this SEIS R

Response Many wilderness study areas are currently included within reserves or Administratively

Withdrawn Areas To designate these areas as Wilderness would require congressional action and is

beyond the scope of this SEIS

LATE SUCCESSIONAL RESERVES

Comment Late Successional Reserves should be permanently protected to retain this portion of ourR

forest heritage for future generations and to provide for the continued health of our planet The ForestR

Service and BLM should not be allowed to eliminate them in the future R

Response For analytical purposes in the SEIS LateSuccessional Reserves are considered to be long

term designations They are intended to protect old growth and latesuccessional forests and to allow

the growth of younger forests to meet those characteristics and thus provide a network of old growth

and latesuccessional forest habitat There is no intent to eliminate any Late Successional Reserve as

that would defeat the purpose of the network of reserves and the reserve itself If a managing agency

proposes a modification to a LateSuccessional Reserve through the adaptive management process it

will be subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem Office

Comment Late Successional Reserves that protect all ecologically significant old growth should be

created Management of these reserves should prohibit all activities related to logging such as salvage

thinning and road building which damage old growth ecosystems habitat and species It remains to be

seen whether old growth conditions can be developed through silvicultural practices the guidelines are

unclear and there is no ecological foundation for it As a result of ecosystem processes the forest will

undergo natural thinning and reach the same latesuccessional conditions without human intervention

Response Alternative I designates all ecologically significant areas of old growth as LateSuccessional

Reserves and precludes most silvicultural activities Under the proposed alternative thinning or

silvicultural treatments inside reserves must ensure they are beneficial to the creation of late

successional forest conditions The Regional Ecosystem Office will review and may develop criteria that

would exempt some silvicultural activities from review All alternatives restrict logging and salvage

within LateSuccessional Reserves varying from full prohibition to some allowance following review

for management to encourage late successional conditions The alternatives vary in retaining greater or

lesser amounts of ecologically significant old growth this range is available for selection by the decision

maker Land allocations and the standards and guidelines would meet the need to protect the overall

ecosystem while providing for other management opportunities

The possible advantages and disadvantages of silvicultural treatments including thinning in Late

Successional Reserves are discussed in Chapter II of the FEMAT Report While the decision to employ

silvicultural treatments must be made in a circumstance of uncertainty monitoring and the adaptive

management process will permit future adjustments to these standards if they do not contribute to late

successional forest conditions While young stands that originated after wildfire typically have greater

structural diversity than replanted stands conditions may still warrant thinning to accelerate the

development of latesuccessional forest conditions Other factors such as overall forest health and the

risk of largescale disturbance eg fire disease and insect infestation outbreak are also considered

This information is presented in greater detail in Appendix B7 LateSuccessional Reserve Standards

and Guidelines in this SEIS
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Comment The Late Successional Reserve system in the preferred alternative is not adequately

protected and reserves are too small and scattered There are many roadless areas wilderness study

areas and areas that naturally regenerated after fires or windstorms that should be included in reserves

These are natural laboratories for studying how these complex ecosystems regenerate themselves and

they will become old growth forests if retained The reserves indicated on the Alternative I map should

be added to the preferred alternative because the ecological benefits of retaining large numbers of old

growth reserves outweighs the economic benefits that might be derived

Response The total system of withdrawn and reserved areas in the preferred alternative along with

the specified standards and guidelines would meet the need to protect the overall ecosystem while

providing for other management opportunities The alternatives vary in retaining greater or lesser

amounts of ecologically significant old growth this range is available for selection by the decision

makers

Comment The Alternative 9 reserve system in eastern Washington is not adequate to protect the

northern spotted owl There are occupied northern spotted owl sites that were designated as Managed

Pair Areas in the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan in the matrix

Response A system of Managed LateSuccessional Areas has been added to Alternative 9 in the Final

SEIS to address this concern The objective of these areas is to produce and maintain an optimum level

of late successional and old growth stands on a landscape scale Certain silvicultural treatments and fire

hazard reduction treatments are allowed to help prevent large catastrophic events such as high

intensity high severity fires diseases or insect epidemics Additional discussion of standards and

guidelines that apply to Managed LateSuccessional Areas can be found in Chapter 2 in the section

Introduction to the Action Alternatives

Comment The allocation of LateSuccessional Reserves is not appropriate for federal lands designated

as Open Space in the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area The Late Successional Reserve

designation would not meet the level of protection provided by the National Scenic Area Management

Plan

Response Existing standards and guidelines continue to apply where they provide greater protection

than the selected alternative Although the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area plan was not

specifically listed as a current plan in the Draft SEIS it will be considered in that category This has

been clarified in the Final SEIS Those areas within the planning area that have been designated as

Public Recreation and Agriculture in the National Scenic Area management plan have been changed to

Administratively Withdrawn Areas within this SEIS

Comment The Soda Mountain Pilot Rock area in southern Oregon and northern California should be

designated as LateSuccessional Reserve under Alternative 9 to provide a corridor for long term

dispersal of genetic material between the Xlamath Mountains and the Cascade Range

Response The area of concern has been proposed as the Cascade Siskiyou Ecological Emphasis Area

in the Medford District Resource Management Plan The Medford RMP recognizes the unique botanical

characteristics and provides direction to manage the area to maintain the biological corridor function

However the area recommended for LateSuccessional Reserve status is not capable of achieving late

successional characteristics The area is comprised of brush fields noncommercial forest land and

stringers of older forest in a random mosaic mostly located in Riparian Reserves

Comment The allocation of LateSuccessional Reserves is inconsistent with congressionally mandated

objectives for the Quinault Special Management Area within the Olympic National Forest The
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establishment of the Quinault Special Management Area by Congress was intended to provide the

Quinault Indian Nation with a sound economic base The LateSuccessional Reserve designation will

deny the revenue that Congress intended for the Quinault Indian Nation

Response The lands administered by the Olympic National Forest in the Quinault SpecialManagementAreahave been incorporated into the Olympic Adaptive Management Area in the Final SEIS to address
this concern

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT AREAS

Comment Reduce or eliminate Adaptive Management Areas under Alternative 9 Designate all old

growth in those areas as LateSuccessional Reserves Experimentation is too riskyAdaptiveManagementAreas should not allow increased timber harvest No amount of habitat restoration and
ecosystem research can mitigate the damage that increased timber harvest will cause to an already

threatened ecosystem Alternately some comments expressed the concern that AdaptiveManagementAreasare not extensive enough especially in the dry site physiographic provinces where the health of

the forest is a problem

Response The overall system of Adaptive Management Areas is well distributed geographically

throughout the range of the northern spotted owl to minimize risk to the overall conservation strategy

The array of Adaptive Management Areas provides a balance between having a system of areas that is

1 so large and diffuse that it lacks focus and has extensive management constraints because of its size

and overall impact on’regional conservation strategies and 2 too small to allow formeaningfulecologicaland social experimentation The land allocations and standards and guidelines under

Alternative 9 meet the need to protect the overall ecosystem while providing for othermanagementopportunitiesAdaptive Management Areas are designed to be prototypes for methods to explore

alternative cooperative ways of doing business between federal agencies other organizations local and
state governments and private landowners The development of Adaptive Management Area plans is

to be coordinated with the Regional Ecosystem Office to ensure compliance with the standards and
guidelines of the selected alternative If the decision makers decide that the risks associated with
Adaptive Management Areas are too great other alternatives exist for selection

Comment Local communities are being misled into believing that there will be a sustainable harvest

from Adaptive Management Areas when in reality large portions of these areas are off limits

Response Each Adaptive Management Area has specific management objectives as discussed in

Appendix B3 of this SEIS The mix of Congressionally Reserved Areas LateSuccessional Reserves

Administratively Withdrawn Areas and Riparian Reserves that occur in Adaptive Management Areas
will substantially limitsome timber production opportunities Most Adaptive Management Areas
attempt to balance the creation and maintenance of latesuccessional forest and high qualityriparianhabitatwith a sustainable timber harvest Timber harvest levels must be consistent with the specific

management direction for each Adaptive Management Area Over the long term maintenance of

ecosystem health is essential to sustainable timber harvest

Comment Clarify whether there are additional standards and guidelines that apply to theAdaptiveManagementAreas other than those stated in the SEIS

Response The standards and guidelines for Congressionally Reserved Areas and Late Successional

Reserves apply to Adaptive Management Areas when those areas are included within theAdaptiveManagementArea For Riparian Reserves and Key Watersheds within Adaptive Management Areas
there is flexibility to achieve watershed condition objectives in a manner different than that described
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for other areas and to conduct established research projects within riparian zones There is no matrix

inside Adaptive Management Areas For the remainder of the area standards and guidelines are to be

developed to meet the objectives of the Adaptive Management Area consistent with the selected

alternative Further standards and guidelines in current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives

must be considered during planning and implementation of activities within the Adaptive Management

Area These may be modified in Adaptive Management Area plans based on sitespecific analysis

Coordination with the Regional Ecosystem Office is required for these areas

Comment Many respondents suggested specific boundary changes to Adaptive Management Areas to

exclude lands in adjacent drainages or nearby counties or to avoid multiple ownership patterns

Response The Adaptive Management Areas are designed to provide a diversity of biologicalR

challenges involving intermixed land ownerships and multiple social contexts Innovation inR

integration of multiownership watersheds is encouraged among state and federal agencies localR

communities and private landowners to meet objectives of the selected alternative R

Comment Expand the boundary of the Applegate Adaptive Management Area to include the entire

watershed While this would add additional LateSuccessional Reserves to the Adaptive Management

Area there would be no changes to the onthe ground standards and guidelines

Response This change has been made in this Final SEIS to increase ease of administration analysis

planning coordination and mapping Because this proposal does not change the standards and

guidelines for any designated lands nor otherwise affect onthe ground management or the effects

discussed in the SEIS the change has been incorporated into the SEIS

Comment The Northern Coast Range and the Finney Adaptive Management Areas include large

amounts of LateSuccessional Reserves These reserves may prohibit opportunities for activeR

management which will restrict the ability to meet Adaptive Management Area objectives R

Response The LateSuccessional Reserve designations for the Northern Coast Range and the Finney

Adaptive Management Areas will be reviewed and may be modified in Adaptive Management Area

plans These plans must meet SEIS management objectives which require restoration and maintenance

of latesuccessional forest habitat and are subject to consultation with the US Fish and Wildlife Service

under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act Coordination with the Regional Ecosystem Office is

required

Comment The Finney Adaptive Management Area has contradictory management objectives It cannot

provide both restoration of late successional and riparian habitat and a stable timber supply

Response The text in the Final SEIS Appendix B3 has been modified to state that the management

objectives for the Finney Adaptive Management Area are to provide for the restoration of late

successional and riparian habitat components The objective pertaining to management of a stable

timber supply has been removed

RIPARIAN RESERVES

Comment There is no permanent level of protection for watershed fish habitat or fish populations

under any of the alternatives because the Riparian Reserves can be reduced if justified through a

watershed analysis

Response Watershed analysis will be conducted by trained specialists of applicable expertise The

process is designed to be a technically rigorous and scientificallybased process As such the
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combination of trained specialists with defensible procedures reduces the potential for arbitrary and

nondefensible outcomes All adjustments to Riparian Reserves will be based on a combination of

resource values and an analysis of risks to resources and will be subject to analysis and public review

and comment through the sitespecific NEPA process

Comment One Riparian Reserve objective should be to develop the stand structure and plantR

communities representative of pre European settlement conditions R

Response The watershed based approach of this SEIS particularly the watershed analysis process

allows the land management agencies to tailor desired landscapes characteristics to specific watersheds

based on river basin andor province levels

Comment Riparian Reserves are intended to serve as travel corridors for old growth dependent

species Any areas containing larger trees within Riparian Reserves are of special value and because of

their rarity should be given special consideration and protection from road building thinning and

salvage

Response Connectivity Diversity Blocks and dispersal and travel corridors within and between

Riparian Reserves will be considered during watershed analysis The value of existing forest structure

relative to the objectives for Riparian Reserves in a particular watershed will be determined through

the watershed analysis process and tiered to issues related to province or river basin planning The
watershed based planning approach at the province river basin and smaller watershed level will

consider the current landscape condition relative to proposed actions and set the context for desired

landscape conditions

Comment The Riparian Reserve system ignores the role of headwater and intermittent streams as a

linked system with downstream fishbearing streams

Response Riparian Reserves include intermittent and headwater streams and are linked with

downstream fishbearing streams Chapter 34 of this SEIS describes the importance of maintaining

linkages in stream systems within and between watersheds The Riparian Reserve system establishes a

management scenario to maintain the links between headwater and intermittent streams

Comment The Draft SEIS does not define unstable and potentially unstable areas for inclusion

within Riparian Reserves nor does it describe the process for identifying these areas Unless identified

and mapped Alternative 9 could pose unacceptable risks of landslides as well as associated impacts to

stream habitats resulting from land use activities on steep unstable slopes

Response Riparian Reserves for intermittent streams must include associated unstable and potentially

unstable areas The prescribed Riparian Reserve widths will apply until the agencies complete

watershed analyses In addition watershed analysis will describe critical hillslope riparian and

channel processes necessary to delineate Riparian Reserves that assure protection of riparian and

aquatic functions Riparian Reserves will be adjusted if determined necessary based on the results of

watershed analysis

Comment The Draft SEIS does not justify the assumption that Riparian Reserves that are narrower than

those prescribed in the standards and guidelines pose a greater risk to aquatic resources

Response Chapter 34 of this SEIS provides the rationale for adopting the prescribed Riparian Reserve

scenarios

Comment A number of respondents expressed concern that the Riparian Reserve widths are not
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acceptable Some comments stated that under the preferred alternative the Riparian Reserve widths are

not adequate and should be increased to maintain both high water quality and threatened fisheries

habitat Other respondents stated that the plan objectives could be met with narrower Riparian Reserve

widths And finally a number of respondents stated that the interim Riparian Reserve widths should be

made permanent with no adjustments

Response Riparian Reserves are a major component of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Appendix

B6 of this SEIS The Riparian Reserves are designed to be large enough to protect the ecological values

required by ripariandependent resources The Riparian Reserve widths are designed to provide a level

of high quality fish habitat and riparian protection for associated species Analysis of sitespecific

characteristics may warrant adjustments to Riparian Reserve boundaries either wider or narrower and

will be based on scientifically sound reasoning and documented via the watershed analysis and NEPA

processes The watershed analysis process will provide the information necessary to develop

recommendations for modifying Riparian Reserves It also takes into account the location of critical

hillslopes riparian concerns channel processes and other information necessary to delineate Riparian

Reserves that meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy and terrestrial wildlife objectives The area contained

within adjusted Riparian Reserves for permanently flowing streams is expected to be similar to the area

within the current Riparian Reserve network

Proposed adjustments to Riparian Reserve boundaries are subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem

Office This office along with the team of experienced and trained specialists that prepared the

watershed analyses will ensure consistency in the process and in the reasoning for adjusting Riparian

Reserve boundaries

The process used to designate reserve widths considered the context of total land withdrawn or

reserved and other standards and guidelines The total system of withdrawn and reserved areas along

with the specified standards and guidelines would meet the need to protect the overall ecosystem

while providing for other management opportunities The alternatives have varying Riparian Reserve

widths and levels of risk to the ecosystems associated with them The three riparian reserve widths are

available for selection by the decision makers

Comment Stream and watershed protection should not be reduced in any watershed prior to

watershed analysis and the prescribed Riparian Reserve widths should be made permanent

Response Widths of Riparian Reserves for all watersheds apply until watershed analysis is completed

a sitespecific analysis is conducted and described and the rationale for final Riparian Reserve

boundaries is presented Areas within watershed basins may require wider or narrower Riparian

Reserves than those prescribed in this SEIS The width of Riparian Reserves necessary to protect the

ecological integrity of intermittent streams varies with slope soil and rock types Although Riparian

Reserve boundaries may be adjusted on permanently flowing streams the Assessment Team

considered the prescribed widths to approximate those necessary for attaining Aquatic Conservation

Strategy objectives Postwatershed analysis Riparian Reserve boundaries for intermittent streams

however are expected to be different from the existing boundaries The reason for the difference is the

high variability in hydrologic geomorphic and ecologic processes affecting intermittent streams Thus

it is possible to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives with postanalysis reserve boundaries for

intermittent streams that are quite different from those conforming to the definitions

Postwatershed analysis Riparian Reserve widths may also differ depending on the objectives used for

establishing the reserves For example Riparian Reserves necessary to meet terrestrial wildlife dispersal

needs could be different than those necessary to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives
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Adjustments to Riparian Reserves must be based on scientifically sound reasoning and be fully justified

and documented If approved by the Regional Ecosystem Office decisions on proposed changes to land

allocation boundaries will be subject to the NEPA process and associated opportunities for public

involvement An expanded discussion can be found in Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy

Comment The Aquatic Conservation Strategy relies on reserves including Riparian Reserves and Key

Watersheds rather than on an ecosystem structure and function approach

Response Riparian Reserves are designed to be large enough to protect the ecological values required

by ripariandependent resources and provide for ecosystem structure and function The Assessment

Team used the prescribed restrictions on land uses within Key Watersheds and Riparian Reserves to

assess effects to aquatic species and habitat Implicit in that analysis is the assumption that habitat

conditions within Riparian Reserves and watershed conditions will improve through time with

implementation of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Full implementation of the Aquatic Conservation

Strategy includes the watershed restoration program described in Appendix B6

MATRIX

Comment Descriptions of management on matrix lands focus on timber harvest The need to manage

the matrix for multiple values should be emphasized Matrix acreage does not consider the smaller

scale existing Forest and District Plan constraints which are designed to protect or enhance sitespecific

visual and recreation opportunities wildlife habitat and water quality

Response All alternatives use the current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives as a starting point

or baseline The standards and guidelines of current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives apply to

all alternatives where they provide greater benefits to latesuccessional forest related species Refer to

the section Introduction to the Action Alternatives in Chapter 2 for additional discussion and

exceptions In addition to these constraints standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserve land

allocations apply within matrix lands in all alternatives except Alternative 7 For Alternative 7 riparian

protection is provided by the existing Forest and District Plans

KEY WATERSHEDS

Comment The preferred alternative does not provide protection for Key Watershed refugia because

new human disturbance is permitted The Key Watersheds should be removed from the timber base no

scheduled timber harvest should be planned in these areas and Key Watersheds must be managed as

new separate and distinct management units

Response The total system of Key Watersheds along with Riparian Reserves and the specified

standards and guidelines will meet the need to protect the overall aquatic ecosystem while providing

for other management opportunities Any proposed new activities within Key Watersheds will be

considered in the context of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Watershed analysis will assist

in setting the context for proposed management actions

Comment The SEIS Team received hundreds of comments requesting designation of additional areas

as Key Watersheds The system of Key Watersheds does not include watersheds for all streams used by

the 257 anadromous salmonid fish stocks at risk that inhabit waters flowing through federal lands

within the range of the northern spotted owl The Draft SEIS did not describe the rationale forR

selecting including Key Watersheds identified in the Aquatic Conservation Strategy R
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Response While Key Watersheds are an important component of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

they do not comprise the entire strategy This issue is specifically discussed in Chapter 34 and

Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy of this SEIS

The Key Watershed network incorporates streams used by 176 of the 257 at risk fish stocks inhabiting

federal lands The network does not always include entire watersheds where the fish stocks occur but

includes streams or stream segments within the watersheds containing habitat that is important to the

life history of the fish The network is intended to serve as current or future refugia for maintaining and

recovering habitat for at risk stocks of anadromous salmonids and resident fish species Riparian

Reserves and other standards and guidelines are considered adequate to protect fish stocks outside Key

Watersheds

Biologists and resource managers of the Forest Service and BLM along with other individuals

knowledgeable of Pacific Northwest anadromous fish were included in the process to identify the Key

Watersheds The Forest Service and BLM prepared maps showing the distribution of anadromous fish

or other fish species and identified the best existing habitats Additionally each National Forest and

BLM District identified watersheds that had the highest potential for restoration A regional map was

prepared based on the input from the two agencies The review of the regional map evaluated the

distribution of the watersheds relative to each other distribution within major drainage basins and the

distribution relative to private and state lands Individuals knowledgeable about the basins reviewed

the regional map before deciding on the final 164 watersheds Professional judgement was used to

determine if the system of Key Watersheds appeared to be adequate in terms of amount and

distribution of habitat to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Reeves and Sedell 1992

provide a more comprehensive discussion on the function of and the theory supporting the Key

Watershed network

Comment Expand the Bull Run Management Unit boundary to include the Little Sandy drainage

Designate the Little Sandy drainage as a key watershed and change the matrix land allocation to Late

Successional Reserve to preserve water quality and quantity for future expansion of the City of

Portland’s municipal water source

Response Changes to the Bull Run Management Unit boundary must be designated by Congress and

thus are outside the scope of this SEIS The Little Sandy drainage has been incorporated into the Bull

Run Tier 2 Key Watershed in the Final SEIS The current vegetation component is not characteristic of

late successional habitat and therefore remains in the matrix Riparian Reserves and other standards

and guidelines are considered adequate to preserve water quality and quantity

Comment The Sweet Creek and Three Rivers Tier I Key Watersheds on the Siuslaw National Forest do

not meet the criteria for key watersheds and should be dropped Bailey Creek North Fork Beaver

Creek and Upper Fiddle Creek are watersheds with high priority protection and restoration needs

which should have been designated as Tier 1 Key Watersheds

Response These changes have been made in the Final SEIS The map which accompanies the Final SEIS

reflects this change and applies to all alternatives

ADMINISTRATIVELY WITHDRAWN AREAS

Comment Administratively Withdrawn Areas should be changed to Congressionally Reserved Areas

to provide permanent protection for important resources Administratively Withdrawn Areas may be

reclassified by the agencies this leaves little confidence that the selected alternative will achieve its

stated goals
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Response This proposal would require congressional action and is outside the authority of the agencies

and the scope of this programmatic SEIS

Comment Forest and District Plan land allocations and standards and guidelines should be reexamined

in light of the system of reserves proposed in the SEIS alternatives

Response Land allocations and standards and guidelines in current plans and draft plan preferred

alternatives were considered as the starting point or baseline for development of the alternatives As

such the Forest and District Plan land allocations are an integral part of the alternatives presented in

this SEIS

OTHER

Comment The largescale maps which accompanied the Draft SEIS are not drawn to a fine enough
scale to make site level determinations The scope of reserved lands should be stated in narrative form

in the SEIS to provide the federal agencies the specificity needed to make onthe ground management

decisions

Response The maps that accompanied the Draft SEIS are a product of the Interagency Geographic

Information System GIS data base This data base provides an inventory of digital spatial data for over

50 layers of information covering federal lands in Washington Oregon and northern California and

represent boundaries located in operational detail for all alternatives The data are available and were

utilized by all Forest Service and BLM offices in the preparation of this Final SEIS This data can be

displayed at any scale desired The data base can be updated and revised as new data is collected to

allow the agencies to manage the landscape in accordance with the direction in the selected alternative

Comment The mapping of latesuccessional forests is inaccurate and not reliable for adequately

assessing ecosystem impacts In particular the satellitederived data does not include information on

coarse woody debris Furthermore the resolution of the data was reduced to cells of 40 acres which

obscures the amount of forest fragmentation that actually exists

Response These data are suitable for mapping the distribution of forest stands and for analyzing the

effects of the alternatives on the distribution in this programmatic SEIS Higher resolution data
including forest conditions and characteristics will be used in watershed landscape analysis While

errors of data reduction can show either more or less of a characteristic than actually exists in a given

cell they are expected to average out over large geographic areas

Comment A process should be implemented to analyze land allocation changes Due to the large

number of public comments and short amount of time available recommended changes in land

allocations will not be adequately analyzed and implemented in the Final SEIS

Response A process was established to review all recommendations for land allocation boundary

changes into the Final SEIS This process involved categorizing and summarizing issues consulting

with local Forest District expertise obtaining Scientific Advisory Group assessment and progressing

through multiple decision making steps After the decision was made to implement a recommended

change the Interagency Geographic Information Systems Analysis Team incorporated the boundary
change into the database and generated new maps The map accompanying this Final SEIS reflects land

allocation changes
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Economic

The following comments and responses address employment effects in wood products pulp and paper
fisheries recreation and tourism indirect and induced employment effects and supply and demand for

logs wood products and recreation

EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS INWOOD PRODUCTS

Comment Employment projections for the alternatives are different than those projected in a number
of other studies The estimates of job losses made by economic analysts appear to be unreasonably low
The baseline for the economic analysis ignores job losses resulting from court injunctions that have

halted timber sales for 2 years Independent estimates project job losses of more than
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timber sale planning process and therefore is not within the scope of this SEIS However the delay in

sale offerings would be similar under all alternatives

Comment Clarify whether the numbers in the Draft SEIS Table VI16 represent decadal or annual

employment Calculating employment based on the historic and projected PSQ using 6.4 timber jobs

per MMBF in California comes to 3590 jobs in 1990
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Comment Employment in the commercial fishing industry is stated as
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other values more feasible by either increasing the land base used for the production of forest products or

by including management practices that previously were not economically feasible An increased land

base disperses activity and therefore a change in management practices may result in less impact on

aquatic resources

Comment The alternatives ignore national and global consequences of increased demand for wood and

paper products As prices for lumber and paper products increase consumers will be forced to pay more

and utilize energyintensive and nonrenewable resources

Response National and global consequences of increased demand for wood and paper products were

explicitly modeled using the Timber Assessment Market Model TAMM to estimate the wood fiber

supply and price projections used in the SEIS As stated in Chapter 34 of the Final SEIS consumers will

have to pay more for wood products in the decades ahead The causes of these price increases stem from

supply and demand considerations that are beyond to scope of this SEIS

Comment Other timber producing nations are positioning themselves to fill the market niche resulting

from declines in Pacific Northwest timber production Canada has increased production Siberia is

actively soliciting buyers and third world countries are increasing harvest levels The resulting

environmental impacts of a reduced timber harvest in the Pacific Northwest will be adverse on a global

level

Response Information on the locations timing and magnitude of potential harvests necessary to estimate

environmental impacts in other parts of the world is not available

Comment The assessment area used in the SEIS to evaluate the economic and social effects of the

alternatives fails to reflect the full range of effects of increased demand for timber supplies Long haul

distances may result in effects outside of the area considered

Response The SEIS does identify many of the effects of reduced timber supplies in the social and

economic study area including harvest responses from other ownerships and price shifts The economic

and social study area includes all counties that have any area within the range of the northern spotted At

this time the potential shifts in log flow patterns are unknown both within and outside the social and

economic study area

Comment The economic analysis should include the effects from a reduced timber supply on both private

and federal timberlands

Response The harvest levels for private lands and other nonfederal lands are estimated using TAMM
Haynes et al 1993 and displayed in Table 3414 of Chapter 34 of this Final SEIS Also presented are

the predicted economic impacts resulting from changes in timber supply from all ownerships

Comment For the period 1986 through 1991 predictions based on TAMM indicated that forest industry

harvests were increasing when in reality they were decreasing

Response The forest industry harvest projections were in error and TAMM has been corrected This

correction caused shifts in other statistics estimated and presented in the Draft SEIS yet the overall ranking

of the alternatives and the magnitude of the differences between the alternatives remains the same

Comment The harvests projections based on the economics driven TAMM are quite different from

those found in recent timber supply studies based on inventory and growth which were prepared by

the States of Oregon and Washington The forest industry harvest projections therefore overemphasize

short term economic considerations and do not take into account the forest industry’s long term

objective to maintain sustainable harvests
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Response Historically the forest industry’s long term sustainability objectives have not appeared asR

even flow harvests in the short term Economics appear to play a more central role in decisions toR

harvest private lands R

Comment The forest industry harvest projections do not take into account harvest regulations imposed

by the state and federal governments

Response The empirical basis of TAMM reflects existing state harvest regulations in the Pacific

Northwest The effects of federal controls are assumed to be transitory This means that Federal

Government requirements such as US Fish and Wildlife Service spotted owl guidelines do not require

acres to be removed from the timber base but harvest objectives for a specific site may be shifted in

space and time

Comment A Canadian timber supply analyst projects that Canadian timber harvests will decrease thus

adding to the US lumber shortage

Response The analysis presented in this SEIS assumes that recent harvest reductions in BritishR

Columbia are a localized west coast phenomenon R

Comment Resource Information Systems Inc RISI estimates that the annual harvest removals in the

southeast will decline during the 1990 s and into the next decade and not increase as projected in the

TAMM analysis

Response The data and assumptions used in the RISI projections have not been made available

Comment Table VI11 in the Draft SEIS contains an error that affects the discussions of future private

harvest responses The display of the private timber response to decreases in federal harvest levels isR

larger than it should be when compared to historical harvest levels R

Response The error has been corrected and the table depicting nonfederal timber harvest response to

decreases in federal harvest levels has been adjusted accordingly in the Final SEIS Table 3414

Comment The domestic demand for timber can be met by private forest lands alone An alternative

should be considered that prohibits all timber harvest from federal forests

Response The United States has been and is expected to continue to be a net importer of softwood

forest products This means that the current domestic demand for timber is not being met by private

and public supplies combined Alternative 1 approximates timber harvest prohibition on federal lands

within the range of the northern spotted owl by limiting harvest to 12 percent of the land and is

available to the decision makers for selection

Comment The SEIS implies that lumber prices will not increase appreciably in the future but states

that market forces will provide the incentive to manage private forest lands

Response The SEIS states that reductions of federal timber availability do spur price increases for

timber regionally but the projections for changes in lumber prices nationally are minimal The increase

in timber value will provide a greater economic return to timber owners and will motivate investments

in timber management

Comment Economic considerations should include realistic projections of commercial need for lumber

and fiber for the entire nation
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Response Projections of lumber and wood fiber demand for the US were made using TAMM
Minimal price increases in lumber were predicted nationally as a result of reduced supply from federal

forests in the Pacific Northwest

Comment The SEIS fails to adequately consider the societal value of wood The extraction of wood

products from the planning area is essentially treated as a residual byproduct in the planning effort

Response Maintenance of a sustained yield of renewable natural resources including timber is a key

part of the purpose and need of the proposed action see Chapter 1 The objectives include attain

the greatest economic and social contribution from the forests of the region and meet the requirements

of the applicable laws and regulations including the Endangered Species Act the National Forest

Management Act and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act The requirements of these

laws and their implementing regulations are explicit about the need to protect wildlife and therefore

constrain the amount of timber production available under the alternatives In addition the SEIS

projects the probable amount of timber that will be harvested under each alternative to enable the

decision makers to consider the value associated with provision of wood fiber from federal forests in

their decision

Comment Policies that deal with taxation exports and the economic organization of timber and forest

product industries need to be changed Removing the tax subsidy that encourages raw log exports

would assist workers and communities in making the transition to a more diversified economy The

Forest Resources Conservation and Shortage Relief Act of 1990 invites the Departments of Agriculture

and the Interior to advise Congress about whether wood chips pulp and cants should be included in

the definition of unprocessed timber and therefore be subject to export restrictions The FEMAT
Report did not address this subject

Response Trade including export restrictions is addressed in the FEMAT Report in Chapter VI under

Additional Policy Considerations Taxation and export policies are outside the scope of this SEIS

Comment The net effect of export restrictions on minimally processed materials such as wood chips

pulp and cants would not be a mere substitution of mill jobs for longshore jobs as stated in the FEMAT
Report The adverse economic consequences of Alternative 9 will not be mitigated unless export

restrictions include minimally processed materials

Response The FEMAT Report states that there is apt to be a substitution of mill jobs for longshore jobs

due to log export restrictions and that the net effect upon jobs is uncertain The report does not address

the potential impacts from additional export restrictions on minimally processed materials Issues

concerning trade including new export restrictions are outside the scope of this SEIS

SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR RECREATION

Comment The SEIS gives little consideration to the economic contribution or importance of winterR

recreation R

Response The impacts on existing developed winter recreation activities are not expected to be

significant The impacts of additional winter recreation facilities will be examined on a casebycase

basis as identified in the SEIS Chapter 34 and in Appendices B6 and B7

Comment Hunting is a major economic factor which the SETS fails to include in the economic analysis

Response Hunting is a component of recreational uses of public lands and is not identified separately

in the SEIS None of the alternatives presented are expected to have adverse impacts on hunting
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Comment The value of the recreation emphasis of Alternative 1 should not have increased because

there is already a surplus of semiprimitive nonmotorized land Recreation opportunities that are in

deficit supply such as roaded natural and roaded modified rural should be shown as increasing in

value if there is a shortage

Response The total value of the recreation emphasis of Alternative 1 increases because there is a

projected increase in the demand for semiprimitive nonmotorized recreation The value per visit does

not change but an increase in demand more visits leads to the increase in the total recreation value for

the alternative

Comment Explain how the dollar per acre value of recreation in the FEMAT Report is determined

Response The value per acre of recreation is taken from a report titled The Role of Nonmarket

Economic Values in Benefit Cost Analysis of Public Forest Management Options Swanson and

Loomis unpub which was prepared for the Assessment Team The value per acre was determined by

estimating the value of all visits during 1990 by activity type within the each Recreation Opportunity

Spectrum ROS class and then dividing by the total acres in each ROS class The values are presented

on a per year basis

GENERAL COMMENTS

Comment The SEIS fails to assess impacts on tribal fisheries economies and employment No mention

was made of tribal fisheries upriver from the Bonneville Dam nor of subsistence fisheries

Response None of the alternatives considered in the SEIS are predicted to have adverse impacts on

tribal fisheries economies and employment although those individuals employed in nontribal

industries may be affected

Comment The SEIS must include cumulative economic and social impacts on an economy affected by

other economic and structural changes and whether or not the additional impacts may push

communities over a critical economic or social threshold

Response The SETS analyzes and displays the most recent economic information available to

incorporate recent economic shifts The data for alternatives are compared to current conditions as well

as the recent past to identify cumulative changes The social assessment discussion in the SEIS

addresses the ability of communities to cope with change

Comment The SEIS fails to review costs on a sitespecific basis The economic impact assessment

should include county level data to allow full disclosure of impacts and for designing mitigation

measures

Response The programmatic nature of the SEIS precludes displays of data at the county level

Estimates of harvest reductions or restoration activities are not site specific enough to allow estimation

of impacts at the county level

Comment The SEIS discusses long term impacts on ecosystems and the individual components but

does not discuss more than a decade’s worth of economic impact The SEIS should discuss the long

term economic implications of the alternatives

Response The longer term projections of nonfederal harvest levels and timber prices are provided in

the FEMAT Report Chapter VI The economic analysis emphasized the first decade because it is the

time period within which the largest changes would occur
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Comment The potential cost of water filtration plants to provide pure water for domestic and

industrial use should be considered in the analysis of the alternatives

Response A basic charge in developing the alternatives considered in the SEIS was that they be within

the legal requirements of all applicable laws and policies Therefore all alternatives provide water

quality equal to or above state and federal water quality standards Although additional protection

provided by the alternatives should be beneficial to surface water systems it is not possible to identify

and measure economic differences at the programmatic scale of this analysis

?Comment Accounting methods do not recognize the benefits of a sustainable forest The depletion of

natural resources is not subtracted from the gross domestic product or other national accounts while

the value of old growth trees turned into lumber or exported as logs is reported on the credit side of the

regional and national balance sheets

Response While it is true that current accounting methods do not recognize the value of public natural

resources in national accounts such as gross domestic product these values are recognized in laws and

policies The purpose of this SEIS is to identify alternatives that meet the needs of sustainable

ecosystems and society

Comment Watershed restoration and fisheries enhancement programs must be viewed as long term

conservation efforts and not just short term employment programs These programs should be self

supporting if they are to last for decades Economic self sufficiency for these programs could be

achieved by designing projects to include the selective removal of trees and other forest products that

generate revenue The revenue would then be used to fund the programs

Response Long term conservation efforts described in Appendix B3 of this Final SEIS represent one

possible method that may be used to finance the Adaptive Management Areas

Comment The SEIS should deal with larger economic problems such as the rate of consumption and

the locations of the resources needed

Response Economic issues that are the result of consumption patterns and pressures of population

growth are not within the scope of this SEIS

Comment The description of the overall condition of the region is very inaccurate The SEIS states that

the economy of the region as a whole appears to be poised for growth No mention is made of the

thousands of jobs that have been and are projected to be lost in other industries

Response The regional projections for growth are statewide forecasts These statewide projections as

described in the FEMAT Report mask subregional and sectoral differences It is important to note that

those individuals filling new jobs will not necessarily be those that lost jobs

Comment The analysis fails to consider environmental or economic costs and benefits from allowing

timber sales to be purchased as temporary conservation easements The same type of analysis should be

made for other commercial uses of the forest as well

Response The potential for alternative funding sources and nontraditional fees for resources has been

recognized Funding proposals for the Adaptive Management Areas could identify experimentation in

marketing resources for nonextraction purposes
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Comment Timber sales cost the Federal Government more than they return There is no economic

analysis concerning logging feasibility It will not be economically feasible to harvest the small areas

between the Riparian Reserves The land allocations and standards and guidelines of the alternatives

will lead to below cost sales

Response Currently below cost sales within the range of the northern spotted owl are very rare An
economic screen was used on a sample basis to determine the areas of the forest that would not be

economically accessible given riparian standards and guidelines Johnson et al 1993 The economics of

logging feasibility generally require sitespecific information to determine if a proposed project will

result in a below cost sale This level of detail is not feasible or necessary in this region wide analysis It

is assumed that the economic screen excluded potential below cost sales

Comment The values attributed to special forest products and other nontimber resources exaggerate

their economic contribution It is unrealistic to expect that recreation and fisheries initiatives will

compensate for the reductions in forest industry employment

Response The SEIS identifies the existing values associated with special forest products and discusses

the values and employment generated by recreation tourism and fisheries The SEIS also states that the

alternatives are expected to have positive but nonquantifiable effects on these resources The document

does not state or imply that these resources can compensate for reductions in timber industry

employment

Comment The SEIS does not discuss the relative effects of the alternatives on different types of forest

product companies

Response The SEIS identifies the impacts on the different forest products industries by general type

such as pulp paper solid wood products and secondary wood products manufacturing It is not

within the scope of this SEIS to identify impacts to individual companies or categories of companies

Comment The SEIS should have included an economic analysis of the costs and benefits of

constructing roads and harvesting the remaining old growth forest habitat

Response The calculation of the costs and benefits of road construction require sitespecific information

that is beyond the level of detail appropriate for this programmatic SEIS and may be addressed at lower

planning levels as the selected alternative is implemented

Comment Recreation tourism fisheries water quality air quality and special forest product industries

would be enhanced by proposed levels of habitat protection and should be accounted for as a possible

economic gain

Response The SEIS states that the alternatives will likely have positive effects on these uses At this

time however information is not available to quantify the relationship between habitat protection and

the economic value of these resources

Comment Any significant reduction in the timber volume available from federal forest must be

accompanied by an increase in the percentage of timber available under the Small Business

Administration timber sales set aside program for the small companies most dependent on federal

timber

Response Changes to the Small Business Administration set aside program are not within the scope of

this programmatic SEIS Changes in the set aside program are generally addressed at the local level
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Comment The availability adequacy and abundance of economic assistance and retraining

opportunities for people affected by the changes proposed in the alternatives should have been

addressed in the SEIS

Response Although economic assistance and retraining opportunities are issues in the affectedR

communities in the Pacific Northwest they are beyond to scope of this SEIS R

Comment The SEIS does not analyze the benefits of increased user fees Some recreation uses require

that tracts of timber be removed from harvestable inventory and this removal represents a cost to the

public Users should be required to offset these costs through fees

Response Increases in user fees is a policy issue and not within the scope of this SEIS However the

potential for alternative funding sources and nontraditional fees for resources has been recognized

Alternative methods of marketing resources may be explored for some Adaptive Management Areas

Comment The full impact of the alternatives on state and local economies has not been determined An

analysis of the losses in tax revenue payments in lieu of taxes and the additional social and welfare

costs must be included in the SEIS

Response Chapter 34 of the SEIS discloses estimated effects on employment federal timber receipts

and returns to local governments Additionally a social analysis was completed and is also summarized

in Chapter 34

Comment Timber and lumber prices have not subsided since the 20 percent price increase of 1990 92 as

stated in the SEIS

Response Prices in 1993 started to subside somewhat but the reduction was toward predicted levels of

increase not to historical levels

Comment No attempt was made to assess the economic benefits of stream restoration

Response The SEIS states that the commercial fishing industry recreation and water quality are

expected to be positively affected as a result of stream restoration yet the magnitude and timing of

these changes are currently unknown Chapter 34 of the SEIS does identify the potential employment

opportunities associated with stream restoration

Comment The FEMAT Report does not contain an analysis of costs and benefits Explain how the SEIS

meets the NFMA planning regulations that require some consideration of net public benefits and costs

Response The SEIS describes the range of benefits and costs expected under each alternative An

evaluation of the consequences is presented for those values that can be quantified such as timber

harvest yields employment estimates revenues and visitor days Other values and costs are

qualitatively discussed and relative amounts or levels provided It is both the quantitative and

qualitative discussions and displays that provide an indication of net public benefits A quantitative

analysis of all costs and benefits is not possible when dealing with the variety of values associated with

forests

Comment An independent scientific review states that Alternative 9 will cost 693 million per year in

lost timber revenue 209 million in lost returns to counties and 728 million in lost revenues to federal

state and local governments
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Response The SEIS displays potential revenues to federal state and local governments such as total

timber revenue losses approximating 600 million and a net revenue loss of 175 millionrelative to

1990 1992 The SEIS also estimates a loss of 185 million in local government shares The independent

review provides estimates that are higher than those identified in the SEIS primarily because it uses a

different time period for comparison

Comment The analysis should show the economic impact on the consumer In the short term annual

losses to consumers resulting from higher lumber prices will be about 2.5 billion per year In the longer

term a conservative estimate of losses to consumers is 1.2 billion per year The reduction in timber

harvests from federal lands has and will continue to drive lumber prices and will further hinder

economic growth throughout the nation Explain why there are no perceptible differences among the

alternatives in the average cost of a home

Response The SEIS states that federal harvest reductions spur price increases for timber stumpage An
upward trend in the softwood lumber wholesale price index is also noted but it is mostly the result of

changing market conditions which include supply and demand considerations beyond the scope of this

analysis The increase in national lumber prices is minimally affected by federal timber reductions

resulting from the alternatives The price of timber is predicted to increase under all alternatives and the

price of lumber and wood panel products in the average house is expected to increase by 21.8 percent

FEMAT Report p VI38 from an average of
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Comment Social and economic impacts were identified as key issues at the President’s Forest

Conference but they are not treated as such in the SEIS especially the alternatives There is no balance

or equity for timber workers or communities in fact their viability rating is very low while viability

ratings for birds and fish are high The alternatives show a bias toward a biocentric approach without

considering the human dimension

Response The alternatives provide for varying levels of timber production within the range of

sustainable resources existing laws and agency direction Alternatives with higher levels of timber

harvest were considered but were not given detailed consideration because they would not be

implementable given the current interpretations of related laws agency direction and court decisions

Also these alternatives would not be consistent with the purpose and need for the proposed action

Comment The economic section in the SEIS indicates that the greatest impacts from a reduced federal

timber harvest would occur in Oregon while the social effects section which was not linked to

economic projections indicates communities in Washington will be most affected Please clarify this

Response The economics section discusses job and revenue changes loss or gain while the social

section assesses the overall capacity of a community to absorb or respond to the expected economic

changes Projected economic effects on communities as defined by early economic projections for

Alternatives 1 3 and 7 were used by the first rural community panel to estimate the magnitude of

social effects on rural communities The second social assessment panel considered another scenario

that of the historical situation with timber harvest levels from the high volume 1985 87 period

Comment The social section does not fully analyze the social impacts of all the alternatives especially

Alternative 9

Response The social impacts were assessed in terms of the expected consequences of implementing

any of the alternatives The social assessment panels considered the historical situation assumed to be

the harvest levels from the Forest and District Plans for the 1985 87 period Alternative 1 low harvest

level Alternative 3 increased harvest and Alternative 7 a current harvest level The effects of the

remaining alternatives were considered to be within the range of the alternatives analyzed and were

extrapolated from results of the three that were analyzed in detail by the social assessment panels

Comment Wood is highly valued not only by rural timber industry employees for jobs but also by

urban residents who are also timber dependent for housing paper products and fuel These people

and communities were not considered in the social analysis

Response Urban dependence on and demand for wood products was evaluated through wood

products prices Urban residents also use the federal forests for a variety of recreation pursuits Trends

indicate that as much as two thirds of the new residents in the spotted owl region will settle in the

larger urban centers along the I5 corridor This continuing trend will have implications for federal

forest management in terms of an increasing demand by urban residents for recreation and scenic

beauty as well as a changing demand for wood products

Comment The methodology for analyzing social risk did not provide a clear definition of the standards

for assessing risk The methods used in social assessment workshops to rate community consequences

and community capacity did not use clear measurement standards and criteria The presentation of

results in tables and figures gives a false sense of quantitative rigor and objectivity results are both

misleading and difficult to interpret

Response The social analysis was based on the rural communities panel assessments of how

communities and their leaders might respond today if faced with projected changes in levels of jobs and
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natural resources products As with any assessment changing national regional and local conditions

affect how a community responds The analysis of social risk was assessed for the current situation

then projected for each alternative These measures were not expected to be precise rather to give a

relative standard to assist the decision makers in a comparison of the alternatives While other methods

and measurement techniques might yield slightly different results the overall results of the relative

effects of the alternatives would be similar

Comment The social analysis process that was used to predict community impacts and the ability of

communities to respond was very subjective Identify the experts

Response The social analysis process is documented in the FEMAT Report pp VII 4950 and in the

SETS Chapter 34 The nearly 100 panelists whose names are in the administrative record for the

FEMAT Report came from a variety of state and local governments and American Indian reservations

in the three states The panelists who identified communities at risk were grouped based on their

specific and general knowledge and on their state of residence

Comment There is no information or analysis on how the timberdependent communities have already

adjusted to changes in conditions from the 1970 s to present Such information should include

population shifts timber harvest levels jobs lost or gained due to cutbacks and mill improvements

dollars invested by mills in communities unemployment rates numbers of mills capable of handling

old growth timber the current locations of sawmills numbers of workers distance driven to find work

or log supply total timber receipts dependence on these receipts over time and other factors

Response The SETS The Economy and Communities section in Chapter 34 and the FEMAT Report

Chapters VI and VII address a number of these factors General information about the ability to cope

with change was added to a new subsection entitled People Coping with Change in Chapter 34 of

this SETS The Assessment Team relied on a number of studies on timber dependence and communities

and counties in crisis prepared by the Forest Service BLM and the three states The situation today has

changed from that reflected in those studies the most current of which was released in late 1992 Today

fewer people are employed in the timber industry more mills have closed and communities have had

to adjust to changing forest employment levels and cutbacks from tax limitation measures in California

and Oregon However the data used by the Assessment Team was the best available at the time

Comment The Final SEfS should identify specific communities at risk if even at a subregional level

Response Specific communities even counties were not identified in the SETS due to the sensitive

nature of the assessments However an assessment of the effects on communities in broad areas within

the impacted area is documented in the FEMAT Report in Appendix VIIC and in the SETS Economy

and Communities section Chapter 34 Specific communities at risk are not identified as this

information could discourage investments loans and new businesses which are necessary for these

communities to adapt to change

Comment The SETS underestimates the magnitude and significance of consequences for individuals

families and communities by focusing heavily on communities and the problems of adjustment

Response An SETS section on People Coping with Change has been added to include additionalR

information about impacts to individuals and families R

Comment Include the following topics in the discussion of the social effects of implementing the

selected alternative increased stress the need to find work changing jobs or receiving unemployment

benefits inadequate retraining for placement in lower paying replacement jobs inadequate rural health

care increases in the number of impoverished families rising teen pregnancy rates increased drug and
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alcohol abuse increased physical abuse of women and children overtaxed social support systems

increasing dependence on welfare the decline of the social fabric loss of control and a sense of

powerlessness strong antigovernment sentiment and the lack of attachment or trust in rural

communities While all of these effects and more are not necessarily inevitable consequences there is

an increased likelihood of them occurring in the future under any of the alternatives

Response Additional discussion has been added to the People Coping with Change section of the Final

SEIS to highlight the variety of impacts that may occur

Comment The social assessment did not critique or incorporate considerable work that was already

done on the social and cultural impacts of reduced federal timber harvest levels

Response The social assessment used the most current applicable and available information

associated with timber harvest levels In addition other types of impacts such as those to commercial

fishing recreation and harvesting or collecting other forest products were evaluated

Comment The historical section of the SEIS does not acknowledge that forests comprised the principal

source of capital for building Pacific Northwest cities and towns

Response Additional information has been added to the Economy and Communities Overview section

of the SEIS to clarify the historical relationship between forest products and the growth of the cities and

towns

CIVIL RIGHrrs IMPACTS

Comment The SEIS has an inadequate and incomplete civil rights impact analysis The Forest Service

requires this for any major federal action which affects 10 or more people

Response Forest Service direction states A civil rights impact analysis for environmental or natural

resource actions is part of the social impact analysis package in a necessary environmental impact

statement FSH 1709.11 The civil rights impact analysis is presented in the Economy and

Communities section of Chapter 34 Civil rights is defined as the legal rights of United States

citizens to guaranteed equal protection under the law FSM 1705 Because no actual or projected

violation of legal rights to equal protection is foreseen no civil rights impacts are reported in the SEIS

The SEIS does however include additional information about expected impacts to American Indians

LABOR AND COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE

Comment While the SEIS analyzed the total impacts positive or negative on communities counties

states and the region the proposal by the Employment Task Force the Labor and Community

Assistance Working Group led by Peter Yu mitigates negative impacts to workers communities and

businesses and may substantially reduce impacts to these entities if fully implemented

Response The Labor and Community Assistance Working Group proposal involved recommendations

to the Clinton administration for framing legislation to Congress which is beyond the scope of this

SEIS

Comment More emphasis should be placed on retraining and on government subsidies for creative

and innovative new forms of business and employment in rural communities

Response Retraining programs and government subsidies for businesses and employment are beyond

the scope of this SEIS
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American Indians

The following comments and responses address impacts to American Indian treaty rights traditional

cultural uses and reservation lands as a result of changing resource uses reduced timber harvest and

enhanced riparian and fisheries protection

Comment The Federal Government’s efforts to develop a scientifically sound ecologically credible

and legally responsible plan for management of federal forests of the Pacific Northwest cannot be

considered until there is an evaluation of the plan’s potential to impair or restrict the treaty reserved

rights of American Indian tribes These rights include the right to manage reservation lands and

resources in accordance with tribal objectives and the right to carry out activities and use off

reservation resources pursuant to provisions set forth by treaty and Executive order

Response This SEIS presents alternatives for scientifically sound ecologically credible and legally

responsible management of federal lands that are highly responsive to American Indian rights The

SEIS will not impair or restrict treaty reserved rights of American Indian tribes nor the management of

tribal and Indian owned lands The Forest Service and BLM have no intention of preventing American

Indian tribes from maintaining Indian religious freedom or exercising treaty reserved rights on federal

forest lands The text of the SEIS has been revised to address this concern

? Comment Inconsistent with its trust responsibility the Federal Government adopted a process to

develop the Draft SEIS that fails to provide a meaningful opportunity to involve American Indian

governments which were in fact excluded from and denied access to the Assessment Team The process

lacked active participation by those tribes affected The SEIS lacked consideration of additional

anadromous fish protection and rebuilding objectives in Key Watersheds and Adaptive Management

Areas As a result the tribes are likely to lose significant resources

Response Opportunities for American Indian involvement began with the invitation to American

Indian leaders to participate in the President’s Forest Conference on April 2 1993 The Assessment

Team was largely comprised of scientific experts in all disciplines relevant to ecosystem management of

lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM There will be additional opportunities to participate

in the implementation of the selected alternative especially management of Key Watersheds and

Adaptive Management Areas The text of the American Indian section of the SEIS has been revised to

reflect this

Comment The SEIS should note that federally recognized tribes have standing as governmentalR

entities and exercise governmental authority over both persons and territory Opportunities for tribalR

participation did not recognize the government togovernment relationships American Indian tribesR

share with the Federal Government R

Response Tribal and Indian owned lands held in trust by the Federal Government are sovereign and

therefore have a unique status The American Indian section in the SEIS has been rewritten to include

information about the unique government togovernment relationship between the tribes and the

Federal Government and to clarify the role of tribes in future planning efforts for federal lands

Comment The SEIS should note that among reserved treaty rights are those involving fishingR

gathering hunting and grazing Habitat and therefore the environment is critical to the protection ofR

those rights R

Response The American Indian section of the SEIS has been rewritten to address these uses
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Comment Substitute the phrase tribal and Indian owned lands for tribal lands throughout the

SETS

Response The American Indian section of the SETS has been revised as recommended

Comment The Final SETS should identify and list the resources of importance to American Indian

tribes and include a complete evaluation of the environmental consequences to them under each of the

alternatives considered The Draft SETS does not identify important American Indian resources

especially those recognized through treaty and subsistence uses on both reservations and off

reservation federal lands

Response Chapter 34 of the SEIS lists the resources of importance in the region including those of

interest to American Indian tribes The purpose of this SETS and its detailed analyses is to provide a

complete evaluation of the environmental consequences of each alternative including impacts to Indian

tribes and subsistence uses The section on American Indian Peoples and Cultures has been rewritten to

emphasize that none of the alternatives will abridge or deny any American Indian rights or uses of

natural resources The management of resources on lands administered by the BLM and Forest Service

is nevertheless within federal and at times state jurisdiction such as for management of wildlife

populations and the agencies will manage these lands to protect both the resources and American

Indian rights

Comment Timber harvests on tribal and Indian owned lands are not controlled by the state timber

practices acts or by state regulations Please correct this in the Final SETS

Response State timber practices and regulations apply to National Forest and BLM District actions as

well as to state and private lands They do not apply to reservations or American Indian owned lands

Comment The FEMAT Report and Draft SETS are devoid of any analysis of tribal plans to rebuild the

fish runs in the Columbia River

Response Tribal plans to rebuild salmon runs in the Columbia River are not affected by this SETS

which places a high priority on protecting and restoring habitat used by salmon and steelhead within

the range of the northern spotted owl

Comment Some potential conflicts regarding tribal rights and use of natural resources are addressed

briefly in the social section and then are not resolved

Response This SEIS pertains only to lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM Physical access

to lands administered by these two agencies cannot be denied but may be regulated under provisions of

the American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 Use of various resources including mature cedar

trees and various plant materials are controlled by special use permits or a memorandum of

understanding with various tribes in accordance with local land use provisions Under any of the

alternatives impacts to particular sites would be evaluated and mitigated to the extent possible in site

specific plans

Comment The Assessment Team recommended initiating interagency consultation and collaboration

with tribes on programs sensitive to and respective of Native American spiritual beliefs Explain

whether this applies only to recognized tribes or all American Indians regardless of whether they have

any local ties to the land

Response All federally recognized tribes will be consulted during implementation of the selected

alternative Nonrecognized tribes or groups will be involved in the planning process as with any

interested group or individual
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Comment The SETS should note that American Indians have occupied the Pacific Northwest region for

perhaps
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Comment The SEIS analysis of impacts does not acknowledge the existence powers and

responsibilities of tribal governments nor does it recognize that Indian reservations are culturally

distinct within the region or that tribes have different public finance methods that might hinder their

ability to mitigate the impacts of the selected alternative

Response Tribal governments do have different responsibilities and financial methods These

governments are not being asked to mitigate the impacts of the selected alternative The text of the

American Indian Peoples and Cultures section of this SEIS has been revised to acknowledge American

Indian rights

AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURAL USES

?Comment Traditional hunting and gathering rights have not been considered in designating the

matrix This lack of consideration and analysis will lead to severe impacts on big game and sacred

areas

Response The management of the matrix under the alternatives is deferred to current plans and draft

plan preferred alternatives except as noted in the SEIS Traditional hunting and gathering rights were
considered in the development of these plans Big game populations in the matrix may increase because

these species tend to prefer edges of the forests where early seral forage and thermal cover are in close

proximity The creation of canopy gaps by natural disturbances and the availability of forage in the

matrix and on adjacent private lands will also provide forage for big game species Ground

disturbances in the matrix will be greater than in the reserves which may impact some American

Indian sacred areas Participation by the tribes in the planning processes as well as onthe ground

searches for archaeological and cultural sites by agency specialists for sitespecific projects and

watershed analyses should provide information to the agencies to avoid disturbance of previously

unknown cultural sites and sacred areas These measures are expected to minimize any impacts

Comment The environmental analysis has not adequately addressed cultural and archaeological

resources which require an adequate cultural inventory

Response The discussion of potential impacts on archaeological resources has been rewritten in the

American Indian Peoples and Cultures section of Chapter 34 In addition both the Forest Service and

BLM have manual and handbook direction to inventory analyze and protect these resources according

to existing laws and regulations as well as to consult with the State Historic Preservation Officer

SHPO for each state on projects Individual cultural sites will be protected by sitespecific plans and

will involve tribal consultation on any planned ground disturbance

AMERICAN INDIAN FISHERIES

Comment The discussion of commercial fisheries does not include tribal commercial fisheries on the

coast Puget Sound or the Columbia River There are over
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percent compromises the tribes treaty reserved rights to harvest salmon in favor of minimizing

reductions in timber outputs This is not consistent with legal obligations because it does not provide

for sustained harvest in perpetuity To manage for a lesser level of viability the Federal Government

bears the burden of demonstrating that this level will satisfy the tribes present and future living needs

There must be a clear intent to implement the federal trust responsibility to maintain harvestable fish

populations under any alternative

Response All of the alternatives include components of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy The intent

of this strategy is to increase watershed protection and improve the stream habitat on federal lands

upon which the fish depend There are a number of important factors that this SEIS has no legal control

over or mandate to resolve For example the number of salmonids leaving streams that drain lands

administered by the Forest Service and BLM and reach the ocean is influenced by the actions of off

forest landowners and uses including dams and hydroelectric projects that block or impede

downstream migration The number of returning salmonids is limited by commercial sport and

American Indian fishing the amount of catch for returning fish is set by the National Marine Fisheries

Service the states and tribes irrigation withdrawals that reduce water supplies as well as natural

predators in the ocean and along the rivers in federal forests These factors play an important role in the

number of salmonids that can be harvested by the various tribes under their treaty rights

? Comment Key Watersheds may not receive adequate protection for aquatic systems under Alternative

9 Protection of tribal fisheries was not considered when selecting Key Watersheds All watersheds

should be provided full protection for fishing

Response Regardless of whether a watershed is designated as a Key Watershed the process for

analysis of a federal watershed will involve a set of watershed assessment guidelines which are being

developed by the agencies The presence of American Indian trust resources or traditional Indian

fishing sites will be a factor in watershed analysis Tribal and public involvement opportunities will

arise as the assessments proceed

Comment Declining salmon populations have led to decreasing opportunities for members of the

Muckleshoot Indian Tribe The SEIS does not adequately address the impacts of each alternative to

salmon runs

Response Anadromous freshwater habitat is expected to improve under all alternatives except 7 and 8

see Chapter 34 Tribes states and federal agencies will cooperate in the management of salmonid

species

Legal and Process Issues

The following comments and responses address the requirements and processes of the Endangered

Species Act ESA the Federal Advisory Committee Act FACA the Federal Land Policy and

Management Act FLPMA the Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act MUSYA the National Environmental

Policy Act NEPA the National Forest Management Act NFMA the Organic Administration Act

OAA the Oregon and California Lands Act OC Act the Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources

Planning Act RPA and other laws This section also contains comments and responses addressing

various elements of the SEIS including the alternatives mitigation measures standards and guidelines

the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team FEMAT and Draft SEIS process the environmental

analysis process public involvement relationship to other plans and ElSs the scope of this SEIS agency

authority scientific uncertainty budgets and funding and editing
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IMPLEMENTATION OF NEPA

NEPA Process

Comment Alternative 9 is currently being implemented in the National Forests and being incorporated

in plans before the Final SEIS has been issued It is doubtful that substantive changes to the SEIS have

been considered

Response The Forest Service and BLM are examining the organizational structures analysis and

management practices that would be needed to implement aspects of the alternatives This staff work is

consistent with NEPA because no actions have been taken which would have an adverse environmental

impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives 40 CFR 1506.1a and it does not represent a

commitment to an alternative or predecisional implementation 40 CFR 1502.2f No alternative has

yet been adopted such will not occur until issuance of a Record of Decision The decision makers may

select any of the alternatives and planned activities will be modified as necessary to be consistent with

the alternative selected As a result of this work the agencies will be in an improved position to quickly

implement whatever strategy is approved in the Record of Decision for this SEIS

Comment The alternatives are based on critical habitat designations which have been found to beR

illegal in recent litigation Development of a Final SEIS should await resolution of that litigation R

Response Critical habitat designations did not provide the basis for the formulation of the alternatives

nor did the viability panels rely upon critical habitat in making their assessments An alternative which

was originally considered by the Assessment Team included Critical Habitat Units but was eliminated

from detailed study see the Chapter 2 section Alternatives Considered but Eliminated From Detailed

Study However federal agencies must continue to ensure that their actions will not likely destroy or

adversely modify critical habitat Critical habitat designations are still in effect despite the fact that

designation for the northern spotted owl has been challenged in litigation which has not yet been finally

resolved Formal consultation on the preferred alternative with the US Fish and Wildlife Service

regarding critical habitat did occur and is detailed in the Biological Opinion in Appendix G of this Final

SEIS

Comment There needs to be a NEPA process for implementation planning after an alternative isR

chosen R

Response This SEIS represents the necessary NEPA analysis for each of the various planning

documents at various levels that are to be amended by the proposed action see Chapter 1 The

Proposed Action More sitespecific NEPA analyses will occur for both local sitespecific project

decisions and any decisions to make further changes to Forest and District Plans NEPA documents

prepared at the project level likely will tier to the programmatic analysis in this SEIS see 40 CFR
1502.20

Comment The watershed analysis process should operate under the regulations required by NEPAR

and include full public involvement R

Response Watershed analysis is an analytical process and is not subject to NEPA regulations As such

watershed analysis is not a decision making process subject to public disclosure and participation

under NEPA The watershed analysis process will however include informal public participation that

will include various government and private organizations and interested citizens The information and

analysis generated by watershed analysis will be used in both local project and province planning

efforts These are steps which will involve the public through NEPA requirements
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NEPA Requirements

Comment The Final SEIS should identify an environmentally preferred alternative

Response The environmentally preferred alternative or alternatives will be identified in the Record of

Decision as required by CEQ regulations for implementing the NEPA 40 CFR 1505.2b
Comment Alternative 9 has been adopted by the President without any environmental analysis or

public involvement

Response Alternative 9 was identified as the preferred alternative in the Draft SEIS which described

the environmental analysis of all the alternatives Only after an alternative has been selected and

identified in the Record of Decision will an alternative have actually been adopted The decision makers

can select any of the alternatives analyzed in the SEIS

Comment The SEIS fails to thoroughly discuss the irreversible commitment of nonrenewable resources

as required by NEPA 40 CFR 1502.16

Response Of themselves the alternatives make no commitment of nonrenewable resources they

comprise broad programmatic management direction under which such commitments can be made at a

more sitespecific level The SEIS summarizes potential future effects related to nonrenewable resources

in Chapter 34 under Irreversible or Irretrievable Commitments

Comment NEPA requires agencies to include discussions of the possible conflicts between the

proposed action and the objectives of state and local land use plans policies and controls for the areas

concerned Neither the Draft SEIS or FEMAT Report contains any such discussion

Response This information has been added to the Final SEIS See the Conflicts with Other Plans section

in Chapter 34

Comment It appears that maps showing the locations of roadless areas were unavailable to the

Assessment Team Failure to consider roadless areas in the design of LateSuccessional Reserves

violates NEPA’s requirements for the use of the best scientific information

Response Current maps of roadless areas were utilized by the Assessment Team when designing the

LateSuccessional Reserves and are included in the administrative record

Comment The SEIS fails to address the requirements of Section 101 of NEPA Federal Government

Responsibility as required by the CEQ regulations 40 CFR 1502.2d
Response Each of the alternatives fully comply with the cited CEQ regulation For example to meet the

requirements of Section 101 42 USC 4331 b the SEIS alternatives

1fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the environment for succeeding

generations by maintaining and restoring the biological diversity of late successional and old growth

forest ecosystems

2 assure for all Americans safe healthful productive and aesthetically and culturally pleasing

surroundings by maintaining the health of the forest ecosystems and associated species within the

planning area

3 attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without degradation risk to health or

safety or other undesirable and unintended consequences by maintaining a sustained yield of natural
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resources while maintaining the long term health of the ecosystems

4 preserve important historic cultural and natural aspects of our national heritage and maintain

wherever possible an environment which supports diversity and variety of individual choice by
protecting cultural resources respecting the rights of American Indian tribes protecting unique and

valuable old growth ecosystems and maintaining a variety of experiences and opportunities within the

planning area

5 achieve a balance between population and resource use which will permit high standards of living

and a wide sharing of life’s amenities by maintaining a sustained yield of timber and other forest

products from the planning area and

6 enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the maximum attainable recycling ofR

depletable resources by maintaining forest ecosystems and specifying an ecosystem managementR

approach to provision of wood products other forest products and other forest values R

DECISION TO PREPARE A SUPPLEMENTAL EIS

Comment The President’s Forest Plan involves a big change in forest management and it should not be

evaluated in a supplement to an EIS The Draft SEIS is very different from the documents it

supplements It dearly represents a separate and distinct project with different goals and objectives and

should have been presented as an entirely new EIS

Response Because the selected alternative will supplement regional guides and land management

plans which provide management direction applicable to the same planning area it does not represent

a separate and distinct project and does not warrant a new EIS In addition to the extent that the SEIS

addresses different alternatives from previous EISs the SEIS contains all the components and analysis

of a complete EIS

INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAMS

Comment Several respondents felt that the interdisciplinary teams Assessment Team and SEIS Team
for this project did not adequately involve representatives from all related disciplines In particular

respondents stated that the areas of cultural resources economics recreation wildlife botany and
mycology should have been better represented Other respondents felt that the areas of silviculture and

forest management were not adequately represented

Response The membership of the Assessment Team and SEIS Team included specialists from a wide

variety of disciplines relevant to management of forest ecosystems Specialists in cultural resources

economics recreation wildlife and silviculture were members of both the Assessment Team and the

SEIS Interdisciplinary Team Botany and mycology were represented by specialists on the Assessment

Team

Forest management and silviculture specialists were also significant contributors to the Assessment
Team and SEIS Interdisciplinary Team Given the wide scope of the efforts and the array of requisite

expertise forest management and silvicultural expertise may not have appeared to be a major part of

the effort those disciplines however were well represented See the lists of preparers in both the

FEMAT Report and the SEIS for more information

Comment The List of Preparers for the SEIS does not indicate that representatives from state fish and

wildlife agencies were involved There is an apparent lack of state involvement in this process Explain

how state agencies will be included in preparation of the Final SEIS

Response State agencies commented on the Draft SEIS during the 90day public comment period State

agencies also provided input to the Interim Interagency Task Groups which in turn provided

information that was incorporated into this Final SEIS
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Comment Key members of the Assessment Team were not objective and advocated management of

specific resources based on subjective assessments The FEMAT Report analysis should be reconsidered

and the Assessment Team’s membership should be supplemented with experts representing a wider

array of opinions

Response The range of alternatives was determined by the purpose and need statement Final SEIS

Chapter 1 which reflects the President’s mandate and principles as expressed at the April
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was published and released for public review in April 1992 The spotted owl recovery planning effort

did include public review and participation pursuant to 16 USC 1533 f4 The Final Draft Spotted

Owl Recovery Plan was made available to the Assessment Team and portions were included in the

FEMAT Report and this SETS Portions of both the ISC Report and the Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan

were incorporated into alternatives in the FinalEnvironmentalImpact Statement on Managementfor the

Northern Spotted Owl in the NationalForests USDA FS 1992 which was published in draft and final

form and was subject to full public review The SAT Report is a biological analysis not a planning or

decision making document and is therefore not subject to NEPA public involvement requirements It

was however released in advance of the Draft SETS to allow the public additional time to become

familiar with the contents and has been included in this Final SETS as Appendix H In addition to the

public review described above those portions of the above documents that were incorporated into the

Draft SETS were subject to public review and comment during the 90day public comment period for

this SETS

Comment It is impossible for a reviewer to discern what portions of previous related documents were

used and how this information may have been altered when incorporated into the SETS It is also

difficult to discern the environmental impacts of those changes

Response The Assessment Team considered numerous previous efforts by the federal land

management agencies to develop a strategy for management of habitat for the northern spotted owl and

old growth forest related species see the FEMAT Report Chapter III Option Development and

Description for more information How the previous related documents were used is addressed in the

SEIS Chapter 2 Elements from Previous Documents Incorporated into the Alternatives by the

Assessment Team

SCIENTIFIC UNCERTAINTY

Comment The absence of concrete data and the reliance on professional opinion in the FEMAT Report

reflects a lack of research and monitoring Lack of data makes selection of Alternative 9 as currently

proposed a risky decision

Response Although the Assessment Team used the best information and research results available at

the time it is true that much information that would have been useful simply does not exist or is

unusable in its current form Nonetheless NEPA acknowledges the inevitability of incomplete

information and the environmental analysis may be considered by the decision maker if the gaps in

information are disclosed within the EIS 40 CFR 1502.22 See the Chapter 34 section on Incomplete or

Unavailable Information

The Assessment Team and the SETS Interdisciplinary Team examined the data and relationships used to

estimate the effects of the alternatives There is a substantial amount of credible information about the

topics addressed in this SETS the basic data and the central relationships are well established The teams

determined that while the missing information would frequently add precision to estimates or better

specify a relationship the basic data and central relationships are sufficiently well established in the

respective sciences and filling those information gaps would not likely reverse or nullify understood

relationships Though acquisition of new information was considered the teams determined that the

new information was not essential for the decision makers to make a reasoned choice among

alternatives

Nevertheless there clearly is some risk associated with moving forward under any alternative in the

face of incomplete or uncertain information This risk can be mitigated to an extent through the

acquisition of additional information But ultimately the risk that a given action will not produce

intended or expected results in the future is inherent in any human endeavor The information
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generated and compiled for the environmental analysis reflected in this SEIS is among the most andR

best ever assembled for a federal land management planning process R

Notwithstanding the relative abundance of information upon which the analysis is based it is

acknowledged that a great deal of professional judgment was relied upon in assessing the effects of the

alternatives Contrary to the suggestion in the comment however this reliance is not a fatal flaw First

the judgments generally are well informed at least relatively speaking given the data upon which they

are based Second the judgments are of scientists who are among the foremost in their respective

fields Third a degree of professional technical judgment is inevitable in evaluations and predictions

made in the sciences primarily relied upon in conducting the assessment of effects in this SEIS

There appears to be an implicit assumption in the comment that such sciences should produce precise

or certain results But this assumption fails to account for the fact that not all sciences share the same

certainty of knowledge and predictive capability That is while some socalled hard sciences are

more or less characterized by precise quantitative data widely accepted theories and research based on

experiments capable of being repeated and conducted in controlled environments the sciences utilized

in this SEIS do not generally fall into such a category Indeed ecology sociology and economics

generally are not as deterministic are more complex in large measure because they address living

organisms vis avis inanimate units rely on more subjective assumptions and ultimately yield less

certain results than those normally possible in physics or chemistry for example

Finally the alternatives analyzed in the SEIS each include an adjustment process adaptive

management that provides for modification of habitat management should new information warrant a

change in management see Implementation under The Alternatives Section in Chapter 2 The

Alternatives Implementation This adjustment process is guided by monitoring and research and

provides the flexibility to adjust the management direction of the selected alternative in the future

GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE DOCUMENTS

Comment There was no Literature Cited section in the Draft SEIS

Response In the FEMAT Report references are located at the end of each chapter The Draft SEIS

References section is located between the Glossary and the Appendices The References section has been

revised and updated in the Final SEIS and additional reference lists have been added at the end of each

appendix

Comment Several respondents suggested edits to the FEMAT Report citing incorrect numbers or

phrasing and other inconsistencies

Response All the information and analysis needed to understand the alternatives and theireffects is

displayed in this SEIS Errors in the FEMAT Report that affect standards and guidelines or the

discussion of effects have been corrected or clarified within the text of the SEIS as needed Other edits

although they would clarify the FEMAT Report are not needed to understand the alternatives or their

effects and are therefore not needed for the decision makers to make a reasoned choice among

alternatives Consequently there are no plans to reprint a corrected or updated version of the FEMAT

Report

Comment The Draft SEIS does not provide detailed forest specific information making it difficult forR

an individual to discern the impacts of the alternatives on a specific area The maps included with theR

Draft SEIS are imprecise and lack detail R
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Response The alternatives were developed to provide coordinated general management direction for

the lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM within the range of the northern spotted owl and

thus do not provide sitespecific information More detailed maps of Alternative 9 have been available

for review in the Public Reading Room at the Bureau of Land Management Oregon State Office in

Portland Oregon until 30 days after the Notice of Availability for this Final SEIS and may be

reviewed at Forest Service and BLM field offices There will also be opportunities to review sitespecific

information during subsequent planning processes which will occur as part of implementation of the

selected alternative

Comment The FEMAT Report and SEIS should be neutral concerning the promotion or rejection of

proposed change The documents actively promote change in federal forest management policy and
criticize management decisions of the past A more objective assessment needs to be done

Response This SEIS presents a factual discussion of environmental impacts No changes to the FEMAT
Report are contemplated

Comment Consultations with managers and nonfederal scientists that occurred during the SEIS
preparation efforts draft and final should be referenced to indicate substantive advice providedbythesesources

Response These consultations are identified in those SEIS narratives that utilize the information

provided by the consulted individuals Other consultations are listed in the references section of the

Final SETS which has been revised and expanded and some consultation documentation is filed in the

administrative record for this SEIS

Comment The Assessment Team’s predictions are based on laws boundaries and objectives that are

assumed to be static Our natural resource management laws have changed considerably over the past

10 to 20 years and there is a high likelihood that these laws boundaries and objectives will continue to

change within the planning timeframe

Response Alternative development and analysis must comply with current laws and regulations

NEPA requires that environmental analysis be based on reasonably foreseeable future actions and
this is displayed in the SEIS Future laws that significantly affect requirements assumptions or analysis

in this SEIS may necessitate adjustments to the management direction reflected in the selected

alternative

Ecosystem management is an ongoing adaptive process that changes as new information becomes

available The Regional Ecosystem Office under the authority of the Regional Interagency Executive

Committee will continually review the status of the alternative selected in the Record of Decision and
will be responsible for development evaluation and resolution of consistency and implementation

issues Through this process implementation of the selected alternative will be adapted as newR
information becomes available R

Comment A separate summary should have been prepared and distributed to the public

Response Summaries appear at the front of both the SEIS and the FEMAT Report

Comment The SEIS should be focused on managing demand for forest products rather than

responding to it

Response The management of demand for forest products is not within the authority of the agencies

involved in this effort
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The Alternatives

Range of Alternatives

Comment The SEIS violates NEPA by failing to present a full range of alternatives and should

consider a wider range of scientificallybased alternatives Too much attention is directed at a few

species associated with late seral stages

Response NEPA requires the agency to explore and evaluate all reasonable alternatives whichR

respond to the underlying purpose and need 40 CFR 1502.14 a and 1502.13 The alternativesR

presented in this SEIS meet these requirements and respond to the purpose and need defined inR

Chapter 1 of this SfIS Note that many alternatives were initially considered but were not givenR

detailed analysis because they were not consistent with the purpose and need for the SEIS seeR

Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Study in Chapter 2R

The purpose and need as originally defined by President Clinton at the April 1993 Forest Conference

focuses on latesuccessional and old growth forest ecosystems within the range of the northern spotted

owl and thus so do the alternatives The objectives of providing for long term health of the late

successional and old growth forest ecosystems and the species associated with them and minimizing

adverse economic effects constrain the range of reasonable alternatives available for analysis The SEIS

Team presented and evaluated an adequate range of alternatives

Comment The SEIS unlawfully excludes alternatives that could not be analyzed within the timeframes

given to the Assessment Team by the Clinton administration

Response This SEIS Interdisciplinary Team did not exclude alternatives solely on the basis that they

could not be analyzed within the established timeframes Ten reasonable alternatives within the scope

of the purpose and need of the proposed action were displayed in the SEIS During the public comment

period a number of ideas for new or modified alternatives were suggested These additional

alternatives were given consideration and are addressed elsewhere within this appendix

General

Comment Explain why social and economic outcomes were not given as much consideration as

wildlife concerns in developing the alternatives

Response Both the human and nonhuman components of the ecosystem were thoroughly considered

in the development of alternatives Chapter I of the FEMAT Report identifies the criteria used in

designing the alternatives The objectives stated attain the greatest economic and social contribution

from the forests of the region and meet the requirements of the applicable laws and regulations

including the Endangered Species Act the National Forest Management Act and the Federal Land

Policy Management Act The alternatives provide for economic and social needs while addressing

the explicit requirements of these laws to protect wildlife

Comment The alternatives should emphasize general goals for forest planning efforts to be adopted on

a larger regional basis and allow local planning efforts to be developed by citizens and agency and

industry representatives who are familiar with local resources The selected alternative should also

include plans to assist local integrated planning efforts already underway

Response The alternatives were designed to provide programmatic management direction There will

be opportunities for local input into the location and nature of individual projects through the site
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specific environmental analysis process which will occur during implementation of the selected

alternative This is particularly true within the Adaptive Management Areas Alternative 9 which

would provide the greatest flexibility for management There will be opportunities during watershed

analysis and the sitespecific planning efforts occurring subsequent to this SEIS for Forest Service and

Bureau of Land Management resource managers to collaborate with local integrated planning efforts

already in progress

Comment While the Draft SETS cites the inclusion of Adaptive Management Areas in Alternative 9 as

one of only two clear reasons for selection of the preferred alternative the FEMAT Report suggests that

Adaptive Management Areas could be incorporated into any of the alternatives If Adaptive

Management Areas are critical to meeting the underlying needs addressed in the FEMAT Report and

the Draft SEIS then the Final SEIS should explain why they were not incorporated into the other

alternatives

Response The preferred alternative Alternative 9 is identified in Chapter 2 of the Draft SETS as being

the alternative that most closely offers the specific management direction that would put into effecta

the plan that President Clinton announced on July 1 1993 titled The Forest Plan For a Sustainable

Economy and a Sustainable Environment Note that identification of the preferred alternative does not

constitute the adoption of the selected alternative The decision makers will designate the selected

alternative and the Record of Decision will provide the rationale for that decision The decision makers

may choose to incorporate Adaptive Management Areas into any alternative

Comment Clarify the relationship between the BLM’s Preferred Alternative in the Draft Resource

Management Plans and Environmental Impact Statements RMPEISs which were released in August

1992 and the BLM’s subsequent Revised Preferred Alternative to the Draft RMPEISs to Alternative 7

and the comparison of alternatives in the SETS

Response The chronological relationship of these documents is as follows the Draft RMPEISs each

with a Preferred Alternative were released in August 1992 The public commented on these documents

including the Preferred Alternatives during a 90day public comment period Those comments were

analyzed and in early 1993 the results were used to develop a Revised Preferred Alternative This

revision was intended to be developed into the Proposed Resource Management Plans and Final

Environmental Impact Statements for the western Oregon BLM Districts

However work on the Revised Preferred Alternative was put on hold as a result of the President’s

Forest Conference in April 1993 After the Forest Conference a draft of the preliminary and

unpublished Revised Preferred Alternative was made available to the Assessment Team The team used

this draft Revised Preferred Alternative in addition to other elements to develop Option 7 in the

FEMAT Report This option became Alternative 7 in the Draft and Final SETS Additionally a

substantial portion of the unpublished draft Revised Preferred Alternative is published in this SETS as

Appendix B2

The Assessment Team used the Revised Preferred Alternative during comparisons associated withR

Alternative 7 A reference in the Draft SETS Table III I pp 247 contained an error regarding theR

Revised Preferred Alternative this was corrected in the Final SETSR

The No Action Alternative

Comment No consideration is given to the NoAction Alternative

Response The No Action Alternative represents the management direction that was in place before

April 1990 when A ConservationStrategyfor the Northern Spotted Owl the ISC Report Thomas et al 1990
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was released Because of several court rulings and endangered species listings preApril 1990 direction

could not be legally implemented today For this reason the NoAction Alternative was not considered

to be a reasonable alternative see the June 21 1993 CEQ letter in Appendix C

Comment The No Action Alternative is incorrectly identified for lands administered by the BLM The

1992 BLM Preferred Alternative should have been used rather than the Management Framework Plans

from the late 1970 s and early 1980 s

Response The 1992 BLM Preferred Alternative was not used because it does not represent current

direction A final decision for the BLM Draft Resource Management Plans has not yet been designated

in a Record of Decision

Changes to Existing Alternatives

Comment The adaptive management process should be incorporated into Alternative 1 but without

compromising LateSuccessional Reserves

Response All alternatives include the adaptive management process Adaptive Management Areas

have only been incorporated into Alternative 9 but the decision makers have the option to decide to

include them in any alternative

New Alternatives

Introduction During the comment period many people and organizations offered ideas for new
different or modified alternatives These included suggestions for changes in the general management of

lands administered by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management sitespecific changes to

boundaries of land allocations ideas for subregional forest management strategies and suggestions for

policy or legislative changes Other respondents requested further consideration of alternatives that in the

Draft SEIS were considered but eliminated from detailed study

As noted in Chapter 1 this SEIS focuses on the purpose and need set out in the President’s mission

statement Many of the suggestions to add or modify alternatives do not meet this purpose and need and

or are outside of the authority of the Forest Service or Bureau of Land Management This SEIS responds to

the need for management direction on latesuccessional and old growth forests administered by the Forest

Service and Bureau of Land Management throughout the range of the northern spotted owl Requests to

consider sitespecific modifications or specific subregional management strategies are too limited in scope

for inclusion in this programmatic SEIS and may need to be remade in subsequent planning efforts at a

more sitespecific level

Many of the suggested alternatives may be explored in other planning or planning related efforts such as

adoption of or further amendment to Forest and District Plans research and monitoring activities

development or adjustment of standards and guidelines and the revision of federal laws Finally some of

the suggestions for new or modified alternatives could not be addressed because they were not described

in enough detail to allow for meaningful consideration

Comment The SEIS Interdisciplinary Team should develop and analyze alternatives that would

Establish permanent noharvest areas

Preserve roadless areas

Restrict thinning and salvage

Increase riparian protection
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Expand road conversion programs

Establish no more than one Adaptive Management Area per state

Thin in previously managed stands only

Add all LSOG stands below
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Response A noharvest alternative does not satisfy the purpose and need for the proposed action

which includes maintaining a sustained yield of renewable natural resources including timber other

forest products and other forest values and maintaining rural economies and communities as

described in Chapter 1 of this SEIS Alternative 1 most restricts programmed timber harvest by limiting

it to 12 percent of the available land base

Comment The SEIS Team should consider developing new alternatives that are based on ecologicalR

capabilities that focus on the quality of habitat rather than the quantityR

Response The alternatives do focus on the quality as well as the quantity of habitat that supports late

successional and oldgrowth forest species

Comment An alternative that reflects management under current plans and draft plan preferredR

alternatives before the release of the 1990 ISC Report should be included for reference purposes R

Response The described alternative is the NoAction Alternative which is addressed in Chapter 2 The

No Action Alternative This alternative was not considered in detail because it does not constitute a

reasonable alternative when evaluated against the purpose and need of the proposed action see the

June 21 1993 letter from the CEQ in Appendix C of this SEIS The effects of the No Action Alternative

can be approximated by effects displayed in Chapter 34 as 1980 1989 Average or equivalent Also

Alternative A in the 1992 FinalEnvironmentalImpact Statement on Management for the NorthernSpotted

Owl in the NationalForests USDA FS 1992 to which this SEIS is a supplement displays the noaction

alternative for lands administered by the Forest Service

Comment Develop an alternative that offers more of a transition period for rural timberdependent

communities even though it might require congressional legislation for adoption to make the

alternative legal

Response Congress could enact legislation that would establish the suggested strategy Such an

alternative however would not be consistent with the purpose and need of this SEIS which requires

that the alternatives be designed to meet the requirements of existing applicable laws and regulations

Related to this effort the Labor and Community Assistance Working Group originating from the

Forest Conference is developing an economic development and assistance plan to address the concerns

of timberdependent communities

Comment An alternative should be considered that places all roadless areas in reserves

Response Alternative 1 places all inventoried RARE II roadless areas in reserves

Comment The federal land management agencies should be limited to presenting only one alternative

in the NEPA process for environmental analysis and the public and private sectors should have the

opportunity to provide their own alternatives This would save agencies from trying to determine

through scoping what the public and private sectors want

Response In compliance with NEPA requirements this effort has considered ten reasonable

alternatives in detail Many of the alternatives initially considered were eliminated from detailed study

because they did not meet the objectives purpose and need andor legal requirements associated with

this SEIS Nonetheless the public was given the opportunity to suggest new alternatives during the90daypublic comment period for the Draft SEIS Finally the suggested planning process is inconsistent

with NEPA and the CEQ regulations implementing the statute

Comment A baseline alternative should have been developed that reflects concern for local
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communities and regional economies and shows the relative social and economic costs of the various

alternatives

Response Alternative 7 is a baseline alternative and represents the likely management direction that

would have been followed if the Forest Service and BLM had continued with their present land and

resource management planning processes and if they had adopted the elements of the Final Draft

Spotted Owl Recovery Plan USDI unpub The social and economic analysis for this alternative is

provided in Chapter 34 of this Final SEIS In addition the social and economic costs associated with

each alternative were projected including specific consideration of the relative vulnerabilities of

particular local communities The objectives of providing for late successional and old growth forest

ecosystems and minimizing adverse economic effects constrain the range of reasonable alternatives

Alternatives were considered in the initial analysis that included higher levels of commodity

production but were not given further consideration See Alternatives Considered but Eliminated From

Detailed Study in Chapter 2 of this Final SEIS Additionally alternatives which include higher levels of

commodity production are analyzed in the underlying ETSs which are supplemented by this SEIS

Combination of Alternatives

Comment Various composite alternatives which incorporate elements from two or more of the

alternatives were suggested Two examples include

Incorporate elements of Alternatives
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in accordance with requirements at the Forest and District levels The remaining recommendations are

available for incorporation into local planning efforts as appropriate Only the required mitigation

measures not the recommended mitigation measures in the FEMAT Report were considered to be part

of the alternatives when assessing environmental impacts of the alternatives

Comment Mitigation measures should be defined more clearly and have definitive minimums and

maximums to protect the ecosystem and allow reasonable disclosure of the environmental impacts as

required by NEPA This information should include clear goals for the mitigation and criteria to rate

effectiveness and ability to implement the measures The SEIS should also discuss whether additional

mitigation measures as noted in the FEMAT Report are feasible

Response The sections pertaining to mitigation measures and standards and guidelines have beenR

revised in this SEIS to address this concern R

STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

Comment Clarify whether the watershed analysis process will be able to alter the standards and

guidelines of the selected alternative

Response The standards and guidelines of the selected alternative as defined in the Final SEIS and

Record of Decision cannot be changed by watershed analysis See Appendix B6 for more information

on the watershed analysis process

Comment The standards and guidelines associated with each of the alternatives need to be clarified in

the alternatives description section of Chapter 2

Response The Final SEIS has been revised to clarify the standards and guidelines

Comment Explain how Research Natural Areas will be managed in the Late Successional Reserves

Response Certain Research Natural Areas are Congressionally Reserved Areas Management of these

lands will follow the direction of the applicable legislation or plans Other Research Natural Areas are

Administratively Withdrawn Areas These areas are governed by standards and guidelines of the

current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives and those of the LateSuccessional Reserves In cases

where there are conflicts in direction those standards and guidelines which the agencies determine are

likely to provide greater benefits to latesuccessional and old growth related species will apply In

addition implementation of standards and guidelines for Administratively Withdrawn Areas must also

be consistent with the intent of the administrative withdrawal The management of Administratively

Withdrawn Areas has been clarified in the Final SEIS

Comment There are no standards and guidelines that address research in Late Successional Reserves

and standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves appear to inappropriately limitresearch Research

activities are necessary to test assumptions or to evaluate techniques for restoring or establishing

conditions necessary for achieving Riparian Reserve goals and objectives Standards and guidelines that

permit appropriate research should be added for these areas

Response Standards and guidelines that address research have been added for Late SuccessionalR

Reserves in Appendix B7 and for Riparian Reserves in Appendix B6R
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SCOPE OF THE SEIS

Comment The scope of the SEIS should be expanded to include federally managed lands east of the

range of the northern spotted owl and to stipulate that no increase in harvest will occur on these lands

to compensate for reduced harvest within the range

Response The ecological conditions in federally managed lands east of the range of the northern

spotted owl are sufficiently unique and distinct from those within the range that they were not included

in the scope of the proposed action

Comment Alternative 9 offers no protection for watersheds outside of the range of the northern spotted

owl

Response Management of watersheds outside the range of the northern spotted owl is beyond the

scope of the proposed action analyzed in this SEIS

Comment A separate NEPA analysis should be done for aquatic ecosystem management Aquatic

species lack sufficient commonality with old growth forest species and a separate NEPA analysis is

warranted NEPA analysis should be done for each affected rural county to evaluate environmental

social and economic impacts resulting from aquatic ecosystem management

Response The Assessment Team and the SEIS Team were directed to use an ecosystem approach for

developing a management strategy Aquatic ecosystems are an integral part of the landscapes which

encompass them and thus it was decided not to separate them in the environmental analysis

Notwithstanding their integration into the whole effects on aquatic resources within the range of the

northern spotted owl were fully considered Additional analysis of aquatic ecosystems will occur with

future Forest and District planning efforts watershed analysis and sitespecific projects

SUGGESTED CHANGES OUTSIDE AGENCY AUTHORITY

The following section addresses comments that suggest changes to the SEIS and other actions that are

outside the authority of the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management as well as outside the scope

of this programmatic SEIS

Comment The President should sign an Executive order which permanently establishes the entire

reserve system

Response Permanent withdrawals such as wilderness designations are outside the authority

delegated legislatively to the agencies involved in this SEIS and would require congressional action

Comment Some of the comments received suggested modifying current legislation to allow

consideration of a greater range of alternatives or as other comments suggested to further limit the

range of alternatives Still other comments suggested modifying legislation to accomplish other

purposes such as protecting Wildernesses

Response One of the core purposes of the proposed action is to adopt within existing legal andR

regulatory requirements a revised management strategy for the federal late successional and oldRgrowthforests within the range of the northern spotted owl Thus modification of existing laws isR

fundamentally inconsistent with the purpose and need of the proposed action R
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Comment Comments were received both supporting and opposing inclusion of sufficiency language in

the Final SEIS or Record of Decision to limitor prevent potential appeals of the decision associated with

this SEIS andor to limit the number of potential timber sale appeals on the sitespecific projects which

will implement the selected alternative

Response The agencies involved in the preparation of this SEIS do not have the authority to include

sufficiency language Such an action is under congressional authority and as such is outside the scope

of this SEIS Appeals procedures are determined through a separate administrative process and are also

outside the scope of this SEIS

Comment An administrative solution is highly vulnerable to appeals and other litigation because no

strategy will satisfy everyone We need to enact comprehensive forest legislation

Response Enactment of new legislation is fundamentally inconsistent with the purpose and need of the

proposed action which calls for adoption within existing legal and regulatory requirements of a

revised management strategy for the federal latesuccessional and old growth forests within the range

of the northern spotted owl

Comment A number of individuals suggested ways to reorganize the Forest Service and Bureau of

Land Management to better facilitate implementation of the selected alternative or to otherwise

improve the agencies

Response Reorganization of federal agencies and their work forces is beyond the scope of the proposed

action analyzed in this SEIS However the new emphasis on interagency coordination and cooperation

with state and local governments private landowners tribes and citizens the new standards and

guidelines and the new management objectives all will lead to major changes in how the agencies do

business

Comment Develop an alternative that considers purchasing productive lowland and low gradient

habitats in floodplains and estuaries which have been lost to agriculture flood control transportation

navigation and land development projects Restore these areas to forest land to supplement the

shrinking timber base

Response Purchase of specific parcels of private land is outside the scope of this programmatic SEIS

However land exchanges involving LateSuccessional Reserves may be considered during sitespecific

planning when they will provide benefits equal to or better than current conditions see Appendix B7 in

this Final SEIS

Comment Option 9 in the FEMAT Report recommends that Forest Service and BLM administrative

units be realigned along watershed boundaries This recommendation should be adopted in the Final

SEIS

Response Realignment of Forest Service and BLM administrative unit boundaries is outside the scope

of the proposed action analyzed in this SEIS However the Forests and BLM Districts do have limited

authority to adjust administrative boundaries within their own units Such adjustments may be

considered by the Forests and Districts during more sitespecific analyses which will occur during

implementation of the selected alternative

Comment The SEIS should address the downsizing issue now occurring within the Pacific Northwest

and Pacific Southwest Regions of the Forest Service If Alternative 9 is selected the Forest Service will

need qualified trained personnel to implement the many facets of this program and many of these

personnel are currently threatened with layoffs
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Response While it is true that the Forest Service is currently decreasing its work force downsizing is

related to budgets which are allocated by Congress Congressional appropriations are outside the scope

of the proposed action of this programmatic SEIS

Comment The Clinton administration should introduce legislation for an interim management plan

The measure would allow scientific review of the current federal management plan to identify acreage

that can be harvested An interim solution is necessary to generate timber sales in the short term and

maintain some level of economic activity in the region

Response One of the core purposes of the proposed action is to adopt within existing legal andR

regulatory requirements a revised management strategy for the federal latesuccessional and oldRgrowth
forests within the range of the northern spotted owl Thus modification of existing laws isR

fundamentally inconsistent with the purpose and need of the proposed action R

Comment Current forest and resource management planning techniques are often inconclusive costly

and lengthy The SEIS should direct federal agencies to reexamine planning technologies and

procedures

Response The alternatives analyzed in this SEIS propose a broader planning approach involving

provincial and regional perspectives to address the regional nature of many issues within the planning

area The planning process itself is prescribed by laws and regulations Analysis of current planning

technologies and procedures is outside the scope of the proposed action analyzed in this SEIS

THE FEMAT REPORT AND THE SEIS

Relationship Between the FEMAT Report and SEIS

Comment Where differences occur between the FEMAT Report and the SEIS explain which is correct

Response While the SEIS Team intended that the Draft SEIS rely heavily on the analysis presented in

the FEMAT Report in some cases a choice was made between dual statements In these cases the

statement in the SEIS reflects a standard or estimate that most closely reflects the general strategy and

the ability to implement the option alternative proposed by the Assessment Team Where such

inconsistencies occur the statement in the Final SEIS as selected or modified in the Record of Decision

is the governing statement The Final SEIS is intended to be a stand alone document to the extent that it

is possible for a supplemental NEPA document

Comment Pages IV20 through IV27 of the FEMAT Report describe other previous plans and their

rationale in order to support the thinking going into the LateSuccessional and other Reserves Some of

the standards listed on these pages conflict others are not included in all alternatives and others appear

differently in the Options Clarify whether these standards and guidelines apply to the alternatives

Response The standards and guidelines displayed on the referenced pages are for information and

example only and do not apply to the alternatives unless specifically included in the description of the

alternatives

Comment Clarify the distinction between the FEMAT Report’s options and the Draft SEIS’s

alternatives

Response The SEIS Team intended that there be no significant difference between the options in the

FEMAT Report and the alternatives in the Draft SEIS Alternatives is the label more suited to the

environmental impact statement format thus the label was changed Alternatives in this Final SEIS may
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be slightly different from the options in the FEMAT Report These changes incorporate additional

standards and guidelines which were developed in response to additional analysis which took place

since the Draft SEIS provide analysis and comments from the public and clarify management direction

Comment The FEMAT Report raises the question of trust FEMAT Report p 11 14 but the SEIS does

not deal with this issue This issue is central to the application of management direction to achieve

federal forest management objectives

Response A review process is a component of each of the SEIS alternatives The Regional Ecosystem

Office has been established to oversee the implementation of the selected alternative and ensure that

agencies actions are consistent with the direction of the selected alternative

The FEMAT Report

Comment Page 11128 of the FEMAT Report suggests that all or portions of the receipts from

Adaptive Management Areas should be used for activities within these areas This is not legal and

would be subject to court challenge

Response This recommendation was not carried forward from the FEMAT Report to the SEIS Such an

approach to funding would require a congressional appropriation and is outside the scope of the

proposed action analyzed in this SEIS

Comment There is a need to revisit the Assessment Team’s process not necessarily do it over but

calibrate it append it and provide assurance that every reasonable attempt has been made to find a

solution that achieves the desired outcomes with the least cost to society

Response Additional analysis was completed between the Draft and Final SEIS and this information

has been incorporated into Chapter 34 and Appendices Bll and f of the Final SEIS Furthermore the

SEIS and the process through which it was derived were reconsidered through the public comment

process during which numerous aspects of the alternatives were adjusted Forest management is an

ongoing evolving process and there will be ample opportunity to revise forest management

approaches and techniques through the adaptive management process

Draft SEIS

Comment The Draft SEIS calls for Managed LateSuccessional Areas but their use in Alternative 9 is

not dear

Response Originally Managed LateSuccessional Areas were not included in Alternative 9 Some

Managed Late Successional Areas have been added in the Eastern Washington Cascades and the

California Cascades Provinces however to address concerns expressed by the US Fish and Wildlife

Service as part of the Endangered Species Act consultation process for northern spotted owl habitat in

those areas

Comment The SEIS states that some old growth stands would be harvested under the preferred

alternative and that these areas are not likely to exhibit the ecological and human values that they

currently provide The reasons for this should be clarified

Response This discussion has been expanded in the Final SEIS See Chapter 34
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Comment More time should be taken to analyze the effects of the alternatives on ecosystems The time

demands of the schedule were unrealistic

Response The FEMAT Report and SEIS are based on analysis which has been ongoing for 3 years The

timelines established for analysis were considered to be sufficient given the extensive previous analysis

Because of the large number of public comments received during the public comment period a 3month

extension was granted to analyze comments and incorporate changes resulting from those comments

into the Final SEIS

Comment The Draft SEIS discusses a sixth alternative that appears to be quite different from the others

Draft SEIS p 243 Explain what happened to this alternative

Response The sixth additional alternative developed by the Assessment Team consisted of a long

timber harvest rotation 300 to 350 years with no LateSuccessional Reserves This long rotation

alternative would have placed all federal forests outside of designated wilderness under active

management and would have been based on the constant change theory of forest ecology The steady

state theory and its component of large reserves was considered by the Assessment Team to represent

a less risky approach for management of federal forests given the current proportion oflatesuccessional forest ecosystems in the region As a result the sixth alternative was not included among

the 10 alternatives selected for further analysis The 10 alternatives that were given further detailed

analysis were considered by the Assessment Team to have the highest probability of meeting all the

objectives given to the team at the April 1993 Forest Conference Long rotation alternatives and the

constant change theory of forest ecology are further addressed in the Silviculture section of this

appendix and will continue to be evaluated over time by the Forest Service and BLM especially as the

proportion of late successional and old growth forest in the planning area landscape increases

Comment The FEMAT Report calls for involvement of the states tribes and other organizations in the

local planning processes which will implement the selected alternative Many of these organizations do

not have the funding or staffing to provide such support The SEIS should include provisions for federal

funding to enable representation from these outside organizationsResponse
The alternatives analyzed in the SEIS do not provide for funding individuals from outside

organizations to participate in local planning efforts Federal appropriations are congressionally

allocated and thus are outside the scope of the proposed action and the agencies authority In the case

of Alternative 9 innovative approaches to foster local involvement cooperation and consensus in

managing theAdaptive Management Areas would be encouraged however as would creative funding

approaches to accomplish these strategies

Peer Review

Comment The FEMAT Report and SEIS did not receive peer review based on scientific analysis There

is scientific dispute about some of the assumptions made by the Assessment Team

Response NEPA does not require peer review Nonetheless the FEMAT Report did receive blind

peerreview by qualified individuals from 16 universities and organizations Additionally the

opportunity to comment on the scientific and technical adequacy of the FEMAT Report and Draft SEIS

was provided during the 90day public comment period Aspects of the SEIS that are in scientific

dispute are identified and discussed in this SEIS
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ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

Comment The Adverse and Long Term Consequences and Short Term Uses and Long Term

Productivity sections in the Draft SEIS need to be strengthened using information available in the

appendices

Response These sections have been updated and expanded in this Final SEIS See Chapter 34

Comment The proposed use of watershed analysis to determine actual levels of water quality and fish

habitat protection effectively precludes full disclosure of environmental impacts as required under

NEPA

Response The Final SEIS includes a complete description of the environmental impacts at an

appropriate level for a programmatic SEIS which is sufficient for the decision makers to make an

informed decision In this analysis prescribed Riparian Reserves are provided and analyzed Watershed

analysis will provide additional sitespecific information for local NEPA planning efforts To the extent

that the environmental analysis of a sitespecific proposal relies on watershed analysis this information

will be available for public review during the NEPA process associated with the analysis of sitespecific

project proposals

Comment In the FEMAT Report Option 7 Option 1and Option 1 with Recreation Emphasis are

analyzed Explain Option 1 with Recreation Emphasis and clarify the reason for not addressing

recreation emphasis in all options

Response Options 1 and 7 represent the ends of the spectrum of land allocations for a variety of

recreational uses The acreage contribution and the economic value of any of the remaining alternatives

can be extrapolated by their proximity to either end of the spectrum

Option 1 with Recreation Emphasis was developed as part of the analysis It represents management

under Option 1 combined with additional road closures to meet a need for semiprimitive

nonmotorized recreation see Swanson and Loomis unpub The recreation emphasis could be added

by the decision makers to any of the alternatives to generate similar results

Comment Analysis of past timber harvest activities should be emphasized and emphasis on potential

timber harvest volume should be reduced

Response This SEIS displays effects of past timber activities in large measure through the analysis of

the current amounts and distribution of particular kinds of stands and habitat More detailed analysis of

the lasting effects of past timber harvest activities and patterns will occur as part of the watershed

analysis process Disturbance and land use history are some of many variables which will be considered

on a watershed bywatershed basis to provide information on what processes are active within a

watershed and how those processes are distributed over time and space Emphasis on potential timber

harvest volume is necessary because a sustained level of timber harvest and maintenance of rural

communities are part of the purpose and need for this SEIS

Comment The Draft SEIS states that the uses of resources under the standards and guidelines of the

preferred alternative and current plans will result in no long term loss in productivity of forest soils and

other components necessary for a healthy forest environment Draft SETS p 34139 This statement

is incorrect because under any of the alternatives in the report increased pressure to harvest timber on

state and private lands will result in increased impacts to ecosystems Without a change in local and

state environmental laws impacts to forest and aquatic ecosystems will continue as a result of this

increased pressure to harvest on state or private lands
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Response The process of evaluating cumulative effects included consideration of the incremental

impact of actions on lands owned andor managed by other nonfederal agencies states American

Indian tribes corporations and individuals Road construction and use and timber harvest are the

principal activities on nonfederal forest lands which make an incremental contribution to the

cumulative impacts disclosed in the SEIS Modeling indicates that although reductions in federal

harvests tend to spur some supply responses on the part of private landowners in the region timber

harvest the level of the supply response is short lived and is limited by the age distribution of the

timber on private lands Moreover changes to local and state environmental laws are outside the scope

of the proposed action and beyond the authority of either joint lead agency

Comment The SEIS ignores global environmental consequences such as climate change and increasedR

timber harvest in other parts of the world that would result from decreased timber harvest in theR

United States R

Response A section on the Effects of Alternatives on Global Change has been added to the Final SEIS

Comment The analysis of the alternatives should include a fragmentation index to allow the decisionR

makers to determine the impacts of edge effects R

Response Analysis of fragmentation is best done at the landscape and watershed level and it is

therefore not prudent or practicable to use such an index for this programmatic SEIS A primary

purpose of the LateSuccessional Reserves is to minimize and reverse the effects of fragmentation Also

connectivity was a primary factor in the development and assessment of Late Successional Reserves

Adaptive Management Areas and Riparian Reserves

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

General Comments

Comment Everyone should have the opportunity to participate in the process for making decisions

about the management of our public lands

Response The 90day public comment period and public hearings provided the public with the

opportunity to participate in the SEIS process Substantive comments were analyzed in detail This SEIS

reflects changes in response to concerns The implementation of the selected alternative through future

planning efforts undertaken at more sitespecific levels will provide additional opportunities for public

involvement

Comment Explain how the public has been informed on land management practices from the adoption

of NEPA to the present Address how and to what extent the public has been informed of and involved

in decisions regarding timber harvest practices in the Pacific Northwest

Response The scoping that led up to this effort is described in Chapter 1 of this SEIS More detailed

information can be found in Forest and District Plans Resource Management Plans and Annual

Monitoring Reports A historical analysis of public involvement and scoping for timber harvest in the

Pacific Northwest since the adoption of NEPA is beyond the scope of this SEIS

Comment The process did not consider extensive public involvement that took place during the

development of Forest and District Plans as required by NFMA and FLPMA

Response The Social Assessment of the FEMAT Report included a sampling of public comment on

District and Forest Plans completed over the past decade to identify key concerns and issues Also the
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alternatives in the SEIS are based on and supplement the NEPA documentation prepared for Forest and

District Plans and thus embody the extensive scoping involved in and reflected by those plans

Additional scoping is not required see the Memo from CEQ in Appendix C for more information

Comment Copies of the Draft SEIS and FEMAT Report were not mailed out in a timely manner and

this functionally limited the comment period to less than 90 days

Response Copies of these documents were distributed as expeditiously as was practicable throughout

the public comment period The 90day comment period as required by the CEQ regulations 40 CFR
1506.10 a1 is designed partially to assure time for document distribution Moreover copies of the

Draft SEIS and FEMAT Report were available in public reading rooms during the entire comment

period

Comment The public was not provided with a reasonable opportunity to review the Draft SEIS Also

copies of the Draft SEIS and FEMAT Report were not sent out to those who had previously requested

copies of significant Forest and District Plan amendments and significant regional guides

Response The comment period was July 30 to October
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conducted public meetings Public outreach was also promoted through publication of notice in local

papers throughout the planning area and information letters with forms to request copies of the SEIS

which were sent out to a large interagency mailing list

FEMAT Public Involvement

Comment The 60 days allowed to produce the FEMAT Report did not provide for adequate public

involvement Members of the public were denied opportunity to participate in the Assessment Team’s

effort and have been denied access to the administrative records of the Assessment Team

Response The FEMAT Report was an effort of scientists designed to develop a technical assessment of

options for management of federal late successional and old growth forests within the range of the

northern spotted owl in order to meet the criteria laid out at the April 1993 Forest Conference The

public was provided an opportunity to comment on the FEMAT Report and Draft SEIS and to review

the administrative records of the Assessment Team during the 90day public comment period

Opportunities to comment were also provided during the President’s Forest Conference and the

extensive scoping efforts that led up to the SEIS effort see Chapter 1

Comment The public could not comment fully and properly on the FEMAT Report’s options without

seeing the documents supporting the FEMAT Report’s analysis which were not provided to the public

All written materials and any taped discussions which were made during the meetings of the

Assessment Team or that were provided to the Assessment Team by invited guests should be made
available to the public If these materials are not made available this should be justified to the public

Response The administrative record of the Assessment Team’s effort has been available for public

review at the BLM Oregon State Office in Portland Oregon All those who inquired about the

administrative record were notified that they could review it at this location The administrative record

will continue to be available for review for 30 days following the Notice of Availability of this Final

SEIS

SEIS Public Involvement

Comment Scoping should be required for a Supplemental EIS especially one that affects Forest and

District Plans in a multistate area impacts several million people affects the tax base of every

community and modifies critical habitat designated under the Endangered Species Act

Response The scoping section in Chapter 1 details the scoping efforts that led to the development of

this SEIS This effort is guided by NEPA regulations 40 CFR 1500 1508 As per 40 CFR 1502.9 c4
scoping is not required for a Supplemental EIS See also the June 21 1993 letter from the Council on

Environmental Quality in Appendix C of this SEIS Critical habitat as defined by the US Fish and

Wildlife Service under the Endangered Species Act is not modified by the proposed action analyzed in

this SEIS

Comment Clarify when comments to the Draft SEIS had to be received Some people understood that

the comments had to be received before the end of September 1993 in order to be considered

Response The Notice of Availability for the Draft SEIS which was published in the Federal Register

and in newspapers identified the close of the comment period All comments from the public or from

agencies that were postmarked by October 28 1993 have been fully considered in the preparation of

this Final SEIS Additionally the SEIS Interdisciplinary Team also reviewed those letters which were

received after the close of the comment period
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Comment The Draft SETS and Alternative 9 were developed without consulting local forest managers

and others who have knowledge of local forest systems

Response See Chapter 1of this SEIS for a description of the scoping efforts that led to the development

of this SEIS Most of the base data for all of the options considered by the Assessment Team were

provided by the local Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management offices Local forest managers

were also provided with the opportunity to comment on the Draft SEIS and Alternative 9 during the

90day public comment There will be further opportunities for local input as sitespecific analyses are

conducted for local projects and the adaptive management process is implemented

Comment Alternative 9 was developed without the participation of labor groups or the timber

industry

Response Labor groups and the timber industry had an opportunity to provide input during the90dayDraft SEIS public comment period

Comment The agencies will not be able to meaningfully consider public input gathered during the

comment period because there is inadequate time provided between the end of the comment period

and the publishing date of the Final SEIS

Response The completion date for the Final SEIS was extended 3 months to allow additional time to

analyze public comments

PostROD Public Involvement

Comment Regional management committees and regional reforestation teams should be formed that

would direct forest management activities in a specific area and provide for public involvement

Response The Regional Interagency Executive Committee RIEC will oversee implementation of the

selected alternative as described in Chapter 2 Implementation

Comment The FEMAT Report implied that public involvement begins with the implementation phase

Explain how diverse social values will be considered in the decision making process Clarify how the

Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management will conduct public involvement under the selected

alternative

Response The public is and will continue to be involved in all phases of decision making as they

were in the comment period used to revise the Draft SEIS Overall ecosystem management is intended

to involve federal land managers state agencies county and city officials private landowners and the

public in an open collaborative decision making process Diverse social values are considered through

a variety of channels including participation in the NEPA scoping process public involvement during

environmental analysis and submission of comments to the decision maker

MANAGEMENT DIRECTION

General

Comment The Assessment Team was instructed to develop alternatives that address maintenance

andor restoration of spawning and rearing habitat on Forest Service Bureau of Land Management

National Park Service and other federal lands to support recovery and maintenance of viable
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populations of fish species FEMAT Report p 115 The Draft SEIS only presents management

direction for lands managed by the Forest Service and BLM

Response Because current management plans for National Parks and National Wildlife Refuges

generally do maintain such habitat and there is no indication that this management will change there

is no need to reiterate this management direction in the SEIS As indicated in The Planning Area section

of Chapter 2 of this Final SEIS management direction for federal lands other than those managed by the

Forest Service and BLM will generally maintain existing habitat

Comment Page 211 of the Draft SEIS states that standards and guidelines from current plans and draft

plan preferred alternatives will apply when they provide greater benefits to latesuccessional and old

growth species than other provisions of the alternatives Clarify the management direction in Chapter

2 and define greater benefits

Response This has been clarified in the Final SEIS to state that in all allocations unless specifically

excepted by standards and guidelines presented in this SEIS standards and guidelines within current

plans and draft plan preferred alternatives apply where they are more restrictiveor providegreaterbenefits

to latesuccessional forest related species For example thinning in a Late Successional Reserve would

be permitted only if it was consistent with the standards and guidelines of the selected alternative in

this SEIS and consistent with the standards and guidelines of the underlying current or draft plan

preferred alternative When a sitespecific issue arises the determination of greater benefits will be

made by the decision maker at the level most appropriate to the issue More specific definition of

greater benefits is not possible at this stage of planning and will be determined at the sitespecific

level

Comment The California Oregon state line intersects small slivers of certain administrative units such

as the Klamath and Siskiyou National Forests For administrative efficiency it should be reasonable to

apply province or state specific standards and guidelines to these entire administrative units rather

than to administer these few acres differently

Response Management along administrative unit boundaries instead of along the California Oregon

state line is acceptable as long as it is consistent stated as the intent of the unit involves only a slight

fraction of that unit and does not violate a clear assumption or conclusion of the selected alternative

Comment Explain how the preferred alternative relates to the Deferred Old Growth Emphasis Areas in

the BLM Draft Resource Management Plans

Response Deferred and NonDeferred Old Growth Emphasis Area prescriptions are not part of the

preferred alternative However the Connectivity Diversity Block allocation and prescription will be

applied to those lands in the South Willamette North Umpqua Area of Concern in the Eugene District

of the BLM which were designated as Deferred Old Growth Emphasis Areas and NonDeferred Old
Growth Emphasis Areas in the Revised Preferred Alternative to the Draft Resource Management Plans

Connectivity Diversity Block standards require 150 year area control rotations Overall 25 to 30

percent of these blocks will be maintained in latesuccessional condition and when areas are harvested

12 to 18 green trees per acre will be retained

National Forest Management Act NFMA

Comment Certain NFMA constraints need to be revised In particular the provision that calls for the

National Forest to be the planning unit These changes should not await a more comprehensive review

and revision of the planning statute
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Response One of the core purposes of the proposed action is to adopt within existing legal and

regulatory requirements a revised management strategy for the federal latesuccessional and old

growth forests within the range of the northern spotted owl Thus changes to the NFMA Regulations

36 CFR Part 219 are fundamentally inconsistent with the purpose and need of the proposed action

Comment The Draft SEIS violates the National Forest Management Act because the amendments to

existing Forest Plans are significant amendments and the procedures of NFMA and the NFMA
regulations including seeking public input and participation have not been completed

Response Adoption of the selected alternative regardless of which of the SEIS alternatives is adopted
would result in significant changes to the existing Region 6 Forest Plans The forest planning

regulations pertaining to significant Forest Plan amendments address individual Forest Plan significant

amendments 36 CFR 219.10 f and 219.12 The purpose and need for this SEIS and decision as defined

in the May 7 1993 mission statement are much broader and are based on a different management

approach ecosystem management than a traditional Forest Plan EIS Because of this broader focus the

forest planning regulations do not precisely fit the type of Forest Plan amendments that will occur with

adoption of the selected alternative

As with many forest planning concepts developed in the late 1970 s and early 1980 s the individual

Forest Plan significant amendment regulatory process must be applied to the extent reasonable given

the current broader focus on ecosystem management and interagency cooperation as reflected in this

SEIS and dedsion Nonetheless public involvement and disclosure requirements of both NFMA and

NEPA have been met for the significant amendments to the existing Forest Plans

The Final SEIS addresses each of the planning actions of 36 CFR 219.12 The requirements for a

significant amendment to a Forest Plan have been met because the process used in the development of

the FEMAT Report and the SEIS incorporates all the elements of the general planning process including

identification of the purpose and need and planning criteria data inventory and collection analysis of

the management situation formulation of alternatives estimation of effects and evaluation of the

alternatives comparison of the alternatives identification of the preferred alternative and development

of monitoring requirements In addition the Final SEIS is based in part on public comment generated

during and after the April 2 1993 Forest Conference and on the more than
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Response The Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management have broad discretionary authority to

consider the conservation of any species in the management of the lands they administer Statutes

granting such authority include the Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act Sikes Act Forest and Rangeland

Renewable Resources Planning Act Endangered Species Act Federal Land Policy and Management

Act and National Forest Management Act The issue of viability is addressed in more detail in the

Terrestrial Species section of this Appendix

Comment The NFMA regulations require Forest Plans to set forth specific requirements for managingR

each management area Alternative 9 fails to do so for Adaptive Management Areas and thus violatesR

NFMA R

Response Until the Adaptive Management Area plans are developed the Adaptive Management Areas

are governed by the standards and guidelines provided in the existing Forest and District Plans and by

other standards and guidelines provided under Alternative 9 These standards and guidelines are

specific management requirements and thus Alternative 9 is consistent with NFMA

Comment Contrary to NFMA the question of whether or not clearcutting is the optimum method for

logging and forest regeneration is never addressed

Response The alternatives analyzed in this programmatic SEIS do not specify sitespecific harvest

methods The harvest methods used will be based on local sitespecific analyses by interdisciplinary

teams who will determine how to meet the objectives for a given area The question of whether

clearcutting is an optimum method will be addressed at the sitespecific project level

Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act

Comment The alternatives were designed to achieve maintenance andor creation of a connected or

interactive old growth forest ecosystem on the federal lands within the range of the northern spotted

owl Draft SEIS Appendix C p C4 This violates the Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act MUSYA and

the NFMA both of which require the Forest Service to manage the National Forests under the

principles of multiple use and sustained yield

Response The alternatives are consistent with MUSYA and NFMA because they provide for a

sustained level of harvest and for multiple use of forest lands

Federal Land Policy and Management Act FLPMA

Comment FLPMA requires that administrative withdrawals of the magnitude recommended by theR

SEIS be submitted for congressional review R

Response The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 requires that for a withdrawal of
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Federal Advisory Committee Act FACA

Comment The Assessment Team violated the Federal Advisory Committee Act by not induding an

adequate representation of all nonfederal interest groups

Response The Assessment Team did not constitute a Federal Advisory Committee This issue isR

currently being litigated in the US District Court for the District of Columbia Northwest Forest

Resources Council v Espy Civ 93 1621 R

Comment Explain the recommendation in Appendix E of the Draft SEIS that an exemption be sought

from the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act

Response The Federal Advisory Committee Act has operated to significantly impair the opportunities

for involvement of the public and state and tribal governments in federal land management planning

An exemption from the Federal Advisory Committee Act would significantly enhance the ability of

land management agencies to consult with state and tribal governments obtain input from the public

gather scientific analysis from non federal scientists and include non federal employees or officials on

agency teams The objectives of the Federal Advisory Committee Act could be accomplished through

less onerous provisions better targeted at the public participation needs and public disclosure

requirements of land management planning

Organic Administration Act

Comment The SEIS is not consistent with the Organic AdministrationAct of 1897 which states that one

of the purposes of the National Forests is to furnish a continuous supply of timber for the use and

necessities of the citizens of the United States

Response Part of the purpose and need for this SEIS is to maintain a sustained yield of renewable

resources including timber This is consistent with the Organic Administration Act

Endangered Species Act

Comment The Draft SEIS does not contain a letter indicating that formal consultation under the

Endangered Species Act has been initiated

Response Formal consultation with the US Fish and Wildlife Service on the preferred alternative of

the Final SEIS has been completed The Biological Opinion is included as Appendix G of this Final SEIS

Comment Requirements of the Endangered Species Act have not been adequately addressed

Response The Endangered Species Act has been adequately addressed for this programmatic SEIS To
a degree appropriate for this scale of analytical resolution effects on all listed species in the planning

area have been disclosed and considered Consultation with the US Fish and Wildlife Service also has

been completed See Consultation in Chapter 2 Threatened Endangered and Proposed Species in

Chapter 34 and the Biological Opinion in Appendix G

Comment The Endangered Species Act requires consultation with the US Fish and Wildlife Service on

all agency actions including both programmatic plans and individual sitespecific actions such as

timber sales By following the procedures disclosed in the Draft SEIS the Forest Service is in violation of

Section 7 Consultation requirements Consultation must occur for the individual projects
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Response The Draft SEIS states on pages 24 and 3450 that actions proposed to implement the

selected alternative will undergo consultation either formal or informal as required for compliance

with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act

Comment The effects of the Endangered Species Act on timber supply potentials have not been

addressed

Response The alternatives were designed to meet many objectives of which meeting the requirements

of the Endangered Species Act is but one It is not possible to single out the effects of ESA on timber

supply potentials as they pertain to the alternatives in this SEIS

OC Lands Act

Comment The SEIS fails to acknowledge the Oregon and California OC Lands Act 43 USC Sec

1181a as a constraint on the management of OC lands Alternative 9 violates the dominant use of

OC lands and fails to acknowledge that these lands are the subject of special legislation that dedicates

them primarily to timber production rather than ecologic including wildlife uses The Endangered

Species Act does not require the enormous land set asides for wildlife which are being proposed and

the magnitude of the exclusion of the timber use must be submitted for congressional review under

Section 202 e of FLPMA

Response The management of the OC lands is governed by a variety of statutes including the OC
Lands Act FLPMA the Endangered Species Act and the Clean Water Act The OC Lands Act

requires the Secretary of the Interior to manage OC lands for permanent forest production however

such management must also be in accord with sustained yield principles Further that Act requires that

management of OC lands protect watersheds regulate streamrflow provide for recreational facilities

and contribute to the economic stability of local communities and industries The Act does not require

the Secretary to harvest all old growth timber or all commercial timber as rapidly as possible or

according to any particular schedule The Secretary has discretion to determine how to manage the

forest on a sustained yield basis that provides for permanency of timber production over a long term

period The Secretary must necessarily make judgments informed by as much information as possible

about what kind of management will lead to permanent forest production that satisfies the principle of

sustained yield

OC lands must also be managed in accordance with other environmental laws such as the Endangered

Species Act and the Clean Water Act Some provisions of these laws take predominance over the OC
Lands Act For instance the Endangered Species Act ESA requires the Secretary to insure that

management of OC lands will not likely result in jeopardy to listed species or destruction or adverse

modification of critical habitat The ESA directs the Secretary and all federal agencies to utilize their

authorities to carry out programs for the conservation and recovery of listed species Although several

owl recovery plans have been proposed the Secretary has not yet adopted final recovery plans for

either the northern spotted owl or the marbled murrelet Alternative 9s LateSuccessional and Riparian

Reserve concepts are important building blocks in the development of recovery plans to achieve the

conservation and recovery of those species

One of the purposes of the Endangered Species Act is the preservation of ecosystems upon which

endangered and threatened species depend Certainly a forward looking land management policy

would require that federal lands be managed in a way to minimize the need to list species under the

ESA Additional species listings could have the effect of further limiting the OC Lands Act’s goals of

achieving permanent forest production which would contribute to the economic stability of local

communities and industries The OC Lands Act ought not be interpreted in such a manner that limits
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the Secretary’s ability to take steps now that would avoid future listings and additional disruptions in

the future

Moreover the concept of creating a set of reserves in which timber harvest is substantiallyR

circumscribed across a portion of the landscape such as the proposed Late Successional Reserves isR

consistent with the OC Lands Act The Secretary has discretion under the OC Lands Act toR

determine the length of harvest rotations on OC lands or whether any particular tract should be

subject to harvest as well as the intensity of harvest activities which should occur From a practical

point of view there is little or no onthe ground difference between a management strategy that

provides for a deferred harvest for 80 years on Old Growth Emphasis Areas as proposed in BLM’s Draft

Resource Management Plans and one that sets aside reserves in order to restore and maintain a healthy

old growth forest ecosystem over the time of the deferred harvest Regardless of approach FLPMA
requires the Secretary to monitor and revise Resource Management Plans in light of changed

circumstances or new information generated through the adaptive management process

The lands included in the reserves under the preferred alternative greatly constrain but do not exclude

timber use Silvicultural treatments such as thinnings consistent with the objectives for the reserves

will be allowed Since this use is not totally eliminated this management decision will not be subject to

the reporting requirement in Sec 202e of FLPMA

Comment The timber production requirements and the community stability requirements of the OC

Lands Act should be used as criteria for evaluating the 10 alternatives

Response The OC Lands Act does not have specific timber production requirements The Act does

state that a 500 million board foot minimum will be offered on an annual basis this was to apply

however onlyuntil the allowable cut has been determined All the alternatives in this SEIS provide a

reliable sustained yield of timber and therefore contribute to the community stability requirements of

the OC Lands Act Timber volume and social analysis are addressed for the alternatives and they

provide adequate criteria with which to evaluate the alternatives for their anticipated effects on

community stability

Comment Alternative 9 would violate the BLM OC Forest Resources Policy

Response Since this decision will be made at the Secretarial level the BLM policy statement would not

be a constraint To the extent that the decision would be inconsistent with that policy the policy would

be superseded by the Secretarial decision

Compliance with Other Laws

Comment The preferred alternative will violate the Americans with Disability Act Those who are

disabled will have a difficult time hunting if logging is virtually eliminated

Response Alternative 9 will not eliminate all existing roads and through provision of a sustained

annual harvest level will provide hunting opportunities associated with roads and harvest units The

Americans with Disability Act will continue to be addressed and complied with in plans at province

Forest and District levels as appropriate where decisions regarding recreational use are made

Comment There is a need to review the current Freedom of Information Act restrictions on providing

information to the public when the information is predecisional The public should be part of the

decision making process
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Response Review of the direction in the Freedom of Information Act is outside the scope of the

proposed action for this programmatic SEIS and outside the authority of the agencies The public has

been included in the decision making process as required by NEPA and other laws and regulations

RELATIONSHIP TO CURRENT PLANS AND DRAFT PLAN PREFERRED ALTERNATIVES

Comment The FEMAT Report built upon existing Forest and District Plans and should have revisited

those plans to determine if the assumptions therein were still valid

Response The selected alternative from this SEIS will amend the existing Forest and District Plans

Existing Forest and District Plan designations were considered in the structure of the alternatives and in

the analysis of effects Information in this SEIS is based on ongoing planning efforts

Comment Draft Forest Plans in northern California are being revised to be consistent with the final

recommendations of the SEIS Interested California citizens are asked to comment on these Draft Forest

Plans and EISs now without the benefit of reviewing the Final SEIS which will not be available for

public review until after the comment period for the Draft Forest Plans has closed This makes

reasonable review of the Draft Forest Plans difficult Also discuss how the conclusion was reached that

the preferred alternative is within the range of alternatives being considered in the Draft EISs for the

Draft Forest Plans in California

Response Comments on the Draft Forest Plans for the four northern California National Forests are

outside the scope of this SETS

This SEIS makes no assumption or statement about the range of alternatives in the Draft Forest Plans for

the four National Forests in northern California Those Draft Forest Plans were issued after the Draft

SEIS Questions about the range of alternatives in those Draft Forest Plans are outside the scope of this

SEIS

The conclusion that Alternative 9 is within the range of alternatives being considered in the Draft EISs

for the northern California National Forests was made in the planning process for the proposed Land

and Resource Management Plans for the four National Forests in the Klamath Province of California

and was published in the Addendum which was bound into the front of those Draft EISs Accordingly

the preferred alternatives were updated to closely reflect the management direction offered by

Alternative 9 and as a result Alternative 9 falls within the range of alternatives considered in those

draft plans

Comment Explain how Alternative 9 relates to the land allocations and standards and guidelines in the

current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives

Response The current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives serve as a baseline for the SEIS

alternatives As described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS land allocations and standards and guidelines of the

selected alternative will amend direction in current plans by adding additional standards and
guidelines for latesuccessional forest species Standards and guidelines in current plans that are

consistent with or not specifically replaced by the selected alternative remain in effect as do any that

are more restrictive or that provide greater benefits to late successional species unless specifically noted

otherwise The specific exceptions to this rule for Alternative 9 are described in The Alternatives section

of Chapter 2 and include 1 lands administratively withdrawn for American marten and other late

successional species including unless otherwise noted northern spotted owl 2 green tree retention

standards and 3 changes made in Adaptive Management Area plans The relationship of the SEIS to

current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives has been clarified in the Final SEIS
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RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER PLANS AND POLICIES

Comment The Assessment Team failed to coordinate its planning efforts with local counties Under the

FLPMA NFMA RPA ESA NEPA and their implementing regulations the federal agencies are to

coordinate and to the fullest extent practicable be consistent with local plans and policies Note also

that the BLM planning regulations provide clear directives that the resource management plans are to

be consistent with officially approved or adopted resource related plans and the policies and programs

contained therein 43 CFR 1610.32 Similar coordination provisions are found in the Forest Service

planning regulations 36 CFR 219.7

Response The FEMAT Report is a technical assessment and comparison of options The applicable

requirements of the cited laws and regulations have been met This SEIS serves as the document and

effort responsible for the required coordination The scope of this SEIS made coordination with local

governments difficult This coordination was partially accomplished through correspondence received

during the public comment period In addition to this SEIS existing EISs ElSs for future completion of

BLM Resource Management Plans and Forest Service Land and Resource Management Plans and

amendments to existing plans have met and will continue to meet the requirements of these laws and

regulations

Comment The selected alternative should recommend and support the implementation of the recent

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species proposal

Response The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species which addresses trade of

wild flora and fauna does not affect implementation of the alternatives considered and is outside the

scope of the proposed action of this programmatic SEIS

Comment The SEIS fails to disclose and discuss the requirements of state and federal environmental

laws applicable to the logging options under consideration

Response The principal federal laws applicable to logging operations are discussed in this SEIS and in

the Forest Service and BLM plans that are being supplemented Among the many laws that guide

logging plans and operations are NEPA FLPMA NFMA the Endangered Species Act the Clean Water

Act and the Clean Air Act States which typically do not have jurisdiction over federal activities have

forest practices acts and other environmental laws that apply to logging on state and private lands

Comment Explain how this Final SEIS relates to the EnvironmentalImpact Statement forManaging

Competingand Unwanted Vegetation on the National Forests

Response As described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS land designations and standards and guidelines of

the selected alternative will amend current regional guides and plan direction by adding additional

standards and guidelines for latesuccessional forest related species Direction in the above EIS USDA
FS 1988a and that for the Pacific Southwest Region USDA FS 1988b that is consistent with or not

specifically replaced by the selected alternative remains in effect Within the matrix there would likely

be little effect on the direction in these ElSs Silvicultural treatments within Late Successional or

Riparian Reserves however must be consistent with the standards and guidelines for those

designations

AGENCY AUTHORITY

Comment The Forest Service has no authority to establish a system of old growth reserves
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Response The Forest Service was one of several agencies involved in the development of the FEMAT
Report and the SEIS The Secretaries of Agriculture and Interior are the responsible officials for this

SEIS and have the authority to allocate lands to LateSuccessional Reserves

Comment The Secretaries of Agriculture and Interior do not have the authority to adopt a

comprehensive salmonid management plan because they do not have jurisdiction over other federal

agencies or nonfederal lands

Response The Secretaries can select an alternative from this SEIS to provide management direction for

lands administrated by the Forest Service and BLM

Implementation

The following comments and responses address implementation of the alternative to be selected by the

decision makers and documented in the Record of Decision for this Supplemental Environmental

Impact Statement

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT PROCESS

Comment Clarify the relationship between the adaptive management process and the AdaptiveR

Management Areas R

Response The process of adaptive management applies to all land allocation categories under all

alternatives Under the concept of adaptive management new information will be evaluated and a

decision will be made whether to make adjustments to the selected alternative Adaptive Management

Areas are a land allocation category that occurs only under Alternative 9 The objective of each of these

areas is to learn more about ecosystem management while meeting social and economic objectives A
complete description of the purpose and objectives of Adaptive Management Areas is found in

Appendix B3 of this SEIS

Comment The preferred alternative prescribes adaptive management that allows experimentation with

public resources without clearly defined controls

Response When specific research projects are conducted controls appropriate for each project will be

used On an overall basis the Regional Ecosystem Office will provide review and guidance for

implementation of the selected alternative That office will be responsible for evaluating major

modifications arising from the adaptive management process It will report to the Regional Interagency

Executive Committee and will be responsible for the development evaluation and resolution of

consistency and implementation issues

Comment The alternatives rely too heavily on adaptive management The changes in the ecosystemR

may be too slow or subtle compared to the rapid rate at which the forests will be changed R

Response Adaptive management will rely on monitoring and research inventories experience and

new knowledge and technology to determine when changes in goals and management are warranted

The alternatives represent more conservative management than in the past and will respond in a timely

manner to changing situations A strategy so conservative that it would restrict or prohibit actions to

allow for the possibility of unknown information not detectable by monitoring or other methods would

not provide the flexibility for human use of the forests
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Comment Rigorous experimental design and wellconceived monitoring are essential features of a

successful adaptive management process and should be developed prior to any implementation

Response Although research is an important part of the adaptive management process not all

components of adaptive management can be characterized as experiments or research The knowledge

and experience associated with the overall strategy and the specific standards and guidelines of the

alternatives vary Although there are acknowledged gaps in information there is enough reliable

information field experience and existing research that monitoring new research and overall

implementation of the selected alternative may go forward simultaneously

Comment Specify what information might cause a change in the management of LateSuccessional

Reserves

Response It is not possible to be specific about what information might cause a change in management

However the alternatives are based on goals knowledge technology and inventory In the event of a

revision of the goals or emergence of significant new knowledge inventory or technology that would

alter assumptions or analysis an evaluation would be made to determine if changes were warranted

through the adaptive management process Changes resulting from adaptive management may or may
not require changes to Regional Guides or Forest and District Plans

Comment A more rigorous operational model of adaptive management is needed to provide insight

into critical process design issues such as what constitutes low versus high levels of performance for

adaptive management goal conflict feedback conflict both positive and negative from an action

policy change resistance and an operational definition of organizational learning

Response The concept of adaptive management has been incorporated into all alternatives The

adaptive management discussion has been expanded in the Final SEIS Additional development of the

adaptive management process will continue during implementation of the selected alternative

Comment Changes through the adaptive management process should be approved at the Forest or

District level with limited oversight or review at the province or regional level

Response The evaluation of major modifications arising from the adaptive management process is the

responsibility of the Regional Ecosystem Office This review process will prevent inconsistencies in

implementation of the selected alternative among administrative units or provinces

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT AREAS

Comment The Draft SEIS discussion of Adaptive Management Areas states that initiation of activities

not be delayed by requirements for comprehensive plans p B60 Taking extra time to avoid making

mistakes seems to be not only prudent but legally necessary Major actions such as timber sales and

road building without a plan would violate NEPA regulations

Response All actions within Adaptive Management Areas will meet existing legal requirements

including NEPA In addition the standards and guidelines for Congressional Reserved Areas or Late

Successional Reserves must be followed when these areas are located within Adaptive Management

Areas with some exceptions for the Finney and North Coast Adaptive Management Areas These

guidelines as well as additional guidelines contained in Appendix B3 will apply to Adaptive

Management Area activities
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Comment The SEIS mentions an area management team in the description of the Adaptive

Management Areas Identify the members of this team and how the public will be allowed to

participate

Response The Adaptive Management Areas will provide opportunities for land managing and

regulatory agencies other government entities nongovernmental organizations local groups

landowners communities and citizens to work together to develop innovative management

approaches There is not a prescribed membership for the team or prescribed rules of participation The

various local approaches will be part of the information gained from Adaptive Management Areas and

may be applied elsewhere

Comment It is unclear how conflicts in Adaptive Management Areas would be resolved if forR

example local communities decide to manage these areas in a manner contrary to the selectedR

alternative or if they are unable to come to a consensus on how to manage themR

Response The land management agencies have the responsibility and authority for managing the

Adaptive Management Areas Although management of these areas can not be delegated to local

communities these areas are designed to provide opportunities for land management and regulatory

agencies other government entities nongovernmental organizations local groups landowners

communities and citizens to work together to develop innovative management approaches In some

instances learning to work together may be as important as learning about natural resource

management The management of the Adaptive Management Areas will be subject to review and

guidance by the Regional Ecosystem Office Planning and review processes will also involve

interagency coordination that will include both the management and regulatory agencies This process

will prevent management actions that would be contrary to the Adaptive Management Area objectives

the area’s emphasis as defined in the SEIS or objectives of the selected alternative

Comment Explain how local involvement in managing Adaptive Management Areas will be

encouraged without precluding involvement from all interested groups

Response The Adaptive Management Areas are intended to provide opportunities for a broad range of

agencies groups and individual citizens local groups and communities to work together to develop

innovative management approaches How these groups work together will vary with local situations

and will change as processes are improved through adaptive management

Comment Adaptive Management Areas are not suited for areas where there is considerable public

controversy or polarization

Response The Adaptive Management Areas are intended to provide a vehicle for enabling agencies

organizations and the public to learn to work together to achieve objectives For example in an area of

southwestern Oregon that has been characterized by high controversy and polarization local citizens

industry and government agencies have progressed toward cooperation and partnerships The

Adaptive Management Areas may provide additional learning experiences

Comment The responsibility for Adaptive Management Areas should be given to objective and

innovative groups A team of university foresters from diverse institutions not local Forest Service

supervisors or BLM District managers would more likely concentrate on long range management goals

and not immediate income interests

Response The responsibility and authority for management of the Adaptive Management Areas rests

with the land management agencies Each Adaptive Management Area will have an interdisciplinary
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technical advisory panel which will include specialists from outside government agencies that will

provide advice on research development and demonstration programs Initial direction and

continuing review will be provided by the Regional Ecosystem Office

Comment Include those standards and guidelines that enumerate the requirements or authority of the

interdisciplinary technical advisory panels for the Adaptive Management Areas

Response There will be no specific standards and guidelines for such panels Concerns about the

operation of these advisory panels is not an environmental issue which must be analyzed in this SEIS

The requirements of such panels and technical reviews will be developed under the guidance and

direction of the Regional Interagency Executive Committee after the Record of Decision for this SEIS has

been signed

Comment The technical advisory panel for the Adaptive Management Areas described in Appendix B
should be replaced by a mechanism that links public and other government agencies to facilitate

participation in development and research

Response In addition to the technical advisory panels designed specifically for the Adaptive

Management Areas cooperation coordination and partnerships are encouraged in the implementation

of the selected alternative Linking public and other government agencies to facilitate participation in

development and research would be permitted under all alternatives

Comment There is no specific or detailed information showing how an Adaptive Management Area

would actually be managed Specific standards and guidelines for Adaptive Management Areas should

be added to the SEIS

Response The specific emphasis of each Adaptive Management Area is described in Appendix B3 of

this SEIS However the guiding principle is to allow flexibility in forest management approaches to

encourage innovation in achieving the goals Localized distinct approaches to achieving the objectives

of the selected alternative may be pursued Specific and detailed information on the actual management

will become available as the agencies complete the plans for the individual Adaptive Management

Areas

Comment Short term projects in the Adaptive Management Areas must begin as soon as possible

Short term projects should be flexible and adaptable to allow trial and error without incurring lasting

long term consequences

Response The projects in Adaptive Management Areas are not expected to be delayed by requirements

for comprehensive plans or consensus documents beyond those required to meet legal requirements

such as NEPA The process of adaptive management which is used both within and outside Adaptive

Management Areas is designed to allow management flexibility to adapt to new information gathered

through monitoring research and experience

Comment Social and institutional experimentation are included as part of the reason for Adaptive

Management Areas The language in Appendix B of the Draft SEIS appears to anticipate new

relationships between local communities and federal land managers as well as interagency plans which

both expedite planning and set up new internal working mechanisms for the agencies This entire

discussion is vague and should be more specific

Response Adaptive Management Areas are designed to provide opportunities for local innovation by

managers government entities groups and citizens With respect to that design it would be
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inappropriate to prescribe a single method of accomplishing the new relationships or establishing the

working mechanisms

Comment The discussion of Adaptive Management Areas in Appendix B of the Draft SEIS states that

new agency approaches to planning should receive initial direction and review from a regional

interagency group This should be clarified as a requirement and further detail should be added about

the review mechanism

Response The requirements and details of initial direction and review will be further developed after

the Record of Decision for this SEIS has been signed under the guidance and direction of the Regional

Ecosystem Office

Comment Clarify the objectives constraints and procedures which will apply to the Adaptive

Management Areas It would be helpful to show a list outlining the relationship of project development

to the Regional Ecosystem Office public or other agency involvement Adaptive Management Area

planning and watershed analysis

Response The discussion of Adaptive Management Area guidelines has been clarified in the Appendix

B3 in the Final SEIS These relationships will continue to be defined and clarified during the

implementation of the selected alternative

Comment There are no provisions in the regulations that would allow the Forest Service or BLM to

require local processing of forest products harvested from Adaptive Management Areas

Response Local processing of forest products from Adaptive Management Areas was encouraged in

the FEMAT Report Implementation of this recommendation would require congressional action and is

outside the scope of this SEIS

Comment To facilitate local processing of wood products from Adaptive Management Areas it will be

necessary to provide timely delivery of specific log types to meet the needs of local entrepreneurial

efforts

Response The types of forest products produced in the Adaptive Management Areas may vary with

local conditions and will be considered in the Adaptive Management Area plans Planning for the

Adaptive Management Areas will consider both local and nonlocal interests In some cases innovative

management approaches may be able to accommodate a local need for specialized products

Comment The management emphasis of many of Adaptive Management Areas is inconsistent with the

statement in the FEMAT Report on page 1147 that probable sale calculations are based on the

assumption that harvest levels would not be reduced significantly in these Adaptive Management

Areas compared to the Matrix in which they exist

Response The harvest level in the Adaptive Management Areas was calculated based on the

underlying land use allocation mix ie matrix LateSuccessional Reserve Riparian Reserve

Comment The management emphasis of some Adaptive Management Areas will conflict with other

resource objectives In some instances these conflicts would preclude timber harvest in the Adaptive

Management Areas

Response The Adaptive Management Areas were collectively designed to provide a range of biological

conditions and natural resource objectives The Adaptive Management Area plans will need to consider
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all the resource objectives that are pertinent in the context of existing laws ownership patterns andR

local social and cultural conditions Exceptions to the standards and guidelines needed to meet theR

goals associated with the Adaptive Management Areas will be the responsibility of the RegionalR

Ecosystem Office R

Comment Explain how watershed management will occur in the Adaptive Management Areas

Response The Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives along with the guidelines for Key Watersheds

watershed analysis and restoration apply within the Adaptive Management Areas

Comment The planning process for Adaptive Management Areas should include early participation

from the National Marine Fisheries Service and US Fish and Wildlife Service

Response Innovative approaches to foster cooperation and coordination among federal agencies isR

encouraged in the management of Adaptive Management Areas R

Comment The question of whether local communities can support Adaptive Management Areas from

a cultural or philosophical perspective should be addressed

Response This concern will be addressed in the course of managing the Adaptive Management Areas

These areas will provide an opportunity for local communities to learn about the political capacity

economic resources and technical expertise needed to participate in management The resolution of

these concerns will require unique approaches for each community

Comment Federal funding appropriations for training and education for Adaptive Management Areas

should stipulate the involvement of local experiential knowledge

Response Federal appropriations are subject to Congressional authority and therefore are beyond the

scope of this SEIS However innovative partnerships may be formed among agencies educational

institutions and local citizens for the purposes of providing education and training in planning

managing or implementing projects in Adaptive Management Areas

Comment Restrict the trials and experiments associated with Adaptive Management Areas to stands

other than old growth There should be significantly fewer Adaptive Management Areas because of

their experimental nature

Response The Adaptive Management Areas were designed to provide opportunities to innovate and

experiment in management strategies and to provide public participation in the context of a diversity

of biological challenges intermixed land ownerships and natural resource objectives Significantly

reducing the number of Adaptive Management Areas or restricting management to younger stands

would not provide the range of situations needed to derive experience and applicable lessons

Comment The standards for managing the Adaptive Management Areas should not be lowered

Response The standards for managing the Adaptive Management Areas have not been lowered All

applicable laws and regulations apply and the overall objectives of the Adaptive Management Areas

will be consistent with the objectives approved in the Record of Decision for this SEIS Innovative

approaches may be used to meet these objectives

Comment Greater risk to the ecosystem should not be acceptable in the Adaptive Management Areas
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Response The risk associated with the innovation trials and experiments in the Adaptive

Management Areas was assessed in relationship to the overall objectives of Alternative 9 The

underlying legal and regulatory constraints along with the defined management emphasis of each

Adaptive Management Area create a situation in which the overall objectives of Alternative 9 would

still be met

Comment Clarify what activities are restricted in the Snoqualmie Pass Adaptive Management Area

pending the completion of a comprehensive plan

Response Unlike other Adaptive Management Areas project level work will be restricted in the

Snoqualmie Pass Adaptive Management Area prior to completion of an Adaptive Management Area

plan This has been clarified in Appendix B3 of this Final SEIS

REVIEW

Comment The oversight teams should include private citizens and organizations There should be aR

mandate for open ie public meetings R

Response Review and guidance will be provided by the Regional Ecosystem Office whose

membership will not include private citizens The Regional Ecosystem Office decisions however will

be public information The actions under all alternatives will meet the NEPA requirements that require

agencies to involve the public in planning efforts

Comment Set up independent review outside the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management to

evaluate approve and in emergencies direct changes in forest practices to ensure sure that the

conservation aspects of the selected alternative are implemented as intended

Response An Interagency Steering Committee has been established to oversee the prompt coordinated

and effective implementation of the selected alternative This committee will be chaired by the Director

of the White House Office on Environmental Policy or the Director’s designee In addition a White

House appointed representative to the committee will serve as interagency coordinator to review and

provide guidance on regional activities

?Comment Guidance regarding the review process should be provided

Response The Regional Ecosystem Office will provide review and guidance for management actions

That office will be responsible for evaluating major modifications arising from the adaptive

management process The Regional Ecosystem Office will report to the Regional Interagency Executive

Committee and will be responsible for development evaluation and resolution of consistency and

implementation issues More specific guidance will be developed after the Record of Decision for this

SEIS has been signed

Comment Review committees with gonogo authority need to be centralized at a single level

Response The review process will be the responsibility of the Regional Ecosystem Office and will be

centralized at that level

Comment Review of implementation of the selected alternative should be decentralized to the province

level to facilitate timely reviews and interpretations that meet the needs of the local ecosystems
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Response Providing review and guidance will be the responsibility of the Regional Ecosystem Office

This office may develop criteria that would exempt some activities from review or define a different

level or type of review as necessary The details concerning these functions will be developed after the

Record of Decision for this SEIS has been signed and under the guidance and direction of the Regional

Interagency Executive Committee

Comment The standards and guidelines for silviculture in the LateSuccessional Reserves are

weakened by language in Appendix B of the Draft SEIS such as there will be exceptions to these

guidelines page B70 management that goes beyond these guidelines may be considered

page B72 some salvage that does not meet the preceding guidelines will be allowed page B73
and some deviation from these general guidelines may be allowed to provide reasonable access to

salvage sites and feasible logging operations p B74 Explain who has the authority to approve

exceptions to the standards and guidelines

Response All silvicultural activities in LateSuccessional Reserves are subject to review and guidance

by the Regional Ecosystem Office to assure that exceptions or modifications to the standards and

guidelines are appropriate and that the objectives are being met The Regional Ecosystem Office may
develop criteria that would exempt some activities from review The Regional Ecosystem Office has the

authority to make recommendations regarding exceptions to the standards and guidelines to the

Regional Interagency Executive Committee which has the ultimate responsibility for reviewing

exceptions Actions in the LateSuccessional Reserves will be subject to NEPA regulations

Comment Interdisciplinary Teams should provide oversight throughout the implementation and

monitoring phases of a project rather than being disbanded after a decision has been signed

Response Local review of projects will be in accordance with local agency plans and procedures which

involve interdisciplinary teams Review of projects on a regional basis will be provided by the Regional

Ecosystem Office which may develop criteria that would exempt some activities from review or define

a different level or type of review as necessary

Comment The provision for an interagency oversight team has the potential to dramatically slow down
desirable management activities Any such team should develop general guidelines and provide input

to individual National Forests and BLM Districts The oversight team should not review or approve

individual projects except as case examples

Response Providing review and guidance will be the responsibility of the Regional Ecosystem Office

This office may develop criteria that would exempt some activities from review or define a different

level or type of review as necessary The details concerning these functions will be developed after the

Record of Decision for this SEIS has been signed and under the guidance and direction of the Regional

Interagency Executive Committee

Comment The SEIS ignores input from the local Forest Service and BLM administrative offices by

calling for the development of complex teams committees and oversight procedures

Response The project level implementation and decision making will be done by local units in the

context of existing laws regulations and standards and guidelines The interagency groups proposed in

this SEIS will use local input and will avoid fragmentation and inconsistency in planning and decision

making

Comment Oversight should be established at no greater levels than individual physiographic

provinces to keep the workload of the agencies at a manageable level to increase the their ability to

respond to local issues
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Response Review at the regional level is the responsibility of the Regional Ecosystem Office Regional

level review is necessary to resolve consistency issues throughout the planning area and to eliminate

duplicate review efforts The Regional Ecosystem Office may define a different level or type of review

as necessary to address local issues and workload requirements

STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

Comment There should be no logging without clear guidelines

Response The standards and guidelines for each alternative set forth in this SEIS supplement extensive

existing direction in Forest and District Plans regulations and policies They provide sufficiently clear

guidelines for logging The Regional Ecosystem Office will further clarify concerns about unique local

situations

Comment Generic standards and guidelines are overly prescriptive for local conditions

Response The application of the adaptive management process will allow the flexibility needed to

address local conditions The Regional Ecosystem Office will be responsible for evaluating refinements

or modifications arising from the adaptive management process and resolving consistency and

implementation issues Changes in standards and guidelines resulting from the adaptive management

process will be subject to the NEPA process

Comment Standards and guidelines are scattered throughout the SEIS chapters appendices and the

FEMAT Report They should be put in a single section

Response The standards and guidelines for the alternatives in this SEIS have been incorporated into

Chapter 2 and are specifically addressed in Appendix B of this Final SEIS In addition a document will

be published at the time of the Record of Decision that will include the standards and guidelines of the

selected alternative

Comment Possible mitigation measures should be part of the standards and guidelines

Response Mitigation measures are modifications of actions that help avoid minimize rectify reduce

or compensate impacts Possible mitigation measures are not part of required standards and guidelines

and their use will depend on sitespecific analysis The description of environmental consequences in

Chapter 34 assumed that the proposed actions under the various alternatives would take place only in

accordance with the prescribed standards and guidelines and without any of the suggested possible

mitigation measures

Comment A description of ecosystem management principles should be provided for the benefit of all

forest landowners and the general public

Response Appendix B2 of this Final SEIS contains a discussion of the ecological principles for

management of late successional forests

Comment The alternatives should provide criteria or statements of desired future condition with

measurable goals They should also allow for flexibility in achieving those objectives rather than

mandating highly prescriptive and complex management direction

Response All alternatives have the same general goal to maintain latesuccessional species and

ecosystems on federal lands while providing for social and economic needs Standards and guidelines
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provide rules for management under the various alternatives The rationale and objectives forR

management of LateSuccessional Reserves and matrix lands as well as the Aquatic ConservationR

Strategy objectives are specifically addressed in Appendix B of this Final SETSR

Comment There should be a stimulus to private landowners to comply with the Aquatic Conservation

Strategy either through laws economic inducement such as tax incentives or professional assistance

Response Management direction for private landowners is beyond the scope of this SEIS

Comment Explain what kind of sitespecific flexibility is included in Alternative 9 to allow local

analysis of needs

Response Review and guidance of situations that require sitespecific flexibility will be the

responsibility of the Regional Ecosystem Office This office may develop criteria that would exempt

some activities from review or define a different level of review as necessary

Comment Clarify whether existing uses such as fuel breaks reservoirs and existing roads and trails

will be maintained in a municipal watershed that has been designated a Late Successional Reserve

under Alternative 9 Explain how potential conflicts between municipal watershed management needs

and LateSuccessional Reserve standards and guidelines would be resolved

Response Existing developments in LateSuccessional Reserves can remain In LateSuccessional

Reserves a specific fire management plan will be prepared prior to any habitat manipulation activities

That plan as an element of watershed analysis province level planning or a Late Successional Reserve

plan would specify how hazard reduction and other prescribed fire applications would meet the

objectives of the LateSuccessional Reserve Existing management plans may provide much of the

needed information Until the fire management plan is approved proposed activities will be subject to

review by the Regional Ecosystem Office The Regional Ecosystem Office may develop criteria that

would exempt some activities from review or define a different level or type of review as necessary In

these reserves watershed level analysis will provide guidance on how much coarse woody debris

should be retained when applying prescribed fire

Comment Address whether trail construction will be allowed in LateSuccessional Reserves

Response New development proposals that address public needs or provide significant public benefits

will be reviewed on a casebycase basis and may be approved when adverse effects on Late
Successional Reserves can be minimized and mitigated

Comment The standards and guidelines for LateSuccessional Reserves allow for thinning of stands up
to 80 years old for the purpose of creation or maintenance of late successional forest conditions This

does not recognize that the landscape historically included some single storied stands with open

understories along with the multistoried old growth stands

Response This standard and guideline is not meant to eliminate all single storied stands Itrecognizesthatthrough past forest management a significant amount of the landscape was converted to this forest

type

Comment The SEIS is not clear about whether thinning in the LateSuccessional Reserves should be
neutral or beneficial or whether thinning should be beneficial to the creation and maintenance of late

successional forest conditions
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Response The purpose of thinning is to benefit the creation and maintenance of latesuccessional forest

conditions This has been clarified in the Final SEIS

Comment Describe the role of the National Park Service in the development of Alternative 9 It appears

that the land allocations and standards and guidelines conflict with the management of Crater Lake

National Park and Oregon Caves National Monument

Response The National Park Service along with the Fish and Wildlife Service National Marine

Fisheries Service Department of Commerce and the Environmental Protection Agency was a

cooperating agency m the development of this SEIS Lead agencies were the Forest Service and Bureau

of Land Management The management of the National Parks were considered in the design of the

alternatives The Oregon Caves National Monument is surrounded by land designated as Late

Successional Reserve Adjacent to Crater Lake National Park’s north boundary is a narrow strip of land

designated as matrix which essentially follows and incorporates Highway 138 and 230 Adjacent to the

west boundary are intermixed Administratively Withdrawn Areas and matrix adjacent to the south

boundary is a small amount of matrix and adjacent to the east boundary are intermixed matrix Late

Successional Reserve and private lands The standards and guidelines of underlying Forest and District

Plans will continue to apply where they provide greater benefits to species associated with late

successional forests Current Forest Plan standards and guidelines that recognize the need for specific

management direction for lands adjacent to National Parks will continue to apply Participation by the

National Park Service in the Regional Interagency Executive Committee will provide for necessary

coordination of management of these lands during implementation of the selected alternative

Comment Lands administered by the BLM should be managed under the same requirements as lands

managed by the Forest Service Modifications to account for the checkerboard ownership and heavy

fragmentation should not lower the standard of protection for the ecosystem

Response The only variation in the proposed management of lands administered by the BLM in

Oregon when compared to those managed by the Forest Service occurs under Alternatives 7 and 9

Under Alternative 7 management would consist of direction in current plans and draft plan preferred

alternatives as defined in the SEIS Under Alternative 9 management direction between agencies varies

only in the matrix Management of the BLM matrix is designed to fit the checkerboard and fragmented

land pattern characteristic of these lands Although the management strategies vary the overall

objectives are the same The protection and management of the BLM matrix is at least comparable to

that provided for the Forest Service matrix and is identical for all other land use allocation categories

Comment The standards and guidelines will take precedence over current plans and draft plan

preferred alternatives where they provide greater benefits to late successional and oldgrowth related

species This hierarchy allows logging and the entering of lands administratively protected by Forest

and District Plans

Response In addition to providing greater benefits to latesuccessional and old growth related species

implementation of the standards and guidelines in Administratively Withdrawn Areas will need to be

consistent with the intent of the withdrawal This has been clarified in this Final SEIS

Comment Simple but specific standard and guidelines should be developed to protect unstable

uplands in Key Watersheds

Response Unstable areas will be identified and analyzed through a combination of inventory and

watershed analysis The standards and guidelines for protecting unstable or potentially unstable areas

are described in Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy
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Comment Develop and implement standards and guidelines for the matrix that will result in increased

connectivity and ecosystem health

Response The alternatives display a range of strategies that provide varying levels of protection for

late successional and old growth forests and this array is available for selection by the decision makers
The level of protection that is implemented will be established by the Record of Decision for this SEIS

Comment The Grants Pass Line described in Chapter 2 of the Draft SEIS should apply to the BLM
Medford District only

Response This has been clarified in the Final SEIS

Comment Within the Coos Bay and Medford Districts of the BLM the Connectivity Diversity Blocks

are not at a 3 to 5mile spacing as described in Chapter 2 of the Draft SEIS

Response The 3 to 5mile spacing of the Connectivity Diversity Blocks in the Draft SEIS was meant to

approximate how these areas occur on the landscape The description of their spacing has been clarified

in the Final SEIS

Implementation

Comment Identify when the proposals in the SEIS will be implemented

Response Implementation may begin after the Record of Decision for this SETS is signed A detailed

schedule of implementation is not possible at this time and will vary throughout the planning area

Comment Develop a guidance document for the Final SEIS that identifies implementation
requirements and standards and guidelines in a complete yet concise manner
Response A document for this purpose will be published at approximately the same time as the Record
of Decision for this SEIS

Comment Existing administrative structure is not conducive to ecosystem management as pointed out

in the Draft SEIS Appendix E Personnel are not trained in the disciplines and practices required ofR

ecosystem management and in many cases personnel may resist changes R

Response A framework will be established for cooperative planning improved decision making and
coordinated implementation of the forest ecosystem management of this SEIS This has been initiated

through a Memorandum of Understanding involving the White House Office on Environmental Policy
the Departments of the Interior Agriculture and Commerce and the Environmental ProtectionAgencysee Appendix E Implementation Structure In addition the agencies may identify the need for a

different mix of skills within their organizations to implement the selected alternative This may require

a combination of training and personnel actions

Comment The implementation strategy and adaptive management process need to be moreexplicitandconcrete Discuss the future agency structure and identify which agencies andor offices within
those agencies will be responsible for the various processes Address the staffing of the various

committees and panels

Response The discussion of interagency coordination in the implementation section of Chapter 2 ofR

this SETS has been expanded to include a description of interagency groups and their responsibilitiesRHoweverdetails on staffing and operations will continue to be refined as the selected alternative isR
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implemented Concerns about the operation of these committees and panels is not an environmental

issue that must be analyzed in this SEIS

Comment Discuss how and when province level plans will replace Forest and District level plans

Clarify whether province plans will cover the multitude of issues covered by Forest and District plans

eg recreation mining and grazing or whether forest plans will be discontinued

Response The transition to province plans will require changes in agency regulations Current Forest

and District Plans may be modified to accommodate province level analysis in the interim Details of

the transition will be completed after the Record of Decision for this SEIS has been signed

Comment The role of American Indian tribes on province planning teams should be given more

emphasis In some watersheds a tribe will be among the largest landowners

Response Composition of province teams and the roles of individual team members may vary

depending on the local circumstances including land ownership patterns and the resources involved

Comment Clarify whether all the standards and guidelines for the Riparian Management Areas in the

preferred alternatives of Draft Forest Plans in northern California will apply to the Riparian Reserves

or only to those that benefit late successional forest associated species

Response The standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves that are established in the Record of

Decision for this SEIS will apply throughout the planning area The standards and guidelines of current

plans and draft plan preferred alternatives will apply where they are more beneficial to late

successional forest associated species

Comment The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission FERC should be involved in the process toR

ensure that implementation of the preferred alternative will comply with the Federal Power Act R

Response FERC and other regulatory agencies will be involved as appropriate during the

implementation of the selected alternative

Comment The President should use his influence to direct federal agencies to implement the selected

alternative as policy

Response An Interagency Steering Committee has been established to oversee the prompt coordinated

and effective implementation of the selected alternative This committee will be chaired by the Director

of the White House Office on Environmental Policy or the Director’s designee In addition a White

House appointed representative to the committee will serve as interagency coordinator to review and

provide guidance of regional activities

Comment Because of the uncertainty of the proposed practices the SEIS should include an alternative

that establishes a 2year study period with interim guidelines This would preserve all options while

sufficient information is gathered for better decision making The Forest Service and BLM planning

processes provide for a regular 10year review and amendment process which could incorporate this

new information

Response The flexibility and safeguards created by the monitoring system and adaptive management

process precludes the need for a 2year or extended study period with interim guidelines The

implementation effectiveness and validity of the standards and guidelines will be monitored The
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adaptive management process of planning monitoring researching evaluating and adjusting will help

managers determine how well their actions meet the objectives and what steps to take to modify

activities to increase success

Comment Clarify to what extent the preferred alternative is intended to adopt the recommendations

set forth in the FEMAT Report’s Chapter VIII Implementation and Adaptive Management

Response The Final SEIS sets forth the implementation and adaptive management strategies for all the

alternatives see Chapter 2 Implementation and Appendix E Implementation Structure

Comment Additional information is needed about implementation of province planning watershed

analysis sitespecific projects monitoring and coordination with nonfederal landowners The
environmental benefits derived from this management direction depend on the successful

implementation of these activities

Response Additional information concerning these topics has been added to this Final SEIS however
these processes and efforts will continue to be developed as the selected alternative is implemented

Comment More specific information should be presented on implementation including a summary of

major steps or tasks lead agency or group roles budget and timelines

Response More specific information on implementation has been added to the Final SEIS seeChapter2Implementation and Appendix E Implementation Structure and additional detail will be developed

as the selected alternative is implemented

Comment Alternative 9 will hinder cooperative efforts among existing groups such as the bioregional

groups in California

Response The cooperation and coordination that is encouraged under Alternative 9 can build on or

operate in addition to existing relationships

Comment Participation of the regulatory agencies such as the Fish and Wildlife Service and the

National Marine Fisheries Service in Forest Service and BLM planning processes described in Chapter

2 and Appendix E of the SEIS may create a conflict of interest later when regulators must review the

land and resource management plans

Response The participation of regulatory agencies is intended to provide consistency to the agencies

management plans with respect to the requirements of the Endangered Species Act and to also help

streamline the process Cooperation and coordination among federal agencies is encouraged This is not

intended to substitute for or alter the authority and responsibility of the individual agencies

Comment The interagency cooperation and coordination structure involving various teams

committees and offices has the potential to create bottlenecks gridlock and other problems duringR

implementation R

Response Greater coordination and cooperation among various groups and agencies will eliminate

many of the procedural and implementation problems and inefficiencies of the past Through the

process of adaptive management described in this SEIS as problems of implementation are identified

eg possible distortions of the decision making process adjustments will be made to correct them
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Comment The SEIS should propose substantive measures to ensure that past problems with forest

management that were caused by the ineffective institutional structure and budget process will notR

reoccur R

Response The basis of problems and challenges with forest management are complex and are not

attributable solely to one or two causes The system of interagency review and adaptive management

should improve the ability to identify and respond to problems as the selected alternative is

implemented

Comment The alternatives call for lengthy analysis which will effectively halt activities In particular

watershed analysis as described in the Draft SEIS will require a great amount of time and resources

Response Much of the analyses including watershed analysis will use existing information and

analyses within the agencies as a foundation Additional information and analysis that is required will

create a high quality product and may avoid project delays that have occurred in the past

Comment Clarify whether projects such as trail construction which have completed environmental

assessments will be delayed by the implementation of the preferred alternative

Response All activities will need to comply with the standards and guidelines and land allocations of

the selected alternative Projects will need to be evaluated to determine compliance with the selected

alternative While this may result in modifications or cancellations of some projects those that are

already in compliance can proceed expeditiously

Comment Explain how the National Parks would be involved in the implementation of the selected

alternative

Response When the alternatives were developed it was assumed that the National Park system would

continue to be managed according to current direction During implementation of the selected

alternative management of the National Parks is not expected to change The National Park Service will

participate in the Regional Interagency Executive Committee which will be involved in implementing

the selected alternative

Comment Administrative boundaries within watersheds should be dissolved

Response Changing certain administrative boundaries would require congressional action and is

beyond the scope of this SEIS Analysis will be conducted on a watershed basis and planning will be

done on a physiographic province or river basin basis these efforts will cross administrative

boundaries This province approach will require an interagency effort and will involve coordination

and cooperation with other nonfederal landowners such as tribes states industry and private citizens

Comment If Geographic Information System GIS technology and data is perceived as being withheld

or controlled by the Forest Service and BLM the social objectives of the Adaptive Management Areas

and overall strategy will not be served

Response Although the GIS hardware is controlled by the agencies GIS data is generally available to

the public

Comment The unscheduled harvest in the LateSuccessional Reserves should receive sufficient public

disclosure to allow a full understanding of the scope and impacts
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Response Any proposals for unscheduled harvest thinning and salvage only in the LateSuccessional

Reserves will be subject to public disclosure and participation under the National Environmental Policy

Act

Comment More consideration should be given to supporting the use of innovative land based andR

aerial logging systems which only minimally impact the surfaceR

Response The SEIS prescribes standards and guidelines to achieve objectives The complex site

specific implementation of the standards and guidelines will vary as a result of watershed analysis and

project planning While innovative logging systems may be used as a result of this analysis and

planning to meet specific objectives and conditions prescribing their use at the programmatic level of

this SEIS would be inappropriate

Comment We recognize that specific watershed restoration projects and budgets must be developed

based on watershed analyses However the Final SEIS should provide the overall context for

developing these projects and budgets

Response The overall context for watershed restoration projects is described in the Aquatic

Conservation Strategy in Appendix B6 of this Final SEIS The context for developing restoration projects

includes the value and sensitivity of downstream uses transportation needs social expectations

treatability of the problems costs and other factors The most important components of a restoration

program are control and prevention of roadrelated runoff and sediment production restoration of the

condition of the riparian vegetation and restoration of instream habitat complexity The Regional

Ecosystem Office will provide guidance and direction for watershed restoration projects

Comment To implement and oversee the alternative selected from this SEIS establish a regional

organization to serve under an appointee of the US Supreme Court There would be an executive

group under the authority of this person similar to the Regional Interagency Executive Committee The
group would include representatives of state governments and it would have all the powers of the

current federal and state agencies plus the authority to overrule any agency powers

Response The responsibility for managing the public lands discussed in this SEIS rests with theR

Department of the Interior through the BLM and with the Department of Agriculture through theR

Forest Service To substitute or alter the responsibilities and authority of the Departments of InteriorR

and Agriculture would require congressional action which is beyond the scope of this SEIS R

Comment Require local processing of all resources removed from the forest

Response To implement this recommendation would require congressional action and is outside the

scope of this SEIS

Comment The Final SEIS should provide a more specific framework for incorporation of nonfederal

land management activities during implementation of the selected alternative There should be anR

approach or strategy for promoting and coordinating drainage wide conservation and restorationR

programs with the participation of nonfederal landowners R

Response While cooperation and coordination among landowners is encouraged the management of

nonfederal lands is beyond the scope of this SEIS The impacts described in Chapter 34 are based on

the assumption that private forest lands will be managed intensively on a short rotation even age basis

and to meet applicable state and federal law
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Comment Agencies should exchange or purchase those lands that create an intermingled or

checkerboard ownership pattern These lands complicate management of the resources and greatly

increase problems in achieving objectives

Response The development of the alternatives and their assessment of impacts assumed that the

present land ownership pattern would remain basically unchanged Some land tenure adjustments are

permitted for various objectives through purchase or exchange under current plans and draft plan

preferred alternatives Substantial land exchange or purchase programs are outside the scope of this

SEIS

Comment Clarify the effect on the success of implementing the selected alternative in cases where

private landowners decide not to cooperate in developing an overall plan in watersheds or Adaptive

Management Areas

Response The success of implementing the selected alternative does not depend on cooperation ofR

private landowners R

Comment Landowners should be compensated if the actions proposed in the SEIS result in a reduction

in the value of private land or affect the profit potential of existing businesses

Response Although private land values could be affected positively or negatively by actions on

federal lands compensation of landowners would require congressional authority and is outside the

scope of this SEIS

Comment The local authorities should only advise The National Forests and BLM Districts should be

managed with the nation in mind

Response The selected alternative will be implemented in accordance with the National Environmental

Policy Act which requires public involvement In addition coordination cooperation and involvement

of various local groups citizens and government agencies is encouraged under all alternatives The

land management agencies have the ultimate responsibility for management of the public forests

Comment The Draft SEIS encourages local partnerships but does not give them authority to makeR

decisions Therefore they will not be true partnerships R

Response Although local partnerships are encouraged the responsibility and authority for managing

the public lands lie with the land management agencies

Comment The proposed partnerships are experimental in nature and should be limited toR

noncontroversial areas in the matrix R

Response The proposed cooperation coordination and partnerships will operate in the context of

existing laws and regulations and standards and guidelines as selected in the Record of Decision for

this SEIS The ultimate responsibility and authority for managing the public lands will remain with the

land management agencies The institutional and social lessons learned from these relationships will be

applied through the adaptive management process to facilitate and improve the management of public

lands The learning process will be most valuable if the relationships occur in a variety of situations

circumstances and conditions

Comment Explore ways to help timberdependent communities adjust to the changes that are takingR

place Consider involving local people who have a unique understanding of the nontimber resources R
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such as salal mushrooms flowers berries wildlife and fish in their area These resources might beR

usable or harvestable in a comparatively harmless yet profitable way R

Response Cooperation coordination and partnerships with citizens groups and government entities

are encouraged under all alternatives In addition under Alternative 9 the Adaptive Management

Areas have specific social objectives These areas will provide opportunities for land management and

regulatory agencies other government entities nongovernmental organizations local groups

landowners communities and citizens to work together to develop innovative management

approaches

Comment Foster collaboration between local communities and researchers to identify opportunities for

change This approach would bring local experience together with more technical knowledge resulting

in a very productive mix

Response Cooperation coordination and partnerships are encouraged under all alternatives In

addition in the Adaptive Management Areas under Alternative 9 innovation in community

involvement is encouraged including approaches to implementation of initial management strategies

and perhaps over the longer term development of new forest policies Each Adaptive Management

Area will have an interdisciplinary technical advisory panel that will include specialists from outside

government agencies to provide advice on research development and demonstration programs

MONITORING AND RESEARCH

Comment The SETS should include an expanded discussion of monitoring to address monitoringR

strategy protocols and minimum biological chemical and physical measurements that will beR

addressed in all aspects of implementation R

Response The monitoring discussion in the SETS has been expanded to include such a strategy see

Chapter 2 Implementation and Appendix 1Monitoring and Evaluation Plan Specification of

monitoring details such as protocols would not be appropriate at the programmatic level of this SETS

Comment Monitoring must be coordinated throughout the region to be effective

Response Monitoring will be conducted at multiple levels and scales such as project land allocation

category watershed administrative unit physiographic province or river basin state and planning

area or regional scale Monitoring will be coordinated among appropriate agencies and organizations to

enhance the efficiency and usefulness of the data and results across a variety of administrative units and

provinces

Comment There should be citizen monitors that are independent of the federal agencies

Response Monitoring among agencies will be coordinated by the Regional Ecosystem Office This

interagency office will report to the Regional Interagency Executive Committee The coordination and

review of monitoring on a regional basis will increase consistency and accountability The land

management agencies have the ultimate responsibility for monitoring which cannot be delegated to

private citizens Cooperative monitoring involving federal agencies and citizens may be part of an

Adaptive Management Area plan Citizen groups may conduct monitoring on their own if they choose

Federal agency monitoring plans data and results will be available to the public

Comment Any thinning or salvage in forests for riparian recovery must be scientifically monitored byR

objective parties R
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Response The implementation effectiveness and validity of the standards and guidelines will be

monitored Some of the effectiveness and validation monitoring will be accomplished by formal

research Through the adaptive management process of planning monitoring researching evaluating

and adjusting managers will determine how well their actions meet the objectives and what steps to

take to modify activities to increase success While the involvement and cooperation of the public state

and federal agencies and groups is encouraged under the alternatives the ultimate responsibility for

management including monitoring rests with the land management agencies

Comment Explain how the monitoring program will work

Response The implementation effectiveness and validity of the standards and guidelines will be

monitored The level and intensity of monitoring will vary depending on the sensitivity of the resource

or area and the scope of the proposed management activity Existing monitoring programs will be used

where appropriate Specific monitoring protocols and guidelines will be used to revise existing

monitoring plans Some of the effectiveness and validation monitoring will be accomplished with

formal research

Comment A monitoring appendix should be added to discuss the minimum physical chemical and

biological monitoring that will be used in all aspects of implementation especially water quality

Response Appendix L Monitoring and Evaluation Plan has been added to the Final SEIS In addition

the monitoring discussion has been expanded in Chapter 2 Additional detail will continue to be

developed as the selected alternative is implemented

Comment Explain how monitoring results will be used to ensure that ecosystem goals and objectives

are met For example if monitoring shows that sedimentation of spawning gravel is occurring where

there are 300 feet wide riparian reserves a decision to modify other planned riparian reserves or to

initiate restoration could be warranted

Response The adaptive management process of planning monitoring researching evaluating and

adjusting will help managers determine how well their actions meet the objectives and what steps to

take to modify activities to increase success Monitoring will be subject to guidance and review by the

Regional Ecosystem Office The implementation effectiveness and validity of the standards and

guidelines will be monitored Some of the effectiveness and validation monitoring will be accomplished

with research

Comment The SEIS should discuss monitoring related to watershed restoration including monitoring

of habitat physical parameters water chemistry biological communities and road removal The

discussion should also include how experience could improve restoration effectiveness

Response The monitoring discussion has been expanded in the Final SEIS Specific monitoring

protocols and guidelines will be developed for sitespecific restoration projects at the time of their

development based on information from watershed analysis Through the adaptive management

process of planning monitoring researching evaluating and adjusting managers will determine how

well their actions meet the objectives and what steps to take to modify activities to increase success

Comment Monitoring has been inadequately funded and executed in the past Resource extraction

should be conditional on full implementation of programs such as monitoring The agencies need to

make a stronger commitment to monitoring
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Response The commitment to monitoring will build on existing programs The Pacific Northwest

Regions’s Forest Monitoring Evaluation Guide USDA FS 1993 states All programs and projects

should contain appropriate levels of monitoring funds in their costs or they should not be

undertaken Similar commitments to monitoring were made in the BLM Western Oregon Draft

Resource Management Plans and Environmental Impact Statements For example the Roseburg District

Draft RMPEIS states Timber sale volumes and associated programs will be reduced if annual

funding is not sufficient to support the relevant actions assumed in the plan including mitigation and

monitoring The extent of the reduction will be based on the principle of program balance as envisioned

in the plan

Comment The inventory upon which monitoring is based should not only be coordinated among

federal agencies but should also include state private and tribal data bases

Response Cooperative efforts to create a common data base will be undertaken where possible and

with the coordination of the Regional Ecosystem Office To require private state and tribal

organizations to adhere or contribute data to a common data base is beyond the scope of this SEIS

Comment Include a general prioritization of research activities and a description of research questions

that will be addressed during implementation of the selected alternative A priority should be given to

landscape or watershed level research

Response A Research and Monitoring Committee will be established as one of the interagency groups

under the Memorandum of Understanding for Forest Ecosystem Management see Appendix E
Implementation Structure This committee will be composed of research scientists and managers from

a variety of disciplines who will develop a research plan after the Record of Decision for this SEIS has

been signed

Comment Discuss research projects that are underway such as the Demonstration of Ecosystem

Management Options DEMO and whether these will be able to proceed if they require timber harvest

that does not meet the standards and guidelines of the selected alternative

Response The Research and Monitoring Committee will review and evaluate ongoing research and

may make recommendations to the Regional Interagency Executive Committee about accommodating

research that does not meet the standards and guidelines

Comment Additional scientific research on forest management is needed but not to the extent

suggested in the SEIS An enormous amount of existing research can be used for the purposes described

in the SEIS

Response Part of any research proposal will be a literature search to determine the existing research

and knowledge on the subject in question In addition coordination by the Research and Monitoring

Committee is designed to avoid unnecessary duplication of research projects

Comment The Adaptive Management Areas should be located to accommodate research projects

Response The location of research projects is not limited by the location or boundaries of Adaptive

Management Areas Research may be located in any of the land allocations pending review by the

Regional Interagency Executive Committee which will receive advice and recommendations from the

Research and Monitoring Committee
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Terrestrial Species

The following comments and responses address terrestrial wildlife threatened and endangered species

nonwildlife species and viability assessments

THE NORTHERN SPOTTED OWL

Comment Appendix B of the Draft SEIS indicates that some or all of the standards and guidelines in

the Final Draft Recovery Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl apply to Alternatives 2 through 10 Clarify

which standards and guidelines apply to each alternative

Response The texts of Chapter 2 and Appendix B5 of the Final SEIS have been rewritten to clarify these

standards and guidelines

?Comment Explain the relationship between the preferred alternative and the guidance and

recommendations in the FinalDraftRecovery Planfor the Northern Spotted Owl USDI unpub

Response The Final Draft Recovery Plan has not received final approval However the preferred

alternative would provide the federal lands contribution to spotted owl recovery and also includes as

standards and guidelines elements of the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan

Comment Clarify whether management plans are required for the Designated Conservation Areas

DCAs identified in the FinalDraftRecovery Planfor the Northern Spotted Owl USDI unpub

Response Management plans for DCAs are not required because the Final Draft Recovery Plan has not

been signed and implemented LateSuccessional Reserves delineated in the SEIS will become the focal

points for spotted owl recovery planning This issue has been clarified in the Final SEIS Management

plans are required for large LateSuccessional Reserves or groups of small LateSuccessional Reserves

before habitat manipulation can occur

Comment The Draft SEIS should use the demographic data collected on the northern spotted owl

during the last 2 years

Response Updated demographic data have been considered in the preparation of the Final SEIS the

conclusions and interpretations of those data are presented in Chapter 34 and in Appendix JFuture

demographic research work will be considered through the adaptive management process

Comment Based on band recovery data from northern California there is a false assumption that the

maximum dispersal distance of northern spotted owls is 12 miles

Response Spotted owl research has documented dispersal over distances greater than 12 miles

However the dispersal distance for spotted owls was not the sole consideration taken into account in

spacing reserves in the development of the alternatives for this SEIS largely because the alternatives

focused on broader ecosystem issues and were not limited to spotted owl management

Comment The number of spotted owl pairs in California is much higher than historic data indicates

Response As a result of surveys conducted for northern spotted owls on private lands in California

many new activity centers have been located These have been added to the State of California’s data

base It should be noted that the northern spotted owl was listed as threatened primarily due to

declining habitat conditions Therefore habitat protection is the focus of recovery planning for the species
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Comment The alternatives considered do not utilize new findings on northern spotted owls and their

habitat but rather rely on outdated management theories

Response Development of the alternatives relied heavily on findings in the Draft and Final Draft

Recovery Plans for the Northern Spotted Owl USDI 1992 USDI unpub which represented the best

science on this subject at that time New information in the scientific literature and recent owl

demography data have been analyzed and included in Chapter 34 and in Appendix J Technical

Information uncirculated

Comment The alternatives establish vast reserves which are not necessary to protect wildlife species

For example recent data from the McKenzie Resource Area of the Eugene BLM District indicates that

northern spotted owls reproduce well in young unmanaged stands

Response LateSuccessional Reserves are not designed to provide only for northern spotted owls but

also for the numerous species of birds mammals fish fungi mosses vascular plants lichens

arthropods mollusks etc that are associated with latesuccessional forests While there is data

suggesting that northern spotted owls in some locations may be able to reproduce in some types of

younger managed forests these forests are not known to support the variety of other species that

occur in latesuccessional forests

Comment The SEIS alternatives do not take into account the variable response of the northern spotted

owl to the environment they inhabit ie to the different climate prey and forest management

practices throughout the owl’s range

Response Differences in spotted owl ecology and habitat requirements among the physiographic

provinces were accounted for in the various standards and guidelines for several of the alternatives

For example in some of the alternatives management direction for drier habitat types includes fuels

management and timber stocking controls where appropriate to reduce wildfire hazard and improve

forest health in LateSuccessional Reserves

Comment Alternative 9 should protect the Cottage Grove to Drain Oregon habitat link which is a

wide area linking the Coast and the Cascade Ranges because this land is critical for providing habitat

connectivity This area was recognized in the ISC Report Thomas et al 1990 Several recommended

changes include 1protecting all LateSuccessional Reserves identified in the linking area and100acrecore areas around all spotted owl nest sites within the matrix 2 limiting regeneration harvest to

the earlier seral stages while protecting the mature and old growth seral stages and 3 designating

this area as an Adaptive Management Area with emphasis on protecting remnant oldgrowth and late

successional stands

Response Additional analysis of habitat and management considerations concluded that measures in

Alternative 9 as originally proposed may not have adequately accounted for spotted owl dispersal

conditions in this area As a result additional matrix standards and guidelines have been added to

Alternative 9 to maintain and improve the connectivity value of the South Willamette North Umpqua
area in the Eugene BLM District Specifically the alternative now calls for the Connectivity Diversity

Block allocation and prescriptions to be applied to those lands which were designated as Deferred

Old Growth Emphasis Areas and NonDeferred Old Growth Emphasis Areas in the Revised Preferred

Alternative to the BLM Draft Resource Management Plans Connectivity Diversity Block standards

require 150 year areacontrol rotations Overall 25 to 30 percent of these blocks would be maintained

in latesuccessional condition and when areas are harvested 12 to 18 green trees per acre would be

retained For additional detail refer to Chapter 2 under the Alternative 9 description of standards and

guidelines
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Comment Clarify what the management would be for spotted owl activity centers in the matrix and

Adaptive Management Areas under Alternative 9

Response Alternative 9 was modified in the Final SEIS to retain 100 acres of the best owl habitat

around each known spotted owl activity center in the matrix and in Adaptive Management Areas see

the description of Alternative 9 in Chapter 2 and Appendix Bil Standards and Guidelines Resulting

from Additional Species Analysis and Changes to Alternative 9 Activity center is defined as an area

of concentrated activity of either a pair or a territorial single spotted owl Federal agencies may not

undertake actions that are likely to jeopardize the species and consultation with the US Fish and

Wildlife Service will occur as required under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act

Comment The preferred alternative should provide for an increase not a decrease in spotted owl and

marbled murrelet habitat in the reserve network

Response All 10 SEIS alternatives are expected to provide an increase in habitat for these threatened

species over the long term Currently most of the LateSuccessional Reserves include some acreage that

has been harvested These stands will eventually develop into latesuccessional habitat and result in an

increase in spotted owl and marbled murrelet habitat over time Similarly the Riparian Reserves are

expected to improve in condition resulting in increased habitat for these species In addition existing

spotted owl habitat will remain within Congressionally Reserved Areas

Comment Discuss whether thinning under Alternative 9 is allowed in LateSuccessional Reserve stands

less than 80years old if they currently meet the definition of northern spotted owl or marbled murrelet

habitat

Response The standards and guidelines for Alternative 9 allow limited entry into stands less than80yearsold in the area west of the Cascades Thinnings or other silvicultural treatments inside Late

Successional Reserves must be beneficial to the creation of latesuccessional forest conditions and are

subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem Office

Comment Explain why far fewer northern spotted owls are protected in the Washington Eastern

Cascades Province under Alternative 9 than under the FinalDraft Recovery Planfor the Northern Spotted

Owl USDI unpub

Response Based on the consultation process on the SEIS with the US Fish and Wildlife Service it was

determined that additional protection would better serve conservation of the spotted owl under

Alternative 9 in this area and in the California Cascades Physiographic Province Alternative 9 has been

modified in the Final SEIS to include Residual Habitat Areas around spotted owl activity centers in the

matrix and in Adaptive Management Areas and Reserved and Managed Pair Areas to be considered as

Managed LateSuccessional Areas in the Washington Eastern and the California Cascade Provinces

These modifications were added to Alternative 9 to address this issue and to further support the spotted

owl population

Comment The SEIS should compare and contrast the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan with the

alternatives presented in the SEIS

Response This comparison was made in the Biological Assessment that was prepared for the Draft

SEIS see Appendix G Biological Opinion which will be available for review by the decision makers It

is the intent of the joint lead agencies that management under the selected alternative will provide the

federal contribution to spotted owl recovery
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Comment In Alternative 9 some recommendations for management activities in Late Successional

Reserves that are intended to improve ecosystem viability can be expected to reduce owl viability

Response The provisions for thinning and salvage in the reserves were adapted from the FinalDraft
Recovery Planfor the Northern Spotted Ozwl USDI unpub and are considered compatible with the

habitat requirements of the northern spotted owl

Comment Reliance on Riparian Reserves as spotted owl habitat is highly questionable Because these

narrow strips of forest are essentially all edge habitat they must be considered poor quality for owls

Response There will be areas where Riparian Reserves will be adjacent to other reserved lands and

may be part of a spotted owls home range although these areas are not expected to contributeR

significantly to the maintenance of spotted owl populations Under all alternatives a major role forR

Riparian Reserves would be to help provide dispersal habitat for spotted owl populations R

Comment The use of prescribed fire and fuel breaks in LateSuccessional Reserves to reduce wildfire

potential poses significant risks to spotted owls other species and their habitat

Response While the described risk clearly exists to a certain extent the SEIS determined that the risk to

these mature forests would be greater if steps were not taken to reduce wildfire hazards Removal of

fuels under controlled circumstances provides more assurance of maintaining these reserves Prescribed

fire and fuel breaks may be employed following development of fire plans by local units and review by

the Regional Ecosystem Office

Comment Managing some nonfederal land for old growth characteristics is essential for viable

populations of spotted owls The SEIS should address this and propose regulations

Response The scope of this SEIS includes latesuccessional and old growth forest management
activities on Federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl Establishing management
direction for nonfederal lands is beyond the authority of either joint lead agency Nevertheless the SEIS

discusses at a broad scale of resolution appropriate for a programmatic NEPA document effects of

expected management activities on nonfederal lands as they relate to the proposed action The US Fish

and Wildlife Service has issued a Notice of Intent to prepare an environmental impact statement

concerning direction for the removal or revision of the incidental take prohibitions currently in place for

the northern spotted owl on nonfederal lands which because of the scope of its proposed action will

focus more specifically on effects of nonfederal land management see the description of the proposal to

issue a special 4d rule under Cumulative Effects from Nonfederal Actions in Chapter 34

Comment The ratings for northern spotted owls show no likelihood for extirpation Outcome D and

only a negligible chance that the species would occur only in refugia Outcome C Thus the ratingsR

suggest there may be considerable latitude to consider new options that have more managementR
flexibility without posing a significant marginal change in the ratings R

Response While the northern spotted owl ratings may indicate room for flexibility the overall

conditions of latesuccessional and old growth forest ecosystems and related species were also

considered in the assessment of alternatives and these needs also have been taken into account in the

proposed action

Comment Suitable owl habitat is too narrowly defined by the prevailing scientific theory and opinion

that has been used to formulate conservation and recovery plans for the northern spotted owl
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Response The definition and delineation of spotted owl habitat is largely based on the professionalR

judgement of expert owl biologists and utilizes the best science available on this topic R

Comment SEIS maps and narrative describing the range of the northern spotted owl should be

modified to reflect the known occurrence of owls east of the range in northeastern CaliforniaR

specifically the Widow Peak area in the Big Valley Mountains of northwestern Lassen County R

Response The boundary line for the range of the northern spotted owl was developed in cooperation

with a State of California biologist knowledgeable of the owls in the Widow Peak area However

because these owls are far removed from any other known spotted owls it was not considered prudent

to extend the range line across large areas of unsuitable habitat to include them These birds will

continue to receive protection under the Endangered Species Act

Comment The Cispus and Snoqualmie Pass Adaptive Management Areas are critical to the northsouth

movement of northern spotted owls on the west side of the Cascade Range Each area should

emphasize the maintenance of these valuable connectors rather than rely on innovative timber harvest

experimentation

Response The Cispus Adaptive Management Area is located adjacent to three large LateSuccessional

Reserves which should help mitigate any risk to the owl population in this province The Snoqualmie

Pass Adaptive Management Area has specific guidance that acknowledges its role in maintaining north

south connections

MARBLED MURRELET

Comment The species assessment rating system did not adequately evaluate the short term prospects

for the marbled murrelet The prescription for management of habitat around occupied sites outside

reserves is inadequate to protect such sites in the short term and thus population declines will continue

for an extended time until habitat recovers within the reserves There is considerable doubt whether the

marbled murrelet can withstand substantial population losses in the short term The alternatives

should increase the amount of habitat provided around occupied sites outside reserves

Response The 0.5mile protection area around marbled murrelet sites in the matrix is considered

appropriate at this time No scientific literature has documented marbled murrelet abandonment of nest

sites protected with a 0.5mile protection area The recovery plan being developed by the US Fish and

Wildlife Service will further address recovery needs for the marbled murrelet Whenever this plan is

adopted the Forest Service and BLM will reexamine the selected alternative to determine whether any

changes are necessary in order to accomplish the objectives of the newly adopted murrelet recovery

plan

Comment Since most of the present habitat and populations of marbled murrelets are found on the

Siuslaw National Forest this habitat should be managed according to that Forest’s guidelines andR

recommendations R

Response Under each of the alternatives analyzed in the SEIS most of the marbled murrelet habitat in

the Siuslaw National Forest will be managed as LateSuccessional Reserve In addition the allocations

called for under the alternatives for this Forest are just one part of a much larger strategy that exceeds

the Forest’s boundaries

Comment Clarify why the SEIS calls for a much higher amount of marbled murrelet nesting habitat in

the Siuslaw National Forest than provided for under the 1990 Forest Plan
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Response New information concerning the marbled murrelet has come into existence since 1990 R

including the listing of the marbled murrelet as a threatened species This information is reflected inR

measures designed to protect the marbled murrelet that have been incorporated into the alternatives R

Comment Seasonal restrictions to minimize disturbance to the marbled murrelet leave little time to

perform timber harvest operations during dry periods which is the best time to protect other resources

potentially affected by timber harvest operations

Response Protection of nesting marbled murrelets from the disturbance of timber harvest operations

will reduce management flexibility in these situations Nevertheless such restrictions serve a useful

function in protecting the marbled murrelet

Comment Clarify the definition and intent of recruitment habitat for marbled murrelets which wasR

defined as stands capable of becoming habitat in 25 years R

Response The intent of identifying recruitment habitat for marbled murrelets is to direct appropriate

management toward stands which may not at this time be suitable marbled murrelet habitat but which

are in the condition to become suitable habitat as quickly as possible To provide a rough guide stands

with an average age of 75 years should be considered as recruitment habitat However identification of

recruitment habitat will rely on the expertise of local biologists and silviculturists who may consider

younger stands for delineation

Comment According to the Draft SEIS there are 2.6 million acres of suitable marbled murrelet habitat

in Washington Oregon and California If you assume the occurrence of one nest tree per acre we could

expect a larger marbled murrelet population than the

20
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Response Marbled murrelet occupied sites found in the future would be protected according toR

standards and guidelines described in Chapter 2 in the section Elements from the FEMAT ReportR

Incorporated into the Alternatives When the recovery plan for the marbled murrelet is completed R

agencies will evaluate the plan and amend or revise management direction as appropriate R

Comment The SEIS purports to protect the marbled murrelet from extinction but fails to take into

account management of the nonfederal portions of the ecosystem

Response The SEIS focuses on the adequacy of the alternatives to provide marbled murrelet habitat on

Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management lands Nevertheless it does discuss at a broad level of

resolution appropriate for a programmatic NEPA document effects of nonfederal activities on the

marbled murrelet The SEIS does not make statements as to the avoidance of extinction or the recovery

of the species especially since recovery of this species is expected to be strongly influenced by

conditions outside of the planning area The recovery plan currently being developed by the US Fish

and Wildlife Service will address recovery needs for the marbled murrelet on federal and nonfederal

lands

Comment Determination of marbled murrelet occupied sites is an imprecise science based on

observation of indirect behavioral elements Use of circumstantial observations to determine occupied

sites results in excessive protection of marbled murrelet habitat under the alternatives and severely

restricts the amount of timber available for harvest

Response The protocol developed by the Marbled Murrelet Technical Committee of the Pacific Seabird

Group and currently used by the federal agencies is offered as having a reasonable assurance of

protecting this threatened species while continuing research develops more efficient methods

Comment Address the assumed size of forest stands needed by marbled murrelets to successfully

reproduce

Response Research on marbled murrelets has not provided a definitive answer to this question The

land allocations and standards and guidelines for marbled murrelet habitat in the SEIS are considered

appropriate at this time This information and criteria will be reevaluated through research and

monitoring and the selected alternative will be adjusted as necessary through the adaptive

management process

Comment Since forest history information indicates that marbled murrelets have persisted in areas

dominated by catastrophic burns such as the Yaquina burn it should not be necessary to provide

extensive contiguous blocks of habitat for marbled murrelets under the alternatives in the SEIS

Response Historically wildfires in the coastal Douglas firhemlock forests would generally burn in a

mosaic pattern with unburned areas occurring on north facing slopes and in riparian zones and

partially burned areas with some stand retention occurring in other moist areas This burn pattern

resulted in sufficient habitat to allow the marbled murrelet to persist until regrowth occurred Due to

past levels of timber harvest much of the landscape that would have naturally been available as

marbled murrelet habitat does not now contain any old growth forest This situation necessitates the

protection of much of the existing marbled murrelet habitat

Comment Identify the Marbled Murrelet Working Team’s recommendations and explain how theyR

were modified under Alternative 9R
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Response The Working Team’s recommendations are presented in the FEMAT Report Chapter IV in

the section Recommendations of the Marbled Murrelet Working Team Under Alternative 9 Late

Successional Reserves substituted for the specific owl additions which provide marbled murrelet

habitat as well outlined in Johnson et al 1991 Otherwise Alternative 9 incorporates the intent of the

Working Team’s recommendations

Comment Explain why Alternatives 7 and 8 do not include the Marbled Murrelet Working Team’s

recommendations These should be included in all alternatives Clarify which alternatives would
protect a murrelet nesting pair in the matrix

Response The range of alternatives was developed to provide an array of choices which would be

likely to meet current statutes Alternatives 7 and 8 are part of this array but unlike the other

alternatives they do not specifically describe protection of marbled murrelets in the matrix to

contribute to the array of choices However requirements under the Endangered Species Act would

provide an equivalent level of protection for Alternatives 7 and 8

Comment The SEIS states that marbled murrelet populations will not stabilize in the next 100 years

regardless of which alternative is selected This is incorrect because Alternative I will provide more
habitat for the species now and in the next 100 years than in other alternatives In addition there will be

less fragmentation under Alternative 1Therefore this statement should be deleted or modified to say

that the likelihood of supporting marbled murrelets over the next 100 years will be greater under the

alternatives that provide the most habitat for the species within 100 years

Response The SEIS does display a table that indicates a slightly greater likelihood of achieving

sufficient habitat to allow murrelet populations to stabilize well distributed across federal lands under

Alternative 1 than under Alternative 9 Table 3442 The hypothesis that placing more acres of old
growth forest off limits to any silvicultural treatments leads to more murrelet habitat in 100 years is not

necessarily accurate however as there is a contrary hypothesis based upon restorative silviculture The

text of the Draft SEIS correctly displays the biologists conclusions for the marbled murrelet This

comment refers to text intended to describe the complex issues unrelated to federal land management

which are expected to play a pivotal role in the recovery of marbled murrelets The Final SEIS provides

a fuller discussion of these cumulative effects in Chapter 34 in the Marbled Murrelet section

Comment The alternatives should be modified to provide more reserves in low elevation coastal areas

Observations indicate that the marbled murrelet is more abundant near the coast Federal lands in close

proximity to the coast eg Coos Bay BLM District would provide important future habitat areas for

marbled murrelets

Response Under the preferred alternative of this SEIS most of the marbled murrelet habitat on federal

land in Marbled Murrelet Zone I is in reserves This zone generally consists of low elevation lands that

are 10 to 40 miles inland from marine environments However the amount of federal land within close

proximity to the coast is limited

Comment The Draft SEIS states that a possible mitigation measure is to incorporate the marbled

murrelet recovery plan recommendations into Forest Service and BLM planning documents However
as a federally listed species the marbled murrelet’s recovery plan must be a part of the Forest and

District Plans because it identifies critical habitat for marbled murrelets Update the SEIS to reflect that

the recovery plan recommendations will be required

Response The marbled murrelet recovery plan has not been completed Future recovery plans for any

listed species dependent on the forest habitat in the Pacific Northwest will be able to use the selected

alternative of this SEIS as a base to build a strategy for recovery of those species When a new recovery
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plan is adopted the Forest Service and BLM will reexamine the selected alternative to determine

whether any changes are necessary to accomplish the objectives of the newly adopted recovery plan

While recovery plans are not legally binding to federal agencies all federal agencies are charged with

using their authorities to conserve listed species See 16 USC 1536 a

Designation of critical habitat is a separate process from the recovery planning effort Once critical

habitat is designated federal agencies may not take actions that will result in the destruction or adverse

modification of this habitat pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act

Comment To maintain viable populations of marbled murrelets the SEIS should consider an

alternative with larger welldistributed blocks outside reserves cooperative goals for marbled murrelet

management on all lands and direction that prohibits thinning in natural stands

Response Alternative I includes most of these components Designing cooperative goals for marbled

murrelet management on all lands is beyond the scope of the proposed action in this SEIS which

provides management direction for only lands managed by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land

Management within the range of the northern spotted owl

BALD EAGLE

Comment There seems to be conflict between northern spotted owl and bald eagle habitat needs and

allocations in the Winema National Forest Spotted owl habitat is not bald eagle habitat and therefore

should not be substituted for the latter Bald eagle habitat identified in the Bald Eagle Recovery Plan

should remain a specific land allocation

Response Management of habitat used by both bald eagles and northern spotted owls will require

careful planning at the local level and may require review by the Regional Ecosystem Office to achieve

the appropriate balance Forest and District Plans will continue to identify the appropriate boundaries

for bald eagle nesting and roosting areas based on local information and may identify these areas as

specific land allocations In addition management consistent with approved recovery plans for listed

species eg bald eagle takes precedence over LateSuccessional Reserve standards and guidelines

under all alternatives Refer to Changes Between the Draft and Final SEIS in Chapter 2

OTHER THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

Comment Impacts of roads and forest management on grizzly bears and gray wolves should be

modeled using habitat simulations throughout a complete forest rotation and by a cumulative effects

analysis

Response Recovery plans are currently being developed by the US Fish and Wildlife Service under

the Endangered Species Act They will assess the habitat needs of these species and provide direction

to Forest Plans The Biological Opinion of the US Fish and Wildlife Service Appendix G states that

Alternative 9 complements grizzly bear and gray wolf recovery efforts in the planning area

Comment The SEIS should comply with the Endangered Species Act by specifying measures to prevent

future listings of species including identification and protection of sites used by potential threatened

and endangered species before conducting any habitatdisturbing activities

Response The Fish and Wildlife Service provided a list of petitioned candidate and proposed species

associated with forest habitat in the range of the northern spotted owl to the SEIS Interdisciplinary

Team Some candidate species would benefit from the standards and guidelines added to Alternative 9
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between the Draft and Final SEIS eg Larch Mountain salamander Plethodon larselli montane

peaclam Pisidium Cultramontanumand two plants the wayside aster Aster vialisi and Cold water

Corydalis Conjdalisaquae gelidael After approval of the Record of Decision agency sensitive species

policies will still provide direction to the management of sensitive species on lands administered by the

Forest Service and BLM

Comment Explain whether the Endangered Species Act’s Section 7 consultation requirements for

federal actions that may affect or jeopardize a listed species will still be required after the Record of

Decision for this SEIS is signed

Response All proposed actions that modify or may be inconsistent with the land allocations or

standards and guidelines of the selected alternative will be subject to consultation as required under

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act and are subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem Office In

addition the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management will continue to review all proposed

actions to determine whether they will affect species listed or critical habitat designated under the

Endangered Species Act At this time however both agencies anticipate that any future action that is

consistent with the preferred alternative and that does not implicate incidental take concerns will not

be likely to adversely affect any listed species or critical habitat thus obviating the need to initiate

formal consultation on such actions

AMPHIBIANS

Comment Standards and guidelines for the Del Norte Salamander should be clarified regarding use of

helicopters or high lead cable systems to avoid compaction or other disturbance of talus Address

whether it is permissible to construct a road in the 100 foot buffer around talus habitat as long as a 40

percent canopy closure is maintained

Response Partial timber harvest may be possible within the buffer as long as 40 percent canopy closure

can be maintained In such cases tree harvest must be conducted using helicopters or high lead cable

systems to avoid compaction or other disturbance of talus Road construction would not be

automatically approved in the buffer simply because 40 percent of the canopy closure is maintained

Management activities must consider compaction effects within the buffer area

Comment The Shasta salamander should not be rated at a 20 percent likelihood of risk of extirpation

under Alternative 9 and a 50 percent likelihood under Alternative 7 The habitat needed by this species

is limestone outcrops which are not suitable for timber management

Response Amphibians were rated based on the land allocations and standards and guidelines

identified for each alternative For the Final SEIS species eg the Shasta salamander which fell below

a certain level of likelihood under Option 9 in the FEMAT Report or for other reasons described in

Chapter 34 in the section Methods for Additional Species Analysis were analyzed to 1 explain in

more detail the basis for the ratings provided in the FEMAT Report 2 contribute to a cumulative

effects analysis and 3 develop additional possible standards and guidelines if needed to improve

habitat conditions on federal lands This analytical process and results of the process are described in

the Final SEIS

FURBEARERS

Comment The habitat needs of furbearing species have only brief discussion if any under all of the

alternatives
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Response The needs of furbearers associated with late successional forests such as marten and fisher

are discussed and assessed with respect to each of the alternatives Late Successional Reserves would be

the primary basis for management of these furbearers under the alternatives Furbearers associated with

other habitats would also receive some benefits from the alternatives For example furbearers

associated with riparian habitat such as the beaver would benefit from Riparian Reserves Furbearers

that use early successional forest habitat such as the bobcat are expected to have sufficient habitat in

the matrix in early successional forest stands in LateSuccessional Reserves and on nonfederal lands

? Comment The likelihood of martens and fishers being well distributed throughout their range could be

enhanced under the preferred alternative by improving connectivity between Late Successional

Reserves This could be accomplished by increasing rotation lengths 180 to 200 years increasing buffer

widths around streams and adopting the 50 11 40 rule

Response These measures are included in some alternatives and are available for selection by the

decision makers Green tree and snag retention as well as Riparian Reserves and Administratively

Withdrawn Areas are expected to contribute to connectivity between Late Successional Reserves In

addition some additional measures for matrix management have been developed and incorporated into

Alternative 9 of this Final SEIS to further address this concern Refer to Appendix Bnl for a complete

description of these standards and guidelines There is little information on the effects of adopting or

rejecting the 50 1140 rule specific to the dispersal of martens and fishers

Comment Clarify whether the Forest Service protection buffer requirement Appendix 84 in California

for the American marten is required under the SEIS

Response Protection buffers are no longer required for the American marten in Alternative 9 TheR

standards and guidelines added to Alternative 9 as a result of additional species analysis such asR

Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 are expected to benefit this species R

EARLY SUCCESSIONAL SPECIES

Comment The SEIS should not be considered an ecosystem management plan because it does notR

address the plant and animal species that use earlysuccessional stages such as elk deer and someR

passerine birds R

Response The alternatives presented in this SEIS are intended to guide the management of the mature

and old growth habitat components of lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM within the

range of the northern spotted owl Younger seral stages will continue to exist in the matrix as timber

harvest and natural disturbance events occur Also despite the focus on providing mature and old

growth habitat in Late Successional Reserves natural disturbances will continue to create pockets of

younger forest seral stage habitat in these areas which are important to species such as elk and will

contribute to the biological diversity within these reserves Additional younger forest seral stage habitat

will be provided on nonfederal lands where timber harvest is expected to continue on shorter rotations

than on federal lands

Comment Since the SEIS relies on management of private lands to partially provide early successional

habitat the SEIS should include stipulations for wildlife habitat coordination with private landowners

so that impacts on landowners are taken into account

Response Prescribing management on private lands is outside the scope of the proposed action in this

SEIS and the management authority of either joint lead agency The discussion of wildlife in the SEIS

includes general assessment of the expected effects of management of private lands under existing laws
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Comment The Final SEIS should include standards and guidelines to assure the creation of canopy

gaps in Late Successional Reserves to provide forage plants for deer elk and other species in close

proximity to hiding and thermal cover

Response Forage needs of these species will primarily be met by management activities in the matrix

Adaptive Management Areas Alternative 9 only and nonfederal lands Additional forage will be

provided in LateSuccessional Reserves Administratively Withdrawn Areas Congressionally Reserved

Areas and Riparian Reserves as a result of natural disturbances such as fire disease blowdown and

silvicultural activities associated with the development of latesuccessional habitat characteristics in

Late Successional Reserves The alternatives presented in this SEIS are intended to guide the

management of the mature and old growth habitat components of lands administered by the Forest

Service and BLM within the range of the northern spotted owl

PLANTS

Comment Clarify which site localities of latesuccessional associated plants were analyzed in the SEIS
It is likely that some of these sites are not protected in reserves under some or all of the alternatives

Response This information is available in the administrative record for this SEIS For site localities that

are known many received protection in reserves There are probably sites that remain unknown due to

the lack of complete botanical surveys for most species Plant surveys will continue at different scales of

analysis ranging from the provincial to project level and new locations will be addressed in the

adaptive management process

Comment The Final SEIS should analyze the impact of land allocations on rare and sensitive plant

species and their habitats Areas of plant diversity and narrow endemism should be identified andR

specific standards and guidelines should then be added to the SEIS to protect these habitats R

Response Late successional forest associated plant species were analyzed in the SEIS with respect to

the impacts of the alternatives Additional analysis was conducted between the Draft and Final SEIS to

address late successional forest associated plant species for reasons specified in Methods for Additional

Species Analysis in Chapter 34 This analysis clarified species habitat status and presented additional

standards and guidelines to benefit habitat conditions for these species Identification and protection of

areas of high plant diversity and narrow endemism are more specifically covered under currentplansanddraft plan preferred alternatives

Comment The SEIS does not give enough emphasis to general vegetation and floristic surveys

Response The Final SEIS section iiiChapter 34 on Current Forest Conditions Within the Range of the

Northern Spotted Owl discusses the general forest vegetation conditions within the range of the

northern spotted owl Standards and guidelines for vascular plants which include additional surveys to

provide information on the distribution and life histories of many plant species were incorporated into

Alternative 9

Comment The Final SEIS should incorporate a more thorough model of the dynamics of botanical

succession

Response Refer to the Final SEIS Appendix B2 Ecological Principles for Management of LateRSuccessionalForests for a discussion of the ecological processes central to the successionalR

development and maintenance of late successional and old growth forest ecosystems R
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Comment Clarify at what height canopy cover is measured 5 feet and higher or 16 feet and higher

Response Canopy cover is measured above 6 feet

SENSITIVE SPECIES

Comment The use of existing policy mechanisms such as sensitive species designation or development

of habitat conservation guidelines for groups of species should also be an integral part of any direction

on habitat management designed to contribute to species viability

Response Agency sensitive species policies will still be in place after adoption of the selected

alternative These policies will continue to provide direction to the management of sensitive species on

lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM

MITIGATION

Comment Mitigation measures listed in the SEIS for latesuccessional associated species should be

incorporated into the standards and guidelines rather than remaining simply recommendations

Response The decision makers may adopt any of the mitigation measures set forth in the SEIS Certain

recommended measures have been added as standards and guidelines to Alternative 9 in the Final SEIS

Comment Mitigation for bats fails to include provisions for large green trees and snags and also fails

to address summer habitats foraging areas and temporary roosts

Response These habitat components will primarily be provided in the Late Successional Reserves

Riparian Reserves Administratively Withdrawn Areas and Congressionally Reserved Areas on federal

lands Additional standards and guidelines such as provision for green tree and snag retention in the

matrix and protection of roost sites in caves mines wooden bridges and buildings for bats have been

incorporated into the Final SEIS Refer to Appendix Bll Standards and Guidelines Resulting From

Additional Species Analysis and Changes to Alternative 9

Comment Mitigation measures for vascular plants and arthropods dealing with use or nonuse of

prescribed fires are contradictory ie some plants need fire to provide suitable habitat while

arthropods are adversely affected by fire Please clarify this in the Final SEIS

Response Standards and guidelines have been included in the Final SEIS to address this concern Site

treatment practices would be prescribed to minimize intensive burning unless appropriate for certain

specific habitats communities or stand conditions Site specific analysis by interdisciplinary teams will

be necessary during projectlevel planning to determine the species that are present and the appropriate

prescriptions

VIABILITY

Comment Clarify why Alternative 9 was selected as the preferred alternative when the assessmentR

ratings for latesuccessional associated terrestrial species are superior under Alternative 1R

Response Species that received lower likelihood ratings under Alternative 9 as compared to

Alternative I are for the most part species that are restricted to local refugia or are affected to a

significant degree by Riparian Reserve widths the overall size of the reserve system or by human

activities off federal forest lands These species were further analyzed between the Draft and Final SEIS
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and Alternative 9 was revised to include additional standards and guidelines for many of them Refer to

Chapter 2 and Appendix BII for a list and description of these standards and guidelines

Comment The SEIS should assess the cumulative impacts of implementing the alternatives on habitat

sufficiency for late successional associated species by analyzing actions on nonfederal lands Exclusion

of these impacts from the SEIS results in overly optimistic likelihood ratings

Response Chapter 34 see Cumulative Effects Role of Nonfederal Land sections of this Final SEIS

discusses effects on species habitat from expected management activity on nonfederal lands In

addition the effects on spotted owls from management of nonfederal lands will be further addressed in

another EIS to be prepared by the US Fish and Wildlife Service concerning issuance of a proposed rule

under section 4d of the Endangered Species Act

Comment The objective of the selected alternative should be to provide at least a 95 percent likelihood

that all late successional associated species will remain viable for at least the next 200 years

Response If only species viability were considered it would be preferable to have species ratings with

the lowest likelihood of species extirpation from federal land and the highest likelihood of habitat that

is of sufficient quality distribution and abundance to allow the species population to stabilize well

distributed across federal lands However while providing habitat to support species viability is an

important objective of land management planning decisions it is not the only one The SEIS provides a

substantial amount of information about the effects of the alternatives on species viability using a

combination of approaches so that a wellinformed decision can be made and the decision makers can

assure themselves that the selected alternative will not create a level of risk of extirpation to a species

that is unacceptable under applicable laws and regulations

Comment The likelihoods of habitat outcomes are never related to social and economic measures or

outcomes For public policy purposes it is not enough to know the likelihood of habitat outcomes

There must be some sense of how these likelihood ratings affect costs to society

Response The social and economic impacts of the various alternatives are displayed in Chapter 34 of

the Final SEIS

Comment Clarify why subjective assessments were made concerning likelihoods of habitat outcomes

for species and explain why confidence intervals and statistical significance levels were not used when

assessing species At a minimum the ranges of the FEMAT Report’s species assessment ratings for

individual species should be provided along with the ratings of individual panelists because the degree

of scientific uncertainty associated with the overall ratings should be displayed The ratings should

have been done by the same persons under the same conditions across all alternatives and the names

and qualifications of panelist members should be disclosed as required by NEPA Further it is

inappropriate to use agency employees on the assessment panels because their votes could reflect

agency bias

Response As explained in the FEMAT Report the likelihood voting methodology was adopted by the

Assessment Team partly to allow for quantification of scientific and personal uncertainty The

Assessment Team believed that honest expressions of how little or how much is known about species

alternative interactions could help decision makers better understand the issues and make more

informed decisions Moreover with respect to almost every species the amount of empirical data

available is so scarce that quantitative statistical analyses would be so uncertain as to be imprudent and

of relatively minimal value
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It is important to note that the Final SEIS used the results of the assessment panel process to identify

those species with ratings that did not attain specified likelihoods of achieving various outcomes or for

other reasons specified in Chapter 34 Methods for Additional Species Analysis and analyzes in

greater detail the reasons for these ratings and possible mitigation measures to improve such ratings

This process and its results are explained in detail in this Final SEIS

The ranges of ratings for individual species along with the ratings of individual panelists their

names and qualifications are available from the administrative record Ratings could not be done by

the same persons because of differences in scientific knowledge background etc concerning the

various species groups evaluated Panel members were selected based on their knowledge of species

and species groups and availability not on their agency affiliation

Comment Some assessment panelists have raised concerns about how the assessment process was

conducted Some panelists were apparently not provided adequate background data eg maps and

standards and guidelines to enable them to make proper ratings Other panelists apparently did not

trust past agency performance and considered this when making species assessments

Response The FEMAT Report Appendix A to this SEIS includes a detailed description of the

assessment panel process Although background information was generally made available to the

assessment panels there were a few instances when some information was unavailable due to the tight

timeframes of the Assessment Team’s schedule However these data were available to the Assessment

Team members when they made the determination of likelihood of habitat outcomes for species As

explained in the FEMAT Report results from the panels were advisory only the Assessment Team

made the final decisions Expert judgements were used because of the general scarcity of empirical and

other data on many late successional species

Another issue raised by some assessment panelists concerned lack of trust in the federal agencies

commitment and willingness to protect species and their habitat This may have affected some of the

assessment panel ratings For example assessment panel ratings for mollusks may have been higher if

panel perceptions of past agency performance had been included in the assessments The Assessment

Team instructed panelists that this consideration was inconsistent with the effort to compare

management alternatives The team stated that the assessments for these species were quite

conservative and concluded that the alternatives if implemented properly generally would result in

more favorable habitat outcomes than indicated by the assessment panel findings for mollusks

The assessment panel process including many of its strengths and weaknesses is described in detail so

that the panel results may be considered for what they are Panel assessments by different panelists or

utilizing a different process would yield different specific results but the overall relative ratings for

each option would likely remain constant and provide useful information about the relative risks to

species under the various alternatives

Comment The FEMAT Report’s species assessment process was flawed because some of the panelists

by their own admission were not qualified to assess population viability

Response The primary emphasis of the assessment panels was to assess habitat sufficiency for species

populations to persist as welldistributed populations on federal lands within the range of the northern

spotted owl Formal population viability assessments were not conducted for any species The primary

information upon which the panelists relied was their knowledge of the habitat requirements of the

species Knowledge of demographic modeling was also considered

Comment Adjustments to panelist ratings by the Assessment Team to correct any errors or apparent

misunderstandings were inappropriate
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Response The FEMAT Report stated that results from the assessment panels were advisory to the

Assessment Team The Assessment Team made the final judgements on the likelihood ratings

Adjustments were intended to correct for any errors or misinterpretations that arose in the deliberation

process and because the Assessment Team had the final responsibility under the President’s charter

for making these judgements The fact that adjustments were made was disclosed

Comment The FEMAT Report’s species assessments should have been submitted to scientific

organizations for peer review

Response The FEMAT Report was submitted for formal blind peer review to the following scientific

organizations governmental agencies Society of American Foresters Ecological Society of America

Society for Conservation Biology The Wildlife Society American Geophysical Union American

Fisheries Society North American Benthological Society Society of Wetland Scientists Environmental

Protection Agency US Fish and Wildlife Service Society for Conservation Biology National Marine

Fisheries Service American Forestry Association Rural Sociological Society and American Sociological

Association A total of 12 organizations agencies provided their critiques and these are available for

review in the administrative record

Comment The results of the April viability panels should be contrasted to the June panel results to

provide additional clarification to the SEIS

Response The results of the April viability panels were qualitative rankings ie ratings of high

medium and low and reflected the original options in the FEMAT Report that were subsequently

revised Major attributes of these options were changed between the April and June panels and three

new options were added Thus comparisons would not be meaningful

Comment It is important to provide a control for the FEMAT Report’s species assessment process For

example ratings should have provided a frame of reference for determining the marginal gains in

species ratings from some measure of existing conditions

Response Normally the NoAction Alternative is described within an Environmental Impact

Statement even where it is not implementable to serve as a baseline for comparison of effects among

the action alternatives For this SEIS the NoAction Alternative if viewed without recent legally

required changes might be assumed to be represented by effects displayed in Chapter 34 as 1980 1989

average or equivalent However the NoAction Alternative is not implementable and therefore does

not constitute a reasonable alternative see the Memo from CEQ in Appendix C In addition most

comparisons of the No Action Alternative to the action alternatives would have been difficult not

practical or not meaningful Accordingly a full discussion of the No Action Alternative was not made
in the SEIS However to facilitate the decision makers and public’s understanding the SEIS compared

to the extent feasible the NoAction Alternative with Alternative 7 to which all other alternatives can be

compared This comparison process provided a suitable benchmark to compare the effects of the

alternatives

Comment The FEMAT Report’s species assessment process is valid as a quick method of analysis to

cover general late successional associated species and species groups but is invalid as an assessment of

local endemics Only indepth knowledge of sitespecific protection standards determined by field

surveys would enable panelists to rate these species adequately

Response This problem in the process has been recognized and addressed in the Final SEIS discussion

on the effects on species The Final SEIS reflects additional analysis in response to this concern It also
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must be remembered that the framework for the proposed action is a very broad scale of resolution and

that additional analysis and measures will be undertaken and considered at more sitespecific levels of

planning

Comment Clarify how the FEMAT Report’s species assessments would change if 1 implementation

and effectiveness monitoring are not adequately funded in the future and 2 Adaptive Management

Areas do not produce the additional scientific knowledge necessary to enable managers to create late

successional forests with desirable forest structural conditions at a faster rate

Response Species assessments were based upon the alternatives as presented to the assessment panels

Significant changes to the alternatives or to assumptions made by the panels would likely change how
the panels would have rated the alternatives The risk associated with innovation trials or experiments

in the Adaptive Management Areas was part of the alternative presented to the assessment panels and

did not figure prominently in the species assessment ratings Adaptive Management Areas with

harvesting were largely treated like the matrix by most panelists The Endangered Species Act NEPA
and the agency planning regulations have provisions for reassessing new information which may

develop in the future and adjustments may be made through the adaptive management process

Comment The species assessment process conceals variations in habitat and forest conditions that

occur throughout the three state region and thus ratings tend to reflect the worst rather than the best

situations

Response The alternatives were designed to account for regional differences in habitat and forest

conditions by specifying some standards and guidelines applicable to those regions The assessment

panels considered these differences when determining the likelihood ratings Some ratings may be

conservative because of this factor

Comment The use of guilds or functional groups in the species assessment process is

misleading because it ignores risks of extirpation for individual species

Response Guilds were used to address lack of information on specific habitat associations of species

due to factors such as inadequate surveys incomplete knowledge of taxonomy and the diversity of the

taxonomic category Moreover it simply is not practicable to assess every species individually in an

ecosystem at a regional level The process did not ignore risks of extirpation for individual species but

rather assessed risks to the habitat needs of groups of species where there was a lack of information on

individual species In assessing risks to groups of species risks and trends are assumed to be similar

among individual species within the various groups

Comment There is no rational biological reason or legal justification to maintain the viability of other

species in the range of the northern spotted owl where the other species ranges do not coincide with

the range of the owl

Response The land management agencies have to reconcile the objectives of legal requirements with

the reality of the natural world Where the range of a species extends beyond the planning area

viability considerations should riot ignore that fact but rather be applied in a manner that is reasonable

for the onthe ground conditions

Comment The SEIS conclusion that the matrix and nonfederal forest lands are likely to maintain early

successional associated species does not satisfy the Forest Service viability rule which requires that

adequate habitat be available on federal land to maintain the viability of all vertebrate species Federal

land managers cannot rely on private land to maintain habitat for early successional species
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Response Early successional habitat provided in LateSuccessional Reserves because of preexisting

early seral stages Adaptive Management Areas Alternative 9 only and the matrix are expected to

provide adequate habitat to support early successional associated species within the federal planning

area As part of its cumulative effects analysis the SEIS also notes that there is a significant amount of

early successional forest on nonfederal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl and that

such lands will provide additional habitat for species associated with such habitat Cumulative effects

considerations are required under NEPA Further the slow rate of change in habitat conditions on

federal lands from the current preponderance of earlysuccessional habitat over the short term will

limitnegative impacts to these species and any necessary adjustments can be made through the

adaptive management process It must be remembered that such adjustments to create early

successional forests can be accomplished relatively much more quickly than creation of old growth or

latesuccessional forest conditions

Comment The species assessment ratings may be lower than estimated by the Assessment Team

because the assessment rating process did not consider species interactions For example there is a clear

ecological relationship among some fungi flying squirrels and spotted owls This relationship was not

considered in the rating process

Response Species interactions are important and will certainly occur This is one reason why actual

population levels may differ from levels expected based on the amount of habitat alone At the scale of

analysis used in the SEIS it would be difficult to assess results of these interactions for individual

species However since this SEIS focuses on maintenance of suitable habitat throughout the range of the

northern spotted owl it is assumed that the latesuccessional ecosystem along with its attributes such

as complex species interactions will be maintained at that scale

Comment It is important to identify species whose viability is in question regardless of what is done
on federal forest lands

Response The SEIS does identify such species These species generally had relatively lower likelihood

ratings across the alternatives because they are endemic or restricted to local refugia or are primarily

impacted by activities occurring outside the control of the BLM or Forest Service These species have

been further evaluated in the Final SEIS in response to this concern see Chapter 34 Methods for

Additional Species Analysis

Comment The Final SEIS should prescribe scientifically reliable nest site buffers to ensure population

viability of the northern goshawk and marbled murrelet

Response Nest site protection is provided for marbled murrelets under Alternative 9 Late
Successional Reserves are expected to benefit the northern goshawk by maintaining nesting habitat in

the short term as well as providing additional habitat in the long term

Comment In emphasizing Outcome A ie habitat is of sufficient quality distribution and abundance

to allow the species population to stabilize well distributed across federal lands as the standard to be

achieved in the species assessment process the SEIS implies a public policy emphasis of returning to

historical species distribution Not only is this not required by law or regulation but it is technically

and economically impossible in most cases

Response The SEIS does not state a public policy of returning species to their historic distributions The

SEIS does address the likelihood of species continuing to persist under various patterns of habitat

distribution on federal lands The FEMAT Report acknowledged the unlikelihood that all species can be
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restored to their historical distributions For example the mammal assessment panelists recognized that

populations of American martens may never again be distributed throughout their historic distribution

regardless of federal land management direction

Comment Address whether the species assessment for the alternatives was dependent on Late

Successional Reserves as well as forested areas outside the reserves

Response Assessments were based on all land allocations and standards and guidelines presented to the

panels See the description of the FEMAT Report’s species assessment process in Chapter 34 of the SEIS

Comment Explain why the 100 year likelihood of attaining welldistributed habitat to support a stable

population for the northern spotted owl and marbled murrelet was below 95 percent under Alternative 9

Response Evaluations of habitat sufficiency for maintaining stable populations were not precise

analyses of likelihoods of habitat conditions but rather informed professional judgements of

knowledgeable experts This must be kept in mind when assessing differences in the ratings Ratings for

the spotted owl and marbled murrelet were 83 percent and 80 percent likelihood respectively of

achieving a stable welldistributed population under Alternative 9 prior to its modification between the

Draft and Final SEIS Ratings for the spotted owl under all alternatives reflected some degree of

uncertainty and disagreement among the experts over such factors as adequacy of dispersal habitat

concern over short term loss of habitat during the recovery process within reserves and current

population dynamics Ratings for marbled murrelets reflected the experts concern for inland nesting

habitat and possible adverse impacts in the marine environment during the next 50 to 100 years

Comment The species assessment ratings for mollusks are too low The alternatives should be modified

to improve the possible habitat outcomes to ensure viability

Response Further analysis of mollusks was conducted between the Draft and Final SEIS to address this

concern Many of these mollusks are locally endemic and there is uncertainty about the effects of land

use on these species Standards and guidelines to increase the likelihood of persistence of these species

on federal lands are presented in Chapter 2 and in Appendix BI 1 of this Final SEIS

Comment Clarify whether Riparian Reserves will be effective in maintaining viable populations of all

riparian species

Response The species assessment process was restricted to those species associated with late

successional forests some of which also occur in riparian zones Thus not all riparian associated

species were individually analyzed in this SEIS However Riparian Reserves should contribute to

maintaining and restoring the productivity and resiliency of riparian ecosystems and all associated

species

Comment Clarify how many species rangesgroups were actually evaluated in the assessment process

and the degree of emphasis given by the panels for the different species and groups

Response The number of evaluations conducted by the Assessment Team was as follows amphibians18mammals 27 birds 38 fish 9 mollusks 102 vascular plants 124 lichens 157 fungi 527

bryophytes 106 and arthropods 15 The amount of information available to the assessment panels

varied by species group as acknowledged in the FEMAT Report Information was especially sparse for

fungi lichens bryophytes mollusks and arthropods For most of the species the information necessary

to precisely quantify the response to changes in the quality and pattern of their environments simply

does not exist
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Comment Clarify why the lynx and the Baird’s shrew were not included in the species assessment

Response The reasons why these species were not rated have been added in the section Mammals
Other Than Bats in Chapter 34 of the Final SEIS

Comment The assessment panels should have evaluated the effects of Alternatives 2 6 and 10 on

terrestrial species to assure equal analysis of all alternatives

Response Seven options representing a full range of conditions within the guidelines of the mission

statement were selected for analysis The effects of Alternatives 2 6 and 10 should be within the range

of effects expected under the alternatives that were analyzed in detail

Comment The species assessment ratings would have been higher if native latesuccessional

hardwood stands in southwestern Oregon and northern California were protected The Final SEIS

should address this issue

Response The system of LateSuccessional and Riparian Reserves as well as Administratively

Withdrawn Areas should encompass hardwood stands in the same general proportion as theirR

occurrence over the landscape Most species addressed in the SEIS are conifer associated and theirR

assessment ratings would reflect the status of late successional conifer habitat under the alternatives

Comment Clarify the effects of omitting the 50 1140 rule in Alternative 9 on the species assessments of

all late successional associated species A full scale analysis of connectivity is needed for all species

Response The 50 1140 rule was a management prescription designed to address dispersal of the

spotted owl In lieu of the 50 1140 rule the Draft SEIS concluded that Riparian Reserves retention of

green trees and Administratively Withdrawn Areas would contribute to the dispersal of late

successional associated species in the matrix under Alternative 9 These factors were considered by the

species assessment panelists in evaluating the effects of the alternatives on other latesuccessional

associated species In addition connectivity was a key factor in determining likelihoods of habitat

outcomes under each alternative for each species as well as for the latesuccessional forest ecosystem

generally The additional species analysis described in Chapter 34 of the Final SEIS also identified

standards and guidelines which further address the issues of connectivity

Comment The species assessments should be accompanied by at least crude population estimates for

analyzed species

Response Analysis emphasis was on habitat sufficiency on federal lands not overall population

viability In most cases information is simply not available to determine even crude populationR

estimatesR

Comment The Forest Service has no legal authority to maintain viability of nonvertebrate species

Response Many statutes authorize the Forest Service to consider the viability of all species in its land

management decisions including the Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act National Forest Management

Act and Endangered Species Act Consideration of species viability is part of being good stewards of

the land

Comment All SEIS alternatives unlawfully impose the Forest Service viability rule on the OC lands

Response The direction given to the Assessment Team was to apply the viability standard in the

design of all alternatives to achieve similar treatment across all federal lands The Assessment Team

concluded that As a practical matter this instruction made little difference to the final results In all of
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the options developed by the Team potential harvest levels were affected primarily by the need forR

protecting the northern spotted owl the marbled murrelet at risk fish species and latesuccessionalR

forest considerations FEMAT Report p 115R

Sufficient legal authority exists to apply this standard to the OC lands in the design of alternatives

Concern over the long term health of the forests is a dominant principle of the management strategies

under consideration Providing for species viability is an important part of maintaining permanent

forest production of the kind mandated by Congress in the OC Act

Comment Alternative 9 violates the National Forest Management Act’s legal requirements for

maintaining species viability More than 400 species including salmon and several other vertebrates

would fall below the threshold of viability if Alternative 9 were adopted

Response There is no single assessment panel numerical rating that represents the minimum legal

threshold under the viability provision in NFMA regulations The species conservation and

stewardship responsibilities of the land management agencies cannot be simplified to a single number

and the Assessment Team explicitly did not make such a recommendation

The assessment panel’s numerical ratings of likelihoods of habitat outcomes are useful informationR

about the relative expected effects of the alternatives on old growth and latesuccessional species R

However the numerical ratings should always be evaluated in the context of the procedures andR

assumptions used in the panel process R

Because of changes in the preferred alternative between the Draft and Final SEIS the previousR

numerical ratings are not reflective of the current preferred alternative Additional species analysisR

between the Draft and Final SEIS was conducted on many species and additional standards andR

guidelines were adopted in Alternative 9R

Comment The description of the methodology and information sources used in developing the species

assessment ratings should be more specific

Response The description of the process used to determine species assessment ratings has been

expanded in the FEMAT Report Chapter IV Terrestrial Forest Ecosystem Assessment In addition a

section detailing the process for assessing habitat sufficiency has been expanded in Chapter 34 of this

Final SEIS and in Appendix J

OTHER TERRESTRIAL WILDLIFE COMMENTS

Comment Clarify what species would be protected by protection buffers and address their

management

Response Refer to Appendix B4 Protection Buffers in the Final SEIS for clarification of this issue

Comment Clarify the rationale in Alternative 9 for eliminating administrative withdrawals for martens

pileated woodpeckers and other late successional species

Response The alternatives each provide for species habitat in somewhat different ways Habitat for

these species is provided for under Alternative 9 in the land allocations and standards and guidelines

specified under that alternative

Comment Clarify whether timber harvest associated with meadow restoration is allowed in Late

Successional Reserves
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Response In some cases certain management activities to maintain specific vegetative conditions may

be appropriate to meet the objectives of LateSuccessional Reserve plans which include a history and

inventory of overall vegetative conditions within the LateSuccessional Reserve Proposals for such

activities are subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem Office prior to implementation

Comment Watershed analysis should consider the habitat needs of terrestrial species

Response Although its primary focus will be watershed protection and conservation of aquatic and

riparian species watershed analysis also will consider the distribution and abundance of terrestrial

species and populations throughout the watershed

Comment The movement or dispersal of upland terrestrial species with limited dispersal capabilities

eg chipmunks salamanders and mollusks will be adversely affected by reliance on riparian areas

and small green tree retention patches as connectors between reserve areas Provide large patches of

green trees to maintain habitat for these species and to assist their dispersal

Response Limited information is available concerning the movement of terrestrial species especially

invertebrates with limited dispersal capabilities in fragmented forest ecosystems Research is

underway to provide information on some of these species The network of Riparian Reserves green

tree patches and Administratively Withdrawn Areas under Alternative 9 would contribute to the

dispersal of these species and provide habitat for these species Assessment ratings considered the

uncertainty and risk associated with dispersal of these species Additional standards and guidelines

have been incorporated into Alternative 9 which would further alleviate these concerns Refer to

Alternative 9 standards and guidelines in Chapter 2 and Appendix Bll for additional information on

these measures

Comment The size and location of the BLM’s Connectivity Diversity Blocks are not adequate for

maintaining old growth habitat For example 33 percent of the blocks in the Medford District contain

no late successional habitat at all and an additional 24 percent of the blocks contain significantly less

old growth than the 25 to 30 percent level that the SEIS seeks to maintain

Response The objectives for establishing Connectivity Diversity Blocks were related to enhancing

richness and diversity throughout the landscape and linking large areas of late successional forest

habitat with smaller islands of this habitat Maintaining or creating appropriate habitat links between

the large habitat blocks was often more important than protecting all existing old growth Landscape

factors such as the presence of other reserves Areas of Critical Environmental Concern and Wild and

Scenic Rivers were considered in locating Connectivity Diversity Blocks Blocks with little existing late

successional forests will develop desired old growth characteristics over time

Comment The SEIS should address habitat management for wildlife species that use residual old
growth and latesuccessional forest components in the early and midseral stages Provide more
detailed standards and guidelines including 1 the number size and type of snags and green trees to

be retained 2 an analysis of the relationship between snag and green tree densities and projected

population densities of cavity nesting species and 3 an analysis of snag recruitment rates Adoptsnagguidelinesconsistent with Thomas et al 1993 including no removal of snags greater than 20 inches

diameter at breast height Clarify the percentage of the cavity dweller population that should be

managed for in the matrix under the preferred alternative

Response The alternatives provide for snags coarse woody debris and green trees in the matrix and

Riparian Reserves interspersed throughout the matrix which should provide some residual oldgrowth

and late successional forest components In the Final SEIS snag coarse woody debris and green tree

retention standards and guidelines have been revised in Alternative 9 to provide enhanced habitat
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features for certain latesuccessional associated species in the matrix Analysis of the relationship

between snag and green tree densities and projected population densities of cavity nesting species may
be conducted in subsequent plans adopted after the Record of Decision has been signed Some of these

analyses as well as analyses of snag recruitment rates have already been completed for the current

plans and draft plan preferred alternatives eg USDI BLM 1992af The goal for the matrix under the

preferred alternative is to provide at least a 40 percent population level of cavity dweller species The

specifics of managing for old growth and late successional forest components within the matrix will be

determined after projectlevel environmental analysis

Comment Reliance on current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives to meet snag objectives in the

matrix is inappropriate due to current state safety standards which do not permit attainment of goals

for snag retention

Response Retention of green trees in the amounts required under the various alternatives should

provide adequate numbers of live decadent trees as well as allowing for the recruitment of snags in the

future Analysis of snag recruitment rates in current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives

supports this contention USDI BLM 1992af Retention of existing snags usually varies from site to site

based on such factors as safety considerations topography slope and number and condition of existing

snags in stands prior to harvest

Comment There needs to be a regional strategy for bats

Response The alternatives in the SEIS each constitute a regional strategy that specifically addresses

bats associated with late successional forests The needs of these bats are considered at a programmatic

level in the design of each alternative In addition some additional standards and guidelines designed

in part to enhance and protect bat habitat have been incorporated into Alternative 9 in the Final SEIS

Refer to the Final SEIS Chapter 2 Alternative 9 Standards and Guidelines and Appendix Bl I for a

description of these measures

Comment To assist the band tailed pigeon avoid Douglas fir monocultures and interplant cascara

elderberry and holly to provide forage for spring migrants

Response Specific management actions for the band tailed pigeon would be considered if necessary in

the Forest and District plans

Comment The band tailed pigeon should have been considered a latesuccessional species and the

dusky footed woodrat should not have been considered a latesuccessional species in California

Response The list of animals closely associated with latesuccessional forests and their components

was developed based on existing assessments and publications and the advice of experts who reviewed

the lists to ensure they represented all federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl These

experts made the decisions on which species were considered latesuccessional associated species The

two changes suggested here would not have measurably changed the allocations and standards and

guidelines specified under the various alternatives

Comment Clarify whether the alternatives meet the requirements of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of

1918 The alternatives should assure that habitat is not degraded and that migratory species covered by

the Act are protected

Response The Migratory Bird Treaty Act prohibits the taking of migratory birds except under permit

Taking for purposes of this Act means to pursue hunt shoot wound kill trap capture or collect or

attempt to take any such action see 50 CFR 10.12 Not all migratory birds use late successional forest
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ecosystems For those that do the network of LateSuccessional and Riparian Reserves in addition to

the standards and guidelines specified for the matrix lands is consistent with the Migratory BirdTreatyAct
Comment Wildlife species would benefit if thinnings were allowed in closed 110 to 130 yearold

stands that are essentially pure Douglas fir with little understory

Response Management of these stands will vary depending on the management objectives for the

various land allocations under each alternative The effects on wildlife from thinning these stands are

likely to be both beneficial and adverse depending on the species

Comment Address the current condition of species habitat across the range of the northern spotted

owl

Response The SEIS provides data on the general forest structural condition within the range of the

northern spotted owl These data along with the amount and distribution of reserves and matrixplusstandardsand guidelines for these land allocations formed the background information from which the

conclusions on habitat sufficiency for latesuccessional associated species were derived Sitespecifichabitatcondition data for many of the species considered in the SEIS were not available for assessment

as acknowledged in the FEMAT Report

Comment The Final SEIS should include the list of late successional associated arthropods that was
developed for the Assessment Team but was not included in either the FEMAT Report or the Draft

SEIS

Response These species were analyzed and rated in functional groups not species byspecies for

reasons of practicability The list to which the comment refers is available in the administrative record

Comment The SEIS approach to assessing impacts of the alternatives on forest invertebrate species is

oversimplified There is enough knowledge on the natural history and species diversity of certain

groups of forest invertebrates eg carabid beetles and mollusks to conduct gap analysis and

geographically identify areas of high diversity and endemism The SETS could then tailor conservation

programs for the protection of these areas

Response Ratings for arthropods and their allies expressed the likelihood that habitat tosupportfunctionalgroups would be maintained rather than expressing the likelihood of providing habitat for

individual species This approach emphasizes ecosystem function rather than a species byspecies

analysis and was necessary because many of the species have not yet been identified and described
These ratings are preliminary and subject to modification as new scientific information becomes

available Due to the general paucity of information on this group gap analysis would not generally be

useful

Comment Reliance on protection of forest successional stages alone may not be the best conservation

strategy to provide habitat sufficient to support stable welldistributed populations of late successional

associated species within the range of the northern spotted owl For example successional categories of

forest are poor surrogates for measurable stand structural factors that determine habitat quality for the

northern spotted owl

Response While admittedly not in a precise fashion a forest strategy based on successional stage does

account for structural features important to wildlife species For example maintenance of the late

successional forest stage provides reasonable assurance that its associated attributes ie multiple
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canopy layers presence of large old trees numerous snags and down woody debris and microclimatic

conditions would also be maintained as a component of overall forest diversity in the range of the

northern spotted owl

Comment There is no objective quantified process available for determining the acreage of late

successional forests to be set aside for associated species where to emphasize them and in what

arrangement to distribute them The approach taken in the SEIS is simply that more is better

Response There is no quantitative mechanical process for determining the best amount arrangement

and location of latesuccessional forests to meet the variety of objectives for the federal forests in the

range of the northern spotted owl Nevertheless the SEIS considers not only the amount of habitat of

species associated with late successional and old growth forests in its analysis but also habitat location

and distribution

Comment The alternatives must protect the rights of American Indians to have wildlife protected to

secure the exercise of hunting rights For example the FEMAT Report recommends closure of all federal

lands to kill trapping of martens under all alternatives until incidental take of fishers is determined to

be insignificant Clarify whether this restriction would apply to tribal offreservation reserved treaty

rights

Response None of the alternatives in the SEIS would restrict tribal offreservation reserved treaty

rights

Aquatic Wildlife and Habitat

The following comments and responses address the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Riparian Reserves R

Key Watersheds aquatic species watershed restoration watershed analysis effects analysis and otherR

issues R

AQUATIC CONSERVATION STRATEGY

Comment The standards and guidelines for fish bearing streams in the matrix do not ensure that theR

streams are adequately protected R

Response All streams and wetlands regardless of whether they are fish bearing are included within

the Riparian Reserve land allocation Chapter 2 The Riparian Reserve land allocation applies

regardless of the adjacent land allocation The standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves apply to

all streams and wetlands on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl The primary

emphasis of Riparian Reserves is restoration of the ecological processes and stream habitats that

support ripariandependent organisms The standards and guidelines prohibit activities in Riparian

Reserves that retard or prevent attainment of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives

Comment Protection of riparian dependent species should consider the effects of managementR

activities in upland areas such as changes to hydrology sediment yields and road construction R

Response The Aquatic Conservation Strategy takes into account the potential effects of management

activities in all areas within a watershed The Riparian Reserves are designed to maintain ecological

functions and to protect stream and riparian habitat and water quality for all streams and wetlands Key

Watersheds have additional requirements which must be met prior to implementing any management

activities within their boundaries In the short term watershed analyses which will include upland
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areas must be completed before initiating actions within a Key Watershed actions other than timber

harvest that are categorically excluded 40 CFR 1508.4 from environmental NEPA documentation are

excepted The Aquatic Conservation Strategy encourages conducting watershed analyses on all

watersheds containing lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM within the range of the

northern spotted owl

Comment Although Riparian Reserves occupy a significant part of the landscape they cannot meet

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives because many of the riparian areas do not currently have late

successional forest characteristics

Response The intent of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy is to maintain and restore riparian and

aquatic habitats and the watershed functions and processes within the natural disturbance regime

Specific information on the current degraded state of stream conditions on federal and nonfederal lands

in Oregon and Washington are discussed in Chapter 34 of this SEIS Assuming that stream conditions

are related to the condition of riparian areas information on stream conditions indicates the extent of

degradation in riparian areas As noted in the aquatic discussion in this SEIS it is not possible

regardless of the management strategy selected to provide for the complete recovery of aquatic systems

on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl within the next 100 years and full

recovery may take as long as 200 years Implicit in this analysis is the understanding that many riparian

areas do not currently have latesuccessional forest characteristics

Comment The Aquatic Conservation Strategy will not protect habitat for at risk anadromous fish

because it relies on a system of Key Watersheds The Key Watershed network limits habitat for at risk

anadromous fish stocks to refugia which limits interaction among local populations

Response The Aquatic Conservation Strategy is more than a system of Key Watersheds In addition to

the Key Watersheds the strategy’s key components include Riparian Reserves and their standards and

guidelines the watershed analysis process and watershed restoration programs These other

components provide the mechanisms to protect and restore riparian and aquatic habitat in areas within

and outside Key Watersheds by creating a connected network of aquatic and riparian habitats

Comment Analyze the effects of the alternatives on fishery management plans

Response The Aquatic Conservation Strategy is designed to maintain and restore aquatic and riparian

habitats on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl As such the alternatives

presented in the SEIS should not conflict with fishery management plans

? Comment The 50 11 40 rule provided better protection for water quality than measures required under

the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

Response The Riparian Reserves and the standards and guidelines regulating actions within Riparian

Reserves generally provide better protection for water quality than the 50 11 40 rule First the standards

and guidelines for Riparian Reserves restrict activities within riparian areas to those actions that

contribute to meeting Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives Timber management is restricted to 1
removal of down andor damaged trees resulting from catastrophic events if salvage is necessary to meet

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives and 2 silvicultural practices that would achieve desired

vegetation characteristics The 50 11 40 rule applied to the entire landscape and thus did not specifically

restrict timber harvest in riparian areas Under Alternative 9 the network of LateSuccessional Reserves

and green tree retention standards and guidelines along with the contiguous design of Riparian

Reserves provide a more connected system of riparian habitat than under the 50 1140 rule In addition

the watershed restoration component of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy focuses on improving upland
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and riparian conditions that contribute to restoring water quality Thus the Aquatic Conservation

Strategy provides a more comprehensive approach to protecting water quality than does the 50 11 40 rule

Comment The Aquatic Conservation Strategy uses circular logic by using Riparian Reserves and Key

Watersheds as the basis for ecosystem management

Response The Aquatic Conservation Strategy uses Riparian Reserves and Key Watersheds to protect

high quality habitat now and in the future These areas comprise the part of the strategy that focuses on

important refugia The Key Watersheds also serve as priority areas for restoration in the short term
Watershedbased planning at the province river basin and smaller watershed levels using information

derived from watershed analysis provides the opportunity to implement ecosystem management in

both the short term and long term

Comment The Aquatic Conservation Strategy focuses on protecting and restoring aquatic habitat

within the range of the northern spotted owl to restore at risk anadromous fish Yet the SEIS does not

determine that freshwater habitat limits the production of anadromous fish

Response All anadromous fish require freshwater habitat to complete their life cycles Rather than

focus on a limiting factors analysis the Aquatic Conservation Strategy in this SEIS emphasizes

maintaining and restoring complex aquatic habitats for fish and other ripariandependent species A
number of factors affect the survival and production of anadromous fish within the range of the

northern spotted owl Whether freshwater habitat is the limiting factor for the production of

anadromous fish is less important than ensuring that high quality habitat is available to the fish during

the freshwater phase of their life histories

Comment The SEIS includes detailed information about the amount of habitat available for the various

terrestrial species within the range of the northern spotted owl but does not do the same for fish

Information on known distribution of fish within the range of the northern spotted owl should be

included to show the relative contribution of streams on federal and nonfederal lands for the various

fish species

Response The Aquatic Conservation Strategy is a regional approach to maintaining and restoring

watersheds and their aquatic and riparian habitats The strategy considers all existing and potential fish

habitat and does not rely on known distributions of fish for the analysis Fish distribution was used

however to develop the Key Watershed network Subsequent management actions could consider

distribution of fish if deemed appropriate for the level of analysis The watershed analysis process

allows agencies to develop management objectives or restoration actions for specific streams various

reaches within a given stream and fish groups races and species The process also updates information

on fish distribution

Comment The Aquatic Conservation Strategy is based on natural disturbance processes but none of its

nine objectives include restoration to natural or nearnatural levels

Response The discussion in Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy references the natural

disturbance regime This implies that ranges of natural variability determined through watershed

analysis will be used to set habitat objectives The range of natural variability of any parameter

includes natural or nearnatural levels The term natural level implies static conditions and does not

account for the natural disturbance regime operating within a river basin or smaller watershed

Comment Alternative 9 should be revised to include standards and guidelines that preclude further

degradation of aquatic and riparian habitat
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Response The standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves in Appendix B6 of this SEIS apply to all

the alternatives except Alternative 7 The standards and guidelines are designed to prohibit activities

that retard or prevent attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives The text of this SEIS

includes a discussion on the context for consideration of future actions see Appendix B6 Aquatic

Conservation Strategy Future management decisions affecting aquatic and riparian habitat must
comply with the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Under this strategy management of aquatic and

ripariandependent resources under all the alternatives in this SEIS emphasizes the prevention of

further degradation Future actions that affect or potentially affect aquatic and riparian habitats will be

those that maintain or restore the physical and biological processes operating within a watershed and

are based on the range of natural variability

RPARIAN RESERVES

Comment The amount of Riparian Reserves varies by alternative Clarify where the Riparian Reserves

apply

Response Riparian Reserves overlay all land allocations for all alternatives except Alternative 7 The

differences in acres displayed in Table 21 of this SEIS are due to differences in allocations by

alternative and due to the hierarchical relationship of the presentation of land allocations by
alternative

?Comment The standards and guidelines for Alternative 9 in the Draft SEIS that protect intermittent

streams and wetlands outside Tier I Key Watersheds are inadequate

Response The analysis in this SETS displays the effects of the three Riparian Reserve Scenarios for

protecting and restoring riparian and aquatic habitat The three scenarios provide the decision makers

with a range of alternatives for managing riparian areas within the range of the northern spotted owl
The results of the analysis of federal habitat assessments for fish shows that Riparian Reserve Scenario I

affords more protection to riparian areas than Riparian Reserve Scenarios 2 and 3 The analysis further

shows that Riparian Reserve Scenario 2and the applicable standards and guidelines for protecting

intermittent streams and wetlands is adequate to protect the ecological integrity of intermittent

streams The difference is a reduction in risks due to management related disturbances because of the

wider Riparian Reserves for intermittent streams in Tier 2 Key Watersheds and non Key Watersheds

Riparian Reserve Scenarios I and 2 would reverse the trend of riparian and aquatic habitat degradation

and begin recovery of these habitats Alternative 9 of this Final SEIS includes Riparian Reserve Scenario

1to decrease the risks to riparian and aquatic dependent species Watershed analysis will provide

information to be used by decision makers to adjust Riparian Reserve boundaries to meet sitespecific

conditions Should the decision makers determine that a level of protection higher than that provided

by Alternative 9 is necessary selection of a more restrictive alternative is an option available to them

Comment The Riparian Reserve system will change the microclimate in the riparian area to that of the

adjacent cutover stand due to edge effect

Response The Riparian Reserve widths are designed to minimize edge effect on interior riparian

microclimate Information from upland forest areas was used to generate the curves of the relationship

of microclimate and distance from edge of clearcuts shown in Figure 343 of this SEIS The Assessment

Team applied the same principles to riparian areas

Comment The description of Riparian Reserves in the Draft SEIS is not the same as that described in

the FEMAT Report
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Response The standards and guidelines in Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy of this Final

SEIS are the same as those for Riparian Reserves in the FEMAT Report

Comment The standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves should specifically include theR

objectives and components of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy and should include the minimumR

required widths of Riparian Reserves R

Response The standards and guidelines in Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy provide the

Riparian Reserve definitions including the prescribed widths The Aquatic Conservation Strategy

objectives do not meet the definition of standards and guidelines and thus are not included The

objectives do however provide overall guidance on interpretation and application of the standards and

guidelines

Comment The Draft SEIS definition of a sitepotential tree does not describe whether the height of aR

site potential tree will be determined at the province river basin or watershed levels R

Response The area to be considered for determining a sitepotential tree is not defined due to the

programmatic nature ie broad scope of this SEIS The area of consideration for determining a site

potential tree varies by level of planning and analysis Analysis at the province level will be much less

specific than analysis at a smaller watershed level The recommended sitepotential tree will be initially

based on Forest and District Plans These sitepotential tree definitions will apply to Riparian Reserves

until sitespecific factors to adjust Riparian Reserve boundaries are considered during watershed

analysis Site potential can be refined during watershed analysis to incorporate sitespecific conditions

For example site potential will vary from the headwaters down to larger rivers and from the

floodplains to the upslope upland areas There can also be homogeneous Riparian Reserves along

certain streams

? Comment The Riparian Reserve standards and guidelines are inadequate to prevent furtherR

degradation to fish habitat because they are too vague to ensure accountable implementation R

Response A watershed analysis must precede the implementation of any proposed actions directly

affecting Riparian Reserves Information needed to develop sitespecific habitat objectives and

monitoring plans tailored to those objectives will be developed during watershed analysis Decision

makers for the respective agencies will use the results of watershed analysis to define habitat objectives

and monitoring specific to the habitat objectives

KEY WATERSHEDS

Comment The Key Watershed network was based on the needs of at risk anadromous fish stocks and

did not consider other riparian dependent vertebrates such as Olympic salamander and tailed frogs

The Assessment Team evaluated the effects of the alternatives on fish but did not assess other aquatic

and ripariandependent species Thus the selected alternative should establish a system of Key

Watersheds for riparian dependent species other than the at risk anadromous fish stocks

Response The focus of the Key Watershed network is to serve as refugia for at risk anadromous fish

stocks The Key Watershed network is designed primarily to meet the habitat needs of large highly

mobile species such as anadromous fish The Riparian Reserve network will directly serve the habitat

needs of less mobile species with smaller ranges such as tailed frogs The effects to other aquatic and

riparian dependent species are displayed in Chapter 34 Other aquatic and ripariandependent species

could include subsets of mammals amphibians mollusks plants lichens and bryophytes The

combination of the Key Watershed network Riparian Reserves existing high quality riparian and
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stream habitat and improved riparian and stream conditions expected in the future will benefit other

ripariandependent vertebrates

AQUATIC SPECIES

Comment The Aquatic Conservation Strategy adequately addresses concerns for salmonids but does

not adequately protect other riparian dependent species such as sculpin and amphibians

Response One function of Riparian Reserves is to protect habitat used by ripariandependent species

including salmonids Riparian Reserves are designed to be large enough to protect the ecological values

required by ripariandependent plant and animal species Objectives

1
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assessment of the likelihood of attaining a set of outcomes for habitat for fish on federal lands The Draft

SEIS does not describe the relationship of the seven species racesgroups of fish evaluated to the 257

anadromous fish stocks at risk occurring on federal land

Response The analysis did not consider individual stocks of fish Rather the analysis considered seven

racesspecies groups of fish for a number of reasons outlined in Chapter 34 of this SEIS The habitat

requirements of the seven racesspecies groups of fish evaluated generally represented those required

by the stocks at risk Pink chum and sockeye salmon were not included in the assessment primarily

because of their limited distribution on federal land within the range of the northern spotted owl

Comment The Aquatic Conservation Strategy identifies Key Watersheds as being areas containing

important refuge habitat for the stocks at risk The Key Watershed network will work well for coho and

chinook salmon and steelhead but it is not adequate for pink and chum salmon

Response While the range of pink and chum salmon includes Oregon and Washington most of these

fish occur in Washington Pink and chum salmon tend to spawn in tidally influenced portions of rivers

or a short distance upstream Some Key Watersheds encompass pink and chum salmon habitat

However there is little federal land that overlaps tidally influenced portions of rivers and streams

within the range of pink and chum salmon Even though there are few Key Watersheds encompassing

pink and chum salmon habitat all existing and potential pink and chum salmon habitat on federal

lands is encompassed by Riparian Reserves and will be adequately protected

Comment The habitat assessments for fish under Alternative 7 reflect the different managementR

scenarios for riparian areas in the existing Forest and District Plans Describe some of the differencesR

between the Forest and District Plan standards and guidelines for management within riparian areas R

Response Management direction in existing Forest and District Plans will result in riparian area

conditions that may be better or worse than at present depending on the plan Overall the habitat

assessments reflect the range of outcomes anticipated from the Forest and District Plans for habitat to

support fish

Comment Many of the rivers and streams on federal land within the range of the northern spotted owl

do not have an adequate number of adult fish returning to fully occupy available habitat The Aquatic

Conservation Strategy is not comprehensive enough to affect recovery of at risk anadromous fish stocks

because it ignores the effect on fish numbers from ocean conditions recreational and commercial

harvest habitat changes due to floodplain development predation by sea mammals and management

related actions such as timber harvest and dam building The goal of restoring and maintaining fish

populations within the range of the northern spotted owl will not be achieved unless accompanied by

management plans that restrict harvest

Response Chapter 34 of this SEIS discusses the many factors influencing anadromous salmonid

populations The section titled The Purposes in Chapter 1 of this SEIS outlines the scope of the

proposed action which in turn determined the primary focus of consideration Management of sea

mammals ocean conditions recreational and commercial harvest and other nonhabitat related factors

on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl that affect fish production are beyond the

scope of the proposed action of this SEIS and are outside the authority of either joint lead agency The

section titled Cumulative Effects Role of Nonfederal Lands in Chapter 34 of this SEIS discusses this

issue

Comment The Tier 1 Key Watershed network under the Aquatic Conservation Strategy focuses on atRrisk
fish stocks and fails to consider riparian dependent species other than fish R
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Response The regional Aquatic Conservation Strategy protects more than riparian areas in Key

Watersheds While the Tier 1Key Watershed network focuses on at risk anadromous fish stocks the

Riparian Reserves protect all riparian areas on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted

owl Improved habitat conditions for the at risk anadromous fish stocks will also benefit other riparian

dependent species The results of the analysis in this SEIS indicates that riparian and aquatic habitats

will improve under all alternatives except Alternatives 7 and 8 The rate of improvement depends on

the alternative and land allocations Key Watersheds are expected to recover at a faster rate than aquatic

and riparian areas in non Key Watersheds

Comment Additional watershed and riparian protection may berequired if fish in particular the at

risk salmonids within the range of the northern spotted owl are listed under the Endangered Species

Act

Response Additional management objectives to protect fish listed under the Endangered Species Act

will be determined largely through Section 7 consultation Watershed based analysis at province river

basin and subwatershed levels will provide opportunities to establish sitespecific habitat objectives to

protect watersheds and streams inhabited by the at risk fish stocks outside Key Watersheds If the

results of watershed analysis show the need to increase protection of riparian and stream habitat for at

risk fish stocks in non Key Watersheds habitat objectives will be established by sitespecific NEPA
documents based on the results

Comment The Final SEIS should address the uncertainties regarding salmonid population genetics in

more detail

Response Greater detail on population genetics of salmonids is beyond the scope of this SEIS The

existing discussion and analysis of salmonid populations is appropriate for assessing the effects of the

alternatives presented in this programmatic SEIS

Comment The habitat assessment ratings for anadromous fish stocks at risk under Alternative 9 are too

low to restore anadromous fish populations to historic levels The alternatives do not guarantee

continued existence of many of the anadromous fish stocks at risk The results of the assessments reflect

this uncertainty

Response All alternatives except 7 and 8 are projected to reverse the trend of degradation and begin

recovery of aquatic ecosystems and habitat on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted

owl Chapter 34 of this SEIS shows that Alternative 9 which includes the standards and guidelines

incorporated since the Draft SEIS results in ratings equivalent to the ratings for Alternative 4 Even

with changes in land management practices and implementation of comprehensive restoration it is

possible that none of the alternatives would completely recover all degraded aquatic ecosystems within

the next 100 years

Comment Alternatives 1and 4 provide a higher likelihood of attaining sufficient aquatic habitat to

support welldistributed stable populations of riparian and aquatic dependent species on federal lands

throughout the range of the northern spotted owl than Alternative 9 The 65 percent assessment rating

for anadromous fish under Alternative 9 is too low to reverse the decline in anadromous salmonids

The decision makers should either modify Alternative 9 to achieve a higher likelihood of attaining

sufficient aquatic habitat to support welldistributed stable populations of riparian and aquatic

dependent species on federal lands or they should select Alternatives 1 or 4

Response The results of the analysis within the SEIS show that all alternatives except 7 and 8 would

reverse the trend of aquatic and riparian habitat degradation and begin recovery of these habitats on
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federal land The ratings are expert opinions on the likelihood of certain outcomes They are not precise

analyses of likelihoods of habitat and response of the species population to the expected habitat

conditions The ratings are intended to aid the decision makers in determining trade offs between costs

and risks Chapter 34 of this SEIS shows that Alternative 9 which includes the standards and

guidelines incorporated since the Draft SEIS has an 80 percent or higher likelihood of attaining

sufficient aquatic habitat to support welldistributed stable populations of fish on federal lands

Appendix 311 describes the process for conducting the additional species analyses and displays the

proposed mitigation measures The Secretaries of Agriculture and the Interior are the responsible

officials for this SEIS They will review the projected effects of the alternatives in this SEIS on aquatic

habitat They have the option of choosing or modifying any alternative The Record of Decision will

describe their rationale for adopting the selected alternative

WATERSHED RESTORATION

Comment The standards and guidelines for watershed and habitat restoration in the SEIS should be

expanded to include the section titled Elements of a 10year Forest Ecosystem Restoration Program

from Appendix VJ of the FEMAT Report

Response Appendix VJ of the FEMAT Report outlines a timeframe and the processes for conducting a

restoration program Although the standards and guidelines in Appendix B6 do not include the

Elements of a 10year Forest Ecosystem Restoration Program this SEIS includes watershed restoration

as a key component of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy for all alternatives except Alternative 7 The

analysis contained in this SEIS assumes implementation of a watershed restoration program

Application of watershed restoration will be similar to that described in Appendix VJ of the FEMAT
Report The major difference is that there will not be a new team formed to specifically address

watershed restoration projects Key Watersheds serve as focal points for watershed analyses and

development of the initial watershed restoration efforts Implementation of restoration projects is

expected to occur following preparation of project specific NEPA documents and will depend on

funding

Comment Stream improvement practices are short term high risk actions that may offer little chance

for success Provide evidence that instream habitat improvement projects will succeed at increasing the

numbers of returning adult anadromous fish

Response Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy of this Final SEIS states that instream

improvements are to occur only after physical and biological processes and deficiencies have been

assessed These improvements are not to be substituted for habitat protection or to justify risky land

management activities and practices This SEIS also notes that instream improvement is a short term

management strategy and can be an important component in an overall program to restore fish and

riparian habitat including the long term restoration of watersheds

Many studies have been designed to analyze the effects of instream improvement projects that focus on

changes to habitat complexity and species composition and density The scientific literature contains

few references to successful projects where success was based on adult fish produced There is

information available that describes projects that are successful in restoring aquatic habitat complexity

Projects that use instream improvement to maintain desired levels of channel habitat complexity as a

short term solution in combination with watershed and riparian restoration are recommended by the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy Appendix 86

Comment Instream improvement projects should be limited to areas of high productivity such as low

gradient lands lowlands and floodplain streams and estuaries on federal lands
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Response Analysis of baseline stream habitat conditions relative to the typical range of natural

variability for these conditions will occur during watershed analysis The results of watershed analysis

will be used to develop watershed restoration and instream habitat improvement projects Project

design will occur at the sitespecific project level

Comment The outcome for fish within the range of the northern spotted owl is biased towards

Alternative 9 because of the overly optimistic reliance on watershed restoration which the other

alternatives lack In addition watershed restoration is currently untested and therefore the Assessment

Team erred in including it in the Aquatic Conservation Strategy and their evaluations

Response Chapter 34 describe the factors that influenced the analysis Watershed restoration was one

of the factors considered but it did not influence the results as much as other factors such as Riparian

Reserve scenario included in a given alternative The Assessment Team assumed that all alternatives

except Alternative 7 contained equivalent watershed restoration programs thus watershed restoration

was not a factor resulting in strong differences between these alternatives Recovery of riparian habitat in

part depends on full implementation of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy which includes watershed

restoration Watershed restoration was considered but given less weight during the evaluation Further

watershed restoration is considered a short term solution The Aquatic Conservation Strategy or

components of the strategy is included in all alternatives except Alternative 7

Comment Restoration is a key component of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy but the Draft SEIS does

not describe the framework for proposed restoration Specifically the standards and guidelines for

salvage in Appendix B should describe buffer widths coarse woody debris requirements and

restoration objectives

Response The Aquatic Conservation Strategy includes objectives for aquatic and riparian habitat

within the range of the northern spotted owl The specific restoration projects and objectives and the

Riparian Reserve boundaries will be identified through watershed analysis and implemented through

subsequent projectlevel decisions

Comment Watershed and riparian restoration programs must be implemented as long term programs

Response The province level planning and watershed analysis aspects of watershed based planning

provide mechanisms to define long term restoration programs The Aquatic Conservation Strategy

Appendix B6 describes both short term and long term aspects of watershed and riparian restoration

WATERSHED ANALYSIS

Comment Identify the criteria to determine when an aquatic ecosystem is recovered

Response The alternatives in this SEIS establish new analytical levels based on watersheds at the

province river basin and watershed scales It is not appropriate at a regional scale to develop

quantitative criteria because of the heterogeneity of habitats and processes operating within the

planning area Analyses at the province river basin and watershed levels will provide information to

define objectives and restoration criteria specific to those levels

Comment The standards and guidelines pertaining to timber management in Riparian Reserves allow

salvage after a determination that present and future needs for coarse woody debris have been met The

standards and guidelines should be changed to require exceeding this level to account for unexpected

disturbance
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Response Present and future coarse woody debris needs will be analyzed in watershed analysis

Watershed analysis results will define a range of coarse woody debris levels that reflect the range of

natural variation rather than a static target level The range of natural variation accounts for

unexpected disturbances

Comment The Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives are difficult to quantitatively define

Specifically there are no quantitative water quality or fish habitat objectives

Response The programmatic scope of this SEIS is not an appropriate level to define quantitative water

quality and fish habitat objectives for the entire range of the northern spotted owl Water quality and
fish habitat objectives will be determined at either the province or the river basin and watershed levels

Agencies will use the results of watershed analysis to develop management objectives and restoration

actions for specific streams various reaches within a given stream and fish groups races and species

EFFEcrs ANALYSIS

Comment There is scientific evidence showing that degradation of forest habitat can adversely affect

salmonid production yet there is no evidence to show that continued salmonid production relies on

old growth forests

Response This Final SEIS includes a thorough discussion of the factors that affect maintenance and

creation of complex aquatic habitats and thus salmonid production The quality and complexity of

aquatic habitat is a function of the riparian area and watershed The distribution and density of coarse

woody debris affects aquatic habitat complexity Typically the size of woody material needed to

diversify aquatic habitat comes from old growth forests The quantity distribution and size of the

coarse woody debris required to create the aquatic habitat complexity will be evaluated through

watershed analysis

Comment The SEIS does not display the effects of achieving welldistributed aquatic habitat within the

range of the northern spotted owl that would occur without a watershed restoration program

Response The analysis in this SEIS is based on the assumption that all alternatives except 7 include all

the components of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy This includes the watershed restorationprogramdescribedin Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy of this SEIS The outcomes for the

assessment for aquatic species in Chapter 34 depict differences between Alternative 7 which does not

contain a comprehensive watershed restoration program and the rest of the alternatives that do contain

a comprehensive watershed restoration program Differences in outcomes however are notdirectlyrelated
to inclusion of a watershed restoration program because of variations in land allocations

between alternatives

Comment Some stream habitat has improved in recent years under a strategy of protecting and
enhancing fisheries and harvesting timber The SEIS offers no evidence to justify the management
restrictions within Riparian Reserves and Key Watersheds nor does it define the benefits to salmon and

steelhead resulting from the proposed restrictions

Response Chapter 34 of this SEIS describes the current condition of the aquatic and riparian habitat

the relationship of the current condition to past land management actions on federal land and the

rationale for the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Also included in Chapter 34 the analysis of the

alternatives on aquatic habitat displays how varied management restrictions affect the assessment

outcomes The assessment outcomes indicate the effectiveness of the three Riparian Reserve scenarios

including Key Watersheds in achieving welldistributed aquatic habitat within the range of the

northern spotted owl
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Comment Many Riparian Reserves occur along streams not used by anadromous fish yet much of the

discussion and many of the benefits address anadromous fish

Response Chapter 34 of this SEIS describes the dependence of downstream areas inhabited by fish on

upstream nonfish bearing and intermittent streams In addition the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

Appendix B6 is intended to benefit species other than anadromous fish Many other riparian

dependent organisms use these nonfish bearing and intermittent streams and adjacent riparian areas

and therefore also benefit from the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

Comment The FEMAT Report Table 1HI 1 p III 2 displays ratings for at risk fish stocks for various

options or plans The ratings for at risk fish stocks for the 1992 BLM Draft Plan Preferred Alternatives

USDI BLM 1992a f and the subsequent Revised Preferred Alternative are medium low and medium
high respectively The information shows that while the 1992 Draft Plan Preferred Alternatives have

twice as much acreage in protected riparian classification as the Revised Preferred Alternative they

may have a lower rating Explain these rating differences

Response One reason for the unclear relationship between the simple number of acres of protected

riparian areas and the ratings is that some of the protected riparian acres could be nested ie located

wholly within other allocations Chapter 2 in this SEIS describes the hierarchical relationship of land

allocations by alternative In general the more land allocated to other reserves the less acreage

displayed in the tables for Riparian Reserves

Comment The SEIS concludes that forest management practices are the primary cause for degraded

riparian and aquatic habitat conditions Identify the streams and areas that were studied so

independent reviewers can determine whether these conclusions are accurate

Response The analyses of aquatic and riparian habitat conditions in this SEIS rely on peerreviewed

literature and agency reports There is no one source of information a compilation of information was

used in the analyses Chapter V of the FEMAT Report contains the list of references used to support the

analyses

Comment The SEIS lacks important information about the effects of the alternatives on salmon habitat

In particular it does not display the fact that only 30 percent of the nonreserved land containing salmon

habitat is included in Key Watersheds

Response Chapter 2 of this SEIS describes land allocations by alternative Tables 34lOa and 10b have

been added to display land allocations by alternative within Key Watersheds In addition all existing

and potential salmon habitat lies within Riparian Reserves under all alternatives except Alternative 7

Comment The SEIS underestimates the extent of degraded aquatic and riparian conditions within the

range of the northern spotted owl

Response Chapter 34 of this SEIS acknowledges that streams within the range of the northern spotted

owl have been negatively affected by management activities on federal lands The information used to

support the analysis was the best data available and the information sources are identified and

referenced in the SEIS and the FEMAT Report Since there are various ways to describe degraded

conditions as discussed in this SEIS one source document was not used to develop the baseline

information from which the effects were assessed In addition iot all areas have been inventoried to

cover all riparian and aquatic systems on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl

This information will be collected as needed to complete watershed analyses
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OTHER ISSUES

Comment Address the issue of hatchery fish management

Response While management is one of many factors that affects populations of fish inhabiting streams

that flow through federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl it is outside the scope of

the proposed action in this SEIS as well as the authority of both joint lead agencies

Comment Analyze the risk to aquatic ecosystems from earthquakes

Response This is issue beyond the scope of this SEIS

Comment The Draft SEIS makes contradictory statements regarding the effects of management actions

within the range of the northern spotted owl on migration routes for the federally listed Snake River fall

chinook salmon

Response The text of the SEIS has been revised to correct this contradiction

Comment Appendix B states that representatives of the BLM and the Forest Service reviewed and

revised the standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves with the participation of the Assessment

Team’s Aquatic Watershed group Describe the revisions made by representatives of the BLM and the

Forest Service

Response Representatives of the BLM and the Forest Service suggested revisions to the standards and

guidelines for Riparian Reserves to the Assessment Team’s Aquatic Watershed group to facilitate

administration and implementation of the standards and guidelines These suggested revisions did not

change the intent of the standards and guidelines

Comment The proposed management scenarios do not adequately protect water quality and fisheries

within designated Wild and Scenic Rivers

Response The Aquatic Conservation Strategy will complement existing management direction for

designated Wild and Scenic Rivers The Aquatic Conservation Strategy is a regional strategy designed

to protect and restore water quality and aquatic habitat used by fish within the range of the northern

spotted owl The Aquatic Conservation Strategy will provide measures to protect and restore conditions

for ripariandependent resources which apply to Wild and Scenic Rivers There may be instances where

specific Wild and Scenic River management plans will be more restrictive and instances where they

will be less restrictive than the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Where the management direction

overlaps the more restrictive direction will be applied The analysis in this SEIS shows that rivers and

streams flowing into Wild and Scenic Rivers will be better protected than under current Forest and

District Plans

Comment The Draft SEIS does not disclose the effects of the alternatives on critical habitat for the

federally listed shortnose and Lost River suckers Specifically there is no analysis of effects to changes

to the flows in streams used by the fish changes in stream habitat characteristics and changes in

sedimentation sinuosity etc

Response Due to the programmatic nature of this SEIS and broad level of resolution of its analysis the

Assessment Team analyzed races species groups of fish within the range of the northern spotted owl

and did not conduct specific river basin analyses
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Comment Address the effect of the alternatives on tribal fisheries and consider the goals of the

Northwest Power Planning Council’s Fish and Wildlife Program US v Oregon Columbia River Fish

ManagementPlan and the USCanada Pacific Salmon Treaty In particular the emphasis on managing

for species viability in the SEIS is inconsistent with treaty rights because it does not provide for a

sustained harvest of fish

Response One overriding objective of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy is to restore and maintain the

ecological health of watersheds and to maintain natural disturbance regimes The strategy emphasizes

maintaining and restoring riparian and aquatic habitats on which fish depend With all other things

being equal the strategy should improve the health of aquatic ecosystems supporting applicable tribal

fisheries The assessments focused on maintaining sufficient aquatic habitat to support welldistributed

populations of fish within the range of the northern spotted owl This SEIS proposes a habitat based

conservation strategy for all components of the ecosystem Ecosystem management of uplands should

complement aquatic and riparian dependent resources In Chapter 34 the SEIS describes other

nonhabitat related factors that affect population variability and states that amount of habitat available

does not equate to population numbers of fish or to potential harvestable surpluses

Comment To restore fish habitat on nonfederal land the government should purchase land rent or

acquire easements

Response The purchase or rental of land and acquisition of easements is beyond the scope of the

proposed action analyzed in this SEIS

Comment Address the environmental effects to aquatic species not just to fish

Response Chapter 34 discusses the effects to other riparian and aquatic dependent species such as

vascular plants mollusks and amphibians

Watershed Water Quality and Soils

The following comments and responses address watershed analysis water quality and other related

topics including soils

WATERSHED ANALYSIS

Comment Describe watershed analysis in sufficient detail to determine its effectiveness in avoiding or

preventing future impacts to nontimber forest resources

Response Watershed analysis is an analytical process and not a decision making process It provides

data analysis and information for informed decision making and sets the context from which the

decisions will be made Thus a determination of its effectiveness in avoiding or preventing impacts is

not possible

Comment The watershed analysis procedure is unproven unduly complicated and not organized to

provide effective decision points and cost effective action priorities Watershed analyses should be done

by trained agency biologists as well as outside consultants

Response Watershed analysis is not a decision process but an analytical process Appendix B6 Aquatic

Conservation Strategy and Chapter 2 of this Final SEIS describe the application context intent and

structure of the watershed analysis process Watershed analysis will help resource managers determine

how a proposed project fits with the processes and condition of a watershed The information will be
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used to better understand the relationship between the effects of the proposed project on the existing

condition and the physical and biological processes operating within a given watershed This

information will provide the decision maker with a better understanding of the potential effects of a

proposed project potential restoration opportunities and will help determine whether the project

complies with the management guidance of the selected alternative from this SEIS

Watershed analysis will consider a wide range of physical and biological processes and beneficial uses

occurring within a watershed These include but are not limited to restoration of riparian and aquatic

habitat terrestrial and aquatic species distribution and habitats aquatic and terrestrial dispersal

corridors transportation planning cumulative effects analyses and monitoring programs

Trained specialists experienced in the fields of hydrology soil science geomorphology fisheries

biology wildlife biology ecology and other natural sciences as needed will conduct the watershed

analyses in a cooperative interagency effort that will include public involvement

Watershed analyses are subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem Office In addition trained and

experienced specialists will help ensure consistent application of methods analyses and rationale for

decisions

Comment The Draft SEIS states that watershed analysis must be done before conducting management
actions within Key Watersheds or within roadless areas outside of Key Watersheds This implies that

significant management activity that could result in degradation of watershed conditions will be

permissible following watershed analysis

Response Proposed activities that would degrade watershed conditions would be contrary to the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives and thus would not be consistent with this SEIS The intent of

watershed analysis is to develop and document a scientificallybased understanding of the physical and

biological processes and interactions operating within a watershed Part of the analysis will include

refining desired landscape characteristics at the watershed level Landscape characteristics can be

determined by Forest and District Plans and province or river basin analyses necessary to meet Aquatic

Conservation Strategy objectives It is in this context that federal land managers will determine

appropriate management actions to achieve the objectives resulting from watershed analysis

Watershed analysis will also provide appropriate monitoring schemes to determine if objectives are

being met The monitoring implemented following watershed analysis can include monitoring

objectives developed at province river basin and watershed levels

Comment The selected alternative should include a provision for maintaining a closed canopy in a

large percentage of each watershed to protect watershed hydrology and complexity of stream habitat

Response Watershed analysis focuses on the processes and functions within a watershed and willR

consider the effects of vegetation on hydrology and habitat complexity in a streamR

Comment Watershed analysis should be compatible with Washington State’s Timber Fish and Wildlife

watershed analysis process

Response The watershed analysis process adopted by this SEIS is similar to Washington State’s

Timber Fish and Wildlife watershed analysis process The SEIS encourages interagency and

interdisciplinary efforts including participation by affected and interested parties as part of the

watershed analysis process Specific procedures will be developed and refined through time as part of

the iterative long term implementation of watershed analysis and this analysis is expected to draw on

the experience of existing processes
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Comment The term watershed as used in the SEIS is misleading because it subdivides interconnected

watersheds as though each part of the unified drainage could be managed separately For example the

boundaries of many Key Watersheds do not follow ridge lines that delineate the watersheds

Response Watershed based planning at the province river basin and watershed levels is discussed in

the SEIS The Key Watershed network does not include all drainage basins within a given river basin

nor does it include true ridgetop toridgetop watersheds Rather the network includes those portions

of selected watersheds necessary to meet Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives For Key Watersheds

that are not complete watersheds eg ridgetop to ridgetop watershed analyses must consider the

processes and functions of the natural watersheds where the Key Watersheds occur

Comment The SEIS does not describe how watershed analysis will consider nonfederal land

Watershed analysis should include nonfederal and federal lands in watersheds with mixed ownership

within the range of the northern spotted owl

Response Watershed analysis is based on watershed boundaries not administrative boundaries and is

designed to look at the processes and functions taking place within a watershed The analysis will

consider processes and functions occurring within the entire target watershed regardless of ownership

In addition cumulative effects analysis required by NEPA will consider actions on both federal and

nonfederal lands within a watershed Subsequent decisions only apply to actions on federal lands

WATER QUALITY

Comment The SEIS does not adequately consider effects of the alternatives on municipal watersheds

public water supplies and filtration

Response A discussion on the benefits of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy to municipal watersheds

public water supply and filtration is included in the Water Quality section in Chapter 34

Comment The Tier 2 Key Watersheds occur in the Cascade Range in Oregon but the at riskR

anadromous salmonid stocks do not occur within this area R

Response Tier 2 Key Watersheds are designed to be sources of high quality water not necessarily

habitat for the at risk anadromous salinonid stocks Some Tier 2 Key Watersheds occur upstream of

areas inhabited by the at risk anadromous fish stocks and thus influence downstream aquatic habitat

conditions

Comment The Aquatic Conservation Strategy does not adequately protect water quality or theR

requirements of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments R

Response Full implementation of the selected alternative is expected to maintain and improve water

quality and be consistent with the enforceable policies of federally approved state coastal management

programs and coastal nonpoint pollution control programs The basic components of the Aquatic

Conservation Strategy Riparian Reserves Key Watersheds watershed analysis and watershed

restoration will protect water quality and aquatic habitat when implemented with the adaptive

management process in subsequent physiographic province and watershed analyses and in sitespecific

NEPA analyses The Riparian Reserve systemin particular establishes reserves along all streams

wetlands ponds lakes and unstable areas This system will contribute to the protection and

maintenance of water quality and fish habitats
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Comment The discussion of water quality is inadequate under the requirements of NEPA Disclose the

cumulative effects of the alternatives on key water quality parameters such as sediment loading and

temperature

Response The discussion of water quality cumulative effects is adequate to meet the NEPA
requirements for this programmatic SEIS Cumulative effects are discussed in Chapters 2 and 34 of

this Final SEIS Cumulative water quality effects will also be evaluated through watershed analysis

during watershed based planning at the province and river basin levels and in sitespecific NEPA
analysis

Comment Clarify the relationship between Key Watersheds and impaired and water quality limited

water bodies under the Clean Water Act

Response These designations have different purposes Key Watersheds are watersheds that either

contain high quality habitat and water quality or are in poor condition and have a high potential to be

restored The selection of the watersheds may or may not have been based on the availability of

significant water quality data or consideration of state Water Quality Standards Under the Clean Water

Act water bodies designated as water quality limited are characterized as streams having water that

does not meet applicable Water Quality Standards and is not expected to meet those standards even

after implementation of technology based effluent limitations such as secondary treatment at sewage

treatment plants and precipitators at metal treatment facilities Unlike Key Watersheds water quality

limited water bodies are often identified based on extensive data collected from water quality

monitoring The monitoring may include information on habitat condition and the status of beneficial

uses Beneficial uses include public water supply recreation in and on the water and protection and

propagation of fish shellfish and wildlife However water bodies designated as impaired may or may
not be based on extensive water quality monitoring data Therefore listings of impaired waters are

typically more extensive than listings of water quality limited waters Not all Key Watersheds are

water quality limited or impaired though there may be overlap

Comment Address the process for complying with state water quality standards and the federal

consistency provisions of the Clean Water Act

Response An expanded discussion on Clean Water Act compliance and federal consistency has been

added to the Water Quality section in Chapter 34

Comment Water quality will continue to decline if the Aquatic Conservation Strategy is not applied to

nonfederal lands The Aquatic Conservation Strategy should be applied across all ownerships to

maintain fish viability

Response This SEIS does not include specific requirements for nonfederal lands Cooperation with

nonfederal landowners and consideration of water quality conditions and trends on nonfederal lands

will be recommended during province planning and watershed analysis Road construction and harvest

on nonfederal lands in multiple ownership watersheds could reduce the ability of the federal manager

to harvest without reducing water quality Cooperation with nonfederal landowners has the potential

to benefit water quality on both federal and nonfederal lands and could reduce the potential need for

developing total maximum daily loads under the Clean Water Act Total maximum daily loads TMDL
are the allowable pollutant loadings allocated to various pollution sources as necessary to achieve water

quality standards in a given water body A TMDL for sediment for example would allocate allowable

sediment loadings for roads timber harvest activities grazing and background erosion levels within

the watershed for a water body listed as water quality limited under the Clean Water Act
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Comment The section on current water quality conditions includes data from the state water quality

and nonpoint source assessments under Sections 305b and 319 of the Clean Water Act Much of this

data came from subjective surveys which are not scientific and therefore should not be used

Response Data from state water quality and nonpoint source assessments include both quantitative

monitoring data and subjective professional opinion Professional opinion is appropriate for use as an

indicator of water quality issues Management decisions will be based on watershed analysis and site

specific NEPA analysis

Comment The SEIS should include a wellcoordinated watershed based program to manage and

restore habitat and develop water quality monitoring on both federal and nonfederal lands

Management restoration and monitoring are often not coordinated in watersheds which results in

wasted resources conflicting goals and increased damage to natural resources

Response It is outside the scope of this SEIS to establish direction for nonfederal lands Cooperation

among all landowners is strongly encouraged and will be sought during province planning and

watershed analysis Many federal and state agencies are structuring their programs based on watershed

priorities

Comment Discuss the potential effects to groundwater supplies especially in the Klamath Basin

Response The extent of groundwater supply effects is a sitespecific issue and will be evaluated at the

watershed or project level The effects to groundwater of timber harvest and road construction are

generally limited to shallow groundwater due to changes in evapotranspiration Surface water supplies

are at a much greater risk than groundwater supplies

Comment Discuss the states obligation under the Clean Water Act to make a determination regarding

compliance with state water quality standards including how this compliance will be achieved

Response Chapter 34 of this Final SEIS includes additional information in the Water Quality section

on compliance with state water quality standards and discusses the connection between water quality

goals and the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Appendix 86

Comment Best management practices should be enforced for projects in riparian areas and the SEIS

should describe how best management practices will be used to control sediment production and its

effect on riparian habitat

Response Best management practices BMPs are water quality protection measures developed by the

Forest Service and BLM pursuant to the Clean Water Act These practices are certified by the state

agency with water pollution control authority and are approved by the Environmental Protection

Agency Existing Forest and District Plans require the use of best management practices Therefore

current Forest Service and BLM operations include adhering to best management practices to meet state

water quality requirements pursuant to the federal Clean Water Act The standards and guidelines for

all alternatives except Alternative 7 provide greater water quality protection than existing practices

Where current standards and guidelines in existing Forest and District Plans including BMPs provide

greater protection than those of the selected alternative the current standards and guidelines will

continue to apply In addition reduced sediment production and attendant improvement in water

quality should result from the Key Watershed network and the Late Successional Reserve and Riparian

Reserve systems established by this SEIS A monitoring program and the adaptive management process

will help ensure that water quality protection measures are meeting water quality and aquatic habitat

objectives
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OTHER

Comment The preferred alternative and proposed fire management scenario for northern California

will lead to a more dense forest that will consume more water This will decrease stream flow andR

negatively affect resources that depend on existing flows R

Response Appendix B8 Fire Management Standards and Guidelines has been added to the Final SEIS
The standards and guidelines in Appendix B8 are designed to result in forest structure characteristic of

stands under natural fire regimes This will restore the watersheds and the riparian and stream

conditions representative of natural fire landscapes The resulting hydrologic conditions will be more
representative of historical conditions than those existing under intensive management

Comment Fire management standards and guidelines should be linked to the outcomes of watershed

analysis

Response Watershed analysis will consider the role of fire on the ecosystem processes operating within

a watershed The analysis will set the context from which fire management will occur Thus
appropriate sitespecific fire management standards and guidelines in Appendix B8 Fire Management
Standards and Guidelines will be refined based on information from the watershed analysis

Comment The Aquatic Conservation Strategy will not be effective in watersheds where irrigation

withdrawals occur and the Federal Government has limited authority to regulate the withdrawals

Response The standards and guidelines in Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy specifically

those concerning lands require agencies to determine minimum flows necessary to meet the Aquatic

Conservation Strategy objectives The Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives focus on maintenance

and restoration of aquatic and riparian resources and the watersheds where they occur Measures to

meet the Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives could include methods to reduce water loss due to

leakage and evaporation Regulation of water rights is beyond the scope of this SEIS

Comment The SEIS should delineate river basins or portions of river basins within the range of the

northern spotted owl that flow into the Columbia River for the river basin analysis

Response Chapter 2 of this SEIS includes a description of the analytical units for province river basin

analyses

Comment The Aquatic Conservation Strategy objective of maintaining and restoring riparian aquatic

and wetland habitats is not necessary because only
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Comment Discuss the effect of earthflows on aquatic and riparian habitat as well as how earthflows

affect land management

Response Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy discusses management considerations for

earthflows This SEIS classifies earthflows as unstable or potentially unstable areas Specific

management of earthflow areas will be established by Forest and District Plans and will be considered

within the scope of watershed analysis and subsequent project level planning efforts

Comment The standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves do not specifically address seeps and

springs

Response Seeps and springs can be classified as streams if they have sufficient flow in a channel or

they can be classified as seasonal or perennial wetlands under the criteria defined in the Corps of

Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual Dept of the Army 1987 The definition for the physical

attributes of wetlands applies to seeps and springs but the jurisdictional criteria such as minimum size

do not apply Standards and guidelines for wetlands which are based on this manual apply to seeps

and springs regardless of size

Comment Define intermittent and ephemeral streams in terms of extent of scour or duration of flow

Response The analysis was based on the definition of intermittent and ephemeral streams contained in

the glossary The extent of scour and duration of flow is not necessary to define intermittent and

ephemeral streams

Comment Clarify what activities are allowed within Key Watersheds

Response Chapter 2 of this SEIS describes the types of activities allowed prior to completing watershed

analyses All proposed management activities must comply with the standards and guidelines for Key

Watersheds in Chapter 2 of this Final SEIS or as amended in the Record of Decision

Comment Discuss the importance of forest soils and long term site productivity to the ecosystem

Response See the Air and Water Quality and Soil Productivity section in Chapter 34 of this Final

SEIS

Comment The restoration emphasis of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy focuses on recovering

watersheds but there is no discussion of the criteria to determine what recovered means

Response Chapter 34 and Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy of this SEIS discuss

watershed restoration and recovery as they relate to aquatic species and riparian habitat Specific

recovery criteria necessary to achieve desired landscape characteristics will be determined through

watershed analysis and will be implemented through watershed based planning at province river

basin and watershed levels This process will allow agencies to develop sitespecific restoration plans

Comment The discussion of the current condition of watersheds and the aquatic and riparian habitat

emphasizes the degraded states of these areas The Draft SEIS does not separate the causes of the

degradation into categories such as logging conducted prior to 1980 or direction in current Forest and

District Plans There is no way to determine if logging under current Forest and District Plans has

caused the degradation
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Response Chapter 34 of this SEIS addresses current degraded riparian and aquatic conditions and

displays the outcomes of the alternatives The analysis shows that Alternatives 1 through 6 and 8

through 10 all of which include the four major components of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy yield

higher outcomes in terms of improved habitat conditions than Alternative 7 Alternative 7 represents

current plans and draft plan preferred alternatives and does not include the four major components of

the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

Comment The standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves should be adjusted to include wetlands

and to specify that all wetland identification be consistent with the Corps of Engineers Wetlands

Delineation Manual Department of the Army 1987

Response The standards and guidelines have been revised to reflect wetland protection

Comment The importance of and effects to the hyporheic zone should be addressed

Response Riparian Reserves as defined in Chapter 2 and Appendix B6 of this SEIS include the100yearfloodplain Hyporheic zones typically occur within the 100 year floodplain and therefore will be

protected by the standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves The effects have been estimated in the

assessments

Comment The requirement for watershed analysis in Key Watersheds should not exempt timber

harvest that is categorically excluded by the Forest Service Handbook The handbook categorically

excludes timber harvest that 1 removes
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Response The effects of herbicide use are outside the scope of this SEIS but are addressed in a number

of Forest Service and BLM vegetation management plans These plans were accompanied by ElSs which

addressed the effects of herbicide use on target and nontarget species The effects of pesticide use are

also analyzed in project specific documents required under NEPA in part because of the localized and

unpredictable nature of pest problems Under integrated pest management alternatives to chemical use

are considered prior to selecting a chemical alternative When chemicals are selected their application is

frequently limited and well monitored

Comment Discuss wetland effects

Response Wetlands are one type of aquatic system Chapter 34 and Appendix B6 of the SEIS provide

an extensive discussion on aquatic and riparian systems and the different outcomes under the different

alternatives

Other

The following comments and responses address concerns not readily incorporated into the other comment

categories including comments on the mission statement cumulative effects below cost timber sales

nonfederal lands biodiversity data bases agency cooperation budgets and funding editing and other

topics

MISSION STATEMENT

Comment The agencies artificially narrowed the objective to require the selection of an option

developed by the Assessment Team The agencies definition of their objective must be reasonable must

not preordain the outcome and must not artificially narrow the objectives or alternatives being

considered The unduly narrow statement of purpose and need is unreasonable and violates NEPA

Response Defining the purpose and need of a proposed action is a matter particularly infused with

agency discretion as the agency seeks to fulfill the various missions Congress has delegated to it Here
that discretion was exercised after many years of grappling with issues concerning management of

federal old growth forests and numerous and varied opportunities for public input including the April

1993 Forest Conference convened by the President The purpose and need was driven primarily by the

criteria the President articulated at the conference which included crafting a strategy that would

comply with all applicable laws and bring an end to the gridlock that has obstructed efforts at a lasting

resolution of the salient issues Such a purpose and need reflects sound public policy lies within the

discretion of the involved agencies and clearly does not violate NEPA The purpose and need criteria

led to development of a wide array of reasonable alternatives from which the decision makers will be

able to choose

Comment The original mission statement given to the Assessment Team and other working groups isR

flawed because it does not give people and communities equal consideration with plants and animals R

Response The President’s mission statement and the objectives and the purpose and need for this SEIS

do give a high priority to social and economic considerations In fact they all manifest a clear intent to

provide for the greatest possible human social and economic benefits consistent with meeting the

agencies conservation duties In so doing a key goal is to ensure the long term health of the late

successional and old growth forest ecosystem so that benefits may continue to accrue to humans in all

succeeding generations
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CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

Comment The SEIS should develop a more specific framework for incorporating nonfederal land

management actions during implementation of the selected alternative

Response This SEIS provides management direction for federal lands only Cumulative effects related

to nonfederal land management actions are considered in this programmatic SEISto the extent

appropriate given the scale of analysis and available information and will be further considered in the

EIS for the proposal to issue a special 4d rule watershed analyses and sitespecific environmental

analyses which will occur before projects are approved Management of nonfederal lands is outside the

scope of this SEIS

Comment The SEIS fails to discuss the cumulative effects on the national economy and the

environment that would result from the increased use of oil due to increased helicopter logging

Response The variation in oil consumption due to helicopter logging is not discernible across theR

alternatives R

Comment The SEIS fails to consider the cumulative effects of rapid population growth in areas such as

the Siskiyou Range

Response The potential impacts of increasing human populations are primarily concentrated in the

urban wildland interface where impacts of the alternatives in this SEIS would be minimal

Comment The conclusions regarding cumulative effects are contradictory The FEMAT Report says

effects will be essentially the same for all options but the Draft SEIS states that effects will change

depending on outside management

Response The SEIS states that the cumulative environmental impacts from nonfederal lands would be

similar across the 10 alternatives

Comment The SEIS should describe the kind of cumulative effects analysis that was conducted It

should also address cumulative effects analysis that will be conducted for future NEPA analyses for

projects as well as future Forest and District Plans

Response This discussion has been clarified in the Cumulative Effects section which has been

expanded in the Final SEIS

BELOWCOST TIMBER SALES

Comment Timber sales cost the Federal Government more than they bring in below cost sales

Response While this is not the place to review the below cost sale controversy it does bear noting

that timber sales that cost more than their benefits are not conducted where the main purpose is to

provide wood or fiber to the market The Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management are

responsible for the management of a wide variety of resources and uses and are subject to numerous

laws and regulations which are sometimes conflicting These agencies use an ecosystem management

approach that considers multiple resource values tangible and intangible on an equal basis Timber

sales represent only one of these resource values one that has historically provided an economic

benefit to the Pacific Northwest and one that continues to have a place in the broad spectrum of

management practices and tools available to the land management agencies to implement sound
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ecosystem management Timber sales can be an efficient and effective means of achieving not only

silvicultural goals but other nontimber resource management goals in these cases timber sales may
occur even though the value of the timber does not exceed the cost of the entire ecosystem management

project

Land management agencies have traditionally been funded and evaluated based on their ability to

economically sell timber on federal lands Current planning approaches generate additional costs

attributable to management of the intangible or difficult toquantify values that are equally important

components of the ecosystem Managing ecosystems strictly for a positive return would limit

opportunities to maximize the intangible benefits of nonquantifiable resource values resource

protection and provision of overall ecosystem management

NONFEDERAL LANDS

Comment The Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management should not have any jurisdiction over

private lands and any references to private forest lands should be removed from the SEIS

Response The SEIS alternatives do not apply to nonfederal lands They apply only to lands

administered by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management within the range of the northern

spotted owl In an EIS like this one however in which the proposed action will apply to federal lands

integrally interspersed with nonfederal lands the potential effects of ongoing and foreseeable activities

on nonfederal lands are considered as part of the cumulative effects analysis

Comment The SEIS calls for relief from spotted owl regulations on private lands The alternatives must

reduce the current burden of spotted owl regulations on private lands and guarantee access across

public lands to private lands for the purpose of harvest

Response The alternatives do not apply to nonfederal lands They apply only to lands administered by

the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management within the range of the northern spotted owl Relief

from spotted owl regulations on private lands is the subject of another EIS the EIS for the proposal to

issue a special 4d rule and is outside the scope of the proposed action analyzed in this programmatic

SEIS

Comment The Riparian Reserve standards and guidelines should be applied not only to federal lands

but also to nonfederal lands

Response The SEIS provides management direction only for lands administered by the Forest Service

and Bureau of Land Management within the range of the northern spotted owl Prescription of

management for nonfederal lands is outside the scope of the proposed action analyzed in this

programmatic SEIS

Comment The SEIS implies that the states and private landowners will play a role but provides no

discussion that focuses on their issues the programs already in place that serve these potential

cooperators or the specific strategies that would be needed to produce desired outcomes

Response No specific role for states and private landowners is intended to be a part of any alternative

in the SEIS

Comment None of the alternatives consider habitat contributions of private or state lands for

threatened species
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Response The role of nonfederal lands is considered for each of the species evaluated in theR

environmental analysis for this SEIS See Cumulative Effects Nonfederal Lands under theR

environmental consequences section for each species or species group in Chapter 34 Pursuant toR

NEPA cumulative effects were considered during the species assessment panel process and areR

reflected in this Final SEIS R

Comment The US Fish and Wildlife Service’s involvement with state and private landowners needs to

be assessed and corrected to prohibit the taking of private property rights

Response Management of nonfederal lands is beyond the scope of the proposed action analyzed in this

programmatic SEIS The topic of US Fish and Wildlife Service involvement with state and private

lands will be addressed as part of the 4d EIS

CALIFORNIA

Comment The SEIS does not recognize the regional differences that exist between northern California

and the Pacific Northwest The data for these two regions were lumped together The forest ecosystems

of northern California are unique and warrant individual analysis

Response The alternatives in the SEIS were designed to address management of late successional and

old growth forests on lands administered by the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management in

the Pacific Northwest and northern California within the range of the northern spotted owl Because

this range includes northern California this area was included in the planning area see Chapter 2 The

Planning Area The differences between these areas were considered in the standards and guidelines

and species assessments Some changes were made in this Final SEIS to reflect those differences

Comment California already has a strong integrated system of forest practices regulations that needs

to be recognized in any federal land management strategy There is an apparent lack of partnership

between the SEIS effort and ongoing efforts in California

Response The SEIS alternatives were designed to be consistent with existing laws and regulations The

discussion of consistency with state and local laws and regulations has been revised in the Final SEIS to

address this concern

Comment In the short term National Forest Plans in the Klamath Physiographic Province should be

completed These plans include the latest science in ecosystem management and anadromous fisheries

protection

Response It is expected that these plans will be completed in 1994 consistent with the alternative

selected from this SEIS

Comment California forest practices regulations have not protected water quality and as a

consequence are not certified by the EPA as Best Management Practices BMPs Please review the

history of the State of California’s failure to provide the monitoring and data which are necessary to

certify the regulations as BMPs These uncertified regulations should be presumed to not protect the

beneficial uses of water until they are certified by EPA

Response Review and certification of California’s private land forest practices regulations are outside

the scope of this SETS During implementation of the selected alternative however Riparian Reserve

designation and standards and guidelines designed to protect water quality will be in effect for

northern California on those lands managed by the Forest Service and BLM within the range of the

northern spotted owl
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Comment Federal officials have implied that if the State of California institutes new regulations which

are currently under consideration it would impact federal land management The SEIS Team should

not assume the proposed regulations will substantially change management of private forests

Response The regulations under consideration in California were not considered in the environmental

analysis or alternatives for this SEIS and are outside the scope of this programmatic SEIS

BIODIVERSITY

Comment Logging old growth forests is not consistent with the commitment that the United States

made to protect biodiversity under the global environmental agreement Agenda 21 that was ratified

subsequent to the UNCED process in Rio de Janeiro

Response The Convention on Biological Diversity UNEP 1992 has not yet been ratified by the United

States and thus is not yet law Nonetheless Agenda 21 as implemented through the Convention does

not preclude sustainable use of resources In fact the objectives of the Convention include

conservation of biological diversity and the sustainable use of its components Article 1
Objectives UNEP 1992 26 Furthermore Article 7 Sustainable Use of Components of Biological

Diversity states that Each Contracting Party shall as far as possible and as appropriate Protect

and encourage customary use of biological resources in accordance with traditional cultural practices

that are compatible with conservation or sustainable use requirements UNEP 1992 30 31

The SEIS alternatives propose sustainable use and protection of forest ecosystem resources The

maintenance and restoration of biological diversity was identified as an important objective of this SEIS

in the mission statement May

7
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Comment The Landsat imagery used to determine spotted owl habitat lacks enough detail to

determine all the important characteristics of old growth Therefore the analysis based on this satellite

imagery is inadequate to determine the environmental effects of the proposed alternatives on classic

old growth forests

Response The relationship between old growth forests and the existing vegetation inventory is

discussed at the beginning of Chapter 34 The SEIS acknowledges that the correlation between old

growth and mediumlarge conifers is not one toone in the Landsat imagery yet the use of the

imagery as an approximation provides a good picture of the effects of the alternatives on old growth

and oldgrowth characteristics The mediumlarge conifer category is a good measure of the stands

contributing to meeting the purpose and need of this SEIS The Landsat imagery provided an adequate

level of detail for a programmatic assessment Subsequent local planning and analysis efforts will assess

effects using more detailed information

AGENCY COOPERATION

Comment The Agency Coordination Working Group Report Draft SEIS Appendix E points out many
of the reasons why coordination among agencies has not worked The Final SEIS must clearly identify

those parts of that report that are being adopted Terms of reference for interagency coordination

groups need to be precise and spelled out in formal documents that define objectives procedures

authority to make decisions and termination procedures These terms should be approved by top level

administration officials with knowledge and approval if necessary by legislative leaders The

alternatives do not include the institutional framework required for success in interagency

coordination

Response Specific information on interagency coordination has been revised and clarified in the

Implementation section in Chapter 2 of this Final SEIS That section of Chapter 2 also establishes the

institutional structure for interagency coordination See also Appendix E Implementation Structure

that includes that Memorandum of Understanding MOU for Forest Ecosystem Management This

MOU signed by the Director of the White House Office on Environmental Policy the Secretaries of

Agriculture and the Interior the EPA Administrator and the Under Secretary of Commerce specifies

the portions of the Report that have been adopted and approved by the Administration

Comment The SEIS does not mandate or call for cooperation between the two implementing agencies

the Forest Service and the BLM and other resource and government agencies and public landowners to

ensure continued survival of salmon stocks once they leave forested areas

Response The management of salmon stocks outside the planning area is beyond the scope of theR

proposed action analyzed in this programmatic SEIS R

BUDGETS AND FUNDING

Comment Alternatives are based on the implementation of forest and watershed restoration projects R

habitat restoration monitoring research and other activities which may not receive funding R

Response The plan designates land allocations and sets limits through standards and guidelines for

the management activities that may occur The success of this aspect of the Forest Plan is not dependent

on the level of funding and the standards and guidelines place specific restrictions on how and where

projects can be conducted The more general issue of funding is a Congressional responsibility and is

therefore outside the scope of the proposed action analyzed in this SEIS While this SEIS provides the

basis for the decision makers to propose budgets and allocate funds it cannot guarantee funding
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Each alternative in this SEIS includes monitoring mechanisms to enable corrective actions and other

adjustments as appropriate In addition sitespecific environmental analysis will disclose

environmental risks that would occur if restoration activities or mitigation measures are not in place or

funded and project decisions can be made contingent upon those measures

Comment The SEIS does not specify how the Forest Service and BLM will pay for the qualified

personnel required to do monitoring

Response Funding for the agencies is allocated by Congress and the amounts vary from year to year
Funding allocations cannot be predicted and thus it is not possible to specify how monitoring will be

funded

Comment It is less expensive and more effective to protect what is left of the forests than to manage for

each species individually The SEIS should present the full costs of studying protecting and monitoring

each species in the Final SETS

Response This SEIS is designed in part to address the problems which occur when habitat of species

is managed separately from habitat of other species in the same area One of the objectives of the

alternatives is to maintain and restore biological diversity as it applies to latesuccessional and old
growth forest ecosystems This involves providing management direction in one planning effort that

covers hundreds of species over a large area This approach is more cost effective than providing

individual planning efforts for each late successional and old growth related species Costprojectionsforsome monitoring activity proposed as standards and guidelines have been furnished and are in the

administrative record for this SEIS

Comment The FEMAT Report did not address the agencies budget structures The selected alternative

should implement two suggestions from the interagency working group establish a coordinated

flexible budget process and adjust agency processes

Response Changes to agencies budget processes are outside the scope of the proposed action analyzed

in this SEIS

Comment The costs of adaptive management may exceed the value of the resources to be extracted

Response Adaptive management is a process to adjust management approaches and standards and

guidelines as new information and methodologies become available The selected alternative will

provide short term and long term value to the public of a number of outputs and benefits not all of

which can be valued monetarily Many of the values goods and services addressed by the SEIS cannot

be extracted to yield monetary benefits Examples of such values are recreation scenic quality and

protection of plant and wildlife species The cost of adaptive management is an issue which will be

considered as appropriate in the development of plans for the Adaptive Management Areas and in site

specific analyses associated with project implementation

Comment To achieve a balance in implementation funding needs to be provided for all resources not

primarily timber harvest

Response Funding is allocated by Congress and thus is outside the scope of proposed action analyzed

in this programmatic SEIS and the authorities of the agencies involved

Comment The outcomes predicted for aquatic habitat were predicated on full funding and

implementation of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Explain whether the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

will be implemented if it is not fully funded
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Response If implementation of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy is not fully funded then the recovery

of habitat and species projected by the Assessment Team likely will be delayed as will achievement of the

objectives of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

EDITING

Comment The Draft SEIS and FEMAT Report were difficult to read and understand making it difficult

for the public to analyze the documents The Final SEIS should be more of a stand alone document

Response The Final SEIS has been revised and expanded to improve clarity and readability and is

intended to be a stand alone document to the extent possible for a supplemental NEPA document

Comment The definition of wetlands used for implementation of the Clean Water Act is moreR

standardized than the Executive Order 11990 definition To use the 11990 definition creates anR

inconsistency between the FEMAT Report and the SEIS The Clean Water Act definition of wetlandsR

should be used R

Response The text of the Final SEIS has been revised to address this concern

Comment The context for Appendix Bshould be clarified Each subsection should include anR

explanation of how each section relates to each alternative R

Response Appendix B has been modified and expanded to address this concern

Comment In Chapter 2 the pie charts that display percentage of landscape designated to various land

allocations do not match the text

Response The pie charts have been corrected to match the text

Comment The SEIS does not define old growth forests

Response The glossary in the Final SEIS includes the FEMAT Report’s definition of old growth forest

MISCELLANEOUS

Comment Address the potential liability that could arise from allowing fire hazard to increase through

increased fuel loading in latesuccessional forests on public lands adjacent to private lands

Response Questions of tort responsibility are outside the scope of this Final SEIS However standards

and guidelines have been developed to address the risk of standreplacing fires in LateSuccessional

Reserves see Appendices B2 B5 and 88 Coordination with other agencies and landowners is an

important part of the fire management strategies and is particularly important in the matrix which is

the land allocation most likely to be adjacent to nonfederal lands For the matrix lands in the urban

wildland interface coordination with local governments agencies and landowners is called for during

watershed analysis to identify additional factors which may affect fire hazard reduction goals

Comment The selected alternative should ensure fair compensation to affected landowners and

businesses if the policies reduce the value of private land or the profit potential of existing businesses

Response The SEIS analyzes alternatives that provide management direction for federal lands within

the range of the northern spotted owl No change to permissible actions on nonfederal lands will result
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therefore the proposed action will have no direct effect that would reduce the value or profitability of

uses on nonfederal lands

Comment The FEMAT Report incorrectly states in contrast lands administered by the US Forest

Service tend to be more contiguous than those of BLM with few inclusions of private land FEMAT
Report p IV5 Refer to the maps generated with the FEMAT Report particularly the checkerboard

ownership for most of Snoqualmie Pass and other areas

Response Generally given the context of the lands administered by the Forest Service within theR

planning area the statement in the FEMAT Report is correct R

Comment Discuss the proposal to issue a special 4d rule authorized by the Endangered Species Act
which would address land use restrictions on nonfederal lands

Response Additional information relevant to a proposal to issue a special 4d rule has become

available since the Draft SEIS was issued and this information has been considered in this Final SEIS

see Chapter 34 Cumulative Effects from Nonfederal Actions The relationship of the proposal to

issue a special 4d rule to this SEIS has been addressed in the cumulative effects section Final SEIS
Chapter 34 The proposed revision and alternatives to the proposal will be analyzed in detail as part

of another EIS

Comment The SEIS Team should develop complete onthe ground inventories of public and private

lands and full economic evaluations for all public forest resources including air water fish and
wildlife recreation etc

Response A comprehensive biological and economic inventory of all public forest resources is beyond

the scope of this programmatic Final SEIS which considers the best information available concerning

the relevant resources that will be most directly affected through implementation of the proposed

action

Comment A Holistic Resource Management HRM approach to planning and decision making should

have been used to develop the SEIS

Response The planning process used was adequate to define alternatives that meet the objectives and

purpose and need for this SEIS There will be opportunities to use a Holistic Resource Management

approach during the sitespecific project planning associated with the implementation of the selected

alternative
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A UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIONAGENCYREGION10

4PRolt 1200 Sixth Avenue

Seattle Washington 98101

SEP 28 1993R

REPLY TO
ATTN OF WD 126

Robert Jacobs

Team Leader

Interagency SEIS Team
PO Box 3623

Portland Oregon 97208 3623

Dear Mr Jacobs

In accordance with our responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act

NEPA and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act we have reviewed the Draft Supplemental

Environmental Impact Statement on Management of Habitat for Late Successional and

OldGrowth Forest Related Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl draft

SEIS The proposed action is to adopt a coordinated management direction for the lands

administered by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management in California Oregon

and Washington within the range of the northern spotted owl and to protect and enhance

latesuccessional and old growth forest ecosystems

The Environmental Protection Agency EPA has had considerable involvement in

the Interagency SEIS Team’s development of this draft SEIS serving as a formal

cooperating agency on the development of the document EPA also participated in the

preparation of the Forest Ecosystem Management An Ecological Economic and Social

Assessment FEMAT Report prepared by the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment

Team Assessment Team This has afforded EPA with an appreciation of the difficulties

in preparing such a complex EIS within a short time The basis for EPA’s high level of

involvement is the opportunity to work together with federal land managers to develop an

ecosystem management approach consistent with the statutes that EPA administers

This EIS effort sets a new precedent for regional scale federal forest planning and

analysis The preferred alternative should provide significant water quality and habitat

protection if implemented in conjunction with the necessary adjustments identified in

subsequent physiographic province watershed and sitespecific NEPA analyses We fully

support the basic components of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy described in detail in

the FEMAT Report and summarized in the draft SEIS and believe it must be retained in the

final SEIS and Record of Decision to ensure that projected water quality protection and

species viability assumptions are realized We believe that the proposed riparian reserve

system in particular which establishes no cut areas along all streams wetlands ponds

lakes and unstable areas will protect and maintain water quality and fish habitats The

Aquatic Conservation Strategy is fully consistent with EPA Region 10s Ripai’ai Ara

Management Policy

o Prinled on Recycled Pir
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Based on our review we have rated the draft SEIS EC2 Environmental ConcernsInsufficientInformation We strongly support basic features of Alternative 9 the

preferred alternative As with many programmatic ELSs our main concern is with

implementation The environmental benefits derived from this management plan depend

on successful completion of future activities such as provincial planning watershed

analysis sitespecific projects monitoring and coordination with nonfederal landowners

Therefore additional information on the framework for implementation of these important

future activities is needed for the final SEIS and Record of Decision

While we would prefer that our implementation concerns be addressed in the final

SEIS we understand this may not be possible in the time available Remaining concerns

may be addressed during the implementation process We anticipate that future

subregional tiered analyses will help clarify many of the details and we look forward to

being a partner in these efforts

The following is a summary of our recommendations for the final SEIS

The criteria or process for arriving at the criteria for adjusting riparian

reserves upwards or downwards during watershed analysis needs to be clearly delineated

to ensure reductions in riparian reserve width do not cause adverse cumulative aquatic or

terrestrial effects

A monitoring appendix should be added to discuss the minimum physical

chemical and biological monitoring that will be used in all aspects of implementation

especially for water quality

A more specific framework should be provided for incorporating nonfederal

lands into implementation through province planning and disclosure of viability cumulative

effects and role of nonfederal lands

More specific information should be presented on plans for implementation

including a summary of major steps or tasks lead agency or group roles budget and

timelines

Disclosure of air quality effects from prescribed burning should be included

We also have requested additional information on wetlands watershed restoration

riparian reserve standards and guidelines adaptive management areas mitigation

restoration aquatic ecosystems and drinking water sources

The enclosure details our water and air quality comments and provides other

specific comments with page number references This review includes comments from

EPA Headquarters and EPA Region 9 Also enclosed is a summary of the EPA rating

system for draft ElSs Our rating and a summary of EPA’s comments will be published in

the FederalRegister

We are confident that these concerns can be resolved for the final SEIS since much

of this information already exits We expect to continue our involvement as a cooperating
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agency to develop the final SEIS Our intent through these comments is to help establish

a strong basis for successful implementation of the progressive features of this

management plan If you have any questions about our comments please contact

Kathy Veit Chief Program Coordination Branch at 2065531983 or me at

2065531793

Sincerely

46tL 4S
Charles E Findley

Director Water Division

Enclosures

cc John Lowe Regional Forester Region 6

Ronald Stewart Regional Forester Region 5

Dean Bibles Oregon State Director BLM

Ed Hastey California State Director BLM



US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY EPA DETAILED COMMENTS
ON THE DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT DRAFT SEIS

ON MANAGEMENT OF HABITAT FOR LATESUCCESSIONAL
AND OLD GROWTH FOREST RELATED SPECIES

WITHIN THE RANGE OF THE NORTHERN SPOTTED OWLn

FEMAT Report means the Forest Ecosystem Management An Ecological Economic

and SocialAssessment prepared by the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team

Assessment Team Also referred to as Appendix A of the draft SEIS

Specific EPA recommendations are italicized

WATER QUALITY

Riparian Reserves and Watershed Analysis

Watershed analysis plays an extremely critical role in the successful implementation

and the final configuration of Riparian Reserves In fact watershed analysis may be the

most important component of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy to achieve the Clean

Water Act objective to restore and maintain the chemical physical and biological

integrity of the Nation’s waters

Page V39 of the FEMAT Report states Watershed Analysis provides the basis for

changing the size and location of Interim Riparian Reserves On page V45 it states

Watershed analysis is expected to yield the contextual information needed to define

ecologically and geomorphically appropriate Riparian Reserves Analysis of site specific

characteristics may warrant Riparian Reserves that are narrower or wider than interim

widths We agree with the need to provide field flexibility for implementing riparian

reserves based on sitespecific watershed conditions discovered through watershed

analysis Because these analyses are critical the decision process for arriving at new

Riparian Reserves widths and the role of the Interagency Executive Group and Regional

Ecosystem Office needs tobe clearly delineated in the final SEIS and Record of Decision

If total acreage in reserves is significantly reduced it has the potential for adverse

cumulative effects on both aquatic and terrestrial species We recommend that the criteria

or process for arriving at the criteria for adjusting riparian reserves upwards or downwards

during watershed analysis be clearly delineated to ensure reductions in riparian reserve

width do not cause adverse cumulative aquatic or terrestrial effects

The final SEIS should more clearly emphasize that watershed analysis may result in

wider riparian reserve widths than outlined for interim riparian reserves The FEMAT

Report often links water quality and species viability to the size of riparian reserves and the

types and amounts of activity allowed in them For example the importance of riparian

reserves and Late Successional and Old Growth LSOG reserves for salmonids is

illustrated by the significantly lower likelihood of viability for alternatives with smaller

riparian reserves like Alternatives 7 and 8 The draft SEIS reinforces the importance of

riparian areas by projecting a significantly higher likelihood of viability for lichens the

northern spotted owl mollusks amphibians and reptiles birds and aquatic species under

alternatives providing maximum protection of intermittent streams and wetlands less than

one acre pages S10 through S14
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The Assessment Team assumed that there would be a greater risk to aquatic

systems with narrower reserves and that recovery rates might be slower in non Key

Watersheds due to less area in LSOG and other reserves and limited restoration funds

draft SEIS page 3449 We expect that for degraded nonKey Watersheds

decision makers would first focus on increasing riparian reserve widths A second priority

would be restoration The final SEIS should disclose all aspects of watershed analysis

discussion of alternatives implementation standards and guidelines that riparian reserve

widths may need to be wider following watershed analysis in order to achieve Aquatic

Conservation Objectives

Monitoring and Adaptive Management

In past forest plan and timber sale EIS reviews EPA has identified the need for

detailed environmental monitoring especially for water quality and fisheries before

during and after the completion of an activity to determine whether effects were

accurately predicted and beneficial uses were protected Water quality monitoring is

required to ensure compliance with water quality standards We are pleased that

monitoring was included as a integral component to watershed analysis in the FEMAT
Report However this monitoring primarily addresses watershed specific monitoring

following the analysis Monitoring needs outside of the scope of watershed analysis

include multiagency coordination baseline monitoring reference watersheds

pre watershed analysis monitoring and long term monitoring Monitoring needs are

partially addressed on page V62 of the FEMAT Report In addition the draft SEIS states

that The specific monitoring protocols and guidelines will be developed for the selected

alternative which will be used to revise existing monitoring plans page 27
We recommend that a monitoring appendix be added to address monitoring protocols and

guidelines or a monitoring strategy in the final SEIS It should discuss specific minimum

monitoring physical chemical and biological that will be addressed in all aspects of

implementation

The Clean Water Act directs the EPA and States and Tribes to develop programs

that evaluate restore and maintain the chemical physical and biological integrity of the

Nation’s waters Historically the States and EPA have implemented water management

programs primarily using physical and chemical indicators to protect water quality Much

of the discussion in the draft SEIS equates water quality with water chemistry However

States and EPA are now including biological assessments biological criteria as part of

their water quality management programs Cumulative effects may best be detected

through biological monitoring Because of the number of watersheds on federal lands

Rapid Bioassessment Protocols could be an effective means of assessing current

conditions and future cumulative impacts Though the states already have these reference

sites more will be needed to obtain good representation for all physiographic provinces

Biological monitoring should be emphasized in the monitoring strategy

The FEMAT Report includes significant efforts to ensure species viability However

if monitoring shows that actual results differ from the FEMAT Report assumptions then

appropriate planning and management adjustments should he triggered In addition if

monitoring shows assumptions are incorrect then future decisions should not be based on

the same assumptions in similar circumstances Monitoring goals and objectives must be
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clearly articulated and include thresholds of change that trigger adjustment in standards

and guidelines land allocations BMPs proposed projects restoration priorities harvest

levels and or other management decisions We recommend the final SEIS expand the

discussion on how monitoring and adaptive management together with watershed analysis

will guide management decisions

Nonfederal Lands

We recommend that the final SES provide a more specific framework for

incorporation of nonfederal land management activities with implementation of this

management direction If these lands are included truly comprehensive forest ecosystem

management can take place Nonfederal lands are an integral part of any strategy that

seeks to address the overall landscape as an ecosystem FEMAT Report page 1193

Appendix VK provides a good summary of the significant differences between forest

practices regulations on state and private lands and the recommendations in the FEMAT

Report Addressing these differences will be critical to the success of implementation As

recognized in both the FEMAT Report and the draft SEIS nonfederal lands must be

included as a part of the planning and implementation at the physiographic province and

watershed level The framework for encouraging nonfederal participation should include a

description of the regulatory provisions of the Clean Water Act and Endangered Species

Act which apply to nonfederal lands It is important for the physiographic province teams

and the proposed Interagency Executive Group charged with overseeing implementation to

work with state tribal and other representatives

Implementation

We recommend that the final SEIS include more specific information on plans for

implementation including a summary of major steps or tasks lead agency or group roles

budget and timelines The major tasks and budget may need to be grouped in levels of

implementation related to alternative scenarios based on anticipated funding

It is difficult to get a clear sense of the major implementation tasks needed

timeframes and costs from either the draft SEIS or FEMAT Report The final SEIS should

be the public document that provides the framework for implementing the FEMAT Report

and assessing progress and accountability While we understand the programmatic nature

of this EIS it is important that the ecosystem approach be welloutlined and the feasibility

of major future implementation steps such as province planning be fully explored

Restoration

Restoration is one of the key components of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

We recommend that a specific framework for restoration including budget estimates be

included in the final SEIS We recognize that specific projects and budgets must be

developed based on watershed analyses however the final SEIS should provide the

overall context for developing these projects and budgets

Restoration may be particularly important for species with restricted distribution

and species found in degraded habitat It may also contribute to improvement of water
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quality and Clean Water Act compliance particularly over a short timeframe We
recommend the final SEIS include clarification on how the absence of a watershed

restoration program might affect the likelihood ofmeeting habitat conditions associated

with viability and how attainment of water quality standards and beneficial uses will be

affected in the event restoration is not funded If watershed restoration is a significant

factor in achieving either habitat goals related to viability or in meeting water quality

standards the final SEIS should discuss potential adjustments of other management tools

eg riparian reserves matrix and other allocation management prescriptions that would

ensure that species viability and water quality goals are achieved

Adaptive Manaaement Areas

The draft SEIS indicates that incorporating Adaptive Management Areas into

Alternative 9 improves species viability for this alternative However specific standards

and guidelines are not provided for Adaptive Management Areas and it is unclear how the

benefits of such areas were quantified for purposes of comparing Alternative 9 with other

alternatives Moreover it is unclear whether Adaptive Management Areas would be

managed so that the benefits would outweigh negative impacts to resources We
recommend that the final SEIS provide additional information regarding Adaptive

Management Areas to support and ensure a net positive influence to species viability and

other environmental effects We believe the draft SEIS’s vagueness regarding

management of these areas may leave future more specific adaptive management

decisions difficult to implement

We also recommend the final SEIS include detailed maps of the Adaptive

Management Areas depicting all LSOG and Riparian Reserves and Administratively

Withdrawn Areas The final SEIS should identify the acreage of these areas within the

Adaptive Management Areas and clarify whether these acreages are included in or in

addition to the acreages listed for each category on page 221 of the draft SEIS For

example Alternative 9 includes 7.053 million acres of LSOG Reserves Does that figure

include the acreage of LSOG Reserves located within Adaptive Management Areas The

final SEIS should also indicate how many acres of unreserved LSOG forest are included in

the Adaptive Management Areas

Mitigation

Chapter 34 of the draft SEIS identifies possible mitigation measures The final

SEIS should indicate whether these mitigation measures were assumed to be included in

the alternatives when the expert panels were assigning likelihood ratings to viability

distribution for each species We recommend the final SEIS and Record of Decision

include these mitigation measures

Wetlands

We recommend that the riparian standards and guidelines specify that all wetland

identification be consistent with the 1987 Corns of Enoineers Wetlands Delineation Manual

and associated implementation guidance Any future changes in wetland identification

concepts methods or techniques that result or resulting from the current National Science
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Foundation study that are adopted for use in implementing the Clean Water Act should

also be incorporated into forest management

We recommend that the term wetlands be specifically used and wetland

discussions expanded in the final SEIS for several reasons 1 Riparian areas and

wetlands are not synonymous terms see discussion in FEMAT Report Appendix VE
Many wetlands are not adjacent or contiguous to a stream and may be isolated from the

typical streamside riparian area 2 Wetlands are not always easily identified particularly

forested wetlands occurring on sloping landscapes 3 Current inventories of wetlands in

forested areas are incomplete particularly for forested wetlands not adjacent to rivers

Where riparian areas are discussed the text of the final SEIS should have additional

language to clarify how wetlands are addressed in the plan We have included several

examples in our OTHER PAGE SPECIFIC COMMENTS Section

Riparian Reserve Standards and Guidelines

draft SEIS pages B84 through B88 FEMAT Report Appendix VF

In the first paragraph of standards and guidelines omitted in the draft SEIS the

opening sentence is misleading It states that the Standards and Guides were developed

to protect salmon and steelhead habitat Resident fish other aquatic species riparian

species etc should all be protected by the standards The paragraph should be revised to

clearly state that Standards and Guidelines were developed to protect aquatic wetland

and riparian resources

While road and landing construction needs to avoid riparian reserves some

construction may be unavoidable Wetlands contained within riparian reserves need to be

avoided completely We suggest that Standard and Guideline RF2 a be modified to read

Minimizing road and landing locations in Riparian Reserves and avoiding wetlands within

these Riparian Reserves

In the draft SEIS page B79 the text recommends that no new roads will be

constructed in roadless areas in Key Watersheds watershed analysis must be

conducted in all non Key Watersheds and there will be no net increase in road mileage

in Key Watersheds These provisions need to be reenforced by clearly including them in

the Standards and Guidelines

Intermittent Stream Definition

To reduce implementation confusion we recommend that the definition of

intermittent and ephemeral streams used in the final SEIS match those stated in the US
Geological Survey Paper 1541 a titled General Introduction and Hydrologic Definitions

Establishing riparian reserves during implementation will be governed by the

definition of intermittent stream used in the field The draft SEIS and FEMAT structures

the definition of intermittent streams differently than the US Geological Survey USGS
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definition Use of a commonly accepted definition like that used by USGS would reduce

confusion during implementation and watershed analysis

An example of the difference in the definition of intermittent stream in the draft

SEIS is any non permanent flowing drainage feature having a definable channel and

evidence of annual scour or deposition This includes what are sometimes referred to as

ephemeral streams if they meet these two criteria The USGS definition separates

intermittent and ephemeral as two types of streams Based on the definition in the draft

SEIS an ephemeral stream may not receive appropriate riparian reserve protection from

field personnel familiar with the USGS definition

We recommend that intermittent and ephemeral streams be designated prior to the

development of silvicultural options and practices USGS may be helpful in large scale

efforts to identify intermittent streams This will help ensure that land management

decisions are consistent with the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

Mapping constitutes an essential tool in the preparation of a silvicultural

prescription The USGS quadrangle map is the standard currently used in the preparation

of silvicultural practices However intermittent streams have seldom been accurately

mapped The issue of intermittent stream definitions and their attendant riparian

protection ought to be placed on the Regional Ecosystem Office agenda for further

consideration

Drinking Water

Water quality protection of public water supplies needs to be acknowledged in the

final SEIS It would probably fit best in the water quality discussion on page 34118
We recommend that the following language be added to the final SEIS

Affected Environment A number of public water systems have their

surface water sources originating on lands administered by the Forest Service and

BLM These systems must comply with various requirements of the Safe Drinking

Water Act including the Surface Water Treatment Rule SWTR Whether a system

attempts to meet the SWTR criteria which would allow it to remain unfiltered or if

the system provides filtration maintaining the highest water quality in its source

water will enhance the water system’s ability to meet the Safe Drinking Water

Act’s requirements and provide adequate public health protection

Environmental Consequences The additional water quality protection

provided by Alternative 9 should be beneficial to water systems whose surface

water sources originate on Forest Service or BLM administered lands It should be

noted that for a water system to be allowed to remain unfiltered under the SWTR
source protection and watershed management are important factors However

watershed control programs are only one of the eleven criteria considered in

determining whether a water system may remain unfiltered and would usually not

be the determining factor in that decision Additional analysis in site specific

National Environmental Policy Act NEPA documentation will be needed to
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thoroughly assess the impact an activity will have on a water system’s ability to

comply with the requirements of the Safe Drinking Water Act

In addition we recommend the next tier of planning Provincial Conservation Plans

identify all water systems that use surface water from watersheds within the

physiographic region the level of water treatment provided and whether the water

system is in compliance with the Surface Water Treatment Rule This information should

provide an initial indication of whether activities proposed in the province would cause

violations of drinking water regulations Detailed analysis is still needed in sitespecific

NEPA documentation

AIR QUALITY

General

The draft SEIS discusses the need for forest management and prescribed fire

without discussion of the resulting effects on air quality In the summary and on page

249 the draft SEIS recognizes the importance of silviculture in restoring habitat in stating

that the Assessment Team assumed that without restoration silviculture the

development of latesuccessional conditions would be retarded Several areas of the

document refer to the need for increased prescribed burning

The draft SEIS describes the differing conditions and needs of forests west and east

of the Cascades These differences in ecology and the eastern Cascade’s markedly

shorter fire return interval are recognized in the draft SEIS’s different treatment of the

eastern cascades and Klamath Provinces On page 3445 the draft SEIS describes the

importance of the use of active fire and fuels management including thinning and

prescribed fire to reduce risk of largescale loss of latesuccessional and old growth

forests and restore firedependent types of old growth species Both Alternative 3 and

the Preferred Alternative 9 would incorporate underburning treatments to improve forest

health

Regulatory Requirements

The final SEIS should clarify that the increased use of prescribed fire and

underburning is a departure from past forest management practices that emphasized fire

suppression The use of increased prescribed fire including underburning will likely result

in increased particulate emissions These increased emissions might adversely affect many

aspects of air quality covered by the Clean Air Act national ambient air quality standards

NAAQS prevention of significant deterioration PSD and visibility protection We
recommend that the final SEIS specifically address and disclose the effects of air quality

from prescribed burning

The Clean Air Act prohibits federal entities from taking actions that would seriously

degrade air quality This is commonly referred to as the conformity provision section

176c of the Clean Air Act EPA proposed a rule to implement Section 176c in March

1993 This proposed rule specifically identified prescribed burning as an activity that will
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likely be affected by the conformity provision Both Washington and Oregon have smoke
management plans visibility State Implementation Plans and several particulate matter

PM10 nonattainment areas within the range of the northern spotted owl In addition
conformity analyses and determinations need to quantify air quality impacts to the degree
possible

Environmental Concerns

We recommend that an assessment ofpotential air quality impacts be included in

the final SEIS as well as specific provisions for incorporating assessment of air quality
issues in future NEPA documents This large scale assessment could include regional

totals of pollutant loading as well as project level examples of emissions and pollutant

concentrations

Because of the importance of fire to ecosystem health and timber management the
potential effects of smoke from prescribed burns on human health and the conflict
between federalstate air quality regulations and prescribed burning should be discussedinthefinal SEIS

Specifically the discussion should address existing regulatory issues examples
conformity nonattainment area requirements Class I and 11increment protection
relationship of particulate matter to respiratory problems and potential conflicts between
ecosystem goals and regulatory compliance human health benefits Human and property
safety issues associated with catastrophic fire events should also be addressed A
discussion on wildfire emissions would help illustrate some of the air quality tradeoffs
The final SEIS should also raise the baseline PSD issue

Management activities can be used in some cases to reduce the effects and riskofmajorcatastrophic events and to accelerate desirable ecosystem conditionsManagementdecisionsshould consider the natural range and variability of disturbance events and
habitat types This is important from an ecosystem health and water qualityperspectiveeg percent of watershed disturbed Clear implementation direction should beprovidedinthe final SEIS and or subsequent physiographic province plans to ensure that

management decisions reflect an acceptable range of natural disturbance events habitat

type representation and successional stages Past and potential futurecatastrophiceventsshould be considered in developing and modifying management activities Although
management goals should be clearly defined the evolving nature ofecosystemmanagementand the dynamics of natural events supports development of a flexible

management framework As ecosystem conditions change additional planningandanalysismay need to accommodate the cumulative effects of management activitiesandnaturalevents by adjusting levels or the nature of management activities

Needs for final SEIS and Implementation

We recommend that the final SEIS include a broad discussion ofimplementationwithregard to air quality issues The discussion should include the following eight steps
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Assessment of the need for burning as compared to alternate silvicultural1
and or site preparation methods such as scarification piling

unmerchantable material and yarding unmerchantable material

2 Quantification of the amounts types of material and acreage to be burned

3 Description of the types of burn proposed eg broadcast burns pile burns

understory burns

4 Description of measures to reduce emissions eg management of fuel

moisture content site preparation fuel removal through firewood programs

5 Quantification of emissions of regulated air pollutants

6 Description of applicable regulatory and or permit requirements including

smoke management plans

7 Qualitative description of air quality impacts focused on new or increased

impacts on downwind communities and visibility impacts in Class I areas

and

8 Modeling of downwind concentrations of pollutants to document compliance

with NAAQS PSD increments if applicable and visibility impacts in Class I

areas if affected

Recognizing the limitations of current models for determining impacts from

prescribed burning other qualitative or quantitative means could be employed in the

absence of an appropriate model We concur with the FEMAT Report’s recommendation in

stating that more detailed air quality analysis should be undertaken in Forest District or

Physiographic Province level Planning page VI19

The final SEIS should outline the tiering process and the types of air quality

analyses that will be conducted for provincial plans and sitespecific projects Analysis

using the eight steps above should be repeated at subsequent planning levels province

watershed site with more sitespecific detail

Along with a more detailed discussion of air quality impacts future planning should

also address air monitoring concerns We recommend that the final SEIS emphasize the

need to evaluate adequacy of airmonitoring systems since there is extremely limited USFS

and BLM monitoring of particulate emissions in most areas
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OTHER PAGE SPECIFIC COMMENTS

Any of the specific comments on the FEMAT Report apply to the applicable sections of

the draft SEIS

Draft SEIS Summary

Page S5 Riparian Reserves Change wet areas to wetlands

Page S8 to S18 Environmental Consequences effects of forests Threatened and
Endangered species Aquatic Ecosystems are discussed but the section does not mention
wetlands Wetlands should be dealt with under a main heading but at a minimum it

should be discussed under the Aquatic System section Appropriate language can be
extracted from the FEMAT Report

Draft SEIS Chapter 2

Page 27 The draft SEIS indicates the need for a strong emphasis on monitoring for

adaptive management but does not specify how monitoring results will be used to ensure
that ecosystem goals and objectives are met For example if monitoring shows that

sedimentation related to harvest or roads of spawning gravels is occurring where there

are 300 foot riparian reserves along a stream a decision to increase the riparian reserve

width in similar situations initiate restoration and or modify other planned sales and
activities could be warranted

Page 214 and 216 Riparian Reserves Change wet areas to wetlands

Page 220 According to the Council on Environmental Quality regulations the final

SEIS should identify an environmentally preferred alternative

Page 220 Some young forest stands exist within the LSOG reserves for

recruitment to LSOG forest in future decades An adequate amount of younger stands
should be set aside to replace LSOG stands as they die The final SEIS should indicate

the amount of younger stands within LSOG reserves and other areas that would be
managed for recruitment

Page 222 The pie charts which display percentage of landscape devoted to
various reserves matrix etc do not seem to match with text descriptions For example
the riparian reserve scenario description for Alternative 1 is identical to Alternative 4 but

the pie charts show 8 percent withdrawn for Alternative 1 and 12 percent for

Alternative 4 It also appears that Alternatives 2 and 3 should show identicalpercentageswithdrawnfor riparian reserves The explanation of why the numbers do not match the

text descriptions should be explained in the introduction or in a footnote

Draft SEIS Chapter 34

Page 343 The final SEIS should clearly describe the kind of cumulative effects

analysis that was conducted and those expected in future NEPA analyses The expert
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panels cited in the draft SEIS included a quantitative evaluation of federal land Nonfederal

The draft SEIS and FEMAT Report did not include a
lands were discussed qualitatively

quantitative cumulative effects analysis across all ownerships

Page 347 Figure 341 We recommend that physiographic province boundaries

not be constrained by state lines We note that physiographic provinces cross watershed

a serious problem because for example ecologicallyboundaries This should not be

streams in the coastal lowlands are more similar to one another than they are to streams in

the upper portion of the same watershed We suggest coordination with the EPA Corvallis

Lab as they have drafted subecological regions for the coast range and have ground

truthed much of their information While these sub ecological regions may have been

physical chemical biological they
developed for different reasons ie water quality

appear to be quite similar to those discussed in the draft SEIS and FEMAT Report

Page 3414 The final SEIS needs to emphasize the importance of the hyporheic

zone in the forest ecosystem Protection of the hyporheic zone should also be discussed

in the Preferred Alternative section titled Water Soil Riparian and Wetland Resources

Page 3422 to 3428 This entire discussion of CURRENT AQUATIC

Ample material regarding statusCONDITIONS contains no analysis of wetlands

functions etc is available in the FEMAT Report Appendix 5E

Page 3428 Current Aquatic Conditions A discussion on biotic interactions

should be added in the final SEIS

Page 3438 We recommend that Chapter 2of the final SEIS include a discussion

of viability and role of nonfederal lands See FEMAT Report pages 11 30 and 1193 and

draft SEIS 3438 This discussion will be important for explaining the focus of the

viability assessments habitat on federal lands as well as providing an accurate

representation of the affected environment and environmental consequences of land

This is important withmanagement activities in the range of the northern spotted owl

respect to water quality and habitat values because first existing LSOG habitat is

extremely limited on nonfederal lands and a large number of water bodies on both federal

and nonfederal lands are listed as impaired or water quality limited under the Clean Water

Act Second timber harvest may increase on nonfederal lands due to reduced harvest

levels under Alternative 9 and the other draft SEIS alternatives This will create the

potential for greater impacts to LSOG habitat species that depend on LSOG habitat and

water quality on nonfederal lands

Page 3448 The discussion of environmental consequences discusses riparian

areas associated with streams but not wetlands

Page 3495 What is meant by the groups that are being assessed Does this

genus Family Assemblages Why are individual races species groups assessedmean
what about interactions between groups An evaluation ecosystem should include

individual population and community health assessments
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Page 3495 This section is titled AQUATIC SPECIES However the section is

entirely devoted to discussion of fish Environmental effects to other aquatic species

should be added

Page 3497 This is labeled as an assessment of the environmental consequences

on aquatic ecosystems however only salmonids were examined This assessment of the

aquatic ecosystem should look at an assemblage level in addition to assessment of

individual species of fish Macroinvertebrates need to be examined as well

Page 3497 Salmonids are indicators of environmental impacts however relying

on a single indicator has drawbacks Due to their mobility salmonids are exposed to a

number of stressors not associated with timber harvest such as overfishing competition

from hatchery fish and exotics It is difficult to separate out effects from timber harvest

versus those from other stressors Examining the entire fish assemblage in addition to

individual groups ie salmonids plus other assemblages such as macroinvertebrates and

amphibians strengthens impact assessments as other organisms are less mobile than

salmonids and respond to stresses differently

Page 34101 Economic and community mitigation page 34136 may include

state and private lands programs that may in part address habitat needs for fisheries in

these areas This relationship may affect species viability and merit more discussion

Page 34136 The Economic and Community Mitigation Section should include be

updated with current information on the Labor and Community Assistance package at the

time of the final SEIS

Page 18 of Glossary The definition of wetlands used for implementation of the

Clean Water Act is more standardized than the Executive Order 11990 definition To use

the 11990 definition creates an inconsistency between the FEMAT Report and the SEIS

The Clean Water Act definition of wetlands should be used See FEMAT Report

Appendix E5

Draft SEIS Appendix B

Page B1 The context for this appendix should be clarified For example the

introduction of each subsection should include an explanation of how each section relates

to each alternative

Page B70 The text indicates that some or all of the recovery plan standards and

guidelines on pages B70 through B74 are applied in Alternatives 2 through 10 The final

SEIS should clarify which standards and guidelines apply to each alternative

Page B75 The first paragraph states that the Aquatic Conservation Strategy was

developed to protect salmon and steelhead habitat on all public lands The third

paragraph states that this conservation strategy is aimed at restoring and maintaining the

ecological health of watersheds These two statements are not equivalent and the

purpose of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy is unclear We recommend that the broader

objective of maintaining the ecological health of watersheds should be the primary goal
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Page B78 One of the waterbody categories for Riparian Reserves is fishbearing

streams The final SEIS should clarify if fish bearing streams refers to all fish game fish

and or salmonids

Page B79 Modification and adjustment of Key Watershed boundaries is not

discussed in the draft SEIS or FEMAT Report The final SEIS needs to include resolution

of When is it appropriate to add delete or modify key watersheds if at all What criteria

will be used and who would make the decision

Page B79 Several restrictions for road construction are recommended forKeyWatershedsHow will water quality be protected in non Key watersheds with noapparentrestrictionson road construction

Page B80 Watershed analysis should examine not only biotic and abiotic

processes as they influence aquatic habitat and species abundance but should also

examine how these processes influence individual health assemblage interactions and the

health of the entire stream ecosystem

Page B80 The text should be amended to clarify at what scale watershed analysis

will be applied and how watershed analysis fits into the NEPA process and the

requirements for a cumulative effects analyses

Page B82 It is critical that any watershed restoration that uses instream habitat

structure include monitoring of habitat physical parameters water chemistry and
biological communities to determine if the restoration is successful Restoration is an
inexact science therefore monitoring to confirm the degree to which aquatic ecosystems
are being improved will ensure the success of future restoration efforts

As with our earlier comments on restoration to determine the effectiveness of

restoration of a particular stream it is necessary to compare it with a reference condition

FEMAT Report Overview and Summary Chapter 11

Page 118 Both the second and third paragraphs should include wetlands in the

opening sentence

Page 11 12 The paragraph under Watershed Analysis should include wetlands in

the opening sentence

Page 11 31 Alternative 9 incorporates a reserve design different from that specified

in the Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Plan but tailored to meet owl population

objectives The FEMAT Report Page 1132 also recognizes areas of special concern

where private state and federal lands are intermingled or federal lands are absent In

these areas of special concern contributions by nonfederal lands remain important to

recovery of the species and should be addressed in the final recovery plan The final

SEIS should discuss the status of the Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Plan and how it will

be used in concert with the selected alternative from this SEIS The final SEIS should
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identify and describe mitigation measures that are necessary for the preferred alternative

to be consistent with the recovery plan

Page 11 38 Riparian Reserves The first paragraph gives the impression that all

riparian reserves are directly coupled to rivers and streams This is not the case for many

important wetlands The paragraph should be reworded to specifically discuss wetlands

Page 11 94 Figure 11 35 This figure depicts species rated as 60 percent or more

likelihood of having habitat on federal lands capable of supporting a viable population

This is outcome A This is somewhat confusing as 80 percent likelihood of achieving

outcome A is often what is focused on page 3438 The final SEIS should carefully

explain these percentages when they are used

FEMAT Report Aquatic Ecosystem Assessment Chapter V

Pages V1i1 to V12 The source of data and discussion for this section is unclear

Some of the information conflicts with that presented in Appendix VE

Page V12 Table V1 appears to be inaccurate Casual observation of plant

species in a wetland in an old growth forest will yield over 50 species The basis for the

numbers in this table need to be verified In addition the occurrence of lichens and

bryophytes appear also to be understated

A comprehensive literature review on wildlife utilization of forested riparian habitats

has been recently completed by O’Connell Hallet and West 1993 Numerous northwest

experts were consulted and all currently available literature was reviewed Specific

relation of species and species groups to riparian areas are discussed in some detail

Information from this source is cited in Appendix VE’and is inconsistent with Table V1
For example 78 bird species use riparian habitats and 127 species are associated with

wetlands in western Washington according to the O’Connell report Similar

inconsistencies between Table V1 and Appendix VE exist for mammals and amphibians

Some of the inconsistencies might be explained by the fact that Table V1 includes only

those species exclusively associated with LSOG forest systems However the plan

alternatives are for all federal forest lands not just those which currently exhibit old

growth characteristics

The O’Connell report represents a very recent and comprehensive effort to

document the relation of wildlife species to riparian areas The report also discusses the

specific ways in which wildlife utilize riparian areas and their sensitivity to disturbance

from forest practices Information for all species is summarized in Table 4 of O’Connell et

al 1993 This table should be included in the final SEIS to reinforce the need for riparian

reserves for species other than anadromous salmonids

Page V32 under Riparian Reserves Wetlands and wetland functions should be

added to the discussion

Page V35 and V36 The interim widths for Riparian Reserves use the definition

outer edges of riparian vegetation We suggest that the phrase outer edges of riparian
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vegetation or to the extent of seasonally saturated soil be deleted from this section for
the following reasons 1 There is no accepted definition of riparian vegetation 2
Evidence of water in the root zone may not be evident much of the field season 3Thereisno list of riparian plant species and 4 There are no methodologies for applying the
definitions in the field

Page V37 Table V5 This table is incomplete The headings of Stream class
should be changed to Water Body Type The table needs to be revised underthisheadingto include reservoirs lakes ponds and wetlands as appropriate for eachRiparianReserveScenario

Page V58 Watershed restoration projects using instream habitat structureshouldincludemonitoring of habitat water chemistry and biological communities to determine if

the restoration is successful

Page V58 The final SEIS should discuss monitoring activities and results for the
restoration examples of woody debris structures and road removal that are cited In

addition it should summarize what is currently known about and what has beenlearnedfromcurrent restoration programs The discussion should also identify any lessonslearnedinselection criteria implementation guidelines institutional arrangements and orfundingthatcould improve restoration effectiveness

Page V62 The final SEIS should clarify what is meant by water qualitynetworksincethere are numerous types of monitoring networks It appears that the reportisreferringto characterization of water column parameters at some scale

Page V62 Measurement of the biological condition of streams using theRapidBioassessmentProtocols RBPs is referenced Although based on sound ecological

principals the RBPs were developed primarily using research from the midwest and
eastern United States EPA Region 10 has adapted the RBPs to conditions in the

northwest in the document titled Region 10 Instream Biological Monitoring Handbookforwadablestreams in the Pacific Northwest The Region 10 document should be the cited
reference along with the RBPs for conducting biological assessments in this portion of theUS

Page V62 We disagree with the statement that reference watersheds should
represent a range of forest and stream conditions which have been exposed to naturalandinduceddisturbance and that the data from these watersheds will provide a gauge by
which to assess trends in stream conditions Reference watersheds shouldrepresentbiologicalpotential based on the best attainable watershed condition habitat structure
water quality and biological parameters for a similar streams of a particularecologicalregionSelecting watersheds that are exposed to induced disturbance as a gauge to
assess stream condition sets expectations unnecessarily low and is therefore less
protective of aquatic life

Reference watersheds should be selected with care because the resultantdatabasewillbe used as a benchmark against which test sites will be compared The overall goal in

the characterization of the reference condition from carefully selected reference sites is to
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describe the biota that are optimal for the area of interest Test sitcs can then be

compared to this benchmark to determine whether an impact exists restoration

successes and trends in the status of stream conditions The characteristics of

appropriate reference sites will vary among ecological regions and for different waterbody

and habitat types

One particularly problematic aspect about the use of minimally impacted areas as

references is what to do if an area is extensively degraded In this case there may be no

minimally impacted sites and even the least impacted sites might indicate significant

deterioration Hughes et al 1986 1990 cautioned that some regions or subregions or

stream types may be so disturbed that no or few suitable reference sites exist for them

In such cases it will be necessary to use some reference sites from similarstreams in

different ecological regions Without this option we run the risk of setting goals too low

in highly disturbed regions

Appendix VI Watershed Analvsis and its Role in Ecosystem Management

Page 1 The Watershed Analysis Guidelines should be clearly consistent with the

development of Total Maximum Daily Loads TMDL under Section 303d of the Clean

Water Act FEMAT Report Appendix VD

Pages 8 and 15 The aquatic conservation strategy leaves the cumulative

watershed effects related to road and timber harvest density to future watershed analysis

The final SEIS should explain the cumulative effect assumptions in the aquatic

conservation strategy including the implied assumptions that 1 to a certain degree

riparian reserves key watersheds and watershed restoration can ensure avoidance of

cumulative water quality effects by themselves and 2 the extent to which complete

determinations of cumulative effects will be based on road and timber harvest density

estimates at the time of an individual watershed or site analysis



SUMMARY OF THE EPA RATING SYSTEM
FOR DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

OEFINITIONS AND FOLLOW UP ACTION

Environmental Impact of the Action

LOLack of Objections

The EPA review has not identified any potential environmental impacts requiring
substantive changes to the proposal The review may have disclosed opportunities with
no more than minor changes to the proposal

ECEnvironmental Concerns

The EPA review has identified environmental impacts that should be avoided in order
to provide adequate protection for the environment Corrective measures may require
substantial changes to the preferred alternative or consideration of some other project
alternative including the no action alternative or a new alternative EPA intends to
work with the lead agency to reduce these impacts

EOEnvironmental Objections

The EPA review has identified significant environmental impacts that must be avoided
in order to provide adequate protection for the environment Corrective measures may
require substantial changes to the preferred alternative or consideration of some other
project alternative including the no action alternative or a new alternative EPA
intends to work with the lead agency to reduce these impacts

EU Environmentally Unsatisfactory

The EPA review has identified adverse environmental impacts that are of sufficient
magnitude that they are unsatisfactory from the standpoint of public health or welfare
or environmental quality EPA intends to work with the lead agency to reduce these
impacts If the potential unsatisfactory impacts are not corrected at the final EIS
stage this proposal will be recommended for referral to the CEQ

Adecuacy of the Impact Statement

Category iAdequate

EPA believes the draft EIS adequately sets forth the environmental impacts of the
preferred alternative and those of the alternatives reasonably available to the project
or action No further analysis or data collection is necessary but the reviewer may
suggest the addition of clarifying language or information

Category 2Insufficient Information

The draft EIS does not contain sufficient information for EPA fully assess
environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to fully protect the environment
or the EPA reviewer has identified new reasonably available alternatives that are within
the spectrum of alternatives analyzed In the draft EIS which could reduce the
environmental impacts of the action The Identified additional information data
analyses or discussion should be included in the final EIS

Category 3Inadequate

EPA does not believe that the draft EIS adequately assesses potentially significant
environmental impacts of the action or the EPA reviewer has identified new reasonably
available alternatives that are outside of the spectrum of alternatives analyzed in the
draft EIS which should be analyzed in order to reduce the potentially significant
environmental impacts EPA believes that the identified additional information data
analyses or discussions are of such a magnitude that they should have full public
review at a draft stage EPA does not believe that the draft EIS is adequate for the
purposes of the NEPA and or Section 309 review and thus should be formally revised and
made available for public comment in a supplemental or revised draft EIS On the basis
of the potential significant impacts involved this proposal could be a candidate for
referral to the CEQ

From EPA Manual 1640 Policy and Procedures for the Review of Federal Actions Impacting
the Environment
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Appendix G

Biological Opinions and Biological Assessment

This appendix consists of three parts

Part 1 consists of the Biological Opinion for Alternative 9 of the FinalSupplementalEnvironmentalImpact

Statement on Management of Habitatfor Late Successionaland OldGrowthForestRelated Species within the

Range of the NorthernSpotted Owl Final SEIS The Biological Opinion is the US Fish and Wildlife

Service’s evaluation of the biological assessment

Part 2 contains correspondence between the SEIS Interdisciplinary Team and the National Marine

Fisheries Service This includes a letter received from the National Marine Fisheries Service stating their

concurrence that adoption of Alternative 9 would not affect the four anadromous fish species currently

listed under the Endangered Species Act and known to occur within the range of the northern spotted

owl

Part 3 consists of two portions The first portion is an addendum to the October 1993 biological

assessment which analyses the effect of the modifications to Alternative 9 The second portion is the

uncirculated October 1993 biological assessment for the preferred alternative as that alternative was

described in the Draft SEIS The biological assessment and this addendum are the documents prepared

by the SEIS Interdisciplinary Team that describe the team’s determination of the effects of the proposed

action on species listed under the Endangered Species Act To receive a copy of the October 1993

biological assessment send a written request to

October 1993 Biological AssessmentR

Interagency SEIS TeamR

PO Box 3623R

Portland Oregon 97208 3623R
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USDA Forest Service v USDI Bureau of Land Management

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE NATnONAL PARK SERVICE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECION AGENCY NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

Interagency SEIS Team 503 326 7883

October 8 1993

Marvin Plenert

Regional Director

US Fish and Wildlife Service

911 NE 11th Ave

Portland Oregon 97232

Dear Marv

Enclosed is a Biological Assessment for the preferred alternative identified in the Draft

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on Management of Habitat for LateSuccessional

and Old Growth Forest Related Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl DSEIS

The Assessment was prepared for the listed species identified in your July 2 1993 letter

The Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team FEMAT and this Assessment found

Alternative 9 the preferred alternative to be consistent with the overall strategy to provide for

the continued survival of northern spotted owls ie the ISC and Final Draft Recovery Plan

management concepts The alternative was considered by the FEMAT to have an 83 percent

likelihood of providing habitat to support a well distributed population of the species on federal

lands in one hundred years time Alternative 9 would allocate a portion of the Federal forests

containing spotted owl habitat into a matrix where timber harvest road construction and other

management activities would be permitted in accordance with certain prescriptions Since these

activities may affect listed species initiation of formal consultation under the Endangered Species

Act is requested in accordance with 50 CFR 402.12 k Consultation will allow your agency to

provide an opinion as to the effects of the action on the affected species We suggest that the

Interagency Implementation Team work with your staff to darify the information needs in

preparing subsequent activity plans which may involve incidental take associated with the

potential implementation of the preferred alternative

It is our determination that the preferred alternative may affect the following species the

northern spotted owl and its critical habitat marbled murrelet grizzly bear gray wolf peregrine

falcon bald eagle Columbian white tailed deer Lost River sucker shortnose sucker Oregon

silverspot butterfly Oregon chub MacDonald’s rockcress and Nelson’s sidalcea The remaining

listed species see attached table would not be affected by the preferred alternative



Based on these determinations we are requesting formal consultation on the northern spotted

owl and spotted owl critical habitat and the other listed species which we have determined may
be affected by the preferred alternative

As we have discussed with Dale Hall the EIS Team will need the final Biological Opinion no

later than November 10 1993 Therefore we look forward to receiving the draft Opinion no

later than November 1 1993

ROBERT T JACOBS

Interagency SEIS Team Leader

Enclosures Table of listed and proposed species assessed

Biological Assessment

DSEIS

FEMAT Report



United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
911 NE 11th Avenue

Portland Oregon 97232 4181
IN 0RPLYREFRTO

In Reply Refer To 1394F01 Washington

1794F14 Oregon
1194F03 California

Robert T Jacobs Team Leader

Interagency SEIS TeamR

PO Box 3623

Portland Oregon 97208 3623

Dear Mr Jacobs

Enclosed is the final biological opinion for the preferred alternative

Alternative 9 of the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on

Management of Habitat for Late Successional and OldGrowth Forest Related
Species on Federal Lands within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl The

Service recognizes the extensive work done by the SEIS Team and all Federal

agencies in the northwest to develop a management strategy that attempts to

end the controversy over management of northwest forests and move towards

holistic ecosystem management This effort has solidified the agencies as a

Federal team working together to ensure the health of forest ecosystems

The cooperation and teamwork on the part of the Federal agencies involved not

only facilitated completion of this consultation but should also serve as a

model for future consultations on forest ecosystem planning

The biological opinion provided under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act

ESA fully analyzes the effects of Alternative 9 on species listed under the

ESA and spotted owl critical habitat The opinion concludes that Alternative
9 will accomplish or exceed the standards expected for the Federal

contribution to recovery of the northern spotted owl and assurance of adequate

habitat for its reproduction and dispersal The question of overall recovery

of the species will be evaluated further to determine the recovery needs on
nonFederal lands In addition the Service intends to approach the public to

reexamine the need for critical habitat if Alternative 9 is adopted

We greatly appreciate the cooperative spirit in which this process has been

undertaken and look forward to moving into the future with the Forest Service
BLM and other Federal agencies to assure healthy ecosystems for the present



and generations to come If you have questions concerning this final opinion
please contact H Dale Hall 503231 6159 or me 5032316118

Sincerely

Regional Director

cc USFSJohn Lowe Regional Forester R6
USFSRonald Stewart Regional Forester R5
BLMDean Bibles State Director Oregon

BLMEd Hastey State Director California
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BIOLOGICAL OPINION
for the

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE 9 OF THE

SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ON MANAGEMENT

OF HABITAT FOR LATE SUCCESSIONAL AND OLD GROWTH FOREST

RELATED SPECIES ON FEDERAL LANDS

WITHIN THE RANGE OF THE NORTHERN SPOTTED OWL

I INTRODUCTION

This biological opinion is in response to the interagency Supplemental

Environmental Impact Statement SEIS team’s request for formal consultation

on Alternative 9 of the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on

Management of Habitat for Late Successional and Old Growth Forest Related

Species on Federal lands Within the Range of the Ndrthern Spotted Owl Strix

occidentalis caurina DSEIS The letter requesting consultation and
transmitting the biological assessment was dated October 8 1993 and received

by the US Fish and Wildlife Service Service on October 13 1993 Prior to

receipt of the biological assessment the US Forest Service Forest

Service Bureau of Land Management BLM and the Service shared information

and guidance through the informal consultation process This consultation is

being conducted pursuant to section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973
as amended Act A draft of the biological opinion dated November 30 1993
was provided to the SEtS team for review Modifications to the originally

proposed action have been made since that time and this biological opinion is

on the revised SEIS see DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

II BACKGROUND

As a result of over a century of logging forests in the Pacific Northwest

presently consist of a highly fragmented mosaic of recent clearcuts thinned

stands and young plantations interspersed with uncut natural stands In an

effort to address the controversy over management of these forests the

Administration commissioned the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team

FEMAT to formulate and assess an array of management options The

Assessment effort focused on late successional forests on Forest Service and

Bureau of Land Management BLM lands within the range of the northern spotted

owl spotted owl in western Oregon and Washington and northwestern

California A set of options were developed based primarily on previous
studies to provide habitat to support viable populations of forest and
forest related species on Forest Service and BLM lands Over

1
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of knowledge about the spotted owl the marbled murrelet Brachyramphus
marmoratus marmoratus anadromous fish and late successional forests see
FEMAT report chapter 3 for a full description of methods and information
used

The options developed by the FEMAT are presented as the alternatives in the
DSEIS The DSEIS analyzes impacts of a range of alternatives to management of
habitat for late successional and oldgrowth conifer forest related species
within the range of the spotted owl The action to be taken in the SEIS is to
adopt a coordinated management direction for the lands administered by the
Forest Service and BLM within the range of the spotted owl and to protect and
enhance late successional and oldgrowth forest ecosystems

This approach is intended to provide a strong contribution to the management
and conservation of a wide range of species including listed species The
Service was an active partner in the development of this strategy and strongly
supports the approach taken

In consultation under section 7 the Service must assess the effects of
proposed actions taking into account the status of listed species on Federal
and nonfederal lands and must evaluate both short and longterm effects of
proposed actions In addition the current condition is factored into the
evaluation If a species status is tending downward because of past actions
the Service must evaluate how the effects of those past actions affect the
listed species status as a baseline for considering the effects of the
proposed action athand

This consultation will address the preferred alternative Alternative 9 and
its effect from a programmatic standpoint only on listed species which may be
affected by the action The species reviewed in this biological opinion
represent only a fraction of the total number of species considered in the
development of the FEMAT report over

1
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A large amount of information was accumulated through the FEMAT process about
forest and forest related species Although this information was sufficient

to allow a general assessment of the benefits to these species over their

respective ranges for a variety of reasons it could not include a level of

review which would address the specific needs of every individual species at
lower planning levels As management plans are developed and future onthegroundprojects identified the level of review will become more species and

sitespecific with adjustments made through the adaptive management process
Inclusion of regulatory review early in the planning process is an integral

component of the proposed adaptive management process

In December 1993 the SEIS Team completed an additional analysis to look more

closely at specific needs of some individual species or groups of species
This additional analysis was the basis for several of the modifications to the

original Alternative 9 described in the DSEIS These modifications were

evaluated in the development of this opinion where applicable to listed

species

III BIOLOGICAL OPINION

It is the biological opinion of the Service that the adoption of Alternative

9 as modified is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any

listed species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of any

designated critical habitat for those listed species The latesuccessional

and riparian reserve features of Alternative 9 are particularly important

contributions to the conservation of the spotted owl and marbled murrelet
They will also aid the conservation of other listed proposed and candidate

species The Service is also encouraged by the watershed analysis and

province level planning aspects of Alternative 9 which will allow for more
efficient and effective management of listed species Other important

features of Alternative 9 are its commitment to research and monitoring and an
adaptive management process that collectively allow for appropriate

adjustments in forest management in response to a growing information base
All these elements contribute to the Service’s opinion of the importance of

this approach to ecosystem management and its benefits to listed species

The Service strongly supports the adoption and implementation of Alternative
9 The agencies and the SEIS team have done an admirable job of providing the

Service with as much information as possible in the biological assessment and

in recent information updates Alternative 9 represents a new and

comprehensive approach to the management of Forest Service and BLM forests

but does not quantify the onthe ground impacts of specific future

management actions which will require planning and review before decisions can

be made For this reason the Service did not provide an incidental take

statement in this biological opinion see section VIII Such statements

will be provided with future biological opinions which address the

implementation of the selected alternative as district and forest plans

andor province plans are developed

Biological Opinion on Alternative 9 SEIS February 4 1994
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ASSUMPTIONS

To ensure that the analysis under section 7 of the Act had a measurable

baseline or starting point the following assumptions were identified to
assist in the development of this opinion

1 Riparian and Late Successional Reserves LSRs will retain reserve
status and will not be available for timber production other than
as provided in Alternative 9 ie salvage and silvicultural

treatments beneficial to the creation of latesuccessional

conditions

2 The current condition abundance and distribution of habitat
available to listed species has not changed from the situation

analyzed for the Final Draft Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Plan or
other recent plans the modifications to Alternative 9 from the

draft to the final SEIS will result in less impact to listed

species

3 Alternative 9 applies to Forest Service and BLM lands all future
actions on these lands would be consistent with Alternative 9 as
adopted in the Record ofDecision ROD

4 The Service will work cooperatively with other Federal agencies in
future watershed analyses and project and province level planning
efforts to facilitate future section 7 consultations

S Research and monitoring will be initiated and will provide
information critical to the watershed analysis process and in
evaluating the recovery of listed species The adaptive

management feature of Alternative 9 will allow for adjustments in
forest management based on information developed and conclusions
reached through research monitoring and future section 7
consultation

6 Federal actions such as already planned timber sales which are

still in the process of section 7 consultation have not been
included within the environmental baseline and have not been

analyzed in this opinion for their impacts to listed species or to
designated critical habitat

IV DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

There are

24
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and Bureau of Land Management within the range of the northern spotted owl and

is fully described in the FSEIS

Like other recent strategies for management of northern spotted owl habitat or

oldgrowth forests of the Pacific Northwest the alternatives presented in

this SEIS propose a network of designated areas managed primarily to protect
and enhance habitat for the northern spotted owl and other latesuccessional

and oldgrowth forest related species hereafter referred to as designated

areas and nondesignated areas referred to as the matrix Within each of

these areas standards and guidelines set management direction and apply to
management activities Appendix B of the FSEIS contains additional

information about particular standards and guidelines or processes

The proposed action Alternative 9 includes 1 the adoption of a coordinated

management direction for the lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM

within the range of the northern spotted owl and 2 protection and

enhancement of latesuccessional and oldgrowth forest ecosystems

Alternative 9 affects approximately 22 million acres of Federal land The

strategy incorporates components developed during previous efforts including

the Interagency Scientific Committee’s Conservation Strategy for the northern
spotted owl Thomas et al 1990 the Scientific Panel on LateSuccessional

Forest Ecosystems report Johnson at al 1991 the Final Draft Recovery Plan

for the Northern Spotted Owl USDI 1992a and the Scientific Analysis Team’s

Report Thomas et al 1993 The key components incorporated into Alternative
9 include land allocations implementation strategies and monitoring as

described below The standards and guidelines which will apply to the

allocations are described in detail in Chapter 2 and Appendix B of the DSEIS

CONGRESSIONALLY RESERVED AREAS CRAB

These areas are land allocations of Congressionally reserved or other Federal

land designations They include designated Wilderness Wild and Scenic

Rivers National Wildlife Refuges National Parks certain Research Natural

Areas and lands managed by the Department of Defense Management of these

lands would follow direction written in the applicable legislation or plans
These areas account for approximately 7.3 million acres

LATE SUCCESSIONAL RESERVES LSRs

LateSuccessional Reserves would be managed to protect and enhance habitat for

latesuccessional and oldgrowth related species including the northern
spotted owl and marbled murrelet Some level of silvicultural treatment such

as thinning young stands is permitted in certain age stands to accelerate the

development of oldgrowth habitat characteristics subject to review by the

Regional Ecosystem Office The Regional Ecosystem Office may develop criteria
that would exempt some activities from review Stand and vegetation

management of any kind including prescribed burning is considered a
silvicultural treatment and is subject to review An exception would be made

for reforestation activities legally required by and planned as part of

Biological Opinion on Alternative 9 SEIS February 4 1994
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existing sold timber sales where the reforestation prescription has been
modified as appropriate to meet the new objectives of the LateSuccessional
Reserve Standards and guidelines for multiple use activities other than
silviculture appear in Appendix B7 of the FSEIS Research Natural Areas and
activities required by Recovery Plans for listed threatened and endangered
species take precedence over Late Successional Reserve standards and

guidelines These reserves are designed to maintain a functional
interacting late successional and oldgrowth forest ecosystem

A management plan should be developed for each large LateSuccessional Reserve
or group of smaller Late Successional Reserves before habitat manipulation

activities are designed and implemented These will be based on results of
watershed analysis and may be developed as part of province level planning or
as stand alone plans In any case land management agencies may choose to
conduct the plans as components of legallymandated plans eg Forest or
District Plans Late Successional Reserve planning should generally include
1 a history and inventory of overall vegetative conditions within the

reserve 2 a list of late successional associated species found within the
LateSuccessional Reserve and information on their locations 3 a history and
description of current land uses within the reserve 4 a fire management
plan 5 criteria for determining appropriate treatments 6 identification of
specific areas that could be treated under those criteria and 7 an
implementation schedule tiered to higher order ie at a larger scale
plans Individual Late Successional Reserve plans should propose monitoring
and evaluation components to help assure that activities are carried out as
intended and achieve desired results Late Successional Reserve plans are
subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem Office

LateSuccessional Reserves contain a total of

7
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Spotted Owl Activity Centers

Spotted owl activity centers which occur within the matrix and adaptive
management areas will be protected by retention of 100 acres of the best

habitat around the site

Thinning or other silvicultural treatments inside all reserves are subject to

review by the Regional Ecosystem Office to ensure that the treatments are

beneficial to the creation of late successional forest conditions The
Regional Ecosystem Office may develop criteria that would exempt some

activities from review Activities that would be permitted in the western and
eastern portions of the northern spotted owl’s range are described separately

below Salvage of dead trees would be based on guidelines adapted from the

Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan limited to areas where catastrophic

loss exceeds 10 acres and subject to review by the Regional Ecosystem Office

West of the Cascades

There is no entry allowed in stands over 80 years old Thinning
precommercial and commercial may occur in stands up to 80 years old

regardless of the origin of the stands plantations planted after logging or
stands naturally regenerated after fire or blowdown The purpose of these

silvicultural treatments is to be beneficial to the creation and maintenance

of latesuccessional forest conditions

East of the Ciscades and in the Oregon and California Klamath Provinces

Given the increased risk of fire in these areas due to lower moisture
conditions and the rapid accumulation of fuels in the aftermath of insect

outbreaks and drought additional management activities are allowed in
LateSuccessional Reserves Guidelines to reduce risks of largescale

disturbance are adapted from the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT AREAS AMAs

The objective for each of these areas is to develop and test new management

approaches to integrate and achieve ecological and economic health and other

social objectives Each area has a different emphasis to its prescription
such as maximizing the amount of late successional forests or improving

riparian conditions through silvicultural treatments

Adaptive Management Areas are landscape units identified in and unique to
Alternative 9 They are designated to encourage the development and testing

of technical and social approaches to achieving desired ecological economic
and other social objectives Ten areas of Federal lands ranging from about

84



Standards and guidelines for Congressionally Reserved Areas or Late
Successional Reserves must be followed when they occur within Adaptive
Management Areas However flexibility is provided to meet objectives for

Riparian Reserves and Key Watersheds For the remaining acreage of Adaptive
Management Areas standards and guidelines are to be developed to meet the
objectives of the specific Adaptive Management Area

These areas ranging in size from
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Effects on Marbled Murrelets

In an effort to provide guidance for management of Federal habitat for the

marbled murrelet the FEMAT Marbled Murrelet Working Group Working Group
developed three general goals

1 stabilize or improve nesting habitat through protection of all

occupied sites both current and future

2 develop future habitat in large blocks creating more interior

habitat and possibly decreasing avian predation and

3 improve distribution of habitat thereby improving distribution of

marbled murrelet populations

To address these goals Alternative 9 includes the following measures for

marbled murrelets

1 provision of an LSR network that protects and maintains

approximately

1
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The protective measures included in Alternative 9 for LSRs will preclude
negative effects through the Regional Ecosystem Office review process for all
planned silvicultural activities in LSRs

LateSuccessional Reserves

Alternative 9 designates the designation of a network of LSRs constructed in
part around older forests containing suitable marbled murrelet nesting
habitat and areas known to be currently occupied by marbled murrelets This

network is distributed throughout the marbled murrelet’s range and contains
approximately 51 percent of the estimated marbled murrelet habitat on Federal

lands Another 6 percent of the habitat is within Riparian Reserves An
additional 32 percent of the estimated marbled murrelet habitat is contained
within congressionally 29 percent and administratively 3 percent withdrawn
areas therefore approximately 89 percent of the estimated marbled murrelet
suitable habitat on Federal lands is contained within areas designated for
protection Approximately 79 percent of the known occupied sites on Federal
land are in mapped LSRs with an additional 8 percent within congressionally
and administratively withdrawn areas Therefore approximately 87 percent of
the known marbled murrelet occupied sites on Federal lands are contained in
areas designated for protection within large reserve areas This percentage
is to some extent a result of the relatively low level and patchy distribution
of survey effort conducted throughout the range of the species and the use of
known marbled murrelet occupied sites in the development of the LSR system

Though much of the forest habitat contained within LSRs is not currently
suitable for marbled murrelet nesting it would be allowed to grow and develop
characteristics that would make it suitable With minor exceptions timber
harvest within LSRs would be limited to harvest related to catastrophic
disturbance salvage and harvest in stands less than 80 years of age
Harvest activities in these younger stands would be limited to those that
would decrease the time required to develop suitable nesting habitat ie
beneficial and would be undertaken with the assistance of the Service
Exceptions are LSRs contained within the Northern Coast Range AMA In this
area harvest would be limited to stands of less than 110 years and would be
under the same constraints of decreasing the time required to develop suitable

habitat

The LSR network would provide two important functions for the conservation of
the marbled murrelet 1 it would provide immediate protection against
further removal and fragmentation of marbled murrelet nesting areas on Federal
lands throughout the range of the spotted owl and 2 over time as currently
unsuitable habitat matures and develops qualities of suitable nesting habitat
there should be a decrease in the fragmentation and an increase in the size of
marbled murrelet nesting areas contained within LSRs This second function
would increase the amount of interior habitat and should decrease predation in
these areas

Biological Opinion on Alternative 9 SEIS February 4 1994
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Adaptive Management Areas

Alternative 9 includes six AMAs totaling
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In summary the greatest concern relating to marbled murrelets is the species
ability to survive in the short term next 50 to 100 years The delineation
and protection of LSRs would beneficially affect the marbled murrelet by
decreasing forest fragmentation and increasing the amount of forest interior
habitat in the long term and ensuring an adequate distribution of suitable
habitat In addition the protection that would be afforded occupied sites
found outside the reserve system would decrease the likelihood of further loss
of marbled murrelet nesting areas

While the short term viability of the marbled murrelet is still a concern the
biological information currently available to the Service indicates that the
combination of the LSR network the protection of areas designated in Johnson
et al 1991 as described above and the protection that would be afforded
occupied sites within AMAs and the Matrix should provide for the survival of
a marbled murrelet population that is well distributed on Federal lands
throughout the planning area Alternative 9 also preserves adequate options
for adjustments that may be required as more is learned regarding the
condition and requirements of the species while providing a solid foundation
upon which the Marbled Murrelet Recovery Team can build

BALD EAGLE SPECIES ACCOUNT ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE AND EFFECTS

The bald eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus is listed as endangered in 43 of the
48 conterminous United States and as threatened in the other 5 The
population in the Pacific Northwest Oregon and Washington is listed as
threatened in California it is listed as endangered Its present status is a
result of past and present destruction of habitat illegal harassment and
disturbance shooting electrocution poisoning a declining food base and
environmental contaminants Currently the primary threat to bald eagles in
the 7state Pacific recovery area Washington Oregon California Montana
Wyoming Idaho and Nevada is habitat degradation USDI 1986 In addition
environmental contaminants are affecting some local populations Despite
these problems Oregon and Washington remain a stronghold for bald eagles
More than twothirds of the nesting population and almost onehalf of the
wintering population occur in Washington Oregon and California
Consequently the two states are key to regional and national recovery
efforts Washington has the largest nesting population of bald eagles in the7state recovery area In 1990 of 474 bald eagle nesting territories
surveyed 398 nests were occupied and 403 young were produced In Oregon 237
breeding territories were surveyed in 1993 221 territories were occupied with
174 young being produced In California 110 breeding territories were
surveyed in 1992 99 territories were occupied with 98 young being produced

In the Pacific Northwest bald eagles typically nest in multilayered
coniferous stands with old growth trees that are located within 1 mile of
large bodies of water Availability of suitable trees for nesting and
perching is critical for maintaining bald eagle populations The Pacific

Northwest is a key area for wintering bald eagles and supports over 25 percent
of the wintering bald eagles in the lower 48 states Wintering sites are
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typically in the vicinity of concentrated food sources such as anadromous fish

runs high concentrations of waterfowl or sources of mammalian carrion

A number of habitat features are desirable Perch trees are needed by eagles

for hunting and resting These trees typically provided an unobstructed view

of the surrounding area and are in proximity of feeding areas Winter roost

sites provide protection from inclement weather conditions and are

characterized by more favorable microclimatic conditions

Bald eagles are opportunistic foragers throughout their range Bald eagles in

the Pacific Northwest consume a range of food items including a variety of

fish waterfowl small mammals and carrion Fish tend to be the preferred

food source Stalmaster 1987 but diet tends to be related to availability

Mammalian carrion and waterfowl are important alternative food sources where

concentrations are significant

Effects on Bald Eagles

Latesuccessional reserves and riparian reserves proposed under the preferred

alternative would benefit nesting roosting and foraging habitat for the bald

eagle The expected improvement in aquatic ecosystems under Alternative 9

would benefit anadromous fish species in some locales which in turn would

improve foraging conditions for bald eagles Management direction for

agencies under the preferred alternative would not change from established

direction to implement measures provided in the Bald Eagle Recovery Plan

Administrative withdrawals for bald eagles under current land management plans

would be retained where they provide greater protection than Alternative 9

While the adoption of Alternative 9 may benefit the bald eagle and therefore

be in compliance with the Endangered Species Act this opinion does not

aleviate Federal agencies from responsibility under the Golden and Bald Eagle

Act

PEREGRINE FALCON SPECIES ACCOUNT ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE AND EFFECTS

The American peregrine falcon Falco peregrinus annatum was Federally listed

as endangered in 1970 The peregrine’s range extends beyond the range of the

northern spotted owl It breeds in several concentrations in the Rocky

Mountains Southwest and northern California A recovery plan was developed

by The Pacific Coast American Peregrine Falcon Recovery Team USDI 1982a
The species is making progress toward recovery throughout its range in the

western United States

Although peregrine falcon populations were declining prior to World War II

their decline accelerated in the early 1950 s with the widespread use of

chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides USDI 1982a While the peregrine falcon

is not closely associated with late successional forests it often nests on

cliffs that are situated among coniferous forests It forages in and around

coniferous forests and its diverse prey base is often associated with
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openings around forested areas Peregrine falcons are also particularly
sensitive to disturbance near the nest cliff during the breeding season
Within the range of the northern spotted owl most land management agencies

as well as timber and utility companies are cooperating in implementation of
the peregrine falcon recovery plan

Effects on Peregrine Falcons

Potential threats to the peregrine include habitat alteration and disturbance
as a result of timber harvest activities road management recreation
development mineral exploration grazing allotments and increased recreation
pressure andor development including offroad vehicle use USDI 1982a

Latesuccessional reserves and riparian reserves should benefit foraging
habitat providing better habitat for prey species and may provide for
increased protection from disturbance related to timber harvest activities
Management direction for agencies would not change from established direction
to implement the Peregrine Falcon Pacific Population Recovery Plan

GRIZZLY BEAR SPECIES ACCOUNT ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE AND EFFECTS

The grizzly bear Ursus arctos was classified as threatened on July 28 1975
The Service made a warranted but precluded finding on a petition to
reclassify the grizzly bear’s status from threatened to endangered in 1992
The grizzly bear was originally distributed in various habitats throughout
western North America from central Mexico to the Arctic Ocean The current
distribution is less than 2 percent of its former range south of Canada
Population decline is related to habitat loss and direct and indirect
human caused mortality Within the range of the spotted owl the grizzly bear
is found only in the Washington Cascades Province Currently the population
in the North Cascades Ecosystem NCE is very small with an estimated 1020
bears in the US portion USDI 1990c

A planning document for the NCE is currently being prepared and will be
appended to the Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan The NCE is one of seven grizzly
bear ecosystems that either have or recently had the potential to provide
adequate space and habitat to maintain the grizzly bear as a viable and self
sustaining species

The grizzly has a broad range of habitat tolerance It is not exclusively
associated with late successional forests Most areas where the species
remains are characterized as vast areas of contiguous relatively undisturbed
mountainous habitat having a high level of topographic and vegetative
diversity Habitats include open areas such as lowland wet meadows and
marshes shrub fields highelevation sedge or heath meadows and stream flood
plains Forested areas are used for resting and hiding cover as well as for
foraging
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While considered generalists grizzlybears do rely on specific habitat types

during different seasons A concern throughout the current range of the bear

is the availability of spring range Upon emergence from high elevation dens
bears move to low elevations to feed on new vegetation often in riparian

areas or to feed on winterkilled or weakened ungulates USDI 1990c

GBMUs must contain some areas isolated from areas highly impacted by humans

Grizzly bear populations require a level of safety from human depredation and

competitive use of habitat such as roading logging mining human settlement

grazing and recreation Grizzly bears have no competitors that restrict

their use of habitat except humans and it appears that they have not evolved

behavioral adaptations to contend with the scope of current human influences

The density and management of roads is one of the most powerful tools

available to balance the needs of people with the needs of bears revised

Draft Recovery Plan The Service believes security habitat is important to

grizzly bears and should be one of the basic considerations in grizzlybear

management

Effects on Grizzly Bears

The Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan identifies Actions Needed to achieve recovery

for the grizzly bear Three of these are pertinent to an evaluation of effect

of Alternative 9 on NCE grizzly bears 1 minimize sources of human bear
conflict 2 limit habitat loss or degradation as a result of human actions

such as road building timber harvest oil and gas exploration and

development mining and recreation and 3 improve habitat andor security

where applicable The following is an evaluation of how the main components

of Alternative 9 address these areas to achieve grizzly bear recovery

The LSR network would improve habitat conditions for the grizzly bear
Although the creation of late succession conditions does not have direct

benefit to grizzlies per se the reduction of timber harvest activities and

associated road building and human disturbance within the reserves could

improve habitat conditions for the bear increase available security habitat

and could to some extent reduce human bear interactions and increased

mortality often associated with these interactions

Two Adaptive Management Areas fall within the NCE Finney and Snolquamie Pass
Although affording less advantages than the LSR network due to the fact that

some additional timber harvest can occur these areas would still have an

emphasis on restoring or providing late successional forest The reduction in

disturbances associated with timber harvest should have a positive effect on

bear security habitat

Like the LSRs proposed management in Riparian Reserves should further reduce

human bear conflicts reduce habitat loss as a result of timber harvest and

improve habitat and security conditions The restriction of no new roads in

designated roadless areas of key watersheds would be particularly positive

Any further reduction in existing road mileage within these areas as
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recommended in Alternative 9 could contribute directly to grizzly bear
recovery Improving and retaining the quality of riparian areas would provide
foraging and travel corridors

With the information available to the Service it is difficult to predict the
effects to the grizzly bear from projects that may occur in the Matrix AWAs
and AMAs When planning projects in these areas the Federal agencies would
need to implement measures that minimize project effects to the grizzly bear

Although Alternative 9 was not specifically designed to improve conditions for
the grizzly bear it does complement grizzly bear recovery planning efforts in
the North Cascades Ecosystem

GRAY WOLF SPECIES ACCOUNT ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE AND EFFECTS

The gray wolf Canis lupus is federally listed as endangered in the 48
conterminous States except for Minnesota where it is listed as threatened
It was believed that wolves had been extirpated in the west by the 1930 s as a

result of an intensive campaign by stockmen and government trappers to

eradicate the wolf Hansen 1986 Since 1990 extensive monitoring efforts

indicate wolves have reappeared in the North Cascades of Washington and
numerous sightings suggest the presence of wolves in the southern portion of

the Washington Cascades Reports of large wolf like canids also continue to

be made in the vicinity of Oregon’s Rogue River National Forest Fritts 1992
although the identity of the animals is currently unknown These areas are
within the range of the northern spotted owl

There is currently no recovery plan for wolves in Washington and Oregon When

the Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan was finalized in 1987 wolves
were not known to occur in Washington and Oregon except possibly in areas near
or adjacent to Idaho The Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan is

currently being revised by the Service to include the population of wolves in

Washington

Wolves can live in essentially any habitat that supports adequate numbers of

ungulates and provides safety from excessive human exploitation Fritts 1992
They utilize a broad spectrum of habitats provided there is an abundance of

natural prey and minimal conflict with human interests uses The key

components of wolf habitat are 1 a sufficient yearround prey base of

ungulates and alternate prey 2 suitable and somewhat secluded denning and

rendezvous sites and 3 sufficient space with minimal exposure to humans
USDI 1987b

Effects on Grav Wolves

In the portion of the project area where gray wolves are known to occur the
preferred alternative would result in a reduced timber harvest program
compared to the current forest plans Management direction under the
preferred alternative would not change from established direction which is to
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cooperate in the development of a recovery plan for the gray wolf population

in Washington

Road construction can affect the gray wolf by allowing increased likelihood of

illegal poaching The reduction in timber harvest should result in less road

construction thus benefitting the gray wolf in general

No new roads would be constructed in designated roadless areas in Key

Watersheds At a minimum there shall be no net increase in road mileage in

Key Watersheds and it is further recommended that there be a reduction in

existing road mileage USDA et al 1993 p V51 Because there would be

less timber harvest in LSRs there should be less roading and thus less affect

on gray wolves and their prey

It is difficult to predict the effects to the gray wolf from projects that may

occur in adaptive management areas administratively withdrawn areas and the

matrix When planning projects in these areas the Federal agencies would

need to minimize effects to the wolf and the wolf’s prey by avoiding new road

construction and implementing stringent closures for roads

Although Alternative 9 was not specifically designed to improve conditions for

the gray wolf it does positively complement wolf recovery efforts

COLUMBIAN WHITE TAILED DEER SPECIES ACCOUNT ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE AND

EFFECTS

The Columbian white tailed deer CWTD Odocoileus virginianus leucurus was

listed as an endangered species in 1967 USDI 1967 The CWTD populations and

habitat are addressed in a recovery plan This species prefers oak

woodland grassland ecotones and riparian habitat in coniferous forests

Almost all habitat for the CWTD is on private lands The highest densities of

CWTD are found in Douglas County Oregon along the south bank of the North

Umpqua River within about 1 kilometer of the river The Douglas County

population was not officially recognized as part of this subspecies until 1977

USDI 1983

Lands in the Roseburg District of the BLM fall within the current range of the

CWTD The Roseburg District revised preferred alternative in the Resource

Management Plan stated that timber harvest or other vegetation altering

activities on all Bureau managed lands within the distribution of the CWTD

would only occur if they are determined to be beneficial to the species or

until such time that definitive information is available describing the use

level and value of these lands in the context of meeting recovery plan goals

In addition acquisition of lands within the core area for the Douglas County

population through exchange has been achieved A recently announced land

exchange in the ELM Roseburg District will secure
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The major threat to the Columbia River population has been identified as
degradation of riparian habitats through logging and brush removal USDI

1983 Lesser threats include automobile collisions poaching entanglement
in barbed wire fences and competition with livestock Natural threats

include flooding high tides disease parasites and competition with black
tailed deer Odoccileus hemionus columbianus and Roosevelt elk Cervus

canadensis roosevelti The primary threat to the Roseburg population is the

subdivision and residential development of native riparian habitats

particularly along the North Umpqua River Additional threats come from

livestock development activities in the lowland river valleys

Effects on Columbian White tailed Deer

The preferred alternative would have little effect on the Columbian white
tailed deer because its habitat is primarily located in valley bottoms away

from Federal timber harvest activities Also this species is not closely

associated with oldgrowth forest conditions On those Federal lands where
the species occurs the majority of these lands are not in the timber base
with the riparian areas being more oaksavannah and not actively managed for

timber Management direction under the preferred alternative would not change

from established direction to cooperate in implementation of the CWTD recovery

plan

LOST RIVER AND SHORTNOSE SUCKER SPECIES ACCOUNT ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE AND

EFFECTS

The Lost River sucker Deltistes luxatus and the shortnose sucker Chasmistes

brevirostris were listed as endangered species in 1988 USDI 1988 The

recovery plan for these species was completed in 1993 Critical Habitat has

not been designated for these species but the Service has been ordered by the

court to designate critical habitat by April 1994 Much of the habitat for

the suckers is found within the boundaries of the Klamath Falls Resource Area
of the BLM Lakeview District on the Winema and Fremont National Forests in
Oregon and on the Klamath and Modoc National Forests of California

The present distribution of Lost River suckers includes Upper Klamath Lake and

its tributaries Buettner and Scoppettone 1990 Clear Lake Reservoir and its

tributaries Buettner and Scoppettone 1991 Tule Lake and the Lost River up
to Anderson Rose Dam Scoppettone pers com and the Klamath River

downstream to Copco Reservoir Beak 1987 A few individual Lost River
suckers were observed spawning in the Lost River below the Anderson Rose Dam

in 1991 presumably migrating from Tule Lake where 20 adults and one juvenile

were captured in 1992 Scoppettone pers com Large suckers that could be

Lost River suckers were reported in Iron Gate Reservoir in 1992 Maria pers
com In the Upper Klamath Lake watershed spawning runs are primarily

limited to the Sprague and Williamson Rivers However larval Lost River
suckers were collected in the Wood River and Crooked Creek in 1991 Markle

1992 which indicates a spawning run still occurs in these streams Suckers
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reported from Sheepy Lake in 1988 may represent a resident population but
positive species identifications were not made Johnson pers com

The present distribution of the shortnose sucker includes Upper Klamath Lake
and its tributaries Klamath River downstream to Iron Gate Reservoir Clear

Lake Reservoir and its tributaries Gerber Reservoir and its tributaries the

Lost River and Tule Lake The Gerber Reservoir population is considered to
have been introduced although the timing of the introduction is not known

Buettner pers com Shortnose suckers have also been collected in the

Upper Klamath River from Link River Dam to Copco Reservoir in recent years
USDI 1992d Maria pers com A shortnose sucker was collected at the head

of Iron Gate Reservoir in 1973 by California Department of Fish and Game
biologists The distribution of shortnose sucker is very similar to that of

the Lost River sucker except the shortnose sucker appears to be more widely
distributed in the Lost River system

The primary threats to the species are related to watershed impacts from land

management activities that have resulted in degradation of water quality and
hyper eutrophication of Upper Klamath Lake Land management activities have
degraded habitats through destruction of riparian systems impacts due to
agricultural land use diversion of water into canals through unscreened

diversions and disruption of migration corridors

Effects on Lost River and Shortnose Suckers

Several causes for the decline of Lost River and shortnose suckers are

addressed by the preferred alternative They are insularization of habitat
and water quality problems associated with timber harvest removal of riparian
vegetation and livestock grazing Riparian Reserves in combination with

other Reserves such as CRAs and LSRs would provide a high level of protection
for all streams in them This in turn would provide the ecological functions

and processes required for the amelioration of these causes and thus the

creation and maintenance of fish habitat Additionally streams in Reserves
could serve as cores of good habitat The core areas would serve as refugia

and population centers for recolonization as degraded areas recovered in the

future

This conclusion is based on the assumption that following watershed analysis
the boundaries of Riparian Reserves particularly in intermittent streams
could change and some management actions would be allowed within them
However it was also assumed that watershed analysis would not always reduce

the final Riparian Reserve boundaries and that the management activities

allowed within them would be limited to activities designed to achieve
riparian and aquatic habitat objectives The Service recommends that habitat

conditions for suckers be considered in the watershed analysis

Management direction is not expected to change from the established agency

direction which is to cooperate in implementation of the Lost River and

Shortnose Sucker Recovery Plan
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OREGON CHUB SPECIES ACCOUNT ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE AND EFFECTS

The Oregon chub Oregonichthys crameri was federally listed as endangered on

October 18 1993 effective November 17 1993 USDI 1993a The Oregon chub

is a small cyprinid fish that formerly inhabited sloughs overflow ponds and

other slack water habitats throughout the Willamette River drainage in Oregon

Pearson 1989 Remaining established populations are primarily restricted to
a 30kilometer stretch of the Middle Fork Willamette River drainage just 2

percent of its historic range Recently small numbers of chubs one to four

fish have also been found on the lower North Santiam River in Gray Creek

within the Finley National Wildlife Refuge in Benton County and in a
tributary to Lake Creek in Linn County USDI 1993a

Decline of the Oregon chub is attributed to the loss of its backwater habitat
Construction of flood control projects have altered the historical flooding

patterns and eliminated much of the Willamette River’s braided channel

pattern In addition the introduction of nonindigenous species eg bass
crappie mosquito fish may have exacerbated the species decline and may
limit the potential for the Oregon chub to expand beyond its present

restricted range USDI 1993a Habitat at the remaining population sites is

typified by low or zerovelocity water flow conditions depositional

substrates and abundant aquatic or overhanging riparian vegetation

Existing populations are potentially threatened by 1 direct mortality from

chemical spills or applications adjacent to existing habitat 2 competition
with or predation by introduced fishes and 3 continued loss and

physiochemical alterations of habitat

Effects on Oregon Chub

Riparian Reserves and LSRs as proposed under the preferred alternative should

benefit the Oregon chub by improving stream habitat and water quality in some

drainages inhabited by this species Management direction under the preferred

alternative would not change from established direction which is to continue

development of the current management plan for the Oregon chub

OREGON SILVERSPOT BUTTERFLY SPECIES ACCOUNT ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE AND

EFFECTS

The Oregon silverspot butterfly Speyeria serene hippolyta was federally

listed as a threatened subspecies of silverspot butterfly in 1980 USDI 1980
It is endemic to the coastal zone along the southern Washington and central

and northern Oregon coast and the northern California coast A recovery plan

was completed for the Oregon silverspot butterfly in January 1982 and a
revised plan is in preparation Of 17 historically known populations 6

disjunct population centers currently exist The known viable colonies are

located in Clatsop County Lane County and Tillamook County Oregon Del Norte

County in California and Grays Harbor County in Washington
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The Oregon silverspot has adapted to a highly specialized and restricted
environment which is an early successional meadow habitat highly modified by
the physical influences of the Pacific Ocean and its attending climate The
climate is characterized by mild temperatures heavy rainfall and fog with a
saltspray influence from the adjacent ocean The surrounding conifer forest
also plays a role in the overall habitat requirements of this butterfly by
providing cover from wind an overwhelming force in or near ocean habitat
The most important feature of the habitat is the presence of the western blue
violet Viola adunca which is normally the only plant on which the Oregon
silverspot can successfully feed and develop as a larva in the wild USDI
1982b

The major limiting factors affecting this subspecies are related to the

limitation of suitable habitat USDI 1982b The specialized saltspray
habitat presently occurs in a patchy distribution partially due to
encroachment by urban development Excessive use of these meadows by grazing
animals or offroad vehicles has also directly eliminated habitat Secondary
impacts of people’s activities introduction of exotic plants and alteration
of the natural fire regime with subsequent succession of meadows to brush and
stunted woodland have also contributed to a reduction in suitable habitat
The Siuslaw National Forest has developed implementation plans for managing
the species habitat on Federal lands and this direction would continue under

the preferred alternative

Effects on Oregon Silverspot Butterflies

The three types of grassland habitats that Oregon silverspot butterflies
inhabit are coastal salt spray meadows stabilized dunes and montane
grasslands Currently the greatest threats to the species are development
agriculture and natural succession throughout its range Alternative 9 should

have little effect on Oregon Silverspot butterflies because of the lack of
association between latesuccessional forests and the species Current
management for the butterfly by the Forest Service and implementation of the
recovery plan and future revisions should minimize any potential impacts
from implementation of Alternative 9
OREGON SILVERSPOT BUTTERFLY CRITICAL HABITAT BASELINE AND EFFECTS

Critical Habitat for the Oregon silverspot butterfly was designated at the
time of listing The lands included in the designation consist of portions of
two sections in western Lane County Oregon adjacent to the coast These are
grassland areas that are expected to be maintained in that condition

Effects on Oregon Silverspot Butterfly Critical Habitat

Within the project area there is critical habitat for the Oregon silverspot
butterfly but the area only accounts for portions of two sections Because
maintenance of this area in a grassland condition is the critical concern
Alternative 9 should have no effect on this habitat
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NELSON’S CHECKER MALLOW SPECIES ACCOUNT ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE AND EFFECTS

Nelson’s checker mallow Sidalcea nelsoniana was listed as threatened in

February 1993 USDI 1993b A recovery plan is currently being developed
This species occurs along streams in meadows and other relatively open areas

such as along some roadsides in the Coast Range and Willamette Valley The

Oregon Coast Range supports Douglas fir forests with western hemlock western

red cedar and red alder as frequent components The Willamette Valley portion

of the species range is characterized by prairies interspersed with oak and

ash woodlands and coniferous primarily Douglasfir forests USDI 1993b

Nelson’s checker mallow occurs primarily in open areas with little or no shade

and will not tolerate encroachment of woody species Glad et al 1987
Presently woody encroachment is not threatening to the plant It primarily

occurs where soil dries in early summer but where standing water exists in
April to early May or where soils are relatively dry throughout the year It
does not occur where soils are wet throughout the year Glad et al 1987

Nelson’s checker mallow is known from 48 sites within five population centers

in Oregon and at least one site in the population center in Washington USDI

1993b There are few populations on Federal land BLM Salem DO Walker Flat

Proposed ACEC and BLM’s South Maguire and Neverstill transplant populations in

the Coast Range WL Finley National Wildlife Refuge in the Willamette

Valley

Federal Coast Range populations of Nelson’s checker mallow occur on lands

identified in Adaptive Management Areas in FEMAT All Federal land in the

Willamette Valley is in the Matrix

Mowing plowing stream channel alteration recreational use roadside
spraying and reservoir construction are identified in the final rule as

threats USDI 1993b In addition hydrological and substrate level changes

may affect the species given it’s restrictive soil moisture requirements

Woody encroachment and canopy closure can also adversely impact the species

Effects on Nelson’s Checker mallow

As mentioned on p IV124 of FEMAT modification of hydrology shading and

microclimate of rare plant sites could result in extirpation of locally

adapted species with highly specific habitat requirements Nelson’s checker
mallow is a species which could be adversely or positively affected by changes

to these physical environment factors

Direct effects from activities pursuant to Alternative 9 are not expected to
impact Nelson’s checker mallow especially if Aquatic Conservation Objectives

and Watershed Analysis includes this species and its habitats Guidelines for

the Matrix identify protective buffers for other species USDA and USDI
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1993a p 242 Riparian buffers also afford some protection to the species
but do not negate indirect flooding and sedimentation effects Depending upon
the specific direction for particular buffers retention of specific trees

which restrict light to Nelson’s checker mallow populations could adversely

impact the population Selected tree removal may be required in some places
including in riparian buffers to maintain habitat light conditions for the

species

Indirect effects on Nelson’s checker mallow could result from management
practices in the Matrix or Adaptive Management Areas eg thinnings and

selective cuts which could affect water flows in springs intermittent

streams and ground water levels feeding meadows where the plant occurs These

were discussed in the affects of the alternatives on aquatic ecosystems USDA

and USDI 1993a p 250 Sediment deposition resulting from such actions
could bury populations cause the Nelson’s checker mallow to grow above its

suitable hydrological regime or could create new suitable habitat within its

hydrological requirements thus also affecting this species Not all thinnings

and harvests would cause these indirect effects Effects would vary based on

the amount of trees removed the evapo transpiration rates of the species

removed amount of sediment transport expected change in base and peak flows

and timing of these events Each action to a tributary or spring which feeds

a tributary affecting the ground water of any Federal or private population
of Nelson’s checker mallow would need to be analyzed for the impact of the

action on the listed plant population In the foreseeable future there are no
planned activities causing such hydrologic or sediment related effects

McDONALD’S ROCKCRESS SPECIES ACCOUNT ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE AND EFFECTS

McDonald’s rock cress Arabis mcdonaldiana is listed as a threatened species

USDI 1990d It is a longlived perennial herb of the mustard family

Brassicaceae Its lavender to purplish flowers appear in late winter
through early summer Flowering stems are produced from a basal rosette of
glabrous obovate to broadly oblanceolate leaves with wavy or fewtoothed
bristletipped margins The seed pods are winged at the distal end USDI

1990d McDonald’s rock cress is restricted to a 3 square mile area on Red
Mountain Mendocino County California The taxonomic uniqueness of the Red

Mountain Arabis populations remains unsettled The most recent taxonomic

treatment Vorobik 1993 expands the taxonomic limits and therefore the

geographic distribution of A mcdonaldianaas described by Rollins 1973 and
subsequently listed by the Service by synonymizing A serpenticola The
Service has been unable to fully assess the status and distribution of the

latest delimitation of A mcdonaldiana and will therefore address in this

biological opinion only the Red Mountain populations on which the listing and

recovery plan are based The Service has considered the Del Norte County
California and Curry County Oregon plants reported by Goforth as a different

taxon with Category 2 candidate status pending further taxonomic work USDI

1990d and this conclusion is borne out in Vorobik’s 1993 work
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McDonald’s rock cress prefers open rocky areas on shallow ultramafic

primarily peridodite substrate at about

4
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o Under Alternative 9 the risk of loss of a welldistributed reproducing
population of spotted owls due to lack of NRF habitat appears to be less
than that which would occur if the Final Draft Recovery Plan was
implemented

o For all provinces the number of acres subject to matrix management would
be less with Alternative 9 than under the Final Draft Recovery Plan

o Impacts to dispersal habitat condition from Alternative 9 should be
significant only in the short term and only where habitat quantity and
distribution is inadequate

o spotted owl dispersal habitat would be provided through the provision of
riparian reserves plus other provisions in the Matrix rather than
through an established threshold of amount and distribution of dispersal
habitat Dispersal habitat will be addressed during watershed analysis
and province planning efforts

o All provinces except the eastern and western Oregon Cascades averaged
greater than 70 percent of the acres of individual CHUs being included
inside LSRs under Alternative 9 Some small CHUs had no overlap

o Approximately 6.9 million acres of Federal land are within the CHUs
versus 7.5 million acres in the Alternative 9 LSRMLSA network
Slightly over five million acres of CHUs occur within the boundaries of
the LSRs Over 70 percent of suitable habitat in CHUs is in LSRs

o Alternative 9 is similar in function to spotted owl critical habitat
The LSRMLSA network of the preferred alternative is a reasonable match
with CHUs with only 30 of CHU acreage in the Matrix and in AMAs which
may be important for successful dispersal This will be addressed in
watershed analysis and subsequent planning efforts

MARBLED MURRELET

o Approximately 89 percent of the estimated marbled murrelet habitat on
Federal lands is contained within areas designated for protection

o Approximately 87 percent of the known occupied sites on Federal land are
contained in areas designated for protection within large reserve areas
The remaining 13 percent are protected by specific allocations at the
occupied sites outside the larger reserves

o In the Matrix Alternative 9 would provide protection of occupied sites
and contiguous suitable and recruitment habitat within 0.5 miles of the
occupied site The only timber entry into the 0.5 mile radius would be
intended to protect and enhance the habitat to be retained Suitable
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but unoccupied habitat outside the 0.5 mile radius would be available

for harvest following surveys to current protocol

BALD EAGLE

o LSRs and Riparian Reserves would benefit nesting roosting and foraging

habitat

o Management direction for the agencies would not change from established

direction to implement the Bald Eagle Recovery Plan

PEREGRINE FALCON

o LSRs and Riparian Reserves should benefit foraging habitat providing

better habitat for prey species and may provide for increased

protection from disturbance related to timber harvest activities

o Management direction for the agencies would not change from established

direction to implement the Peregrine Falcon Pacific Population

Recovery Plan

GRIZZLY BEAR

o The LSR network although not directly affecting grizzly bears would

reduce disturbance within the reserves by reducing timber harvest

activities and associated road building This would increase available

security habitat

GRAY WOLF

o Although the gray wolf occurs in only a small portion of the range of

the spotted owl the reduced harvest levels and associated road building

should decrease the likelihood of poaching and potential displacement of

the wolf’s prey base mostly ungulates

o Management direction would not change from established direction which

is to cooperate in the development of a recovery plan for the gray wolf

population in Washington

COLUMBIAN WHITE TAILED DEER

o Alternative 9 would have little effect on Columbian white tailed deer

because its habitat is primarily located in valley bottoms away from

Federal timber harvest activities

o Management direction would not change from established direction to

cooperate in implementation of the CWTD Recovery Plan
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LOST RIVER AND SHORTNOSE SUCKERS

o Riparian Reserves and LSRs within the range of the suckers would provide
a high level of protection for all streams within these reserves

o Management direction is not expected to change from the established

agency direction which is to cooperate in implementation of the Lost

River and Shortnose Sucker Recovery Plan

OREGON CHUB

o Riparian Reserves and LSRs where they occur near Oregon chub

populations should benefit the chub by improving stream habitat and
water quality

o Management direction would not change from established direction which

is to continue development of the current management plan for the Oregon

chub

OREGON SILVERSPOT BUTTERFLY

o Alternative 9 should have little effect on the butterfly because of the

lack of association between late successional forests and the species

o Current management for the butterfly by the Forest Service and

implementation of the recovery plan and the future revision should

minimize any potential impacts from implementation of Alternative 9
McDONALD’S ROCKCRESS

o The majority of the Red Mountain areas is either in Congressionally

Reserved areas or LSRs although there are small scattered parcels
containing the species in the vicinity that are included in the Matrix
Any proposed road construction in this vicinity would need to be
addressed

NELSON’S CHECKER MALLOW

o Aquatic Conservation Objectives and Watershed analysis have the
potential to positively affect this species

VII CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

Cumulative effects are defined as those effects of future State or private
activities not involving Federal activities that are reasonably certain to

occur within the action area 50 CFR 402.2 The cumulative effects of future

Federal actions would be considered during the section 7 consultations
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required for those actions and therefore are not considered cumulative to

the proposed action

The FSEIS presents an overview of management on nonfederal lands adequate to

allow certain assumptions to be made regarding the probable fate of habitat

for listed species on nonfederal lands within the range of the northern
spotted owl Late successional forests continue to be harvested on non
federal lands throughout the range of the northern spotted owl however to

varying degrees compliance with the Act’s section 9 take prohibition would be

expected to result in the maintenance of minimal habitat around centers of
activity of known northern spotted owls Compliance with section 9 could also

be expected to maintain some marbled murrelet habitat

Virtually all late successional forest on private lands in Washington Oregon

and California is targeted for harvest Historically private landowners
practiced even aged management clearcutting of timber over extensive acreage

on these lands although current practice in California includes less than 10

percent clearcutting These past management practices are likely to continue

in Oregon and Washington thus reducing the amount of latesuccessional forest

on these lands over time

State forest lands interspersed with and adjacent to Federal lands are also

primarily managed for timber harvest Those lands containing marketable

timber have been harvested at a rate commensurate with harvest rates on

private lands The Service believes that the quantity of latesuccessional
forest on these lands would continue to decline Harvest activities on State

and private lands can be expected to impact marbled murrelets and spotted owls

located within Federal lands through the reduction and fragmentation of the

latesuccessional forest Other species were evaluated where data were

available

The Service advised the public that it intends to propose a special rule

pursuant to section 4d of the Endangered Species Act on December 29 1993

58 Federal Register 69132 The 4d rule affects only nonfederal lands in

the range of the northern spotted owl while the subject of this biological
opinion affects only Forest Service and BLM lands in the owl’s range The

action evaluated in this biological opinion has been and will continue to be
closely coordinated with the 4d rule proposal so that cumulative effects on
listed species are appropriately considered at each step to the extent

practicable The environmental impact statement prepared on the 4d proposal

will fully evaluate the cumulative effects of Alternative 9 and the final 4d
rule

Cumulative Effects Specific to the Spotted Owl

Nonfederal landowner compliance with the take prohibition of the Act does not

assure the maintenance of spotted owl dispersal habitat within Areas of

Concern and checkerboard ownership nor provide for improvement of existing
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populations Consequently it is likely that a reduction in dispersal habitat

would occur on nonfederal lands in certain areas

The spotted owl is listed as an endangered species by the Washington
Department of Wildlife The State’s administrative code addresses activities

within the 500 acres surrounding an owl site and requires sitespecific plans

and consultation with various agencies The Washington Department of Wildlife
maintains an extensive database and mapping base for spotted owl sites The

Washington Department of Wildlife manages Colockum Wildlife Area with one

nesting pair of spotted owls Washington State Parks manage a number of areas

such as Beacon Rock State Park on the Columbia Gorge two parks in the 190

Corridor and others that provide nesting roosting and foraging habitat in

localized areas These parks provide important links of spotted owl habitat
for the adjoining Federal lands The State Parks do not harvest trees larger

than 10 inches dbh unless it conflicts with road trail or campground use

The City of Seattle is managing for a permanent watershed reserve of
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When the spotted owl was listed as threatened in 1990 the California Board of
Forestry adopted special Forest Practice Rules to ensure that take of spotted

owls would not result from timber harvest activities conducted by the State or

by private landowners These rules apply to approximately 6 million acres of
State and private timberlands of which 99 percent is in private ownership
Under these rules all proposals for timber harvest on nonfederal lands are

reviewed by the Department of Fish and Game Applicants must provide survey

information protect spotted owl activity centers and leave sufficient

foraging habitat around activity centers

Over 700 spotted owl locations on nonfederal lands in California had been
reported to the State’s interagency data base by late 1992 Pairs were

confirmed at 489 of these sites Dietrich et al 1993 In 1992 the Simpson

Timber Company completed the first section 10a Conservation Plan for the

spotted owl and received an incidental take permit from the Service Three

other large timber companies have prepared notake spotted owl management
plans in coordination with the Service In addition the Board of Forestry

has prepared a draft section 10a Conservation Plan that when completed and

approved would guide management of the species on nonfederal lands

All take of spotted owls under HCPs would be considered part of the current

environmental baseline for owls

Cumulative Effects Specific to Spotted Owl Critical Habitat

Nonfederal lands were not included in the designation of spotted owl critical

habitat therefore no cumulative effects were considered

Cumulative Effects Specific to the Marbled Murrelet

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife was petitioned to list the marbled

murrelet in 1988 but the petition was rejected There are currently no

measures in place under Oregon state law forthe protection of marbled
murrelets The state of Washington listed the marbled murrelet as threatened

as of October 1993 The state of California listed the marbled murrelet as
endangered during the summer of 1992 Currently the California Department of

Fish and Game with the assistance of the Service reviews proposed timber

harvest plans in an attempt to ensure that no take of this species would

occur While this may be preventing the removal of occupied sites it is

allowing the further fragmentation of the landscape upon which the species

depends In addition because a significant portion of this species range is

on nonfederal lands it may not be possible to provide for the recovery of
this species without contribution from these areas Therefore timber harvest

that is currently occurring on nonfederal lands in all three states may be
contributing to a future inability to recover the marbled murrelet

This is a particular concern in California where substantial numbers of
marbled murrelets and high quality nesting habitat are on nonfederal lands
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In addition nonfederal lands iii this state are strategically located

throughout the species range

Marbled murrelets are susceptible to entanglement in nearshore fishing nets

such as gillnets and purse seines Of the three states where murrelets are

listed as threatened only Washington has a significant gillnet fishery

Tribal and nontribal gillnet and purse seine fisheries occur within the Puget

Sound Strait of Juan de Fuca Cape Flattery Grays Harbor Willapa Bay and

lower Columbia River areas Although mortality of marbled murrelets due to

net entanglement has been documented Carter and Sealy 1982 there are

currently few data available for the Service to reasonably evaluate the

severity of this threat within United States waters Annual gillnet mortality

may have serious ramifications however if it occurs within small breeding

populations

Cumulative Effects Specific to McDonald’s Rock cress

Adverse effects of private activities on McDonald’s rock cress include

potential killing or damage of plants from herbicides applied for forest

management purposes and mining activities To the best of the Service’s

knowledge no mining currently is occurring or imminent on the privately owned

colonies of McDonald’s rock cress Given the reduced availability of

commercially harvestable timber in the future on Federal lands under the

proposed action the likelihood that timber harvest may occur on adjacent

private lands cannot be ruled out nor therefore the possibility that

privately owned colonies of McDonald’s rock cress could be adversely affected

by herbicide application road construction and erosion associated with this

activity It is unlikely that cumulative effects together with the adverse

impacts of the proposed action would appreciably reduce the likelihood of the

survival and recovery of McDonald’s rock cress

VIII INCIDENTAL TAKE

This consultation addresses adoption of an approach to forest management
described in Alternative 9 It does not address ontheground effects of

specific future actions that would be planned as part of implementation of
Alternative 9 The amount of incidental take of listed species would depend

on future planning and decisions that would undergo consultation under section

7 Therefore no incidental take is authorized at this time Under

Alternative 9 local teams would be formed to ensure that watershed analyses

cooperative planning and the formulation of plans will be accomplished for

the management of forests The Service anticipates providing section 7
consultations that will address planning at larger scales than individual

projects Therefore consultation and evaluation of incidental take may be

done at the province watershed or project level basis as more detailed

information becomes available Efforts will be made to consult on the largest

area practicable to eliminate unnecessary delays in management planning

Biological Opinion on Alternative 9 SEIS February 4 1994
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IX CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS

The term conservation recommendations has been defined as suggestions of the

Service regarding discretionary measures to minimize or avoid adverse effects

of a proposed action on listed species or critical habitat or regarding the

development of information see 50 CFR 402.14 j
The Service has evaluated Alternative 9 in an effort to identify additional

actions that would be appropriate to satisfy Federal agencyresponsibilitiesto further the conservaton of listed species Restricting harvest

activities in LSRs to thinning and other silvicultural treatments that are

beneficial to creation of late successional forests as identified in

Alternative 9 is believed at the present time to be necessary to promote the

conservation and recovery of listed species consistent with Section 7a1 of
the Endangered Species Act The Service further recognizes that the

monitoring and adaptive management process built into the plan would provide a

continuing process for evaluation of affirmative conservation and recovery
measures necessary for the spotted owl and other listed species

This concludes formal consultation on Alternative 9 of the SEIS on Management

of Habitat for Late Successional and OldGrowth Forest Related Species on
Federal Lands Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl Further

consultation will be necessary to authorize incidental take at the province
watershed forestdistrict or site planning levels as necessary as plans are

developed for implementation of the forest plan Reinitiation of this formal

consultation is required if new information reveals effects of this action

that may affect listed species in a manner or to an extent not considered in

this biological opinion if the action is subsequently modified in a manner
that causes an effect to a listed species that was not considered in this

biological opinion or if a new species is listed or critical habitat
designated that may be affected by the action

Biological Opinion on Alternative 9 SEIS February 4 1994
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Table 4 Comparison of Late Successional Reserves and Critical Habitat by Unit

CHU Total CHU Federal Federal Federal CHU in Federal LSR NSO Habitat Federal Federal AMA
Name Acres CHU Acres NSO Habitat LSR Acres LSR NSO Habitat in LSR AMA Acres NSO Habitat

Acres Acres Acres

California Cascades c

CAI

41



OR 9 121.858

116



OR 32

114



WA 43

WA44
WA 45

WAG6

6
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S USDA Forest Service USDI Bureau of Land Management

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTnON AGENCY U NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

Interagency SEIS Team 503 326 7883

October 20 1993

Gary Smith

Acting Regional Director

Northwest Region

National Marine Fisheries Service

7600 Sand Point Way NE
Seattle WA 98115

Dear Gary

Enclosed is a Biological Assessment for the preferred alternative identified in the Draft

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on Management of Habitat for Late Successional

and Old Growth Forest Related Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl DSEIS

The Assessment includes discussion of Sacramento River winter run chinook salmon Snake

River sockeye salmon Snake River fall chinook salmon and Snake River springsummer chinook

salmon You will notice that this Assessment is different from the preliminary assessment on

pages 3450 through 3462 of the Draft SEIS The change is reflected in the further analysis of

Sacramento River winter run chinook from which we concluded that the preferred alternative

will not affect this species The Final SEIS will be rewritten to reflect this new information The

determination of no affect for the other three species which was made in the Draft SEIS remains

unchanged

We request your concurrence that adoption of the preferred alternative will not affect the four

listed anadromous fish species occurring in the range of the northern spotted owl In order to

met our deadlines we look forward to receiving your concurrence no later than November 10

1993

obert Jacc vs

EIS Team L

Enclosures Table of listed and proposed species assessed

Biological Assessment



t UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF CUMMEROE
E National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

4trr NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

so0 Northwest Region
7600 Sand Point Way NE
BIN C15700 Bldg 1

Seattle WA 98115

JAN 13 1994

Robert Jacobs Team Leader
Interagency SEIS Team
PO Box 3623
Portland OR 97208 3623

Re Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on
Management of Habitat for LateSuccessional and OldGrowth
Forest Related Species within the Range of the Northern
Spotted Owl DSEIS

Dear Mr J 4bs

In response to recent conversations between National Marine
Fisheries Service NMFS and SEIS Team staff I am sending this
letter to confirm NMFS concurrence with your determination that
adoption of the preferred alternative will not affect the four
anadromous fish species currently listed as threatened or
endangered within the range of the northern spotted owl These
species are the Sacramento River winter chinook salmon Snake
River fall chinook salmon Snake River springsummer chinook
salmon and Snake River sockeye salmon NMFS comments on the
DSEIS stated that these species are not affected by federal land
management activities within the range of the northern spotted
owl

sincerely

LT Garj Smith
Acting Regional Director

cc

Jim Lecky INTERAGENCY SE S
Mike Tehan

JAN 18 1993
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Appendix G

I Introduction

The purpose of this addendum is to provide further analysis of the effectiveness of Alternative 9 in

addressing the recovery issues identified in the FinalDraftRecovery Planfor the Northern Spotted

Owl USDI unpub Much of the discussion is pertinent to all of the alternatives analyzed in the Final

SEIS as they were based on the same design logic as Alternative 9 the biological principles from the

Recovery Plan The addendum is intended to accompany the biological assessment dated October

1993 It will elaborate on the expected effectiveness of Alternative 9 to provide the habitat conditions

and management standards and guidelines which were described by the Recovery Plan as necessary to

achieve recovery of the spotted owl It will also provide further discussion of the effects of the

alternatives especially Alternative 9 on the marbled murrelet While this addendum provides

additional information on effects to these species it does not change the determinations of October

1993 that the alternatives may affect the northern spotted owl and the marbled murrelet

Other threatened endangered and proposed species are discussed in the October 1993 Biological

Opinion and in the text of Chapter 34 and the determinations of those documents has not changed

Additional information on those species is provided in the US Fish and Wildlife Service Biological

Opinion and in the National Marine Fisheries Service concurrence letter in Appendix G of the Final

SEIS

This addendum will describe modifications made to Alternative 9 since the Draft SEIS and the effects

of those changes to spotted owl and marbled murrelet habitat It will provide updated data on

Alternative 9 and address other new information pertinent to the SEIS selection of alternative

specifically the reanalysis of spotted owl demographic data and the proposed 4d rule for nonfederal

lands It will also compare the reserves and other standards of Alternative 9 against the Final Draft

Recovery Plan which is reflected to a large extent by Alternative 7 of the SEIS Tables G1 02

Appendix GPart 3 U G3
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Appendix G

II Relationship of SEIS Alternatives to Goals and
Objectives of Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan

The following excerpts from the FinalDraftRecovery Planfor the Northern Spotted Owl are provided
as a baseline for the comparison of the alternatives of this SEIS especially Alternative 9 againsttherecoverygoal selected strategic principles and the biological principles which were developed bytheNorthernSpotted Owl Recovery Team The recovery goal described by the Recovery Team was
delisting of the northern spotted owl throughout its range

a StrategicPrinciples

The recovery plan should be comprehensive

SecretaryLujan directedthe Recovery Team to develop a recoveryplan that will serve as aguidetofuturefederal state andprivate activities affecting the owl These activities willincluderesearchmonitoring habitatprotection development of conservationplans and numerous other
efforts to bring about recovery The Recovery Team attemptedto integrateall oftheseactivitiesintoa single well coordinatedplanfor achieving recovery using all toolsavailableunderthe EndangeredSpecies Act

The recovery plan should be responsive to new information

As new information isproduced by the monitoringand researchprogram more efficient ways to
bringabout recovery may be developed New datamay indicate thatDCAs need to be largerorcould be smaller modification of the monitoringprogrammay be required improvedsiviculturalmethodsmay be demonstratedto create and maintainowl habitat orforintegratingtimberproductionwithowl protection and new more effective administrativeproceduresmay be
devised The development and implementation of these improvements is encouragedSpecificrecommendationsare

includedfor revising the recoveryplanperiodicallyandfor
assuringthatproposedmodificationstotheplan are consideredfullyand implemented when appropriate

b BiologicalPrinciples

This recovery plan is based on biologicalprinciplesthat are widely accepted by conservation
biologists The applicationof these principlesto northern spotted owlsfirst was describedintheConservationStrategyof the Interagency Scientific Committee Thomas et al 1990 Themostimportantoftheseprinciplesare that1 species are more securefrom extinctionifhabitatandlocalpopulationsare

distributedthroughouttheirentire range 2 providingfor species in large
habitatblocks is superiorto providing small blocks and 3 movement ofindividualsthroughoutthelandscapeis vital to the maintenanceof all localpopulationswithin the range A summaryofthereasonsbehind each of these principlesand theirapplicationto northernspottedowls follows

G6 U Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
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The risk of local or widespread extirpation of northern spotted owls will be reducedbymanagingforowls throughout their entire range and the variety ofecologicalconditionswithin that range

Fourprimary reasonscan be citedfor the importanceof maintainingthefull range of the species
First any significantrange reductionmost likely would reduce the total number oflocalpopulationsinthe species metapopulation A metapopulationis defined as a set oflocalpopulationslinkedby dispersingindividuals The security of the metapopulationis directly related
to the number oflocalpopulations A reduction in localpopulationsincreasesthe riskofextinctionforthe whole metapopulation Second a reductionin rangealso would reducetheoverallrangeof environments occupied by the species making the species morevulnerabletoenvironmentalstochasticityHabitatsat different elevations in differentforest types indifferentownershipsand in differentparts of the owl’s geographicrange may act as refugiafor the
species in theface of catastrophes rapidenvironmentalchange chronicdegradationofhabitatfromcauses such asforest diseases or unforeseen changes in interactionsamong species

Populationsdistributedthroughoutthe geographicand ecological conditionswithin thespottedowl’srangeprovide a higherlikelihoodthat the subspecieswill survive such events Forthese two
reasons Thomas et al 1990 concluded that species well distributedthroughouttheir rangeare
less prone to extinction than species confined to smallerportionsof their range Third range
reduction aroundthe fringes ofa species geographicor elevationalrange couldhave serious
consequences because these areasare often the sites of the most rapidadaptationswithinaspecies

Eliminatingthe fringes ofthe range might reduce the evolutionary capabilityofthespeciesFourth the eliminationof the geographicor elevationalfringeportionsof aspecies’rangemight be consideredunwise in the face ofpossiblewidespreadclimatic changesespeciallywherethe direction and magnitude of those changes are uncertain Forexample somescientistsbelievethatglobal warming could result in some local coolingpoints in the PacificNorthwest
ratherthan a universalwarming effect Smith 1990 if the climate cooled it could place
increasingimportance on the southernparts of the rangeand on low elevation habitatsIf the
climate warmed it couldplace increasingimportanceon the northernextent of the range

Emphasis should be placed on management for clusters or local population centersofowlsin large habitat blocks rather than for individual pairs

Empiricalevidence andmodeling show that clusters of 15 to 20 breedingpairshave muchhigherpersistenceratesthan small isolated clusters These clusters or localpopulationcenters can be
defined as groups of breeding owls wherepairshave overlapping or nearly overlapping
territories The evidence and rationalesupportingthisprinciple aredescribedin detailin Thomas
et al 1990

One of the advantagesof localpopulationclusters is that they can provideforapopulationstructurethatcansustain itselfformany generations this contrastswith extremely smalllocal
populations composed of one or two pairsthat are highly susceptible to localextinctionDiamond 1984 In orderto realizethis advantage the localpopulationsmust be large enoughtoholdmultiple breedingpairs and to supportjuveniles subadults and floaters Floatersare
nonbreeding individualswithout establishedterritories It is thought that they serve as ready
replacementsfor spottedowls thatdie or vacate theirterritoriesfor other reasons Thomas et al
1990 This ready replacementofspotted owls in breeding territoriesshould helpmaintainthepopulationswithinthe localpopulationcenters
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Within each local populationcenter it is criticalto providefor stable orimproving habitat

conditions This will reverse the trendof increasingloss andfragmentationofhabitatwhich has

been experienced in most areasthroughoutthe range Fragmentationofhabitatis associatedwith

lowered spotted owl densities decreased productivity of spotted owl populations Bart and

Forsman1992 increasedsusceptibility offorest stands to windthrow decreasedsuccess of

juvenile dispersal and possibly increased competitionwith barredowls andpredationby great

horned owls Thomas et al 1990

For a strategy basedon localpopulationsto be successful thosepopulationsmust be capable of

acting as sources of surplus owlsfor the species’metapopulation A source area is one thathas a

positive rate of populationincreaseand is capable of contributingindividualsto the

metapopulation Localpopulationsmight cease to act as sources ifthey are too small or ifthey

occupy highly fragmentedhabitat Thomas et al 1990 It is importantto note that each local

populationdoes not have to act as a source each year It is expected that there will be some

variationacrosspopulationsand acrossyears and that a portionof the localpopulationswould

not act as sources in some years The strategyof managingfor many localpopulationswithin the

metapopulationshould allow maintenance of a nondecliningtrend in the metapopulationdespite

this variation

The managementfor localpopulationswithin the metapopulationalso should be designed to

reduce the risk of localor widespreadextirpationof owl populationsdue to catastrophic

destruction of habitat Such destruction couldresultfrom naturalcauses includingwindthrow

fire flooding insects diseases volcanic action or climatic change The risk to the overall

populationfrom largescaledisturbances is reduced by distributing local population centers

throughoutthe species range and by providing redundancy of habitats Additional securityfrom

catastrophicloss can be providedby reducing the risk within localpopulationcenters The risk of

catastrophicloss within a given populationcenter can be influenced by the size configuration

and management of that center Largerareasare less susceptible to complete eliminationfrom

fire and windthrow The likelihood offire and the likely impacts offire can be reduced through

management offuels within the population center and in the surroundingforest matrix In some

ecological conditions the risk of serious insect and disease losses may be reduced through

appropriatemanagement

Habitatconditionsand spacing between localpopulationsmust providefor survival and

movement of northern spotted owls

The northernspotted owl metapopulationis composed of localpopulationsthat are linked by

dispersing individuals While each localpopulationmight be subject to extirpationover the long

term individualsdispersingamong the areashelp to reestablishlocalpopulationsaftersevere

local declines or extirpations The interbreedingprovidedby dispersing individuals alsoprovides

insuranceagainstdeleteriouseffects of inbreeding To allowfor movement of northernspotted

owls among source areas those areasmust be spacedappropriately there must be redundant

linkages among areas and the intervening habitatmustprovide the dispersalneeds of adults and

juveniles

Studies of dispersingjuvenile owls Miller1989 Gutierrez et al 1985 indicatedthat the

juveniles initialmovements have a strong randomcomponent The probabilityof ajuvenile

finding suitablehabitatis relatedto the amount of suitablehabitatin the landscapearound its

natalarea and the distance of thathabitatfrom its startingpoint Increasingthe number of blocks
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ofsuitable habitatwithin the dispersaldistance of any given localpopulationcenter will increase

the chancefor success of dispersingjuveniles Also having each block within the dispersal

distance of two or more otherblocks allows the system of localpopulationcenters to retain

connectivity even if a given localpopulationis eliminated In this case that population center can

be reoccupied by owls coming from two or more other centers

The connecting zones among localpopulationcenters must containhabitatthatwill allow

movement ofjuvenile and adultdispersersandprovidefor basic life needs duringthe dispersal

periodKey elementsfor survival include roostingopportunities protectionfrom predators and

adequateforaging opportunities Thomas et al 1990

c Integrationof StrategicandBiologicalPrinciples

The northernspotted owl hasbeen placed at risk by management actionsthat have seriously

depleted its habitat The habitatconditionsthat would best support an owl populationwould be

similarto those that existed before timberharvest began However recreatingsuch habitat

conditionswould not be feasible Efforts to restorehabitatconditionsin any partof the owl’s

range would have largeeconomic effects and those economic consequences force difficult

biologicalchoices in the design of a recovery strategy The strategy developed hereplaceslarge

blocks ofhabitaton federal lands off limits to regulartimberharvest andshouldprovide a

reasonableassuranceof success of recovering the northernspotted owl However it required

considerationof many compromises in conservation area size and spacing and in the structure of

interveningforests Such compromises are inevitable in a strategy that callsfor blocks of superior

habitatdistributedwithin a landscape of lowerqualityhabitat The situationfor owls could be

made more secure iffavorable habitatconditionscould be spreadmore evenly throughoutthe

landscape Such a solution would be possible if it can be demonstratedthat silvicultural

techniques can create and maintainsuitable habitatconditionswhile harvesting timber The

Recovery Team supports the change over time towardsuch a solutionwhen supportedby

appropriatedata If such change is appropriate it would occurthrough the adaptivemanagement

process section IIIK

The alternatives for consideration in this SEIS were developed using these strategic and biological

principles as a basis This basis was appropriate because the northern spotted owl population and

habitat conditions have not changed significantly since the Final Draft Recovery Plan was developed

III Summary of Modifications to Alternative 9

Since the October biological assessment was prepared modifications have been made to Alternative 9

of the SEIS These modifications to the Alternative were primarily prompted by 1 boundary and

other changes proposed by Administrative units and public comments 2 issues raised in the Draft

Biological Opinion and 3 additional analysis of selected species

Changes relevant to spotted owl and marbled murrelet habitat management were
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1 The addition of Managed Late Successional Areas in the Washington Eastern Cascades and
California Cascades provinces around the owl home ranges which had been proposed as

Managed Pair Areas in the Recovery Plan

2 The addition of approximately

25
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V Ability of Alternative 9 to Provide Large Clusters

The second biological principle of the spotted owl Final Draft Recovery Plan was that forest

management should be directed at creating and maintaining habitat for clusters of reproductivepairsofspotted owls The assessment panel which rated the alternatives for the FEMAT were confident

that all of the alternatives provided adequate large clusters of owl pairs refer to the first and second

biological principles of the Recovery Plan This is due to the guidance FEMAT was given which
was to devise options which would at least nominally provide for owl recovery Chapter 34 of the

Final SEIS includes a discussion of the Transition Period and the possible need to provide large

source areas with good quality and quantity of owl habitat and large numbers of spotted owl pairs

Table G3 and Figure G1 were prepared to assess this need

Table G3 reflects the habitat and owl activity centers known at this time The future situation inside

Late Successional Reserves is expected to improve as harvested areas regrow into owl habitat
allowing for an increase in the number of reproductive pairs in the LSRs The Final DraftRecoveryPlanprovided methods to calculate the projected improvement which could be expected

Some provinces have few if any large clusters This is a result of the lack of federal lands suchasin
the California coast or due to naturally sparse habitat and owl populations
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Figure G1 Northern spotted owl habitat acres by physiographic province

Northern Spotted Owl Habitat Acres

by Physiographic Province
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Table G3 Acreage spotted owl habitat and number of spotted owls known in individual Late

Successional Reserves and Adaptive Management Areas of Alternative 9

State Physiographle

Province

LSRIAMA

Number

Federal

Acres

NSO Hab

Acres

NSO
Habitat

Owls

Singles

Owls

Pairs

Total

Activity Centers

Late Successional Reserves

Wa Eastern Cascades 150

15
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Table G3 continued

State Physiographic LSRIAMA Federal NSO Hab NSO Owls Owls Total

Province Number Acres Acres Habitat Sindles Pairs Activity Centers

St0i S Pa WEt2RN’S
Adaptive Management AreasR

Wa Western Cascades 903

13
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Table G3 continued

State Physiographic LSR AMA Federal NSO Hab NSO Owls Owls Total

Acres Acres Habitat Singles Pairs Activity Centers
Province Number

Late Successional Reserves

Or Klamath 258
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Table G3 continued

State Physiographic LSR AMA Federal NSO Hab NSO Owls Owls Total

Province Number Acres Acres Habitat Singles Pairs Activity Centers

Or Western Cascades 215
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Table C3 continued

State Physiographic

Province

LSRJAMA

Number

Federal

Acres

NSO Hab

Acres

NSO
Habitat

Owls

Singles

Owls

Pairs

Total

Activity Centers

Late Successional Reserves

Or Willamette Valley 268 474 119 25 0

Adaptive Management Areas

Or Willamette Valley 907 119 79 66 0

Or Via
0tealywW Casc4eg

Or Tota lefoqrfegori X

1
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Table G3 continued

State Physlographic LSR AMA Federal NSO Hab NSO Owls Owls Total

Province

Late Successional Reserves

Number Acres Acres Habitat Singles Pairs Activity Centers

Ca Coast 322

38
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Table G3 continued

State Physiographic LSRIAMA Federal NSO Hab NSO Owls Owls Total

Ca
Province

Klamath

Number

338

Acres

3
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Notes on Selected Individual Provinces

WASHINGTON LOWLANDS PROVINCE

While the FEMAT report identified an LSR in the Washington Lowlands province the federal land in

the province is not under the purview of this SEIS Information is provided here for comparison

purposes only There is very little federal land in this province The LSR delineated here by FEMAT
occurs on the Fort Lewis Military Reservation which currently does not support spotted owl habitat

or owls The proposed LSR is

90
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provide for owl dispersal see discussion of ratings and Table 3442 in the Final SEIS This

concern was reiterated for Alternative 9 in the October 1993 Biological Assessment and in the Draft

Biological Opinion Since those concerns were raised Alternative 9 was modified prompting the

need for additional analysis The following analysis is provided to better judge the ability of the

modified Alternative 9 to meet the recovery plan objectives for owl dispersal

Table G4 illustrates acreage estimates of current forest landscape conditions in Alternative 9 It

provides a view of the total landscape in terms of forest meeting the conditions necessary for owl

dispersal versus the lands not meeting those conditions The righthand column shows the percentage

of the federal forest landscape which is now in 11 40 condition which will provide for owl

dispersal
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Owl dispersal requirements are believed to be met in Alternative 9 due to the cumulative benefits

from a variety of land allocations and standards and guidelines which are not specifically earmarked

as owl dispersal standards The following are two the benefits which are expected to be the most

important to assuring owl dispersal when added to the discussion of Spacing Between Owl

Clusters Additional measures which will provide incremental improvement of owl dispersal are

addressed in the section titled Other Considerations of Alternative 9 for Spotted Owl Management

Implementation of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1

Riparian Reserve Scenario I results in an increase in the total acreage and the amount of owl habitat

and murrelet habitat which would be retained along intermittent streams This will have a greater

effect in the provinces which have higher stream densities as illustrated in the calculations below and

the Aquatic Conservation Strategy discussion in Chapter 34 The larger acreage of protected habitat

will increase the amount of dispersal and nesting habitat which will be retained throughout the owl

and murrelet range

Riparian Reserve Scenario I will apply to Alternative 9 throughout the range of the northern spotted

owl This modification increases the acreage of Riparian Reserve along intermittent streams from one

half to the full height of a site potential tree To provide an estimate of the effect of this change

Riparian Reserve widths were modeled in terms of the height of a sitepotential tree A site

potential tree height is the average maximum height of the tallest dominant tree 200 years or older

for a given site class Riparian widths for intermittent streams will vary from about 220 feet each

side of the stream channel on coastal lands to about 140 feet on lands in the eastern portion of the

spotted owl’s range To provide a view of the effect of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 the following

correlation can be made between length of stream reach and number of acres in riparian reserve

Length of intermittent stream

reach required to protect

Riparian Reserve width 1 acre 10 acres

Coastal lands 440 ft 99 feet 990 feet

avg 220 ft each side riparian width

Eastern Cascades 280 ft 156 feet
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The same comparison done for suitable spotted owl habitat shows an additional 1.1 million acres of

NRF habitat protected in the modified Alternative 9 due to wider Riparian Reserves This leaves 45
percent fewer acres of NRF habitat in the matrix in Alternative 9 than in Alternative 7

The standards and guidelines state that Riparian Reserve widths may be modified after completion of

watershed analysis That analysis will take into account northern spotted owl dispersal needs as well

as other species that were intended to be benefited by this mitigation measure

There are two specific values in the application of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1for spotted owl
dispersal First is the fact that the acreage reserved will be fairly evenly arranged across the

landscape This is important because of the documentation of juvenile spotted owl dispersaloccurringinrandom directions An even distribution of dispersal habitat is important and this was one factor

which lead to the development of the 50 1140 rule The second important feature is that theacreagereserved
will have the potential both in the short term and in the long term to provide higherqualityhabitat

than 11 40 conditions The Riparian Reserves will have more complex forest structure and

more dead and down which will provide better roosting and foraging conditions than a strictly 11
inch dbh and 40 percent canopy closure stand would provide This will increase its effectiveness in

providing for owl survival during dispersal

Protection of Selected Owl Sites Outside of LSRs

In parts of the range of the spotted owl the owl population is relatively sparse due to natural habitat

conditions These same areas are especially susceptible to large wildfires To mitigate this situation

which could have serious effects on the ability to maintain the species throughout its range see

biological principles some relatively small areas are identified for special management

Some Managed Pair Areas and Reserved Pair Areas which were described in the Spotted Owl
Recovery Plan were specifically protected in the modifications to Alternative 9 though with different

descriptors In the Washington Eastern Cascades and California Cascades these areas are now
proposed for protection as Managed Late Successional Areas in Alternative 9 see discussion of large

clusters

The effect of this change to Alternative 9 is the restriction of timber harvest on
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These owl home ranges which are protected outside of Late Successional Reserves will facilitate owl

dispersal in two ways First they are expected to support reproductive pairs of owls producing

young which could move through the areas assure recolonization of habitat as it becomes available

Second if managed as expected it will provide islands of better quality habitat which could support

dispersers at least temporarily

Some of the alternatives including Alternative 9 have the provision to protect most spotted owl

activity centers in the matrix and AMAs with 100 acre areas of suitable owl habitat These areas

identified in the FinalDraftRecovery Planfor the NorthernSpotted Owl as residual habitat areas are

not considered adequate acreage to maintain these areas as home ranges for reproductive pairs While

not providing for the long term needs of owl pairs these areas provide acreage of high quality habitat

which are valuable for other species see Appendix Bi1 of Final SEIS They also would retain future

options for managing owls throughout the landscape as described by the Recovery Plan as a long

term goal for forest management In the short term in forest types which are managed through

selective harvest Klamath and eastside provinces it is possible that these residual habitat areas in the

matrix could be carefully managed to maintain the site as an owl home range while allowing timber

harvest

The effect of residual habitat areas varies by province due to the variation in density of owl activity

centers Figure G2 and Table G5 The acreage of these residual habitat areas will be a contribution

to successful owl dispersal especially where they are near Administratively Withdrawn lands and

Riparian Reserves
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Figure G2 Residual habitat areas RHAs in the matrix and in AMAs

Residual Habitat Areas RHAs
in the matrix and in AMAs

600
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4Cu 400at
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1 0 0Eastern
Cascades Olympic Peninsula Eastern Cascades Coast Range Cascades

Western Cascades Klamath Western Cascades KlamathWACIAINUq ovJ OeSr CIA I

a Matrix RHAs M AMA RHAs
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Table G5 Residual habitat areas by Physiographic Province

Residual Habitat Areas by Physiographic Province

State

Physiographic

province

Washington

Eastern Cascades

Western Cascades

Western Lowlands

Olympic Peninsula

Oregon

Klamath

Eastern Cascades

Western Cascades

Coast Range

Willamette Valley

California

Coast Range

Klamath

Cascades

RHAs
in matrix

20

41

0

0

139

63

580

52

0

0

144

4

RHAs
inAMAs

11

26

0

7

44

77

0

83

6

0

0

58

0
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Notes on Individual Provinces

THE WESTERN OREGON CASCADES PROVINCE

The Oregon Western Cascades province has large areas of matrix in which owl dispersal will be

necessary to maintain the clusters of owl pairs inside Late Successional Reserves The dispersal

conditions in this province will improved by the large number of residual habitat areas The Oregon

Western Cascades province has 72 percent of all NRF habitat in reserve land designations While this

represents a 42 percent more reserved NRF habitat than Alternative 7 there are still large portions of

the matrix in this province which may not provide adequate dispersal habitat To help alleviate this

concern the Alternative 9 provision for the protection of 100 acres of each Residual Habitat Area

located in the matrix and Adaptive Management Area will retain more suitable owl habitat evenly

distributed These RHAs consist entirely of NRF habitat About one half of all RHAs are located in

the Western Cascades province of Oregon The matrix and AMA acreage protected in RHAs is shown

by Administrative unit

Table G6 Approximate acreage of Forest and District RHAs located within the Oregon

Western Cascades physiographic

Mount Hood NF 23 of forest
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contiguous to the reserves was derived from the owl recovery plan DCA boundaries This was used

because we have acreage figures for them

A total of 103 Effective Clusters were identified We measured the distance from one cluster to its

three nearest neighbors and then averaged these distances see Table G7 the averages for each

province area are shown in Table G8
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Table G8 Average Nearest Neighbor for Owl Clusters in Alternative 9

Province Number of clusters Average Distance

California Cascades 6 7.88 miles

California Klamath 23 6.02 miles

California Coast Range 5 14.68 miles

Oregon Western Cascades 14 6.42 miles

Oregon Coast Range 5 6.78 miles

Oregon East Cascades 6 7.82 miles

Oregon Klamath 6 6.61 miles

Washington East Cascades 17 5.16 miles

Washington West Cascades 18 5.19 miles

Olympic Peninsula 3 6.79 miles

Washington Lowlands NA NA

NA this measurement not applicable to this province as no LSRs are directed in this Final SEIS

We did not use habitat clusters which were estimated to be less than
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federal land in this province seriously limits the ability to delineate an effective network of owl

clusters and creates a reliance on the nonfederal lands in much of the province There are hundreds

of spotted owl activity centers on the nonfederal lands of this province

VIII Other Considerations of Alternative 9 for Spotted

Owl Management

There are other aspects of Alternative 9 which have value to spotted owl habitat management but are

not specifically identified as modifications since the Draft SEIS or as designs in the Alternative for

spotted owls

Higher Percentage of Landscape and Owl Habitat in Reserves

Alternative 9 would reserve a larger portion of the current suitable spotted owl habitat NRF habitat

than the Recovery Plan Alternative 7 would There are three possible measures of gross acreage

protection NRF habitat older seral habitat or total acreage Table G2 shows total acreage

comparison Tables G9 and G10 illustrate the effective difference for suitable habitat and

medium large conifer seral stages respectively

Generally there is a 20 to 22 percent increase in all three measures of habitat from Alternative 7 to

Alternative 9 throughout the range The correlation between percentages of medium large conifer and

NRF habitat is quite close when compared at a physiographic province level

Throughout the range of the spotted owl Alternative 9 designates 82 percent of NRF habitat to

reserve status The amount of NRF habitat in reserve status varies by province but is greater than 72

percent in all but one province see Table G9 The exception is the Oregon Willamette Valley

physiographic province which has very little federal land
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Inoperable Lands

Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 will create a pattern of reserves that will make some of the land

inoperable for timber harvest due to inaccessibility A portion of the timber production acreage will

be in fairly small pieces and slivers between the Riparian Reserves Johnson et al estimated that an

approximately 5 percent of matrix land would be inoperable due to this inaccessibility the percentage

varies by Forest and District decreasing the matrix acreage by approximately
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province will likely have a slower timber entry which will mitigate some short term concerns of

providing owl dispersal habitat

The Oregon Western Cascades province has

216
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habitat and increasing the quality of habitat and 3 improve or maintain the distribution of

populations and habitat

Alternative 9 includes approximately 1.3 million acres of reported murrelet nesting habitat in Late

Successional Reserves
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spotted owl As described in the Recovery Plan biological principles the loss of one or more

provinces or even a major part of a province could lead to genetic and demographic isolation of

parts of the spotted owls range

To assess the relationship between Alternative 9s LSR network and the Chub three measures of

comparison were utilized 1 the degree of overlap between the two designations 2 the total acreage

provided and 3 the distribution of the reserve units to maintain a well distributed population on

Federal lands

Critical Habitat Overlap with Alternative 9 Allocations

The overlap between Alternative 9 LSRs MLSAs AMAs and Chub was analyzed for each CHU see

Table G11 and summarized for each physiographic province in Table G12
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Table Cli Overlap between individual critical habitat units and Alternative 9

allocations

Federal Federal Fedoral Federal LSR NSO Federal FederalAMA Federal Acres

CHU

Name

Total GHU

Acres

GNU
Acres

NSO Habitat

Acres

LSR

Acres

CHU
inLSR

NSO Habitat

Acres

Habitat

in LSR

AMA
Acres

NSO Habitat

Acres

not IniReserves

Matrix Rip and Admin

California Cascades

CA I
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Table G11 Continued

Federal Federal Federal Federal SR NSO Federal FederalAMA Federal Acres

CMU Total CHU CHU NSO Habitat SR OCHU NSO Habitat Habitat AMA NSC Habitat not inReserves

Name Acres Acres Acres Acres In SR Acres in LSR Acres Akcres Matrk Rip and Admin

ORIS
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Table G11 continued

NSO Federal Federal AMA Federal Acres

Habitat AMA NSO Habitat notinReservesFederalFederal Federal Federal LSR

CHU Total CHU CHU NSO Habitat LSR CHU NSO Habitat

Name Acres Acres Acres Acres inLSR Acres in LSR Acres Acres Matrix Rip and Admin

OR75

22
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Table G12 Percent of CHU acreage in Allocations of Alternative 9

Province in LSR in AMA in MLSA in Matrix

Washington East Cascades 69 8 2 11
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Oregon Klamath province where smaller Chub were identified to provide connectivity between large

owl clusters These Chub will be considered for possible designation as Connectivity Blocks in the

revised BLM Resource Management Plans which would allow these areas to be managed compatibly

with their need for owl dispersal see Appendix B9 of Final SEIS Also some CHU acreage falls

within the area proposed by BLM to be managed as southern general forest management area which

would retain at least a minimum level of dispersal habitat

Based on these three comparisons the LSR network of the preferred alternative would be a

reasonable match with the spotted owl critical habitat units for many areas but does result in CHU
acreage in the Matrix and in AMAs Activities in all critical habitat whether within or outside of

LSRs would continue to be assessed as to their effect on the essential elements of the habitat and

Section 7 consultation will occur when appropriate The US Fish and Wildlife Service has indicated

that the current designation of critical habitat will be reviewed after the Record of Decision for this

SEIS

XI Ability of the Alternatives to Provide Monitoring

Research and Coordinated Management Direction

All of the alternatives presented in the Final SEIS would be implemented with coordinated

management monitoring and research Chapter 2 and Appendix E The Regional Ecosystem Office

will have lead responsibility to coordinate these efforts As a member of the Regional Ecosystem

Office the Fish and Wildlife Service will participate in this coordinated effort and will assure that

adequate monitoring and research of listed species is conducted

The implementation structure also includes provisions for the adaptive management of federal forest

ecosystems This would address the Strategic Principle described in the Recovery Plan to implement a

plan which can develop and respond to new information

XII Conclusion

The clarifications and additional information presented in this addendum do not change the previous

conclusion that Alternative 9 may affect northern spotted owls and marbled murrelets For spotted

owls this is due to the location of many owl home ranges in the matrix and AMA where they may be

considered for timber harvest In the case of marbled murrelets a recovery plan has not been

developed and so the expected needs to achieve recovery are not known All occupied murrelet sites

on federal land are protected from timber harvest but it is unknown how much of the unoccupied

habitat may be desirable to speed the recovery of marbled murrelet

Alternative 9 would not conflict with the proposed marbled mutrelet critical habitat

The outcome of the 4d proposal is intended to be complementary to the federal land allocations for

spotted owl recovery and will be analyzed in that context
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Appendix H

Scientific Analysis Team Report

This appendix consists of the report Viability Assessments andManagement Considerationsfor Species

Associatedwith LateSuccessionaland OldGrowthForestsof the PacificNorthwest It was prepared by the

Scientific Analysis Team SAT to respond to questions and concerns regarding the 1992 Final

EnvironmentalImpact Statement on Managementfor the Northern Spotted Owl in the NationalForestsand was

published in March 1993 It is frequently referred to in this SEIS as the SAT Report

Many members of the Scientific Analysis Team were later involved with the Forest Ecosystem

Management Assessment Team FEMAT or Assessment Team The Assessment Team’s work drew from

a variety of previous efforts including the SAT Report The SAT Report is included here as an appendix

because of its close association with the FEMAT Report and because of its wide distribution in March

1993 it is an uncirculated appendix

Organization of the SAT Report

THE SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS TEAM’s REPORT CONSISTS OF SIX CHAPTERS

1 Introduction Synthesis of the Scientific Analysis Team Report and Observations

2 Effects of Exempting Thirteen Bureau of Land Management Timber Sales from Requirements of the

Endangered Species Act on Viability Assessments in the Final Environmental Impact Statement

3 Effects of Bureau of Land Management Implementing Preferred Alternatives in Draft ResourceR

Management Plans on the Viability Assessments in the Final Environmental Impact StatementR

4 New Information on the Northern Spotted Owl
5 Risk Analysis of Species in Old Growth Forests of the Pacific Northwest Viability Assessment and

Mitigation Measures in National Forests

6 Requirements for Successful Implementation

The report also contains a list of the scientists and analysts who prepared the report and an Annotated

Bibliography Appendix 4B and is bound separately from the SEIS

To receive a copy of ViabilityAssessments andManagement Considerationsfor Species Associatedwith Late

Successionaland OldGrowth Forestsof the PacificNorthwest send a request in writing to

SAT Report RequestR

Interagency SEIS TeamR

P 0 Box 3623R

Portland OR 97208 3623R

Scientific Analysis Team Report El H1
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Monitoring and Evaluation PlanR

This appendix consists of the Monitoring and Evaluation Plan that will be used in conjunction with the

selected alternative

Monitoring and Evaluation Plan

Monitoring is an important component in implementing ecosystem management and the selected

alternative of this SEIS Due to the broad scope of ecosystem management the monitoring effort

emphasizes coordination and cooperation between various federal state and local agencies American

Indian tribes and other interests

Conceptual Framework

Scope

One of the challenges in designing a monitoring network is accommodating a variety of geographic scales

eg region province watershed and site and land ownerships in a manner that allows localized

information to be compiled and placed in a broader regional context

Monitoring at any scale should

Detect changes in ecological systems from both individual and cumulative management actions

and natural events

Provide a basis for natural resource policy decisions

Provide standardized data

Compile information systematically

Link overall information management strategies for consistent implementation

Ensure prompt analysis and application of data in the adaptive management process

Distribute results in a timely manner

Relationship to Adaptive Management Process Research and Watershed Analysis

Adaptive Management

Adaptive management is based on monitoring that is sufficiently sensitive to detect relevant ecological

changes In addition the success of adaptive management depends on the accuracy and credibility of

information obtained through inventories and monitoring

Research

Close coordination and interaction between monitoring and research also are essential for the adaptive

management process to succeed Data obtained through systematic and statistically valid monitoring can

be used by scientists to develop research hypotheses related to priority issues Conversely the results

obtained through research can be used to further refine the protocols and strategies used to monitor and

evaluate the effectiveness of the selected alternative

Monitoring and Evaluation Plan J Il
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Watershed Analysis

Watershed analysis is a technically rigorous procedure with the purpose of developing and documenting

a scientificallybased understanding of the ecological structure functions processes and interactions

occurring within a watershed see Appendix B6 Aquatic Conservation Strategy Watershed analysis is

one of the principal analyses on which decisions implementing the ecosystem management objectives of

this SEIS will be made Information from watershed analysis will be used in developing monitoring

strategies and objectives

Specific to monitoring and evaluation the results and findings from watershed analysis are used to reveal

the most useful indicators for monitoring environmental change detect magnitude and duration of

changes in conditions formulate and test hypotheses about the causes of the changes understand these

causes and predict impacts and manage the ecosystem for desired outcomes Watershed analysis may
result in additional monitoring questions Watershed analysis will provide information about patterns and

processes within a watershed and provide information for monitoring at that scale

Components of theMonitoringandEvaluation Plan

The following framework focuses on the purposes for monitoring and proposes units of measure for the

monitoring process

Types of Monitoring

Three basic types of monitoring implementation effectiveness and validation will be applied to meet the

objectives of the selected alternative and evaluate the efficacy of management practices These three types

of monitoring encompass a spectrum of monitoring although some agencies use different terminology

eg trend program evaluation

Evaluation Questions

Each basic monitoring question can be expressed in more definite terms that will lead to more specific and

directed measurements as explained in the following text

1 Implementation Monitoring

Implementation monitoring determines if the standards and guidelines were followed

Implementation monitoring asks Does the project andor activity follow the direction in its management

plan Generally implementation monitoring answers this question by determining if the standards and

guidelines were correctly applied and followed

Implementation monitoring considers three strategies aquatic terrestrial and social and economic The

components of these strategies include

Land allocations with specific boundaries

Standards and guidelines for managing the land allocations including Key Watersheds

Watershed analysis
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Social and economic effects

An adaptive management process or learning framework

Evaluation Question Are the aquatic terrestrial and social and economic resources being managed

according to the standards and guidelines To address this question implementation monitoring is

organized around land allocations including types of activities allowed and projected conditions within

each allocation For the most part this approach focuses on areas broader than specific project sites and

restricts evaluation questions to the fundamental elements and components of the selected alternative

This broader scope is consistent with the ecosystem approach

Key items which require specific monitoring include standards and guidelines of

Late Successional Reserves

Riparian Reserves

Matrix

Adaptive Management AreasR

Key WatershedsR

Watershed analysis

LateSuccessional Reserves

Key items to monitor include

Timber harvests consistent with standards and guidelines and with Regional Ecosystem Office

review requirements

Other management activities in the LateSuccessional Reserve consistent with the standards and

guidelines eg prescribed fire and resulting emissions

Late Successional Reserve plan completed

Management activities consistent with the LateSuccessional Reserve plan

Riparian Reserves

Key items to monitor include

Width and integrity of Riparian Reserves ie did the conditions that existed before management

activities change in ways that are not in accordance with the standards and guidelines

Completion of watershed analysis prior to management activities where required

Management activities in Riparian Reserves consistent with standards and guidelines

Matrix

Key items to be monitored include

Number and distribution of green trees left in harvested areas

Snags coarse woody debris

Completion of watershed analysis prior to harvesting latesuccessional stands in watersheds with

less than 15 percent late successional forest remaining

Prescribed burning and resulting emissions

Adaptive Management Areas

In Adaptive Management Areas implementation evaluations of the standards and guidelines are

required including the requirement that an Adaptive Management Area plan be developed that

establishes future desired conditions
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Key items to monitor in Adaptive Management Areas include

Completion of an Adaptive Management Area plan

Measurement of conditions that have been agreed to in the Adaptive Management Area plan

Key Watersheds

Key items to monitor include

Watershed analysis prior to management activities

Presence and timing of activities including restoration projects

No new roads in roadless areas

No net increase in roads

In evaluating these questions it is necessary to consider the roles Key Watersheds play in the Aquatic

Conservation Strategy refugia for at risk stocks of anadromous salmonids and resident fish species and

sources of high quality water

Watershed Analysis

Key item to monitor

Presence and timing of watershed analysis

PARTICIPATION

Key items to monitor include

Involvement of multiple agencies the public and others in planning implementing and

monitoring watershed analysis

Opportunities to share information applicable to all parties such as agencies publics R

communitiesR

Identification of clear expectations and responsibilities

Active partnerships

2 Effectiveness Monitoring

Effectiveness monitoring takes a step further by evaluating if application of the management plan

achieved the desired goals and if the standards and guidelines met the objectives of the selected

alternative Success may be measured against the standard of desired future condition sometimes

referred to as reference condition For example Does the management of this resource maintain or

restore the habitat for late successional associated species

Effectiveness monitoring will be undertaken at a variety of reference sites in geographically and

ecologically similar areas These sites will be located on a number of different scales and will require the

assistance of research statisticians to design an appropriate sampling regime

Aquatic Ecosystems

Evaluation Question Is the ecological health of the aquatic ecosystems recovering or sufficiently

maintained to support stable and welldistributed populations of fish species and stocks

While many factors influence aquatic ecosystem integrity the variables to be monitored will include

critical habitat requirements identified by research and watershed analysis and represent a range of

values indicative of a healthy systemVariables may be surrogates representing other physical biological
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andor ecological processes Variables must be quantifiable and measurable in a repeatable way A range

of values for the variables measured will often result from the spatial and temporal variability found in a

particular geographic area Variables must describe conditions for functional healthy aquatic ecosystems

A core set of inventory elements will be collected in all streams Core inventory elements are the minimum
set of variables to be collected at all scales In all cases standardized measurement and reporting protocols

will be determined and are essential for consistency

The health of aquatic and riparian ecosystems is dependent on water quality Effectiveness monitoring

that assesses the physical chemical and biological integrity of aquatic ecosystems is necessary to ensure

conditions which will maintain water quality and support aquatic organisms The Clean Water Act directs

that states adopt water quality standards and criteria as necessary to protect designated beneficial uses

The standards and criteria of the Clean Water Act which apply to both federal and nonfederal lands will

be used in effectiveness monitoring to determine if water quality and the health of aquatic systems are

being maintained

An emphasis of the monitoring of aquatic ecosystems will be to determine if actions are meeting the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives The Aquatic Conservation Strategy emphasizes watershed

health and maintenance of natural physical and biological integrity of aquatic and riparian habitats and

watersheds As such monitoring will include aquatic riparian and watershed conditions and the

processes in a watershed to determine if they achieve Aquatic Conservation Strategy Objectives

The wide range of natural variation and complex interaction of individual stream habitat components

eg numbers of pools pieces of large wood percent fine sediment and water temperature makes it

difficult to establish relevant quantitative management directives for stream habitat components Because

of individual stream and watershed diversity and differences it is also difficult to quantify direct linkages

among processes and functions outside the stream channel to inchannel conditions and biological

components Watershed specific objectives based on watershed analysis are necessary to accommodate

the natural variation among individual streams and watersheds

Key monitoring items include

Pool frequency and quality width depth and cover

Percent fine sediment

Coarse woody debris size and quantity

Water temperature

Width to depth ratio

Bank stability and lower bank angle

Biological Diversity LateSuccessional and OldGrowth Forest Ecosystems

The Purpose and Need of this SEIS includes to take an ecosystem approach to forest management

maintain and restore biological diversity as it applies to late s’uccessional and old growth forest

ecosystems This purpose includes forest processes as well as forest species

Evaluation questions

Is the forest ecosystem functioning as a productive and sustainable ecological unit

Is the use of prescribed fire or fire suppression maintaining the natural processes of the forest

ecosystem

Are desired habitat conditions for the northern spotted owl and the marbled murrelet maintained

where adequate and restored where inadequate

Are habitat conditions for latesuccessional forest associated species maintained where adequate

and restored where inadequate
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Are desired habitat conditions for at risk fish stocks maintained where adequate and restored

where inadequate

Is a functional interacting late successional ecosystem maintained where adequate and restored

where inadequate

Did sivicultural treatments benefit the creation and maintenance of late successional conditions

Will the overall conditions of the watersheds and provinces continue to be productive over the

long term

To address these questions chemical physical and biological indicators may need to be evaluated A
variety of variables can be monitored within each of these categories and those selected will address the

objectives of specific monitoring plans The Clean Air Act directs federal agencies to monitor air pollution

emissions from prescribed burning on federal lands in order to manage prescribed fire operations verify

air quality models and assess air quality impacts

Indicators for assessing the condition and trends include

Land use data

Seral development and shifts of forest plant communities

Locations and concentrations of plant diseases and insect infestations

Amount of fuels by category

Air qualityR

Riparian and stream habitat condition by stream classR

Water quality

Key monitoring items include

Size location spatial distribution species composition and development of late successional and

oldgrowth forests

Retention of snags and coarse woody debris

Abundance and diversity of species associated with latesuccessional forest communities

Species presence to calculate species richness ie numbers and diversity

Percent of land area affected by exotic species

Structure and composition

Ecological processes

Ecosystem functions

Air Quality

Use Levels of Natural Resources

Evaluation Question Are predictable levels of timber and nontimber resources available and being

produced

Key items to monitor include

Timber harvest levels

Special forest products eg mushrooms boughs and ferns

Livestock grazing

Mineral extraction

Recreation

Scenic quality including air quality

Commercial fishing

Rural Economies and Communities

Evaluation Question Are local communities and economies experiencing positive or negative changes

that may be associated with federal forest management
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Key items to monitor include

Demographics

Employment timber recreation forest products fishing mining and grazing

Government revenues Forest Service and BLM receipts

Facilities and infrastructure

Social service burden welfare poverty aid to dependent children and food stamps

Federal assistance programs loans and grants to state counties and communities

Business trends cycles interest rates and business openings and closings

Taxes property sales and business

Information for these items are collected by local county state and federal agencies This information will

be used through the adaptive management process in future planning efforts Because of the complexity of

the relationships and the number of factors involved in these items it is not possible to set specific or

definite thresholds or values that would cause a reevaluation of the goals and overall strategy of the

selected alternative

American Indians and Their Culture

Evaluation Questions

For those trust resources identified in treaties with American Indians what are their conditions

and trends

Are sites of religious and cultural heritage adequately protected

Do American Indians have access to and use of forest species resources and places important for

cultural subsistence or economic reasons particularly those identified in treaties

Key monitoring items include

Condition and trends of the American Indian trust resources

Effectiveness of the coordination or liaison to assure protection of religious or cultural heritage

sites

Adequacy of access to resources and to the vicinity of religious or cultural sites

3 Validation Monitoring

Validation monitoring determines if a cause and effect relationship exists between management activities

and the indicators or resource being managed Validation monitoring asks Are the underlying

management assumptions correct Do the maintained or restored habitat conditions support stable and

welldistributed populations of latesuccessional associated species

Among the key set of assumptions that need to be validated is the relationships between habitat and

populations This requires a strong mix of inventory monitoring and research Where knowledge gaps

exist research andor inventory may be needed Hypotheses can be proposed and tested through a

combination of research and monitoring

There is one primary evaluation question with regard to the northern spotted owl the marbled murrelet

and atrisk fish stocks Is the population stable or increasing

Key items to monitor include

Northern spotted owls by physiographic province

Marbled murrelets within their known nesting range

Populations of fish species and stocks that are listed under the Endangered Species Act or are

considered sensitive or at risk by land management agencies

Rare species
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The relationship between levels of management intervention and the health and maintenance of late

successional and oldgrowth ecosystems

Special Monitoring Issues and Situations

Natural and Induced Environmental Stressors

A preliminary step in designing any monitoring scheme is development of a premonitoring assessment or

baseline data to define the natural and management induced environmental stressors which could act as

outside influences on the outcome of monitoring Examples of natural stressors are largescale disease

cycles climatic cycles and hot expansive fires

Management induced stressors include habitat simplification reduced habitat connectivity high fire

frequency resulting from fire suppression activities forest diseases resulting from increased abundance of

susceptible host species loss of natural controls and introduced pests acid precipitation introduced

competitor species and changes in predator prey dynamics

Rare and Declining Species

Monitoring will address rare and declining species

Rare species are plants or animals classified as

Federally threatened or endangered species

Federally proposed threatened or endangered species

Federal Candidate Species

State listed species

Forest Service sensitive speciesR

BLM assessment speciesR

Other infrequently encountered species not considered by any agency or group as endangered or

threatened and classified in the FEMAT Report as rare

Monitoring for the type number size and condition of special habitats over time will provide a good

indication of the potential health of special habitatdependent species Although all special habitat areas

do not support rare species there is overwhelming evidence that special habitat types are closely related

to the continued existence of certain rare species

Since many rare species are associated with riparian habitats the Riparian Reserve system offerspotentialprotectionHowever some rare species often are closely associated with or restricted to specific habitats

that are outside Riparian Reserves

It is also important to recognize that many species habitat requirements vary considerably with age or

size of the individual and with the season In some cases more than one special habitat must be available

for the species to successfully complete its life cycle

While a stable special habitat type through time is not proof that a special habitat dependent species

population is stable a decrease in a special habitat type does indicate increased risk to that species

population

Widely dispersed species not associated with special habitats usually are associated with as yet undefined

habitats within the general upland environment Species with this type of distribution are difficult to
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assess and monitor Efforts will be made to identify key habitat components of existing species locations

A monitoring program for rare and declining species will help to

Identify perceived present and future threats

Increase future possibilities of discovering new locations

Track their status and trends over time

Ensure that in times of limited agency resources priority attention will be given to species most at

risk

Inventoried locations and special habitats of rare species will be registered in the multiagency GIS data

base This information will be shared with the State Natural Heritage Program

Steps to Develop an Interagency Monitoring Network

An interagency monitoring network will be developed and implemented using a common design

framework and common indicators or environmental measurements This effort will build on existing

agency research and monitoring efforts and will be accomplished through the Research and Monitoring

Committee established by the Memorandum of Understanding for Forest Ecosystem Management

Specific indicators will be identified within each monitoring component or activity along with protocols

and methodologies for their measurement and quality assurance A required level of delectability data

quality objectives and precision will be established

Based on these details a design framework will be established that permits resulting data to be integrated

through statistical or modeling approaches to provide quantitative inputs to the adaptive management

process The design framework will accommodate multiple scales and provide a consistent process for

establishing monitoring sites frequency of sampling scale of sampling and specific techniques for

analysis and reporting

This approach will ensure that consistent collection integration and evaluation of data occur among

projects watersheds provinces agencies and over long time periods

The following fourstep process will be used to establish such a monitoring network

1 Identify information needs and develop them into quantitative monitoring objectives

2 Survey and evaluate existing monitoring activities relevant to monitoring objectives focusing on

both the indicators and design components

3 Develop a comprehensive monitoring strategy including statistical designs indicators quality

assurance plan and sampling protocols

4 Conduct peer review and gather public and agency input and comment
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Appendix J

Technical InformationR

This appendix consists of a variety of documents and working papers that provide technical

information and support to the analysis in this Final Supplemental Environmental Impact

Statement

Organization of This Appendix

This appendix consists of the following documents and working papers

1 Estimation of Vital Rates of the Northern Spotted Owl by KP Burnham DR Anderson

and GC White This 44 page paper consists of an analysis of spotted owl

demographic data collected at study areas throughout the owl’s range The results

include the rate of population change for the individual study areas as well as for the

population as a whole

2 Results of Additional Species Analysis A presentation of the results of an analysis of

more than 427 species that was conducted by the Species Analysis Team This paper

includes

a discussion of the process used for this analysis

a list of all species that were reviewed with rationale for analysis

a summary report on the effects of mitigations for all species and

a species byspecies write up of the basis for the FEMAT rating and possible

mitigations considered

3 Additional analysis and discussion Additional analysis and discussion of spotted owl and

marbled murrelet issues including preliminary information on modeling

Because of the substantial volume of this material over 700 pages Parts 2 and 3 are an

uncirculated portion of this appendix and are available on request To receive a copy of

Parts 2 and 3 of Appendix Jt send a request in writing to

Appendix J Request

Interagency SEIS Team

P 0 Box 3623R

Portland OR 97208 3623R
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Estimation of Vital Rates of the Northern Spotted Owl

Kenneth P Burnham and David R AndersonR

National BiologicalSurveyRColoradoCooperative Fish Wildlife Research UnitR

Fort Collins CO 80523R

Gary C WhiteR

Department of Fishery Wildlife BiologyR

Colorado State UniversityR

Fort Collins CO 80523R

January 12 1994R

Abstract The Northern Spotted Owl is a Threatened subspecies under the Endangered

Species Act and important decisions about management of its habitat are pending

therefore we used all available data to estimate vital rates of this population to asses

the current status of the subspecies We used likelihood and information theoretic

methods to analyze demographic data from 1985 93 on the Northern Spotted Owl
from 11 large study areas The analyses ie model selection assessment of model fit

parameter estimation estimates of precision or uncertainty and hypothesis tests were

completed largely during a 12day session in Fort Collins Colorado in December 1993
involved approximately 50 professional people and dealt with 103 capture recapture

data sets This interim document reports on the demography of this Threatened

subspecies a much more detailed report will be prepared for formal publication by the

various biologists who have collected the data

No survey techniques exist to estimate the size of the owl population each year

thus methods were used to estimate the rate of population change based on estimates

of the average vital rates ie average age specific survival probabilities hi and average

age specific fecundity rates bx where z is age In addition to direct examination of

estimated annual survival probabilities we used these estimated average rates to

estimate a parameter A the finite rate of population change Estimation and proper

interpretation of A can be used to answer the question Have the resident territorial

population of females replaced themselves Stated another way the question can be

phrased Given a population with estimated vital rates the age specific As and bz
where x denotes age what is the rate of population change if these rates remained

constant over an appropriatelylong time period
The first important result is that annual survival probabilities for adult female

owls have declined significantly in recent years for both the 6 long term defined as

more than 6 years of banding data and the 5 shortterm study areas This is an

important finding and must be weighed heavily in decisions concerning forest

management policy in the future

The second important result is that the population of resident territorial females

is declining at a significant rate significantboth biologically and statistically Using

data from the 11 study areas and making an empirical adjustment to the estimated

juvenile survival probability from the capture recapture data required due to

undetected surviving emigrants we get the estimate A 0.9548 se 0.017 The 95
confidence interval on A was 0.916 to 0.993 Finally a ttest of the null hypothesis

that A 1 vs the one sided alternative hypothesis that A 1 was significant tko 2.61

P 0.017 We restrict our interpretation of A to the specific years of study we do not

intend that A be used to project the size or rate of change of the population into the

distant future say 10100 years The inference concerning declining populations of

resident territorial female owls applies to the entire population not just the banded

birds on the 11 study areas



The third important result is that the population loss rate is accelerating This

conclusion stems from the fact that Ais estimated from timeaverages of the vital rates

the timeaverage survival probabilities q and timeaverage fecundity rates bx where x

is age However it is clear that adult females have a significant negative time trend

in annual survival rate Therefore we conclude that the rate of population decline is

accelerating This accelerating decline was not anticipated by the Interagency Scientific

Committee in 1990 or other groups trying to deal with forest planning and management

If the next 100 years are thought to be highly risky for the owl then these finding

concerning accelerated declines offer no comfort for the long term viability for this

subspecies

The Northern Spotted Owl has been listed as Threatened for 3.5 years but the

decline of resident territorial females is accelerating throughout the range of the owl

INTRODUCTION

Controversy over forestry practices in the Pacific Northwest dates back to the

mid1930s and lead President Roosevelt to commission several cabinet level officials to

prepare a special report on the issue National Resources Committee 1938
Controversy over forest management practices continued after W1W II and the effect of

overharvest of old growth forest resources on the Northern Spotted Owl was highlighted

in 1972 73 by the U S Fish and Wildlife Service Meslow 1993 Since that time the

situation has grown steadily worse management options have narrowed litigation has

increased and dozens of special committees task forces teams and committees have
been commissioned see Meslow 1993 for a review The subspecies was listed as

Threatened by the Fish and Wildlife Service in 1990 Anderson et al 1990 just as the

Interagency Scientific Committee ISC Thomas et al 1990 completed a Conservation

Planfor forest management and protection of the owl
Since the mid1980s a number of demographic study areas were established

within the range of the owl Capturerecapture methods were employed on each study

area to estimate age and sexspecific annual survival probabilities and field methods
were developed to estimate age specific fecundity the number of female young fledged

per territorial female of age x bx Anderson and Burnham 1992 presented an analysis

of data from 5 of these large study areas By the fall of 1993 14 such demographic

study areas had at least 4 years of capture recapture and fecundity data
This summary of scientific information was produced as the result of a letter

from 14 scientists concerned over the viability of the Northern Spotted Owl and forest

management policy to the Secretaries of the U S Departments of Agriculture and

Interior Appendix A In response to this letter we were directed to coordinate a

major analysis of these data ie 103 capture recapture data sets plus over
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session with computer intensive methods for the analysis of capture recapture data
however no spotted owl data were used in these training sessions The training short

course on analysis theory and philosophy was presented to increase the number of

professional people that are fluent in these technical areas

This group of about 40 people were joined midday Wednesday December 15 by

a total of 7 analysts excluding ourselves see Appendix C for a half day session to

discuss and agree on a protocol for the objective analysis of these data Several leaders

in the field of capture recapture methods were invited to assist in the dataanalysesnone were selected from the Pacific Northwest Thus the stage was set for an
afternoon debate on the analysis philosophy theory and methods prior to starting the

analysis of the actual data Areas of disagreement were formalized as hypotheses and

decisions were to be based on the analysis of the empirical data The paradigm followed

was to encourage argument and debate about statistical methods likelihood models
assumptions hypothesis tests and other technical issues Once these technical points

were decided a priori debate regarding the value of a particular estimate or test result

was ruled unfair The 3 hour session on the protocol for the data analyses wasvideotapedallowing participants to recheck the details of the analyses protocol if necessary
Field biologists briefed the analysts on data gathering aspects and on thevalidityofthe assumptions required during a 3 hour session on the evening of December 15

Appendix B The invited scientists and managers left by the morning of December 16
and the field biologists and analysts were left to conduct the analysis of the data

accordingto the protocoldeveloped the previous day Biologists were closely involved in

the data analysis A special 4 hour session on the estimation of the finite rate of

population change Awas held the evening of December 16 see Appendix B and this

included still additional specialists Data analyses were essentially complete by the
afternoon of December 21

The various field biologists are currently working on a formalmanuscriptpresentingthe full details on methodology estimation of parameters and inference from
these data This manuscript will be submitted for publication in a peerreviewedjournaland

will represent an important document Here we provide a summary of thekeyresultsfrom the 12day session involving some 50 people and the analyses of the

extensive set of demographic data Time limitations necessitate only a brief review of

the general analysis methods used and we will mainly restrict this report to the

statistical inferences justified by the data

Generally we provide results for only 11 of the 14 demographic data sets

available the two study areas in northern California conducted by the timber industry

were not made available and the industry sponsored study on the Wenatchee NF was
withdrawn on the final day of the 12day session Thus none of the 3 study areas

sponsored by the timber industry were available for use in this report The 11 study

areas where data were available are shown in Fig 1 these are large study areasTable1several are contiguous with others and have as few as 4 years to as many as 9yearsofdemographic data Table 2 The sample size for adults ie non juvenile birds was
over
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DEMOGRAPHIC STUDY AREAS

0 ao Bas I 15 NW Caftorina1Wenatchee NCAI 5 Saie B lM2Mellop Pen sua 6 Sluea NF ii Elliot SF Ia Harpa Examined In

3 CIOElum 7HJ Andrews 12 Roseburg BLMV 17 Simpson metz anawvls

4 Yaklmna 8E Eugene BLIM 13 S Casoadee S1s6dyou

S Eugene BLIV 14 Slskiyou 1 Not examined In

meta analysis

Fig 1 Map showing the range of the Northern Spotted Owl and the location of the 11

demographic study areas where data were made available for analysis The study areas

tend to be quite large and several axe contiguous Appendix E gives additional maps
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exist to guide the sophisticated analysis of these data Direct inferences were limited to

the years where data were available Because of the number large size and wide

distribution of the study areas we assume the statistical inferences extend beyond these

specific study areas to the range of this subspecies

We were asked repeatedly to provide insights to managers and policy people as

to What do these results and inferences mean to managers or Is Option 9 viable given

the results from these 11 studies While we were initially willing to attempt these

insights and generalizations we have decided these subjects lie beyond our expertise

Thus this report remains as a science only document with few of our interpretations

expressed We feel that the 40 people that attended the 2.5 day short course will be

able to understand and interpret these results and that the total decision process is best

served if people remain well within their areas of expertise

Table 1 Summary information on the 11 demographic study areas for the Northern

Spotted Owl

Study area and location Acronym Approximate Years of banding

size sq mi

Northwest California Willow Creek CAL
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Table 2 Summary information on sampling effort for the 11 demographic study areas of

the Northern Spotted Owl number banded is the number of distinct birds

caught and banded whereas sample size R1 R2 Rgk 1 in the capture

recapture marray Lebreton et al 1992

Study

area

First

year

Number
of years

Adults

male

banded

female

Juveniles

banded

Subadults

banded

Adult sample size

male female

CAL 1985 9 99 91 274 84 369 257

RSB 1985 9 262 214 429 117 692 520

SCS 1985 9 560 491 680 189 1032 823

SAL 1986 8 74 68 101 17 151 129

HJA 1987 7 123 109 226 57 294 286

OLY 1987 7 127 129 249 43 295 278

CLE 1989 5 60 56 186 30 131 96
EUG 1989 5 49 52 59 16 117 98

COO 1990 4 99 93 136 49 178 157

SIU 1990 4 82 72 72 25 135 112

SIS 1990 4 38 31 31 10 75 55

totals 1573 1406 2443 637 3469 2811

yearly survival probabilities roughly from 15 June one year to the next 15 June for

males and females for juvenile subadult and adult age classes Estimation is based on

welldeveloped sampling models for use with the CR data Cormack 1964 Jolly 1965
Seber 1965 and much subsequent literature on the CJS model Analysis followed the

strategy of Lebreton et al 1992 see also Burnham and Anderson 1992 ofstartingwitha general global model that allowed survival andcapture probability parameters

to vary by all these factors ie time sex and age and then seeking a parsimonious

model that included only those structural parameters supported by the data The first

issue addressed prior to model fitting was the adequacy of the fit of these spotted owl

data to the general assumptions of CR
As adapted to owls from Burnham et al 1987 requisite assumptions are listed

here Assumptions 1 7 relate to study planning field procedures data collection and

generality of the desired inferences

1 Study areas are representative of the habitat of interest

2 Within a study area banded owls are representative of that area

3 Capture handling banding and release do not affect survival

4 The number released on occasion i is known exactly

5 There is no band loss and no bands are misread on capture or resighting

6 All releases and captures of owls occur in relatively brief time intervals and

recaptured birds are released immediately

7 Any unknown emigration out of a study area is permanent

Assumptions 8 9 relate to the stochastic component of the CR models

8 The fate of each individual owl after any known release is independent of the

fate of any other owl
9 Data sets for the various ages sexes and areas are statistically independent
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Assumptions 10 11 relate to model structure

10 Statistical analyses of the sample data are based on an appropriate model
11 All owls of an identifiable class eg age sex have the same survival and

capture probabilities by study area parameter homogeneity

These assumptions were discussed extensively during the 12day session in

December Regarding 1 a substantial part of the spotted owl habitat in Oregon

Washington and Northern California is part of some study area Study areas tend to

either be representative or perhaps tend to be better habitat The group as a whole felt

assumptions 25 were met As is typical in CR studies 6 is violated in that a

capture occasion actually occurs over a period of time In these studies an occasion

takes about 2 months this does not bias survival estimates provided the occasion length

is always the same and the temporal distribution of effort is the same on all occasions

This was felt to be met
Most CR studies are on unconfined populations hence marked individuals can

leave the area where capture effort is expended The classical Cormack JollySeber

CJS model allows such emigration if it is permanent Temporary emigration means a

banded bird is alive but off the study area during one or more capture occasions For

these studies emigration means the banded owl is not in anyone’s study area hence is

not at risk of capture All CR methods only estimate apparent survival probability

S 1E E probability of emigrating probability that the owl is alive at the

end of the year to which the true survival probability S applies but has left the study

area and hence is no longer at risk of capture

Adults are only banded when territorial emigration of territorial adults seems to

be relatively rare hence it is not considered a problem and therefore we take S for

adults Some banded juveniles no doubt emigrated such movements are only

emigration for CR purposes if the banded juvenile is outside all study areas not just the

study area where it was banded Juvenile emigration is a problem but does not

violate CR analysis assumptions if emigration is permanent
Assumption 8 may be violated for mated pairs or siblings Such violation does

not bias parameter estimates rather it biases estimated sampling variances based on

assumed independence of individual fates As noted by Lebreton et al 1992 and

further studied by Anderson et al in press methods exist to correctly estimate

sampling variances if assumption 8 fails Assumption 9 is reasonable for the owl

data
The focus of the data analysis and model selection is to find the most

parsimonious model as a special case of the global model that is an acceptable fit to

the data Hence assumption 10 is not an issue Parameter heterogeneity surely

occurs to some extent which violates assumption 11 This issue has been much
studied for CR data and when average capture probabilities and survival probabilities

are high violation of assumption 11 causes little or no bias in estimated survival

probabilities Finally classical statistical goodness of fit tests exist to test whether the

CR data meet some of the assumptions 3 7 8 10 11 for the CJS model

Model Notation

The basic model for open populations CR is the CJS model Lebreton et al

1992 which has only time specific survival and capture probabilities p For k

capture occasions the parameters in the CJS model are the survival probabilities

between occasion i and i1 denoted sii 1 2 k1 and the capture probabilities

at occasions i denoted pi i2 3 k p 1 cannot be estimated This model is
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denoted as 0t Pt to show that the survival and capture parameters in the model are

allowed to vary arbitrarily over time occasions and do not depend on any other

possible explanatory variables nor are they in any way restricted A similar notation for

other models exists Lebreton et al 1992 when age study area or sex is a possible

factor in the appropriate model for the CR data sets that notation was used toidentifymodelsexamined during data analysis Note that CR uses the designation capture

probability to mean any of physical capture recapture or visual resighting oftaggedanimalswhen tags can be read at a distance

The general global model for adult only data sets with both sexes is denoted as

Sstl P8t or equivalently as Ots pts This model would be fit jointly to the

male and female data from one study area It allows unrestricted variation in survival

and capture probabilities over time for males and females For analysis of the CR data

from just one sex but jointly for multiple study areas hence multiple groups g of

adult class CR data the general model is denoted 9.4 Pgt The general global

model for adult data both sexes and multiple groups is denoted 1sg4t Psgt The

resulting model is equivalent to a separate CJS model for each combination of sex and

study area ie separate t pt models for each sex in each group

Finally age as a factor can be added to the CR model The pure age model is

denoted sa Pa parameters vary by age only This model only makes sense to use

with data from releases of banded birds of known age For k capture occasions this

model has survival probabilities for ages 1 2 k1 i 2 9k1The model for

the capture data from the releases of banded known aged birds at only occasion i is a

CJS model because then age and time are confounded in subsequent capture data

Given releases of juveniles of one sex in one area at each of occasions 1 2 ki the

subsequent capture data correspond to a general age and time effects model denoted

Oat Patl this notation denotes a model with full age and time variation in the

survival and capture probabilities This model is developed from a series of independent

CJS models one for each annual cohort of new known age releases of just banded birds

The most general model considered for a study area is sat pstat ie separate

1ac t Pat models for males and females

Goodness ofFit Tests

A chi squared goodness of fit test was computed for model 1at Pat for each

sex and each area This test is composed of two major parts TESTS 2 and 3 Burnham

et al 1987 see also Lebreton 1992 These tests are constructed as the sum of

independent contingency table x2 statistics based mostly on a series of 2x2 tables

Each such table tests somewhat different aspects of fit Burnham et al 1987 With

sparse data in a table Fisher’s exact test was used If the goodnessof fit test rejects

then some assumption is violated In this case the many components of these tests were

scrutinized to understand why rejection occurred and what if anything can and should

be done about the matter such as use of a quasi likelihood variance inflation Burnham
et al 1987 Lebreton et al 1992 Anderson et al in press

Once a suitable global model is established further data analysis involves fitting

many candidate models using maximum likelihood theory and model selection based

on Akaike’s Information Criterion AIC Akaike 1973 Corresponding to every possible

probability sampling model for the data is a likelihood function given the data of the

parameters in the model denoted L0 p Optimal parameter estimation was done

using maximum likelihood estimation MtE Also from the likelihood functions the
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estimated sampling variances and covariances of the MLEs can be computed When a

simpler model is a special case of a more complex model a likelihood ratio test LRT
can be used to test if the simpler model is adequate or if the more complex model is

needed to fit the data For example model ot pt is a special case of model osbt

pst Comparing these two models with a LRT tests the null hypothesis of no sex

effects for any of the survival or capture parameters ie the time specific survival and

capture probabilities are equal for both sexes Likelihood inference is the foundation of

statistical theory and the foundation of our CR data analysis methods

Hypothesis testing is one approach to model selection but it is too limited We
used AIC for model selection Akaike 1973 and 1985 Sakamoto et al 1986 Lebreton et

al 1992 Burnham and Anderson 1992 AIC is an extension of likelihood theory

AIC 2 logewo i 2 K

where the log likelihood is evaluated at the MLEs under a given model and K is the

number of unique parameters estimated under that model The AIC is computed for

each of the candidate models that might describe the structural information in the data

and the best model to use is the one that produces the minimum AIC value This is an

objective model selection procedure The selected model and its associated parameter

MLEs constitute the best inference from the data although any model within about 2

AIC units of the best is also informative about the data As with likelihood inference

AIC has a deep sound theory Recent studies support the use of AIC in CR data

analysis Burnham et al in press Burnham et al in review Anderson et al in press

More Model Nomenclature

The full range of models that need to be considered with large numbers of CR
data sets is far more extensive than those models denoted above Numerous special

cases need to be considered all of which are restrictions on the global model eg
models fst patb 1sb Pat oawH PgrT This notation is introduced in

Lebreton et al 1992 for CR and is based on standard ideas of model designation in

general linear models McCullagh and Nelder 1989 which includes ANOVA All

model fitting was done with program SURGE Lebreton et al 1992 which by default

reparameterizes the likelihood function via the logit link McCullagh and Nelder 1989

for all 0 and p parameters logit O logeOli This transforms the fitting

problem from a bounded one parameters all between 0 and 1 to an unbounded

problem This allows full application of standard linear model theory in the CR

context and upon back transformation the MLEs are always between 0 and 1
In this context st denotes the model

logit0 Po sex effect time effects

whereas 0t denotes the model

logit O sex effect time effects all sexbytime interactions

Thus 0t pst is just model pst pst restricted to have no interactions

between sex and time effects on a logit scale Model 5 pat denotes only sex

effects on survival and additive age and time effects on capture probabilities
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We often want to test for linear trends in survival probabilities This is a

restriction on the t models T rather than Lt Thus T denotes that

logit0i f 0l 1 i

hence a model for a linear time trend on survival on a logit scale The model

1sTW PsT is one of linear time trends in survival with a common slope different

intercepts as per classical analysis of covariance and capture probabilities show linear

time trends with both different intercepts and different slopes

The notation a for age models denotes no restrictions on the number of age

classes Restricted models are denoted as a2 a3 a4 and so forth to denote only 2 3
or 4 age classes respectively The case of survival probabilities being different only for

juveniles vs an adult age class and constant capture probabilities is denoted 02 pl

if there is one year of subadult effects on survival and capture probabilities the model is

denoted as oa3 2 In several of the age models the capture probabilities were age

specific only for birds initially banded as juveniles this model aspect was denoted as for

example aT A Consider model a2s T Pst applied to all the data from

one area This model has survival probabilities for two age classes juvenile and adults

plus an additive sex effect on survival and an additive linear time trend effect Capture

probabilities have additive sex and general time effects Such a model is easily fit with

program SURGE
The CR data from each individual study were thoroughly analyzed as described

above independent of any other areas Also several metae analyses were done as the

data sets were partitioned into short and long term studies The global model for a

metaanalysis is tasgt Pasgt This model can have hundreds of parameters

No new ideas are introduced in doing a metaanalysis but metaanalysis models are

much more difficult because so much data are being dealt with The advantage of such

overall analyses is that we learn of common effects and trends in all the data sets A
metaanalysis is more powerful than the separate analyses The metaanalysis on the

short term studies includes the Wenatchee Demographic Study NE Washington data

because those analysis were done and could not be redone when the investigators

withdrew their WDS data They did however agree that the WDS data could remain

in the metaanalysis

To summarize the methodology underlying the CR data analyses is based on

standard statistical likelihood theory and current ideas of general linear models

methods Moreover the models for the CR data are all founded on the CJS model as

further developed in the last 30 years eg Lebreton et al 1992 AU the analyses were

rigorously done with much attention paid to necessary assumptions possible biases

and concern for uncertainty in the results as measured through estimated standard

errors and AIC values of selected best models vs models not selected The model

selection procedure AIC is objective selection is based on function minimization in

particular selection never involves looking at the parameter estimates from the fitted

models Given a model maximum likelihood methods provide asymptotically optimal

ways to make point estimates and measure precision sampling variances covariances

confidence intervals and coefficients of variation Maximum likelihood methods are

asymptotically normal fully efficient and unbiased Likelihood theory provides a

rigorous basis for performing tests of hypotheses
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Fecundity Data

The field studies involved finding and monitoring territorial females to determine

their breeding success young fledged The basic data are for each territorial female

hence for potential breeders the number of offspring that were fledged This is one of

the numbers 0 1 or 2 rarely 3 A 50 50 sex ratio is assumed at fledging The

parameter of interest recruitment rate b is just a mean number of young fledged per

territorial female hence statistical analysis is quite straightforward Despite the integer

nature of the data sample sizes are sufficient to justify ANOVA inference methods

Hence data analysis was done using SAS PROC MEANS GLM and VARCOMP SAS

Institute 1985 PROC MEANS was used to produce means and standard errors by

various categories eg female age year study area age and study etc PROC
GLM with area and time effects random was used to test for significance of effects and

interactions PROC VARCOMP using option MIVQUE was used to estimate variance

components from the fecundity rates b over years areas and for interactions

Radio Tracking Data

In recent years some juveniles have had radios attached so that their movements

and fate could be determined The goal was to better estimate the survival probability

of juveniles The only such data available at this workshop were from the RSB and

OLY areas from birds radioed in the summers of 1991 and 1992 Each bird must be

monitored until the next spring to obtain information on survival probability

Unfortunately radios are attached not at fledging but 3 to 6 weeks later so estimated

survival probabilities that can be computed are not for the same year’s period of time

that corresponds to the probabilities computable from CR data There were also lots of

censored records presumable radio failure or quick long movements of birds that

prevented tracking The available data were analyzed by standard methods White
and Carrot 1990 such as the Kaplan Meier method and PROC LIFETEST in SAS

SAS Institute 1985
It became evident during the workshop that these radiotracking data could also

be used to directly estimate juvenile emigration based on counts of surviving juveniles

in the next spring Emigration is defined here as the bird moves out of its original

study area where it would be at risk of capture is not captured by any other

researchers and survives its first year The radiotracking data includes counts of

survivors in and out of the specific study areas and includes information on whether the

emigrated birds were captured in other areas

Let n be total number of survivors in spring year i1 of birds radioed in

summer year i Then n ns ned nen where ns number that stayed in their natal

study area and survived the year ned number that emigrated off the natal area

survived the year and were detected by the routine CR study methods with no aid

from telemetry and nen number that emigrated off the natal area survived the year

and were not detected by the routine CR study methods Then the emigration estimate

is

E n with seT

This estimator is robust to some problems that would bias an estimator of

annual juvenile survival probability based on the radiotracking data Birds are radioed

on average about a month after fledging and their survival is not always monitored

until midJune Thus a survival estimate covers a shorter time period than the

requisite 1 year needed to match with adult survival probability in population dynamics
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evaluation This emigration estimate is based only on survivors to spring assuming all

emigration has occurred by then and that by spring subsequent mortality of birds is

the same for emigrants and nonemigrants then it is not required that the survivors be

monitored clear to midJune

Let Ss and Se represent the annual survival probability of juveniles that stay and

those that emigrate respectively Then true juvenile survival probability is

Sj SjlE SBE Oj SeE

Without reliable large samples of radiotracking data on annual survival probability of

juveniles residents vs emigrants to estimate E from these data it is necessary to
assume Ss SeSj Then

Sj j Sj E hence we get

To compute seA we need the variances and covariance below derived by the delta

method

vartJ2 SJ2cv J2 cv 1 kI2

CovJ HA

Population Rate of Change A

There is a large literature on population dynamics that is relevant to interpretin

survival and fecundity rates as regards whether populations would be generally

increasing stationary or decreasing at any set of rates The Leslie and Lefkovitch

projection matrices theory are relevant here see Lande 1988 Noon and Biles 1990
Noon and Sauer 1992 A certain complicated function of the vital rates for females

age specific survival and fecundity usually denoted as A measures finite population

rate of change over the time period to which the vital rates apply These rates may be

averages that apply to that time period This A may be solved for from well known

functions Caswell 1989 From Noon and Biles 1990 Ais found as the solution to the

equation

1 b

This model is for the case of survival probabilities being different for juveniles

subadults 1 and 2 years old and adults and recruitment rates being different for

subadults 1 and 2 and adults From earlier analyses and in these analyses of spotted

owl data we found at most statistically different survival probabilities for juveniles 1

year olds and adults hence the equation was used as

I 3J F3J SA i F3J SA A
1 l b2L A2 A A3 g 9ALDKI KI AI IA SAA 1 SAA

The solution for A gives Awhich being an estimate has a sampling standard error If

subadult and adult survival probabilities are the same one uses in the above SSA SA
Similarly one uses l b2 if only a common subadult estimated recruitment rate is

available
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SAS code SAS Institute 1985 was written to find A and to compute the seA
given the inputs of point estimates of vital rates and their estimated sampling standard

errors and correlations The seA must be computed numerically on a casebycase

basis based on a standard delta method approach such as is described by Alvarez

Buylla and Slatkin 1994 Our own previous investigations of the adequacy of this

approximate variance are confirmed by the findings of Alvarez Buylla and Slatkin

1994
For one study area we can test HO A1 vs Ha A 1with a one sided ztest

1 AR

seAR

wherein z is approximately a standard normal variate under Ho With multiple studies

a broader scope of inference is possible with an empirical t test if one has independent

estimates of Afor each site

A problem arises in that the CR data provides only Oj and this is biased low if

taken as an estimate of juvenile survival probability Sj Thus the computed A are

biased low when j are used We therefore used all the other parameter estimates

which have little or no bias set lambda to 1 and computed the juvenile survival

probability that would be needed to obtain A1 denoted Sjlaj This allows a

judgment as to whether it is unreasonable to think these populations have A 1 or it is

more likely that A1 An alternative but equivalent assessment is to assume trueA 1 and compute the emigration rate EIAl needed to have the estimated juvenile

survival probability J and hence the estimated A

1 I

IA SJIA1

We were able to estimate emigration id from the small relative to sample

sizes for CR and fecundity data sample of radioed birds in 1991 and 1992 Therefore

we used E and the estimated average vital rates from the CR data to compute a single

emigration biasadjusted A and a standard error for this A For the 11 study areas we

averaged unweighted the 11 rates for each of Oj OA bl b2 and bA Then as

explained above juvenile survival was adjusted for emigration bias The variances and

covariance of juvenile and adult survival estimates were computed empirically Then

the above described method was used to get A and seA This single finite rate of

change is our best estimate of the average rate of change for the Northern Spotted Owl

population size during 1985 to 1993

RESULTS

Goodness of fit tests for CaptureRecapture Data

Table 3 gives the summarized results of the goodnessof fit GOF tests to the

global model 0at Pat separately for males and females and each study area for

the adult data The CR data on releases of juveniles and subadults were also tested for

goodness of fit Those tests are additive to the tests for the adult data These latter
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Table 3 Goodness of fit GOF tests for Northern Spotted Owl adult capture recapture

data sets

TEST 2 3 TEST 2 TEST 3

Study area Sex x df P P P

CAL Males 11.22 14 0.6688 0.2399 0.8382R

Females 4.75 14 0.9890 1.0000 0.9428R

RSB1 Males 29.02 19 0.0656 0.0087 0.5393R

Females 26.93 20 0.1374 0.0831 0.3288R

SCS1 Males 31.69 15 0.0071 0.0001 0.5714R

Females 40.54 17 0.0011 0.0000 0.5300R

SAL Males 12.89 14 0.5354 0.1420 0.8152R

Females 14.86 16 0.5350 0.9040 0.2753R

hJA Males 16.23 12 0.1810 0.1239 0.3138R

Females 19.87 13 0.0984 0.5854 0.0482R

OLY1 Males 19.89 12 0.0691 0.3937 0.0499R

Females 34.36 13 0.0011 0.2021 0.0008R

CLE Males 5.11 7 0.6466 0.3280 0.7185R

Females 6.03 7 0.5368 0.0612 0.9942R

EUG Males 0.85 4 0.9323 1.0000 0.9323R

Females 3.30 7 0.8559 1.0000 0.6539R

CoD Males 2.98 4 0.5605 1.0000 0.3941R

Females 6.47 3 0.0910 0.0128 0.8787R

SIU Males 3.83 4 0.4295 1.0000 0.2804R

Females 1.15 4 0.8858 1.0000 0.7644R

SIS Males 0.50 3 0.9199 1.0000 0.9199R

Females 0.23 3 0.9734 1.0000 0.9734R

Total x2 GOF 292.70 225 0.0016

x2 GOF wo SCS 220.47 193 0.0853

Examined in detail for lack of fit in the component tests Burnham et al 1987

Lebreton et al 1992

data were so sparse in terms of captures that they contributed relatively little to the

overall GOF test a total of x236 28.49 P 0.8095 for those test components with

enough data to be reliable

From Table 3 the overall GOF test result was X2 225 292.47 P 0.0016

Given the sample size about
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OLY areas GOF test components for these areas and HJA and RSB were carefully

scrutinized It was found that the significant test components were associated with only

a few birds and failure to fit was not due to any systematic patterns that could be

modeled with CR models more general that CJS Much of the lack of fit for area SCS is

due to about 5 birds that show temporary emigration one adult female was not seen for

6 years after initial banding this one bird caused much of the GOF failure of the

female data for SCS In the case of OLY there was one released cohort of about 18

newly banded birds in 1992 that was captured in 1993 at a very different rate from

previously banded birds Basically most of the lack of fit indicated in Table 3 can be

related to about 30 to 40 birds out of
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Estimates of Age Specific Survival Under the Minimum AIC Models

Estimated apparent juvenile survival tj varied from 0.140 CLE to 0.418

RSB excluding SIS which had little data for the estimation of this parameterTable5An unweighted average across study areas yielded an estimate of apparentjuvenilesurvival
of 0.258 empirical se 0.036 These estimates include the rate at which

juvenile birds left the area survived a year and were not captured by other

investigators ie S1E Adult birds including first and secondyearsubadultshad estimated survival probabilities varying over a small range from 0.821

HJA to 0.868 CAL The unweighted average survival of adults was estimated to be
0.844 empirical se 0.0052 Table 5 Emigration is a minor issue in adult birds
The effect of emigration and senescence produce negative and positive bias respectively

thus we assumed S The average survival of adults is very precisely estimated cv
0.6

Table 5 Estimates of juvenile and adult survival probabilities from the best model
for the Northern Spotted Owl data

Juvenile survival Adult survival

Study Best model

area age models t sej HA seA
CAL 0JAt Pa4Atech1 0.330 0.043 0.868 0.0121

RSB 2Palls 0.418 0.042 0.843 0.010

SCS
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into 6 shortterm data sets 6 years the WDS data were included in this analysis

with the investigators consent and 6 long term data sets 6 years to test the null

hypothesis that there were no time trends in survival against the one sided alternative

that survival was decreasing Thus interest was focused on 3 models for survival

0 T and Ot while allowing the minimum AIC parameterization of the capture

probabilities eg P9r Note the data are in no way pooled during this analysis

rather the data from several study areas are often used to estimate the same parameter

set

LongTerm Study Areas We tested for a time trend in survival of adult females

using a likelihood ratio test of model PQT vs model or prT and found a

significant time trend X21 4.889 P 0.027 A further test of model T PgT
9

vs model Yi PT was also significant x2 6 15.015 P 0.020 Some of this

additional scatter is related to study area effects This general finding is shown in Fig

2 where a nearly linear negative trend in adult female survival is seen it is linear on

logito corresponding to model OT PrTl and the year specific estimates are also

plotted corresponding to model qt Pr T The average standard error forpointsalongthe line was 0.014 cv 1.7
A similar finding was made for a joint analysis of adult males females That

is a significant negative time trend in survival was shown x21 15.307 P 0.0001

given a P9 T structure on the capture probabilities Less evidence was found for a

similar negative time trend in the survival of just adult males X
2 1 2.053

P 0.152 given a pt model structure on the capture probabilities

Short Term Study Areas Power to detect time trends from the shortterm

study areas was low because so few years were available and sample sizes tended to be

low Table 2 A significant negative time trend in survival was shown only for the

adult females X213.476 P 0.062 given a Pgtmodel structure on the capture

probabilities The result for the joint analysis of adult males females was inconclusive

X21 1.707 P 0.191 as was that for adult males X21 0.754 P 0.385 Two

points are of interest here first a significant negative trend was shown for adult females

and second the sign of the non significant relationships for males females and males

alone was negative in both cases

Fecundity Data

The key statistical analysis results for the fecundity data are given in Table 6
along with the overall means for each year These means are numbers of female young

fledged per territorial hence potentially breeding female these yearly means use all

data known and unknown aged females Table 7 gives the estimates of fecundity b
by study area and age of parent female these means use only data from known aged

female parents The variance components in Table 6 are for females fledged per parent

female

From the ANOVA results in Table 6 age of the female parent and year are

significant factors in variation among true fecundities b There may be small but

real differences in fecundity by study area P 0.0534 With year and study area

effects and interactions with these effects treated as random the estimated variance

components are given in Table 6 Because of the big year effects Table 6 also gives the

mean fecundity by year The most striking features of these means are the high

fecundity in 1992 and low fecundity in 1993 We believe no meaningful linear trend in
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Fig 2 Estimated survival probability of adult female Northern Spotted Owls as a

function of years 1985 92 A significant negative time trend is indicated by the nearly

linear line estimated under model qT Pg’T The points in black are estimates

under model qt PgT with one standard error plotted The standard error for points

along the line averaged 0.014
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Table 6 Analysis of variance results and yearly means for number of young fledged

per breeding female the exact Ftests use expected mean squares to construct

a denominator mean square variance components estimated by the MIVQUE
method in SAS PROC VARCOMP

Source

AGE
df

2
Ss

9.4096

Mean
Square4.7048

FValue
8.18

P
0.0003

exact Ftest based on expected mean squares 8.14 0.0004

YEAR 8 39.5056 4.9382 8.58 0.0001

exact Ftest based on expected mean squares 5.07 0.0001

AGE YEAR 16 14.5085 0.9068 1.58 0.0665

STUDY 11 12.4231 1.1294 1.96 0.0280

exact Ftest based on expected mean squares 1.84 0.0534

AGE STUDY 21 5.7360 0.2731 0.47 0.9791

YEAR STUDY 57 129.9290 2.2795 3.96 0.0001

ERROR 4406 2534.4290 0.5752

Variance components estimates Average yearly fecundity

Var YEAR 0.02087 Year Mean n

Var STUDY 0.00256 1985 0.2630 116

Var YEARSTUDY 0.00000 1986 0.4160 125

Var YEARAGE 0.02682 1987 0.2466 217

Var STUDY AGE 0.00000 1988 0.3544 285

Var ERROR 0.13932 1989 0.2969 421

1990 0.3576 839

1991 0.2707 1003

1992 0.5237 1246

1993 0.0725 1125

fecundity is observed over these 9 years although formal statistical tests seem unduly

influenced by the results in 1993 and tend to therefore have a negative trend

As Table 7 shows fecundity of subadults is much less than for adults birds

3 years old Within subadults two year old females are more productive than 1year

old birds These age differences in fecundity are highly significant P 0.0004

Juvenile Emigration Radio tracking data

The radiotracking data available for these analyses were from post fledging

juveniles in the OLY and RSB areas in 1991 and 1992 Forsman unpublished data

Reid unpublished data These data were analyzed to see if useful estimates of juvenile

survival could be obtained Useful here means that the estimates would validly apply

to the same annual time period as the CR data Because the radios were put on 36

weeks after fledging and there was a lot of censoring radio failure and birds that were

lost we did not get an estimate of Sj from the radiotracking data However it

became apparent during the workshop that these data did allow estimation of the

parameter E needed to adjust the CR estimator Oj for emigration
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Table 7 Estimates of age specific fecundity bx for female Northern Spotted Owls
b6 the number of juvenile females fledged female of age

Study Subadult 1 Subadult 2 Adult

area 12 mos 24 mos ?36 mos

bi se61 E2 se0b2 boA seWA
CAL 0.094 0.067 0.205 0.077 0.333 0.029
RSB 0.080 0.056 0.144 0.062 0.321 0.022
SCS 0.013 0.019 0.145 0.056 0.313 0.016
SAL 0.500 0.408 0.500 0.408 0.381 0.051

U1TP 0.154 0.102 0.154 0.102 0.348 0.034

DLY1

CLE1

EUG1

0.206

0.360

0.167

0.106

0.126

0.236

0.206

0.360

0.167

0.106

0.126

0.236

0.380

0.565

0.272

0.036

0.061

0.049
Coo 0.156 0.124 0.167 0.113 0.323 0.044
SIU 0.071 0.101 0.071 0.101 0.231 0.043
SIS1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.282 0.072

Average 2 0.068 0.027 0.205 0.034 0.339 0.010

Data for subadults 1and 2 were pooled to estimate a common fecundity because of

small sample size n1 n 2 30 for total sample size of subadults

2These averages are based directly on all the data pooled over ages not onaveragingthecolumn means

To estimate E we need only counts of juveniles surviving until after emigration

occurs plus the unavoidable assumption that the annual survival probability is the

same for emigrating and not emigrating juveniles The relevant data are given below

Area Year nen n

OLY 1991 8 11
OLY 1992 3 8

RSB 1991 2 26

RSB 1992 11 31

Totals 24 76

Based on these data E 2476 0.3158 with se 0.05332 and a 95 confidence

interval of 0.2113 to 0.4203

Population Rate of Change A

Table 8 gives the estimates of A based on qOj hence these estimates are biased

low Still it is worth testing them against 1 because if these A are not less than 1 then

we may conclude we do not have statistical evidence from the data that Ais less than 1
Given that the results in Table 8 suggest true A might be less than 1 wecomputedTable9 results Table 9 allows a subjective assessment of whether it is reasonable or

not to believe A 1 Overall to believe Ais not less than 1 one must believe average
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Table 8 Estimates of the finite rate of annual population change A for female

Northern Spotted Owls in 11 independent study areas throughout their range

Also shown are test statistics and Pvalues for the test of the null hypothesis

that A 1 vs the alternative that A1

Study
area A seA t or z P

CAL 0.9656 0.0165 2.08 0.0188

RSB 0.9570 0.0146 2.94 0.0016

SCS 0.9105 0.0121 7.39 0.0000

SAL 1.0191 0.0729 0.26 0.6064

HJA 0.9106 0.0212 4.22 0.0000

GLY 0.9472 0.0255 2.07 0.0192

CLE 0.9240 0.0323 2.35 0.0094

EUG 0.9134 0.0314 2.76 0.0029

Coo 0.9274 0.0223 3.25 0.0006

SIU 0.8738 0.0312 4.04 0.0000

SIS 0.8302Simpleaverage and

ttest 10 df 0.9253 0.0148 5.04 0.0003

Simple average and 0.9349 0.0103 6.32 0.0000

1Excludes SIS area because no theoretical seA could be obtained for that area

juvenile survival probability S9 is near 0.565 or equivalently that emigration

probability is near 0.51 In the previous section we derived E 0.3158 with a 95
confidence interval of 0.2113 to 0.4203 This is indirect but strong evidence that on

average during the years of these studies A1
Given this data based estimate of X we can adjust tj for emigration to obtain

J and compute a less biased A We will not do this for each area because we do not

have areaspecific ibut rather based only on the overall averages of the vital rates

the resultant A applies in general as an average over the years 1985 to 1993 to

Northern Spotted Owls From Table 7 the fecundities are standard errors in

parentheses

81 0.068 0.027

82 0.205 0.034

bA 0.339 0.010

Sampling correlations among these estimates are 0 From Table 5

0.2579 0.03563

SA A 0.8441 0.00519
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with empirical correlation between these estimates of 0.130 note we are using

empirical not theoretical variances for the above point estimates From above and the

Methods section we get

E 0.3158 0.05332
hence

Sj 0.3769 0.05979

and the estimated correlation between adult and juvenile survival estimates tA J is

0.13 Using these parameter estimates and variances and covariances we find that

A 0.9548 seA 0.01731

Because we used empirical variances we will consider that the standard error of Ais

based on 10 df and do a one sided ttest and construct a 95 confidence interval on this

basis This is conservative in the sense of producing a less powerful test and a wider

interval than might be justified by a more exact evaluation of degrees of freedom to

associate with the standard error of A
The ttest HO A 1 vs Ha A1 is t1 O 2.61 P 0.01731 The 95

confidence interval 2sided t10 a 0.025 2.228 is 0.9162 to 0.9934

Table 9 For the estimates of adult survival Table 5 and fecundity Table 7 used to

compute A in Table 8 and repeated below the value of juvenile survival

probability need to produce A 1 is tabulated here SJIA 1 as is the

corresponding juvenile emigration probability EilJ that would then result

in the observed QJ estimates given in Table 5 this information is useful in

assessing the degree of bias relative to the question of could A 1 be true in

the Avalues

Study Area A SJIA l EIl1

CAL 0.9656 0.461 0.29R

RSB 0 9570 0.607 0.31R

SCS 0.9105 0.746 0.75R

SAL 1.0191 0.360 0.12R

HJA 0.9106 0.630 0.54R

OLY 0.9472 0.413 0.41R

CLE 0.9240 0.297 0.53R

EUG 0.9134 0.603 0.61R

COO 0.9274 0.492 0.56R

SIU 0.8738 0.995 0.77R

SIS 0.8302 0.607 1.00R

Means 0.9253 0.565 0.51
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DISCUSSIONR

The first important result was that annual adult female survival probabilities

have declined at a significant negative rate Several individual data sets revealed this

negative time trend as did the metaanalyses for both the shortterm and long term

data sets This is an important finding and must be weighed heavily in decisions

concerning land management policy in the future and in view of the fact that this is a

Threatened subspecies under the Endangered Species Act The results for adult male

survival were less convincing but the pattern of declining survival was still there The

metaanalysis of males females showed a highly significant negative time trend for

both males and females The adult female population component is the most important

and it is this component where the evidence is very strong for a negative time trend

Fig 2 we again note that Aapplies only to the female owls
We were unable to detect a negative trend in juvenile survival probabilities

these data are somewhat sparse and the power to detect such a trend was perhaps quite

low Several areas did seem to show a negative time trend in Oj Table 4 but we
will not pursue this further here We found no time trends that we felt were significant

in fecundity but note that 1993 was a year of very poor production

The second important result is that A corrected for juvenile emigration is

significantly 1 We will restrict our inference to the specific years of study we do not

intend that A be used to project the size or rate of change of the population into the

distant future say 10100 years We use A to answer the following question given a

populationwith estimated average vital ratesfor females the Ss and bX where x age

what is the rate of population change if these rates remained constant over an

appropriately long time period Thus these estimates of A answer a hypothetical

question that remains of prime interest No assumptions concerning a stationary age

distribution are required under this interpretation Finally A relates to the population

of resident territorial female birds In this sense A answers the question Have the

resident territorialfemale birds replaced themselves This is an inference to the entire

population of owls not just the banded birds

The ability to make definitive statements concerning A is hampered by the

emigration of some juvenile birds to areas outside the study areas To the degree that

juvenile owls emigrate from the study area survive the year and are not captured a

negative bias exists if one takes Oj as an estimator of the parameter Sj In fact there is

the relationship Oj Sj1E To evaluate the bias in j we have given the value of

Si required for A1 as in Table 9 In addition during 1991 and 1992 there were

birds fitted with radios which allowed an estimate of emigration probability E This

also leads to insights concerning the degree to which A 1 Generally we conclude

from Table 8 that the population of resident females is declining on most of the 11 areas

perhaps SAL is an exception but note the large estimated standard error for SAL
Past studies eg Anderson and Burnham 1992 have shown significant rates of

immigration and this seems likely to be the case here time constraints did not permit

the estimation of these rates during the December 1993 sessions Thus if a census

could be done over several years to completely enumerate all the birds within some

study area boundary it is entirely likely that these numbers might be fairly stationary

ie N 1 N 2 N 3 N This hypothetical result is not inconsistent with our

findings that A 1 and that populations of resident territorial birds are declining In

this latter case the population within a particular bounded study area is being

temporarily augmented by immigration into the territorial population
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The third important result is that the rate of population decline is accelerating

This stems from the fact that Ais estimated using timeaverages of the vital rates the

0 and bx where z age however it is clear that adult female survival probability has

a significant negative time trend Fig 2 Thus we conclude that the rate of

population decline is accelerating This acceleration was not expected by for

example the Interagency Scientific Committee Thomas et al 1990 or othergroupsexaminingthis general issue since that time If the next 100 years are thought to be
highly risky for the owl then the findings concerning accelerating declines offer no

comfort for the long term viability for this subspecies
A final remark relates to the critical need to continue to monitor these

populations We are aware that several of these demographic study areas are to be
terminated in 1994 Given the results provided here termination of these large study
areas seems like a very serious and needless error No other survey or monitoring

program provides the critical information that these demographic studies offer It seems

indefensible to us that several of these important monitoring sites will be terminated

In fact the first 34 years of such demographic studies provide relatively little

information because a population of banded birds must be built up for sampling in

future years These methods just begin to be useful in about year 45 If these studies

are terminated in 1994 the money spent over the past several years will belargelywastedWe strongly urge that these demographic studies be continued andfullyfunded
at least until such a time that the population is not in serious jeopardy
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APPENDIX A

AN OPEN LETTER FROM SCIENTISTS To THE SECRETARIES
OF AGRICULTURE AND INTERIOR

September 29 1993

The Honorable Bruce Babbitt The Honorable Mike Espy

Department of the Interior Department of Agriculture
1849 C St NW 14th St Independence SW

Washington DCO 202.10 Washington DC 20250

Dear Secretaries Babbitt and Espy

As scientists concerned that public policymakers have access to the
best available data and analysis for making natural resource decisions
we write to express our deep concern that agencies under your authorities
are not analyzing o0 utilizing critically important demographic data
collected on the northern spotted owl during the last two years These
data collected at the cost of millions of taxpayer dollars are of

little use to anyone unless properly analyzed In our opinion analysis
of these data is essential to making a rational choice among forest
management policies for the Pacific Northwest’s oldgrowth forests a

choice you must make by year’s end

Since the early 1980 s the Forest service in cooperation with state

and other federal agencies has instituted a number of demographic
studies on areas spread throughout the northern spotted owl’s range All
spotted owls are uniquely tagged within each study area Annually the
study area is intensively surveyed for owls with new owls tagged and

previously tagged owls observed and recorded These markrecapture
data are the underlying basis for determining the owl population’s vital

statistics and thus the species population trend and risk of

extinction However until fully analyzed these markrecapture data
cannot be used to make management decisions

In the Fall oR 1991 Fish and Wildlife Service FWS scientists in

cooperation with key spotted owl field biologists analyzed the extant
markrecapture data Their analysis published as Appendix C to the

Draft Recovery Plan Eor the Northern Spotted Owl revealed two critical

risks facing the owl First the analysis indicated that the population
of censused owls was declining at an average annual rate of 7.5 percent
during the study period Second the annual adult female survival rate
had steadily declined during the study period The authors concluded not

only that the owl populations were declining but also the rate of

population decline his probably accelerated Draft Recovery Plan at

328 These results if accurate are alarming

Scientists have debated the accuracy and relevance of the 1991

results The recently released Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment
Team FEMAT report briefly summarizes this debate See FEMAT Report at

IV183 This report concludes that the issue appears unresolved

The government has available to it the means to shed substantial
light on these critical unresolved issues Two additional years of

demographic data are now available and five additional demographic study

areas have data spanning sufficient time periods to add to the analysis
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Page 2 September 29 1993
Open Letter to Secretaries Babbitt and Espy

The federal agencies now have twice the owl demographic data that were
available in 1991

It is inexplicable to us that the federal agencies have not analyzed
these data or used tiem as a basis for developing management
alternatives If the data were worth collecting at considerable expense
to American taxpayers then they should be worth analyzing at relatively
little cost This analysis should have been performed as an integral
and essential part of the FEMAT report it was not

In fact the MEMAT report suggests that only long term data
gathering and modelling can hope to yield much improvement over current
estimates of the owl’s viability We believe that the quantity of
already gathered but as yet unanalyzed data are likely to be very
informative and that the analysis should be completed before any rational
decision selecting a final plan can be made We believe such an analysis
should repeat the work performed in 1991 which would require
approximately one weekc’s commitment by the field scientists who collected
the data together witA statisticians expert in the analysis of mark
recapture data

We call on you to instruct the federal agencies under your authority
to do the job that needs to be done

Sincerely

John Baldwin Director
Institute for Sustainable Environment
Universityof Oregon

Barbara Bentley Professor
Department of Ecology and Evolution
State University of Nei York Stony Brook

Daniel Doak Assistant Professor
Environmental Studies Board

University of California at Santa Cruz

Daniel Dykhuizen Professor
Department of Ecology and Evolution
State University of New York Stony Brook

Paul P Ehrlich Bing Pofessor of Population Studies
Department of Biologica Sciences

Stanford University
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Page 3 September 29 1993
Open Letter to Secretaries Babbitt and Espy

Douglas Futuyma Professor
Department of Ecology and Evolution

State University of New York Stony Brook

Susan Harrison Assistant Professor
Division of Environmental Studies
University of California at Davis

Russell Lande Professor
Department of Biology
University of Oregon

Simon Levin Professor
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Princeton University

Gordon Orians Professor
Department of Zoology
University of Washington

Richard B Root Professor
Section of Ecology and Systematics
Cornell University

Daniel Simberloff Robert 0 Lawton Distinguished Professor

Department of Biological Science

Flbrida State University

Beatrice Van Horne Professor
Department of Biology
Colorado State University

John A Wiens Professor of Ecology
Department of Biology
Colorado State University

cc James Lyons Assistant Secretary of Agriculture
Tom Collier Chief of Staff to the Secretary of Interior
Robert T Jacobs Interagency SEIS Team Leader

Institutional affiliations listed for identification purposes only
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APPENDIX B

Northern Spotted Owl Data Analysis Sessions

Schedule

Friday Dec 10

SatSun 1112

Mon Wed 1315

Mon 13 PM

Wed 15 PM

Wed 15 Evening

Thu 16 AM

Thu 16 Evening

Thr Sat 1618

Sun 19

Mon Tue 2021

Wed 22 AM

Install computing hardward software etc etcBiologistsarrivein Fort Collins Their capture recapture data must be

checked and rechecked and in the proper format for final

analysis although we will do further checking

2225 biologists and 13 analysts organize fecundity data for

analysis

Interested scientists about 15 by invitation only arrive in Fort

Collins

Training workshop focus on principles of capture recapture

modeling analysis inference estimation of fecundity estimation

of finite rates of population change A Computer intensive

using real data but not the NSO data

Biologists certify that there data are ready for final analysis

The entire group biologists both those with data and observers

and analysts will discuss and agree on a protocol for the analysis

to begin the next day A strategy of analysis will be developed

and agreed upon

Evening session given by owl biologists for the analysts in an

effort to inform them concerning field aspects of the studies

and the validity of the assumptions

Invited scientists leave Fort Collins Thursday AM

Evening discussion concerning Aselect group

Data analysis single data sets estimation testing model

selection

Analysis of radiotelemetry data on juvenile survival

Break Catch up review final approach check to see that the

protocol is being followed etc

Biologists discuss plans to publish the resutls of the demographic

studies

Estimates of Ametaanalysis discussion of inference wrap up
Preparation of preliminary tables and other summaries

Participants leave for home
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OWL WORKSHOP Tentative Schedule

MONDAY DEC 13

Introduction

Workshop Objectives

History of CR
Long history 500 papers in scientific literature

Mainstream statistical theory

Sophisticated theory and software

Methods are objective and repeatable

Comments on ad hoc approaches

Sampling Populations Inductive Inference

Inference

Uncertainty

Data Notation Constants Parameters

Capture history Matrix MRELEASE
mb array RELEASE
b3a c and d SURGE
Cond’tioai natu e of parameters

Modeling CaptureRecapture Data

Cormack JollySeber type models CJS models
Emphasis on Survival 0q
RRestrictionson the CJSmodelR

Generalization of the CJS modelR

Estimability IdentifiabilityR

Computer Session SURGE and CR
Dipper Data
Models Pt pi 0 pt 0t p and p

by sex and then pooled over sex

Review of SURGE output questions

AssumptionsBiological and
operationalStochastic

componentsModelStructure

Testing
AssumptionsTestingbetween models

TESTI
Goodness of fit testsR

TEST2R
TEST3R

Reduced modelsR
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Computer Session RELEASE
Dipper Data

Testing hypotheses

GOF TESTS2 and 3

CJS and and compare with SURGE
GOF for reduced models

Review of RELEASE output questions

More on RELEASE
PROC SIMULATE
PROC CHISQ
PROC SURVIV

Review of Material theory and application

Evening Assignment
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TUESDAY DEC 14

Likelihood Function 40 IX
Link between the model assumptions data and unknown parameters

This is a critical tool

This is the basis for estimation testing and inference

Likelihood Theory asymptotically optimal

1 Point estimation

2 Estimates of Precision

3 Testing LRTs GOF tests TESTS 1 2 3
4 Estimation equations often lack a closed form solution R

must use numerical methods to obtain MLEsR

Variances and covariances

Estimation

Interpretation

Components of Variation

Age sex year areaR

Sampling vs populationR

Quasi likelihood methodsR

More Sophisticated Modeling of Parameters

logit b p0 ZPiXd
loglog models

Multiple data sets

Dummy variables

Principle of Parsimony

Bias variance tradeoff

Truth is illusive true models
Significant sources of variability

Structure

Information Theory Extension of Likelihood Theory

1 Model selection

2 Some NZ results AIC vs LRT

Meta analysis The Use of Data from Several Areas

Background and theory

No pooling of data

Modeling vs statistical models and estimation and inference

Interpreting interactions and additive models

Extensions of Models of Survival

Logitb PO p1T
Adult Males
Adult Females

Review
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WEDNESDAY DEC 15R

Fecundity

State ofthe art modeling to assess R

Age specific variationR

Timespecific variationR

Areaspecific variationR

Linear trends fi 60 PaT

Estimation of Juvenile Survival UsingTelemetryMethodsmodeling

Examples

Estimation of Athe Rate of PopulationChangeLeslietype matrix

Aand seA
Tests of A1

No predication only snapshots

Review of Science Philosophy

Objectivity vs subjectivity and Repeatability of Methods ie those above
Open discussion honest appraisal of information

Inductive and Statistical Inference

Links between sample and population sampled basis for inference

200 500 PM Discussion Derivation and Agreement on Analysis Protocol

630930PM Biologists lead a discussion concerning data collection and general

field techniques Site selection and representativeness data
collection quality control band loss banding periods CR effort

etc A focus on assumptions Openended session to provide
field information to the analysts
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WORKSHOP OBJECTIVESR
December 1315R

The workshop is to provide participants with a basic knowledge and understanding of

capture recapture sampling and analysis theory that will be useful in the subsequent

analysis of the data on the northern spotted owl and understanding of that analysis

Analysis methods for fecundity data will be reviewed as will methods for estimation of

juvenile survival from radio telemetry data The estimation of finite rates of population

change will be introduced

The workshop will focus on the analysis of multiple data sets as well as the critical

analysis of individual data sets Likelihood theory will provide the backbone of the

workshop and subsequent analysis of the owl data A more detailed outline of the

topics to be covered follows

1 Introduction to CaptureRecapture Theory

Data summaries formats

Estimable parameters

Cormack JollySeber model
RestrictionsR

GeneralizationsR

2 Introduction to Likelihood Theory

Point estimation

Estimates of precision

Hypothesis testing LR and GOF tests

Properties of MLEs

3 Model Selection in Data
AnalysisPrincipleof Parsimony

Akaike’s Information Criterion

Likelihood ratio tests

4 Analysis Theory

Emphasis on multiple data sets

Emphasis on model building

Practical statistical inference

5 Additional Material on Variances and Covariances

Estimation interpretation

Quasi likelihood

Components of variance

6 Advanced CaptureRecapture Models
Analysis of multiple data sets

Logit modeling of parameters

Dummy variables

Meta analyses methods

Further extensions
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7 Estimation of fecundity

Age sex year
specificTimetrends

Estimates of precision

8 Estimation of juvenile survival from

radio telemetry

9 Estimation of the rate of population change

Leslie type matrix methods

Estimation and testing

10 Importance of Assumptions

Between model tests

Goodness of fit tests

Bias sign and magnitude

11 Limited Hands on Experience With Computer

Software Model Building and Data Analysis
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APPENDIX C

Northern Spotted Owl Demography Workshop

Owl Biologists Study Area

December 1022 1993

Olympic NF and Olympic National Park WA H J Andrews OR
Eric Forsman Gary Miller

Erran Seaman Steve DeStefano

Keith Swindle

Cle Elum Wenatchee NF WA
Stan Sovern Eugene BLM OR
Eric Forsman Jim Thrailkill

Wenatchee NF WA Coos Bay BLM OR
Larry Irwin Mark Brown

Tracy Fleming Terry Hines

Cindy Zabel

Siuslaw NF OR
Eric Forsman Siskiyou NF OR

Sue Salmons

Roseburg OR Cindy Zabel

Janice Reid

Eric Forsman Willow Creek CA
Alan Franklin

Salem BLM OR Rocky Guttierez

Scott Hopkins Christine Moen

Eric Forsman

Simpson Timber Lands CA
Medford BLM OR Lowell Diller

Frank Wagner

Data Analysts

David Anderson Roger Pradel

Kenneth Burnham Eric Rexstad

Jean Clobert Tanya Shenk

James E Hines Gary C White

James D Nichols Kenneth R Wilson
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Invitees for Workshop

December 1315 1993

Robert G Anthony Charles Meslow

Bill Block Barry Mulder

Mike Collopy Barry Noon

Lloyd Goldwasser Cay Ogden
Loren Hicks Dave Pyke

Richard Holthausen Martin Raphael

Russell Lande Ed Starkey

Joe Lint Bob Taylor

Kevin McKelvey

Special Session on the Rate of Population Change

December 16 1993

David Anderson Russ Lande

Jon Bart Gary Miller

Ken Burnham Jim Nichols

Jean Clobert Barry Noon

Alan Franklin Janice Reid

Eric Forsman Gary White Facilitator

Lloyd Goldwasser
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APPENDIX D

COMPONENTS OF DATA ANALYSIS AND
STATISTICAL INFERENCE

1 Review of Sample Data and Protocol for

Data Collection

Selection of Study AreasR

Sampling IssuesR

Integrity of Data Collection and Record KeepingR

2 Building a Set of Candidate Models for Data Analysis

AssumptionsR

Product Multinomial ModelsR

ParameterizationR

Model StructureR

Variance StructureR

3 Estimation of Parameters and Effects

Likelihood TheoryR

Point EstimationR

Interval EstimationR

Hypothesis Testing eg LRT GOF tests R

Information Theory Model Selection

4 Estimation of Uncertainty
Likelihood TheoryR

tar se8 cvR

Confidence Intervals several procedures R

Quasi likelihood Theory

5 Statement of and Tests of Assumptions
Review of Various Assumptions

Goodness ofFit Tests eg TESTS 1 2 and 3R

Likelihood Ratio TestsR

Wald TestsR

6 Critical Review of Supporting Data and Models

Review of Analysis Check and RecheckR

Discussions with PeersR

7 Critical Review of Conflicting Data and Models
Effect of Partial Failure of AssumptionsR

BiasR

Predsion R

Modeling and or Monte Carlo SimulationR

Theory Scientific LiteratureR

Discussion with PeersR

8 Weighing of all of the Information to Reach a Final

Statistical Inference this too contains some uncertainty
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APPENDIX E

We arranged to get Fig 1 from the USFS courtesy of E Forsman that figure

arrived 3 hours before we produced and mailed copies of this report Unexpectedly we
also got the following figures Hence we include them here
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CALIFORNIA DEMOGRAPHIC STUDY AREAS

ofN

7

15 NW California

16 Hoopa M Examined in

17 Simpson meta analysis

Not examined in

meta analysis
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OREGON DEMOGRAPHIC STUDY AREAS

v

1 R

5 Salem BLM

6 Siuslaw NF

10 Coos Bay BLM

11 Elliot SF Examined in

7 HJ Andrews

8 EEugene BLM

9 Eugene BLM

12 Roseburg BLM

13 SCascades

SiSkiyau14Siskiyou F
meta analysis

Not examined

meta analysis

In
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WASHINGTON

DEMOGRAPHIC

STUDY

AREAS

1

Wenatchee

NCASI

2

Olympic

Peninsula

3
CIe

Elum

4

Yakima

Examined

in

metaanalysis

F1

Not

examined

in

metaanalysis
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Nonfederal Agencies Tribes and Representatives Comments

Table of Contents

California State City and County Government Comments

LD Number Name Office
Page

040038 Keith Webster Anderson City Mayors Office F21

040088 Peter Smolenski Anderson City Mayors Office F22

040033 Ann Sparks Humbolt County Board of Supervisors F24

040032 Norman De Vail Mendocino County Board of Supervisors F27

040039 Bill Coates Plumas County Board of Supervisors F212

040030 Molly Wilson Shasta County Board of
Supervisors

F215

040031 Ivan Fust Shasta County Board of
Supervisors

F216

040035 Francie Sullivan Shasta County Board of Supervisors F218

040087 Trish Clark Shasta County Board of Supervisors F221

040141 Larry Farr Shasta County Board of Supervisors F222

040037 Roger Zwanziger Siskiyou County Board of Supervisors F223

075901 Ivan Young Siskiyou County Board of
Supervisors

F224

090831 Robert Kerstiens State of California P226

090825 Richard Wilson State of California F228

090832 Douglas Wheeler State of California F261

091480 Mike Thompson State of California F263

040036 Ross Burgess Trinity County Board of Supervisors F264

040086 Stan Plowman Trinity County Board of
Supervisors

F267
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085226 Mike Lindberg
Portland Mayors Office F2202

084837 Alan Fletcher Portland Regional Water Supply Plan F2210

089132 Ken Franklin State of Oregon F2211

089135 Dennis Ades State of Oregon P2214

085238 Dave McAffister Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife F2215

089134 Dave Stere Oregon Departmentof Forestry F2217

088017 Arthur Ayre Oregon Economic Development Department P2219
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Washington State City and County Government Comments

084964 Dave Cameron Callam County Commissioners Office F2227

040255 Bob Paylor Grays Harbor Board of Commissioners F2232

089130 Robert McCrorie Port of Port Angeles F2233

089325 John Clise Port Townsend mayors Office F2235
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087787 Jerry Otto State of Washington F2241
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The City of Anderson is very very dependent on theSEP2
LiOHS Keith Webster Anderson City

Counsel
timber industry This Is great city Ive lived in

this city for 29 years Im glad that can be
part of

KEITH WEBSTER

MR WEBSTER My name is Keith Webster Im
the City Council down there in the City or Anderson but

the Vice
Mayor of the City of Anderson Th Mayor will

Im really concerned about the existence of the City of

be here this evening or later today to give formal
Anderson if Option goes into effect It will have

presentation
tremendous impact on us dont know if we could even

have never spoke at one of these hearings before
hsVe city government at that point in time With all

but want to take the opportunity today to speak for

these job losses that would go into effect how could we

io few minutes and what effect this Option would have on

10 provide for the services that these tax dollars provide

11 the City of Anderson The City of Anderson is city

11 The police department would be overworked Where would

12 with population of 8700 people In five mile

12 the money come for this The State has taken more money

13 frOm us and dont think
13 radius there is nine or ten mills can name right in

the federal government is

14 going to give us anymore money to run the City of
14 that short distance So the City of Anderson is very

15 dependent on the timber Industry also the logging

25 Anderson so dont think thats an option

16 industry the trucking industry the bearing people all

16 Real concern we have down there in Anderson is

17 the suppliers to the timber industry is very important to

17 whats going to happen to all these people Can we

18 the City of Anderson
18 retrain these people into the retail sector The retail

19 Within that five mile radius that spoke of can

19 sector the dollars
only can be recycled so many times

20 name few of the places Im talking about Sierra
20 lot of these places that shut down as they shut down

21 PacIfic Roseburg Forest Products Simpson Paper Nikkel

22 you watch what happens to them and it has devastating

22 Molding System Plus Morrisons Warehouse Georgia

22 effect on you We shut amill down in Anderson recently

23 Pacific Precision Molding Cedar and numerous

23 the old Paul Bunyon sawmill They tore that building all

24 more just wanted to mention though so youll know

24 the way down It really rips you apart as you watch

25 how dependent we are on the timber industry

25 something like that as they destroy buildings that have

GAlL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 221 3145

GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 221 3145
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040038
MR

TUCHMA14 Mayor Smolewskl 040088
been there for

years and year and years Its been way

?t
of life

MR SMOLEWSKI Thank you Our Anderson City
We in the City of Anderson are bluecollar workers

Council passed an emergency resolution unanimously to
We york hard we earn our money We would like to keep

oppose the provisions of Option and th reason we did
that

way of life Its great community to live In but

this Is to otherwise not to endanger the future of our
this Option really has us all concerned We listened

city

intently at the meeting up in Portland Oregon and were

Anderson Is one of the three citiec in Shasta

very very encouraged about what we heard up there What

County that is the smallest but just as proud We feel
han since come out of there is very discouraging to us

10 our future is endangered by the backward looking or wrong
10 Id like to thank you for giving me the opportunity

11 end Viewpoint of the Option EIS Its looking at the
Ii to speak today

12

recoVery
of perhaps damaged environment That all

12 MR LYONS Thank you very much Mr
13 fine but the other end should be firat that is the jobs

13 Webster

14 that are being endangered by the provisions of Option
14

15 if they are carried out
15

16 Anderson has most of the mills in Shasta County in
16

17 its vicinity Anderson
recently had performed for it

17

18 study of the impact of theclosure of one of the mills in
16

19 Anderson
Roseburg Lumber Company laid off 328 The

19

20 study found that the 328 to be laid oft total jobs
20

21 impacted would actually be 1200 jobs That Includes 328
21

22 working at the mill
22

23 Anderson has been hurt by the economic slowdown in
23

24 California The State of California has taken half our
24

25 property tax to help balance its budget The City of

25

47T4.1 fn4 7c

GAIL BLAUKENSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 221 3145
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Anderson depends on sales tax to provide basic services so that the people have jobs in the coiamunitiee

as police and gneral government services NS affected would like to preeent to you the tecolution

It we are to have at least atable sales tax that the Anderson City Counsel voted upon unanimously and

have to have jobs to come into our stores to have money
alco that report on the effecte of job lossea on our

to spend and can generate eaSes tax 1 feel that the EIS revenue and the economy of the North State in general

should look at the other end the worker the jobs It will perhape be guideline the way the EIS

red in the paper where 470000 per year will be epent
ahould perhape have mor of an orientation toward the

over the next five yeara to help damaged communitia effect on people Thank you

Why not spend that money irat and find ways to TUCHMAN Thank you very such Mr Mayor

10 create jobs before the ElS is implemented or provialona

11 of it We have in place now in Northern California land Ii

1F
12

msnagement plans that have been worked out and agreed to 12

13 by both industry people and environmentalists Northern

14 California is different al is pointed out by come of the 14

is argumente presented to you earlier 15

16 We feel that it would be beat to hold on the EIS 16

17 work on it perfect it But first if you really intend 17

18 to bring about the closing of 80 percent of our forest 18

19 lands please first break out the job replacements 19

20 Otherwise we will die in Northern California We will
20

21 have mass immigration of our people to other states and
21

22 other communities We will die up here if you dont have
22

23 something done for us first for our workers for our
23

24 people of our community
24

25 Please again reverse the orientation of this EIS
25

GAIl BLANKENSIIIP CSR REDOING CA 916 221 1145
GAIl BLAI4KEJSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 2213145
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MR LYONS Ann Sparks believe it is done by Mother Nature because we do need to keep the

Supervisor from Humboldt County Is that right Ann forests clean We need to rejuvenate it We need to

ANN SPARKS have wildlife habitat and by some of the cisarcutting

MS SPARKS Yes Ann Sparks Thank you by some of the select cutting we do provide now forest

very for being here and for allowing us to speak before habitat we do provide fresh new grass You wont find

you many blades of grass under old growth trees

One thing would like to start out with is you Yes there is limited amount of old growth

know Im really tired of everybody saying that those unless you define old growth as two hundred years

people that built this
Country are to blame for If old growth is two hundreds years then you find we

10 everything the degradation of everything You know if 10 have an awful lot of old growth because the timber

11 it wasnt for our timber workers nd our reforestation 11 companies have been reharvesting and replanting and

12 plans and our ongoing people that built this Country
12 going on and were in second and third generations

13 with the harvesting of those timbers going back hundred 13 of Cut

14 fifty years ago you wouldnt even be sitting in this 14 So the Clinton Administration think has

15 building that is provided with timber 15 tremendous opportunity to go forward with local

16 To say we have destroyed our forests think is 16 officials with local timber workers with local

17 wrong and think the Clinton Administration has 17 expertise in ELM in Forest Service Fish and Game

18 chance to come in and do multiple use rather than 15 Fish and Wildlife

19 preservation And the way its headed now is 19 think one of the things that you should be looking

70 preservation Preservation is the biggest destructor of 20 at is special contracts to hire displaced workers who

21 our forests It allows the fires to come in and burn up 21 have spent their entire life working in those forest who

22 because Mother Nature if you dont harvest will come in 22 have more knowledge than any new biologist new forester

23 and she will harvest your timber for you Then you will 23 or anybody that comes in They can tell you more about

24 see erosion you will see all those things that youre 24 the erosion they can tell you more about the fisheries

25 blaming that has been blamed on the timber industry 25 serve on the Trinity River Task Force and have

GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 221 3145 GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 221 3145
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been there for the last eight years in doing restoration can if you listen to the people that have lived their

And can tell you weve spent seventy million dollars entire lives out in the field harvesting working

and dont know that weve restored anything But then promoting and making aura that all of the peoples

Mother Nature comes into play again because weve had interest you cant retrain somebody that has spent

tremendous droughts So you cant blame the timber their entire life at one thing and two three four five

industry for eliminating all the fishery when Mother generations managing the land and you say were
going to

Nature comes into play and eliminates half the water retrain them

And then we eliminate the other half of the water by We should be out there in this plan looking how to

wanting to drink the stuff utilize all of our forests Whats the best kind of job

10 If you can imagine we put up dam we wanted 10 we can find in that forest Hire some of these people to

11 electricity and you know that probably wasnt too
11 come in see what things we can utilize in that forest

12 wise but we wanted to make living for our families 12 for the best management practices Have loans available

13 So we needed energy we needed water we needed food
13 through this Option to non conventional and innovative

14 So we did what Americans thought best at the time
14 programs that allows people to create new jobs Work

15 Well we still need to use our expertise to develop 15 with us to eliminate government on the federal State

16 fish ladders that go both ways so the fish come and go 16 and County levels that are restrictive to people earning

17 and develop as much expertise in fishery management But 17 living because the free enterprise gentlemen really

is can tell you right now the government spent million 18 is what is the foundation for keeping government going to

19 dollars in one creek can mention in particular and we 19 provide services Were so far beyond that Were So

20 had four thousand fish when they started restoration 20 far beyond allowing the private sector to work That

21 weve got tour hundred now after ten years So we need 21 should be one of the absolute charges and it is in

22 to look at how we are restoring We need to look at some 22 Option that we try to work together as hard to

23 of the things we are doing 23 eliminate government and the regulations that suppress

24 yes we dont have all the answers and youre not 24 innovation and financing and new jobs as we do to

25 going to
get

all the answers at these hearings But you 25 create road blocks in the ways of people to make living

GAIL BLAHEENSHIP CSR REDDING CA 516 221 3145 GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 2213145
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and to live oft their resources MOOs where youre in closed rooms with different groups

We cant create these jobs for these people We but come out more of this1 hear store about what we need

have to allow these people to create these jobs for us to do to develop plan

and we have to give them the tools and we have to take
My County is on record in opposition to Option

the suppression off of them in order to let that happen But am one of those that ia working on the cert in

We need to have jobs incentives that the Clinton order to try to bring that revenue to sty County The tax

Administration maybe could send out to California help payers dollars try to bring those back We need to

us get the regulations off help us to be able to give continue to work together working with Dave with 9tH

incentives to manufacturers that could manufacture out of with Forest Service all of these options the

10 timber products chop sticks tooth picks dont care 10 Native Americans and try to get the best plan forward

11 anything that utilizes But we cant do recycling of 11 We hope you will listen that the strategy is not

12 timber forest products or the waste of timber forests if
12 from the top down but actually comes from the bottom

13 were not harvesting We have nothing to recycle 13 comes up your plan coming from the top were going to

14 nothing to sake into chips nothing to make into the 14 meet in the middle and hopefully come up with some

15 different products if were not utilizing The more you 15 Innovation elimination of regulations that allow us to

16 shut down the more you dont utilize the more it will
16 bring an economically viable community and an economy

17 develop its own destructive mechanism and Mount St 17 into recovery

18 Helena will be nothing compared to what you have here 18 nd think you have the opportunity to do that

19 when the fires go through if we dont have almost 19 think right now before
everything is written in

20 continuous floods now where we had droughts before that 20 concrete of just how youre going to do something

21 caused the tremendous amount of the problems with the 21 open up your minds Open up some of the financing open

22 tlsherles 22 up some areas that
you can hire directly some of this

23 think its going to be benefit the Clinton
23 expertise thats out here and dont

totally depend on

24 Administration and all of the local State and federal
24 college degree but depend on thesG people that have

25 elected officials to sit down at forum Dont make 25 lived their whole life here

GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 22l3145 GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 2213145
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And thank you very much for being here 1 MR LYONS Mr Norman DeVall Mendicino

MR LYONS Thank you very much County Board of Superv aora

Sparks NORMAN DE VALL

MR DeVALL Thank you Mr Lyona Before

begin my comments would like to further introduce

myself by caying that Ive been on our Board cince 1979

and that Ive been celected by our Board to cit on our

Option Economic Impacts Steering Committee to the

cert But also in the manner and way of introduction

10 10 would like you to remember these
following statistics

11 Il during my comments

12 12 I4endocino COt11 during the summer has an

13 13 unemployment of about 12 percent That will go to 23

14 14 percent during the winter months We have more than 20

15 15 percent of our population signed up with one program or

16 16 another with our Social Services Department and our heed

17 17 of household income is 15
percent below the State

18 18 average In the FBI violent crime index were about 25

19
19 percent above the State average

20 20 Ive learned great deal about the timber issue and

21 21 about the tremendous effect that logging practiceahave

22 22 on the County and ite people therefore very much

23
23 appreciate the attention that President Clinton hie

24
24 Administration and this panel are giving to the timber

25 25 iccue here in the northwest Thu attention is
badly

GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 221 3145
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needed its long overdue and thank you for coming like myself who have for many years worked with and

here struggled with the consequences of our societys forest

At time when California is already suffering from practices have learned some hard lessons about the timber

the dire consequences of depressed economy we can ill situation Most of all weve learned that its healthy

afford anymore mill closures and in Mendocino County for us to support healthy timber and fishing industry

weve closed mills In the last year or so in Potter Weve also learned that forests are not commodities

Valley Covelo and Willits We cannot afford anymore though we may be able to derive some commodities from

layoffs the increased welfare expenses or the them Rather weve learned that forests are complex

consequent further decline in the economics of our living ecosystems about which we understand relatively

10 tImber producing communities io little in spite of our best scientific efforts Even

11 By the same token neither can we afford to allow 11 so today we hear lot of talk about ecosystem

12 the depletion of our once vast northwest forest to 12 management While we on the one hand realize the

13 contInue To allow the depletion to continue Is merely 13 impottance the value and the beauty of the ecosystem

14 to take quick fix now while insuring that we will all 14 on the other hand the ease cannot be said for the

15 have terrible price to pay in the not to distant 15 present state of even our very best management It is

16 future 16 still mother nature who knows the best way to manage

17
Im not here today to speak for one side or the 17 fOrest ecosystem rather than people Trying therefore

16 Other of the timber issue prefer instead to use my 18 to somehow manage the last remaining charde of the

19 brief time here before you today to speak about 19 untouched healthy forest is not the answer Rather the

20 solution to the problem that will work for all of us 20 answer lies in restoring the health of the vast
expanse

21 timber workers and environmentalists alike if we have 21 of the already used forests

72 but the wisdom and the courage to put it into motion Of 22 In short think we have reached the point where we

23 course will
speak of this solution as It relates to 23 have no choice We must turn our forest practices around

24 PresIdent Clintons Option proposal 24 so that the goals of any forest management are to improve

25 fIrst of all want to tell you that those of us 25 the health of our forests ecosystem and not to further
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deplete them This is what makes sense for the industry COunty At the heart of these proposed special rube was

this Is what makes sense for the trees and thi is what concept for how to perform the turnaround in forest

makes sense for the myriad of living things that depend practices that mentioned moment ago The forest

on the forest for their survival including people practice system contained in these recommendations

Im not just talking about the replanting of trees revolve around regulating the amount of wood that can be

here Im talking about bringing back the standing taken at any given time from any given stand as

volume of board feet per acre Im
talking about bringing function of percent of Inventory or POX

back the full compliment of bio divserity these forests The percentage of inventory system provides

once embraced and Im
talking about repairing the concise and think workable method of accomplishing

10 damaged water sheds Im talking about the replenishing 10 what we need to accomplish in the forest today It

11 of lost and damaged forest soils and Im talking about 11 provides way to perform the crucial turnaround that

12 bringing back the declining stocks of salmon and Im
12 have halting the depletion and beginning the regeneration

13 talking about providing not just ample but rather 13 of our precious forest resource The nice thing about

14 abundant habitat for all the forest dependent species 14
this turnaround is that once youve made it things get

15 but most importantly Im talking about brisging back the 15
little better every year

16 health of the timber industry and bringing back the 16 Under the POX system things get
little better

17 wealth of timber related jobs and restoring of the 17 year after year for many many years working beforeour

18 strengths of crucial component of the northwests 18 working forest will have reached the point of maximum

economy 19 sustained productivity which we need desperately to

20 In Mendocino County the supervisors appointed 20 achieve know that you were all sent copy of the P01

21 forest advisory committee which comprised of industry 21 system knowing that the Mendocino Environmental Center

22 representatives environmentalists sconomodicians 22 sent copies of it to each of the committee members

23 fisheries experts and more After several years of 23 working for the Clinton Administration If you havent

24 efforts this committee reached its recommendations for 24 received copy please let me know

25 establishing special practice rules for Mendoclno 25 Now with everything Ive just said serving as
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preface and pointing towards solution which believe Gentlemen Im worried that this DS EIS amounts to

we all need let me address certain provisions of Option nothing sore then mandate that our remaining ancient

proposal in light of the previous remarks The first forest our remaining roadless areas and the countless

thing that notice is that the OSI EIS is that no forest species be sacrificed Im worried that it

consideration whatsoever was given to the no action
assumes the success of major projects which have neither

alternative an alternative which in my experience is
been funded or even designed Xm worried that the

always included in such document as standard operating
methodology implied therein has received entirely

procedure Moreover my
worries era only increased when

inadequate peer review Pm worried that the plans

see the provisions under Option for logging 21 technical and legal construction is so weak that the

10 percent of the precious little that remains of our
10 species protection is so poor that it could not possibly

11 classic old growth forest when see the provisions for
11 survive legal challenge

12 pushing roads into the last of the fivethousand acre 12 In light of this last point find it particularly

13 roadless areas when see the protection for small
13 insidious that sufficiency language is now threatened to

14 streams weakened down to 50foot buffer zones when see
14 be included as part of the Presidents final plan

15 the provisions of the continued use of even age
15 Now dont want you to get the idea that Im

16 management in the guise of an only slightly modified
16 entirely opposed to this plan and what the President is

17 practice of what we know as clear cutting When see 17 trying to do here Im
merely trying to use my brief

18 the different levels of protection provided depending ia time before
you today to get across the idea that the

19 sImply on how the land is classified and when see
19

health of the timber industry is entirely dependent on

20 things like thinning being encouraged and reserves but 20 the health of the forest Where this plan supports the

21 not encouraged in the matrix where it belongs repeat 21 health of the forest where it increases the volume of

22 and cannot emphasize enough that further depletion of
22 standing board feet per acre when it brings back salmon

23 our forests is not the answer If you would look for
23 rune when it preserves or increases biodiversity

24 ways to maximize the cut then you must look for ways to
24 theres where support it Ive been concentrating on

25 maximize the forest
25 places where think the plan doesnt do that
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However would like to close my remarks here today hope you can go back and look at this whole plan with

by focusing on something inherit in the plan that new vision and with new hope Were at pivotal place

really do support although fear it
may be too little in history What we decide today can be the beginning of

and too late We have our President talking about bringing back the health of our forest wealth of the

reinvesting and rebuilding America and the northwest communities and could set an example for the

infrastructure Well Im
here to tell you that the entire world that will last into perpetuity Please

infrastructure of the northwest is the forest Im here dont deny yourselves the opportunity to embrace the

to tell you that Im here to tell you that far too greatness this moment offers And if Option passes

long now certain very real costs of logging operations Mr Chairman please that the economic impact the

10 have been externalized by the industry by government 10 funding is critical component of making it work Do

11 and by everybody The damaged water sheds the 11 not leave that hanging for months in Washington without

12 dessimated fisheries the declining volume of standing 12 sending that money to California Thank you very much

board feet per acre the lost forest soils the 13 MR LYONS Thank you very much sir

14 disappearing bio div4erity out of lights An Out of 14

15 time
15

16 MR SINJIONS Its been more than five 16

17 minutes 17

18 MR DE VALL Im sorry didnt see 15

19 MR LYONS Thats quite all right Why dont 19

20 you go ahead Mr DeVall and wrap up 20

21
MR DE VAL L will put other written 21

22 testimony into the record Mr Chairman if just may 22

23 give you my last paragraph 23

24 MR LYONS Certainly go right ahead 24

25 MR DE VALL In closing Id just like to say
25
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MR LYONS Bill Loates Chairman Plumas

Option has the capacity to double or triple the

gnyard of Supervisors Bill Coates Yeah Sorry number of communities eligible for that There would be

BIll
ten communities on that list It works like the FBIs

MR COATES Thats all right Ten Most Wanted List We take them off when they either

MR LYONS Lets try again Bill Coates die or get better And we hope that we can somehow

cant read your writing through that sort of effort highlight the situation that

BILL COATES
many communities find themselves in the Pacific Northwest

MR C0ATES Thank you for the opportunity to an around the rest of the United States

testify Wed like to
say that your presence out here in The reason for the endangered communities list is

10 the west represents sincere interest in what Option 10 in the rural areas as most of you up here know our

11 may do
11 poverty level is higher in many cases than it is in the

12 represent the Plumas County Board of Supervisors
12 inner cities and in many cases our children are getting

13 today and also am Past President of the Rural Counties of
13 poor education lot of people in the cities dont

14 California and also Past President of the County 14 realize that but its true

15 Supervisors of the State of California and am currently is The Western Interstate Region wishes to say to you

16 PresIdent of the 14 Western States County Supervisors
16 folks today that almost everybody in this room and around

17 Association
17 the west believes in forest health But

you
cant

have

18 Many of those folks cant be here There is great is forest health unless you have working rural communities

19 concern across the west fof the impact On Option so
19 with working rural people in them

20 thank
you fot your attention 20 Why Basically for folks to enjoy the public land

21 Were several weeks away nationally from introducing 21 that they own they hav to have law enforcement by

22 the National Endangered Communities List That list is
22 the way those statistics that you heard Norm and Francis

23 going to include towns like Reserve Escalants 23 mention earlier are characteristic around the west We

24 Jarbrldge Mill City Happy Camp Waldon Portola and
24

have lots of communities and counties with unemployment

25 many Others
25 figures higher than what Norm mentioned and we also hive
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lots of communities with more than or counties with
poachers they do the Search and Rescue and be love lie

more than 70 percent federal ownership So you folks are
we do lot of that And then when it comes to doing

the government that we hump up against in those rural
good job on the land we have to encourage federal tolks

areas You are our land owner and we dont have way
to live there

to provide services without your help
Now many of you are on the federal side of this

The way weve had partnership working since 1908

question and you need competent people that want to live

is that we share in the receipts generated from those
in those rural communities would point out to you

lands Lacking property taxes and private owners in that
that if any of you had wife that was expecting child

country theres no other way to provide law enforcement
and you told her that you were about to move to Quincy

10 snow plowing school systems road systems bridges et

10 California but by the way they may not have hospital

11 cetera
11 there was she willing to go dont think youd get

12 Just as an example know personally of one county
12 very far with her Thats exactly the situation thut

13 right now very close to me that only has 18 hours out of

13 were facing as by the way were running out of

14 24hour period in day now of law enforcement Thats
14 lights in here

15 no State patrolman no County patrolman no City
15 MR LYONS Thank you very much

16 patrolman no anything Now its not lot of fun to
16 MR COATES Because the receipts have quit

17 call in with prowler report and to be told that well
17 flowing

18 have somebody out there in six hours and thats exactly
18 Anyway its very critical to have middle income

19 whats going on right now
19 jobs in these communities or you cant keep hospital

20 So obviously you cant enjoy the public land if
20 alive for instance Weve got four hospitals for

21 youre going to be out there facing somebody with
21 instance that are all within fourpercent or three

22 revolver if the criminal element finds out how

22 percent of being either in the black or the red As soon

23 underpatroled and under law enforced we are
23 as you move all the folks out of town that pay the

24 These rural citizens also do the fire fighting
24 hospital bills you dont have hospital anymore So

25 They do the tree planting they catch the Fish Game
25 thats exactly whats going on now and our health system
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is very such in danger MR LYONS Charles Menoher Shasta County

The same thing can be said for our school system and Superintendent Of
Schools Is that correct

our road system We just calculated this morning that MR TALLERICO Charlie had to leave but he

the wilderness area that we have in our County is about will come back tonight

20000 acres in size We could not get within 35 miles MR LYONS Okay He wants to come back this

of that wilderness area if we didnt have bridge evening

System all of which the bridges were all financed by MR TALLERICO Yes

timber receipts dollars

just
dont think that lot of people in the

10 federal government understand the fabric that runs

11 throughout this whole system that it takes one thing to 11

12 do another thing and if you dont have good Forest 12

23 Service folks living in your community you sure cant
13

14 manage forest 14

15 The bottom line is that you cant get the forest 15

16 health if the communities are dying So would implore 16

17 you to take very careful look at Option and make sure 17

18 that we dont loose the rural families and the rural 18

19 communities that we need to build healthier Forest 19

20 Service system Thanks
20

21 MR LYONS Thank you Bill
21

22
22

23
23

24
24

25
25
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linked to economic dislocation TWO it focuses heavily

MR LYONS Molly Wilson Shasta County

on communities and obscures the impacts on individuals

Supervisor Thank you Miss Wilson O4QOQ families and the actual problems of adjustment people

MOLLY WILSON 3

pC 3 face in having their careers and lives ripped out fros

MS WILSON Thank you gentlemen
underneath them Three the rating system used to

appreciate your being here today and the fact that Im
determine how easily communities can adapt to the loss ot

able to talk to you
jobs and revenue has been found to be misleading and

Im Shasta County Supervisor Molly Wilson On July

unreliable Four the social survey used to identify

the 1st it was announced by the White House that

social values was biased and five the information

President Clintons forest plan would insure

10 compiled on the social impact was biased and selective

iO sustainable economy and sustainable environment We were

11 The bottom line is the impacts of Option seriously

11 told it was comprehensive and innovative blueprint for

12 underestimate the impacts on workers on businesses id

12 forest managemenb economic development and agency
13 on those whose livelihoods are dependent on

13 coordination aimed at strengthening the long term
14 woodproducing economy

14 economic and environmental health of the region

15 In addition individual family and community

15 Option displays virtually no concern for the

16 relationships are ignored This report only

16 economic health of our region the welfare of Our
17 superficially identifies the effects of forcing thousands

17 workforce and the viability of our local rural
18 of people to relocate and does not discuss the adverse

18 communities No consideration was given to ways in which

19 consequences at all The report does not discuss family

19 currents laws and regulations could be amended or applied

20 disintegration bankruptcies mortgage foreclosures

20 to give people and communities equal consideration with

21 juvenile crime teenage pregnancies substance abuse

21 plants and animals
22 physical abuse or suicide Yet there are well known

22 The report seriously underestimates the magnitude

23 welldocumented and predictable consequences of economic

23 and significance of adverse consequences for individuals

24 dislocations of this magnitude Option largely ignores

24 families and communities The analysis suffers from
25 the actual pain and suffering resulting from the federal

25 number of serious tlaws One social impacts are not
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timber harvest reductions MR LYONS Mr Irwin Fust 040031

Another area of the report that is seriously biased
MR FUST Close

is push for retraining programs The report does not MR SIMMONS Close Supervisor from Shasta

address or reference the substantial amount of
County Thank you sir apologize

information that is available on this issue and how well
MR FUST Fust

retraining programs
work The report did not estimate

MR LYONS Fust

the probable success of retraining programs for the MR FUST Its all right You are not the

timber industry how dislocated workers would adjust and
first one to make that mistake

how this could impact the plans for remedial social and
IRWIN LUST

10 economic services
10 MR LUST

My name is Irwin Fust Im Shasta

11 president Clinto opened up the Forest Conference
11 county Supervisor and thank you for being here this

12 with the words First we must never forget the human and
12 afternoon come before you today to ask the Clinton

13 economic dimensions of these problems How could the
13 Administration to not implement Option ask you to

14 impact of those words be left out of this important
14 work with the local people of Northern California to

15 document Where is the compassion for our fellow man
is develop plan for future forest management that will

16 It is definitely not shown in the FEMAT document and
16 maintain the economic stability of our region and at the

17 plans for Option 17 same time maintain healthy forest suitable for man and

18 In total the report is seriously flawed and fails
18 wildlife It can be done Option will not do it

19 to adequately address the adverse social and
19 As local elected County Supervisor am

20 psychological consequences of Option request that
20 particularly concerned with the economic and social

21 the Administration start the EIR process over again
21 devastation we will witness as result of Option

22 include all stakeholders and properly address these
22 Nearly six thousand jobs will be lost in Northern

23 issues
23 California Most of these jobs will be timber related

24 MR LYONS Thank you very much Mrs Wilson
24 Loggers log truck drivers heavy equipment operators

25
25 millworkers construction workers men who work hard
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with their hands to produce useful product people of Northern California collaboratively and

What can these men be retrained to do once their think use that word because heard you use that word

productive lives have been taken aware from them today Mr Lyons work out balanced alternative which

predict to you if Option is implemented that we will will
preserve

and enhance the economic and social fabric

see major unraveling of the social fiber of our of our communities Option completely ignores the

community The present economic downturn in California Presidents goal of consideration of the workers and the

has led to one of the highest welfare budgets in our human element in forest management It will not work

Countys history almost sixty million dollars Option and thank you for hearing me

will drive it even higher We will begin to spend even MR LYONS Thank you very much Mr Fust

10 more on social welfare programs as once proud timber 10

11 workers find themselves out of productive work and at the 11

12 mercy questionable government paid jobs programs 12

13 predict that alcohol and drug dependency programs 13

14 will increase dramatically and so will their costs 14

15 can envision the increased need for our County mental 15

16 health
programs at time when these programs are 16

17 receiving less funding can also predict lamentable 17

18 and
unnecessary increase in the divorce rate with 18

19 attendant increase in aid to families with dependent 19

20 children should Option be implemented 20

21 But most unfortunate of all is what this will do to 21

22 the future of our community The future of our community
22

23 lies in our children and Option will impact our 23

24 children in ways we cant even measure at this time 24

25 ask you please dont implement Option Let the
25
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MR LYONS We have Francis Sullivan from before the final decisions are made on management of the

Shasta County Shasta County Supervisor Thank you Mm federal lands

Sullivan Also youve heard other testimony here already and

FRANCIE SULLIVAN
you will hear much more about the fact that there are

MS SULLIVAN want you to know Im not many reasonable people who question the scientific data

drooling Ive just been so nervous with all these suits that says the owls are threatened in California In

up here spilled water all over the front of myself fact they are finding owls everywhere they look and

Good afternoon Is Francie Sullivan Im the Vice believe that there are many federal agencies that are

Chair of the Shasta
County Board of Supervisors and

concurring with that

10 would like to welcome you The Chairman of our Board 10 And of course especially here in the valley we

11 will be here this evening to give you formal welcome to 11 think we have some unique fire conditions that are not

12 our County We are very grateful that you came out here
12 addressed in Option And this is particularly

13 to talk to the people who will have to live with Option 13 sensitive issue to me because last year in my district we

14 on daily basis and we appreciate you coming out here
14 euffered 64000acre fire that burned over three

ii to hear what we think
15 hundred homes And drive through that two or three

16 We also of course hope you noticed on your flight
16

times week and continually run into those
people who

17 in here or your drive in here all the beautiful
17 are homeless because of the wildland fire

18 tree covered mountains in our County and we hope that
18 And we would like very much for much more of an

19

you will leave here with few thoughts firmly entrenched
19 issue to be made of the fact that trees cannot be encased

20 in your mind
20 in plastic You cant set aside an old growth forest and

21 Of course our biggest thought is to convince you 21 be certain that it wont burn that it wont rot that it

22 that California truly is different and its not just
22 wont die frequently make Comments about how

23 Hollywood and Disneyland We for over 20 years have
23 ludicrous people would think it would be to set aside

24 had the most restrictive timber harvest rules in the
24 rorn and have old growth corn or old growth radishes

25 world and we hope that more account of that will be made 25 And think that thats not totally unreasonable
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concept to consider when youre addressing the issue of problems are and how that ought to be resolved we want

old growth the authority and the responsibility from the federal

One of the other things that we think is unique government to try to solve our own problems

about California is that in California we already have think nobody loves
my backyard as much as do

in the eight counties that are impacted by Option in And we realize that the entire country has stake In

many of our counties we already have what are called
federally owned landa but we think no one knows this

bI region councils or by some other names which are ares or cares about it as much as we do And we would

groups of people Here in Shasta
County we have like that acknowledged

Shasta Tehasa Bio Regional Council which is Comprised of But much as Im
talking about the difference In

10 Industry people environmental organizations and agency 10 California we also wanted
you to leave here with the

11 people
11 thought that this isnt just about California the

12 And they took the Presidents challenge seriously to 12 Pacific Northwest this is about the people who use our

13 bring together diverse groups with difference values and 13 products And think that that is something thats

14 goals and come up with plans for local
management and for 14

frequently overlooked think part of the outrage that

15 plans for conflict resolution
15 you hear from people in the Pacific Northwest or

16 One of the things that weve discovered with our 16 particularly here in California is for all these decades

17 Bio Regional Council is that Option will hinder that 17 we thought we were providing the American way of life

18 process rather than help it and think later on today 18 We provided the boards for housing which has been

19 other people will be testifying more specifically on 19 basic tenant of our of the American
way of life

20 that
20 private home ownership Weve provided the paper for

21 But one of the things we feel is being eroded with
21 books for newspapers for magazines the place where we

22 Option is local Control And we think that it we can 22 shared information CNN notwithstanding this is the

23 get diverse group of people in our community if we can 23 place where we recorded our history where we access our

24 get industry and environmental and agency organizations 24 history and where we continue to store our history

25 together and have them reach consensus on what the 25 And we hope that
you

wont loose sight of that in
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making these decisions that there is huge impact that again in the products that are the basic fabric of our

will be felt here not just by people in Northern American way of life We also hope that youll Ba and

California Oregon and Washington losing jobs but by consider the faces of people in Siberia and Chile and

people all over the world having to find those products Brazil and places in Third World Countries wher they

from someplace else will undoubtedly start providing theme products and with

One of the things we talk about here is that little regulation at all

everyone loves the products Its the process that they And of course we hope when you leave again that

seem to object to and we hope that the access and the you remember all those beautiful tree covered mountains

ability to generate those products will be something that that you will remember and believe what you see and not

10 you will consider in making your final decisions 10 just what youre told and not just what you read And

11 And of course we hope that when youre making 11 we hope that you will take into consideration the impacts

12 these decisions you will see our faces We hope that 12 to all the people in this country on the decisions that

13 you will see the face of my neighbor Buzz Eades who has 13 you make Th9nk you

14 been in the logging business for seven generations who 14 MR LYONS Thank you very much Ms

15 set with the ptesident in Portland at the Forest summit 15 Sullivan

16 and think would like nothing more than to have another 16

17 seven generations of his family work in the timber 17

18 business This is his office that he goes to everyday 18

19 and he would do nothing to hinder that from being there 19

20 for his grandchildren and his greatgrandchildren to 20

21 continue what they have done in their so many years in 21

22 their family You cant tell that Im nervous can you 22

23 hope that you will also see the faces ot school 23

24 children Even in our County we have problems with 24

25 havIng enough school books because of the increased costs 25
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MR TUCHNAN Trish Clark and Mayor Smolewski to anything that any one of us had to say about the

will be next
impacts on timber water jobs our communities and the

MS CLARK thank you for this opportunity people of Northern California in general and in fact the

to address this panel this evening My name is Trish entire United States we would not be before you today

Clark have been representative in some capacity in pointing out the flaws in Option am not here

Shasta County originally as President of the Anderson tonight to cover all that information again am

Chamber of Commerce Mayor and councilwoman of the City confident that these issues have been covered adequately

of Anderson and now as chairman of the Shasta County and repeatedly by other speakers during these hearings

Board of Supervisors since 1990 What am here tonight to do is to ask you from the

10 Over the past many years have testified along 10 bottom of my heart to listen to comprehend and for

11 with my fellow representatives councilmen mayors 11 once to consider an act and act on our information

12 supervisors senators assemblymen and Congressmen who 12 Thank you

13 will represent the people of Northern California We 13
MR TUCHMAN Thank you very much Miss

14 have stood along with those same people we represent 14 Ciark

15 industry specialists environmentalists citizens 15

16 scientists and other knowl ble specialists before
16

11 dOzens of panels from local State and federal
17

18 organizations Forest Service Board of Forestry is

19 Department of Agriculture Department of the Interior 19

20 Corp of Engineers Water Quality and many more in halls 20

21 in Redding Sacramento Eureka San Francisco Portland 21

22 Washington DC and many other places to provide 22

23 facts figures statistics and reason about the very 23

24
issues we discuss tonight in these hearings 24

25 can assure
you that it

anyone had been listening 25
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RESOLUTION

City
lerk

RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SHASTA LAKE

HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing Resolution was introduced and
REGARDING THE DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

read at regular meeting of the
OSEIS ON MANAGEMENT OF HABITAT FOR LATESUCCESSIONAL AND OLD

Ctt C1il of the City of Shasta

Lake on the
GROWTH FOREST RELATED SPECIES WITHIN THE RANGE OF THE NORTHERN

day of Sep

SPOED OWL

EXECUTED this 1M1
day of September 1993 at Shasta Lake

California

WHEREAS the Forest Service has submitted Supplemental

Environmental Impact Statement SEIS regarding management of the

cit
owl related national forests and

WHEREAS the DSEIS proposes to preclude timber harvesting and

other commercial activities on more than eighty percent 80 of

COUHC1 LOPTION9 RES
the area of the National Forests and

WHEREAS the OSEIS if implemented is expected to result in

loss of at least 64000 jobs in the timber dependent communities
and

WHEREAS the loss of employment and revenue to local schools

will have drastic impact upon the educational programs of our

Community and

WHEREAS the DSEIS is based upon and would implement Option
which was developed in Closed meetings without the benefit of

local forest managers and others who
possess knowledge of

California forest types inventory growth rates etc and

WHEREAS implementation of Option and the DSEIS would

invalidate existing land management plans developed at great public

expense and with
participation of the local community and

WHEREAS the public has been denied reasonable opportunity
to review the DSEIS and

WHEREAS the members of the public were also denied an

opportunity of participating in the Federal Environmental

Management Assessment Tess FEMAT deliberations and have been

denied access to the records of that advisory group and

WHEREAS the FEMAT the DSEIS and other materials relating to

the management of California forests have totally disregarded

overwhelming evidence in scientific studies that at least in

California the indicator species Northern Spotted Owl has found

the habitat of managed forests to be equal to or better than
generally unmanaged lar da of the Foreut Service

HOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City
of Shasta Lake that the City of Shasta Lake does

oppose
implementation of the SEIS and

Option in their present forms and
asks that

programs for the management of California foreste be
based on reliable data regarding those lands and all elements of
the ecosystem
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MR LYONS Roger Zwanziger yOUCn is the major forest in our county although we have

Supervisor think portions of six different forests there they told

ROGER ZWAHZIGER us that under Option it doesnt appear that we would

MR ZWANZIGER Thank you
for the opportunity have enough fiber available for

you to push for this

to speak today didnt come down here intending to project To us Im not sure maybe there would be 90

speak but in talking to fellow supervisor figured jobs in that particular project but most of those

need to make at least one point of the ettects of Option workers wouldnt have to be trained They would be

might have on Siskiyou County And Siskiyou County is workers that are already in the timber industry whether

located about 70 miles to the north of here If you came its out harvesting hauling trucking whatever their

10 in flying or even driving you probably saw Mount 10 jobs might
be

11 Shasta Thats up in our country 11 think this would go into or as you go
into

12 think the over the past
several years we have 12 looking at this Option as means of overseeing our

been looking at cement fibreboard product plant 13 forests and harvesting that we need to look at some of

14 possibly locating within Siskiyou County Today weve 14 these things This would save this particular project

15 talked about Ive heard people talk about the forest 10 lot of training money People wouldnt have to move we

16 health fire management in the forests and utilization 16 would still have some people in their historic jobs

17 of the fiber that is out there We had done the best 17 dont know what effect if the Dwyer injunction

18 study we could for this project looking for fiber in the 18 were lifted my question to you is how will that affect

19 woods and it appeared that there was fiber everywhere 19 Option youre not here to answer questions today but

20 from harvests from thinnings in their health management 20 think we need to look at that If the injunction is

21 for diseased and dying trees that could be put into use 21 lifted how does that affect Option Is Option being

22 for this product that would be substituted for lumber 22 drafted after that injunction or is it separate from

23 which would cut back on the need of harvesting some more 23 itself

24 timber 24 Weve heard all of the economic and social impacts

25 In recent discussions with the Klamath Forest which 25 to our counties wont try to repeat any of those
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SUKIYOU COUNTY5 Z n9 nfl ifi

Youll probably get some more of those before its over PO8os335

Yk CIiIen 96097

But as you go on with this Option and looking at it
s

please take real look at creating some of these other

industries of utilizing that fiber that is out there F7ypI
esasl

It we dont utilize it in project like this as we Optober 22 1993

mentioned earlier the fire will burn it up we will have

Interagency SEIS Team

major lose out there We could do lot of salvage in l3gon 97208 3623

that in our woods
Ladies and Gentlemen

Thank you again for the opportunity to be here Subject Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

on Management of Habitat for Late Successional
10 today and Old Growth Forest Related Species Within The

Range of the Northern Spotted Owl

11
MR LYONS Thank you very much sir

The County of Siskiyou as vitally affected agency and repre
12 sentative of broad interests both throughout and adjacent to

national forests offers the following comments on the above

13 referenced Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

DSEIS
14

Option Requires 180 Year Rotations

15

It would appear that single rotation covering as large

16
geographic area as Alternative with the vastly different

climatic and geographic differences
may be unproductive in

the long run Clearly there are species in which 180 year

rotations are appropriate However in many areas lesser

rotational rates may be more appropriate depending
18

upon
stand species and condition These variations should be

approved at the Forest Plan level with limited overview at
59

the province level

20 Rcosja ndation 180 Year Treatment Guidelines be allowed to be

sodified by Forests when supported by biologic
21

hydrologic and geographic data

22 Treatments Within Late Seral Reserves Are Limited to Stands

Less Than 80 Years In Age
23

Sn our opinion this absolute limit is counterproductive for

24
numbers of reasons

25 There is recognition that all designated stands are

not of high site condition Remedial work within the

GAIL BLANEENSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 221 3145
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October 22 1993 October 22 1993

province level

designated stands would enhance the development of old

growth characteristics Short Term Impacts

Due to the poor condition of many of the designated Option must recognize that the desired longterm impacts

stands these areas are at risk for catastrophic fires of establishing the goals as set forth in Option also have

shorttars environmental impacts which must be considered

By allowing coma treatments appropriate for old growth In the process
of attempting to sore intensively manage the

characteristic development there will be some addi forests for Late Seral Reserves and Riparian ReServes we

tional funding available in support of local communi could lose the very
fabric of the community which will

ties Other Forest Programs to be implemented which ultimately be required to implement Option in an economi

will not directly or immediately produce forest income cally sound fashion If this happens Option will ulti

would be supported mately not be appropriately implemented and will fail

While desiring to solve longstanding problem it must be

Recommendation Additional language allowing old growth charac recognized that the problem did not occur overnight nor

taristics habitat improvements which foster the will the solution Appropriate commitments to local devel

desired development be allowed in stands over opment must be lade in order to ensure the longterm success

80 years of age be added of the program

It appears that Option does not adequately address the now Recommendation Assure sufficient local economies to maintain

recognized importance of fire am forest management tool local communities necessary to implement

In combination with limited harvest within Late Seral Re Option

serves and Riperian Reserves the long term desirable growth

characteristics of both reserves could be enhanced and Forest Service Funding

result in more productive forests within each desired re
serve In order to achieve the environmental goals as et forth in

Option it must be recognized that forests will become

Recommendation Include fire as an appropriate Reserve Enhance less productive short term Compared to the necessaryimplesenttool mentation costs If Option is to succeed there must be

Commitment to fund federal agencies at levels to ensure

General Planning and Regulation Characteristics implementation of Option regardless of the short term

Costs to the forests
Of general concern to the County

is the increasing regula

tion and layers of bureaucracy which can act to further Rcomeeodtion Assure adequate long term funding of mufti
stifle the development of productive forests Care should cient Forest Service personnel to implement

be exercised to limit regulatory oversight to the lowest
Option

possible level If additional regulatory oversight proce
dures are necessary they should be established at no great In closing we would like to restate our belief that our forests

er levels than individual provinces This would accomplish are dynamic resources which must be subject to dynamicmanageat
least two benefits sent Just as unthinking management for timber has created

unacceptable conditions in the past Inflexible planning and

Management problems would be of scale as to not management practices will create undesirable results in the

overload staff levels thereby inducing unnecessary future As dynamic resource we muSt manage the forests within

delays each forests capacity to accomplish the end results desired

Oversight at the provincial level would increase the

ability to respond to issues in more regional fashion

than covering the entire Pacific Northwest

Recommendation Allow regulatory overview if needed at the
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Page
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without becoming enslaved by regulatory process
which ultimate

ly works contrary to the desired goals

Your consideration of our concerns is respectfully requested October 27 1993

Yours truly
Interagency SEIS TeamY PO Box 3623

Portland Oregon 97208 3623 v li tlJ
Ivan Young Chairman

Siskiyou County
Board of Supervisors

Dear Team Members

pc Senator Diane Feinstein
The California State Board of Forestry wishes to offer comments on

Senator Barbara Boxer
President Clintons Forest Management Assessment Tem and Draft

Congressman Wally Herger
Supplemental Enviroqmental Impact Statement SEIS documents

Supervisor Ivan Young
These comments are supplemental to those submitted by the Wilson

Supervisor Roger zwanziger
Administration and reflect the immediate concerns of the Board

Supervisor Jerry Giardino about the impact of Option on its programs

Supervisor George Thacksray

Supervisor Clancy Dutra
The Board is the State entity charged by law with maintaining an

Frank DeMarco County Counsel adequate forest policy for California Our comments are limited to

Mike Hanford County Administrator the issues which we believe may be the moat damaging We believe

Frank Tallerico Superintendent of Schools these concerns could have been addressed in the documents and in

Shasta Trinity National Forest
fact representatives from California have

repeatedly urged their

Kiamath National Forest
consideration but ultimately the issues have not been treated

adequately

Our comments are as tollows

The documents do not adequately discuss the impacts of the

recommended potion on private timberland owners in California or on

the state aqencies uch as the Board of Forestry that reoulate

these landowners

The scope of the document is limited to federal lands It

emphasizes reserve and late seral stage strategy rather than

provide information and
management options such it ignores

the need to consider private land contributions for meaningful

ecosystem analysis or management approaches which should be the

goal of
any

well designed ecosystem management plan

While the Board is aware of the Administrations position that

federal management decisions apply only to federal lands federal

actions do not exist in vacuum From our vantage point adoption
of Option will have several negative effects
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Emphasis on system of reserves rather than on more wildfires that can burn entire forest stands and which threaten

flexible approach increases the difficulty of managing and
damage to life and property It is also the case that the

regulating intermingled parcels of private ownership The Board
description of forest conditions in Option especially of old

has passed rules that try to look at desired forest structures growth and late seral stage conditions probably are not

locations across geography and time and ecological functions representative of stand conditions before European settlers
across ownerships The reserve system approach where little if Failure to consider this could lead to invalid ecological

any management is permitted serves as roadblock to the Boards conclusions and to unduly harsh management restrictions

regulatory approach which we believe more closely targets

ecosystem management
13 The numbers of people recreating and living in the Elamath

Province continues to grow Increases in fire ignitions are
Reductions in timber supplies from federal lands will

usually associated with the presence of more people This

increase the pressure to harvest from private lands This will increases the risk of fire starts
increase the need for field inspections and monitoring State

agency staff resources for forest practice review and rule
Numerous privately owned timberland parcels are

enforcement by state agencies are already severely limited No
intermingled with federal ownership in the Elamath Province

additional federal monies are provided with Option to provide for
Because of the fire ecology and fuel loading on forests in the

increased inspections or monitoring To date no additional
Kiamath Mountains the system of forest reserves utilized by Option

federal funds
appear to be available for the Board to provide more are susceptible to wildfire and forest insects and disease

inspections or monitoring Fires that start on federal lands can escape
and damage life and

property on private lands The same is true for outbreaks of
11 The draft SEIS does not adeguately analyze the increased

forest insects and disease that can start on federal lands and move
catastrophic fire risk for private lands which comes significant to private lands What if any is the federal responsibility for
adverse environmental effect on the human environment and on human

escaped fire or forest insects and disease since we object to your
oooulationa in Californias rural areas policies as pred eterminative of increased risk of wildfire and the

spread of forest insects and disease
While the SKIS acknowledges possible fire impacts it does not

adequately analyze the potential impacts on the fire environment
Traditionally the state and federal government in

especially as it reflects increased risk to life and property In California have shared fire protection efforts proportionate to the
the Boards opinion the SEtS before adopting any option must land involved However as the Forest Service continues to reduce
address at least the following factors both individually and

staff that can serve as overhead or fire support the ability of

cumolative1y the Forest Service to share as effectively with the COP will

decrease especially in initial attack While it is true that
The forests of the Klamath Mountains in California are Forest Service budgets for fire fighting in California appear to be

much drier than those further north They also have different stable reliance on outof state federal fire fighting forces or
fire regimes Historically prior to modern day fire suppression those not otherwice knowledgeable in the terrain of Klamath
efforts wildfires burned much more frequently

in the interval of
province forests limits their usefulness This is especially true

30 years less intensively and larger and medium sized trees
in initial response These factors together will lessen the

tended to survive most of the burns Frequent low to moderate
Forest Service role and increaae the liability of the state to

wildfires tended to keep fuel loads small arid prevent standprovide life andproperty protection from wildfire
destroying wildfires and iJere thus the ecological disturbance

regime that were important to establishing and maintaining
Continuing declines in federal timber sales in the Elamath

vegetative patterns Province will result in fewer private contractor resources to help

spot and respond to wildfires In the past private contractors
Fire suppression policies of the last eighty years have have been major resource in responding to wildfires

changed the forest structure the species composition and the

organic litter component of Californias drier forests More dense
If Option is selected initial attack to wi dfires will

stands of shade tolerant species are more susceptible to draught be more constrained Closure of forest roads or their removal to
stress and to forest insects and disease In addition for

preroad condition will slow or prevent access of mechanized

variety of reasons fuel loads have increased Taken together
firefighting equipment In some cases this could increase the

these factors have increased the probability of hotter more severe
response time or change fire control tactics with greater risk of
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An Evaluation of OptIon of the Federal Forest

Letter to SEIS Team O9O Plan as It Relates to Northwestern California
October 27 1993 U1

espd damaging wildfires It also threatens the safety of fire

fighters and hampers their efforts When spread across

landscape snags and logs are hazards in wildfire add to

spotting ot fires and slows the rate at which firelines can be

constructed by firefighters again adding to the increased threat V
to life and property including the firefighters 1

Fuels management programs are critical to reducing current

fuel loads and minimizing future risk Examples of such programs
cgE

could include development of fuelbreak systems carrying out
i

substantial prescribed burning and implementation of silvicultural 1 14f

prescriptions such as thinning However none of the options

including Option present detailed well planned program of t8
fuels management and there is no dedicated or sustained funding

base to carry
Out such programs 44l

The likelihood of successful fuels management program is

questionable in the Context of Option It is hard to design
Sbrniii db1

program that protects snags and large logs while underburning

sufficiently to reduce fuel loads To meet all of the probable
ThsStai olCalIIernia

prescriptionB burning will need to occur in March to May or June
Th Rsou msAg ncW

when big trees are still damp and other fuel is dry This time
1418 Nieth Stt

could conflict with other concerns such as wildlife
surveys or air Sacram nte CA 95814

quality regulations In addition maintenance of fuelbreaks is

essential if they are to be effective however for because of i
higher priority work near urban areas and for other budget and

personnel limitations it is increasingly hard to maintain to Ciiisrnl Dpdm nto ?

fuelbreaks in rural areas ii 1 Fo siryaedFlr Proi etion

btgle Plnnln Pogram

Taken individually or in total the Board believes that these
P O Ros 844248

factors will cause significant adverse impact to the environment Sacfa n nio CA 94244 2480

Sincerely i
In consultation with

441 California 0partrn nt of Fish

andaa n

Robert Kerstiens
P 0.801.44209

Chairman acam nioCA 42442080

c

Octob 1993

2
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October 27 1993

Tie McKoy

NEC Doo Honorable Mike
Espy

17 Nothkooo ioseooul Coal
Secretary of Agricultural

Department of Agricultural

14th and Independent SW Room 200
Chaomoo Washington DC 20090
sp co

coooo
Board 1 Sopeoloor

Honorable Bruce Babbitt
Looa8Iaoboo9

Secretary of the Interior
AologroolDlenOl

ThW Department of the Interior

1849 Street NW

looA Bd Washington DC 20040

dm6 of ho Bood

CoonyoMoodoclno RE Official Comment on Draft Supplement Environmental Impact

Somdofsoporvooa Statement DEIS on Management of Habitat Late Successional

and Old Growth Forest Related Species with the Range of the
Mooh wLfflor Northern Spotted Owl Option
Chainomo

TflfllryC0000yBOaedoSOpofl0011
Deer Messrs Espy and Babbitt

PolnckTnomln

Coodoao
Having attended the Forest Conference in Portland Oregon

on April 1993 and am Resources Secretary for the State of
Tnnlly 510.015100

California am very much aware of and can appreciate the

challenges facing all of us in development of forest policy

Sp rcil
510 DooncI plan that meets the needs of all parties at Portland while

TnniyCocoty providing requisite Old Growth diversity and enhancement

ScoenoSoCommeoooHomslReoacoa Although we applaud the initiative taken by the President

ndWIdIio Aog0ool 1993 and your teams to meet those challenges our careful review of
Fooo Loodowono otClIltOfl

Option suggests that it falls far short of ecosystem management
which is appropriate to the diverse forests on Californias
public lands

When Governor Pete Wilson took office in 1991 he outlined

comprehensive strategy for the management of Californias forest

resources based on principles of sustainable forestry It is

Tho Koorroo
IloIIdIn9 Scrr9or olo 95010 lOIS 6.03 5658 FOX

19101 653 01102

Cllloc C 14 C oml 100 ClthI 1.60 Co oorv Cukado 01 50.01 clC Ilcrol
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Messrs Espy and Babbitt Messrs Espy and Babbitt

Page Two 090832 Page Three

October 27 1993 OCtober 27 1993

strategy grounded in limits on clearcutting in oldgrowth ks always we understand it is difficult to assess
forests protection for forest habitats and the diversity of unfaailiar players and systess from afar It is long way roe
wildlife species that Inhabit thea protection for healthy Washington DC to California For this reason we have sought
watersheds and fisheries and assistance to forest dependent to provide assistance throughout the planning and development
communities These elements are at the heart of the Governors phase for scientists and resource specialist who confirm the

effortsthrough the California Legislature the State regulatory need to consider Californias resource management agenda in

process and cooperation with other levels of government to different context than those of Oregon and Washington
achieve sustainable forest ecosystems

We have outlined significant fire ecology and fire
To that end this Bummer the Board of Forestry adopted at sanagesent issues raised by your plan including letter from

the Governors urging the most comprehensive overhaul ever four of the sost respected scientists from the Pacific South West
undertaken of Californias already strict forest practices rules Research Station we have participated consistently in
The US Fish and Wildlife Service has lauded the effort for its discussions concerning populations of the Northern Spotted Owl in
careful balance of environmental and economic objectives California and we have resisted the rush to judgment represented

by efforts to set aside at enormous public expense 41000 acres
Last June we requested in letter to Tom Tuchmann of undifferentiated forest land in Humboldt County when sost

attached that Federal planners address five principles which observers believe that only fraction is
ecologically

would enable your Departments to manage Federal lands consistent significant
with our goals and Californias commitment to ecosystem

manaqement In the final analysis we should strive jointly to realize
the goals which are embodied by the Memorandum of Understanding

We used these same five criteria in our evaluation of the on Biodiversity to which
many of your bureaus and agencies are

Draft Environmental Impact Statement signatories Our careful review of the draft Environmental

Impact Statement leads us to conclude that Option is
the Elamath province is distinguishable from Oregon and unacceptable in its present form Nonetheless these comments

Washington especially in its forest and fire environment are offered in the belief that its defects can be cured and

plan developed which truly reflects our shared goals of

California already has strong integrated system of sustsinedyield forestry forest health through ecosystem
forest practice regulation that needs to be recognized in any management end the protection of biological diversity
federal

will be hard hit economically by the kinds of prely
alternatives being considered as ecosystem management is

implemented an orderly and equitable transition with funding

support is needed for communities whose development resulted from

past federal resource eanagement policies
Douglas Whe

Secrete for Resources
It is neither realistic nor prudent to isolate

management of public lands in California it does not make Attachment

ecological or institutional sense and

backbone met aside strategy is feasible and

environmentally acceptable it is truly temoorary pending

integrated federal state and local plans for long term

ecosystem management
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Honorable William Clinton

25 1993

091480

tnatt intttee

assistance programs would have high administrative cost

an for federal state and local agencies reducing the

amounts available to aid recipients Even with
Natural EfUUrCtS nub tth1t 091 4ao sensibly structured economic package there was great

concern that with competing demands the federal

government would not carry forward with its commitment

currently or over the five year period

FireHaardLeveLt Several witnesses expressed concern

about the impact that harveeting restrictions on dead

October 25 1993 timber will have on potential fire hazard level in the

forest They questioned whether the current and

expanding number of dead and dying trees would create

major
tir hazard threatening private and public lands

The Honorable William Clinton
as well as homea and communities Although this ieeue

President United States of America
is more of problem in the Sierras concern was

The White House
expressed that the policies established for the north

Washington 20500 coast forests would also eventually apply to the

Sierras
Dear Hr President

Timber Harvest The projected average annual harvest of
The Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Wildlife 1.2 billion board feet from the affected federal lands
held two hearings on your Forest Plan The first hearing in Washington Oregon and California will result in

relating to the impact of the Plan on Californias economy harvest of about 152 million board feet for
and environment was held in Sacramento on August 18 1993 California about an overall 80 reduction from the

The second hearing addressing the impact of the Plan on 1980s harvest levels This is further broken down
local communities the environment and the economy of the

among our national forests Critics are concerned that
north coast region was held in Eureka on October 1993 with the various set asides and other restrictions
Reports summarizing the proceedings and containing written

these timber harvest estimates are unrealistic and
statements of witnesses are enclosed for your information

cannot be met If they are not the economic impact

will be more severe than projected
Witnesses and members of this committee raised number of

Issues and concerns which you may find useful during review Sm II Business Set Aside Other witnesses expressed
of the Supplemental Environnenial Impact Statement SEIS and the

concern about the impact of the Plan on small

continued formulation of your Plan Following is
summary businesses particularly small timber mills Witnesses

of several of these issues
indicated an interest in the expansion of the small

business setaside program as means of further

Job Lost Several witnesses believe the job loss
mitigating the impact of federal restrictions

estimates contained in the SEIS were very low The SE S

estimates that Option will result in California job 4dRuJe Some witnesses also noted concern about
loss of 3600 from 1990 and 1.000 from 1992 These the process of developing the 4d rule to guide the

figures do not reflect the economic impact of the job
management of endangered species on private lands

losses occurring throughout the timber industry prior to
Although your representatives earlier indicated that the

1990 It was felt that the figures underestimate the
rule is intended to provide flexibility to private

multiplier effect of job losses in related industries landowners there was considerable confusion and
and the indirect losses in Other economic sectors

question about the process for developing the rule At

our subsequent hearing we were told the rule could not
EconomtcAsststanc All parties acknowledged the need be discussed because it was under development
for economic assistance for adversely impacted Witnesses were concerned that insufficient input was
communities There was general concern thpt worker

being allowed in its formative stage lack of

retraining will be for jobs not available in these sufficient input during the formation stage will be

communities Witnesses recalled the experiences of harmful
similar efforts following the expansion of the Redwood

Hational Park in the 1970g Another concern was that

L1lvVi 41
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Honorable William Clinton ej Pc

j?1 D4036
October 25 1993

Page 0ft480 t43O
MR 1 YONS Ross Burgess Trinity County it

Ficherier Testimony from fisherman indicated that the Supervisor Thank you Mr Burgess
size of the fisheries is understated and the economic

impact that restoration of the fishery habitat will have
ROSS BURGESS

on local economies is not evaluated They expressed

hope that restoration of the fisherie will play MR BURGESS Good afternoon gentlemen and
significant role in the economic revitalization of these

areas
thank you for thie opportunity am Supervisor of the

Environmeuaihsuet
Testimony from several

environmental
Fifth District of Trinity County California one of thewitnesses indicated need for inclusion

of all
remaining ancient forests in the reserves

prohibition on
three most impacted counties in all of the greaterlogging in all ancient forests more

precise standards for the Adaptive Management Areas
careful monitoring procedurest an increase in streamside

northwest

buffer zones and higher viability for both fish and

wildlife have reviewed all of the available documents

While suspect we have conducted as thorough review of the 10 including the testimony presented at the California

Plan as any
state body we remain concerned with the lack of

precision of the Plans impacts on California Although the 11 Senate National Resources Committee Hearing on August 18
Plan was subject to criticism the representatives of both

the timber industry and the environmental community expressed 12 1993 will therefore confine my comments to those
desire to continue to work with your Administration on the

Plan
13 subjects that have either not been addressed at all or

Securing sustainable level of timber production and
14 those that have not been addressed adequately My views

ensuring environmental protection while maintaining viable

economy is tremendously difficult want to commend you on
15 are my own and may not be representative of those of the

the efforts of your Administration to break through the

gridlock of this issue and your willingness to work with
16 Board of Supervisors of Trinity Countyoften contentious and divergent viewpoints also want to

thank the members of your Administration and other federal

officials who assisted us in the conduct
17 One hundred eleven years ago the spotted owl wasof these hearings

hope the above information and our
18 discovered in Northern California the same year myhearing reports will be

useful to you and want to continue to work with you to find

reasonable solution to these complex problems 19 greatgrandfather patented the Burgess homestead in the

Respectfully yours 20 southwest corner of Trinity County near Zenia

h 21 Throughout time our continued existence has depended upon

MIKE THOMPSON 22 our wise use of our private and adjacent public
Senator Second District

23 resources
MTKALRGCrlm
Enclosures

24 was very fortunate during my formative years to
Impact of President Clintons Forest Plan on Californias Economy and Environment

Impact of President Clintons Forest Plan on Local Communities the Environment
25 have been able to spend great deal of time with myand the Economy of the North Coast Region

cc Interagency SEIS Team

PO Box 3623

Portland OR 97208 3623

GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 221 3145
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grandfather His lifelong observations as related to species common to the forest and the volume of biomass on

me undoubtedly helped as develop my understanding of our the forest That change will result or has resultad in

current environment as it relates to the pre Anglo forest an increased consumption of available water What

conditions impacts have and will occur due to the decreased stream

The current forest ecosystem and that that will be flow question not asked or answered

produced by Option bears no resemblance to what was The increase in decomposing biomass on the forest

During my grandfathers life we put out the fires and floor will likely alter the quality of the water

the forest changed from aixed oak and conifer with discharged into the streams Will the aquatic or other

sufficient spacing to both survive fire and support large life formation be affected

10 volumes of forage to predominantly coniferous forest 10 In high rainfall areas with unstable soils and steep

11 with very little oak or forage 11 gradient streams recruitment of large wood debris in and

12 The Clinton plan fully implemented will create 12 adjacent to the streams increases erosion during and

13 forest environment that is even less like the historical 13 after high flow events Will aquatic life forms be

14 norm than what we have today and will therefore likely 14 unaffected

15 be less able to sustain the life forms that have evolved 15 The aforementioned questions would have been

16 prior to our arrival 16 addressed if the ISC team had adhered to the basic

17 Some of the questions that have not been addressed 17 principles of good science find no evidence that any

is by the
inter agency scientific team are as follows 18 attempt was made to establish historical point of

19 Assuming that slow growing hardwooci8 are crowded out 19 reference No baseline conditions were established

20 by the faster growing coniferous forests resulting in 20 other than the current found conditions Study results

21 coniferous forest without hardwoods does mono species
21 that did not fit within the found condition baselines

22 forest foster the
necessary diversity that most species

22 were ignored

23 are dependent upon 23 The 1990 Jack Ward Thomas report concluded in one

24 The increase in forest density that has happened 24 chapter that the managed forest type has
greater

25 over the last 80 to hundred years has changed the 25 abundance of and variety of food types that are preferred

GAII BLANKENSHIP CSR REDDING CA 916 2213145 GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 2213145
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by the spotted owl Another chapter reports on the MR LYOHS Thank you very much Mr

results of computer generated owl study possibly the Burgess

only study that was not biased Each randomly chosen

area excluding those containing sore than fifty percent

water were hooted for owls

For the first time the wilderness and other set

aside areas were hooted The study counted more owls in

sanaged forest type than in non managed forest habitat

Full analysis of the variables revealed no common factor

10 that would explain the findings io

11 Food availability may not have been one of the
11

12 variables examined Is it possible that the availability 12

13 of food would determine where the owls live Do owls 13

14 need the Hilton Hotel or are they capable of
14

15 withstanding the indignity of the Days Inn when
15

16 McDonalds is next door
16

17 Simple logic tells me that all the variables 17

15 the various species found today evolved in and are is

19

successfully adapted to the environment which was 19

20 comson here hundred fifty years ago Simple logic 20

21 tells me that the needs of all species will be adequately 21

22 served if we managed our ecosystess in ways that emulated
22

23 the historical environment Option does not and is 23

24 therefore dead wrong 24

25 Thank you for this opportunity 25

GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDDI1IG CA 916 2213145 GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDDING CA 916 2213145
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STAN PLOWMAN Economic stimulation Definition of stimulation

MR PLOWMAN Good evening Thanks for the seems to be quickened activity How does the lose of

opportunity to allow me to comment Xs Stan Plowman 1600 jobs in California equate to economic stimulation

Supervisor from Trinity County and concerned citizen one of the major flaws that we have seen so far in

As representatives of the Clinton Administration the Option program is the fire ecology Locking up

youre obligated to take back with you fair and 28000 square miles of forest will not by any stretch of

accurate report of what you hear today We all hops the imagination reduce fuel fluids Conversely fuel

youre conscientious and unbiaeed Unfortunately many loads will increase dramatically over present
level

previous meetings on the owl controversy appear to have Salvage programs of Option appear to be woefully

10 been predetermined with little credence given to public 10 lacking and suspect that no realistic funding levels

11 input Factual information prepared by qualified 11 have been addressed for tire protection Fire rotations

12 professionals which refuse to include the fish and
12 are mentioned as hundred to hundred fifty year

13 wildlife service have been ignored 13 cycles when past history tells us that ten to 20year

14 Why Is the federal government so out of touch with 14 cycles are much more accurate Is Option going to

15 reality it listens to its own opinions hope not 15 honestly look at and attempt to address this very obvious

16 have some questions that Im going to try and not take 16 deficiency

17 toO much of your time because there are lot of people 17
Recreation We keep hearing about recreational

18 that are going to have lot of very nteresting things 18 opportunity enhancement on public lands but it seems

19 to say 19 peculiar that removing 28000 square milee of forest land

20 We hear the Option is recovery process 20 would provide more recreational opportunity The

21 Definition of recovery seems to be restoration 21 curtailment of and removal of access to hikers hunters

22 repossession and reclamation Why does Option propose 22 fishermen photographers picnickers nature watchere

23 to lock
up 28000 square miles of timber and label it 23 horseback riders and many others does not seem to be

24 recovery Is the owl to recover when his jeopardy is 24 enhancing recreational opportunities to the public

25 questionable at the expense of the human critter 25 Which story is the public to believe

yfi7? J

GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR BEDDING CA 916 221 3145 GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 221 3145
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040086 220 OrefAad AFTTYPE1SSI 0264 iJ

taMiluett MNand Ofi 97120

made up little formula over this fire thing that

is great deal of concern Formula for catastrophic CATIIYO ea DCtI

wild fires 28000 square miles of forest lock up plus
OO51Z55

September 27 1993

minuscule salvage operation plus very limited access

pius fuel loads that have never been esen before equals

forest fires that
Mr Robert Jacobs

may make the Fountain Fire look like

Interagency SEIS Team Leader

4th of July sprinkler Bureau of Land Management

Box 3623

Therea more to say You will hear great deal Portland OR 97208

from the rest of this group Listen carefully take
RE Soda Mountain Wilderness Area

10 clear and accurate account back to the Administration
Dear Mr Jacobs

11 leave you this and also copy of letter that we

The Ashland City Council at its regnlar fleeting
on September 21 1993 noted unanimously

12 sent to Or Ewing from the Trinity County Board of tO restate its lonir standine support for the establishntent and continued protection of
the

Soda

MsttasslgitL Wilderness Area near Ashland
In 1985 and again in 1986 the City Council wrote

13 Supervisors that was requested by Governor Wilson for
letters to BLM requesting such designation for the 32000 acre area we endorned lobe

set

aside as Wilderness Area The BLM
eventually designated portton of this

larger
tract as

14 input on Option Wilderness Study Area WSA
15

MR TtJCHMAN Thank you very much Mr
In addttion the Ashland City Council loncmrts the chanees

to
Ootion recommended bathe

Soda Mountain Witderisess Council Board which recommends that this area should be
16 Plowman

designated as an LS OGI ecologically signilteant
area with boundaries an described in

17 Option The Reserve Area should also reflect the management prescnption as described

tinder Option

18 uu an

Thank

you tar the

opportunity to cotumneol

19

Siticerely

20

21

22 Catherine lit Golden

Mayor

23

24

25

GAIL BLANIEI4SHIP CSR REDOING CA 916 2213145
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TV HAL

Our rcuuest is that the Interagency SEIS Team
clarify

that activities in
the Ashland

October 26 1993 Watershed which reduce the risk
of catastrophic lires including some limited thinning

OCT 893 removal of dead and dying Lrecs and the establishment of shaded fuel
breaks will still be

permitted all of which arc solely
for the

purpose
of municipal watershed protection

Mr Robert Jacobs

Interagency SEIS Team Secondly we need clarification of the following issues as well

P O Box 3623

Portland OR 97208 3623 What about maintenance of existing uses such as fuel breaks Reeder

Reservoir existing roads and trails

RE Clintons Option and the Ashland Watershed

What about the continued expansion
of

the Mt Ashland Ski Area under the

Dear Mr Jacobs E lS approved for the Master Plan several years ago

As you know the Clinton administration has identified Alternative as the preferred

What kind of site
specific flexibility

is included in Alternative to
altow local

alternative out of 10 alternatives for managing old growth and late successional forests analysts
of needs

Included in Alternative are some
potentially troubling restrictions

relative to the

management of the Ashland Municipal Watershed
particularly

related to vegetative

What kind of oversight will he required and who will pay
for the oversight

management
teams work

The City of Ashland and the US Forest Service have recently completed fire and forest

How would we resolve
potential

conflict between municipal watershed

management strategy for the 14500 acre watershed which is the only water source for this
management needs and tate sertal stage

forest reserve direction

city
of 17300 persons and its interface with the

developed portion of the city This

cooperative effort calls for
fuels reduction component as well as SIte establishment of

Who would resolve the above issues
and is there

process in
Alternative for

shaded fuel breaks This management plan wax prepared with the assistance of Ron doing so

McCormick retired Supervisor of the Siskiyou National Forest

These ale alIii jljgjti to the City of Ashland and we need them addressed by the

Due to tte

requirements Alternative there is uncertainty if vegetation can be treated
SEIS Team

altered modified or reduced from fire management standpoint to reduce the fire hazard

within the Ashland Creek Watershed Treatment methods would entail combination of Cordially

prescribed underburning shaded fuel break construction hand
piling

of cut vegetation
for

later

burning of
piles

or density management of conifers or hardwoods The overall objective
ASHLAND MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL

of vegetation manipulation in to reduce the horizontal and
vertical density

of
vegetation

contributing to anticipated high Intensity
wildfire tt7

Aliernative requires that no thinning in our case fire hazard reduction of stands that are by Brian Almquist

more than 80

years
old Since Ihe majority of vegetation in the Ashland watershed that

City Administralor

contributing to
the fire hazard Is more than 80

years old there it conflict between

protecting the watershed from catastrophic fires and vegetation fire hazard reduction within
iOPWi fl

Alternative

cc John Lowe Regional Forester

Jim Bladen Forest Supervisor

Mayor and City Council
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ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES

073316
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DELIVERY AND FIRST CLASS MAIL
sSS 51000.10.04 0505005

Mr Robert Jacobs

Interagency SETS Team Leader

US Bancorp Bldg

111 Sw Fifth Ave Room 1440

P0 Box 3623

Portland1 OR 97206

Re DSEIS Management of Habitat for

Late Successional end Old Growth Forest COMMENTS OF THE ASSOCIATION OF COWITIES
Related Soecies ON TIlE DRAFT SUPPLEMFRrAL

Dear Mr Jacobs ENVIRONMFJ TfAL iMPACT STATEMEJVF ON

Enclosed are the comaeflts of the Association of
MANAGEMETr OF HABITAT FOR

Counties in
response

to the above referenced OSEIS lATE SUCCESSIONAL AND OLD GROViFH FOREST RELATED

Very truly yours
SPECIES WIThIN TIlE RANGE OF

ASSQIATION OF COUNTIES TIlE NORTHERN SPO1TED OWL

October 25 1993

DOUOBE SON VICE PRESIDENT

STEVE CORNACHIA

SECRETARY TREASURER

VORESTRY CONSULTANT

KE DAVIS AlFORNE

Enclosure

cc uend Board of Directors1 Association of

Counties

Mr Thomas Tuchmann

Mr Dean Bibles

1401 1100 30450 0005
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TABLE OF CONTENTS FLPMA Requires that Administrative Withdrawals of the

Magnitude Recommended by the DSEIS Be Submitted for
SUMMARY

Congressional Review
45

II DISCUSSION
The DSEIS Fails to Present an Adequate Range of

Alternatives
45

The DSEIS Fails to Acknowledge the Act as

Legal Constraint that Must Be Integrated Into The NFMA Does Not Authorize Alternative Even on
Development of Ecosystem Management National Forest Lands 47

Introduction
The DSEIS Fails to Adequately Consider the

Socioeconomic Impacts on Communities The DSEIS
The Act Requires Management Primarily for

Uniformly Understates the Impacts and the
Timber Production Except Where Compliance with Methodology Used to Assess Probable Community Impacts
the Endangered Species Act Compels Modification Was Flawed

49

of that Goal

III CONCLUSION 50
History of the Lands

TheOCAct
10

Successful Ecosystem Management Does Not Require

Uniform Management or Enormous OldGrowth
Reserves

14

The DSEIS Fails to Consider the Positive Cumulative

Impact Made by Private State and Tribally Owned
Lands to Wildlife Habitat 21

The DSEIS Contains Such Flawed Projections of Harvest
Levels and Confused Comparisons Between Options that
It Should Not Be Relied Upon by Agency Decisionniakers

and Does Not Permit Meaningful Public Comment
23

PQs Grossly Overstate Harvest Levels 23

T3ere Are Large Unexplained Discrepancies
Between Production Coefficients 28

The DSEIS Confuses the Component of

Alternative Applicable to BLM Lands
31

PSQ Levels in the DSEIS Are Reported in

Different Scales Than Used in BLM Planning
Documents

35

The DSEIS Does Not Permit Meaningful Public

Comment and Cannot Be Relied Upon by Agency
Decisionmakers

37
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COOTS OF THE ASSOCIATION OF coonrIEs and Old Growth Forest Related Species DSEIS and generally

ON THE DSAPT BOPPLEMENTAL

gNvIaoNxFrAx INPACT STATEMENT ON object to the DSEIS and the process that produced it The

MANAGEMENT OF HA3ITAT FOR

LATE SUCCESSIONAL AND OLD GHOWTN FOREST RELATED Counties
principal concerns are as follows

SPECIES WITHIN THE W4GH OF

THE NORTHEEN sporrzo owt The OSEIS fails to recognize the Act 43 USC

1181a as legal constraint that must be integrated into the

SUMMARY concept of developing region wide ecosystem management

The Association of Counties Counties The DSEIS fails to consider the positive cumulative

is made up of 18 counties in Western Oregon within which lie impact made by private state and tribally owned lands to

special category ot BLO4 managed timberland as well as other wildlife habitat

federal timberlands The lands in which the Counties The DSEIS contains such flawed projections of harvest

have particular interest are the lands which are levels and confused comparisons between options that it should

dedicated by federal law to the production of timber for the not be relied
upon by agency decisionmakers and does not permit

purpose of supporting local communities The Counties meaningful public comment

also have an interest in lands under the jurisdiction of the FLPMA requires that adiinistrative withdrawals of the

Forest Service but these comments focus primarily on the magnitude recommended by the DSEIS be submitted for

unique local
purpose lands managed by the BLM The congressional review

Counties are at the heart of timber country and are The DSEIS fails to present an adequate range of

ground zero or impacts stemming tom proposed changes in alternatives and none of those that are presented with the

management of federal forest lands possible exception of Alternative would comply with the

The Counties strenuously object to the Act

preferred alternative in the Draft Supplemental Environmental The NFMA does not authorize Alternative even on

Impact Statement on Management of Habitat or Late Successional national forest lands

The DSRIS fails to adequately consider the

The Counties receive 25 percent of harvest revenues from

national forest multiple use lands but receive 50 percent of socioeconomic impacte on communities The OSEIS uniformly
harvest revenues from lands BLII managed lands are

statutorily dedicated to local purposes and timber production
understates the impacts and the methodology used to assess

is
judicially recognized as the dominant use

probable community impacts was flawed

LLO115931 j 20460 0006 LL0l 15931 l 20460 0006
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clear that these lands are required to be managed primarily for The DSEIS rejected the New BLM Preferred Alternative

timber production to provide timber receipts that are shared USD1 1993 even though it provides medium high

with county governments and to provide permanent source of probability of long term viability across the
landscape for

raw materials for the support of dependent communities and spotted owls marbled murrelets and atrisk fish stocks See

local industries of the region 43 IJSC uSia DSEIS 247 Table 1111 While it is not clear because the

Inc 5134 Medford Diet 914 F2d 1174 9th dr 1990 The DSEIS does not provide thorough analysis it appears that the

DSEIS fails to incorporate this mandate into the mix of legal 1993 RIM Preferred Alternative could satisfy both the

constraints for which consideration was given in development of Endangered Species Act ESA and the Act feat not

the options presented 2 As consequence adoption of any of accomplished by Alternative in the DSEIS or any of the other

the options would be illegal Alternative in the DSEIS may options

meet the requirements of the Act but the portion of The Counties request that the DSEIS be revised

Alternative
applicable to Forest Service lands is both to include an option that incorporates the 1993 RIM Preferred

obsolete and probably illegal Alternative with whatever adjustments are necessary outside of

The DSEXS is condensation of the Forest Ecosystem BLM lands to achieve the overall goals stated by President

Management Assessment Team FEMAT Report which was prepared Clinton at the close of the 1993 Forest Conference

at President Clintons direction In explaining the mandate to Alternative in the DSEIS included the 1993 BLM Preferred

the FEMAT President Clinton posed the question Now can we Alternative for BLM Lands but unfortunately coupled it with

achieve balanced and comprehensive policy that recognizes the outdated and unacceptable management prescriptions applicable

importance of forests and timber to the economy and jobs in to Forest Service lands

II

Instructions given to the FEMAT were t6 attain the

greatest economic and social contributions from the forests and DISCUSSION

also meet the requirements of the applicable law and

regulations including the Endangered Species Act the National The DSEIS Fails to Acknowledge the Act as

Forest Management Act the Federal Land Policy Management Act Legal Constraint that Must Be Integrated Into

and the National Environmental Policy Act FEMAT Report Develooment of Ecosystem Management

11 4 Nowhere in the FEMAT Report are the constraints of

the Act mentioned or discussed The FEMAT apparently was 1lt XQthi Ufl

willing to meet the requirements of applicable laws but only
where doing so was consistent with its

greater goal of The Counties have statutorily protected

restoring federal forest lands to pre settlement conditions

interest in the management of the Lands The law is

1101 15931.1 20460 0006 1101 15931.1 20460 0006
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this region and how can we preserve our precious old growth comply with other applicable mandatory federal laws such as

forests The President went on to
say

that this is not
the Endangered Species Act ThUs application of the

about choosing between jobs and the environment but about viability standard from the National Forest Management Act to

recognizing the importance of both In defining five lands is not permissible nor is managing theO lands

principles to guide the FEMAT President Clinton highlighted for the purpose of maintaining late successional reserves or

first and foremost that we must never forget the human and species closely associated with late successional reserves

economic dimensions of these problems that our efforts except where the Endangered Species Act so requires Comments

must be legally responsible and that the plan should received by the FEMAT suggest that the Oregon Natural Resources

produce predictable and sustainable level of timber Council Headwaters and the Sierra Club all agree with the

sales Counties view that the Act is legal constraint

Unfortunately neither the FEMAT Report nor the DSEIS that prohibits the uses proposed for the lands under

follows the direction given by the President The result is Alternative e FEMAT Doc No 647 FEMAT Doc

that the DSEIS is not legally responsible in that it No 640 FEMAT Doc No 706 93

studiously ignores the limitations imposed by the Act Moreover one of the three working groups established

Consequently the human and economic dimensions which the following the Forest Conference appears also to be in agreement

agencies were to never forget were promptly relegated to the with the Counties position that the Act does not

back seat with the goal of the FEMAT being converted to permit lumping together of lands with Forest Service

restoration of pre settlement condition on federal forests lands for uniform management for non threatened wildlife

regardless of conmounity impacts habitat late successional forests or other values that

The Act Requires Management Primarily for displace the congressionally mandated goal of timber

Timber Production Except Where Compliance with

the Endangered Species Act Compels Modification production The Report of the Agency Coordination Working

of that Goal

The legislative history statutory language and case

References to FENAT documents are to those documents
law under the Act make clear that timber production is produced in response to Freedom of Infornation Act Requests and

made available at the ELM State office in Portland Oregon
the primary use authorized by Congress for the lands Those documents were numbered for purposes of identification

prior to production The Counties have been able to

This mandate is overridden only to the extent necessary to review some but not all of these documents

LL01iS93l 1 20460 0000 LLOl 1503.1 10460 0006
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Group strongly suggests that this working group concluded the Railroad Company The land grant was given in exchange for

Act does not permit implementation of Alternative or
commitment to build railroad through Western Oregon from the

its goals on lands See DSEIS Appendix pp 54 E6 Washington to the California border with the proviso that they

E19 E20 5 29 and 530 Ironically this report is included be sold by the Railroad to actual settlers The
purpose of

as Appendix to the OSEIS but neither the body of the DSEIS the land
grant was to promote the settlement and development of

nor the FEMAT Report give the slightest recognition to this western Oregon

concern The railroad was built but the Railroad
Company

Indeed both the Department of the Interior and the failed to honor its obligation to sell lands to actual

BLM have agreed with the Counties reading of the settlers Congress responded with the Chamberlain Ferris Act

Act and have managed the lands consistent with the of June 1916 ch 137 39 Stat 219 which declared that all

explicit tense of the Act for decades Attached to these grant lands still held by the Railroad Company were revested in

comments as Appendix is
copy of the BLM Forest the United States and provided for compensation to the Railroad

Resources Policy dated March 15 1993 This policy which has for the lands thus revested

been neither modified nor withdrawn would be grossly violated Wad the lands not been taken back by the federal

by implementation of Alternative from the DSEIS Attached as government they would have remained in private ownership

Appendix is copy of 1986 opinion from the Solicitor of providing an economic base for private industry and tax base

the Department of the Interior making clear that departure from for local governments Congress recognized that revestment

timber production goals except where necessary to comply with deprived Western Oregon of its economic foundation The

the Endangered Species Act is not permitted Chamberlain Ferris Act therefore established the Oregon nd

IJnleas
steps are taken to acknowledge that California Land Grant Fund within the United States Treasury

lands must be managed differently than Forest Service and other
and provided method for distribution of income from the

federal lands President Clinton
Forest Plan almost certainly

lands The intent was to compensate the state and county

will not survive judicial review governments for the fact that they derived no tax benefits from

History of the Lands the revested lands

Between 1866 and 1870 Congress granted nearly

4000000 acres of land in Oregon to the Oregon and California

LtOl 1553i i
20460 0006 LLOO1SS31 l 20460 0506
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The people the state Act in lieu payments There was therefore an ever increasing

Oregoni were bitter in blaming the Federal

Government for inaction in this situation reimbursable charge against the Counties share of the

for over fifty yeara Moreover the

proposed reveating of title in the United Fund The system was not working to provide the Counties with

States would remove from the tax rolee of

the State these huge tracts of land revenues the way it was intended Congress tried again

theretofore taxable and in this transition

the schoole and roads of the State would The Act

suffer Congress recognized the justice of

these claim and it was for this
purpose

In 1937 Congress passed the Act Prior

that it directed division of the proceeds

from the lands among the states the inconsistent legislation was repealed and the system for

counties and the Federal Government

Clackamas County Oregon McKay 219 F2d distributing revenues from the lands was restructured

479 483 9th Cir 1954 judgment vacated

as moot 349 US 909 1955 Once certain debts were satisfied the Counties were

Between 1916 and 1926 very little revenue was derived entitled to total of 75 percent of all revenues from the

from the lands As result payments to the lands The remaining 25 percent was to be available for

Countiea and the State of Oregon never materialized To assist the costs of administering the sUstained yield program under

the Counties Congress passed the Stanfield Act of which the lands were to be managed by the Department of the

July 13 1926 44 Stat 915 which provided for payments
Interior

from the general fund of the US Treasury to the In 1953 the Counties began to receive their

Counties The payments were in lieu of taxes which the full 75 percent share After 1953 varying amounts to which

Counties could have colle ? ted had the lands remained in the Counties were otherwise entitled were retained with

private ownership the cooperation of the Counties by annual Department of

The Stanfield Act provided that in lieu payments
the Interior appropriation acts After 1960 the

would be reimbursed from the Counties share of funds in Counties received 50 percent of the revenues An additional 25

the tand Grant Fund To the extent that the Stantield percent was used for the administration and development of the

Act in lieu payments exceeded the Counties share of the lands and spent in large part within the

Fund the excess became reimbursable charge against the Counties The remainder wee been deposited in the US

Counties share of the Fund Between 1926 and 1936 the Treasury In recent years as result of the spotted owl

Counties share of revenues from the lands was dispute there hae been series of annual safety net

insufficient to reimburee the United States for its Stanfield

11.0115931.0 30460 0906 11.01 15931.1 20460 0006 10
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legislation that has assured payments at reduced levels while devoted to grazing under adequate grazing

regulations All land classified as timber

timber harvest has undergone drastic reductions 4 in character will continue in federal

ownership and be managed for continued

It is evident from the history of the Act that forest production on what is
commonly known

as sustained yield basis Under such

the lands must be managed for the sustained yield of plan the amount of timber which
may

be cut

is limited to volume not exceeding new

timber to support the Counties and local communities growth thereby avoiding depletion of the

forest capital This type of management

Congress was critical of the policy under the Stanfield Act will make for more permanent type of

community contribute to the economic

which provided for liquidation of timber assets and sale of the stability of local dependent industries
protect watersheds and aid in regulating

land without regard to long term benefits to local economiee stream flow Report to accompany

7618 75th Cong 1st Sess No 1119 at

No provision was made for the

administration of the land on The above quoted report concludes that the Act

conservation basis looking toward the

orderly use and preservation of its natural establishes vast selfsustaining timber reservoir for the

resources The Stanfie1d act provided

that the timber should be sold as rapidly future an asset to the Nation and the State of Oregon alike

as reasonable prices can be secured

therefor on normal market and the All of which is financed by the Lands themself gjJ jj
cut over lands disposed of for agricultural

purposes Clean cutting was contemplated at

Seed trees were not to be preserved nor

was any provision made for the protection The history and purpose of the Act is reflected

of stream flow The probable effect of

such cutting policy on community in the statutory language which provides that
any

of the lands

industries was not considered Report to

accompany 7618 75th Cong lot Sees classified as timberlands

No 1119 at

shall be managed for

Congress looked to the Act to provide authority permanent forest production and the timber

thereon shall be sold cut and removed in

to manage the lands on the basis of the then emerging forestry conformity with the principal of sustained

yield for the
purpose of providing

science known as sustained yield
permanent source of timber supply
protecting watersheds regulating stream

Only those lands classified as flow and contributing to the economic

valuable for agricultural purposes wilt be stability of local communities and

open to homestead entry or purchase Lands industries and providing recreational

valuable for forage production will be facilities 43 USC ll8la

The most recent such legislation will provide declining This passage makes clear that regulating stream flows

revenues for period of tive years This declining revenue and protecting watersheds were to be byproducts of

will coincide with increasing demands on county services from sustained yield management and were not goals to be achieved at

the displaced and Unemployed the expense of the principal goal of timber production

LLOi 159311 20460 0006 11 LLO1 109311 20460 0006
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In moat instances the Act is inconsistent with

The Act goes on to that timber from

total preservation of existing timber as wilderness late

said lands in an amount not less than one half billion feet

successional reserves or wildlife habitat This issue was

board measure or not less than the annual sustained yield

recently addressed by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals which

capacity when the same has been determined and declared shall

upheld the BU4s
interpretation of the Act as providing

be Bold annually 43 USC llela The Act requires

primarily for timber production

that administration of the lands is to provide insofar as

Nowhere does the legislative history

practicable permanent source of raw materials for the suggest that wildlife habitat conservation

or conservation of old growth is goal on

support of dependent communities and local industries of the par
with timber production or indeed

that it is goal of the Act at all

region The Act further warns that dlue The atM did not err in construing the

Act as establishing timber production as

consideration shall be given to established lumbering
the dominant use Headwaters Inc

ELM Medford Dist 914 F2d 1174 9th Cir

operations in administering such lands when necessary to 1990

protect the economic stability of dependent communities Successtul Ecosystem Management Does Not Require

Uniform Management or Enormous Old Growth

The Act has been interpreted many times by the Reserves

courts and on every
occasion the Act has been recognized The goal of the FEMAT Report and OSEIS to implement

as making timber production the dominant use for the ecosystem management does not require that congressionally

lands The other uses for the lands identified in the mandated purposes for the lands be ignored Ecosystem

Act are secondary uses to be achieved through sustained yield management is defined in the FEMAT Report as strategy or

management The lands are unlike most other federal plan to manage ecosysteme to provide for all associated

lands which are managed under multiple use mandates where all organisms as opposed to
strategy or plan for managing

possible uses are to receive equal consideration in the individual species PEr4AT Report 10 11 This clearly

planning process The Act provides for dominant use does not require that all lands must be managed the same Only

timber production not unlike legislation setting aside other that management of units of land consider and adjust to the

lands for particular purposes such as wilderness parks scenic management being applied to other units of land whether that

areas or historic preservation management is the same or different To the extent that

providlingi for all associated organisms is inconsistent with

LLOO 15931 j 20460 0006
13
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the law on any particular unit of land management on other species The FEMAT Report and the DSEIS however show tnoi

units can be adjusted than 40 oercent harvest reduction due solely to restrictions

The FEMAT Report and DSEIS prove the point Both that are not tied to providing adequate protections for spotted

propose six land allocation categories plus matrix and each owls murrelets and atrisk fish stocks

category has different
management prescriptions DOETS At

page 11 5 of the FEMAT Report it is admitted that

213 214 The first of these l4nd allocation categories one of the primary factors in reducing harvests on Bill lands

is established solely on the basis that federal statute8 was late successional forest considerations which the FEMAT

dedccate certain lands to particular uses which render the Report further admits is not compelled by the Endangered

lands inappropriate for inclusion in some other land allocation Species Act and certainly is not consideration of the

category inconsistent with the congressionally mandated use Act The degree of impact from applying the goal of

For example no portion of national wildlife refuge or establishing pre settlement late successional forest conditions

national park was considered for inclusion in an adaptive and applying the viability standard on lands can be

management area or the matrix where timber harvest might occur derived from information in the FEMAT Report and OSEIS

It was fundamental error that the lands were not Entry number 46 in Table 111 1 on page 2 47 of the

included in the category of Congressional Reserves and DSEIS indicates that the 1993 BLM Preferred Alternative would

therefore not available for use as late successional provide levels of protection for spotted owls marbled

reserves etc The lands are congressionally murrelets and at risk fish stocks that are equal or nearly

reserved not for total preservation in their native condition equal on Bill lands to those provided under Alternative

but for timber production to support local communities Alternative which includes the 1993 BLM Preferred

It has been suggested to the Counties that Alternative DSEIS 210 is projected to provide

application of the viability standard to achieve uniform harvests of 413 SIBF annually from BLM lands Norman

management on all federal lands bad little or no impact on Johnson et al Sustainable Harvest Levels and Short Term

harvest levels on lands under Alternative FEMAT TJnber Sales for potions Considered in the Reoort of the Forest

Report lIS It was contended that virtually all of the Q5vstem Management Assessment Team Methods Results and

reductions result from protections necessary for the protection InterDretations 48 1993 Alternative on the other

of the northern Spotted owl marbled murrelet and atrisk fish hand is projected to produce only 240 MMBF from BLM lands per

1.101 15931.1 20460 0006 15 1.101 159311 20460 0006
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year or 42 percent less that would be produced under the 1993
aside in late successional reserves and another 361500 acres

ELM Preferred Alternative even though the protections on ELM
being Bet aside in riparian reserves

lands for owls murrelets and at risk tiah stock for Implicit in the strategy for Alternative seems to

Alternatives and are virtually equivalent The logical be the notion that forest ecosystem management or biological

conclusion is that application of the viability standard and
diversity is best accomplished by locking up huge acreage of

the goal of achieving widespread late successional forest
land to serve the habitat needs of variety of plant and

conditions is responsible for the 42 percent decline in
animal species with particular emphasis placed on the habitat

harvests on ELM lands when comparing Alternative to needs of the northern spotted owl and the marbled murrelet

Alternative This is very significant impact not required Quantity of habitat seems to have been the measure of success

for compliance with the Endangered Species Act and contrary to for this strategy Quality or habitat seems not to have been

the mandate in the Act
as important consideration as quality though recent

The Counties are gravely concerned about the
research reported on by

Dr
Larry I Irwin suggests otherwise

enormous acreage of federal lands set aside under the strategy In technical cossnents made
by

Dr Irwin on the FEMAT Report he

ior Alternative essentially for the single gurpose use of
had this to say

wildlife The huge set asides are not necessary for compliance As
ecological theory predicts and as

empirical results demonstrate habitat
with the Endangered Species Act and for BLM lands violate the

quality for spotted owls is determined by

combinations among vegetation vegetation
Act

structure soils and topography
Successional staoe can be used only in

The total acreage of federal lands within the range general way to predict locationg and

population performance amono Onotted owls
of the northern spotted owl is 24261.000 acres Of this These results explain why spotted owls have

been found in increasing numbers in
total some 17920000 acres or 74 percent is dedicated to managed second growth forests

different ecological pathways exist for
narrow range of uses and placed off limits for sustained yield owls to find food and shelter Thia

suggest there is strong potential for
timber production purposes with 7053000 acres being set aside

forest management to provide Conditions

that work for spotted owls and that
in late successional reserves and another 2.231000 acres being flexibility is needed to take advantage of

local situations
set aside in riparian reserves With regard to ELM lands in

Perhaps most importantly the recent
Oregon over 62

percent
of the forest land base is segregated information Compels us to consider the

physical environment as well as
from timber

vegetation
production purposes with 770200 acres being set

structure and successional stage in

1.101 15931.1 20460 0006
17 LI0ll593lj 20460 0006
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conservation planning at the
Dr

Henry Froehlich forest hydrologist in commenting on
ecosystem

scale Furthermore the information

strongly suggests to be cautiouwjJ Chapter and VIII of the FEMAT Report noted that the FEMAT

mao based conservation olannino that

considere the forest as flat and Composed Report failed to evaluate the adequacy of existing forest

only of oatches of auccessional stages

Finally the information suggests practice rules He also pointed out that research cited in the

bottom up planning effort ie ecological

hierarchies from site to stand to community
FEMAT Report included data from experiments where the logged

to watershed to landscape etc probably

is more appropriate than successional stage areas were harvested by methods not used for over 20 years In

mapping for conservation of biodiversity in

ecosystems Such planning effort would his report Dr Froehlich noted that there exists considerable

use existing maps of soils landforms and

successional stages as basic units research which does not support the conclusions on statements

Emphasis supplied
of the FEMAT Report He went on to say

that there are

The FEMAT Report states on page Vl that cumulative
numerous research papers which also support the contention

ettects of past and present human activities have degraded
that timber harvesting under the existing forest practice rules

aquatic systems substantially As result few high cjuality
need not have negative effect on the ecosystem At least

aquatic ecosystems remain in the United States The solution

they should be given fair test before prescribing the very

proposed in the FEMAT Report to this perceived problem is to

large riparian reserves as proposed in the FEMAT Report The

establish system of riparian reserves and key watersheds

Counties agree with this conclusion system of huge

guided by an Aquatic Conservation Strategy The system of

reserves especially on 8124 lands is not shown to be necessary

riparian reserves proposed in Alternative represents
for ecosystem management Where the Act mandates timber

tour fold increase in riparian area
acreage over current agency

production unnecessary reserves are in violation of the law

direction from 619000 acres to 2231000 acres Another

The Counties are very
much interested in

8668.000 acres are included in 162 key watersheds
long term solution that implements ecosystem management to the

Under Alternative the minimum widths for riparian
extent possible and that also is legally responsible

buftera have been increased
substantially over the minimum

Alternative does not meet that standard

requirements of the federal agencies and the minimum

requirements established by the states of Washington Oregon

and California in their respective forest practice rules The analyses by Dr Froehlich and Dr Irwin cited in

these comments are being submitted separately as technical

comments by other interested parties

1101 11931.1 20460 0006 19
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The DSEIS Fails to Consider the Positive Cumulative lands to provide for the persistence of the species FEMAT

Impact Made by Private State and Tribally Owned

Lands to Wildlife Habitat Report 11 30

The DSEIS correctly notes that the law requires This flaw resulted in overly protective measures on

consideration of cumulative environmental impacts and that federal lands The assumption that nonfederal lands make no

tihe evaluation of cumulative effects needs to consider the positive contribution to wildlife habitat is serious error

incremental impact of actions on lands owned and managed by the that must be corrected if the SEIS is to comply with the

states tribes corporations individuals and other nonfederal National Environmental Policy Act NEPA In letter to the

agencies DSEIS 34 2 The DSEIS does mention FEMAT the United States Environmental Protection
Agency was

cumulative impacts where the impact from activities on highly critical of this deficiency in the DSEIS and the FEMAT

nonfederal land is thought to be negative Strangely and in Report

error the OSEIS and FEMAT Report fail to consider the cositive The FEMAT Report and the SEIS

represent an ecosystem approach to federal

cumulative impact that nonfederal lands make to habitat land management However ecosystems do

not stop at federal land boundaries

availability for wildlife species The FEMAT Report and DSEIS Honfederal habitat factors state and

private lands can not be excluded from the

are limited to assessing the sufficiency of habitat on federal viability assessment or the SEIS analysis

In accordance with the National

Environmental
Policy Act NEPA Else are

predictive in nature and the viability

While the negative influence of activities on assessment
represents very useful

nontederal landa is mentioned it is not analyzed For predictive tool The viability results

example with regard to anadromous fish the OSEIS says the presented in Chapter IV of the FEMAT report
habitat viability assessment of federal habitat does not do not provide realistic prediction since

directly correspond to population viability of the
species the scope of the assessment is limited to

considered This is done in part to impacts from nonfederal federal lands within the range of the N50

activities in other habitat sectors where the species might northern spotted owl definition of well

spend portion of their life cycles OSEIS 354 101 distributed in Likelihood Comoonent and

Similarly with the marbled murrelet both the marine assumes that nonfederal habitat is either

environment because the marbled murrelet is seabird and the flOt influential or is adequate to support
contribution of state and private lands for nesting habitat viable populations Consideration should

must be considered in our viability assessment in Federal be given to doing the viability assessment

lands even though these factors are mostly beyond the Control and including the importance of population

of Federal land managers DSEIS 354 62 Yet these levels and nonfederal habitat factora for

nonfederal affects are not analyzed Nor are they discussed in use in the SEIS

way that permits assessments of degrees of influence so that

the public and agency decisionmakers can understand the EPA comments on other land management

relative roles of federal land management decisions and EIS5 have indicated that it is

nonfederal activities in wildlife protection inappropriate to base the analysis of

1101 15931.1 20460 0006 21 LL0115931.1
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envirorunental consequences on unrealistic demonstrated by an examination of the following statistics with

conditions

FEMAT Doc NO 820

regard to sustained yield timber harvest levels for

This flaw ahould be corrected in choosing and

BLM administered lands in Western Oregon

evaluating additional options and developing revised OSEIS
Biological Potential of Forest Lands 1992 1.433 BF

The DSEIS Contains Such Flawed Projections of Harvest

Al owable Sale Quantity ASQ 1176 MMBF

Levels and Confused Comparisons Between Options that
Proposed ASQ BLM Draft Plans 1992 595 MMaF

It Should Not Be Relied Upon by Agency Decisionmakers

and Does Not Permit Meaningful Public Comment Alternative 7 DSEIS 1993 413 MMBF

P50s Grossly Overstate Harvest Levels Alternative 9 DSEIS 1993 266 r4 IBF

The Statement of Mission prepared by the Forest Alternative 9 DSEIS 1993 Revised 240 MMBF

Conference Executive Committee on May 1993 sets forth the
per Johnson et al

basic objectives and guidelines for the Forest Conference

To drop from current ASQ of 1176 MHBF on 5164 lands

Interagency Working Groups including the FEMAT Among these

to PSQ of 240 1.24SF as proposed in Alternative certainly

was requirement that the plan should produce predictable

suggests failure to adequately address those principles and

and sustainable level of timber sales The Statement of

objectives which require accommodations for the human and

Mission goes on to say
that our objectives based on the

economic dimensions of the problem

Presidents mandate and priniples are to identify management

As low as the PSQs are in the DSEIS it appears that

alternatives that attain the greatest economic and social

they nevertheless overstate the actual harvest levels that can

contributions from the forests of the region and meet the

be expected Alternative simply will not produce

requirements of the applicable laws and regulations The

predictable and sustainable level of timber sales as required

mission statement concludes that the assessment should address

by President Clintons direction This failure is made clear

maintenance of various values including timber supplies rural

in the discussion of Suetainable Harvest Levels on pages

economies and communities

11 47 and 11 50 of the FEMAT Report

From review of the DSEIS and Alternative in

The uncertainty in the projections is hinted at by

particular it is apparent that the original concern over

the use of new terminology The
customary term Allowable Sale

economic social and homan impacts was all but forgotten That

Quantity ASQ has been changed to Probable Sale Quantity

the economic dimension was forgotten or ignored might best be

PSQ The term Allowable Sale Quantity is the term normally

ILO1 i5931.1 20460 0008 23 6.601 15931.1
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used by both the Forest Service and BLM It connotes management areas compared to the Matrix in

which they exist Depending on how the

predictable and sustainable level of timber sales over time management rules are written for these

areas the availability of this volume

On the other hand the term Probably Sale Quantity conveys
could also be problematic Finally it is

difficult to fully capture the impact of

uncertainty and raises serious questions about the validity of these new rules especially more

extensive riparian protection network on

harvest computations the area actually available for timber

production Much of this area is in fairly
The uncertainty suggested by the change in small pieces and slivers While an

operability assessment was conducted and

terminology is borne out in the substance of the DSEXS and the reduction for inoperable acres was factored

into the harvest numbers presented here
FEMAT Report The productive capacity of federal lands has concern remains as to whether the full

extent of this difficulty has been

been computed in such manner that there can be little recognized

confidence in the harvest level projections The following This paragraph seems to be distillation of

discussion from
page 11 47 of the FEMAT Report supports this information set forth in Norman Johnson et al Sustainable

conclusion iarvest Levels and Short Term Sales for Options Considered in

It is difficult to determine fully
Report of the Forest Ecosystem Management Team Methods

the actual sale levels that will result

from some of the management rules for the Reault and Interoretations 1993 The purpose of thia report
different options As an example 15 20

percent of the sale levels comes from Tier was to document the assumptions techniques and results of

Key Watersheds those with
potentially

threatened fish stocks in most options calculating harvest levels for the various options considered

These watersheds will need watershed

assessment before sales go forward We do in the DSKIS Under the heading of Potential Sources of Error
not know when this analysis will be

finished nor what the outcome will be The in PSQ Estimates at page 19 Johnson et al list five

probable sale levels were based on set of

interim rules for these watersheds potential error sources including estimates of stream miles

Therefore it is problematic as to what

level will be achieved after assessment and interim buffer widths interpretation of northern
In addition portion of the sale levels

in most options come from lands within the spotted owl
protection guidelines additional buffer strips

near and far zones ot the marbled murrelet
This land could in theory be captured by for sensitive vertebrates and invertebrates inoperable
marbled murrelet activity centers As

marbled murrelets are found creation of acres and the effect of green tree retention on future
additional activity centers will further

prohibit harvest levels Also Option
stand growth The discussion of these possible sources of

creates Adaptive Managenent Areas The

probable Bale calculations are based on the error by the authors
suggests negative impact on the PSQ

assumption that harvest levels would not be

reduced significantly in these adaptive Under the heading of Unresolved Issues in the Calculations of
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PSO at page 21 JohnsOn et al
point out that the following It is disturbing to note that Johnson et al had the

unresolved issues would have significant and negative following to say about achieving stability in planned sales

impact on the PSO upon resolutions including the key
levels The goal of predictable level of timber sales will

watershed harvest in the PSQ including the adaptive be difficult perhaps impossible to achieve under Option or

management areas in the PSQ increasing the level of most of the other options presented in the FEMAT Report And

protection of habitats reflecting historic patterns of as parting shot they concluded that In sum it will be

forest structure and disturbance maintaining consistency difficult in the future to achieve Dredictable suoplie of

with the
ecosystem policy of federal agencies and timber from Federal lpnds in the owl region Emphasis

dependenCe on the harvest of late successional forest added Quite obviously the goal of an adequate and

We also note in Johnson at al that corrections for predictable timber supply which is required by the Act

certain errors have already resulted in reduction in the PSQ and was supposed to have been principal goal
here was

reported in the DSEIS from 1084 OBF to 1050 MMBF with most sacrificed to achieve the ecologic goal ot returning the

of the reduction coming from 8tH lands where the PSQ was federal forests to pre settlement conditions

reduced from 266 MMBF to 240 e48F a ten
percent reduction There Are Large Unexplained Discrepancies

Between Production Coefficients

Further reductions in PSQ are certain to result as the agencies

Beginning on page 95 of the report entitled

come to grips with the potential error sources and unresolved

Sustainable Harvest Levels and Short Term Timber Sales for

i8sues pointed out by Johnson et al We have little

potions Considered in the Reoort tot the Forest Ecosystem

confidence in the PSQ levels reported in the DSEIS In our

Management Assessment Team Methods Results and

opinion the PSQ for Alternative is grossly overstated

Interpretations by Johnson at al is discussion of PSQ
perhaps by as much as 50 percent Unfortunately the DSEIS

Modeling of the FEMAT Option on Lands Administered by the

glosses over the problems associated with computing the PSQ for

Bureau of Land Management On page 96 it is stated that the
Alternative and by so doing builds false level of

PSQ estimates for Option and were derived from production
confidence in the unsuspecting public and misleads agency

coefficients production coefficient is the
average yield

decisionmakers regarding the economic impacts of the options

per acre of land base for given land use allocation The

presented
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production coefficient were derived from the first decade

Prodnotion Cotfiot nt

TRIM PLUS modeling efforts ot the proposed For 81.30 Buitain d Yi l4 Unit

We presume that the reference to the first decade

TRIM PLUS modeling effort of the proposed R4P is reference

Soil Soil

to the new BLM preferred alternative 1993 which is also
10 P55 4034 liMiS 955 Sorbo liMI

Alternative in the DSEIS as it applies to BLM lands 5.91 000 II 559 000 Ii

According to Johnson et al the time constraint of the FEMAT
L IL JL L JL

CU 7 33 11 lb 20 100

process did not pennit use of the TRIM PLUS model to estimate

41 33 59 759 IS 460

haxvest level for Options or Hence it is our
sos 24 47 III iS 2

466

understanding of Johnson et al that the PSQ for Alternative 53 684 45 p3T
ltArbr 9

was derived through use of production coefficients average uio
44 54 948 30 75 400

yield per acre as developed for Alternative through use of L L
00 67 14 4Si Sr III

the TRIM PLUS model 10.1 5109.9

Using data presented in Table 11 Total Acres

GO 54 13 404 34 00
300

Forested Acres Acre Tentatively Suitable for Timber
To 189 300 4 41 5i7

Production and Acres Suitable for Timber Production by Forest

C1 9 14 434
90 91 15

and District Plans and by FEMAT Option and Table 12

coo soy 9 149 438 2
97 13

Probable Sale Quantities P50 in Millions of Soard Feet Mr90F

040

by FEMAT Option we calculated the production coefficient for

140 39
17 210 II Ill

each of the sustained yield units with the following results
ou 49 143

40 25

ldi rd
63 397 014 43 360

372

I tt Am
4.1 40 069

396
539 90 59

I LO1 10031.0 50440 0005 29
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From an examination of the above table it can titled No Action Alternative and provides for the description

readily seen that the production coefficients for Alternative of the no action alternative for each federal agency by state

are significantly lower than the production coefficients for the third column is titled Alternative and provides for the

Alternative In fact for the BLM property as whole the description of Alternative for each federal agency by state

Alternative
production coefficient is 23 percent lowe ? than The text at page 2 11 of the DSEIS states that the plans

the production coefficient for Alternative we question the described in the third column of Table 2 1 are referred to in

reason for such large reduction in average yield per acre this Draft SETS as Current plans and draft plan preferred

from Alternative to Alternative While Johnson et al alternatives and are intended by the Assessment Team to

pointed out that change in acreage distribution between land approximate the direction that might have been implemented if

use allocations could affect the production coefficients Federal agencies had continued agency land and resource

it does not seem reasonable that changes in
acreage management

planning

distribution as suggested would result in such large Alternative for 8124 Oregon is described in Table

reduction in the average yield per acre There clearly is 2 1 as The Revised Preferred Alternative see Appendix to

problem here that needs to be corrected or the reason for the the Draft Resource Management Plans and EISs Released

large difference in per acre yields must be adequately August 1992 for the Salem Eugene Coos Bay Roseburg and

explained Medford Districts and the Klamath Falls Resource Areas of the

The DSEIS Confuses the Component of Lakeview District Thus the 1993 BLM Preferred Alternative is

Alternative Aoplicable to BLM

incorporated into Alternative for BLM lands in Oregon
The DSEIS appears to have made serious error in

There is reason to believe that serious error was

comparing Alternative with noaction alternative

made in identifying the BLM component of Alternative when

Table 2 1 at page 2 10 of the DSEIS is titled

comparisons were made It appears that when comparisons were

Description of the No Action Alternative and Comparison of the

made the BLM component of Alternative mistakenly included an

No Action Alternative with Alternative and with Current and

alternative from the Draft Resource Management Plans and

Draft Plan Preferred Alternatives The table has three

Environmental Impact Statements released in August 1992

vertical columns The first column is used to identify federal

instead of the 1993 Preferred Alternative

agencies and state ie BLM Oregon the second column is

LLOT 15931 i 20460 0006
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The basis for our belief that very significant allocated for riparian reserves than the 1992 BLM Preferred

error may have occurred is table entitled Estimated Acres of Alternative

Federal Landsby Allocation for Alternative by Federal
The question is then what was the source of the

Administrative Unit in the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl 96100 acreage value for Alternative Riparian Reserves that

This table is not included in either the DSEIS or the FEMAT
appears in the table Perhaps it came from one of the

Report It was obtained via the Freedom of Information Act alternatives in the 1992 BLM Draft R0lPs See Table Major

process and bears FEMAT Doc No 2519 The table is important Land Use or Resource Allocation and Actions on BLM Adminiatered

because it presents data on acres of federal lands by Lands and Summary of Effect by Alternative in Executive

allocation for each of the federal administrative units in
Summary Western Oregon Draft Resource Management

Washington Oregon and California Thus we were able to Plans Environmental Impact Statements August 1992 USD1

aggregate the
acreage data byland allocation for the six BLM Bureau of Land Management Whatever its source it is almost

planning areas in Western Oregon
certainly an error of substantial magnitude

The land allocation which caught our attention was If by chance the wrong alternative was selected

Riparian Reserves According to the aforementioned table from RUle 1992 and or 1993 planning documents for

only 96.100 acres of BLM land were allocated to Riparian
incorporation into Alternative in the DSEIS then

very

Reserves in Alternative which is supposed to include the fundamental error has occurred The discrepancy noted above

1993 BLM Preferred Alternative This is in stark contrast to
compels us to wonder whether the BLMs

Preferred Alternative

the 202000 acres of land allocated to Riparian Reserves in DRMP 1992 and New BLM Preferred Alternative 1993 were

BLMs 1992 Preferred Alternative We are not aware of
any erroneously eliminated from detailed

study because of an error

changes between the 1992 BLM Preferred Alternatives
regarding the amount of protection that would be afforded

requirements for riparian reserves and the 1993 BLM Preferred
riparian areas under thece draft plan Both are identified in

AlternatIves requirements for rlparian reserves that would Table 111 1 of the DSEIS Existing Options Considered with the

call for fewer acres to be allocated to riparlan reserves On Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team Ratings for the

the contrary the revised riparian guidelines in the 1993 BLM Five Biological Criteria and may have been eliminated from

Preferred Alternative would likely require more acres to be
thorough analysis in the DSEIS because of failure to

recognize the total amount of riparian area they would protect

LLO 15931.1 20460 0056
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We are also puzzled by the ratings for at risk fish stocks for alternatives though the table does not indicate whether the

these two alternatives as noted in Table 111 1 The rating is volumes are reported on 32 toot log basis or 16 foot log

medium low for 1992 DLM Preferred Alternative whereas the basis In Johnson et al page 11 this question is answered

rating is medium high for the new 1993 BLM Preferred by the statement that all PSQ estimates for BLM are reported

Alternative yet the 1992 BLM Preferred Alternative allocates in 32 foot logs To convert to 16 toot logs BLMs usual way

202000 acres to riparian protection while FEMAT Doc No 2519 of reporting divide the BIM volume by 0825

indicates only 96000 acres protected by thie classification We realize that the PSQ estimates are calculated on

under the 1993 BLM Preferred Alternative Obviously something cubic foot basis and converted to either 32 toot log basis or

is seriously amiss that must be corrected in another DSEIS 16 toot log basis depending on agency While it
may be

that accurate comparisons can be made and meaningful review technically correct to report all PSQ estimates on common log

given by the public and agencies length basis we suggest that for BLM the PSQ be reported on

PSQ Levels in the DSEIS Are Reported in 16 foot log basis and so footnoted

Different Scales Than Used in BLM Planning

Documents The conversion from cubic foot measure to board toot

The DSEIS uses long log scale and all BLM planning measure either 32 foot log basis or 16 toot log basie can be

documents use short log scale This discrepancy makes accurate very confusing even to those who think they understand it

comparisons nearly impossible Reporting Forest Service volumes on 32 foot log basis and BLII

The DSEIS and the FEMAT Report contain few details on volumes on 16 foot log basis will give the public more

the methodology used for calculating the PSQ for the federal precise understanding of what the sales levels by agency will

forests If it were not for the report of Johnson et al be and it will save the public from having to carry out the

which was not available until late September the public
mathematical procedure for converting from long log to short

would be totally in the dark with regard to calculation of the log with the possibility of getting it wrong In addition if

PSQ the Final 6825 reports the PSQ for RLM on 32 toot log basis

In Table VI2 page 4108 DSEIS the historic and 51.00 plans show higher PSQ on 16 foot log basis the

sales levels and probable annual average timber sales in the public may feel deceived Hence our recommendation is to

first decade by alternative are shown The PSQ is reported in report all BLM PSQ volumes on short log basis so that

millions of board feet Scribner for each of the ten

1.1.01 15931.1 30460 0006
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adequate public review can be conducted and comparisons made local government officials both elected and appointed in the

with previous BLM planning documents
development of land use programs land use regulations and land

The DSEIS Does Not Permit Meaningful Public use decisions This
passage

is particularly relevant to the

Comment and Cannot Be Relied Upon by Agency

Decisionmakers Counties

40 CFR 1500.1 states that compliance with NEPA The DSEIS does not meet the standards of either NEPA

requires that information be available to public officials and or FLPMA The harvest projections are incomplete inaccurate

citizens before decisions are made and before actions are and inflated The components of the alternatives particularly

taken Accurate scientific analysis and public scrutiny Alternative are unclear and may have been confused

are essential to implementing
NEPA Xe g Deviations in production coefficients are unexplained and log

Environmental Council Kunoman 817 F2d 484 9th Cir 1987 scales differ from those used in other BtM planning documents

To comply with NEPA an environmental impact statement must The analysis of options ignored positive contributions from

enable those who did not participate in its preparation to nonfederal lands The community impacts analysis is fraught

understand the factors involved including economic affects with error discussion inLr and Appendix hereto

and fully consider their significance g Sierra Club Moreover there is substantial lack of correlation between

tQfl 431 Supp 11 DC Tex 1979 South Louisiana the conclusions on the various points in the DSEIS and

Environmental Council Inc Sand 629 F2d 1005 5th Cir discussion of the evidence to support such conclusions

1980 NEPA compliance requires full and fair discussion of The FEMAT Report admits that the rating of

impacts and information about reasonable alternatives so that alternatives was subjective evaluation rather than

the public may participate in
decisionmaking and so that scientific one FEMAT Report 11 29 The FEMAT Report and

federal officials can make sound decisions about
agency DSEIS admit that there are many factors to which the decline of

actions 40 CFR 1502.1 fish population can be attributed but concludes that habitat

Similar requirements apply particularly to the BLM loss and modification are major determinants suggesting

through the Federal Land Policy and Management Act FLPMA that this habitat loss is the result of logging practices

Section 202c of FLPMA requires that in the development FEMAT Report 11 42 11 37 Yet the DSEIS admits that for

and revision of land use plans the Secretary of the Interior anadromous fish there is
very limited science available to

shall provide for meaningful public involvement of state and establish direct relationships between land management actions
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and population viability due in part to other impacts such as increased riparian area protection the authors of Alternative

predation and artificial propagation DSEIS 34l0l obviously concluded that agency planning for riparian areas

FEMAT Report V 70 same Nevertheless this very limited was inadequate and proposed four fold increase in the acreage

science is relied on as the basis for recommending profound of Riparian Reserves from 619000 acres Alternative to

change in policy on use of federal lands There is no 2231000 acres Alternative

discussion of the growing body of scientific evidence that For 514 landa no explanation is given for the need

shows that current as opposed to historic logging practices
for this huge increase which ia particularly questionable in

do not adersely affect fish populations discussion light of medium high level of protection for atrisk fish

at pp 19 20 regarding review by Dr
Henry Froehlich stocks attributed to the 1993 8tH Preferred Alternative

And the FEMAT
Report and DSEIS rely on deeply flawed and DSEIS 247 It appears that this huge increase in acreage

incomplete analysis of economic and community impacts that was dedicated to riparian reserves is meant to make amends for

not even applied to Alternative See FEMAT Report influences that may be more critical in influencing fish

pp VIXI 6 through VIII 82 populations than forest habitat such as over harvest of fish by

An example of uncertainty in the DSEIS rendering commercial and sport fishing an extensive system of

meaningful public review impossible is provided by the hydroelectric dams that impede fish movement faulty fish

discussion of riparian reserves Both the 8tH and the hatchery managemsnt habitat loss and degradation due to

Counties ought to be able to compare the riparian protections agriculture and natural disasters such as the volcanic

in the DSEIS alternatives with those provided by current 8tH eruption of Mt St Helene Unfortunately the DSEIS does not

planning Yet that comparison is impossible provide enough information to determine whether this is

Alternative proposes to allocate 2.2 million acres correct

of land to system of riparian reserves No information is The level of detail in the DSEIS specific to 8tH

given that permits an analysis of how much of these reserves lands is inadequate to make reasoned judgments in the

are located in each 8tH district Alternative also proposes differences between BLH planning either DRMP EIS5 1992 or

to establish 162 key watershed areas amounting to 8.7 million Revised Preferred Alternative l993 and Alternative

acres of which 3.9 million acres will directly impact the However comparison of Figures Vl6 and V 17 FEMAT Report

matrix allocation While current agency planning substantially
sheds some light on what miqht be expected Figure Vl6
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represents
the application of Alternative

riparian standards We are also of the opinion that these small pieces and

to the Augusta Creek Watershed Figure V 17 represents the slivers of land while technically available for timber

application of BLM riparian standards to the same watershed harvest are very likely to present such difficult logging

No acreage is given for the Augusta Creek Watershed nor is the conditions as to make such areas economically inoperable even

scale of the map given However it is obvious from an though included in the land base for PSQ calculations

examination of Figure V 16 that precious little matrix will be Another major concern has to do with proposed

available in the August Creek Watershed for timber harvest establishiiient of 162 key watersheds and the uncertain

under the Alternative proposal consequence of this
proposed action on the PSQ In this regard

In fact we are of the opinion that the system of we refer once again to page 11 47 of the FEMAT Report where the

riparian reserves proposed in Alternative will so fracture following is stated

the matrix that the probability of producing PSQ of 240 MMBF It is difficult to determine
fully

the actual sales levels that will result

as revised of timber from BLM forests as reported in the from some of the
management rules for the

different options As an example 15 20

DSEIS is nil This opinion is supported by the discussion of percent of the sales levels come from Tier

Key Watersheds those with potentially
sustainable forest levels page 11 47 FEMAT Report where it threatened fish stocks in most options

These watersheds will need watershed

states that it is difficult to fully capture the impact of assessment before sales
go forward We do

not know when the analysis will be finished

these new rules especially more extensive riparian protection nor what the outcome will be The probable

sales levels were based on set of interim

network in the area available for timber production Much of rules for these watersheds Therefore it

is oroblematic as to what level will be

this area is in fairly small pieces and slivers While an achieved after assessment Emphasis
supplied

operability assessment was conducted and reduction for

In addition the Counties are concerned with

inoperable areas was factored into the harvest numbers

the closed method used to establish system of

presented here concern remains as to whether the full extent

late successional reserves and riparian reserves for
of this difficulty has been recoanized Emphasis added

Alternative In particular the Counties are concerned

Another area where there has been inadequate

recognition of potential problems relates to the creation of

conditions likey to result in catastrophic fires while at the continued

same time diminishing the ability of land managers to battle concern to many counties the letter from the Coos
such destructive laeee This

potential is of aubstantial County Board of Consnispionera attached hereto as appendix

continued
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that habitat for the northern spotted owl was based upon the Strategy as applied to Alternative significantly impact the

Draft Recovery Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl 1992 that timber production base tor the federal lands And judging from

had not been signed or adopted by the Secretary of the the comments of Norman Johnson et al completion of

Interior that habitat for the marbled murrelet was based upon marbled murrelet surveys completion of analysis
of key

adoption of parts and pieces of interim guidelines considered watersheds and determination of the full extent of intermittent

by various committees and FEMAT and that habitat for atrisk streams are very likely to result in further reduction in lands

fish stocks was based upon an Aquatic Conservation Strategy allocated to the matrix and hence reduction in the PSQ

designed by FEMAT The Counties are of the opinion the Draft

Our principal concern over the lack of public Recovery Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl should be opened for

participation in the development of the guidelines noted above public comment to provide for the incorporation of new research

which have such impact on the federal lands Of the above findings as reported by Dr Irwin and that both the

guidelines only the Draft Recovery Plan for the Northern recovery plan for the marbled murrelet and the Aquatic

Spotted Owl was subjected to public review and comment And as Conservation Strategy should be issued in draft for public

noted in the DSEIS page 215 the Draft Recovery Plan for the review and comment before being
considered for implementation

Northern Spotted Owl though completed in December 1992 was All three of these plan elements are too important to federal

not signed and therefore not distributed to the public land use planning to be placed in effect without adequate

Apparently the DSEIS serves to validate the recovery plan review analysis and debate

though the public has been denied one last chance to comment In sum the DSEIS is so incomplete confused and

prior to the adoption With regard to the standards and confusing and so heavily reliant on bits and pieces of other

guidelines designed to meet the management objectives for the plans that hays not had adequate public review that it does

marbled murrelet Chapter DSEIS and the standards and not permit meaningful public comment and should not be relied

guidelines designed for the Aquatic Conservation Strategy upon by agency decisionmakere revised DSEIS should be

Appendix B6 DSEIS neither were subjected to public review prepared that remedies these detects so as to comply to NEPA

and comment prior to their application and use in the DSEIS and FLPMA

Both the standards aod guidelines for the marbled murrelet and

the standards and guidelines for the Aquatic Conservation

I IO11S311 20460 0006 43 LL0115930.1 20460 0006
44
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FLPMA Requires that Administrative Withdrawals of the alternatives are designed to achieve similar ecologic goals

Magnitude Recorenended by the DSEIS Be Submitted for

Congressional Review including satisfaction of the NFMA viability standard and

Section 2025 of FLPMA requires that amy return to presettlement late successional forest condition

management
decision or action pursuant to management decision Alternative is not reasonable alternative because it

that excludes that is totally eliminates one or moreof the includes nanagement prescriptions
for Forest Service lands that

principal or major uses for two or more years
with

respect
to have already been ruled impermissible What is included is

tract of land of one hundred thousand acres or more shall be one or more alternatives that comply with the Act on BLM

reported by the Secretary to the House of Representatives and lands do not apply the viability standard or seek

the Senate for approval or disapproval The principal or presettlement forest conditions and meet the legal

major uses are defined to include timber production requirements applicable to Forest Service lands The result is

Alternative would exclude timber production from that decisionmakers are presentedwith an impossible choice

much more than 100.000 acres of prime timberland under the between nine options that lock up the forest and one option

jurisdiction of the 912 4 and therefore must be submitted to the that is known to be illegal This is not what is contemplated

House of Representatives and the Senate for review by NEPA

The OSEIS Fails to Present an Adequate Range of Second the DSEIS fails to provide gj analysis of

Alternatives

no action alternative This failure was due in large part to

40 CFR 1502.14 requires that an EIS shall

June 23 1993 opinion received from the Council on

rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable

Environmental Quality CEQ DSEIS Appendix The CEQ

1tniyeg and for the alternatives which were eliminated

said that the no action alternative was not reasonable

from detailed study briefly discus the reasons for their

alternative requiring discussion because implementation of the

having been eliminated The alternative must Include

no action alternative on Forest Service and bureau of Land

reasonable alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the

Managements land will not meet toe reuuirements ot the

lead agency and must also include the alternative of no

viability regulation Ia This is an erroneous justification

action 40 CFR 1502.14c and

matter of law in that the viability regulation does fl
The OSEIS does not comply with these requirements

apply to BLM lands

Piret the range of alternatives is inadequate All of the

1101.15931.1 30460
0006 45 1101 15931.1 20460 0006 46
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Moreover the no action alternative is wrongly Alternatives considered including Alternative were designed

identified for BLM lands The DSEIS acknowledges that the 1993 to create habitat for hundredB or perhaps thousands of

BLM Preferred Alternative the direction that might have non vertebrate Bpecies including even plants fungi and

been implemented if the Federal Agencies had continued agency
lichens

and resource management planning DSEIS 211 That is Moreover the FEMAT alternatives were all designed to

if there wa no action on liliE DSEIS then the 1993 achieve maintenance and or creation of codnected or

Preferred Alternative would be implemented The 1993 B5 M interactive old growth forest ecosystem on the federal lands

Preferred Alternative then is the correct no action within the range of the northern spotted Owl This was the

alternative here rather than the EMP5 from the late 1970s and direction given by the Forest Council Executive Committee

early
l980s Thua had the proper no action alternative been DSEIS Appendix ThiB violates the Multiple Use

identified detailed analysis could have been prepared as SuBtained Yield Act and the National Forest Management Act

required by CEQ regulationa NFMA both which require the Forest Service to manage the

These defects must be remedied by preparation of national forests under the principles of multiple use and

revised OSEIS sustained yield The Multiple Use Act states It is the

The NFMA Does Not Authorize Alternative Even on policy of the Congress that the national forests are

National Forest L ands

established and shall be administered for outdoor recreation

The viability rule which doeS not apply at all to

range timber watershed and wildlife and fish purposes 16

lands was incorrectly applied even to the national

USC 528 The Secretary of Agriculture directed to

forest lands The viability rule requires the Forest Service

develop and administer the renewable surface resources of the

to manage tiah and wildlife habitat to maintain viable

national forest8 for multiple use and sustained yield of the

populations of existing native and desired non native

several products and services obtained therefrom
16 USC

vertebrate species 36 CFR 219.19 This rule

529 The agency may not decide at the beginning of the land

interprets the National Forest Management Act and neither

management planning process
that preservation of old growth

requires nor authorizes the Forest Service to dedicate the

forest ecosystems must be achieved at the expense of all other

national forests to the viability of non vertebrate species
forest users Thus all of the alternatives in the DSEIS

The FEMAT Report indicates nevertheless that all of the

violate the NFMA and Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act

LLO1 1S31.1 20440 0006 47 IIO1l531 l 20460 0006
48
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The DSEIS Fails to Adequately Consider the experience with promises of replacement jobs following the

Socioeconomic Impacts on Communities The OSEIS

Uniformly Understates the Impacts and the creation of park in its area that displaced the timber

Methodology Used to Assess Probable Community Impacts

Was Flawed industry

The method used to assess commuity impacts was III

deeply flawed in such way that the public and agency CONCLUSION

decisionmakers have been deprived witta full range of This DSEIS is deeply flawed Adoption of

alternatives and meaningful choices Attached hereto as Alternative would be legally and morally wrong Communities

Appendix review of the DSEIS procedures by
Dr Robert in Western Oregon which are already suffering grievously

Lee Appendix is incorporated into these comments by wculd be doomed by adoption of Alternative The

reference The approach used in the DSEIS does not meet Counties request that the DSEIS be revised to include an option

ordinary standards that apply in the field of sociology that complies with the Act and other applicable laws and

The economic impacts of Alternative have been achieves the overall goals stated by President Clinton at the

grossly understated One reason is that as pointed out above close of the 1993 Forest Conference

the declines in harvest have not been accurately computed In Dated thisc25day of October 1993

addxtion the DSEIS fails to consider the cumulative impact of AS IATION OF COUNTIES

job losses that have been occurring over the last five years as

result of owl and other wildlife related restrictions esident

Attached as Appendix is 1991 analysis of the impacts on the
i

Dou ert on yce President

Counties that would have resulted from implementation of i
the ISC recommendations The impacte under Alternative would Stev

Cornacclia
Secretary Treasurer

be much worse Finally the DSBIS and FEMAT Report are wildly

erb Hagu orest Consultant

optimletic about availability of replacement jobs As

Dr Lees review points out the prospects of replacement jobs Kacin Dais
Attorney

especially family wage jobs is highly speculative and suspect

Attached as Appendix is copy of an article from the

SmIthsonian October 1993 describing one timber communitys

tLOl15931.1 O46O 000S 49 LLO1 1593l1 204C0 0006 50
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United States Department of the Interior

Oi flft SOL1CR
shall manag the public lands under the principles of

multiple
WASIINOTOND C 20240 use Section 302a FLPKA 43 USC 1732a 1982

But the meaning Congress ascribed to multiple use is indefinite

1 The term multiple us mean th management
of the public lands and their variou resource

BLH tR 0161 values so that they are utilized in the

combination that will best meet the present

Memorandum
end future need of the American peoplej

making the most judicious use of th land for

To James Cason Deputy Assistant Secretary
some or all of these resources or related

Land and Minerale
Management

Services over areas large enough to provide

sufficient latitude fo periodic adustments

5rom Gale Norton Associate Solicitor
in use to conform to changing needs and

Division of Conservation and Wildlife
conditions the use of some land for less

than all of the resources combination

Constance Harriman Associate Solicitor
of balanced and diverse resource uses that

Division of Energy and Resources
takes into account the longterm needs

of future generations for renewable and

Subject Statute Governing Management of the Northern
nonrenewable resources including but

Spotted Owl not limited to recreation range timber
minerals watershed wildlife and fish and

You have asked for advice on whether the Secretary of the
natural scenic scientific and historical

Interior through the Bureau of Land Management must develop
values and harmonious and coordinated

program for managing northern spotted owls inhabiting federally
management of the various resources without

owned lands administered by the agency in northern California permanent impairment of the productivity of

western Oregon and Washington You have also asked what
the land and the quality of the environment

require ents if any would federal law impose on any program
with consideration being given to the relative

Chosen by the Secretary to manage northern spotted owls In
values of the resources and not necessarily

particular as to both questions you have asked about the
to the combination of uses that will give the

applicability of sic statutes the Federal Land Policy and greatest economic return or the
greatest unit

Maragement Act of 1976 the Act of August 28 1931 knOwn Output

the Oregon and California Railroad Land Grant At the

Migratory Bird Treaty Act ts Sikes Act the Endangered
Section 103c FLPMA 43 USC 1102c 1982

Species Act and the Coastal lone Management Act We are

happy to assess how the six statutes apply to the questions
The courts have yet to interpret what Congress mandate for

presented but caution that because no proposal is before us our
multiple use under FLPMA means In the specific context of

comments are very general
wildlife management Nonetheless judicial opinion interpreting

similar statut governing the United States Forest Service the

Organic Authority MultipleUs SustainedYield Act of 1960 16 USC 528 et

1982 MUSS the law FLPMA is generally patterned after

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act provides some useful insights

In enacting the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976
The analogy between FLPMA and MUSS is readily drawn For

FLPMA Congress created an organic statute governing hey the example MUSS provides that

Secretary of the Interior Secretary through the Bureau of Land

Management BLII must manage federallyowned lands udr the The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized and

agencys jurisdiction See 43 UsC 1701 cc sea 1982 The directed to develop and administer the

direction provided by the statute is clear 1TtTh Secretary
renewable surface resources for the national

forests for multiple use and sustained yield
of the several products and services obtained

footnote continued

sxxsis
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iqdica5 that Congress intended the Forest

Specifically in Sierra Club Hardin 325 Supp 99

Service to apply their expertis to the

Alaska 1971 rvd unreported Sub non Sierra Club Butz
problem of the Consideration of all relevant

ELR 20292 9th 1Tl973 the STrlub
challanged the

Values

United States Forest Services decision to sell nearly nine

billion board set of timber from the Tongass National Forest in
Th standards Congress has

used to

southeastern Alaska It sought to cancel the sal delegat authority over the forestsclaiming the

Forest Services decision represented en impermissible choice to
are 50 general 50

Sweeping and so
Vagu as to represent turnoverforego managing the Tongass National Forest for numerous other
of

virtually alluses including wildlife According to the Sierra Club IlijOys responsibility
multiple use mendati required co equal emphasis to all uses Multipl use does establish

timber production could not dominate values like wildlife The
that the forests

cannot be used
district court rejected the claim Sierra Club Hardin exclusively for one purpose but
325 Supp at 123 The opinions comments on what multiple use

beyond this it is little more than

means under NOSY are telling phrase expressing the hope that
all

Competing interests can somehow
be satisfied and leaving the realItihe Act requires that the Forest Service

give due consideration to the various
decisions to others

competing uses Plaintiffs argue that due Id at 123 ri48 in ReichCould only mean equal This interpretation rests Center for the
Bureaucracy and th

SEEdy Osmocratic Institution Santa
would seem precluded by ths language of

Barbara California In the end the district
Court concluded

MUSYs definition of multiple use which
that adequate consideration had Occurred and refused to enjoin

clearly contemplates that some areas may be
the sale Id Ct 123 124unsuited to utilization of all resources

Due is impossible to define and merely The iS Court of AppCals for tha Ninth Circuit after re
viewing

the district courts
analysis of

multiple use under NOSY
footnote continuej im preius page

ruled that for purposes of this order we accept this
therefrom In the administration of the

intarpretation Sierra Club Butz suora tLR St 20.293
national forests due consideration shall be

The appellate COurr etessre vrse3given to the relative values of the various
lower courtsdecision and remanded the Case for additional

proceedings because
resources in particular areas

certain evidence had been withhsld
improperly at trial thatbore on the agencys Consideration of values other than timber

16 USC 529 l9B2 The basic command of FLPMA to the
production Id But no Court hSs ever disagreed with the

Secretary at the Interior echoes MUSy
interpretatioof multipl Use advanced in Sierra Club Hardiri

The SeCrstary shall manage the public lands
3udiclal

opinion also holds that It is
roper to look to

under principles of multiple use and sustained
Interpretations of

multiple use under NOSY as guidance tryield in accordance with the land use plans
understanding FLPMAs USC of the phrase Specifically in

developed by hiis under section 1712 of this
Natural Res DeE enstitle when they ar available except that

where tract of such public land has been

624 Supp
enging the legality ofprogram for

managing livestock on public lands the
dedicated to specific uses according to any

court
snalogized FLPMAs mandate for ultiple use

management
other provisions of law it shall be managed in

with the same mandate under NOSY Id at 10561057 1058 The
accordance with such law

district court Concluded that FLPNA
the on

under NOSY
multiple use andat likebrethes discretion at every pore Id at

43 USC 1732a 1982
1058

quoting
1979 is Bafld 609 F2d 803 906 9th Tr

Similarly FL PMA further borrows from MUSY in defining multiple

use Compare 43 USC l702c 1962 jfl 16 USC 52B
Accordingly for the court in NRDc the answer in

deciding wheter
1992

the
challenged agency action 3r FLPMAs

was lawful depended
multiple use mandate

solely On the existence Of fact and reason
Cicen these similarities decisions interpreting MUSS indicate by

analogy how the courts will interpret FLPMA

HANI XUSIT

Pt ATi ithIly
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6

supporting it Id at 10561057 1058 and 1062106 of sustained yield Id Plainly on lands subject to
The

courts view ObtiTned ven though Other choices were
its provisions the oic Act creates dominant use the

available to

production of timber on sustained yield basis
the agency and preferable in the minds of many The court

expressly ruled that the agency action there was nonetheless
lawful becaus the choice made found some supprt FLPI4A does not change this management scheme Specifically

countervailing tact and reason Id Plain and simple
section 701b of ILPMA defined its relation to the 0C Act in

the
this way unNRDC opinion holds that under

the event of conflict with or inconsistencyFLPS mandate of multiple use
ThiSecretary after between this Act and the Acts of August 28 1937 50 Stat 874

considering potential uses may manage
public lands in any way that

43 USC ll8la ll8lj and Hay 24 1939 53 Stat 753
is supported by fact and reason

insofar as they relate to management of timber resources

Measured against this background the the latter Acts shall prevail 43 USC 1701 note 1982
Secretary may after

considering northern spotted owls
inhabiting federally owned Simply put the OSC Act governs the Secretary management of

lands in northern California western
rvested or rconv yd realty classified as timberlands in

Oregon and Washli gtori

establish specific program
western Oregon Ie OiC timberlands

to manage them but he
is under no

affirmativ duty to do so Rather given that fLPMAs mandate
for multipl use breathes discretion In deciding whether to establish program for managing northern

at every pore Congress
left to the Secretary

th choic about whether
spotted owls on OIC timberlands the Secretary then must first

any program for
managing the owls is necessary at all and

decide if it is possible to do so without creating conflict
If one is necessary

its features The lawfulness of the choice made
with the dominant use thers timber production It the

will depend upon
whether the Secretary has considered the owls and whether fact

Secretary can manage northern spotted owls and still produce

and reason support his choice timber on sustained basis in the OC timberlands the OC Act
Any claim that th Secretary

cannot prefer producing timber on
in no way will preclude him from making that choice The

federally owned lands Over

managing northern spotted owls is beside the point The
proposition is nothing more than recognition of the general

inquiry
under FLPMA is more properly

rule that wher two statutes Can result in conflicting duties
as follows if decision is made

they should be applied in way that gives them complementary

Uni ted

to forego managing northern spotted owls Standing alone or in
favor of some Other selsl did the

effect and avoids the potential conflict See
Secretary adequately Consider

all relevant facts and articulate cogent reasons for the
Stxtes Borden Conpanl 308 US 188 198199

decision The inquiry ends if the answer
185 84 L td 181 119391 Stated differently what the rule

is yes The same
conclusion would hold if decision

means her is that if the secretary decides to manage northern
to manage the owls is

similarly grounded The choice is the Secretarys spotted owls under PLPMAs multiple use mandate he should

endeavor to develop program or apply it in way that avoids

Act of
August 28 1937 The

conflict with timber production on OC timberlands
Oregon and California

Railroad Land Grant Act

The converse of course also obtains If program for managing

The freedom conferred to the Secretary under FLPMA
northern spotted owls conflicts with

producing timber on
is limited in

one important way on certain federallyowned
sustained basis in OSC timberlands the OSC Act wlll preclude the

timberlands in
western Oregon There any decision about managing northern programs application to that realty As the OIC Act instructs

spotted owls must be measured
on reveated or reconveyed realty classified as timberlands in

against the dominant use of timber

production western Oregon timber production Is dominant And in the end

whether conflict will sKist or can be avoided depends entirely

By the Amt of August 28 1937 known as the Oregon and California
upon th6cr tsrys assessment and choices about program if

Railroad Land Grant Act th OkC Act Congress defined how the
any for managing northern spotted owl and their implications for

timber production on sustained basis in OkC timberlands
Secretary must manage lands in western Oregon that renested in
federal ownership or were rconveyed to the United States under
two earlier statutes 43 USC 1151 1982 The

Finally on OsC lands not classified as timberlands and on public

statute provides that any of the rvested or
domain lands the Secretarys authority and direction in

reconveyed realty
classified as timberlands shell be managed for

developing program
for managing northern spotted owls must come

permanent
forest production Section OC Act from FLPMA As will be recalled that legislation breathes

43 USC ll8la
1982 The OiC Act then directs that the timber thereon

discretion at every pore
shall

be sold cut and removed in
conformity with the principal sic

cxnIsIi
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Other Legs1ation

Sites Act

MIgratory Bird Treaty Act

Under the Sites Act Congress required the Secretary of the

Under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act MBTA Congress declared Interior to plan develop maintain and coordinate programs for

crime for any person to take or kill except as permitted by
the conservation and rehabilitation of wildlife fish and game

regulation any migratory bIrd included under convention ls usc 670gs 1982 In particular Congr ss called upon
between the United States and another nation See 16 usc the secretary to develop comprehensive plans governing the

68
703 to 711 1982 Congress charged the Sec

ary of the required conservation and rehabilitation programn 16 USC
Interior with enforcing the MBTA 16 USC 704 1982 6sQhl 1982 And under both requirements the Secretary

must work cooperatively with the applicable state agency 16

The Secretary through the United States Fish and Wildlife USC 55
610gh and hl 1982 Finally to give effect to

Service has identified the northern spotted owl as
migratory

the cooperative efforts required under the statute Congress

bird tailing under the prohibitions of the NBTA so CFR granted the Secretary authority to enter into binding agreements
10.13 11985

Accordingly no person may take or kill with the applicable state agency 16 USC 670hc 1982
rorthe n spotted owl unless the Secretary permits that

activity
by regulaton I Accord United States Richards 583 F2d 491 Despite the various mandates under the Sites Act Congress left
494496 10th CirTfl to the Secretary the specifics about planning developing

maintaining and coordinating programs
for the conservation and

In affording protection to the northern spotted owl the MBTA rehabilitation of wildlife fish and game The very
definition

does so by regulating persons conduct toward the animal The of conservation and wildlif programs conveys words of choice
means under the statute for enforcement are criminal sanctions By statute the term means to utilize those methods and

To put the proposition differently the statute is primarily procedures which are necessary to protect conserve and enhance

penal Nowhere does the MBTA mandate nor is there any judicial wildlife fTirnajame resources to the maximum

opinion interpreting the statute aa requiring the Secretary to practicable on public lands conlitent with overall

set aside habitat for migratory birds land use and management fl iTved
16 USC

670k6 1982 emphasis ridded The statute thus places
Of course nothing in any permit or instrument

authorizing use on little if any concrete limits on the Secretary Although the

the puOlic lands by the Secretary through the BLM nay sl1u courts have had no occasion to discuss Congress broad grant to

person to undertake
activity that is unlawful under the MBTA the Secretary under the Sites Act they have had numerous

Cute simply the statute speaks for itself and is
controlling opportunities to do so under other similarly worded statutes

this point And in those instances the courts uniformly hold that the

Secretarys choice not only is his alone but the decision made

will be sustained despite competing views so long as some

evidence and reason supports
the choice See Natural

Resources Defense Council Hodel T4 Supp at 1056

10571058 and 10621063

Under the MBTA the Secretary may issue regulations to Under the Sites Act then the Secretary may take affirmative

determine when to what extent if at all and by what means it steps toward managing the northern spotted owl The statute

is compatible with the terms of the conventions to allow provides authority for that decision But conversely if the

taking killing of any migratory bird Sectetarydecides for whatever reason to forego any possiUle
iS USC 704 1982 Under this authority the Secretary cooperative planned program for managing the animal that

through the United States Fish and Wildlife Service has issued decision also is lawful
eacept ions to the statutes mandate See 50 CFR Parts 20 and

21 1985 Under the regulations if erson holds special Indeed the Sites Act expressly states that its authority

purpose permit that person arguably could proceed with
activity supplements rather than controls hou the Secretary manages

that incidentally results in the killing or in3uring of migratory wildlife To illustrate in discussing the comprehensive plans
birds through habitat disturbance 50 CFR 21.21 1985 required under the statute Congress required that they shall be
But the eaceptiors applIcability is narrows special purpose consistent with any overall land use and

management plans for the

permit must be based upon sufficient showing of benefit to the lands involved 16 USC 670hb 1982 And more to the

migratory yird resource important research reasons humane or point Congress
admonished that njothjng in this statute

her
coepelin Jusciiicarlnn hail be construed as In

ing the authority of the Secretary of

son 1r eY1lT
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Conclusion

the Interior to manage the public lands for wildlife
Congress left th question of what if any program is

necessary

arid fish and other purposes 16
USC 670hcl for maneging

th northern spotted
owl to the Secretary Any

1982 As the Senate Commerce Committee mphasiz d these reasoned choice by the Secretary will be sustained

statutory provisions are intended Co alley any concern that fish

and wildlife programs would constitute dominant use on public

lends to the exclusion of other appropriate
uses

Rep 934

93rd Cong 2nd Sass at 3une 14 1974 reprinted in 1974

us Code Cong Ad News 5190 5797 Accordingly thiSikes

Act provides no mandate that the Secretary manage northern

spotted owls the statute simply gives the Secretary authority to Gale Norton

do so l Associate Solicitor

Division of Conservation and Wildlifa

tridangered Species Act

The northern spotted Owl is neither threatened nor endangered

species of wildlife under the Endangered Species Act See 16

USC 1531 et 1982 The statute therefore is

inapplicable at this time in considering what if any duty the

Secretary may have to manage the animal nstance HarrimN

esociate Solicitor

Coastal Zone Management Act Division of Energy and Resources

Under the Coastal lone Management Act dMA Congress directed

and specified means for states to effectively manage

heneticiully use protect and develop coastal waters and

shorelines See 16 USC 1451 at 99g 1982 In particular

Congress
authTzed coastal states todivelop programs furthering

the stutues policies 16 USC 453 1982 Congress also

held that each federal agency conducting or supporting

activities directly affecting the coastal zone shall conduct or

swpport those activities in manner which is to the maximum

extent practicable consistent with apprdved state management

programs 16 USC 1456cl 1982 similar standard

applies to persons who apply for license or permit from

federal agency to conduct activity directly affecting the coastal

zone The applicant must certify the planned conduct is

consistent with the state program 16 USC l456c3A
1982

2 As the Sites Act makes clear Congress did not authorize the

Secretary to ect in disregard of other statutory obligations On

OC timberlands in western Oregon then any program under the

liken Act must be consistent with the O6C Acts domInant use for

that area timber production

The Secretary nonetheless may consider information aboit the

northern spotted cwls biological status and its implications in

deciding whether to develop program
for managing the aniridl

and if so the programs features

PiAN3 Fik2lt

ILIINIi IT
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loading in the w
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS Nan method of logging clear cutting burning and rplanting best simulates

005 JACK BEEBE SR BEV OWEN GORDON ROSS nature

Cou fl Oft the fuel loading syst matioaily through harvest natur will do

nmsnc ea LL sty sIT us 2I5 I Pal sullen
it automatically through fire If do not harvest nature will and nature will

not set aside th riparian non and sensitive elide and special habitat ar a
OotobBr 1993

One of Coo Forest Protective Ae ociatione ma2or 000widarationa before enacting

complete forest closure is the loss of first reeponae capabilitiee long as

the tugger Cr working until noon everyone knows wher they are but clue the

140 caoln Davis
wood completely and they go home throw th fishing equipment and the kid in the

Attornay 51
L a

car and head off on much deserved vacation then when fir trik e there is

delay in finding cat skinner or lowboy driver and pretty soon were trying to

circle five thousand acre blat instead of iv acre blat
Fht 503 2301907

We have here in the northwest the largest fire dapartnant in the world ie the

loggers low boys caterpillar water wagon and fire fighting eguipnant Under

the Clinton Plan much of this going to be lost It is there naturally part

of an Industry and could never be duplicated in strictly standby state nor

Osur Kevin could governinsnt afford to duplicate it

The topic of tire as catantrophic scant is tars than juet another ub ction in Let us not lulled into thinking that catastrophic fir are thing of the

uruapocea 10
the FIMAT repout It ecculd etand out as the kay consideration

past We were quite confident of our aerial capabilities with helicopter and

regarding forest land eanageneot modern tire retardante but 1967 gave us reality check with 600 lightning

tribes in one night end only 22 helicopters availabl in Oregon and Northarn

The history ci DOuglun fir foreuta Oi lb wren ulde of the Caacades hletury California

catuetrophic turn In uch proportion ann fraqunnry that it nuat be pranentad In

todays populutlor dinpuraul TI flees rasultad In prudounioanca of seen aged We must consider the benefit to anadromoue streams and watersheds derived from the

atandw of fur
protection inherent in an aggressive harveeting program on

eu tained yield beeie

that will yield revenue for forest protection reduce fuel loading to manageable

When nobsrt Gray sighted the coast of Oregon in 1192 he racocdad in hi journal level adequately maintain and weatherins road and maintain healthy industry

could not put aahure becaou of all the smoke and the nony fire in 1653 able to procide aaoieum first reapnnee capabilities You should ask every person

when the fIrst tattler came to Coos Bay the Indiana told thuin of skookum fire in the Northwest If disa ter struck would yno rather have logger or

at tar which the bay turned yellow and the little native oyetare died became biologist for your neighbor
net unct

The government cannot afford the iiabiiity of reducing our ability to protsct

In 1668 tire blackened 300.000 acres of Coos County In 1674 two reporters ourselve and our eucrounding
waliad alaven ails from Coos Bay to Sumner to view the work on the Cone Bay Wagon

Rood end rapcrted no sesinga line tree BOARD OP CO14181106E6S

This uoscdoti evidence tells
un

that our forest land wua not in perpetual state

of old ow hf

1k owl 1j

th BiN II dd tlfl

GdnoChini
A5 we wr ftc October haqlne the iOtl ynur of StIOnY Tilt BEAR ynbolielng our

nationuudas tforta to hTatpoc focuit forae

Fur usa vutoin metlcv of fropagstlo ? 0073 rlr iciest
nnd reducing fuel

RECEIVED
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The DSIES fails to adequately address six issues of

Cosunenta on the DSEIS on Management of Habitat

for Lata Succeecional and Old Growth Foreat concern to the Association of Counties First the

Related Speciea within the Range of the Northern
DSEIS did not consider the unique legislative mandate of

Spotted Owl
with Special Attention to

lands or available information regarding the social impacts
Ieauaa Facing Countiec

of planned timber harvest reductions on these lands Second

the DSEIS did not employ balanced risk assessment

methodology giving equivalent consideration to environmental

and social economic impacts as had been requested by

Prepared by

President Clinton Third the social assessment was largely

Robert Lee Ph D
qualitative and did not utilize readily available

Univereity of waahington

quantitative information on predictions of job income and

local governmental revenue impacts and did not review

literature providing estimates of adverse social and

psychological impacts associated with
job and business

losses Fourth the
concept of conenunity capacity used to

Prepared for
rate the ability of corissunities to cope with timber harvest

Aseociation for Countiee
reductions is based on Conssunitarian idealism a secondary

branch of sociological theory that provides narrow range ot

possible choices for formulating and evaluating ecosystem

management alternatives and embodies implicit political and

philosophical assumptions unlikely to be shared by many of

the concerned stakeholders and citizens Fifth the method

October 15 1993 used to assess coninunity consequences and Community

capacity created false sense of objectivity and

II

APPEUDIX
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quantitativerlgor by aggregating subjective evaluations Introduction

workshop panelists with unknown biases knowledge and Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

assessment criteria Finally the DSEIS contained an DSEIS was prepared to implement the Clinton

inadequate description of the economic and community Administrations plan for resolving the controversy over

mitigation measures and did not evaluate the strengths and allocation and use of federal forests in the Pacific

weaknesses of proposed programs or the likelihood they would Northwest The Administration appointed the Forest Ecosystem

address social and economic needs
Management Assessment Team FEMAT to prepare plan that

would resolve the legal administrative and political

gridlock that has paralyzed federal forest management for

three years This review comments on the social assessment

portion of the DSEIS as well as on segments of FEMATs

social assessment to address issues of special interest to

the Association of Counties

Comments address six questions

To what extent did the FEMAF social assessment

address the unique legislative mandate of lands and

utilize existing information about the impacts of planned

timber harvest reductions on dependent communities

Do social and economic impacts have to be

considered along with biological and physical impact to

satisfy the objective of producing the balancsd solution

promised at the closing of the Forest Conference

Was it possible for the social assessment to rely

on information more certain than the qualitative evaluation

of experts

ii
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What is the sociological status of the concept of not mentioned in either document even though it requires

community capacity Is it new Has it been properly greater consideration of timber production than the National

defined Cart it be measured more objectively than through Forest Management Act requires for national forest lands The

aggregating subjective opinions DSEISs ecosystem management goals covering all federal lands

Was the method used to measure community impacts are instead presumed to supersede these legislative mandates

appropriate and properly executed This raises questions about whether the Endangered Species

What is the likely effectiveness of mitigation Act provides administrative agencies with sufficient

proposals described in the DSEIS authority to implement ecosystem management plans which

Answers to the first three questions are relatively ignore the differences in legislative mandates governing

straight forward The fourth question raises issues requiring different types of federal land legal questions on which

an extended discussion of implicit assumptions and concepts am not qualified to comment

that profoundly affected the formulation of Option and

evaluation of possible outcomes from any option Answer to FENAT inform d about etudy of county 1mpact

the fifth question follows from discussion of question four However am partially qualified to comment on the

The sixth question is addressed by summarizing results from extent to which these different legislative mandates were

previous studies and experience considered in the social assessment and the efforts made to

obtain information helpful for understanding how counties

QUESTION dependent on receipts from lands might be impacted more

To what extent did Ut FENAT social asse am nt addregs heavily than counties dependent on national forests

the uniqu legislativ mandate of lands and

utili existing information about the impact of participated temporarily from April 19 to midMay in the

planned tiixbr harv pt reductions on dependent

communities FEMAT process as member of subcorrnittee advising the

Social Science sub team on methodologies and information

Leglalat iv andat fox landS not a at foned

needed to conduct the social assessment
The DSEIS and FEI4AT report contain no discussion of the

On more than one occasion during the period of my
issues raised by the unique legislative mandate governing

involvement made subcommittee members aware of the unique

management of lands The language of the Act

legislative mandate for lands and the need to account

which dedicated these lands primarily to timber production is

for the adverse social impacts these counties would
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experience it planned reductions in timber harvesting were evaluated but were especially important in choosing among

scheduled for lands At the same time made the options resulting un selection of Option as the

subcommittee members aware of the report entitled Social preterred alternative

Impacts of Alternative Timber Harvest Reductions on Federal

Lands in Counties prepared by the College of Forest Dalaoc d risk aaamnz methodology made available

Resources and Northwest Policy Center at the Uriversity of After the first day of my participation in FEW ST

Washington Lee et al 1991
recognized that there was an urgent need for risk

withdrew from my advisory role in FEW ST because there assessment methodology that would permit balanced

was little interest in using empirical tudies or current scientific approach to the seleCtion description and

information thaf predicted adverse social impacts including evaluation of social economic and environmental risks

both our report and reports oseveral other studies in reviewed the literature and irrinediately suggested an approach

which and others had participated have no knowledge that to risk assessment that met these needs and transmitted it

ihe impact report was obtained or used in the social in draft form to the FEW ST social assessment subcoirisittee the

assessment However the DSEIS does mention the importance of following week There was little interest in this

timber receipts to western Oregon counties
methodology and was later told it could be valuable to

future efforts but was not applicable to the FEMAT process

QUESTION This method provided framework that disciplined the

Do social and economic impacts have to considered scientific assessment of risks to the environment and risks

aloog with biological and physical impacts to satisfy
the obj ctiv of producing the balanced solution to people Risks were to be clearly identified and estimated
promised at th closing of th Forest Conference

as function of the degree to which timber harvesting was

Social and conomic impact not balanced with reduced other risk factors could be used Degree of
environmental impact

coot idence in the hypothesized cause and effect processes
The DSEIS and FEW ST report indicate that systematic

producing risk was to be rated Statistical concepts of error
process of risk assessment was used to design range of

Type and Type II error were to be considered and used as

options that had high probability of achieving ecological

basis for establishing dialogue about risk focused

obectives Social and economic considerations had some

hypothesis evaluation among social economic and
influence on the choice of options to be displayed and

environmental scientists Risk thresholds were to be
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established and justified more fully developed version of use of economic data for predicting social impacts However

this methodology is contained in current evaluation of the estimates would have been unreasonably low even if these data

FEJIAT social assessment process Lee 1993a had been utilized since FEMAFs estimates of job and income

losses were calculated on the basis the incremental effects

OUzSTXON of the plan described in the OSEIS and did not include the

Wee it pousible for the ocial impact aaee ament to

utilize information more certaio than the qualitative

cumulative impact of succession of federal timber harvest

evaluation of xprtl
reductions that have occurred since 1989 Based on my

Available quantitative information not utilizea
conversations with independent economists the cumulative

As stated the DSEIS Chapters 106 1he
impact of job losses for the three state region would

social component tends to rely heavily bn qualitative

probably total somewhere between 60 and 80 thousand see

evaluations by experts who know the areas or comeiunities

Lippke 1993 Greber 1993

Estimation of social impacts resulting from planned federal

umber harvesting have been plagued by lack of quantitative

Literatur on adv rg social impacfa ignored

dOta Most analysts myself included have had to rely on

The social science literature could have been reviewed

qualitative information However the social assessment did

to obtain estimates of the number of people per thousand

not utilize
very much of the quantitative informgtion that

likely to suffer adverse individual
consequences as result

was available and tended to underemphasize the adverse

of stress brought on by loss of job or business see an

impacts of timber harvest reductions

excellent review in Carlson 1991 COunties throughout the

region have been collecting information on wide variety of

Social impact aa amat not linked to economic individual problems requiring intervention by social services

Estimates of losses in jobs income federal timber
providers family violence substance abuse suicidal

receipts and local and state taxes were all readily

behavior etc or law enforcement officers Since there has

available Some of these estimates were available at the

been no centralized funding for this data collection

county level None were available at the cozemunity level

measurements are inconsistent and data cannot be aggregated

Unfortunately the social scientists conducted their
among counties within states or regions Regardless this

assessment separately from the economists and there was no

fuii provides valuable indicators of the direction and

magnitude of impacts
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Coauaunlty capacitye underlying asumptlOna ahaped the

aocial aeaeasment of alternatjvee

The concept of capacity reported in the DSEIS was

Quantitetiv assessment of county mpacca adopted by FEMAT from Kusel and Fortmanns 1991 study of

ignored
well being in forest dependent comunitles in northern

As described above reliable quantitative data were
California Kusel post doctorate fellow at the University

available for describing the financial impacts on
of California at Berkeley served as one of the principal

counties tor three possible levels of federal timber harvest
architects of FEMATS conmiunity assessment process Kusel

reductions Estimates of the governmental functions and
and Fortmanns work joined two previously unrelated concepts

services likely to be impacted at each level provided
to define conseunity capacity Review of how they defined

valuable data for predicting both the extent and distribution

coamiunity capacity revealed important assumptions that are

of impacts on county governments Lee et al 1991
embedded in both the assessment of corrleunity capacity and

consequences and the Adaptive Management Area concept

QUSTIOH
contained in Option the Administrations preferred

What ie the sociological statue of the concept of

community capacity Is it new Has it bii properly option will discuss this topic in detail because it was

defined Can it be measured or objectively than

through aggregating subjective epjnione so important in setting the directions for the social

assessment and the design and evaluation of alternatives

Community capacity je not well established in the

gocial sciences

Selection of concepts for socjej assessment was not

Community capacity is not well established concept in
justified

the social sciences Hence there are not well developed and
Kusel and Fortmann blended two concepts an economic

tested methods for assessing capacity Related concepts for
concept of individual capability developed by Amartya Sen

which measures have been developed were not considered in
noted economist and moral philosopher and

either the OSEIS or FEMJiT report Examples include measures
comeunatarjan ideal held by some sociologisrs who argue

of institutional diversity developed by Young 1977 and
that American emphasis on individuality is an illusion and

adapted for purposes of assessing communities depending on
that individuals are what they are because they live in

national forests Muth and Lee 1986 Muth 1985 community with others Both the notion of capability and

the comnunitarian ideal are minority perspectives within

their respective disciplines The fact that there are many
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other and generally more widely accepted interpretations most neo classical economists Sen acknowledges individual

human nature and human motivation should immediately raise motives beyond simple self interest This has made his work

questions both about why PEN ? selected these concepts and interesting to sociologists especially those who question

why their selection was not justified in discussion of individuality

basic assumptions As result of these omissions the DSEIS

Nod 1 of individual bhavior xtndd to community

and FEMAT report tail to meet social science standards bbavior

requiring explicit statement of assumptions and adequate Kusel and Fortmann 1991 transferred Sens concept of

justification for selection of concepts and philosophical capability from its original use in explaining individual

assumptions behavior to new use capacity for explaining how

communities adapt to change They stated

Aaumption mbdd d in community capacity
prdtrmiad conclujiona When we speak of conenunitv caoacitv we reler to the

ability of community to address local problems and to

These embedded assumptions led social analysts to respond to external threats When we speak of

commitments tthe term Sen uses to refer to actions not

particular conclusions especially conclusions they would beneficial to the individuals who undertake them we

refer to the actions which improve the coesminity and

certainly not have reached had they Started with different community capacity often without concern for the

personal benefit of the actor Kusel and Fortmann

3ssumptions about human behavior The communitarian ideal was 199116

tar more important than the concept of capacity in setting

arkly communitarian acbeol of thought rf1ct d
the direction for FEMATs social assessment in 7g14T iooial asl amnf

Kusel and Fortmanns view of community was heavily

Capacity is bas d on th ory of motivation and

attainm nt
influenced by the coiissunitarian ideal represented in the work

Sens work see especialiy Sen l987a Sen 1987b has of Robert Bellah et al 1985 1987 and Philip Selznick

made an invaluable contribution to understanding famines and 1987 1992 at the sociology department at the University of

poverty especially in his native India by demonstrating the California at Berkeley phasis was placed on communal

limitations of Western notions of individual rationality as relationships and the associated responsibilities they

defined by self interested motivations He instead bring leading them to assert

emphasizes individual opportunities or freedoms

capabilities and attainments or successes tunctionings

that these opportunities or freedoms make possible Unlike

to II
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An individual should not and can not stand apart from by multiple over lapping or intersecting identifications and

her or his community particularly if some of the most
associations that sociologists refer to as communities See

important values low from it The community and its
traditions must therefore be seen as informing the
evaluation individual well being Kusel and

especially Lee et al 1990 Society of American Foresters

Fortmann l99ll4
1989 It also ignored the possibility that community is

Practical application of communitarianim best detined by the fluid and constantly shifting
fraught

with difficulty
relationships of individuals FEMAT does not ask as it

The comunstarian ideal has strong essitional appeal
should have whether Kusel and Fortmann were unwise in

and sugests ways for explaining why individuals may do

extending to conusunity Sens ideas about individual

things that are not in their own self interest Regardless of

capabilities and functionings and reifying treating an

this appeal its application to practical problems of social
abstraction like thing the community concept it unified

assesSment is fraught with difficulties Three of these

community does not exist for rural settlements then

unacknowledged difficulties seriously confused the social
PENAls measurements of community consequences and

analysis reported in the DSEIS and contributed to denying the

community capacity are Simply assessments of sociological

American public the opportunity to understand the full range
fiction that has little relationship to what actually happens

options and possible choices for managing federal lands in

in the lives of people affected by federal timber harvest

the Pacific Northwest

reductions

Difficulty of defining COmssunity
Difficulci of using couimunitarian ideal to valuate

communities with individualistic value systems

The first difficulty involves the problem of defining
second difficulty arises when the coimsunitarian ideal

community Despite wide ranging discussion of community in
is used to evaluate the well being of individuals whose

the PENAl report the analysis that was selected for
identities and relationships are based on traditions of

structuring the OSEIS assumed that people living together in
individual autonomy This clash in conmunitar in and

rural settlement constituted unified rural community
individualistic value systems was clearly displayed in

Ratings of capability and consequences were based on this
ri1ATs ambivalence about timber producing communities

untested assumption FEMAT ignored previous research showing

especially the relationships and identities of loggers
that comunity is an abstract concept referring to an complex

ieality and that rural settlements may in fact be constituted
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FEMATs repeated unwillingness to discuss these conflicting commuqitarians worst fears by incorporating tne

value systems and assess how they should be analyzed was my communitarian ideal in highly centralized administrative

primary reason for withdrawing from an advisory role structure for managing the forest ecosystems of the Pacific

Northwest

FZMAT coaimunitariana ignor d oocupatona1 communities

FEMAT was so wedded to implicit conmiunitarian Communitarians ar awar of administrativ perils

assumptions of an ideal coimnunity that it under estimated the Lash l988l82 emphasis added while embracing much of

importance of empirical research showing that logging conlnunitarianism was well aware of its dangers when he

communities were best understood as geographically dispersed stated

occupationa1 cozrrsunities in which an occupational identity The coninunitarian ideal as elaborated in the past has

usually been antipolitical either prepolitical or

was built on individual reputations for hard work risk postpolitical In the latter form coaejunitarianism

looks forward to social order in which politics has

taking and efficiency Carroll 1984 Carroll and Lee 1990
given way to administration diverse conficts have been

resolved in such
way that only the technical details

As result FEMAT did not evaluate the important of production and distribution remain to be decided in

public It is no wonder that the cossnunitarian

capabilities and functionings very appropriate tradition even though it appeals so powerfully to the

sociable impulses destined to be frustrated in

application of Sens theory of logging as an occupational competitive individualistic society remains suspect
From the time of Plato onward its social ideal contains

activity and employed concept of community and rating unmistakably authoritarian implications Experience

indicates moreover that the republic of virtue in

techniques that biased results in favor of people whose value practice issues in reign of terror

systems more closely resembled the cossnunitarian ideal
Ar ias int nd d fo be postpolitical institution in

wkicb admini trativ agnci bat control ov r
Difticulti a tmming from mbdding th communitarian commuaifi
ideal in adminiatratiw spend

The Adaptive Management Areas ANA5 contained in Option
The third difficulty involves the coupling of the

presume an end to competition among powerful interest
communitarian ideal to governmental agencies with substantial

groups now fully engaged in pluralistic democratic politics
administtative authority One of the defining principles of

over forest management issues emergence of successful
cornunitarianism is its rejection of large bureaucratic

political conversations about forest
management among

foi ms of administrative organization in both government and

stakeholders living in proximity to the designated MAs
private industry in favor of decentralized community based

engagement of these local consensus groups in partnership

governance FI2IAT may have inadvertently realized one of the

14
15
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with federal scientists and ecosystem managers and stardards instead require that the role of social analysts is

utilization of local knowledge and expertise to help tO clarify values and provide meaningful choices Lee l993a

ecosystem managers work out the technical details of

extracting manufacturing and distributing forest products

Lee 1993b
The postpolitical or at least post democratic QUESTION

interest group politics administrative utopia embodied in Wa the method ud to maUr community impact

appropriat and properly xecut d
the plan for AMAS bears striking resemblance to the

communitarian role of the administrative state Lash found so
Slction of Pan lists for workabopa

repulsive The FEMAT social assessment evaluated community

capacity by selecting panelimts generally federal state

Failur to provid di public with choic s about tli

kind of aoci ty it wants in foratbas d sttl mnts and local officials and faculty members and students and

The marriage between centralzed administrative agencies asking them to make numerical ratings of capacity legal

and conseunitarian idealism embodied in AMAS is only one of interpretation limited participants to public Officials and

sony possible alternatives for administering federal forest university faculty and students since inclusion of

lands FEMAT failed to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses knowledgeable professional and business leaders was thought

of the AMA concept and did not advance competing to violate the Federal Advisory Committee Act by selectively

alternatives based on different social and philosophical including some private citizens but not others FEMAT

usswsptlons that would have provided the public with the scientists used their professional networks to identify

opportunity to consider all available options and the full potential participants and gain nominations of additional

range of choices regarding these options This failure raises participants

question about whether FEMAT circumvented the
purposes of

National Environmental Policy Act By single mindedly fixing Ratings of community cons qu ncea wr ambiguous

its preferred alternative and social assessment on the Panelists were asked to rate conenunity cu sequences On

coilrnunitarian ideal it provided the public with only one of seven point scale ranging from very negative to very positive

many possible value systems for formulating alternatives and for three forest management scenarios no additional

conducting evaluations Widely accepted social science harvesting continuation of current level of harvesting

and approximately 4.5 billion board feet per year in the

16 17
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region the 1987 89 average They were instructed
Ratings of cow munity capacity

sr also ambiguous

consider both positive and negative consequences for forest Capacity ratings involved panelists in making

communities Hence ratings produced ambiguous findings Some
comprehensive aggregate evaluation of

panelists might see reductions of timber harvesting as

positive for community while for others it could be cosmnunitY processes and structures including local

response to internal and external stresses and problems

negative Since there were no objective criteria for making
how individuals and the community are able to take

advantage of existing opportunities and create new Ones

ratings there was no way of telling who or what was
the ability of community residents and

community

leadership to retain variety of social groups and

impacted how impacts were manifested whether impacts were processes how well issues of concern to majority and

minority groups are addressed and balanced local

positive or negative or the magnitude of the impacts As
conflict resolution skills local access to capital and

local control over resources and local influence over

result ratings only provided average subjective judgments
resource management FF24AT 1993 vII 52

made by individuals with unknown criteria concerns
There was no record of how panelists selected weighted or

knowledge and biases grouped these factors in making their judgments Moreover

there was no record of the selection criteria

Negativ social impact dmpba isd qualifications knowledge or possible biases of panelists

Social risks to individuals families and communities

suffering adversely from timber harvesting did not receive Masur conv Y ala sans of obj ativity and rigor

very much consideration in either the DSSIS oi FEMAT report
As result both measures convey false sense of

Substantial empirical evidence of adverse impacts exists in
quantitative rigor and objectivity especially when displayed

agency and county records but is difficult to aggregate
in charts and graphs The idiosyncratic blending of unit less

because of inconsistent measurement standards In addition positive and negative factors makes it impossible to

there Was no consideration of evidence from several empirical
decompose measures into composite judgments for purposes of

studies that predict adverse impacts Lee et al 1991 checking their validity These are exceptionally weak social

Carlson 1991 Such information is essential for predicting
assessment measures since results can only be interpreted as

the short and long term social costs of mitigating these averages of aggregate subjective ratings

impacts as well as for anticipating the adverse financial

rspacts on local governments

18
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Wood supply critical to effective industrial

QUESTION assistance

What the likely ffectjvsn s of mitigation Second assistance to firms and industries will make

propoeale deecribed in the DSEIS

little sense unless there is an adequate supply of timber for

Insufficient detail to evaluate likely ffectiv ness the secondary processing sector Much of the secondary

Chapter page 136 in the DSEIS contains suxisnai y processing has relied on qualities of wood available from

of the economic and cosmiunity mitigation measures proposed by old growth There is need for thorough economic study of

the Clinton Administration The proposed mitigation programs
future wood supply prices grades and trade flows to assure

are not described in enough detail to permit an evaluation of that such assistance is spent most effectively and

their likely effectiveness There is need for descriptions efficiently

of specific programs funding sources and amounts targeting

Community assistance needs to be linked to economic

criteria eligibility criteria and other relevant potentials

information Third community assistance needs to be crupled to

economic potentials Wood has been the primary industry for

Marginal effectiveness of retraining and relocation

programs many impacted locations and no other economic activity will

In anticipation of specific information on mitigation begin to replace the wealth generating capacity of forest

programs several issues need to be examined First there is industries Infrastructure investments and capacity building

need for thorough study of the effectivenets of efforts can create false hopes and waste federal funds unless

retraining programs Previous research and experience targeted on places likely to benefit

suggests it is marginally successful even under the best of

circumstances Carlson 1991 Retraining ob search Job potential of ecosystem management Over rated

assistance and relocation are likely to work for only Fourth investments in ecosystem restoration

fraction perhaps less than 15 percent of the dislocated management research and monitoring are exceptionally

work force expensive activities Decline in timber harvest receipts will

very likely make these investments less competitive for

federal funding The job creation potential of these

investments may have been over estimated especially for the

sort of replacement family wage jobs most needed in rural

20
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Lee Robert 1993a Constructive Critique of the FEMEF Sen Amartya l987b On Ethics and Economics t ew York Basil

Social Assessment Independent Report prepared for the Blackwell

Americ?n Forest and Paper Association California

Forestry Association and Northwest Forestry Society of American Foresters 1989 Community Stability
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lcss capable of mobilizing the
rcidzens to

voluntarily
address common problems resulting

sum decline in coretseling law enforcement dducation or loss of asset value in homes businesses and c9uipmenL It also

the wood products economy and county revenues Moreover individuals and families having difliculty
did not consider the social

costs
of indirectjob losses or many

of the other less easily measured costs

coping with stress
are

less
likely

to receive support horn neighbors or volantacy associations when the

sense of community declines8

Table 12 Impacts to
Total EinploymcnL

RESPONSE TO INCREASED SOCIAL SERVICE NEEDS wage and salary employees

Economic
dislocation

and unemployment caused by the timber supply restrictions will very likely

Continuing

result in dramatic increase in the need for social services Employment impacts in the wood products

wills ISC Snalegy Employment Imnact

1983 1987 Proposed Federal Harvest Proposed ISC

isdusuy indirect employment impacts and total Unpacin are displayed in Tables 12 14 Individual county Ustc elans Restrictions elans Sllalfgy

estimates of employment impacts were droned by disuggsepung employment imitucts
identified in

oregon

report
by Greber et

al Employment itnpacts ate displayed for two alternatives and represent employment Portland

Washington 152.531 152150 151.200 380 1.331

levels supported by total harvest Total employment impacts include direct and indirect impacts and arc

MuItaoai 441192 440.098 437341 1100 3.851

showninTable 12 Soinercgicnnalongdiel Scorridsrorwiuhlargcrcitiesormeuopolitanascasshow

Yatiihill 24164 24104 23.953 60 211

Clackansas IQIII 1I1 J3A2 22 l1
growth potential

that absorbu some of the direct employment impacts Direct employment impacts to the 7218X 720000 715500 1800 6.300

Salem

umber tndustiy are shown in
Table 13 Under

the Proposed Plans
alternative there are some punitive

Polk 10349 10378 10463 28 114

employment impacts However these employment irtereases projected by the Gerber model are
tensporasy

Marion 2U11 flJ22 212 LQ
109200 109500 110.400 300 1200

and
are due to assumptions

about the differences between actual harvest and planned harvest and anli paled Northwest

mcteasesinshort termpemvatcbarvesting
Clatsop 17066 17127 16.926 60 141

Columbia 11.136 11.173 11044 39 92

Since welfare wtidserrclrainin8 and other neeessaty services are provided by the
State olOregon Tillamook 7.127 7.152 7.069 25 59

Lincoln
16605 16664 16469 59 137

counties
have

non
ccnnductcd any needs assessments to

anticipate
increases in demands for social services

Boston 33J 3jJ
111 212

normally provided by the State Ailbough the Oregon Joint Interim
Legislative

Committee
on

Forest 85.000 85.300 84.300 300 700

LtnnIl anc

Products Policy sponsored study of
retraining

needs fcc dislocated wood products wcekers1o there has Lion 36786 36242 35358 544 1428

Lane I2i li 123 122 sL 4i22
been little effort to assess the health welfare counseling education or law enforcement needs that may

162300 159.900 156000 2400 6.300

result
from such large displacement

of people

Roseburg Douglas 35400 34400 32400 1000 3000

Some indication of the magnitude of social costs associated
with economic

dislocation
can be

gained from
recent study

of social costs associated with Umber
industry job losses in Washington State 11 Metlford

Josephine 21688 21.584 20912 104 776

An
analysis predicted

iltel total additional social costs in unemployment insurance welfare social security Jac5fl II12 L1? 2.22

training wages lost
and

lazes
lost would total 5165.6 million within the fust year for the dislocation of

83.800 83.400 80800 400 3.000

South Coast

i 7360 timber industry workers This esumate did um macdude the increased
costs

of psychological Coos 21.440 21.440 20738 702

Curiy 3k2 J2
27500 275X 26600 900

Aduprodhomrtrobwnral

Sm
especially

Janet hi Fitzhnn 1987 Wlien Cummunitiou
Cntl puc laipticutiona

for Rural Ameviru

Human Sormeot in Rural Envtonments 11141 57 Also sea Mielsuol Hihb rd 1986 Community Beliefs

und Failure of Community Economic Dnvnlopmnnsm Social Science Review llvn 184.200

Gmnbne nr 51 l990

tO lilt Buwling 1991 Desk Top Analysis Final
Report

at the Joint lninnm Comivinro en Forest
Products

Policy Oregon State Legislature
Salem Oregon

j
II Sieves Rosa 1991 Deals

repast ass aocial noun uf timber
industry job

tortes an Wuuhington Stunt
aubmniard

to Governor Oaodnea limber loam
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TaSk 13
Io p cu Wood P odacu En ploymont

Tiblo
14 Induncl lmcIn Employ ncm

wage and
aalaq onployens

waC and nUty employcca

Conunulos
Conunuing

with ISC Suwogy Emnkvmoni lmot
ISC Sunicgy EO66VmOn1 Imnact

1983 1987
Pto ? xwol

FedunI burnout Pnpoccd isc
1983 1987 Pito1 Fodecul lvcnt Ptopond ISC

H6120 thna Rentnctitnts 3jjggj

851X1 IIIIa Rcntnctkma

Wcomnlkcgcct

Wcutconqou

Portland

Portland

1 Wodtingioa 2.807 2.761 2622 46 186 Washington 149.724 149.390 148.578 334 1.146

MUIU Oanah 3.377 3518 3.341

Maitnoanait 437614 436573 434000 1.041 3.614

YasuhilI 2410 2370 2251 40 159

YasnhiIl
21.134 21733 21.702 20 52

Clsckamao 3jQ5 325j 3.012 53
CUckutnas 101 100A06 i2D 253 sM

12.100 lI 11.300

709700 708.100 704.200 1.600 5.500

Salon
Salon

Polk
776 731 665 44

Polk 9474 9646 9.798 172 324

Moojon 2226 2.262 2 fl
389

MarIon 22.226 26.526 2L002 621 L626

3300 3300 3000 ss 105400 106200 107400 800 2.060

Noethwcu

Notihucul

Clautop 1.140 1212 1121 72 II

Clout01 15.927 13.915 15.804 12 122

Colombia 1742 1.852 1.714 III

Colwnbi 9394 9323 9330 11 64

Tillamook 598 636 589 38

Tjllamook 6529 6516 6480 13 49

Latcoln 705 750 694
43 II

Lincoln
15900 15914 15774 14 126

Ills 2249 2082 34
000lon 10.250 50.252 30.211 232

6.300 6700 6200 400 100

70.700 78.600 78.100 100 600

LnM soo Ltnmtsnn

Lam 4664 4.306 3786 357 870

Lion
32121 31.934 31571 187 550

10.036

Lasso 117766 32
I7

15700 13800 1700 3208 145300 164200 142200 1100 3100

Rosobtug Dooglus 9.200 8.000 1.500 400 1.790
Roscbwg Douglas 26.200 25.090 24.900 400

1.300

Mnikwd
Mm1lmd

Jonqtbsno 2151 2.096 1.820 35 331
Jn cpbine

19.531
19488

19.091
48 445

Jackson 612 2.261 111 li3
Jsckso

56463 56Ji2 52.100 c112 2263

7.800 7600 6.600 1.200
76.600 75.800 74.200 200 1.800

Sooth Count Sooth Coast

Coon 3004 3077 2711 73 293

Coon
18.436 8363 18028 73 409

Corey 5098 3233 565 Can3 2.261 1231 1122 21 IL

4108 4200 3700 100
23400

23.300 22.900 100 500

Adapud how Gtnbn 1 44010.4 ho 0.4 L
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hosting
Is ml woods ion
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hard
iimei Crescent list Mc rwoi are in In area lii rather starve

than kate efl 1J
Although locals can hil you nob

stories
abour laid nil

workers who
squandered fire hgnre payoffs

on speed

beekeeper hobbyist or
instance set

up

busines
to

proride pollination serrice to former and
fruit goon

res Shiner Brown is another success Brown had worked

for Simpsons personnel
alike computing laid off em

ployees REPP
eligibility

and then
was

laid off herself

She Brss rook benefits and watched my sons play
basket

ball area few months Then she won hard earned sev

erance Judgment She innesard in trunk and set
up

Shirley
Brown Enterprise negotiating trucking

con

tracts foe herself and 30 odd sohhaolers She now has

tine office employees

John Grohey penfessur
of economics as Homboldi

Si hkehhdh nab hm
per

nomic base name aroe The
taupavers spent

lot 01 lIst nsattt strait ttl nick rroce
rltntrrng

lrttnber llttrdrs ri
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hr
park planners never

money bar not much came of it Certainlr
not
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tIme town
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people
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the federal
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nig iii i item
lIrnol 01

tourism prnsperit Park adcoctes acknowledges Iss hard so convince arrian who made

landowners drew the final purchase pence
above SI hil isuisietl that wanes nil tourist attracted to she newer big 55 sir

20
an hour inusaitmsll hat sell he herrer nsf

lionthree tImes the
original

estimate The total hill for
ger park

nrtold outer than
cnimpensare

for rIce lost
Jttb wntrklng at Burger King Tbeanera Humhiildi Counsy

rho
jobs compensatIon program

was 120 million in ibr wriuda arid mills Arthur Little
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projecta
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head
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trees gain rhe bath hare
put door what
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not helped by she
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DAVE SCHMIDT 4sryo

IC ge
TI

II

onte a ZO St t7

mel nIL LI
MR SCHMIDT Good afternoon My name is Dave

Problem Schmidt today representing the Association of Oregon

Someloggersltailsirrne incnd LarlRnhersi
Counties The owl counties in western Oregon generally

1db
coincide with the ONC counties and Association membership

change with it TI ombee iodorr is dying There

Because of limited time certainly endorse
Pa Dorsen 85 second from kftl and wire Alice

chat attn enough trees in be
cutit rg at the nile we it heel

will Edilie iliane ne md
ir it

the Lumherj irk Lounge
lotting

We been
uting

iitr rewtiece iuurh tint ant

Commissioner Robertson remarks that just preceded me We 11

Allnlnnli win been trtind onhe ionic heler

The park cnrreu nope ociknr hill

have few other general comments now and then well have

gulen
high nurL hi lie cii colic Linirn ill

L iuaia iacihr if
Ihowitey

acs T1ererua per erred he rstnhhthner ci Ctliliiea xi ltannel
lsltoln

10
written comments to follow

rpnnl il lie lore it nmethrug dlfeeni mum whal it Natuiai
Park as ptp liartnlurtsltletlirarurln ropet lieivFr

es rc
liiinligeal heotgs the

utple Then narrriitrln tcild

up

Redwnl tnt appeal lie Ia

11

Id like to first describe the community Inpact of

ilclnoe lile
pan

like people lien rear tcer madraponrt it

cctucatng local gnnlps leathng
tInes

tler lir innk wheit liner
te natured and into the

park
to show elf the

reslorcuin
and

discussing

12
whats going on with the owl situation Approximately 20 to

ru rally growing unyrnire
SOOorar old rettwntth ftittre planscoeryrhauce he

getsalllirnilg ron elao is plllingow00i etc Recetc Ehtr distrIntetl sitcliitlnn in inueslors

13
65 percent

of our county budgets
in western Oregon have been

Icilkall le redwnu were 2.990
years

old foe 73 to hUShed
lodge

and cnlerencecerler One

700 ear ld ree
sararily

An
oldgrointh

forest sal nftheprobleer here rhot tile
park

ta no cener hr

14

funded by timber revenues and of course these revenues go to
he tiapan fares

says 7enpie never eel then hone arrived
flaring

Carl Rinearson if he NRMC adds Peuple uottn comfortable
place

uiilin
waIkirg

dstaice of ihe
eec

15
fund public safety juvenile and children services public

luck
up

he forests arid

expect
hem In lIar

jutr they
wnold also

allract groups and
perstiade

ntsurs In

ae Bulcest duct
slay inst

as
they

are Tltev are al
lengthen lher says Hr ha been

ltoking
at sites near

16 health and other progress that are critical to Our County
nay tnhangog Teens blow dunn

they are stritch by Orlck within view of elk herds td itolrasliurslroll

liglnnng they uppk tne Irun
old age In 1991 he On Irwin redwoid

grnoes
17

service
rrsnlle Giant one nI he rsos lament teees

up
here fell horn

explain tell peuple
here rankly Look the

one Ii luuh seceralntlner reeeswih rt Young shoutsurll

parks been here 25
years

and iiir
gntng

to
go away

18

The only reason that were not in more of crlsds
iproo ttp

uhere those Cell and we will hace lures mu The timber
indusiry

will nener be the same
again fishing

talc young
trees

nod older
trees egethee Thats the lifeis htning what is there fur

she future
encep

totielsm

19 today with the timber pipeline virtually empty is because of

cycle
of he furest The sooner we wurh ogeihee ihe more we market to

Bit nihers
maintain hat the aneas lattice hues in pre gether the her eeuffeoeeyunewili

he Ifoe
pur

the par

20
the 85 percent safety net and again reiterate were

ernung trees no
nttrrng

them Laminaed woud lech
behind us and cooperate we nan make Redwood Park

nlogy ieakes he monster redwwad beams nod
glrulerswtn niwsitunioe

21 certainly appreciative of the work that the folks in front of
uf he

pasi
nhsukte Seel plastics

and
composite

mate Orion5 home
past

ihe

decayog
houses of Orich and

eals arc
taking

the

plsre
ol ooid Aecneding te his

cummrseratlng
with

the former
luggnrs

at the Lumber

22

mc have done to secure that for another few years
poirI if ctetn

Irying
In keep he timber tediisieo alma is

jack Ltuinge however is ci easY to see
rosy

fitre
ke

tohiuuung Ihe htggy nhrp iidustry
The

hug iees One can nlyroncludr bat Inc he nhappy neghbnrs

23

But as the job losses have mountedr our service
arle Nonh Cast

greatest
assebtim ns

anattrnrtlon of Redwood National Park awiuniug siruntiuw unnoot

lfthroar
ciii

the
area

will have wither timber
workers mIce one moment tuosinio

24
demands have increased In my county alone juvenile

Oitrinleersuitn peu ecliog
the ootlqntr of these

25
caseloads increase each year between 15 and 20 percent over

cure aud heie
tuoiqteness

as ao
ebjenm

that came

lrur the million react of eouictco in he
peeseoi Anne dwarted by some of he worlds miles trees

line John Dew says irs an appruach quIlt
differ

nJedediah Smith Nale Pak itiode the national park
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the last five years Mental health referrals demands also
years to come and from my view certainly the environmental

are going up at approximately the same rate
standards in these countries do not even approach anything

Also would like to say that President Clintons
that we have hare in the West Coast

Community Assistance Plan the work thats been done on that
If there was more time could elaborate on some

is very much appreciated and it certainly will help And W5 others Id like to just state very quickly the bright spot

promise to do the best we can with these resources in the
in this plan has to do with the adaptive management areas

next three years to five years Im
vary glad to see the write up here regarding this The

But now to the Draft EIS We are dismayed at the
consensus process on the matrix lands and the AMA areas is

lack of consideration for the impacted real communities in
extremely interesting and just urge that the

process be as

10

this document We think the job losses are understated We

10
much localized as possible where that the real users the

11

think that the losses of local state and federal revenues are
11

local users of the public lands can be an integral part of

12
understated

12

the decisionmaking process

13

Were distressed at the lack of information
13

We want to Continue to be partners with you

14
regarding impacts on the increased coSt to Consumers in the

14

Theres an immense amount at stake and thanks for the time

15

United States for products that come from our timber
15

today

16
resources Certainly in light of the 50 percent

16
PRESIDING OFFICIAL Thank you very much DSVe

approximate 50 percent reduction in wood thats estimated to
17

MIke Propes Polk County Welcome Mike

18
be coming off in the futura from US public lands has to be

18

19 major major impact on whole lot of things including the
19

20 price to consumers
20

21
Certainly the coat of the national debt is of

21

22
concern The adverse impacts on Oregon and US balance of

22

23 trade and maybe most importantly the impact on the global
23

24

environment has not been considered Ive been in several of
24

25
the countries that are expected to replace this wood over the

25

HARRIS REFORTICO
HaRRIs REPORTING

PQt sd Or 9o
POfl 55

Orflco
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Resolution No 455 Psg

RESOLUTION NO 455 WHEREAS the forest land In the Northwest is some of the most

productive in the world Each acre preserved here will cause

many acres to be logged In other parts of the world where

RESOLUTION OPPOSING THE INTERAGENCY SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL
stewardship Standards are lower and

IMPACT STATEMENT TEAMS DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

STATEMENT OSEIS ALSO KNOWN AS OPTION AND SUPPORTING INTERIM WHEREAS at time when consumer demand is ever Increasing
RELIEF FOR TIMBER DEPENDENT COMMUNITIES WHILE LONGTERM

replacement of wood products with non renewable substitutes would
BALANCED SOLUTION IS SOUGHT be very poor environmental decision

WHEREAS the Interagency SEIS Team requested public input on its BE IT RESOLVED that the Common Council of the City of Cave
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement OSEIS and

Junction does hereby request that the Draft Supplemental

Environmental Impact Statement process be reopened to include
WHEREAS Option Is not

an ecosystem management plan but rather more diverse team of experts in preparation for legislation that
preservation plan based on flawed assumptions that will cause would return decisions to experienced professionals and focal

ecologic social and economic disruption in not only the concerned citizens
Northwest but around the world and

SE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that ue support an interim administrative

WHEREAS Option would reduce historic timber harvest level by
ection that would provide timber and jobs critical to the

at minimum 75 overall and
78 in southwestern Oregon end stability of our coiiwnunity

WHEREAS the SEIS Teems estimate that only 6000 jobs would be PASSED by the Corxxori Council of the City of Cave Junction this
lost with the implementation of Option grossly und ? restimetes 25th day of October 1993
the job loss and economic hardship that would actually occur in

our coin nunities and SUBMITTED TO AND APPROVED by the Mayor of the City of Cave

Junction on this 26th day of October 1993
WHEREAS the SEIS Teams ocn economist agreed that 16.5 jobs

would be lost for every million board feet mbf not harvested

This equates to approximately 60000 lost jobs 3.6 billion board

feet 16.5 jobs per one mbf and Signed T2w jf

1ES SULLIVAN Mayor
WHEREAS lands should be carefully managed to provide

reliable source of revenue to the counties and

WHEREAS the SEIS Teams racoendation Option was based on POLE Recorder

Attest

bringing western forests back to pre Europeen Settlement

conditions and

WHEREAS the SEIS Team incorrectly assumed that prior to the

European Settlement 70 of the Northwest forests were old growth

trees and

o Cave
UflCWn

WHEREAS due to short fire cycle these forests were never much

more than 20 old growth end
PO 8os

Cave Junctsn

WHEREAS
Oregon

97523

most of the old growth today Is already unavailable for

harvest because of wilderness riparian and other protective

designations and

WHEREAS there is very little actual science in the SEIS Teams

analysis and because much of the necessary supporting data does

not exist the study was based on professional opinion and
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OU45 045
This meets the viability test if old grovth dependent species could survive

In nature they can survive under this option

if it is found that because of the harvesting agas of the private land the

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
averege age in nature is not being amt then the harvesting age of the isanaqed

00
JACK BEEBE SR BEV OWEN GORDON ROSS

puhUc forest could be extended rather than rmdssoiog the sire of the eaoeqed

COOS COLWTY CO8J2flSS CO k1L 57423 803 4 Ii2 UT 224 228

Thisoption cll isu tainou r

tc1
the Cascade range the Coast range and the Wiilett Valley Portland could be

COI CofViyi 1EZPONE TO
TIIK

DRAFT IPPLENEIPTAL about the size of harrisburg and Harrisburg wouldnt eves exist The toen

IIIVIRO1IS8EI4tAL u8pAcr SThTMEWT can only grom from the oserfioc of the countryside

This option miii sustain itself fiscally None of your other options shoe any

WIr Upl oc pUrports to be totsi ecosystem management approach it in foci promise of making profit bet sill wost Likely require Large sp4tropriations

Ott 000rr000s bid Groeth eUoeystem from the U S general fend to maintain

IL oooooadrcnsthoswoyatwse inherent in nature that adapt to the open apaces This option will assure the continued su tainabiiity of the igrgset fire

One coaat range resuiting treas catastrophic fire whIch are best oeitateo by clear department in the United States the loggers their caterpillars their water

cot ng ini burning wagons and firs fighting equ ijent Vittuest thea none of your aiternatioea are

sutainable
those nyntee s in and around the even aged stand of bougiae fir which dominated

hr ontol nest nido from generation to qensration best eboifeted by our replanting It take timber wale to maintain this eork force sod equ isnt and this readiness
of Ixoqloo fir after harvest This cossId not be achieved in any other anoar No matter mach maney Congrese

appropriated
Ifl ioO Ihi pir00r of thc Coos CoUnty Coeeiseionsre the options put forth In

IL in our Lifetime we have Omen the TiUok burn the ihinie lairn the Bann burn the

1 hor on nandoto to uddrooo totni coo waaagoment Silver sod Gai Ice firms and the Oak Ridge burn to fee but for every aorOtion uniter ieperdnot cxam nitieo and that hac burned thousand have been saved because we had the rmesasrses to fight

to foturc thee Rv these reesoarce and not only the lives of cii forest creaturee bet our

IU
Out iticasure to suggest another alternative One that caste the underlying own lives are to danger

flood Chit of sustainable cysts

The Federal government canNot af ford the liability connected with adopting any of the

Itt un roterence scientific and historic proof that none of your ten ten alternatives put forward by the scientific team

IrrIIuoj Ire suntosnabin We will reference only the OLW fire sinpa and Lbs

rc history aid accanyivg rrke from Jorry Phiilipw veteran for the sake of etre wildlife and our cmitien plame cooaidnr our

itt or
alternative the only sustainable alternative

uflIcsi Olin foci loading in our national forests is reduced eysteaeLically through

r4o1o1 d otronUt otture sill redsicc it through catastrophic fire end Itaturn doesnt BOARD CtUIISSIOHERS

ilhabit

th
de

as amch

otto aLUro did Gor Ross sairman

tic bcIcve that it cc are to continue to stay the hand of nature we teset stay ahead

Saab Cieaionar
So propose that since only tush ot the todnrai timber lands ace ctiii ilium un

nosogod forcnt that portion continun to be harvested on en fib to iO0ywar cutting

yclr TIot streams be to promito anadrtuu habitat and that the rouding

system be maintained to maximize access and wsathsrizetuon Rev Owen Ciaaioner

Wi oal t1t the lustoinabie Alternative it ciii

1051Cm older forests becauae the managed area soil help protect the reserved Adam ReJ th Wealth of NaUona
lrca and as many or mare oid trees ciii be euetaicuid than wars in nature
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GORDON ROSS
OGO

because this is the first county south then of the Umpqua

Ladies and gentlemen we have and are about to lose

MR ROSS Ive taken the latitude of putting my the largest fire department in the United States right here

manila folder up there with Coos Counties in the Northwest ie the loggers water wagons

PRESIDING OFFICIAL Yes thank you caterpillars low boys snd their firefighting equipment

MR ROSS so didnt have to walk up at this
Under the Presidents proposed compromise we will lose

time Thank you Mr Lyons Mr Tuckman members of the substantial
part of this

panel ladies wish to quote Jerry Phillips was lulled into

My forebearers on both my mothers and fathers
thinking that catastrophic fires were thing of the past

10

side of the family came to Coos County before Oregon obtaIned
10

with helicopter capabilities and modern fire retardants But

11
its statehood My grandchildren are the seventh generation

11

1987 jolted me Out of that thought with 600 lightning strikes

12

on the south coast All of us are loggers farmers and
12

in one night and only 22 helicopters available in Oregon and

13

fishermen We combine to represent over 800 years of living
13

northern California

14
on the south coast That qualifies me to speak on behalf of

14

One of Coos Forest Protective Associations primary

15
the farmers fishermen and loggers in COOS County considerations before instituting complete forest closure is

16

Attached to my testisony today is 16page
16

the loss of so vital first
response capability As long as

17
pictorial history of our familys involvement Sn this

the loggers are still in the woods even if they close at

18
community entitled How Much Old Growth Can We Save It

18
noon each day they can be reached if needed But close the

19

tells of the fire of 1868 when all we were able to save were
19 woods and they run home throw the kids and fishing equipment

20 Our homes
20

in the car and take off on well deserved vacation Then

21

Included also is the first published fire map of
21

if fire strikes and the timber companies are called upon

22
Coos County done by veteran forester Jerry Phillips and

22
there is delay in locating low boy driver and

23
letter from him dealing with the catastrophic events and the

23
catskinner and those who are needed Pretty soon youre not

24

need for fire protection and this compliments the BLM fire
24

circling five acre blaze but 5000 acre blaze

25 maps
which start from the Umpqua

and go to the Columbia
25

Under the Presidents plan the loggers are going

HARRIS REPORTINS 4774i1I 1e73 KARPIS RIPORTIHOPL e a go PoI sd Or 5s
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on vacation but not with the kids and the fishing equipment them

Theyre going on vacation with UHaul trailer and their We need to listen to history The history of the

city cousins are moving up from Cailfornia to build their Northwest has been fires then evenaged stands of Douglas

dream house at the endge of beautiful green forest fir then fires then even aged stands of fir This is best

product of 100 year of management And they dont know simulated by planned sustainable harvest then burning

what theyre letting themselves in for In our county then replanting If we will listen to history we can do

planning department we are euggesting that they put on metal better than nature did We can have the product without the

roofs in tho e areas prof ligation We can save and enhance our streams The

If theres any value to learning from history preservationist mindset will not only destroy our economy it

10
learn it today If we dont harvest nature will And

10

will destroy everything

11

nature wont met aside the repairing zones or special habitat
11

Coos County feels it is incumbent upon us to

12

areas or the sensitive slide areas If we are to save
12 present what we call the sustsinable alternative and that is

13
anything we must harvest something We must reduce to fuel

13

in your packet It includes sustain yield force management

14

loading systematically or it will be done automatically
14

plan based on harvesting mature forest in the managed portion

When Robert Gray sighted the coast of Oregon in
is of the forest using best management practices and stream

16
1792 he Wrote in his general could not put ashore because

16
protection and enhancement using the alternative repair and

of all the fires and the much smoke In 1853 the Indians
17

management plan developed by the Coquille River Forestry

18

told Frank Ross of mcoocum fire after which the bay turned Fishery Coalition want to thank you very much for your

19
yellow and the little native oyster died

19

careful consideration God bless you

20
In 1874 six reporters from Coos Bay walked to

20 PRESIDING OFFICIALS Thank you sir

21
Sumner distance of eleven miles and reported not seeing 21 Unless there are other elected officials who wish

22

this was to view the work on the Coos Bay Wagon Road that
22

to speak well move on to public witnesses and in the

23
reported not seeing live tree This was just mix years

23
interests of continuing to move things along what Ill do is

24

after the fire of 1868 There were some live trees We know
24

announce speaker and then the speaker to follow and Id

where they were but with all those snags you didnt observe
25

ask that that second individual start to head toward the

KmeIs REPORTING HARSIS RIPOSTING

Pu t4 0mm
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microphone and be prepared to speak sEpso
Our first speaker will be Jeffrey Davies and

September 24 l93

Jeffrey will be followed by Chris West

Interagency SETS Team

PO Box 3623

Portland OR 97204

To whom it may concern

flurry county is rural coastal Cininty in Southweste i

Oregon with tourismtimberagrlciil tlurereti rement

economy It is one of the eighteen counties

A such would like to voice my concerns about
any

10

option that is being considered as resolution to the navy

11

forest problems in the Pacific Northwest

resolution which protects the forest ud
provides for

12

stable employment for local workers is of utmost importance

Without healthy forest environment there can be on

healthy forest economy We have suffered the effects of the

14

boom and bust cycle of timber

put high value on natural resourcebased jobs
know why people want to work ifl the wends The challenge

16

lies in making clean break from the destructive management

practices of the past many of which continue today and the

17

failed except to the few who profited greatly policies of

previoun administrations

18

The forests and the people need ecosystem protect ion

first and foremost Once that in achieved we need the
19

flesibility to make use of forest produits Now that our

20
rest lands have been devastoted and our forest economy is

or precarious we must err of the side of cntion we must

21

not risk destruction of the habitat of any other specien

the effect on our economy would be awful Stability can

22

achieved oil through cant ions well thoughtout

ecologically mound action

23

S andaids dont work In the forest they 31St Cue ate

24

sther problems hauidaids cant provide the tahi Ii ty 0111

comr uuinitles need Bmndaids wont ensure the ieal thy forest

25
ecosystems upon which we depend Immediate releases cf

timber males without regard to their overall impact on tIn

foreet are only bmndaids

age
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As commissioner from coastal county Would be

remiss if did not address the critical issue of salmon

habitat While will strongly support listing if

Salem Oregon Hearing 56

becomes necessary it will make the spotted owl issue look

like picnic we must do everything and ? o mean
County Commissioner

Peg Regan who is not able to attend

everything we can to protect the habitat of our anadroinoirs

fish It is our generations responsibility to ensure that
today and will close with etaternent from her testimony

heal thy native anadromous fish stocks are restored tooutriversto our lives and to our economies
healthy forest economy and the fishing and touriem

am relieved that the President has expressed his
industries which go hand in hand can never come to pama if

intent to abide by the laws of the lend The Endangered

Species Act is
an important tool All too often we forget

we continue to practice current forest management techniques

that we too depend on clean air clear water and

productive land as do the other animals on the earth we
to transform complex forests and especially to single species

must be concerned with the survival of future generations of

people as well as animals Although it would be an

tree plantations to turn productive timber lands Into

Interesting experiment to continue on our present path of

overpopulation habitat destruction and resource extraction
residential development to export raw logs to build roads

ta see which extinct species was the last straw that then

led to our own demise It is an experiment the renrrlt cf

into roadlesm areas and to ignore the warnings of Indicators

which hope never live to see
10

species It is time to recognize and correct past mistakes

he il thy forest economy and the fishing and tourism
It is time to move beyond denial and to begin the

industries which
healing

go hand inhand can never come to pass if
11

we rout nile to practice current forest management

techniques to transform complex forests into single ipecies

12
process both on the ground and in the hearts of our people

tre plantations to turn productive timberlands in to

residential development to export raw logs tn build roads
13

Thank you very much

in to roadless areas and to ignore the warnings of indicator

species
14

PRESIDING OFFICIAL Liz Frankel and then Benjamin

It is time to recognize and correct past mistakes It

Stout

iv time ti move beyond denial and to begin the healing

prncess both on the ground and in the hearts of stir people
16

nui

Thank you for considering my comments
17

Sincerely
15

19

20

Peg Reagan

ice Chair
21

22

23

24

25

Faga CRuStS RZPORTING

Putties OrWe
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DOUG ROBERTSON nature and their design be respected and that the enormous

?
t4 ie 19Vo

impact they have on the State of Oregon the Pacific

MR ROBERTSON Good afternoon Thank you very Northwest and the entire nation be carefully taken into

such account before any final adoption of forest plan is

My name is Doug Robertson and am Douglas County arrived

Commissioner and here today representing the ONC Association We look forward to having the opportunity to talk

as its VicePresident As you know the ONC Association is
specifically with administration representatives about

made up of 18 Oregon counties comprised of two and half substantive and logical alternatives to the draft which is

million acres of some of the moat productive wood growing before us today Our position has been is today and will

10

ground In the world today resource that must be wisely 10
remain simple genuine and forthright Until people

11

sanage4 in order to allow it to reach its fullest potential
11

communities and working families become meaningful part at

12

not just for timber production but for the ecological and
12

the final solution there is no final solution Thank you

13

environmental concern which affect each of us here today
13

PRESIDING OFFICIAL Thank you very much Doug

14

We would like to thank and acknowledge the
14

Before go on would make request that of you

Administration you Jim and Tom personally and others on
15

could hold applause to minimum so that we can get through

16

behalf of the Safety Net and the final agreement with the CRC
16

all the speakers today and also want to introduce the

17

Association that underscored the importance of these hands to
17

other people who are up at the podium today

18

the counties and their dependence on them being wisely
18

First of all to my far left your right is Charlie

19
managed

19
Philpot whos the Director of the Ressarch and Experimest

20
As you know we continue to have concerns and

20
Station in Portland with the Forest Service Van Manning with

21

reservations relative to the preferred alternative and the
21

the Bureau of Land Management and on my right Nancy

22

process by which it was developed It is imperative to us
22

Graybeal Deputy Regional Forester for the Forest Service in

23

that this distinct and unique category of lands be managed to
23

Portland

24

the fullest extent possible within the guidelines and
24

If we could have Dave Schmidt please

25

dhrectives of the 1937 ONC Act that their local purpose 25

559 sRp ISa 47Clt7
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BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

DOUG RORRTSON DORIS WADSWORTH JOYCE MORGAN
COMMENTS OF THE

DOUGLAS Csrnihoias Rs baq Oqos 93410 503440 4201

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

October 21 1993

Interagency SEIS earn DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PO Box 3623 ON MANAGEMENT OF HABITAT FOR LATE SUCCESSIONAL AND OLD GROWTH

Portland OR 97208 3623 FOREST RELATED SPECIES WITHIN THE RANGE OF THE

NORTHERN SPOTTED OWL

RE Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact

Statement on Management of Habitat for
On behalf of the citizens of Douglas County the Hoard of

Late Successional and Old Growth Forest Related Commissioners of Douglas County Board submits the following

Species Within the Range of the Northern
comments on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

Spotted Owl on Management of Habitat for Late Successional and OldCrowth

Forest Related Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted

Owl Douglas County appreciates this opportunity to offer

The Board of Commissioners of Douglas County Oregon comments and to continue its participation in the forest management

appreciate this opportunity to submit the enclosed comments on the
planning process

programmatic Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

We have numerous procedural and substantive objections to the

Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement Unfortunately INTRODUCTION

due to the limited amount of information provided we are unable to

meaningfully submit comments on all of the substantive issues
With over 51 of the land base within Douglas County in

raised When additional information on site specific basis is federal ownership and 70 of its economic base derived from timber

available we will provide additional comments In the Interim we harvest Douglas County is directly impacted by any change in

are providing cossnenta on number of procedural issues and on federal land management policies The chief source of the

those substantive issues for which there is sufficient Information economic strength and livelihood in Douglas County is the federal

to comment forests

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED While the economic dependency of Douglas County upon Its

THE BOARD OP COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
forest resources Is well known an of ten overlooked element of the

DOUGLAS COUNTY OREGON
federal land management policies is the role of federal receipts in

providing essential government services and schools Currently 65
of the operating income for county government is derived from

IO3AN federal timber receipts These receipts provide the main source of

funding for the various social recreational medical economic

II development sheriff and educational programs funded by the county
oOU RO RFON COMMISSIONER

The dependency of Douglas County upon the federal timber did

not arise by accident It is dependency that has its roots in
DORIS WADSWORTH COMMISSIONER

the act by which Oregon became state and the legislation by which

the various national forests were established This dependency was

the outgrowth of unique federal county partnership and It is one

that can not now be readily changed without similar federal

commitment to the local communities

COMMENTS OF THE DOUGLAS COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
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II additional social problems such as domestic violence and may

DOUGLAS COUNTY A TIMBER DEPENDENT COMMUNITY
increase the need for social services

The dependence upon timber receipts is clearly illustrated The results of the ECO Northwest report for Southern Douglas

by comparing the amount of funding for Douglas Countys general
County was mirrored In the analysis of Barney Worth entitled

government operations derived from federal timber receipts as
Douglas County Task Force Final Report Douglas County Strategic

opposed to the funding derived from local property taxes During
Assessment Task Force on Economic Development wherein the authors

1991 approximately 50182067 or 65 of the countys operating
noted that the timber industry remains the chief source of

income was derived from federal timber receipts In contrast the economic strength and livelihood in Douglas County Its continued

local property taxes provided only 2959168 for county government
health is critical to our economic future

purposes during this same time period
Over 70 of the economic activity within the county starts

While historically the county had the option of raising taxes
with the harvesting of timber Considering all industry within the

to offset a reduced timber harvest that option is no longer
county over 75 of the jobs and 85 of the payrolls are derived

available from the direct indirect and induced effects of activities of the

timber and wood products sector

With the adoption by the citizens of Oregon of the Oregon Tax

Limitation Measure Measure which imposed constitutional
cap

Not only are the federal lands important for the economic

or local property tax it is legally Impossible for Douglas County
health of the community they also play criticai role with respect

to increase its tax base in order to Qffset any reductions in to the social health and quality of life in Douglas County

forest receipts Therefore any reduction in timber receipts to

the County will be particularly devastating to local government and As Dr Robert Lee stated in his report on the social and

schools economic impact of the lands on local communities as little

as 10 percent reduction in revenue would force the

Recently several analysis have been conducted as to the affected counties to reduce essential services thus causing

effect of declining timber harvests on Douglas County These substantial deterioration in the quality of life This curtailment

reports indicate that as timber harvest levels decline Douglas
of county services would coincide with period of rapid growth in

County will face major economic and social problems for which the demand for services caused by increased unemplonient and

lore is little opportunity to mitigate economic dislocation such as human services public health care

mental health counseling and housing assistance

In the recent Assessment of Economic Strengths Weakness

Opportunities and Threats SWOTS analysis for the south county Lee Hockman Administrator of the Douglas County Department

the consulting firm of ECO Northwest found that SOuthern Douglas
of Health and Social Services testified recently before the

County does not possess and does not have ready access to some key Endangered Species Committee that the needs for his agencys

ingredients necessary for future economic growth services increase in times of unemployment and that reductions in

revenues to the county would result in reduction or elimination of

The analysis also noted that the decline in timber those services at time when they are most needed

industry employment payroll and tax payments will continue to

tear at the economic social and political fabric of the community This social and economic dependence upon timber has not beer

and that the past decline in timber industry employment and an accident It was the result of commitments made earlier in this

payroll and uncertainty about future declines may hamper the century by Congress relative to both the Forest Service managed

communitys willingness to invest in its future may generate

SWOTS 11

Measure limited non school entities to tax rate of

910 91100 of valuation While Douglas County as taxing entity is Barney Worth

currently only at 91.10 91000 the combined total of all taxing

entities is already above the constitutional limit There is no National Forest Planning Douglas County Perspective

legal means to increase taxes to offset reduction in BLM
Dr John Beuter 1989 p i

receipts
Social Impacts of Alternative Timber Harvest Reductions on

SWOTS Federal Lands in Counties Dr Robert Lee et 51 1991

COMMENTS OF THE DOUGLAS COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS COMMENTS OF THE DOUGLAS COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
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lands and the lands managed by the BLM revested in the United States however in recognition of the

claims by the State of Oregon and the various affected counties

Recently Dr John Bauter noted that Douglas County has the Act apportioned percentage of the proceeds from these lands

timber dependent economy it began that way remains so today and to the counties and the State of Oregon Subsequently the lands

likely will continue to be in the future He was correct timber were retained in federal ownership with compensation to the

has been the mainstay and foundation of Douglas Countys economy counties in the form of 75 of the receipts being returned to the

counties
Similar observations were reported in the Bureau of Land

Managements Strategies for the 1990s Timber Tourism and This apportionment has at times been singled out as raid

Community Economic Stability in the This study noted by the State of Oregon upon the public treasury However this

the data point to heavily timber dependent local economy that argument ignores the history of these lands To understand their

has suffered substantially in the recession and is slow to rebuild true place in Oregons history one must remember that the granting

The dependency of this timbershed on the BLM is high and shows acts originally dedicated these lands for the purpose of settlement

signs of continuing to be so The Roseburg timbershed is and upbuilding the State of Oregon The lands are in

vulnerable to any changes in the timber market emphasis added essence trust fund to compensate Oregon for the railroads
failure to properly di8pose of the land and the federal

It is within this environment and history that Douglas governments subsequent retention of the land thereby thwarting

County makes this continuing effort to coessent on the decisions the purposes of the original grants

that affect the lives of its residents
While the Oregon California railroad grants were obviously

The Board of county Commissioners encourages the agencies to designed to provide the financial means for building the railroad

undertake full assessment of effects on communities important they had the dual purpose to aid in settling the land rhe

resource values future opportunities and economic costs and Railroad grant expressly required the railroad to sell the grant

benefits After repeated comments On this issue the lands to actual
settlers

It could not retain them or Convey

recommended social assessment still has not been completed them to financial institutions as had earlier railroads

III

HISTORICAL FRAMEWORK FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE LANDS
While under the control of the Railroad the annual

The revested Oregon California Railroad lands were fire assessment and local taxes were not paid The federal

originally part of grant to aid in the construction of railroads government recognized that these taxes and assessments were

from California to Portland and from Portland to Astoria and serious encumbrance on the land an encumbrance that would have to

McMinnville With the railroads failure to abide by the terms be paid before the lands could be sold to actual settlers

of the grant these lands were mired in federal and State

litigation In an attempt to resolve Supreme Court case While the counties were entitled to 75 of the receipts

concerning the Oregon California Railroads violation of the they have plowed 25 of the receipts back into this lands to

covenants contained in the granting acts these lands were
improve the lands and increase their productivity

subsequently revested to the federal government for subsequent sale

of the land and timber shall be sold by the company to actual settlers

16 STAT 94 Sec

Under the Chamberlain Ferris Act of 1916 the lands were
In the first grants to railroads there were no

restrictions upon the disposition of the lands They were given as

FEMAT VII116 aid to enterprises of great magnitude and uncertain success and

which might not have succeeded under restrictive or qualified

Act of April 10 1869 114 STAT 2391 and Act of May 1870
aid However change of times and conditions brought change in

16 STAT 94 policy and while there was definite and distinct purpose to aid

the building of Other railroads there was also the purpose to

Sen Rept No 494 64th Congress 1st Session May 18 restrict the sale of the granted lands to actual settlers These

1916 p 41 purposes should be kept in mind and in their proper relation and

subordinates Oregon Cplifornia Railroad et al United

Act of June 1916 39 STAT 218 States 35 Ct Sept 908 9l7918 119141

COMMENTS OF THE DOUGLAS COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
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When the Railroad failed to sell the lands to bona In as much as the original purpose of the granting acts was

lide settlers the Supreme court ruled that the failure to sell was the welfare of the State of Oregon Congress desired that this

breach of the settlers covenant in the grant The Supreme purpose be resumed This original purpose Could only be

Court enjoined further land sales until Congress had the accomplished by devoting the grant lands or their proceeds to the

opportunity to develop legislation that would accomplish the original purpose of hastening the development of the State

purposes of the act the sale to bona ide settlers The

Supreme Court expressly noted that if congress did not act it would congress determined that Oregon should reap the full

remove the injunction and the District court could proceed with benefit originally intended to be conferred on the State by the

disposition of the land to actual settlers Often overlooked in granting acts viz the devotion of the lands or the proceeds

the debates over the lands is the fact that the Supreme court therefrom to the upbuilding of the state ii

did not rule that the federal government could retain title in

fact its ruling was designed to get the lands into the hands of However by 1916 it was obvious to everyone that due to the

bona fide settlers in fulfillment of the original Oregon and standing timber these lands were worth far more than the 250 per
California Railroad grant acre mandated in the granting act The dilenssa was how to prevent

speculators from acquiring the lands thereby preventing the

During the ensuing debates Congress clearly recognized that original goal of the grant settlement by bona fide settlers
far more than failed railroad was at issue By failing to abide

by the settlers clause the railroad defeated one Of the purposes central to thj deliberation was the fact that the Supreme

of Congress in making such grants namely to give the empire Court had not ruled that Congress could retain the lands It

path westward and for prosperous convsonwealths take the place of merely enjoined further sales until Congress developed legislation

wilderness to dispose of the lands to the actual settlers contemplated in the

original act

The railroad was the agent of congress to effect the

settlement of the grant lands By refusing to sell the grant lands To resolve this issue Congress directed that the timber be

to actual settlers the railroad was untrue to its trust thereby removed and the cut over land be sold to the bona fide settlers

retarding the settlement and development of the State of Oregon u The proceeds were to repay the railroad counties and the federal

government

Given the Governments interest in the exact observance While the original act called for the outright liquidation
of these covenants the Court enjoined the railroad from further of the Governments interest in the land and the timber thereon no
sales in violation of the covenants and enjoined them from provision was made for the administration of the land on

any disposition of them whatever and from cutting or authorizing conservation basis The act merely provided that the timber should

the cutting or removal of
any of the timber thereon until Congress be sold as rapidly as reasonable prices can be secured on normal

Will havo reasonable opportunity to provide by legislation for market and the cut over lands disposed of for agricultural
their disposition in accordance with such policy as it may deem purposes Clear cutting was the technique of choice with no

fitting under the circumstances and at the same time to secure to consideration for the effect on community industries
the defendants all the value the granting acts conferred upon the

railroads 925 926 This policy was later found to be wasteful and destructive

The Court did not rule that Congress had the authority to of the social interests of the state and nation These findings
reserve these lands it merely stated Congress could

develop new coupled with the fact that the counties were not being fully
legislation for the disposal of the lands and timber reimbursed for the tax monies owing resulted in the Act

The Court did not rule that Congress had the authority to

reserve the lands it merely stated Congress could develop new id 42

legislation for the disposal of the lands and timber The suit was

to enforce continuing covenant not condition subsequent id 42

Oregon California Railroad US 35
Ct Rept 908 920 922

1914 It is important to note that thIs finding was made by

congress and was not an issue presented to the Supreme court for
Sen Rept 494 41 concurrence Retention could only be attained by compensating the

counties in some manner Clearly in the absence of compensation
id 41 42 litigation would have again clouded these lands
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being amended to incorporate reservation of the lands and adoption stated When called upon to address the purposes of these lands

of sustained
yield program of timber management the Ninth Circuit noted0 that the Acts are clear that

the primary use of the lands is for timber production The court

However with this change the counties could not reap the full noted the act specified that the lands Shah be managed

benefit originally intended by the granting acts To rectify this for permanent forest production and the timber thereon shall be

violation of the original railroad grant the receipts formula was sold cut and removed in conformity with the principal
sic of

incorporated into the sustained yield program The formula was sustained yield for the purpose of providing permanent source of

designed to compensate the counties not only for past taxes but the timber supply protecting watersheds regulating stream flow and

loss of these lands from settlement
contributing to the economic stability of local communities and

industries and providing recreational facilities

While one often encounters arguments that the Act is

special program for the State of Oregon history proves that it The Court went on to note that nowhere does the legislative

is in fact the fulfillment of the terms of the Railroad
history suggest that wildlife habitat conservation or conservation

grant This unique history distinguishes the lands from of old growth forest is goal on par with timber production or

both the public domain lands and the forest preserves indeed that it is goal of the Act at all

Unlike the public domain lands and the forest preserves With out expressly stating it the Court was reaffirming that

the lands are not free of encumbrances They are in the original purposes of the granting act to the railroad must be

fact analogous to trust trust between the federal attained The federal government interest in these lands is to

government and the counties within which these lands are situated ensure that the covenants and terms of the original railroad grant

The beneficiaries of the trust are the Counties with the are exactly observed
federal government serving as the trustee

The counties and federal government have unique and direct

It must be remembered that these lands were dedicated to the form of partnership dedicated to managing these lands in manner

settlement and upbuihding of the State of Oregon The original that fulfilla the original purposes of the railroad grant
railroad grant placed the railroad company in the role of agent for

Congress It was given the duty to effect the settlement of the The unique and special nature of the lands was reflected

lands duty for which it was untrue to its trust in the Public Land Law Review COmmission Charter wherein these

lands were not Included in the definition of public lands
To define the true relationship between the Federal

Government BL 1 and counties one must refer to the laws of

trust with particular reference to similar trust relationships Headwaters BLM Ninth Circuit No 8935688 Sept
le common school fund indian tribes and trust territories 10 1990
Without going into detail one can generally conclude that

trustee the federal government must take all steps necessary to Oregon CRCp United States 35 SCt Rpt 908925

give effect to the trust For example if the federal government 1914
were to dedicate these lands to purposes not contemplated in the

act then it would have acted in violation of its trust duties and Under the Organic Act for the Public Land Law Review

should be held financially accountable Coamiission Public Law 88 606 the commission was to review the

laws and regulations relating to the public lands and to determine

The purposes of the various Acts are very clearly whether and to what extent revisions were necessary Under the

Act public lands were defined as the public domain
reservations other than Indian reservations created from the

House Rept 1119 75th Cong 1st Session June 28 1937 public domain lands permanently or temporarily withdrawn12 reserved or withheld from private appropriation and disposal under

the public land laws including the mining laws outstanding
trust relationship not unlike the trust relationship interests of the United States in lands patented conveyed in fee

between the federal government and the indian tribes or the State or otherwise under the public land laws national forests
of Oregon and the Common School Fund wildlife refuges and ranges and the surface and subsurface

resources of all such lands including the disposition or
Sen Rpt 494 64th Cong 1st Session May 18 1916 restriction on disposition of the mineral resources in lands

4243 defined by appropriate statute treaty or judicial determination
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It was also recognized in the Federal Land Policy and Management and industries and providing recreational tacilities

Act FLPMA wherein the Bureau of Land Management was authorized emphasis added

to manage these lands but only in manner that was not

inconsistent with the original Chamberlain Ferris ACt i Several court cases have clarified that the primary purpose
of the act is permanent forest production Timber is to be removed

One must be very cautious in applying the provisions of under the doctrine of sustained yield to provide timber supply
PLPMA to the act lands since Congress has clearly stated that protect watersheds regulate stream flow contribute to economic

the statutory mandates under the Act override any conflicting stability and provide recreational facilities

provision within FLPMA In adopting FLPMA Congress noted that
These same Courts have found that the Act

Notwithstanding any provision of this Act in the event of even suggest that wildlife habitat conservation or conservation of

conflict with or inconsistency between this Act and the Acts old growth forest is goal on par with timber production or

of August 28 1937 50 STAT 874 43 USC 1181a ll8lj and May indeed that it is goal of the Act at all The courts have

24 1939 53 STAT 753 insofar as they relate to management repeatedly stated that the Act is dominant use statute and

of timber resources and disposition of revenues from lands not multiple use statutei

and resources the latter Acts shall prevail
If the there is to be any change in the purpose for which

The courts have uniformly stated that the primary use of the the lands are managed then the counties must either agree to

Act lands is for timber production in conformity with the the changes or be Compensated The original covenants contained

provision of sustained yield That primary use overrides any within the Oregon California Railroad grants must continue to be

conflicting or inconsistent provision of FLPMA honored

As stated in the Act these lands IV
NATIONAL FORESTS OF DOUGLAS COUNTY

shall be managed except as provided in section llBlc of this

title since repealed for permanent forest production and At the time Oregon was admitted to the Union it was the

the timber thereon shall be sold cut and removed in federal policy that the public domain would pass into private

conformity with the principal sic of sustained yield for ownership and aid in the settlement of the west The public domain

purpose Of providing permanent source of timber supply was seen as tool to pay off the federal debt settle the west

protecting watersheds regulating stream flow and and to provide mechanism for funding the railroads With the

contributing to the economic stability of local communities passage of the public domain into private ownership the land would

become subject to state and local taxation and provide revenues to

operate local government and provide schools for the settlers

as being under the Control of the United States in the Outer

Continental Shelf The retention of comparatively small amounts of federal land

Of importance was the fact that Congress in creating the for military or other federal purposes seemed to pose no serious

conuvission did not consider the lands to be public lands problem for the local governments nor did it violate the Federal

Sen Report 881444 p11 As result the Public Land Law policy As late as 1872 when large tract in Wyoming was set

Review Commission excluded the 2071434 acres of Oregon and aside to establish Yellowstone National Park it was still
California Railroad and the 74547 acres of Coos Bay Wagon Road generally assumed that almost all of the rest of the Nations
lands from consideration as public lands One Third of the public domain would eventually be transferred to private ownership
Nations Land fn page 335 policy that was assumed when Oregon was admitted to the union in

1859

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act specifies that

Notwithstanding any provision of this Act in the event of However in 3891 with the grant of authority to the President
conflict with or inconsistency between this Act and the Acts of to set aside forest reservations maor break with the
August 28 1937 50 Stat 874 43 USC ll8lall8lj and May 24 past occurred As large tracts of forest land were set aside as
1939 53 Stat 753 insofar as they relate to management of timber reserves it became obvious that millions of acres of the public
resources and disposition of revenues from lands and resources
the later acts shall prevail Sec 701b

Ileadwaters BLM Ninth Circuit No 8935i88 Sept 10
90 STAT 2786 Sec 701b 1990
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domain would be retained and managed permanently by the United
The reservations are not to be sure in the nature of

States and would never pass into private ownership parks set aside for nonuse except to satisfy pleasure and

curiosity They are established solely for economic reasons

congress authorized the President to set apart and

reserve in any State or Territory having public land bearing
However by 1907 it was clear that the reserves were adversely

forests in any part of the public lands wholly or in part covered affecting the local governments and that the original receipts

with timber or undergrowth whether of Commercial value or not as
formula contained in the Oregon Admissions Act was not working

public reservations and the President shall by public
The local governments were demanding that the federal government

proclamation declare the establishment of such reservations and shoulder more of the economic burden imposed by these

the limits thereof u reserves

The first reservation of forest lands within Douglas County The original receipts formula was bilateral contract between

occurred with the Cascade Forest Reserve in l893 reserve the state and the federal government where in exchange for 5 of

that was made upon petition of citizens interested in the the value received as result of the disposal of the public

preservation of the forest conditions in the localities where the domain and other considerations the State would never tax the

reservation occurred petition that was memorialized by the
federal lands This formula was adopted at tune when the

Senate of the Oregon Legislative Assembly in 1893 prevailing attitude was that federal ownership of land was with

limited exceptions seen as temporary

The object for which the Cascade Preserve was made although

not defined by law was specified in the accompanying committee By 1907 the State Legislature was requesting that the federal

report to be protection of the forest growth against
government return all of the receipts to the states

destruction by fire and ax and preservation of Eorest conditions Recognizing the burdens that the federal ownership created

upon which water conditions and water flow are said to be Congress elected to increase the appropriation to 10 of all money

dependent received from the various forest reserves This formula was

One Third of the Nations Land 235 The committee also noted that the policy of reserving

forest lands at that time had been confined mainly to those

26 STAT 1103 1891 localities in which agriculturists are dependent upon irrigation

and the avowed purpose of this policy in to maintain favorable

Today over 1003016 acres within Douglas county are
forest conditions without however excluding the use of these

included within the National Forest System Umpqua Siskiyou
reservations for Other purposes Protection of Forest

Willamette Siusilaw The National Forests represent 30.9 of the
Reservations House Report 2437 Feb 1893 cm2

land area within the county
Protection of Forest Reservations louse Report

28 STAT 1240 Proclamation No Sept 28 1893 and
2437 Feb 1893 p 2

as modified in Proclamations 1907 3300
Senate Joint Memorial No Journal of the Senate of the

Protection of Forest Reservations 52 Congress 2d Twenty Fourth Legislative Assembly of the State of Oregon Feb

Sennion House Report 2437 Feb 1893
1907

One Third of the Nations Lands p 235

Journal of the Senate of the Legislative Assembly of the

State of Oregon for the Seventeenth Regular Session 1893 Senate It was subsequent to the creation of the Cascade Preserve

Joint Memorial No Jan 16 1893 Noteworthy by 1895 the House
that the full extent of the Oregon land frauds became apparent

Legislative Assembly introduced memorial to the President to
The state legislature was in part reacting to the fraudulent manner

revoke the 1893 reservation
in which the reserves were created

ibid 35 STAT 1270 1907
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subsequently changed in 1908 to the current 25 formula dependency of the local communities and th duty to maximize

receipts Changes in the federal forest policies must only be made
In 1914 the receipts formula was modified to incorporate the after thorough going risk assessment of their Impact on local

acquired lands as well The change relative to the acquired lands communities and schools There must also be commitment on the

was designed to be in keeping with the general forestry part of the federal government to aid the local communities and

poilcy of the county to reimburse to some extent the sections in assure their continued existence

which forests are located for the taxes lost to them by the

withdrawal of lands from local and State taxation

The revenue sharing program for the National Forest System has PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES

its roots in the very foundation of Oregon statehood In

exchange for recognizing the property rights of the United States The revision of the public land disposal policies in the 1977

in the public lands and that all federal property was exempt from Federal Land Management and Policy Act FLPMA effectively
state taxation Oregon was admitted to the union and granted terminated the ability of the states to receive the compensation
various lands and revenue sharing programs they had been promised as part of their admission to the Union

However as part of the revision in policies Congress also
These promises ring hollow if the forests are managed in

recognized that it was the obligation of the United States to make
manner that fails to maximize their ability to produce revenue The certain that the burden on the local communities resulting from the

receipts formula is in effect form of trust trust analogous to retention policy be spread among all the people of the United
the trust relationship undertaken during this same time period States and not borne only by those governments in whose area the
relative to the indian tribes and in part recognized in the Common lands are located

With the enactment of FLPMA Congress
School

Fund
If the federal government fails to use its best reaffirmed its obligations to compensate the local governments for

efiorts to achieve the goals of the trust revenue sharing the the tax immunity of the federal lands by enacting the Payment in
trust is breached Likewise to fulfill the trust relationship the Lieu of Taxes program PILT
federal government must use its best efforts to maximize the return

or compensate the beneficiaries of the trust the counties While there were number of laws that provided for revenue

sharing prior to 1976 they were not uniform or they suffered from
As result of the revenue sharing embodied within the other defects One of the major defects was the fact that

admission acts and the provisions within the Forest Service organic payments under the existing formulas were made
only for those lands

act the federal government over the years has in effect that generated revenue or permit fees Also of concern was the
made commitment to the communities that It will make timber severe or total reductions in timber revenues to the counties
available to assure their continued existence commitment resulting from the Monongahela decision and similar suits which
to the local communities that created timber dependency both for

severely restricted timber cutting practices
local industries as well as the local government and schools

In adopting the PILT program Congress recognized that society
Any resolution to the timber issues must recognize the as whole must provide some alternative to revenue sharing on

those lands which do not generate fees or other forms of revenue
Likewise as society elects to manage the forest lands under the

That hereafter twenty five per centum of all money Endangered Species Act or other laws that further reduce the amount
received from each forest reserve during any fiscal year of land upon which revenue is generated then society as whole

shall be paid by the Secretary of the Treasury for the must bear the burdens and compensate the local governments
benefit of the public schools and public roads of the county or

counties in which the forest reserve is situated 35 STAT 260 As we move toward further reductions in the forest land base
Chap 192 1908 page 260

Agricultural Appropriations Report N75 1 715 1914 Public Lands Local Government Funds Sen Report No 94
1262 5968 5969 1976

Oregon Constitution Art VIII Oregon Admission Act Sec
Feb 14 1859 and Acceptance by Oregon of Propositions Offered Public Law 94 5.65 1976

by Congress in Admission Act June 1859

1976 US Cong Code Adin News 5968 5971 Senate
One Third of the Nations Lands

Report
99 No 94l262 5971
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it is important to recognize the major failings in the current PILT any form of compensation to the counties for tOo lands since

program Foremost is the failure of the program to incorporate an they were not considered to be public lands Therefore any

inflation or cost of living index Secondly Is the fact that any
solution must incorporate program that compensates the counties

payments to be made under the program are first reduced by the for any lands placed into non revenue generating status

amount of existing payments made under other programs
As part of any forest solution the revenue sharing programs

The failure to incorporate some form of indexing has resulted must be revised The new formulas must not only incorporate cost

in the same inequities that the original act was designed to of living increase they must compensate the focal governments for

correct The payments under the current system do not reflect the any loss in revenues resulting from societys changing values The

demands arising from the Federal lands or the loss of tax revenues revenue program must recognize the burdens that the restrictions on

which would otherwise be generated from these lands Clearly the timber harvest practices on federal lands places upon
local

amount of receipts has not kept pace with the cost of providing the governments

basic services within the counties or the current value of the

lands themselves Clearly the land management practice changes being proposed

will result in reduction in revenues to the local governments at

The second failing of the act is the increasing reduction in time when the demands on local government are increased As

the land base available to generate revenues When the payment in noted by the Public Land Law Review Commission If the national

lieu of taxes program was initiated only half of the lands actually interest dictates that lands should be retained in federal

generated any revenues As more lands are placed in nonrevenue ownership it is the obligation of the United States to make

generating classificatIons the reductions will further burden the certain that the burden of that policy is spread among all the

local governments people of the United States and is not borne only by those states

and governments in whose area the lands are located The local

The reduction in payments by the amount of revenues received governments must not be forced to bear the immediate and direct

under other revenue sharing programs also places an inequitable financial impacts resulting from these policy changes alone

burden upon the local governments As the values of society

changes society as whole must bear the burdens of these changes
the local governments should not be forced to bear these burdens

VI

alone FEMAT FAILURE TO COORDINATE WITH LOCAL PLANNING

Sn addition to the issues raised above one must not forget The Report of the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment

tlat the lands are not entitlement lands lands owned by Team failed to coordinate its planning efforts with Ooujlas

the United States Government under the FlIT program Due to County Under the Federal Land Policy Management Act National

the unique and special status of these lands they were not Forest Management Act Renewable Resource Planning Act Endangered

considered public lands by Congress when it established the Public Species Act National Environmental Policy Act and the

Land Law Review Committee to study the payment in lieu of taxes implementing regulations thereto the federal agencies are to

issue coordinate and to the fullest extent practicable be consistent with

local county plans and policies

The existing payment in lieu of taxes program does not provide

The KIM planning regulations provide clear directives that

the resource management plans are to be consistent with officially

Section of the Act provided that receipts under the approved or adopted resource related plans and the policies and

following programs would reduce the amount of payment National programs contained therein 43 CFR 16l0.3l In Oregon the

Forest receipts 16 USC 500 New Mexico Arizona Enabling Act 36 resource related plans and policies are found in the local

STAT 557 Mineral Leasing Act 30 USC 191 Federal Power Act 16 comprehensive plans

USC 810 Taylor Grazing Act 43 USC 3151 Bankhead Jones Farm

Tenant Act USC 1012 Superior National Forest 16 USC 577g Under the planning provisions contained within the Federal

Mineral Leasing Act 30 USC 355 and Materials Disposal Act 30 Land Policy and Management Act the Secretary is
USC 603

to the extent consistent with the laws governing the

31 USCA 69011 31 USCA 6902

PL 88606Sectlon 10 Sen Kept No 1444 11 One Third of the Nations Land p 236
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administration of the public lands Lie Act coordinate process the federal agencies must be consistent to rho fullest

the land use inventory planning and management activities Of extent possible with the local comprehensive plans
or for such lands with the land use planning and management

programs of other Federal departments and agencies and of the The NEPA also requires agencies to include discussions of the
States and local governments within which the lands are possible conflicts between the proposed action and the objectives
located by among other things considering the policies of State and local land use plans policies and controls for the
of approved State and tribal land resource management areas concerned In this case the neither the draft EIS or

programs tie comprehensive plans Land use plans of
FEMAT contains any discussion of the conflicts between the Douglas

the Secretary under this section shall be consistent with
County Comprehensive Plan and the proposed actions

State and local plans to the maximum extent he finds

consistent with Federal law and the purposes of thi8 Act Furthermore all NEPA documents are to discuss any

inconsistency of proposed action with the local plan In the
Similar coordination provisions are found in the Forest event an inconsistency exists the statement is to describe the

Service planning regulations Under the Forest Service extent to which the agency would reconcile its proposed action with
regulations the responsible line officer is to coordinate regional

the local plan
and forest planning with local governments coordination that

was not done in this case
until the draft ESS evaluates the local comprehensive plan

neither the required discussion of conflicts nor the consistency
The responsible line officer is also required to review the

review can occur In this case neither review is included in the

planning and land use policies of the counties and display the draft EIS The duty to conduct this review is upon the agency
results of this review The review is to consider the objectives

developing the environmental document
of the local government assess the interrelated impacts determine

how the plan will deal with these impacts and where conflicts are VII
identified the ESS is to consider alternatives for flii

COST BENEFIT
resolution review that was not done in this case

The National Environmental Policy Act requires that cost
We also note that minimum the line officer is to

benefit analysis should be incorporated in the NEPA documentation
with local government county government at the beginning of the

In this case the economic cost on broad region basis is noted
planning process and prior to recorrenending the preferred however it fails to review the cost on site specific basis
alternatrve conferencing process that was not followed

in this case Furthermore while the regionwide costs are partially

discussed there is no discussion of the benefits to be obtained
Since the expression of public policy and balancing of The benefits should be quantified in order to allow direct

con licting uses is the role of the comprehensive land use planning
comparison of the costs and benefits

We note that it would be relatively easy to determine the
The Notice of Intent to prepare an environmental impact

actual cost of setting aside the large blocks of land By
statement triggers this coordination effort Simultaneously with

determining the number of acres multiplying the volume per acre
the publication of the Notice of Intent notice to local

times the current stumpage price one could calculate the dollar
governments must be issued

36
CFR 219.7 In this case neither

coat of this program Likewise one could determine an annual cost
Notice of Intent nor notice to local government was issued

by calculating the difference in volumes from this
program as

opposed to the existing program and in turn
We note that while

multiplying this volume
CEO counsel has issued an opinion that the

reduction by the stumpage price
Notice of Intent was not necessary to supplement the regional guide

on the northern spotted owl or the draft RMPs we disagree with
Clearly the decision maker should be informed of the dollar

this position Furthermore even if the CEQ counsel is correct cost associated with this decision
ii does not excuse the failure to provide the local government

riot ice

36 CER 219.7c
40 CFR 1502.16c

36 dr 219.7
40 CFR 1506.2
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VIII Practices Act

OREGON FOREST PRACTICES ACT

Ix

the Oregon Forest Practices Act OFPA is imbedded in the ROLE OF FLPMA ON LANDS

Douglas County Comprehensive Land Use Plan and Is the benchmark

which the Forest Service and BLM should review their own proposals In developing the fsnal RMP and final forest management

for consistency strategy it is important to recognize that the lands under BLM

management do not have uniform history and as result have

The OFPA is the model for the rest of the nation and was differing management requirements As we have noted earlier the

cratted in an open public forum with widespread public involvement lands are to be managed strictly according to the purposes in

and legislative review Given this intensive public and the various Acts We note that the original draft iMP and

legislative scrutiny we are very concerned over the statement in the FEMAT report emphasizes that they are designed to fulfill the

the FEMAT report that current state forest practice rules do not requirements of FLPMA however this statement oversimplifies the

adequately protect ecological effectiveness nor provide any margin Issue While FLPMA Is seen by some as the organic act for the

for error to accommodate natural disturbances or uncertainties in BLM it does not universally apply to all lands managed by the hIM

knowledge
The BLMs authority under FLPMA Is limited by other

This bald condemnation of the Oregon Forest Practices Act provisions of the law and by the category of lands under

ignores the extensive research and validation that has been consideration While the Federal Land Policy and Management Act

conducted relative to the current riparian policies We encourage
FL PMA

applies to all of the BLM managed lands the degree to

closer scrutiny of the Oregon Forest Practices Act prior to which It applies depends upon the Sands in question

including any similar statements in the final
One must be very cautious in applying the provisions of

We encourage that as part of its review of the Oregon Forest FLPMA to the act lands since Congress has clearly stated that

Practices Act that the agencies Incorporate the Riparian Rule the statutory mandates under the Act override any conflicting

Effectiveness Study developed by the Oregon Department of Forestry provision within FLPMA In adopting FLPMA Congress noted that

Match 1993

Notwithstanding any provision of this Act in the event 01

It appears that the analysis of the various state forest conflict with or Inconsistency between this Act and the Acts

lractices acts was arbitrary and the final conclusions lacked of August 28 1937 50 STAT 874 43 USC 1181a 1181i and May

substantial basis TO fulfill the coordination and consistency 24 1939 53 STAT 753 insofar as they relate to management

requirements of the various statutory mandates the final decision of timber resources and disposition of revenues from lands

document should clearly specify how the proposed action differs and resources the latter Acts shall prevail
from the state and provide supporting documentation for the

variance The courts have uniformly stated that the primary use Of the

Act lands is for timber production in conformity with the

St the federal agencies choose not to act consistent with provision of sustained yield That primary use overrides any

the OFPA they are required by their own regulations to provide conflicting or Inconsistent provision of FLPMA

not only the rationale for acting inconsistent with the OPPA but

also range of alternatives In developing alternatives to the As stated in the Act these lands

OFPA we recommend that the federal agencies prepare cost

benef its analysis relative to any departure from the Oregon Forest

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act specifies that

FEMAT V61 Notwithstanding any provision of this Act in the event of

conflict with or inconsistency between this Act and the Acts of

Not only does this statement indicate lack of August 28 1937 50 Stat 874 43 USC IlBla ll8lj and May 24

famiiiarity with the Oregon Forest Practices Act it raises new 1939 53 Stat 7531 insofar as they relate to management of timber

questions of federalism The statement raises number of resources and disposition of revenues from lands and resoircos

constitutional questions and blurs the distinction in the roles the later acts shall prevail Sec 701b

played by the various federal agencies that go far beyond the FEMAT

proposal 90 STAT 2786 Sec 701b
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shall be managed except as provided in section ll8lc of this opportunities for federal state and local officials industry

title since repealed for permanent forest production and community and environmental organizations tribes and others to

the timber thereon shall be sold cut and removed in work together to develop innovative management approaches

conformity with the principal sic of sustained yield for

purpose of providing permanent source of timber supply The Douglas Project was designed to serve as vehicle for the

protecting watersheds regulating stream flow and public to encourage the investigation of adaptive management

contributing to the economic stability of local communities concepts through number of different research efforts One

and industries and providing recreational facilitjes aspect of which is currently being pursued through the

emphasis added ailvicultural experiments known as DEMO project

Several court cases have clarified that the primary purpose Douglas county recommends that the selected alternative

of the act is permanent forest production Timber is to be removed clearly recognize the value of the DEMO project and provide for

under the doctrine of sustained yield to provide timber supply its implementation This major silvicultural experiment will

protect watersheds regulate stream flow contribute to economic require some timber harvest that does not appear to meet the

stability and provide recreational facilities standards and guidelines incorporated in the various options under

consideration
These same courts have found that the Act does not

even suggest that wildlife habitat conservation or conservation of DEMO is designed to evaluate alternative silvicultural

old growth forest is goal on par with timber production or systems through series of regeneration harvests that encompass

indeed that it is goal of the Act at all The courts have the entire range of green tree retention levels These levels

repeatedly stated that the Act is dominant use statute and include clearcut 0 stand retention 20 retention 40
not multiple use statute retention 60 retention 80 retention and an unmanaged

unharvested stand 100 retention
Since the degree to which FLPMA applies is governed by the

respective land status the FEMAT strategy must recognize these These treatments will be evaluated with respect to their
dilferences and incorporate them into the final plans ability to retain or accelerate essential habitat attributes and

species associated with old growth or late successional forests

major thrust of the research design is to assess the effects

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT of the treatments on wildlife associated with late successional

forests To monitor the wildlife responses scientific team has

we are very encouraged by the recognition of adaptive laid out grid pattern and is currently conducting its first round

management concepts within the proposed management strategy of base line data collection

Douglas county has been actively promoting the concepts of adaptive

management for several years through its comments during the The study design has been finalized and incorporates field

planning processes and by its active support of the Douglas Project monitoring of vegetation wildlife soils fungi economics Social

and Demonstration of Ecosystem Management Options DEMO perceptions and hydrology

As President Clinton noted in his July 1993
press release While this adaptive management project is clearly an example

entitled THE FOREST PLAN FOR SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY AND of projects encouraged by the PEMAT approach as it Is currently
SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT the adaptive management concepts designed the DEMO project would not meet all of the standards

demonstrated through the Applegate Project Hayfork Adaptive and guidelines under Option One example of this conflict is the

Management Area and the Douglas project provide excellent matrix prescription that requires the retention of 15 of the trees

in each cutting unit with half of these retained trees in intact

patches and the remainder dispersed throughout the unit Since

The DEMO project represents the silvicultural element the DEMO project incorporates one complete clearcut for each
of the Douglas Project DEMO is cooperative project with set of treatments this element of the project would not meet the
the Douglas Project and the New Perspectives Partners Olympics 15 retention
Natural center cascades Center NJ Andrews Aerial Forest

Management Foundation Pacific Northwest Experiment Station There are other conflicts between this research effort and the

Region of the Forest Service Umpqua National Forest and Gifford options presented in the Draft EIS In order to continue this

Pinchot National Forest Congressionally established project some variation from the
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standards and guidelines set forth in the Draft EIS will be scientists presented their findings linking the declines to

required changes in oft shore marine currents hatchery introductions

harvest levels non target fisheries habitat limitations marine

Recognizing that the DEMO project is incorporating mammals and other predators interspecies and intraspecies

extensive public participation and community awareness as well as competition and errors in methodologies for estimating

complying with the review requirements of the National populations
Environmental Policy Act the Douglas County Board of Cossnissioners

encourages the final decision provide sufficient flexIbility to As one would expect when there is not one clear cause for the

allow this experimentation to continue decline the issue has polarized the various Interests who have

stake in the coastal environment
This recommendation is consistent with the FEMAT conclusion

that the Administration should explore ways to allow research to While it would have been relatively easy to continue to debate

continue on National Forest and Bureau of Land Management Lands the causes for the declines the Board of Commissioners of Douglas

where restrictions now exist or will develop from implementation of County responded to the Governors Initiative by acknowledging that

an option from this report Research projects specifically
the declines were the result of juxtaposition of number of

designed to test or improve the strategy should be given special
different causes and that if we wait for further debate the

consideration populations will continue to decline The Commissioners elected

to move forward in those areas that they had some degree of

We also note the FEMAT noted that fcr example several confidence would be of benefit to the fish populations
large scale field experiments designed to improve our knowledge
about soCietal values ecosystem processes long term ecosystem Recognizing that to be successful any restoration efforts

productivity BilviCultural alternatives fisheries management would require the commitment and support of the local communities

landscape level planning economic evaluation and development of the Board of Commissioners appointed committee representing the

habitat for threatened and endangered species have been stymied by most affected interests and chartered them to identify actious that

restrictions on land use and forest management Several research the county Could undertake Thi8 committee was designed to serve

and developmnf partnerships addressing these issues in integrated as forum for coordination and dialogue among the various groups

programs have formed wthin the past years to address the and agencies working on the restoration issue

emerging issues of the Pacific Northwest Notable examples include

the Olympic Natural Resource Center in Washington and the Cascade The group was to focus its attention on the watershed of the

Center for Ecosystem Management in Oregon umpqua River and its tributaries Its mission was to

This reference was specifically addressing the DEMO foster Communication and cooperation

proect We fully concur with these findings and
encourage that assess the success of the various restoration

the DEMO project and similar research efforts be afforded the activities
latitude to continue ci provide mechanism for coordinating and integrating

state federal and local restoration projects
XI identify and prioritize restoration projects

UMPQUA BASIN FISHERIES RESTORATION INITIATIVE identify information gaps and areas where additional

baseline data should be Collected

As recognized in the FEMAT report several populations of

Oregon coastal anadromous fish lie salmon steel head cutthroat
trout and lamprey eels are exhibiting long history of population Recognizing that to be successful in resolving problems of

trends that Indicate the populations are at risk While the PEMAT this nature the local community most set aside their differences

report assumes the decline is solely the result of upland
and work together the Commissioners appointed connaittee the

management practices in fact the exact cause or causes of these
included members of the UmIua Fishermens Association Oregon Farm

declines is not established Bureau Cow Creek Band of the
Umpqua Indians Isaac Walton League

Steamboaters Lone Rock Timber Co Roseburg Lumber Co
At the recent Coastal Salmonid Restoration Initiative agricultural interests Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

organized by Governor Barbara Roberts Oregon number of

We note that the FEMAT report only examines the habitat

FEMAT VIII 24 aspect and ignores the other events affecting these populations
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Oregon Department of Forestry Douglas County Water Advisory Board these local citizens It has widespread public support since it

Pacific Power and Light ljmpqua National Forest and the Roseburg attempts to target restoration efforts to those areas where the

District of the Bureau of Land Management dollars spent will have the most immediate effect

The group quickly recognized that restoration work must first it is the position of the Douglas County Commissioners that

be preceded by prognosis of the habitat problems Therefore the local initiatives such as this are the solution to our land

initiative undertook rather ambitious program of funding eight management problems However these programs only work when the

two person crews to
survey 500 miles of streams and their riparian

federal agencies are true partners fo continue this effort the

areas during 1993 proposed plan must establish clear process for encouraging local

managers to develop partnership linkages Unfortunately the Draft

Along with these surveys the initiative has two clerical teams EIS and FEMAT rely heavily upon the regulatory function and does

entering the data into computer system Once the data is not establish clear priority on local partnerships In addition

properly tabulated staff of the ODFCW will spend the winter months its attention on stormproofing streams ignores local input and

interpreting this data and designing habitat restoration work for produces limited gains for relatively high cost

the sumner of 1994

XII
In addition to this

survey work the group also funded two PIECEMEAL APPROACH TO PLANNING

eight person crews to complete number of actual restoration

programs during the summer of 1993 These projects included among
Under the National Environmental Policy Act connected actions

others restoring habitat complexity to the streams removing are to be included in the environmental review In reviewing

impediments at fish ladders and repairing the Rock Creek Fish the FEMAT report and Draft EIS we note several references to

Hatchery dam to eliminate significant downstream migrant mortality documents and decisions that are to be tiered to this document or

will be affected by this decision yet they are not included in

third element of the initiative was to identify and rectify this EIS

fish passage problems within the basin Several volunteers have

identified number of impediments and met with the responsible Among the issues that are Connected to this action but not

landowners to develop plans for rectifying the problems fully discussed is the proposal to regulate private lands In

addition we also note that rules are currently being drafted under
In addition to these projects the group is through the section 4d provisions of the Endangered Species Act to

volunteer efforts sponsoring coho spawning surveys monitoring implement the FEMAT concepts with respect to private lands

spring chinook and sumner steelhead spawning areas for poaching
maintaining hatchboxes assisting in genetic studies on cutthroat While the above examples are not designed to be exhaustive of

trout and coho and working with landowners on riparian improvement
the number of connected actions they do serve to illuatrdte our

projects Concerns Since these are several similar connected actions they
should all be fully evaluated and discussed in this document

The initiative is now working on creating network of

volunteers to conduct spawning fish surveys and juvenile salmonid
studies These volunteers will also monitor spawning areas to XIII
deter fish poaching SCOPING

We believe that this group has been
very productive in While the Council on Environmental Quality General Counsel has

rather short time frame One of the reasons for its success is the advised that scoping is not required for the supplementation of the
commitment of local people to work to resolve the issue and the Forest Service Final Environmental Impact Statement on Management
willingness of the federal and state agencies to cooperate with for the Northern Spotted Owl and the various Bureau of Land

Management Draft Environmental Impact Statements we strongly
disagree with this narrow interpretation

We found that while federal and state agencies have

reported large number of streams have been surveyed in the We note that the issues addressed in the Draft EIS and FEMAT

the data had not been compiled from the rough field notes go way beyond the narrower scope of the referenced documents
Therefore while there was data it was not in usable form and was

for all practical purposes of no value to make any assessment of

stream conditions 40 CFR 1508.25
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Clearly this document is far more than modification of the complied with

spotted owl management provisions of the individual forest plans

and the draft RMP5 XIV

Old Growth Management

keen superficial reading of the index would reveal the

issues are watersheds marbled murrelets fisheries bats timber The improper injection of the multiple use concept into the

harvest levels Interagency coordination modifications in the Act is clearly evidenced in the revised
preferred

Acts etc alternatives inclusion of old growth emphasis areas OGEA
connectivity diversity blocks and special management areas While

With far reaching application and the major social economic the Board supports the multiple use concepts as applied to the

and biological repercussions all of which are far beyond the public domain lands the Board totally opposes any old growth

issues raised in the scoping notices tiled on the previous emphasis areas connectivity diversity blocks and the Special

environmental reviews the scoping process was not adequate Management Areas on the revested landsui

Further given the major policy change in forest management

practices resulting from the FEMAT approach one should not attempt Old growth for old growth sake or for wildlife is not an

to cut corners in the public participation process element of the various acts The Hoard can not underscore

enough the need to closely adhere to the original purposes of the

Furthermore we note that the this document is incorporating by Acts Any lands that are biologically suitable for

reference number of other planning activities that have not been coirmiercial timber production must remain classified as timberlands

the subject of public review and comment including PACFISH under the Act

Conservation Strategy for the Northern Spotted Owl Alternatives

for Management of Late Successional Forests of the Pacific If the HIM elects to adopt an alternative that Contravenes

Northwest Final Draft of the Recovery Plan for the Northern the purposes of the original Act then the counties must

Spotted Owl and Viability Assessments and Management be compensated If society as whole chooses to reduce timber

Considerations fnr Species Associated with Late Successional and harvest for purposes other than those embodied in the Act

Old Growth Forests of the Pacific Northwest then clearly society should compensate the counties The counties

and local communities should not be forced to bear the burden

Not only have these documents not been the subject of public alone

review and corisnent they are not readily available to the public
XV

The issues presented in the documents being adopted by VIABILITY STANDARD

reference on their own require scoping and environmental review

IL appears the only purpose for incorporating number of these we note that the Forest Services viability standard is

past policy actions by reference is to simply bootstrap decisions being imposed upon the lands managed by the Bureau of land

that were previously illegally adopted without NEPA compliance Management We question whether the agencies have the authority to

We also note that the Draft ElI notes an intent to modify

crItical habitat designated under the Endangered Species Act as The Board opposes the special management areas that have

result of this decision This connected action alone justifies not already been approved by the Hoard and the Association of

formal scoping process Counties via previous legislation or plans

It is our opinion that scoping is required in this matter and The original Railroad grant had dual purpose one

that the notice of intent provisions of 40 CFR 1501.7 must be was to provide the financing necessary to build the railroad and

the second was to aid in developing the land by placing the lands

in the hands of bona fide settlers By failing to accomplish the

While 40 CFR 1502.21 allows incorporation by reference second purpose the Supreme Court instructed the federal government

this provision is only available if the effect is to cut down on to come up with plan that would accomplish the development of

bulk and does not impede agency and public review of the action Oregon The government In turn developed the strategy of revesting

The adoption of these materials by reference when some are not the lands with the eventual sale of the land to settlers and

readily available to the public and in at least one occasion have revenues returned to the counties

not been finalized until after the Draft EIS was issued lie

PACFISH seriously impedes agency and public review 36 CFR 219.19
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amend the 0CC ACtS in this manner without Congressional approval other catastrophe or which are in imminent danger from insect or

disease attack Notwithstanding this Congressional intent the

Absent clear legislative intent to amend the Acts we Draft SIS and FEMAF do not incorporate this same commitment to

oppose any administrative process that
ancororates

the viability salvage and sanitation harvest We recommend that these elements

standard into the management of lands be thoroughly explored and strategies to achieve this Congressional

intent be incorporated Into the Final
We also question how one can apply viability standard

without identifying the population numbers and setting desirable The FEMAT strategy must not be allowed to create forest

population level The Forest Management Act of 1976 requires health catastrophe that in turn affects adjacent state and private

inventories of the various resources but in this case the wildlife lands u

resources are not inventoried and very little information is

available to determine what is viable population for the wide XVII
number of species covered under the FEMAT report and Draft EIS WATERSHED CONDITION

the Forest Service regulations note that viable population We note the Aquatic Ecosystem Assessment incorporates an

is one which has the estimated numbers and distribution of extensive system of riparian reserves and key watershed refugia to

reproductive individuals to insure its continued existence is well alleviate and counter the water quality impairment existing uithin

distributed in the planning
area The threshold questions that the westside Forests

are still unanswered are what are the estimated numbers of the

species represented on the various planning units what is the However in reviewing the FEMAT report for technical support

minimum number of reproductive individuals necessary to maintain relative to this land management strategy we find little therein

the population what is their distribution and what that supports this major change in land management
distribution is required for continued existence in the planning

area In evaluating FEMAT we note that of the 100000 miles of

rivers and streams in the state only one fourth have been evaluated

None of these questions are answered in the FEMAT report or relative to water quality Of the miles assessed the FEMAT

Draft ElI for the overwhelming majority of species covered by these tables indicate that only 7600 miles of streams have been

documents assessed within that portion of the northern spotted Owl range in

Oregon

XVI

INIECT AND DISEASE Of these stream miles surveyed 1900 miles of federally

managed streams are classified as either severely or moderately

We note that the National Forest Management Act of 1976 impaired
makes commitment to the salvage or sanitation harvesting of

timber stands which are substantially damaged by fire windthrow or We question whether this relatively small number of river

miles suffering the impairment described justifies the extreme
economic and social impacts associated with the proposed actions

We note that the National Forest Management Act of 1976

and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 were Furthermore without disclosing where these stream samples
developed at the same time yet have different standards Given were taken sampling protocols and selection processes it is

this close proximity in time one must conclude that Congress did impossible for the reviewer to assess whether the forest management
not intend the lands to be managed in the same manner Therefore practices proposed in the various alternatives would In fact
one must be cautious in applying the same standard without address the causes for these stream quality problems
Congressional approval

36 CFR 219.19

We draw your attention to the controversy in Eastern

Obviously the continued existence issue must have some Oregon where Forest Service decisions not to windthrown trees
outer bound In the absence of some limitation mathematical resulted in insect outbreaks that damaged adjacent federal and
models when carried out to an extreme result in meaningless data private lands
The populations continued existence must be examined over the

planning horizon Table VD2
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We note the broad brush solution to water quality problems one must question whether the fisheries problems are more complex

applied in the FEMAT report ignores the tact that these impairment than the simplistic approach set forth in the FEMAT The failure

problems are for the most part site specific and extrapolating tO explore in depth these other fisheries issues is an example of

these problems to an entire region is inappropriate the arbitrary and capricious process utilized in developing the

various alternatives

Likewise to assume that the declining fish populations are

direct result of stream quality problems is not supported by this

limited data base XIX

KEY WATERSHEDS

The Watershed Condition Index Methodology used by the BLM in

the development of the various RI4Ps also suffered from the same In examining the various Key Watersheds situated within

problem of extrapolating from data base not equipped to address Douglas County we note that several are in areas where substantial

the questions being asked improvement has Occurred in recent years or are in areas currently
offlimits to forest management activities Of particular note

In our review of BLMS watershed condition index we found is the Steamboat Creek watershed which has shown steadily

the assumption that 50 of all private timber as identified as increasing condition at time when it has been the subject of

heavy timber on the BLM GIS would be harvested during the ten year management strategy designed to both preserve arid enhance fisheries

planning period to be unsupported and in fact overly biasing the as well as maintaining timber harvest

process

Given the history of demonstrating the ability to successfully
Likewise we are very Concerned that the current GIS data manage streams for multiple uses we question the validity of

base does not include sufficient information on private lands to imposing an extensive refugia system on the key watershedi of

make statements as to the status of private lands with any Douglas County We recommend that site specific analysis be

scientific validity or reliability conducted on these streams which examines the past history of these

streams fish populations and water quality trends before

we appreciate the agencies efforts to address the watershed classifying them as part of refugia system
issues however we find the data bases utilized are being

rat rapolared far beyond their scientific design and provide little XX
support for the Conclusions reached PROGRAMMATIC PLAN

The various alternatives and accompanying FEMAT report are

XVIII very broad and general in nature It is impossible for us to

ANADROMOUS FISH ECOSYSTEM assess the specific impacts upon Douglas County or the validity of

the program without site specific material being presented
We are very concerned about the arbitrary manner in which the

Aquatic Ecosystem Assessment team ignored the major role of ocean ijiven this programmatic nature of the proposed action and

activities relative to anadromous salmonids The discussion in lack of site specific information we anticipate that the site
FEMAT

totally ignores the relatively recent ocean current specific action plans will revisit these issues and allow public
changes marine mammal and other predation and fisheries review and comment as well as significant Opportunities to amend

practices the FEMAT strategy

When one discovers decreasing anadromous fish populations in

coastal regions which have experienced limited land disturbance We note in some situations the streams within wilderness

areas are demonstrating deteriorating water quality at time when

streams subject to forest management activities are experiencing
Having closely examined the data base on the Umpqua improving conditions It is significant that during period of

National Forest we question whether there can be any broad extensive drought management practices resulted in improving

management conclusions developed from the existing data Clearly stream conditions as compared to storm proofed streams
the data base on the

Umpqua National Forest does not provide
sufficient scientific support for the FEMAT conclusions We note that neither the FEMAT report or the DRAFT EIS

reveals what the economic impact sale quantity or job impacts
FEMAT V7 are on Local county basis
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The discussion of anticipated timber sales in the first decade xxiii
is on too broad of scale to fully evaluate the specific impacts ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT CONSISTENCY

upon Douglas County

The Draft Supplemental ElI notes in the background section

Furthermore the uncertain nature of the true volume impacts series of recent court rulings relative to the northern spotted

resulting from riparian areas and marbled murrelet zones makes the owli and references the Scientific Analysis Team Report of 1993

quoted regionwsde timber sale volumes relatively meaningless The for further history The authors note that the ongoing
failure to completely disclose the actual timber impacts controversy has resulted in gridlock of lawsuits court rulingS
effectively thwarts meaningful public participation appeals and protest8

XXI While there Is no question that the ongoing controversy

FOREST PLAN CONSTRAINTS concerning the management of the forests have resulted in

gridlock one must not assume that this gridlock is solely the

We are very concerned that the FEMAT strategy built upon the result of controversy in land management philosophy We remind

existing Land and Resource Management Plans rather than revisiting the authors that this gridlock is the result of federal land

these plans to determine if the assumptions therein were still management agencies not following existing laws
valid

In reviewing the draft supplemental CIS and FEMAT report it

For example we note that the LRMPs have old growth set asides appears that the gridlock is being continued by falling to properly
spread throughout the hand base dispersion requirements and net incorporate the Endangered Species Act provisions into this

present value constraints all of which may no longer be necessary planning effort
under the FEMAP strategy All of these LRMP strategies resulted

in significant reductions in timber sale volumes If they are no We note that in the recent litigation entitled Douglas County
longer iustified then by rerunning the computer models without Babbitt the rule designating critical habitat for the northern

these constraints additional timber volume may become available spotted owl was found to be in violation of the National

Environmental Policy Act Among the failings noted by the Court

xxit was the failure to include range of alternatives and the failure
ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT CONSULTATION to examine the cumulative impacts

In reviewing the time frame for consultation with the US While the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
Fish and Wlldlife consultations with respect to the northern appears to be directed at resolving the northern spotted owl issue
spotted owl we note consultation would not be completed until it actually has as its foundation the very Critical habitat
after the close of the public comment period designation that was found illegal in Douglas County babbitt

Since the consultation process may result in
significantly There are several references in the Draft ESS that the

different preferred alternative then what has been developed the critical habitat designation for the northern spotted Owl was the
hoard recommends that the public comment period be extended until foundation of the plan To the extent the plan relies upon
after the consultation results are available to the public critical habitat it is fatally flawed and will only result in

additional gridlock
While the public may have little input in the Fish and

Wildlife consultation the public has rote to play in determining Until the critical habitat issue is resolved for the northern
the balance relative to the other outputs and in crafting methods spotted Owl marbled murrelet and the other listed species the
to achieve the recovery of the northern spotted owl Since this gridlock wilt continue We therefore encourage the incorporation
balancing process can not be done prior to release of the of critical habitat designation with the proper NEPA analysis and
consultation results the public comment period should be left open balancing of impacts be completed prior to the development of
to allow for additional review and comment final supplement

We caution that the FEMAT plan can not and should not be
used as method to circumvent the Checks and balances inherent in

We note that since critical habitat has not been legally
adopted by the Fish and Wildlife Service that neither consultation

nor conferencing can occur relative to critical habitat 1l
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the Endangered Species Act Among these is the ability to weigh
When the final documents were released It was too late for

social and economic costs during the designation of critical the county to evaluate them prior to the end of the comment petiod
habitat Furthermore the final document was in fact the same draft

document withheld from the county and provided to local newspapers

We are very concerned that in fact the checks and balances earlier in the process
irmheent in the Endangered Species Act are being circumvented by
the FEMAT and Draft ESS process Given the history of the federal agencies relative to the

public participation process we are very skeptical of the new talk

XXIV of embarking on new path of public acceptance This skepticism

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE is reinforced by the Draft EIS wherein the agencies frequently

attempt to circumvent the public participation scoping and notice

As noted in the FEMAT report Cormnunities feel they are not provisions

part of decisions that affect their well being No

where is this feeling of distrust and lack of control over their clear example of our concerns is the draft Eli position that

fate more apparent than in Douglas County scoping occurred through President Clintons Forest Conference

Absent notice that this conference was scoping opportunity and

sense of lacking control that is reinforced by the process given the limitations on who could attend we seriously question
utilized in developing the FEMAF report and the Draft Suppemental how this satisfies the stated goal to incorporate the public in
tis forest planning let alone the strict requirements of NEFA

One must seriously question the willingness of the policy While the FEMAT report states that federal land managers must

makers to really understand the concerns of the local population walk the talk such rhetoric rings very hollow when one examines

when they limit their testimony to three minutes incorporate by
the FEMAT and Draft Supplemental EIS processes

relcrence numerous documents which are generally unavailable to the

public and refuse to allow public scrutiny of the entire FEMAT XXV

process JOB RESPONSE

We note that on behalf of the citizens of Douglas County we We are unable to determine what job response coefticiemlt

rqunuted information on the FEMAT public participation process and was utilized In determining the amount of jobs impacted by
time mcnthership of the FEMAT commammittee simple request yet the implementation of FEMAT
Executive Office refused to provide the requested information

The various agencies have historically applied wide

Another example of the lack of federal responsiveness to local variety of job response coefficients variability that has been
citizens and the reasons for local frustration was the agencies abused by the agencies in the various planning efforts Dr Hans
liilure to respond to the numerous technical errors that Douglas

Radtke recently concluded that the Fish and Wildlife Service had

County commented upon during the economic analysis segment of the cooked the books after he examined the planning efforts by the
critical habitat designation process for the northern

spotted owl Fish and Wildlife Service relative to the northern spotted Owl
Errors that misstated

Douglas Countys own budget an issue that

clearly Douglas County was in the best position to know yet the We note that when the Recovery Team examined the job

agency ignored all of our comments on these errors coefficient issue it found there was job response variable of

13.87 jobs tDr every MMBP harvest within Douglas County
Furthermore during the critical habitat process the county

also requested copies of documents that were referred to in the However the Forest Service in developing the northern
Federal Register Notice and were of importance in commenting upon spotted Owl management plan used 15.0 15.3 as its coefficients
the proposed decision Notwithstanding the timely request these
documents were withheld The agency claimed they were in draft Sn the Draft Supplemental ESS the multipliers are listed as
form and as such not subject to release to the public 7.8 jobs for every MMBf for the 8olid wood products industry and

notwithstanding the fact they were quoted and retied upon by the

agency in the rulemaking process

Erratam Final Environmental Impact Statement on

Management for the Northern Spotted Owl mt he National Forests
FEMAT 11 71 p S
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1.29 br pulp and paper industry Resulting in total region Endangered Species ACt National Forest Management Act and the

uide multiplier of 9.08 jobs per million board feet of harvest Renewable Rangeland Resources Planning Act are being thwarted

Not Only are the agencies very inconsistent in their job Furthermore appendixes referenced in the Draft Supplemental
coefficients the coefficients utilized in the Draft ElI are also EIS are not incorporated as

stated
suspect Recently Dr Brian Greber noted in colloquy with

Rep Bob Smith before the House Subcommittee on Public Lands that
By failing to incorporate the various quoted sections and

his most recent calculations indicate the multiplier for direct
incorporating by reference numerous documents the public ate

Indirect and induced jobs should in fact be 16.5 jobs per million
effectively thwarted from being able to meaningfully review and

board feet of harvest comment

We find that the DRAFT Supplemental EIS grossly
underestimated the job impacts and that the draft RMP and FEIS on XXVII

Management for the Northern Spotted Owl in the National Forests MILLTOWN HILL

utilized outdated multipliers

Douglas County is In the process of developing the Milltoim

By attempting to amend these documents without clearly Hill multipurpose storage project on Elk Creek This project Is

reevaluating the economic and social impacts of each respective designed to aid the communities of Drain and Yoncalla as well as
document clear picture of the actual impacts on the local

provide fish habitat recreation and water for agricultural
communities is not belnq presented purposes among others Not with standing the fact that this

project has been in development for several years and affects
Furthermore from the information presented in the various

federally managed lands we are unable to find where It Is

documents it is difficult for us to determine the cumulative discussed in any of the documents

impact of the adjoining districts on the job response for Douglas

County To aid in analyzing the connected actions the county wide

impact should be discussed

XXVIII
we recommend that prior to developing the final RMP or the TECHNICAL ABILITIES

filial Supplement that the true social and economic impacts be

cliit ied and revealed to the public for conanent
In reviewing the computer modeling capabilities of the IILM

relative to uneven age management we find that the current system
Is unable to track uneven age stands With this technological

weakness it will be difficult for the BLM to properly track and
XXVI monitor the uneven age stands that will be the focus of the

DISJOINTED DOCUMENTATION
ecosystem management strategy We assume similar technical

problem exists with the Forest Service
The draft Supplemental EIS is not only internal inconsistent

and confusing it incorporates numerous documents by reference that

contain provisions inconsistent with the FEMAT and Draft XXIX
Supplement With the continually reshuffling of information it

PREDECISION IMPLEMENTATION
is impossible for review to understand what is beinq altered from

the previous documents and the environmental impacts of these The various agencies appear to be implementing the various
changes elements of the FEWAT report prior to the issuance of Record of

Decision We particularly draw your attention to variety of
Without true analysis of the individual decisions the listings under the Endangered Species Act adoption of the PACFISII

planning and public participation goals of the Federal Land
strategy and reductions In force

Management Policy Act National Environmental Policy Act

Appendix Outlook for Regional Employment as referenced
Draft Supplemental EIS 4l24

on page 4l23

August 1993
40 CFR 1506.1
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Since these decisions ate limiting the choice of reasonable very forces creating the lob losses
alternatives and may significantly affect the quality of the human

environment they must be stopped We note none of these While current training and support programs are unable to

decisions qualify as an exception under 40 CFR 1506.1c handle the assistance requirements of the already displaced workers

or affected communities we fInd major parts of the county will not

xxx be eligible for the assistance promised by the kEMAT strategy

FIRE ADAPTED ECOSYSTEMS

In its current format the FEMAT strategy fails to provide the

The Board of Commissioners believes it is essential that the social economic and biological balance so clearly needed and

management strategy adopted take into account the distinctive promised this is unacceptable clearly if society as whole

nature and special needs of the shortinterval tire adapted believes it is In the nations best interest to displace these

ecosystems in Eastern Oregon Klamath Province and Southwest coast workers disrupt the communities and to back away from commitmcrits

Range made to the counties then society as whole has an obligation to

assist make the transition The current strategy fails on all

Whatever strategy is adopted must incorporate flexibility to fronts
meet the needs of these forest ecosystems hands off

approach

in conservation areas abandoning all management activities will The Board of commissioners recognizes that changes are

simply exacerbate existing problems and would be recipe for continually taking place both in the structure of the timber

disaster industry and in the viability of particular firms and conununities

However we also recognize that the Federal Government has an

If the concern is true ecosystem health and sustainability obligation to those who depend on public lands or their

then hands off approach will not achieve this goal livelihood

XXXI To that end we encourage that prior to any change in federal

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE forest policies there be an identification of societys goals for

these lands recognition of the federal obligation to the local

We incorporate herein by this reference the comments submitted communities and risk assessment of the biological social and

by the Association of Counties the comments of Robert Lee economic impacts of the proposed actions This analysis is

Comments on the DSEIS on Management of Habitat for Late essential to improve public understanding provide an informed

Successional and Old Growth Forest Related Species Within the Range debate and heighten the publics acceptance of the policy changes

of the Northern Spotted OwL with Special Attention to Issues

Facing Counties and the comments of the Northwest Forest Likewise the federal government must be committed to

Resource Council providing the funding necessary for economic development job

retraining local schools and local government The success of

CONCLUSION any program we develop will be judged not only by its scientific

and economic credibility but also by the way we as society treat

While the Board of County Commissioners appreciates this the affected communities

opportunity to provide these limited comments we are unfortunately

unable to fully evaluate and comment upon the FEMAT proposal due to

lack of information available Given the closed nature of the

process wideranging content of the FEMAT report numerous

incorporations by reference limited scoping programmatic nature
lack of site specific analysis and failure to open up the FEMAT

process to the public and other processes that lead to the

development of FEMAT we find ourselves unable to reasonably

review and knowingly comment upon the materials presented

We close our comments by noting that under the preferred

alternative employment losses in Douglas County will increase and

in turn increase the local demand for social services This

increase in demand for county services will occur at time when

the countys ability to respond will be reduced as result of the
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The underestimation of job loss that would result from Option Is

shocking The team concluded that only 6000 lobs would be lost

October 20 1993
with the implementation of Option Over the last few years we

have seen over direct jobs lost in our little corner of

Interagency 618 Team
southwestern Oregon alonePO Box 3623

Portland OR 97208
According to FEMAT scientists own formula 16.5 direct and

indirect lobs would be lost for every million board feet mmbf
Ladies and Gentlemen

reduction in harvest Consequently the mmbf reduction in

Option equates to 66800 lost jobs not 6000
Please accept the following comments of concerned residents of

Josephine County Oregon in response to the Forest Ecosystem The D8EIS minimIzed the job losses in the pulp and paper industry
SbdQement Assessment Team FEMAT

report end the spotted owi Qj The FEMAT discounted the pulp end paper industrys reliance on

Supplemental Enyirpnenti Impact Stetement OSEIS affordable chips from primary forest products companies and

ignored the limited amount of recycled materials that can be used

We believe the Presidents preferred alternative Option is based in paper products Adoption of Option would weaken the

on flawed assumptions and will cause ecological social and economic competitiveness of our pulp and paper companies end would

disruptIon in not only the Pacific Northwest but will be felt around ultimately lead to more lob losses
the globe It is critical that you consider the following points

The FEI4AT analysis assumed that Canada could make up for much of

Attempts to protect ecosystems in the owl region could result in the timber volume not provided by the NW US Canadian off lcialB

significant environmental degradation elsewhere The forest iands
responded that because of their own environmental restrictions

in the Pacific Northwest are among the most productive in the
they win not even be able to furnish the volume they have in the

world Consequently for acre not harvested here several past let aione make up for the volume lost because of Option
acres would have to be harvested elsewhere to yield the same

Volume Much of the eisewhere is in Siberia and the tropics If Option implemented it should be modified to allow

where stewardship standards are lower Incidental take on matrix land 11Th of forest mince 83 of the

forest is in other protected categories this matrix land mUst be

As the world demand for forest products steadily Increases so will managed to provide some ievel of certainty to the timber industry
the pressure to extract raw materials in these places where and their communities
consideration for the environment is of secondary concern

In summary we cannot support jy of the OSEIS alternatives as we

Besides being non renewable wood substltutss require more energy believe they are based on erroneous assumptions and preconceived
to produce More energy means more fossil fuels and more outcomes We count on you to have the objectivity to recognize the

dependency on foreign energy sources
fiaws in the FEMAT study and the courage to cast off thle faulty

report and begIn anew with broad input base
The forest never was 75 old growth as the FEMAT assumed Several

studies including one done by the BLM show that because of fire In the long term we insist that the 08816 process be reopened to

cycle and other natural occurrences the old growth In the include broader range of experts in preparation for legislation that

Northwest was never more than around 28 of the total forest
would provide for balanced solution

Most of the old growth today is already unavailable for harvest In the meantime we urge the administration to provide relief to our
because of wilderness riparian and Other protective timber dependent communities by prompting release of already sold

designations
timber from consultation When he granted his injunctions Judge Owyer

counted on the harvest of these sales to provide buffer for timber
There 15 very little science in the 08818 Much Of the

necessary dependent communities The Interagency Scientific Committee USC
supporting data does not exist In place of hard data the FEMAT also agreed that the environmental effects of harvesting this volume
relies on professional opinion OpinIon based on Opinion is still would be inconsequential
opinion not science

Further we ask that the USFS and BLM be directed to Cell the volume
bespite the critical role of non federal lands no credit was that was readied under the ISC restrictions Harvest of this volume
given for habitat protection provided by them would affect just minute portion of spotted owl

andinarbled
murrelet

habitat and would be life Caving for our communities
The extent of error in the FEMP T economic analysis could only have
resulted from purposeful disregard of data Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the OSEIS
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE ILLINOIS VALLEY

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT OF JOSEPHINE COUNTY OREGON NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Illinois Valley Soil Watec

Conservation District Directors do hereby request that the DSEIS

Resolution NO II

process be reopened to include more diverse team of experts in

preparation for legislation that would return decisions to experienced
Resolution opposing the Interagency EElS Teams Draft Supplemental professionals and local concerned citizens
Environmental Impact Statement DSEIS also known as Optiop and

supporting interim relief for timber dependent communities while BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that we support an interim administrative

long term O9lenced solution is sought action that would provide timber and jobs critical to the stability Of

our community
WHEREAS the Interagency SEIS Team has requested public input on its

Drart Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement DSEIS DONE and DATED this 26th day of October 1993

WHEREAS Option 18 not an ecosystem management plan but rather
preservation plan based on flawed assumptions that will cause ILLINOIS VALLEY SOIL

ecologic social and economic disruption In not only the Northwest WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

but around the world

WHEREAS Option wOuld reduce historic timber harvest levels by at

minimum 75 overall and 78 In southwestern Oregon Wait Freeman OifkTi

WHEREAS the SOlE Teams estimate that only 6900 jobs would be lost

with the implementation of Option grossly underestimates the job
loss and economic hardship that would actually occur in our

communities

WHEREAS the SEIS Teams own economist agreed that i6.5 jobs wouid be

lost for every million board feet mmbf not harvested This equates
to approximateiy 60000 lost jobs 3.6 billIon board feet 16.5

WHEREAS lands should be Carefully managed to provide reliable

source of revenue to the counties

WHEREAS the SOlE Teams recommendation Option was based on

bringing Western forests back to pre European settlement conditions

WHEREAS the SEIS Team incorrectly assumed that prior to European

settiement 70 of the Northwest forests were old growth trees and

WHEREAS due to short fire cycle these forests were never much more

than 29 old growth

WHEREAS most of the old growth today is aiready unavailable for

larvest because of wiiderness riparian and other protective

designations

WHEREAS there is very little actual science In the SEIS Teams
analysis and because much of the necessary supporting data does not

exist the study was based on professional opinion

WHEREAS the forest iand in the Northwest is some Of the most

productive in the world Each acre preserved here will cause many
acres to be logged in other parts of the world where stewardship
standards are lower

WHEREAS at time when consumer demand is ever increasing
replacement of wooo products with non renewable substitutes would be

nery poor environmental decision
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089138

JACKSON COUNTY OREGON
MUISSIONERS

SOS OAKDALE MEOFOHO OREGON 57501

October 28 1993

Su Kuptit 778 7256 Page

October 28 1993

The hope is that the FEMAT report will allow opportunities to
manage

for healthy

forests
community stability Because no area is

totally
locked

away
from all

management alternatives the goal should be to allow
variety

of
management practices

some of which yield quite substantial volumes of
product

We support healthy forests and healthy streams We also
support healthy economy We

must continually be looking for balanced science from broad viewpoints The science so

Interagency SEIS Team far has limited creditability The team should include foresters

P O Box 3623

Portland OR 97208 3623 Finally the deliberatIons on policy should be done in open forums not in closed rooms

Local governments must debate policy changes in public and the executive branch and

bear Team Members agencies should also

The concern about the SEtS is that many historical references and assumptions do not applaud the intent to use this method to re invent government however the
process so

agree
wiih photos and surveying documents about the condition and amount of forests far is flawed

on
the west coast in the 1800s The scientific evidence points to

forest of somewhat

lesser quality While it is noble
goal

to the forest to an old growth condition
Respectfully

certifytng the prc existing condition is

necessaly

This to sot to say she condition that is pled for is not desirable The ecosyste

however could be managed for more variety of species if more Wide ranging Sue Kupillas

stanagement techniques were allowed The large browse animals for example need less Jackson County Commissioner

overstory
than

an
owl to allow for grasses and forage crops

More cutting would allow

that ecosystem

The team did not consider the history of fire in the western forests when talking about

historic conditions If we are to
return

to past conditions should this be considered

Instead of reintroducing fire which wastes valuable wood resource perhaps another

method could be used to create similar environment without wasting useable db

resource

believe more emphasis must be made on the
stability

of communities in resource

dependent communities While communities understand the wood products industry will

decline our eastern Oregon communities and some western Oregon communities have

majority of land mass in federal ownership In that case there are limited alternatives

available to change industries The concern is that for many who managed forests will

and
efficiently

on sustatnable basis they too will find restrictions mean harsh

consequences
This should

be prevented

FAX 503 776.7278
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JOSEPHtNE COUNTY OREGON
Fed 8e aow

ORAl SPAISOREC0d97526
xaasexmtaa undermine sound existing forest management policy It is or

503474.5221 H0WLI tse demand that
you develop new DSEIS that puts the human and

Irvin Whiting economic dimension back into the Forest Plan as your original

Octobor 26 1993 instructions required you to do

AFF TY 510S L
President Clinton at the April 1993 Forest Conference in Portland

Robert Jacobs made vital promise to the peoples of the Northwest This promise

Interagency SEIS Team Leader was about balance where he stated ask you to keep working for

PO Box 3623 OCT29iss balanced policy that promotes the economy preserves jobs and

Portland OR 972083623 protects the environment We find absolutely no basis to

declare this policy in balsncel Fully 75 of the 24260700 acres

Dear Kr Jacobs of Federal land in the range of the Northern Spotted Owl is off

limits to any timber management The remaining 25 is subject to
For many years now this County through its elected Board of massive riparian zone buffers approaching 1000 feet wide an

Commissioners has reviewed and commented on proposed Federal plans unspecified amount of acreage in the matrix being unsuitable for

to manage the forest resources that comprise majority of our growing timber performing lengthy assessments to key wstersheds

surrounding land base The reason is simple There are immense before allowing any sales to be considered following the 50 1140
social and economic Impacts that will be borne directly by citizens rule as management standard further withdrawals as more Spotted

of this region as result of the Implementation of theme forest Owls and Marbled Murrelets are found just to name few And this

plans is not the end to the legal challenges from preservationists

because as of this writing they are protesting potential timber

After reviewing the current Interagency Draft Supplemental sales in the matrix

Environmental Impact Statement DSEIS and its parent document the

Forest Ecosyatas Management Assessment Team FEJ4AT report We hardly believe that given the uncertainty above that this OSEIS

describing how we are to achieve preaettlement forest meets the Presidents requirement to produce predictable and

conditions and at whose expense we are cognizant of just how far sustainable timber supply We remind you that after the Forest

forest plans have deviated from supportable science partnered with Conference President Clinton did direct his Cabinet to
prepare

intelligent responsible action plans They have degenerated into forest plan that contained five vary important guiding principles
unbridled speculation We have additionally reviewed the technical In delegating planning responsibilities most of those principles

analysis developed by the Association of Counties and are In have either been omitted entirely or their emphasis changed
concurrence with their conclusions and supportive of their Besides the one discussed above another one of these principles
recommendations the third stated that the plan needed to be legally responsive

Option of the DSEIS does not adhere to this principle
There just isnt

any credible evidence or scientific consensus that

prior to European settlement of America that the landscape was Congress in 1937 recognized that some western counties in Oregon
dominated by vast stands of old growth forests from ocean to ocean needed special legislation to promote stable economic and social

Ample evidence now exists and more is emerging that this welfare because of the huge disproportionate amount of private
supposition has no basis in fact Research is providing quite the versus government land They therefore passed the Act

opposite view If we were to manage our forests until they were This Act is congressionally mandated legislation and cannot be
as they existed in presettlement times than we would have superseded by any of the proposed timber management restraints in
monumental task in deforesting America The fact that the OSEIS the FEMA Report or the OSEIS This Act is very specific in its

proposes to manage one of Americas moat important natural resources Intent and scope The lands within the borders of the 15

on the basis of what has largely been described as myth leaves Western Oregon countiea are to be managed in manner that
us not only wondering how this could ever have happened but how emphasizes the production of timber as the primary use on

we are now going to fix it suatained yield basis and that 75 percent of the revenue produced
from the management of the timber resource was to go to the

If the very premise of the Plan is flawed then all action taken affected Counties in lieu of taxes
in support of that Plan is flawed also leaving all parties with

dysfunctional process which can only produce degraded living you cannot provide for healthy economic and social
Stmbility when

environment As board we stand united against Option of the you artificially remove the
very means that allows its achievement

OSEIS as the way our forests should be managed Never in our Option would drop the current allowable sale quantity ASQ of

experience have we seen such misguided attempt to completely
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timber of 1176 MMBF to ust 20 of that or 240 MIIBF This small Where you go from this point is to begin developing valid set of

fraction represents only 17 of the biological potential of the alternatives that comprise full range of diverse options

lands and is unquestionably detrimental to the health and including the no change option with every component of the options

welfare of the forest communities thoroughly evaluated This time every
effort should be made to

follow the Presidents five principles guiding the formulation of

This land has clearly been sequestered in direct defiance of the the Plan

Act and incorporated into the OSEIS that parleys it into

numerous other non timber use categories such as latesuccessional Sincerely
and riparian reserves The intent of the Act was to protect

the stability of the timber dependent communities an obvious and JOSEPHINE COUNTY BOARD

unlawful oeieaion from both the FEMA Report and the DSEIS or COMMISSIO RS

Additionally The National Forest Management Act of 1976 hem

requirements that mandate responsible management agencies when

drafting forest plans to provide for the economic stability of

affected forest communities ed Borngass Chairman

The effects Option will have on non federal lands has not been

assessed Again fl effects need to be thoroughly
examined for HazOl d Haugen Absent

their impacts including non federal lands contributions to Harold Haugen ViceChairman

ecosystems needs Management restrictions on private landowners

need to be determined including the economic impacts of those

restrictions Ui
Irvin Whiting mmissioner

In looking for the socio economic analysis required for inclusion

in this DSEIS we are distressed to find very little information

of any substance There isnt much information available because

no analysis of the effects of Option was ever calculated What

we do see is deliberate attempt to underestimate those adverse

impacts that did receive notice by the assessment team and that

by so doing avoid having these socio economic impacts influence

what preferred option would be chosen There needs to be an honest

effort in evaluating what the impacts of the withdrawal of 75 of

the Federal Forest and reduction of over billion board feet of

timber annually will do to the economic viability and social

infrastructure of the affected forest communities in the three

affected states including what effects this may have

internationally on other countries

Our perception concerning this DSEIS is that it was drafted without

the least concern for the human component and that no resource or

effort was spared in ensuing that every element of the forest

environment was used to promote the ultimate goal of producing

presettlement forest
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OCT01 ty
ANY COUNTY HOARD OF COMMPSSiONERS

IOTY EACANE DSTiDCi

Page Letter to SEIS Team re Testimony For Public Hearing On Forest Plan

The implementation and success of well thought out forest plan will not

September 29 1993 materialize without careful consideration of the abooe Option bus been

WP bc jr 00182 T labeled compromise My fear is that it compromises watersheds saimon and quite

likely sustainability

Interagency SEtS Team wish to conclude by stating that this administrations desire to meet conflict

P O Box 3623 headon
through consensus building is refreshing The tine for visionary leaders

Portland Oregon 97208 who indeed provide direction is wanted and long overdue Once national
policies

02 reflect our need for sustainable resource use challenges and expectations facing

present and future generations will be more easily met

Re Testi ony For Public Hearing On Forest Plan

Respectfully

Qear SEIS Tea

ViN iJJJ
Thank you for giving Oregonians this day allowing final comeent on the

Presidents Northwest Forest Plan

erry Rust

Due to prior comeitments am not able to attend todays hearing and hope that County Cornissioner

my introduction can remain brief given my previous testimony end Involvement

JRdw

As you may know since 1976 have spent the majority of my career as

conunissioner in the county of Lane looking for ways to improvement ecosystem

management while creating jobs

believe the Forest Plan is good step in that direction Its understood as

framework wkth the underpinning leid Out as watershed management hosting

varying degrees oF alternative sustainable forestry practices

Additionally the administration appears ponitloned to comeit itself to major

reinvestment of federal dollars As county cononisoloner am deeply

appreciative of the Presidents desire to ensure county governments capability

of delivering vital services particularly to our timber dependent communities

In fine tuning the
plan further refinement

is still possible ask that

attention be given to the following five areas of concern

includ all rmsining Ancient Forests in Ancient Forest

Reserv n that are couplst ly of fi iitn to logging

Fully protect salmonspawning streams md oth r critlcml

watersheds

Protect all roadless areas

Ensure the survival of all Ancient Forest species

Protect EastSide Forests

IAfl poLC Sn RULE 00101mG 25 EAST 610 AVENUE EUGENE 00 9140 503 nn74203
FAX 5031 oo oo3
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Salem Oregon Hearing 14

Salem Oregon Hearing 15

MIKII PROPES
But if

you
look at the revised BLM plan that was submitted to

1 97o
the team it does meet all of the laws But what Option

MR PROPES Thank you am Mike Propea Polk
does it goes way beyond some of the laws and doesnt meet

county commissioner also member of the ouc Board of
some of the other laws So if youre trying to stay Within

Directors
current laws you need to stay within all of them

was real interested in what Jim had read there
think you seriously need to look at the 92

first on the purpose of the federal lands but also think
Revised BUI Option because you have Component in there of

its important to remember the purpose of the ONC lands and
Community stability You have component that protects the

the reason that the ONC lands were originally designated and
environment and you have some long range planning so people

10
setup the way they are today

know whats going to happen and thats what the President

And its real obvious that Option didnt take
11

said he wanted out of this11

12

that into consideration think it looked whole lot more

12
Option does not do that Option is not

at the purpose of the Forest Service lands And the ONC
13

balance We were involved in the BLI4 plans and at the time

14

lands were definitely there for community stability And also
we thought they went

way too far Some environmental
groups

broad range of things but the number one thing was timber

15
didnt feel they went near far enough and they were talking

16 production and community stability
16 about things that dont go environmentally near as far as

When we look at the different options there are
17 Option and at that time it was acceptable to them17

18

some things within the options that are workable But as
18 Well today they want little more Some place the

19
whole none of them are workable for local communities If

19
balance is going to have to come about and common sense is

20 you look at the work that the 81.14 had done in 92 on their
20 going to have to be involved in this Thats

why urge you

21
proposed alternative that had the type of input the public

21
to look at those BLM plans because

they had the proper

22
meetings and the process that are government is supposed to

22 community input They had the
proper public meetings and

23
work under

23 they also had good science not unbalanced science that

24
They come out with some good alternatives and

24
appears to be involved

25

under that process it didnt quite meet all of the new laws
25 Now Ive heard that Option goes beyond those

HARRIS REpoRTING

HARRIs emeomiec
PtI KI

POrT lard Ort900
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C1O7 OrOT
Sales Oregon Hearing 16

Salem Oregon Iiearnq 17

plans because it ha to protect the fish habitat and more of you out there

agree we need to protect the fish habitat But we have done

some tremendous things in this state for fish habitat and we

have capacity on those stream out there today that there are

mgre capacity and the fish arent coming back

We have to realize the fish dont live in the

trees They do live in the water Why are they not getting

hack to those streams where we already have capacity Look

at the in the ocean weve got the sea lions and the seals

10

that are much more disastrous problem to our fish habitat
10

11

than the stream size that weve done tremendous amount of ii

12

work
12

Mt St Helens look at whats happened there and
13

14

the disaster and the fish runs are returning in record
14

numbers The evidence is there We need to look at the real
15

16

evidence and get balance back into this thats why urge 16

17
you to look at thos BLM plans Thank you 17

PRESIDING OFFICIAL Thank you very much Mike
18

19

Those are all the elected officials who have signed
19

20 up If theres another 20

21
MR ROSS Gordon Ross

21

22

PRESIDING OFFICIAL Yes Gordon Okay come on My
22

23
apologies

23

24

MR ROSS Sorry
24

25

PRESIDING OFFICIAL thought there were few 25

HARRIS REPORTICS HARSIS ASPORTING

LWd Og PorIe Or IW
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OCt23
COMMENTS BY THE CITY OF PORTLAND

08S226 ON THE

City of Port1ad Draft SEIS On Management Of Habitat

Vera Katz Foi Late Successional And Old Growth Forost Related

Mayor Species Within The Range Of The Noithem Spotted Owl

Ocirrirur 22 1993

Pursuant to directions Included In the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement

interagency SEIS Team
on Manaaement ot Habitat for Late Successional and Old Growth Forest Related Species

Box 3623
Within The Ranae of the Northern Sootted Owl the City of Portland submits the following

lnriland OR 97232

comments on the proposal to implement Option Nine as described In theabovereferenced
document

Dear Sirs
INTRODUCTiON

We want to commend the SEIS Team and the Administration for taking the first step to

Enclosed are the City of Portlands comments on the Draft Supplemental
EIS

on

resolve one of the most contentious and longest lasting environmental disputes in
the

Aiwixgement of Habitat for Late Successional and Old Growth Forest Related Species
country Nowhere els that we know of are the environmental end economic Impacts of

nil tin I ic Range of the Northern Spotted Owl
an Issue contrasted as strongly as they are over the future of old growth forests of

Oregon Washington
end CalifornIa We sincerely hope that the SEIS will not only meet

sincerely

the requirements laId down by District
Court Judge Dwyer but also establish at least the

basis for more detailed planning at the local level In which the timber industry timber

communities envlronmerttal groups and other Interested citizens can reach accord

Portland has also been the focus for

perhaps
the longest running IQCI dispute about how

Vera Kaiz
old growth forests should be managed The Mt flood National Forest is the location of

Styor
the Bull Run Watershed Management Unit the primary source of unfiltered drinking water

for the majority of the Portland Metro Area since 1895 On October 21 the Portland City

Council passed the enclosed Resolution 35203 selling
forth

its wishes for management

of this extremely valuable resource The Resolution asks for new congressional legislation

that would among other things expand the Bull Run Unit and its watershed protection

Mike Lindberg
measures to indude the Little Sandy River drainage end other federal lands shown

Crrrtrmissioner of Public Ulililies necessary after study for full protectIon of the watershed values of the Bull Run and little

Sandy change management direction In the new expanded Unit to exclude all

lWRrwrseis let
commercial forest management activities unless they are necessary

to allow the

Enclosures
construction of new water supply facilitIes allow noncommercial forest management

Governor Barbara Roberts activities only
If they are needed to protect for water quality or quantity require

Representative Ron Wyden development of new management plan for the expanded Bull Run Management Unit by

Represenlailve Elizabeth Fursc 1995 In conjunction with the City Pending passage
of the requested legislation the City

Jim
Lyons USDA Council directed that the City seek admInistrative changes from the Forest Service to

Tom Collier USD1 accomplish the same goals These comments reflect that direction

John Lowe USFS

Mike Edringlon USFS

Mike Rosenherger Water Bureau

rth Mew
220 SW 10 awn Roo n Pwund Oon u7204ia0 S

103 23.4i20 MIt 503i 823.5588 1W 003 823 eeeoCILJ
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fI1ONNINEANDThESPECIALNATUREOFTI1EBULLRUNMANAGEMENTUNIT
industrial supply At this time one of the six most promising

alternatives that will be

The DSEIS proposes the establishment in the Mt Hood National Forest of late

examined In greater detail is third dam and reservoir in the Bull Run which could effect

successional reserve made
up

of
large segments

of the Columbia Gorge National Scenic approximately 600 acres of old growth habitat within the proposed reserve

Area and the Bull Run Watershed Management Unit the Unit Since neither the DSEIS

or the FEMAT Report identify
this late successional reserve by name or number

The Unit now Is managed under the terms of PL 95 200 passed by Congress
In 1977

comments simply refer to it as the reserve Within the Unit Option
Nine

proposes to
which desIgnates It as spedal management area copy

of the law Is attached to

designate as part of the reserve the physical drainage of the Bull Run River upstream
of these comments The present boundaries are as shown in Figure Through the Act

the Citys water intake and the north and northeast portions of the buffer zone that Congress declared that the principal management objective
for the Bull Run should be

portion of the Unit lying between the physical drainage and the Unit boundary see
the continued production of pure clear raw potable water for the City of Portland and

enclosed map labeled Flgure The southern and western segments of the buffer zone
other local governments In the Portland region So important

did Congress consider the

would be designated as matrix lands On the western side of the Unit the reserve Citys right
to the full flow of the Bull Run River that Section 2a of the Act requires the

boundary would lie Inside the physical drainage boundary
This would create zone of Secretary of Agnculture to alter any management plan that could have

signilicant

administratively withdrawn lands between the reserve boundary end the western edge
of adverse effect on not only water quality but also on the lj8nhlry

of water produced on the

the physical drainage managed for unprogrammed timber harvest under the 1990 Mt Unit lot the use of the City and other local governments Congress again affirmed the

Hood National Forest Plan Option Nine also would designate the physical drainage of Citys right
to unimpeded use of the Bull Run and Utile Sandy Rivers in language 01 the

the Bull Run River as Tier Two key watershed and would Implement Riparian Reserve
1988 Oregon Omnibus Wild and Scenic Rivers Act PL 100 557 That law designated part

Strategy Two throughout the Unit Finally Option Nine would classify as matrix land the
of the Sandy River as wild end scenic river At the same time It provided that nothing

remainder of the buffer zone Including that portion of the Little Sandy River Basin that lies

In the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act Is to Impair the City
of Portlands use of the Bull Run

within the southern buffer zone and that portion of the Little Sandy basin outside of the or Little Sandy for municipal purposes PL 100 557 t1052c

southern boundary of the Unit

Under the aegIs of P195 200 the City and the Mt Hood National Forest have developed

The Bull Run Watershed was established as part of the fifth forest reserve created out of comprehensive set of land management guidelines aimed at retaining the unfiltered

the public domain Withdrawn by President Harrison In 1892 specifically for the purpose
status of the Bull Run Including strict regulation of human entry Strict controls on timber

of

protecting future source of water
supply for the City of Portland the Bull Run has harvest actlvftles prevention

of petroleum spills and prohibition of use of herbicides or

provided Portland and Surrounding communities with their primary source of water since
other chemicals The City also serves as member of all US Forest Service

1895 In 1909 the Oregon Legislature granted statut ory water
right

to Portland for the Interdisciplinary teams doing planning In the Bull Run In doing so the City actions

full flow of both the Bull Run and its lributary the Little Sandy River ORS 538.410 Bull
reflects the high level of Interest and concern currently and historically expressed by

Run Dam Number One was constructed across the Bull Run River in 1929 with Dam Portlands citizens regarding practices affecting water quality and waler supply in the Bull

Number Two constructed in 1962 Together they provide approximately 10 billion gallons

Run Most recently that concern has been given voice by
the

passage
of Resolution

of useable
storage

Because these dams must hold
sufficient

water to meet
city

demand 35203 that calls for even stricter
standards in an enlarged Bull Run Management Unit

during the summer dry season when demand exceeds streamfiow the Bull Run River

channel is essentially dry below Dam Number Two to its confluence with the Sandy River SUMMARY OF CITY CONCERNS

live miles downstream every year
from approximately early July to midOctober The City is pleased

that the preferred alternative in the DSEIS proposes to protect the

physical drainage of the Bull Run River However the City has four general areas ol

Under provisions of long term contracts the City of Portland sells Bull Run water concern with the preferred alternative and the proposed policies found in the draft

wholesale to 23 local governmental Units in the Portland area as well as retail to individual Statement The proposed land use designalions do not
go

as tar as the City wishes

households and commercial enterprises within the City
for

total of over 700000
to reserve from management lands In and near the Bull Run and Little Sandy drainages

wholesale and retail customers The region utilizes 23 percent of the mean annual yield

to protect current and future water supply sources The proposed standards arid

of the Bull Run River but reservoir storage in the Unit is Insufficient to meet seasonal guidelInes for the preferred option would allow some activities to occur In the Bull Run

demand during prolonged drought conditions Water conservation and backup
Bild Little Sandy area that the City consIders unwise in watershed of non filtered

emergency wet system have helped meet peak demand periods but conservation and supply system Proposed policies could prevent continued development of the water

groundwater alone cannot meet predicted Increases In water demand The region is now resources of the Bull Run by forbidding the removal of trees to allow construction ol new

conducting the second phase of multi year multi mitlion dollar integrated resource
water

supply
facilities The proposed policies could reduce the amount of waler

planning process to select and develop the next regional source of
municipal

and currently available from the Bull Run system to serve the Portland metropolitan region

Comments F2203
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PROTECT BULL RUN FORESTS AND ALLOW CONTINUED PROTECTION USE AND reserve In mitigation for habitat Impacts that might be incurred by future

DEVELOPMENT OF BULL RUN AND LITILE SANDY WATER RESOURCES reservoir development In either
river

basin The Citys recommended

The Citys objective Is to have the forests In the Bull Run Management Unit and the Little land allocation end key watershed boundaries for the Bull Run area

Sandy River drainage protected for old growth related species and at the same time under the
final SEIS are shown ri the enclosed map labeled Figure

ensure that the quantity and quality 01 those water resources are protected in manner

that will allow their continued us end development We believe this Is both necessary tnc4ude Methanlsm for Identification and Protection of Matrix Land Adlacent to

and possible as outhned in the comments below
the Bul Rixt Late Successional Reserve

The description of watershed analysis provIded on Page BSO of the

Designate the Little Sandy River Basin as Tier Two Key Watershed
OSEIS should make dear that watershed analysis could be used to

Because the City of Portland holds statutory water
right

to the Little

identity
matrix Land that should be managed to protect the reserve While

Sandy River It will continue to be potential water suppty source for the
the Unit butter zone was originally established to provide buffer

City Given this

potential use we believe that the watershed analysis between the physical drainage and the surrounding forest the

process mandated br Tier Two Watersheds is necessary step to
boundaries of the Unit were not based on analysis of potential threats

ensure long term protection of the water resource The planning team
such as fire windstorm or insects and disease and what landscape

may want to apply the use 01 watershed analysis to other potential Tier

patterns in combination with alternative land management scenarios

Two Key Watersheds as wet Thus the City requests that the Little

would best protect the physical drainage and the water supply from

Sandy be declared lien Two Watershed subject to special those threats We believe that
analysIs should still be done to

identity

management
direction discussed below

those matrix lands and management activities that would best protect the

reserve end the But Run and proposed Little Sandy Tier Two

Make the Bouridarv of the Bull Riai Late Successional Reserve Coincident With

watersheds Thus the discussion of watershed analysis on Page B 80

Tier Two Key Watershed Boundaries
in

Both the Bull Run and Little Sandy
or the standards and guidelines for management of the matrix lands on

Dralnaoes
Page 2 49 should be revised to reflect the need tor this process The

Option Nine as mapped would establish the western boundary of the

City Council has adopted map of potential lands as starting point br

reserve within the Tier Two watershed physical drainage of the Unit thus
this process end is attached to the Resolution

allowing unprogrammed timber harvest within the Tier Two

watershed physical drainage The City urges expansion of the reserve
Allow Harvest of Stands Older than 80 Years for the Puroose of Reservoir

from its proposed western boundary inside the physical drainage to the
Develcoment In the But Run IS OG

western edge of the designated Tier Two key watershed physical As written the Option Nine standards and guidelines for
silvicultural

drainage of the Unit This direction would be more consistent with the
activities west of the Cascades Page B 40 would prevent the regional

intent of the Tier Two
key watershed designation to protect water quaiity water providers trom further developing the Bull Run for

its intended

from impacts of torest management activity It would also be more
municipal use under PL95 200 If the reserve were to be expanded to

consistent with the
policy of making key watershed and reserve

encompass the drainage of the Little Sandy River Item above the

boundaries coincident with each other DSEIS Page 2.18 Finally standards and guidelines would also prohibit the
region from developing

because Such designation would exclude most forest management the Utile Sandy as municipal water supply The Oplion Nine restriction

activity it could eventually provide additional old
growth in mitigation for

on timber harvesting in stands older than 80 years Page 2 40 should be
impacts to old

growth habitat it additional Bull Run water supply facilities

revised to allow timber harvest br the purpose of developing reservoirs

are constructed

The City also asks for expansion of the reserve from the southern edge The
City counci has requesied that the Bull Run Management Unit be expended along the linen

of the Bull Run physical drainage current Tier Two key watershed to suggested fOr the reserv designations Such expansion may be
posaitte

wthout
legitlation through

indude the southern butter zone of the Management Unit and new Tier
Foest SeMce admlnlstreitn action Section of the Biii Run Watershed Management Act FL 95 200

wo
aLAholizes the Secretary of Agdctitture to make minor boundary adiustment to the Management Unt

ey era nt ver asin 1see em ove
The lnX st Sernice would seem further to have ampte admlniotratine dlscreiion to accomplish this result

This step would not only protect the remaining old growth in the current

normal
etatotory

direction We recogniz that the O5EiS may not be
the place to make that

Units southern butter zone but also add future forest stands to the
decision ku

etepe
to accomplish almost the

equixatent
could be handled In

the way tine
City

has

suggested using the Tter Two watershed end reserve designatIons
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RESOLUTION No 35 WHEREAS 27 water providers in the Portland metropolitan area

including Portland are currently engaged in multi

AsAmefided year multimillion dollar phase two planning process

to identify sore specifically the water conservation

and supply options for th region which study is

Requesting federal legislation to snd timber harvesting in the aes uing in detail the potential for third darn on

Bull Run Management Unit the Little Sandy Watershed and related the Dull Run River

land as necessary Resolution

WHEREAS the Portland city Council has identified the Little

WHEREAS the City of Portland has obtained the vast majority of Sandy River as potential long term water supply

it drinking water from the Bull Run River in the Mount source for the City that should be protected

Hood National Forest for nearly 100 years especially given the current uncertainties surrounding

all alternative water supply development

WHEREAS many other communities in the Portland metropolitan

area now also obtain their water from the Bull Run WHEREAS citizen value the restrictions on human access to the

system which serves 715000 people and over onequarter Bull Run Watershed Management
Unit which have

of the population of Oregon historically protected their pure clean raw potable

water supply from contamination by bacteria viruses

WHEREAS the Bull Run watershed and the Lit4e Sandy River treated sewage pesticides herbicides human caused

watershed were reserved and protected by Executive fire industrial waste and nuclear waste

Order as early as 1892 to provide water supply to

Portland WHEREAS commercial logging activities within watersheds have

the potential to degrade water quality

WHEREAS the Bull Run River and the Little Sandy River

watersheds were protected
fro human entry except to WHEREAS the water from the Bull Run River currently meets

service the water supply mystes and protect the forest federal and state drinking water standards without the

by the Trespass Act of 1904 use of costly filtration systems

WHEREAS the Bull Run drainage and such of the Little Sandy WHEREAS the Management Unit is currently managed under plan

drainage is still contained within the Bull Run and Environmental Impact Statement issued in 1979
Watershed Management Unit administered by the Forest

Service under the 1977 Bull Run Management Act PL WHEREAS since that plan and Impact Statement were adopted much

95200 the purpose of which Act was to insure the new scientific information and policy direction has

production of pure clear raw potable water from the become available including the blowdown results at

Unit for the City of Portland and surrounding 1983 storm in the Management Unit City Council

communities that obtain their water from the Portland Resolutions 34331 1987 34597 1989 and 35024

system 1992 implementation by the Bureau of Water Works and

Forest Service of the 1989 and 1990 water quality

WHEREAS the City has special state statutory water rights on monitoring recommendations of the Water Quality Task

both the Little Sandy and the Bull Run Rivers Force Wyden Task Force the 1991 designation of the

Bull Run as New Perspectives watershed by the

WHEREAS pursuant to PL 95200 the Forest Service must adapt Forest Service and the designation of much of tie Boll

plans and manage the Bull Run Watershed Management Unit Run Management Unit as critical epotted owl habitat by

so as to avoid any adverse effect on Bull Run water the United States rich and Wildlife Service

quality or the quantity of water produced by the Unit

for the use of the City and surrounding communities WHEREAS the Forest Service has recently issued Draft

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement and

WHEREAS the Portland Water Bureau baa completed Phase of
proposed policy on old growth forest sanagement at the

planning process to meet water supply needs in the direction of Preaident Bill Clinton and in conjunction

Portlan4 metropolitan region to the year 2050 which with the Report of the Forest Ecosystem Management

identified the Bull Run system as one of the main Assessment Team
sources for further study and future development

WHEREAS the preferred alternative in that Draft Impact

Statement designates much of the Bull Run Management

Unit as Late Successional Old Growth Reserve that is
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bL32

land reserved for old growth and spotted owl habitat
The Council requests that such legislation expand the

purposes and identifie the Bull Run drainage as
Bull Run Watershed Management Unit to include it

Tier Key Watershed that is watershed that is
current land base the uninhabited Little Sandy

valued for it production of high quality water River drainage upstream from Aechoff Creek near Marmot

and such other federal land outside the Little

WHEREAS the standard and guideline applicable to the Bull Run

Sandy drainage and the current Bull Run Unit as is

Unit in the proposed old growth policy say determined after study conducted by the City and the

significantly effect management in the Unit on the one Fore t Service and independent scientific analysis
hand they would permit some timber management activity

with full public participation to be appropriate

that the City coneidere incompatible with the
buffers necessary to protect fully the quality and

protection of the Bull Run municipal watershed
quantity of water in the Bull Run and Little Sandy

while on the other hand they would appear to restrict River
or limit the Citys ability to construct additional

water storage facilities and utilize it current
Pending the passage

of such legislation the Council

facilities
requests moratorium of logging and related forest

management activitie in all the areas included in the

WHEREAS the Foreet Service ha not propoe d to designate the
new expanded Bull Run Watershed Management Unit

Little Sandy watershed either ae Late

Successional Old Growth Reserve or Key Watershed but
Such legislation should further direct the federal

instead propose to allow continued commercial timber
goverument

to
cutting to occur in the Little Sandy basin

protect all federal lands in the new Unit in

WHEREAS the City Council believes that the Bull Run Unit can be
conjunction with the City of Portland under plans and

managed to preserve end enhance the area both as
policie that fully protect the water quality of the

water supply sourc and as an important habitat for
drainages and that insure to the City continued and

oldgrowth dependent species
expanded quantity of clean pure raw potable water

WHEREAS the City Councils Water Quality Advisory Committee has
restrict human access to the Bull Run Watershed

urged the Council to seek legislation or administrative
Management Unit to those federal state local

actions protecting both the Bull Run end the Little
employees end their contractors permittees advisory

Sandy drainages from further commercial gresn salvage
boards approved researchers and oversight committee

and special forest products sales related to timber
members who are authorized to be there fot the purpose

management activities or any
other forest management

of protecting the forest and the water supply
activities which do not maintain or enhance water

quality and water quantity except for the removal of
cease and prohibit all commercial andnonthemtni um forest necessary for the construction of

commercial timbe ? harvesting or timber management
new municipal water reervoire and related facilities activities

WHEREAS the Council shares the goale end hereby accepts the
except for such minimum harvesting or other

recommendation of its Advisory Committee to take steps
activity necessary for the construction of new

neceasary to protect fully the Bull Run and Little
municipal water reservoirs and other water supply

Sandy watersheds and the Citys rights and interests in
facilities when accompanied by water

those watersheds as water supply sources
conservation program and upon compliance with all

applicable
federal environmental laws including

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that
the National Environmental Policy Act the Clean

Water Act and the Endangered Species Act or
This resolution shall replace and supersede all

except when noncommercial forest management
previous Council policy direction on the Bull Run

activities are demonstrated to be necessary
Managesant Unit

to be the only effective method available to

protect water quality and quantity and to have
The Council requests that the Congress of the United

longterm benefits greater than
any shortterm

States enact protective legislation to increase the
risks Any such noncommercial forest management

size and revise the land management direction for the
activities shall be conducted under standards and

Bull Run Management Unit in manner that will
guidelines that are based on the best available

accomplish the goals of the City of Portland
scientific information and that are protective
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quantity of the Bull Run Unit Such non
the ecological integrity and water quality and O291 04a37

commercial forest management activities moreover REGIONAL VATER SUPPLY PLAN
shall only be conducted after compliance with the

National Environmental Policy Act and other law Portland Metropolitan Area

end shall be subject to full public review

including that of the city Council

cease and prohibit any other activity not intended

to maintain or enhance water quality or quantity

The City requests also that the legislation contain
PAR1CIPAflNC

direction to the Forest Service to develop by 1995

in conjunction with the City new protection plan or rEovineiss October 27 1993

plane for the new Kanagesent
Unit and permanent

adequate shared funding source for watershed research
Interagenc3r SEIS Team

and monitoring including but not hatted to the CyotB oston P O Box 3623

recommendations of the Wyden Task Force CanbyUttitr

Do d Portland OR 97208 3623

Pending the passage of such legislation the Council
Ci5Ui15 W I5t

request the federal government
to protect its lands

City
of Gtml ton

within the Bull Run and Little Sandy drainages in
CI OnOntWM DearinteragencySlliSTeam

manner consistent with the goals and direction
DiMSIO

contained in this Resolution and in particular Dmosw t

Currendy27munidpalwaterprovidersjntheporuand Oregon
requests that the United States Forest Service make

whatever changes are required in any of its plans or
City

of Fairview

region are engaged
ma

Cooperatively funded and managed

policies Including the preferred alternative adopted City
fGrtlam integrated resources planning effort to meet water needs to the

year

in Final Environmental Impact Statement on old growth CityoHill boo 2050 see attachments The first phase of the study was completed

protection to accomplish thsss goals
UtliteCotxeiIo in early 1992 This phase resulted in condusion that in addition

City
ot Foro Govo

The Council directs that pending enactment of
Cityol Lak Owego

to conservation there are stx potential regional sources of new

legislation of the sort the City seeks the
Ctyoittiiw uki supply Oneofthesesourceoptlonsisanadditionalwaterstorage

Commissionerin Charge of the Bureau of Water Works
Mi SrottW t reservoir In the Bull Run Watershed

Management Unit of the Mt
Outret

Hood National l2orest These options are being studied in detail

shall communicate the Citys views as expressed in
OkLootg Wii

this Resolution to the Forest Service and the mt al durtngPhase2oftheptanntngprocess

Administration
shall make suggestions for changes CityotPorti

in the recently issued Draft Environmental Impact iiogh Wwt The 27 entities parlidpating in Phase are
very

concerned that

Statement and accompanying old growth protection
Dotnrt

policies standards and guidelines as are neceesary
Rookoood t strict

interpretation
of the OSEIS on Mariagrment of Habitat forLateand

appropriate to accomplish the Citys goals and CayoIsandy

Successional and Old Growth Forest Related Species within the

Ranye 0

shall engage in all other appropriate and available
CityofStwrwowi fheNorfhernSftedOwlDSEJ5woWdprectudetheconsideralon

administrative discussions and negotiations with the
Fork W tst of additional

storage In the Bull Run Watershed We strongly

Forest Service to accomplish the Citys goals
CiiyolOegosCty

encourage the Interagency SEtS Team
to ensure the

availability of

Ciyofwmt tins the option to add
storage

to the Bull Run Watershed to meet future

The City reaffirms its intent to maintain the strong Tdw wDit
reglonaiwatersupplyneeds

working relationship it has developed with the United
CityotTmotd i

States Forest Service over the 101 years since the Bull CinofTot tin

Run Unit was first reserved and protected as the Citys Torioiin v a 1
We

recognize
the environmental Ob of the Clinton

drinking water supply watershed Wa Domet Admintstration and
agencies relative to the

management of the

Wi
Stop Wat r watershed It must also be

recognized however that the Portland

10 Although the final boundaries for protection will be
Dt tnul

outlined by sap in federal legislation we have
CityotWI oitnlti

Region Is experiencing rapid population growth increasing

attached map Exhibit submitted by the Oregon
CtyotWiodViii r demandsforwaterandconstraintsontheablityofecisbng

Natural RemourCee Council ONRC am starting point
systemstomeetthatdemand Furtherthepriorityuseofthehull

for discussion with our congressional delegation
Run Watershed as water supply Source is clearly established it

Passed by Council CCI
AIBRACLAR1C congressionallegislation PL95 200

Additionalstorage in the Bull

of Port1snd

Cost siuI LiNOILIG

It 0555
05108 20

1993

Regionat Water 5uppiy
Plan

Frojert
t20

SW
Sib Portland Oregon 97204 t503 823 7528

is
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and supporting facilities In the expanded
Bull Run reserve Under this believe this is not what Congress had in mind under the law To the

proposal more old growth would be protected than under Option Nine contrary Congress directed that notwithstanding any other provision
of

and at
the same time the specIal Congressional purpose of the Bull Run law the Forest Service was to alter or emend any policy that had

Unit municipal water supplyla still
fulfIlled

sIgnifIcant adverse effect eIther on Bull
Run water quality or on the

quantity of water produced in the Butt Run Unit for the use of the

Do Not Mow Forest Manaaement Activities
In the Bull Run Unit Exceot

city arid other focal government
units end person using such water

for Protection of Water QualIty or Qu PL95 2X Section 2a Congress surely
did not Intend that the Forest

As written the Option Nine standards and guidelines for sivicultural activities Service consciously or
arbitrarily adopt policy as described In the

west of the Cascades Page B 40 and guidelines for salvage pages B 72 and
DSEtS that would significantly reduce the quantity of water that the City

B 73 would allow entry Into the Bull Run reserve for thinning of stands less obtains from the Bull Run Congress reiterated its commitment to use of

than 80 years old end salvage of standing deed or down trees in order to the But Run and Uttle Sandy Rivers as municipal supplies at
the time that

accelerate devetopment of late successional characteristics The City Council
It designated the tower Sandy

River below its confluence with the Bull

preferred management of the expanded But Run Unit would exclude alt

Run as Wild and Scenic River tn the 1988 Act that added the Sandy

commercial timber activities where forest product is sold for
any purpose River to the Wild and Scenic Rivers system Congress announced that

other than reservoir construction Further the Council wishes that if forest
nothlng in

the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act Shall preclude or impair

management activities are to occur because they are the only effective method the use by the City of Portland Oregon of water In the Bull Run and Little

for protecting water quality or quantity they be done non commercially The
Sandy Rivers to the extent that such water is necessary

for the purpose

City therefore requests that the Forest ServIce edopt final standards and of municipal water supply PL100 557 Section 1052c

guidelines in the Butt Run Unit that impose such restrictions as the Council has

endorsed on such activities as thinning end salvage logging
ft may

be that at the conclusion of the regional water planning process

currently underway the affected local governments may
decide to limit

Alter Aauatlc Conservation Stiateov Oblectives and Standards and Guidelines But Run River withdrawals to take Into account purposes and uses of the

for Rioailan Riserves water unrelated to municipal supply Including fish and wildlife protection

Strict Interpretation end application of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy or enhancement But Congress did not intend that the Forest Service

Objectives on Pege B 76 of the DSEIS and application
of the Standards

should Impose
water withdrawal restrictions as part of its management of

end Guidelines LH 2 LH 3 and LH 4 for Riparlan Reserves on Page B87 the Butt Run area as municipal watershed ft seams clear Instead that

could require the City of Portland to make releases from the two existing Congress Intended to allow the City to exercise its statutory water rights

Bull Run storage reservoirs In order to restore aquatic habitat in the to use Bull Run water to the extent allowed by state law The City

section of the Butt Run River between Dam Number Two and its therefore asks that the epplicabte standards and guidelines
be modified

confluence with the
Sandy RIver end thus contribute to maintenance of to reflect the Congressional

choice to protect the Bull Run Unit and the

habitat in the Sandy River Similarly the standards and guidelines might water it produces for municipal Supply

also require releases from third Butt Run reservoir for the same

purposes Clarify the Puroose of Watershed Analysis

There appears to be drastic difference between the watershed analysis

The City has yet to perform studies that would confirm the scope of the

process as ft Is conceptualized
in the FEMAT Report and the review draft

problems identified in the FEMAT Report Appendix V C At Risk of the Watershed Analysis Handbook US Forest Service 1993

Anadromous Fish Stocks determine if releases could reduce the
partIcularly In the area of pubtic participation The handbook presents

problem and if so the volume of reteases needed end the resulting watershed analysis as an inventory of watershed and ecosystem features

Impact on the region However since the Butt Run dams were
and processes

conducted by technical experts ie not as planning

constructed eoross the Bull Run River In 1929 and 1962 strict

ann decision making process that would Include
public participation to

interpretation of the Standards and Guidelines for Riparian Reserves
ensure the process

addresses public opinions end values The FEMAT

would require curtailment of water use In the region to less than the

Report on the other hand In the tenth page of Appendix V I slates very

volume that was available both before and after the passage of PL95 200
clearly that watershed analysis must Include evaluation of human social

ie the total usable volume behind Butt Run Dams One and Two We values and expectations
Is also unclear to us from of the material
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presented on watershed analysis whether that Process has the abihty to
GuIdelines for Riparlan Reserves would bring the City Significantly

closer

alter or Interpret for application In specific watershed any of DSEIS
to violation of state and federal drinking water standards on an Increasing

standards end guidelines It watershed analysis
Is only

gltlQtl

of

frequency In the Bull Run The discussIon of water quality Impacts

larger planning arid decision making process then perhaps the rest of
should be revised to reflect this Information

that
process

will fulfill the requIrements of PL 95 200 Section 2b for

public participatIon
lit Forest Seneca land management plannIng for the

Unit Ifit Is the lIIta process
then we befleve its descriptIon In the

CONCLUSION
OSEIS and the handbook should be redrawn to descnbe more clearly the

The City of Portland appreciates this opportunity to comment on the OSEIS We have

need tot public involvement reflected in the FEMAT Report
outlined the way in which we hope the preferred alternative can be revised to implement

the Councils resolutIon to protect the currant water quality end water supply available

The City has requested that some of the riparian standards and guidelines
be

from the Bull Run Watershed Management Unit We have also requested specific

modified to take Into account the special purposes of the Bull Run Unit See Item

changea to ensure that the option of third dam In the Bull
Run remains viable option

above If the Final EIS and policies do not make those changes than the City as we believe Congress Intended We have also made suggestions 10 sea that the Lithe

must insist that the watershed planning process for the Bull Run and Little

Sandy
Sandy RNer remains possible future source of water supply The City stands ready to

Rivers be flexible enough to consider Congresss direction for the Bull Run
work with the Forest Service to Implement these changes which it believes will both

Watershed and to alter the region wide standards and guidelines accordingly
preserve more old growth habitat end Insure the accomplishment of the Congressional

direction that the Bull Run watershed continue to provide an abundant supply of clean

Assess Impacts on the
Availability

and Quality of Municinal arid Industrial

pure clear raw potable water to Portland and Its surrounding Communities

WIer

The Section entitled The Economy and Communities In Chapters and

of the DSEtS is Intended to describe the social and economic Impacts

of Implementation of
any

of the options While water quality Is addressed

on Pages 4118 nowhere can we find an assessment of impacts to

the 8tIity of water available for supply to local communities and

industry As stated
dIrectly

above we have yet to assess the amount Of

stored water that might have to be released to re establish or augment

aquatic habitat However since any amount of such releases would

reduce the volume of municipal and industrial water supply that Is

currently available from the Bull Run social and economic impacts would

be certain to occur The discussion of social and economic impacts

should be revised to assess quantity related issues

We would also argue that the statement at the lop of Page 4 118

implementation of Alternative will enhance water quality protection

and contribute to attaining and maintaining water quality standards is

incorrect While the total current storage of Bull Run Darns One and Two

is
17

billion gallons only 10
billion of

this Is usable due both to the

increasing turbidity of the remaining seven billion gallons as the

reservoirs are drawn down and the
possibility

of violating state and

federal drinking water quality standards During the 1992 drought the

entire region had to resort to mandatory water curtailment to avoid

violation of the state and federal
turbidity

standard Thus implementation

of Option Nine Including releases from storage necessary 10 satisfy the

Aquatic Conservation Strategy Oboctives and the Standards and
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OC12993

REGIONAL WATER SUPPLY PLAN
Portland Metropolitan Area

IARTCIIATINC AFF
L stasi

WATER
27 199

PROVIDERS
ctO

Interagency SEIS Team

Cay
01 IteaVertOn PO Box 3623

Cant Uthtea

Portland OR 97208 3623

Clackarnas Water

District

Pear Interagency
SEIS Team

Dtstrot

Damaacua Water Currently 27 municipal water providers in the Portland Oregon
Drct

region are engaged
in

cooperatively
funded and managed

Of Gtoshwo integrated resources planning
effort to meet water needs to the

year

dy of HIISFOtO 2050 see attachments The first phase of the
study was completed

littlitiet Conuttisaion in
early

1992 This
phase

resulted in conclusion that in addition

Cay at Forest Grovo

to conservation there are six
potential regional sources of new

CyolMthcukie
supply One of these source options is an additional water storage

Mt Scott Water reservoir in the Bull Run Watershed Management Unit of the Mt

District Hood National Forest These options are being studied in detail

Ok
Lodge

Water

during Phase of the planning process

Cay of Port
od

Raletgh
Water The 27 entities

participating
in Phase are very

concerned that

koodW
strict

interpretation
of the DSEJS on Management of

Habitat for Late

Cttyof Sancy

Successional and Old Growth Forest Related
Species within the

Range of

Ctty
of Sherwood the Northern Spotted Owl DSEIS would preclude the consideration

South Fork Water of additional
storage

in the Bull Run Watershed We strongly

Cit City
encourage

the Interagency SEIS Team to ensure the availability of

of Wt Lion
the option to add

storage
in the Bull Run Watershed to meet future

Tgartt
Water Dirt

regional
water

supply
needs

City
ol Trootdale

We recognize the environmental objectives of the Clinton

Water District
Administration and agencies relative to the management of the

West Slope
Water watershed It must also be

recognized however that the Portland

lie

Region
is

experiencing rapid population growth increasing

CtyOf Wood
village

demands for water and constraints on the
ability of existing

systems to meet that demand Further the priority use of the Bull

Run Watershed as water supply source is clearly established in

congressional legislation PL 95 200 Additional
storage

in the Bull

Regional
Waler Supply Plan Project

1120 S W 5th Portland Oregon
97204 503 823 7528
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OJ437 089132 IOfl

OCT29 93
Interagency SEIS Team

STATE NDS
10 27 93

page jJAQRJjUJll STATE LAND BOAKO

SAKlflRfl
KOBERTS

Run
is one of

very
few

potential regional supply sources that appear promising
niL KEN ND

based on studies completed to date

October 11
1993 Siy ol

jIM
111CC

Given theSe factors we believe that federal land
management agencies must

iv
balance the

regions water supply needs with the need to protect old growth

related habitat To achieve this balance we urge the Team tomodify the Option TO Pai5 Burgess

Governors Forest Resource
Planning Team

Nine restriction on timber harvesting in stands older than 80 years Page 2 40 to

allow Umber harvest for the purpose of developing reservoir and supporting

facilities if one Is proposed to be located In the Bull Run late successional reserve FROM Ken Franklin

We also
urge

the Team to
provide

sufficient
flexibility

in the Lands and General Ps ii cy
and Planning Section

Riparian
Area

Management related Standards and Guidelines pgs B 87 and B
88 to allow consideration of additional storage in the Bull Run

SUBJKCT CoaiiCnt on FEMAT and the USEIS

Thank
you

for the
opportunity to provide comment Please feel free to contact

meat503656 724oanytimeifyouhavequestlons
My review of the FEMAT report and the DSEIS is focused on

the adaptive management Alt process primarily because AM

Sincerely is central to Option
and deemed essential to realizing

ecosystem management assume Option
will be the

administrations preferred
alternative

In both repotta the intent to chart Out new course for

AlanFletcher

federal agency resource management
is present but the

Vice ChairmanParticipantsCommittee
necessary rigor and level of understanding required to

accomplish the objectiVe5 5weePg
radical

organizational
changeis not yet present What is the

likelihOOd of hiaViflg an outcome of high level of

adaptive management performance The underlying

cc ParucipantsCommittee
conceptual model of MI found in FEMAT see attached Figure

PortlandCityCoundt essentially identical to the socalled PDCA cycle

GovernorBarbaragoberts
of continuous improvement

found in tile Total Quality

SenatorMarkHatheld movement Figure We plan act monitor results

RepresentativeRonWyden
evaluate performance

relative to performance goals then

adjust our actions to close the gap or modify the

RepresentauveEllzabethFurse

performance goals At least ideally Unfortunately as

Jim LyonsUSt3A
is readily documented for the Total Quality movement

TomCollierUSDI
failed efforts greatly

outnumber Successes and in

JohnLoweIJSFS organizations tar smaller and much less complex than tile

MikeEdringtonUSFS vast tangled web of agencies
and special interests

involved in the forestry management issue

ccc

clii

liii i7S IMIIS

SIll1

ill
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ligore is Oneptually ambiguous and incomplete and
we are all

embeded Options can become greatly

consequently unlikely to serve as an effective guide to

constrained
and depleted

after period of 089132
implementation For example funding is Obviously

0vershoote g in the case of owls
vs timber

important for each of the activities of Figure
overshoOt being the unsustainable levels of LSOG1especially for monitoring as stated throughout the
harvesting during the 1960S through 1980s

reports not just for acting Spinning around the
All

nfltcting goals is
wheel just like the PDCA wheel can be done in

Achieving balance between co
deficient manner or highly Competent manner What

particularly
difficult fl that any choice adversely

constitutes low versus high levels of performance for
affects some interest group dependent on status quo

All What facilitates and inhibita movement from the
conditions If we choose to optimize for owls the timber

former to the latter Should we not quantify assess and
industry reacts If we optimize for timber the

monitor this performance Neither Figure nor the
environmentalists

react If we cleave the middle ground

supporting text in FEMAT is of much help for such

which appears
to be the Clinton strategy nobody iS

questions more rigoroua operational model of adaptive
happy This complex set of reactions is depicted

in

management is needed to provide insight into these
Figure 5the phenomenon

of policy change resistance
critical process design issues

The trajectory of the system state is driven by the

shifting dominance of the actions of all the actors
The underlying conceptual foundation for the performance
improvement models of Figures and 2though not

These two concepts goal conflict and policy change

explicitly stated in FEMAT is feedback Control theory
resistance need to become more than just interesting

Figure is an alternative set of representations for

ideas if AM is to be realized AM process designers must

adaptive management In Figure 3A perhaps the simplest
utilize toola for representing

and analyzing auch concePti
feedback loop poSsible Conditions ie the state of the

if AM is to achieve greater
likelihood of success

system generate actions or flows of activities which
The tools and lessons learned from the TQM realm POCA

then affect the state of the system which lead to other

stuff are uselful but insufficient for the degree of

actions and so on slightly more sophisticated version
organizational complexity that confronts AM process

appears in Figure 38 Here target condition eg
designers However it is not at all evident that even

numbers of adult spotted owls allowable sale quantities
those concepts were utilized in fashioning the AM process

of timber in LSOQ reserves etc is compared to current
or projected conditions discrepancy based on

outlined in FEMAT

monitoring of the system leads to actions to minimize the
For example take the notion of feedback That the

discrepancy the basis for the operation of thermostats
concept was not well understood by FEMAT AM process

mariunaljan
temperature regulation maintaining work

designers is exemplified by potential problem identified
productivity relatively constant under fluctuating input

in the OSEIS regarding the funding of the adaptive
rates etc Figure 3C is performance improvement

management area program
861 statement is made as

equivalent of 38
follows If timber receipts are used to fund the

program care should be taken to avoid developing
If only life were so easy Unfortunately the models of

negative feedback whereby resource exploitation is being
Figure are also responsible for the difficulty of

stimulated by desire for additional funds for AM
initiating and sustaining performance improvement in

Negative in this case meaning bad for ecosystem
organizations public or private That is the same

health Figure depicts possible set of surprisingly
negative feedback model useful for representing

complex
feedback relationships representing the problem

performance improvement is also useful for
explaining the

alluded to in the DSEIS Both negative and positive
great resistance to change usually generated by change

feedback loops are present and their strength varies
initiatives eg Option This linkage is critical

depending the shifting dominance between them The
yet is lacking in FEMAT

terms negative feedback and positive feedback have

precise technical meanings and are the opposite of the
The first problem is that of goal conflict lIe live in
world where difficult tradeoffs must be made between vernacular definitions found in the OSEIS

seemingly mutually exclusive goals Figure is an

Obviously the relationships shown on Figure are just
expansion of Figure 3C with an example of goal conflict

small part of much larger dynamic picture partial
from FEMAT maintaining healthy spotted owl populations
while sxmultaneouly minimizing impacts to timber dependent

listing of additional
factors likely to be important

generating system behavior
or performance over the short

communities the no free lunch causal loop structure
and long terms might include the following

The trick of course is to determine how to make the best
tradeoffs for the betterment of the complex web in which

2
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model

roe Federal Sector prvids more useful and lesS ambiguous

Euec Branch Option Choice
representation of the relationship betraeen the 089132

Legislative Branch response
activities identified in Figure ie planning acting

Judge buyers call monitoring evaluating goals setting adjustment to new

Endangered Species Act issues knowledge etc the concept of Organizational

Politics learninghow we ensure that all the
processes

of All in

Other conflicting goals health care war etc Figure the top box are also improvingis also

explicitly linked to continuous process improvement

The Oregon Government sector While FEMAT mentions the importance of organizational

94 election pEe and post learning It lacks an operational definition that

Measure sales tax pass or fail aftermath rigorously couples it to AM
The organizational learning

politics building blocks identified in Figure and there are

others are useful diagnostics for determining the

Interest Group Sector capacity of an organization to actually do All They can

Environmentalist legal challenges lobbying
be assessed via interviews and guestionaires

Industry legal challenges lobbying

Local community legal challenges lobbying
Approaches based on Figures and have the disadvantage

of mostly requiring the acting or doing first then the

Organizational Learning Sector monitoring to ace what happened relative to desired

Resistance to change goals If the results of AM or whatever shakes Out in

Cynicism skepticism levels the end wont play Out fully for decades it behooves

Organizational learning capacities planners to utilize the most advanced analytical tools and

conceptual reservoirs of knowledge to teat proposed

State of Landscape Health improvement initiatives prior to full scale

Key species population dynamics and overall implementation If One makes use of advances In process

biodiversity metrics mapping software the model of Figure lends itself to

Restoration dynamic hypothesis generation and teating of the potential

Reserve strategies for LSOG iparian areas etc conaequencas of changes in staffing funding technology

Disturbance regime changes
and Information for All performance as whole or any

subprocesa like monitoring

Adaptive Management Performance

Monitoring performance ie actual levels of
Innovation in current and proposed planning efforts not

performance in
monitoring ontheground performance

specifically identified by
FEMATare

greatly needed in

and organizational performance primarily two processes depicted In FIgure

Actual degree of adjustment to new representation of the process which generates the

insights knowledge ie changes in policies written
behavior we want to change and means to experiment

and unwritten legal structures etc with performance improvement initiatives as well as

alnteragency coordination performance
goals IiQ to their implementation with some reasonable

Funding levels and rates of change of funding
assurance that the results are robust and believable One

approach Ia through the use of simulation modelling

Timber Harvest Richmond et al 1992 as means of translating and

Federal state and private land rates levels and improving upon managers mental models One test of nor

patterns of harvest level of AM performance will be the Willingness to try out

these and other Innovative approaches have found and

low would the causal structure of the above list be
will continue to predict great resistance to their

represented How might it be expected to behave over
adoption in many quarters of the organizational complex

time How do we decide robust responsible course of
action under such complex interdepenriencies The adaptive

suggestion recommend that core group of

management model of Figure offers little guidance for interagency staff in Oregon State Government begin such

the solution of such brainteasers learning experimental effort now attempting to interface

with federal efforts whenever wherever Possible Of

better representation of adaptive management is needed course top management support and leadership is aliaays

one that provides more process oriented perspective on absolutely necessary

performance improvement as well as diagnostic tool for

assessing current levels of performance and
capacities to

improve In Figure continuous
process improvement
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Other general notes on FEMAT 089133
October 1993 DEARTMENT OF

like the conceptual approach to impact assessment

and prediction in FEMAT Management options map to Paula Burgess ENVIROIIMENTAI

likelihoods of achieving outcomes It mustS however Governors Forest Planning team
UALITY

become an operational model rather than 155 cottage Street NE

psuedo Delphi correlational model Time pressure and Sales 09 97310

lack of data
Dear Paula

Even if Option or son of is adopted on Federal

lands and then jj effectively implemented big if have reviewed the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact

and then ii regional disturbance regimes do not change Statement DSEIS for compliance with water quality standards and

substantially and then iL nothing unusual occurs in the clean Water Act Most alternatives considered in the DSEIS

the marine ecosystem it is atill not enough will meet the few numeric water quality standards that are

according to FEMP T to maintain healthy watersheds sensitive to forest land management activities eg turbidity

and key critters over 100 yr period ecosystem and water temperature Determination of compliance becomes ieee

management must be adopted and implemented on state certain when broader narrative standards such as antidegradation

and private lands as well critical strategic issue and biological criteria are considered To fully meet the intent

for Oregon and the rest of the region of theme standards the biological integrity of all waters needs

to be considered including perennial nonfish streams and

Regardless of which option
is adopted W Ot W 0 intermittent stream channels The aquatic conservation strategy

adaptive management organizational learning and was developed to protect salmon and ateelhead populations but

continuous process improvement must begin to take root with soc adjustaente to address localized needs it would likely

and grow in governmental
bureaucracies a job only offer adeguat protection to other sensitive aquatic species

Sisyphus could appreciate Its painful end

difficult It will be resisted every step of the way There appears to be very high level of uncertainty in the

with cynicism and skepticism It will probably take viability ratings for
many aquatic and ripariandependent

decades It is by no means inevitable However it apeciee This is reflsctsd in ratings values for some species

must be done if ecosystem management
is to be realized that are nearly equal in outcomes and Given the lack of

information available for
many taxonomic groups monitoring and

feedback mechanisms are absolutely critical in all land

allocation categories eg riparian reserves key watersheds
adaptive management areas For example riparian reserve widths

References necessary to maintain ecological processes and biological

integrity will likely vary substantially geographically

Gamin 1993 Building Learning Organization

Harvard Business Review JulyAugust pp 78 91 Forest ecosystems extend across administrative boundariea and

ownerships and it is clear that the viability of many species is

Richmond at 1992 Continuous Process determined by activities on nonfederal lands strategy to

jmfoyement Module High Performance Systems Inc 45 encourage public participation in the restoration of degraded

Lyme Road Suite 300 Hanover NH 03755 aquatic ecosystems needs to be developed and aggressively

pursued

Please sea the enclosure for more detail on some of these points

Sincerely

Dennis Ades

Nonpoint Source fl

Specialist

Enclosure

kenl 168

I
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Water Quality Division Comments on tha Draft
supplemental

085238
Environmental Impact statement Dads on Management of Rabitat

for Latesucoe eional and OldGrowth Forest Relat d specie
DLIA

Within the Rang of tb Northern Spotted Owl for compliance with
IS II

FISH ANI
in waters of tb stat
state water quality standard and protection of beneficial uses

The
October 20 1993

aquatic conservation strategy is positive and much needed

mechanism to begin the restoration
process in many of Oregons

degraded aquatic eyetese As stated in the DESIS significant

percentage of the forest streams in the owl forests are to some

extent impaired by forest management activities Full
Paula Burgess

implementation of the aquatic conservation strategy is necessary
Governors Forest Planning Team

to achieve the environmental benefit identified and the speciee
1225 Ferry St SE

viability rating reported for each alternative OSEIS 35496
This includes watershed analysis key watersheds riparian

Salem OR 97310

reserves and waterehed restoration

Re Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement OptionMaintenance of aquatic biodiversity is fundamental to achieving
the goals of Oregon water quality statues and rules Low

viability ratings for amphibians and aquatic mollusk under the

preferred alternative should be addressed in the final SEIS
Introduction

by

implementing identified mitigation measures available to federal

land manager For example use of wider interim riparian

reserve widths in watereh ds or region suspected to have high Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement OilS on
numbers of endemic speciee may improve viability ratings This

seems
Management of Habitat for Late Successional and Old Growth Forest

especially likely where unstable landforms represent
Related Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl We

greater risks of mass wasting or continuou inputs of fine

sediments endorse the preferred option subject to the qualifications outlined

below Managing for ecosystems rather than outputs is

noteworthy
Stream channels in drier regions of the planning area nay also If not revolutionary change In federal forest management This plan
represent greater habitat value and greater resource sensitivity If successfully Implemented will have many positive benefits for forest
to land management activities Wider interim riparian reserve dependent fish and wildlife

widths in these areas may provide necessary margin of

protection until watershed or site analysis can be conducted for
ODFW believes that to successfully Implement many of the planning

fisheries and endesic populations With these provisions
elements within the DEIS closer working relationship between the

interim riparian reeerve scenarios and are likely to meet

state and federal antidegradation standards and policies federal
government and state wildlife

managers will be
necessary

State fish and wildlife agencies have the personnel the

Watershed restoration is an important leent in the
expertise and

aquatic the legal mandates to assist this effort As co mangers of fish andconservation strategy The standards and guidelines for watershed
and habitat restoration SEIS aas wildlife on federal lands both of our interests will benefit from srchidentify development of
coordinated resource management plans or other

relationship In addition to this federal plan other state sponsoredcooperative
efforts also need similar cooperative efforts An

example is the
agreements ea necessary to meet the

strategy objective This

approach is Sound however for plan implementation purposes Governors Coastal Salmonid Restoration Initiative begun in December
federal land managers ehould continue to assume that habitat 1992 This initiative has as Its goal the restoration of salmonid habitat
conditions on adjacent private lands will not improve appreciably on private and federal lands along the Coast ODFW has beenover the reasonably foreseeable future

DEQ strongly endorses the proposal to reduce road densities in

key watersheds Road systems on many federal lands in Oregon Mas
will continue to contribute to

Pelerson Execution Vtce President Inlerllational Associalion of Fish
watershed degradation for reasons

and Wildlife Agencies Position
paper on role of stale and federaldiscussed in the DSEIS until densities are greatly reduced ageiIces

regarding fish and
wildlife managemeni on

federal lands
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DEIS Comments
DEIS Comments

October 20 1993
October 20 1993

Page
Page

delegated as the lead agency In developing series of tasks to
Standards and Guidelines

implement restoration of salmonid habitat Federal cooperation In this

program of activities is
vitally important

plan standards should be designed to meet objectives of the plan

They should be rigorous and quantifiable They should be consistently

Comments on the DEIS applied across management allocations The preferred
alternative falls

this test by offering different standards In certain areas Iexamples

Implementation
include BLM lands north and south of Grants Pass and adjacent US

Forest Service land Such Inconsistencies send several conflicting

Ecosystem management Is relatively new concept in forest messages that need to be discussed in the Final Environmental Impact

management Thus many of the proposed components of this plan
Statement Do differing standards outlined for the same management

ore simply hypotheses that remain untested Formulating plan at the allocation result in the same consequence and what does that say

scala proposed without the necessary checks and balances that about the scientific basis for the standards and degree of success for

underlie hypothesis testing is the greatest threat to reaching

the plan in that area

successful outcome

Old Growth Dependent Species

ODEW beiieves that comprehensive monitoring program is essential

This will include compliance and effectiveness monitoring Federal
The Recovery Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl is based upon

programs to date have been inadequate In this area even though
development of reserve system and maintenance of dispersal habitat

many planning efforts specifically required monitoring Our agency
between reserves The Preferred Alternative Incorporates reserves

was particularly disappointed with the monitoring program
into the plan but redefines dispersal habitat from the original 50 11 40

implemented as result of the last round of Forest Service forest plan

construct developed from the Interagency Scientific Committee study

development and the program proposed under the recently developed
to what is postulated to be equivalent Riparian reserves 15

green

BLM District plans Monitoring protocols developed between ODFW tree retention There is disagreement on the
ability

of riparian

and US Forest Service following the last forest planning effort were reserves even as extensive as those proposed to function as

to be carried out by individual Forests end Districts but were poorly
effective dispersal habitat because of their linear configuration

developed Lack of funding by Congress and Forest Service direction
Further assuming that riparian configurations are not limiting current

were the identified reason For whatever reason the result was an condition of riparlan areas with approximately 50 percent In 0 11 inch

inadequately implemented monitoring program that did not meet the diameter class iSea figure for an example from the Salem BLM

predetermined objectives and when implemented was limited in
District makes It questionable whether sufficient near term dispersal

scope to single year
habitat Is available to meet the needs of the northern sported owl

An analysis Is necessary to determine the degree to which riparlan

Implementation of the preferred option will require much greater
areas and 15 green tree retention areas are equivalent to 50 11 40

commitment toward monitoring than previous efforts
It

will require
Such an analysis should be included In the Final Environmental impact

developing new kinds of cooperation and coordination models Statement Finally to what extent will watershed analysis further

between State and Federal agencies and secured long term funding
reduce amount of rlparlan area available for owl dispersal

source to be effective The agency believes that the proposed

alternative cannot and should not be implemented until such The preferred alternative allows thinning of stands In late successional

program is clearly defined along with specific set of goals and reserves up to 80 years of age to enhance or remain neutral with

objectives ODFW conditions support of the entire plan on this issue regard to development of old growth characteristics Much of the

The final Environmental impact Statement needs to clearly define such silviculturai discussion by John Tappeiner and others indicate that httle

process
silvicultural benefits accrue from thinning stands beyOnd 40 yeats

ODFW suggests that thinnings be restricted to stands less than 40
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DOS Comments

October 20 1993
OC12919

8913
Page

years of age unless empirically demonstrated enhancements can be
1VIE1VIOR AJ4DIJIIVI

shown Finally ODEW is concerned with the concept
of thionings to

consequences will be hard to define and that better test would be

OM ve Stere Forest Resour
accomplish neutral objectives We believe test of neutral

to restrict thinning to situations that will result in enhancements in old Planning Program Director

growth development

TO Bob Warrtn Governors Forest

AquatIc Resources
Planning Team

The general framework for protection of riparian resource values as

outlined in the Aquatic Conservation Strategy lpg V 72 of FEMATI is

sound ODFW believes that the key to protection of these resources
SUBJECT OPTION REVIEW

is through development of watershed analyses over the entire planning

October 13 1993

area Such analyses should be mandatory rather than optIonal in

some areas Further because of the linkages between landownerships Overall Comments We found the documents rife with undefined terms and with the use of

within watersheds at various scales cooperative planning process ambiguous terminology The end result is that
the

full intent
and effect of the

should be developed to Include adjacent land ownerships and implemenlation is unknown The reader is left with one view based
on

has her own personal

responsibilities The proposed analytical framework provides basis biases While this may be sufficient
for some actions it as an inappropriate

basis for

for conducting watershed analyses but as written is vague as to decisions on
scientific topics such as forest

land management

specific analysis requirements and assessment guidance More detail

is required In the Final Environmental Impact Statement potential I4EPA Violatin Land managers including federal Agency managers Interest

groups and
the public itself were all excluded from the alternative selection process While

comments are being accepted from those groups during the current comment period NEPA

requires their involvement its the alternative soaping and selection processes

Sincerely rype and Slyle
of Alternative Ontions were Pre determined By means of lelter of

instruction Appendix
Letter of May 1993 Titled Statement of Mission the range of

L Ii
options was limited by requiring

them to be based primarsty on
the maintenance and

restoration of late successional and old growth areas and maintenance of long term fermi

David McAllister productivity While these are laudable scientific
and critical policy goals the Assessment

Forest and Grassland Program Manager Team based their work on Use biology of Old Growth species notably the Northern Spotted

Owl and
on riparian based species primarily

anadromous fish In their report we found

dcm sense that when given choice involving risk the scientists erred strongly on the side of

Randy Fisher conservation

Jill Zarnowitz

Jim Martin EconomiC and Social Effects were only Aftermath of Options In the same letter of

Jim Greer instruction Appendix the Team was instructed Given the biological reqairemenia of

each alternative you
should suggest tan implementation sirategy that will provide the

greatest possible economic and
social

contributions This appears to suggest
that the

iI wiip
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Oregon Department of Forestry

Oregon Deportflteflt
of Forestry

Option
suategy not explicit

in implCmeOtat1on

of those management
actions Reasons

for

Option Review

economic and social conbutions were to
be maximized only after

those biological

this

so
the ic beliefs

refed so the pecedng
aragraph

considerations
UPOA

SWCd anOthC

way
those is within environment

Thc
FT Report

the UCSUO of St page
11 14 but the OSlilS does not deal

with that issue However
It

is ceistsal
to the application

of management
actiOns to achieve

having the greatest and most sudden effects on humans were to be descrsbed in the aftermath

fft4aJ forest
land owti ltiP goals

of the determination of options not intertwined in that detenninarion

on varying intensity
of application of

tl rs1tsotstrederal
lands contained

W5iIUS ihe5

only Imategy ely ened goals and objectives of such

ts unclear
We are especially

concerned
with the neat Titiamook Oregon

What

Unvarying Stratray Applied All options are based

Reserve system are unstated The existing conditions in Reaerve s vary widely both in the

from
non lede lands in these Area In order to achieve

their pssrpO5
What

actions and activttiea
would be

tsesseflcial

LS OG and the Riparsan Reserves Reserves in areas

habitat
is critical and Its some stem the Northern

that have had some pest managemenl The and latemity of managet has varied

omees
ccor4ing

WthC PET Report
for the

human management will perfonn differently

that have had
no

effects from recent

unmanged regime from those areas

scale than those stream bodoms that have had timber harvest activity but
no stream bottom

P5EIS in unclear on
the role

of

nott federal
lands in the assonance of viability

and unclear regarding recovery
of

widely For example dredged stream bottoms will
react differently and in different time

and nawed disturban will liybehave diffndy still Why does the DSS apply the

tise oem Owl as

disturbance It follows that other nparian areas that have had other types of management

ectiveitess
nor

predominant strategy of non management in such an unvarying fashion

While the text alludes that watershed analysis may at later date propose
different

page

stegy thereby allowing some management totervention we be th cgiog

any marn for

ment should be
followed with the rationale behso

strategic approach to
the Reserve system is

likely to
be very difficult unless there areclearlystated

goals and objectives for such system

Implementing the principal management stegy appears to be
based

on an unstated belief

that humans are almost atwoys hanaM
to forest systems However PEMAT scientists

stand stoiire
is applied thughout

the iflc Nowest even to

areas where the IMAT report
itates

that
conditions are dissimilar Analysis

of effects
of

the absence of management action within the Reserves strategy

bI5Qf implementing
Option

varyi5t areas ste based upon
that rmh me following tWO

rated Option with the
greatest

amount of Reserves lower in its
viability

human activities have born
tigelficant in both historic and pre histotic times in shaping the

penS point
oci such specific

analyses

ignores history

esearclsed on
the AndreWs

specific desirable or undmirable

the populations and habitats of

Effects of toncally
iirring

fire on

development of forest stand stoartures nd in sffectsn

Use of Management Actions Unclear Will management to accelerate Old Growth conditions

Forest The effects
of wildfire

have been very different its
other areas court

be allowed us LS OG Reserves that are not currently in those tate semi stage conditions The

cascades for example
but no

differeni strategy
is offered

With the

FEMAT Report states lV 76 the absence of
restoration

silvsculture in

plantations in

5ghistoric
wildfire conditions in

the differing provtncCs
one would eXpCit xi

Reserves is the ptimasy reason that Option which Reserves the
largest area for

latethevery leasi recognition
its the DsEJS of those varytng

conditions
and discussion of the

successional forest did not achieve
an

80

percent or greater likelihood ntlng Also the

resut that
should be expected

under the tuggested
nsanagement

strategy
more

DSEIS S5 calls for Managed te Susalonal Arms but thek use in Option is not

response

?ity would be the proposal
of vaiflg management

sicgy

cleat This mines two questions firat
If anch agement actions will restore or promote

to recognise
and accommodate

that
vanability

the attainment of the goals in such situation why did the Option strategy not allow those

munsgemesst actions second If such actions will

promote
the desired conditions why is the
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Oregon Deparunent of Foresi

Option Review AFFTy ECONOM IC

Basis for biplorical viability assessments is questionable The biological viability

PE

assessments are based
on

the existence of certain percentage of old growth stands present

Date September 24 1993 DEPARTMENT
over landscape and over time that

percentage
is derived from the Andrews research

Where that percentage under natural conditions Is different
from the 60 70 that occurs

under the natural conditions at the Andrews the conclusions ie viability ratings may be To Bob Warren Governors Forest Planning Team

faulty It is
logical

to assume that the widely varying
conditions in different provinces would

lead to different percentages of old growth series of draft ecological assessment reports From Arthur
Aegon

Economic Development Department

prepared by Region in April 1993 but not released for public review corroborates that

assumption

Subject
OEDD Comments on the DSEIS

Land Allocational anoroach is Faulty FEMAT continues the land aflocational approach of

the
past

and thereby compounds the problents created by
that approach Carving

up

the

pie is not based on principles
of

landncape ecology
This is

likely
connected to the issue of The following paragraphs

in this memorandum contain the Oregon Economic

trust see above under Use of Manaeement Actionni
Development Departments comments on the July 1993 Draft Supplemental

Environmental Impact Statemenl on Management of Habitat for Late

Implementation Costs There is full page in the DSEIS discussing possible research

Successional and Old Growth Forest Related Species Within the Range of the

funding options and four full pages describing the Adaptive Management Areas while

funding the implementation of the remainder of the plan goes virtually unmentioned except

Northern Spotted Owl Our comments refer to this publicalion as the DSEIS

for
one page table showing projected Federal revenues by Option number Will the

management and restoration actions re ? uired to Implement Option be funded Both On page 4121 the first two paragraphs refer to recreation They

environmental and forest industry group representatives have told us it
Is problematic therefore deserve to have their own title in the left margin rather than

following in the Timber Based Employment section that begins on
page

Structure to Assure Implementation Will the management structure proposed assure that
the 4119

separately funded restoration efforts meet with support Interagency
USFS BLM NMFS

USFWS coordination is critical State efforts in watershed protection and restoration need

to be recognized and finally realistic review leading to the broad based acceptance and

On
page 4121 under Commercial Fisheries Employment the DSEIS

support of biological results cost effectiveness and job creation are all
critically

needed to implies that about 500 jobs are directly dependent on salmon fishing due in

insure the successful implementation of Option or any strategy
for management of the part to current low levels of salmon catch recommend adding brief

Pacific Northwests federally owned forests Statement about the previously eg in 1989 higher levels of
employment

related to commercial salmon harvest did not see any
discussion of the

previously higher levels of employment either in the DSEIS or in the FEMAT

cc liner Staff

Report although it is implied by the previously higher levels of commercial

Members Governors Forent Planning Team
salmon harvest
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Bob Wai ris

Bob Wai en

OEDD Comments on the DSEIS
OEDD Comments on the DSEIS

September 24 1993 September
24 1993

My review did not discover in either the DSEIS pages 4106 to Table Vl 2 on page
4108 shows the Total Owl Forests probable

4110 or the FEMAT
Report pages

Vl 4 to VI lO discussion of the annual average
timber sales for Alternative as 1084 million board feet

potentially higher costs of harvesting timber under the various options The Scribner while
Figure

Vl 2 on page
4109 shows Alternative 9s

potential for higher costs of timber harvesting
is

especially great
in areas where probable timber sales level as 1.2 billion board feet These two projections

the available timber would be difficult to reach by road due its

part to appear
to be inconsistent

prohibition
of roadbuilding eg in areas where most of the land is in riparian

reserve It was not clear whether the economics of harvesting was considered Unlike almost all the timber harvest tables Table Vl16 on page 4127

in determining the Probable Sales Quantity
If not the PSQ may be and Table VI19 on page

4 129 do not include an average figure for the

substantially overstated 1980 89 period
This

appears
to imply that it is appropriate to compare current

and projected harvest levels with the 1980 89 period but that it is not

The increased difficulty in accessing available timber sales may lead to more appropriate to compare current and projected timber industry employment and

helicopter logging or the use of other
expensive harvesting techniques did not federal timber receipts with the 1980 89 period recommend including the

see this discussed in either the DSEIS pages 4106 to 4110 or 1980 89 period for comparison pusposes in the employment
and federal receipts

the FEMAT Report pages VI4 to VI lO believe it would be desirable to tables My reasoning
is as foilowa The DSEIS

appears
to gauge its job loss

mention the likely trend toward more expensive harvesting techniques as from 1990 or 1992 years in which timber industry employment was lower than

possible environmental consequence
of the alternatives average over recent business cycles This comparison

does not accurately reflect

the economic impact on communities and workers The forest products

This likely trend toward more expensive harvesting techniques may reduce the industry is cyclical industry
whose

average
level of timber harvest and

competitive position
of small

logging operators
who may have difficulty employment over the course of the business cycle is

the level that decline

affording the more expensive technology Fhis may change
the character of the should be compared against This average

level is substantially higher than the

logging industry from being dominated by small operators to being dominated 1990 or 1992 level It would be more accurate to measure the loss from

by large operators Although this potential change in the logging industry is recent average rather than from recent low point

somewhat speculative believe it would be desirable to mention it as possible

environmental
consequence

of the alternatives On page 4119 it would be reasonable to include mention of recent

timber industry job
losses due to automation and to changes in competitive

It was not clear to me from the DSEIS page 4106 whether or not the position due to new technologies
eg waferboard and oriented strandboard

Probable Sales Quantity took into account the potential for removal from the technologies that contributed to the decline of the Pacific Northwests plywood

harvestable land base of land with unstable slopes If riot the PSQ may be industry

substantially overstated as shown in Table Vl2 on page 4108 The

screens that an Eastern Oregon
timber sale must pass through may further On page 4107 the DSEIS mentions that coastal harvests will be

reduce the PSQ estimate for Eastern Oregon as shown in Table Vl2 on page
restricted until the completion

of marbled murrelet surveys Even non

4108 coastal harvests will probably not occur until at least Fall of 1994 under

best case scenario in which the SEIS is approved and sales do not face

court injunction did not notice any mention in he
DSEIS under Regional
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Rob Warren October 993

ORIl Comments on the DSEIS
OcT29

September 24 1993 WA tI It

Paula Burgess
it SC Es

Etuployment on
page

4 119 or under Government Revenues on page
Policy Analyst

Governors Forest and Natural Resource Hannung Team
it

4128 of the economic dislocation that most probably will occur due to

1225 Fe Street SE
the curretu lack of federal timber sales and the expected delay until at least Fall

Salem OR 97310

of 1994 in offering new federal timber sales Although this condition may not

be changed by the DSEIS it is an important feature of the affected Dear Paula

environment and is an important part
of the economic

analysis Some

companies apd communities and many workers will be dislocated by the Fall Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the
state

coordinated
response on

of 1994 due not to the future level of federal timber sales but rather to the
the Draft Supplemental Environmental

Impact Statement DSEIS on Management

current lack of federal timber sales
of Habitat for late Successional and Old Growth Forest Related Species Within

the
Range of the Northern Sponed Owl In its review of the OSEIS the Water

The DSEIS page 4119 does not discuss the relative influence of the

Resources Department WRD evaluates for consistency with WED policies plans

and
programs and the state Strategy for Healthy Forest Ecosystems

forest
plan on different types of forest products companies It fails to mention

that some large forest products companies that own substantial quantities of
We would like to compliment the US Forest Service USFS and Bureau of Land

timber land have prospered durtag the recent reduction in federal timber
Mnageinent ELM for assembling wide range of data its analysis and for their

harvests due to higher prices for lumber caused by reduced supply while many efforts to improye the regions water resources summary of comments from

small forest products companies that rely on federal timber have
gone out of WED

is

provided below Please refer to Attachment for more detailed list of

business due to tack of supply This is an important
feature of the affected comments

etivironment and is an important part of the economic analysis

WED supports

The DSEIS in Environmental Consequences pages 4125 to 4
The

ecosystem approach to land
management

128
The use of watershed analyses in guiding decision makingdoes not discuss the

relatively higher quality higher wages benefits

Evaluating the effects of land management on water quantity and

full time work of the forest products and related jobs being lost due to timber
Increased stream protection particularly on low order streams

harvest reductions and the relatively lower quality typically
with lower wages

often without benefits frequently part time and or seasonal work of the service wtw has concerns over

sector jobs being gained due to
growth in tourism activity and retirement How watershed analyses are conducted and

populations
It also does not discuss the shortage of low cost housing for How the plan will be

implemented

tourism and other service sector workers in rural communities with growing

tourism or service based industry The demand for housing by relatively

We look forward to working with
you

in the future If you have any questions

wealthy retirees and vacationers frequently pushes the cost of housing far pluase contact Bob Ricc 378 8455 ext 238

beyond the means of the workers who serve these retirees or vacationers This

Sincerely
is an important aspect of the shift from timber industry jobs to other jobs and is

an important part of the economic analysis It should be mentioned

Thatik you for this
opportunity to comment on the DSEIS

Martha Pagel

Director

Attachments WRD Comments on DSEIS aird Opoos

Oregon Strategy for Healthy Foest Ecosystems

NOt
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Water Resources Department Comments on
the DSEIS and Option

USFS Forest Plan or BLM Resource Management Plan However this
is not true in

all

The
cases The final ELS should

clearly
outline the nparian leave requirements that apply

ecosystem approach taken by the DSEIS is needed to restore the long term economic

stability of the states natural resource based
economy

and achieve productive and

The procedure used to conduct the watershed analysis is unclear For instance what
sustainable watershed resources

parameters will be measured and how will they be integrated The riparian reserve in
thc

Augusta Creek Watershed have been modified solely on slope stabilityWRD What other

agrees with the decision
that ecosystem planning needs

to occur at different
spatial

levels V59 Howevez we
parameters would be considered before making final ripwian reserve designation How

have concern over how monitoring will be conducted

will mixed federal landownership USFS and BLM and mixed federal and non federal
The DSRIS states that the watershed scale of 20 to 200 square milcs 12800 to 128000

landownership be addressed in the watershed analysis
acres will be used for watershed analyses While

this scale may be appropriate for some

anatyses such as the likely survival of
fish species it may be too Coarse scale to

Implementation
evaluate some cumulative impacts For instance at

scale of 200
square miles it will be

difficult
to impossible to determine the sediment impact that road building may have on

recognizes that the DSEIS is major change in the way the USFS and 13LM
reach of critical spawning stream Conversely the site scale of lens to hundreds of

manage public lands We support this approach to land
management but are concerned

acres is too fine to evaluate these cumulative impacts WRI auggesta that depending on
how the plan will be implemented For instance do the land management agencies have

the monitonng objectives different
spatial

scales
may

be needed We also suggest that

enough qualified people to conduct watershed
the analyses How will the federal land be

aquatic ecosystem discussion include
greater emphasis on the importance of first and

managed an single unit as opposed to USFS and BLM land being managed differentlysecond order stream since
they make up the majority of stream miles within watershed How will adequate funding be assured for the restoration component of Option

WRD
tnstead of

focusing on third to fifth order streams Vl3
believes that these

questions must be addressed and clear strategy articulated if
this new

approach to land management is to accomplish its

Although water objectives
quality and quantity are closely linked it is appropriate and necessary to

have separate sections for these concerns It is

encouraging to see the issues associated

with flow including yield timing magnitude and duration of peak and low flows

discussed The water quantity section V 19 describes some of the changes in the

ecosystem that can effect water quantity Since one of the USFS and BLM
goals is to

provide high quantities of water to off forest users while maintaining or enhancing water

quality the analysts should include how the demands of off forest users will alter the

flows and what effects these will have on the biota which
depend upon the water

resources This will be particularly important on the OC lands which the BLM
manages

and which have checkerboard federal private ownership pattern

WRD
supports the stronger protection that is given to first and second order streams The

protection described in Option prior to conducting watershed analysis is needed for

the retention of large woody debrt the maintenance of high water table and
having

high water quality In cases where watershed analysts is conducted it
is unclear what

the minimum buffer if any is on the low order stream where there is stable slope In

these areas where timber harvesting may occur the buffer requirements need
to be clearly

siaied While less of buffer
is needed in these stable areas there remains the need

for

large woody debris to enter the stream and
to protect the water quality In most cases the

riparian leave requirements described
in Option are greater than those irs the esisting
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STATE OF OREGON STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT AND REVISION

STRATEGY FOR HEALTHY FOREST ECOSYSTEMS

As agencies implement this strategy they will forward Copies of

comments or notice of activities to the Governors Forest and

THE
Resource Planning Team As the strategy is implemented agencies

PROBLEM
may identify objectives they would like to incorporate in an

implementation strategy They may also identify needed revisions
The health of Oregons forests which are essential to the in the policy These suggested revisions and additions will be
environmental infrastructure upon which much of our economy and forwarded to the Planning Team
quality of life depend is deteriorating There are indications
that forest

fragmentation is
leading to breakdown of natural It is the responsibility of the Governors Forest and Resource

ecological processes and the decline of species in late Planning Team to review the strategy revising goals and adding
successional forests Riparian areas soils forage and fish objectives as the need arises All changes recommended by thehabitt need isprovement Poor forest health has led to the Planning Team will be reviewed by the Senior Policy AdviSOr for
destructcon of thousands of acres of forest each year by insects Natural Resources and the resource agency directors
disease and wildfire

STATE GOALS
PURPOSE

The State of Oregon
will actively support efforts that

The purpose of this strategy is to foster restoration and
maintenance of healthy and sustainable forest ecosystems in Oregon Identify desired future conditions representing naturalThe strategy will be used by state agencies in evaluating the plans range of ecosystem variability at appropriate ranges andand actions of forest managers it will also be used within and scales
between agencies in

developing coordination education regulatory
and incentive

programs to promote healthy forest ecosystems Promote appropriate levels of biological diversity genetic

The
species and community at the stand watershed and regional

strategy applies across public and private ownerships While level through the use of conservation biology principles in
implementation will

vary depending upon applicable laws order to provide the full range of seral conditions
regulations and landowner objectives cooperation between
landowners is essential

Ecosystem management applied across promote adaptive management that results in the restoration
ownerships presents an opportunitywithin the range of and maintenance of ecosystem processes and lead to
sustainability to require different kinds of response for sustainable levels of water quality and quantity air qualitydifferent land ownerships For example it

may be possible for and soil productivitynon federal lands to supply different mix of early mid andlater seral
stages than do federal lands

Emphasize protection of sensitive ecosystems much as wetlands
riparian areas water bodies and the habitat of rare species

THE STATE POSITION
Ensure that forest ecosystems contribute at sustainable

The State
level to the needs of society for forest commodities and to

of Oregon endorses ecosystem management on forest lands communities which depend on the land for subsistenceto promote the health of Oregons forests and communities livelihood and spiritual development
Ecosystem management integrates restoration and maintenance of
biological diversity with the social and economic benefits derived Restore and sustain the natural structures and processes thatfrom the land To manage ecosystems requires consideration of confer resistance and resilience to impacts from natural andcommunities of organisms their interdependencies and the physical man caused disturbances such as insect and disease epidemics
processes that sustain them It requires consideration of both overstocking road building mining harvest practices windsingular and cumulative effects at the Stand watershed and wildfire and floods
landscape Scales
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089133
131001

Promote coordination and cooperation between agencies at
VERS ITS

levels of governeent
all

with coREunitles and with private

Diodiveraity or biological diversity refers to the variety of
landowners

during project development and implementation
life in ecosystems It includes the variety of genes species

Ensure that those affected by ecosystem management have an
opportunity to participate in its implementation Non plant and animal communities and the many processes through which

they are interconnected
through space and time Biodiversity

regulatory implementation strategies will be pursued

encompasses genetic diversity species diversity structural
vigorously along with

necessary regulation

diversity ecosystem diversity and landscape diversity The role

of biodiversity in
ecosystem management is to keep the ecosystem

Emphasize coordinated
monitoring and research as essential

tchomaptonents

of ecosystem management planning This will ensure healthy resilient to disturbances and productive
scientific basis for adaptive management strategies is

used to distinguish between the present condition of the
forest and the desired future condition CONSERVATION BIOLOGY

Conservation biology is multidisciplinary science that addresses
Promote public involvement and education on ecosystem

the scarcity nd diversity of biological resources at the genetic
management through training costshare programs and
technical assistance species and community levels of organization

10 Promote coordinated budgeting staffing and
priority setting

DESIRED FtflURE CONDITION
between land managers to accomplish the objectives described
in these policies

Encourage adequate state and federal
funding to implement plans consistent with these policies Desired future condition refers to the land and resource Conditions

that are expected to result if objectives are fully achieved
11 Promote coordinated and comprehensive data collection and

sharing of analytical tools including cxs mapping across
ownerships and

among government entities ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT

According to Websters Dictionary an ECOSYSTEM is acommunity of
12 Establish and maintain

procedures for
implementing these

policls am well as an equitable process for organisms and its environment that function as an integrated unit
resolving

The term MANAGEMENT implies using skill and care in
handling

conflicts that say arise

something ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT therefore is the skillful and

careful and handling of integrated units of organisms and their

environment

DEFINITIONS As used here in the broader context ecosystem management means

developing and implementing comprehensive strategy for

considering lands resources and people in public policy decision
ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

making It requires consideration of larger spatial and longer

temporal scales than has been the norm in resource management
Adaptive

management is the
process of monitoring and analyzingmanagement actions in order to understand their effects and then

adjusting plans accordingly it
acknowledges that we do not

FOREST HEALTH
understand

ecosystem processes
fully

especially across landscapes
healthy forest is dynamic forest ecosystem characterized by

through time and in
response to natural or humaninduces changes

resilience to natural and humancaused disturbances The healthy

This is
accomplished through research and monitoring programs

forest sustains productive soils clean water and air and habitats
Adaptive management is

necessary approach if
ecosystem management

for viable populations of diversity of species Healthy forests
is to Succeed

also provide us with sustainable source of Wildlife wood and

water within the limits of the system to produce Healthy forests

provide for more than physical Sustenance they shape our culture
our philosophy and our personal spirit
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October 1993
October 27 1993

Mr liobert Jacobs
The honorable Bill Clinton

Jlrteragerncy SETS Team Leader

PO
President of the United States

Box
The White House

Portland Oregon 97208
ieoo Pennsylvania Avenue N0J

Dear Mr Jacobs Washington DC 20500

Dear President Clinton
rho State of Oregon appreciates the oppot tunity to comment on the
draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on Management
of Habitat for Late Successional and OldGrowth Forest

applaud your commitment to resolve the timber crisis in the
Related

Pacific Northwest While hear ruooh criticism of OptionSpecies Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl
from industry arid roe environmentalists and recoquize that

Enclosed are Comments on the forest
significant adjustments will probably be made as result of the

plan prepared by state

resource agencies would like
current review still believe that your plan may provide us

to discuss one additional point with foundation upon which to build
We have been talking with the interdisciplinary team that is

preparing rule for the Northern Spotted Owl under Section

of the
fully support the move toward adaptive management of ecosystemsEndangered Species Act In areas where additional

in order to provide adequate levels of habitat
protection is needed federal lands should carry as such of the

protection and

burden
slow the rate of species decline and all of the consequences thatas possible This will require careful coordination with
flow from it also applaud the call for increased coordinationthe 4d teas prior to completion of the SEIS

among federal agencies the concept of Adaptive Management Areas
and the economic assistance to effected communities

am also
enclosing your copy of letter from Governor Roberts

to President Clinton providing general comments on the proposed
The real task will begin once the plan is complete My commentsforest plan Should

you wish to discuss these or the agency are focused on the need for full and timely implementation andcomments am available at your convenience
predictability of harvest levels Oregon has submitted technical

comments directly to the SEll Team Leader
SiIlcercly

FULL IIIPE4ENThTIOM

111110 Sqrrrr

Seniot
Tire land allocations in the plan hit Oregon hard They cut thePolicy Advi Sot

Natural Resources
suitable timber base in half arid severely reduce annual harvest
levels While such reductions may be

necessary to comply wit
Fnclostirc

the law cc need to know that the plan will frrlly implcmcrltc
as quickly as possible lire fundiiir1 rot pl nn ing processes 1111

lI
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October 21 1993

age page OCT 01993

WIthout Colemitment to full implementation tire land allocations Finally thank you and your staff for help in preparation and

will be the oniy part of Option to be real predictable for Support
of the economic adjustment package LOS ColsITlurlltlI5

timber supply and the recovery of species will not occur These funds Will allow us to assist individuals and communities

in adjusting to declining
timber harvests encourage your

believe we will see results from plan implementation in 1994 continued assistance in removing some of the federal barriers to

only it funding and staffing is focused on activities in the distributing funds in an efficient manner and one that is adapted

matrix where efforts
may

achieve early results activities and to local needs will be working with your staff to explore the

monitoring in Adaptive Management Areas and analysis and potential for funding in future years for rural housing health

restoration in key watersheds and other areas not addressed in the current economic adjustment

package

Tie plan should concentrate harvest where implementation can

realistically be achieved Thinning in reserves should be Let isa
know how we can be of assistance am deeply grateful

undertaken first in Adaptive Management Areas which are intended for your
efforts on behalf of Oregon and of the Pacific

to be the focus of experiments rather than in highly Morthwest

controversial key watersheds and roadless areas

final suggestion deals with roadless areas currently eligible
for Wilderness designation Some of the roadless areas iii the

matrix in the draft plan are considered special places by many
5

Oregonians and are highly controversial Examples include Barara Roberts

portions of the South Kalmiopsis and Soda Mountain viable Governor

plan for this ten year period say need to focus more on

censerving future options by avoiding roading in some of these cc Secretary Bruce Babbitt

areas Moading in these areas mhould be reevaluated against Secretary Mike Espy

other opportunities for harvest SEIS Team reader Bob Jacobs

PREDICTABILITY OF HARVEST LEVELS

Whatever the harvest level it must be real it must come soon
and rust be as predictable as possible suggest that an effort

be undertaken immediately to prepare for the sale of timber under

the new plan focusing on the least controversial areas so that

when plan is final harvest can proceed promptly

lie sustainable annual harvest level in Oregon for the preferred

alternatise is 711 nmbl roughly one quarter of the annual

harvest level torn ederal lands in the owl region over the last

decade This harvest level will mean continued economic hardship

in maiy COllIlilUllit its in Oregon

hcCo dc to your letter authorizing FE1UT tile ilail should

SucceSs prod ictail and sustainable 1ev oC ti sales

II I Dci lID arid tilt Ill WI 111 Or do
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CLALLAM COUNTY

084964

October 21 1993

COMMISSIONERS OFFICE Interagency SEIS Team

084964 Page

COURTHOUSE

223 teST FOURTH STREET

PORT ANGELES WOSHITGUN 9U62.3HI

hoARD Of COUNTY CIIMMISSIONLRS

206 432 TRTI EXT 233

hAUL CAMERON DISTRICT SCAN 375.1234

IT
TRIO 113

IIUNCAN DISTRICT
II

AWKENCE GAYDESICI DISTRICT III JIM HUMPEJ TES AlMINISTRATOR

been fully explored evaluated or acknowledged We believe that

October 21 1993
there was not as broad an array of viewpoints within the

scientist group
as was possible

WC
support ecosystem management that looks at whole

Interagency SEIS Team
landscapes and watersheds rather than the speciesPO Box 3623

by
species approach We define ecosystem management as

Portland OR 97208 3623
natural resource management system designed to maintain

or enhance ecosystem health and productivity while

RR Draft 8818 on Xanagsa nt of Rabitat for tat Suoo ional
producing essential wood products and other values to

and Old Growth Fort Rlat d ep ci within the Rang of th
meet human needs and desires within the limits of

Northern 8pOtt d 051
ocially and biologically acceptable

risks

Dear Interagency SEIS Team
ewe appreciate the incorporation of the ecosystem concepts and

attempts to avoid species by species approach
Based on the Presidents question How can we achieve balanced

ewe believe that some form of landscape management of ALL forests

and comprehensive policy that recognizes the importance of the
is necessary to their health our economy

and the well being of

forests and timber to the economy and jobs of this region and

how our communities
can we preserve our precious old growth forests broad

eDifferent US Forests have differing needs and plan
with such

based group of people in our county met after the Presidents
widespread reserves with minimal management and then only in

Portland Conference and prepared paper that outlines the issues
those stands younger than 80 or in some cases 40 years old

and positions we felt should be included in forest plan will hurt the forests our economy and we people
consensus approach was used and involved the Port of Port

Bordering these forests are the National Parks and wilderness

Angeles Economic Development Council Pulp and Paper Worker
areas which will continue to be unmanaged so the danger of fire

Union the cities of Forks Sequis and Port Angeles Clallam and pests to our forest and communities grows greater Natures

County Grass Roots organizations North Olympic Timber Action
approach to land management is 50 harsh

Committee and Washington Commercial Forest Action Committee and

an industry representative from Green crow We invited feedback

from member of the environsental community but have received no

answer we support plans to meet the needs of all wildlife in

harmony
with human needs

Based on what we believe should be in the plan we submit this

testimony we do not agree that the vast reserves which will sUpport orsly

the wildlife and species dependent on late succession old growth
We acknowledge the fact that these are new times and stands is long term solution
new approaches must be used We know that the forest

and its related industries are constantly changing and
Our questions

want to be part of the planning to create solutions

to the current gridlock ewill there then be whole new list of endangered species

needing other types of forest stands being developed with
We believe that new methods developed and employed by this plan in place

persons related to the forest industry as well as their concern

for the environment reflected in these new approaches have not

caiiLWi Qrj
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Interagency SEIS Team

October 21 1993 084964 InteragencY
SEIS Team

October 21 1993Page Page 4

5Are you expecting the state tribal and privates forests to

provide all other types of stands and is that feasible The

feasibility of the notion has been questioned by other We call for Adaptive Management as step in the call

scientists for innovation and research Monitoring will be

necessary part of all the approaches in the Plan
We note that Option Nine had high viability ratings for owls and

murrelets and medium high to high for jab It appears that the Our concern is for all the limitations set on the areas listed as

viability rating for people and their communities is low to very AMA
low

We believe the Adaptive Management Areas will provide
work but

When will work be available and what jobs will employ

our displaced workers at wage that will support

The Presidents call was to find solution that family
balanced forests and timber to the economy and jobs of swill there really be much area left for

this region as well as preserve the precious old management experiment when all the set asides are

growth we ask as well that people communities and removed from the acreages
our economic needs be balanced with the forests and What conditions are the remaining lands Wetland
wildlife needs

harvested lands

What is the projected harvest level that is to help
We believe there is no balance equity in this plan as it relates employment and pay for the program There does not

to the community and peoples needs
seem to be certainty of supply only ambiguity

On the Olympic Peninsula the decrease will leave us with about 5 How will research strategies be designed by whom and who pays
of the former harvest on federal lands Where is the balance for these highly paid scientists

How will this program
be funded The report indicates that based

We
have no matrix Our jobs appear to be minimal

on the intensity of activity proposed on the AMA that high levels
We

believe the watershed assessment restoration work and the of appropriations are needed
AMA will benefit our communities Thank you for giving us those Funding suggestions found on Page B61 of the SEIS are long way
Opportunities

from being reality
But when can those ideas be implemented

Who is the leader in the area
The report says that we must have substantial and stable funding

When will we know Innovation is an approach to look at but rarely meets
We

mention risk in our definition but the level of risk seems those criteria
most high on the human element and their communities What work was done on the federal budget to help this

program become reality
We are concerned that the Plans reliance on an adequate timber
supply from southern private tribal State and Canadian forests Processing the wood products

within the area it is harvested is

is misplaced as these sources are undergoing pressures from helpful but the paper indicates that sufficient legal

preservation forces and or overcutting due to concern for future authorities MAY exist Where is the certainty of DOES
restrictions related to the ESA or they have their own view of exist
harvesting 5
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Page S Page

since learned about Part Two of the plan that is to deal with
We believe in community involvement in the proceae and

those lends We are now eager to learn if the 4d rule is going
our paper was developed as the first step to further restrict the manner in which the management of the

state tribal and private forest lands can be done or will it

Based on the Plan it
appears that local involvement will be

incorporate flexibility Landscape management can only be

implemented We appreciate this aspect of the plan
Who

reality if all parties are involved in the planning process
will decide who will be involved

When can we expect to hear of that

We believe that the time involved to work on this

topic and the expertise needed would warrant federal We believe that all forests ehould be managed for

funding for person representing the counties in each forest health with restrictions on invading the ancient
of the ten areas forests If not Nature will do her work and her
Will the ACA issue keep people fros participating in

methods are much harsher than the new forestry
the decisions

techniques which will encourage forest health create
Will all the land owners and community viewpoints be

diversity of forest stands and their associated species
represented at the table and provide assistance to our economy

We remember how long the consensus approach took for the Old The Presidents plan restricts management on Vast stretches of
Growth Commission in the Sate of Washington to arrive at land We see this as danger to our forest and communities
decision

This danger could be avoided if newer approaches to forestry

developed by scientific methods were to be given equity with some
WE BELIEVE TEAT TRAINIIG IN THE USE OP CONSENSUS older scientific approaches
BUILDING IS NEEDED MID THAT PAID PACILITATOR IS

MANDATORY To INSURE DECISION THAT WILL RAVE STANDING

AND BERAI THE GRIDLOCI

We believe that conversion of productive forest to
Education of our local people relative to the intent of the residential uses or protected status in urban and rural
various sections of the law is mandatory as they must buy in to

areas erodes the productive land base and impacts our
really implement the Plan We do love our forests and need to

economy people and communities
understand our share of the responsibilities Studies have

indicated the importance of the local people to the health of the The large reserves that are protected in this plan make
forest see Lee and Oliver testimony balanced solution between the ecology the economy and local

communities impossible

We
There does not appear to have been Concerted look at the impact

believe the Plan should provide context for of the Forest Plan on the economy of the State and the local
coordInation for State Forest Policy and must recognize communities Have the studies presented by persons such as
the differences between federal state tribal and

McKillop Bowyer and Rasmusses An Analysis of President
private forest land owners

Clintons July 1993 Plan August 18 1993 been considered as
basis to alter some of the current proposals and if not why

We were concerned when Part One of the Plan was announced as it not
did not seem to address the state and private lands We have

Comments F2229
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We are stxrting to feel the impacts of the situation as people Given current practices of fact harvesting in the small private

are not purchasing as much our sales tax is down induced forests we are concerned that the plan to rely on this source of

effects tourists are not traveling to our area as much and our
supply is misplaced

hotel and Sotel tax is down 5 Some IS Corridor people

big tourist market are living on reduced incomes due to economic

downturns such as Boeing and related businesses People that

used to contribute to our economy are moving rem our area as We believe that global bio diversity policies must

indicated by the decrease in the school enrollment in Port also apply to forests in the US
Angeles 175 less students dallas County Government will have

to reduce their budget by 750000 to be in balance This is in It does not appear
that the true impacts on the global

budget of 15746000 Their current proposal suggests environment was assessed The responsibility of providing fiber

percentage cuts in every department Fourteen and half specific to meet the everescalating demand is being shifted to other

positions have been proposed for elimination and cuts in
parts of the world that do not have the safeguards to the

traditional assistance to outside agencies such as Human Service environment that we have The other option being implemented is

venders and the Humane Society are included These amounts seem to substitute building materials that are not renewable such as

small but hit hard in this and other agencies budgets cement See Dr Chad Olivers testimony

sea

We believe that private landowners should be rewarded We believe the forests and people need each other to

for quality habitat management These owners make maintain each others well being
very important contribution to the diversity of habitat

and supply There must be incentives to give them We appreciate the watershed analysis watershed restoration work

assurance of harvest if they produce habitat through monitoring and Adaptive Managements Areas possibility of

new forestry approaches employment and training programs mentioned in the plan but have

grave concerns for the funding and the length of time before even

We understand that the Stewardship Program will continue which the
programs

that are funded are on line The time line or the

helps in teaching the new techniques availability of those programs should be lengthened

It appears that these forests are being cut more rapidly than the Our families are in bad straights The report does hot paint the

owners of the small forest planned They need incentives to use real picture Our Human Service providers are completelyovernew
forestry

and assurances that they can harvest appropriate taxed with clients recent study by
Dr Katherine Carleon

amounts in the future Dr Bruce Lippke Professor and Director shows that our Peninsula residents are turning more and more to

of the Center for International Trade in Forest Products College abuse of drugs That includes alcohol The service providers are

of Forest Resources University of Washington has designed receiving much lees assistance from our funding sources as there

number of approaches to teach these goals Please contact him were cuts in state support and this year the State Flexible

for his proposals Mitigation Funds that are available for those persons that were

displaced but could not qualify under other programs will be

Current regulations are so complex and at times in conflict close to 50 less Our schools are seeing more violence

Incentives may not be as expensive as regulations to be enforced vandaliss and disregard for others property Dysfunctional

behavior such as child molestation and abuse has increased

substantially The length of time that we have been under the
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strain of this forest issue is bringing productive dynamic

people to the brink of joining the discouraged workers without

hope
sincerely

We know that financial assistance for the social services

industry is mandatory given the situation but the
BOARD OF CLALLAM COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

report seemed

to give that matter very low profile In addition to that we

can only expect lass assistance from our state coffers based on

the urrsnt economic situation
Dave Cameron Chair

We appreciate the Economic Initiative and all the components
Your work on the budget seems to have given us some funding for

the Jobs in the Woods bill The real need is for new industries

and the training needed for our people to work in them Wa Dorothy Lincan

believe Manufacturing Technology Center will be vital in

developing new industries The training programs need more

flexibility Training time frames are confusing living expenses
are not adequate and people are trained for jobs that dont exist

Lawrence
Gaydesk

when training is completed

The timber counties and the federal government by law

are partnership

One of the problems for the counties was the level of federal

forest funds to assist the budget We appreciate the work that

was done by all parties that have given the counties ten years of

certainty The decreasing amount will be difficult but is better
than the

uncertainty of the old system We needed the

flexibility of use and hope to have that assistance in the

future This one success proves that we can work together to

reach goal

JIm Lyons indicated at one time that they looked for the

harmony to see if they have achieved the balance that the
President asked for We have grave concerns that late

succession old growth needs and people communities are in great

disharmony We too are looking for the harmony

The efforts expended by the committees assigned by the President
that went into this

very demanding job and the complex documents
that we developed on the Presidents Plan have not been lost on
us commissioners We appreciate all the thought work and pain of

the people involved We sincerely hope that the insights we are

provIding from the local perspective will be of value to you as

you consider revisions to the Plan
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BOB PAStOR and Im quoting again thinning sales

MR TAYLOR Members of the panel my name Is Bob Many people in my community had high hopes when the

Paylor Im county commissioner from Grays Harbor County president Called the forest summit We knew that for number

live in the west end of Grays Harbor County My district is of reasons harvest levels would be less than in the past but

basically the northwest corner is good portion of my we were not prepared to have federal timber completely remcved

district and in my district there is about 150000 acres of as source of raw material for our local mills 1mm some ways

federal land we feel betrayed by the federal government Communities like

Im here today to comment on the harvest levels ours throughout the western United States have had lng

proposed under Option and Id like to be very clear at the partnership with the federal government on the national

10 beginning that the harvest lavols proposed for the Olympic 10
forests The communities have provided roads and schools mod

II National Forest and more specifically the Quinault Ranger
11 police and fire protection and the national forests liane

12 District are unacceptable and theres so other way to say it 12 provided raw materials to create jobs and economic opportoniry

The harvest level proposed for the Olympic National 13 and healthy communities

Forest under Option represents more than 90 percent 14 In my county many of oar local mills were

IS reduction from historical levels Fifteen million board feet
15originally

built because the federal government promised

of timber is being proposed when the historical level has been 16 lithey promised to provide timber to run those mills The

17 near 250 million board meet
per year 1

people
represent dont like that

18 In last nights local newspaper the district ranger 18 Many of the people here today including myself re

lii for the Quinault Ranger District says that the plan and Im 19 third fourth and even fifth generation rosidents of timber

20 quoting from the paper probably will protect all but
20

Icommunities and it scares all of us to think that our

21 percent of the land from logging Think about that The
21 children and our grandchildren may not have the

opportunity to

22
Quinault Ranger District is 146000 acres It has 22 live in rural Washington because there simply wont be enough

23 historically produced 80 to 110 millIon board feet per year to
23 jobs Its especially sad when

you look at the vast amount of

24 be milled in our local mills Now we are being told that that 24 standing timber thats ready for harvast but under this opt ion

25
same land base will only produce to million board feet of 25

INhl
be off limits

huBRIS REPORTI HARRIS REPORTING

II cI Is
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PORTOFPORTANGELES

West First Post Otkce Ben 1350 Area Code 206 457.85271

Port Angeles WA 983620251 FAX
206.452.39591

will close by saying that on the Olympic Peninsula OoHe co ass

Snmm Ow
in the state of Washington there are 1.5 million acres of

October27 1993

ROsEeT MCCRORJE Puit

federallyowned land Before the discussion of harvest levels

ANDREW NiSal Sq n

even
Interagency SEIS Team

began in the late eighties and early nineties nearly
ENS5ECO aAN E0W

two thirds or nearly million of those 1.5 million acres were Potliand Oregon 97208 3623

already set aside in national park or wilderness designations Gentlemen

So twothirds of the land base is already gone Were only
The Port of Port Angeles is pleased to provide comments to the Draft

here to talk about the remaining 500 000 Opt ion virtually
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on Management of Habitat for Late

Successional and Old Growth Forest Related Species within the Range of the Northern

eliminates any harvest on the remaining 500000 acres In my SpottedOwi ThePortDistrictencompsssesallofClatlarncountyonthenorthemhajf

of the Olympic Peninsula In the State of
Washington Revenue generated by the

community Option Is no option at all It makes no sense
handling of wood products for both domestic and offshore markets

represent

It and it ia not acceptable Thank approximately 50 of the Ports operating revenue Over the last several years with the

you very much
ever Increasing regulations and restrictions that have resulted in an over 95 reduction

in timber
avaIlabIlity

t2 from federal lands of our area the Port and our county has beenMR LYONl Thank
you very much sir

faced with severe economic impacts This has led to laid
off employees and reduced

13 Let me just also ask this know you want provide services to ourcustomers tenants and the public we serve

support for your speakers but again given the tight time
Wecomrnendtf1eclintonarimlnlstratlonforattemptingtosolvethegridlocktj t

15 restraints it you would refrain from applause it would help
Severely crippled the timber industry In our area and over the entire Northwest We

believeinandsupporttheconceptofecosystemmanagernentandtheneedtopreveme

immensely biological diversify However the concern we have at the Port of Port Angeles is In how

these
lofty concepts are to be accomplished The Draft Supplemental Environmental

17 Let start with public witnesses Lary Mason and
Impact Statement end more specifically the preferred Alternative

falls short In

addressing number of issues as welt as raising questions that we would
18 followed by Brad Wellman Welcome Larry like addressed

intheFinalEnvironmentsltmpact5tatement

19

REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT

20

The DSEIS states that the jobs lost in the timber industry may be
oft set and

21

employment gains could be made in recreation and tourism as well as In special

forest products Recognition of not only jobs must be made but more Important22

Is the difference In wages between timber Industry jobs and
recreatlorVtoutjsm

23 jobs Although people may be retrained for non timber related jobs the

substantial difference between average wages In the two sectors will lead to tower

24

standards of
living

and effect the overall
economy by reducIng discretionary or

spendable income This

25
impact on local communilies schools government

servIces and economics should be addressed in the DSEIS

ttnRsl tOtittN AtRPORTS UARINE TERMINALS tHOUSTRIAL ItTES IOAr HAVENS
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ii TIMBER MANAGEMENT ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT AREAS

We thank you for the
opportunity to submit comments for your consideration and

look forward to favorable
response in the final environmental Impact statement

The concept ot having adaptive management areas as part of Alternative Is

welcome opportunity to the Olympic Peninsula This concept Is consistent witri Sincerely

the goals of the Washington State Department of Natural Resources who has

established the State Olympic Expeilmental Forest on DNR lands located on the
PORT OF PORT ANGELES MISSION

west side of the Olympic Peninsula In revIewing allowable
activities in Adaptive

Management areas we encourage the lead agencies to find true balance

between ecosystem protection and commodity production We hope

experimentation will establish new
scientifically creditable ways otmanipulating

obert McCrone President

lorest to create late successional forest conditions

RMMsb

key element mentioned in the DSEIS Is the ability to enter stands up to 8O

years old regardless of the origin br
pre commercial end commercial thinning

cc Washington and
Oregon Congressional Delegation

activities This type of
activity especially pre commercial thinning takes

specialized equipment that although the technology Is available has been less

than viable because of the financial risk to
potential operator We request that

program be established as part of Alternative that earmarks federal funds for

the purchase of new equipment and training to operate the new equipment This

would be of great benefit to existing timber workers that are looking to diversify

their existing operations

ill ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT SPOTTED OWL

The DSEIS stales that it was the conclusion ot the Assessment Team that

Alternatives though and met or exceeded the conservation measures for

federal lands for the Final Draft of the Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Plan

USDAI9S2 if this
is indeed fact then we encourage the lead agencies to

release the restrictIons that now impede activities on other public state and

private timber lands

In keeping wrth President Clintons pledge for consistent policies and

management the lead egencies should now be
in the position to provide

cohesive directives to landowners

tV FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

In

announcing the preferred alternative as part of the forest plan on July 1993

President Clinton also pledged financial package to help timber distressed

communities We see no mention of this package In the DSEIS It should be

addressed as part of the impact and mitigation to rural communities with clear

and definite commitments and time lines for financial assistance While the DSEIS

addresses how forest lands and ecosystems are to be
managed to protect

endangered species lost In the equation Is how to help rural communities and

their inhabitants People are effected by the plan as well as ecosystems and

animals
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Office of the Mayor much material
as possible in order to return greater percentage of funds from the sale to the

CITY HALL
district Most of the roads in the Big and Little Quilcene River basins were constructed for the

purpose of blow down timber salvage The legacy of serious road problems we are faced with

Otifl v tiSC
today in these watersheds will require many millions of dollars to correct

MAYOR

October 28 1993 Roadleas Areas

POMT IDWOSENO WA Oases

son 56s O
Timber harvest which finances road construction does not provide funds fur continued road

Li
TYPE

maintenance nor does it set aside money for obliteration required by the National Forest

Interagency SEIS Team
SlOg

Management Act if thc road is not deemed necessary for inclusion in the Forest road
system

lIon 3632
Improper road construction and lack of routine maintenance cause road and slope failures which

Iortland OK 97208 3623 consumes time and resources that would be better spent doing watershed restoration such
as

removing
roads

that were abandoned but never stonn proofetC by proper obliteration

Belsw are Port Townsends comments for
your consideration

Minimizing the
proliferation

of roads thereby limiting vehicle access to streams and dispersed

recreational areas could prevent the potential spread of microbial contamination in the

OVERVIEW watersheds Economics of
preserving roadless area in its

natural state verses the cost of road

maintenance and restoration side in favor of moratorium on future road building rather than

The City of Port Townsends municipal watershed is comprised of the Big Quilcene River and continuation of road building that increases future
liability

The small percentage of Umber

Little Quilcene River watersheds 98 of which are located within the Olympic National Forest
that is not accessible from existing roads or within the current two mile radius for

economically

As one of only four cities in the State of Washington allowed to continue
serving our customers feasible helicopter opcrations does not justify the inevitable long term costs from additional road

unfiltered

drinking water any management decisions affecting our source water supply is of
great conslrsictiots or the probability of adverse water quality impacts If sold at full value the

concern to us This
past year the City of Port Townsend and the US Department of

premium prices
that logn from these areas could command in

specialty markets should

Agriculture Forest Service from the Olympic National Forest Region signed Memorandum of compensate for the increased coat of low impact extraction

Understanding MOU to implement the Cooperative Watershed Protection Program for the
Big

Quilcene and the Little Quilcenc Rivers
Key Watersheds

The locus of these comments is limited 10 proposals in the Environmental
Impact

Statement
that In addition to

listing
the

Little Quilcene River as Key Watershed the Big Qwlcene River

appear to have
potential

adverse impacts to
the municipal water supply quality should

be
limed as Tier Key Watershed for the following reasons

The Big Quilcene River
supports

wild Chum Pink Steelhead Cutthroat Trout and Dolly

COMMENTS
Varden anadromous fish stocks as well as Bull Trout This year the USFWS counted only 81

summer Chum and 80 Pink salmon reeurning to spawn in the Big Quilcene River There are no

Activities within the Late Successional Reserves
accurate numbers for returning Steelhead Cutthroat Trout and

Dolly Vurden however by any

estimate there Is serious concern for the
viability

of these stocks The USFWS National Fish

The designation of the Big Quilcene River watershed as Use Successional reserve can he an

Hatchery on the Big Quilcenc River raise Chinook atsd Coho for commercial fisheries

important step
to maintaining water quality However the preferred alternative allown wide

range of tilvicultural treatment options including thinning and salvage activities which could lead The Big Quilccne and Little Quilcene Rivers support commercial
oyster and clam industries

to adverse water
quality Impacts lasting many yearn unless

carefully planned executed and
in the Quilcene Bay area that employ 65

people and contributes 6 14080 annually to the local

monitored Due to limited budgets personnel and contract administration
process developed economy Water

quality plays an important part in maintaining the health of the shellfash beds

prior
to agency downsizing the Forest Service is no longer in position to adequately monitor

High loads of sediment carried by the rivers have significandy impacted bed
productivity

these sensitive projects at the level required to ensure that water quality is protected and that
the

treatment successfully meets its goals Salvage sales generate conflict of
interest problems often Besides nupporting at risk fish stocks the Big Quilcene and Little Quilcene Rivers provide

obscuring the
legitimate goals of ecosystem management by creating an

incentive
to salvage as

high quality drinking water For community of over 1080 people and
supply water to operate

pulp and paper mill that employs over 400 people in the

community Any substantial
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degradation in water
quality

would result in the City being required by the EPA to begin filtering

features Better maps on which IRAA analysis is based have been ground truthed and are

this water according to the Surface Water Treatment Rule prior
to serving our customers The available in the local Forest Service GIS databases These discrepancies lead us to question the

multi million dollar cost of constructing and operating filtration
facility would severely strain completeness and accuracy of the SEIS teams analysis The Presidents solution to the problems

the economy of this community The DSEIS focuses on balancing economic impacts with of late successional forest

ecosystems should be based
on

the best available information to

habitat protection In these watersheds there is no conflict Increased protection within support and add to rather than degrade the protection offered by the current Forest Plan and

Citys municipal watershed protects habitat and produces substantial short and
long term MOU for water quality and the economy of this community

economic benefits
to

the

surrounding communities

The Adaptive management area which is located in the Citys Little Quilcene watershed does not

The most cost effective melon to improve and maintain waler quality within the Big Quilcene appear to reflect sound management practices rather seems to have been designed to
increase

and Little Quilcene River watersheds will
be found in improving the condition of existing roads the timber available for harvest above the levels that are scientifically credible The major flaws

and reducing the sediment
they transport Watershed restoration based on reducing the risk

in adaptive management are as
follows

posed by deteriorating roads is essential to maintaining and improving the health of the

watersheds To minimize
potential turbidity problems in the future road construction should be There is already lack of funding to do proper plannmg monitoring research and evaluation

restricted in both watersheds For these reasons designation of the Big Quilcene River as well on this district While the Adaptive Management Area program may receive some initial funding

us the Little Quilcene River as Key Watersheds and the protection of remaining roadless or there is no guarantee that there will be sufficient money budgeted beyond the first couple of

unroaded areas should be top priority
in these watersheds years for the continued feedback on the effects of innovative management techniques Recent

agency downsizing will
likely

reduce staff available for contract administration and
compliance

monitoring In

many areas of the watersheds the cost of remediation of adverse water
quality

Riparian Reserves impacts far exceeds the revenues available or perhaps ever generated from salvage and harvest

An the FEMAT report noted negative feedback whereby resource exploitation is being

Ripartan reserves for intermittent streams and wetlands less than acre should as minimum
stimulated by desire for additional funds is

likely possibility
without proper funding

beat least the height of one
site potential

tree or lOU feet which ever in greater Slopes in these

watersheds are steep and highly dissected Where
many

of these streams are located the slopes
The FEMAT plan states lIthe Adaptive Management Areas are to make timely contributions

require tree
root anchoring to

maintain
soil and slope stability

Wide buffers in these drainages to the regiottalconservation
strategy

and to the communities it is absolutely critical that initiation

especially
in areas with

glacial
lake bottom soils are necessary to slow the

rate
of water transport

of activities not be delayed by requirements for comprehensive plans or consensus documents

to the streams and provide woody debris to form pools which
act as natural sediment traps beyond those required to meet

existing legal requirements Development of such documents can

proceed simultaneously with other activities This does not provide opportunities for land

Adaptive Management Areas
managing and regulatory agencies land owners communities and citizens to work together to

develop innovative management approaches If no consensus is developed between the various

The development of Use Citys municipal watershed management program provides useful interested
parties over the direction of adaptive management this

will further polarize our

model for adaptive management Years have been
spent developing cooperative management community Community based involvement is not easy cheap

or short term process An

plan for these watersheds that takes into account the
true cost of timber production This has example is

the
Dungeness Quilcetse Water Resources Pilot Planning Project This consensus

led
to the implementation of an exceptionally thorough watershed analysis process

anii te process was designed to maintain and improve water resources information
to support community

identification of watershed sensitive areas in which activities or existing conditions are
likely

to
based water rights

decision making and develop transportable model for water resource

have adverse impacts on water
quality

in the basins On the basis of this

analysis the resource management Three
years 550000 and over 14001 hours of paid labor into the process this

which provides the
greatest possible public benefit is the production of high quality water The does not count the many thousands of volunteer hours the communities are just beginning to

most effective use of the limited funds available would be for the protection of this resource develop agreements for long term solutions to the simplest of vast array of pressing water

through public education and watershed restoration resource problems If the conclusions are to be
scientifically defensible and in the best interest

of the community this process has to baa free and open exchange between all interested parties

Analysis of local Forest Service GIS databases for slope stability and stand age and stocking In

the

Big Quilcene and Little Quilcene drainages will confirm that there is little timber available The moe of
letting planning proceed simultaneously with

initiation of activities has provided

that does not carry high cost in water quality impacts within the Cityn municipal watershed plenty of lessons
to

learn from without
having to repeat the same mistakes again relevant

The existing Forest Plan and MOU with the City recognize these realities The SEIS GIS maps example is the US militarys procurement new equipment tn the roth
to

have new piece of

of the Quilcene District developed to support the Presidents plan appear to disregard topographic hardware contract for production was often signed before all the technical flaws were worked
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oUt 01 the protoe As production proceeded the
military

was burdened with equipment

did sot work as specified and the expense of repairing the Units already produced The costs in

STATE OF WASHINGTON
many

of these cases ran into the hundreds of millions of dollars There have been
many forest

management mistakes made in
past

we should not compound the problem by short changing

81 784
future planning OCT30

October 23 1993

CONCLUSIONS The Honorable Bill Clinton

President

Our short sighted approach to resource management has led to many boom and bust cycles in oar The White House QfT 93
countrys and this regions short history Only ii we start managing our resources on

truly 1600 Pennsylvania Ave
sustainable

basis
will our communities continue

to prosper otherwise we are only delaying Washington 20500

much worse case of economic and social diaruption In our cooperative agreement with the

USFS we have
begun

what may be our last Opportunity to correct past mistakes in these basins
Dear President Clinton

The timber volume proposed for this area appears to be incompatible with long term production

of lugh quality drinking water as agreed to in the MOO between the USFS and the City of Port
sant to commend

you
for

the cosiraite you have shown
in attempyng to end the gndlock that

Townsend For the sake of this community as well as ow Future generations the highest levels

has occurred over management ollederal forest lands
in

the Northwest Your Forest
Ecosystem

of watershed protection must be implemented and long term funding for this protection must be

Manarement Assessment Team FESIAT faced tremendous challenge in

developing options for

c7
dealing avith this problem and given the

short deadline they faced soc
think they did an encellent

lob We believe that thts plants good fiith attempt to implement the Endangered Species Act
el

and the National Forest Management ct
and this is the

proper focus Option is the 61st

serious attempt to some this problem fairly
and

comprehensively

fin Clise

We isould like to respond not Only tO the Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement SEIS

Mayor
bat also to your larger plan for

dealing
with the social and economic impacts of this new initiative

and to the titter governmental coordination effor that will
be needed to implement the

plans
We

cc Patty Murray
hope the concernsand recommendations that we

Norm
cypress aviD strengthen Option and the SEtS

Dtcks

so your forest plan mill serve as
solid

starting point for inipromed stewardship of federal and
Julie McCulloch

non tederal forest lands in our state

Ian Jablonski

The enclosed comments from several ot our state aitenctes pros ide additional
analysts of the SEtS

and Option as well as some suogestions br
making the plan ssork hetter Our main areas of

concern are ss folloas

Providing immediate help for timber communities and families

Asoiding future
littings

of
native

species
under the Endangered Species Act ESA

Recognizing the contributions of non federal forest lands
to wildlife conservation and

commodity production

Achieving better protection for
fisheries

Claritying
the ens ironmental restoration

sitateimv

Using state federal

partnerships to resolve regional forest

management issues
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growing capacity by creating additional icentives for
keeping land in forestry by promoting

lost and foremost son want to reiterate our deep concern br the welfare of our rural

careful

stewardship and
management as essential for meeting increasing demands

on our forests

communities and
the thousands of proud hard working families

who
are paying very ugh

and by developing complementary forest product niches that best suit the
productive capacity

and

for
protection

of
public resources The proposed 2 billion

in economic assistance and worker
management objectives of vanous landowners With the FEMAT plan providing critical

retraining programs is
needed and welcomed But these programs do riot address the mmcd ate

environmentot protection of
public resources on federal lands and sustained if reduced supply

stresses faced by families
ri our timber communities wide

range
of

social services is needed

of timber government and
the

timber
industry

have an encellent

opportunity to consider
creative

now
including

short term rent and mortgage assistance health care family counseling deag and

alternatives for

securing sustainable predictable and

environmentally sound supply of limber

alcohol counseling nod support for local food banks Like the flood victims
in the midwest

from
pnvate and public lands

thousands of
families in our timber communities need life boat to keep them afloat while

they

are making the transition to new future Since changes in federal
policy gave nse to ts Regarding the need to avoid future

species listings
the courts have affirmed that the

Forest

hardship the federal government has
responsibility

to supplement state and local efforts to meet

Service must provide for viable populaiions of native species The SEtS indicates that Option

the emergency short lerm needs of individuals and families as they attempt to deal with this

very

will

provide high level of protection for spotted owls and marbled murrelets But it alsn

real human
crisis

indicates that other
options do better job of protecting habitat for other native species If

this is

true then we are concerned that adoption of
Option maybe followed by additional

species

Option deals
primarily

with federal land

management However the Forest Ecosystem
llsttngs

under the ESA that could have been avoided and it raises the

possibility
we will be back

blanagenrent Assessment Team and oihers have indicated that conservation measures on state and
in court again fighting over individual species recovery plans The SEtS should provide ridditional

private
lands may be necessary for the survival and recovery of threatened and endangered

discussion
on how this scenario can be avoided under

Option

species
Section 4d of the Endangered Species Act offers

an opportunity to develop rules that

go beyond regulatory prescriptions for

protecting single species from direct harm As we have

With
regard to fisheries the proposed forest plan needs lobe improved for

protection of native

previously
advocated the federal

government should adopt Section 4d rule that
gives

fish

populations Sports fishing as
well

as tribal and non tribal commercial
fishing

are
an

federal landowners the

opportunity to develop their own local option ecosystem management
important component

of our states history culture and
economy We need to do more than

plans to protect diverse habitats and to
help

avoid future species
listings

If the forest
plan

simply avoid
the entinction of individual species or fish runs We need to restore and maintain our

recognized the contribution that non federal lands can and should make to wildlife habitat

fisheries so mht they will continue to

support
the jobs and recreational opportunities that make the

would have more holislic approach to
species protection and it might be

possible to manage

Northwest such
special place to

live As the enclosed comments from our state departments of

isiih treater
flesibilimy on

federal
lands

Fisheries Wildlife and
Ecology indicate there

are numerous ways Option can be improved for

the benefit of
fish habitat and water

quality to addition the final SEtS should detail

fully
the

In previous discussions with your Administration we have stressed the importance of non federal
economic benefits that will he forthcoming with maintenance of sastainable fisheries

lands
in meeting regional ecosystem and

commodity objectives Federal lands are nor an island

eilher
biologically or economically In most cases species cannot be conserved

solely
on

single

On the environmental
restoration program the plan needs more detailed discussion of what the

ownership Likewise the
continuing and growing need for timber and the presence in the

Pacific
strategy

will
be tn these

tight budget limes we need to know what the restoration pnonties are

Nionhwest of some nf the worlds most productive forests justifies preserving our timber going to be and how we can get
the

greatest environmental return for each dollar invested In

producing capacity Regional Issues sach as maintaining healthy and diverse forest

ecosystem

addition the SEIS should discuss the overall

viability
of Option if funding for

restoratian

soengthening oar rural communittes and
preserving our pm eminence as timber growing area programs is not available Finally itis unclear to what degree and how workers in our timber

can
only

be resolved under collaborative
state and federal leadership de1endent communities will

be
part

of this restoration
strategy

Commodity oblectmves must also
be addressed from regional perlective Timber demand is Finally since ecosystem management entails close cooperative management across all land

prnlected
to increase dramatically over the neat few decades

yet
we are

losing
timber prodaction

ownerships there need to develop federal state

partnership for coordinated
management of

capacity
in one of the worlds

best timber growing areas through the creation of
an increasing

federal and non federal lands As
part

of
this effort we also need

to look at ways so establish

number of federal

reserves changes in
land tenure and conversion of

private forest lands to non
better coordination of the ever increasing number of watershed related initiatives in oar state In

forest uses State and federal

governments need to work together to preserve oar regions timberaddition we need to enplore further the
potential for some formalized mechanism to provide an
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October28 993 STAR Of SVASHivCTOv

PWe lout

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES

P00 pu iOihnio i8004 iijti1061 n01 2200 0Ci0 902 2200 TOO 902.2

rather warning of new problems allowing time for corrective actions which avoid the stnngcnt

steps sue are seeing now under the ESA

October 26 1993

With leadership from state and federal elected ofiWials we can develop strategy to
protect

and

restore our forcst environment diversify
and strengthen our rural communities sod walnuts the

timber growing capacity of our forest lands We are committed to working with your

TO Governor Lowrys Timber Team
administration and Congress in

support
of Option To meet its objectives however the plan

must be accompanied by commitment to flirther study and to Itill
and complete implementation FROM Rich Lincoln Chief

including adequate long term binding long term monitoring of both environmental and social

elTccts and adaptive management

Planning arid Research

SUBJECT Washington Department of Fisheries Summary Review ot Fish Protection
Your administration hat opened the door for nms and productive working relationship

between

the
states

and
federal agencies We welcome this new opponunity and we look forward so

Under Option
of the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact

strengthening our cooperative pannership as we face the challenges ahead

Statement on Management of Habitat for Late Successional arid Old

Growth Related Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl

Sincerely Sincerely

As
identifIed

in the Draft SEIS numerous fish species and stocks in the Pacific

LI
near futwe to list vious steelhead Coho chinook chum pink and sockeye

saon

I
Northwest are seously depleted lneasing numbers of

petitions are expected In the

Mike

Lowry7 Jennifer Belchcr

GovcrnoV Commissioner of Public Lands

stocks under the Endangered Species Act While variety of harvest production arid

habitat factors have contributed to current stock depletions the recovery and long

cc Bruce Babbitt Secretary of Interior

term health of these end other Stocks depend in large measure on the adequacy of

freshwater spawning and rearing habitat Simply put we must reestablish and maintain

Mile Espy Secretary of
Agriculture

natural stream functions in watersheds both on and off federal lands While Option

Interagency SEIS Team
ol the Draft SEIS contains several management strategies that era beneficial to flli

populations on federal forest lands we believe that it needs to be considerably

strengthened to insure that natural stream functions wilt be restored thereby

supporting biological economic recovery for fish species and stocka

We deem that the projected outcome of 65 probability for producingwelldistributedsalmon and steelhead habitat and only 60 for resident rainbow end

cutthroat habitat over period of more than eight decades will not reasonably assure

tong term viability
of currently depleted stocks This outcome also falls short 01

recognizing the need to restore eriadrocnous and resident aelmonids to health status

that recovers the currently depleted status ot our recreational and commercial

fisheries These fisheries are cornerstone of the regions economIc arid social weit

being and their

recovery to stable productive Status should be one of the success

measures for the forest management plan

primary watershed restoration need for
strengthening Option one that is not
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in the natural resources field Basic
key habitat protection features mentioned above

explicitly
addressed in the SEIS would be provision to

achieve closed canopy
need to be added to

torest in
strengthen the foundation for this approach in addition certainhigh percentage of ascIi watershed We believe this habitat characteristic

is

commitment of adequate fiscal resources and better defined decision process will becritical element of
restoring natural stream function as it plays large role in

required to insure
meeting the intent of these provisions to protect fish ariddetermining major flow regimes in the watershed that affect basic hydrology and wildlife

resources
complexity

of stream habitat The plan does ature riparian area protection arid road

decommission work as the foundation for fish habitat recovery These measures are

From fish

important for wood recovery standpoint plan that Only addresses management of thosetemperature and sediment control but without
addressing the

components of watersheds that lie within federal lands will significantly limit factor formalor issue of frequency and amplitude of flood events related to canopy closure

success Ctearly estabtsriing natural stream function in watersheds the ultimateriparian zone and road decommission strategies can not by themselves reestabtish

requirement for fish and other aquatic organisms can not be
accomplished bynatural stream functions

necessary for fish stock recovery

protective actions on federal lands alone The SEIS would be
strengthened

considerably if this fact was recognized and provisions were identified forBeyond addressing this
critical element some strengthening of existing plan elements developing

would also be
complementary management practices on adjacent land ownershipsimportant for fish populations For example Riparian Reserve Scenario

ShOuld be replaced with Riparian Reserve Scenario in jj watersheds recognizing

Ilie central importance of intermittent streams end small wetlands to healthy fish

IIHL
rhI

habitat In addition it is unclear why road building in roadless areas should not be

prohibited given the recognition in the SEIS that road building and logging in roadless

cc Smitch
areas may increase the risk of aquatic and riparian habitat damage and potentially

Turner

impair the capacity of

Key Watersheds to function as intended and to contribute to

achieving Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives 3449 We also question

that

decommissioning roads is an adequate mitigation strategy for new road building

especially since fish habitat is already being seriously impaired by existing roads The

mitigation would simply replace old problems with new ones

The plan identifies strategy of

refuges for species stock colonization This strategy

may be viable prospect for coho and steelhead but not pink and chum salmon

populations The
latter are simply lost due to different lile history and mortality

regimes This is one example of the
consequence of the SEIS not addressing chum

pink and sockeye salmon habitat needs We believe there is

certainly enough
information on ecology of these species to incorporate their habitat and recovery

needs into the plan and would be glad to provide the necessary staff expertise to

accomplish this

Tier key watershed protection should include the Quilcene
Ranger District of the

Olympic Nafional Forest number of critical and depressed salmon stocks in

associated watersheds require additional habitat protection

The SEIS continues to promote in stream habitat Structures in situations where past

experiences have demonstrated almost certain failure the SEtS should
clarity that

these measures are not viable until basic natural stream
pocesses prevail

The plan relies heavily on intensive monitoring evaluation and adaptive management

schemes that are attractive conceptually but are extremely costly and uncertain from

an implementation standpoint These approaches have not had
good track record
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087787
VAS1IItiGTQN STATE DEPAITMENTCI

Ncrtura1 Resources tkiithirr 10 995

lnteragency

SEIS

Suoervuo

Allocation
it land into used dominant use areas reverses limits lie

opportunity to adjust manaecmcnt
ivlien new utliitmatiiin lvecvrnev available

Administrative laiesuccessiinul and riparian reserves
JtttiiUfli distrinutiun

0

configurattonj should he

subject lii change as ecidoical ciindiiions
Octoher 20 993 as result

change and

01 lessons learned
ri Adaptive v1anauemeyt Areas and elsewhere

An option which
proposes levier and or smaller resets cv and longer talations180

Years on some iir all ill the intet vening forested land matrinl should be

TOInteragen SEIS cam

evaluated lttr
its potential to satis both timber

supple and environmental

protection goals This
option should include greater anriiunt iii

iraiiiinal

FROM
Jerm Otto

ectiir

forest acreace in managed
late successninal

ireas than Option

Ott
ice itt Cv Analysis

intl Rvsarct

The plan and SEIS have dune rood job it emphasizing the uener il

SLllJECT Cttmment rovided liv tlte Washingittit Department it aturai

importance tt ecosystem health and integritY and the nenetits
iti eiairdinated

Resittrces

approach ttt landscape and watershed planning At the same lime the plan
should emphasize that the management chitices made tilt federal lands ate

viii

necessartly appropriate lilt ittlter landowners While ectisvstem
management is

lii
iiilliiiuing

iitnments ire iitncerned ivitlt tIle
teiJcrtl agenctes propttsed

appruiaclt

emerging as cttmmon goal tin both lederal and man nontederal lands itis

iii tiircsi management rum
an ecosysiem terspective

tmpiirtant to

recognize that such
management mao taLe alternative loims

proposed approach itt the FEMAT plan includes ivvtt phases Ill

In most cases the recommended isidths ut the rtparian resees provide more

establishment
it network il

lttesuccessunal ulJ
gritisth LSOG iiirest

than
adequate protection iii aquatIc resources The

greatesi weakness of the

reserves and

prescriptuin for managing the intervenIng Ittrested land and 12

vtrate is thai itis being applied unitormly
to estreme variaiittns in natural

he
shill ii ectissslem ntanagement

tlirtiugh
reinstituted

litrest planning

condititns As stated in the renor climate
gettlogy and

tire histitrv ua
lUE IAT Plan

Ii Il Ve arc pleased the
plan rectignizes

that

system ill

greatly over the range it the northern
spiitied iwl ci the same minimum

reserves
per se is tot

iii usd1 cciisvsicm management We ackniti
ledge the

widths
apply The

plan sltottltl

pros iile the lesihilus
iii moth iv hu

tIer widths
as

importance Ito ever ill

reserving large
uimpiutrc nts ul LSOG on tederal lands

he science Itetuimes
lietter etablisled

ittd as
ilict uied liv site S pecit Ic

null broader
ulisi riltut nm

01 similar habitat
is esltibltslted and

ltrotecicil

conditions Research
t itmptinents ha ill svviematical lv evaluate the

et cciv iii

saing butler widths on aqualic and
terresirial resources should also he

If
line 01 tlte

purposes ill ecosvstdm manattemettu is
to maintain 1 usd1

distributed array includeditt stand condituins then there Is need
lit

rpeciticalln
target

lilw elevattttn LSOG 2l8j or prutecinin This means such
tuirests should

The
protectIon it Lee ivutersheds is

an important component ill this

siratek

he placed not public ownership whettever possible and public owners should

hut the plan should mItre strongly recognize hat in

many cases habitat
is mIs

proiect them in vonservaluin status Ann
remaining ltvvls

atitmn LS OG
on

tIne itf many tacttrs
adverseliatfecting salmon

productivity Other land uses

lederal lands sltttuld
be prtttectcd ti reverses siithout thinning or salvage

tiver lishing
and hatcheries also Contribute to

declining salmon runs Federal
land

managers and tither

responsible federal
agencies should

play

descriptton cif ecosystem management pnnttplea should be

provtded or the

coordinating rule
to ensure non torest habitat actors are

adequately addressed

hienetit of all forest landowners and the general public With ecosystem

management un Is infancy and the need for cciordtnation across
property lines

The plun should also Consider the
riparian protecluin that

is

likely
to lie

well articulated ecosystem management principles would provide timely guidance

prided by nitn federal landowners within waiershevj What mill
he the

and understanding ndouners and interested
parties should he

encouraged to

effect
tIn aquatic conservaoitn objectives ii niintederal landowners

proside

use the term ectrvystem management citnsistently The
plan should also note

minimal
protection of

ruparian reserves while tederal land managers provide

he variety ot management appritaches that can he used
to meet these

maatmum protection

principles

iii WusiectoN St SE P0800 4t 0nMPIA WA
90504 tWO

Eqiae Oppo uniry Atsiroome Action Employer
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lnicJuencv SEtS learn O8o
DEP RT l of WIIDLIF

Sill 5 iSili S 5

lite

5Sc Si5
We

appreciate the
atteflttitrt given lii the road situatuin

tin tederal lands and

urge that adequate tunding he
trio ided

ti either maintain
eSistinti roads

convert them to
trails or remove and

revegetate them Road
failures and

sedimentation horn OCtober 993road use are serious problems that deserve

much
to he given as

attention in your plan as the creation if rtparian reserves

As
John Cosklindescrtbed

tn the FEMAT
plan and SEtS federal watershed analysis

40 02

Office the Governor
descrtbe

planning tunctton To avoid cttnfusion between Washingtons and

Ol mOia 98904 0002

the u S Fittest Servtcev uses of the term we believe watershed analysisshould reter to rteoroas
scientifically based research and analysts function

Dear it Conkln
muddled

on the
pritcess being used and develitped by the Washington

Department ot Natural Resuitirces and
that watershed

planning should refer
This letter rs in reply to your request for sutvmar of ur

to the process described
in

the rEIAT
plan and SEtS Data and

untorrnatictn

agencys response to the Presidents Forest Plan the Drafi SEIS

uthered
in watershed

tnalvsis shtiuld
suhseqttenily be used by planntng team and FEMAT Reportincluding members

itt the public in

ileveltiping management alternatives and

The plan as whole is
quite good but there are some areas itt

cltoosing preterred outcome The terms watershed analysis and watershed

it otiat need
improvement To be

umplementable the plan must

planning should he used consistentl
by all landowners

in
the

region

meet requirements of all federal taws We believe that elth somemodifications workable forest
management plan which meets all

In addition
to necessary short term

reliel for timber
cuimmunittes the plan

wildlife habitat regulations cart be achieved Our

should outline recutminended measures for
ensuring the diversification

and

reccmnendations for some of these modifications follow
Many

sircngihcnin ii federal
tuililsct depettdeni communities

Other improvements could be made to the plan but
ac expectadjustments cart and will be made as

they become evident
hrougtt

Ve ctincur icith the

implemeniatain strategy you have itutlined
on

page
97

ut

plan implementation This is built into the plan through

ihe Esecuutve Summary
to the FENIAT plan We

agree that
itis essential to

montooring and adapt tie management The most important elements

develop t rciuintl sotiservitytv
strate tollotved iv

phvssigraphtc pruuvtnce for Successful implementation are the
support of the Congress by

St
raicilies ted iyiteshctj inalv is

iii ensttrc that all landowner tori
in concert funaing the total balanced program and the

Connnitment of federal

We believe that publicly
sspptirteui conservation

strategy as tiell as

the standards and guidelines

and manaaers to implement the plan to the full intent molied by
concurrent timber supply

strateutv iiuittht to he

developed under the
iollahtirative

leadership il state and tederal elected olficials When
developed

Pppulptpyj8bAljty
Ensuring viable

populations of fish and

these
strategies rhuld lie

incorputr uted intit tederal plans as outlined
tin page

wildlife species is key factor in the forest
management

01 the FEMAT
plan

controversy and is the reason Judge Der enjoined federalfOrer
ntanagemunr activities Thus it is critical that the

iou mr the
ipptirtitnttv ii ctmment

selected alternative be
clearly consistent with the species

viability requirements of the National Forest
Management Act andthe Endangered Species Act

Under the
analysis presented in the Environmental Consequencessection of the Administrations Supplemental Environmental

ImpactStatement
IChapters the authors assessed Alternative asone of the weakest alternatives for

supporting viable
populationsof all native fish and wildlife species They recomended

mitigation measures for each group of
species irs the FEMAT

reportand presented these as PosSible Mitigation Measures in theSEIS We recorrenend that these mitigation measures become
required Standards and Guidelines to

improve Alternative 9slikelihood of
meeting the

objective of population Viability
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Jono Conklin
hn

Conklin October 26 993

ctctier 993 Pace

ane

Guielines for salvage page 73 are well stated but ern is

of concern We have often been told that all nuder forests are

E? ogystps Uternative provides buffer hick risk What insurance can be provided to prevent ths

iGths of one and One half tree heights or 250 feet for gudelirie from being used to 3ustlfy salvage whenever Bone timber

etlands greater than one acre and one tree height or 00 feet volume is needed

lot wetlands less than one acre in Key Watersheds For wetlands

less than one acre outside of Icy Watersheds only one half tree
the kind of habitat that develops following early nanageme it

in

lecght or 50 feet of buffer provided We could find no
Lace Successional Reserves will be determined in part by the

biological reason for providing less buffer for the smaller forest cover and conditions left at age
80 Management

wetlands than for larger ones These smaller wetlands and their sideboards are needed within these reserves which include minimum

associated riparnan environments have been documented as crown cover specific to the plant community and target wtldlife

preferred habitats for number of wildlife and fish species habitats and maximum percent of specified ares that ay be

study in Washington State found highest densities of ducklings on salvaged It also needs to be clear that these minimums md
ietlands between and 1.0 acre Fostr et al 1964 Columbia maximums are extremes not target conditions

3asin Wildlife Irrigation Development Study USD1 Bureau of

Reclamation REC EPiC 03 6 Other species eg long toed Plan Imolementation The Presidents Plan is comprehensi e and

salamander find their best hacitat in small wetlands where mulifaceted ice parts are interdependent Successful

competition and predaton are
imited

Olympic mudminnows implementation depends on complete and timely nmplementatcn of

uvenile coho salmon and cutt roat trout find important habitat
all parts of the plan including surveys monitoring adactive

components in small and often seasonally flooded wetlands see management and restoration of aquatic and terrestrial hanitats
also FEMAT Report Appendix VEl Biologically the smaller
wetlands are as important to certain fish and wildlife species as Recently adopted Forest Land and Resource Management Plans have

the larger ones are to other species We suggest that wetlands met with limited success because funding was not provided for

less than one acre to size outside of Key Watersheds also be balanced implementation Management and restoration of

provided buffer of at least one tree height or 100 feet resources other than timber were relatively underfunded

Monitoring was insufficient not quantifiable and essentcally

Standards and Guidelines Two concerns arose for the generally
unusable for tracking cumulative effects and adapting management

dell thought out standards and guidelines for Sllncultural strategies

treatments Appendix 6.5 Dense multi storied canopies as

component of late successional conditions is over emphasized in Mvsis of fe?t on oeciftc ypccies The impacts on specific

and other old growth detintions Single storied stands groups of species assessed in the FEMAT Report can be larely
ith open understory and regeneratuon only in occasional openings

nitgated if the recommended mitigation measures are followed

to the canopy are also components of the ecosystem and should To ze effectt ve these measures need to be more than mere

sot be modified to sattsfy the osaciagers perception of recommendations or potential mitigation They would need to be

homogeneous old growth stand It is not enough to identify incorporated into the Standards and Guidelines These analyses

attributes that should be monitored To be effective also illuminate the importance of the Forest Services sensitive

monitoring must be done in coordinated continuous program species program Continuing emphasis on sensitive
species and

the managed areas of the Late luccessional Reserves as well as firm commitment to implementing the identified mitigation

in the Adaptive Management Areas recommendations are important to the success of this plan meeting

its stated purpose to protect and enhance late successional and

tie foresee disagreement in management approaches for fulfilling old growth ecosystems
the guidelines to reduce risk of large scale disturbance Appendix
B 7273 While

managing for forest health less than whole We encourage the Administration to promulgate

ecosystems are apt to be left As essential habitat
components

Section 4d rule as described in the Endangered Species Act
are reduced species diversity and richness decrease

Development
for the northern spotted owl and possibly other listed fish and

of the management prescriptions will require interdisciplinary
wildlife species We have provided detailed recommendations for

teams which include specialists concerned with the various potential 4d rule in previous discussions with AdmiOistration

ecosystem components and functions
Interdisciplinary teams were staff and will not repeat them here But we continue to view

recommended in the appendix but onix interagency teams were this as an essential step to bridge protection and recovery for

specified in the direction listed species between federal and non federal lands
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Conkiij COLUMBIA
t

RIVER INTER TRIBAL FISH COMMISSION
oer 26 1993

729 NE Si 200 Oejon 97233 Tl phon 503 238 0667

503 235 4228

you for the
opportunity to prOvide oese comments Just

you have
any questions or need addnional information

Sirere1y

October 28 1993

s
Interagency SEIS Team

JOht Mankowski Program Manager PO Box 3623
Forest Habitats

Program Portland OR 972083623

JM
Dear Sir Madam

The Columbia River Inter Tribal Fish Commission CRITFC

appreciates this opportunity to provide comments on the Draft

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement DSEIS on Management

of Habitat for LateSuccessional and Old Growth Forest Related

Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl The CRITFC

was created by the Confederated Tribes Of the Warm Springs

Reservation of Oregon the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the

Yakima Indian Nation the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla

Indian Reservation and the Nez Perce Tribe The CRITFC is

governed by its member tribes Fish and Wildlife Committees These

four tribes poese rights reserved by treaty to take fair share

of the fish destined to pass their usual and accustomed fishing

places Among these fish are those that originate from rivers sod

streams within the range of the northern spotted owl

SUMMARY OF CONCERNS

The DSEIS and the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Foam

FEMAT report failed to assess what impacts implementation of

any of the options would have on tribal fisheries economies
culture and management of reservation lands The DSEIS must

include full and complete analysis of the effect of the

alternatives on tribal fisheries economies culture and

management of reservation lands No alternative can be

considered legally adequate unlace it is fully consistent with

tribal treaty rights and federal trust responsibilities

The OSEIS and FEMAT report failed to recognize that treaty

rights are legal obligations constraining the decision space
of the Forest Service and BLM The DSEIS and FEMAT report are

devoid of any analysis or consideration of whether the levels

of fish habitat protection provided by the various options are

consistent with the tribes treaty reserved rights Under

Option it is estimated that there is 6070 probability of

longterm viability of sensitive fish stocks Such low

probability of species viability is inconsistent with the

tribes treaty reserved rights to harvest fish into

perpetuity The DSEIS must be amended to include full
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analysis of the various alternatives effects upon rebuilding wh
subject to watershed analysis the interim

naturally spawning populations to harvestable levels in accord Riparian Habitat Conservation Area RHCA widths should be
with the Pacific Salmon Treaty and other laws Further permanent Watershed analysis should only be used to analyze
treaty reserved rights and federal trust responsibilities and design logging activities outside of riparian conservation
mandate that the Chosen alternative suet be completely areas of fixed widths and outside of roadless tracts
consistent with rebuilding the naturally spawning runs to

Cumbersome watershed analysis is also proposed as precursor
harvestable levels to restoration under FEMAT This will unnecessarily burden

the watershed restoration process
The OSEIS and FEMAT report indicate that the likelihood of

long term viability of sensitive fish stocks could be NeIther the OSEIS nor the FEMAT report Contain quantitative
increased to 80 by either doubling the size of buffers along fish habitat objectives Instead these documents repeat
intermittent streams or by removing key watersheds from the

vague assurances that watershed analysis will provide the
timbersuitable base It Is absolutely essential that the answers necessary to assure that both logging and fish habitat
federal government take all measures possible to protect and

recovery can occur Without measurable standards objectives
improve fish habitat as soon as possible This would include

or thresholds decisionmakers will not be able to make

removing key watersheds from the timbersuitable base and consistent and principled decisions regarding protection of
applying the riparlan reserve scenario to all non key fish habitat Quantitative standards for fish habitat
watersheds attributes must be set based on the biological requirements of

fish and Included in chosen alternative
The standards and guidelines for riparian areas and watersheds

are inadequate to prevent further degradation of fish habitat The FEMATs identification of key watersheds was made without
In most watersheds Likewise the riparian habitat input from or consideration of the rebuilding objectives of

conservation area objectives are too nebulous to ensure Indian tribes The National Forest Management Act NFM A

accountable implementation Several key standards and requires that the effect of Forest Plans on tribal plans must
guidelines must be included to prevent further fish habitat be analyzed The FEMAT and DSEIS are devoid of any such
and water quality degradation and allow recovery to occur in

analysis of the effect of key watershed identification on
the many damaged systems It is essential to protect what tribal plans for rebuilding the fish runs in the Columbia
little good fish habitat remains First there should be no Unless this defect is remedied the OSEIS violates the NFMA
road construction in roadless areas Second all road In the efforts to rebuild naturallyspawning populations of
construction in ruparlan zones must be prohibited Third anadromous fish there are nonkey watersheds fl
there should be absolutely no reduction in riparian vegetation watersheds should be provided full and adequate protection
via logging or road construction Fourth road mileage in

riparian zones must decrease Fifth road density and It
appears that the federal government anticipates that

sediment loading in all managed watersheds iro m decrease
approximately 150 MMBF of timber on east side national forests

As it stands Option does not ensure that any of these will be available to help make up for timber harvest
needed measures will be implemented reductions on the west side Given that the Clinton

Administration stated that it would not address the east side
The FEMAT report and OSEIS place enormous reliance on in this process it is extremely inappropriate to set timber
watershed analysis to strike balance between logging and

target without also addressing the
fish habitat protection Accordingly

extremely degraded fish
It is watershed habitat conditions which have already resulted in ISA listings

analysis that would determine how watersheds and fish habitat of salmon in east side habitat
are ultimately treated For instance all interim riparian

and watershed protections can be reduced via watershed The Adaptive Management Areas proposed under Option include
analysis This reliance on watershed analysis to set proper lands ceded by the Sakima Indian Nation and other tribes It
levels of ripsrian and watershed protections is severely is essential that the federal government maintain its trustflawed As mentioned the riparlan objectives in the FEMAT

responsibility to the tribes and not allow actions in these
are too nebulous to reasonably guide the application of sound areas which would degrade fish habitat or adversely affect
watershed and riparian protection measures The proposed use other tribal resources
of watershed analysis to determine actual levels of water

quality and fIsh habitat protection effectively precludes full 10 The OSEIS and FEMAT report contain numerous statements that
disclosure of environmental impacts as required under NEPA tribal lands are important to the recovery of the spotted owl
Stream and watershed

protection should not be reduced in and protection of other species Tribal lands must not be
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used as means of mitigating for the impacts of past Secretary is obligated at the very least to investigate

present and future management of State private and federal and consider the impacts of his action upon potentially

lands affected Indian tribe If the result of this analysis

forecasts deleterious impacts the Secretary must

11 Throughout the process for developing options for managing consider and implement measures to mitigate these impacts

federal lands within the range of the spotted owl the federal if possible To conclude that the Secretarys

government has failed to adequately communicate and consult obligations are any
less than this would be to render the

with tribes on governmentto government
basis trust responsibility cr0 forms concept absolutely

lacking in substance

The DeC18 and the FEXAT report failed to assess whet impacts at 3071

implementation of any of th options would have on tribal

fisheries conoai a culture and aanag mnt of rrvatiom land Unfortunately it does not appear that the federal government

has learned the lessons of Northern Cheyenne Tribe Hodel The

The federal government has clear and unequivocal obligation DSEIS is bereft of
any

discussion of how any of the options would

to analyze the impacts of its proposed
actions on tribal affect tribal economies culture resource management or their

communities economies and treaty reserved rights This analysis treaty reserved right to take fish adequate to meet their living

stems both from its obligations under NEPA and its trust needs The OSEISs analysis of impacts did not acknowledge the

responsibility to Indian tribes This issue has already been existence powers and responsibilities of tribal governments nor

addressed by the courts did it recognize that Indian reservations are culturally distinct

within the region and that the tribes different public finance

In Northern Cheyenne Tribe ffodal 12 ILR 3065 Mont methods might hinder their ability to mitigate the impacts of

1995 modified on other grounds 842 F2d 224 9th dr 1988 the implementation of the various options
Northern Cheyenne Tribe sought judicial review of the Secretary of

the Interiors decision to lease coal from lands outside of but The FEMAT report states that acess to and use of certain

adjacent to or near the tribes reservation The tribe alleged plants eg sedges cedar animals eg deer eagles and

that the Secretarys NEPA process was inadequate because it failed locations eg fishing locations are vital to the cultural

to evaluate the social economic and cultural impacts of the

proposed coal development on the tribe and it failed to develop

measures to mitigate those effects Id at 3066 The court found the DIEIS asserts that preliminary review of the

that particular relationships among the alternatives regarding Native

American lands rights and uses was undertaken DSEIS at

The closest the Department comes in the EIS to 4131 However the results of this review are neither discussed

recognizing any socioeconomic impact on the reservation nor disclosed anywhere In any case the FEMAT was either not

is in an isolated statement lacking analysis In aware of this review or considered it inadequate Secause

Ashland there is potential for conflicts between the individual tribes were not represented in the Forest Ecosystem

newcomers and the native Americans It is likely the Management Assessment operations and information from the agencies

native Americans would feel their lifestyle and community is inadequate it is difficult to determine all ways tribal

both in Ashland and on the reservation has been concerns may be affected by federal forest policy and practices
threatened by newcomers It is evident that the Comments from the affected tribes should be solicited during the

concerns of the Northern Cheyenne Tribe as an entity have environmental impact statement review process le FEMAT Report
been largely ignored in the EIS at 117

at 3068 Among the other factors that the court found that the The FEMAT declared that we documented how illequipped the

Department of the Interior had ignored are the existence powers agencies are to deal with issues such as Native American values
and responsibilities of the tribal government that the reservation recreation scenery special forest products and subsistence

is culturally distinct within the region and that the tribes FEMAT Report at 1179
different public finance methods might hinder its ability to

mitigate the impacts of coal development Id As result the In contrast the SDEIS and FEMAT report devote considerably

court held that more attention to the workings of funding non Indian local

government g DSEIS at 4128 130 FEMAT Report atIIOncetrust relationship is established the 5758 and VI3435
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survival of number of Indian tribes and COmmunities FEMAT attention ie devoted to the impacte of the various optione On flOfl

Report at 1173 Which tribes and communities How will the Indian communities and nonIndian employment The discussion of

various options affect these items that are vital to the cultural commercial fisheries obviously does not inciude tribai commercial

survival of these various tribes and communities Litigation fisheries no mention is made of commercial fisheries above

surrounding the tribes right to take fish at their usual and
Bonneville Dam No mention is made that in vain attempt to

accustomed fishing places has spanned decades We are astounded
protect and rebuild chinook runs the Columbia River treaty tribes

that none of this was considered in either the DSEIS or FEMAT have not had commercial fishery on summer chinook since 1964 nor

report 68 B5 DSEIS at 4137 FEMAT Report at 117374
commercial fishery on spring chinook since 1977 No mention is

Instead the tribes treaty right to take fish is cryptically made of tribal ceremonial or subsistence fisheries which have also

described as follows been constrained by the low run size of spring and summer chinook

In no way baa the federal government met its obligations under NEPA

Treaty rights include reserved rights for fishing to fully assess the impacts of the various alternatives on the

hunting and grazing Treaty reserved rights to gather Columbia River treaty tribes
roots and berries are also reserved by tribes on federal

land These rights have been interpreted to have Even when the OSEIS does discuss how the proposed action might

precedence over subsequent resource uses and must be affect Indian tribes its discussion is generic and for the most

accommodated by agencies part fails to note that different tribes will be affected

ditferently This failure is inconsistent with the FEMATs
FEMAT Report at VII84 While the Commission generally agrees declaration that tribes are sovereign governments that must be

with this nebulous statement far more rigorous assessment of the consulted on governmenttogovernment basis FEMAT Report at
effect of the various alternatives on tribal treaty rights is VII84 The impacts of the proposed action will be different for
needed in the DSEIS the Quinault Tribe on the Olympic Peninsula than they will for

Confederated Tribes of the Yskima Indian Nation in the Washington
Since the FEMAT concedes that treaty rights take precedence Cascades These sovereign governments cannot simply be lumped

over subsequent resource uses and must be accommodated by agencies
it is clearly essential to determine whether or not the various

options in the DSEIS are consistent with the tribes treaty rights management of federal state and private lands This is not only
Neither the OSEIS nor the FEMAT report contain any discussion or ironic but also completely outside of the agreements embodied in

analysis assessing whether any option is consistent with the
the treaties

tribes treaty rights which must be accommodated by agencies
This failure alone is fatal flaw in the federal governments NEPA

Comsare FEMAT Report 11 73 74 VII83 85 OSEIS 4 131

analysis
and 137 with FEMAT Report at 115457 116472 VI2434 VII22
82 DSEIS at 115659 4119136

The DSEIS and FEMAT report are devoid of any discussion

regarding the impacts of the various options on Indian One notable exception to this is where the FEM AT mentions
reservations or tribal employment In contrast extensive that prohibitions against logging Port Orford Cedar might interfere

with the Karuk Tribes rites of passage ceremonies See FEMAT

Report at VII85 Similarly the FEMAF notes that the Karuk and

Instead what little discussion there is regarding impacts Klamath tribes might oppose some areas being placed into reserves
on tribal interests is devoted to an extremely vague discussion of

Interestingly the FEMAT makes no mention of any tribes

impacts to tribal gathering of foods OSEIS at 4137
seeking strong protection of watersheds in order to prevent further

FEMAT Report at I17374
ESA listings of galmonids and to eventually rebuild salmon runs

This kind of selective reporting only hurts the credibility of

In its discussion of Indian tribes the FEMAT states that
the federal government

tribes active managers of the land FEMAT Report at VII83
emphasis added DSEIS at 4137 The past tense is

Species viability varies geographically due to the impacts
entirely inappropriate Tribe

very active managers of their of past management on adjacent or intermixed state and private
land The FEMA report and DSEIS appear to seek to include tribal lands Thus the FEMAT notes that it is critical to determine
lands in efforts to conserve the owl When the tribes concluded

the extent which conservation management on federal lands must
their treaties with the federal government at no point did they take the brunt of viability effects teit from other lands
envision that 140 years hence they might be asked to modify

particularly for species whose range is largely in nonfederal
reservation land management in order to help mitigate the

mis
lands policy for management of federal forest lands should
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together under the rubric of Native Americans Columbia to harv atabl levelS

In Northetn CleyeIlne Tribe the Court declared that once As discussed earlier the FEMAT stated that treaty rights have

trust relationship is established the Secretary is obligated at
precedence over subsequent resource uses and must be accommodated

the very least to investigate and consider the impacts of his
by agencies Unfortunately this realization was never

action upon potentially affected Indian tribe
12 ILR at incorporated into the development or analysis of the various

3071 As discussed above the federal government has completely options developed by the federal government The direction to the

failed to meet this obligation The Northern Cheyenne Tribe court FEMAT was to develop options to meet among other things the

also stated that if the result of this impacts analysis objective
of

forecasts deleterious impacts the Secretary must consider and

Implement measures to mitigate these iapacts if possible 2g As maintenance and or restoration of spawning and rearing

will be discussed subsequently the FEI4AT has identified methods of habitat on Forest Service Bureau of Land Management and

mitigating impacts that would be deleterious to Indian tribes National Park Service lands to support recovery and

maintenance of viable populations of anadromous fish

specie and stocks and other fish species and stocks

Tb D88I8 and PEMAT report failed to recogniz that treaty rights considered sensitive or at risk by land management

are lgal obligation constraining the decision pao of the agencies or listed under the Endangered Species Act

federal government Tb DSEIS is devoid of any asP sent of

whether habitat protection level under the various alternative sap FEMAT Report at iv At no point does the FEMAT report or DSEIS

are consistent with th tribe treaty right Given the eetisat d discuss whether any of its options will be adequate to provide

probability of long term fish population viability under option harvestable fish populations adequate to meet tribal needs as

it is clear that Option is inconsistent with th trib treaty reserved by the tribes treaties To the contrary the various

reserved rights to harv t fi h in perpetuity The D8EIS must be option are only judged in terms of their likelihood of assuring

amended to include full analysis of each of the alternative the continued viability of anadromous fish and other fish over the

effect on rebuilding the naturally spawning fish population to next 100 years The viability standard does not provide for

harvestable levels in accord with the Pacific Salmon Treaty and sustained harvest This is contrary to the tribes treaties which

Indian treaties which reervd th right to take fish at usual and
explicitly reserved the right to take fish at all usual and

accustomed fishing places No alternativ can be considered accustOmed fishing places into perpetuity

legally responsible unless it is coapletely consistent with

rebuilding the naturally spawning anadrosous fish runs in the The tribes rights to take fish that pass their usual and

accustomed places have been confirmed by numerous court decisions

Sohacoy Smith 302 FSupp 899 Or 1969
reflect this FEMAT Report

at 11 100 Given this important united States Oregon 529 F2d 570 9th Cir 1976 flhjgton

geographical component it is essential for the federal government Washington State Commercial Passenger Fishing Vessel AsSn 443

to examine potential impacts to reservations and treatyreserved us 655 1979 Passenger Fishing Vessel In addition to binding

rights on tribe bytribe basis There is no indication that the state governments See Passenger Fishino Vessel 443 US at 682 and

federal government performed this analysis with respect
to n25 the treaties are also binding on private citizens eg

minimizing or eliminating any potential impacts to Indian United States Winana 198 US 371 1905 and of course the

reservations or treatyreserved fish federal government Passenger Fishing Vessel 443 US at 682 i56

aJ Q Confederated Tribes of the Umatiila Reservation AleX ndr
The FEMAT attempts to excuse Its lack of attention and 440 Supp 553

or 1977 Absent specific authorization by

analysis to impacts on Indian tribes with the enigmatic statement Congress Indian treaty rights cannot be abrogated citing

that for both moral and legal reasons the impacts of management Menosinee Tribe united States 391 US 404 413 1968
options on Native American uses and values are key policy matter

There are constraints on direct consultation with the tribes in In Passenoer Fishing Vessel the Court painstakingly examined

this exercise As result our analysis of effects is necessarily the circumstances surrounding the negotiation of the treaties in an

limited and it is difficult to determine all the ways that tribes
attempt to define the parties longterm intentions The Supreme

might be affected by federal forest policy and practices FEMAT Court emphasized that Governor Stevens invited the tribes to rely

Report at VII 85 What are these
constraints

Why was the FEMAT on the United States good faith efforts to protect their right to

able to devote so much attention to impacts on non Indians fisheries livelihood Stevens specifically told the tribes

Whatever these perceived constraints are they are not valid in This paper the trasty secures your fish at 667 nh
light of the Northern Cheyenne During the treaty negotiations the Governors promises that the
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32
treaties urptect that source of food and commerce were Columbia River treaty tribes reserved the right to continue

crucial in obtaining the Indians assent at 676 emphasis harvesting that number of fish that
they had traditionally

added As the Supreme Court stressed harvested For instance the Ninth Circuit has already determined

that federal agencies must refrain from taking actions that will

It is absolutely clear as Governor Stevens himself said reduce the number of fish in depleted run
that neither he nor the Indiana intended that the latter Relaatipn Diitrjct Sunnyejde Valley IrrioatipaUlatrict 763

should be excluded from their ancient fisheries F2d 1032 1035 9th dr 1985 Nor does thie
duty cease when

and it is accordingly inconceivable that either party run manage to increase in numbers beyond the dangerous level of

deliberately agreed to authorize future settlers to crowd mere viability Sn Un 1X taa i hii 723 F2d 1394 9th Cir
the Indians out of any meaningful use of their accustomed 1984 the Ninth Circuit stated that

places to fish
Indian tribes are not generally entitled to the same

level of exclusive use and exploitation of natural

resource that they enjoyed at the time that they entered

The Forest Services duty to protect and enhance anadromous into the treaty reserving their interest in the resource
fish habitat does not cease once fish run becomes viable The UnleSs of COuXSe 120 lesser level wIll supply them with

tribes did not reserve right to eerely watch fish swim by or to moderate living
take fish from meager run struggling for survival The

at 1415 emphasis added

The 130 years since the treaties were signed have witnessed In the Ninth Circuit has indicated that the Klamaths

truly startling number of methods by which the quantity of fish must be allowed to achieve their moderate living No one knows
available for the taking could be reduced if not decimated The what that is The court explicitly stated the possibility that the

courts have responded to these threats to the treaty right by moderate living standard
may only be achieved by allowing the

declaring policy that the treaty right cannot be defeated
by

tribe to enjoy the same level of exclusive use and exploitation
technology or other methods not anticipated by the treaty

it had at the time the treaty was concluded The purport of

signatories For example in United States Winns 198 US 371 this holding is clear Federal agencies owe duty to refrsin from
1905 the defendant constructed fish wheel device capable of activities that will interfere with the fulfillmenf of

treaty
destroying an entire run of fish and excluded the members of the rights Moreover this duty cannot be performed by engaging in
Yakima tribe from one of their usual and accustomed fishing places balancing process between Indian treaty rights and competing
commenting on the effects of improved fishing devices the court economic interest such as timber harvest

Any such balance
noted that imposed by federal agencies would amount to de facto abrogation

of Indian treaty rights
wheel fishing is one of the civilized mans methods as

legitimate as the substitution of the modern harvester In the context of federal land management unless federal
for the ancient sickle and flail It needs no agencies can demonstrate that the tribes treaty rights are
argument to show that the superiority of combined presently being fulfilled they cannot justify approving activities
harvester over the ancient sickle neither increased nor in the forests that will cause further degradation of anadromous
decreased rights to the use of land held in common In fish habitat Similarly federal agencies cannot decide that
the actual taking of fish white men may not be confined fulfillment of their treaty obligations can be delayed in order
to

spear or crude net but it does not follow that they to minimize the impact on nonIndians Any such delay
may construct and use device which gives them exclusive impermissibly perpetuates the already long period during which the

possession of the fishing places as it is admitted

fish wheel does

at 382 Ji Confederated Tribes of the Umatill
Reservation Alexander 440 Supp 553 Or 1977 Absent
Congressional authorization no right to build dam that would

destroy tribal fishery Thus although new technology may be This fact has already been conceded in the DSEIS and FEMAT
brought to bear on the fishery that technology cannot be allowed report Treaty rights have been interpreted to have precedence
to imperil the rights secured to the parties to the treaty over subsequent resource uses and must be accommodated by

agencies FfMAT Report at 1173 rs Sio DSEIS at 4137

10
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tribes have been deprived of their right to take fish
For decades the impacts of nonIndian management of land

water and wildlife have fallen disproportionately on Indian

The FEMAT designed its various forest management Options to tribes The poverty and unemployment on many Indian reservations

achieve varying levels of likelihood of long term viability for dwarfs that found in most nonIndian communities Yet in

among other things sensitive and atrisk fish stocks It is clear
developing options to provide for high likelihood of continued

that providing harvestable populations of fish to fulfill the
viability for fish the FEMAT completely ignores the impacts on and

treatyreserved rights of Indian tribes was never part of their the legal rights of people who are dependent upon fish for their

charge See FEMAT Report at iv See at 11 96 98 No
eubsiatence livelihood and religion No attempt was made to

mention of treaty rights in discussion of legal compliance This
design an option such as that described above that is completely

failure to deeign options to provide salmon to meet the tribes
consistent with protecting and restoring fish habitat and fish

treaty reserved rights taints all the options and renders them
populations to harvestable levels Instead the most protective

fatally flawed
options developed have viability rating of 80 or better ss
FEMAT Report at 1141 Discussing Options arid Even though

The FEMAT concedes that there was significant balancing these options represent significant compromise from what the

process involved in designing even those options which were rated FEMAr characterized as being the most biologically sound 95
as providing for high level of viability 80 or more for likelihood of longterm viability the federal government is

sensitive and atrisk fish stocks
proposing to implement Option The viability rating for

anadromous fish in Option ranges from 6070 FEMIkT Report at

The deirable likelihood of population viability is not 1141 This 30 reduction In the likelihood of continued viability

merely biological question The simple biological is the product of balancing process that obviously compromises
answer is to maintain high likelihood st least 95 the tribes treatyreserved rights to harvest salmon in favor of

percent likelihood over century or longer is an often
minimizing reductions in timber otputs

touted objective regardless of effects on local

communities and economies But in more realistic
To be consistent with its legal obligations to Indian tribes

context it Is
question of balance between the fate of the federal government must adopt and implement management pian

plant and animal populations social desires economic
that provides harvestable fisheries adequate to meet the tribes

ramifications and other factors of managing public living needs Whether or not management for 95 likelihood of

lands continued viability of fish subject to treaty fisheries will be

consistent with that legal obligation is not presently clear
FEMAT Report at 11102 The FEMAT is incorrect in reducing However to manage for lesser level of viability the federal

this issue to question of critters versus people Had the
government bears the burden of demonstrating that this level will

federal government performed reasonable and adequate analysis Of
satisfy the tribes present and future living needs It does not

the effects of the various options on Indian tribes and also
appear possible that the federal government will be able to carry

considered their treaty reserved rIghts it would have realized this burden The FEMAT itself notes that due to the historic and
that rebuilding the fish runs as soon as possible is of enormous

continuing trend of aquatic resource degradation particularly on
benefit to people Indian people i

private lands societys reliance on federal forest lands to

sustain aquatic resources continues to grow FEMAT Report at II

For federal agencies to argue that it is permissible to Not all fish stocks within the range of the northern spotted
delay recovery of degraded fish habitat and thus depleted fish

owl are implicated in treaty fisheries However neither the FEMAT

populations in order to minimize reductions in timber harvest is
report nor the OSEIS discuss the viability of fish stocks that are

like
financiallystrapped bank arguing that it is permissible to

subject to treaty fisheries This is yet another example of how
withhold depositors money in order to minimize reductions Of the federal government failed to meet the standards set out In

dividends to shareholders
Northern Cheyenne Tribe Hodel

It is also important to remember that the right to take fish
Aside from the fact that this balance is completely

is shared right Many nonIndians make theIr living from fishing inconsistent with the tribes treaty rights it also ignores the
and have also been Compelled to suffer severe economic impacts as fact that the timber industry has reaped the benefits of years of

result of state and federal mIsmanagement of natural resources
excessive logging while the tribes end other fishermen have borne

Improving the fish runs as fast as possible benefits these non
the burden of conservation actions necessitated by poor and

Indians as well as Indian tribes
management practices

12
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e72
37 The FEMAT has also found that scenario FEMAT Report at V70 The second method would be to

provide greater protection for key watersheds by removing them from

Current state forest practice rules do not adequately the timbersuitable base at V72 The FEMAT states that the

protect ecoloical effectiveness nor provide anY margin additional protection provided by this second method

for error to accommodate natural disturbances or particularly important in the shortterm because the relatively

uncertainties in knpwledqp Thus reliance on federal small amount of good habitat remaining is located primarily In key

lands to supply habitat for aquatic species and fish watersheds We strongly agree that both types of protection

stocks will increase Federal lands currently provide are needed to adequately protect saimonids and their habitats

Cost of the highest quality water and fiah habitat within

the range of the northern epotted owl
Providing as much protection as possible as moon as possible

conditions on orivate and State lands are inadequate to is absolutely critical to reversing the decline of anadromous fish

orovide well distributed stabilized populations of runs As stated earlier the Columbia River treaty tribes have

salmonids borne the conservation burden by not having commercial fisheries on

either summer Chinook since 1964 or spring chinook since 1977
FEMAT Report at V61 emphasis added Essentially the FEMAT These extreme sacrifices have not been enough to reverse the

is telling us that due to past impacts and the present inadequacy declines in thee runs Applying strong fish habitat protection

of stats
regulatory mechanisms current regulation of private lands and restoration immediately is essential to reverse these trends

is inadequate to assure the viability of fish stocks The FEMAT

also points out that its analyses of viability do not directly Although increased buffer sizes such as those recommended by

correspond to the viability of the overall population of the the Riparian Reserve scenario would likely be an improvement over

species considered This is due to the cumulative impacts of existing management it is not likely that they will be adequste to

actions in other habitat sectors where the species spend part of prevent degradation given existing watershed and riparian
their life cycles FEMAT Report at Vb The message here conditions coupled with continued upland logging This is true for

particularly for anadromous fish is that due to these other several reasons For example road construction is still
cumulative impcts the actual likelihood of longterm continued peraissible within riparian reserves FEMAT Report Appendix

viability is even lower then that predicted at RF2 RF4 RF5 Without question road construction within

riparian areas has been and still is one of the most significant

Given the above information the most sound approach both in causes of increased sediment and decreased shade and loss of large
terms of protecting ecosystems assuring the continued viability of woody debris in streams FEMAT Report at V1320 and V5l
sensitive fish stocks and in providing for Indian and nonIndian

Salvage logging in riparian reserves is also permitted FEMAT

fishermen who have borne the burden of conservation is to provide
Report Appendix VF at TMi Salvage logging will cause watershed

os much protection as possible for fish habitat and water quality impacts at 1118 and Vl320 And finally after watershed

on federal land analysiB the size of riparian reserves can be reduced There is

ample research demonst ? atlng that logging in riparian areas is

harmful to fish habitat and water quality We know of no

The 08818 and FEMAT report indicate that th likelihood of long research demonstrating that logging in watershed causes no
term viability of sensitive fish stocks could be significantly impacts to fish habitat and water quality We also know of no
increased by providing additional wst rsh d protection measures research demonstrating recovery of fish habitat in watershed with
It is absolutely ssntisl that the federal government take all

ongoing logging Thus in no way can the Riparian Reserve

measures possible to protect end improv fish habitat as soon scenario be construed to be near as protective of fish habitat as

possible
simply removing watershed from the timber suitable base

The FEMAT identifies two methods of increasing the likelihood In order to provide the
strongest

likelihood of eventually
of achieving 80 likelihood of continued viability of sensitive

fish stocks The first is to apply the Riparian Reserve

Likewise nonIndian commercial fisheries for summer chinook

have not occurred in the Columbia River since l94
State regulations governing forest practices even though

inadequate still provide more protection for fish habitat and This particular experiment has been conducted on forest
water quality thn the current voluntary regulatory mechanisms lands for decades One of the reasons why there are so many stocks

governing ranching and farming on private lands in Oregon of fish presently at risk is because this experiment has been

Washington and Idaho conducted on such broad scale for such long time

14
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fulfilling the tribes treatyreserved rights it is essential that roads represent the greatest risk to riparian and aquatic
the federal government follow the recommendation of the FEMAF to systems much greater than timber harvest alone Timber

remove all key watersheds from the timber suitable base harvest can increase rates of mass movement severaltold

Road construction increases the rates of landsliding from

3ThO fold
The standard and guid lin for riparian arsa end watersheds are

inadequate to prevent further degradation of fish habitat in most See FEMAT Report at VIl citations omitted In habitats damaged

watershed Likewie th riparian habitat conservation area by sedimentation reductions in road density and sediment loads are

objective ar too nebulou to nur accountable implantation necessary to restore fish habitat and fish populations Other

eav ral key standard and guideline cult be included to prevent scientificallydeveloped plans for the protection fish habitat have

further fish habitat and water quality degradation and allow made reductions in road density and sediment delivery mandatory

recovery to occur in th
eany damaged systems It is antial to outcome The Upper Grende Ronde River Anadrosous Fih

protect whet little good fish habitat remains Ther should be no Habitat Protection Restoration and Monitoring Plan UGRRP see

road construction in roadl e areas All road construction in Interim Protection for Late Successional Forests Fisheries
riparian son must be prohibited Th r should be absolutely no and Watersheds National Forests East of the Cascade Crest OreaQg
reduction in riparian vegetation via legging or road construction and Washington Executive Summary of the Report to the Us
Road mileag in riparian cones must decree Road density and Congress and the President by the

sediment loading in all aanaged water h ds decrease As it

stands Option does not ensur that any of the needed measure
will be implemented Unfortunately the FEMAT does not adopt standards and

guidelines that prevent continued degradation As mentioned
As generally acknowledged in the FEMAT aquatic habitat for riparian logging is allowed Riparian road construction is also

salmonids is severely degraded throughout the managed landscape of allowed There is no standard or guideline ensuring that road
the Pacific Northwest It is clear that this habitat degradation density and sediment delivery in managed watersheds will be

has contributed to the decline of salmonid populations throughout reduced While relocation or removal of existing riparlan roads is

the region as even the timber industry now Concedes sn suggested there is no concrete requirement to do so Clearly
QLenLs Wild Salmon and Steelhead Trout Review of the Imoact the standards and guidelines fall far short of preventing further
of Management and Environmental Factors V W Kaczynski and habitat damage and allowing damaged systems to recover
Palmisano Oregon Forest Industry Council There is general

scientific consensus that no further degradation of aquatic Although it is conceded in the FEMAT that logging roadless
habitats can be tolerated if declines in salmonid populations at

areas threatens fish habitat and fish populations FEMAT Report
to be arrested and reversed However the standards and guidelines at V5l citations omitted Option clearly allows logging in

put forth under Option fall far short of preventing any further roadless areas although this is not clearly communicated in the

damage to riparian zones watersheds water quality and fish FEMAT The FERAl states that the only options that permit road
habitat

construction in roadless areas in key watersheds are Options and

It is noteworthy that at no point did the FEMAT state that
Current scientific work indicates that the removal of riparian these impacts were only possible in key watersheds substantial

vegetation degrades fish habitat and water quality as acknowledged amount of roadlesa areas are located outside of key watersheds
at many places in the FEMAT Road construction within riparian FEMAT Report at V52 Nor did the FEMAT discuss how much rish
areas always degrades water quality and fish habitat in many habitat is encompassed by key watersheds compared to that which is

serious ways FEMAT Report at Vi320
and VIl Virtually all not afforded that protection Clearly Option allows entry into

scientific studies have indicated that roads in general are roadless areas as long as they are outside of key watersheds
source of elevated sediment delivery throughout all logged
watersheds in the Pacific Northwest The FEMAT report notes that As discussed earlier the FEMAT has declared that federal
logging in roadless areas creates very high risks to fish habitat lands are vital sources of fish habitat It also states that
and water quality large proportion of roadless lands are highly unstable and that

Management activities in roadless areas will increase the

risk to aquatic and riparian habitat potentially impair For example 69 of the roadlesa areas in the northern halt
the capacity of Key Watersheds to function as intended of the Wenatchee National Forest are classified as unstable land
and limit the potential to achieve Aquatic Conservation

Thirty percent of the roadleas lands in the southern half of that
Strategy objectives Of these management activities forest are classified unstable Fifty four percent of the roadless
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these lands are very vulnerable to landslides triggered by logging Indeed this objective does not even define the general time period

and particularly road construction FEMAT at Vil The FEMAT does for system evolution Does one need to consider sediment dynamics

not state that all unstable roadless areas will be protected from since the last iceage or just over the last millennia Plainly
logging At least some of these unstable lands are proposed for such objectives may sound nice but they are of no reasonable use

logging Aside from the fact that this poses known unreasonable in guiding decisions at the watershed level

risks to the fish habitat unfortunate enough to be located in these

areas this also appears to be violation of the HFMA regulations FEMAT stresses that the aquatic strategy is based on natural

requiring that timber harvest can only be conducted on lands where disturbance processes FEMAT at VjO However none of the ACSO

it can be ensured that irreversible resource damage to soils seek to restore any aspect of the aquatic system to natural or

productivity or watershed conditions will not occur 16 CFR nearnatural levels As an example ACSO does not explicitly

Section 2l9 l4a2 Unquestionably logging and road esek to restore natural levels of sediment dynamics Perhaps that

construction on unstable lands ii well known recipe for is because natural sediment dynamics requires watershed in

landslides And without question landslides are an irreversible natural state In aggregate FEMAT itself points to how difficult

impact to soil productivity and watershed condition the vague objectives are to interpret For instance given the

condition of existing watersheds and continued logging and road

Coupled with further degradation in already degraded construction it is not possible to credibly state that sediment

watersheds due to inadequate standards and guidelines the entry in loads and storage will be similar to sediment regime that the

roadlems areas Is recipe for causing further declines in fish system evolved during the two hundred years prior to logging and

populations It has not been scientifically demonstrated that it road construction However it may be within the range experienced

is possible to successfully restore damaged habitat in the face of during glacial retreat at the close of the iceage Unfortunately
continued logging especially without adequate standards and continuation of such sediment loads is unlikely to protect and

guidelines for habitat protection It also has not been restore fish populations

scientifically demonstrated that roadless areas can be entered

without degrading aquatic habitats Allowing entry into roadless Although we are opposed to vague and indefinable objectives
areas prior to demonstrating improvement in damaged habitats puts we strongly recommend that all ACSO5 include restoration of

all fish populations at further risk The prudent approach is not natural or nearnatural functions be explicitly stressed as the

allow
any entry

into roadless areas until an improving trend has goal
been documented through monitoring in all damaged watersheds For

these reasons nd the reasons described by the FEMAT for barring We have more than an academic concern with nebulous

road construction in roadless areas in key watershed we also objectives Such objectives have already been set in many Forest

recommend prohibiting road construction in all roadless areas Plans and their vague nature has consistently been used to excuse

the inexcusable The objectives must be rewritten In terms of

Notably the inadequacy of the standards and guidelines are definable goals that can be objectively interpreted Otherwise

compounded by extremely nebulous Aquatic Conservation
Strategy given the track record of the implementing agencies subversion of

Objectives Ado that are to supposed to guide ontheground the objectives is assured at great cost to the aquatic resource
activities These iCSO may be well intentioned but they are

ridiculously difficult to quantitatively define For instance In conclusion the alternative chosen must be revamped to

ACSO directs that federal lands shall be managed to maintain and include standards and guidelines that mandate that further

restore the sediment regime which the aquatic system evolved sic degradation is not allowed by including the following measures as

Elements of the sediment regime include the timing volume rate standards and guidelines Road construction in riparian zones and

and character of sediment input storage and transport FEMAT at ROICAs must be prohibited Vegetation removal within RHCA5 must beVjO While such an objective Is easily stated it is virtually prohibited Road density and sediment delivery in logged

impossible to actually define It is extremely difficult and time watersheds must be reduced Roadlesa areas should be
offlimits to

intensive to define the jtji timing volume rate and roads and logging at least until most damaged watersheds and

character of sediment input storage and transport There is no habitats have been Shown to recover Clear and definable ACSO must

way to accurately hindcast temporal histogram of the timing also be developed that foster measurable accountability Unless

volume rate and character of sediment input storage and such standards and guidelines are adopted further aquatic damage

transport historically over the time period of system evolution is allowed and assertions that habitats and populations will

recover are both hollow and misleading

areas in the okanogan National Forest are classified unstable

FEMAT Report at Vil Under th FEMAT report and OsEle enormous relianc on watershed
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analysis as the mean by which logging and fish habitat will be federal forest lands is not the result of lack of technical

balanced According to these documsnts watershed analysis will information Instead degradation of federal forest lands is the

determine how watersheds end fish habitat an ultimately treated result of lack of the political will to act on the technical

All interim
ripanian and watershed protection can be raduced information that we already have Consider the following comments

subject to watershed analysis This reliance on watershed in the FEMAT

analysis to set proper
levels of riparian and watershed protections

is severely flawed The riparian objectives in the TEMAT are too Large quantities of downed trees are functionally

nebulous to reasonably guide the application of sound watershed and important component of many streams Large wood in

niparian prot otion ceasures The proposed use of watershed etreama has been reduced due to variety of past and

analysis to detereine actual levels of water quality and fish present timber harvesting practices and associated

habitat protection effectively precludes full disclosure of activities Many riparian management areas on federal

environmental isipaote as required under NEPA Watershed analysis lands are inadequate as long term sources of wood

is not panacea end it is no substitute for acting now to Widths of intact riparian areas have been reduced by

implement wellknown watershed prot otion measures stream a5d timber harvest activities Furthermore in some areas

watershed protection should not be reduced in any watershed where riparian bufferB have been established partial

following watershed analysis the intria SliCk widths ahould be harvest and salvage logging within them have reduced

permanent watershed analysis should only be used to analyse and their ability to contribute large wood to streams

design logging activities outside of riperian conservation areas of

fixed widths and outside of roadlese tracts The cumb rsose See FEMAT Report at Vl3 14 citations omitted According to the

watershed analysis process will unnecessarily burden the watershed FEMAT even partial harvest and salvage logging in riparian areas

restoration process reduces the supply of large woody debris that fish need It is

well known that large woody debris performs numerous critical

The FEMAF report and DSEIS rely extensively on watershed habitat functions It is also well known that fish

analysis as the means of protecting fish habitat and achieving habitat and water quality impacts increase as land disturbing

Aquatic Conservation Strategy Objectives while still allowing for activities are located closer to water courses Similarly it is

timber harvest and road construction even in riparian areas It accepted that watershed impacts are roughly correlated with the

is important to recognize that watershed analysis is simply an extent of land disturbance in watershed the more land

analysis process It is not mitigation It is no substitute for disturbance the greater
the impacts at Vhi

specific measurable fish habitat protection measures such as no
cut riparian buffers which are not subject to reduction Given this knowledge there is no need to convene lengthy

and data intensive analysis process to determine the efficacy of

Numerous decisions are postponed pending watershed analysis logging and road construction in riparian areas The answer is

Among these are delineation of firm nocut riparian buffers and the clear if the goal is to stem the tide of degradation and

legitimacy of road construction salvage logging and other initiate the long slow process of recovery then land disturbance

activities in riparian areas Certain facts are already well within riparian areas must stop The federal governments proposal

documented in the technical literature For example it is well to postpone this decisionmaking to subsequent scattered watershed

established that logging and road constructionr in riparian cones analysis processes is waste of money waste of voluminous prior
both harm fish habitat and water quality reaearch and literally invites additional habitat impacts by

allowing reductions in riparian buffer sizes In order to increase

Watershed analysis should not make the policy decisions timber outputs We already know enough about the adverss impacts

regarding what level of degradation is permissible or what level of of riparlan logging and road construction It is time to halt

recovery is essential The severely degraded condition of our

The FEMAT acknowledges that the large legacy of mis
The FEMAT report only includes vague descriptions of the management of federal lands has resulted in significantly degraded

process At this point it is
impossible to determine the efficacy fish habitat across federal state and private lands FEMAT

of the proposed watershed analysis process because it is not
Report at 1137

contained in the environmental analysis documents nor is it

otherwise available for review and comment Since logging in riparian areas clearly does not promote

protection much less improvement of fish habitat and water

Roads particularly roads built in riparian areas are very quality the only reason why buffer sizes would be reduced would be

damaging to fish habitat FEMAT Report at Vl6 and VSl to maximize logging
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these inherently damaging activities and simply set down firm process Without accountability there is no way to assure that

minimum riparian buffer sizes along all stream classes Fixed
forest management will be consistent with the needs ecosystems and

buffers of the size recommended in the ripsrian reserve sensitive fish stocks As already discussed the ACSO5 are far too

scenario should be appliCd along all streams in nonkey nebulou to reasonably guide prudent watershed analysis in an

We do not need watershed analysis to tell us what we accountable manner We already know that fish need cool Water

already know clean gravels and lots of deep pools and stable banks often

formed by large woody debris We also know that increases in

the proposed watershed analysis process is perilously similar stream temperature and sedimentation and decreases in pool

to the much vaunted interdisciplinary teas process that has been
frequency and quality and bank etability translate into decreased

employed by the Forest Service for many years Existing law habitat productivity FEMAT Report at Vi2 14 It is simple

already requires the Forest Service to accord special attention matter to convert this knowledge into measurable accountable

to the area within 100 feet of all perennial streams and lakes in objectives
order to prevent damage to fish habitat and water quality 0 This

special attention commonly resulted in logging right up
to the Watershed analysis is thought process It cannot substitute

Water line of perennial nonfish bearing streams on many national for good decisions Much of the information cited in the FEMAT

forests Despite our repeated recommendations for much more Report with respect to habitat degradation and the impacts Of

protective riparian management we were told that the Forest logging grazing and road construction has been known for years
Service had exercised its best professional judgment and met its unfortunately this information has been ignored by federal agency

obligation of according special attention This kind ot mis decisionmakers who were unwilling to take actions that might

management has only recently begun to taper off in response to reduce the output of commodities like timber and range Strong

Endangered Species Act listings and court injunctions Now many political pressure to maintain high levels of commodity extraction

of the same people whose beet professional judgment resulted in still remains and federal agencies are still attempting to evoid

the degraded streams and at risk fish stocks confronting us today implementing the actions they know are necessary to protect fish

will be exercising their best professional judgment in habitat and water quality We already know how to protect fish

delineating riparcan buffers in the watershed analysis process 5 habitat and water quality We also already know how our rivers and

This risk is neither prudent necessary nor fiscally responsible streams have become so degraded The federal government needs to

make the decision now to put riparian areas oft limits to logging

Accountability is the essential missing ingredient in the and road construction There is no legitimate reason to postpone
FtMATs Aquatic Conservation Strategy and vague watershed analysis this decision until after performing watershed analysis

Further it is clear that there is no firm level of watershed
And as discussed earlier all key watersheds should be fish habitat or fish population protection under any of the

removed from the timber suitable base alternatives because they can be reduced subject to possibly

misguided watershed analysis Actual protection and thus actual

The NFMA regulations declare that Special attention shall effects will be ultimately determined by watershed analysis
be given to land and vegetation for approximately 100 feet from the Clearly this effectively frustrates the NEPA requirement to fully

edges of all perennial streams lakes and other bodies of water
analyze and disclose the environmental impacts of all alternatives

This area shall correspond to at least the recognizable area Given the current configuration of the reiationship of the aquatic

dominated by the riparlan vegetation No management practices protection measures to watershed analysis all protection measures

causing detrimental changes in water temperature or chemical
are potentially ephemeral Again We recommend that all protection

composition blockages of water courses or deposits of sediment
measures ICA widths no road construction in RHCA5 etc have

shall be permitted with these areas which seriously and adversely fixed and firm minimums not only to protect the resource but also
affect water conditions or fish habitat Topography vegetation to allow reasonable disclosure of the environmental impacts as

type soil climatic conditions management objectives and other
required by NEPA

factors shall be considered in determining what management

practices may be performed within these areas or the constraints to Notably the FEMAT also requires watershed analysis as
be placed upon their performance 36 CFR Section

precursor to restoration activities This will work at cross
219.27e

purposes with timely and effective watershed restoration

Unfortunately watershed analysis will be extremely cumbersome
The FEMAT has found that contemporary forest plans costly and timeconsuming In contrast most watershed problems

ostensibly designed in compliance with the NFMA regulations are and causes are painfully Obvious and pressing The solutions are

recipe for species extirpation FEMAF Report at V68 69 typically obvious but may be costly Spending money on
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sophisticated timeconsuming and costly analysis of obvious and management thresholds or goals FEMAT Report at Vl Ohortly

pressing problems is word than unproductive Whiie some long and thereafter it states that the Forest service and Bill are

short term prioritization of actions within and among watersheds is developing strategy PACFISH that will establish quantifiable

needed pressing restoration needs should not be held hostage fish habitat objectives The FEMAr notes that this may be

pending watershed analysis Detailed watershed analysis is
appropriate at the regional level but that it believes that

typically needed to identify problems and solutions Within watershedspecific objectives are necessary to accommodate natural

any given watershed most experienced aquatic resource specialists variability along the stream network at V3l32 It appears

can quickly identity water quality and fish habitat problems during that according to the FEMAT quantifiable objectives are neither

the course of week The causes are often equally obvious roads possible nor legitimate to identify but perhaps
reasonable at the

and logging in riparian areas and on unstable erosive sites Such
regional level and definitely appropriate at the watershed level

problems should be addressed via road relocation and or The FEMAT needs to make up
its mind on this issue

obliteration arid by future avoidance of such activities Full

watershed analysis is not needed to take such active restoration The bottom line in fish habitat objectives
is protection of

measures In fact watershed analysis will not only delay such fish Quantifiable fish habitat objectives should be developed

needed courses of action it may preclude them due to financial based on the biological
habitat requirements of fish rather than

constraints For instance in 40000 acre watershed with gross efforts to accommodate natural variability Natural variability

road problems watershed analysis can be anticipated to cost about in stream systems should not be consideration Drinking water

10000 to 60000 FEMAT at secondtolast page of Appendix VJ quality standards are analogous to habitat objectives in that they

unpaginated Given fixed budget for the watershed this are premised on protection
of biotic health rather than inherent

translates into 10000 to 60000 that is unavailable for road variability Lead concentration standards for drinking water are
obliteration and relocation Given the obvious and pressing and should be developed based on the levels that are deemed safe

problems in many watersheds watershed analysis will work at cross to consume rather than on the average concentration existing in

purposes with needed restoration by siphoning off money for the supply Likewise fish habitat objectives should be

agalysis rather than action For these reasons we strongly quantifiable goals for important parameters
like fine sediment

suggest that obvious restoration activities such as road water temperature and other attributes that are needed for fish

obliteration or the closing of gracing allotments should not be survival Once set it is relatively easy to determine the degree

delayed to the completion of watershed analysis that existing conditions depart from desired goals and analyze

options towards making progress towards goals
Watershed analysis can play an important role if used for the

rigit purposes It could be an invaluable tool for designing and Biologicallybased habitat standards do not make natural

assessing activities in uplands outside of RHcA5 key watersheds
variability issues any more difficult to address For instance

and roadlens areas It should not be used as tool to reduce
goal of less than 20 surface fines in fish habitat can be easily

these protection measures Therefore we recommend that watershed
defended as desirable for fish survival If romdless unlogged

analysis be used solely for activities outside of protected areas watershed has 22 fine sediment in fish habitat one might conclude

The dimensions of the protected areas should not be subject to that it was natural and that there was limited opportunity to

reduction under any scenario
progress toward the fine sediment objective The sagacious analyst

would also conclude that introducing land disturbance via logging

and road construction in such watershed would increase both

Neither the DSEI8 nor the FEMAT report contain quantitativ fish sediment loading and fins sediment levels inconsistent with habitat

habitat objective Without measurabl standard objectivee or

thresholds decisionmaker will not be able to saks consistent and

principled decisions regarding protection of fish habitat The FEMAT states that Structural components of stream

habitat must not be used as management goals in end of themselves

reasonable resource management plan must answer four basic No target sanegement or threshold level for these habitat variables

questions What are existing resource conditions What are can be uniforsly applied
to all streams While this approach is

the resource conditions to be achieved goals How will the
appealing in its simplicity it does not allow for natural

goals be achieved How long will it take to reach the goals vsriation among streams Furthermore attaining the predetermined

The FEMAT report and the DSEIS fail to identify measurable values doe nothing to insure aquatic ecosystem processes are

accountable objectives for fish habitat and water quality protected These habitat parameters must be viewed collectively as

part of the larger issue of watershed health and maintenance of

The FEMAT states that it is not possible to identify target natural physical and biological integrity FEMAT Report at V3l

citations omitted
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objectives However in an adjacent heavily logged and roaded selection and management of key watersheds Similarly am

watershed with 22 tine sediment the prudent analyst would discussed earlier tribal fishery management and rebuilding
conclude that there wee more than ample opportunity to reduce objectives were not considered either The FEMAT lists the White

sediment loads via restoration and move towards the desired River White Salmon River and Little White Salmon River am being

obective It is that simple The excuses proffered in FEMAT for tier key watersheds These watersheds support or sometime in the

not setting biologicallybased habitat standards are neither near future will support anadromoue fish Given that habitat

scientifically nor operationally valid impacts often take decades to reverse it is important to give

maximum protection to these watersheds now so that they will be

Although the FE14AT is reluctant to come out and say that able to support as many anadromous fish as possible as fish

quantifiable objectives for fish habitat and water quality are populations are enhanced or introduced

necessary and reasoneble for sound management its own

recommendations and the law mandate identification of measurable it is our understanding that the purpose of key watersheds is

accountable objectives First the FEMAT notes that for its to focus habitat protection on sensitive and at risk fish stocks
Aquatic Conservation

Strategy to work decisiOn criteria for
Although there are several species of fish in Hood River are listed

protection monitoring and restoration uis be included FEMAT as being at risk FEMAT Report Appendix VC only the West

Report at V29 emphasis added Second state water quality Fork Hood River is delineated as key watershed Other portions
standards with which federal land

managers are legally required to of the Hood River watershed also provide habitat tot these fish
comply include quantitative criteria for water quality parameters This is but one example of the particular failure of the key
such as stream temperature end turbidity See Oregon watershed approach
Administrative Rules 340415252b and Third all nine of

its Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives begin with the The East Fork of the Hood River EFHR was not identified as

following three words Maintain and restore See at 3031
key watershed even though it supports an assemblage of salmonids

that is exceptionally diverse for the Columbia basin Coho spring
The term maintain is generally understood to mean no

chinook sea run Cutthroat and winter steelhead all inhabit the
change Since maintain constitutes the floor of all nine EFHR The EFHR also is an important source of water quality for

Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives then non degradation of downstream fall chinook iun The EFHR is the primary habitat for
important fish habitat and water quality parameters constitutes the the winter staelhead within Hood River basin this is one of the

management floor At an absolute minimum land management actions moat upriver runs of winter steelhead in the entire Columbia
must be designed to result in no change in important habitat Tribal and state plans for rebuilding the EFHR fisheries note that

parameters To verify this through monitoring it is necessary to the winter steelhead may be in danger of extinction and that the

quantitatively verify that no change actually occurred Similarly EFHR ham the best opportunities in the entire Hood River basin for
if managing to restore fish habitat and water quality important improved production via habitat restoration Further the
fish habitat and water quality parameters must be measured and seen Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs CTWS have already
to improve Quantitative objectives are inescapable invested considerable amount of effort in planning

supplementation program to increase salmon production in the Hood
We strongly tecommend that biologically based fish habitat River including the EFHR High quality habitat and water quality

standards for essential fish habitat features be adopted TheSe condition are critical to the future success of the
should include quantifiable standards for at least fine sediment supplementation efforts Yet despite the importance of the EFHR
water temperature and pool and wood frequency to tribal fiehery rebuilding plans sensitive fish stocks and

diverse assemblage of salmonids the EFHR was not identified as
The FEMAT Id ntifimation of key watershed was sad without input key vaterihed This failure to identify the ElUR as key is

from or consideration of the fishery management and rebuilding probably due to the failure to consult with affected tribes The
objective of Indian tribe The DsI8 violet HEM by failing to EFHR is but on

example of many in the basin Where FEMAT has
analyze the effect of the identification of key watershed on failed to incorporate important information in
tribal p1cm to rebuild the run All

selecting key
wat rhede are ky All watersheds

watereheds should recaiva the see level of inviolate RHCA and

roadle area protection

The Columbia River treaty tribes were not consulted regarding The blESS and FEMAT are devoid of any considerstion of the

Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act and

the salmon rebuilding goals of the Columbia River Basin Fish andWebsters Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary Wildlife Program implemented pursuant to that Act
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The DSEIS is devoid of any analysis of the impact of
logging and road construction are well known Techniques for

alternatives on tribal production plans in many watersheds As
preventing those impacts are also well known Protection and

mentioned the EFHR is but one example NFMA clearly mandates that fulfillment of treatyreserved rights is requirement that

the USFS must consider the impacts of its activities on the
transcends the boundaries of Adaptive Management Areas We are

objectives of plans developed by tribal entities See 36 CFR
concerned that the federal governments desire to promote local

Section 219.7 Notably the Yakima or Warm Springs Tribes have
control and innovative techniques of resource management may be

already developed plane and objectives for rebuilding the fish runs perceived by some as taking precedence over the need to fulfill the
in many watersheds considered under FEMAT including the Wenatchee tribes treaty reserved rights It is essential that the federal
White Salmon and Wood River to nae just few NFMA clearly trust and governmenttogovernment relationships be observed at all

requires that OSEIS must make an assessment of the effects of the times The legal precedents describing the nature and extent of

alternatives including the choice of key watersheds on the
treaty rights along with the policy described above should provide

objectives of these tribal plane good guidance for dealing with tribes and tribal resources both

within and outside of Adaptive Management Areas
In the Columbia basin the conclusion has already been reached

that no further degradation of any existing fish habitat is Indian rservation lands must not used as mans of mitigating

acceptable All watersheds are key in the efforts to rebuild the for tb impaots of past present and future management of State
salmon runs Therefore the chosen alternative should be modified privet or federal lands
to include the same riparian and roadless protections as in Option

in dli watersheds The DSEIS and FEMAT report contain numerous statements that

Indian reservation lands are important to the recovery of the
Timber from sect side national forts must not used to sddr s

spotted owl and protection of other species It is completely
reduction in west aid timber outputs

inappropriate to use reservation lands as means of mitigating for

the impacts of management on other lands We recommend thst
In announcing its proposed forest plan the Administration federal interactions with tribes regarding tribal management of

stated that there would be 150 MI4BF of timber from east side tribal resources be conducted according to the following policy
national forests to Contribute to the west side timber supply The

Clinton Administration has made it very clear that the OSEIS and
The federal government Is obligated to insure that the

FEMAT report only address ecosystem management
within the range of

manegement plan is consistent with all treatyreserved rights of
the spotted owl As the Commission and many others have stated Indian tribes These rights include rights to manage
improved management of east side national forests is imperative reservation lands and resources in accordance with objectives
particularly since these east side national forests contain habitat

determined by their tribal governments rights to take fish
for fish already listed under the Endangered Species Act It is

both on and off their reservations for commercial ceremonial and
completely counter to the whole concept of ecosystem management to

subsistence purposes rights to hunt gather and utjllze
mandate timber outputs from east side forests without also ensuring resources on all open and unclaimed lands and rights to enjoy
that any and all timber and range outputs are consistent with the governmenttogovernment relationship with the United States
urgent need to immediately begin restoring heavily degraded east

side watersheds No timber outputs from east side national forests
The federal government has an affirnative obligation to

should be mandated as part of an effort to make up for reductions fulfill the rights of Indian tribes secured by treaties with the
in timber harvest on national forests within the range of the

United States This duty extends beyond the need to ensure the

spotted owl
viability of species as required by federal laws including but not

limited to the Endangered Species Act Federal Land Policy and

Management Act and the National Forest Management Act to the
The Adaptivs Management Areas propo ed under OptIon include land

obligation to provide for harvest adequate to meet tribal needs
ceded by the ekima Indian and other tribes It is untial that

the federal government maintain its trust rponsibilIty to the

tribe
Government agencies have no right to impair or restrict these

and not allow actions in these area which would degrad righte without explicit approval by Congress absent tribal
fi h habitat interfere with achievement of rebuilding goals or consent Where conservation of species is at issue
otherwis adversely affecting other tribal resources communication with respect to potential tribal contributions are to

be conducted on government to government basis Before federal
The purposes of Adaptive Management Areas are to promote local

agency may take unilateral action thet affects the rights or lands
control end innovative techniques for both protecting fish habitat

reserved by Indian tribes the following conditions mist
be

and promoting logging As discussed earlier the impacts of satisfied
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GCT293
r6
11 Confederated Tribes and iSands EsdbIIshed by the

Proposed measures must be reasonable and necessary for
of the Yakima Indian Nation

Treaty at Jure 1e55

preservation of the species at issue

The conservation purpose of the measures cannot be

achieved solely by regulation of nonIndian activities

The proposed measures are the least restrictive available October 25 1993

to achieve the required conservation purpose

The measures do not discriminate against Indian
Interagency SEll Team 085232

activities either as stated or applied and BOx 3623

Portland OR 97208 3623

Voluntary tribal actions are not adequate to achieve the

necessary conservation purpose RE Comments to Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact

Statement on Management of Habitat for LateSuccessional and

Relationships between agencies of the federal government are Old Growth Forest Related Species Within the Range of the

to be condocted on governmentto government basis Federal Northern Spotted Owl DSEIS

programs which are available for tribal participation and or impact

Indian lands or reservation communities are to be made available Dear Sir
directly to tribal governments

The Yakima Indian Nation appreciates this opportunity to provide
All federal agencies involved in implementation of President comments on the DSEIS The document appears to be an honest

Clintons forest plan are directed to act in accordance with this
attempt by the Executive branch to resolve the Old Growth

policy Spotted Owl conflict and we congratulate the President for moving

quickly to resolve the Pacific Northwest gridlock However
while we would like to support your preferred alternative we are

CONCLUSION unable to do so for the following reasons

The FEMAT and Option represent step in the right direction The Federal government failed to consult with the Yakima
relative to recent Forest plans but are still unsatisfactory Indian Nation on government togovernment basis during the

Option is not adequate to prevent further degradation of fish process of developing management options The reqoirement
habitat much less allow naturallyspawning fish populations to to hold meaningful discussions and collaborations with

rebuild to harvestable levels Further the DSEIS fails to include tribal
governments during policy development planning

the needed analysis of the effect of the alternatives on tribal design and project formulations is clearly identified by
treatyreserved rights and federal trust responsibilities Until the authors of the FEI4AT

report see page VII83 Tribes
full analysis of these effects is completed and an alternative is must be Consulted as legally constituted sovereign

chosen that is consistent with these legal obligations the governments as experts on treaty rights who have precedence
planning effort is tl legally responsible The DSEIS must be over other users and as land owners potentially affected by
revamped to include the needed analyses regarding treaty rights and natural resource policy changes We view the failure to

federal trust responsibilities Finally the alternative chosen conduct such consultation as an egregious error and fatal
must be consistent with treatyreserved rIghts end federal trust flaw of the proposed plan
responsibilities

Sincerely
Implementing any of the alternatives will significantly

affect Indian Reservations tribal economies tribal social

and cultural interests and
treaty reserved fishingk J7 hunting and gathering rights The FEMAT report

Ted Strong acknowledges these facts in the section Effects of
Executive

Options
Director on Native American Peoples and Cultures page 1173 and

states that Tribes were not represented The report also

cc
says that Oregon and

Washington tribes will probably find
Northwest Indian Fish Commission Alternative beneficial and the least likely to disturb
Inter Tribal Timber Council
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sites which are culturally meaningful but then goes on to would be suitable to protect late successional associated

recommend Alternative as preferred species These erroneous assumptions are justification for

re evaluating the likelihood for long term persistence of

It is unclear what the specific goal of the assessment late successional associated species
team was As an ecosystem management plan the preferred

alternative must include all aspects of the ecosystem and We cannot in good conscience support the recommendation of

therefore should not be restricted to forested habitat in Option as the preferred alternative Ecosystem management is

the range of the Northern Spotted Owl That provision has supposed to be plan or strategy to manage ecosystems for all

caused the omission of
many habitat types integral to associated organisms as opposed to managing individual species

functional forested ecosystem Alternatively if the goal but frankly Alternative seems to us to be plan to manage

was to prepare Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Plan then for some organisms instead of all organisms To ensure continued

all forests within the range of the Owl must be considered survival of the Northern Spotted Owl Marbled murrelet sensitive

including lands not owned by the Federal government but salmonid stocks and all other associated organisms the Federal

which are critical to the recovery of this threatened
government must select and impose an alternative that allows the

species
highest probability for survival of the species of concern For

this DSEIS we could support Alternative if modified by
An ecosystem approach demands that the preferred

alternative provide high probabilities of longterm the exclusion of all key watersheds from thetimberpersistencefor all species and habitats This is suitable base
particularly important for species or groups where our ii application of riparian reserve scenario to allnonecologicalunderstanding is limited eg fungi lichens key watersheds and

bryophytes arthropods mollusks and amphibians iii inclusion of mitigation recommendations that address

Additionally an alternative that estimates 60 70 ecosystem function deficiencies connectivity and
chance for salmonid stocks to become stable and well species groups as presented in the OSEIS
distributed across federal lands is inconsistent with tribal

treaty rights to harvest fish into perpetuity The panel of We strongly support the Aquatic Conservation Strategy that is iii

experts consulted for the FE14AT report ranked Alternative integral part of the Riparian Reserves The ACS addresses many
as having high probability of enabling most species of of the concerns that we raised in our administrative appeals of

concern to become stable and well distribif across federal the Land and Resource Management Plans for the Wenatchee
lands it is difficult to understand

why it was not selected Okanogan and Gifford Pinchot National Forests This strategy is

as the preferred alternative
positive step toward protecting aquatic species

The plan does not include any quantifiable fish habitat We appreciate your thoughtful consideration of our Comments and

objectives by which federal land management agencies can this
opportunity to express our concerns for an official record

measure success

Sincerely
The plan does not include standards to which state and

private land
management agencies should be held It is

difficult to imagine how ecosystem management can be

practiced without uniform set of rules especially in Wi erd lup
areas of checkerboard ownership Intensive timber harvests yakima In Ian Nation
on state and private lands has and will continue to cause Tribal Chairman

inadequate amounts and poor quality of late successional

forest habitat This is particularly true of ecosystem

connectivity and should have affected your evaluation icc

cc files
The DSEIS makes an unsubstantiated assumption that Palmer

watershed analysis will mitigate or somehow minimize future Hatcher

impacts to nontimber forest resources however it is
very Bradley

difficult to place much faith in an assumption based on an Noppis
undefined process Another disturbing assumption is that

habitat conditions on lands outside of the plans scope

iakI NitlO co n to iSLIS 5105 inanwtion co ns to xsiis
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084183
KLY WATERSHEDS

October 25 1993
Appendin of the DSEIS the Report of the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team

FEMAT does not tabel the East or Middte Forks of the Hood River as key watersheds We

do not understand why

Interagency
SEtS Team

National Forest Service COMMENTS ON THE ALTERNATIVES

Pacific Northwest Region

Bos 3623
It is unfortunate that the DSF IS alternatives do not function

as
full

recovery plan for water

Portland OR 97208 3623 JT quality and
ripasian

conditions as measured by smoti output
The Tribes also note that 65

chance of long term viability for anadromous fish is not consistent with the tribes
treaty

reserved
rights to harvest fish into perpetuity

Dear Sirs CTWS agrees with CRITFCs comments to the Interagency SEtS Team
specificatty

that it is

essential that the federal

government
take alt measures possible to

protect
and improve fish

The Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon CTWS endorse the habitat Alternatives and come closest The DSEIS and FEMAT indicate that tong term

Columbia River Inter Tribal Fish Commission CRITFC tetter
to

the SEIS Interagency Team
viability

of tensitive fish stocks could be increased to 80 by either doubting the size of buffers

We also provide the following comments on
the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact

on
intermittent streams or by removing key watersheds from the timber suitable base We ask

Statement on the Management of Habitat for Late Successional and Old Growth Forest Related
that this be done

Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl DSEIS The Tribes are very concerned

about she
alternatives presented

in
the

DSEIS that
do not create well distributed restoration for EAST SIDE FOREST

fish habitat and stream morphology within the Tribes ceded area

The federal government appears to be anticipating that 150 millon board feet will be available

to make
up

for die timber reductions on the west side This evaluation
is not appropriate without

an east side forest assessment Further it is not appropriate to set high timber
targets on

the
east

side without addressing the extremely degraded fish habitat condirsons which have
already

POLICIES
resulted in ESA

listings

We believe that the Presidents Alternative Option which may only achieve 65
viability The Tribes look forward to working with Ike Pacific Northwest Region Please feel free in

does not meei the goals of the Northwest Power Planning Councils NPPC Fish and Wildlife discuss these comments or any other related issues with me or John Kelley CTWS
program US vs Orerion Columbia River Fish Management Plan and the U S Canada Pacific Fish Habitat Conservationist at 503 553 3233

Salmon
Treaty CTWS advocates the need for all anadromous fish management entities in the

Columbia Easin to adopt system wide gravel to gravel management perspective Sincerely yours

CTWS TREATY RIGHTS

J Griggr

The analysis on
the affected environment

on
Native Peoples arid Cultures is nearly completely

lacking This is unfortunate We
feet that many

of
the agencies involved in the DSEIS process CFWS Natural Resources

are not adequately aware of the suture of the reserved tribal rights Numerous court decisions
Fish Program Manager

over the

past

90 years have confirmed that the 1855 Treaty with the Tribes of Middle Oregon JBKJjbk

is

part

of the
supreme

law of the land
xc

Fritsch CTWS Bio

The treaty protected resources that once were
plentiful through CIWS ceded lands have been

Kelley CIWS Fish Conservatist

depleted In the case of some salmon mismanagement has caused
an Endangered Species Act

Weber CRITFC
t

listing Chrono

Etle di CUN LLiiiAlEO TRibE5i
iSIIM SPIiiNG itOF ORE Cr

BO Wi
Spvgs Oegar 95

NATURAL RESOLJRE
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CEPCO
Co IIo Esono wo Dc

lopwent Copo cstiors
2590 Woodland Odos

070485 Con B yOnsgonOl42O

October 22 1993

FM
The Tribe knew

it wanted to be restored and to become
financially

sclf sutuicient by establishing

diverse
array

of businesses run by the Tribe To finance the
startup

of these businesses as
well

as

Mr rom Tuchmann
portion of the ongoing needs of Trtbat members CEDCO the economic development arm of the

Inieragency SEtS Team Coquille Indian Tribe contemplated how to finance the ongoing needs of the Tribe and how to develop

ISos 3623
the diverse

array
of businesses is visualized

Portland OR 97208

The Tribe
realized the

difficulty
of receiving from the Federal Government

large
startup grant

for

Re Comments
on

the DSEIS on Management of Habitat for Late Successional and Old Tribal restoration The
concept

that emerged grew from the desire of the Tnhe 10 become close again to

Growth Forest Related Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl the 780000 acres of abonginal lands it once inhabited

What better way to do this than
to manage some of the forest lands of the Tribal ancestors for economic

outputs
and

to bnng to the region an ecosystem management philosophy of
light

hand on ihe lnnd in

the Coquilte Indian Tribe
was restored tn

1989 wtth the passage of Public Law 101 42 the Coquille accordance with the principles that guided the aboriginal Coquille Indian Tribe members One
way to

Rcsioration Act In accordance wtth the timetable set forth in the Act the Tribe Completed assure light
hand

on
the land woald be to limit the amount of revenue the Tribe would

take from the

Constitution in 1991 and met with Assistant Secretary Ada Deer in August of 1993
to present the Self land annually to finance its non forest programs This amount was set at 53500000 adjusted for

Sufficiency Plan of the Coquille Indian Tnbc The Self
Sufficiency Plan was completed on September inflation

1993

If not the first one the comprehensive Self Sufficiency Plan is one of the first of its kind to

The Self Sufficiency Plan was designed to

catty out the

provisions
of 101 42 Below are some comprehensively addressall the needs of the Tribe This plan was developed in the

spirit
of Tribal self

pertinent portions of lot 42 The underlining and italics were added foremphasis and determination it accordance with the

principles
set forth in the Indian Self Determination Law P1

information 93 638

Section ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT The
Coquille Forent

PLAN FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT Tb Secretary ShallI etHer into

negatiaionl with the aoyernine body of the Tribe with respect to establinbina plait fnt The Tribe worked with the Coos Bay BLM and
acquired silvicultural infornsation consistent with the

ecnnumic dcvelonment for
thin Tribe preferred alternative of

the Coos Bay BLM District Resource Management Plan and EIS
Using this

RESTRIC1IONS TO BE CONTAINED IN PLAN
Any proposed transfer of real

property information the Tribe sought to establish its reservation in region that would not include major

contained in the plan developed by the Secretary under subsection shall be consistent with Spotted Owl Habitat Area Old Growth Emphasis Area or wilderness area

the requirements of section of this Act

The
size

of the area was determined by looking at the simultaneous demands of Sound ecosystem

Section TRANSFER OF LAND TO BE HELD IN TRUST
management philosophy cooperative research an

education center financing available to the nbc
LANDS TO BE TAKEN TRUST The Secretary shall accept any real property located contribution of financing to local

governments and
potential

fluctuations in the market value timber

in Coon and Curry CountIes
1101 to eneced one thousand acres for the benefit of the Tribe if

conveyed or otherwise transferred
to the Sccretary Provided That at the time of such The Tribe proposes the Department of

Interior make an administrative transfer of
triast

responsibility

acceptance there
are no

adverse
legal clatms on such property including outstanding liens from the BLM

to
the BIA of 59105 acres of BLM land This land will become known as the CoquilIc

mortgages or taxes owed The Secretary may accePt pay additioupl serene In the Trlbep Forest It will be
part

of the Coquille Reservation and
be

held
by the Federal Goverrunent

in
Trust for

service area Coos Curry Douglas Jcknoi an4 Lane Ccu tdesl ia the State of Oreaoa the Tribe It will not be exploited bat will serve as
specifically

limited source of funds for Tribal

pursuant to his authority under the Act of June 1 1934 48 Stat 984 programs

LANDS TO BE PART OF THE RESERVATION Subject to the conditions imposed by this

sectton the had trsitFrrvd shalt be takec In the name of the United Stales In trust for the The Coquitle Fcrest is located in portion of the headwuters of the East and Middle Forks of the

Tribe and shall be Part of its rencryalion Coquille River located
in

Coos
County

in the
heart of the aboriginal temtory of the Coquille Indian

Tnbe Evidence of this is the
large

number of archeological cultural Sites of importance to
the rnbe

The Senate Report 101 50 paraphrases pertinent parts
of sections and

reiterating
that the Tribe may that dot the area see attached map

esceed 000 acres in lands proposed to be

part

of the economic development plan bui that those lands

must become
part

of the Tribes reservation

Pen
P 0e

Rfr1CHLA Y5j
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Iv its desire to wot1 within the local community the Coquille Indian Tribe has made several

ciiinitiittncntsin the plan for management of its proposed Reservation lands The Coquille Forest will be
locally planned and managed This low overhead

approach to
forest

management with oversight by the l3lA will allow revenues to be invested
eluictently

in management

Commitments to Ecasyntem Management restoration and planning It should also serve as place to test and monitor innovative and
integrated

forest resource and ecosystem management techniques Revenues will be available for accompanying

nbc is comnritted to developing scientifically
sound perpetually sustainable forest ecosystem monitoring and research

niunugement program Proactive Active and Passive habitat and ecosystem management will be

iructiccd Proactive habitat

management
will include activities such as habitat

restoration
and Community Economic and Timber Supply Commitments

enhancement ot habitat
diversity

Acttve habitat management will be characterized by the creation of

diverse wildlife and
plant

habttat through creative forest stand management and harvest practices The overall Tribal philosophy is to cooperate with and work within the local commontry The Tnbe

Passive habitat

management
will be characterized by low disturbance

strategies
in

which forests
are

understands that programs which benefit the community benefit the Tribe and
vice versa

ullossed
to grom

old
or where natural processes such as shade canopy complexity and time are the main

factors shaping the environment Revenue distributions from limber harvest will be distributed to counttes and local governments and

will make whole their traditional shares of harvest
receipts

Substantial investments
directly

from harvest revenues will be devoted directly to ecosystem

management ecosystem management planning cooperative research intensive monitonng and adaptive
The Coquilte Forest

management plans both
in

the inienm and long term will

provide steady source

silvicultare and an education center The Tribe is committed to financing these programs not only for of timber for
mills in the Tribes service area The Tribe will not export timber and will not build mills

the benefit of the Tribe and its members bat also for the greater public the community and the of its own

Coquille Forest itself

As stated earlier the Tribe
is

committed
to limiting

the amount of income it can take from the forest for

lot esainpie the forest

management
of the Reservation will include provisions for stream surveys and its non forest programs This will serve the Tribe and community interests in the long term and

restoration upland wtldltle surveys and management and cooperative research with Oregon State perpetuate this forest resource

Iniversity
The Tribe is well aware of the extent of species either listed

or
under consideration for

listing
under the Erdangered Species Act and will give full consideration to them in all its management

Income taken from the forest will
be used to develop other Tribal enterprises such as cranberry farms

activities home building manufacturing and retirement center

Advisory committees comprised of high caliber credentialed respected representatives
will be formed Advtsoty committees for the Coquille Forest will involve community leaders and other interested

parties

iv provide guidance and advice as
forest policy decisions are made These committees will be involved so that the Tribe can develop programs with the benefit ofas much information as pissiblc

in providing information
pertinent

to the overall management of the Coquille Forest the cooperative

reseatch program and the education center program Management Planning Commitments Comparison to Option

Eighty percent of the Coqmulle Forest
is

located
in

the

Douglas fir Red Alder Vine Maple plant grouping This Self Sufficiency Plan of the Coquilte Indian Tribe was designed alter receiving extensive

area TIre fiLM also

manages significant portion of this
plant grouping area There should be merit information from the Coos Bay BLM in early 1993 Fortunately the FEMAT plan did

not propose as

within single vegetation plant grouping area to the coordination of more intensive management on the many changes in the BLM preferred alternative
in

this
partrculat

area
us

ml did elsewhere For
example

rrhal land balanced with less intensive management in the late successional reserve area managed by the Coquttlc Riser system has not been designated as key watershed Eighty five percent of the

the I3l M This
is not meant to imply that the Tribe is depending upon the BLM lands to provide Coquilie Forest is classified

as
Matrix under Option Fifteen

percent is
classified

as LaIc Successioval

biological diversity
Quite to the contrary the Tribe wilt manage in an

effort
to maintain biological Reserves This

is

not
large portion

of the Coquille Forest and while
specifics have not been

diversity
across the Coquille Forest There

are some relatively large contiguous ownership blocks on the developed the Tribe
anticipates

thai
the management plan will be able to accommodate the late

fiLM portion of this ncgctation plant grouping area and there will be numerous benefits to the Successional Reserve areas within our stated objectives

coordination of management within this urea Other land owners will also be
part

of the coordination

process as
part

of the

ecosystem management program The interim forest management plan of the Self Sufficiency Plan ttf the

Cox1uille
Indian Tribe is bused

upon the
Coos

flay BLM Final Preferred Alternative Management Plan The Coos Bay fiLM
cooperated

As you are undoubtedly aware all Reservation
forest lands including the Coquille Forest are managed in providing GIS information for the development of this plan and the plan has been shared with the

in accordance with National Indian Forest Resources Management Act Bureau of Indian Affairs BLM The Coqamlle Forest will be

managed under this
strategy

as the Coqutlie Forest hiWarn

Regulations the National Environmental Policy Act The
Endangered Species Act the Clean Air Act Management Plan for approximately five years

the Clean Water Act and other Federal regulations

Page
Ponc
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lie harvest level oF the Coquille Forest jgg Management Plan is 23 million hoard feet This To learn more about the Self Sufficiency Plan of the Coquille Indian Iribe you are encouraged to

computes to an annoal harvest level of2O million board feet under the FEMAT
plan Option

and over attend us
OPEN MEETING

on
October 29 1993 at the City of Coquilles Community Center

62 million board feet
historically according to information obtained from the FEMAT plan and the best from 200 pm to 800 pm An announcement Is enctoned

information available from the Coos
Bay

BLM The harvest level under the Coquille Forest Ecosystem

Man rgement Plan will he determined as the ecosystem management plan is developed The attached Thank you for taking the lime to review this information We look forward to meeting
with

you in
the

Fable shows how the FEMAT plan harvest level for the Coquille Foresl actually 1977 MMBE was near future

determined
us proportion olthe tolal

for the Coos Bay BLM District

The substantial investments in research monitoring und adaptive silviculture
combined with the local Sincerely

site
specific nature of the

management program should more than
offset any negative consequences of

the ilillerence in harvest expected from the FEMAT plan and the Coquille Forest n1flm Management

Bruce Anderson

luring periods in which the market value of timber is high the Tribe could elect to harvest less than the

v isniirni allowable amount of timber called for in either its own Plan or the FEMAT plan The Tribe

nat elect
to

harvest only the timber required to meet the financial needs of the Tnbe unless forest cc The Honorable Mark Hatfield

health investments in ecosystem management can
justify

addittonal harvest Final decisions
on

the The Honorable Bob Packwood

tradeiolfs between increased harvest and enhanced forest health expenditures will be made by the Tribe The Honorable Peter DcFazio

after consultation with its advisory committees However the allowable harvest level in the plan acts as Coos County Commissioners

an upper
limit

on harvest level when considered over the planning period OC Counties Association

Assistant Secretary
Ada Deer

As soon as
the Tribe begins management it will start to gather data through its cooperative research Stan Speaks

biological inventory adaptive silvicullure monitoring and interim ecosystem management programs George Smith

his inFormation will be used to provide guidance io writing the Coquihle Forest Ecosystem T L Traversie

Management Plan The Tribe
anticipates

that completing the Ecosystem Management Plan will take

approximately live

years Serious consideration will be given to the usc ofa five year planning cycle as Enclosures

opposed to the traditional ten years

looking Ahead

his proposal represents new and dynamic approach to
forest ecosystem management that should help

wove beyond the
paralysis so common in Pacific Northwest forest

management today

The areas selected for the

Coquille Forest and the extent of forest health and research investments

applied on local level with the efficiencies local planning brings should be formula for successful

integrated forest management The Coqutlle Forest management planning process and implementation

ate intended to provide blueprint for forest management and planning that will meet
or

exceed the

goals of the FEMAT plan at an albeit
slightly higher harvest level

Representatives of the Tnbc would like to sit down with appropriate members of FEMAT team and

SEIS Implementation Team including yourself to discuss the
specifics

of
the Coquille Forest

Lcosysiem Management Plan and how
it complements the FEMAT plan

In creating the Coquitle forest
as

Tribal Reservation these lands will be technically excluded from the

FEMAT
planning process in the future The land nonetheless remains

subject
to Federal regulations

Pa0e
Paun
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ISJ 089164
Usi

agencies not lirntted to the Uureau of Indian Affairs iii
their dethngs with tndiin Irilts

Case law cfictatcs that federal agencies cannot suborilinite Indian crests iii

AtMINISTRATIVE OFFiCEr OEPARTMENTOFNATURALRESOIJRCES purposes

The DEIS does not spectftcally address how the federal gosirunietit will tier its cclxi

916 493.5305 9161 627.3446 FAX 19161 627445
responsthtlities to Indian Tribes or tow tribal concerns tell he tdclresseef

Althiiiigli
ii

recognized in
the

July
1993 Fcrest Ecosystem Management doctittient tha Ciii nero

from the affected trthes should he soltcited
during

hi environnutrttal impact statettreilt

lX tufter 28 1993

revtew process no speciftc standards
ttr guidelines were rtrpiisid ii ensure lint

fl 17 lb
federal governments trust

respitnsthilitics to Tribes would hi
strictly entorcirj NOVO1

lrrterigittey 5115 Team
The New

Planntng Structure presented in the DM5 describes that ntisIS nit lie pltiitrrrr
flits 3h23

work wtIl
be done by provtnctar teams that wtll

deviltry artalyses for

Iortlanid OR 97208 1623 particuirt

watersheds and clusters of watersheds
Although Tribes re recognized as mvnnher

iii

this

provtnctal team
process no reference

is
made

in the llLlS tin how Tribes will

cqii
ri

the
necessary funding to wetrk as equals in the dectsion otaking process

with federal

agenctes and States

Comments
on

the

Draft Supplemental Enviritnmental
Impact Statement

rh1 DM5 needs
to clearly stt Ic hit the ledertl

gitvernmen iii trnif to meet its trust
inn

litnaotiil obltgattotis ti lttdtan Tribes
in

the Until I IS sti fit lrrilitn tights ii inif ill

M tiitgettreiit
ol ltlnitit or Iate Suii essiitial

recirvatiotr cvill he

and
adequately protected

t3lcfCrttwth tires Related
Species

within the
Range

of the Northern Spurted Owl

raLnmen
Past

management practices on Federal lands have been
predicated on the

assuinipriiin
hit

lii Kiniik Tribe of Califitrnia Karuk Tribe ts sitsereign ahoriginal peuiple that havi
Allowable Sale Quantities ASQs cituld be establtshed for arbitrary landscape units such

icr il Sri their own lattd stnce long before the European influx of white men came to this

as Natiiinal Forests and that Forests could be cut at random on an
annual basis ASQ in

iiiiitiiietit We are Federally Recognized Indian Trtbe with over 3000 tribal members
appealing to

politicians
and the general public because

they offer presumed lire if
lhe Tribal Executive Council

is
the

formally
constituted

governing body of the Karuk
economic stability in the absence of hard data to demonstrate the environments ability to

riSe entrusted with the
responsibility to protect preserve

and
promote the ceremonial

produce commodities at predictable levels The recent deadlock
throughout Niirtlnrrn

subsistence and economtc rights
of the Karuk

people Californta and the Pacific Northwest has demonstrated that
this managentent strategy

iloes

mit result
in economic stability or an ecinlogica II scttsit ye approachCiir comments focus on the federal governments trust

it ta
tu ri recur

responsibilities to Indian Tribes
management

ilouig
with forest

management and land allocatron issues presented in the Draft

tisiritnmental
Impact Statement DEIS We are primarily concerned about the potential All of the Options presented in the Draft EIS continue the illusion hit

arbitrary timber

ittipacts

that
Option may have on our Ancestral Territory and the Klamath River Basin

volume estimates based on insufficient information can determine the atlowafle saleSir Ancestral Territory has been previously mapped Kran 1983 and includes
an

quantity of each National Forest and BLM land unit Although watershed analysis priorr stitrttted 1.038 million acres withtn the Klamath River basin Figure II
The bulk of the

timber harvest
is emphasized Option allows for at 85S harvest of Mttrtu

managedlitrelsind tributary streams within our ancestral
territory arc managed by the Klamath and

timber stands within Caltfornta federal lands

Six Ili vers Natritnal Purests as the Tribes clef
actit rustee

Timber harvest cannot be viewed as an arbitrary number
imposed ott

disjnititucf
and

he nIne believes that the federal grtvernment not only has trust
responsibility ut deal

arbitrary landscapes Only through recognition that
everything is interconnected andisitli Irtbcs on government to government busts but also trust duty to pruttect the

that the natural environment has limits to human
Impacts will ice be able cutuatural cit inst

resiturces upon
which Tribes

throughout the region are wholly dependent This

within the natural world
leef era trust obligation imposes strict fiduciary standards on the ctnnduct of executive

Page of
Page

uI
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cooperative watershed analysis before timber cutting activities arc proposed
This

Timber
cutting strategies

such as the standard and
guideline presented in Option

that

approach encourages participation and avoids conflict between divergent groups prior to

permits retention of 15
percent of the volume on each cutting unit DEIS Pg 2 42

the implementation of timber cutting management actions

encourage natural resource managers to look for opportunities to overcut available forest

resources to meet Probable Timber Sale Levels PSQs for each Forest They also

discourage foresters from applying the best possible forest management techniques within
Land Allocations

riaturil environmental limits

It is to soon to tell what impact the various Designated Areas within the DEIS will have
The standard and

guideline which permits retention of 15
percent of volume on each

on the Karuk Tribe We have been in continuous confrontation with the federal

cutting unit DEIA Pg 2 42 should be elimtnated and replaced with reference to the

government over our religious and cultural rights to
manage

the Karuk Ancestral

ecosystem management options developed by the provincial teams for each watershed or

Territory since the rnid 1800s Executive
agencies

have had nearly century to
devise

cluster of watersheds
better system of managing our natural resources and yet we have seen dramatic decline

in the fish wildlife and native plant populations
The federal government should reconsider the affects that ASQs PSQs have on the

forest management decision making process Forest health and multiple use management Because individual tribes were not
represented

in the Forest
Ecosystem Management

are higher priority than short term economic
gains

in timber production The
past Assessment operations and information available from the agencies is inadequate it is

overemphasis on timber production has reduced available timber
supply

and in many difficult to determine all ways tribal concerns may be affected by federal forest policy and
cases degraded long term forest

productivity The federal government has continued tO

practices Forest Ecosystem Management pg 11 73 We can only hope that sufficient

use ASQs as the underlying approach to separate one alternative from another For this

resources will be
provided to Indian Tribes so that

adjustments
in the management of

reason Option does not serve as the best possible alternative because
ecosystem habitat for late successIonal and old growth forest related species can be made as we

iiianigrment is
not being allowed to evolve on its own without the

pressures
of

producing
participate

in the
implementation process

targeted timber sale volumes for each forest

The DEIS was
put together in less than

year
while the Karuk Tribe has lived within the

Tb
eeciisystem management approach referred to in the DEIS provides tremendous

Klamath River Basin for millennia Our ancestors practiced natural resource management
ii1ipiiitiiiiities

to reduce the risks of fire and disease as well as
improve long term timber

strategies that improved forest and fishery productivity while
providing

food and shelter

relitid ecoiiomic opportunities However the federal government has little practical for our people
The

rapid decisions made for this DEIS document should not be used to

inperience in implementing its ecosystem management strategy
Extensive

training
of

limit our opportunities to recapture what we have lost over the last century
federal employees along with sufficient funds for planning and coordination will be

required to implement the
ecosystem management approach The DEIS does not

For
example

60 to 70

percent
likelihood of

attaining
habitat

to
allow

widely distributed

adequately address these infrastructure issues nor does it recognize that existing personnel

aquatic races species groups to stabilize is not adequate to meet the federal governments
policies

within the forest management federal
agencies

are eliminating many
of the field

trust responsibilities to Indian Tribes Anadromous fish are already on dramatic decline
siafi

positions necessary to implement the forest ecosystem management approach In
while others are at high risk of extinction Land allocation for timber mineral and other

addition the DEIS does not address tribal employment on federal lands Indian Tribes
natural resource exploitation is at the root of the habitat degradation problem Until

often have Tribal Employment Rights Ordinances TERO or other
legal means to require

comprehensive watershed inventories and analyses can take
place arbitrary

employment opportunities in
Indian

Country The Final EIS should clearly describe how
administrative and

private ownership boundaries will continue to
Jeopardize our ability

Tribal employment opportunities
will be

provided
to

co exist within the natural world

Landscape analysis should be required prior to the development of National Forest and

ELM PSQ estimates Limited timber cutting activities can occur prior to the completion of

Sincerely
detailed watershed analysis but they should only occur where existing information can

help guarantee that future
management options will not be eliminated by the

proposed

actions

jit Robert Rohde

Natural Resources

The Karuk
Manager

Tribe Trees Foundation and Six Rivers National Forest Orleans Ranger

District have
signed Memorandum of Understanding MOU enclosed which

recognizes RBR sms
the

importance of working together to develop management strategy through

Page3of4 Page4 of4
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1IX COMMITtEE

iFiICi8S The Kiamath Tribes
11.1

Cw
GRnh

ill P0 Bo4364 KLAMATH M000C VAIIOOSKIN
MUCKLESHOOT INDIAN TRiBE

Chwi Onm 97624

I ? po 503 783 2210

MEMBEHS AT LARGE

FISHERIES DEPARTMENT

FAX 503 783.2029

Niw Ilalifli

IkvS 0k Octobet 27 1993
8005249787

NOV 593
I LI W qflI ocr 93

Interagency SEIS Team

Poitland OR 97208 3623

IC3
Box 3623

092171

Dear Sirs

The Klamath Tribes accept this opportunity to submit comments

ie Supple re1 Er ronmCoto1 Ir pact 17 atcoeot EElS
Tribal cDuncil advances the principles of the Presidents preferred

October28 1993

alternative We strongly rtipport the proposed management of

habitat for late successional related species and ecosystems The

idea of considering biotic and abiotic interaction within IstesigencySElSleam

ictershed was concept that the Tribes expressed in 1864 to the P O8ox3623

United States The Tribes ecological perspective requires the
Portland0R97208 3623

iootporated principles of wateished analysis and sustained yield

nallayneent In conformity we also believe that the public should

be provided on accurate appiaisal of the natural products that can

be expected trots geographic area
Dear Team members

The Tubes propose three fundamental changes within the SEISiiuon Id eqs ire nod if ed analysis of the effects These will The Muckleshoot Indian Tribes Fislseries Department has reviewed the Forest Ecosystem

be described in he enclosure as The failure to include
Management Assessment

Report
Our comments regarding both the Forest Ecosystem

watersheds as ecosystems Fai lure to accurately and adequately
Mamgmnt Assessment Teams FEMAT Report and the Supplementary Drafl

detune the extent of the impacts and Failure to disclose the

cnrnultine effects EnvironmcntallmpactStstementSDEISarcattachedtothisletter
In addition there is the fundamental problem

ol failing to consult with the Klamath Tribes in manner that

would ensure the protect ion of Treaty protected Rights Besides our
specific

comments to the documents we have setious concerns on
the

process

througb which the documents were generated Fundamentally we arc concerned about the

Unrelated to the Sf25 bitt relevant to the effectuation of the
lackofconsultationwithTribesduringtheprocesn TheFEMAlReportcorrecllyssates

esident triple i is the pr enent ott uctur of the federal
on page VII 84 that there is

large body ofjudicial
and

legislative
action that

ageicie thur soninist ei toe iflui managnment act ivities We csiiIO IC

afford
acknowledgesthesetribeausovereigngovernments As such thetribeamust

be

to disregard the ecological principles that determine

productivity
nd resiliency Al so we must consider the need to

consulted on government by government basis regarding policy development

change land management ethics and the process of evaluating the Consultation means snore than sotiflcatlon and coordination It lncludc meaningful

affects of human and natural disturbances we need to also change discussions and collaboratIons with tribal governments In pulley developments

he st suctu re of federal administration We have before us the
planning design and project formulstioiss added

opportunity to unify landscape mana9ement within federal authority
This will require dissolving administrative boundaries within

water heds UnfortunatelytheMucklesltootlndianTribehasnotbeenaskedtoparsicipateinany
It should also include Tribal participation where

Treaty ght are involve nseaninghtl
discussion regarding the preparation of the FEMAT Report Our

staff had to

request copy
of the Report like the general public The statement that comments from

ru truly yours affected tribes should be solicited during the environmental impact statement review

Thomas
JSJ

Ball

Ohs swan

El losue

39015 172nd Ausnue S F Auestrn Wealsinlon 98082 208 83106s2 F821 208 931 0712
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NOREL MUK BAND

OF WINTU INDIANS OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

P O BOX 673 HAYEORR CALIFORNIA 98041

TELEPHONE 916 629 5137

process 11 73 does not
go

far enough Tribes should have been
part

ofthe process October 27 1993

dunn8
the first phase so that the impacts unde each option to our and other tribes could

have been established Furthermore we believe that it is

pre mature
for the Federal

Govenunent to issue an EIS since our tribe has not been
part

of the plans policy

decelopment

Interagency SEIS Team

PO Box 3623 OJr O93

We appreciate this opportunity to
send our comments and we expect that our concerns

Fort land OR 97208 3623

will
be incosporated

in
the

final documents If you have any questiosu regarding our DearTeamcommentsor need more information please contact Karen Walter or myself at 206931

0652 The following comments are how we feel the National Forest should

be managed What is neceasary in order to have balanced

ecosystem that suetalna the Forest in healthy condition into the

future The factors that influenced the suatainable forest

Sincerely

condition as it was before the coming of the white man are fare

wind insect and disease sunlight water and our own management of

the use of fire

First you
have to use aa baseline what the forest was like before

the coming
of the white nan This would be the desired future

rector conditions

To maintain the forest once the desired future condition is met
it would be necessary to harvest 59 forest products what fire used

to harvest This way there will be continued stand of healthy

old growth forest with the replacement forest growing to replace

the old growth when its gone

Jim Anderson Northwest Indian Fisherien Commission

Dale lull Interagency Implementation Team
The forest products

that would be harvested would come from all

vegetation in the forest When mane harvesting is substituted for

RonEggersBureauoflndianAffairs wh8t fire once did there is no longer site preparation for new

regeneration This needs to be done artificially The forest

products
would be saw logs wood fiber biomass fuel wood compost

and other forest products

Fire shrIlrl stilt be Iced where necessary to regenerate tboce

species
that are aolel y dependent on fire as the only way of

regeneration Also fire should be uaed to stimulate new growth and

the production of fruita and nuta These are some of the products

that we traditionally gather The use of under burning can be used

to accomplish this We dont object to the use of fire in under

burning or broad cast burning if done at the intensity of natural

fires 100 plus years ago to reduce fuel loading Although we

feul the harvest of fuel as product is much healthier for the

economy

If the forest ia not managed the way it was before the coming of

the white man then we have an aboriginal riqht to manage the

forest After all we have 2000 year track record at better

management then the Federal Government We also have our

traditional rights to harvest forest products We want our sacred
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Point No Point

Treaty Council
and cultural sites preserved protected and have unrestricted PoO CbIe KIIIn tow Ih

KLII u roo komh

rights to the forest

Thank you for your consideration 7

sincerely
October 25 1993

0012 91993

Raymond Patton Interagency Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement Team

Tribal Chair PO Box 3623

Portland Oregon 97208 3623
NorEl Hut WXntu

PO Box 673

Hayfork CA 96041
Dear Interagency SEIS Team

The Point No Point Treaty Council has reviewed and would hke to comment
on

the

Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement SEIS
on Management of

Habitat for Late Successional and Old Growth Forest Related Species as well as the

Forest Ecosystem Management Report FEMAT

The Point No Point Treaty Council PNVIC
provides fisheries and w1ldlife

management services for the Skokomish Port Gamble SKlallam Jamestown

SKlallam and Lower Elwha SKIallam Tribes
on

the Olympic Peninsula in

Washington State These four tribes have reserved hunting fishing and gathering

rights within their traditional usage areas which has been legally defined as

extending from the Skokomish River
on

Hood Canal out to the Hoko River see

enclosed map As minimal areas were awarded to these four tribes in the Treaty of

Point No Point signed in 1855 most of these resources are sustained and dependent

on the environmental quality on combination of federal state and private lands

The stats of fisheries resources on the Olympic Peninsula can beat be described so

verging on the brink of disaster The 1992 Salmon and Steelhead Stock Inventory

Report prepared jointly by the Washington Department of Fisheries and Washington

state tribes liet critical stocks 24 depressed stocks and 16 stocks of unknown

status out of total of 74 defined stocks for the usual and accustomed area of the

Point No Point Treaty Council tribes This translates into 60 of the stocks at some

level of risk out of the 12 critical stocks in Washington state are found in the

northeastern corner of the Olympic Peninsula
If this trend continues rights to fish

and productive habitat ensured by the supreme law of the land that of the treaties

will become meaningless It is from this perspective that of looking at the whole

ecosystem from federal to local jurisdiction that we offer the following comments

The SEIS fails to consider the impact to Native American communities in more

than cursory manner

Although the SEIS recognizes specifically states that preliminary review of the

particular relationship among the alternatives regarding Native American lands

rights and uses was undertaken the results are neither included or evaluated

7850 NE KIIIn Rosd KngsIon Wsshn5ton 90346 K nevon 2n6 29 3422 FAX 2O6 297 3413
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SEIS Response Page
SEIS Response Page

SEIS374 137 The SEtS spends total of paragraphs specifically on Native As stated above this evaluation standard is inconsistent with treaty rights In

American communities and does not include such communities in the description of addition 65 likelihood
is unacceptable The FEMAT team has provided an

rural communities at risk The evaluation of at risk communities is entirely
excellent

summary of the state of knowledge snd recommendations on requirements

focused
on

timber dependent communities and fails to recognize the link between for productive habitat They suggest that the viability rating for Alternative can

productive
forest lands and natural resource industries such as fishing shellfish and be increased to 80 by protecting intermittent streams via Riparian Reserve scenano

tourism in non Key watersheds and removing Key Watersheds from the Timber base These

suggestions should be

adopted

The SEtS also fails to recognize the unique link between the Status of these resources

and the economic spiritual and cultural health of Native American communities The SEtS fails to adequately address cumulative impacts from nonfederal lands

The economic impact to Native American communities should be evaluated for each

ol the various alternatives given the unique trust responsibilities of the federal Although the FEMAT report states unless state and private lands receive protection

government sufficient to prevent further degradation and to
promote habitat recovery benefits

derived from federal efforts will be diminished V60 the SEtS fails to the identify

The evaluation of impact of various alternatives
on

non timber industries such as the impact and protection measures necessary for non federal lands

commercial fishing is flawed

Current
protection standards for non federal lands for forestry and other land

As stated above it is not juSt matter of counting joba Salmon are an essential development activities are far below those recommended in the Aquatic Conservation

resource of Native American culture for subsistence ceremonial and direct Strategy On the Olympic Peninsula most anadromous stocks
spawn

and or migrate

employment The numbers used in the SEIS evaluation also appear low There are through non federal land By ignoring this fact the viability evaluation figures may

over 3500 fishers in the Puget Sound and Strait of Juan de Fuca and 2000 fishing be vastly over optimistic and the potential for viable fish populations seriously

vessels for the Puget Sound and coast Consultation with tribal governments could diminished In addition to the existing evaluation the SEIS ahould include the some

have yielded much better information on employment figures for fishing and shellfish evaluation process using federal and non federal lands The SEIS should also

industries within Native American communities provide meaningful linkages between federal and non federal lands in restoration

monitoring and protection strategies

The SEtS provides protection of fish resources to standard of viability which will

not ensure protection of treaty fishing rights Alternative fails to protect significant remaining late successional forest

impairing the viability of wildlife and fish resources

While PNPTC supports the concept of viable populations we believe that the goal

should be to provide population levels that can support harvest levels This is an Under Alternative 22 of the National Forest land base is dedicated to late

Important concept
because the evaluation of the various alternatives

on aquatic successional reserves as compared to 47 under the more conservative Alternative

ecosystems is based on the likelihood of attaining set of outcomes for habitat of or 37 under Alternative Alternative only designates some or parts of

individual races species groups of fish on federal lands SEIS 3495 While other LSOG1 and LS 0G2 and some or parts of the Designated Conservation Areas from

actors such as harvest and hatcheries can effect populations levels there is clear link the Final Draft Recovery Plan SEIS 2 40 Alternatives in
contraat designates

between productive habitat and populations levels In our opinion there must be LS OGl spotted owl additions I S OG2 LS0G3 occupied marbled murrelet sites

clear intent to implement the federal trust responsibility to maintain harvestable some protection buffers for other species SEtS 2 22 more closely following the

populations with any alternative recommendations of Alternative 14 in the Johnson report The SEIS also points Out

that the recovery rate may be slower in non key watersheds than in key watersheds

The preferred Alternative provides an inadequate level of protection rated at due to less area in Late Successional and other reserves SEIS 3449
65 liklihood of attaining suitable habitat for salmon because of less restrictive

riparian reserves standards less designated late successional forest reserves and The SEIS states that 60 80 likelihood rating for achieving an overall ecosystem

more acreage in adaptive management areas condition at 100
years

would be boosted if Alternative provided for more acreage

Point No Point Treaty CouncIl Point No Point Treaty Council
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SEIS Response Page
SEtS Response Page

of late successional ecosystem in low elevation in Oregon SEtS 3444 This Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the SEtS

evaluation should also be extended to the Olympic Peninsula where substantial

amounts of late successional forest have been designated in the 145000 acres Sincerely

Olympic Adaptive Management Area

Key watersheds may not receive adequate protection for

aquatic systems under Alternative

Carol Bernthal

As stated earlier riparian standards under this alternative do not provide
Habitat Coordinator

conaervation level of protection for intermittent streams which provide important

hydrology sediment transport and energy
functions Key watersheds are also

utilized to establish priority areas for completing watershed analysis and restoration

work rather than areas where there would be extended timber rotations such as were

proposed under Johnson et al 1991 Protection of tribal fisheries was also not

considered when selecting key watersheds

Outcomes of the Adaptive Management Areas are difficult to predict and assess

The intent of the Adaptive Management Areas is to encourage the development

and testing of technical and social approaches to achieving desira ecological economic

and other social objectives SEIS Bli such it represents an experimental

approach that may or may not
prove

successful While we see some merit in this

approach PNPTC is uncomfortable with the lack of guidelines The acreage defined

within our usual and accustomed percentage encompasses
aeveral watersheds with

stocks at risk Our experience with adaptive management processes
such as TFW

and local watershed plans has shown us that often the focus is more on management

than adapting especially since the cost of follow up monitoring is usually beyond the

capacity of moat agencies Until we feel comfortable that this system can work and or

we can judge the results it is difficult to agree
with certainty that the Adaptive

Management Areas of Alternative actually increase the likelihood that this option

will provide late aucceaaional characteristics in the future SEtS 3444

In 1992 The Point No Point Treaty Council and other Olympic Peninsula tribes and

local environmental groups signed an initiative to encourage the Olympic National

Forest to adopt Alternative 14 and the Watershed Options from the Alternatives for

Management of Late Successional Forests of the Pacific Northwest report Johnson

et al The group choose to support this option because it aeemed to hold the highest

potential of succession for salmon and other late successional forest dependent

species
Our commitment to this standard still stands

Point No Point Treaty Council
Point No Point Treaty Council
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OCT 21gg3

FEMAT DElIS COMMENTSuaIIupTbe of Indiot
PUTALLUP TRIBE TO EElS TEAM Letter dat d 10 27 93

Affected Environment the FEMAT DSEIS in turn has excluded

October 2L

By excluding social and economic systems perspective
under

1993 placeholder for examining either socio cultural systems or

subsistence use patterns
of Native American peoples within the

To Interagency SEIS Team
affected plan area

PO Box 3623

Portland Oregon 97209 3623 Regarding Native American sociocultural systems within the plan

area without this placeholder the subsequent placeholder for

From Jeffrey Thomas Director specifically examining Native American Peoples social organization

Puyallup Tribal Timber Fish and Wildlife Program
cultural values and affiliated social issues within the affected

6824 Pioneer Way West plan area was also excluded

Puyallup Washington 98371

Regarding Native American subsistence use patterns within the

plan area without this placeholder the subsequent placeholder

Re Poyallup Tribal Comments Regarding DSEIS on Management of for specifically examining either The nature extent and role

Habitat for Late Successional and Old Growth Forest Related Species
Patterns and eystems and or Regional Community based

Within the Range of the Norhtern Spotted Owl Patterns of subsistence use patterns specific to Native American

peoples within the affected area are also excluded

To whom it may concern GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FEMAT FEIS8

Current concerns of the Puyallup Tribe are related to FEMAT DSEIS
Section 92 Trrstrial end Aquatic Eco ystsms

Chapters Affected Environment and Environmental

Consequences Sections Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecosystem INCLUDE Biological Resources within the title of the section

nd The Economy and Communities in particular In Section now entitled Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecosystems

83 the Puyallup Tribes concerns apecitically pertain to the

subsection ntitled Rural Communities Native American Peoples and ie Biological Resources Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecosystems

Culture Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences
ADD new subsection to the Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecosystems

section entitled Biological Populations of Subsistence Value
CONCERNS REGARDING THE FEHAT DSEIS CHAPTER 84 AFFECTED Add detail regarding regional population statue and trends as

N1FIRONRENT AND ENVIRONMENTA1 CONSEQUENCES available

Section Trretrial nd Aquatic Ecosystems
Section 93 Econnmy and the Coemumitiea Nativ American Peoples

and Culture Afictad Environment and Environmental Consequence

rEMAP DSEIS does not address regional population status and

trends of wildlife species of subsistence ixportance to Pacific
EXAMINE Native American Peoples and Culture Affected

Northwest tribes Environment reflecting the following subsections Population

Economy SocioCultural Systems and Subsistence Use Patterns

Examine these same categories in terms of Environmental

Section 93 The Economy and Communities Nativ American Peoples Con equencae of the proposed plan as well
and Cultur Affect d Environment and Environmental Consequences

EXAMINE Native American SocioCultural Systems by addressing

FEMAT OSEIS does not examine in detail the cocial and economic at least the following subcategories Iocial Organization

systems of Native American peoples within the Plans affected area Cultural Values and Other Social Issues

6824 Pioneer Way Eas
Puyaiup Washington 98371 206 5930254
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PUYALLUP TRIBE TO SEIS TEAM Letter dat d lO793 PUYALLUP TRIBE TO SEIS TEAM Letter dated 10 27 93
FEMAT DSEIS COMMENTS FEMAT DSEIS COMMENTS

EXAMINE Native American Subsistence Use Patterns by addressing Regarding sociocultural systems and environmental con equences
at least the

following subcategories Nature Extant and Role the
impact assessment should a sume that impact on social

Patterne and System and Regional Community Based Patterns organization and cultural values could occur at the community

level then potential impacts need to be evaluated relative to the

EXAMINE impacts on Native American subsistence uee patterns primary tendency of social change to support or disrupt existing

resulting from the plan as feature of the section describing sociocultural system and relative to the length of time such

Environmental Consequences behavior occurs

The analysis should include how social organization could be

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FEMAT FEIS impacted by disruption of the subsiatence cycle ie Activities

such as sharing subsistence foods are profoundly important to the
The review of affected environment must deliberately EMPHASIZE maintenance of family community and cultural ties Any long term

NATIVE CULTURE because subsistence plays central role in PNW disruption of sharing networks could appear in community as
Native culture and also because there is lesser understanding and threat to the way of life and could set off an array of emotionsknowledgeavailable to decisionmakers regarding Pacific Northwest fear anger frustration and sense of lose and helplessness
Native culture Perceived threat to subsistence harvests and to the importance

both real and psychological of subsistence to the tribal
lifestyle

The section on PNW Native American eociocultural systems are the primary sources of the tribal anxieties associated with
social organization should examine roles pertaining to at least government management

of subsistence activities
the following features related to social organization Family

units extended family kinship ties extended family network and The analysis of cultural values should look at value shared by the
social interaction and the importance of family units or majority of the social group It should also recognize that the

cooperation force powerful enough to change the values of society include

seriously disturbing change in the physical conditions of life
The section on PNW Native American sociocultural system or fundamental cultural change imposed or induced by external

cultural values should examine at least the following features forces eg when an incoming group induces acculturation of the
related to cultural values The role of animals in Native value residing group or when series of values can occur slowly or
and beliefs subsistence core or central organizing value imperceptibly or suddenly and dramatically
within Native 0cmcultural systems is the ways in which

subsistence and beliefs about subsistence are central to the ocio The analysis of increase in social problems rising rates of

cultural system the cultural value placed on kinship and family alcoholism substance abuse domestic violence wife and child

relationehips use of harvested animals for ceremonial purposes abuse rape homicide suicide mental illness and violence
structured sharing of subsistence harvests extent of harvest should also be of concern to the analysis of sociocultural systems
sharing and cultural values and beliefs regarding subsistence particularly in Native communities Thie has

proven true for PNW

hunting Natives who for decades have faced increasing acculturative

pressures During this period they have experienced relatively
Other feature to examine include PNW Native American peoples increasing burden of mental illness alcohol abuse and social

relationship between the spirit of their people their social disorder These changing rates of occurrence of social problems
organization and the cultural value of subsistence hunting should also be recognized as the results of the interaction of

fishing plant and shellfish gathering and its uniqueness in interpersonal social and cultural factors occurring within

comparieon with other PNW non Native communities and other historical context Noteworthy would also be that for many PNW

social issues that will affect or are already effecting PNW Native Nativ s hunting defines who someone is to eliminate the ability
society so that one may better evaluat the impact on the existing to hunt would cause significant stress in the community in
sociocultural system that might occur as result of the proposed communities already experiencing stresses of acculturation
action
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PUVALLUP TRIBE TO SEIB TEAM Lttr dat d 10 21 93 PUYALLUP TRIBE TO SEIS TEAM Istt r dated 10 27 93
FEMAT DSEIS COMMENTS FEMAT DBEIS COMMENTS

The section on subsistence us patterns should examine the that in total make up way of life

role of at least the following features Customary and traditional

uses as patterned behaviors significant in providing social and In examining changes to elements of this way of life discrete

cultural continuity social relationship between manufacturing and subsistence use patterns should be distinguished These use

sale of natural resourcebased handicrafts and cultural patterns integrate the following factors of subsistence Continued

preservation the role of traditional barter and sharing systems economic or physical reliance on subsistence subsistence as

and community ceremonial role of subsistence product cultural value and subsistence as an integral part
of custom and

tradition

Regarding extent the following three social factors must be

recognized as determining subsistence opportunity Population
Access to and use of subsistence resources could be impacted by

changes Resource availability and Changing social and reductions in subsistence resources and changes in subsistence

economic condition iS will rural population increases affect resource distribution patterns Factors that might impact

the extent of subsistence use of resource the availability of subsistence use patterns are changes in regulations increased

resource and the condition of the habitat on which resources human populations and or shifts in the populations of wildlife

depend has major effect on the extent of subsistence uses and

fish wildlife and other natural rsource are key to the In regards to customary and traditional uses the ability of

oubsistence way of life for PNW Native communities which despite program to1 recognize and accurately determine what all the

significant change have kept alive their deeply rooted cultural customary and traditional uses of aubsistence resources on Federal

and traditional practices public lands are and see the interrelationship of the use of

Federal public lends would govern the amount of impact that

In regards to subsistenc use patterns and systems the program would have on subsistence use patterns

geographic and ecological setting of community is reflected in

the patterns of subsistence uses of resources subsistence

system is successful set of patterns that are the method or

eotablished way that people live This functioning system is based ADDITIONAL MATERIAL THAT MIGHT SE INCLUDED UNDER THE THEME OF

on subsistence use pattern Subsistence use patterns are NATIVE AMERICAN PEOPLES AND CULTURE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

generalized repeated behaviors that are established through time
Described in further detail as addendum 13 the following themes

In subsistence use patterns and systems the component of time should slso be mentioned within the description of PNW Native

is important Subsistence is resource use that exceeds an emergency American Affected Environment

survival situation or single season of exploitation It

constitutes continual interaction of people with wild and Socisl Orgsnisation

renewable resources In essence subsistence use patterns are the

enactment of custom and tradition Social
economy imbalance and it

expression
social anomalies

within the individual The inability to participate in the network

As pertains to regional community based patterns it seems of traditional social
economy may aggravate the central conditions

reasonable that subsistence pattern described by region should or other life stresses that are being experienced by an individual

include the resource base of the social and economic system In turn these aggravated conditions or stresses may emotionally

principle specie harvested dominant seasonal round and affect that given individual The net result of these aggravated

quantitative estimate of the annual harvsst of fish and wildlife conditions or stresses in combination with their emotional impact

resources may then predispose an individual towards engaging into certain

personally harmful behavioral expression

Regarding subsistence use pattern and environmental Also economic exchange categories ie Different categorie that

consequences the impact assessment should acknowledge that might be prevalent within Pacific Northwest indigenous societies

subsistence is central to the traditional PNW Native
way

of life may include the following swap trade pay for something not yet

and is not behavior which can be aingled out as solitary in existence pay shaman give something buying someone good

activity in an individual life or as characteristic of will giving of free gifts between affinal relative giving

community Rather subsistence is Bet of intertwined activities property at ceremony not expecting return giving property
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PUYALLUP TRIBE TO BRIE TERN Letter dat d 102793 PUTALLUP TRIBE TO ERIE TERN Letter dst d 10 27 93
FEXAT DSEIS COO4ENTS FIMAT DRESS C0O4RNTB

for assistance during ceremony giving property at ceremony An example of how shift from subsistence opportunity could

expecting equal valu to be returned and betting impact the social organization cultural values or the social

health of PNW Native community

Cultural Values Additional materiel that might be included under the themes of

PNW Native American Peoples Affected Environment
Under the theme of Pacific Northwest Natives Affected

Environment Cultural Values it may be worthwhile to consider Specialization An annotated inventory of traditional PNW

developing information reflecting at least the following themes and profession and activities

categories Worldview Spirituality Ancestors md Respect For

the Dead Spirit Vision Questing Nyths Custom Connections with

the Environment and Social Well Being Beliefs Maintaining Although submitted as addendum it is expected that these details

Responsiveness to the Natural World Annual Production Cycles will also be recognized as being an official part of our submitted

comment record

Other Social Issues
CLOSING COMI4EHTS

Specific central social conditions correlated with individual

alcohol abuse Measurable indicators of individual family and The Puyallup Tribes analysis of this DSEIS focused upon the

community social anomalies and social remedies of the PNW Native adequacy of the information contained within the section entitled
sociocultural system ie

Components of Successful program Rural Communities Native American Peoples and Culture Affected

Treatment of Depression in the Individual Community Aspects of Environment and Environmental Consequences Considering that this
Social Remedies and Social Remedies as Response to Life Crises section in the DSEIS constituted only two thirds of page four

paragraphs the opinion here was that this section was woefully

inadequate for portraying this
proposals potential impact upon

Subsistence Use Patterns Pacific Northwest Native American peoples and culture as such we
described the deficiencies which were recognized as well as

The description of affected environment should include an recommended substantive detail with which to address these apparent
examination of the role of Task groups and social harmony Sharing deficiencies

networks sharing and redistribution Subsistence as social and

cultural necessity The social role of traditional economic In this regard we hope the comments provided within will be

activities Annual cycles of production collecting storage and of some assistance in developing this proposals Final EIS We also

manufacturing of subsistence materials and Production as request that some type of official written response be provided to

community effort the Tribe addressing in specific both the validity of these

comments as well their applicability to these particular matters
THE ATTACHED ADDENDUMS RECOMMENDING DETAILS FOR THE FEIS at hand Please consider our contact parson Jeffrey Thomas

Director Puyallup Tribal Timber Fish and Wildlife
Program

As specified in the DSEIS Notice to Readers submitted comments 206 593 0254
are most useful when they specifically addrses new or corrected

information It is in this spirit that the above comments and Scsrsly
tribal recommendation have been submitted However recognizing h6 fa
that it is quite likely there will be need for clarification of bW1lu Tribal TFW Program
our remarks and subsequent recommendations have included for

your benefit four additional addendums These addendum are

PNW Native American Socio cultural System Recommended details

to include within an examination of Native American Peoples and

Culture Affected Environment and Environmental Consequencea
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Q1VATER BAY INDIAN TRIBE

O8556

P O Boa 30 Toheland Washington 98590
The

forest also contains innumerable places of cultural and
spiritual significance to

Indian tribes

Telephone 206 267 6766 FAX 206 267 6778
No systematic or comprehensive inventory of such sites has been done by qualified

archaeologists anthropologists and others in consultation with native leaders As long as
the

IJS Forest Service and other federal agencies continue to dismiss
the importance of protecting

these sites and resources the federal

government
will be in breach of its toast

responsibility
toLi L the affected tribes

The proposed action wtll affect 36
federally recognized tribes as welt

as many
other lobes that

are now seeking federal recogntuon The entire Forest SummitJFEMAT
process is

tnbute
to

the
all too common practice of categorically excluding sovereign tribal

governments from

Important decision nsaking fora If the federal

government is ever going to make good on it s

Interagency SEtS Team promise to deal with Indian tribes as sovereign entities some serious rethinking must first occur

p0 Box 3623

Portland OR 97208 3623
While

logging restrirtions are being placed on many federal lands there arc simultaneously

federal subsidies that are now being implemented to increase cutting on
reservations

hy
400

million board feet Tribes are being left oat of the FEMAT
process

and
yet

wilt be forced to

Dear Team cut their own forests to supplement losses elsewhere Rescrvationn have
historically

suffered

far too much environmental degradation at
the hands of various federal agencies This

appreciate
the

opportunity to comment on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact
degradation occurs on

very
finite reservations For this reason alone tribes should have been

Statement on Management of Habitat for Late Successional and Old Growth Forest Related
included

as
members of

the FEMAT team

Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl DSEIS As Tribal Chainnan of the

Shoalwater Bay Indian Tribe and biologist have
many deep and divergent interests in the

With these few general comments as an introduction now turn to the DSEIS itself and the

preservation of ancient forests shostcomings of Option

hr debate over these last remaining stands of ancient forests must be put in proper perspective

The plan does not meet at least one of the court identified defects of
the USFSs 1992 FEIS

All that
is

left of the native virgin forest in the Pacific Northwest ii 10

percent of the
original

for Northern Spotted Owls NSOs On
page

102 of
Chapter 3 4 it ii stated that the court said

amount This same virgin forest is the last percent in the nation Therefore protection of this

the Forest Service cannot adopt plan which they know or believe will

probably cause the

vital resonrce is not simply local issue nor national issue White the United Staten
presses

entitpation of other native vertebrate species in the planning area This comes from the

on less developed countries to

preserve
their

tropical
rainforest for the benefit of the planet our

National Forest Management Act NFMA which
states that fish and wildlife habitat shalt be

nation has alt but decimated our own coastal temperate rainforest The debate over the ancient managed to maintain viable
populations

of
existing native and denired nonnative vertebrate

forests is properly placed not only us local or national framework but also within the context species
in

the planning area FEMAT Overview and Summary 11 5 On page 86 of

of international environmental protection Chapter 3 4 of the DSEIS Figure lV l6
clearly

shows
that under all options considered

including Option some species of amphibians face
an 80 percent chance of eslirpation

The forest must also be understood
to

contain more than few species of concern ie those that
Amphibians are vertebrates

are luCky enough to merit protection through the species listing process of the

Endangered Species Act The DSEIS gives token attention to the amphibians mollusks fungi
Since the plan contemplates the 80 percent likelihood of

extirpation of some species the

and fish species affected in this decision making process but does not
fully

address their plan could still run into trouble with the ESA

ecological value nor their worthiness of equal protection At least 108 oldgrowth related

mollusk species are on the brink of extinction Preservation of ancient forest based upon

On the areas affected by this plan no systematic inventory of Native Amencan
riiltural

dispersal patterns of Northern Spotted Owls or nesting patterns
of Marbled

Murreleta can never religious and ceremonial ales Logging in these areas without such
an inventory will either

be confused with more holistic

approach to biodivernity
and habitat

protection for all ancient
lead

to destruction abrogation of
treaty rights violation of

trust responsibility or alt three

forest species
Tribes were not asked to be involved in the FEMAT process in meaningful or timely way and

therefore will
likely

stand to lose
significant

resources Federal subsidies to increasingly log

Indian lands will only transfer environmental degradation over to these peoples
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This plan thould be based upon preservation of alt remaining ancient forests Instead it

allows at least 22 percent of the remaining virgin forests to be Cut

Currently there are no legally
enforceable salmon stream protection rules that

pertain
to

national forests only management plans setting
such protections as goats

The watershed

assessments that will be carried out to determine forest practices in ripasian areas thould

conclude that minimum of 300 foot utreamside buffers should be required in all fish andnonfish
bearing streams These buffers will

at
least

produce
baseline

to judge whether
or not

water
quality

and stream preservation can be maintained or if larger buffer is necessary

The thinning salvage and fire prevention logging that will be allowed in
the LS OG

Reserves will continue the destruction of ancient forest habitat These

procedures
wilt

require

roads Lurgu roadlcss arena should bc removed from this

type
of treatment Since these actions

can occur within the reserves it seems misleading to
make such designation if sincere

preservation is not intended

Outside of the reserves fisheries protection has been cut in half from what was

recommended by scientists If this plan is to succeed sufficient measures must be taken
to

enhance and
protect

anadromous fish

species
All of

the options
in

the DSEIS are fundamentally

flawed in this respect

Reserve designation does not mean that the forests will in

practice be reserved For

enample forests on Fort Lewis may or may not be reserved even though they are designated

as such Much of the reserve land is also nsadc
up

of clearcut s and
tree plantations that may or

may not someday resemble late successional old growth forest The reservc system is in

this context misleading

In general it seems that the entire procedure has unfortunately sublimated the true importance

of the forests themselves That they are ecosystems whose functioning values and constituent

parts are beyond the grasp of contemporary human understanding For this reason alone

object to
the implementation of this

plan as
it now reads and strongty urge the Team to consider

these comments as viable revisions

ossee Thank you

Herbert Mark Whitish

Tribal Chairman
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044
Adaptive management areas are not clearly defined The Finney AMA

10 an area that was very heavily logged in the 1970e and ROe which

resulted in serious habitat damage The only acticity that should occur In

the Finney Rlock Is major rehabilitation effort

St of Indians 1j
The full impact of roads and road management on aquatic and

shLane terrestrial ecosysteme Is not adequately addreeaed in the DIEIS or the

98223
FEMAT report

1ntergencyDSEIS Team

Portland OR 97208 3623

Comments aohmt ttad by the Stillaguamish Tribe on the DSEIS and FEMAT

Report relating to preferred Option

Despite attempts by numerous Tribal Governments there was no

involvement of Tribes or the recognition of Tribal interests throughout

the FERAT process The Tribes were not given any meaningful access to

FFfIAT team members

The DSEIS and FEMAT report acre prepared witi no regard to Federal

Truet responsibility or recognition of established Treaty Rights

The exteneics economic impact section focused on non Indian timber

industry and timber dependent communities No analysis is done on the

econoslc impact to Tribal and Reservation communitieS Native people are

dependent on natural resources for their cultural and economic livelihood

It 10 an indefensible ommission to overlook these impacts

The preferred alternative provides less proteotlon for atrisk

fish than For other nartebrates including the spotted owl The cal is

given an 80 chance of survival as opposed to 65 chance for at rick

fish The Tribe Cannot accept this

Full riparian protection should be given to oil watersheds

regardless of their status as key watershed Full buffer protection

should bs applied to intsrmittsnt streams in the matrie lands These

streams are important to fl h and other species during critical life

stages

Watershed Analysis needs to be more clearly defined It should not

be used to Identify new opportunities for timber harvest and road building

under the guis of ecosystem managemsnt

206 435 2755 FAX 206 435 2204 SCAN 464 7012
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O1293o85235
privilege

01 hunting and gathering
fools and berries On Offl

and unclaimed lands Provided however that
they

shall not

snows w5 arsOn wan inwr smuuorsu
take shelitish eons

any
beds staked or cultivated by citizens

itwrn a Cn rg 55m ar nn
SIlO TOIlOS SEAotI IIOAD

caroL s ro
frsr ASYSVILLI WA SlO14tl

ia nsM Zwu smnat seSaU4M1 Treaty of Point
Elliott

Article II Kappler
669

ne Sow n nwauau AX IWSUsl
55050 LM5WU 0 fined

ran WflOn run hans 15c

This
treaty

clause forms the basis for important tribal rights and interests within and
adjacent

Mr Robert Jacoba October 27 1993

Interagency DSEIS Team
to the federal forest lands The federal courts have affirmed the Tulalipn enercise of treaty fishing

P0 Boo 3623

Portland OR 97208.3623

rights
in an

area eutending goneratty
1mm the northern end of Vauhon Island in south central Puget

Sound to the Canadian border and westward into the Strait of Juan de Fuca
easterly

of line extending

Dear Mr Jacobs

northwesterly from the witth5mst
tip

of Protection Island to Trial Island in Canada Li
Wasttinntvtt

626 Sopp 1405 1531 1985 The extent of the Tulalips fishing grounds was

The
Tolatmp

Tribes
respectfully

submit the
following

comments regarding the Draft

affirmed in US Wasitinntou 841 F2d 317 9th Cir 19118 This area
inclodes

piirtiotmn
of

the

Supplemental Environmental tmpact Statement on Management of Habitat for Late Successional and

Mt Baker Ssoqualtnie
Natinnal Forest

Old Growth Foresi Related
Species

Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl
0ff reservation hunting rights

of Washington tribes have also been recognized cc tg

Stale Antoine 420 US 194 1915
INTERESTOFTIIETULALIPTKIBES

Pursuant to the treaties and other federal Indian law
principles

the
Tulatips

have five interests

The
present day

tribal
enlity

knows
as

the
Tutalip

Tribes of Waahington is the
political

successor in interest to certain tribes bands and groups
of

Indiana who were parties to the Treaty of

and rights
which mast be

protested in the
Forest These include

Point Elliott of January 22 1855 12 Stat 927 IJS Washineton 459 Supp 1020 1039

Ii The
right

to have habitat
protested

to secure the production of fish

1978 The Tribe in recognized by the United Staten government ma
currently functioning

Indian

The
right to

have wildlife
protected

to secure the
euercise

of hunting rights

tribe maintaining its tribal
grruerttnsent

on the
Tulalip

Indian Reservation in Snohomish County

The
right to

have wildlmte
protested

tnr sultural and
religious reasons

Washington The Reservation
was established pursuant to provisions

of the Treaty of Point Elliott

Thu right to have cultural religious and archaeological signiticant sites

by Enecutive Order on December 23 1873 The lribe in organized pursuanl to the Indian

protected
for cultural and

religious reasons and

Reorganization Act of June 18 1934 25 US C 416 The Tribe is governed in accordance with its

The
right

to have other
species

of Itora
protected

to allow exercise of
treaty

Constitution and By Lawn approved by the United Staten government on January 24 1936
gathering rights and other

religious
and cultural

activities
of

significance

The Paint Elliott Treaty contains the lotlowing language

ARTiCLE The
right

of
taking

fish at usnat and accustomed

grounds and stations in further secured to said Indiana in

cimntmon with all citizens of the
territory

and of
erecting

tenipstrury
houses for the purpose of curing together

with the
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GENERAL ISSUES OF LAW AND POLICY PRESENTED To
fully

understand the otfoct that the alternatives developed iv the DSEIS would have on the

Tulalip Tribes
treaty rights

itis

important
to have sonic background anderstaisding

of those
rights

This matter raises important
issues of federal Indian law and

policy
and Treaty rights Included In 1855 stout of the Indian tribes in Western Washington signed series

of treaties with the United

or these issues are the following
general legal

and policy
Issue Do the alternative developed In Staten

cotnartonly known as the Stevens Treaties By those documents the lodiatts ceded
large pvirtions

the FEMAT
report

and the DSEIS violate the Treaty of Point Elliott 12 Stat 972 between the of their tribal lands to the United Stateu and received itt return confirmation of their
rights

to certain

United States and Psget Sound Tribes
as to hasting and

fishing rights1 Has the Forest Service reservation lands and
protection

of certain other pre eoisting rights Among the rtght s reserved was

and the Bureau ut Land Management
BLM

ignored or
seriouuly

Underestimated potential
serious tjhe

right
or

taking
fish at all the usual and accustomed grounds and stations in common with all

impacts on Puget Stored fisheries management and fish supply posed by the DSEIS7 Does the citizens of the territory together
with the

privilege
of hunting and gathering roots and berries en

preferred
alteritative Alternative adequately protect

cultural and
religious

sites and usage of the open and unclaimed lands 2

forest by Native Americans Did the Forest Service and BLM violate the National Environmental This
fishing righl

was one of the most
important

retained by the Tribes l9isli constituted

Policy
Act 42 US C 4321 ggi NEPA by failing adeqaately

to assess
the

potential major part
of the Indian diet was used for commercial purposes and Indeed was traded insubstantial

environmental impacts of the proposed plas
In this section we will review the

legal tenants
which volumes Washineton Wanhineton State Coottnercial Passeneer Fishion Vessel Assn 443 US

govern the Tul alip
Tribes

rights
as backdrop for more

specific
utatements in Section 638 665 1979 Fishine Vessel As the Supreme Court has noted itis perfectly clear that the

Indians were vitally interested in protecting their right to take fish at usual arid accuttomod places

2.1 THE ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPED IN THE DSEIS whether onor otf the reservations and that
they

were invited by the white
negotiators

to
rely and

VIOLATE THE TREATY OF POINT ELLIOTT in fact did
rely heavily

tm the good faith of the United Stares
to

protect
that right 443 US

at 667

The
Tulalip

Trabes
possess

clear environmental
right to have

fishery
habitat avd game habitat

protected This
right

was best
enplained by Federal Judge William Orrick

as
follows

Implicitly incorporated in the Trealyu
tishing

claose is the

right
to have

the ttshery
habitat

protected
from mao made

despolialine
the most fundatnentmsl

2
Tho

language quoted
was the Iouudatou tot thu rosiest

treaty rights roso United Stains

Wislnrnaiton which held hot the Indian tnhos uf this Stat0 men vartirled to sham
equally or

the h rvrar
or

andmteoua tub that is huh bet spawn iu frmtr wetee but line them eatslt Imuna ju the an 304

Amnavng
the

signatories
mom ihnoarmoss tribe in which

atnacum Tulaip Trthea of Washington it Supp 3120 Wash 974 fj 520 F 2d 676 9th Car 1975 ff jLJoJevtgpJj Wialmireton

ssccoswmmmnintnroui Wasimiouton State Cntnmerrial Pauaenee Pieltiun
Vessel Aano 443 U S 650 1978
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prerequisite
to

enercising
the

right
to take fish is the enistence

ul tish to be taken 2.2.3
Rights guaranteed by treaty are property rights

and may not be taken
encept byUsathigio 306 Supp 187 at 203 iWO Wash 1980.3 etptlcit decision of the United Staten Congress and with full compensation Log UnittsLLiiiet

Sioux Nation 448 US 371 1980 Shoshone Tribe United 5jg 299 US 476 1937

2.2 THE SUPREME COURT HAS ENUNCIATED United States
Winnebago

Tribe of Nebraska 542 F2d 1002 8th Cit 1976 Indian
fishing

PRINCIPLES OF TREATY INTERPRETATION WHICH ARE
rights

in
particular

are considetsd to be property rights
conferred by treaty subject

to these

BINDING ON FEDERAL AGENCIES roles gg Memiminee Tribe United States 391 U S 404 413 1968 jngj
Peckine Co 337 US 86 105 1949 Whitefoot United Stales 293 F2d 658 659 Cl Ci

Over the yearn the Supreme Court has enunciated number of guides for the
interpretation

1961 The
right

to fish at usual and accastnmml
fishing places

affirmed in the Slevens Treatiet

and enfurcoment of trealies between the United Staten government and American Indian tribes Among has been termed
right

in the land the
right

of
crossing

it

tn
the river

the right to occupy

these
principles

are the following it to the extenI and for the purpose inenlioned United Stales Winaris
ssItca

198

2.2 Die Indians held all natural
eesonrces prior to

while colonization Thus ass at 381

general matter and more
specifically

with
respect

to the
right

to fish the treaties do not

represent grant
of

rights
from the United Stales tu the Indians Instead

they cosnlltute grant 2.3 THE RIGHT TO FISH GRANTED bY THE STEVENS

of
rights

from the Indians and reservation of those sot granted United States TREATIES HAS BEEN CONSISTENTLY PROTECFED DY

Yjttsuh 198 U S 371 381 1905

2.2.2
treaty

is

to
be construed not according to the technical meaning of its

The Indians reservation 01
right

to take lish at all usual and accustomed grounds and stations

words to learned lawyers but in tense to which
they

wuold
naturally

be understood by the

is property interest of
explicit gis igraphic scope binding against the United States ansI its

grantees

Indians Fishiest Vessel 443 US
at 675 citing

Jones Meeham 175 U S It

as well
as against

the
state

and its graotees United States Wiitans
gtggig

198 U S at 381 82 As

1879 Ambiguities in
an Indian

treaty
are to be resolved is favor of the Iribe The Supreme

Judge Boldt found

Court has
regularly

used theso canons of construction tu broadly interpret
the

fishing rights

SOLX 1gltigg
tucalins where members of tribe

ctsslomaotly

accurding to Indian tribes by the Stevens Tresltes
5gg

Ustted States Wmaats gatpa ttf8fl
fished from time to time at and before

treaty times however

Bros Co Uniled States 249 US 194 1919 Tulee Washisetos 315 0.5 681 1942
distant from the then usual hubttat ulthe tribe and whether

or

nut other
tribes

then also fished in the same waters i5htj
Washinetps Washineton State Commercial Pasneneer Fishino

Vessel Asss gggg
443 13.5 and accustomed eround

or
station

at which the treaty tribe

reserved sod its members presently have thc rieht to
Lake fish

at 676 679

This dnvtsion wen
nltirnainly

vscaird sad enmnndnd to the district rusts by the Ninth Circuits

premature US c W thiuriw 739 P 2.1 1333 9th Ci 19831 This decision stilt reninina however the

heat
anptsnstine

of the envienninoet l
ri8bi implicit

in the treaties
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United Stains Wanhintsrn siigsia
384 Supp at

332 emphasis added
The third cane which is tnstrastive is

Conteilnrated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation

Both dtrecl anal indirect
interferences with the

right
to take fish at usual and accustomed

placea

Alexander 440 Sopp 553 Or 1977 Thorn the district court
halted consituction of Corps

have boon
prohibited by the cootu in United Stales Wisans stages

for instance owners of upland of EngIneers dam that would flood and
destroy

Indian usual and accustomed fishing
atationa It made

areas constructed fish wheel that
denied Indians

access
to one of the normal ftshing stations on

the

no difference in tire courts analysis that there remained linking
stalions available to the Indtans or that

Columbia River The Court held that nowlndians could
not

exerctse
right

enen one granted under
the Corpn 01 Engineers proposed mitigation plan

that according to ii would produce more fish than

Stale license to
esclusive

possession
of the tiribes fishing

places
1l 198 US at 382 No

the
Indians

enjoyed under natural conditions The
court

said Whatever the merits of the

matter who owned the land the
Coart held that the treaties fined in the land such easements as enable

governments mitigation program the
treaty right

to fish at gfl usual and accustomed ttations
will

he

tIm
Itreatyl right tnt

he enercisod by the lriheuj suites
at

384
destroyed as to thitne stations

within the reserooir 440 Supp at 355 emphasis added
Thu court

More recently the Ninth Circuit
struck down slate

proposals
for Columbia River fish

held thai the
treaty fishing right

could not be taken
by

inundation absent nuprens Congressional

regulation
that would have restricted tribal access to but porlian

of their usual and uccustomed
authorization This

case
makes it cleat that federal

agencies may not violate Indian
treaty rights

In

places gg United States Oregon 718 F2d 2999th Cir 1985 The Columbia River Tribes
undertaking actions within their

statutory purview gg gjg Muckleslicirit Hall 698 Supp 504

tiottal and accusrttineii
sIting Itlaces

at issue there upon 00cr 00 cites of the Columbia River ike CW D Wash 1988

State
of Oregnu situght to

restrict Indian
fishing

to 21.6 miles of that stretch In
justificattou

Ike State

Although the DSEIS dons not include an
enplice oualytis

of impact to Treaty fishing the

asserted that rho Tribes could catch more link
in that way

than if the
entire area were open The Ninth document

Implies that
forest

harvesting
under the

preferred
alternatIve will have only small

Circuit
rejected

such
trade off

eveti if it could be arranged and emphasized again
that the

treaty economic Impact on Tribal fishing and thus the
preferred

ultrrnatlve does not
illegally

take nor impair

fishing
right

included both
ouanlitutive

right to
fair share of lIne

fishery
and reoeraDhic

right
to

the

treaty
tinhitig

property
right The

appellants dispute
the value assigned to the losn But in

any

luke fish at usual and accustomed places The Court of Appealn directed that courts mast accord
event the dollar value of the

right
taken in irrelevant In such circumstances Supreme Court cases

primacy to the geographical aspect
of the

treaty
right and held that restrictions en that

right
are proper uniformly have found

takIng
to the

entent
of

the nccupaiios without regard to
whether the

action

only for purposes uf 11th conservatoin 718 F2d at 305
achieves an

important public
benefit or has only minimal economic impact on the owner Loretto

Telenrnmnter Manhnttan CATV Corn 458 U S 419 434 35 1982 The Fifth Amendment draws

no distinction between grand larceny
and

petty larceny Hndel lroiue 107 S Ct 2076 2089

1987 Stevens concurring gg alia
Nullan California Cnsial Commission 107 Sd 3141

3145 1987 Kaiser Aetna United Slales 444 U S 64 178 t9794

An
auulyniu

of
pubhn

hountii end
impact

nn
prnporty

iso nod snionti pprnpn tn when naan aing
the

lngnhty
nf

gorzrnrnont rngutntinn
that

irepin5n
on rho sea in whioh an nwnnr can

por
lu

property

Pure Central Tranmortation Cu New York Cite 435 US 104 t24 t97ni hut when the

gnnsmmnnt iinsnntiy uuoupinu
or nuubton others to

ovoupy
or

nujoy property flhi greniod by meaty tone

ladinn tnbn Inn antyaia
of thu

mngutaiory vaunt it
irmninvnui Seot Nation United Siatea 448 U S

371 409 2b 19801

u
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Further the caseu have
consistently

held that the

government nay not force Tribes to move

their
fishing

teom
one putt

of
their grounds to another or trom ore station to another This it The FEMAT

report

and DSEIS
reveal dtsturbing misunderslattdtng

of the complen fish

teaching
ut Wiogju UwlmLStates Oretton and

ilanalijIg
In each cue the Tribes did

not lose jj management regime in Pugel Sound and raise whole new issues that the Forest Service and BLM have

their
tishtng grounds or

stations but the loss of
part

of their usual and accustomed
places was still ignored

enjoined
lire

right
to fish

at usual and accuntittned grounds is property right right in the lasul Fish harvests and allocation in Puget Sound are governed by coinplrcatesl
neries of court

UnjleslStates Wmans 98 U S at 381 Under the contained
in the DSEIS reasoning one orders itt United States Washineton and related cases jjo Morisset The

Legal
Standards

who owned 00 acres vi land could
not complain if the government built highway that occupied but

For
Allocating The Fisheries Resources 22

delis Rev 609 1985 86 Hat vests proceed each

acres
of

his property Such is simply not the law where as here the government
actually occupies year pursuant to detailed rules

alltucating
the harvest among Indian sod non Indian fishers and

or permits another to occupy the land Loretto Teleeroinoter Manhattan CA1 identifying
where and when fish maybe caught and how

long
the season will last 5g Poget Sound

Management Plan in
US Washinnton 459 Supp 1020 at 1107 Ft Wash 1978 Order

2.4 THE DSEIS FAILS TO ADEqUATELY ADDRESS OR

RECOGNIZE THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF TREATY
adopting I5ugot

Sound Salmon Management Plan Dint Ct No
10180

October IS 1985

FISHERIES IN PUGET SOUND
Put nitnply tisheries manageieeni is

gigantic
and complen purzle One cannot simply

rearrange
one

piece
of that

puzzle
either in

fishing effirrt season length or harvest location

without
causing uuhstanitve

and
possibly devastating affect tv the oilier court approved management

plans ihreughitui
the Puget Sound

The FEMAT
report

and DSEIS
both fail ii

analyze
the effects of management alternatives on

the fisheries managenrent plans The documents also fail to
identify

the
iropovtance status

of Individual

watersheds within
the

Forest
tin regiirnal

fisheries

management For enample certain fish stocks

within the Nrtoksack
Skagit

and Stillaguemish watersheds often constrain the harvest in marine areas

of flub from other watersheds Fish habitats located within the Forest
are

essential
to the current and

future production of these stocks By failing to accurately discuss the harvest management of fish

stocks
originating within the Firreut or the impacts of Forest management on these sticks the

documents have seriously omitted major effects of the alternatives

2.5 THE FOREST SERVICE AND ELM HAVE VJLh1IED

THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT flY

FAILING TO ADEqUATELY CONSIDER CUMULATIVE

IMPACTS OF THE PLAN
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The
obligation

to consider cumulative
impacts

is

particularly strong
when there are

his fundamental tenet of the National Ettvironnmental Pulicy
Act NEPA 42 US C 432181 concurrently pending proposals

that ciuld have cumulative adverse
mnipaclv

On similar resources

that governmental analysis
of the environmental consequences of its

action must consider the When several proposals
fur actions that will have cumulative yr

synergistic

environmental impact

cumulative unpact of its proposals Sug gg Thomas Putuosmno 753 P 24 754 9th Civ 1985 upon region are pending cvncurrontly hetoee an agency their evviriivmevtal consequences must be

Binding Council of Enomeunnienial Quality regulations
det3ne cumulative impact as an considered logether Klemmee Sierra Club 427 US 390 410 1976 Soc stt NRDC Callawas

impact on the environment which results from mIte incremental
524 P 24 79 2nd Cir 979 Iconsiduration

required
of cumulative impacts ot concurrently pending

impact ui the
action when added to other past prevent and

reasumnably
foreseeable thirure actions

regardless

of what
agency

dredge spoil dumping propusritsl
The Ninth Circuit has required comolative impact analymms va

federal or
win federal or person atideriaken such other action

Cumulative
impacts

can result tram individually
minor but

whole series 01
recent

caves including
Sierra Club UntIed States Forest Service F2d

collectively signiticant
actions

taking place
ooer

period
of

9th Civ No 82 749 April 1988 cumutative impacts of several proposed timber sales Laftarnme

time

40 81508

842 F2d 1065 9th Cir 1988 cumulative impacts of
several water resource projects 5av

the Yaak Blcick
804 F2d 74 9th Civ 1988 cumulative impacts of road construction and timber

harvesting Thomas Peterson uprg cuinulauve impacts
of timber

harvesting
and road

construction aoc also
Natitinal Widltf Federation

US
Forest Service 592 Supp 93t Or

1984 vacated in part
801 F2d 360 9th Civ 1986 cumulative impacts of numerous limber sales

We 05mm turn to the
specitic portions

of the OSEIS which violate one or more of these genera

legal
or

policy principles

CEQ
regulations

am binding on
all Indurul

agunciea Sloainhmmamors
FERC 759 P 24 1382 1391

5.4
lOih

Ci 985
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3 PORTIONS OF THE DSEIS TO WHICH THE TULALIP TRIBES OBJECT 3.1 Despite repeated
and

persistent anempts to be
cooperatively

involved In the

REASONS FOR OBJECTING AND REOUESTED CHANGES 36 CFR
ft 217.94 AND derek pment Appandin FEMAT report tribea and trtbal inlerest s were encluded from

FEMAT and were not linen meattingfsl access to the
FEMAT team

3.2 As result the FEMAT
report

and the DSEIS fail
entirely

to provide any

accurate ittiormatloit or
analysis

of the ettects of the implementation of any of the alternatives

described in
the

OSEIS This is
bteach

of

treaty
rights and the federal trust responsibility to

protect
these

rights
revised DSEIS thould be prepared which corrects thts omrssion

3.3 The implementation of
any of the alternatives will

significantly
affect Indian

reservations tribal economics tribal social and cultural interests and
treaty

reserved fishing

huatieg and
gathering rights

The FEMAT
report acknowled8os this

point pg 11 73 hot does

riot even attempt
to

analyze any
of these

impacts
revised DSEIS should be prepared which

corrects this omission

3.4 Data
presented in

she FEMAT
report

regarding the economic value of
fishing

within the range uItlte Northern
Spotted

owl is
totally

fallacious The data used represents only

those values fir coastal communities aod
totally

omen any information about tribal coastal

fisheries Puget Sound ltslian and non Indian fisherIes
and Columbia River Indian and non

Indian fisheries Thin incredible omission could base been
easily

avoided by the involvement of

tribal
technical

enperss
in Use FEMAT process By any standard tribal communities would

qaalhfy
as most aI risk communities however

they are
not included in

the economic or social

impact analyses revised DSEIS should be prepared which corrects tIns omisuion

3.5 In contrast to th ostensive
analysis

of the economic impacts to the riot Indian

limber
industry

and non Indian timber focused communities no
aratysis

in done on the impacts

of

any
of

Use
alternatives

on
tribal and reservation communities The economics of

many

reservations are much more
strongly

linked to natural
resources

than most non Indian timber

cvimnmunities Many if sot all
tribal communities depend upon commercial ceremonial and

subsistence
fishing

and hunting tsr their base revised DSEIS should be prepared which

corrects this omission
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The OSEIS does
not even mention the interactions between the alternatives and Another esample is the implenteniation

of watershed
analysis Having spent

the
past

lsidiaii
treaty rights

For enainple in 1993 the U S Fish and Wildlife Service was seriously several

years
developing watrrthed

analysis process
for state and private lands the tribes arc

considering shutting
down

treaty fishing
in the Strait of Juan Dc Fuca and the San Juan Islands

well aware that the
devil is in the details and that wairshed

analysis
as proponed by the

because of the potential tar Marbled
nsurrelet to be incidentally caught in

fishing nets This FEMAT
report

could snore
easily

have
negaiinr

influence on the impacts
of future

logging on

raises the
interesting

siluatiois where
treaty protected

fishing could he halted In
protect

Marbled
other watershed resources shuts

ii could have
positive

influence TIns is not to say we do not

murvelet while
logging

of teurrelet breeding habitat is
continuing to

be logged on national slate
support

watershed
analysis

we simply do not
support any

and all forms of watershed
analysis

and
private

forests revised DSEIS should be prepared which corrects this omission The DSEIS makes the assumption that watershed
analysis

will
mitigate

or minimize future

3.7 The OSEIS does not
analyze the impacts

uf
any

of
the

alternatives
on

Indian

impacts to non timber forest resources however thin
is not substantiated assampiion

cultural use of national foresi lauds Many Forests such as the Mt Baker Snoqualmie have revitied DSEIS tihould be prepared which corrects these
omissions and deficiencies and which

cultural resource inventories which could have easily been incorporated Into the FEMAT describes
the

details of watershed
analysis

to sufficient detail that one can make reasoned

analysis Both the matrin lands and the adaptive management areas contain known cultural determination as to irs efficacy
in avoiding ur preventing further future impacts to ron timber

and
archeological resources revised DSEIS should be prepared which

corrects
this omIssion

forest resources

3.8 The DSEIS and FEMAT
report

do not contain sufficient information
regarding

3.9 The FEMAT
report

and time DSEIS do an admirable job of attempting to assess

critical dotails ill the imnylemeniaoon of any alterualives For euasnple the
types

of activIties
the impacts of

time

alternatives
on many individual species Iiis difficult however to know how

allowed
in adaptive management zones are unnpecilied

We
are aware that at least one of

the much weight to
put

on the
viability

assessments which serve as the busts
for

the
ESEIS

adupiine nianageineni
zones lFhinney block is home to summer run steelbead stock which is

analysis The
viability

assessments are apparently subjeciioe professional Judgments Thr

in very depressed couduiion and tor which
petition

for
listing under the

ESA has
recently DSEIS

or the
FEMAT

report
to no list any criteria which were coold should have been used in

boon tiled All vi
these

alocks
are

in
this situation because of the clear and direct impacts of reduce the subjectivity

of
the assessments

past logging and torest management Itis difficult to Imagine what type of
adaptive 3.10 There are no critoria or standards by which

to determine what timber
harvests

management euld he
practiced

in thin
area

without
enacerbating

the situation The DSEIS is
will he altirwemi withie the matrix

riparian
areas or adaptive management areas Withoat either

silent its these details

describing
the

logging
activities enolsioned in these areas or

setting
forth criteria by which

proposed activities would he Judged und permitted
itis

Impossible for the DSEIS or reviewrvs

of the DSEIS iii assess the
Impacts

of any of thn alternatives

en
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Although ho FEMAT
report

and the
DSEIS menttntt ecosystem management 3.14 All

opIates analyneni
in the OSEIS are assessed lor their

ability
to maintain

itiatiy

lilacs itt
dntinttuio tt this

concept
nor details ittits structure or implementation are

viahtlity 01 species As we tune
already

discussed the Treaties

guarantee to
the Tribes the

presented
in either document Huweoer itis clear

that none of the

alternattvs

Ottllteed in thfl

right
hi fish The

right
tin fish

requires
that there br uutticieitt nuititrer nl fish to ttllow

DOLlS
constitute technically or legally supportable

detiniltun itt ecosystem management Ftr
coininorcitl ceremonial and subsistence harvest By tatting to assess the ahllity

01 the
vptivns

esatnple the
ecsisysleon

in wltich the Marbled tnurrelet enists tncludes loreul
lands wtthtn

provide tiir harvestable tennis 01
tish

the DSEIS has completely ignored Treaty fishing

certain distance still tinder ineenttgattoo
Irtim marine waters Th FEMAT alternattve deal

rights and is therelttre deficient and inadequate revised DOLlS should be prepared which

only with lederal lands
thereby otititting

slate and private
lands

Any
plan

intended to
protect

corrects these titnissiirns and deficiencies

the Marbled mitrrelet litton dutinction must take mitt account the oem federal
portions

of the

3.15 FEMATpg 11 54 erroneousty states that there are tower than5 tinhnemen

ectisystetn
directly eittployed

in salmon
fishing on the west coast This comes trow misreading of

TIte same is true 01
ecusystezns ttccupteni by anadrotnous lish Federal lands

represent
techtitcal report which deals tinly with coastal tisherien and dons not include Puget Sound or

tinly
litniteui torture tit the euisystem Any plan

ititended
to avoid esttnctnitn

of
many

stocks

Ctilutnhia River hased fisheries The result of thts
gross

error is total
misrepresentation

and

must titclude the nuto Inderal
portititis

nI the ecosystem itis also neil
posutbte

to properly plan under evaluation 01 salmon fisheries The
Tulalip

Tribes alone
tssues approsiwanely 250

fishing

and tmttlcmttnnt watershed resteratitin it only purtitin
via watershed has the

gourd
fortune of

peemits
each

year
and the number of fishermen is somewhat

higher
The revtsed DSEIS should

being tederally
held land

correct this
error

amid contain
an analysis

mit

the
effects of the

tiphovs tin tribal fisherman utid

3.12 The
prebrrred

alternative dines nut result in the
highest viability

assessments
fishing activities

for
many species includtng

the Nuetbern
Spuilteul otsl the Marlilod murrelet and anadrotnous

fish species Given the tnnvttahte eltects itt btrthrr reductions in these
species

on Indian social

ecouttinic
cultural and

treaty ititurests
we cannot

support
alternative as lime

preferred

alteenamive Alternative is
unacceptable

without proper analysis
ci impacts on Natise

American
ctrttttnttnuties proper

cttnsulmatitnn with tribes amid the identification of
mitigation

for

impacts
tti

treaty
tribes

and
treaty

protected resitueces

3.13 We ctinnmntentl the proposed riparian
reserves It should be recognized however

that
mnpariae butlers

will not in
itnanny

cases
prevent

datnage to fisheries habitat from surface

and deep seated erttsismn We recittntttend the revised OSEIS
tipiismns

eMend the
application

of

rmparman
reset yes timall

unstable
areas

We alsti rvcittmntnend that
enplicit mitigatuin measures for

surtace amtd deep seated erosion he descrihed in the revised DSEIS or FEIS
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CONCLUSION

Tho hirst evi and BLM have violated the Treaty of Point Pliron and the National

Environmental
Policy

Act The DSEIS should he meidilied onuislent with the siews ontitned in these

comments

Smnceiely

The TulaIp Tribes

Terry Williammm

Executive Director iii Fisheries and lniergvvernmental Allaire
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J17 ?GSJ lusii1ocZ

MR LYONS Shannon Phillips representing
county in my district had an unemployment rate 15

Congressman Wally Herger Thank you shannon percent in May of 93 The average Icr this yes is 1v

6OOO
percent Also the reduction in harvests from tednrsl

ONPLLIPL
MS PHILLIPS Thank you Excuse my voice

lands has and will certainly continue to drive the isilni

ita little shaky
prices in the future This ultimately will turther

ccc
Is Shannon Phillips Is Field Representative

hinder economic growth throughout the nation As

for Congresspan WeJly herger from the 2nd Congressional
the Presidents plan fails to provide the needJ Lisc o

District and have prepared statement frorirhim for either regional or national perspective

Hearing Officer ladies and gentlemen want to
Option also falls to address the unique biOioji l

10 commend you for holding this hearing for input on
10 characteristics of the forests in Northern Califcrm r

11 President Clintons Forestry Proposal
11 The most recent science clearly indicates that drsstic

12 At the Portland conference earlier this year
12 reductions in timber harvest are riot

necesssry iv ilir

13 President Clinton pledged to find balanced solution to
13 to protect spotted oils or old growth forests

dv

14 the crisis that is gripping the timberdependent
14 documented at least four times more spotted owls tic tic

15 communities of Northern California Oregon and

15 Fish and Wildlife Service estimated esisted when it

16 Washington
16 listed the species under the Endangered Species Act iv

17 However despite the fact that roughly 70 to 80
17 fact there are currently etforts underway to de list the

18

percent of our forests in California are already off
18 owl in California

19 limits to timber harvesting Option calls for
70

19

FinallY our forests in California have historic illy

20 percent reduction in timber harvest from historical
2i been more vulnerable to

catastrophic wiidfres rod inst

21 levels This will insure that thousands of jobs will be
21 to be managed for both fire prevention sod the

22 lost in the coming months in communities that already

22 maintenance of forest health

23 have unemployment levels more than double the national

23

Option by severely limiting munayement itisitis

24 average
24 through the implementation of reserve system sill

25 For example Trinity Cbunty timber dependent

25

significantly impede these objectives thus
puttiiq is

GAIL BLANKENSHIP CIR REDOING CA 916 221 3145
GAIL BLANKENSHIP Clii REDOING CA 21 314
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10

lives and the forests in danger faces first Thank you

The people of Northern California are deeply
MR LYONS Thank you very muI

disappointed that the Preeidente plan is not balanced

and does not address the unique characteristics of

California foreets They are not willing to except

temporary government makework jobs in exchange for

permanent family wage jobs provided by the timber

industry

The Administration should objectively review the

10 management of Calitornias unique forests and look to 10

11 local scientific evidence to determine the best 11

12 management practices Efforts are already underway to 12

13 develop an ecosystem management approach
which should be 13

14 reviewed
14

15 In the interim believe we in Congress should move

16 Immediately to pass legislation specific to California 16

17 which allows the state to harvest sufficient timber to 17

18 sustain our communities and provide for healthy forests 18

19 The Presidents challenge at the timber conference 19

20 was to go home and work together to seek local solutions 20

21 to local problems am extremely proud of the people in 21

22 my tencounty district who have done just this Now 22

23 challenge the federal government to incorporate this 23

24 invaluable local expertise into federal policy This 24

25 will in fact put the people here today with names and 25

GAIL BLANKENSHIP CSR REDDING CA 9l6 221 3145 GAIL bLANKENSNIP CSNhfOI9ccA 1
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as

NOV01 13
30 MAW000 WAY hoYt lit

PftWMi CA

Conre of tbt
niteb tatr 51t0t0th0t1

Cfl5A5 SnOWS

AACAYSS5SDO IOt 0000MYSOWOCtWVlO Fourthly urge the President to ensure that the Adaptve
G00WSh010CAnOO ouc epreIent1tibf

YIUY OIO11S5141t0 Management Areas AMA are carefully monitored sithe

2Ot5O5O6 089
OWhhSnOWO idea of designated areas for focused experimentation ajt ve

psososnMaoyInY
management techniques as long as there are strong Protect itch ill

Cl 000kOc IA h 0100
0105100.55 10401

V 000104 olson place that would prevent these areas from being used for

October 28 1993 harvesting timber

SEIS Team Finally want emphasize that believe that the asi5t utc

PO Box 3623 provided to help the timber communities refocus and diveiAity

Portland OR 97208
their

economy will play large role in the success tI the

Presidents forest plan It is crucial that the affected

To the SEIS Team communities are permitted to use funds that are appropri oLei ho

them in
ways that they determine to be the most valti ttte

am writing today to offer my comments on President Clintons

proposal tpore9t Plan for Sustainable Economy and appreciate this opportunity to offer my comments tt Piecilech

Sustainable Environment To begin would like to commend the
Clinton proposal am pleased to be able tu partit spue he

President for undertaking this extraordinary task in fair and
the Presidents effort to resolve the problems raciny the Pactt

comprehensive manner For those of us who are interested in
Northwest His effort is commendable as he has dared to Lake

seeing an end to the deadlock in the Pacific Northwest and
action on an issue others less brave refused to addieuu

surrounding regions the Presidents proposal is an excellent

first step and provides us with much to consider Thank you for your consideration

However do have some concerns that the Presidents ly

proposal

does not go far enough in some areas to protect our precious

ancient forest and the ecosystem First am very concerned

that the plan allows jy logging in ancient forest reserves
understand that the plan intends to allow salvage and thinning in

Lynn Woolsey

reserves only If beneficial or neutral However do not
Member of Congress

believe that there is sufficient evidence to prove that human

interference such as salvage and thinning can have neutral or
cc Office of Environmental Policy

beneficial impact on ancient forests or the surrounding habitat
The White House

With so little untouched old growth forest remaining believe

it is of the utmost importance that inviolate ancient forest

reserves are established

Secondly and along the same lines roadleas areas should remain

roadless The severe erosion and siltation of streams caused by

roads built to carry Out logging operations have been extremely

destructive to the ecosystem Therefore believe logging

should be prohibited in roadless areas

Thirdly advocate stronger protection of watersheds It is my

understanding that the Presidents plan includea far weaker

protections for streams than were recommended by scientists in

order to provide most fish species with 50 percent or better

chance of survival have seen numerous staggering statistics

about the negative impact of logging on the salmon populations of

Northern California and certainly the declining salmon

population has had damaging effect on the economy of the

Pacific Northwest
urge the President to provide maximum

watershed protection in order to restore the salmon population to

the greatest extent possible
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BILL FISHER

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

President Bill Clinton IXMJCIAS 0JNFi

ISl RICT

Mr
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

President the Timber Industry has placed its trust in
your

willingness to work toward solution to this Timbet Crises
Option is less than solution urge you to take firm

Control and insist on timber harvest plan that allows

reasonable supply of timber to strengthen our economy
both in

Oregon and the Nation

July 1993

Sincerely

The Honorable Bill Clinton

President of the United States

Bill Fisher The White House

State Representative 1600 Pennsylvania Ave

District 45 Washington DC 20500

BF sb

tnc RE Timber Crises

CC Al Gore VicePresident of United States

Mike Espy Secretary of Agriculture Dear President Clinton
Bruce Babbitt Secretary

of Interior
Elizabeth Purse Representative

The release of information indicating that Option will be

Bob Smith Representative your choice of proposal to answer the Northwest Timber Crises

Ron Wyden Representative is causing an ever greater crises instead of helping to solve the

Peter Defazio Representative problem

Mike Kopetski Representative

Mark Hatfield Senator am enclosing letter from FJM Trucking in Roseburg Oregon

Bob Packwood Senator which explains the economic problems in my district and most of

Oregon Governor Barbara Roberts the rest of Oregon in graphic way FJM Trucking business is

Members of Oregon Senate Out of work and up for sale because there are spotted owls in the

Members of Oregon House of Representatives forest near the area were they were working

Douglas County Commissioners

Cary Jones Executive Director Douglas Timber Operators Please reed the letter closely it is so typical of the

businesses that continue to close because of the timber crises

You will see that these are reasonable people who have operated

in responsible way over
many years They have weathered all

kinds of economic conditions but ultimately cant compete with

government run amok You can clearly visualize the misery being

suffered by these proud hard working people who have been

stripped of their livelihood due to no fault of their own by

circumstances beyond their control They grieve for their

employees and the employees families who suffer from the loss of

family wage jobs They grieve for the community which suffers

from the economic impact

The Bureau of Land Managements failure to initiate program
that assures reasonable supply of timber from the and

timber lands and the full approval for the Douglas Project are

key issues not dealt with in Option

OOc Stale Capol Sstt OR 9 310Pnoae 503 378 6006

No
268AktllleneRos bog 08974

503672 900
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BILL FISHER
p7775

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

IiI GIA 01 NIl

IISIkII

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES O93

October 27 1993

Interagency SEIS Team

PO Box 3623

Portland OR 972083623

Dear Team Members

Option the Presidents Forest Plan is devastating to the

Northwest to Oregon and in particular to the Oregon House District

represent At
every opportunity as this was developed have

tried to be
supportive of reasonable timber management which

acknowledges people and economic values in the formula continue

to do so

The plan put forward as option is severely flawed and no

reasonable and prudent person would manage our valuable forest

resources in this manner The Northwest Forestry Association has

written paper entitled President Clintons Forest Plan

Catastrophe for America It gives very concise listing of the

problems in the plan offered by the President Because concur

with every point in the article am enclosing copy as part of

my testimony to you In addition please find enclosed
copy

of

letter from me to President Clinton written in July of this year
ask

you to carefully study the article and my letter then put
yourselves in the shoes of my constituents all living and working
in tsmber dependent communities

option is terrible

catastrophe for Douglas County for Oregon and for the Northwest

Businesses in Douglas County continue to close because of the

timber crises Because of Option 9s
population limitations our

county seat Roseburg will be ineligible for some programs under

the plans economic package making the entire situation even more

intolerable Thousands of reasonable
people who have weathered all

kinds of economic conditions find that they Cannot compete with

government run amok These are hardworking proud people who

desperately want to Continue to be contributing Citizens to our

economic community option will
only throw more people out of

work and decrease the chance of maintaining economic viablity here
in Douglas County Douglas Countys fear about the current

administrations forest plan is rapidly becoming reality

Ju4
OIlr SIC paxS wo0097m0Pnon 503370 8008

roo 269 09 n Le Ro bu5 007 97970POo 503672 7908
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Fisher letter page

Norman Johnson an Oregon
State University professor who

President Clintons Forest Plan

specializes in timber sale volumes said the forest plan will yield
about 1.05 billion board feet year medium sized mill in

CalastroPhefOrAmerIca

Roseburg can use almost one tenth of that volume in years
operation We certainly need more operating lumber mills than the

In
talc stiy tie cinton Mmii inajon releied thee ila 10 resolve tim

debate 05Cr not to evotege
IrilnI

plan allows Without the dollars generated by these businesses MafloatconcofIhePidenodmes

our communities become welfare dependent or cease to exist

Messesma Team vasked fire neatly Uuic nUSIn iiseing repod
and recmnmemlotioit llieptOp4

At Aprils Northwest forest conference the President said the fogplanhabsedonnanyfladave51ltmo tt111Ui1tisobam000to
forest plan should produce predictable and sustainable level of

timber sales Johnsons report however says
that goal will be wbattswrongitht1sePreS1deflt5u

difficult perhaps impossible to achieve under Option

Jt aprrseiviYioi pfrltWA eirasdefl menatat
Please consider the job loses and economic devastation of this

forest plan and couple that with the lack of predictable timber 4tall006amases l7pntbeiitavailoblefcrmiyrilatuutinliarmamt Eiay thcepezseeitor2O

supply This flawed forest plait can only wreak havoc on the
thA jmwo in parka wildeaneas od gmwti laserves npaiiaii

reserves cx1tertnCiiiai
OreOs aid

economy of the Northwest It is folly to tie up resources and let edjveeddrewaja seanpaci uumplatwelnacenicinnwnaganest iwcthim00tFtk
them go to waste with no regard for the human consequence The

acimpethtisesjofgainjnatatjncovingfccollnaldtccOsstcmdtvermtYW5doc0fl0fl0C
Option approach is not an acceptable way to resolve the forest

crisis

Jr thsmiuily edaces the cab fe4otd
timbee gdo

progrean

ecej
tin

zttly iy is punt from hairdo level and 73

percent

from

Since rely recently coieplctCd
forest plan

level See
Figese

The fesIal tiuti poglsm bistroically
40

percent
of Ilic regioda

wmott r? piy mlirecuy en ? loylng
usl 000 people

at
family wage job Poicot

prdtott

jflj0 local aaus udtIea at avices supplies
axed taxes Wtthoex federal

litimixe a1ct mills clone joke
ate Icax busnans boned nd local goveixatrenta go benlaupt

lull Fisher

State Representative
isat3creoervesamraalwiiswfc4

IaitliuiIiietdeilnlilistiimo

District
45

fl pl falsely
nasamee that feesl habitat tea aitlcai fatlor ha iralintining

viebic saintain ani omiser
fish

popplabon The plan peoposne
an elabecoic

wateulteth and npanan receive system
that unduly inaviesa

assail

BF is ffry ecivilica
The

reality
in thai halt harvest levela thins lzmtdiay sogroms regain mammal peoteduon

mnrais and
agiiculttaei pdicon

all

play
name aomhrzU rode

in
maintaining

fishenes
pOptula000i

enc
If

gives
rat aedhf to

the mit of an fmdeai iamjn

ma
plan given

no
eredit to tIme ilxenwxds of

spotted

owls axed risultitmok of oilier
apactes

that carrexmtly
reside

00 private
stat slate fcamt Intel

in lire region It evasive that
there is in 1nocction an three lands

sizi
thereby

tat
viable

populatnont
So the

pian

calls for lnaasacd rcnUicthmxn
of

nimingentasit
ncivflrca on these

lands otbile on
the otlxe hand proecling

inaesanl harvest 8teu he saute
lands

to
offset tinther volurme amid

job
Ions din to redureJinen in

the federal

pogmnt

Jis ecoiatntic atrdysl lrflawad

lirtimatni job loasce only tzsludc
dined employnvet and

Igiere

tie
sappout

and service octcoi
very

ccxtexvshive
estimate ha that for cash dlsru5 job lost

there Is at cost true itejirerl job last Pmntlrennore the

Adininisuahirat uteed
abase line ice their analysis

that
Igoores job hon

resulting
from court injiuetions

thai

have baked limber anita or two yeses Imlepessierd
estimates projct job lasses at over 80000 Oddiy it

was that easrense
athiation atni eccelonac

distress lIst kid lime Piesiderl to convcne his
Forest Confenucie

It
lgittnni

snilomal mel
global

inpUt

Envinoxsncnlaily
the

plait
overtcetks the

icerkie puwiugdeniatai for wood and

paper prodiuda

To
severely

limit due supply
mmesre of the nUS sulmetive icons of hit

wield vomit thc mist
1rogiessive

forestry

tegulahiona anywhere has
the

polntlial
tie 1000mg forest ercaytlcms in

othcv conttniea that have little or to

envitosanenhal
protertitat

Fuz1lteme the
impscls tot

cotmureis boon been overlooked As pus for

lmnster inch pamer paclacts
tccsva commoners wilt Ira forced tint only to pay nrree but to utilize erxegy

istetmive
and non renewable tesounmes
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Figure
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President Clintons Forest Ptn

Option
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October 19 1993

Mr Robert Jacobs

JOve 1993 Interagency SEIS Team 01
OCT 21

Box 3623

Representative Bill Fisher Portland Oregon 972083623
268 Akin Lane

Roseburg 97470

Dear Mr
Jacobsi

Dear Bill

Thank you for taking the time to contact me
Or ore eusre of The ndar4ered Species Crsa

In an effort to bring new focus to efforts to resolve the long
We have been hauling legs tor the past 34 years We have employed op

standing debate over management of the Pacific Northwest

to 45 employees including drivers mechanics office staff and management federal forests President Clinton held forest conference in

Portland Oregon on April 1993 number of people
Non we have been completely shut down because there are spotted owls on

representing various interests in the debate gave testimony and

ocr 3068 If spotted owl is found in an ares the entire area is closed
answered questions posed by the President and Vice President

dow iy the Forest Service ntii October 3lct for the owls to mate now Gore The President is to be commended for his personal

car you hor estly see how these birds can be encaisgered wh5n we hsvh cuer attention to and for his depth of
understanding of this

3000 pacte that riae been counted extremely complex problem

people are rot aorkin and rakivg an income hOw can thel lice Or pay With the conference behind us our task now is to bring all

taes It the gouerroeent loins rot have taven coming jr how can it you members of the Northwest congressional delegation together with

oerate As of April 1993 P39 is up tot sals Forty fise families the Clinton Adminietration to develop consensus resolution of

ore in the uneigoioyvmnt lines and many
local busineoses are affected this issue expect to work closely with the President and his

rconomicslly and very sorry to see is go Administration in that regard

We beliece the radical environmevtalints are going too far in tying
up

all
To achieve this goal we must consult with all affected

pr rnress in their attempt to bankrupt the Urited States In 98 st
parties the Governors of Oregon and Washington local

metng in Colorado of The World Conservation Bank they predicted they officials community leaders educators industry and

take over the United Jtates by tying op
all our natural resources environmentalists as we craft scientificallydefensible

solution which integrates the need to conserve the Pacific

Please check this out and gie America and Its working people chance to Northwests forest
ecosystems

with the needs of communities
vvrrico We and nor employees live on 20

no
50

ThoUSand iclla per workers and families whose jobs depend on predictable supply

year We work hard and ate entitled to job of timber from federal lands

Please rementuer trees are renewable resource We have plenty of trees The time for speechmaking is behind us You
may

be certain
to harvest for what we neediio cohabitst with Mother Nature if only will do my best to work with the Clinton Administration and

12i
will allow us other members of the Northwest delegation to bring this problem

to resolution at the earliest possible time hope can
These spotted oals are not endangered Please atop the insanity and the continue to count on your counsel as we begin this effort
radical groups

from destroying our heritage

Sincerely

Shirley Mellor

Vice President
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Page Salem Oregon Hearing

1r1c

Thank you again for
taking the time to express your opinion

REPRESENTATIVE HILL MARKHAM

hope you will continua to share your views with me in the JAsu iei P ? or RIde OA 174
future

Kind regards
MR MARKHAM Thank you gentlemen tot giving us

an opportunity here and the young lady here on my left

Sincerely
Appreciate the tact you would take testimony here in western

Oregon where the heart of this problem in my view is

Mark Uiatfi ld

United State enatOr
Let me say my name is Bill Markham and have been

MOH drk in the wood products
timber and logging business all my life

1278512786
so know quite bit about it and my avocation is being in

10
the Oregon Legislature

Im an elected representative of the 46th District

12

of the State of Oregon The district that encompasses

13

southern Douglas County and the northern parts of Josephine

14

and Jackson counties in the southern part of the state

15

The region therein the majority of the jobs will

16

be lost as result of Im afraid your strategy Since

17

beliavo it is imperative that you afford time for all the

18

local constituents who are here today Ill keep my Comments

19

as brief as possible sir

20
have read and reviewed most of the documents

21

prepared during the ongoing saga of the northern spotted owl

22
uhfortunately in reviewing the Draft Supplemental EIS and

23

FEMAT report am repeatedly struck with the fact that there

24

is no hard science to back up the program being proposed

25
The authors of the Draft Supplemental EIS admit

865515 MEPOSTING

Psfl ed 5gon
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that there is less then complete knowledge about the imposed upon us through secret process and repeat

relationship and conditions of wildlife species forest the
that through closed process it is unacceptable to me

economy and the affected communities in
lay

area and western
The FEMAT team developed this

proposal out of the public eye

Oregon and Washington and California too They note that
The participants represented only selected viewpoints from

the interaction of the resource supply the economy and the my view and made no attempt to balance the social and

communities is an inept inexact science excuse me an
economic

consequences of the small towns and area

inexact science represent

As an elected official for the district that will
As an elected

representative charged with making

experience disproportionate impact of your proposed plan
public policy can emphatically state that this process Is

meaning probably and as speaker pro tem of the
Oregon 10

not the way to make socially acceptable public policy In
10

Legislature in which have the capacity to represent the 11

fact never in my recollection of public land management has

State of Oregon as well as my district am astounded that 12

such major program been taken with such little attention to
12

the draconian measures being proposed would be adopted with 13

the affected public
13

such limited
understanding of these interactions

14

And in closing leave you with one thought and
14

In response to these concerns the Draft 15

that is if the endangered species program is to succeed it

16

Supplemental EIS rather cavalierly states that while the 16
will require the wholehearted

support of the local

17

missing information would add precision and specicifity 17

population who will be bearing the brunt of the program And

18

can even pronounce that word the new information is very 18
if you fail to convince these people that your strategy and

unlikely to reverse or nullify the final decision 19 goals are reasonable the effort to
19

protect the northern

20

While the plan incorporates monitoring an 20
spotted owl will continue to be contentious and eventually

21

adjustment in the event catastrophic events occur this is of 21
fail Thank you

little consideration in that it addresses only the wildlife 22
PRESIDING OFFICIAL Thank

you very much22

23

specie and not the local citizens who Im very concerned 23

Representative Markham

about
24 24

Doug Robertson

25

We can accept change but when the
change is being 25

RARRIS REPORTING NRIS PORTINO
pOflM PorUwd OtaOfl
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Intteb tate enate 202

ITA1C OFFI plan is needed which provides
for reasonable harvest level

S2.2 Coorn6
008 lOOO Wildlife considerations should be key factor but economic considerations

must be given equal weight The plan must be insulated 1mm frivolous

appeals
and lawsuits An administrative solution is

highly
vulnerable to

appeals and courtroom interference because it is impossible to satisfy

everyone Oregon
timber communities can no longer

afford that kind of

delay and uncertainty

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB PACKW000

Regarding President Clintons Forest Plan To achieve these critical
goals we need to enact comprehensive

September 29 1993
forest legislation This will require common effort on the

part
of the

Piesident and the Congress Neither the President or the
Congress

can

develop and implement balanced plan achng alone That is why urge

strongly oppose the Presidents Forest Plan for slashing timber
the Clinton Administration to withdraw this proposal in favor of plan

harvest levels by approximately 75 percent compared to the late 1980s and
which will ensure that our forests are managed for multiple use on

for permttting further
appeals

and litigation
sustained yield basis unencumbered by superficial lawsuits and appeals

The plan fails to recognize that the forest products industry is the

liickbone of Oregons economy and that it produces vital materials for our

nation
We must find balance in order to prevent our rural communities

from turning
into

ghost towns and to meet our nations need for forest

products without turning to countries whose environmental laws arc worse

Lan ours This is not balanced
plan

This is near cavein to the folks

wio prefer to shut down the forests This
plan

will cost tens of thousands

01 jobs at time when jobs are scarce It asks Oregonians to give up

Loiiily wage jobs in exchange for the
promise

of federal handouts which

the
government cannot afford

The
plan

also ails to recognize that the federal forests of
Oregon are

among the most proJuctive and the best managed forests in the world

fie outstanding natural features of these forests have already been

piotected in wilderness wild and scenic river and related designations

Less than half of the national forests in Oregon were to have been available

Iii timber management under the recent land and resource management

pLins adopted by the Forest Service

continued

Nea7
ep 93
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COMMITTEE ON OOBJCUI nURE
Clry nf4tiKIKd

lOtBIsET 8081 SMITH OftICC OF TF1 MAYO5

Orrgon

060 00

2nd Disrrrct

c a

20 Mae IrRNI AuiNmrO Oh 9t2O

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES COMMITTEE ON CAnTO OOLoen

NOTULNL RESOIJBCE5

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES nuoMBrrnrns 50K5082 Kilt iclOlOr IS 1993

October 20 1993

N1 ha

Rn1reseniririVo
Bob Smith

Mr Bob Jacobs

252 Burnett Road Suite

Director

Stedford OR 97501

Interagency SEIS Team OCT
221993

Post Ollice Bon 3623

Portland Ore9On 972083623 PC Ciritnrts option and the Ashland Watrsrshcd

Dear Mr Jacobs
Joan Cnngressmai Smith

Please md enctosed copy letter trom Mayor Cattrerrne Golden ot the
City

of

Ashland My otfrce
just

recerned copy today and apologize
for

the tIme pressure that
As

yIII
know tltrT Clinton admtnrstratron lra rderufled Allerntrtve

as
the prelerred

this puts you under alternative out of alternatives ior managIng rrldgowth aitd late successional forests

ncludd in Alterrative
ire some

prttenttailv troubling
rcstncttons rclattvc to the

srrongty concur with the City
of Ashtands concerns

on
thin matter White the deadline

itavagemeiri
of the Ashland Municipal Wttertreit

paxttcrslarly
rettted to vegerotive

or
public

commeni Is fast approaching would appreciate lit you and the SEtS Team
management

would review these
quesliOrts thoroughly Please direct any coroespondence on

this

matter to both Mayor Gotden and my Medtnrd district 011mB Should you have any

ilte tin Ut Asirltrrd and the tt S Forest Servtce have rocentlu completed ftre and forest

questions you may contact Mr Trny Rayburn ot my stall at 5031 7764646

managcnrcnt strategy
ftrr the 14.500 acre watershed which ts tIre only water source tot thts

Again apologize or the lateness nt Iris tulormation appreciate your asststance on cty uI 1739 persons and its interface with she developed portton 01 the city Thts

Iris naIler and took torward to working with you again in the tuture
csroperatise

effort calls
or

fuels reduction
cnnrponent as

well
35 the establishntertt of

shaded fuel breaks This tnanagement plan
was prepared wtth the asststance of Ron

Ver
truly

Mctormicls retired

Sispervtsor

of the

Stsluyou Nattonal Foresi

litie to the
reqittretnents

of Alternative there ts

uncerratnly
if vegetation can he treated

BOB SMtTH altered modtfieef or reduced from lire management standpotnt to reduce the Ore hazard

Member of Congress
withitt the Ashland Creek Watershed Treatment methods would

entail combrnaiion of

prescribed underburning shaded fuel break cottsuuctinn hand
piling

of cut vegetation for

RFS lnwa

later burning of
piles or density management of conifers or hardwoods The overall Obtecitve

Enclosure segetaticu manipulation is to reduce the liarszrntal uJ vertical densit of uogeLiioss

contributing to
anticipated high intensity

wildfire

cc Mayor Catherine Golden

City
of Ashland

Alternative requires that no thtnning in our case ftre hazard reduction ot stands lInt are

niore than 60 years old Since tIle majority of vegetation in the Ashland watershed that is

conrrrbuting to the fire hazard is more than 80

years old there is conflict between

protecting
the watershed front

catastrophic
fires and vegetation tire hazard redsetton wtthtn

Alternative

is for vs istoou tn urgIng the Interagency SEIS Team to
clarify

that activirtes

in the Ashlaitd Watershed to reduce the nsk of
catastropltic

tires including some limited

thinning rentonal of dead and
dying lines and the establishment of shaded fuel bteaks will

still
be

pertriitted all of which are
solely

for the purpose ut municipal watershed protectiort

wuSiIINUrniri OFFICE BURNS OFFICE MEOFORD OFFrCE

ii C nIu II PKU nIiq
239 B ONI 5 n

W fl Iii hInT
B

OKKp YiflS MdMd OUr Ynei

sir It nrc Toni iw ora

ne TN isrS mu
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STATE REPRESENTATIVE L
VERALTARNO

CURRY AND COOS COUNTiES

Rirpresentative Bob Smitlt

DISTRICT 4

ikiober 1993

page
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 073341

Secondly we need clanlication of the following issues as well

Jerry Jeansomme October 15 1993

Intsragezscy sEIS ream OCT 2793What about maintenance of
existing

uses such as fuel breaks Reeder PO Box 3623
Reservoir

existing
roads and trails

Portland OR 972083623

What about the conitnued expansion of the Mt Ashland Ski Area under the

approved for the Master Plait several years ago

Rgardings SEIS for Old Growth Forest Management
i

Wriat ktnd of
site

specific flexibility
ts included in Alternative

to
allow

local

analysis
needs

Dear Team Members
Whal kind of oversight will be reqntred and who will pay for the oversight

teams work This letter submitted with the expectation that come changes may
be made to the draft

currently under consideration for the Western

How would we resolve
potential

conflict between munIcipal watershed
region

management needs and late senal stage forest reserveS dtreclton

refer specifically to the language in Option and ask that you
consider modifying the language to allow salvage of timber

Who would resolve the above
issues

and
is

there

process
in Alternative for

categorized as follows providing minimum ecological standards are

doing so met

Ice
Dead timber standing or down bitt

salvaqable
ire iiIL ci JIlil to lie City of Ashland and we need knit addressed by the

Down windfall fire damaged or thinned
SI IS leaiti Coinmeots are due by October 28 1993 Your intervention to request that these

Dying timber dying due to disease lack of nutrients etc
questions are answered would be

greatly appreciated The address of the SEIS Team is as

Diseased root foliage or core
lollows

rccomend that 75 of the timber listed above even in stands

over 80
years of age be put on the auction block as salvageInteragency SEIS Team

providing minimum ecological standards are metP O Boo 3623

Portland OR 972083623
also highly reccomsnd that the 10 acre limitation be reduced to

three or four acre parcels This would allow the independent swell

Cordially logging operator to retatrs en ability to bid on these sales and

compete with larger corporations

Respectfully

Catherine Golden

CoO
btayor

cc John Lowe Regional Forester

Jint Bladen Forest Supervisor ye Tarno

Cily Council

Olive Si ueC plol5m 0R9731nPnon 5031378 e865

hwy SlOE Eu Coqvil 0R97423PhOv 5031 396.2512
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Salem oregon Hearing 036514 Salem Oregon HearIng

f971 i3
Rep LIZ VanLEEUWEU sitting up there know that the amount thatB there has Just

7o70
been miniscule amount compared to that

MS VanLEEUWEN Hopefully can stay within the The way see there probably wont be hardly any

three minutes For those of you whom have not met before flew timber sales until late 94 or early 95 with all ot the

Im State Representative Liz VanLeeuwen from House District hoops you have to
jump through to get those sales available

37 which is most of the rural area of Linn County which We also thought that there was going to be some

includes considerable amount of the Willamette National relief on nonfederal lands from some of the spotted owl

Forest the Sweet Home District mostly protection think thats under Section 40 of the

Ive communicated with some of you before am Endangered Species Act

concerned and guess it really addresses option when
10

The economic relief that we have been promised and
10

11

speak tonight about broken promises Help us somehow but
11

heard it referred to just in the last day or two 1.2

12

what see as the broken promises
12

billion to over five years to maybe is it three or five

Is the violation of the multiple purpose use
13

pacific Northwest states is just like spitting in the wind
13

14

of public lands How you nay think that Im not correct but
14

It doesnt amount to hill of beans really Itll help

15

if
you

will take look at how much of the land has been little spot here and maybe little spot there but compared

16

taken off of the true multiple purpose use list and Ill
16

to what reasonable responsible renewable regeneratable

17
give an example of that if you will allow me the time

17

timber harvest would be its nothing in the economy

The other broken promises that were made recently
18

think by law were supposed to have an opened and

that feel are broken promises was the Presidents at
19

balanced process and may be stepping on
19

some toes but

least we thought it was promise when he was here of 20
think the Administration violated that in the Federal

20

21

lifting the court injunctions dont think thats happened
21

Advisory Committee or the Federal Advisory Committee Act by

22

and in fact know it hasnt
22

meeting pretty much secretly yes secretly with select

23

Second we felt very strongly that we were promised
23

group of scientists who in
my opinion did not reflect tIe

24

that there would be billion board feet of timber supply
24

publics interest or variety of points of view

25

available to us to harvest in this year in 93 And you all
25

The Siuslaw Forest which isnt in my District but

venvis CEPORTING HARRIS REPORTINS

w o go P00.54 O00e
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United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

WMuwlrO nC 1o1O

Iits in the neighboring one is an excellent example Of

092198 S000 230

whats happening The Siuslaw is probably the forest out of

think its 14 isnt it in Oregon 13 or 14 Is

Nonorsbl Mae 0th

probably the forest with the greatest growth potential It

oregon stat senate

contains 579000 acre
gales Or gon 97310

All but 20000 of these acres are

already set asid Dens Senator 0th
in some sort of nonharv st category That

leave less than
Thank you for your letter of Ssptber 20 1093 to Secretary of the Interior

ten percent of this productive renewable
55005 Babbitt regarding the social end ec000sic impact of the Pacific

natural
Northwest forest plan Secretary Babbitt ha asked the Bureau of Land

resource available to help provide family wage jobs
asnag nt SUe to respond

money for schools and counties
We enderetand the impact that the forest pins ciii have on timb rdp fld nt

cOnwniti of the Pacific Northwest region and the country The need to find

10

The normal sustainable yield harvest yield from
balance between the nvj roesental and econosic us of nor Nation

resource an issue which is of great concern to this Administration and sit
11

the Siuslaw ham been an annual cut of 300 to 400 mIllion
of the Seerican people

12

board feet Option in the plan were talking about tonight
ace awar draft supplemental nviron entai Ispact Statement Sill

ha been prepared on the forest plan and was avaiiabie for public review and

13

at the very best would limit annual harvests to 24 million
cent until OCtober 05 1993 We have taken the liberty of forwarding your

recendatione to the Interagency flu Teas in Porti 3 Oregon for

14

board feet or less than ten percent
consideration in the final 5115

The real frustration with this whole thing is the
Throughoot the W t we have seen several grn eroot group coepri ed of

often conflicting interests tak shape and begin to work toward

16

tact that the Siuslaw is not an old growth forest Please
coll borative cooperative mcd menagsaot decision Us strongly support

these effort Collaborative efforts and cooperation between Federal and

help us get come economy back there and the jobs and oultlpie iocai governeent and between the diver interest groop niii reqoir the

sapenditor of such tie end effort in the eariy phase but will rauit in
18

use on our forests instead of locking them up almost better ind anagent and tower co ts in the long tea c

19
completely Thank you

We appreciate your interest in the eanagaesnt of the important national

rsaourcso If we sap be of further ae itance please let
oe know

20 PRESIDING OFFICIAL Thank you Representative

Sincerely
21

VanLeeuwen Calvin Hecocta and then after Calvin Thelma

22
McCsrley

00 Ii Sac

23 Director

24

cc

Interagency ISIS Teas

25

HOROIS OiPORTIBS

POlsnd Orflcc
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AND TENT VNCOUNTVS

05110019 CO5TTEES

alcoholism child abuse and emotional illness as result of theanxiety produced by the declining timber industry State andlocal government are going to suffer double blow tax receiptI cT and federal timber
payments will decline while social costa

OREGON STATE SENATE
increase

TT0TIT SALEM OREGON

rhe Clinton plan intend to save trees and Owls but allow1.2 billion board feat of timber
only

to be harveeted annually fromfederal lands That is 70 percent reduction from historicalSeptember 20 1993 harvest This is not neceseary Nearly five million acres ofold growth forest in
Oregon and Washington alone

already are
permanently preserved from harvest And Spotted Owls are
increasing in number There are 10000 plue living in both oldBruce Babbitt
growth and second growth forests

Secretary of the Interior

US Department of the Interior
am writing to urge YOU to introduce legislation for an interim1849 Street NW

plan The measUre would allow scientific review of the currantWashington DC 20006
federal

management plan to identify acreage that can beharvested An interim solution Is absolutely
necessary toproduc any timber sale in the short term and keep some level ofDear Secretary Babbitt

economic activity in the region

am writing regarding the recent log roll on IS from Plea remember that our fears are real lumber ehortageeSpringfield to the Capitol steps made during the weak of
higher housing Costa and more expensive wood fiber will make theSeptember

1317th This event wa dramatic grassroots Northwest wood products and paper industries
expression of concern about the Clinton administrations public

must have legislative
non competitive Na

forest policy solution that provides Immediate relieffrom court injunctions which
prohibit timber sales and allowstime for the

appropriate federal agencies to evaluate and correct
It was conducted by diverse group pulp and paper workers

the Presidents plan
timber workers ranchers farmer electricians public

employees business men coming together to sake their point The Comsuflitie have made dramatic
point and have created much

that the Pacific Northwest suet have more reasonable and
support with their log rolling it is time for theresponsible forest management policy
Administration to roll and create solution

The final rally at the end of the log roll was made at the State
look forward to

hearing from youCapitol to proclaim their message to the administration that the

President has missed the mark with the Northwest forest decision
Sincerely

We need balanced forest plan

The current plan spells economic disaster not only for many

thousands of Northwest wood products workers and their families
Mae Yih

but also for nation needing housing materials paper and many
State Senator

other forest products Jobs related directly and indirectly to

the wood products industry that will be affected by the Clinton MYmj a92ope
forest plan number 85000 1.3 billion loss in regional

payrolls Just imagine how this downsizing ultimately will

impact the economies of Oregon Washington and northern

California

We are also concerned with keeping social services and high

quality of life Timber harvest reductions will result in an

annual net loss of 250 million to the US Treasury and in

turn will severely affect the amount of federal funds coming

back to this region We already can document increasing

Comments F2304
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Lacey Washington Hearing 66 Lacey Washington Heaving 67

STEVf JOHNSON I9 Thu success of this plan in the region is contingent

MR JOHNSONv Thank you Congressman McDermott upon the economic assistance of the effected communities As

rerets he couldnt be here today and asks that read his member of the House Ways and Means Committee sass pleasod

remarks will try to be brief and summarize to work with my colleagues to eliminate the foreign sales

As we evaluate the proposed forest plan we should corporation tax exemption that subsidized private lot exports

keep in mind that President Clinton is the first president to redirecting this revenue to assist economic development

lexen
attempt comprehansive solution to this complex and efforts in Washington states rural counties

II

emotional problem for those who prefer either deadlock or recommend that the administration allow greater

victory fo their outlook this plan Is unacceptable flexibility
in the use of these funds as requested by

it but for those who seek the stability and certainty of to Washington state counties which will receive them The

ii thoughtful compromise It offers much to consider it
counties understand best their most urgent prioritinm for

12
commend the President for his willingness to view 12

economic development and to the extent feasible the federal

13 forests as part of dynamic ecosystem vital to our ta government should respect that local judgment

environmental and economic health However am concerned 14 finally urge the administration to faithfully

15
that the Presidents plan allows timber harvest within his 15 execute the Presidents promise that government agencies will

16 proposed old growth reserves So little old growth habitat 16 cooperate In the Implementation of his economic sssistance

17 remains so we cannot afford the pretense that human 17 plan Six months have passed since President Clinton convened

18
intarvention can improve upon or even duplicate the natural 18

the forest conference in Portland with no abatement in the

IS growth of forest
19

mmcd for jobs education habitat restoration and investnent

20 While Im pleased that the plan Contains In the rural communities of Washington state Once Congress

21 unprecedented measures to protect key watersheds in the 21
has appropriated resource for these programs appeal to

22 region am concerned about weaknesses in this area as well 22 state and federal officials to implement the economic aspects

23
Inforned scientific review suggests that the plan provides 23

of the forest plan swiftly and efficiently

24 inadequate protection of wild simon habitat on federal lands 24 Finally the practice of politics rarely

25 urge the administration to reconsider this issue
25

acknowledges the difficulty of the task at hand Politicians

HARRIS R1PORTIC HARRIS REPORTJA
ilumil Omxn
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681

ov ongrss of the dniied rate
tct ro OUM of

Rprtitnrtiots

iUuhington tElfiIMI

itt their loitiatives might be judged sore fairly by an

n34O8
assessment borrowed from Olympic competition Olympic divers October 99

for enarnyle are judged not only on the execution of their Dear Fellow Verrnorrter

dives but lao on their degree of di icu lty To vary rig
Should we be surprised that almost every major multi national corporarion is spending rni0lions 01

dollars to ensure the passage of the North American Free Trade Agreernerrt
NAFTA

trunk nor

extents we nay atl disagree with the Presidents proposed

The corporations love the idea of NAFTA because reducing and eventually alrmrnaricg trade

forest plan lforeevor we all owe the Fran iderrt debt of

barriers between the US Canada and Mexico will allow them easier access to
cheap

labor Cheap

gratitude for his of forts and those of his staff here today
labor means corporations have to pay less to make products arid can

gain bigger profits
The fact that

hundreds of thousands of Americans may lose their lobs in this rush
to hue cheap Meoicer workers does

and in Washington and across the country While his
not count for much with Corporatroris alter all they have their balance sheets and their stockholder

dvidends to worry about

predecessors merely dove under their desks on this issue for

But for the average American who has to work for living it simply does riot make sense for he

12 years President Clinton tried 10point dive Given him U S to merge its economy where the average manufacturing wage is over 16 OOan hour with the

Meoicen economy where free trade unions are not tolerated and the average rvarrufactutirig wage is

ti willingness to take the plunge believe the President
merits

52.35anhour

12
the oust ef forts of all part iris to this issue to make the Even with the trade restrictions that currently exist we have seen ooer 700

coirrporries operr

up plants in Mexico taking with them
sic hundred thousand American lobs NAFTA will simply open the

forest lan success
floodgates and what has been stream of job loss will become deluge an economic disaster for

14 Thank you for the opportunity
Americans who maybe forced to work at starvation wages or might even be unable to hit work at ill

ih
MR LYOtlSr Thank you Steve

ftis not
post

the thought of low wages the minimum wage it Mexico rs58 cents an hoor ttiar

has multinational corporations drooling over NAFTA Lax environmental law enforcement in Mexico

kristin Next speaker will be Kathy Gill means corporations will be able to demand communities and stares ignore they environmental coocrirts

end allow pollution and unsafe work Conditions or lose plants and jobs to Meaico

Beaus defeating NAP1A Is onset the most urgent prioritIes facing America urge you to corns

to TOWN MEETING ON NAFTA where you can speak oat The Town Meeting on NAFTA will be held

Saturday October 30th at 1200 noon on the Statehouse Lawn in Montpefier The
rein site is

Montpeher City Hall at 39 Main St l

20

Now is the time for your xorca to be heard With your participation believe strong message coil

21

be sent to the policy makers in Washington DC

22

hope to see you at the TOWN MEETING on October 30th

Bernard Sanders

25 Member
of Congress

This TOWN MEETING La b ing spoo or d by my office iv 000luuotron with the vermont aFL cio
VPtRO Rural Veririant the P 5cc Justice Canter and the Onctod El000rl cal Redly sod
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Biological Assessment Forest Plan DSEIS October 1993

Introduction

The purpose of this
biological assessment is to assess the effects of the preferred alternative of the

Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement or DSEIS USDA 1993a on listed and

proposed species and on critical habitat The DSE1S analyzes impacts of
range of alternatives to

management of habitat for latesuccessional and oldgrowth conifer forest related species within

the range of thetorthern spotted owl The DSEIS presents the alternatives options de yeWped by
the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team USDA 1993b The action to be taken in the

SETS decision is to adopt coordinated management direction for the lands administered by the

Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management BLM within the
range of the northern spotted

owl and to protect and enhance latesuccessional and oldgrowth forest ecosystems The preferred

alternative of the DSEIS would amend the management direction established in all existing plans

for the federal areas and resources within the range of the northern spotted owl ie lands covered

by the DSEIS

The existing management documents to be amended include
existing Regional Guides Forest

Plans Unit Plans Timber Management Plans Management Framework Plans and Resource

Management Plans The coordinated management direction established by the Record of Decision

for the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement FSEIS would also be incorporated

into all land management plans within the range of the northern spotted owl as they are

completed or revised The analysis
of the DSEIS indudes all BLM and Forest Service administered

lands within the range of the northern spotted
owl see maps in DSEIS

The US Fish and Wildlife Service USFWS and National Marine Fisheries Service provided

information to generate list of 40 federally listed and proposed species which may occur in the

range
of the northern spotted owl Table Of these 14 were concluded in this assessment to be

in the
category

of may affect These are the
species

discussed in more detail below The

remaining species
in Table would not be affected by the

preferred
alternative as noted in the

Table and were thus eliminated from further analysis based on one of four reasons they are

not known to occur on the Federal lands of the planning area they do not inhabit coniferous

forests their use of coniferous forests is not dependent on oldgrowth conditions or their

presence
in the

spotted
owls range is transitory or unaffected by forest management activities

II Consultation to date

Because the SETS would amend variety of existing federal documents there are several section

consultations which have already occurred which are pertinent to this assessment

The agencies conducted informal consultation on the BLMs Draft Resource Management Plans for

six western Oregon Districts The preliminary results of this consultation were summarized in

February 1993 report submitted by the USFWS to the State Director of the BLM

The USFWS and Forest Service completed informal consultation on the Forest Service FEIS USDA
1992 on management for the Northern Spotted Owl on September 20 1991 with biological

OpiniOn on the preferred alternative for the FEIS dated December 18 1991
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Informal consultation on this DSEIS on Management of Habitat for Late Successional and Old
Growth Forest Related Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl was initiatedby
the

Interagency SEIS Team on June 23 1993 with request
for

species list The Fish and

Wildlife Service responded to the
request

for list of endangered threatened or proposed species

for the DSEIS on July 1993

Table Fedrallylisted threatened endangered and proposed species which may occur in the

range
of the northern spotted owl on National Forests and BLM Districts induded in this analysis

IT
STATUS OCCURRENCE

HABiTAT

DEl

Endangered

Brown Pelican Documented on Siuslaw Beaches and offshore No No4

Pelecanus occidentalis Forest and Salem BLM islands

American Peregrine Falcon Throughout planning area Cliffs bluffs with No Yes

Falco peregrinus anatum suitable nesting ledges

prey
base important year

around

Northern Bald Eagle Ca Throughout planning area Nests and roosts in large No Yes

Haliaeetus leucocephalus old growth trees near

water

Gray Wolf Documented on Gifford Many habitat types uses No Yes

Canis lupus Pinchot Mt Baker prey base and sedusion

Snoqualniie W_natchee important

and Okanogan Forests

unverified sightings in

Oregon Cascades and

Rogue River areas

Point Arena Mountain Beaver Mendocino County Coastal scrub coniferous No No1

plodont ? a rufa nigra California not known on forest riparian and

federal lands stabilized dunes

Columbian White tailed Deer Roseburg BLM District Riparian habitat in No Yes

Odocoileus virgin
ianus leucurus other lands outside of coniferous forests oak

planning area woodland grassland

Shortnose Sucker Documented on Winema Aquatic No Yes

Chasinistes brevirostris Forest and Klamath Falls

BLM Resource Area

suspected on Kiarnath

Forest

Lost River Sucker Documented on Winema Aquatic No Yes

Deltistes luxaus National Forest and on

Kiamath Falls BLM

Rccou rce rca
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STATUS OCCURRENCE
IMPORTANT

Snake River Sockeye Salmon Columbia River through Aquatic No No4

Oncorhyndius nerka planning area

Leatherback Sea Turtle Ocean adjacent to planning Ocean No No14

Dennociwlys coriacz area

Shasta Crayfish Documented on Lassen and Aquatic No No4

Paczfastacus fortis Shasta Trinity
National

Forests

California Freshwater Shrimp Does not occur on Forest Aquatic No No1

Syncaris pacifica Service or BLM lands

Myrtles Silverspot Butterfly
Does not occur on Forest No No1

Speyeria zerene myrtleae
Service or BLM lands

Lotis Blue
Butterfly

Does not occur on Forest No No1

incisalia mossii bayensis Service or BLM lands

MacDonalds Rockcress Documented on Arcata Serpentine soils No Yes

Arabis rnacdonaldiana BLM District suspected on

Six Rivers Forest

Bradshaws Loniatium Willamette Valley Oregon Wet prairies No No4

Lomatium bradshawll Documented on Eugene

BLM FWS Findley NWR
Army Corps of Eng Fern

Ridge Reserv City of

Eugene private



STATUS OCCURRENCE
IMPORTANT Il

Threatened

Northern Bald Eagle OR WA All lands in planning area Nests and roosts in large No Yes

Hallaeetus leucocephalus
old trees near water

Aleutian Canada Goose Documented on Siuslaw Wintering habitat No No4

Branta canadensis leucopareitz Forest and Coos Bay wetlands open areas

District large bodies of water

Northern
Spotted Owl Throughout planning area Coniferous forests late Yes Yes

Strix occidentalis caurina successional preferred

Western Snowy Plover Documented on Siuslaw Coastal dunes No No2

Charadrius alexandrinus novisus Forest

Marbled Murrelet Documented on Mt Baker Nests on moss and No Yes

Brachyramphus
marmoratus Snoquahnie Olympic lichen covered large

Siuslaw Siskiyou and Six lateral branches of old

Rivers Forests Coos Bay growth trees generally

Salem Eugene Roseburg within 50 miles of salt

BLM Districts water

Grizzly Bear Documented on Mt Baker Many habitat types No Yes

Ursus arctos Snoqualmie Okanogan and used food sources

Wenatchee Forests sedusion important

Northern Sea Lion Ocean adjacent to planning Ocean No No24

Eumetopias jubatus area

Sacramento River winter Headwaters of Sacramento Ocean freshwater No No4

Chinook Salmon Oncor zyuchus River aquatic

tshawytscha

Snake River spring summer Columbia River through Ocean freshwater No No4

Chinook Salmon planning area aquatic

Oncorliynchus tshawytscha

Snake River fall Chinook Salmon Columbia River through Ocean freshwater No No4

Oncoiyli
nch us tshawytscha planning area aquatic

Green Sea Turtle Ocean adjacent to planning Ocean No No24

Chcloua imidas area



STATUS OCCURRENCE
IMPORTANT CR11

DET

Loggerhead Sea Turtle Ocean adjacent to planning Ocean No No
Caretta caretta area

Olive
Ridley

Sa Turtle Ocean adjacent to planning Ocean No

Lepidocizelys olivacea area

Valley Elderbeny Longhorn Mendocino Shasta Trinity Larvae feed and mature No No4

Beetle Desmocerus ca1fornicus
Lassen National Forests and within elderbeny

dimorphus BLM lands Sambucus sp shrubs

Oregon Silverspot Butterfly Documented on Siuslaw Restiicted to salt spray
Yes Yes

Speyeria zerene hippolyta
Forest meadows and adjacent

forests

Nelsons Sidalcea Known to occur in BLM Wetlands No Yes

Sidalcea nelsoniana Salem District Findley

NWRI private incL

Willamette Industries

timber land

Proposed

Oregon Chub Documented in Middle
Aquatic

No Yes

Oregonichthys crameri Fork Willamette River

drainage on Wifiamette

National Forest and in

Santiam River

Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp Does not occur on Forest Aquatic No No1

Branchinecta lynchi Service or BLM lands

Vernal Pool Tadpole Shrimp Does not occur on Forest Aquatic No No1

Lepidurus packardi Service or BLM lands

California Linderiella Does not occur on Forest Aquatic No No1

Linderiella occidentalis Service or BLM lands

Conservancy Fairy Shrimp Does not occur on Forest Aquatic No No1

Bra ucithiecta conservatio Service or BLM lands

Applegates
Milk vetch iKiamath County Oregon Sphagnum bogs coastal No No1

As ragalus appleguici not known on federal lands scrub and prairies
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Western Lily Coastal Oregon and Sphagnum bogs coastal No No1

Liium ocddentaJ California not known on scrub and prairies

federal lands

Water Howellia Possibly extinct in OR and Shallow ponds No No1

Howellia aquatilis
CA Not known on federal

lands in NSO range

Marsh Sandwort Only extant site on private Swamps and freshwater No No1

Arenaria pal udicola
land in San Luis Obispo marshes

Co CA Histor
range

WA
coast and central coastal

CA

CRiTICAL HABiTAT whether or not critical habitat for this species exists on Forest Service or BLM

lands within the
range of the northern

spotted
owl Yyes Nno

D4JAnoN condusion as to whether adoption
of the

preferred alternative may affect the

species

species
not known to occur on the Federal lands of the

planning
area

species
does not inhabit coniferous forests

species use of coniferous forests is not dependent on old growth conditions

species presence
in the spotted owls range

is transitory or unaffected by forest management of

the preferred alternative



ilL Current management direction

Current management direction is equivalent to the NoAction Alternative described in Chapter of the

DSEIS For further details see pages 29 through 211 of the DSELS

LV Description of the Proposed Project

The Preferred Alinalive Alternative blends number of recommendations front four prsefforts
by the Federal government to develop strategy for management of habitat for the northern spotted owl

and or other old growth associated species pp 214 and 215 of the DSEIS The preferred alternative

affects 24260700 acres of federal land Of this total 6983100 acres are designated as Congressional

Reserves which would not change under the preferred alternative Congressional Reserves indude

designated Wilderness Wild and Scenic Rivers National Wildlife Refuges National Parks certain Research

Natural Areas and others But under the alternative 7052600 acres would be delineated as Late

Successional Reserves LSRs 1487700 acres as Adaptive Management Areas AMAs 1653000 acres as

Administrative Withdrawn 2231300 acres as Riparian Reserves and 4853300 acres as the Matrix Late

Successional Reserves indude areas that would be managed to protect and enhance habitat forlatesuccessionaland old growth related species Adaptive Management Areas would be designated to learn

more about ecosystem management while meeting social and economic objectives Riparian Reserves

would provide buffers along all streams wet areas ponds lakes and unstable and potentially unstable

areas The matrix consists of those Federal lands outside the other designated categories For more details

on the preferred alternative see pp 240 through 242 of the DSEIS

Existing Environment

Vegetation on Federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl was categorized into broad

structural types by the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team or FEMAT The forested habitats

currently indude approximately 4.5 million acres of multistoried medium large conifer forest which best

fits the definition of old growth forests million acres of single storied medium large coniferous forest

and 5.8 million acres of small single story conifers DSEIS 1993a Late successional forests are highly

fragmented on Federal lands and have been largely removed from private and state lands For further

details on existing environmental conditions within the range of the northern spotted owl refer to pagesIVtoIV20 in the FEMAT report and to pages 3414 to 3416 in the DSEIS 1993a

American Peregrire Falcon

The American peregrine falcon Falco peregrinus anatum is federally listed as endangered Both breeding

and wintering populations occur throughout the planning area The Pacific States Peregrine Falcon

Recovery Plan addresses populations and habitat and indudes recommendations for management of the

species While the peregrine falcon is not dosely associated with late successional forests it often nests on

cliffs that are situated among coniferous forests it forages in and around coniferous forests and its diverse

prey base is often associated with openings around forested areas
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Potential threats to the peregrine include habitat alteration and disturbance as result of timber harvest

activities road management recreation development mineral exploration grazing allotments and

increased recreation pressure and or development including off road vehicle use USD1 1982a

Northern Bald Eagle

The northern a1eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus is federally listed as endangered iii California and
threatened in Washington and Oregon Breeding and wintering populations occur throughout the planning

area and are addressed in the Pacific States Bald Eagle Recovery Plan USD1 1986 Both the recovery plan

and the Oregon Washington Bald Eagle Working Team Implementation Plan 1990 recommended the

development of site specific management plans in order to effectively manage the species its habitat and

potential threats Developing these plans allows flexibility in selecting the size and shape of buffer zones

and management areas based upon site specific information including stand characteristics known

individual tolerances of birds prevalent weather patterns location of key use areas and ffight paths

Anthony and Isaacs 1989 Management guidelines delineated in these plans attempt to address the threat

of lass of habitat from timber harvest activities distribution goals identified in the recovery plan and to

some extent human disturbance

Prey of the bald eagle consists primarily of fish during the breeding season and waterfowl or carrion during

the fall and winter As result the species foraging is closely tied to water habitats However bald eagles

nest in forested habitats and these areas are often in old growth forests or forests that possess components

of old growth forests The eagles roost communally usually during winter in these same habitat types

These nesting and roosting areas are considered essential habitat features for the species

Potential threats to the bald eagle include timber harvest activities road management recreation

development mineral exploration grazing allotments and increased recreation pressure and or

development including off road vehicle use USD1 1986

Gray Wolf

The gray wolf Canis lupus is federally listed as endangered Its current distribution within the range of the

northern spotted owl indudes the northern Cascade Range in Washington There is currently no recovery

plan for wolves in Washington and Oregon When the Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan was

finalized in 1987 wolves were not known to occur in Washington and Oregon except possibly in area near

or adjacent to Idaho That document is currently being revised by the Fish and Wildlife Service to include

the population of wolves in Washington

Wolves can live in essentially any habitat that supports adequate numbers of ungulates and provides safety

from excessive human exploitation Fritts 1992 They utilize broad spectrum of habitats provided there is

an abundance of natural prey and minimal conflict with human interest uses The key components of wolf

habitat are sufficient year round prey base of ungulates big game and alternate prey suitable and

somewhat secluded denning and rendezvous sites and sufficient space with minimal exposure to humans

USFW 1987
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Columbian White tailed Deer

The Columbian white tailed deer CWTD Odocoileus virginianus leucurus was listed as an endangered

species in 1967 32 FR 484001 CWID populations and habitat are addressed in recoveiy plan The

CWTD prefers oak woodland grassland ecotones and riparian habitat in coniferous forests Almost all

habitat for the CWID is on private lands The highest densities of CWT1 are found in Douglas County

Oregon along the south bank of the North Umpqua River within about one kilometer of the river The

Douglas Countpulation was not
officially recognized as part

of this subspecies uiltil 1977

Roseburg District BLM lands fall within the current range of the CWTD The Roseburg District Revised

preferred alternative in the RMP stated that timber harvest or other vegetation altering activities on all

Bureau managed lands within the distribution of the CWTD would only occur if they are determined to be

beneficial to CWTD or until such time that definitive information is available describing the use level and

value of these lands in the context of meeting recovery plan goals In addition acquisition of lands within

the core area for the CWTD in Douglas County through exchange has been achieved recently announced

land exchange in the BLM Roseburg District would secure 6585 acres of suitable habitat habitat

management plan will be prepared for existing Bureau managed lands determined to be of significant value

to CWTD or any lands acquired specifically for this species

The major threat to the Columbia River population was identified as the degradation of ripanan habitats

through logging and brush removal USD1 1976 Lesser threats indude automobile collisions poaching

entanglement in barbed wire fences and competition with livestock Natural threats include flooding high

tides disease parasites and competition with black tailed deer and Roosevelt elk The primary threat to the

Roseburg population is the subdivision and residential development of native riparian habitats particularly

along the North Umpqua River Additional threats come from livestock development activities in the

lowland river valleys

Lost River and Shortnose Sucker

The Lost River sucker Deltistes luxatus and the shortnose sucker Chasmistes brevirosh is were listed as

endangered species in 1988 50 CFR Part 17 1988 The draft recovery plan for these species was completed

in April 1993 Critical Habitat has not been designated for these species but the USFWS has been ordered

by the court to designate critical habitat by April 1994 Much of the habitat for the suckers is found within

the boundaries of the Kiamath Falls Resource Area of the BLM Lakeview District on the Winema and

Fremont National Forests in Oregon and on the Kiamath and Modoc National Forests of California

These suckers live in the lakes rivers and some streams of the Upper Kiamath and the Lost River Basins

Typically they migrate from lakes into rivers to spawn but some populations are known to utilize spring

sources for spawning and refugial sites

The primary threats to the species are related to watershed impacts from land management activities that

have resulted in degradation of water quality and hyper eutrophication of Upper Kiamath Lake Land

management activities have degraded habitats through destruction of ripariarl systems impacts due to

agricultural land use diversion of water into canals through unscreened diversions and disruption of

migration corridors

MacDonalds Rockcress

The MacDonalds rockcress Ara7is macdonaic zana is listed federally as endangered and recovery plan has

been completed Populations and habitat of the MacDonalds rockcress arc addressed in Recovery Plan
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The species
has been documented to occur on the Arcata BLM District and is assumed to occur on the Six

Rivers National Forest though identification of
plants collected there is being reviewed Both the Forest

Service and BLM are currently managing
the known and

suspected sites on Federal lands in accordance

with the Recovery Plan MacDonalds rockcress occurs on barren to shrub covered rocky and serpentine

soils associated with
Jeffrey pine woodlands which

range
from 3500 4000 feet in elevation in Del Noite

and Mendocino Counties California Matthews et at 1990 Serpentine soils do not typically produce stands

of commerciahtiber due to low site productivity

Salvage sales and related activities plus development of rock
quarries for roads were identfled as potential

threats to this species Foster 1992 Mining of nickel rich soils has
posed the greatest threat to the species

and was the primary concern cited in the original listing USD1 1978

Northern
Spotted Owl

The northern
spotted owl Strix occidentalis caurina was listed as threatened

species effective July 23 1990

55 FR 26114 decrease in the habitat for owls as result of the reduction in the amount of matureoldgrowthforests was the primary reason for listing USD1 1992 Critical habitat for the spotted owl was

designated effective February 14 1992 57 FR 1796 Detailed accounts of the taxonomy biology and habitat

of the spotted owl are found in the Final Draft Recovery Plan for the Northern
Spotted Owl 1992 the

Interagency Scientific Committee ISC report Thomas et at 1990 the 1989 Status Review Supplement

USD1 1989 the 1987 and 1990 Fish and Wildlife Service Status Reviews USD1 1987 1990 and theabovementioned
Federal

Register
notices Data summarized by the USD1 Spotted Owl Recovery Team indicated

that spotted
owls were located at approximately 4600 sites between 1987 91 induding

confirmed
pairs at

3602 sites and territorial single
owls at 957 sites The actual population is undoubtedly larger

than the

number of individuals confirmed because
significant portion of the range

df the owl has
yet to be

surveyed Thomas et at 1993 Although the majority
of

spotted
owls occur on Federal lands significant

numbers also occur on private lands especially in northwestern California

Northern
spotted

owls nest in cavities or platforms in trees They feed on variety of forest mammals
birds and insects They are long lived territorial birds often spending their entire adult life in the same

territory In high quality habitat pairs are typically spaced
about 12 miles apart

Extensive studies of the owl during
the last 20

years
have shown it to be

strongly associated withlatesuccessional
forests throughout much of its range In

rjoithem California and on the east slope of the

Cascade
Range in Washington the spotted owl is also

fairly common in some types
of

relatively young

forest especially where those forests are structurally
similar to older forests On federal landslatesuccessional

old growth forests are typically highly fragmented by harvested areas and stands of younger

trees Late successional old growth forests in Congressionally withdrawn areas tend to occur in larger

blocks than in other areas but even in the Withdrawn areas there is considerable natural
fragmentation

of

older stands due to historic disturbance
patterns and poor growth

conditions The late successional forests

on private and state lands tend to occur in small
patches

surrounded by cutover areas and young stands In

areas where little Federal ownership occurs such as the western
Washington lowlands old growth forests

have been
largely

eliminated by timber harvest activities of the
private

and state landowners

An estimated 20458000 acres of Federal forest lands occur within the range of the northern
spotted owl

USDA 1993b Of this total an estimated 7389500 acres are considered suitable habitat for the northern

spotted owl Suitable habitat also called nesting roosting
and

foraging
habitat or NRF habitat for the

northern
spotted

owl is defined as an area of forest vegetation
with the ageclass species of trees structure

sulficient area and
adequate

food source to meet some or all of the life needs of the northern
spotted

owl

USDA 1992b In the preferred alternative NRF habitat is estimated to comprise 3000400 acres in late
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successional reserves 447900 acres in adaptive management reas 629000 acres in riparian reserves and

1296300 acres in the matrixAffaehmei Fabl2 TJie t

Dispersal habitat is defined as that which supports the life needs of an individual animal during dispersaL

This habitat generally satisfies needs for foraging roosting and
protection

from predators Guidelines for

spotted owl dispersal habitat in the Final Draft Recovery Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl USD1 1992

induded maintenance of stands of trees that average at least 11 inches dbh and have at least 40 percent

canopy dosurofrat least 50 percent of the federal lands An estimated 1430000 acres of dispsaLhabitat

now occurs within the range of the northern spotted owl USDA 1993b Nil

Marbled Murrelet

The marbled murrelet Brachyramphus marmoratus was federally listed in California Oregon and

Washington as threatened species on September 28 1992 57 FR 45328 recovery plan is currently being

developed The marbled murrelet ranges from Alaska Aleutian Archipelago Kodiak Island and Kenai

Peninsula south to central California Some wintering birds are found in southern California The marbled

murrelet is seabird that nests inland and therefore is influenced by both marine and terrestrial

environments Its nesting range
extends outside of the range of the northern spotted owL Twenty two

nests have been found in Washington Oregon and California USDA 1993b Based on recent surveys

estimates of marbled murrelet population size for Washington Oregon and California indicate that the

three state area has considerably lower numbers of murrelets than other areas within the
species1 range eg

British Columbia and Alaska Estimated population sizes in the 1980s were 5000 individuals in

Washington Speich et aL 1992 2000 3000 individuals in Oregon Nelson et aL 1992 Strong et at 1993

and 2000 3000 individuals in California Carter and Erickson 1992 The Washington Oregon and

California populations are currently being surveyed using improved techniques

Declines in numbers of marbled murrelets are assumed to be related to the substantial reduction in the

amount of old growth and mature forests with old growth components within its range especially at lower

elevations in the coastal lowlands of Washington Oregon and California Marbled murrelets are also

threatened from mortality associated with current gillnet fishing operations and the effects of oil spills

Federal lands in old growth condition were identified by FEMAT as key component of
any marbled

murrelet management strategy
because the loss of nesting habitat was the principal reason for listing the

species as threatened An estimated 2553400 acres of marbled murrelet nesting habitat currently exist in

Washington Oregon and California Of this 848200 acres occur in LSRs 125100 acres in AMAs 156000

acres in ilparian reserves and 276100 acres in the matrix However these estimates are based on data

which has not been validated and or ground truthed The Marbled Murrelet Working Group subset of

the FEMAT has indicated that they believe the true
acreage

of murrelet habitat is much smalleeeahme4
Suitable murrelet habitat has been

preliminarily
defined as old growth forests and mature forests with an

old growth component large trees equal to or greater than 32 in in diameter
Interagency

Guidelines for

Murrelets 1991 Trees must have
large

branches and thick moss coverings which usually do not
develop

until trees are 175
years in age The typical marbled murrelet nest is shallow

depression
hollowed out

in moss or other debris on broad limb in the upper canopy of large trees

High failure rates of marbled murrelet nests has led some to hypothesize that fragmentation of nest stands

may cause murrelets to be more susceptible to predation Fragmentation is believed to result in increased

visibility of niurrelets and their nests to jays crows and ravens which cause high mortality of nestlings

11w fraementation of forests also is believed to increase the density of these predators
which Inrther

Ii
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compounds the nest
predation

concerns

An additional concern which results fmin the loss and fragmentation of murrelet nesting habitat is the

concentration of murrelet nests into isolated areas If these isolated patches are lost to windthrow or fire an

entire nesting colony of munelets is lost fmm the local area which increases the risk to the local population

GzlyBear

The grizzly bear Ursus arctos is federally listed as threatened Within the range of the northern spotted

owl the grizzly bear is found only in the northern Washington Cascades The
grizzly

bear recovery plan is

currently being revised to indude this population

While grizzly bears are not closely associated with late successional forests they inhabit vast diverse and

remote mountainous areas and avoid human disturbance The grizzly bear is habitat generalist and uses

variety of vegetation types for foraging and other life functions These habitats indude open areas such as

lowland wet meadows and marshes shrub fields highelevation sedge or heath meadows and stream

floodplains Forested areas are used for resting and hiding cover as well as for foraging

Qgon Silverspot Butterfly

The Oregon silverspot butterfly Speyeria zerene hippolyta is threatened subspecies of silverspot butterfly

endemic to the coastal zone along the southern Washington and central and northern Oregon coast

recovery plan was completed for the Oregon silverspot butterfly in January 1982 and revised plan is in

preparation Critical habitat has been designated Of 17 historically known populations disjunct

population centers currently exist The known viable colonies are located in Clatsop County Lane County

and Tillamook County Oregon Del Norte County in California and Grays Harbor County in Washington

The Oregon silverspot has adapted to highly specialized and restricted enironment which is an early

successional meadow habitat highly modified by the physical influences of the Pacific Ocean and its

attending climate The climate is characterized by mild temperatures heavy rainfall and fog withsaltsprayinfluence from the adjacent ocean The surrounding conifer forest also plays role in the overall

habitat requirements of this butterfly by providing cover from wind an overwhelming force in or near

ocean habitat The most important feature of the habitat is the presence of the western blue violet Viola

adunca which is normally the only plant on which the Oregon silverspot can successfully feed and develop

as larva in the wild USFWS 1982

The major limiting factors affecting this subspecies are related to the limitation of suitable habitat USD1

1982b The specialized salt spray habitat presently occurs in patchy distribution partially due to

encroachment by urban development Excessive use of these meadows by grazing animals or off road

vehicles has also directly eliminated habitat Secondary impacts of peoples activities introduction of exotic

plants and alteration of the natural fire regime with subsequent succession of meadows to brush and

stunted woodland have also contributed to reduction in suitable habitat The Siuslaw National Forest has

developed implementation plans for managing the species habitat on Federal lands and this direction

would continue under the preferred alternative

12
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Qgon Chub

The Oregon chub Oregonichthys cramerz was proposed as endangered on November 19 1991 The Oregon

chub is small
cyprinid fish that formerly inhabited sloughs overflow ponds and other slack water habitats

throughout the Willamette River in Oregon Remaining established
populations are priniaiily restricted to

30 kilometer stretch of the Middle Fork Willamette River drainage just percent of its historic range new
populations have been found on the Santiam River and US Fish and Wildlife Service easement property

Existing populations are potentially
threatened by direct mortality from chemical

spills or applications

adjacent to existing habitat competition
with or predation by introduced fishes and continued loss

and physiochemical alterations of habitat

Nelsons Sidalcea

Nelsons sidalcea Sidakea nelsoaiana was listed as threatened in February 1993
recovery plan is

currently being developed The species is known from restricted areas of the Wifiamette
Valley the

adjacent Coast Range of Oregon and one site
in Cowlitz County Washington It occurs on the Salem

District of BLM specifically on the Walker Flat Area of Critical Environmental Concern ACEC The

population also occurs on private lands adjacent to the ACEC and on the W L Finley
National Wildlife

Refuge

Mowing plowing recreational use and roadside spraying threaten the remaining populations of this plant

in the Willamette Valley In the Coast Range plans for the construction of reservoir recently threatened

the largest population of this species

VI Effects of the Proposed Project

Direct and Indirect Effects

Potential effects from adoption of the preferred alternative would be related to the management of timber

roads recreation minerals grazing fire fuels lands riparian areas watersheds induding habitat

restoration and fish and wildlife Proposed standards and guidelines for the management of these

resources under the preferred alternative are listed on pages 240 through 242 and in Appendix of the

DSEIS These standards and guidelines should be beneficial or neutral on broad landscape scale to many
of the listed and proposed species relative to the No Action alternative existing forest plans described on

Pages 29 through 211 of the DSEIS However lack of site specific information on impacts makes it very

difficult to assess biological effects on landscape as well as localized scale Some management activities

though consistent with the preferred alternative may well have adverse impacts to individuals of certain

species which will
require additional Section consultation The potential effects relative to adoption of the

preferred alternative are described below

American Peregrine Falcon

Adoption of the preferred alternative would have no effect on cliff habitat used by peregrines for nesting

Forest management around cliff sites will continue to follow the provisions of the Peregrine Falcon Recovery

PLan Riparian reserves proposed under the preferred alternative would likely benefit peregrines with

long term improvement in the prey base population as passerine populations respond to improved habitat

conditions Management direction for land management agencies under the pieferred alternative would not

change from established direction which is to continue implementation of the Peregrine Falcon Recovery

Plan
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Northern Bald Eagle

Late successional reserves and riparian reserves proposed under the preferred alternative would benefit

nestin roosling and foraging habitat for the bald eagle The expected improvement in aquatic ecosystems

under Alternative would benefit anadromous fish species which in turn would improve foraging

conditions for bald eagles Management direction for land management agencies under the preferred

alternative wol? not change from established direction to implement the Bald Eagle Recoyery Plan

Gray Wolf

In the portion of the project area where gray wolves are known to occur the preferred alternative would

result in reduced timber harvest program compared to the current forest plans reduction in timber

harvest activities would include less road construction and other disturbing actions This would benefit

gray wolves by helping to maintain remote areas with less human disturbance Management direction

under the preferred alternative would not change from established direction which is to cooperate in the

development of recovery plan for the gray wolf population in Washington

Columbian White tailed Deer

The preferred alternative would have little effect on the Columbian white tailed deer because its habitat is

primarily located in valley bottoms away from federal timber harvest activities Also this species is not

dosely associated with old growth forest conditions On those federal lands where the species occurs the

riparian reserves would improve habitat conditions for the species Management direction under the

preferred alternative would not change from established direction to cooperate in implementation of the

CWTD recovery plan

Lost River and Shortnose Sucker

Riparian reserves and late successional reserves of the preferred alternative would benefit these
species by

reducing potential sedimentation in watersheds occupied by these species Under the preferred alternative

riparian reserves will result in overall improvement of water quality on federal lands Management
direction would not change from established direction which is to cooperate in implementation of the Lost

River and Shortnose Sucker Recovery Plan

MacDonalds Rockcress

Since this
species is restricted to serpentine

soils which have little value for commercial wood production its

habitat is likely to be unaffected by timber harvest activities which could occur under the preferred

alternative Management direction under the preferred alternative would not change from established

direction which is to cooperate in implementation of the MacDonalds Rockcress recovery plan
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Northern Spotted Owl

The following discussion is summary of the analysis prepared for each province within the range of the

northern spotted owL It is presented by province Generally the methods consisted of comparison of the

Preferred Alternative against the Final Draft Recovery Plan detailed description of the methods used to

prepare this assessment for spotted owls is contained in Attachmentik cL
In five of the tw1ve province tTie gross acreage of spotted owl habitat which would immediately be

protected in LSRs is greateyn the Preferred Alternative than in the LSRDCA network proposed in the

Final Draft Recovery PlantMtaehmeti4 Ne and These provinces are the California Kiamath

Oregon Cascades East Oregon Cascades West Oregon Kiamath and Oregon Coast In addition to LSR

acreage the AMAs contain 447000 acres of owl habitat Attachmei i
Table The extent to which AMAs

will continue providing owl habitat will depend on the managemen plans developed for these areas

Several of the AMAs have guidance in the preferred alternative to fiaintain
owl sites while others have

inclusions of within the AMA to protect owl home ranges fe EJ

Additional Federal owl habitat occurs on lands managed by the Department of Defense and US Fish and

Wildlife Service but this habitat occurs outside of the purview of this SEIS decision or direction However

to understand the relationships with this assessment the acreage of this other federal habitat is small and

unlikely to influence the biological assessment The most important of these areas is the Fort Lewis Military

Reservation in the Washington Lowlands province see province discussion

Several important habitat issues relate to the adoption of the preferred alternative on spotted owls and

spotted owl critical habitat The primary concerns indude dispersal of spotted owls throughout the network

of Reserves potential management activities within some of the allocations losses of spotted owl habitat in

areas with low populations and impacts to spotted owl critical habitat
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The Eastern Washington Cascades
province spotted owl effects discussion

Effects of the Preferred Alternative overview see Final Draft Recovety Plan and Attachment for

information regarding specific 1SRsIDCAs
Alternative Alternative

Recovery Plan LSR Network

Federal owl
activity centers in matrix2 10 33

Federal habitat acreage in matrix 101700 93700

Owl activity centers in reserves 130 90

Owl habitat in reserves 307500 270000

Owl activity centers Administratively withdrawn

Owl habitat Administratively withdrawn 51900 50900

Owl activity centers Congressionally withdrawn 27 27

Owl habitat Congressionally withdrawn 213500 213500

Owl activity centers in AMAs NA 11

Owl habitat in AMAs NA 38800

The Eastern Cascades province has repeatedly been identifed as an area of concern in management of

spotted owl populations This is due in part to the inherent ecological ability of the area to grow and

maintain suitable spotted owl habitat Current levels of habitat are believed to be at least partially the result

fire suppression which may have allowed habitat to develop where it did not naturally occur versus

harvest of other habitat The known owl population here is sparse in relation to other parts of the owFs

range This is believed to be the result of habitat conditions

To respond to this concern management strategies designed specifically for spotted owls have had

provisions to protect nearly all owls in the province even those owls which are discovered in the future

The Final Draft Recovery Plan also induded language to actively manage some occupied habitat to reduce

the threat of fire and other habitat loss

The reserve network proposed in Alternative was not specifically designed to protect known owl sites

As result 40 owl activity centers are not specifically provided for in the preferred alternative This is

approximately 45 percent of the spotted owl population in this province

For the
purposes

of this Assessment the Final Draft Recovery Plan alternative
figures

in this

column
represent managed and reserved

pair areas in addition to DCAs

OvJ activity centers and habitat in riparian reserves are included in matriN
figures

16
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Spotted owl dispersal habitat overview

Approximately 15 million acres of the Federal lands outside of
Congressionally

reserved lands in this

province are
ecologically capable

of
supporting forests Attachment Table Column Of this

approximately 72
percent now meets or exceeds 1140

dispersal habitat condition see Attachment for

discussion The distribution of this habitat and therefore its effectiveness in providing for owl dispersal

cannot be detejined with this general data

The future
dispersal habitat conditions can be inferred from

Figure which illustrates worst case

estimate for Federal forest conditions
fifty years

in the future in this province This is truly
worst case

scenario as
portion

of the area illustrated as Not 1140 in the bars will in fact meet or exceed 1140

conditions But the amount of this
acreage

cannot be estimated with the information available for this

Assessment However the relative improvement of Alternative over that of Alternative is apparent

Final Draft Recovery Plan and Alt

Comparison for WA Eastern Cascades

2500.0

Not 1140

ID

2OO0Ol All40
lvt lip

ID

1500.0 Mxll0

1000.0
Retention 15

RiRll 40
500.0

Meet 1140

0.0 DCAorLSR
Current FDRP Future FDRP Current Alt Future Alt

Future Assumes 50 Years
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The Western Washington Cascades
province

Effects of the Preferred Alternative overview see Final Draft Recovery Plan and Attachment for

information regarding specific LSRsDCAs
Alternative Alternative

Recovery PlanJR Network

Federal owl activity centers in matrix2 53 41

Federal habitat acreage in matrix 174200 112000

Owl activity centers in reserves 172 158

Owl habitat in reserves 499100 453100

Owl activity centers Administratively withdrawn 13 11

Owl habitat Administratively withdrawn 78700 61100

Owl activity centers Congressionally withdrawn 51 51

Owl habitat Congressionally withdrawn 345400 345400

Owl activity centers in AMAs NA 26

Owl habitat in AMAs NA 78700

The AMA guidance for this province specifically addresses maintaining these owl sites and so the owl

activity
centers shown in the AMA are considered additional to the population protected in the reserve

network

For the purposes of this Assessment the Recovery Plan alternative figures in this column
represent

managed and reserved
pair areas in addition to DCAs

Ol activity centers and habitat in ilparian reserves iS
included

in malrl hueS

1
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Dispersal habitat overview

Approximately 1.7 million acres of the Federal lands outside of Congressionally reserved lands in this

province are ecologically capable of supporting forests Attachment Table Column Of this

approximately 77 percent now meets or exceeds 1140 condition see Attachment for discussion The

distribution of this habitat and therefore its effectiveness in providing for owl dispersal
cannot be

determined with this general data

The future dispersal habitat conditions can be inferred from Figure whkh illustrates worst case

estimate for Federal forest conditions fifty years in the future in this province
This is truly

worst case

scenario as portion of the area illustrated as Not 1140 in the bars will in fact meet exceed 1140

conditions Given the scale of this analysis and the uncertainty of how when and where timber harvest

may occur in this matrix we have not estimated the extent of this dispersal habitat in the future matrix

However as relative comparison we see that the Preferred Alternative would result in more acreage

which would be assured of meeting or exceeding dispersal habitat conditions in the future

Final Draft Recovery Plan and Alt

Comparison for WA Western Cascades

2500.0

Not ll40

2000 AMA11 400
rTi

AIvIARip

100.0
Matrix 11 40

AWI1 40

1000.0
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500.0

11 40

Meet 1140

0.0
Cunat FDRP Futurt FDRP Currtnt Alt Future All

Future Assumes 50 Years
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The Olympic Peninsula province

Effects of the Preferred Alternative overview see Final Draft Recoveiy Plan and Attachment for

information regarding specific LSPs DCAs
Alternative Alternative

Recovety Plan1 Network

Federal owl activity centers in matrix2 10

Federal habitat acreage in matrix 31900

Owl activity centers in reserves 78 82

Owl habitat in reserves 184500 205500

Owl activity centers Administratively withdrawn

Owl habitat Administratively withdrawn 2700

Owl activity centers Congressionally withdrawn 74 74

Owl habitat Congressionally withdrawn 340700 340700

Owl activity centers in AMAs NA
Owl habitat in AMAs NA 16500

The AMA
guidance for this province does not specifically address maintaining these owl sites so the future

of these owls will be discussed in the AMA management plan as it is prepared

For the purposes of this Assessment the Final Draft Recovery Plan alternative figures in this column

represent managed and reserved pair areas in addition to DCAs

activit ccntcrs and habitat in ripairan rcser c is indlldk2d in matrix figures
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Dispersal habitat overview

Approximately 486800 acres of the Federal lands outside of
Congressionally reserved lands in this province

which are ecologically capable
of

supporting
forests meet or exceed 11 40 habitat conditions Of this

approximately 73
percent now meets or exceeds 1140 condition The distribution of this habitat and

therefore its effectiveness in providing for owl dispersal
cannot be determined with this general data

The future disReal habitat conditions can be inferred from
Figure which illustrates worstase

estimate for Federal forest conditions
fifty years in the future in this province This is truly worst case

scenario as portion of the area illustrated as Not 1l4O in the bars will in fact meet or exceed 1140

conditions Given the scale of this analysis and the uncertainty
of how when and where timber harvest

may occur in this matrix we have not estimated the extent of this
dispersal habitat in the future matrix

However as relative comparison we see that the Preferred Alternative would result in more acreage
which would be assured of meeting or exceeding dispersal habitat conditions in the future

Final Draft Recovery Plan and Alt

Comparison forWA Olympic Peninsula
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The Western Washington Lowlands province

Effects of the Preferred Alternative overview While the FEMAT
report identified an LSR in this province

the Federal Jand in the LSR is not managed by the BLM or Forest Service and would not be affected by this

EIS decision or direction Inforniation is provided here for comparison purposes only see Fmal Draft

RecoveiyPlaxis Attachment for information regarding specific LSRsIDCAs 1
Alternative Alternative

Recovery Plan1 Network

Federal owl activity centers in matrix

Federal habitat acreage in matrix

Owl activity centers in reserves

Owl habitat in reserves

Owl activity centers Administratively withdrawn

Owl habitat Administratively withdrawn

Owl activity centers Congressionally withdrawn

Owl habitat Congressionally withdrawn

There is very little Federal land in this province The LSR delineated in this province by FEMAT occurs on

the Fort Lewis Military Reservation which currently does not support spotted owl habitat or owls The

proposed LSR is 90580 acres Past owl recovery planning efforts had identified this area as important to

developing connectivity between the Olympic Peninsula and the Cascades owl populations Much of the

forested habitat on the Fort is designated as critical habitat at this time arid all activities which may
adversely affect the habitat in this area will be subject to section consultation The Department of Defense

intends to develop management plan which will address the late successional habitat issues here

Fj the purposes of this esinent thu 1uover Flan alternative Inpires in this column represent

niiiio ed and reserve pair area ii addition to DCi
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The future dispersal habitat conditions can be inferred from Figure which illustrates worstcase

estimate for Federal forest conditions
fifty years in the future in this province This is truly worst case

scenario as portion of the area fflustrated as SNot 11 40 in the bars will in fad meet or exceed 1140

conditions Given the scale of this analysis and the uncertainty of how when and where timber harvest

may occur in this matrix we have not estimated the extent of this dispersal habitat in the future matrix

However as relative comparison we see that the Preferred Alternative would result in more acreage

which would sured of meeting or exceeding dispersal habitat conditions in thefuture

Final Draft Recovery Plan and Alt

Comparison for WA Western Lowlands
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The Oregon Kiamath province

Effects of the Preferred Alternative overview see Final Draft Recovety Plan and Attachment for

information regarding specific LSRsDCAs
Alternative Alternative

Recovery Plan1 LSR Network

Federal owl activity centers in matrix2 225 139

Federal habitat acreage in matrix 394000 193500

Owl activity centers in reserves 145 184

Owl habitat in reserves 222400 338700

Owl activity centers Administratively withdrawn 38

Owl habitat Administratively withdrawn 26200 69700

Owl activity centers Congressionally withdrawn 13 13

Owl habitat Congressionally withdrawn 76700 76700

Owl activity centers in AMAs NA 77

Owl habitat in AMAs NA 72000

The AMA guidance for this province does not specifically address maintaining these owl sites

For the purposes of this Assessment the Recovery Plan alternative figures in this column
represent

managed and reserved
pair areas in addition to 1DCAs

Ovl activity centers and habitat in riparian resci es is included in matrix Iigures
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Dispersal habitat overview

Approximately 1.7 millionacres of the Federal lands outside of Congressionally reserved lands in this

province which are ecologically capable of supporting forests meet or exceed 114A habitat conditions Of

this approximately 65 percent now meets or exceeds 1140 condition The distiibution of this habitat and

therefore its effectiveness in providing for owl dispersal cannot be determined with this general data

The future dieal habitat conditions can be inferred from Figure which illustrates worsLcase

estimate for Federal forest conditions fifty years in the future in this province This is
truly worst case

scenario as portion of the area illustrated as Not 114O in the bars will in fact meet or exceed 11 40

conditions Given the scale of this analysis and the uncertainty of how when and where timber harvest

may occur in this matrif we have not estimated the extent of this dispersal habitat in the future matrix

However as relative comparison we see that the Preferred Alternative would result in more acreage

which would be assured of meeting or exceeding dispersal habitat conditions in the future

Final Draft Recovery Plan and Alt

Comparison for OR Kiamath Province
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The Eastern Oregon Cascades province

Effects of the Preferred Alternative overview see Final Draft Recovery Plan and Attachment for

information regarding specific LSPs DCAs
Alternative Alternative

Recovery Plan1 LSR Network

Federal owl activity centers in matrix2 69 63

Federal habitat acreage in matrix 165500 113300

Owl activity centers in reserves 76 84

Owl habitat in reserves 102800 142400

Owl activity centers Administratively withdrawn 14 12

Owl habitat Administratively withdrawn 48100 40700

Owl activity centers Congressionally withdrawn 34 34

Owl habitat Congressionally withdrawn 101800 101800

For the purposes of this Assessment the Recovery Plan alternative hgures in this column
represent

managed and reserved
pair areas in addition to DEAs

Owl activity centers and habitat in ripairan rcservcs is included in niitrix 1iurcs
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Disperal habitat overview

Approximately 1.1 million aes of the Federal lands outside of Congressionally reserved lands in this

province are
ecologically capable of supporting forests Attachment Table Column Of this

approximately 86 percent now meets or exceeds 11 4 condition see Attachment for discussion The

distribution of this habitat and therefore its effectiveness in providing for owl dispersal cannot be

determined with this general data

The future dispersal habitat conditions can be inferred from Figure which illustrates worst case

estimate for Federal forest conditions fifty years in the future in this province This is truly worst case

scenario as portion of the area illustrated as TMNot 114T in the bars will in fact meet or exceed 1140

conditions Given the scale of this analysis and the uncertainty of how when and where timber harvest

may occur in this matrix we have not estimated the extent of this dispersal habitat in the future matrix

However as relative comparison we see that the Preferred Alternative would result in more aaeage

which would be assured of meeting or exceeding dispersal habitat conditions in the future

Final Draft Recovery Plan and Alt

Comparison for OR Eastern Cascades
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ihe Western
Oregon Cascades

province

Effects of the Preferred Alternative overview see Final Draft Recovexy Plan and Attachment for

information regarding specific LSRsIDCAs
Alternative Alternative

Recoveiy Plan LR Network

Federal owl activity centers in matrix2 709 580

Federal habitat acreage in matrix 1014600 568200

Owl activity centers in reserves 446 510

Owl habitat in reserves 618400 774300

Owl activity centers Administratively withdrawn 59 41

Owl habitat Administratively withdrawn 114600 89200

Owl activity centers Congressionally withdrawn 92 92

Owl habitat Congressionally withdrawn 243700 243700

Owl activity centers in AMAs NA 83

Owl habitat in AMAs NA 134100

The AMA guidance for this province does not specifically address maintaining these owl sites

For the
purposes

of this Assessment the Recovery Plan alternative figures in this column represent

mana8ed and reserved
pair areas in addition to DCAs

Owl activity centers and habitat in riparian reserves are included in matrix
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Dispersal habitat overview

Approximately 3.6 millionacres of the Federal lands outside of
Congressionally reserved lands in this

province
are

ecologically capable
of

supporting forests Attachment Table Column Of this

approximately69 percent now meets or exceeds 1141 condition see Attachment for discussion The

distribution of this habitat and therefore its effectiveness in providing for owl dispersal cannot be

determined with this general data

The future disprsal habitat conditions can be inferred from
Pigure

which illustrates worst case

estimate for Federal forest conditions
fifty years in the future in this province

This is truly worst case

scenario as portion of the area illustrated as Not 1140 in the bars will in fact meet or exceed 1140

conditions Given the scale of this
analysis and the uncertainty of how when and where timber harvest

may occur in this matrif we have not estimated the extent of this dispersal habitat in the future matrix

However as relative comparison we see that the Preferred Alternative would result in more acreage

which would be assured of meeting or
exceeding dispersal habitat conditions in the future

Final Draft Recovery Plan and Alt

Comparison for OR Western Cascades
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The Oregon Coast
Range province

Effects of the Preferred Alternative overview see Final Draft
Recoveiy Plan and Attachment for

information
regarding specific LSRs DCAs

Alternative Alternative

Recovety Plan LSR Network

Federal owl activity centers in matrix2 71 52

Federal habitat
acreage

in matrix 170500 66900

Owl activity centers in reserves 204 217

Owl habitat in reserves 328000 345100

Owl activity centers Administratively withdrawn

Owl habitat Administratively withdrawn 2900 1400

Owl activity centers Congressionally withdrawn

Owl habitat Congressionally withdrawn 13000 13000

Owl activity centers in AMAs NA

Owl habitat in AMAS NA 63400

For the purposes of this Assessment the Recovery Plan alternative figures in this column represent

manacd and reserved pair areas in addition to DCAs

Oi activtv centers and habtat in riparian reserves are included in matrix
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Dispersal habitat overview

Approximately 1.3 niilJIon acres of the Federal lands outside of
Congressionally

reserved lands in this

province are ecologically capable of supporting forests Attachment Table Column Of this

approximately 65 percent now meets or exceeds 1140
dispersal habitat condition see Attachment for

discussion The distribution of this habitat and therefore its effectiveness in providing for owl dispersal

cannot be determined with this general data

The future dispersal habitat conditions can be inferred from Figure which illustrates worstcase
estimate for Federal forest conditions fifty years in the future in this province This is truly worst case

scenario as portion of the area illustrated as Not 1140 in the bars will in fact meet or exceed 1140

conditions Given the scale of this analysis and the uncertainty of how when and where timber harvest

may occur in this matrif we have not estimated the extent of this dispersal habitat in the future matrix

However as relative comparison we see that the Preferred Alternative would result in more acreage
which would be assured of meeting or exceeding dispersal habitat conditions in the future

Final Draft Recovery Plan and Alt

Comparison for OR Coast Range
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The Willamette Valley province

Effects of the Preferred Alternative overview see Final Draft Recovety Plan and Attachment for

information regarding specific LSRs DCAs

Alternative Alternative

Recovery Plan1 LSR Network

Federal owl activity centers in matrix2

Federal habitat acreage in matrix 4900 3300

Owl activity centers in alternative reserves

Owl habitat in alternative reserves 200 300

Owl activity centers Administratively withdrawn

Owl habitat Administratively withdrawn 200 100

Owl activity centers Congressionally withdrawn

Owl habitat Congressionally withdrawn

Owl activity centers in AMAs NA
Owl habitat in AMAs NA 100

For the
purposes

of this Assessnient the Rccover Plan alternative figures in this column represent

managed and reserved
pair areas in addition to 1CAs

Cccl activity centers and hahiat in nparian reserves ai included in matri
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Dispersal habitat overview

Approximately 16000 acres of the Federal lands outside of Congressionally reserved lands in this province

are ecologically capable of supporting forests Attachment Table Column Of this approximately 38

percent now meets or exceeds 1144 dispersal habitat condition see Attachment for discussion The

distribution of this habitat and therefore its effectiveness in providing for owl dispersal cannot be

determined with this general data Also the very minor amount of Federal land in this province and the

provinces geiieil inability to support dispersal due to nonfederal land use pastures and otheagricultural

makes this Federal acreage relatively unimportant in this Assessment of owl dispersal

The future dispersal habitat conditions can be inferred from Figure which illustrates worst case

estimate for Federal forest conditions fifty years in the future in this province This is truly worst case

scenario as portion of the area illustrated as Not 1140 in the bars will in fact meet exceed 1140

conditions Given the scale of this analysis and the uncertainty of how when and where timber harvest

may occur in this matrif we have not estimated the extent of this dispersal habitat in the future matrix

However as relative comparison we see that the Preferred Alternative would result in more acreage

which would be assured of meeting or exceeding dispersal habitat conditions in the future

Final DraftRecoveryPlan and Alt

Comparison for OR Willamette Valley

30.0

Not 11 40

25OAMARip
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0150
AWl140
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Future Assumes 50 Years



Biological Assessment Forest Plan DSEIS October 1993

The California Klaniath
province

Effects of the Preferred Alternative Population
overview see Final Draft Recoveiy Plan and Attachment

for information regarding specific LSRs DCAs

Alternative Alternative

Recovery Plan1 tSR Network

Federal owl activity centers in matrix2 217 144

Federal habitat acreage in matrix 306100 132600

Owl activity
centers in LSRs 282 322

Owl habitat in LSRs 398500 413700

Owl activity
centers Administratively withdrawn 38

Owl habitat Administratively withdrawn 26200 69700

Owl activity
centers Congressionally withdrawn 55 55

Owl habitat Congressionally withdrawn 275500 275500

Owl activity
centers in AMAs NA 58

Owl habitat in AMAs NA 44300

In the California Kiamath province the preferred alternative exceeds the Recovery Plan in all measures In

most of the province the Alternative LSR network overlays the DCA network very dosely Some

deviations occur where the network encompasses additional acreage of owl habitat outside of the

DCAs Conversely many of the DCAs induded extensive habitat in Congressionally withdrawn lands

which are not induded in LSR network However this Congressionally withdrawn habitat and owls will

supplement both alternatives equally

The 58 owl activity centers which are known to occur in the Hayfork AMA are not
specifically

addressed in

the guidance provided by FEMAT Therefore the effects to these owls will not be known until the AMA
plan is completed All but four of these owl sites occured in matrix in the Recoveiy Plan alternative and

could have been reduced to 100 acre residual habitat areas under that plan The four protected sites were

delineated as reserved pair areas to supplement DCAs which were deficient This difference of four activity

centers is the net difference between the two alternatives which can be detected at this time

For the purposes of this Assessment the Recovery Plan alternative figures in this column

represent rnanaed and reserved
pair

areas in addition to DCAs

Owl actiitv cenicis mnd habitat Tn rirarian reserves arc inludcd in niatrix
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Dispersal habitat overview

Approximately 2.6 millionacres of the Federal lands outside of Congressionally reserved lands in this

province are ecologically capable of supporting forests Attachment Table Column Of this

approximately
65

percent now meets or exceeds 1140 dispersal habitat conditions The distribution of this

habitat and therefore its effectiveness in providing for owl dispersal cannot be determined with this general

data

The future dipersal habitat conditions can be inferred from Figure which illustrates worst case

estimate for Federal forest conditions fifty years in the future in this province This is
truly worst case

scenario as portion of the area illustrated as Not 1140 in the bars will in fact meet exceed 1140

conditions Given the scale of this analysis and the uncertainty of how when and where timber harvest

may occur in this matrix we have not estimated the extent of this dispersal habitat in the future matrix

However as relative comparison we see that the Preferred Alternative would result in more acreage

which would be assured of meeting or exceeding dispersal habitat conditions in the future

Final Draft Recovery Plan and Alt

Comparison for CA Kiamath
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Biological Assessment Forest Plan DSEIS October 1993

The California Coast
province

Effects of the Preferred Alternative Population overview see Final Draft Recovery Plan and Attachment

for information regarding specific LSRs DCAs

Alternative Alternative

Recovery Plan LSR Network

Federal owl
activity centers in matrix2

Federal habitat acreage in matrix 2900 1900

Owl activity centers in LSRs 24 24

Owl habitat in LSRs 3000 3200

Owl activity centers Administratively withdrawn

Owl habitat Administratively withdrawn 300 200

Owl activity centers Congressionally withdrawn

Owl habitat Congressionally withdrawn 1300 1300

Owl activity centers in AMAs NA
Owl habitat in AMAs NA

In the California Coast province the preferred alternative exceeds the Recovery Plan in all measures in

most of the province the Alternative LSR network overlays the DCA network very dosely This is due to

the
scarcity

of Federal land in this province which precludes any ability of locating LSRs in alternate sites

from those used for the Final Draft Recovery Plan The National Park Service acreage in this province

provides some habitat in Congressionally withdrawn lands which are not induded in LSR network

However this Congressionally withdrawn habitat and owls will supplement both alternatives equally

The 58 owl activity centers which are known to occur in the Hayfork AMA are not specifically addressed in

the guidance provided by FEMAT There is small amount of this AMA
acreage in this province and no

spotted owls are reported in this acreage

For the purposes of this Assessment the Recovery Plan alternative figures in this column

re prescnl managed and reserved
pair areas in addition to DCAs

activity centers and habitat in ripalian reserves ic incfuded
in matrx



Dispersal habitat overview

Approximately 252900 acres of the Federal lands outside of Congressionally reserved lands in this province

axe ecologically capable of supporting
forests Attachment

Table Column Of this approximately 14

percent now meets or exceeds 1140 dispersal
habitat conditions The distribution of this habitat and the

fact that federal ladns comprise
such small

acreage
in this province greatly

decreases its effectiveness in

providing for owl dispersaL

Th ?
future dispersal

habitat conditions can be inferred from Figure 10 which illustraies uworsi se

estimate for Federal forest conditions fifty years
in the future in this province This is truly worst case

scenario as portion of the area illustrated as Not 11 40 in the bars will in fact meet exceed 1140

conditions Given the scale of this analysis
and the uncertainty of how when and where timber harvest

may occur in this matrix we have not estimated the extent of this dispersal
habitat in the future matrix

However as relative comparison1 we see that the Preferred Alternative would result in more acreage

which would be assured of meeting or exceeding dispersal
habitat conditions in the future

Final Draft Recovery Plan and Alt

Comparison for CA Coast Range
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Biological Assessment Forest Plan DSEIS October 1993

The California Cascades province

Effects of the Preferred Alternative overview see Final Draft Recoveiy Plan and Attachment for

information regarding specific LSRs DCAs

Alternative Alternative

Recovery Plan1 LSR Network

Federal owl activity centers in matrix2

Federal habitat acreage in matrix 15700 10900

Owl activity centers in reserves 36 34

Owl habitat in reserves 54300 54100

Owl activity centers Administratively withdrawn

Owl habitat Administratively withdrawn 3000 4800

Owl activity centers Congressionally withdrawn

Owl habitat Congressionally withdrawn 800 800

Owl activity centers in AMAs NA
Owl habitat in AMAs NA 38800

The California Cascades province has repeatedly been identifed as an area of concern in management of

spotted owl populations As with other east side provinces this is due in part to the inherent ecological

ability of the area to grow and maintain suitable spotted owl habitat Current levels of habitat are believed

to be at least partially the result fire suppression which may have allowed habitat to develop where it

would not naturally occur versus harvest of other habitat The known owl population here is sparse in

relation to other parts of the owlts range This is believed to be the result of habitat conditions

To respond to this concern management strategies designed specifically for spotted owls have had

provisions to protect nearly all owls in the province even those owls which are discovered in the future

The Final Draft Recovery Plan also induded language to actively manage some occupied habitat to reduce

the threat of fire and other habitat loss

An additional concern in this province is the fact that it is the main connection between the two subspecies

of spotted owl in California Past management strategies have attemtpted to strengthen this connection

whenever possible to reduce the likelihood of the two subspecies being separated

The reserve network proposed in Alternative was not specifically designed to protect known owl sites nor

did it focus on the population aspects of maintaining the subspecies connection As result the preferred

alternative currently provides for four fewer owl sites protected Two of these home ranges fall in matrix

the other two are in areas mapped as administratively withdrawn in the current Forest Plan

Previous owl plans also stipulated that future discovered owl sites should also be protected This too is

missing from the preferred alternative

For the purposes of this Assessment the Recovery Plan alternative figures in this column represent

managed and reserved
pair areas in addition to DCAs

Owl
activity centers and habitat in ripairan reserves are included in matrix

While ol ac1i 1v centers occui ithin 11w AMA ihese hene anes are delineated as JSRs 1t1lin the

i1
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The net ?ffct to the owl population in this province is that four owl sites could be lost in the near future

percent of the province population and an undetermined number could be lost in the long ternt
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Dispersal habitat overview AveJ le astn

Approximately 714000 acres of the Federal lands outside of
Congressionally

reserved lands in thLprovince

which are ecologically capable of
supporting forests meet or exceed 11 40 habitat conditions ffable 3 Of

this approximately 52 percent now meets or exceeds 1140 condtion The distribution of this habitat and

therefore its current effectiveness in providing for owl dispersal
cannot be determined with this general

data

The future dispersal habitat conditions can be inferred from Figure 11 which illustrates worst case

estimate for Federal forest conditions
fifty years

in the future in this province This is truly worst case

scenario as portion of the area ifiustrated as Not 1140 in the bars will in fact meet exceed 11 40

conditions Given the scale of this analysis and the uncertainty of how when and where timber harvest

may occur in this matrif we have not estimated the extent of this dispersal habitat in the future matrix

However as relative comparison we see that the Preferred Alternative would result in more
acreage

which would be assured of meeting or exceeding dispersal habitat conditions in the future

Final Draft Recovery Plan and Alt

Comparison for CA Cascades
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Table Allocation of acres of habitat for northern spotted owls on federal lands in Alternative

Congressionally Administratively Acres of spotted owl

Withdrawn Areas Withdrawn Areas NRF habitat in

Total acres Managed

spotted owl Spotted owl Spotted owl Late Late

Physiographic NRF NRF NRF Successional Successional Ripanan

province habitat habitat habitat Reserves Areas Reserves Matrix

Washington

Eastern Cascades 713100 213500 51900 307500 31000 7500 101700

Western Cascades 1100 345400 78700 499100 15300 174200

Western Lowlands

Oregon

Klarnath 802500 76700 69700 222400 12300 27500 394000

Eastern Cascades 439600 101800 48100 102800 11500 9900 165500

Western Cascades 2066100 243700 114600 618400 74700 1014600

Coast Range 529200 13000 2900 328000 14900 170500

Willamette Valle 700 200 200 400 900

California

Coast range 7700 1300 300 3000 200 2900

Klamath 1074900 303800 133100 308500 23400 306100

75
80

54 00 1200 1700

NRF Nesting roosting and foraging

Table Allocation of acres of habitat for northern spotted owls on federal lands in Alternative

Congressionally Administratively Acres of spotted owl

Withdrawn Areas Withdrawn Areas NRF habitat in

Total acres
Spotted Spotted Adaptive

spotted owl owl owl Late Manage

Physiographic NRFt NRF NRF Successional ment
Riparian

province habitat habitat habitat Reserves Areas Reserves Matrix

Washington

Eastern Cascades 713100 213500 50900 270000 38800 46 200 93 700
Western Cascades 1112600 345400 61100 453100 78700 62400 112000
Western Lowlands

Oregon

Klarnath 802500 76700 26200 338700 72000 95 600 193 500
Eastern Cascades 439600 101800 40700 142400 41400 113300
Western Cascades 2066100 243700 89200 774300 134100 256600 568200
Coast Range 529200 13000 1400 345100 63400 39500 66900etlle57OOo1003001001003300
Coast

range 7700 1300 200 3200 1100 900
Klarnath 1074900 303800 101000 413700 44300 79500 132600
Cascades 75 400 800 800 54 100 800 10 900

NRF
Nesting roosting and foraging



Marbled Murrelet

The network in the preferred alternative was preparedwith special attention to marbled murrelet

needs Known locations of murrelets were incorporated into LSR in many areas and the guidance for

AMAs has specific descriptions of protecting all sites where murrelet occupied behavior is documented

see RalpFc 93 for definition of occupied behavior In addition the preferred alternative incorporates

requirement that all habitat within murrelet zones and see FEMAT be surveyed to determine if

murrelets occupy the area If occupied behavior is detected the site is given the protection described in the

DSEIS page 217

As an immediate result of these provisions in the preferred alternative 65 percent of the total marbled

murrelet sites which were documented at the time of preparation of the DSEIS were included in LSRs This

reflects 77 percent of the Federal murrelet sites Table and Figure 12 An additional iipercent of the

Federal murrelet sites occur in Congressionally reserved acreage Thus the preferred alternative would

result in 88 percent of the known Federal murrelet sites occuring in areas which are designated for

management to maintain or improve stand conditions for murrelets

The remaining Federal murrelet sites occur in either AMAs percent
of sites or matrix percent of sites

These matrix and AMA sites would be protected with the 0.5 mile radius provisions described on page 217

of the DSEIS Because the habitat within the 0.5 mile radius will be protected while the surrounding habitat

would be available for harvest these matrix and AMA murrelet sites may become fragmented and isolated

patches

For proposed activities in all Federal acreage which may remove suitable murrelet habitat or affect the

species ability to use adjacent areas the preferred alternative prescribes that surveys must be conducted to

assure that adverse affects are avoided page 217 of DSEIS

Grizzly Bear

The preferred alternative would result in reduced timber harvest program along with associated activities

such as road construction This would benefit grizzly
bears by helping to maintain remote areas with few

human disturbances Late successional reserves would also benefit the
grizzly

bear by helping to provide

areas with fewer human intrusions Management direction under the preferred alternative would not change

from established direction which is to cooperate fully
with the Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan The recovery

plan is currently being revised to address concerns for this species

Oregon Silverspot Butterfly

The Oregon silverspot butterfly does not occur in forested habitat in the project area This species use of

meadows surrounded by forests will not be affected by the
preferred

alternative The critical habitat

designated for this species would be unaffected by adoption of the preferred alternative because it does not

occur on Federal lands Management direction under the preferred alternative would not change from

established direction which is to cooperate fully with the Oregon Silverspot Butterfly recovery plan
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LiLJC1 AVLUI LC3
Owncrslit and Alternative AllocatiOfl

ZONE

Cong Late Adaptive Late

Physiographic Withdrawn Successional Management Nonfederal Nonfederal Successional

prvi AICas Reserves Areas Matrix Private State Reserves

Washington

WA Western Cascades 54 12 10

WA Western LOwlands

WA Ol Ic Peninsula 47

Oregon

ORKlamath 86

ORCoast Rae 255 28 59 0

California

CACoast range 50 20 10

CAKlamath

Numbers in this table were derived by ocular estimates from acetate overlays

Definition of occupied site from Methods for Surveying Maibled Murrelets in Forests Ralph et al unpub 1993
1992 database Additional surveys have found new birds but this data is not available

This chart provides trend of detection data

pe 1 Murrelet Occupied Sites in NSO Range

250

200

150

100

z50

CWA LSR AMA MATRIX PVT STATE ZONE LSR

WA Western Cascades WA Western Lolands WA Olympic Peninsula

fl OR Him ith OR Co CA Coast Rinc

CA Hni



QgChub

Ripaxian and late successional reserves as proposed under the preferred alternative would benefit the

Oregon chub by improving stream habitat and water quality in the drainages inhabited by this species

Management direction under the preferred alternative would not change from established direction which is

to continue development of the current management plan for the Oregon chub

Nelsons Sidalce

Habitat of this species on Federal lands
is primarily protected by BLM Area of Critical Environthental

Concern and by the LFinley
National Wildlife Refuge This

protection would remain under the

preferred alternative In
addition recovery plan is currently being developed Management direction

under the preferred alternative would not change from established direction which is to cooperate in

implementation
of the

recovery plans

CriticaL Habitat

Within the project area there is Critical habitat for the Oregon silverspott butterfly but the prefened

alternative will not adversely affect this habitat

The project area also includes critical habitat for the northern
spotted owl which was designated in 1992

Spotted owl critical habitat occurs as 176 individual units CHUs distributed across the
range

of the owl

predominately on Federal lands To assess the
relationship between the preferred alternative network

and the critical habitat units we used three measures of comparison the degree
of

overlap between the

tro designations the
gross acreage provided and the distribution of the reserve units to maintain

well distributed population on Federal lands

To prepare
the first comparison an occular estimate was made of the proportion och CHU overlapped

by tSR The results of the estimates are shown in Figure 13 see also Attachment
ft which illustrates that

146 of the CHUs 83 of the
total are more than 50

percent incorporated into the LSR network

Another measure of comparison is the fact that 6.9 million acres of Federal land are within the CHUs
versus 7.0 million acres in the preferred alternative LSR network Thus the overall amount of Federal owl

habitat provided in the preferred alternative slightly
exceeds the critical habitat rule for providing potential

clusters of owls

The remaining question is whether the network provides the habitat in distribution pattern

approximating that of the critical habitat comparison of the two strategies found them to be
nearly equal

in their provision of well distributed habitat blocks

Based on these three comparisons the network of the preferred alternative is very good match with

the spotted
owl critical habitat units but does result in critical habitat

acreage in the matrix and in AMAs
Activities in all critical habitat both within and outside of LSEs will continue to be assessed as to their

effect on the essential elements of the habitat
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Cumulative Effects

Management of nonfederal lands state private
and Indian within the range of the northern spotted owl

will continue to play role in the survival and recovery of some listed threatened and endangered species

For the most part these concerns have been addressed in local planning and coordination efforts These

efforts have induded landowner coordination with State agencies and USFWS to assure their actions are in

compliance wiih tte Endangered Species Act ESA and these efforts are expected to continue

Another ongoing effort is potential development of habitat conservation plans and or 4d rule which will

address spotted owl management on nonfederal lands At this time the results of these efforts are not

known However all efforts will be subject to ESA compliance including section consultation

VII Determination

Northern Spotted Owl

It is our assessment that adoption of the preferred alternative may affect the northern spotted owL This

determination is based on the potential for incidental take of individual spotted owl activity centers in the

matrix

Northern Spotted Owl Critical Habitat

Spotted owl critical habitat would occur in the matrix of the preferred alternative and would therefore be

considered for time harvest Actions in this critical habitat will be brought to section consultation where

appropriate

Marbled Murrelet

The preferred alternative may affect marbled murrelets Marbled murrelet habitat occurs in the federal

forest matrix under the preferred alternative and would be subject to timber harvest if murrelet surveys did

not detect occupied behavior

American Peregrine Falcon

Adoption of the preferred alternative may affect the peregrine falcon Based on the incorporation by
reference of the pertinent sections of the Peregrine Falcon Recovery Plan into the preferred alternative these

effects are expected to be minor Incorporation of these sections will continue the agencies management and

protection of peregrine falcon nest sites and prey base

Northern Bald Eagle

Adoption of the preferred alternative may affect the bald eagle Within the range of the northern spotted

owl most land management agencies as well as timber companies and utilities are cooperating in

implementing the Pacific States Bald Eagle Recovery Plan As result the FEMAT report concluded that

bald eagles would have 100 percent likelihood of outcome occurring well distributed on Federal lands

under the preferred alternative The expected improvement in riparian habitat and water quality under the



preferred alternative will be beneficial to bald eagle recovery by providing an increasing
number of

potential nest sites and improved prey base

Gray Wolf

Adoption of the preferred alternative may affect the gray wolL Alternative would place large acreage into

reserves which will have less timber harvest activity than currently exists This is expected to effectively

increase the areM less human activity The effect of this is expected to improve cQndffions foryolf prey

populations and wolves

The Recovery Plan is currently being revised by the Fish and Wildlife Service to include the wolf population

in Washington and the Forest Service is participating in this planning effort Pertinent sections of the

Recovery Plan are expected to be incorporated into the Forest Plans prepared under the preferred

alternative

Colambian White tailed Deer

Adoption of the preferred alternative may affect the Columbian white tailed deer The BLM currently

follows guidance in the Recovery Plan and this direction will continue

Lost River Sucker and Shortnose Sucker

Adoption of the preferred alternative may affect Lost River and shortnose suckers Water quality on

Federal lands would be improved under the preferred alternative as result of increased riparian buffers

and this improvement would benefit these species

MacDonalds Rockcress

Adoption of the preferred alternative may affect the MacDonalds Rockcress Currently known habitat on

the Arcata BLM Resource Area Red Mountain area is induded in an Area of Critical Environmental

Concern This should provide management protection in addition to that provided by its listing

Grizzly Bear

Adoption of the preferred alternative may affect grizzly bears The preferred alternative would create airge

areas of less human
activity

when compared to the current management This would result from the

expected reduction in timber harvest activities in the acreage of LSR

Oregon Silverspot Butterfly

Adoption of the preferred alternative may affect the Oregon Silverspot Butterfly
Guidance in the Recovery

Plan is currently being followed and will continue under the preferred alternative This subspecies is found

in the salt spray meadows and adjacent forests and in the meadow communities of Mt Hebo which are not

likely to be subject to forest management
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Oregon Chub

Adoption of the preferred alternative may affect the Oregon Chub This
species is piimarilyconfined to

limited stretch of the Middle Fork Willainette River drainage Primary concerns relate to chemical
spills and

competition with or predation by nonindigenous fishes However the preferre alternative would result in

improved water
quality conditions which would benefit this species

NeLsons Sidalce ?

Adoption of the preferred alternative may affect the Nelsons SidalceL
significant portion of the Coast

Range population occurs within the boundaries of the Walker Flat Area of Critical Environmental Concern

ACEC on lands administered by the Salem District The ACEC provisions would continue under the

preferred alternative and protection
for the

species would continue

VIII Management Recommendations

The
scope

of action to be taken in the Supplemental EIS decision does not allow site specific

recommendations for management of threatened and endangered species However this Assessment has

identified areas where the preferred alternative could be improved to better provide for some species Also
recommendations can be made to improve management coordination which may allow for more effective

implementation of the preferred alternative

The federal agencies should work together and with state agencies to improve the quality of the habitat

information for marbled murrelets The Marbled Murrelet Working Group subgroup pf FEMAT
prepared memo which described the shortcomings of the current data and offered suggestions to improve

the database In the very near term
steps

could be taken to improve our understanding of murrelet habitat

conditions using the new information available from the GIS system

As the BLM revises its Draft RMP attention should be given to the spotted owl activity centers which

had been identified in the Final Draft Recovery Plan These areas were not incorporated into the LSR
network of Alternative but are expected to play an important role in maintaining the population

connectivity in these areas

In the Eastern Washington Cascades and California Cascades provinces the preferred alternative does not

provide as much spotted owl population support as the Final Draft Recovery Plan would These areas have

been identified as important to the recovery of the species Therefore attention should be given to

addressing these shortcomings An immediate
step

could be to reinstate the reserved and managed pair

areas which were identified int he Final Draft Recovery Plan and which now lie outside of LSRs

During watershed analysis land management agencies should attempt to protect 100 acres areas around

known spotted
owl

activity
centers

The province discussions for spotted owl effects in the Assessment
point

out the need for additional

analysis of the dispersal habitat conditions which might be expected under the
preferred alternative

Further
analysis would allow more site specific

assessment of
dispersal

conditions now and in the future



The province
discussions for spotted owl effects in the Assessment

point
out the need for additional

analysis
of the dispersal habitat conditions which might be

expected under the preferred
alternative

Further
analysis would allow more site specific

assessment of
dispersal conditions now and in the future
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US Department of Agriculture US Department of Interior US Department of Commerce
Environmental Protection Agency 1993b Forest ecosystem management an

ecological economic and social assessment Report of the Forest Ecosystem

Management Assessment Team Portland Oregon USDA Forest Service US

Department of Commerce National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

National Marine Fisheries Service USD1 Bureau of Land Management Fish and

Wildlife Service National Park Service Environmental Protection Agency 1033 pp

US Department
of the Interior 1978 Endangered and threatened wildlife and plants

determination of five plants as endangered species CFR 4318944810

US Department of the Interior 1983 Revised Columbian white tailed deer recovery plan

US Fish and Wildlife Service in cooperation with the Columbian white tailed deer

recovery team Portland Oregon 75 pp

US Department
of the Interior 1982a Recovery plan for peregrine

falcon
Pacific

population US Fish and Wildlife Service Portland Oregon 87 pp

US Department of the Interior 1982b Oregon silverspot butterfly recovery plan US Fish

and Wildlife Service Portland Oregon 30 pp

US Department of the Interior 1986 Pacific bald
eagle recovery plan US Fish and Wildlife

Service Portland Oregon 163 pp

US Department of the Interior 1987 The northern spotted owl status review Fish and

Wildlife Service 47 pp

US Department of the Interior 1989 ihe northern
spotted owl status review supplement

Fish and Wildlife Service Portland Oreeoii 113 pp
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US Department of Interior 1991 Interim management guidelines for marbled murrelet

habitat conservation in Washington Oregon and California Fish and Wildlife Service

Portland Oregon

US Department of the Interior 1992 Final draft of the northern spotted owl recoveiy plan

Portland Oregon US Department of the Interior vols Unpublished manuscript

US Departint of the Interior 1993 Lost River sucker and shortnose sucker recoveiy plan

US Fish and Wildlife Service Portland Oregon 108 pp



Attachment Discussion and Methods of Spotted Owl Assessment

The owl location data used for this assessment is the information provided in the Final Draft

Recovery Plan for the northern spotted owl which was generally updated as of 1991

Additional owl surveys have occured since that time and that data will be compiled as it is

made available However given
the

general nature of this action the current database

provides an adequate view of the relative provisions of the preferred alternative

To asse the ability of Alternative to provide for spotted owl population maiitfna?ce and

recovery this assessment will
compare

the preferred alternative against the Final Draft

Recovery Plan for the northern spotted owL The Final Draft Recovery Plan was prepared

using the design standards which were developed by the Interagency Scientific Committee

ISC basically design of 20 owl pair dusters wherever possible separated by maximum
distance of 12 miles with the intervening lands managed for dispersal conditions Where the

20 pair design could not be met the ISC and subsequently the Recovery Plan identified

the need for smaller reserves doser
together

and additional protected owl sites which

supplemented the main pair dusters These design
standards have undergone independent

peer review on at least two occasions and reflect the judgements and data of
spotted owl

and population biologists

The Final Draft Recovery Plan is reflected iii large part in Alternative of the DSEIS The

exception is the modification of
dispersal

habitat
provisions on BLM lands in Oregon instead

of the 50 11 40 rule on these lands the BLM proposed
that alternative follow the

dispersal

habitat provisions of their previous preferred alternative Because the Final Draft Recovery

Plan is so similar to alternative the data from that alternative in the FEMAT and DSEIS

reports are being used for this Assessment comparison though it is supplemented with

information from the Final Draft Recovery Plan where needed

To assess the
ability

of alternative in meeting the 20 pair duster design we identified the

latesuccessional reserves LSRs which were supporting 20 owl activity centers now Table

attached and those which would do so in the future when habitat regrows in these

reserves This two step approach was necessary because most of the larger LSRs indude

significant acreage which has been harvested in the recent past and would not be spotted

owl habitat for approximately 80
years

or longer see FEMAT discussion
page IV54 Thus

the comparison will discuss the LSR networks ability to support an owl population now

versus time beyond eighty years
from now After

eighty years the reserves are assumed to

provide owl habitat on about 80 percent of the LSR acreage While the design criteria for the

network is intended to address the longterm capability of those areas the ability of the

network to
provide 20 pair dusters in the short term is imperative to the survival of the

population
until such time as the network is fully functioning

As part of the assessment of the ability of alternative to meet spotted owl population

objectives we made series of assumptions regarding management of lands outside of LSRs

First we assumed that Congressionally withdrawn lands would remain the same and that

owl habitat within them would be comparable to what now exists Second we generally

assumed that
administratively withdrawn lands were subject

to change in the Forest Plans

and BLM RMPs and therefore could not be planned for population maintenance However

we acknowledge that most of these lands will be retained in administrative withdrawals and
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will likely support spotted owl
activity

centers which will supplement the population

expected in the LSR network Thirdly we looked to the AMA
guidance to determine

whether spotted owls in individual AMAs can be expectedto persist For those AMAs
which dearly stated an objective

of maintaining owl activity centers we assumed their

retention For the other AMAs we deferred any condusions about those owl activity centers

until the AMA plan is complete at which time additional section consultation is expected

Finally in the matrix we assumed almost no owls would be effective contributors to the owl

populatiostability Again we acknowledge that owls will persisLhere for maIiyy ars and

as forest irtanagers implement ecosystem management principles the owl habitat conditions

may will
likely improve However for the decision to be made in implementing the

preferred alternative it may be appropriate to make worst case assumption here

The assessment for spotted owl is presented on province by province basis This is

appropriate because past regional planning efforts have identified variation in the condition

of owl populations and habitat conditions in different areas This
is especially

true where

land ownership patterns vary in areas of predominately federal ownership the owl

populations are generally more healthy and there are greater opportunties to design 20 pair

duster network To provide additional information on the threats to owl populations in the

provinces we are incorporating by reference the province discussions contained in the Final

Draft Recovery Plan

Throughout the planning area there is approximately 7.4 million acres of
spotted owl nesting

roosting and foraging NRF habitat on lands managed by the Forest Service BLM and Park

Service Of this federal owl habitat 1.6 million acres occurs in Congressionally withdrawn

lands and would be in addition to any acreage reported for Alternative LSRs This

Congressionally withdrawn owl habitat is contiguous with LSRs in many areas and would

serve to create even larger population dusters than indicated in Table

The Federal owl habitat total also indudes 629000 acres in the riparian reserves of the

Preferred Alternative While this is significant acreage it is not expected in the near term

to support large numbers of owls in and of itself because the habitat in riparian reserves

currently occurs in fragmented narrow pieces along watercourses Where riparian reserves

are contiguous with administratively withdrawn habitat or where riparian areas are

particularly dense it may provide blocks of habitat which are large enough to support owl

home ranges
in the future

As first comparison between the 20 pair duster design and Alternative we compared the

category DCAs against the preferred alternative An ocular estimate was made of the

percentage of each category DCA which would be accommodated in the new reserve

network Table attached Generally the
category DCAs were incorporated into the LSR

network of the
preferred alternative in California there is nearly

100
percent overlap

between the two reserve networks There are four
category

DCAs in which less than 60

percent of the acreage has been overlapped by LSRs But any loss of habitat from the DCA
network is more than compensated by the inclusion of larger acreage of owl habitat in the

LSRs The DCAs which are less than 60 percent incorporated into the preferred alternative

occur in the Eastern Oregon Cascades Western Oregon Cascades and Western Washington

Cascades provinces and are addresssed in detail in those
province discussions
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second comparison was made to assess if the preferred Alternative would result in new

20 pair dusters which would not have existed under the Final Draft Recovery Plan network

These improvements occurred most notably in the northern portion of the Oregon Coast

province where reserved pair
areas from the

recovery plan were incorporated
into an AMA

which has guiding principles
of maintaining those owl sites and developing multistoried

forests around them

Other spotted owl population provisions

Past spotted owl management plans ISC and Final Draft
Recovery Plan had acknowledged

that owl home ranges
in the matrix would be lost as timber harvest occured These two

plans included specific provisions to retain residual amount habitat around the activity

centers of these home ranges which could serve as patches of oldgrowth in the future In

the ISC plan these were called Category HCAs 80 acres in size and in the Final Draft

Recovery Plan they were called residual habitat areas 100 acres in size It was the

expectation
that forest management practices were changing and these changes would be

manifested in more ecosystem based approach The Category HCAs residual habitat

areas were seen as areas which could uprovide areas of highquality habitat for dispersing

owls prevent the direct elimination of nesting areas and provide cores of suitable habitat to

preserve future options for managing owls in the matrix USD1 1992 The FEMAT spotted

owl assessment panel conduded that the additional provisions of Alternative wide

riparian reserves more reserve
acreage

and provisions for 15 retention of volume within

harvest units would be adequate to meet the
objectives

of the Category 4residual habitat

areas Alternative does not indude this provision The estimated 1100 activity centers

which now occur in the matrix of Alternative would not have any specific provision to

protect these 100 acre sites

The Category HCA reserved and managed pair areas of the
previous

owl management

plans were not retained in the
preferred

alternative These areas were intended to provide

habitat and owl population support to the main network of large reserves where needed

The recommendations for them varied by area in response to the needs of that area in the

network In the province narratives we discuss the effect of these exclusions from

Alternative

Dispersal conditions on federal lands

In the individual province discussions we present information on the ability of alternative

to meet dispersal habitat conditions Owl dispersal habitat is considered to be forested areas

which have an average
DBH of at least 11 inches and canopy

closure of at least 40 percent

This
description was developed from radio telemetry data from habitast use studies which

indicated that owls avoided stands of smaller size and with with less canopy ISC 1990
The ISC considered that dispersal could be facilitated by maintaining at least half the land in

each quarter township in condtion meeting 1140 criteria or better The data available for

this assessment does not have forested acreage delineated using 11 inches DBH as cut off

Instead we used the information which identified stands as small conifer generally to 29

inches and mediumlarge conifer stands generally greater
than 21 inches DBH FEMAT

Table P110 Given the
scope

of this analysis this is considered reasonable estimate of

stands meeting or exceeding the 1140 standard
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For the assessment Of dispersal conditions we used the data from the FEMAT report which

reports acreage for the province where it occurs Thus the acreage figures in the dispersal

discussions wifi not match the figures used for the owl population discussion since the

population discussion focused on dusters which sometimes crossed province boundaries

Because not all Federal lands are
capable

of supporting forests we used the data from

FEMAT which identified Federal Forests which is subset of the Federal landbase in the

range of tb owl This distinction removes from the calculations thpse Federal lands which

are aboTe tree line or otherwise cannot support forested dispersal halitat The dta ilised to

generate the figures in the body of the Biological Assessment is illustrated in Tables and
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OWL ASSESSMENT

TABLE

ALTERNATIVE

Acres of federal land by all

State Fed Forest Fed Land Late Late Succ Adapt 11 40 Admin Admin Ripavin Matrix

Physiographic Non Cong Non Cong Success Reserves Manage AMAs Withdrawn Withdrawn
Riparian Resers 11 40

province Withdrawn Withdrawn Reserves 11 40 Areas Total Areas 1140 Reserves 11 40 Matrix Total

Washington

Eastern Cascades 1511300 1998448 874617 555100 78763 38600 243641 123800 235000 115100 566427 257900

Western Cascades 1705300 1972324 973891 693400 247790 165200 215424 126300 190758 117100 344461 207000

Western Lowtands 124600 124685 90580 34106

Oregon

Klamath 1716000 1847204 746296 487500 251584 159000 86944 43100 263866 153600 498514 281600

Eastern Cascades 1065200 1132209 374017 322600 196612 156200 117717 94100 443981 342800

Western Cascades 3558100 3756415 1324513 936500 237041 141400 277391 221000 578039 355600 1339432 816400

Coast Range 1309400 1374703 715865 520800 232101 120200 33790 8400 144479 79800 248469 124700

WillarncttcVaIcy
16000 25569 1620 400 158 119 5515 2100 18158 3600

California

Coast Range 252900 293475 118995 23900 43788 2200 28383 3100 102309 5800

Kiamath 2597800 3245540 1176392 750500 449698 124400 401523 210800 454315 230100 763612 382100



OWL ASSESSMENT

TABLE 1
ALTERNATIVE

Acres of federal land by allocation

State Fed Forest Fed Land Late Late Succ Managed Managed Admin Admin RipariaW

Physiographic Non Cong Non Cong Success Reserves Late Succ Late Succ Withdrawn Withdrawn
Riparian Reserv Matrix

province
Withdrawn Withdrawn Reserves 11 40 Reserves 11 40 Areas 11 40 Reserves 11 40 Matrix 11 40

Washington

Eastern Cascades 1511300 1998448 633525 494200 97200 31000 409783 180000 54652 25000 803400 360000

Western Cascades 1705300 1972324 982230 699900 330782 204900 52522 32700 606800 371600

Western Lowlands 124600 124685 90580 34100

Olympic Peninsula 486 800 542 096 352 993 250 500 691 000 15 284 400 168 100 91 900

Oregon

Kiamath 1716000 1847204 462859 316000 23000 12300 219692 122300 74624 44400 1067000 629700

Eastern Cascades 1065200 1132209 195051 179500 21400 11500 260674 211700 29167 23300 626000 489900

Western Cascades 3558100 3756415 1111935 774400 317978 252500 155795 96800 2170700 1347000

Coast Range 1309400 1374703 685751 463800 40034 12700 51718 30200 597200 347300

California

Coast Range 252900 293475 118244 23800 45013 2000 6629 600 123600 8700

Klamath 2597800 3245540 913544 578300 524233 266500 133601 62700 1674200 790300

70 921
3025

250

400
50

1319
00

447
16 565 600 100



Table Estimates of
acreage

and owl activity centers in individual latesuccessional reserves

and adaptive management areas of Alternative

RECNO FREQ PROV UFO CODE ACRE HABACRE FEDOWLS NFEDOWLS

13 CCA CA909 258947 7117

26 CCA CR324 39263 5377
27 CCA CR325 4666 277

28 CCA CR326 1898 751

29 CCCR327 12613 3005

30 C?A CR328 16251 1147

31 CCA CR329 4468 949

32 CCA CR330 26689 2531

33 CCA CR331 3361 1147

34 CCA CR332 38472 3835

35 13 CCA CR333 104583 26808 12

36 CCA CR334 5931 316373CCACR335390900
CCR CR306 1700 119

44 CCR CR342 3598

50 CCR CR349 830

51 CCR CR350 909

52 CCR CR351 1265

53 CCR CR352 316

54 CCR CR353 40

55 CCR CR354 1898

56 CCR CR355 39461

59 CCR CR358 830

62 CCR CR361 989

66 CCR CR365 3163

70 CCR CR369 1621 237

72 CCR CR371 6287

73 CCR CR372 4547

74 CCR CR373 909

75 CCR CR374 2333

76 CCR CR375 3282

78 CCR CR377 3361

79 CCR CR378 6643

80 CCR CR379 10439

81 CCR CR380 8422

82 CCR CR381 2412

83 CCR CR382 435

84 CCR CR383 1503

85 CCR CR384 2531

86 CCR CR385 712

87 CCR CR386 356

88 CCR CR387 1740 593

19 CKM CA91O 478197 59l91 63 14

CKM CR301 25029 7948
CKM CR302 1740 949

CKM CR303 1107

CKM CR304 2965 1898

CKM CR305 38472 13444

10 CKM CR308 10004 6524

11 13 CKM CR309 113203 62908 25
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RECNO FREQ PROV UFO CODE ACRE HABACRE FEDOWLS NFEDOWLS

12 12 CKM CR310 98850 26452 24
13 CKM CR311 47764 22261 16

14 CKM CR312 1542 633

15 CKM CR313 8857 3835

16 10 CKM CR314 14946 1621 11

17 10 CKM CR315 60654 18347 18

18 CKM CR316 5971 2926

19 CKM CR317 9648 3440

20 CKM CR318 3440 1542

21 cK4 CR319 1858 395

22 CKM CR320 37761 2570

23 CKM CR321 4508 198

24 CKM CR322 5694 554

25 CKM CR323 11783 2254

38 10 CKM CR336 64885 10162

39 12 CKM CR337 53419 7354 10

40 10 CKM CR338 8778 1186

41 CKM CR339 8699 395

42 17 CKM CR340 84497 22735 17

43 16 CKM CR341 96913 44522 24

45 10 CKM CR343 38512 14907 25

46 CKM CR345 3519 277

47 CKM CR346 27164 5022

48 15 CKM CR347 90033 43178 30

49 11 CKM CR348 61406 34677 22

57 CKM CR356 1700 791

58 CKM CR357 1186 633

60 CKM CR359 1542

61 CKM CR360 7987

63 CKM CR362 3994 870

64 10 CKM CR363 66783 14155 21

65 CKM CR364 37523 6129 10

67 CKM CR366 43573 8541

68 CKM CR367 29141 4982

69 CKM CR368 7196 1226

71 CKM CR370 3005 554

77 CKM CR376 33135 5575

93 OCE 0A911 1740

95 10 OCE 0R202 29655 20165 13

96 OCE 0R203 4152 2531

97 10 OCE 0R204 27045 12139 11

98 OCE 0R205 514 356

116 13 OCE 0R223 119094 30564 23

117 OCE 0R224 3124 316

121 OCE 0R228 2135

122 OCE 0R229 20877 8778

123 OCE 0R230 38947 3282

124 OCE 0R231 356 119

125 OCE 0R232 7710 1305

126 OCE 0R233 47843 15223

127 OCE 0R234 1107 435
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RECNO FREQ PROV UFO CODE ACRE IIABACRE FEDOWIS
NFEDOWLS

128 OCE CR235 989

129 OCE 0R236 356

130 OCE 0R237 751

131 OCE CR238 474

132 OCE 0R239 2926 1068

133 OCE 0R240 1028

134 OCE 0R241 119

135 OCE CR242 989

136 OCE 0R243 14.63

137 aCE 0R244 4112 237

138 crc CR245 1107

139 OCE 0R246 5298 2135

140 OCE 0R247 1107 633

141 OCE CR248 2768 1779

142 OCE 0R249 2531

143 OCE CR250 949 395

144 OCE 0R251 5654 2451

91 21 OCR 0A907 260924 69590 16

165 OCR 0R273 1819 1186

166 OCR 0R274 6880 3084

167 OCR CR275 53339 24594 22

168 OCR CR276 40

169 11 OCR CR277 52430 27362 30

170 OCR CR278 8264 4784

171 12 OCR CR279 43494 28627 13

172 OCR CR280 7987 3559

173 OCR CR281 198 79

174 11 OCR CR282 162114 73623 53

175 13 OCR CR223 348387 149224 69

177 OCR CR285 119 40

178 OCR 0R286 158 119

179 OCR CR227 5457 1858

180 OCR CR289 20205 10518

181 OCR CR290 1582 633

182 OCR 0R291 79 79

183 OCR CR292 277 198

184 OCR CR293 40 40

89 13 OCW CA905 166424 91337 53

90 12 OCW 0A906 134159 44206 30

94 12 OCW CR201 115101 79436 13

99 OCW CR206 5891 4349

100 OCW 0R207 1661 949

101 13 OCW CR208 147603 77933 61

102 CCW CR209 16686 12416

103 CCW 0R210 10320 6801

104 13 OCW CR211 57768 28864 18

105 CCW CR212 5733 3717

106 OCW 0R213 1226 554

107 OCV 0R214 1226 554
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RECNO FREQ PROV UFO CODE ACRE HABACRE FEDOWLS NFEDOWLS

108 OCW 0R215 870 633

109 OCW 0R216 3361 2135
110 OCW 0R217 830 751

111 11 OCW 0R218 49860 32581 14

112 11 OCW 0R219 30248 21035

113 OCW 0R220 1621 435

114 OCW 0R221 9055 8422

115 OCW 0R222 28785 19730 11

118 11 OCW 0R225 65201 31830 28

119 QCjL 0R226 49623 24633 18

120 OCW 0R227 14986 8857

145 20 OCW 0R252 578193 350641 250

147 13 OCW 0R254 49465 21668 26

148 14 OCW 0R255 99166 46104 32

150 OCW 0R257 32818 9845

92 15 0KM 0A908 269821 75600 86

146 12 0KM 0R253 66546 34281 31

151 0KM 0R258 61485 19375 23

153 16 0KM 0R260 77301 40173
28

154 11 0KM 0R261 99957 24792 23

155 0KM 0R262 1858
672

156 10 0KM 0R263 60259 23408

157 0KM 0R264 29339 8936

158 14 0KM 0R265 238110 105058 32

159 10 0KM 0R267 91535 58519 15

160 0KM 0R268 9094 3124

161 0KM 0R269 3282 1977

162 0KM 0R270 39224 20956 18

163 0KM 0R271 2570 1186

187 14 WEC WA903 188685 67337 17

209 WEC WR121 29971 18465

210 WEC WR122 14748 7473

216 16 WEC WR129 171010 79199 31 19

218 WEC WR131 192560 21154

219 WEC WR132 2886 989

220 WEC WR133 34163 4468

221 WEC WR134 5773

222 WEC WR135 69749 672

223 WEC WR136 8066 2333

224 WEC WR137 72002 6643

225 WEC WR138 1344 79

226 WEC WR139 106481 50216 12

227 WEC WR14O 18188 4745

228 WEC WR141 13127 2293

229 WEC WR142 8699 1423

230 WEC WR143 52984 14669

231 10 WEC WR144 107984 59666 16

232 WEC WRI4S 15460 8462
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RECNO FREQ PROV UFO CODE ACRE HABACRE FEDOWLS
NFEDOWLS

233 WEC WR146 8976 1740

234 WEC WR147 10676 2096

235 WEC WR148 39224 11111

243 WEC WR156 15262 13088

185 14 WOP WA9O1 144479 17121

189 WOP WRIO1 4587 2886

190 YOP WR1O2 13839 6326

191 WO WR1O3 5694 3677 1
192 WOP WR1O4 50769 29655 13

193 WOP WR1O5 7829 5971

194 WOP WR1O6 1977 989

195 WOP WR1O7 45313 25978 10

196 WOP WR1O8 554 435

197 WOP WR1O9 160414 83785 28

198 WOP WR11O 100629 43059 23

199 WOP WR111 791 277

200 WOP WR112 2689 1740

186 15 WWC WA902 101143 42782

188 10 WWC WA904 143016 32897 15

201 10 VWC WR113 70935 22459

202 WWC WR114 86158 39461 11

203 WWC WR115 24396 12416

204 WWC WR116 20126 9331

205 10 WWC WR117 48634 17081

206 10 WWC WR118 112294 43771

207 WWC WR119 1542 672

208 10 WWC WR12O 56503 22221

211 WWC WR123 20996 8620

212 WWC WR124 7868 2412

213 WWC WR126 7196 4033

214 WWC WR127 15500 11664

215 WWC WR128 27599 8462

217 WWC WR13O 2807 316

236 WWC WR149 44206 25266

237 W VC WRI5O 48634 23526

238 WWC WR151 1186 40

239 12 WWC WR152 43771 16251 14

240 WWC WR153 7948 7157

241 WWC WR154 28390 11704

242 WWC WR155 120123 69907 25

245 WWC WR158 126805 58203 25

246 WWC WR159 158

247 WWC WR16O 316 1582486WWCWR16116251608910
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Table Estimate of the
percentage

of each DCA within Alternative latesuccessional

reserve

DCA Id in LSR in AMA LSR Id

OREGON

OD1 90
OD2 80

OD3 90

OD4 65

OD5 95

OD6 40 60

OD7 95

OD8 65

OD9 60

ODlO 80

ODli 0
OD12 0
OD13 0
OD14 50

OF15 95

OD16 80

OD17 45 55

OD18 65

OD19 95

OD20 90

OD21 95

OD22 85

OD23 66 33

OD24 100
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Attachment continued

DCA Id in LSR in AMA LSR Id

OD52 100

OD53 95

OD54 100

OD55 100

OD56 100

OD57 95

OD58 65

WASHINGTON

WD 1 60

WD 2 60

WD 3 90

WD 4 80

WD 5 100

WD 6 80

WD 7 80

WD 8 100

WD 9 75

WD 10 100

WD 11 100

WD 12 80

WD 13 100

WD 14 100

WD 15 100

WD 16 90

WD 17 95

WD 18 100

WD 19 100
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Attachment continued

DCA Id in LSR in AMA LSR Id

WD 20 100

WD 21 95

WD 22 90

WD 23

WD Z
WD 25 80

WD 26 100

WD 27 50

WD 28 100

WD 29 95

WD 30 100

WD 31 90

WD 32 60

WD 33 90

WD 34 85

WD 35 100

WD 36 100

WD 37 50

WD 38 95

WD 39 10

WD 40 90

WD 41 95

WD 42 60

WD 43 80

WD 44 50

WD 45 100

WD 46 95
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Attachment continued

DCA Id in LSR in AMA LSR Id

WD 47 95 5
WD 48 90 10

WD 49 100

WD 50 50 50

WD 51 100

CALIFORNIA

CDi 100

CD2 100

CD3 100

CD4 100

CD5 100

CD6 100

CD7 100

CD8 100

CD9 100

CDb 100

CDli 100

CD12 100

CD13 100

CD14 100

CD15 100

CD16 100

CD17 100

CD18 100

CD19 100

CD20 100

CD21 100
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Attachment continued

DCA Id in LSR in AMA LSR Id

CD22 100

CD23 100

CD24 100

CD25 100

CD26 100

CD27 100

CD28 100

CD29 100

CD30 100

CD31 100

CD32 100

CD33 100

CD34 100

CD35 60

CD36 100

CD37 100

CD38 100

CD39 100

CD40 100

CD41 100

CD42 100

CD43 100

CD44 100

CD45 100

CD46 100

CD47 100

CD48 100
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Attachment continued

DCA Id in LSR jn AMA LSR Id

049 ioo

CDSO 100

CD51 100

CD52 100

CD53 ioo

CD54 100

0255 100

02 56 100

CD57 100

CD58 100

CD59 100

CD60 100

CD61 100

CD62 100

CD63 100

CD64 100

CD65 80

CD66 100

CD67 0
CD68 100

0269 100

CD70 100

CD71 100

CD72 100

CD73 100

CD74 100

CD75 100
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Attachment continued

DCA Id in LSR in AMA LSR Id

CD76 0
CD77 100

CD7 0
CD79 100

CD80 100

CD81 100

CD82 100

CD83 0
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Results of Additional Species Analysis
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3 Appendix J2

Methods of Additional Species Analysis

for the Final SEIS

II

Introduction and Objectives

Additional analysis was conducted between the Draft and Final SEIS on many of the late

successional and oldgrowth related species within the range of the northern spotted owl
While the analysis was focused on responding to public comments on the preferred

alternative Alternative 9 much of it is also pertinent to the other nine alternatives

1 The additional analysis had the following objectives

Identify species for which additional consideration and analysis is appropriate

I Generate additional information on the impacts of activities on nonfederal lands and

other sources of cumulative effects

U Explain in more detail the basis for the ratings provided in the Forest Ecosystem5 Management Assessment Team FEMAT Report Appendix A and Draft SEIS for

e selected species and

3 Provide detailed specifications of mitigation measures that could be employed and the

relative benefits and costs of implementing those measures

Because the original species assessments were done by the Assessment Team original

members were asked to provide additional analysis Wherever possible the Assessment

Team member who originally dealt with a specific taxon was asked to provide theadditionalIinput for that taxon In a few instances assignments had to either be shifted or new species

experts recruited to deal with a specific taxon The group that completed this additional

analysis is hereafter referred to as the Species Analysis Team in order to distinguish it from

the original Assessment Team The individuals who contributed to this analysis are listed in

the front of this Appendix

3

Wherever possible information was sought from individuals who had participated in the

original assessment panels The assessment panels themselves however were not

reconvened The judgements reported here are not the result of the formal expert opinion

process used during the Assessment Team’s efforts Instead they reflect the judgements of

the Species Analysis Team These judgements were based on information contained in the

FEMAT report individual knowledge and consultation with some individual species experts
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Description of the Process

The process had six main steps

Step 1 Screen Species for Further Analysis

To identify species for further analysis four separate screens were used Although applicable

laws were considered in the development of these screens it is important to note that the

screening levels do not represent a judgement about what is required by either the National

Forest Management Ad NFMA or the Endangered Species Ad ESA Use of the screens

was intended to produce a list of species for which further investigation might prove useful

or necessary

Screen 1 Species screened based on their rating in the FEMAT Report The first

screen was to identify those species for which additional analysis might be useful in light

of the original assessment they received The following screening levels were adopted

For vertebrates reexamine all species with a likelihood of Outcome A of less than 80

percent or any percent likelihood of Outcome D
For al other taxa reexamine all species with a combined likelihood of Outcomes C

and D of 20 percent or more or any percent likelihood of Outcome D

Outcomes A B C and D refer to the system that was used for the original species

ratings These outcomes were intended to describe the amount quality and distribution

of habitat that would be provided for each species The outcomes were defined as

A Habitat is of sufficient quality distribution and abundance to allow the species

population to stabilize well distributed across federal lands Note that the concept of

well distributed must be based on knowledge of the species distribution range and

life history

B Habitat is of sufficient quality distribution and abundance to allow the species

population to stabilize but with significant gaps in the historic species distribution on

federal land These gaps cause some limitation in interactions among local

populations Note that the significance of the gaps must be judged relative to the

species distribution range and life history and the concept of metapopulations

Habitat only allows continued species existence in refugia with strong limitations on

interactions among local populations

D Habitat is inadequate to maintain the species and would result in species extirpation

from federal land within the range of the northern spotted owl

Species screened considering postDraft SEIS changes to Alternative 9Screen2
Severalfeatures of Alternative 9 were expected to change due to public and internal

comment Some species that would otherwise have passed the FEMAT rating screen were

considered because of these expected changes
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Screen 3 Species screened based on cumulative effects The ratings done by the

Assessment Team were based on the management of habitat on federal lands under the

different alternatives The Assessment Team and panelists did not explicitly evaluate

cumulative effects including habitat conditions on nonfederal lands other threats to the

species population on nonfederal lands or other influences such as hunting trapping or

water quality resulting from non federal acions Species were identified for further

analysis if they were potentially adversely affected by cumulative effects In order to

determine if any species required further analysis due to cumulative effects the Species

Analysis Team asked three primary questions 1 Would the outcome for the total species

population differ from the outcome projected in the FEMAT Report which was based

only on habitat management of federal lands 2 Would cumulative effects create a risk

of extirpation of any species from federal land that was not projected as being at risk in

the FEMAT Report 3 Would cumulative effects contribute significantly to a risk of

extirpation of any species from federal land that had already been projected as being at

risk in the FEMAT Report If such effects were foreseen for any species that species was

added to the group that was to be further analyzed

Screen 4 Species screened based on additional species specific criteria Some

species that did not meet the above guidelines were selected for further consideration For

example a species on a Regional Forester’s sensitive list could be subject to additional

analysis even though the species did not specifically meet the above criteria

Based on the screening process 486 species and 4 groups of insects were identified for

additional analysis Table J21 This included northern spotted owls and marbled murrelets

for which additional analysis was done based on issues raised in the Draft Biological

Opinion
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Table JZ 1 Comparison between species rangesgroups assessed in the FEMAT Report and

those for which additional analysis was done

Species group Species rangesgroups Species rangesgroupsJ
assessed in FEMAT in additional analysis

9Bryophytes 106

255Fungi 527

75Lichens 157

17Vascular plants 124

Arthropods groups or 15 4

ranges

Mollusks 102 97

Amphibians 18 12

Fish races spedes groups 7 7

Birds 36 2

Bats 11 7

Other mammals 15 3

Northern spotted owls 1 1

Marbled murrelets 1 1

Total 1120 490

Step 2 Describe in Detail the Basis for the Original Species

Rating andor the Basis for Concern About Cumulative3

Effects

For each of the species selected in the above screens a detailed description and interpretation

was provided of the basis for the species rating in the FEMAT report the basis for

reassessment given proposed changes to Alternative 9 andor the basis for concern about

cumulative effects In the process of completing these descriptions original assessment panel

notes were consulted as well as detailed maps of Alternative 9 and of species ranges and

locations original literature sources for the species and information on the portion of the

species range andor locations induded within reserves Updated information was sought

from State Natural Heritage Program data bases and new herbarium searches were

conducted for lichens

The additional analysis for some species was more detailed than the original assessment

andor induded new information that was not reasonably available at the time of the

original assessment In some cases this additional information provided the basis for

reinterpreting the assessments in the FEMAT Report Where this occurred it is noted in the

species discussions later in this appendix
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In developing the detailed descriptions of the species rating the Species Analysis Team
considered the contribution that each of the following factors may have made to theoriginalrating

Natural History In some cases the species may be known from only a few sites or

from within a very limited distribution In other cases the species habitat and thus its

distribution may be naturally fragmented

Past Actions In some cases the species habitat has been severely impacted andor
fragmented by previous actions and can only recover slowly In other cases thespedeshasalready been extirpated from significant parts of its range and recolonization is

problematic

Species Range A large portion of a species range may lie outside the range of the

northern spotted owl In other cases a large portion of a species range may occur on
nonfederal land

Non habitat Factors Factors such as hunting fishing air and water quality and

climate can influence the likely future for some species

Inadequate Information In some cases the species rating may be largely a reflection

of scientific uncertainty due to the lack of available information about a species

Features of the Alternative The specific features of the alternatives were intended to

play a primary role in determining the species rating For this analysis the Species

Analysis Team attempted to detail the specific features of the alternative that most
influenced the original rating This information was a critical building block fordesigningmitigationmeasures

In addition to the above factors the possible role of cumulative effects was examined for

each species in this analysis This induded species that were specifically analyzed because of

cumulative effects as well as species that were analyzed based on other screens The Species

Analysis Team assessed the role that cumulative effects might play in determining the

species future and whether cumulative effects had already been accounted for in the
FEMAT rating Even though the original Assessment Team ratings of habitat outcomes for

federal land were supposed to be independent of cumulative effects in practice it wasverydifficultto separate federal habitat from other influences on some species In this most recent

analysis discussions of cumulative effects include the effects of species range nonfederal

habitat management and nonhabitat factors

Based on the above discussions a summary statement was provided describing thelikelyfutureoutcome for each species This summary provided clarification of the reasoning behind

the species rating in the FEMAT Report The summaries enabled the Species Analysis Team
to distinguish between situations for example where a species received a particular rating

because of naturally fragmented habitat and situations where a species received aparticularratingbecause the proposed action in the alternative was likely to further fragment its

habitat The summaries also provided new information on cumulative effects and likely

effects of changes that had been proposed to Alternative 9
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Step 3 Describe Possible Mitigation Measures

Possible mitigation measures were developed in conjunction with individual species experts

The mitigation measures were designed primarily to modify features of Alternative 9 but

any or all of these mitigation measures could be combined with any of the alternatives In

many cases the possible measures are simply components of other alternatives in which the

species outcome rated higher In other cases the mitigation measure would prescribe actions

to be taken when very localized actions are planned These mitigation measures were

intended to address the rare and narrowlydistributed species Finally some mitigation

measures were intended to offset the possible negative consequences of cumulative effects

In all cases the overall objective of possible mitigation measures was to bring the species to a

point where it would pass through all the screens described in Step 1 above In some cases

this objective was either not possible or could only be accomplished by adoption of another

alternative In these cases that conclusion is stated but possible mitigation measures have

been presented that would provide some benefit to the species Mitigation measures have

been described as specifically as possible to help determine the benefits of the mitigation

Step 4 Describe the Benefits of the Possible Mitigation

Benefits of the possible mitigation measures would have been best described by conducting a

new species assessment using a similar process as that described in the FEMAT Report

However a number of factors prevented such a reassessment Instead the Species Analysis

Team provided qualitative statements about the efficacy of mitigation that was proposed for

each species Wherever possible information was provided on the effectiveness of each

component of the mitigation For example if species surveys are an important component of

the mitigation measures the reliability of those surveys in locating the species is described

Where several different possible levels of mitigation are proposed the benefits of each of

them is described individually

Step 5 Summarize Mitigation Measures for All Species

When work on individual species had been completed mitigation measures for all species

were summarized and combined In many cases mitigation measures that had been

described for one species or one group of species proved appropriate for other species Thus

after reviewing all the possible mitigation the Species Analysis Team developed a

consolidated list of 23 possible mitigation measures that encompassed all measures that had

been described for individual species This list is presented in Table J22 Chapter 34

contain more complete descriptions of measures that were incorporated into Standards and

Guidelines for Alternative 9
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Table J22 Consolidated list of possible mitigation measures that were described for all

species The mitigation measure numbers correspond to their discussion in the text

Survey and Manage Measures

1 Survey to acquire additional information and ascertain levels of protection Species

intended to benefit from this mitigation measure are arthropods fungi bryophytes

lichens and mollusks These groups of species are particularly poorly known Many
species have likely not yet been identified and there is only general information available

on the abundance and distribution of some known species The information gathered

through these efforts would be useful in refining the selected alternative to better provide

for these species as part of the adaptive management process

2 Survey for the species and manage individual sites where it is found The survey and

manage mitigation measure would have primary benefits to amphibians bryophytes

mollusks vascular plants fungi lichens and arthropods Measures to survey for species

and manage newly discovered sites would be phased in over a somewhat longer

timeframe than the measures to manage currently known sites

3 Manage currently known locations of the species Standards for management including

protection of sites of currently known locations are discussed in individual species

writeups

Riparian Reserves

4 Survey for the species and apply Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 guidelines along

intermittent streams and small headwaters where the species is found Prior to land

management activities conduct surveys for streamdwelling amphibians Black

Salamander Cascade and Southern Torrent Salamanderm Cope’s Giant Salamander and

Tailed Frog and one vascular plant Corydalis aquae using established streamsurvey

protocol for amphibians and appropriate plant sampling methods Surveys for

amphibians would be conducted within permanently flowing streams andadjacentstreamside
habitats outside of Tier 1 Key Watersheds including Adaptive Management

Areas Where any of the species occur occupied stream segments would be protected

through application of Riparian Reserve Scenario I standards and guidelines from the

occupied site upstream to its origin Until surveys were completed this mitigation would

apply throughout the potential range or the specified portions of the species range

indicated in the species narrative later in this appendix

5 Apply Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 on intermittent streams with anadromous salmon or

trout throughout the range of the northern spotted owl The reserve widths for

intermittent streams are intended to be interim They may be modified aftercompletionofwatershed analysis That analysis would take into account all species that were

intended to be benefited by this mitigation measure

6 Apply Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 on intermittent streams with anadromous salmon or

trout throughout the range of coho salmon

7 Ensure that riparian management in Adaptive Management Areas provides species

protection equivalent to that of Riparian Reserves In most cases riparian protection in
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Table J22 continued

Adaptive Management Areas should be comparable to that prescribed for other federal

land allocations However in those cases where alternate means are proposed to meet

riparian objectives those alternate means must meet objectives for management of all

species

8 Provide additional buffers around all wetlands 18 to 1 acre in size to the outer edges of

the riparian vegetation For the purposes of this mitigation measure wetlands are

defined as any areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water to the

extent that they support a prevalence of vegetation adapted for life in saturated soil

conditions

Watershed Protections

9 Apply greater protection to Tier 1 Key Watersheds by removing all lands within them

from the suitable timber base

10 Build no new roads in Tier 1 Key Watersheds

Matrix Management Provisions

11 Provide specified amounts of coarse woody debris in matrix management This mitigation

measure was developed specifically for fungi arthropods bryophytes American marten

fisher two amphibians and two species of vascular plants The objective is to provide

this substrate well distributed across the landscape in a manner which meets the needs of

species and provides for ecological functions Standards and guidelines would consider

appropriate coarse woody debris quantity quality such as species decay stage and size

distribution and distribution

12 Emphasize dumped green tree and snag leave in matrix management For most species

benefits would be greatest if trees were retained in patches rather than singly Because

very small patches do not provide suitable microclimates for many of these organisms

patches should generally be larger than 1 hectare Retained patches should be protected

for multiple rotations to provide support for those organisms that require very old

forests

13 Provide additional noharvest buffers around cave entrances Conduct surveys of crevices

in caves mines and abandoned wooden bridges and buildings for the presence of

roosting bats including fringed myotis silver haired bats long eared myotis long legged

myotis and pallid bats As an interim measure timber harvest would be prohibited

within 250 feet of sites containing bats A management plan would be developed for each

of these sites that includes an inventory and map of resources and plans for protection of

the site from destruction vandalism disturbance from road construction or blasting or

any other activity that could change cave or mine temperatures or drainage patterns The

size of the buffer could be modified through this plan based on sitespecific needs

14 Modify site treatment practices particularly the use of fire and pesticides and modify

harvest methods to minimize soil and litter disturbance Many species of soil and litter

dwelling organisms such as fungi and arthropods are sensitive to soil and litter

disturbance Site treatments would be prescribed which would minimize intensive

burning unless appropriate for certain specific habitats communities or stand conditions

Site treatments should also minimize soil and litter disturbance which may occur as
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Table J22 continued

a result of yarding and operation of heavy equipment and reducing the intensity and

frequency of stand treatments

15 Provide dispersal corridors where needed in the range of red tree voles Dispersal

corridors would consist of areas of continuous or nearly continuous canopy cover

16 Implement landscape management controls in the matrix to provide for spotted owl

dispersal Adopt a standard guidance which would assure that spotted owl dispersal

habitat is provided In past management plans the 5011 40 rule has been the guidance

to meet this need Prior to timber harvest the planning area under consideration would

be analyzed to determine whether the landscape provides for owl dispersal The

mitigation would restrict harvest in those areas until they met 5011 40

Other Measures

17 Remove inventoried roadless areas RARE 11 from the suitable timber base This

mitigation measure would apply to those portions of inventoried roadless areas that still

would qualify under the criteria used for the original inventory

18 Retain all old growth forests in Marbled Murrelet Zone 1 including Adaptive

Management Areas Residual stands of old growth forest which occur in the matrix and

Adaptive Management Areas in Marbled Murrelet Zone 1 would be retained The intent

of the mitigation would be to protect all potential marbled murrelet nesting habitat in the

area most important to this species

19 Provide for retention of old growth fragments in watersheds where little remains This

mitigation measure was specifically designed to benefit many species of fungi lichens

bryophytes arthropods and vascular plants and would likely also benefit vertebrate

species such as small mammals and amphibians and various bird species Landscape

areas where little late successional forest persists would be managed to retain late

successional patches This mitigation would be applied in fifth field watersheds 20 to 200

square miles which are currently comprised of 15 percent or less latesuccessional forest

accounting for all allocations in the watershed Within such an area all relict late

successional stands would be protected In areas containing significant nonfederal land

or in Adaptive Management Areas this mitigation would be treated as a threshold for

analysis rather than a strict standard and guideline

20 Provide residual habitat areas around known spotted owl activity centers The mitigation

measure would apply to northern spotted owl activity centers that are not protected by

Congressional Reserves LateSuccessional Reserves Riparian Reserves Managed Late

Successional Areas or Administratively Withdrawn Areas One hundred acres of the best

northern spotted owl habitat would be retained as dose to the nest site or owl activity

center as possible for all known spotted owl activity centers in the matrix and Adaptive

Management Areas This would be intended to preserve an intensively used portion of

the breeding season home range Activity center is defined as an area of concentrated

activity of either a pair of spotted owls or a territorial single owl
21 Protect sites from grazing This mitigation measure is designed to benefit specific

mollusks arthropods and vascular plants see species reports Known and newly
discovered sites of these species would be protected from grazing as needed to ensure

that the local populations of the species would not be impacted

22 Manage impacts in recreation areas to minimize disturbance to species This mitigation

measure would benefit a number of fungi and lichen species whose known locations are
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Table J2 Z continued

predominantly within established recreation sites The mitigation activities would be site

specific

measures This category would include additional sitespecific
23 Identify species specific

mitigation measures that would be implemented to provide for sites under the survey

and manage mitigation component Such measures have been identified for some of the

mollusk fungi and lichen species The specific measures would include protection from

fire prohibition of commercial harvesting and protection from water impoundments and

spring diversions

Step 6 Describe the Benefit Provided to Each Species andor

Species Group by Each Mitigation

The final step in the process was to describe and display the level of benefit provided to each

species by each of the possible mitigation measures This involved reviewing the effect of all

23 consolidated mitigation measures on each species or group of species The level of benefit

that a mitigation measure would provide to a species was described and these eight levels of

benefit are displayed in Table J23 The results of this assessment for all species are shown in

Tables J2 8a through J2 8k

Table J23 Categories used to summarize the benefit that would be provided to each species

by each possible mitigation measure These numbers correspond to the numbers in TablesJ28a
to J28k

1 It is judged that this mitigation measure would bring the species to the point where it

would pass all the initial screens

This mitigation measure in combination with another measure would bring the species
2

to the point where it would pass all the initial screens

3 While this mitigation measure would be beneficial the species is still likely to fail a

screen based on federal habitat management The species would be more fully protected

by another mitigation

4 While this mitigation measure would be beneficial the species is still likely to fail a

screen based on federal habitat management Adoption of another alternative is the only

mitigation that would be fully successful to pass screens

5 While this mitigation measure would be beneficial the species is still likely to fail a

screen based on federal habitat management and no other alternative or mitigation

would bring it to the point where it would pass the screen
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Table J23 continued

6 While this mitigation measure would be beneficial the species is still likely to fail a

screen due to influences outside the scope of this decision

7 Mitigation would do harm to the species

Cells that are shown as blank in the tables indicate that the mitigation measure is not

applicable to the species or is not one of the primary mitigation measures for the species or

that its effects on the species are unknown

Summary of Findings for Each Species Group

ABryophytes

Overall Alternative 9 affords fairly high protection to bryophytes Eight bryophytes two
mosses and six liverworts failed to pass the screens and received additional analysis Two of

these species Antitrichia curtipendula Douinia ovata passed the first screen but were
considered due to concerns regarding cumulative effects One of the species Ptilidium

californicum was reevaluated due to the proposed shortening of the harvest rotationlengthinCalifornia Based on additional analysis one species that failed the screen Thamnobryum
neckeroides was found to occur in hardwood thickets seepage areas and talus slopes

adjacent to but not in stands of oldgrowth It was therefore considered not to be closely

associated with late successional and old growth forests although it would benefit from
additional riparian protection

For three species that failed to pass the screens TritomariaexsectiformnisMarsupellaemarginatavar aquatic and Diplophyllum plicatum ratings were not higher in any other

alternative and no mitigation measure would bring them to the point where they would pass

the screens However several mitigation measures would benefit these three species
Marsupella emarginatavar aquaticwould benefit from protection of the only site from
which it is known and which receives heavy recreational use Tritomariaexsectiformiswould
benefit from fencing to protect known populations from livestock and recreationists

Conducting additional surveys and managing newly discovered sites would also improve the

outcome for these two species Diplophyllum plicatum would benefit from measures that

provide for coarse woody debris in the matrix

Maintaining long rotations 180 years or more in high elevation white fir forests in California

was considered important for Ptilidiumcalifornicum However a combination of other

measures would successfully mitigate this species These measures would include protection

of known sites provisions for coarse woody debris and green tree retention in the matrix
provisions to retain old growth fragments provisions to provide 100 acre habitat areas

around spotted owl activity centers and conducting additional inventories and protecting

known sites may be sufficient to raise the ratings to the point where this species wouldpassthescreens This species is also addressed in Mitigation Step 5 in the Scientific Analysis Team

Report
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The other four species that were subject to additional analysis can be successfully mitigated

Antitrichia curtipendula and Douinia ovata would be successfully mitigated by

implementation of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 Kurzia makinoana would be successfully

mitigated by a combination of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 provisions for coarse woody

debris and green tree leave and provisions to retain old growth fragments in watersheds

where little remains Scouleria marginatewould be successfully mitigated by Riparian

Reserve Scenario 1 and additional provisions for riparian management in Adaptive

Management Areas

If the proposed mitigation measures are not implemented several species could be extirpated

from portions of their ranges Ptilidium californicum may be extirpated from the southern

portion of its range in northern California Marsupella emarginata var aquatic could also be

subject to extirpation Although additional species locations may be found protection of the

only known site should be considered a high priority

Loss of bryophyte species could influence the function of ecosystems in a variety of ways

For example Antitrichia curtipendula plays a keystone role in mineral cycling and

regulation of microclimate in the canopy It also provides nesting sites for the marbled

murrelet and red tree vole Loss of this species or other key species of bryophytes could

disrupt aspects of ecosystem function

It is estimated that
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Screens

Two hundred and thirty nine species of fungi failed to pass the four screens and were
reassessed Two hundred and fourteen of these species failed to pass the first screen the
original Assessment Team rating in the FEMAT Report for Alternative 9 In general the

ratings in the FEMAT Report corresponded with acreages and distribution of late
successional forests and management in the matrix Sixteen species were added which failed

the cumulative effects screen One species was analyzed because of changes to Alternative 9
There were at least five other species for which the change from the 180 year rotation in

California caused concerns but they also failed the FEMAT or cumulative effects screens
Another eight species were reanalyzed with additional information not available at the time
of the original rating five of these species do not require mitigation Fifteen species from the

original FEMAT list were removed from the list based on additional information which
indicated those species did not meet the criteria of being closely associated with old growth
forests The species that were reanalyzed represent the broad spectrum of fungi that occur in

latesuccessional forest ecosystems including mycorrhizal saprobic and parasitic species

FEMAT Rating Screen

Of the 214 species which failed to pass the first screen Assessment Team ratings in the

FEMAT Report over half were rare andor locally endemic fungi For many of these

species the ratings reflect inherent life history characteristics and rarity more than features of

the alternative These 129 species are known from only one or a few sites Eighty of these

species are endemic to the Pacific Northwest and their extirpation from known locations

could potentially cause extinction of the species In addition many of these sites represent

the type localities from which the original material was collected for describing the species
Cumulative effects on nonfederal land was the primary concern for fourteen of the rare
species

Another reason some species failed to pass the first screen Assessment Team rating was the

lack of welldistributed old growth at the scale considered necessary for fungi Pastforestrymanagementpractices land ownership patterns and fire history have resulted in a shortage

of old growth forests in certain watersheds landscape areas and geographic localities Areas
of particular concern are coastal and low elevation forests especially limited is oldgrowthwithinthe Sitka spruce zone Of 23 species that showed a strong association with these

forests 16 are rare andor endemic

The importance of remnant old growth stands for many groups of fungi is reflected in the

differences in the likelihood of Outcome C and D under Alternative 1 compared to

Alternative 9 The retention of old growth fragments LSOG3s in Alternative 1 resulted in

improved outcomes for 97 species In general these are the more widely distributed but
uncommon species although the distribution and range of individual species is not well

known The protection of LSOG3s in watersheds where older stands are deficient would
contribute to a welldistributed network of old growth in the near term Even small stands
would improve the outcome for these 97 species In many cases these old growth stands
function as refugia where fungi and many other species may persist until suitable habitat
conditions become available in adjacent stands These stands are particularly important for
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species with limited dispersal capabilities While the entire LSOG3 network would provide

maximum protection for these species substantial benefit may be achieved by addressing

retention of LSOG3s on a watershed level

Riparian Reserve Scenario I was responsible for higher ratings in Alternatives 1 and 4 for

two species which failed the FEMAT screen for Alternative 9 These species show a strong

preference for habitats associated with seeps and intermittent streams There are likely many

riparian fungus species that will benefit from the Riparian Reserves although the fungi

which inhabit riparian zones were not the focus of the original FEMAT Report analysis

Management of the matrix was an important consideration in the original Assessment Team

ratings in the FEMAT Report and was another reason why some species did not pass the

screen for Alternative 9 Many latesuccessional and oldgrowth associated fungi benefit from

if not require the biological legacies that persist from oldgrowth stands including coarse

woody debris habitat structures and host species Mycorrhizal fungi require live hosts

including conifers and many species of vascular plants which in turn depend on the fungi

for uptake of nutrients and water Biological legacies are also important for saprobic and

parasitic species of fungi Many species of fungi require the microclimate that is provided by

oldgrowth stands Coarse woody debris is an important substrate for many fungi The short

rotation scenario in the matrix 80120 years will not provide an adequate renewable supply

of large down logs over successive rotations Forest management may have positive effects

such as increasing the sustainability of fungal diversity within managed stands This could be

accomplished by management strategies that would provide for an increase in the diversity

of structure and ageclass distribution a diversity of host species as well as providing for

larger logs and snags

For many of the fungi specific
distribution patterns across the landscape are not well known

Of particular importance is whether or not populations fall within land allocations designated

as LateSuccessional Reserves or matrix Providing some carryover of oldgrowth stands in

the matrix would increase the likelihood of maintaining species while additional knowledge

is gained on the distribution of individual species and populations as well as the role of

these species in forest succession and ecosystem function

The limited available knowledge for some species or groups of fungi was a factor in the

original ratings For some fungi lack of information on specific habitat requirements

geographic distributions and ranges and locations of populations relative to proposed land

allocations in Alternative 9 resulted in conservative ratings Little is known about how the

species composition of fungi changes over time during forest succession and the

relationships among species that occur in young mature and old stands

Cumulative Effects Screen

Sixteen species of fungi were reassessed solely because they failed to pass the cumulative

effects screen although cumulative effects is a concern for many of the species considered in

this analysis Important factors contributing to cumulative effects include land ownership

patterns and management practices which result in loss of extensive areas of habitat forlatesuccessional
fungi Particular areas of concern are the coastal and low elevation forests where

nonfederal lands play a key role and where there is a shortage of older age classes on

federal land
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Commerdal harvest of fungi has greatly increased in recent years creating potential impacts

on species populations and habitats Harvest of fungi may affect species viability by

potentially decreasing distribution frequency reproduction and productivity as well as

genetic variability of species Currently most of the species that are commercially harvested

are not considered at risk but future impacts may affect their viability

Deteriorating air quality may result in a decrease in species viability Evidence from

European forests shows a decline of fungal diversity and abundance Intensive forestry

management practices air pollution and harvest of fungi are factors implicated in this

decline Global climate change could affect distributions of species populations

Frequency and intensity of treatment including recreational impacts is another important

factor in cumulative effects analysis Site treatments that disrupt the soil and litter layer will

have a detrimental effect on populations of fungi and may alter the role of decaying wood in

the nutrient cycling process Trampling compacting the soil and litter layer removing woody
debris for firewood or other reasons or inadvertently introducing non native species could

impact fungal populations particularly the rare species Forest management practices and site

treatments in earlysuccessional stands could also influence the occurrence and diversity of

species in latesuccessional forests

Changes to Alternative 9 Screen

The change from the 180 year rotation in northern California was of concern for Phytoconis

ericetorum the mushroom lichen that reaches the southern limit of its distribution in

California Shortened rotations may threaten local populations of this already uncommon
species in this area Persistence of the species in the matrix miay depend on management of

leave trees and large coarse woody debris The change from the 180 year rotation was also of

concern for five other species

PrimaryMitigation Measures

Survey and Manage Individual Sites

The survey and manage mitigation measure would apply at various levels to all fungus

species that were reanalyzed Levels of survey and general schedules for that survey are

displayed in Appendix B11 The most immediate application of the mitigation would be to

the 147 fungus species that are considered very rare andor locally endemic or which have

their type localities within the FEMAT area These species are listed under survey strategy 1

in Appendix B11

For rare or locally endemic species or those with type localities in the FEMAT area this

mitigation would call for management of known sites and subsequent inventories for species

and management of newly discovered sites Management of known sites of rare and locally

endemic species could include designation as Special Interest Areas or Areas of Critical

Environmental Concern Management standards and guidelines would be developed that

would protect the population from adverse impacts In particular all type localities wouldtbe

managed for the continued viability of the species These type localities are an important
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resource and represent the site where the original material for describing the species was

collected Location and distribution for all the rare or locally endemic taxa would be

documented and maintained in a Geographic Information System GIS data base

Of particular concern are the sites where Oxyporus nobilissimus occurs The Fuzzy Sandoze

is an extremely rare and endemic polypore and may be petitioned for federal listing under

the Endangered Species Act Live specimens are known only from six localities ranging from

Linn County Oregon north to the Snoqualmie River valley in the Washington Cascades and

the East Fork of the Humptulips River on the Olympic Peninsula This spedes is closely

associated with old growth and late successional forest structures and usually occurs with

noble fir In the Olympics it is associated with silver fir It appears to require very large

diameter trees snags and stumps but has never been observed on logs Fruiting bodies are

perennial and quite large therefore this species is relatively easy to survey Protection of the

known populations would decrease the risk of extirpation or extinction Under this

mitigation measure protection zones of a square mile would be established for known

species location that are not otherwise protected Only two of the localities occur outside of

protected areas so an estimated
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with state and private landowners to protect known locations of species of concern and

associated habitats

In addition to protection of sites for individual species areas which support a diversity of

species and concentration of rare andor endemic fungi could be established as Special

Interest Areas or Areas of Critical Environmental Concern to identify the important

mycological resource values of the site Several areas are recommended based on current

knowledge Cascade Head Botanical Area and Experimental Forest Siuslaw National Forest

Deadfall Meadows Kiamath National Forest Lamb Butte Scenic AreaOlallie Ridge Research

Natural Area Willamette National Forest Marys Peak Recreational and Botanical Interest

Area Siuslaw National Forest Little Sink Area of Critical Environmental ConcernResearchNaturalArea Salem District Bureau of Land Management

In addition to the 147 rare and endemic species some level of inventory and site

management is recommended for all fungus species that were reanalyzed The current

distribution of all fungus species is poorly known We do not know where all populations of

species occur the specifics of their habitat requirements interactions among species and the
successional role of fungus species in different stands or habitats Of particular importance is

the distribution of populations of fungi relative to the land allocations proposed in

Alternative 9 This information would be helpful in identifying standards and guidelines for

future management that will help increase or maintain fungal species diversity especially in

the matrix

The resulting strategy for fungi survey is two tiered with the first priority to identify the

known locations of the rare and endemic fungi including type localities Additionalsurveywouldbe conducted in the areas around these locations This effort would take about three

years with an estimated cost of 1 million The next level of the survey is to establish a

regional mycological inventory to develop knowledge expertise and a database with

associated GIS layer for Pacific Northwest fungi modeled after the Region 6 Ecology

Program The objective of this survey is to develop information on species distributions

habitat plant associations successional relationships and species abundance throughout the

region Species of fungi are also important as indicators of forest and ecosystem health A
regional network of permanent plots will provide valuable baseline data which can be used

for monitoring

This effort should be funded and sustained for at least 10 years in order to accomplish the
objectives with an estimated cost of 10 million over a ten year period Three geographic

focal points are recommended to cover the region of Washington Oregon and California

This would be an efficient way to develop specialized expertise for each state and to

minimize travel A senior mycologist at each center would direct the program and be
assisted by two professionals seasonal field crews and technicians Volunteer assistance

could be incorporated from local mycological societies and interested amateurs The field

sampling and collecting would occur during the fruiting season a period of about 56

months per year

There are some difficulties associated with surveying for organisms with ephemeral fruiting

bodies Many fungi do not fruit every year and species have their particular season of

reproductive activity
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It is likely that undiscovered populations of species will occur Species which are currently

thought to be rare or more restricted in their range may actually turn out to be more

widespread or abundant As more information is developed it will be possible to manage

our natural resources more effectively

A substantial cost is associated with field work and this survey could be expanded to

incorporate other at risk organisms such as lichens and bryophytes It is probably more cost

effective to conduct a complete ecological inventory than focusing on species specific surveys

Provide for a WellDistributed Network of OldGrowth Forests Across the

Landscape

Historical events and management practices have resulted in a shortage of old growth forests

in certain localities Areas of particular concern are coastal and low elevation forests

especially limited is old growth within the Sitka spruce zone Patches of old growth

distributed across the matrix are important refugia for late successional fungi as well as a

source of inoculum for dispersal into adjacent stands Proposed mitigation measures that

would accomplish this objective are

Mitigation Measure 17 Remove inventoried roadless areas from the suitable timber base

Fortyfour species of fungi would benefit from this measure although the specific benefits

could not be quantified in the time provided The species potentially benefited by this

mitigation would be those that occur at high elevation Specific locations of roadless areas

relative to the distribution of species populations could be identified to allow this mitigation

to be applied in a more sitespecific way

Mitigation Measure 18 Retain all old growth forests in Marbled Murrelet Zone 1 including

Adaptive Management Areas This mitigation would benefit 155 species of fungi with coastal

or low elevation distributions In many cases these old growth stands function as refugiaI

where fungi and many other species may persist until suitable habitat conditions become

available in adjacent stands These stands are particularly important for species with limited

dispersal capabilities Of specific concern is the availability of old growth in the Sitka spruce

zone Twenty three species showed strong association for these spruce stands or other stands

along the coast

Mitigation Measure 19 Retain old growth fragments in watersheds where little remains

This measure would benefit 218 species of fungi This concept is general in nature and it is

likely that all species that occur in these stands will benefit These isolated remnants are

ecologically significant because they function as refugia for a host of oldgrowth associated

species and are important for those with limited dispersal capabilities

Mitigation Measure 20 Provide residual habitat areas around known spotted owl activity

centers This measure would benefit 153 species primarily those species with lower elevation

distributions Again this mitigation would help provide for a welldistributed oldgrowth

network and would benefit all species located in those stands
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Provide for Additional Habitat Elements in Matrix Management

Matrix management is an important consideration in providing for late successional and old

growth associated fungi These species would benefit from coarse woody debris habitat

structures microdimate and host species retained from the original stand Specific matrix

management provisions which provide for retention of biological legacies from the original

stand would reduce risk of extirpation for these fungi

Mitigation Measure 11 Provide specified amounts of coarse woody debris in matrix

management This measure would benefit 230 species Coarse woody debris is an important

substrate for many fungi as well as other organisms such as mosses liverworts arthropods

and amphibians The objective is to provide this substrate welldistributed across the

landscape in a manner which replicates the quantity quality such as species and size

distribution and distribution of down logs that would occur in natural unmanaged stands

Significant quantities of logs are important as well as a distribution of decay classes Most

species of fungi that were reassessed would benefit from this mitigation as well as the

hundreds of other fungi and organisms that rely on this substrate for habitat The down logs

need to occur in the microclimate provided by the canopy of a forest patch to provide for the

fungal species that occupy this substrate Short rotations 80 120 years would not provide an

adequate renewable supply of large down logs over successive rotations This possible effect

could be mitigated by retaining dumps of green trees in harvest areas and by assuring that

the landscape contain suitable proportions of young and old forests

Mitigation Measure 12 Emphasize dumped green tree and snag retention in matrix

management This measure would benefit 230 species of fungi reassessed in this analysis

These patches should include not only the biggest and oldest trees but a diversity of tree

sizes species and ages within a patch It is important to maintain the microclimate associated

with this patch to provide the most benefit to fungi Retained patches should be protected for

multiple rotations so they provide habitat for those organisms which require older forests in

addition to providing habitat connectivity through time

Mitigation Measure 13 Modify site treatments particularly the use of fire and pesticides

and minimize soil and litter disturbance This measure would benefit 227 species of fungi

that were reassessed although many additional species would benefit from reducing the

amount of site disturbance Yarding and heavy equipment hot burns for site preparation

removal of humus layers and coarse woody debris and soil compaction could reduce the

viability of certain fungus species The intensity and frequency of disturbance are important

factors to consider in site treatments

Other Miscellaneous Measures

Mitigation Measure 22 Manage recreation sites to minimize disturbance This measure

would benefit 45 species of fungi which are known to occur in recreational areas Most of

these are rare and locally endemic fungi and this measure would help reduce the risk of

extirpation of these species

Mitigation Measure 23 Other mitigation measures which could be applied in specific

instances for the benefit of certain species include protecting type localities from fire
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monitoring commercial harvest and possibly developing regulations to provide for

sustainable production of species populations and lengthening rotations in specific areas of

California to address species concerns Fourteen species are identified in this category and

may also be addressed in conjunction with Mitigation measure 1 which provides for surveys

to acquire additional information and ascertain levels of protection

Riparian Reserves

Apply Riparian Reserve Scenario i to all intermittent streams
Mitigation Measure 5

throughoutthe range of the northern spotted owl This measure would directly benefit 7

species of fungi that occupy riparian habitats and another 16 species that occupy moist

habitats This measure would also benefit many more species not identified here

Limitations of Mitigation Measures

Even if all mitigations were implemented there would still be some risk of extirpation

particularly for the rare and endemic species This would be particularly true for 14 species

for which cumulative effects would remain a concern These include species of rare false

truffles rare truffles undescribed taxa of rare truffles and rare false truffles rare

zygomycetes rare cup fungi and parasitic fungi

C Lichens

Introduction

All 16 groups of lichens representing 136 species failed to pass the first screen based on the

original Assessment Team ratings in the FEMAT Report However 5 groups 57 species 42

percent failed due to a low number of likelihood points in Outcome D restriction to

refugia This rating may have reflected general uncertainty regarding the future of these

species Groups that received less than 3 likelihood points in Outcome D were not evaluated

further if the total points in C and D were less than 20

In order to better reflect specific information that was available species were analyzed

separately rather than in the groups addressed in the FEMAT Report Table IV18

Seventy five species of lichens failed to pass the modified FEMAT screen and received

additional analysis In general the primary factors that affected the Assessment Team ratings

in the FEMAT Report were acreage of LateSuccessional Reserves stand treatment within the

Matrix and protection of riparian corridors FEMAT IV95 Aquatic and riparian lichens

rated higher in alternatives with greater riparian protection

No additional species were evaluated based only on cumulative effects concerns However

the potential for cumulative effects was reviewed for all species For lichens the primary

cumulative effects concerns are related to deteriorating air quality because lichens are very

sensitive to air pollution collection of lichens as special forest products and incidentally

during moss harvest and activities on nonfederal lands
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Primary Mitigation Measures

The primary mitigation measures identified as benefiting lichens were prescriptions for

green tree retention in the matrix inventory and management of sites and provision of a

welldistributed network of late successional and old growth stands throughout the
landscape Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 on intermittent streams would benefit theriparianandaquatic species although this measure may not be required to raise the ratings if site

specific mitigations are implemented where species are considered at risk Implementing the

proposed mitigation measures would increase the ratings for nitrogen fixing lichensriparianandaquatic lichens and may increase the ratings for all other groups The extremely slow

growth rates and long periods required for certain late successional and old growth

associated lichens to colonize stands emphasizes the considerable importance to thesespeciesofexisting old stands and old trees within younger stands

Survey and Manage Individual Sites

Survey and management of individual sites is recommended to maintain habitat for the rare

andor locally endemic species This mitigation would be particularly beneficial to the 16
species of oceanic lichens because they are known to be fairly narrowly restricted along the

coast within sight of the ocean Specific sites would be evaluated and prioritized for

management to protect these species Designation of Special Interest Areas or Areas of

Critical Environmental Concern could be appropriate measures for sites where lichens are

found Three aquatic lichens require dear water therefore evaluation of upstream

management and sediment loads may be necessary Known locations of rare rock lichens

would be managed to maintain their habitat under this mitigation

Surveying for many of the other more widely distributed species is somewhat problematic In

general the nitrogen fixing lichens will be difficult to survey due to the position theyoccupyinthe forest canopy Many of these species do not enter stands until the stand reaches150200years These species often occupy the large lateral branches within the canopy These are

fairly stable substrates and it is uncommon for these large branches to break off and fall to

the forest floor For many of these species the only way to verify their presence is to sample
the canopy which is logistically difficult and expensive While it is not feasible to apply the

survey and manage measure widely for these species it may be necessary to surveyspecificsitesor potential habitats of rare species Sitespecific treatments need to be developed that

would protect the integrity of the habitat and provide for these rare species since they are at

a much higher risk of extirpation

The cost of surveys recommended as mitigation measures for lichens that did not pass the

screens is estimated at
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Matrix Management Provisions

Emphasis on dumped green tree and snag retention in the matrix could benefit 58 species of

lichens which were analyzed Clumping the leave trees would moderate climatic factors and

provide a variety of microdimates that contribute to the survival of many lichen species as

well as provide additional habitat for dispersal Lichens may be limited in their dispersal

capabilities and are slow to recolonize stands therefore patches of leave trees function as

refugia where these old growth associated species can persist until conditions become

suitable for their establishment in the developing stand

The selection of specific trees to retain is an important component of this mitigation measure

To the extent possible the biggest oldest trees with the most diverse structural characteristics

would be retained This would provide for a diversity of microhabitats and associated species

diversity Trees that have an abundant epiphytic flora should be favored when selecting the

leave trees because they provide a source of genetic material and propagules for a greater

number of species Selecting for heterogeneity may enhance biological diversity across the

landscape for this group of organisms Leaning trees are important for the pin lichens

because of the difference in stem flow or exposure on various parts of the tree These

retained patches would be protected for multiple rotations to provide habitat for these

organisms which require older forests and to provide for habitat connectivity through time

This becomes particularly important for the nitrogen fixing lichens due to their slow

colonization and growth rate

Modifying site treatment practices particularly limiting broadcast and slash burning and the

use of herbicides would benefit most species of lichens and was specifically addressed for

the 20 nitrogen fixing species

Provide for a WellDistributed Network of OldGrowth Forests Across the

Landscape

Older stands that are welldistributed geographically would improve the likelihood of

survival and persistence of lichens in the ecosystem Many oldgrowth forest lichen species

require the ecological continuity of old stands in order to persist These stands are important

refugia particularly for lichens that have limited dispersal capabilities Historic events and

management practices have resulted in a shortage of latesuccessional and oldgrowth stands

in certain areas Areas where late successional and old growth stands are particularly scarce

are the coastal and low elevation forests It would benefit lichens to retain what remains of

these older stands in geographic areas or watersheds where it is limited and to identify

replacement stands which would be allowed to develop into old growth where there is or is

anticipated to be a shortage of this age dass in the landscape Low elevation stands may be

particularly important for the nitrogen fixing species which generally occur at elevations

below
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owl activity centers and removing the inventoried roadless areas and Tier 1 Key Watersheds
from the suitable timber base These mitigation measures would benefit 61 lichen species that

were addressed in this analysis

Riparian Reserves

Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 would benefit three species of aquatic lichens and ninespeciesofriparian lichens These species could also be mitigated by sitespecific measures directed at

species populations and maintaining the integrity of habitat where known populations occur

Other Miscellaneous Measures

Managing recreation areas to minimize disturbance to species was identified as an important
mitigation for the oceanic lichen species Applying this mitigation measure would benefit 16
species of lichens 3 of which are endemic These species occur in dose proximity to the

ocean and recreation and development could potentially impact their populations

An air quality monitoring program could be initiated across the region using lichens as

biological indicators of air quality Nitrogen fixing lichens are negatively affected by air

pollution and are especially sensitive to sulfur dioxide This monitoring is important in order

to establish baseline conditions to document future trends and to monitor changes in forest

health

Limitations of Mitigation Measures

Even if all mitigation measures were implemented there would still be risk of extirpation

particularly for the rare and endemic species However this risk would be substantially

reduced by implementation of the mitigation measures Some risk may remain due to

cumulative effects For example deteriorating air quality may result in local or widespread
extirpation of lichen species This has already been documented in many parts of Europe and
eastern North America

D Vascular Plants

Seventeen vascular plant species were reanalyzed in all or portions of their ranges All

species that failed the screens were either rare within the range considered orlocallyendemicFive species were narrowly endemic with known distributions spanning one to four

National Forests Aster vialis Clintonia andrewsiana Corydalisaquae gelidae Pedicularis
howellii and Scoliopus bigelovii of these two are federal candidate species Aster vialis

Corydalisaquae gelidae AU others are considered rare either throughout their entire range

or within the planning area Six species Arceuthobium tsugense Botrychium minganense
Coptis trifolia Cypripedium montanum Galiumkamtschaticum and Habenariaorbiculate
have ranges that extend beyond the planning area and may be more common in other

portions of their range

Three species failed due primarily to concerns regarding cumulative effects Bensoniella
oregona Clintoniaandrewsiana and Scoliopus bigelovii
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For all species that failed the screens inventories and subsequent protection of known sites

and management of their habitat to maintain population viability would significantly increase

ratings All but five of these species Abies lasiocarpa in California Bensoniella oregona

Coptis asplenifolia Cypripediumfasciculatum and C montanum would then pass the

screens For Abies lasiocarpa no additional mitigation could raise the ratings due to the

species rarity in the portion of the range considered however this species is widespread and

common elsewhere Cumulative effects were of greatest concern for Bensoniella oregona only

one population in California is known to occur on federal land This species would benefit

from protection of additional late successional old growth habitat in the California Coast

Range Province Regardless of protection however it would remain likely to be extirpated or

restricted to refugia Cumulative effects were also a concern for Coptis asplenifolia which is

reported from two disjunct populations in the north Coast Range of Oregon on nonfederal

land and six sites in Washington state in the Olympic Peninsula and Washington Cascades

In this portion of its range it is strongly associated with old growth and found only in very

old stands It would receive greatest protection from inventories protection of sites and from

retaining all old growth fragments in the Marbled Murrelet Zone

For some species management of sites may require active intervention rather than simple

protection Site specific management may include the introduction of fire within the

proposed fire standards and guidelines It will be important to conduct experimental studies

to develop effective prescriptions that minimize risk and maximize benefit on a local basis

Fire suppression is considered to have contributed to the decline of at least three species

considered eg Cypripediumfasciculatum C montanum Aster vialis Perhaps due to

higher fire frequency east of the Cascades Range Cypripedium montanum is more abundant

in the Cascade province Selection of Alternative 1 would be necessary to raise ratings to the

point where these species would pass the screen for the Kiamath province portion of the

range of Cypripedium fasciculatum and the Cascade province portion of the range of C
montanum The protection of all late successional and old growth fragments was the key

feature of Alternative 1 responsible for the significantly higher ratings However even under

Alternative 1 there is a high risk of extirpation for C fasciculatum in the Cascades and C
montanum west of the Cascades Only through protection of known sites and specific

management including reintroduction of prescribed fire would the risk of extirpation be

reduced for these species

For most of the species rated considerable information exists regarding their range

distribution and habitat For some detailed conservation strategies exist but not all

strategies have been adopted and implemented Protection of known populations and their

habitat would bring five species to the point where they would pass the screens although

additional surveys are recommended

Riparian Reserves also provide significant protection to four species Bensoniella oregona

Botrychium montanum B minganense Conydalis aquae gelidae Galium kamchaticum and

may provide at least marginal benefit to others There was some concern among the Species

Analysis Team members that riparian protection may increase pressure to log upland sites

placing rare drier site species Allotropa virgata Pedicularishowellii at greater risk

It is unknown whether the species analyzed here could persist in small patches of leave trees

clumped within the matrix however the legacies provided by this mitigation measure would

provide future habitat Although some species may have specific microclimate requirements
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and may not persist at least marginal benefit would be provided by dumped rather than

scattered leave trees Coarse woody debris in the matrix was considered important to at least

two species and would significantly increase the ratings

Small latesuccessional and old growth fragments were very important to many vascular

plant species Because six species occur within or are restricted to the coast ranges these

species would benefit from retaining all old growth fragments within the Marbled Murrelet

Zone 1 Very old stands greater than 600 years were particularly important to one species

Although roadless areas are among the least wellknown botanically retaining old growth

fragments in watersheds where little remains could benefit at least five of the spedes

considered here

The consequences of not implementing the possible mitigation measures may include the loss

of biological diversity but is probably unlikely to result in losses of ecosystem function In

some cases populations of species considered as sensitive by the BLM and Forest Service

may be protected under existing land management planning regulations

It is unlikely that failure to implement the possible mitigation measures will result in the

listing of the two federal candidate vascular plant species considered here However the

additional mitigation proposed would benefit other federally listed and candidate vascular

plant species discussed in the Draft Biological Opinion These species were not considered

closely associated with late successional and old growth forests but could be affected by the

alternative selected Other mitigations may be necessary eg protection of special habitats

to maintain viable populations of these species

Assumptions Estimates of cost for surveys were calculated using the following criteria

AU species must be considered and surveyed for during watershed analysis

Species that are wide ranging would best be surveyed for in watershed analysis

The species for which ranges are limited and distributions are fairly well documented

would require the least funding

Agency botanists will be available to conduct surveys Contracting costs would be

significantly higher Benefits of utilizing agency botanists include greater familiarity with

local area and species and the value of bringing increased knowledge to watershed

analysis and Interdisciplinary Team processes

In some cases surveys may be combined with those for other species eg
Arceuthobium census while doing marbled murrelet surveys Corydalisinventories while

doing stream surveys
Most species inventories could be facilitated by development of prediction models which

allow identification of high probability habitat

Surveys for certain species should be conducted over a several year period due to

differences in annual emergence eg Allotropa orchids

Logistics and Feasibility Surveys for rare plants are routinely done in project areas in

compliance with National Environmental Policy Act NEPA regulations and field protocols

are well established For some speaes surveys have been limited primarily to project areas

for others intensive inventories have been undertaken throughout their expected range

Because many rare plants have narrow habitat requirements development of prediction
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I
models will be an effective method of focusing on high probability habitat and reducing

inventory costs Once prediction models are developed vegetation layers in GIS can facilitate

location of potentially suitable habitat Estimated costs for surveys to implement the survey

and manage mitigation measure are shown in Table J24

Table J24 Estimated costs of inventory mitigation for vascular plants

Species Cost or Survey Strategy

Abies lasiocarpam California surveys not proposed as mitigation

Allotropa virgata Watershed Analysis

Arceuthobium tsugense Watershed Analysis

Tster vialis
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Estimated Number of Acres in Protected Status

A very coarse estimate of number of acres that would require protection through the survey
and manage provision is provided below Table J25 These are acres outside of the Reserves
eg LateSuccessional Reserves Congressionally Reserve Areas Riparian Reserves and

existing Administratively withdrawn Areas including Areas of Critical Environmental
Concern and Botanical Special Interest Areas designated in Alternative 9

Table J25 Estimated of number of acres that would require protection through thesurveyandmanage provision

species Acres

Fes lastocarpain California none

otropa virgata

Irceuthobium tsugense

qster via
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Cypripedium fasciculatum and N Wogen on Aster vialis AU have been limited by funding

all would benefit by greater interagency coordination and strong management direction to

identify these efforts as priorities

Interagency identification of priorities is key to making the best most efficient use of limited

funding Based on the results of this analysis three common themes have emerged 1 the

role of fire 2 the role of coarse woody debris and interrelationships between fungal

symbionts pollinators and dispersers and 3 the effectiveness of small fragments of old

growth forest in maintaining viable populations of species at risk of extirpation or restriction

to refugia

Partnerships have been forged among universities experiment stations and state and private

agencies that share conservation goals and interest in learning more about specific

requirements for rare and threatened vascular plants Many opportunities exist for

partnerships such as the Forest Service’s Challenge Cost Share program that would increase

of studies to define habitat and species management requirementscost effectiveness

For some species existing conservation strategies provide direction for management on

individual forests Funds should be earmarked for the preparation of Interagency

Conservation Strategies that would include uptodate information management

recommendations and monitoring plans Cost of preparation of strategies will vary past

costs have ranged from
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Table J26 Arthropod species closely associated with late successional forests and functional

groups with which they are identified

Artihropoda

Class Insecta

Thysanura

Lepidotrichidae

Tricholepidiongertschi Wygodzinsky Coarse wood chewer South

Ephemeroptera

Ephemerellidae

Drunella doddsi Needham
Ephemerella infrequens McDunnough Aquatic herbivore

Plecoptera

Capniidae

Paracapniaoswegaptera Jewett Aquatic detritivore

Leuctridae

ParaleuctraandersoniHarper and Wildman Aquatic detritivore

Orthoptera

Acrididae

Boonacris alticola Rehn and Randall Understory herbivore

Boonacris polita Scudder Understory herbivore

Gryllacrididae

Pristoceuthophiluscelatus Scudder Litter soil dwelling
PristoceuthophiluscercialisCaudell Litter soil dwelling

PristoceuthophilussargentaeGurney Litter soil dwelling
Tropidischiaxanthostoma Scudder Litter soil dwelling

Blattaria

Cryptocercidae

Cryptocercuspunctulatus Scudder Coarse wood chewer North South

Isoptera

Hodotermitidae

Zootermopsis angusticollis Hagen Coarse wood chewer North South

Hemiptera Heteroptera

Anthocoridae

Tetraphleps latipennis Van Duzee Canopy predator

Tetraphleps pilosipes Kelton and Anderson Canopy predator

Xylocoris umbrinusVan Duzee Coarse wood under barkpredator
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Table J26 continued

Aradidae

Mezira pacifica Usinger Coarse wood fungus feeder under bark

Coreidae

Leptoglossus occidentalis Heidemann Canopy herbivore North South

Enicocephalidae

Boreostolus americanus Wydogzinsky and Stys Riparian predator

HymenocorisformicinaUhler Litter soil dweller South

Systelloderes granndes Kritsky Riparian predator

Lygaeidae

Gastrodes pacificus Provancher Canopy herbivore of seeds North South

Malezonotus obrieni Ashlock Litter seed feeder North South

Plinthisus longisetosus Barber Litter seed feeder North South

Thylochromus nitidulus Barber Litter seed feeder North South

M4iridae

Allorhinocoris speciosus Bliven Understory herbivore North South

Atractotomus cooper Stonedahl Canopy herbivore predator

Atractatormus kolenati Flor Canopy herbivore predator

Deraeocorispiceicola Knight Canopy predator

Eurychilopterella sp nov Canopy predator

Largidea pudica Van Duzee Canopy predator

Neoborella xanthenes Herring Canopy herbivore of mistletoe

Phytocoris nobilis Stonedahl Canopy predator

Pinalitussolivagus Van Duzee Canopy herbivore

Pithanus maerkelii HS Understory forest gap herbivore

Platylygus pseudotsugae Kelton Canopy herbivore

Polymeruscastilleja Schwartz Understory forest gap herbivore

Nabidae

Pagasafusca Stein Litter soil predator

Pentatomnidae

Zicrona caerulea L Canopy predator

Scutelleridae

Vanduzeeina borealis californica Van Duzee Litter seed grass feeder

Tingidae

Acalypta mera Drake Litter herbivore of moss
Acalypta saundersi Downes Litter herbivore of moss
Acalypta vanduzeei Drake Litter herbivore of moss South

Acalypta vandykei Drake Litter herbivore of moss South
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Table J26 continued

Derephysiafoliacea Fallen Understory forest gap herbivore

Physatocheilavariegate Parshley Canopy herbivore

Hemiptera Homoptera

Aphididae

Aulacorthum dorsatum Richards Understory herbivore

Boernerina variabilisRichards Canopy herbivore

IDrepanosiphum oregonensisGranovsky Canopy herbivore

Essigella wvilsoni Hottes Canopy herbivore

Illinoia patriciae Robinson Canopy herbivore

Illinoia rhododendri Wilson Understory herbivore

Macrosiphum Sitobion osmaoniae Wilson Understory herbivore

Macrosiphum Sitobion tolmiea Essig Understory herbivore

MindarusabietinusKoch Canopy herbivore

Uroleucon adenocaulonae Essig Understory herbivore

Megaloptera

Corydalidae

Orohermes crepusculus Chandler Aquatic predator

Coleoptera

Amphizoidae

Amphizoa insolens LeConte Aquatic detritivore

Buprestidae

Buprestis aurulentaL Coarse wood cheer

Melanophiladrummondi Kirby Coarse wood chewer

Byrrhidae

Listemus formosus Pasey Litter soil detritivore

Cantharidae

Podabruspiceatus Fender Understory predator

Carabidae

Agonum ovipenne Mannerheim Litter predator

Bembidion spectabile Mannerheim Litter moss predator

Cychrus tuberculatusHarris Litter predator on snails

Harpaluscordifer Notman Litter predator

Notiophilus sylvaticus Escholtz Litter predator on collembola

Promecognathuscrassus LeConte Litter predator on millipedes

Pterostichus Anilloferonia rothi Hatch Litter soil predator

Pterostichus Hypherpes crenicollis LeConte Riparian predator

Scaphinotus Neocychrus longiceps Van Dyke Litter soil predator South

Scaphinotus Stenocantharis johnsoni Van Dyke Litter soil predator on snails

Stomis termitiformis Van Dyke Litter soil predator North South
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Table J2.6 continued

Tachyta falli Hayward Coarse wood under bark predator

Tachypachus holmbergi Motschulsky Riparian predator

Trechus humboldti Van Dyke Litter soil predator

Zacotus matthewsi LaConte Litter soil predator

Cerambycidae

Dicentrus bluthneriLeConte Canopy herbivore

Leptalia macilenta Mannerheim Canopy herbivore

Uiochaetes leoninus LeConte Canopy herbivore

Xestoleptura crassipes LeConte Canopy herbivore

Chrysomelidae

Chrysomela internaBrown Riparian canopy herbivore

Pyrrhaltacarbo LeConte Canopy riparian herbivore

Timarcha intricate Haldeman Understory herbivore

Cincindelidae

Omus dejeani Reiche Litter soil predator

Ciidae

Cis maritimus Hatch Coarse wood chewer

Coccinellidae

Anatis rathvoni LeConte Canopy predator

Mulsantia picta Randall Canopy predator

Cucujidae

DendrophagusglaberLeConte Underbark predator

Curculionidae

Lobosoma horridum Mannerheim Litter soil herbivore detritivore

Pissodes utahensis Hopkins Litter soil herbivore detritivore

Lampyridae

Ellychnia hatchi Fender Litter soil predator

Leiodidae

Catopoceruscapizzii Hatch Litter soil detritivore

Lucani dae

Platycerus oregonensisWestwood Coarse wood chewer

Lydidae

Dictyopterus simplicipes Mannerheim Litter predator

Platypodidae

Platypus wilsoni Swaine Coarse wood chewer
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Table J26 continued

Pselaphidae

Actium microphthalmum Park and Wagner Litter soil

Euboarhexiussinus Gigarick and Schuster Litter soil

Oropus micropthalmus Chandler Litter soil

Sonoma cascadiaChandler Litter soil

Scarabaeidae

Pleocoma dubitalisDavis Soil herbivore of roots

Scolytidae

Dendroctonuspseudotsugae Hopkins Epizootic forest species

Phloeosinussequoia Hopkins Epizootic forest species

Scolytus oregoni Blackman Epizootic forest species

Staphylinidae

Omalbrphanusaenigma Campbell and Chandler Litter soil

Tachinus semirufus Horn Litter soil

Zopheridae

Phellopsis porcata LeConte Coarse wood chewer fungus

Mecoptera

Boreidae

Caurinusdectes Russell Understory herbivore of liverworts

Hesperoboreusbrevicaudus Byers Litter soil herbivore of moss

Panorpodidae

Brachypanorpaoregonensis MacLachan Understory predator

Trichoptera

Rhyacophildae

Himalopsyche phryganea Ross Aquatic predator

IRhyacophila willametta Ross Aquatic predator

Rhyacophila haddocki Denning Aquatic predator

Philopotamidae

Dolophilodesnovusamericana Ling Aquatic detritivore

Psychomyfidae

Tinodes cascadiaDenning Aquatic herbivore

Hydropsychidae

Homoplectra alsea Ross Aquatic detritivore

Phryganeidae

Yphria californica Banks Aquatic predator
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Table J26 continued

Limnephilidae

Apatania sorex Ross Aquatic herbivore

Oligophlebodessierra Ross Aquatic detritivore

Neothremma andersoniWiggins Aquatic herbivore

Farulajewetti Denning Aquatic herbivore

Halesochila taylori Banks Aquatic detritivore

Philocascademita Ross Aquatic detritivore

Goera archaonRoss Aquatic herbivore

Lepidostomatidae

Lepidostoma cascadense Milne Aquatic herbivore

Brachycentridae

Eobrachycentrusgelidae Wiggins Aquatic herbivore

Lepidoptera

Cosmopterigidae

Walshia miscecolorella Chambers Understory herbivore

Drepanidae

Drepanaarcuata Walker Riparian canopy herbivore

Geometridae

CarripetaaequalariaGrote Canopy herbivore

Drepanulatrixcarnearia Hulst Understory herbivore

Nepytia phantasmaria Strecker Canopy herbivore

Micropterygidae

Epimartyriapardella Walsingham Litter soil herbivore of moss

Noctuidae

Achytonix epipaschia Grote Canopy herbivore

Bomolocha bijugalis Walker Understory herbivore

Feraliadeceptive McDunnough Canopy herbivore

Oncocnemis dunbari Harvey Understory herbivore

Zotheca tranquilld Grote Understory herbivore

Pyralidae

Myelopsis coniella Ragonot Riparian canopy herbivore

Tortricidae

Zeirapherahesperiana Mutuurg and Freeman Canopy herbivore

Diptera

Tipulidae

Chionea sp Litter soil herbivore
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Table J26 continued

Drosophilidae

Drosophilamontana Stone Griffen and Patterson Coarse wood fungus

feeder

Deuterophlebildae

Deuterophlebiainyoensis Kennedy Aquatic herbivore

Psychodidae

Maurinasp Aquatic herbivore

Simuliidae

Parasimuliumsp nov Aquatic herbivore

Syrphidae Pollinators

Hymenoptera

Andrenidae Pollinators

Apidae Pollinators

Anthophoridae Pollinators

Cimbicidae

Zaraea americanaCresson Understory herbivore

Formiddae

Amblyopone oregonense Wheeler Litter soil predator

Camponotus modoc Wheeler Coarse wood chewer

Ichneumonidae

Aplomerus robustusTownes Coarse wood chewer parasitoid

Rhyssa alaskensis Ashmead Coarse wood chewer parasitoid

Megachilidae Pollinators

Orussidae

Orussus thoracicus Ashmead Coarse wood chewer parasitoid

Siricidae

Xeris morrisoni Cresson Coarse wood chewer

Tenthredinidae

Empria multicolor Norton Riparian canopy herbivore

Mlonophadnoides geniculatus Hartig Canopy herbivore

Plymotocera similata MacGillivray Canopy herbivore
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Table J26 continued

Class Diplopoda

Xestodesmidae

Harpaphehaydeniana haydeniana Wood Litter soil

Class Crustacea

Isopoda

Ligidium gracile Dana Litter soil

Class Arachnida

Subclass Opiliones

Subclass Araneae

Agelenidae

Blabomma oregonensis Chamberlin and Ivie Litter predator

Cybaeus reticulatus Simon Litter predator

Amaurobiidae

Callobius severus Simon Litter predator

Antrodiaetidae

Antrodiaetus occultus Coyle Litter soil predator

Antrodiaetus pugnax Chamberlin Litter soil predator

Linyphiidae

Lepthyphantes zibus Zorsch Litter predator

Linyphantes pualla Chamberlin and Ivie Litter predator

Scironis sima Chamberlin Litter predator

Tachygyna vancouverana Chamberlin and Ivie Litter predator

Salticidae

Neon reticulatus Blackwell Litter predator

Theridildae

Theridion sexpunctatum Emerton Canopy predator

Subclass Acari

Dithinozeroconidae

Caminella peraphoraKrantz and Ainscough Aquatic moss

nematode predator

The original description of the outcomes that were used for rating species were developed for

individual species Rating species in groups required a modification of the definition

Outcomes A through D were applied to these functional groups as follows

Outcome A Key ecological functions of the group would be maintained in a well

distributed pattern across federal lands
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Outcome B Key ecological functions of the group would be maintained on much of the

federal landscape but there would be gaps where these functions would be impaired

Outcome C Key ecological functions of the group would not be maintained over much of

the federal landscape with function continuing unimpaired in restricted islands or refugia

Outcome D Key ecological functions of the group would not be maintained on federal

lands

For several functional groups north and south portions of ranges were evaluated separately

This reflected the significant differences in plant communities geological and disturbance

history and environmental conditions between northern and southern areas of the range of

the northern spotted owl Southern ranges included the California Coast Range Province the

Oregon and California Kiamath Provinces and the California Cascades Province with the

remainder of the provinces included within the northern ranges

Four groups failed to pass the first screen the original rating in the FEMAT Report Groups
failing the screen were canopy herbivores coarse woody debris chewers litter and soil

dwelling species and understory and forest gap herbivores AUl of these groups were from

the southern portion of the range of the northern spotted owl No additional groups were
added as a result of changes to Alternative 9 between Draft and Final SEIS cumulative

effects or species specific criteria

Southern portions of the range had higher likelihoods for Outcome D because of the large

number of endemic species with very limited ranges potential for drought significant risk of

fire patchy distribution of suitable habitats and past management activities Furthermore

adequate studies of taxonomy species distribution and habitat dynamics are lacking

Summaries for Functional Groups

Canopy Herbivores south

The Assessment Team ratings for this group reflected uncertainty and concern about the lack

of knowledge of the distribution and habitat dynamics of this group as well as futureglobalchangeMany of the species in the group are endemic to northern California or southern

Oregon and could be lost if their specific habitats were destroyed However the Assessment
Team judged that for Alternative 9 the likelihoods of Outcome C and D totalled 6 percent

The group was included in this analysis because there was a 2 percent likelihood of Outcome

D

Mitigation measures for this group include survey to acquire additional information and

ascertain levels of protection emphasize dumped green tree and snag retention in’matrix

management and provide for retention of old growth fragments in watersheds where little

remains

Implementation of these mitigation measures would probably reduce the likelihood of

Outcome D to near zero However given the uncertainty of global climate change and the
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risk of largescale fire in these areas Outcome C will continue to be a possibility although

with a very low likelihood

Coarse Woody Debris Chewers south

Assessment Team ratings for this group reflected uncertainty and concern about the lack of

knowledge of the distribution and habitat dynamics of this group as well as future global

change Many of the species in the group have restricted ranges and previous management

activities have already significantly reduced levels of coarse woody debris Thus species

within this functional group may be vulnerable to extirpation The group was included in

this analysis because the Assessment Team estimated a 4 percent likelihood for Outcome D

within the southern portion of the range of the northern spotted owl 5

Possible mitigation measures for this group include survey to acquire additional information

and ascertain levels of protection provide specified amounts of coarse woody debris in

matrix management emphasize dumped green tree and snag retention in matrix

management modify site treatment practices to minimize soil and litter disturbance and

retain oldgrowth fragments in watersheds where little remains 3

Implementation of these mitigation measures would probably reduce the likelihood of

Outcome D to near zero However the risk of global change will remain and Outcome C will

therefore continue to be a possibility

iLitter and SoilDwelling Species south

The Assessment Team ratings reflect concern for a largely unknown species assemblage

whose distribution across the landscape is also unknown Because of the relatively dry

environment extreme fragmentation of habitats and sensitivity of soil and litter organisms

fire is a significant risk These organisms are also sensitive to disturbance during site

treatment and harvest The Assessment Team judged that this group had the greatest

likelihoods of Outcomes C and D 15 percent and 4 percent respectively of any of the 3

arthropods

Possible mitigation measures for this group include survey to acquire additional information

and ascertain levels of protection provide specified amounts of coarse woody debris in

matrix management emphasize dumped green tree and snag retention in matrix

management modify site treatment practices to minimize soil and litter disturbance retain

old growth fragments where little remains and protect from grazing

Implementation of these mitigation measures would probably reduce the likelihood of

Outcome D to near zero However the risk of global change and high intensity wildfire will

remain and Outcome C will therefore continue to be a possibility

IUnderstory and Forest Gap Herbivores south

This is a relatively large group with some species narrowly distributed and others widely

distributed Their distribution reflects the distribution of habitat Species associated with d
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forest gaps are especially vulnerable to disturbance Forest harvest and replanting has
produced fragmented vegetation patterns which are different from those resulting from
natural disturbance such as fire As for other groups of arthropods their taxonomy
distribution and habitat dynamics are not well understood The Assessment Team estimated
a 4 percent likelihood of Outcome D

Possible mitigation measures for this group include survey to acquire additional information
and ascertain levels of protection provide specified amounts of coarse woody debris in

matrix management emphasize dumped green tree and snag retention in matrix
management modify site treatment practices to minimize soil and litter disturbance and
retain old growth fragments where little remains

Implementation of these mitigation measures would probably reduce the likelihood of

Outcome D to near zero However the risk of global change and high intensity wildfire will

remain and Outcome C will therefore continue to be a possibility

Estimated Costs and Benefits of Mitigation Measures

However costs of surveys and studies designed to identify species and more fully

understand the habitat dynamics of these groups will be expensive and are difficult to

estimate The cost of an intensive survey of a hypothetical 50 square mile watershed was
crudely estimated as
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Land Snails

Thirty three land snails were reanalyzed because of the relatively low ratings they received in

the FEMAT Report The rarity and localized distribution of the land snails played an

important role in the rating of virtually all these species Past actions both on federal and

nonfederal lands also contributed to the ratings for virtually all the land snails These actions

have reduced habitat and populations for virtually all species and have often exacerbated

problems associated with rarity and localized distributions For 17 species the uncertain

future of the species on nonfederal lands was also a key component of the rating For 12

species the lack of specific protection for most known sites under Alternative 9 was an

important factor For eight species uncertainty about specific guidelines for management of

Riparian Reserves in Adaptive Management Areas resulted in the low species rating Lack of

information about species their locations and their habitat associations contributed to many

of the ratings and was particularly acute for seven species that are known from very few

sites andor are newly described Ratings for the mollusks also reflected their vulnerability to

relatively minor disturbances Even in LateSuccessional Reserves species could suffer severe

impacts from activities such as thinning as burning

The most important mitigation measure proposed for the species is to survey for them and

provide additional mitigation as needed on a sitespecific basis For a number of species that

are found in riparian zones it is thought that Riparian Reserves will provide substantial

protection and that little additional mitigation will be necessary On some of these sites

however some additional mitigation may be necessary This is especially true of species that

normally occur near springs and headwaters where the smaller riparian protection areas

may not provide fully adequate buffering of environmental conditions Other species are not

as strongly associated with riparian zones or not associated with them at all Protection of

these species may require the establishment of small reserves In most cases these reserves

will require only tens of acres to provide effective protection for local populations Some

situations could require larger reserves particularly where sites are subject to desiccation or

disturbance The species for which small reserves may be necessary and a very crude guess

of the overall acreage involved are shown in Table J27 For at least four species the site

specific mitigation may involve protecting sites from grazing
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Table J27 Estimate of acres that would be protected by mitigation measures for land snails

and slugs

Species

Cryptomastixdevia

Cryptomastixhendersoni

Helminthoglyptahertleini

Helminthoglypta talmadgei

Megomphix hemphilli

Monadenia chaceana

Monadeniachurch

Monadeniatroglodytes troglodytes

Oreohelix n species

Trilobopsis roperi

Trilobopsis tehanzana

Vespericolaeuthales

Vespericolashasta

Derocerashesperium

Hemphillia burringtoni

Hemphilliaglandulosa

Hemphilliapantherina

Prophysaoncoeruleum

Prophysaondubium

Total

5 Acres

500

100

500

500

100

500

500

500

100

100

500

100

500

500

500

500

500

500

500
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For a few species other forms of mitigation could take the place of the survey and protect

measures Three species Ancotrema voyanum Cryptomastix devia and Vespericola depressa

would be adequately mitigated by application of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 throughout the

range Many other measures would provide some benefit for many of the species but were

not considered sufficient to mitigate impacts to the point where the species would pass the

screens

Even with these mitigation measures in place some problem areas could remain for the land

snails For seven species the influence of management on nonfederal lands is thought to be

so significant that substantial risks of extirpation would remain even with appropriate

management of federal lands For many of the other species the actual conduct of surveys

could become logistically difficult Thus there is some potential that surveys would not be

completely effective in identifying species locations for protection This is particularly true of

the upland species or species with relatively weak riparian associations

Slugs

Seven slug species were analyzed because of the ratings they received in the FEMAT Report

The rarity and localized distribution of the slugs played an important role in the rating of

virtually all these species Past actions both on federal and nonfederal lands also contributed

to the ratings for virtually all the slugs These actions have reduced habitat and populations

for virtually all species and have often exacerbated problems associated with rarity and

localized distributions For one species the uncertain future of the species on nonfederal

lands was also a key component of the rating For five species the lack of specific protection

for most known sites under Alternative 9 was an important factor For two species

uncertainty about specific guidelines for management of Riparian Reserves in Adaptive

Management Areas resulted in the low species rating Lack of information about species

their locations and their habitat associations contributed to many of the ratings and was

particularly acute for three species that are known from very few sites Ratings for the slugs

also reflected their vulnerability to relatively minor disturbances Even in Late Successional

Reserves species could suffer severe impacts from activities such as thinning or burning

The most important mitigation measure proposed for the species is to survey for them and

provide additional mitigation as needed on a sitespecific basis For species that are found in

riparian zones it is thought that Riparian Reserves will provide substantial protection and

that little additional mitigation will be necessary On some of these sites however some

additional mitigation measures may be required This is especially true of species that

normally occur near springs and headwaters where the riparian protection areas may not

provide fully adequate buffering of environmental conditions Other species are not as

strongly associated with riparian zones or not associated with them at all Protection of these

species may require the establishment of small reserves In most cases these reserves will

require only tens of acres to provide effective protection for local populations Some

situations could require larger reserves particularly where sites are subject to desiccation or

to disturbance The species for which small reserves may be necessary and a very crude

guess of the overall acreage involved are shown in Table J27
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For two species ratings reflected concerns about the effectiveness of Riparian Reserves in

Adaptive Management Areas For these species possible mitigation includes a provision that

riparian management in Adaptive Management Areas should provide species protection

equivalent to the Riparian Reserves planned outside those areas This mitigation would be

implemented in conjunction with surveys for the species and application of additional site

specific mitigation where necessary

Even if these possible mitigation measures were implemented some problem areas could

remain for the slugs For two species Hemphillia pantherinaand Prophysaoncoeruleum

mitigation is more problematic These species have broad ranges but appear to be distributed

sporadically within those ranges The proposed mitigation for these species is to survey and

protect individual sites but comprehensive surveys would be extremely extensive labor

intensive and time consuming Integration with the scheduling of an active timber

management program could be difficult Therefore the efficacy of this mitigation measure is

in question and some likelihood exists that local populations of the species could be

extirpated More certainty for these species could only be achieved by application of the most

conservative alternative

In general there are two possible outcomes that would result if the mitigation measures were

not applied The first and less serious is that the species would continue to exist on federal

land in a distribution similar to its current condition but that there would be no additional

information available on the species In this case management actions might be severely

hampered by an inability to predict effects on the species and there would be no opportunity

to design more efficient protection measures The second and more severe outcome would be

a reduction in the species distribution with the ultimate potential that the species would be

extirpated from federal land

Freshwater Snails

There were 54 species of freshwater snails subject to additional analysis One of the species is

classified as a category 2 candidate for federal listing ie Fluminicolacolumbiana and one

ie Fisherolanuttalli nuttalli is a category 3 candidate for federal listing Thirty four of these

species are still undescribed in science literature The rarity restricted distribution and

limited information available for most of these species played a major role in their ratings

Fortythree species are associated with springs or spring influenced habitats and 25 of these

are restricted to springs Nine species occur only in rivers The original Assessment Team

ratings reflected some concerns on the part of species experts that the standards and

guidelines of the selected alternative would be fully implemented These concerns

particularly focused on management of Riparian Reserves especially in spring habitats which

may be severely degraded by diversions andor grazing by livestock

Primary Mitigation Measures

The primary possible mitigation measure is to apply Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 in

watersheds with anadromous salmonids and trout throughout the range of the northern

spotted owl Prediction of the effects of this mitigation are based on evaluations for

Alternative 4 in the FEMAT Report With this mitigation alone 12 freshwater snail species
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would pass the screens Application of a single mitigation survey and manage known sites

was deemed sufficient for Lyogyrus n sp 2 to pass all screens This species is associated

with kettle lakes in Washington and is somewhat tolerant of enrichment Protection around

lakes where it occurs should result in successful mitigation

Successful mitigation for 38 species would require a combination of mitigations For 19

species successful mitigation would require surveys to acquire additional information

including distribution and identification of impacts in combination with protection from

impoundments andor protection of spring habitats from diversions andor grazing

Impoundments degrade habitat by slowing current velocities and increasing sedimentation

For 19 species all of which are spring associated implementation of Riparian Reserve

Scenario 1 in combination with protection of identified spring habitats from diversions

andor livestock grazing would result in ratings that would pass all screens

For four species mitigation measures would be beneficial but the species would not pass all

screens because of concerns for cumulative impacts that are beyond the scope of old growth

ecosystem management on federal lands eg species occur in large river systems or are

restricted to sites on private land with little or no expectation that sites on federal land

would be discovered by additional surveys

Freshwater Clams

There were three species of freshwater dams analyzed Two of the species are classified as

category 2 candidates for federal listing ie Anodonta californiensisand Pisidium

ultramontanum Recent population extinctions have been suffered by each of these species

The increasingly fragmented distribution of each played a major role in assigning ratings to

them Anodonta californiensis is extinct in several states where it was formerly widespread and

abundant and Anodonta wahlametensis has been eradicated in major portions of river and lake

systems where it was previously abundant Both Anodonta species have also been impacted

by declining native fish populations such as salmon upon which they depend for dispersal

of their larvae Some populations of Pisidium ultramontanum are now extirpated and the

species range is becoming increasingly fragmented This species is characteristically found in

areas with a high diversity of other aquatic mollusks in relatively pristine habitats

Primary Mitigation Measures

Mitigation is expected to be effective only for Pisidium ultramontanum In this case a

combination of surveys to better establish the distribution of the species and protection of

spring sources from grazing impacts and water diversions is expected to be sufficient

For the Anodonta species which occur in large rivers and lakes mitigation efforts would be

helpful but would not effectively protect these species from cumulative impacts originating

on nonfederal lands

G Amphibians

Twelve species of amphibians one species was evaluated independently within two portions

of its range failed to pass the screens and were reanalyzed These species included 11
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salamanders and 1 frog 7 species are associated with streams and 5 are terrestrial Twelve of

these did not pass the first screen Assessment Team ratings in the FEMAT report and 1

additional species was considered for further analysis because of cumulative effects

Mitigations were proposed that are likely to significantly reduce risk to 10 of these species or

ranges such that they would pass the screens for 3 species or ranges no mitigation could be

proposed because the species occur almost exclusively on nonfederal lands 2 species or

occur in such small and disjunct ranges that habitat protection could not be assured 1

species

Riparian Species

All of these species are associated with small permanently flowing headwater streams The

primary reason for the Assessment Team ratings was concern that Riparian Reserve Scenario

2 would not adequately maintain cool dear water conditions critical for foraging and

thermoregulation Protection of intermittent streams is a key factor in regulating downstream

water quality for these species Wider Riparian Reserves along intermittent streams located

outside of Tier 1 Key Watersheds application of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 mitigation

measures 4 or 5 was judged to result in ratings comparable to those of Alternatives 1 or 4

for five of the eight species or ranges Cope’s giant salamander black salamander Cascade

torrent salamander southern torrent salamander tailed frog The remaining species could

not be fully mitigated to the point they would pass the screens Van Dyke’s salamander in

coastal Oregon and Columbia torrent salamander occur almost exclusively on nonfederal

land and no mitigation on the small portion of federal land inhabited by these species could

assure their continued existence on federal lands For the portion of the Van Dyke’s

salamander range in the Cascade Range in Washington increased stream protection would

be of significant benefit but the persistence of the species is questionable because of its

extremely limited distribution in very small disjunct patches and the resulting risk of

catastrophic loss of habitat

Benefits of mitigation for most of these species will be a significantly higher likelihood that

habitat conditions will support welldistributed stable populations over the long term For

Van Dyke’s Salamander mitigation will significantly reduce the risk of extirpation of the

species but will not necessarily assure welldistributed populations throughout their

potential range

Two options exist for implementing this possible mitigation measure Riparian Reserve

Scenario 1 could be established throughout the combined ranges of these species covering

about 3.87 million acres of matrix and Adaptive Management Areas lands Alternatively

surveys could be conducted within these potential ranges to determine presence of the

species within specific stream segments When the species is detected that segment and all of

its intermittent tributaries could be managed with these wider Riparian Reserves In this way
whatever proportion of the stream network is unoccupied will not require the greater

Riparian Reserve width However these surveys are costly and time consuming In general it

will take 2 persondays to determine the presence of these species per mile of stream

Assuming an average of 1 mile of stream per square mile FEMAT Report Table VG2 full

survey would take about
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Terrestrial Species

The five terrestrial species failed the screens for a variety of reasons Two species clouded

salamander and Oregon slender salamander are associated with large logs Mitigation

measure 11 provision of additional coarse woody debris in the matrix would be sufficient to

significantly increase the likelihood that these species will be stable and well distributed

throughout their ranges No additional survey work would be needed to implement this

mitigation measure

For the Larch Mountain salamander the primary reason for failing the screen was that

existing protection buffers from the SAT Report which are incorporated as standards and

guidelines in Alternative 9 and other alternatives may not be adequate to maintain proper

understory habitat and microdlimatic conditions especially on southfacing slopes Therefore

the primary mitigation for this species is mitigation measure 2 survey and manage occupied

sites For these sites increasing buffer width from one to two site potential tree heights

would assure such conditions Application of this mitigation will result in ratings sufficient

for this species to pass the screens Cost of the mitigation will be for surveys 2 persondays

per site assuming a 10acre site and the loss of additional timber resulting from the added

buffer assuming 100 sites and 15 acres of added buffer per site would total 1500 acres

Two additional species the Siskiyou Mountains salamander and Shasta salamander are

extremely local endemics associated with rocky habitat Shasta salamander sites are

essentially fully protected by existing standards and guidelines that incorporate protection

buffers from the SAT Report Because these sites primarily limestone outcrops are disjunct

and very small risk of extirpation due to catastrophic events cannot be ameliorated through

mitigation measures The Siskiyou Mountains salamander is also distributed in small

disjunct populations and is protected by existing standards and guidelines in Alternative 9
Better protection is possible by additional survey and increasing buffers to two sitepotential

tree heights around occupied sites Application of these mitigation measures measures 2 and

3 will essentially eliminate risk of extirpation but is not sufficient for this species to pass the

screen for Outcome A Costs of this mitigation should be comparable to that listed above for

Larch Mountain salamander

H Fish

Original FEMAT Ratings

Six anadromous salmonid species races and three freshwater resident trout species were

evaluated by the Assessment Team The ratings for all these reflect three primary

considerations natural history of the species race past actions and features of the

alternative All species races are dependent upon high quality freshwater habitat at some

point in their life cycle For anadromous fish this dependency ranges from 36 months for

fall chinook salmon to 4 years for steelhead trout Resident trout spend their entire lives in

fresh water

3

I

3
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Salmonid habitat quality and quantity on federal lands is currently degraded throughout the

range of the northern spotted owl As stated in the FEMAT Report Even if changes in land

management practices and comprehensive restoration are initiated it is possible that no

option will completely recover all degraded aquatic systems within the next 100 years pV68Potential recovery intervals will parallel those of late successional forest characteristics

possibly up to 200 years

Alternative 9 was considered sufficient to reverse the trend of degradation and begin

recovery of aquatic ecosystems and habitat on federal lands within the range of the northern

spotted owl FEMAT Report p V68 although possibly at a slower rate than other

alternatives

Mitigation Measures

Possible mitigation measures include 1 using Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 on intermittent

streams in all watersheds 2 removing all lands in Tier 1 Key Watersheds from the suitable

timber base 3 prohibiting new road construction and requiring a net reduction of road

miles in Tier 1 Key Watersheds 4 Reducing the area available for harvest by removing

inventoried roadless areas from the suitable timber base

The outcomes in the FEMAT Report for all species races for Alternatives 1 through 6 8 9

and 10 were dependent upon funding and implementation of a long term restoration

strategy Thus mitigation measures proposed here with the exception of road removal in

Key Watersheds employ measures other than restoration for reducing risk sufficiently to

increase outcomes above those originally assigned in Alternative 9

Geographic Extent of Mitigation

The potential mitigation measures were intended for implementation throughout the range of

the northern spotted owl with the exception of measure 6 which would implement Riparian

Reserve Scenario 1 only within the range of coho salmon

Benefits of Mitigation

1 Application of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 on all intermittent streams may substantially

reduce the risk to habitat especially in coastal areas that have a large number of at risk

stocks VC large areas of unstable land figure V1 V3 and a relatively small

proportion of the total area in Key Watershed compared to more inland areas figureV25FEMAT Report If applied throughout the range of the northern spotted owl
Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 would be the most extensive mitigation measure suggested

and would achieve outcomes for Alternative 9 similar to those of Alternative 4

Outcomes for both coho salmon and searun cutthroat trout would approach those of

Alternative 4 if Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 were applied only within the range of coho

salmon This also covers much of the fall chinook salmon range All other spedes races

would benefit where their ranges overlap that of the coho salmon primarily in the coastal

provinces
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2 Removal of Key Watersheds from the suitable timber base would ensure that the system

established by Key Watersheds is subjected to limited disturbance from timber harvest

and related activities ie road and landing construction This mitigation measure would

be particularly valuable in the short term because the relatively small amount of high

quality habitat remaining is predominantly found in Key Watersheds This measure

strengthens the integrity of the Key Watershed system and directly benefits stocks

contained in these watersheds Key Watersheds will also be dependable sources of

individuals to recolonize adjacent watersheds as these recover Implementation of this

mitigation measure would likely achieve outcomes for Alternative 9 similar to those of

Alternative 4

3 The risk to Key Watersheds would be reduced by prohibiting new road construction and

requiring a net reduction in road miles This mitigation measure addresses one of the

primary impacts of timber harvest activities by reducing the potential for road related

disturbance ie increased sedimentation increased rates of mass failure disruption of

hydrologic flow patterns Although the benefit of this mitigation measure would

probably be less than that derived from removing Key Watersheds entirely from the

suitable timber base it would be valuable

4 The benefit of removing inventoried roadless areas from the suitable timber base may be

somewhat constrained by the coincidence of roadless areas and watersheds containing

habitat for these species however approximately 50 percent of all roadless areas are

contained in Key Watersheds within the range of the northern spotted owl FEMAT

Report Table V8 p V52 Inventoried roadless areas by definition are large 5000 acres

minimum RARE 11 with limited disturbance and limited fragmentation Thus they

generally contain high quality habitat Roadless areas are often characterized by

significant amounts of unstable land Removal of these areas from the suitable timber

base would reduce the potential for generating sediment from erosion and landslide

prone locations thereby reducing the risk to habitat The benefit of this mitigation may

be in excess of the benefits indicated solely by the number of affected acres due to the

exceptionally high quality of habitat provided by roadless areas and the percent overlap

of Key Watersheds and roadless areas

5 Removal of inventoried roadless areas from the suitable timber base in combination with

a prohibition on new road construction and required road removal would likely achieve

outcomes that approach those of Alternative 4 Even if this combination of mitigation

measures was implemented only in Key Watersheds all species races would benefit

Other Considerations

As stated in the FEMAT Report The viability assessment of federal habitat does not directly

correspond to population viability of the species considered This is due in part to impacts or

cumulative effects from nonfederal activities p V70 Examples include competition from

and genetic impacts of hatchery fish migratory impacts from dams ocean and freshwater

sport and commercial fisheries ocean conditions and habitat conditions on nonfederal lands

Federal lands do currently provide most of the highest quality water and fish habitat within

the range of the northern spotted owl Habitat conditions on state and private lands are
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generally inadequate to provide welldistributed stabilized populations of these species

throughout the range of the northern spotted owl

I Birds

A total of 36 species of birds were assessed by FEMAT Two species black backed

woodpecker and common merganser were selected for additional analysis and possible

additional mitigation measures under Alternative 9 The black backed woodpecker was

reviewed because of its rating in the FEMAT report and the common merganser was

reviewed because of concerns about cumulative effects Effects on the black backed

woodpecker could be mitigated by implementation of the measure for dumping of snags and

green trees in the matrix The common merganser would be benefited by the implementation

of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 However cumulative effects would remain a concern for the

merganser because so much of its breeding habitat is on nonfederal land

J Bats

Seven species of bats failed to pass the screens and were reanalyzed All seven failed on the

first screen which was the Assessment Team rating in the FEMAT Report In terms of

general ecology and predicted responses to possible mitigation measures these seven species

fall into four groups 1 small nonmigratory crevice roosting bats with widespread

distributions that use snags decadent trees buildings bridges and caves for roosting and
hibernating fringed myotis long eared myotis long legged myotis pallid bat 2 Keen’s

myotis a small rare endemic little known species that occurs only along coastal areas of

Puget Sound and the Olympic Peninsula and whose distribution lies mostly outside of

federal lands 3 hoary bat a large solitary migratory obligatory foliage roosting bat with

a widespread distribution and 4 silver haired bat a large migratory widely distributed

snag and decadent treeroosting bat although it may occasionally use buildings and caves

for roosting No additional species were added as a result of the other screens

Small Crevice roosting Bats

Although the species in this group have widespread geographic distributions they failed to

pass the screens largely because of demonstrated and hypothesized decreases in batpopulationsthroughout the region There is a strong concern that loss of snags and decadent

trees from the widespread conversion of oldgrowth forests to young even aged plantations

human disturbance and destruction of caves and mines and demolition of old wooden
bridges and buildings have significantly reduced the availability of potential roost sites for

crevice roosting bats In addition new evidence is emerging due to improvements in radio

transmitter miniaturization that indicates that snags and old decadent trees are far more

important to many bat species for roosting than had been previously suspected given that

such sites are extremely hard to locate without radio telemetry Pacific Northwest bats forage

primarily over riparian zones especially over streams and ponds There is also some concern

that inadequate riparian protection in previous timber harvest activities have reduced the

availability of foraging habitat for bats
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1
For these species the most important mitigation measures relate to provisions for additional

roost sites within the matrix and protection of roost sites in caves mines and wooden

structures Thus mitigation measure 12 which’specifies that green tree retention be designed

to include clumps of trees containing the largest green trees decadent and leaning live trees

and snags within the cutting unit is expected to significantly increase the availability of

potential roost sites within the matrix This in combination with mitigation measure 13

which specifies surveying caves mines and old wooden bridges and buildings for the

presence of roosting bats and protecting those sites containing bats would raise scores for

this group under Outcome A above the 80 percent level

Other possible mitigation measures would benefit this group but not play a significant role

in raising their ratings These include surveys to gain additional information on bats

mitigation measure 1 added protection for intermittent streams and small wetlands

mitigation measures 5 6 and 8 which would be expected to provide additional foraging

habitat and protection of additional old growth or latesuccessional stands mitigation

measures 9 18 and 20 which would be expected to provide additional roosting and foraging

habitat

Keen’s Myotis

This species failed the screen because of its extremely restricted distribution its rarity and

the almost complete lack of information available on its ecology and population status

Within the range of the northern spotted owl this species occurs only in the coastal areas

along Puget Sound and the Olympic Peninsula Thus its range occurs almost entirely on

nonfederal lands The only area for which management on federal lands may have an impact

is within the Olympic Adaptive Management Area

Because most of its distribution is on nonfederal lands mitigations on federal lands would be

limited in their effect on Keen’s myotis The only mitigation measures that are believed to be

of significant benefit to the species are those that concern modifications to prescriptions

within the Olympic Adaptive Management Area mitigation measures 6 and 18 Surveys to

gain additional information on this species would also be beneficial mitigation measure 1

Hoary Bat

Although this species has a widespread geographic distribution it failed to pass the screens

largely because of demonstrated and hypothesized decreases in bat populations throughout

the region There is a strong concern that the widespread conversion of old growth forests to

young even aged plantations and the resulting loss of large old conifer trees which are the

only sites in which this species roosts has significantly reduced the availability of potential

roost sites for this species Pacific Northwest bats forage primarily over riparian zones

especially over streams and ponds There is also some concern that inadequate riparian

protection in previous timber harvest activities have reduced the availability of foraging

habitat for the hoary bat

For this species the most important mitigation measure relates to provisions for additional

roost sites within the matrix Hoary bats require large conifer trees for roosting with foliage
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at least three meters off the ground because of their size they need to free fall in order to

become airborne Hoary bats would not be expected to use single trees as roosts due to a

lack of environmental buffering and protection from disturbance Thus mitigation measure
12 which specifies that green tree retention be designed to include dumps of trees containing

the largest green trees decadent and leaning live trees and snags within the cutting unit is
expected to significantly increase the availability of potential roost sites within the matrix
This mitigation is expected to raise the rating for hoary bats under Outcome A above the 80

percent level

Other possible mitigation measures are expected to benefit this species but not play a

significant role in raising its rating These include surveys to gain additional information on

the species mitigation measure 1 added protection for intermittent streams and small

wetlands mitigation measures 5 6 and 8 which would be expected to provide additional

foraging habitat and protection of additional oldgrowth or latesuccessional stands

mitigation measures 9 18 and 20 which would be expected to provide additional roosting

and foraging habitat

SilverHaired Bat

Although this species has a widespread geographic distribution it failed to pass the screens

largely because of demonstrated and hypothesized decreases in bat populations throughout

the region There is a strong concern that loss of snags and decadent trees from the

widespread conversion of old growth forests to young even aged plantations has

significantly reduced the availability of potential roost sites for the silver haired bat Pacific

Northwest bats forage primarily over riparian zones especially over streams and ponds
There is also some concern that inadequate riparian protection in previous timber harvest

activities have reduced the availability of foraging habitat for bats

For these species the most important mitigation measures relate to provisions for additional

roost sites within the matrix and protection of roost sites in caves mines and wooden
structures Thus mitigation measure 12 which specifies that green tree retention be designed

to include dumps of trees containing the largest green trees decadent and leaning live trees

and snags within the cutting unit is expected to significantly increase the availability of

potential roost sites within the matrix This in combination with mitigation measure 13
which specifies surveying caves mines and old wooden bridges and buildings for the

presence of roosting bats and protecting those sites containing bats is expected to raise the

rating for silver haired bats under Outcome A above the 80 percent level

Other possible mitigation measures are expected to benefit this species but not play a

significant role in raising its scores These include surveys to gain additional information on

bats mitigation measure 1 added protection for intermittent streams and small wetlands

mitigation measures 5 6 and 8 which would be expected to provide additionalforaginghabitatsurveying caves mines and old wooden bridges and buildings for the presence of

roosting bats and protecting those sites containing bats mitigation measure 13 and
protection of additional old growth or late successional stands mitigation measures 9 18
and 20 which would be expected to provide additional roosting and foraging habitat
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K Other Mammals

Four species of mammals failed to pass the screens and were reanalyzed fisher marten and

red tree vole southern species Phenacomys pomo and red tree vole northern species

Phenacomys longicaudus All four failed on the first screen which was the Assessment

Team rating in the FEMAT Report For species that passed the screen for FEMAT rating

additional review was done to determine if cumulative effects posed risks that were not

reflected in their rating These species are elk western red backed vole southern red backed

vole Townsend’s chipmunk northern flying squirrel dusky footed woodrat shrew mole

deer mouse forest deer mouse and the Pacific fog shrew complex All of the species that

passed the FEMAT rating screen have large geographic ranges 6 to 54 million acres and a

large portion of the range of each species is on federal lands 34 to 62 percent Therefore

none of them were thought to be at high risk due to cumulative effects and additional

analysis was not done for them No additional species were added as a result of the other

screens

Review of Fisher and Marten Ecology in the Pacific Northwest

Very little is known about the habitat relationships of fishers in the Douglas firwestern

hemlock zone In the Rocky Mountains and in forested areas of Canada and the eastern

United States fishers occupy a wide variety of forested habitats Fishers are not dependent

upon late successional forests but appear rather to require only dosed canopy forests that

can be of varying stand ages as long as they contain adequate prey populations fishers avoid

openings and clearcuts Consequently and because they are a wideranging species with

home ranges on the order of 7 square miles fishers are hypothesized to be particularly

sensitive to the effects of forest fragmentation Fishers were extirpated from most of the

eastern United States when vast areas of native forests were cut down and converted to

farmlands Subsequent abandonment of these farms and the reestablishment of second

growth forests has resulted in the restoration of fisher habitat the species is now sufficiently

abundant in many of those States to support a trapping season

In the Pacific Northwest fishers are associated with low and midelevation forests in which

deep snowpacks do not accumulate The distributional analysis conducted by Aubry and

Houston in Washington state showed that west of the Cascade crest fishers were rarely

recorded above
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whereas optimal habitat for fishers occurs at low to mid elevations where frequent above

freezing temperatures in the winter prevent the accumulation of snow Martens are more

dosely associated with late successional forests than fishers however because past timber

harvesting activities in this region have occurred primarily within the range of optimal

habitat for fishers and not martens the widespread harvesting of old growth forests has had

a significantly greater impact on fishers than on martens In addition fishers were

overtrapped in Oregon and Washington in the early part of this century seasons were dosed

in both States in the 1930s Thus marten populations throughout the Cascade Range are

generally considered to be healthy whereas fishers appear to be on the brink of extinction

even after 60 years of protection from trapping

In addition to a continuous canopy fishers also prefer forests that have complex physical

structure near the forest floor This structure is important for maintaining prey populations

and for providing access to prey during the winter especially when snow is on the ground

In addition fishers have very narrow habitat requirements for natal den sites all natal dens

ever found for fishers and this number is less than 50 range wide were located in cavities

in trees or snags at heights generally exceeding 6 meters Clearly only relatively large trees

or snags will serve as natal dens the mean dbh of 32 natal den sites found in Maine was 51

centimeters Because a female fishers raises her young alone and must leave the kits to

secure prey for herself and for them it is believed that such sites are necessary for protecting

the kits from predators when they are very young This rather restrictive habitat requirement

may have contributed to the decline of fishers in the Pacific Northwest because the

conversion of old growth Douglas fir forests to young even aged plantations results in the

elimination of potential natal den sites

Thus fisher populations are believed to have declined on federal lands within the range of

the northern spotted owl for two primary reasons both of which are related to the

widespread conversion of oldgrowth Douglas fir forests to young plantations loss of habitat

due to forest fragmentation resulting from clearcutting designed in a staggered setting

prescription and the removal of large down coarse woody debris and snags from the cutting

units

Because martens are more abundant and more widely distributed than fishers in the Pacific

Northwest more information is available on their habitat requirements and population

status Key habitat features are down coarse woody debris of various decay stages to support

prey primarily Clethrionomys large patches of late successional forest and intact forest

along riparian zones Martens preferentially select resting sites in large diameter trees near

streams either because larger trees tend to occur in more mesic conditions near streams

because of desirable microclimatic conditions there or because of proximity to prey that are

more numerous in streamside habitat

Martens are relatively abundant in the Cascades Range of Washington and Oregon but they

are infrequent in the Olympic Peninsula and in the coastal regions of Washington Oregon

and California As noted above martens are well adapted to high elevation conditions and

the lower elevations of coastal portions of these States may never have supported high

population densities compared to fishers Martens are capable of a higher reproductive rate

than fishers and may respond more quickly to habitat restoration Therefore populations

may recover as cutover forests within reserves attain late successional conditions over the

next 100 years
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Fisher

Fishers failed to pass the screens largely because of concern that inadequate provisions are

included in Alternative 9 for significantly reducing regional levels of forest fragmentation

and for providing adequate amounts of coarse woody debris within the matrix Fishers rated

less than 80 percent likelihood under Outcome A for Alternatives 1 and 3 which were

perceived to provide adequate levels of these habitat features

Implementing mitigations that would substantially reduce levels of forest fragmentation and

increase amounts of down coarse woody debris in the matrix are expected to raise the rating

under Outcome A above 80 percent There are two combinations of mitigation measures that

will accomplish this mitigation measures 11 and 16 or mitigation measures 11 and 20

Although additional snag provisions mitigation measure 12 would also benefit fishers by

providing additional potential denning sites it is not believed that denying sites will be a

limiting factor under Alternative 9 given proposed levels of Riparian Reserves Other

mitigations that will be of benefit to fishers but not play a significant role in increasing its

score include surveying to acquire additional information mitigation measure 1 increased

protection along intermittent streams and small wetlands mitigation measures 5 6 and 8
and protection of additional old growth and late successional forests mitigation measures 9

and 18American
Marten

The American marten failed to pass the screen primarily because habitat conditions in the

matrix would not provide adequate amounts of foraging and denning habitat especially in

the short term until habitat conditions achieve latesuccessional status within reserved areas

Alternatives that provided greater levels of coarse woody debris or wider Riparian Reserves

received higher ratings than those of Alternative 9

Mitigation for this species would be primarily a combination of increased coarse woody

debris in the matrix mitigation measure 11 and implementation of Riparian Reserve

Scenario 1 throughout the species range mitigation measure 5 Because the ranges of

marten and at risk fish stocks are largely coincident riparian protection within the ranges of

these fish is sufficient to achieve desired objectives for the marten

Imnplementati6n of this combination of mitigation measures will result in ratings similar to

those of Alternative 1 in terms of the likelihood that habitat conditions would be sufficient to

support a stable welldistributed population Marten populations are quite low in the

Olympic Peninsula and the Oregon Coast Range and there is some chance that populations

may not recover in those provinces despite the more favorable habitat conditions that would

result from these mitigation measures

No additional costs would be associated with implementing these mitigations measures for

American marten beyond those already attributed to the mitigation itself
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Red Tree Vole southern species Phenacomyspomo

The southern red tree vole failed to pass the screens by a very narrow margin it was given a

likelihood of 78 percent in Outcome A and zero percent for outcome D The rating was as

high as 100 percent for Alternative 1 and ranged from 88 to 95 percent in all other

alternatives except 7 and 8 The primary reason for the lower rating in Alternative 9 was

concern about retention of sufficient late’successional forest in the matrix uncertainty about

the species distribution and habitat requirements and the fact that only about 22 percent of

the species range occurs on federal land Given the very small margin by which this species

failed the screen the Species Analysis Team’s subsequent review of the panel notes and dose

examination of the distribution of reserved lands and Key Watersheds in California the team

does not find support for the need to further mitigate to meet the screening criteria under

Alternative 9 Our reanalysis of habitat conditions for this species leads to the conclusion that

it should pass the initial screens New research has shown that this species nests in later

classes of early successional forest Regarding the proportion of the species range on federal

lands 22 percent is significantly large and although nonfederal management will strongly

affect the species rangewide distribution there is ample opportunity to provide for well

distributed habitat to support stable populations on the federal portion of the species range

Therefore no specific mitigation measures are proposed but a number of measures that are

proposed as possible mitigation would benefit the species

Red Tree Vole northern species Phenacomys longicaudus

The northern red tree vole failed to pass the screens because of its apparent strong

association with old growth forests its very limited dispersal capabilities and general

concern about the extent to which information is lacking on its distribution habitat

requirements and population status Because this species is believed to be almost exclusively

canopy dwelling forest fragmentation and isolation of late successional patches may prevent

gene flow and detrimentally affect metapopulation dynamics The species failed to pass the

screens largely because of concern that the provisions of Alternative 9 would not adequately

provide for connectivity among late successional patches for dispersal and gene flow

Although red tree voles are dearly a dosed canopy species there is conflicting information

about the strength of its association with latesuccessional forests and in particular with very

large Douglas fir trees nests for this species have been found in younger forests Additional

information is urgently needed on their distribution and habitat affinities

Implementing mitigation measures that would reduce levels of forest fragmentation and

provide dispersal corridors for red tree voles and identify and protect occupied sites will

raise the rating under Outcome A above 80 percent There are two combinations of possible

mitigation measures that will accomplish this mitigation measures 2 and 5 or mitigation

measures 2 and 16Other mitigation measures that would be of benefit to red tree voles but

not play a significant role in increasing its rating include surveying to acquire additional

information mitigation measure 1 reserving the oldest and largest green trees in

prescriptions for green tree retention mitigation measure 12 and protection of additional

old growth and latesuccessional forests mitigation measures 9 18 and 20
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Matrices of Benefits From Mitigation Measures for

Each Species Group

Introduction

This portion of Appendix J2 represents the results of Step 6 Describe the Benefit Provided to

Each Species andor Species Group by Each Mitigation as described in more detail earlier in

this appendix under Description of the Process

The objective of this final step in the process was to describe and display the level of benefit

provided to each species by each of the possible mitigation measures This involved

reviewing the effect of all 23 consolidated mitigation measures on each species or group of

species Results of this review are displayed in the following tables The columns represent

the 23 mitigation measures which are listed below More detail on the specific measures is

presented in the section on Methods of Additional Species Analysis in the Final SEIS

Survey and manage

Survey to acquire additional information and ascertain levels of protection
1

Survey for the species and manage individual sites where it is found
2
3 Manage currently known locations of the species

Survey for the species and apply Riparian Reserve Scenario I guidelines along
4

intermittent streams and small headwaters where the species is found

Riparian Reserves

Apply Riparian Reserve Scenario I on intermittent streams with anadromous salmon or

5
trout throughout the range of the owl

Apply Riparian Reserve Scenario I on intermittent streams with anadromous salmon or

6
trout throughout the range of coho salmon

Ensure that riparian management in Adaptive Management Areas provides species

7
protection equivalent to riparian reserves

8 Apply Riparian Reserve Scenario I to ponds and other open water bodies less than 1

acre

Key Watershed Protection

Apply greater protection to Tier 1 Key Watersheds by removing them from the suitable

9
timber base

Build no new roads in Tier 1 Key Watersheds10

Matrix Management Provisions

Provide specified amounts of coarse woody debris in matrix management
11

12 Emphasize clumped green tree and snag leave in matrix management
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13 Provide additional noharvest buffers around cave entrances

14 Modify site treatment practices particularly the use of fire and pesticides and modify

harvest methods to minimize soil and litter disturbance

15 Provide dispersal corridors where needed in the range of red tree voles

16 Implement landscape management controls in the matrix to provide for spotted owl

dispersal

Miscellaneous Measures With Significant Impact

17 Remove inventoried roadless areas from the suitable timber base

18 Retain all old growth forests in marbled murrelet zone 1 including Adaptive

Management Areas

Other Miscellaneous Measures

19 Provide for retention of old growth fragments in watersheds where little remains

20 Provide residual habitat areas around spotted owl activity centers

21 Protect sites from grazing

22 Manage recreation areas to minimize disturbance to species

23 Other

The entries in the tables indicate the level of benefit provided to each species or species

group by each mitigation measure The following categories were used to summarize the

benefits The numbers that appear in the cells in the following tables are based on these

categories

1 It is judged that this mitigation would bring the species to the point where it would pass

all the initial screens

2 This mitigation in combination with another mitigation would bring the species to the

point where it would pass all the initial screens

3 This mitigation would be beneficial to the species but it is still likely to fail a screen

based on federal habitat management The species would be more fully protected by

another mitigation

4 This mitigation would be beneficial to the species but it is still likely to fail a screen

based on federal habitat management Adoption of another alternative is the only

mitigation that would be fully successful to pass screens

5 This mitigation would be beneficial to the species but it is still likely to fail a screen and

no other alternative or mitigation would bring it to the point where it would pass the

screen

6 This mitigation would benefit the species but it is still likely to fail a screen due to

influences outside the scope of this decision

7 Mitigation would do harm to the species

If the cell is left blank it indicates that mitigation is not applicable to the species or the

measure is not one of the primary mitigations for the species or the effects of the measure on

the species are unknown
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Errata This information on this page was unintentionally omitted during the compilation

of Appendix J2 This table should appear after page J261 and before page J262
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Basis for Rating and Mitigation for Individual Species

This portion of Appendix J2 represents the results of Step 2 Describe in Detail the Basis for

the Species Rating andor the Basis for Concern About the Cumulative Effects Step 3
Describe the Possible Mitigation Measures for Each Species and Step 4 Describe the Benefits

of the Possible Mitigation Measures Each of these steps is described in more detail earlier in

this appendix under Description of the Process

For each of the species selected in the four screens a detailed description and interpretation

was provided of the basis for the species rating in the FEMAT Report the basis for

reassessment given proposed changes to Alternative 9 andor the basis for concern about

cumulative effects In the process of completing these descriptions original assessment panel

notes were consulted as well as detailed maps of Alternative 9 and of species ranges and

locations original literature sources for the species and information on the portion of the

species range andor locations included within reserves Updated information was sought

from State Natural Heritage Program data bases and new herbarium searches were

conducted for lichens

The additional analysis for some species was more detailed than the original assessment

andor included new information that was not reasonably available at the time of the

original assessment In some cases this additional information provided the basis for

reinterpreting the assessments in the FEMAT Report Where this occurred it is noted in the

species discussions that follow

In developing the detailed descriptions of the species rating the Species Analysis Team

considered the contribution that each of the following factors may have made to the original

rating

Natural History In some cases the species may be known from only a few sites or from

within a very limited distribution In other cases the species habitat and thus its

distribution may be naturally fragmented

Past Actions In some cases the species habitat has been severely impacted andor

fragmented by previous actions and can only recover slowly In other cases the species

has already been extirpated from significant parts of its range and recolonization is

problematic

Species Range A large portion of a species range may lie outside the range of the

northern spotted owl In other cases a large portion of a species range may occur on

nonfederal land

Non habitat Factors Factors such as hunting fishing air and water quality and climate

can influence the likely future for some species

Inadequate Information In some cases the species rating may be largely a reflection of

scientific uncertainty due to the lack of available information about a species

Features of the Alternative The specific features of the alternatives were intended to

play a primary role in determining the species rating For this analysis the Species
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Analysis Team attempted to detail the specific features of the alternative that most

influenced the original rating This information was a critical building block for designing

mitigation measures

In addition to the above factors the possible role of cumulative effects was examined for

each species in this analysis This included species that were specifically analyzed because of

cumulative effects as well as species that were analyzed based on other screens The Species

Analysis Team assessed the role that cumulative effects might play in determining the

species future and whether cumulative effects had already been accounted for in the

FEMAT rating Even though the original Assessment Team ratings of habitat outcomes for

federal land were supposed to be independent of cumulative effects in practice it was very

difficult to separate federal habitat from other influences on some species In this most recent

analysis discussions of cumulative effects include the effects of species range non federal

habitat management and non habitat factors

Based on the above discussions a summary statement was provided describing the likely

future outcome for each species This summary provided clarification of the reasoning behind

the species rating in the FEMAT Report The summaries enabled the Species Analysis Team
to distinguish between situations for example where a species received a particular rating

because of naturally fragmented habitat and situations where a species received a particular

rating because the proposed action in the alternative was likely to further fragment its

habitat The summaries also provided new information on cumulative effects and likely

effects of changes that had been proposed to Alternative 9

Possible mitigation measures were developed in conjunction with individual species experts

The mitigation measures were designed primarily to modify features of Alternative 9 but

any or all of these mitigation measures could be combined with any of the alternatives In

many cases the possible measures are simply components of other alternatives in which the

species outcome rated higher In other cases the mitigation measure would prescribe actions

to be taken when very localized actions are planned These mitigation measures were

intended to address the rare and narrowlydistributed species Finally some mitigation

measures were intended to offset the possible negative consequences of cumulative effects

In all cases the overall objective of possible mitigation measures was to bring the species to a

point where it would pass through all the screens described in Step 1 see Description of the

Process earlier in this appendix In some cases this objective was either not possible or

could only be accomplished by adoption of another alternative In these cases that conclusion

is stated but possible mitigation measures have been presented that would provide some

benefit to the species Mitigation measures have been described as specifically as possible to

help determine the benefits of the mitigation

Benefits of the possible mitigation measures would have been best described by conducting a

new species assessment using a similar process as that described in the FEMAT Report

However a number of factors prevented such a reassessment Instead the Species Analysis

Team provided qualitative statements about the efficacy of mitigation that was proposed for

each species Wherever possible information was provided on the effectiveness of each

component of the mitigation For example if species surveys are an important component of

the mitigation measures the reliability of those surveys in locating th species is described

Where several different possible levels of mitigation are proposed the benefits of each of

them is described individually
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The species summaries for fungi were prepared using information provided under contract

by Dr Joe Ammirati Botany Department University of Washington Dr Bill Denison

Department of Botany and Plant Pathology Oregon State University and Dr Jim Trappe

Department of Forest Sciences Oregon State University These individuals also consulted

other knowledgeable people herbaria records and the literature to provide as much

information as was possible or available within a very short timeframe The species

summaries that follow were prepared by Robin D Lesher who assumes responsibility for

their content and interpretation

A table of contents is provided at the beginning of each species group to help the reader

more easily locate specific species or groups of species
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L Species Antitrichia curtipendula Moss One of two species in Canopy Interior group

II FEMAT Rating 73 2700

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This species is best developed on branches and limbs in the interior of

the coniferous canopy in cool wet forests along the coast and on stream terraces subject to

cold air drainage and fog penetration Its presence in the understory usually results from I

litterfall Its large biomass may play a keystone role in mineral cycling and regulation of

microclimate in the canopy It is also used for nesting sites by the marbled murrelet and red

tree vole

B Past Actions Roading and logging on stream terraces has reduced occurrences and

fragmented some populations

C Species Range Distributed throughout the region west of the Cascades circumboreal

About 25 percent of the populations occur on non federal hardwood stands in western

interior valleys

D Nonhabitat Factors Declining air quality and add precipitation will cause losses on

hardwoods in western interior valleys and will elevate concern for this species on federal

land The species is known to be in decline from air pollution in Sweden Its location on

stream bottoms in the Pacific Northwest makes it vulnerable to air pollution because

aerosols concentrate in valleys

E Inadequate Information The keystone role of this species in canopy dynamics needs

more study and was responsible for some concern about the ratings

F Features of the Alternative Riparian buffers were thought to have been adequate to

protect many occurrences of this species but buffer widths may be inadequate to protect I

larger occurrences on broad floodplains and stream terraces

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Despite projected adequate protection on federal lands

loss of 25 percent of populations declining hardwood habitat and effects of declining air

quality on non federal lands may elevate the importance of this species on federal lands

VLI Summary This is a common species but cumulative effects on non federal land may raise

concerns about this species viability on federal lands

VII Mitigation Mitigation can offset concerns about cumulative effects on non federal land

A Geographic extent Throughout region
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B Specific habitats Riparian buffers stream terraces

C Mitigation measures Riparian buffers should be extended to encompass entire stream

terraces as much of the biomass of this species exists beyond one or two tree lengths from

streams Because so many floodplain acres have been lost to roads no new roads should be

constructed on them Stands on these sites should not be thinned or harvested It is

important to preserve shading and moisture retention in the canopy to promote the growth
of this species

D Benefits Mitigation will stabilized populations on federal lands at existing levels while

populations on non federal land are anticipated to decline Not much can be done to offset

effects of air pollution originating from non federal land Protection of existing populations

will enable dispersal to developing late successional or old growth stands elsewhere in the

landscape

L Species Liverwort Diplophyllum plicatum

IL FEMAT Rating 10 30 30 30

II Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IW Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species grows on bark decaying wood and thin soil over rock

Requires cool moist conditions

B Past Actions Coastal occurrences in Sitka spruce zone have been decimated by logging

old growth spruce Only known Oregon occurrences are from old growth reserves

C Species Range Coastal Oregon Olympic Peninsula Washington Cascades northward

to Alaska Asia Rare and local in our region Half of occurrences in Oregon are on non
federal land

D Nonhabitat Factors Liverworts are especially sensitive to acid precipitation and global

climate change Air quality is not much of a threat in coastal localities but could be

detrimental to Cascade populations in Washington

E Inadequate Information Knowledge of distribution and ecology within the region is

inadequate

F Features of the Alternative Riparian buffers and reserves may protect the species in the

western Cascades of Washington but its distribution in the state is too poorly known to

assess with certainty Loss of habitat on the coast and non federal ownership of much of

remaining old growth there largely negate the effectiveness of the alternative
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L

V Cumulative Effects Assessment In Oregon 50 percent of the known populations occur on

non federal land Losses in non federal land would raise the importance of populations on

federal land

VL Summary This is a rare species whose distribution is spotty and poorly known In Oregon

it is not well protected by the alternative primarily because of a coastal distribution on non

federal land The distribution of existing populations in Washington is not well known

VII Mitigation The species rarity may preclude the effectiveness of mitigation

A Geographic extent Coastal Oregon and Washington Washington Cascades

B Specific habitats Bark of hardwoods and conifers soil over rock rotting logs Cool

moist sites with much organic matter available

C Mitigation measures Manage more acres for late successional and oldgrowth Sitka

spruce and protect existing stands along the coast Stands on these sites should not be

thinned or harvested and all downed logs should be left in place It is important to

preserve shade moist conditions and loading of woody debris in the understory

Inventories needed throughout range to better determine distribution and habitat

requirements

D Benefits Protection of coastal spruce habitat will help offset losses on non federal

lands Additional inventories will identify areas needing protection in Washington Cascades

and Olympics where current distribution is unknown Protection of existing populations

will enable dispersal to developing late successional or old growth stands elsewhere in the

landscape

Species Liverwort Douinia ovata One of two species in Canopy Interior group

IL FEMAT Rating 73 2700

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This species occurs in both coniferous canopy and on rock outcrops

and ridges all subject to fog interception In the canopy it occurs on the underside of

limbs below mats of Antitrichiacurtipendula and also on branches in the outer canopy

B Past Actions Roading and logging on stream terraces has reduced occurrences and

fragmented some populations on federal land Some losses have occurred on rock outcrops

quarried for gravel Large areas of former habitat have been lost on non federal land
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I CSpecies Range Throughout region Europe western North America Japan

D Nonhabitat Factors This species occurs in habitats subject to interception of aerosols

Air pollution will probably decimate some populations at the edge of interior valleys as

well as on stream terraces within federal lands Liverworts are especially sensitive to air

pollution but it is not known if this species has been documented to be in decline

E Inadequate Information Additional inventories needed Abundance within region is

imperfectly known

F Features of the Alternative Riparian buffers were thought to have been adequate to

protect many occurrences of this species but buffer widths may be inadequate to protect

larger occurrences on broad floodplains and stream terraces

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Probably 90 95 percent of remaining populations of this

species occur on federal land Despite projected adequate protection on federal lands large

areas of former habitat have been lost on non federal land Deleterious effects of air

pollution may cause decline in populations

VL Summary Thought to be a fairly common species Major threat are projected losses due to

air pollution

VIL Mitigation Mitigation would stabilize existing populations on federal land although

nothing can be done about air pollution originating from non federal lands

I A Geographic extent Throughout region

B Specific habitats Riparian buffers stream terraces rock outcrops with fog interception

C Mitigation measures Riparian buffers should be extended to encompass entire stream

terraces as much of the biomass of this species exists beyond one or two tree lengths from

I streams Because so many floodplain acres have been lost to roads no new roads should be
constructed on them Stands on these sites should not be thinned or harvested Also

outcrop habitats with fog interception should be left undeveloped Damaging activities

would include quarrying road construction siting of communication facilities and heavy

hiking activity

I

D Benefits Mitigation will stabilized populations on federal lands at existing levels while

populations on non federal land will continue to decline Not much can be done to offset

effects of air pollution originating from non federal land Protection of existing populations

will enable dispersal to developing late successional or old growth stands elsewhere in the

landscape

I

I L Species Liverwort Kurzia makinoana
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11 FEMAT Rating 91333 1

II1 Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

IA Natural History On wellshaded rotten wood and humic soil at low elevation

especially on stream terraces and other cool moist forest locations Associated with

wetlands in California and old growth in Oregon and Washington

B Past Actions This species would have been completely decimated in low elevation

forests on non federal land due to logging and land clearing Past losses on federal land

would have occurred due to road building thinning and harvest activities on stream

terraces

C Species Range Throughout region but uncommon North to Alaska Asia

D Nonhabitat Factors Add precipitation might be a factor although plants might be

buffered by forest canopy Their location on the ground would be somewhat remote from I

areas of deposition eg twigs and branches in canopy

E Inadequate information Very little is known about the abundance distribution and

ecology of this species in the region Inventories are needed

F Features of the Alternative Riparian buffers were thought to have been adequate to

protect many occurrences of this species but buffer widths may be inadequate to protect

larger occurrences on broad floodplains and stream terraces

IV Cumulative Effects Assessment Reduction or extirpation on non federal land at low

elevation raises the importance of remaining populations on federal land

VL Summary An uncommon and poorly known species Shifts from wetlands in south of

range to oldgrowth in north Preference for low elevation sites infers large losses from past

actions 3

VII Mitigation Would certainly improve viability for remaining populations on federal land

IA Geographic extent Throughout range

B Specific habitats Stream terraces and floodplains at low elevations wetlands in

California

C Mitigation measures Riparian buffers should be extended to encompass entire stream

Iterraces as much of the biomass of this species probably exists beyond one or two tree

lengths from streams Because so many floodplain acres have been lost to roads no new

roads should be constructed on them Stands on these sites should not be thinned or

harvested and all downed logs should be left in place It is important to preserve shade

moist conditions and loading of woody debris in the understory

I

I
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D Benefits Mitigation will stabilize populations on federal lands at existing levels while

populations on non federal land are not anticipated to recover Mitigation could notpreventlossesfrom air pollution Protection of existing populations will enable dispersal to

developing latesuccessional or old growth stands elsewhere in the landscape

Species Marsupellaemarginatavar aquatica Liverwort

IL FEMAT Rating 030 60 10

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IW Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This semiaquatic species grows on rocks in the splash zone of a

stream at middle to higher elevation

B Past Actions Not known

C Species Range Known only from one location in western North America on stream

draining Waldo Lake western Oregon Cascades Also known from eastern North America

and Europe

D Nonhabitat Factors Improved recreational access to Waldo Lake between 1950 and

1975 caused a decline in the lake’s water quality Its ultraoligotrophic water had theclarityandpurity of distilled water measures which have deteriorated in recent studies This may
have adversely affected the species Also increasing hiker impacts around lake and along

streams could threaten the species Construction of a new footbridge at a trail crossing

could unwittingly destroy one of the known populations

E Inadequate Information Inventories and monitoring needed to determine distribution

and abundance

F Features of the Alternative Riparian zone buffers and stream protection would provide

protection but recreational activity on and around Waldo Lake could compromise the

benefits of the alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment No known populations on non federal land in our region

VL Summary A rare species known from only one population in western North America

Would be protected in riparian and stream buffers but is threatened by recreational

pressure

VIL Mitigation Mitigation would address the question of whether recreational activity is

having deleterious effect on species and would improve the ratings

A Geographic extent Western Oregon Cascades to be sought in Washington Cascades
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B Specific habitats Streamside rocks in splash zone at middle to higher elevations

C Mitigation measures Protect the world class water quality of Waldo Lake Close the

lake to motorized boats improve sewage disposal at campgrounds and monitor water

quality on a regular basis Protect the population at the trail crossing by moderating use or

rerouting the trail to protect the site More inventories are needed to locate additional

populations in more remote locations to avoid recreational conflicts

D Benefits Although little is known about this species mitigation at existing site and

additional inventory will vastly improve its chances of viability Protection of existing

populations would also improve the chances for dispersal downstream or to other

drainages

Species Ptilidium californicum Liverwort

IL FEMAT Rating 100 000 California only

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Yes deletion of 180 year rotation on

California National Forests

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Grows on conifer bark and logs requiring cool moist conditions In

northern California exhibits a strong affinity for old growth white fir forests around 5000

feet elevation Abundant where it occurs

B Past Actions Logging past and ongoing at these elevations has decimated

populations

C Species Range Throughout region but becomes rare in northern California California

populations are most abundant on Hoopa Indian Reservation Endemic to Pacific

Northwest

D Nonhabitat Factors Air pollution is always a potential problem for liverworts

E Inadequate Information Occurrences on federal vs non federal lands should be

documented to determine how much can be protected

F Features of the Alternative Original plan to implement 180 year rotation would have

been adequate to ensure survival of this species in this part of its range Post FEMAT

changes to Alternative 9 call for shorter rotations based on local forest plans This could

result in significant losses for this species

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The species is most common on Hoopa Indian Reservation

where harvest of old growth white fir is diminishing the range of the species in northern
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California Activity on non federal land will certainly elevate status of this species on

federal land

VL Summary Common in the region except for northern California PostFEMAT changes put

this species at risk in that part of its range where it is most restricted

VIL Mitigation Mitigation would stabilize the populations and ensure their viability

A Geographic extent Northern California only

B Specific habitats Old growth white fir forests around 5000 feet elevation lower and

midslope Bark on living boles and fallen logs

C Mitigation measures Maintain long rotations 180 years or more in stands where

species is present Do not remove fallen trees and logs as these serve as substrate in

addition to bark on living trees Amount of stands to be protected must be based on

inventory for this species to determine how much is present and how it is distributed in

northern California

D Benefits Extensive losses on non federal lands may compromise effectiveness of

mitigation on federal lands This would depend on how many populations occur on federal

land Protection of existing populations will enable dispersal to developing latesuccessional

or old growth stands elsewhere in the landscape

Species Scouleria marginata Moss

IL FEMAT Rating 100 000

Jl Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IW Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Grows on rocks in splash zones of streams usually mixed with more

common Scouleria aquatic just above level of mean summer flows Subject to inundation in

winter it needs dean water and cool temperatures

B Past Actions Populations are thought to have been impacted from removal of riparian

forest increased water temperatures and silt loads from logging

C Species Range Throughout range but infrequent Endemic to Pacific Northwest

D Nonhabitat Factors Increased water temperature and sediment loads from upstream

logging and roads are a threat Although the species is an efficient sediment trapper it

cannot tolerate excessive siltation
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E Inadequate Information Abundance and distribution poorly known additional

inventories needed

F Features of the Alternative Original ratings reflected confidence that riparian buffers

and watershed protection would be adequate Concern here arises from cumulative effects

on non federal land

V Cumulative Effects Assessment A lack of knowledge concerning the abundance and
distribution of this species the ongoing effects from harvest and roading on non federal

land and declining regional water quality contribute to concern about future viability due
to cumulative effects Losses on non federal land may raise importance of this species on

federal land

VI Summary Distribution and abundance of this aquatic species is uncertain Ongoing
activities on non federal land that degrade water quality will increase importance of

populations on federal land

VII Mitigation Mitigation would stabilize populations on federal land unless non federal land

is upstream

A Geographic extent Throughout range

B Specific habitats Rocks in splash zones of streams low to higher elevations

C Mitigation measures Maintain riparian buffers and other watershed protection

measures as prescribed in alternative No new road construction Additional inventory will

determine if recreational uses impact populations

D Benefits Mitigation would stabilize existing populations on federal land and would
help improve water quality for non federal lands downstream Activities on non federal

land upstream could compromise effectiveness of mitigation Protection of known
populations would improve chances of dispersal downstream and into different drainages

I

L Species Thamnobryum neckeroides Moss

H FEMAT Rating 60 2020 0 I

II Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None I

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Grows on densely shaded moist organic soil and rocks in thickets of

willow vine maple and Sitka alder at middle to higher elevations Thickets usually occur at
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the margins of avalanche tracks seepage areas and the bases of talus slopes in headwall

areas confluent with stands of oldgrowth Sites often have latelying snow beds

B Past Actions Road building below headwalls and logging has probably decimated

some populations especially on non federal land

C Species Range Distribution of this species is sporadic unpredictable and may always

have been patchy Known primarily from the western Cascades Oregon to Alaska

Endemic to Pacific Northwest

D Nonhabitat Factors Add precipitation concentrated in snow beds could alter water

chemistry in these habitats and impact the species

E Inadequate Information Additional inventories needed to determine abundance and

distribution

F Features of the Alternative It would probably receive adequate protection in riparian

prescriptions and headwall buffers

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Difficult to assess because of lack of data Some losses

have no doubt occurred on federal and non federal land shrinking the range of this species

in our area

VL Summary Spotty distribution of this species makes it difficult to assess losses and

cumulative effects

VIL Mitigation Mitigation will help stabilize populations of this species on federal lands

A Geographic extent Mostly western Cascades

B Specific habitats Thickets of willow vine maple and Sitka alder at middle to higher

elevations occurring at margins of avalanche tracks seepage areas and bases of talus

slopes especially in headwall areas

C Mitigation measures Keep roads and heavy equipment out of these habitats Do not

thin or harvest in adjacent old growth stands as this could alter hydrology and

microclimate

D Benefits Headwall buffers and riparian protection would stabilize the species on

federal land Not much can be done about occurrences on non federal land nor about

putative effects of acid precipitation concentrated in snow beds Although this species

produces spores only rarely protection of known populations would improve chances of

dispersal to other sites
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L Species Tritomariaexsectiformis Liverwort

111 FEMAT Rating 030 4030

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating l

A Natural History Occurs on shaded moist soil or rocks from low to high elevation

especially around spring heads In Oregon it is known primarily from riparian areas subject

to considerable trampling by recreationists

B Past Actions Trampling by recreationists and livestock in riparian areas may have

caused declines

C Species Range West and east slope of Cascades Olympic Mountains and northward

Circumboreal

D Nonhabitat Factors Add precipitation may pose threats

E Inadequate information Additional inventory needed for this species to determine

abundance and distribution

F Features of the Alternative In theory riparian buffers should be adequate to protect

this species but the heavy recreational trampling in the known localities would compromise

effectiveness of treatment

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Probably 90 95 percent of populations are on federal land

given the habitat needs for this species

VL Summary Sporadic distribution in riparian areas and lack of adequate inventory data

make this species difficult to protect Concentration of recreational use at known localities

calls for mitigation beyond what is supported by the alternative

VIL Mitigation Mitigation would certainly improve ratings for this species

A Geographic extent Cascades

B Specific habitats Shaded moist soil and rocks in riparian areas by spring heads

C Mitigation measures In addition to riparian buffers fences are needed to keep

recreationists and livestock out of the spring head areas and associated marshes where

trampling has the most impact

D Benefits Fencing will keep many casual visitors out of critical areas and will markedly

improve ratings for this species Protection of existing populations will allow dispersal

downstream and into other drainages where new populations may become established
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L Species Bolete Gastroboletussubalpinus

H FEMAT Rating 70 3000

collective rating for Bolete group

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Endemic to Oregon Cascades and northern Sierras in

California probably ectomycorrhizal with lodgepole pine and whitebarkpine and

possibly other Pinaceae at elevations from

4



C Mitigation Measures Preserve at least one area of low recreational impact the best

candidate at present is 2 miles E of Cascade Pass Oregon along State Highway 138 in a

lodgepole pine stand on the north side of the highway This area would preserve a

large population of the species if protected from fire and timber harvest pendingsurveyofadjacent Crater Lake National Park lands for the species If it proves abundant in the

National Park the proposed preserved area could be opened to other uses Survey to

delineate boundaries of known populations establish buffer around known locations to

provide for adequate protection of population Establish Mycological Special Interest

Area to protect type locality Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations

Monitor populations for recreation impacts Develop management guidelines toprotectpopulationsfrom adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and

associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Preservation of a locally abundant population free of heavy recreational

use would minimize the chances of serious depletion of this endemic speciesthroughtrampling
soil compaction etc

L Species

False Truffle Thaxterogasterpingue

Bolete Gastroboletusturbinatus

IL FEMAT Rating

5525 200 Thaxterogasterpingue collective rating for False Truffle group
703000 Gastroboletusturbinatus collective rating for Bolete group

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These widely distributed fungi occur in mature to old growth

forests in a wide variety of habitats as ectomycorrhizal associates Gastroboletus

turbinatuswith true firs Engelmann and Sitka spruce mountain and western

hemlocks from coastal forests to relatively high elevations Thaxterogasterpingue with

true firs only at mid to high elevations The habitats are generally characterized by
relatively thick humus development and an abundance of large coarse woody
debris

B Past Actions

C Species Range Gastroboletusturbinatus North Cascades of Washington south to

the northern Sierras Washington Coast Oregon Coast and Coast Ranges and

Siskiyou Mountains Kamath Mountains of California northern Idaho Missouri

Mexico

Thaxterogasterpingue Cascade Mountains from Canadian Border to northern
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Sierras of California northern Rocky Mountains Siskiyou Mountains of Oregon

south to Klamath Mountains of California

D Nonhabitat Factors The coastal localities of Gastroboletus turbinatus are in areas

of heavy recreational use potentially subject to trampling and soil compaction

Siskiyou and Klamath Mountain localities of both species have a history of extensive

logging

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Marbled murrelet zones may protect suitable

habitats for coastal representatives of Gastroboletusturbinatus

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Most known high elevation localities for these

species are already preserved in wilderness or botanic areas on federal lands

VI Summary These unusual but common and widely distributed species occupy

mature to oldgrowth forests or forests with an abundant legacy of coarse woody debris and

humus development Because of their wide range and present protection of habitats in

wilderness or botanic areas and National Parks risk of extirpation is not anticipated

VIL Mitigation Continue preservation of habitat as already accomplished in designated

wilderness and botanic areas and National Parks Protect the type locality of Thaxterogaster

pingue

A Geographic Extent see Species Range

B Specific Habitats Locally abundant throughout the geographic extent The type

locality of Thaxterogaster pingue is Horse Camp Mt Shasta National Recreation Area

C Mitigation Measures Continue preservation of habitat as already accomplished

in designated wilderness and botanic areas and National Parks Initiate process of

establishing a Mycological Special Interest Area for the type locality of Thaxterogaster

pingue at Mt Shasta National Recreation Area

D Benefits Continued preservation of suitable habitats will eliminate risk of

extirpation

L

U

Species Group Low Elevation Boletes Boletus piperatus Tylopilus pseudoscaber

FEMAT Rating 1743 400

collective rating for Low Elevation Bolete group
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IIIm Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Tylopilus pseudoscaber a Pacific Northwest endemic occurs in

low elevation moist habitats often associated with Sitka spruce forests Boletus

piperatus occurs in low to mid elevation forests Both species are mycorrhizal and
require coarse woody debris in decay class Ill IV V

B Past Actions Loss of low elevation old growth and coastal Sitka spruce forests

has contributed to loss of habitat for these species and potential isolation of

populations

C Species Range

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Location of specific reserves and distribution of the

reserves across the landscape were important in species rating

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Since these species occur in low elevation forests

what little habitat remains on state and private land is important for their viability

VL Summary Ratings reflect species distribution and association with low elevation

and coastal Sitka spruce forests Much of this area is in younger age classes and non federal

ownership so actual habitat is limited

VIL Mitigation Mitigation could improve ratings by providing for low elevation old
growth habitat welldistributed throughout the coastal and low elevation areas

A Geographic Extent Throughout range of northern spotted owl

B Specific Habitats Low elevation and coastal Sitka spruce forests

C Mitigation Measures Maintain existing low elevation and coastal Sitka spruce

old growth stands Identify areas where low elevation stands are limited and
manage to allow additional stands to mature into old growth to provide a network

of habitat for these fungi Within harvest areas of the matrix maintain amounts of

coarse woody debris that are representative of the natural stand conditions and
maintain significant amounts of coarse woody debris in decay classes III IV and V
which are required by these species aggregate leave trees and minimize site

disturbance Include these species in the general regional inventory of fungi to

determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and ecology Determine

distribution of populations relative to late successional reserves and matrix

allocation Develop database of known locations and determine if management is

necessary to protect known populations
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D Benefits Protection of existing low elevation and coastal Sitka spruce old

growth forests along with managing for additional stands to achieve old growth

condition should improve viability ratings for these two species

1 Species Group Rare Boletes Boletus haematinus Boletus pulcherrimus

IL FEMAT Rating 252 28 18

collective rating for Rare Bolete group

L Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Since Boletus haematinus is associated

with high elevation silver fir forests and ranges into California the removal of the 180 year

rotation in the matrix lands of California may reduce suitable and potential habitat this

species has never been observed in forests that have been disturbed

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These species are rare but widely and sporadically distributed

and endemic to the Pacific Northwest Boletus haematinus occurs in high montane

conifer forests associated with Abies Boletus pulcherrimusis found in low to mid

elevation conifer forests is relatively rare and often occurs as single or a few fruiting

bodies

B Past Actions Logging of low elevation forests may have removed habitat for Boletus

pulcherrimus Management in high elevation Abies forests in California may have

removed habitat for Boletus haematinus

C Species Range Boletus haematinus occurs from California north to Stevens Pass

Washington Boletus pulcherrimusranges from California into Canada and Olympics

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information Specific sites of species occurrences are not well known

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Boletus pulcherrimusis a low elevation old growth

species so what little old growth habitat remains on state and private land may be important

for its viability Boletus haematinus needs mature Abies forests checkerboard ownership of

private lands in California may be important for this species viability

VL Summary Rating reflects rare and sporadic distribution across the landscape loss of

low elevation oldgrowth forests and mature Abies forests in California
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VII Mitigation Mitigation could improve ratings for localities which occur outside of late

successional reserves

A Geographic Extent Range of northern spotted owl

B Specific Habitats Low to mid elevation old growth forests high elevation Abies

forests in California

C Mitigation Measures Identify and protect specific sites where these species occur

Protect and buffer type localities Include these species in the general regional

inventory of fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and

ecology Determine distribution of populations relative to latesuccessional reserves and
matrix land allocations Conduct surveys to find new locations as part of watershed

analysis Site locations should be documented and maintained in a regional Geographic

Information System so land managers will know where populations exist before

planning or executing projects Manage to maintain low elevation conifer forests and
high elevation Abies forests in California that are welldistributed across the landscape

Within harvest areas of the matrix maintain amounts of coarse woody debris that are

representative of the natural stand conditions aggregate leave trees and minimize site

disturbance

D Benefits Protection of known locations and managing for oldgrowth stands within

areas where species are suspected to occur should reduce risk of extirpation

Species Group
Rare Gilled Mushrooms Ectomycorrhizal Chroogomphus loculatus

Rare Bolete Gastroboletus imbellus

Rare Undescribed Taxa

Martellia sp nov Trappe 1700

Octavianina sp nov Trappe 7502

Rhizopogon sp nov Trappe 1692

Rhizopogon sp nov Trappe 1698

the two Undescribed Rhizopogon spp were added after publication of FEMAT

IL FEMAT Rating

550 2818 collective rating for Rare Gilled Mushrooms group Ectomycorrhizal

0283 15 collective rating for Rare Bolete False Truffle group
0060 40 collective rating for Rare Undescribed Taxa group

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species are very rare and locally endemic These species are
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probably all ectomycorrhizal with Pinaceae

B Past Actions The type localities are all within the Lamb Butte Scenic Area3

C Species Range All species in this group are known only from type collections

from the Willamette National Forest along the Olallie trail to The Potholes Lamb

Butte Scenic Area T 17 S R 6 E Secs 15 22 and 27

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate information The species in this group have not been seen in at least

4 collecting trips to the Lamb Butte Scenic Area since the types were collected and

they have not been found elsewhere

F Features of the Alternatives Other than designation of scenic area status of

Lamb Butte protection of these type localities has not been provided

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The distribution of these species outside the Lamb

Butte Scenic area is unknown although it is likely that all occur in similar habitats nearby

eg the Olallie Ridge Research Natural area to the north of Lamb Butte

VL Summary These species are all rare and known only from the type locality Species

that are very rare and locally endemic were not rater higher than C in the original rating

This rating is more reflective of species natural history and rarity rather than features of the

alternatives For either habitat or habitat history this area concentrates an unusual number

of rare fungal species These species may not be solely restricted in distribution because of

what we do with management activities but may be influenced by inherent life history

characteristics habitat requirements distribution of particular habitat and the history of the

habitat in which they occur

VIL Mitigation Mitigation for protection and buffering of type locations could reduce

risk of extirpation and improve viability of species at these known locations

A Geographic extent All species in this group are known only from type

collections from the Willamette National Forest along the Olallie trail to The

Potholes Lamb Butte Scenic Area T 17 S R 6 E Secs 15 22 and 27

B Specific Habitats Upper midelevation ca

5
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Because the area appears to harbor these rare species still other rare species can be

expected to be found Designation as a Mycological Special Interest Area would

provide better emphasize the area’s values Site locations and distribution of these

species should be documented and maintained in a regional Geographic Information

System so land managers will know where populations exist before planning or

executing projects Develop management guidelines to protect populations from

adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated

database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of known locations and expanding the area to include

nearby similarhabitats will lessen the risk of extirpation of these rare endemics

Designation of a Mycological Special Interest Area for these species will also benefit

a number of other rare or endemic species which also occur here

Species Rare Bolete Gastroboletus ruber

IL FEMAT Rating 67 2283

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Closely associated with old growth mountain hemlock as an

ectomycorrhizal fungus This rare endemic is found at upper midto high

elevations in mature to old growth forests with a welldeveloped humus layer

Known from 16 collections

B Past Actions

C Species Range North Cascades of Washington south to Willamette Pass

Oregon Type locality is near Snoqualmie Pass Washington

D Nonhabitat Factors Most known localities are in already protected areas

wilderness areas national parks although some are in heavily used recreational

areas The type locality experiences particularly intense recreational use

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment With the possible exception of the type locality

near Snoqualmie Pass in Washington all known localities are on federal land
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VI Summary Host specific to mountain hemlock so availability of host species is

important to survival Most areas where fungus is known to occur are not managed for

timber harvest except possibly Willamette Pass

VIL Mitigation Continue preservation of localities now in wilderness or national park

status Attempt to relocate the type locality and if found provide protection with

designation of Mycological Special Interest Area

A Geographic Extent North Cascades of Washington south to Willamette Pass

Oregon

B Specific Habitats Type locality near Snoqualmie Pass Washington Other

Washington locations 4 miles N of Copper Lake upper Chilliwack River and

Cascade Pass trailhead North Cascades National Park Lyman Lake Glacier Peak

Wilderness Area Wenatchee National Forest Tombstone Lake Gifford Pinchot

National Forest Oregon Tilly Jane Forest Camp Mt Hood National Forest Cabot

Carl and Shirley Lakes Mt Jefferson Wilderness Area Deschutes National Forest

Lamb Butte Scenic Area and Willamette Pass Willamette National Forest

C Mitigation Measures Continue preservation of localities now in wilderness or

national park status Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and populations

establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate protection of

population Monitor for recreation impacts Attempt relocation of type locality and

if found inventory for populations and establish Mycological Special Interest Area

to protect type locality Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations

Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts

Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of

rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of the type locality and continued protection of other

known localities will minimize risk of extirpation

Species False Truffle Nivatogastrium nubigenum

IL FEMAT Rating 55 2520 0

collective rating for False Truffle group

II Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History An inhabitant of brown cubical rotted coarse woody debris on

xeric sites at mid to high elevations in mature to old growth forests or stands with

an abundant legacy of large coarse woody debris This species appears to be one of

the few hypogeous to subhypogeous decomposers that relies on being eaten by

mammals for its spore dispersal
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B Past Actions

C Species Range Cascade Mountains of California north to Mt Adams
Washington northern Idaho

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Retention of large coarse woody debris is required

to maintain habitat for the species

V Cumulative Effects Assessment All known localities are on federal land

VL Summary Advance decayed coarse woody debris characterizes the habitat for this

unusual fungus

VILI Mitigation Maintain abundant coarse woody debris in habitats occupied by this

species

A Geographic Extent see Species Range

B Specific Habitats California Mt Lassen and Mt Shasta Oregon Crater Lake

National Park Three Creeks Lake Deschutes National Forest Washington Mirror

Lake Mt Adams Gifford Pinchot National Forest

C Mitigation Measures Maintain abundant coarse woody debris in habitats

occupied by this species Within harvest areas in the matrix aggregate leave trees

to provide adequate interior microclimate and duff layer minimize site disturbance

D Benefits Provision of abundant advance decayed coarse woody debris as

substrate for this fungus will minimize risk of extirpation

Species False Truffles

Rhizopogon abietis

Rhizopogon atroviolaceus

Rhizopogon truncatus

IL FEMAT Rating 55 25 200 collective rating for False Truffle group

Note Rhizopogon abietis and Rhizopogon atroviolaceuswere originally in Rare False Truffle

group but have been reassigned to False Truffle group based on additional information not
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available at the time of the original rating

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These species occur in stands of mixed conifers including

Douglas fir yellow and white pines true firs and mountain hemlock in moderate

to dry sites at relatively high elevations

B Past Actions

C Species Range Rhizopogon abietis eastern Canada eastern United States

northern Rocky Mountains Strawberry Range of eastern Oregon and Cascade and

Klamath Mountains of Oregon and California Rhizopogon atroviolaceus Idaho

northern Cascade Range of Oregon Rhizopogon truncatus northeastern United

States Klamath and Cascade Mountains of California and Oregon

D Nonhabitat Factors Some localities of both species are in designated wilderness

or recreational areas other localities are in areas with a history of extensive logging

or intensive recreational use

E Inadequate Information Known from widely scattered but only a few localities

in the range of the northern spotted owl

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Most known localities of these fungi are on federal

land although some localities are on private land in the Klamath Mountains of northern

California Rhizopogon abietis Each species is represented in designated wilderness areas

VI Summary Rating of these widely distributed but infrequent fungi reflects their

natural history more than features of the alternatives elimination of the 180 year rotation in

California may deplete their habitat there

VIL Mitigation Initiate process of establishing a Mycological Special Interest Area at

Deadfall Meadows Klamath National Forest Continue protection of other localities in

wilderness areas

A Geographic Extent see Spedes Range

B Specific Habitats Rhizopogon abietis Breitenbush and Waldo Lakes Willamette

National Forest Siskiyou Mountains along Oregon California border private land

Deadfall Meadows Kiamath National Forest Rhizopogon truncatus HJ Andrews

Experimental Forest and Waldo Lake Willamette National Forest Yoran Lake

Diamond Peak Wilderness Area Deschutes National Forest Limpy Rock Research

Natural Area Umpqua National Forest Union Creek and Wrangle Campground

Rogue River National Forest Mt Lassen National Park Rhizopogon atroviolaceus
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Cascades in northern Oregon

C Mitigation Measures Initiate process of establishing a Mycological Special

Interest Area at Deadfall Meadows Klamath National Forest inventory populations

and maintain protection of other localities in established wilderness and recreational

areas Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and populations establish buffer

around known locations to provide for adequate protection of population Survey

suitable habitat to find additional populations Develop management guidelines to

protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS

layer and associated database for locations of these species

D Benefits Protection of habitats in known localities will reduce risk of extirpation

of these infrequent species

Species

Uncommon False Truffle Macowanites chlorinosmus

Rare Zygomycete Endogone oregonensis

IL FEMAT Rating

2030 4010 collective rating for Uncommon False Truffle group

018 60 23 collective rating for Rare Zygomycete group

II Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These rare local endemics are confined to the Oregon coast

and Coast Ranges in mature to old growth stands of Douglas fir Sitka spruce and

western hemlock at low elevations Both are probably ectomycorrhizal associates of

western hemlock and perhaps the other species mentioned Both also occur in

young forests with an abundant legacy of large coarse woody debris

B Past Actions

C Species Range Macowanites chlorinosmus Tillamook County Oregon south to

Humboldt County California type locality Cape Lookout State Park picnic ground

Endogone oregonensis Tillamook County south to Douglas County and east to

Benton County Oregon type locality Green Point Cascade Head Siuslaw

National Forest

D Nonhabitat Factors Known localities are in areas of extensive logging that

removed appropriate habitat and hosts or of current heavy recreational use that

may result in trampling and soil compaction
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E Inadequate Information Habitats in which these species occur have been

intensively surveyed only in a few localities Intervening areas are poorly known

F Features of the Alternative Some locations may be in marbled murrelet zone

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Known localities are partly on federal land

Siuslaw National Forest partly on Oregon State Park Oregon State Highway Oregon State

University McDonald Forest and private lands

VI Summary These rare local endemics including the type localities are in areas with

an extensive history of logging and present intensive recreational use Their rating reflects

rarity and natural history in drastically reduced habitats

VIL Mitigation Intensively inventory remaining habitat within the known range of the

species Protect type localities by establishment of Mycological Special Interest Areas

A Geographic Extent Macowaniteschlorinosmus Tillamook County Oregon south

to Humboldt County California Endogone oregonensis Tillamook County south to

Douglas County and east to Benton County Oregon

B Specific Habitats Macowanites chlorinosmus Cape Lookout State Park Oregon

type locality Sitka sprucewestern hemlock stand in main picnic ground north of

parking lot Cape Meares Oregon Boardman State Park Whalehead Wayside

Oregon Neptune State Park Oregon Cascade Head Siuslaw National Forest T 6 S
R 10 W Sec 16 SE 14 Camp Meriweather Boy Scouts of America Oregon

Prairie Creek State Park Fern Canyon California

Endogone oregonensis Green Point Cascade Head Experimental Forest Siuslaw

National Forest type locality T 6 S R 10 W Sec 22 SE 14 Van Duzen Corridor

State Highway 18 Valsetz Oregon private land Oregon State University

MacDonald Forest Starker Forest near Blogett private land Blue Ridge near

Kellogg Oregon private land

C Mitigation Measures Intensively inventory remaining habitat within the known

ranges of the species Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and population

establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate protection of

population Negotiate with Oregon State Parks Commission for protection of type

locality of Macowanites chiorinosmus and develop awareness of other locations on

state park lands and sensitivity of populations to development Initiate process of

establishing a Mycological Special Interest Area in the type locality of Endogone

oregonensis at Cascade Head Experimental Forest Develop management guidelines

to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency

GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and

type localities

D Benefits Preservation of type localities and protection of localities on federal

and state lands will reduce risk of extirpation of the species
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L Species Rare False Truffle Alpova alexsmithii

IL FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating for Rare False Truffle group

mIII Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Endemic to mature and old grbwth forests of the Cascade

Mountains at mid to upper midelevations probably ectomycorrhizal with

mountain hemlock true firs and possibly other Pinaceae

B Past Actions

C Species Range Mount Rainier National Park south to Willamette Pass

Willamette National Forest Oregon an outlier locality is Mount Seymour North

Vancouver British Columbia

D Nonhabitat Factors The type locality is dose to a road in a heavily used

recreational area Road widening could infringe on the population

E Inadequate Information Known from only 7 collections from widely disjunct

populations Surveys in similar habitats between known localities are needed to

further understand its distribution and ecology

F Features of the Alternatives

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Because of its general occurrence at relatively high

elevations other populations are most likely to be on federal land

VL Summary This species is rare and endemic to the Cascade Mountains and adjacent

coastal mountains of British Columbia The rating reflects its natural history and rarity more

than features of the alternatives

VIL Mitigation Continued protection of the type locality in Mount Rainier National

Park and of Oregon localities should minimize risk of extirpation

A Geographic Extent British Columbia Coast Range and Cascade Mountains from

Mt Rainier south to Willamette Pass Oregon

B Specific Habitats The type locality and a second collection are from near

Mowich Lake Mount Rainier National Park Oregon localities Still Creek

Campground and Breitenbush Lake Olallie Lake Scenic Area Mt Hood National
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Forest Carl Lake Mt Jefferson Wilderness Area and Willamette Pass Willamette

National Forest

C Mitigation Measures Protection of type locality in Mt Rainier National Park

and additional populations in the Olallie Lake Scenic Area and Mt Jefferson

Wilderness Area consider designation of special interest area to protect type locality

and known populations Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and population

establish buffer around localities to provide for adequate protection of population

Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts

Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of

rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities Survey suitable habitat to find

additional populations

D Benefits The mitigation should minimize risk of extirpation

Species Rare False Truffle Alpova olivaceotinctus

IL FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating for Rare False Truffle group

HL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Elimination of the 180 year rotation

in northern California will greatly reduce the future habitat available to this species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Only a single collection is known from the range of the

northern spotted owl in probably an ectomycorrhizal association with mature Shasta

fir This may be the northernmost outlier of the species

B Past Actions

C Species Range On private land Fruit Growers Supply Co west of Hilt

Siskiyou Mountains Siskiyou County California Otherwise known from southern

California mountains in association with white fir

D Nonhabitat Factors Extensive timber harvest around the single locality of

concern may have extirpated part of the population

E inadequate information The distribution of this species is very poorlyknown

mycological survey of appropriate habitats is needed

F Features of the Alternatives

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The single occurrence of concern is on private land
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although national forest land with similar habitat is nearby Much of the Shasta fir habitat

that may be suitable for this species has been already logged

VI Summary This rare species has an apparent northern outlier in the southern part of

the range of the northern spotted owl on private land

VII Mitigation Survey of federal land near the known locality on private land is

needed to determine if populations exist there in similar habitats that can be protected

Protection of such habitats would lessen risk of a southward reduction of the northern limits

of the species

A Geographic Extent Siskiyou Mountains of northern California the type locality

is in southern California

B Specific Habitats Hilt Forest of Fruit Growers Supply Co Siskiyou Mountains

Siskiyou County west of Interstate 5 in California near the Oregon border

C Mitigation Measures Survey federal land nearby and in similar habitats as the

known locality on private land Protect new localities with substantial buffers as

found

D Benefits Minimize the risk of extirpating the species in the northernmost limits

of its range

I L Species Group
Rare False Truffles

Arcangeliella crassa

Arcangeliellalactaricides

Martelliafragrans

Martellia monticola

Sedecula pulvinata

Rare Truffles Choiromyces alveolatus

IL FEMAT Rating

035 5015 collective rating for Rare False Truffle group

018 6023 collective rating for Rare Truffle group

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Removal of the 180 year rotation in

California may decrease current and potential habitat for these species

TV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Habitat of these species is primarily old growth Abies spp or

Tsuga mertensiana at mid to high elevations They are known to be or presumably
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are mycorrhizal Coarse woody debris is an important structural component of

their habitat They are hypogeous fungi that contribute to the diets of small

mammals that These species are grouped together because they share a common
locus of abundance in the Mt Shasta Mt Lassen region I

B Past Actions Cutting of montane Abies forests may have removed and degraded

habitat for these species

C Species Range As a group their primary distribution ranges along the Cascade

Sierran axis from Mt Hood to the Yuba Pass area with disjunct locations in Idaho

and Colorado

Arcangeliella crassa Infrequent in the upper montane Abies forests of

northern

California

Arcangeliella lactarioides Current distribution is from Mt Shasta to Mt
Lassen

Swain Mt Experimental Forest Known from only these two areas since first

described in 1947

Choiromyces alveolatus Infrequently found in upper montane forests from Mt
Hood Oregon to Yuba Pass California and west to the coast

Martelliafragrans Since first discovered in 1962 it is known from only 3

collections

southern Oregon Rogue River National Forest northern California Mt
Lassen National Forest and Idaho Payette National Forest

Martellia monticola Distributed from the central Oregon Cascades to the

northern

Sierras and also found on the Idaho side of Hell’s Canyon Known from

only 4 locations since it was described in 1899

Sedecula pulvinata Four collection sites known from Mt Shasta to Yuba Pass

California

Disjunct near Boulder Colorado

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information The condition of historical locations is not known

F Features of the Alternative An important factor affecting the viability of these

species is the total acreage and distribution of late successional and old growth Abies

forest in their core range Quality and abundance of coarse woody debris in the

forest floor is also an important factor

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Incremental loss of habitat and conversion to tree

plantations of unsuitable species for mycorrhizal symbiosis may have isolated populations of

these species and reduced opportunities for gene flow and dispersal

VI Summary Rating reflects rare and infrequent occurrence across their ranges

relatively restricted distribution of potential habitat in the landscape and actual loss of

mature and old growth Abies through management practices
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VIl Mitigation Mitigation could improve viability ratings for these species

A Geographic Extent Western Oregon and northern California

B Specific Habitats Upper montane Abies forests merit particular attention but

other mature and old growth forests those with an Abies component may be

locally important

C Mitigation Measures Identify and protect specific sites where these species

occur Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and population establish buffer

around known locations to provide for adequate protection of population Consider

designation of Mycological Special Interest Area to protect type localities and known
populations Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations Develop
management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and

maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare or

locally endemic taxa and type localities A system of ecologically significant Abies

reserves in the core range Mt Shasta to Mt Lassen would help maintain viable

populations of these species and would compliment a system of aggregated

retention in managed stands Monitoring and research on the effectiveness of

coarse woody debris and patch retention on the survival and dispersal of these

species is essential

D Benefits A system of refugia and potential remnant dispersal habitat will

increase the viability ratings for these species and reduce their risk of extirpation

Species Rare False Truffles Destuntziafusca Destuntzia rubra

IL FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating for Rare False Truffle group

IIII Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Elimination of the 180 year rotation

in northern California may greatly reduce the future habitat available to these species

UVExplanation of Rating

A Natural History Destuntziarubra is known from only five collectionsDestuntzia

fusca from four collections Both species inhabit lowland mature forests near the

coast in Mendocino County California Habitat is mixed forests consisting of

various combinations of coastal redwood Douglas fir true firs western hemlock

oak and tanoak Destuntzia rubrahas also been collected once from the northern

Sierras habitat not recorded and a lowland forest logged since collection in the

Cascade foothills of western Oregon Destuntziafusca has been found twice in old
growth Douglas fir stands in the H J Andrews Experimental Forest Willamette

National Forest Oregon Both species are probably ectomycorrhizal with Pinaceae
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and possibly Fagaceae Destuntziafusca is endemic to the range of the northern

spotted owl based on current knowledge

B Past Actions Logging of suitable habitat or sites of known populationshas

removed mycorrhizal hosts and impacted populations

C Species Range Santa Cruz County north to Mendocino County California

northern Sierras and west central Cascades of Oregon

D Nonhabitat Factors The Mendocino County and Oregon locations are in areas

that have a substantial history of clearcutting which would remove the mycorrhizal

hosts needed by these species The one Oregon locality of Destuntzia rubra has been

logged since the specimens were collected

E Inadequate Information The widely disjunct distributions of each species

suggest that they have the potential to occupy a variety of habitats Still they

have been found so seldom that they are regarded as rare Further exploration of

their known habitats is needed to assess population health

F Features of the Alternative Elimination of the 180 year rotation in California

may have negative impact on the Mendocino County habitats that support these

species mature forests in that area have already been substantially depleted

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The Mendocino County localities are on state and

private land The localities in Oregon occur on federal land It is likely that most other

potential habitats will be on non federal land

VI Summary These rare species both endemic to northern California and the Oregon

Cascades occupy mature and old growth forest habitats that have already been seriously

depleted

V1I Mitigation Protection of all localities of these fungi will reduce the high risk of

extirpation

A Geographic Extent Santa Cruz County north to Mendocino County California

northern Sierras and west central Cascades of Oregon

B Specific Habitats Destuntziarubra California Mendocino County Jackson State

Forest Woodlands Camp on hill above Camp 1 Messhall Road 409 near Road

408 Oregon Linn County 12 mile above Roaring River Fish Hatchery

Destuntziafusca California Mendocino County 8 miles W of Leggett and Van

Damme State Park Oregon Willamette National Forest H J Andrews

Experimental Forest off Road 360 12.4 km NE of Blue River and Stand 3

C Mitigation Measures Destuntzia rubrasites in California State Forests and Parks

are already protected The Destuntzia rubra site in western Oregon is on private

land and has been logged if nearby BLM land T 11 S R 1 W Secs 3 15 16 17
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21 23 contain remnant mature or old growth stands they should be preserved

until surveyed for this species The Destuntziafusca sites and nearby areas of similar

habitat on the H J Andrews Experimental Forest should be protected and

monitored for this species Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and

populations establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate

protection of population Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations

Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts

Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of

rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits These species occupy low to lower mid elevation mature and old

growth forests that have been heavily logged Both are at high risk of extirpation

preservation of their populations and nearby similar habitat will reduce that risk

I Species Rare False Truffle Gautieriamagnicellaris

IE FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating for Rare False Truffle group

mI Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Elimination of the 180 year rotation

in northern California may reduce the future habitat available to this species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This widely distributed but rare ectomycorrhizal false truffle

is known from only a dozen collections in all and only 2 are within the range of the

northern spotted owl It is associated with relatively high elevation mature to old

growth forests of mountain hemlock and true firs

B Past Actions The California locality is in an area of extensive logging

C Species Range Germany and Czechoslovakia northeastern United States

former West Lava Campground now dosed at the edge of the Mt Washington

Wilderness Area Willamette National Forest Oregon Deadfall Meadows Klamath

National Forest California

D Nonhabitat Factors The locality in Oregon has had heavy recreational use

prior to its closure as a campground

E Inadequate Information Known only from two locations in the range of the

northern spotted owl

F Features of the Alternative The California locality may occur in matrix

allocation elimination of the 180 year rotation in California will reduce suitable
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habitat for the species

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Both known localities are on federal lands the

relatively high elevation of the species localities indicate probability that most suitable

habitats will be on federal land

VI Summary Rare but not endemic this species is known from only two localities in

the range of the northern spotted owl Past history of logging and recreation use have

potentially impacted populations

Vil Mitigation Inventory both known localities and nearby areas for extent of

populations initiate process of designating a Mycological Special Interest Area at Deadfall

Meadows on the Kiamath National Forest in California This is an important area

mycologically and supports a diversity of fungus species including a high concentration or

rare andor endemic species of fungi

A Geographic Extent Germany and Czechoslovakia northeastern United

States West Lava Camp Ground Willamette National Forest Oregon Deadfall

Meadows Klamath National Forest California

B Specific Habitats Deadfall Meadows Kiamath National Forest the former

West Lava Camp Ground Willamette National Forest occurs in relatively high

elevation mature to old growth forests of mountain hemlock and true firs

C Mitigation Measures Initially designate for protection 160 acres of similar

habitat around both known localities of this species until ground survey can be

conducted to determine extent of populations Survey to delineate boundaries of

habitat and population establish buffer around known locations to provide for

adequate protection of population Survey suitable habitat to find additional

populations Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse

impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for

locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities Establish a special

interest Mycological Area at Deadfall Meadows Klamath National Forest to protect

high concentration of rare and endemic taxa Manage suitable habitats in the matrix

on 180 year rotation to provide for additional habitat in the vicinity of Deadfall

Meadows

D Benefits Protection of habitats in the two known localities will reduce

extirpation of the species in the range of the northern spotted owl

L Species Rare False Truffles Gautieriaotthii Rhizopogon flavofibrillosus

IL FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating for Rare False Truffle group
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II Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Elimination of the 180 year rotation

in northern California may reduce the future habitat available to this species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These are wideranging but rare fungi associated with mature

to old growth mixed conifer forests at midto upper midelevations and occur as

ectomycorrhizal associates of the Pinaceae Both are known only from four or fewer

collections in the range of the northern spotted owl

B Past Actions Known localities are in areas which have been impactedbyextensivelogging

C Species Range Both species range from northern California to the Siskiyous

and central Cascade Range of Oregon Gautieriaofthii also occurs in Europe and

Alaska Rhizopogon flavofibrillosus also known from Idaho

D Nonhabitat Factors The known localities are mostly in areas subject either to

extensive logging or heavy recreational use

E Inadequate Information The wide distributions suggest that these species may
be more common than now known although extensive collecting in the range of the

northern spotted owl over the last century has resulted in few known collections

F Features of the Alternative Elimination of the 180 year rotation in northern

California will reduce habitats in which these species appear to occur

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Known localities are all on federal land and other

populations are most likely to be on federal land

VL Summary Rare but not endemic these species appear to be at risk in most of their

known localities from logging of mature and old growth forests Rating reflects rarity and
natural history but elimination of the 180 year rotation in northern California will reduce

available habitat

VIL Mitigation Mitigation may improve ratings for these species

A Geographic Extent Northern California Siskiyou Mountains and central

Cascade Range of Oregon

BSpecific Habitats GautieriaotthWi California Marble Mtn Wilderness Area trail

to Haypress Meadows Klamath National Forest Oregon Dutcher Cr Siskiyou

National Forest also a single collection from Alaska and several collections

including the type from Germany

Rhizopogon flavofibrillosus California Deadfall Meadows Klamath National Forest

this area contains several rare species including local endemics Oregon Three

Creeks Lake and Cultus Lake T 20 S R 7 E Sec 25 Deschutes National Forest
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Head of Pistol River Long Term Ecological Productivity Study Site Siskiyou

National Forest the type locality is in northern Idaho

C Mitigation Measures Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and population

establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate protection of

population Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations Develop

management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and

maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare or

locally endemic taxa Establish a Mycological Special Interest Area at Deadfall

Meadows Klamath National Forest to protect high concentration of rare and

endemic taxa Manage suitable habitats in the matrix on 180 year rotation to

provide for additional habitat in the vicinity of Deadfall Meadows

D Benefits Protection of known localities with reduce risk of extirpation

Species Rare False Truffle Leucogastercitrinus

H FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating for Rare False Truffle group

Hi Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Elimination of the 180 year rotation

in California will reduce habitat available for future development of the species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This rare but widely distributed endemic species occurs in

mature to old growth stands of Douglas fir often in mixtures with western

hemlock chinquapin manzanita and tanoak or in stands with an abundant legacy

of large coarse woody debris at low to relatively high elevations It is a probable

ectomycorrhizal associate of Douglas fir

B Past Actions

C Species Range Muir Woods National Monument Marin County California

type locality north to Linn and Benton Counties Oregon

D Nonhabitat Factors Most of the known collections are in matrix in areas with

an extensive history of logging

E Inadequate Information Known from only 10 collections since it was described

in 1899

F Features of the Alternative
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V Cumulative Effects Assessment Known locations are distributed on federal state

and private lands

VI Summary A rare but widely distributed endemic this species occurs primarily in

matrix areas Elimination of the 180 year rotation in California will negatively affect its

future habitat

VIL Mitigation Continue protection of type locality and inventory populations

Mitigation will likely improve rating

A Geographic Extent see Species Range

B Specific Habitats California Mt Tamalpais Muir Woods National Monument
type locality Callof theWild Santa Clara County Duck Lake Klamath National

Forest Oregon Rock Creek Watershed T 12 S R 7 W Sec 14 and upper Alsea

Watershed Siuslaw National Forest Yellow Bottom Campground BLM T 11 S R
4 E Sec 19 SE 14

C Mitigation Measures Continue protection of type locality and inventory

populations to delineate boundaries of habitat and population establish buffer

around known locations to provide for adequate protection of population Consider

designation of Mycological Special Interest Area to protect type locality and known
populations eg Rock Creek Watershed and Yellow Bottom Campground Survey

suitable habitat to find additional populations Develop management guidelines to

protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS
layer and associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type

localities

D Benefits Protection of the type locality and an Oregon locality will reduce risk of

extirpation of this species

Species Rare False Truffle Leucogaster microsporus

IL FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating for Rare False Truffle group

3I Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This rare endemic a probable ectomycorrhizal species occurs

at midelevations in mature to old growth Douglas fir stands or stands with an

abundant legacy of coarse woody debris on the west slope of the Cascades
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B Past Actions

C Species Range Southern Cascades of Washington Quartz Creek Big Trees area

Gifford Pinchot National Forest to northern Cascades and Coast Ranges of Oregon

D Nonhabitat Factors Much of the area where this species occurs has been

subjected to extensive logging or recreational use

E Inadequate Information Only known from 7 collections

F Features of the Alternative Most localities known for the species are in matrix

areas

V Cumulative Effects Assessment All 5 known locations are on federal lands

VL Summary A rare endemic this species occurs in mature to oldgrowth stands in

matrix areas that have experienced extensive logging

VII Mitigation Inventory areas of known localities especially the type locality for

populations initiate process of establishing a Mycological Special Interest Area at the type

locality continue preservation of the Quartz Creek Big Trees area of the Gifford Pinchot

National Forest

A Geographic Extent Southern Cascades of Washington to northern Cascades and

Coast Ranges of Oregon

B Specific Habitats Sheep Creek S Santiam River watershed type locality

Willamette National Forest T 13 S R 5 E Sec 28 S 12 H J Andrews

Experimental Forest Stand 11 Willamette National Forest Headwaters of Clackamas

River along Cub Cr Mt Hood National Forest Marys Peak Siuslaw National

Forest Quartz Creek Big Trees Gifford Pinchot National Forest T 11 N R 6 E Sec

33 SW 14
C Mitigation Measures Inventory known locations for populations survey to

delineate boundaries of habitat and population establish buffer around known

locations to provide for adequate protection of population Survey suitable habitat

to find additional populations Develop management guidelines to protect

populations from adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and

associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

Continue preservation of the Quartz Creek Big Trees area initiate process of

establishing a Mycological Special Interest Area for the type locality at Sheep Creek

Willamette National Forest

D Benefits Preservation of the type and other localities will reduce risk of

extirpation of the species
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L Species Rare False Truffle Macowanites lymanensis

IL FEMAT Rating 012 7217

Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9Im1
IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Extremely rare local endemic only known from type locality

10 15 fruiting bodies in 1 sq meter area right in the middle of campsite at Lyman
Lake Glacier Peak Wilderness Area old growth mountain hemlock noble fir forest

at

1
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locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of type locality may lessen risk of extirpation Discovery

and protection of new locations for the species may also lessen risk of extirpation

Species Rare Falsetruffle Macowanites mollis

IL FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating for Rare False Truffle group

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This rare endemic known from only two localities is a

ectomycorrhizal fungus of mature to old growth Douglas fir and possibly other

Pinaceae at low to midelevation mesic habitats

B Past Actions

C Species Range Lower Tahoma Creek Mount Rainier National Park type

locality T 15 N R 5 E Sec 34 SE 14 Larch Mountain Mt Hood National Forest

Oregon

D Nonhabitat Factors The Larch Mountain locality has a history of extensive

logging

E Inadequate Information Known only from two localities

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Both localities are on federal lands

VL Summary The type locality of this rare endemic is protected in Mount Rainier

National Park Rating reflects rarity and natural history more than features of the

alternatives

VIL Mitigation Inventory both localities for extent of populations Initiate process of

establishing a Mycological Special Interest Area in Mount Rainier National Park to protect

type locality Consider that process for the Larch Mountain locality if the species is relocated

there

A Geographic Extent Known only from Mt Rainier National Park and Larch

Mountain Mt Hood National Forest
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B Specific Habitats Lower Tahoma Creek Mount Rainier National Park type

locality T 15 N R 5 E Sec 34 SE 14 Larch Mountain Mt Hood National Forest

Oregon

C Mitigation Measures Inventory both localities to delineate boundaries of habitat

and populations establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate

protection of populations Consider establishing a Mycological Special interest Area

in Mount Rainier National Park to protect the type locality consider that process for

the Larch Mountain locality if the species is relocated there Survey suitable habitat

to find additional populations Develop management guidelines to protect

populations from adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and

associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of known localities will reduce risk of extirpation of the

speciesI
1 Species Rare False Truffle Martellia idahoensis

IL FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating for Rare False Truffle group

L1 Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Rare in the range of the northern spotted owl this species was

originally described from about a dozen collections in northern Idaho It is

presumably ectomycorrhizal with true firs and possibly other Pinaceae at mid to

upper midelevations

B Past Actions

C Species Range Northern Idaho two locations in Oregon Marys Peak Coast

Range Siuslaw National Forest at

3



devoted to finding other populations especially in old growth true fir stands to

determine how rare it really is

F Features of the Alternatives

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Distribution under oldgrowth true firs suggests

populations primarily on federal land

VL Summary This species is known from only two areas in Oregon but these already

have some degree of protection Association with old growth true firs suggests preservation

of that kind of habitat is important for this species viability

VII Mitigation Continued protection of the two localities of occurrence and general

retention of oldgrowth true fir habitats will provide as good a protection for this rare species

as can be recommended at this time

A Geographic Extent Northern Idaho and two locations in Oregon

B Specific Habitats Marys Peak Coast Range Siuslaw National Forest at

3



A Natural History Rare local endemics known only from the type collections

occur as probable ectomycorrhizal associates in mature to old growth forests in

mesic habitats Octavianinamacrospora with Douglas fir and western hemlock in the

foothills near Mt Hood Octavianinapapjraceain mixed coastal forests of Douglas

fir western hemlock Sitka spruce and coast redwood in the coastal fog belt

B Past Actions

C Species Range Octavianinamacrospora Oregon the former Twin Bridges Forest

Camp Mt Hood National Forest Octavianinapapyracea California Spruce Cove
Trinidad Humboldt County California

D Nonhabitat Factors Both type localities are subject to heavy recreational use

with attendant trampling and soil compaction

E Inadequate Information Collected in the 1930s the single localities of both

species are designated in the herbarium notes by obsolete names Historical

research is needed to identify the precise localities

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The Octavianina macrospora locality is at low

elevation on federal land in a habitat type that is well represented on private land as well

these habitat types have been extensively logged The Octavianinapapyracea locality is

unknown ownership but in an area subject to heavy recreational development and use

VL Summary Extremely rare endemics known only from the type localities these two

species occur in lowland areas of intensive logging and reacreational activity Their type

localities should be relocated and preserved Ratings reflect natural history rarity and past

actions more than features of the alternatives

VIL Mitigation Relocate type localities conduct intensive inventory for populations in

those localities and nearby areas with similar habitat Establish Mycological Special Interest

Areas to preserve the type localities or if those localities have been disturbed to the point

that mature or old growth habitat no longer exists seek nearby locations on federal land for

preservation

A Geographic Extent Octavianinamacrospora Oregon the former Twin Bridges

Forest Camp Mt Hood National Forest Octavianinapapyracea California Spruce

Cove Trinidad Humboldt County California

B Specific Habitats Same as in item II

C Mitigation Measures Relocate type localities conduct intensive inventory for

populations in those localities and nearby areas with similar habitat establish buffer

around known locations to provide for adequate protection of population Establish

Mycological Special Interest Areas to preserve the type localities or if those localities

have been disturbed to the point that mature or old growth habitat no longer exists
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seek nearby locations on federal land for preservation Mt Hood National Forest for

Octavianina nacrospora Redwood National Park for Octavianina papyracea Develop

management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and
maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare or

locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Preservation of type localities of these extremely rare endemics will

reduce the high risk of their extirpation

Species Rare False truffle Rhizopogon brunneiniger

this species was listed as Rhizopogon brunneicolorin FEMAT

U FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating of Rare False Truffle group

mlL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Elimination of the 180 year rotation

in northern California may reduce the habitat available to the species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This rare endemic occurs in widely dispersed localities in dry

to moderate habitats at low to relatively high elevations in association with mature

to old growth mixtures of Douglas fir western hemlock true firs and pines

B Past Actions Extensive logging have impacted populations or restricted

distribution

C Species Range Northern Oregon Cascades type locality at Barlow

Campground Mt Hood National Forest Coast Ranges and Siskiyou Mountains
Klamath Mountains of California Deadfall Meadows plus an outlier collection in

Marin County California

D Nonhabitat Factors Most of the known localities are in areas that have

experienced extensive logging

E Inadequate Information Known from only 5 collections The widely dispersed

known localities suggest that this species may be more common than now
recognized

F Features of the Alternative Most of the known localities are in matrix area

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Three of the five known localities are on federal

land the other two are on private land
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VI Summary This rare endemic is known only from five localities from Marin County

California to the northern Oregon Cascades Assessment reflects rarity and habitat features

more than features of the alternatives

VIL Mitigation Inventory type locality on the Mt Hood National Forest and the

Deadfall Meadows area on the Kiamath National Forest for populations and initiate process

of establishing Mycological Special Interest Area

A Geographic Extent see Species Range

B Specific Habitats Oregon type locality at Barlow Forest Camp Mt Hood
National Forest T 3 S R 9 E Sec 28 SW 14 W of Philomath Benton Co
private land California Deadfall Meadows Klamath National Forest Inverness

Marin County private land near Point Reyes National Seashore

C Mitigation Measures Inventory type locality on the Mt Hood National Forest

and the Deadfall Meadows are on the Kamath National Forest survey to delineate

boundaries of habitat and population establish buffer around known locations to

provide for adequate protection of population Establishing Mycological Special

Interest Area to protect these populations Manage matrix in Deadfall Meadows

area for 180 year rotation Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations

Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts

Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of

rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of the type locality at Barlow Camp and the Deadfall

Meadows area which contains a concentration of local endemics and other rare

species will reduce the risk of extirpation of this spemes

1 Species Rare False Truffle Rhizopogon evadens var subalpinus

IL FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating for Rare False Truffle group

imL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Widely distributed but rare this species occurs in upper mid
elevations to near timberline as an ectomycorrhizal fungus of mountain hemlock

true firs and possibly other Pinaceae

B Past Actions
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C Species Range Originally described from Idaho it since has been found in

widely disjunct locations from just north of Mt Rainier National Park south to

Siskiyou County California One locality the Lamb Butte Scenic Area has been

recommended for preservation because of its concentration of rare and endemic

fungal species see species group Chroogomphus loculatus

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate information The disjunctions in known distribution may be an

artifact insofar as mountain hemlock stands are more or less continuous in the

Oregon Cascades Further attempts to colled the species may reveal that it is less

rare than currently thought

F Features of the Alternatives

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The relatively high elevational distribution in the

Cascades and Klamath Mountains under mountain hemlock and true firs indicates that most

or all populations are on federal lands

VI Summary Widely distributed from Oregon to northern California but with large

disjunctions between known localities this species may be more common than now known
The rating more reflects its natural history and rarity more than features of the alternative

V1I Mitigation Protection of high elevation oldgrowth mountain hemlock and true fir

stands should adequately minimize risk of extirpation

A Geographic Extent Originally described from Idaho it since has been found in

widely disjunct locations from just north of Mt Rainier National Park south to

Siskiyou County California

B Specific Habitats Washington Suntop Mtn Mt Baker Snoqualmie National

Forest Peterson Prairie Gifford Pinchot National Forest Oregon Tillie Jane

Campground and Still Creek Campground Mt Hood National Forest Wickiup

Plains and east slope of North Sister Deschutes National Forest Lamb Butte Scenic

Area and Waldo Lake Willamette National Forest Windigo Pass Umpqua National

Forest Cascade Pass and Miller Lake Winema National Forest Deadfall Meadows
Klamath National Forest

C Mitigation Measures Preservation of extensive tracts of mountain hemlock

should protect this species The Lamb Butte Scenic Area one of the localities for

this species has been recommended for protection and designation as aMycologicalSpecial
Interest Area because of its concentration of rare and endemic fungal species

see species group Chroogomphus loculatus Survey to delineate boundaries of

habitat and populations establish buffer around known locations to provide for

adequate protection of population Survey suitable habitat to find additional

populations Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse

impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for

locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities
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D Benefits Preservation of habitat over the range of the species should adequately

prevent extirpation

Species Rare False Truffle Rhizopogon exiguus

IL FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating for Rare False Truffle group

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This rare endemic occurs on moist to dry sites in mature to old

growth forests or forests with an abundant legacy of large coarse woody debris It

forms ectomycorrhizae with Douglas fir and possibly western hemlock

B Past Actions

C Species Range Silver Springs Camp Ground Mt Baker Snoqualmie National

Forest Washington type locality Coast Ranges and Siskiyou Mountains of Oregon

D Nonhabitat Factors The type locality is in a heavily used recreational area

with attendant trampling and soil compaction Other localities are in areas with

histories of extensive logging

E Inadequate Information Known from only four localities

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Due to the low elevation habitats of this species its

distribution is likely to be as much on non federal land as on federal land

VL Summary This rare endemic occurs at low elevations in areas with extensive

logging history Much of its potential habitat has consequently been intensively disturbed

VIL Mitigation Initiate the process of establishing a Mycological Special interest Area

for protection of type locality inventory other localities to determine extent of populations

A Geographic Extent Lower midelevations Cascade Mountain of Washington

one collection Coast Range and Siskiyou Mountains of Oregon

B Specific Habitats Washington Silver Springs Camp Ground Mt Baker

Snoqualmie National Forest type locality T 18 N R 10 E Sec 3 NW 14 Oregon

Marys Peak Siuslaw National Forest T 12 S R 7 W Sec 26 SE 14 Waters
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Creek Buckeye logging unit 2 Siskiyou National Forest 1 mile S ofMapletonprivate land

C Mitigation Measures Inventory populations at type locality with special

attention to areas not developed for recreational use and initiate process of

establishing a Mycological Special Interest Area to protect the type locality

inventory populations at Marys Peak with the intention of either establishing a

Mycological Special Interest Area or extending the boundaries of the present

Botanical Scenic Special Interest Area Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and

population establish buffer around known locations to provide foradequateprotectionof population Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations

Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts

Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of

rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of the type locality and Marys Peak population will reduce

the risk of extirpation of the spedes

Species Rare False truffle Rhizopogon inquinatus

I1 FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating for Rare False Truffle group

HL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This rare species is associated as an ectomycorrhizal fungus

with mature to old growth Douglas fir or younger forests with an abundant legacy

of large coarse Woody debris at mid to upper midelevations

B Past Actions

C Species Range Idaho type and only collection South Santiam River watershed

Willamette National Forest Oregon

D Nonhabitat Factors Known localities are in areas with extensive history of

logging or present intensive recreational use

E Inadequate Information Known from only 4 collections

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment All known locations are on federal land
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VL Summary Originally described from a single collection in Idaho this species is

known in the range of the northern spotted owl only from the South Santiam River

watershed of the western Oregon Cascades

VII Mitigation Inventory populations at known localities in the South Santiam

Watershed initiate process of establishing a Mycological Special Interest Area at one or both

South Santiam localities

A Geographic Extent see Species Range

B Specific Habitats Tombstone Pass Willamette National Forest T 13 S R 5 E
Sec 36 SE 14 and T 13 S R 6 E Sec 31 SW 14 Longbow Campground T 13

S R 4 E Sec 32 NW 14
C Mitigation Measures Inventory populations at known localities in the South

Santiam Watershed survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and population

establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate protection of

population Consider designation of Mycological Special Interest Area at the

Tombstone Pass locality Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations

Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts

Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of

rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of at least one of the South Santiam localities will reduce risk

of extirpation of the species in Oregon

Species Group Undescribed Rare Taxa False Truffles

Alpova sp nov Trappe 9730

Arcangeliella sp nov Trappe 12382

Gastroboletus sp nov Trappe 2897

Rhizopogon sp nov Trappe 9432

IL FEMAT Rating 0060 40

collective rating for Rare Undescribed Taxa group

ImI Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These rare endemics are known only from the type localities in

southwestern Oregon at mid to high elevations in mature to old growth stands of

Douglas fir knobcone pine sugar pine and manzanita or pure stands of Shasta fir

B Pasf Actions Extensive logging in these forests has removed much of the
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mature to old growth habitat in which these species occur

C Species Range Siskiyou Mountains of southwestern Oregon

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information The Siskiyou mountains contain a wealth of endemic

vascular plants Most likely there are many locally endemic fungi as well but

intensive exploration for such fungi has never been undertaken though much
needed

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Most of the mid to high elevation forest of the

Siskiyous is federal land

VL Summary Rating reflects the rarity of these locally endemic species in a area that

has been extensively logged

VIL Mitigation Protection of type localities and adjacent similar habitats will reduce

risk of extirpation of these species

A Geographic Extent Siskiyou Mountains of southwestern Oregon

B Specific Habitats

Alpova 9730 Slurpy 6 timber sale area Siskiyou National Forest

Gastroboletus 2897 Jackson Gap Rogue River National Forest T 41 S R 2W
Sec 1 SE 14
Rhizopogon 9432 Siskiyou National Forest China Hat Galice Ranger District

Siskiyou National Forest

C Mitigation Measures Initially designate 160 acres of similar habitat around the

type locality of the species until ground survey can be conducted to determine

extent of population Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and population

establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate protection of

population Consider designation of special interest area to protect type locality and

known populations Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations

Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts

Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of

rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of the type localities plus the larger populations they

represent in the area will reduce risk of extirpation
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II Species Rare False truffle Alpova sp nov Trappe 1966

Ill FEMAT Rating 0060 40

collective rating for Rare False Truffle Undescribed Taxa group

in Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This rare local endemic is known only from the type locality

in a mature stand of Douglas fir at midelevation

B Past Actions

C Species Range Known only from a mature Douglas fir stand along Hackleman

Creek Willamette National Forest T 13 S R 6 E Sec 25 NE 14 Species is

probably ectomycorrhizal with Douglas fir

D Nonhabitat Factors Extensive timber harvest in the vicinity may have removed

much of the mature forest near the type locality beyond the sceriic corridor of U S
Highway 20

E Inadequate Information For lack of intensive survey the extent ofthe

population of this species is unknown beyond the type locality

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The type locality and probably most other

populations at that elevation are in federal ownership

VL Summary Rating reflects the rarity of this locally endemic species in an area that

has been extensively logged

VIL Mitigation Protection of the type locality and adjacent similar habitats will reduce

risk of extirpation of this species

A Geographic Extent Hackleman Creek Willamette National Forest

B Specific Habitats Mature Douglas fir forest at mid elevation T 13 S R 6 E Sec

25 NE 14

C Mitigation Measures Initially designate 160 acres of similar habitat around the

type locality of the species until ground survey can be conducted to determine

extent of population Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and population

establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate protection of

population Consider designation of Mycological Special Interest Area to protect

type locality and known populations Survey suitable habitat to find additional

populations Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse
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impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for

locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of the type locality plus the larger populations it represents

in the area will reduce risk of extirpation

Species

Rare False Truffles

Arcangeliella sp nov Trappe 12359

Elaphomyces sp nov Trappe 1038

Thaxterogaster sp nov Trappe 4867 6242 7427 7962 8520

Rare Truffles

Tuber sp nov Trappe 2302

Tuber sp nov Trappe 12493
Tbrs norpe143

li FEMAT Rating 006040

collective rating for Rare Undescribed Taxa group

nL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These rare endemics inhabit mature to oldgrowth coastal

Sitka spruce and western hemlock forests and forest fragments or younger forests

with an old growth legacy of coarse woody debris in the Oregon coastal fog belt

All are probable mycorrhizal associates with Sitka spruce western hemlock andor

Douglas fir

B Past Actions Extensive logging has removed most of the mature to old growth

of coastal forests of Oregon thereby removing habitat for these species

C Species Range Lane Lincoln and Tillamook Counties Oregon

D Nonhabitat Factors Intensive recreational use may also have impact on these

species through trampling and soil compaction

E Inadequate information All but the Thaxterogasterspecies are knownonly from

the type localities

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Most of the remaining habitat for these species is on

federal or state park land
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VI Summary The species are rare and locally endemic Rating reflects their natural

history and rarity more than features of the alternatives

VIL Mitigation Protection of type and paratype localities could lessen the present

substantial risk of extirpation

A Geographic Extent Lane Lincoln and Tillamook Counties Oregon

B Specific Habitats

Arcangeliella sp nov Trappe 12359 Lower Cummins Creek Trail Cummins Creek

Wilderness Area Siuslaw National Forest T 15 S R 11 W Sec 18 NE 14
Elaphomyces sp nov Trappe 1038 Cascade Head Experimental Forest Siuslaw

National Forest T 6 S R 10 W Sec 18

Thaxterogaster sp nov Trappe 4867 Cape Lookout

State

Park T 2 S
R11 W
Sec 36

6242 Cape Perpetua Scenic Area Siuslaw National Forest T 15 S R 12 W
Sec 3
NE 14

7427 Yachats private land T 14 S R 12 W Sec 25 NE 14
7962 Siuslaw National Forest T 4 S R 10 W Sec 7 SW 14
8520 12 mile north of Pacific City along Three Capes Highway private land

Tuber sp nov Trappe 2302 Cascade Head Experiment Forest Siuslaw National

Forest T 6 S R 10 W Sec 18 E12
Tuber sp nov Trappe 12493 Cummins Cr Trailhead Siuslaw National Forest

T 15 N R 11 W Sec 7 SE 14

C Mitigation Measures Initially designate 160 acres of similar habitat around the type

locality of each species until ground survey can be conducted to determine extent of

population Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and population establish buffer

around known locations to provide for adequate protection of population Establish

Mycological Special Interest Areas to protect type localities and known populations
Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations Develop management guidelines

to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS

layer and associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type
localities

D Benefits Protection of type localities may lessen risk of extirpation Discovery and

protection of new populations may also decrease risk of extirpation

Species Rare False Truffle Chamonixiapacifica sp nov Trappe 12768
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IL FEMAT Rating 035 50 15

collective rating for Rare False Truffle group

mII Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Endemic to coastal Oregon and the Cascade Range of

Washington to upper midelevations probably an ectomycorrhizal associate of

Pinaceae in mature to old growth forests with various mixtures of Douglas fir

western hemlock Sitka spruce and Pacific silver fir It is known from only 9

collections

B Past Actions

C Species Range Coastal Oregon from Lincoln County north to the Columbia

River and the North Cascades of Washington in the Skagit Riverwatershed

D Nonhabitat Factors Logging of coastal forests has left little of thermature or

old growth forest in which this species has been found

E Inadequate Information The disjunct nature of its distribution between coastal

Oregon and Skagit watershed localities in Washington suggests the need for more

extensive survey of the intervening areas for this species

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Most of the known localities are on federal land

aside from State Parks other ownerships in the coastal area are private land with a history of

logging

VL Summary This rare endemic is particularly at risk in its coastal habitats where

relatively little mature or old growth forest remains The rating more reflects its natural

history and rarity than features of the alternatives

VIL Mitigation Preservation of mature to old growth coastal forests will reduce risk of

extirpation in those habitats

A Geographic Extent Coastal Oregon from Lincoln County north to the Columbia

River and the North Cascades of Washington in the Skagit River watershed

B Specific Habitats Oregon 7 miles south of Newport at Passmore Rd private

land Cascade Head Experimental Forest Siuslaw National Forest 5 collections

Camp Meriweather Boy Scouts of America near Seaside private land

Washington west of Baker Lake Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forest Rainy

Pass North Cascades Highway Corridor Okanogan National Forest

C Mitigation Measures Coastal mature to old growth forests in northern Oregon
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should be surveyed to identify additional populations Survey to delineate

boundaries of habitat and populations establish buffer around known locations to

provide for adequate protection of population Consider designation of Mycological

Special Interest Area at Cascade Head Experimental Forest to protect the largest

known population Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations Develop

management guidelines to protect known populations from adverse impacts

Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of

rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits This rare endemic will be at reduced risk of extirpation if known
localities are protected and suitable habitat is provided by managing for mature

and oldgrowth forests in northern coastal Oregon

Species Rare Undescribed Taxa Bolete Gastroboletussp nov Trappe 7515

IL FEMAT Rating 0060 40

collective rating for Rare Undescribed Taxa group

11l Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This showy rare and locally endemic bolete is known only

from the type locality in an old growth mountain hemlock stand at a high elevation

Probably ectomycorrhizal with mountain hemlock

B Past Actions

C Species Range Oregon Cleatwood Picnic Area Crater Lake National Park

D Nonhabitat Factors The type locality is in a heavily used recreational site

E Inadequate Information Only known from this location but probably present in

nearby similar old growth mountain hemlock forests

F Features of the Alternatives

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The elevation and habitat of the type locality

suggest that the range of the species will be entirely on federal land

VI Summary A rare local endemic this species is known only from Crater Lake

National Park in a developed picnic area rating reflects rarity and natural history rather than

features of the alternative
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VIU Mitigation Intensively survey the high elevation old growth mountain hemlock

stands of Crater Lake National Park for populations of this spedes with special emphasis on

areas outside developed recreational sites Establish a Mycological Special Interest Area to

preserve the type locality

A Geographic Extent Known only from the type locality

B Specific Habitats Oregon Cleatwood Picnic Area Crater Lake National Park

C Mitigation Measures Intensively survey the high elevation old growth

mountain hemlock stands of Crater Lake National Park for populations of this

species with special emphasis on areas outside developed recreational sites

Monitor known location for recreation impacts Delay formal description of the

species in hopes of finding populations and another collection to serve as holotype

outside the developed picnic site Establish a Mycological Special Interest Area to

preserve the type locality Develop management guidelines to protect populations

from adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated

database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Preservation of the type locality will reduce risk of extirpation of the

species

Species Rare Undescribed Taxa Bolete False truffles

Gastrosuillus sp nov Trappe 7516

Gymnomyces sp nov Trappe 7545

IL FEMAT Rating 0060 40

collective rating for Rare Undescribed Taxa group

Hi Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Elimination of the 180 year rotation

in northern California will greatly reduce future habitat available to these species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These rare endemics probably ectomycorrhizal associates of

Pinaceae and known only from the type collections occur from
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D Nonhabitat Factors Extensive logging has reduced that mature to old growth

habitat in which these species occur

E Inadequate Information Only known from these locations but little collecting of

false truffles has been done in the area Occurrence of 3 rare locally endemic

species in a poorly collected area suggests that it may be a center of endemism

Three other rare but not endemic species Gautieriaotthii Rhizopogon brunneiniger

and Rhizopogon flavifibrillosus have also been collected at Deadfall Meadows The

infrequent but widely distributed Rhizopogon abietis also occurs at the site

F Features of the Alternative Elimination of the 180 year rotation in northern

California reduces opportunities to maintain habitats in which these species occur

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Because of their occurrence at relatively high

elevation the range of these species is likely to be on federal land

VI Summary These species rare local endemics in an area that probably has other rare

endemics The rating reflects natural history and rarity

VII Mitigation Preserve type localities Inventory general areas for populations

Consider the Deadfall Meadows area for designation as a Mycological Special Interest Area

Retain mature to old growth stands and maintain a 180 year rotation in similar habitats in

the area

A Geographic Extent see Species Range

B Specific Habitats Mature to old growth stands of true firs western white pine

and other conifers

C Mitigation Measures Initially designate 160 acres of similar habitat around the

type locality of the species until ground survey can be conducted to determine

extent of population Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and population

establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate protection of

population Establish mycological special interest area consisting of mature to old

growth stands in vicinity of Deadfall Meadows to protect type locality and known

populations and the concentration of rare fungal species which occur here Survey

suitable habitat to find additional populations Inventory and monitor populations

in general area for these and other endemics Maintain 180 year rotations in

similar habitats of the area Develop management guidelines to protect populations

from adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated

database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of type localities and nearby similar habitats and

maintenance of 180 year rotations in the general areas will reduce risk of

extirpation
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I Species Rare Undescribed Taxa Bolete Gastrosuillussp nov Trappe 9608

11 FEMAT Rating 0060 40

collective rating for Rare Undescribed Taxa group

mII Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Elimination of the 180 year rotation

in northern California may greatly reduce the future habitat available to this species

IV Explanation or Rating

A Natural History This local endemic known only from the type collection

occurs at an elevation of
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Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations Developmanagementguidelines
to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and maintain

interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare orlocallyendemictaxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of type locality and nearby similar habitats and maintenance

of 180 year rotations in the general area will reduce risk of extirpation

L Species Rare Undescribed Taxa False Truffle Gymnomyces sp novTrappe47035576

IL FEMAT Rating 0060 40

collective rating for Rare Undescribed Taxa group

mI Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This rare endemic is known only from 2 collections in relict

stands of mature noble fir at upper midelevations of Marys Peak Siuslaw National

Forest This is one of only a very few stands of noble fir in the Coast Range of

Oregon

B Past Actions

C Species Range Summit and adjacent areas of Marys Peak SiuslawNational

Forest

D Nonhabitat Factors The type and other locality are in an areaofheavyrecreationaluse and surrounded by extensive clearcuts

E Inadequate Information The extent of populations of this species at Marys Peak

or other relict stands of noble fir in the Coast Range is unknown

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment All likely localities are on federal land

VI Summary Species is rare and locally endemic in disjunct relict stands of noble fir

in the Oregon Coast Range Rating reflects its natural history and rarity more than features

of the alternatives

VIL Mitigation Protection of all noble fir stands in the Oregon Coast Range will reduce
risk of extirpation of this species
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A Geographic Extent Summit and adjacent areas of Marys Peak Siuslaw National

Forest

B Specific Habitats Relict stands of noble fir

C Mitigation Measures Monitor present populations which are in an area of

heavy recreational use but protected from logging Survey to delineate boundaries

of habitat and population establish buffer around known locations to provide for

adequate protection of population Protect type locality from recreational

development Inventory other noble fir stands in the Oregon Coast Range for the

species Designate Mycological Special Interest Area to protect type locality and

known populations Develop management guidelines to protect populations from

adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated

database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Continued protection of present localities in addition to locating and

protecting additional populations will reduce risk of extirpation

Species group Rare Undescribed Taxa False Truffles

Gymnomyces sp nov Trappe 5052

Martellia sp nov Trappe 311 649

IL FEMAT Rating 0060 40

collective rating for Rare Undescribed Taxa group

IL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These rare endemics are known only from the type collections

in mature to old growth mountain hemlock and Pacific silver fir Both are likely

ectomycorrhizal associates with hemlock and possibly with fir

B Past Actions

C Species Range Oregon Phlox Point Mt Hood Mt Hood National Forest

D Nonhabitat Factors The type localities for these two species are a heavily used

recreation area Trampling and soil compaction may have serious impacts

E Inadequate Information Presumably the two species occur in similarhabitats in

the vicinity of the type localities Monitoring and surveys should be conducted to

determine the extent of the populations
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F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The high elevation location of the type localities

suggest that most or all populations will be on federal land

VI Summary The species are rare and endemic The rating reflects natural history and

rarity more than features of the alternatives

V1I Mitigation Minimizing disturbance in the type localities and nearby similar

habitats in addition to monitoring for impacts and providing adequate protection for known
locations should lessen the risk of extirpation

A Geographic Extent Oregon Phlox Point Picnic Ground Mt Hood Mt Hood

National Forest

B Specific Habitats Mature to old growth mountain hemlock and Pacific silver fir

stands T 3 S R 9 E Sec 7 W 12

C Mitigation Measures Minimize recreational impact in type locality survey to

delineate boundaries of habitat and population establish buffer around known

locations to provide for adequate protection of population Designate Mycological

Special Interest Area to protect type locality and known populations Survey

relatively undisturbed similar habitats on Mt Hood for additional populations

Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts

Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of

rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of the type locality and relatively undisturbed similar

habitats on Mt Hood may reduce risk of extirpation

L Species Rare Undescribed Taxa False Truffle Gymnomyces sp nov Trappe 1690

1706 1710

IL FEMAT Rating 0060 40

collective rating for Rare Undescribed Taxa group

mI1 Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This rare endemic is known only from 3 collections atupper

midelevations of the western Oregon Cascades Willamette National Forest in

mature to old growth stands of grand fir noble fir Pacific silver fir and mountain
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hemlock

B Past Actions

C Species Range Lamb Butte Scenic Area and Wildcat Mountain Research Natural

Area Willamette National Forest

D Nonhabitat Factors Much of the intervening area between the two known

locations has been clearcut

E Inadequate Information The two known localities of this species are only about

18 miles apart the areas adjacent to or between the localities have not been

inventoried for presence of additional populations

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment All likely localities are on federal land

VI Summary Species is rare and locally endemic Rating reflects its natural history

and rarity more than features of the alternatives

VIL Mitigation Protection of similar habitats between the known localities will reduce

risk of extirpation Establishment of a Mycological Special Interest Area in the vicinity of

Lamb Butte Scenic Area will provide protection for this species and many other rare and

endemic species of fungi

A Geographic Extent Western Oregon Cascades between the Santiam and

McKenzie Rivers

B Specific Habitats Lamb Butte Scenic Area and Wildcat Mountain Research

Natural Area Willamette National Forest

C Mitigation Measures Monitor present populations which are already in

protected areas Inventory area between Lamb Butte and Wildcat Mountain for

additional populations including the H J Andrews Experimental Forest Develop

management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and

maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare or

locally endemic taxa and type localities Propose establishment of Mycological

Special Interest Area to provide for the high concentration of rare and endemic

fungus species in this area Proposed boundaries should extend from the Lamb
Butte Scenic Area to merge with the Ollalie Ridge Research Natural Area and

encompass the entire ridge system at least to McLennan Mtn and downslope to

adjacent roads on the west and south slopes and to elevations of about
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L Species Group Rare Undescribed Taxa False Truffles

Hydnotrya sp nov Trappe 787 792

Martellia sp nov Trappe 5903

IL FEMAT Rating 006040

collective rating for Rare Undescribed Taxa group

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These rare species are endemic to oldgrowth Pacific silver

firmountain hemlock forests of the type localities at elevations of about
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C Mitigation Measures Continue protection as afforded by wilderness area

designation protect type localities from fire Monitor and survey for additional

populations Consider designation of Mycological Special Interest Area to protect

type localities and known populations Consider designation of special interest area

to protect type locality and known populations Develop and maintain GIS layer

and associated database on rare endemic fungi and type localities

D Benefits Continued protection including fire control will minimize risk of

extirpation

Species Rare Undescribed Taxa Truffle Hydnotrya subnix sp nov Trappe 1861

11 FEMAT Rating 0060 40

collective rating for Rare Undescribed Taxa group

UL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Fruiting in spring under a small snowbank in an old growth

stand of Pacific silver fir with which it is probably ectomycorrhizal

B Past Actions Logging in vicinity of known location may have impacted

population or removed suitable habitat

C Species Range Known only from the type locality in Washington Gifford

Pinchot National Forest E Fork Lewis River near Gumboot Mountain T 5 N R 5

E Sec 33

D Nonhabitat Factors The present extent of logging in the type locality since the

type was collected in 1969 is unknown

E Inadequate information This truffle has been found only once and the

collector has not visited the area since The area and surrounding remaining stands

should be rechecked for this species

F Features of the Alternatives

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The type locality is on federal land but near private

land Other populations could be in either ownership to the degree that mature stands are

left

VI Summary This rare species is in an area subject to considerable past logging and

could be in danger of extirpation
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Vil Mitigation Protection of the type locality or if that has been logged nearby mature

Pacific silver fir stands may prevent extirpation of the species if it still exists

A Geographic Extent Known only from the type locality in Washington

B Specific Habitats Gifford Pinchot National Forest E Fork Lewis River near

Gumboot Mountain see Species Range

C Mitigation Measures The type locality and surrounding or nearby stands of

similar habitat should be fully protected in the Gumboot Mountain area Designate

160 acres of similar habitat around the type locality of the species until ground

survey can be conducted to determine extent of population Survey to delineate

boundaries of habitat and population establish buffer around known locations to

provide for adequate protection of population Designate Mycological Special

Interest Area to protect type locality and known populations Survey suitable

habitat to find additional populations Develop management guidelines to protect

populations from adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and

associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of known location may save the species from extirpation

assuming it still exists

Species Rare Truffle Balsamia nigrens

IL FEMAT Rating 018 60 23

collective rating for Rare Truffle group

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Elimination of the 180 year rotation

in northern California tay reduce the future habitat available to this species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This rare fungus endemic from the central Sierras of

California to Yamhill County Oregon occurs in low elevation xerie sites with

mature forests comprised of pines oaks andor Douglas fir or forests with an

abundant legacy of coarse woody debris It appears to be one of the few truffles

that tolerates serpentine soils It is known from only 6 collections since being

described in 1898

B Past Actions

C Species Range Endemic to central Sierra Nevada Mountains of California north
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to Yamhill County Oregon

D Nonhabitat Factors Associated with lowland xeric forests Most of the

suitable habitat of Balsamia nigrens has been developed for housing used for

grazing logged or otherwise been drastically disturbed or altered

E Inadequate Information The widely disjunct localities suggest that populations

may occur or at least may have occurred prior to disturbance over much of the

forest fringe of the California central valleys north to the Willamette Valley These

forest types have been little sampled for truffles

F Features of the Alternative Most of the suitable habitat for Balsamianigrens is

likely to occur in the matrix

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Only 1 of the 3 known localities of this species in the

range of the northern spotted owl is on federal land the other 2 are on private land

VI Summary This species is endemic from the Sierras of central California north to the

Willamette Valley of Oregon and occurs on habitats that for the most part have been

severely disturbed or altered Rating reflects rarity and natural history of the species plus

concern for loss of its habitat which for the most part has been severely disturbed and

occurs in the matrix or on non federal land

VIL Mitigation Protect the known locality on federal land BLM and Siskiyou National

Forest and consider establishment of Mycological Special Interest Area Survey

suitablehabitat in low elevation pine oak stands mature or with a legacy of coarse woody
debris to determine extent of populations

A Geographic Extent Associated with lowland xeric forests central Sierra Nevada

Mountains north to Yamhill County Oregon

B Specific Habitats Waldo Hill Josephine Coonty Oregon BLM and Siskiyou

National Forest T 40 S R 5 E Sec 33 SW 14 and T 41 S R 5 E Sec 4 NW 14
North Shore Applegate River Road Ramsgate Ranch Josephine Coounty Oregon

private land Yamhill River Flying M Ranch Yamhilr County Oregon

C Mitigation Measures Inventory the Waldo Hill locality the nearby Eight Dollar

Mountain Botanical Area and similar habitats in the area to delineate boundaries of

habitat and populations establish buffer around known locations to provide for

adequate protection of populations Consider establishment of Mycological Special

Interest Area at Waldo Hill Develop management guidelines to protect populations

from adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated

database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of the single known locality on federal land in the range of the

northern spotted owl will reduce risk of extirpation of the species in that range
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L Species Rare Truffle Choiromyces venosus

U FEMAT Rating 018 60 23

collective rating for Rare Truffle group

mILModifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This large truffle is widely distributed in Europe as abroad

ranging ectomycorrhizal fungus with both conifers and deciduous trees Despite

extensive collecting for truffles in North America it has been found only once at a

locality in Oregon in a mature Douglas fir stand

B Past Actions

C Species Range Widespread in Europe in North America known only from a

single large specimen collected in the BLM Mohawk Research Natural Area east of

Springfield T 16 S R 2 W Sec 29

D Nonhabitat Factors The locality is a relatively low elevation section

surrounded by non federal land that has been extensively logged Effects on the

edge of its distribution are unknown

E Inadequate information The novelty of a single’North American occurrence of a

species widely distributed in Europe is impossible to explain at the present level of

knowledge Careful survey of the area to establish better data on extent of its

occurrence in the Mohawk RNA and adjacent lands is necessary

F Features of the Alternatives

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Assuming that this truffle has or had a wider

distribution than is currently known the clearcutting of both BLM and private lands in the

area has probably restricted the population

VL Summary The species is extremely rare in North America having been found in a

mature Douglas fir stand in an area that has been subjected to extensive logging

VIL Mitigation Complete protection of the collection locality and unlogged stands in the

vicinity is needed to prevent extirpation of the species

A Geographic Extent In North America known only from a single large specimen

collected in the BLM Mohawk Research Natural Area

B Specific Habitats BLM Mohawk Research Natural Area east of Springfield

C Mitigation Measures Protection of known population and suitable habitat in
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Mohawk RNA and adjacent unlogged areas will provide protection for this species

Conduct surveys to identify additional areas of suitable habitat and populations

Establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate protection of

population Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse

impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for

locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Complete protection as indicated above may prevent extirpation of this

species from North America

Species Rare Truffle Elaphomyces anthracinus

IL FEMAT Rating 018 6023

collective rating for Rare Truffle group

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This rare but widely distributed truffle is known from less than 50

collections since it was described from Italy in 1832 It has been found only once in the

range of the northern spotted owl in a mature ponderosa pine stand and is a probable

ectomycorrhizal associate of pines as well as a wide variety of other ectomycorrhizal

hosts Its mycelium may be widely distributed in soil but evidently it fruits only in

certain habitats

B Past Actions

C Species Range Western Europe eastern United States Riverside Campground

Deschutes National Forest

D Nonhabitat Factors The Oregon locality is in a heavily used recreation area

E Inadequate Information Fruiting of this species occurs only in very restricted

habitats for reasons unknown

F Features of the Alternatives

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The single known locality is on federal land but

similar habitats occur on nearby private lands Much similar habitat and potentially suitable

habitat has been extensively logged

VL Summary This rare species fruits only in specific habitats Rating reflects its rarity and

natural history more than features of the alternatives
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VIL Mitigation Inventory area of the single known locality in Oregon for populations

designate appropriate areas outside developed campgrounds as a Mycological Special interest

Area to protect the population

A Geographic Extent Western Europe eastern North America and eastsideOregonCascades
B Specific Habitats Mature ponderosa pine forest Riverside Campground Deschutes

National Forest T 13 S R 9 E Sec 15 E 12

C Mitigation Measures Initially designate 160 acres of similar habitat around the known
location of the species until ground survey can be conducted to determine extent of the

population Survey general area of Riverside Campground and adjacent suitable habitat to

identify additional populations Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and population

establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate protection of population

Consider designation of special interest area to protect known populations Develop

management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and maintain

interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa

and type localities

D Benefits Protection of the habitat of the single known location in Oregon will reduce

risk of extirpation within the range of the northern spotted owl

L Species Rare Truffle Elaphomyces subviscidus

IL FEMAT Rating 018 60 23

collective rating for Rare Truffle group

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

TV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This rare fungus is an ectomycorrhizal associate with mature to

old growth pines and probably other Pinaceae at midelevations

B Past Actions

C Species Range Oregon Cascade Mountains near Prospect Rogue River National

Forest T 32 S R 3 E Sec 29 N 12 type locality and Three Creeks Lake Deschutes

National Forest T 17 S R 9 E Sec 14 SW 14 an additional collection has been
recorded from Arizona Known only from these three collections

D Nonhabitat Factors Both Oregon locations are in heavily used recreation areas and
hence subject to soil compaction from trampling The Prospect area has been
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extensively logged

E Inadequate Information The widely disjunct known locations Arizona and Oregon

suggest a broader distribution in pine forests than now known Extensive collecting

over past decades in such forests however suggests that it is indeed rare

F Features of the Alternatives

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Both known locations are on federal land the habitat

of the type locality however includes extensive private lands in the vicinity

VL Summary Habitats of this rare fungus probably lie mostly in areas subjected to heavy

recreational use or timber harvest

VIL Mitigation Inventory type locality and Three Creeks Lake locality to determine extent

of local populations and establish a special interest area to protect the type locality

A Geographic Extent Central to southern Oregon Cascades Arizona

B Specific Habitats see Species Range

C Mitigation Measures Initially designate 160 acres of similar habitat around the

type locality of the species until ground survey can be conducted to determine extent of

population Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and population establish buffer

around known locations to provide for adequate protection of population Survey

suitable habitat to find additional populations Establish Mycological Special Interest

Area to protect type locality Inventory Three Creeks Lake locality to identify

additional populations Monitor recreation impacts at Three Creeks Lake Develop

management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and

maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare or locally

endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protecting the type locality and additional known populations will reduce

risk of extirpation
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I Species Rare Chanterelle Cantharellusformosus

general comments about Cantharelluscibarius C subalbidus Ctubaeformis

11 FEMAT Rating 10 33 38 13

collective rating for the Rare Chanterelle group

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Removal of the 180 year rotation in the

matrix areas in California may reduce available and potential habitat for this species
Management of matrix areas will influence the distribution frequency reproduction and

productivity of these species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Ectomycorrhizal and reported from a variety of conifer and mixed

forests in northern California Oregon and Washington Fruits during the summer fall

and winter seasons depending on site and geographical location Cantharellus

tubaeformis is frequently associated with decaying coarse woody debris and can be a

major species in late successional forests

B Past Actions This is unknown for certain but could be a factor for populations that

occur in late successional forests Past forest management practices have influenced

growth reproduction and distributions of chanterelles

C Species Range Throughout northern California Oregon and Washington onboth
federal and non federal lands where suitable habitats are found

D Nonhabitat Factors These species of chanterelles are regularly harvested

commercially and by amateur collectors for food Harvesting could have long term

effects on distribution frequency reproduction and productivity as well as genetic

variability Poor air quality may cause a decline in these species as shown for

chanterelles and other ectomycorrhizal fungi in certain parts of Europe The effects of

climate change are unknown

E Inadequate Information In general this is a well known group of mushrooms
However there is still debate over the identification of species in the PacificNorthwest

According to chanterelle experts our common chanterelle is not Cantharelluscibarius

but could be more related to or the same as Cfonnosus The general distribution and

ecology for these species are known but details are lacking Long term studies of

productivity reproduction and evaluation of genetic variability within and between
populations from different habitats are needed to evaluate the effects of harvesting

forest management practices and environmental factors on these species
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F Features of the Alternative The primary features of the alternatives which affected

the rating were the overall acreage of late successional reserves their distribution

location and management as well as management in the matrix Factors affecting

management of matrix lands are important because some of these species enter forest

ecosystems in the early stages of succession

V Cumulative Effects Assessment An accurate assessment of cumulative effects cannot be

made in relation to latesuccessional forests Forest management practices and harvesting are

important factors but are difficult to accurately evaluate Air pollution has been shown to

cause a decline in ectomycorrhizal fungi in Europe and certainly could be a factor here The

effects of global climate change cannot be determined

VI Summary The original rating reflected the consensus at the time that Cantharellus

formosus was rare to uncommon or found only in localized areas This does not now appear

to be the case therefore the rating is not accurate The species does not appear to be at

greater risk than any other species of commercially harvested chanterelle Commercial

harvesting and environmental conditions eg air quality dearly could impact all species of

chanterelles This should be of concern on both federal and non federal lands Basic work

on the classification of this species and its relationship to other chanterelles in the region

should be done in conjunction with other studies

VIL Mitigation Mitigation will improve knowledge of species and determine effects of

forest management and commercial harvesting on their distributions frequency and

abundance productivity as well as their biology and general ecology

A Geographic Extent Throughout northern California Oregon and Washington on

both federal and non federal lands where suitable habitats are found

B Specific Habitats Reported from a variety of conifer and mixed forests

C Mitigation Measures An effort should be made to determine the relationship of

Cantharellusformosus to other species of chanterelles in the region Survey and

inventory all chanterelles to develop accurate distribution maps determine frequency

and abundance productivity and establish habitat requirements Commercial

harvesting of these species should be monitored This will help to establish baseline

data necessary to evaluate the effects of harvesting as well as changes in environmental

conditions Cantharellustubaeformis is more characteristic of latesuccessional forests and

often is closely associated with decaying coarse woody debris It should be closely

monitored in such ecosystems particularly if harvested for food

D Benefits Mitigation will provide baseline information that can be used to evaluate

short and long term effects of harvesting and forest management practices on the

distribution growth and reproduction of chanterelles Such data will also be valuable

for determining the impact of air pollution and global climate change on chanterelles
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L Species Rare Chanterelle Polyozellus multiplex Blue Black Chanterelle

1ILFEMAT Rating 22 4327 8

DL Modifications Due to Changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Rare in the Pacific Northwest occurs in montane areas typically

in the course of intermittent streams Species is mycorrhizal with spruce and true fir

Commercial harvest is limited but fruiting bodies bring a high price

B Past Actions Not a factor

C Species Range Widespread Maine New Hampshire New Mexico but rare except

Rockies Occurs primarily just east of Cascade crest in the Pacific Northwest

D Nonhabitat Factors Some commercial harvest marketed fresh to upscale chefs

Potentially affected by atmospheric pollution Potential global warming may move
range northward

E Inadequate Infonmation Distribution and specific locations in this region are not

well known Information is needed on reproductive biology and factors which limit

establishment of the species in this region compared to the Rocky Mountains

F Features of the Alternative Primary feature is adequate protection of seeps and

headwaters of smallest streams in montane conifer stands with mature spruce and true

fir

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Repeated harvest of fruiting bodies at a few limited

sites might be a problem through reduction of inoculum and even trampling of site Occurs

mostly on federal lands

VI Summary Rating based on scarcity in this region and uncertainty about effects of

harvest or atmospheric and climatic changes

VIL Mitigation Mitigation may improve rating

A Geographic Extent Northern Sierras Oregon Washington Cascades

B Specific Habitats Montane sprucefir forests chiefly in edge of seeps or along

intermittent streams

C Mitigation Measures Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and populations
establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate protection of

population Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations Monitor known

populations and develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse

impacts particularly commercial harvest Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer
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and associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa Adequate buffers

on intermittent streams and seeps are important for this species

D Benefits Mitigation may improve the rating Protection of known populations will

reduce risk of extirpation

L Species Chanterelles Gomphus

Gomphus bonarii

Gomphus clavatus

Gomphus floccosus

Gomphus kauffinanit

IL FEMAT Rating 57 2218 3

collective rating for Chanterelle Gomphus group

II Modifications Due to Changes in Alternative 9 These species occupy mature late

successional conifer forests and are probably more abundant in northern California than

elsewhere in the range of the northern spotted owl Consequently a decrease in rotation

length in northern California will reduce current and potential habitat and implies a revision

of the rating downward for these species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Gomphus cdavatus is uncommon to rare but sometimes fruits

abundantly in a limited area It is edible and sought for that reason but not marketed

commercially Gomphus floccosus is more common and widespread with two near

relatives G bonariiand G kauffmanii All three are edible for some people poisonous

for others Therefore none are likely to become commercial species despite a

resemblance to chanterelles All four species are mycorrhizal and associated with

mature to old latesuccessional conifer forests in the west

B Past Actions Past clearcutting of old conifer stands has eradicated populations of

all species

C Species Range Rocky Mountains and westward Gomphus floccosus also occurs with

hemlocks in older forests in eastern North America

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information Taxonomic relationships unknown such as how many

species are in floccosus group How early in succession can species become established

F Features of the Alternative Key factor is availability and a welldistributed network
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of latesuccessional conifer stands 200 years old

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Species are well represented on federal lands thus not

dependent for survival on non federal sites It seems unlikely that these species will establish

on sites continuously harvested at 80 100 years Survival in matrix may depend on

management of leave trees

VL Summary Rating reflects known distribution and uncertainty about availability of

older latesuccessional forests

VI Mitigation Mitigation might improve ratings Probably need to identify and protect

habitats rather than specific sites for these species This genus is easily identified in the field

and therefore should be a key genus in surveys of late successional conifer stands

A Geographic Extent Throughout region especially northern California

B Specific Habitats Latesuccessional conifer forests

C Mitigation Measures Retain 180 year rotation in northern California particularly in

relation to known populations Include these species in the general regional inventory

of fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and ecology

Determine distribution of populations relative to late successional reserves and matrix

allocation Develop database of known locations and determine if management is

necessary to protect known populations For rarer species or localized populations

provide buffer zones which will maintain integrity of the habitat and microclimate

Within harvest areas of the matrix maintain amounts of coarse woody debris that are

representative of the natural stand conditions aggregate leave trees and minimize site

disturbance Conduct taxonomic studies to determine status of less common species

D Benefits Mitigation is likely to improve rating It will provide baseline data on the

species from which we can determine the effects of forest management practices on

their distribution frequency habitat requirements general ecology and reproduction

Species Coral Fungi Ramaria spp

Uncommon Ramarias 13 spp Rare Ramarias 15 spp
Ramaria abietina Ramariaamyloidea

R araiospora R aurantiisiccescens

R botrytis var aurantiiramosa R celerivirescens

R concolor f tsugina on wood R claviramulata

R coulterae R concolor f marri on wood
R fasciculatavar sparsiramosa R cyaneigranosa

R gelatiniaurantia R hilarisvar olympiana

R largentii R lorithamnus
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R rubella var blanda on wood
R rubrievanescens

R rubripermanens

R suecica

R thiersii

R maculatipes

R rainierensis

R rubribrunnescens

R stuntzii

R verlotensis

R gracilis in Pacific Northwest

R spinulosa in Pacific Northwest

II FEMAT Rating 55 20 18 8

collective rating for Coral Fungi group

IL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Removal of the 180 year rotation in

matrix areas in California may reduce suitable or potential habitat for some of these species

Management of matrix areas will influence the distribution frequency and reproduction of

these species and impact them in certain parts of their range

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These species are closely associated with latesuccessional

forests Many of the litterhumus dwelling species are assumed to form

ectomycorrhizae with forest trees the biology of wood inhabiting species is

uncertain Many species are associated with western hemlock they also occur with

Abies Pinus Picea and Pseudotsuga and perhaps Taxus They fruit primarily in the

late summer and fall seasons however some species fruit in the spring and others

in the winter depending on site and geographic location

B Past Action Habitat for these species has been reduced by logging especially

low to midelevation forests

C Species Range Ramarias occur throughout northern California Oregon and

Washington however the overall distribution of individual species is unknown

Some species may be endemic to the Pacific Northwest or to certain sites within this

region All species with the type locality in California Oregon or Washington are

marked with an There is a large percentage of west coast species

D Nonhabitat Factors Some of these species are harvested for food but not

extensively Whether or not harvesting impacts these species is unknown Air

pollution could cause a decline in species especially those that are ectomycorrhizal

Effects due to global climate change are uncertain

E Inadequate Information The taxonomy of this group is currently being

reviewed by Currie Marr Overall distributions are unknown Further information

on frequency reproduction habitat requirements and general ecology is needed for

all species The actual extent to which they are harvested for food should be

determined Species specific information was not available at the time of the

FEMAT rating Information on the genus Ramaria has since been provided by

Currie Marr a Coral specialist SUNY Oneonta New York He listed 27 species as

common which were not addressed here
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F Features of Alternatives Overall acreage and distribution of late successional

forests and management of the matrix were important features of the alternatives

that influenced the original ratings of these species Management of matrix areas is

important for developing future habitats in which they can grow Quality of habitat

and management of the matrix are important since we are unsure as to when these

fungi appear in conifer ecosystems what stage of succession and the ecological

parameters that allow them to do so

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Accurate assessment cannot be made with current

knowledge of species however populations of certain species are known to occur only in

oldgrowth forest reserves or national parks This may provide evidence that these species

are more restricted in distribution now than in the past The potential negative effects of air

pollution may be predicted based on data from European forest ecosystems The effects of

climatic change cannot be predicted

VI Summary Ratings reflect ladk of knowledge of this unique group of fungi
including information on distribution frequency habitat requirements general ecology and
reproduction Uncertainties about the long term effects of forest management practices and
environmental conditions also contributed strongly to the ratings

VI Mitigation Mitigation is likely to improve ratings at least for some species It will

preserve known populations and type localities determine overall distribution for species

and provide baseline information on the frequency habitat requirements and general ecology

of the species

A Geographic Extent Northern California Oregon and Washington Some species

may be endemic to the Pacific Northwest or to certain sites within this region All

species with the type locality in California Oregon or Washington are marked with

an

B Specific Habitats These species are closely associated with latesuccessional

forests Many species occur with western hemlock however they are also

associated with Abies Pinus Picea and Pseudotsuga and perhaps Taxus Many of the

litterhumus dwelling species are assumed to form ectomycorrhizae with forest

trees the biology of wood inhabiting species is uncertain

C Mitigation Measures Include these species in the general regional inventory of

fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and ecology

Determine distribution of populations relative to latesuccessional reserves and
matrix allocation Protect known locations of rare species and type localities by
establishing adequate buffers around populations to maintain integrity of habitat

and microclimate of the site Consider establishment of Mycological Special Interest

Areas to protect type localities Develop management guidelines to protect

populations from adverse impacts Develop interagency GIS layer and associated

database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities Determine
whether non federal lands are important for connectivity between populations of

species or to provide site protection for species especially those that occur in

coastal forests Matrix areas adjacent to known populations should be managed
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toward establishing late successional forest habitats Within harvest areas of the

matrix maintain amounts of coarse woody debris that are representative of the

natural stand conditions aggregate leave trees and minimize site disturbance

D Benefits Protection of known populations of the rare species will reduce risk of

extirpation Survey will provide baseline data for the listed species from which we

can determine the effects of forest management practices on their distributions

frequency biology and reproduction Mitigation should reduce the number of

isolated populations across the landscape

Species Phaeocollybia

Phaeocollybiaattenuate Phaeocollybia olivacea

Phaeocollybiacalifornica Phaeocollybia oregonensis

Phaeocollybiacannanahensis Phaeocollybiapiceae

Phaeocollybia dissiliens Phaeocollybiapseudofestiva

Phaeocollybiafallax Phaeocollybia scatesiae

Phaeocollybiagregaria Phaeocollybiasipei

Phaeocollybiakauffinanii Phaeocollybia spadicea

and additional new species

IL FEMAT Rating 45 3812 5

collective rating for Phaeocollybia group

Im Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Removal of the 180 year rotation in

matrix areas in California may reduce suitable or potential habitat for some of these species

Management of matrix areas will influence the distribution frequency and reproduction of

these species and impact them in certain parts of their range

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Possibly ectomycorrhizal currently under investigation Low
elevation to montane latesuccessional forests typically prefer moist habitats Fruiting

bodies are produced in the late summer fall and winter depending on geographic

location

B Past Actions Unknown for certain however logging in low elevation forests over

past decades has removed extensive habitat for these species

C Species Range In general the genus occurs from British Columbia to northern

California Some species are distributed throughout this region others appear to have

more restricted distributions It appears that all listed species are endemic to the Pacific

Northwest Distribution and frequency are currently under study

D Nonhabitat Factors Poor air quality could cause decline of these species as it has
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for certain ectomycorrhizal fungi in Europe

E Inadequate Information The genus is currently under investigation by Lorelei

Norvell University of Washington Therefore improved knowledge of the number of

species and their distributions and ecology is forthcoming

F Features of Alternatives Overall acreage and distribution of latesuccessional

forests and management of the matrix were important features of the alternatives that

influenced the original ratings of these species Management for a welldistributed

network of late successional forests in the coastal areas of California Oregon and

Washington are necessary to maintain connectivity between populations of species

V Cumulative Effects of Assessment Accurate assessment is uncertain at this time
However it is likely that logging in coastal areas has fragmented and perhaps isolated

certain populations Forest management on non federal lands for example in southwestern

Washington could relate to the frequency and distribution of certain species in the future

The potential effects of global warming cannot be predicted however air pollution may
cause a decline in the species Connectivity in low elevation late successional forest stands

would reduce the likelihood of isolating or losing certain populations

VL Summary Ratings reflect concern that much of the habitat for these species has been

removed by logging coastal latesuccessional forests Also the number of species of

Phaeocollybiain the Pacific Northwest is larger than for any similar size area in the world and

it appears that most of the species that occur here are endemics The genus is very

characteristic of latesuccessional forests including ancient stands especially at lower

elevations

VIL Mitigation Mitigation will preserve known populations and allowfor a comprehensive
mapping of all species within the range of northern spotted owl It will also provide

improved continuity between populations of species in coastal forests Long term monitoring

of the species will help to evaluate the long term health of late successional low elevation

forests

A Geographic Extent In general these species occur from British Columbia to

northern California Some species occur throughout this region others are more

restricted in their distribution

B Specific Habitat Low elevation to montane coniferous forest but most prevalent at

low elevations Prefers moist welldeveloped late successional forest habitats

C Mitigation Measures Include these species in the general regional inventory for

fungi to develop information on distribution abundance habitat requirements and
ecology Determine the distribution of populations relative to latesuccessional reserves

and matrix allocation Protect known populations of rare species and type localities by

providing a buffer that is adequate to maintain integrity of habitat and microdimatic

conditions Consider establishment of Mycological Special Interest Areas to protect type

localities of species Develop a GIS layer and associated database for locations of

populations Provide for connectivity of populations by managing for late successional
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habitat adjacent to known populations particularly in low elevation and coastal areas

Within harvest areas of the matrix maintain amounts of coarse woody debris that are

representative of the natural stand conditions aggregate leave trees and minimize site

disturbance

D Benefits Mitigation should improve the ratings especially for the more frequent

and widely distributed species It will lower the risk of extirpation of isolated

populations as well as prevent further isolation of existing populations Development

of latesuccessional forest on both non federal and federal lands in coastal areas would

provide better connectivity of species

L Species Uncommon Gilled Mushrooms Ectomycorrhizal

Catathelasmaventricosa Cortinariusvalgus

Cortinariusazureus Dermocybe humboltdensis

Cortinariusboulderensis Hebeloma olympiana

Cortinariuscyanites Hygrophorus caeruleus

Cortinariusmagnivelatus Hygrophoruskarstenii

Cortinariusolympianus Hygrophorus vernalis

Cortinariusspilomeus Russula mustelina

Cortinariustabularis

IL FEMAT Rating 550 28 18

collective rating for Uncommon Gilled Mushroom Ectomycorrhizal group

HI Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Removal of the 180 year rotation in

matrix areas in California may reduce suitable or potential habitat for some of these species

Management of matrix areas will influence the distribution frequency and reproduction of

these species and may impact them in certain parts of their range

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These species represent a number of uncommon ectomycorrhizal

species that occur in low elevation to montane coniferous ecosystems Some of them
such as Cortinariusmagnivelatus and Hygrophoruscaeruleus appear to occur primarily in

montane ecosystems while others for example Dermocybe humboldtensis are more

characteristic of low elevation forests The range in tree hosts for these species is

unknown so far none seem to be restricted to a single tree host Most produce fruit

bodies in the late summer and fall seasons however Hygrophorus vernalis Hygrophorus

caeruleus and Cortinariusmagnivelatus typically fruit earlier in the year The latter is a

hypogeous species and likely is dispersed at least in part by animals

B Past Actions Unknown However where these species occur in low elevation

forests much of their natural habitat and range has probably been destroyed or
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modified by logging

C Species Range The distribution and range of individual species is notcompletely

known Those marked with an above are likely endemic to the Pacific Northwest or

western North America

D Nonhabitat Factors Poor air quality may cause a decline of these ectomycorrhizal

species as this has been documented in some European forests

E Inadequate information The distribution frequency and ecology of these species

requires extensive study They represent the tip of the iceberg as there are alargenumberof ectomycorrhizal species that fall into this category of uncommongilledmushrooms
F Features of Alternatives Overall acreage and distribution of latesuccessional

forests and management of the matrix were important features of the alternatives that

influenced the original ratings of these species

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Accurate assessment cannot be made with current

knowledge of species however populations of certain species are known to occur only in

old growth forest reserves or national parks It is possible these species may currently be
more restricted in distribution than in the past The potential negative effects of air pollution

may be predicted based on data from European forest ecosystems The effects of potential

climate change cannot be predicted

VL Summary Ratings reflect lack of knowledge of these uncommon ectomycorrhizal

species and uncertainties about the long term effects of management practices and

environmental conditions ie air pollution

VIL Mitigation Mitigation can improve ratings of these species It will preserve known
populations and determine where additional populations of these species occur within the

range of the northern spotted owl

A Geographic Extent The distribution and range of individual species is not

completely known Those species marked with an are likely endemic to the Pacific

Northwest or western North America

B Specific Habitats Details of habitat requirements are poorly known In general these

species occur only in latesuccessional forest ecosystems certain species are primarily

montane some are more frequent in low elevation forests and others occur in both

regions

C Mitigation Measures Include these species in the general regional inventory of

fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and ecology

Determine distribution of populations relative to latesuccessional reserves and matrix

allocation Focus on montane and low elevation forests for this species group Develop

database of known locations and determine if management is necessary to protect

known populations For rarer species or localized populations provide buffer zones
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which will maintain integrity of the habitat and microclimate Low elevation and

montane late successional ecosystems should be maintained in relation to known

populations Quality of habitat and management of matrix are important since we are

unsure as to when these fungi appear in conifer ecosystems what stage of succession

and the ecological parameters that allow them to do so Within harvest areas of the

matrix maintain amounts of coarse woody debris that are representative of the natural

stand conditions aggregate leave trees and minimize site disturbance In the case of

Cortinariusmagnivelatus a hypogeous species quality of habitat may be particularly

important since it is likely that it is at least in part dispersed by animals

D Benefits Mitigation will provide baseline data on the listed species from which we

can determine the effects of forest management practices on their distribution

frequency habitat requirements general ecology and reproduction Mitigation should

prevent extirpation of species and reduce the number of isolated populations across the

landscape

L Species Rare Gilled Mushrooms Ectomycorrhizal

Cortinariuscanabarba syn C umidicola

Cortinariusrainierensis

Cortinariusvariipes

Tricholona venenatum

IL FEMAT Rating 0283 15

collective rating for Rare Gilled Mushroom Ectomycorrhizal group

IM Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Mycorrhizal latesuccessional conifer forests range of host species

is not known for certain Species are considered rare with only one or a few known

collections Cortinariusrainiereniswas described from the PacificNorthwest however

efforts to find it over the past decade have been unsuccessful It may or may not be

endemic The remaining three species are not endemic All require diverse older

forests with a heavy litterhumus layer and associated coarse woody debris Fruiting

bodies may occur annually in the same location or only occur sporadically in a given

location Fruit in late summer and fall

B Past Actions Unknown for certain however any perturbation of late successional

forests eg logging may influence present day distributions especially in mid tolow

elevation forests

C Species Range There are few records of these species and therefore their

distributions are unknown for all lands
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D Nonhabitat Factors Air pollution could cause the decline of these species asshown
for ectomycorrhizal fungi in Europe

E Inadequate Information Overall distribution and ecology are poorly known

F Features of Alternatives The primary features of the alternatives which affected the

rating were the overall acreage of late successional reserves their distribution location

and management as well as management of matrix lands Late successional forests

with welldeveloped humus litter are likely critical to their growth reproduction and

survival Quality of habitat in reserves and matrix are important since we are unsure of

how and when these species become part of the forest ecosystem

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Assessment can not be made with currentknowledgeofthese species Effects of air pollution and global warming are unknown

VL Summary Ratings reflect rareness of species and poor knowledge of their distribution

frequency habitat requirements general ecology and reproduction Long term effects of

environmental conditions are uncertain however air pollution could cause decline of these

species Forest management practices in early successional stands may influence the

occurrence of these species in late successional forests

VIL Mitigation Mitigation may improve ratings It will preserve the known populations

and determine the overall distribution of each species within the range of the northern

spotted owl as well as providing baseline information

A Geographic Extent The overall distribution of each species is unknown on all

lands All are known from either one or a few sites

B Specific Habitats Latesuccessional conifer forests with well developed humuslitterlayersand associated woody debris No specific hosts are known however a mixture

of ectomycorrhizal host trees could be beneficial

C Mitigation Measures Identify known locations of these species and manage to

protect these populations Survey suitable habitat in adjacent areas to locate additional

populations Develop GIS layer and associated database to track rare and locally

endemic species Include these species in the general mycological survey for the region

to develop information on the distribution of populations relative to various land

allocations ecological requirements such as the range of tree hosts habitat edaphic

factors associated fungi and successional role Map and monitor known populations

of each species Survey of non federal lands could become important in terms of

connectivity of populations in certain geographical areas eg coastal forests For

known populations provide an adequate buffer zone to maintain the integrity of the

habitat and microclimate Forest management practices in relation to known localities

for these species should maintain diverse late successional forest habitats

D Benefits Mitigation will likely improve ratings and will reduce risk of extirpation

of known populations It will also provide baseline information for each species which
can be used in long term monitoring to determine effects on species viability
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I Species Rare Gilled Mushrooms Ectomycorrhizal

Cortinariusverrucisporus Cortinariuswiebeae

11 FEMAT rating 0283 15

collective rating for Rare Gilled Mushrooms Ectomycorrhizal group

mI Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Removal of the 180 year rotation in

matrix areas of California may reduce available habitat for Cortinariusverrucisporus and may

affect the survival and distribution of this species

m Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Ectomycorrhizal montane late successional forests often at

relatively high elevations Associated with true firs and other conifers They are

grouped together here because they represent a small group of species sometimes called

hypogeous Cortinarii Fruit during the late spring and summer They are likely dispersed at

least in part by mammals

B Past Actions Unknown for certain however past logging may have affected their

overall distributions

C Species Range Cortinariuswiebeae is known only from Camas Corral Mt Hood

National Forest while C verrucisporus which was described from Amador County

California is more widely distributed occurring in Oregon as well as in California

D Nonhabitat Factors Poor air quality could cause decline of these species since they

are ectomycorrhizal The decline of ectomycorrhizal fungi has been documented in

certain European forests

E Inadequate Information General distributions are known but overall distribution

frequency habitat requirements general ecology and reproduction are poorly

understood

F Features of Alternative The distribution and amount of late successionalforests as

well as management of the late successional reserves were important factors in the

ratings of these species Particularly important are maintenance of late succession

montane forests in relation to known populations Quality of habitat may be

particularly important since these species at least in part are dispersed by mammals

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Assessment cannot be made with current knowledge

of species Effects of air pollution and global climate change are unknown for certain

however evidence from European forests indicate that air pollution can cause a decline in

ectomycorrhizal fungi
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VI Summary Ratings reflect rareness of species C wiebeae which is known only from the

type locality There is poor understanding of the distribution frequency habitat

requirement general ecology and reproduction of these species Long term effects of

environmental conditions are uncertain however air pollution could cause decline of these

species Forest management practices in early successional stands could influence the

occurrence of these species in late successional forests

VIL Mitigation Mitigation will improve ratings It will protect known populations and

determine if there are additional populations within the range of the northern spotted owl It

will also provide baseline information on frequency habitat requirements general ecology

and reproduction

A Geographic Extent Cortinariuswiebeae is known only from the type locality

Cortinariusverrucisporusis more widely distributed in California and also occurs in

Oregon

B Specific Habitats Occurs in montane late successional forests at relatively high

elevations Details of habitat requirements are poorly known

C Mitigation Measures Establish Mycological Special Interest Area to provide

protection for the type locality the only known location of Cortinariuswiebeae Survey

suitable habitat in the vicinity to locate additional populations Develop GIS layer and

associated database to track rare and locally endemic species Include these species in

the general mycological survey for the region including survey and inventory of all

montane reserves and matrix areas to develop information on their distribution

abundance habitat requirements and ecology Map and monitor known populations

and determine how animals particularly mammals are involved in dispersal and

distribution of the species Since these species occur in drier montane forests their

occurrence on the east side of the Cascades needs investigation Most known

populations are on federal lands therefore non federal lands could become important

in terms of connectivity of species in montane forests Forest management practices in

relation to known localities for these species should maintain intact late successional

forests Matrix management practices such as providing for coarse woody debris

aggregated leave tree retention and minimizing site disturbance may benefit these

species

D Benefits Mitigation will reduce the risk of extirpation for Cortinariuswiebeae and

will likely improve the rating for Cortinariusverrucisporus In addition it will provide

baseline data on their distribution frequency habitat requirements general ecology and

reproduction This information will help evaluate the effects of forest management

practices air pollution and other factors on populations of these species

I Species

Uncommon Ecto Polypores
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Albatrellus ellisii

Albatrellusflettii

Rare Ecto Polypores

Albatrellus avellaneus

Albatrellus caeruleoporus

I1 FEMAT Rating

4232 207 collective rating for Uncommon Ecto Polypore group
24238 18 collective rating for Rare Ecto Polypore group

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Eighty year rotations will not provide
habitat for these species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Mycorrhizal polypores Sometimes collected for food butrarelyharvestedcommercially Very scattered populations but may appear common due to

heavy fruiting of single populations Chiefly but not entirely coastal in this region
Occurs primarily or exclusively in oldgrowth but commonly with mixed hardwoods

B Past Actions Harvest of coastal forests has undoubtedly eradicated many maybe
most populations

C Species Range Washington Oregon northern California Rocky Mountains
northeastern United States Europe

A caeruleoporusis known from only one site on the Olympic Peninsula but is more
common in the northeastern United States

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information Reproductive biology extent and lifespan ofsinglemyceliapopulations mycorrhizal associates and taxonomy is not well known

F Features of the Alternative Primary concern is status and protection of coastal late

successional forests

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Many sites are on coastal non federal land especially

state parks Management of these sites may be crucial to survival

VL Summary Ratings reflect scarcity and uncertainty of future status of suitable habitat

A Geographic Extent Pacific Northwest and northern California especially coastal old
growth

B Specific Habitats Old growth conifer stands in Oregon and Washington and mixed
coastal conifers and hardwoods in California

C Mitigation Measures These species should be key species in surveys of coastal
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forests For the two rare species survey known sites to delineate boundaries of habitat

and populations establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate

protection of population Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations

Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop

and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare or

locally endemic taxa

Include all species in the general regional inventory of fungi to determine distribution

abundance habitat requirements and ecology Focus on coastal low elevation forests

for this species group Determine distribution of populations relative to late

successional reserves and matrix allocation Develop database of known locations and

determine if management is necessary to protect known populations For rarer species

or localized populations provide buffer zones which will maintain integrity of the

habitat and microclimate Low elevation latesuccessional coastal forests should be

maintained in relation to known populations Within harvest areas of the matrix

maintain amounts of coarse woody debris that are representative of the natural stand

conditions aggregate leave trees and minimize site disturbance Encourage long term

rotations to replace coastal oldgrowth to provide potential habitat for these species

D Benefits Mitigation may improve rating for these species Survey will provide

baseline data on the species from which we can determine the effects of forest

management practices on their distribution frequency habitat requirements general

ecology and reproduction Mitigation should reduce risk of extirpation of the rare

species and reduce the number of isolated populations across the landscape

L Species Tooth Fungi

Hydnum repandum

Hydnum umbilicatum

Phellodon atratum

Sarcodonfuscoindicum

Sarcodon imbricatus

IL FEMAT Rating 67 2770

collective rating for Tooth Fungi group

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These tooth fungi are mycorrhizal with both conifers and

hardwoods Although they occur in older latesuccessional forests they reenter second

growth forests reasonably early ca 100 yrs
Hydnum repandum Sweet Tooth PieddeMouton is a major commercial species In

this region it is winter fruiting from October to April thus it spans the season between
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chanterelle harvest in the fall and morel harvest in the spring

B Past Actions Past harvest has greatly reduced the number and extent of

populations

C Species Range Widespread including east coast and Europe but most species

uncommon

D Nonhabitat Factors Commercial harvest of H repandum

E Inadequate Information Taxonomy there are some very rare unlisted species in

this group reproductive biology especially commercially viable techniques to cultivate

and manage commercial species and the species specific host range of mycorrhizal

associates are not well known for this group

F Features of the Alternative Main concern is the intensity of management in the

matrix Aggregation of leave trees is important for these species

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Rotation length on non federal land could be

important to survival Ultimately we may see management to encourage H repandum for its

own commercial value Many prefer it to chanterelles

VI Summary Ratings reflect relative abundance combined with uncertainty of future

availability of midsuccessional stands

A Geographic Extent Washington Oregon and northern California

B Specific Habitats Latesuccessional conifer stands also in mixed coastal hardwoods

C Mitigation Measures Increase extent of 100 yearold stands especially in coastal

areas Monitor and regulate commercial harvest to maintain sustainability Encourage

cocropping of H repandum with commercial timber species Include these species in

the general regional inventory of fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat

requirements and ecology Determine distribution of populations relative to late

successional reserves and matrix allocation Within harvest areas of the matrix

aggregate leave trees maintain amounts of coarse woody debris that are representative

of the natural stand conditions and minimize site disturbance

D Benefits Mitigation might improve rating and will provide baseline data on

distribution abundance and ecology of the species

L Species Rare Zygomycete Endogone acrogena

IL FEMAT Rating 018 60 23
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collective rating for Rare Zygomycete group

Modifications due to changes in Alternative 93mI
IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This rare endemic occurs in mesic low elevation old growth

forests of Douglas fir and western hemlock probably an ectomycorrhizal fungus

B Past Actions

C Species Range Washington western slopes of the Cascades from Mt Rainier north

to the Whitechuck River Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forest Olympic National Park

The type locality is the end of the Whitechuck River Road Mt Baker Snoqualmie

National Forest the precise location can be obtained from the collector Prof David

Hosford Central Washington University Ellensburg

D Nonhabitat Factors Extensive logging in low elevation old growth has probably

eliminated most of the habitat characteristic for this species

E Inadequate Information Remaining low elevation old growth Douglas firwestem
hemlock stands have not been thoroughly explored for hypogeous fungi

F Features of the Alternatives

V Cumulative Effects Assessment All three known localities are on federal lands most

remaining low elevation habitat suitable for this species is likely to be on federal lands

VL Summary This rare endemic occurs in habitats at low elevations that have been

decimated by logging The Olympic and Mt Rainier National Parks appear to be important

refugia

VIL Mitigation Remaining habitat in the areas of the type locality and other known
localities should be inventoried to determine extent of populations Type locality and other

known populations should be protected

A Geographic Extent Western slopes of the Cascades from Mt Rainier north to the

Whitechuck River Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forest Olympic National Park

B Specific Habitats Type locality is end of Whitechuck River Road Mt Baker

Snoqualmie National Forest one collection from Mt Rainier National Park and Olympic

National Park

CMitigation Measures Initially designate 160 acres of similar habitat around the type

locality of the species until ground survey can be conducted to determine extent of

population Survey to delineate boundaries of habitat and population establish buffer

around known locations to provide for adequate protection of population Consider

designation of Mycological Special Interest Area to protect type locality and known
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populations Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations Develop

management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and
maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare or locally

endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of type and other localities will reduce risk of extirpation of the
species

L Species Rare Zygomycete Glomus radiatum

11 FEMAT Rating 018 6023

collective rating for Rare Zygomycete group

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This species has a broad distribution but is rare in the range of

the northern spotted owl It occurs as an endomycorrhizal associate of mature to

old growth coastal redwood and Alaska yellowcedar in mesic to wet areas of thick

humus abundant coarse woody debris and over a wide elevational range

B Past Actions

C Species Range Known from only 3 localities in the range of the northern

spotted owl Northwest coast of California and upper mid elevations of the Oregon

and southern Washington Cascades northeastern United States Japan One site is

in the Lamb Butte Scenic Area which contains several rare local endemics and is

proposed for designation as a Mycological Special Interest Area see writeup for

Chroogomphus loculatus

D Nonhabitat Factors Two of the three known localities are subject to heavy

recreational use

E Inadequate Information The widely disjunct localities suggest a more extensive

range than is now known at least in suitable habitats with suitable hosts Neither

coastal redwood nor Alaska yellowcedar stands nor those of western redcedar

another possible host have been intensively explored for this or other hypogeous
species

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The California site is on private land but similar

nearby sites in coastal redwoods are already preserved in national or state parks The Alaska
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yellowcedar localities are on federal land

VI Summary Though occurring in the northeast United States and Japan this species

is rare in the western United States Its rating reflects rarity and natural history more than

features of the alternatives

VIL Mitigation Protection of known localities will reduce risk of extirpation

A Geographic Extent see Species Range

B Specific Habitats Washington Knuppenberg Lake Gifford Pinchot National

Forest T 13 N R 11 E Sec 10 SW 14 Oregon The Potholes Lamb Butte Scenic

Area Willaniette National Forest T 17 S R 6 E Sec 22 SE 14 California 2

miles south of Smith River

C Mitigation Measures Restrict further recreational development at Knuppenberg

Lake initiate process of establishing Mycological Special Interest Area in the Lamb
Butte Scenic Area Inventory appropriate habitats in the northern Goat Rocks

Wilderness Area and Redwoods National Park for other populations Develop

management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts monitor for

recreation impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated

database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

D Benefits Protection of known localities will reduce risk of extirpation of the

species from the range of the northern spotted owl Inventory of nearby suitable

habitats may reveal the species to be more common than is now known

L Species Group Uncommon Gilled Mushrooms Saprobes

Baeospora myriadophylla M monticola

Chrysomphalina grossula M overholtsiiwood
Collybia bakerensis wood M quinaultensis

Fayodia gracilipes syn F rainferensis M tenax

Gymnopilus punctifolius wood Mythicomyces corneipes

Marasmiusapplanatipes Neolentinus kauffmnanii wood
Mycena hidsoniana Pholiotaalbivelata

M lilacifolia wood Stagnicola perplexa

M Hydropus marginella wood

IL FEMAT Rating 40 35 15 10

collective rating for Uncommon Gilled Mushroom Saprobes Group

DL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Removal of the 180 year rotation in

matrix areas in California may reduce suitable or potential habitat for some of these species

Management of matrix areas will influence the distribution frequency and reproduction of
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these species and impact them in certain parts of their range

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These species are all saprobic and either occur on litterhumus
andor coarse woody debris Those restricted to logs or stumps are noted above

Certain species require recently fallen logs eg Collybia bakerensis while others occur on

well decomposed logs eg Gymnopilus punctifolius Neolentinus kauffmanii occurs only

on the wood of Sitka spruce Some species are restricted to low or midelevation late

successional forests while others are more generally distributed in conifer ecosystems

Many species fruit in the late summer fall andor winter seasons depending on

geographic location Others eg Mycena overholtsii and Collybia bakerensis occur earlier

in the year the former frequently associated with melting snow banks

B Past Actions Habitats for these species have been reduced by logging of old

growth forests

C Species Range Species marked with an are endemic to the Pacific Northwest
others occur well outside the Pacific Northwest The overall distributions are poorly

known in general A number likely occur across northern California Oregon and
Washington in appropriate habitats but this has not been documented Others may be

more restricted in their distribution for example Marasmiusapplanatipes so far is

known only from certain populations in California

D Nonhabitat Factors Air pollution could result in the decline of some of these

species

E Inadequate Information The overall distributions for these species are not available

and their ecology and habitat requirements are not fully understood All are in need of

further study

F Features of Alternatives Overall acreage and distribution of late successional

forests and management of the matrix were important features of the alternatives that

influenced the original ratings of these species Management of matrix areas is

important for developing future habitats for these species

V Cumulative Effects of Assessment Reports of these species have often been from

federal lands however their is no database for precise distributions Therefore populations

on non federal lands could be important for continuity of species within their natural ranges
The distribution and frequency of theses species has likely been influenced by logging of late

successional forests The potential negative effect of air pollution and global climate change

can not be predicted

VI Summary Ratings reflect the fact that these species are relatively uncommon andor

have specific habitat andor substrate requirements They are characteristic of late

successional forests The overall range frequency reproduction habitat requirements and

general ecology of most of these species are in need of further study
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VIL Mitigation Mitigation will improve ratings for these species

A Geographic Extent Species marked with an are endemic to the Pacific Northwest

howeverothers occur well outside the Pacific Northwest The distributions for some

species are poorly known overall Certain species be more restricted in distribution for

example Marasmiusapplanatipes is known only from certain populations in California

B Specific Habitat Saprobic species that either occur on litterhumus andor coarse

woody debris Some species are restricted to low or midelevation late successional

forests while others are more generally distributed in conifer ecosystems Neolentinus

kauffmanii is restricted to wood of Sitka spruce

C Mitigation Measures Include these species in the general regional inventory of

fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and ecology

Determine distribution of populations relative to late successional reserves and matrix

allocation Develop database of known locations Determine if management is

necessary to protect known populations If so protect known populations by providing

a buffer zone adequate to maintain integrity of habitat and microclimate of the site

Map and monitor populations and determine habitat requirements for each species

Management of matrix areas adjacent to known populations should be toward

establishing latesuccessional forest habitats Within harvest areas of the matrix

maintain amounts of coarse woody debris that are representative of the natural stand

conditions aggregate leave trees and minimize site disturbance

D Benefits Survey will provide baseline data on the overall distributions and habitat

requirements of individual species as well as improve their ratings Known populations

for species at risk or those that are rare and locally distributed would be protected

Mitigation will reduce risk of extirpation

L Species Group Rare Gilled Mushrooms Saprobes

Clitocybe subditopoda

Clitocybe senilis

Rhodocybe nitida

IM FEMAT Rating 040 38 23

collective rating for Rare Gilled Mushroom Saprobe group

IlL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Removal of the 180 year rotation in

matrix areas in California may reduce suitable or potential habitat for some of these species

Management of matrix areas will influence the distribution frequency and reproduction of

these species and may impact them in certain parts of their range

IV Explanation of Rating
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A Natural History These are saprobic species except possibly Rhodocybe nitida which

may be ectomycorrhizal They are rare to uncommon in late successional forests and

require relatively moist habitats with a deep humus and litter layer Fruiting is during

the summer and fall seasons

B Past Actions Habitat for these species has been reduced by logging of old growth

forests especially at lower elevations

C Species Range Pacific Northwest and likely occur in Washington Oregon and

California however there are few known localities Rhodocybe nitida has only been

documented for certain from Washington

D Nonhabitat Factors Air pollution could result in the decline of these species

especially if Rhodocybe nitida is determined to be ectomycorrhizal

E Inadequate Information Accurate distributions for these species are not available

and their ecology and habitat requirements need further study

F Features of Alternatives Overall acreage and distribution of latesuccessional

forests and management of the matrix were important features of the alternatives that

influenced the original ratings of these species

V Cumulative Effects of Assessment Known populations are primarily on federal lands

As these species are characteristic of low to midelevation latesuccessional forests it is likely

their distribution and frequency has been effected by logging Populations on non federal

lands may be important for connectivity of species within their range

VI Summary Ratings reflect the rareness of these species their dose association with low

to midelevation late successional forests and the lack of information on their overall range

frequency reproduction habitat requirements and general ecology

VII Mitigation Mitigation will improve the ratings for these species

A Geographic Extent It is likely these species all occur in Washington Oregon and

California however there are few known populations Thus far Rhodocybe nitida has

only been documented for Washington

B Specific Habitat Latesuccessional forests with relatively moist habitats and a well

developed humus and litter layer They occur primarily in low to midelevation forests

C Mitigation Measures Survey known sites to delineate boundaries of habitat and

populations Protect known populations by providing a buffer that is adequate to

maintain habitat and microclimate conditions Include these species in the general

regional inventory of fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat requirements

and ecology Determine distribution of populations relative to latesuccessional reserves

and matrix allocation Evaluate species distribution on federal lands to determine if

populations are isolated or face extirpation Determine if non federal lands are

important for providing connectivity between populations particularly in low elevation
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and coastal forests Develop management guidelines to protect populations from

adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database

for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa Management of matrix areas adjacent to

known populations should be toward establishing late successional forest habitats

Within harvest areas of the matrix maintain amounts of coarse woody debris that are

representative of natural stand conditions aggregate leave trees and minimize site

disturbance

D Benefits Mitigation to protect known populations may reduce risk of extirpation

Surveys will provide baseline data on the distribution and habitat requirements of these

species and may improve their ratings

L Species Group Rare Gilled Mushrooms Saprobes

Neolentinus adherens

Rhodocybe speciosa

Tricholomopsisfulvescens

IL FEMAT Rating 040 38 23

collective rating for Rare Gilled Mushrooms Saprobes group

5mIModifications due to changes in Alternative 9

TV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History These species are considered rare and known populations are

few All require welldeveloped relatively moist late successional forests Species fruit

only on large coarse woody debris especially large logs in later stages of decay

Primarily fruit in the fall

B Past Actions Habitats for these species have been reduced by logging of old

growth forests at low to midelevations

C Species Range Neolentinus adheres known populations Soleduck River Olympic

National Park Rhodocybe speciosa reported from a few populations from Mt Rainier

National Park north to Barlow Pass Tricholomopsisfulvescens reported from Mt Hood
area Mt Rainier National Park and Barlow Pass Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forest

For the latter two species the location of only one population is currently known

D Nonhabitat Factors Air pollution could result in the decline of these species

E Inadequate Information Accurate distributions for these rare species are not

available There is inadequate information on ecology and habitat requirements

F Features of Alternatives Overall acreage and distribution of late successional
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forests and management of the matrix were important features of the alternatives that

influenced the original rating of these species

V Cumulative Effects of Assessment Known populations are on federal lands These
species are characteristic of low to midelevation late successional forests their distribution

and frequency may have been impacted by logging Populations on non federal lands are

important in terms of connectivity of the species within their ranges

VI Summary Ratings reflect the rareness of these species their seemingly dose association

with low to midelevation late successional forests and the lack of information on their

overall range frequency habitat requirements and general ecology

VIL Mitigation Mitigation will improve the ratings for these species

A Geographic Extent Overall distributions are unknown Neolentinus adheres

known populations Soleduck River Olympic National Park Rhodocybe speciosa

reported from few populations one known Mt Rainier National Park north to Barlow
Pass Tricholomopsisfulvescens reported from Mt Hood area Mt Rainier National Park

and Barlow Pass only known population Rhodocybe speciosa andTricholomopsisfulvescensare possible endemics

B Specific Habitat Well developed late successional forests relatively moist sites with

abundant coarse woody debris Species require large logs in later stages of decay

C Mitigation Measures Manage to protect known populations by surveying to

delineate boundaries of habitat and population establish buffer around known
populations to maintain habitat and microclimate conditions and to provide for

adequate protection of population Survey suitable habitat to find additional

populations Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse

impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for

locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities Include these species in

the general regional inventory of fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat

requirements and ecology Determine distribution of populations relative to late

successional reserves and matrix allocation Develop and maintain GIS layer and
associated database of known locations Management of matrix areas adjacent to

known populations should be toward establishing latesuccessional forest habitat with

large coarse woody debris distributed on the landscape in natural numbers and

patterns Within harvest areas of the matrix maintain amounts of coarse woody debris

that are representative of the natural stand conditions aggregate leave trees and
minimize site disturbance

D Benefits Mitigation will provide baseline data on the distribution and habitat

requirements of these species as well as improve their ratings Known populations

would be protected
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1 Species Fuzzy Sandoze Noble Polypore Oxyporus nobilissimus

113 FEMAT Rating 10 2543 22

IIl Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 If this species is discovered in

California then the management of matrix areas could become important in relation to its

distribution Matrix areas associated with this species should be managed to promote its

growth and reproduction

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This is a rare and endangered species A perennial shelf

fungus conk often producing extremely large fruit bodies Occurs on stumps snags

and living trees probably saprobic type of decay under investigation Typically

occurs on Abies particularly A procera Occurs in late successional forests especially in old

and ancient stands and requires very large diameter substrates Also can persist on

ancient large stumps in second growth for a number of years It has not been found on

logs

B Past Actions The removal of old growth forests through logging particularly in the

range of Abies procera has had an impact on this species It is considered rare and in

need of protection Listed as rare and endangered by the Oregon Natural Heritage

Program and under consideration for similar status in Washington

C Species Range Endemic to the states of Washington and Oregon from Snow Peak

Linn County Oregon north to Asahel Curtis Nature Trail King County Washington in

the Cascades on the East Fork of the Humptulips River Olympic Peninsula Also

reported but not verified from the coast range in Oregon

D Nonhabitat Factors Air pollution and global climate change could directly or

indirectly cause the decline of this species

E Inadequate Information This species has been studied for the past two years and a

preliminary report on its distribution and ecology are forthcoming

F Features of Alternatives Overall acreage and distribution of late successional

forests and management of the matrix were important features of the alternatives that

influenced the original ratings of these species Management of matrix areas is

important for developing future habitats in which they can grow

V Cumulative Effects of Assessment All known populations of this species are on federal

lands a number are in reserves or parks where it has been protected from logging Its

distribution and frequency have been impacted by logging particularly of Abies procera This

makes any populations that occur on non federal lands extremely important to the survival

of this species across its natural range

VI Summary Ratings reflect the rareness of this species and the fact that living specimens

have only been found at six locations in Oregon and Washington It appears restricted to
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Abies especially Abies procera and occurs only on the bases of living trees and on snags and

stumps It occurs primarily on large diameter old trees snags and stumps so that it has

specialized substrate requirements It requires immediate protection and long term

monitoring eg 100 years or more

VII Mitigation Mitigation may not improve the rating of this species but could prevent the

extirpation of known populations and extinction of the species

A Geographic Extent Endemic to Oregon and Washington occurring from Linn

County Oregon north to the Snoqualmie Pass area in the Cascades and on the

Humptulips River Olympic Peninsula Reported but not verified from the Oregon

coast range Living populations known from only six locations

B Specific Habitat Late successional especially old growth and ancient forests on

large diameter trees snags and stumps never on logs closely associated with Abies

especially Abies procera Found also on very large stumps in second growth forests

where it may persist for many years but likely will not survive

C Mitigation Measures All known populations should be protected with buffer of a

least one or more square miles with the fungus population centrally located Survey

and inventory suitable habitat to find additional populations All populations should

be precisely mapped and data maintained in a GIS layer and associated database

Long term monitoring 100 years should be established for known populations

Details of reproduction should be investigated and genetic diversity of all populations

determined using modem molecular techniques Management of reserves and matrix

areas with suitable habitat especially in the vicinity of known populations should be

managed to improve connectivity between populations and prevent further isolation of

populations or their extirpation This species requires large areas of latesuccessional

forests with natural distribution of large diameter stumps snags and trees Late

successional forests suitable for this species must be maintained and developed to

insure its long term survival The management of matrix or reserves where removal of

trees is planned should be evaluated for potential impact to this species if suitable

habitat for its growth and reproduction occurs

Species should be placed on the rare and endangered list by the Natural Heritage

Program in Washington State and Region 6 Regional Forester’s Sensitive Species List to

ensure protection regionally on all lands This species should be evaluated for national

listing with US Fish and Wildlife Service

D Benefits Mitigation may prevent this fungus from extirpation although it is

extremely rare so there is uncertainty about this species viability It will be difficult to

restore its natural distribution and frequency especially at low elevations in areas

previously occupied with latesuccessional forests

I Species Bondarzew’s Polypore Bondarzewia montana
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listed in FEMAT as Bondarzewia mesenterica sic and as Other Polypore

Il FEMAT Rating 30 25 30 15

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Rare saprobe causing root rot In North America it is most

widespread in the Pacific Northwest There are two reports of local abundance outside

of the region Priest Lake and Tahoe Generally at higher elevations and associated

with Abies always associated with latesuccessional forest Produces large conspicuous

fruiting body on soil above roots Fruits repeatedly in the same location indicating

populations long lived Edible but tough and bitter thus rarely taken despite large

size No commercial harvest

B Past Actions Some populations may have been eliminated by past logging but in

general its range is above the elevations of most intense harvest

C Species Range Pacific Northwest to Idaho and western Nevada at high elevations

Also widespread but rare in Eurasia

D Nonhabitat Factors Potential climate change may affect southern extent of species

reducing some of few sites in FEMAT region Air pollution likely a problem in more

developed areas

E Inadequate Information Need more detailed distribution information and to

determine if it is confined to Abies as a host species

F Features of the Alternative Much of the potential habitat is protected as

congressionally or administratively withdrawn lands However concerns for this rare

species viability need to be addressed in non timber development of higher elevation

lands

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Increased harvest of higher elevation sites on non
federal land may eliminate populations Increased recreational summer residential

development may eradicate some population directly and may impact others by creating

local pockets of elevated atmospheric sulfur and nitrogen

VL Summary Ratings reflect rarity and uncertainty about future management of high

elevation lands

A Geographic Extent Higher elevations throughout FEMAT with special concern for

southern edge of range in California

B Specific Habitats High elevation late successional forests with Abies

C Mitigation Measures Survey to determine specific sites delineate boundaries of
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habitat and populations Establish buffer around populations to provide adequate

protection and to maintain appropriate habitat and microcimatic conditions Survey

suitable habitat to find additional populations Monitor southern sites to detect impact

of potential climate change Monitor sites adjacent to recreational development to

detect impacts of heavy human use trampling and air pollution Develop management

guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and maintain

interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic

taxa6

D Benefits Mitigation including survey which may find sufficient additional sites

may improve ratings Protection of known populations will reduce risk of extirpation

Species Group Rare Resupinates and Polypores

Aleurodiscusfarlowii

Dichostereumgranulosum

Grandiniamicrosporella

Phlebia diffuse

Polyporoletussublividus

Postiarennyii

Scytinostroma cf galatinum

IL FEMAT Rating 050 25 25

collective rating for Rare Resupinate and Polypore group

IL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Presumed saprobes of wood humus litter etc This is but small

fraction of uncommon to rare resupinates and polypores that occur in this region Most

are known from a very small number of sites often a single collection

B Past Actions Past harvests and site preparation has undoubtedly eradicated many
populations However in the case of some of these species the creation of stumps and

large dead roots may have created suitable habitat

C Species Range Pacific Northwest northern California and elsewhere

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information Taxonomy distribution reproductive biology ecology are

not well known Species may have potential ecological and economic importance eg

some may be pathogens others potential industrial organisms bioremediation

medidnals biological control agents commercial fermenters etc
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F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Insufficient information about distribution and habitat

requirements to evaluate

VI Summary Ratings reflect apparent scarcity more than features of the alternatives

VII Mitigation Mitigation might improve ratings especially of individual species

A Geographic Extent Washington Oregon and northern California

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigation Measures Protect currently known sites Survey to delineate boundaries

of populations and establish adequate buffer to maintain integrity of habitat and

Microclimate Include these species in the general regional inventory of fungi to

determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and ecology Determine

distribution of populations relative to late successional reserves and matrix allocation

Develop database of known locations and determine if management is necessary to

protect known populations A prime requirement for mitigation will be acquisition of

more knowledge Within harvest areas of the matrix maintain amounts of coarse

woody debris that are representative of the natural stand conditions aggregate leave

trees and minimize site disturbance

D Benefits Protection of known populations will reduce the risk of extirpation

Survey will provide baseline data on these species from which we can determine the

effects of forest management practices on their distribution frequency habitat

requirements general ecology and reproduction and is expected to result in improved

ratings for some species

Species Uncommon Cup Fungi

Cudoniacircinans

Cudoniamonticola

Spathulariaflavida

IL FEMAT Rating 70 3000

collective rating for Cup Fungi

gaModifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The majority of rated cup fungi are operculate cup fungi order

Pezizales these three species are inoperculate cup fungi order Leotiales There are
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many more species of inoperculate cup fungi in the FEMAT region Most are

microfungi ie they are too small and inconspicuous to rank as macrofungi A few are

plant pathogens some are mycorrhizal Widespread but uncommon in mature conifer

forests with a welldeveloped duff layer

B Past Actions Harvest of old growth has drastically reduced populations in the

FEMAT region

C Species Range Northeast and northwest North America also Eurasia

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information Reproductive biology local abundance and distribution

are not well known

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Management of non federal lands especially

availability of older conifer forests at all elevations will affect ratings

VL Summary Ratings reflect uncertainties about availability of late successional conifer

stands on non federal lands

VIL Mitigation Mitigation could improve ratings

A Geographic Extent Washington Oregon northern California

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigation Measures Include these species in the general regional inventory of

fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and ecology

Determine distribution of populations relative to latesuccessional reserves and matrix

allocation Develop database of known locations and determine if management is

necessary to protect known populations Within harvest areas in the matrix aggregate

leave trees to provide adequate interior microclimate and duff layer minimize site

disturbance during treatments Monitor populations to determine recreation impacts

particularly in higher elevation stands

D Benefits Mitigation should prevent extirpation of the species and will likely

improve the original rating Mitigation will also provide baseline information on the

distribution frequency habitat requirements general ecology and reproduction of these

species

L Species Uncommon Cup Fungi Gyromitra spp False Morels
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Gyromitra california

Gyromitraesculenta

Gyromitra infula

Gyromitra melaleucoides

Gyromitra montana syn G gigas

ILFEMAT Rating 70 3000

collective rating for Cup Fungi group

3L Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The gyromitras are a special case Probably each species should

be dealt with separately Most are saprobic on soil presumably feeding on decaying

matter in the soil However Ginfula is saprobic on rotten to very rotten wood
Several species are gathered as food for domestic consumption Gesculenta is gathered

commercially in Europe Paradoxically Gesculenta is poisonous deadly in fad It

contains monomethyl hydrazine or a closely related molecule which is cumulative and

lethal However the toxin is volatile at just above room temperature thus is driven off

during cooking canning or heat drying

B Past Actions Gesculenta may actually prefer second growth thus past harvest may
have created habitat for this species The other species prefer older forests

C Species Range Gesculenta is most common in northwestern North America and

Europe Other species are endemic

D Nonhabitat Factors Gesculenta is a potential candidate for commercial

exploitation Al are potentially at risk of overexploitation for local use

E Inadequate Information Reproductive biology Although there are several fairly

extensive taxonomic treatments taxonomy is still unresolved

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Management of non federal lands and control of

commercial and non commercial harvest may be critical One wellpublicized lethal poisoning

could limit or terminate harvest

VL Summary Long term survival of each species depends on its harvest andor

management of midsuccessional forests on federal and non federal lands

VIL Mitigation Monitor species and control harvest if necessary to protect species viability

or prevent risk of local extirpation Include these species in the general regional inventory of

fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and ecology Determine

distribution of populations relative to late successional reserves and matrix allocation

Develop database of known locations and determine if management is necessary to protect
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known populations Within harvest areas in the matrix aggregate leave trees maintain

amounts of coarse woody debris that are representative of the natural stand conditions and

minimize site disturbance during treatments

V Benefits Mitigation will provide baseline information on the distribution frequency

habitat requirements general ecology and reproduction Control of commercial harvest if

necessary may prevent a decline in species viability

L Species Uncommon Cup Fungi Otidea spp Rabbit Ears

Otidea leporina

Otidea onotica

Otidea smithii

IL FEMAT Rating 70 3000

collective rating for Cup Fungi group

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Shortened rotations in northern

California will affect ratings negatively

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Otidea leporina and 0 onotica are widespread but uncommon
Otidea smithii is a Pacific Northwest endemic All species are saprobes on conifer duff

in moist to wet latesuccessional stands There is a probability that further taxonomic

exploration will turn up one or more rare endemics in this genus There are existing

species names for what may be varieties or may be rare species Regional treatments

list these species as commonbut that should probably read common for a cup

fungus None is as common as many common mushrooms

B Past Actions

C Species Range

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information Needs taxonomic study reproductive biology

F Features of the Alternative Management of matrix specifically grouping of leave

trees will affect ratings

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Availability of suitable habitat on non federal lands

will affect status

VI Summary Recommend changing original rating to 60 20 15 5 based on uncertainty of
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availability of habitat

VIL Mitigation Mitigation could improve proposed new rating not original rating

A Geographic Extent Throughout FEMAT region

B Specific Habitats Latesuccessional wet midto low elevation conifer forests

C Mitigation Measures Include these species in the general regional inventory of

fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and ecology

Determine distribution of populations relative to latesuccessional reserves and matrix

allocation Develop database of known locations and determine if management is

necessary to protect known populations Within harvest areas in the matrix aggregate

leave trees maintain amounts of coarse woody debris that are representative of the

natural stand conditions and minimize site disturbance during treatments

D Benefits Mitigation will provide baseline information on the distribution

frequency habitat requirements general ecology and reproduction Mitigation will

reduce risk of extirpation and may improve habitat for the species within matrix lands

Species Uncommon Cup Fungi Plectaniamelastoma jellyLike Black Urn

IL FEMAT Rating 70 3000

collective rating for Cup Fungi group

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Widespread but uncommon saprobe on conifer litter Two related

species are rare see Plectanialatahensis Pmillerz

B Past Actions Timber harvest has eradicated populations but this species canreestablishin post canopy closure second growth

C Species Range Northeast and northwest North America and Europe

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information Reproductive biology not well known Although the

taxonomy of this species seems clear there are several undescribed closely related

species

F Features of the Alternative The key feature is the availability of latesuccessional to
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old growth conifer forest with a welldeveloped duff layer

V Cumulative Effects Assessment

VL Summary This species probably rated correctly at 70 3000

VIL Mitigation Not needed

Species Podostroma alutaceum

I1 FEMAT Rating 70 3000

collective rating for Cup Fungi group

JR Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This is not a cup fungus though it resembles both some cup fungi

eg Spathularia and some unbranched corals eg Clavariadelphus Its nearest relatives

in this assessment are listed as rare parasites Podostromaalutaceum is saprobic on

partlydecayed wood fragments in conifer duff In addition it probably feeds on other

fungi in the wood Occurs in mature conifer or mixed conifer hardwood forests

B Past Actions Past clearcutting of old growth conifer stands has eradicated

populations

C Species Range Widespread but rare throughout North America also rare in

Europe

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information Since this species reappears in the same site but is rare

information is needed identifying specific sites of populations Reproductive biology is

not well known This species may have potential for biological control of wood decay

fungi

F Features of the Alternative Key feature is retention of suitable late successional

conifer forest

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Since this is a rare species protection of few sites on

non federal land may be key to its survival

VI Summary Original rating optimistic recommend changing rating to 30 3030 10
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VII Mitigation Mitigation needed to protect species from extirpation

A Geographic Extent Range of the northern spotted owl

B Specific Habitats Latesuccessional conifer forests

C Mitigation Measures Survey known populations to delineate boundaries of habitat

and population establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate

protection of population Include this species in the general regional inventory of fungi

to determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and ecology Determine

distribution of populations relative to late successional reserves and matrix allocation

Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop

and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare or

locally endemic taxa Within harvest areas in the matrix aggregate leave trees

maintain amounts of coarse woody debris that are representative of the natural stand

conditions and minimize site disturbance

D Benefits Protection of known populations will reduce risk of extirpation Survey

will provide baseline information on the distribution frequency habitat requirements

general ecology and reproduction

L Species Uncommon Cup Fungi Sarcosphaeraeximia Crown Fungus

IL FEMAT Rating 70 3000

collective rating for Cup Fungi group

mL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Ectomycorrhizal on conifers in this region or Fagaceae Species

in need of taxonomic treatment Species may be monotypic or two or more species If

more than one species then this one may need protection If only one species then

probably not threatened Fruits sometimes below ground hypogeous sometimes

above ground epigeous thus intermediate in fruiting between truffles and cup fungi

European species strain mostly occurs on chalky soils

B Past Actions Harvest has eradicated populations but species will reestablish in

post canopy closure second growth

C Species Range Assuming one species California Pacific Northwest Rockies

northeast United States and Europe

D Nonhabitat Factors
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E Inadequate Information Taxonomy in need of treatment to determine how many

species are represented in this current taxon Reproductive biology and dispersal

mechanisms not well known

V

VI

VII

F Features of the Alternative Although it occurs here on add pumice derived soils it

may be favored by limestone derived soils In general we expect more diversity of

cup fungi on soils with high calcium content Such sites may need to be identified as of

particular importance for this and other cup fungi

Cumulative Effects Assessment

Summary Giving present knowledge original rating adequate

Mitigation Probably not needed

I

IL

Species Uncommon Cup Fungi Sarcosoma mexicana Giant Gel Cup

FEMAT Rating 70 3000

collective rating for Cup Fungi group

This species may be significantly
IIM Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9
affected by rotation length in northern California Longer rotations in California especially

in north coastal forests may provide opportunity to establish new populations

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Originally described from Mexican material collected from high

elevation conifer site south of Mexico City it has since apparently been extirpated from

its type locality in Mexico Its distribution in the FEMAT region reflects its southern

origins eg it occurs where winters are relatively mild and wet

B Past Actions Extensive harvest in Coast Range has undoubtedly extirpated many

populations but the species seems to be able to reestablish in second growth following

canopy dosure

C Species Range This species is known from scattered locations mostly in the Coast

Range West coast endemic

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information Reproductive biology Location of specific sites and

general distribution Does it still occur in Mexico if so where

F Features of the Alternatives
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U VI Summary Additional information available since original rating suggests that original

rating optimistic for this species and should be changed to reflect concerns about loss of

habitat and lower viability Rating should be changed to 60 2015 5

IV Mitigation Mitigation is necessary to protect this uncommon fungus andimprove its

viability

3 A Geographic Extent Scattered distribution throughout FEMAT region mostly in

Coast Range of Oregon and California

B Specific Habitats Latesuccessional and old growth forests

U
i C Mitigation Measures Retain longer rotations in coastal California matrix Include

these species in the general regional inventory of fungi to determine distribution

abundance habitat requirements and ecology Determine distribution of populations

relative to late successional reserves and matrix allocation Develop database of known

locations and determine if management is necessary to protect known populations

Within harvest areas in the matrix aggregate leave trees maintain amounts of coarse

woody debris that are representative of the natural stand conditions minimize site

disturbance Determine when this species enters stands during forest succession

D Benefits Mitigation will provide baseline information on the distribution

frequency habitat requirements general ecology and reproduction Mitigation will

reduce risk of extirpation and may improve habitat for the species within matrix lands

Mitigation is needed to protect this uncommon species

L Species Rare Cup Fungi Aleuria rhenana Stalked Orange Peel Fungus

IL FEMAT Rating 035 38 28

collective rating for Rare Cup Fungi group

mL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

I IVExplanation of Rating

I
A Natural History Widespread but rare saprobic species Dependent on well

developed conifer litter but apparently independent of species eg redwood spruce

Douglas fir Only found in latesuccessional conifer forests

B Past Actions Clearcutting undoubtedly destroyed some populations but no

documentation

C Species Range Five known populations in the Pacific Northwest from near San

Francisco to Mt Rainier Remarkably wide range of latitude and altitude sea level
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upwards to near treeline One known population in New York near the top of Mt

Marcy in Adirondacks plus at least two others in eastern North America Also in

Europe but rare

D Nonhabitat Factors Not known

E Inadequate information Taxonomy well established but urgent need to identify

specific sites No information on reproductive strategy

F Features of the Alternative Primary feature is retention and creation of late

successional stands

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Further harvest of late successional stands on non

federal lands may be crucial to survival Two of four known sites in Pacific Northwest are

on protected non federal lands One of these may be threatened by increasing public

recreational use

VL Summary Ratings reflect rarity and uncertainty of protection of very few specific sites

VIL Mitigation Mitigation might improve ratings for this species if survey located

numerous other sites

A Geographic Extent Throughout FEMAT range

B Specific Habitats Latesuccessional conifer stands

C Mitigation Measures Include this species in surveys of macrofungi in wide range of

Protect and monitor all known sites Establish bufferlatesuccessional conifer types

around known locations to provide for adequate protection of population and to

maintain appropriate habitat and microdimatic conditions Develop management

guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and maintain GIS

layer and associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa Initiate

studies of reproductive strategy in order to be able to rescue species by culture and

reintroduction if needed

D Benefits Mitigation is likely to improve ratings and reduce risk of extirpation

Species Rare Cup Fungi Bryoglossum gracile syn Mitrula gracilis

IL FEMAT Rating 035 38 38

collective rating for Rare Cup Fungi group

IL Modifications Due to Changes in Alternative 9 None
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IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Saprobe or possible parasite on mosses Hylocomium splendens

and probably others in wet high elevation conifer sites Often mistaken for more

common Mitrula spp which are leaf saprobes at lower elevations Rare or possibly just

overlooked

B Past Actions Not a primary factor in rating

C Species Range Arctic and alpine upper montane probably throughout alpine in

North America and Europe Only one documented site in FEMAT region

D Nonhabitat Factors Potential global warming may have impact Air pollution may
affect species directly or in case of heavy metals or toxic organics through

accumulation by moss

E Inadequate Information Inadequate information about distribution especially

specific sites Inadequate information about potential effects of airborne toxics No
information about reproductive biology

F Features of the Alternative Primary factor is protection of high elevation conifer

sites

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Recreational or summer residential development of

non federal high elevation lands may impact specific populations directly increase human

impact on adjacent federal lands or increase local levels of airborne toxics

VL Summary Ratings reflect perceived species rarity

VIL Mitigation Mitigation could improve rating

A Geographic Extent Montane areas of FEMAT region

B Specific Habitats Mossy wet alpine subalpine upper montane conifer forests

C Mitigation Measures Survey to delineate boundaries and habitat of known

populations survey suitable habitat to find additional populations and to develop

additional information on distribution abundance habitat and ecology If confirmed

rare protect specific sites by establishing buffer around population Develop and

maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare or locally

endemic taxa Determine if management is necessary to protect known populations

Monitor recreation impacts Investigate secondary impact of atmospheric toxics

D Benefits Mitigation could improve rating
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L Species Rare Cup Fungi Gelatinodiscusflavidus

IL FEMAT Rating 035 38 28

collective rating for Rare Cup Fungi group

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Saprobe or weak pathogen Limited to needles cones twigs of

Alaska yellowcedar Fruiting occurs only at edges of snow melt either under the snow

or in rivulets of runoff Basic biology including reproductive is well studied

B Past Actions Not a major factor in ratings

C Species Range Documented collections British Columbia Olympic Peninsula

North Cascades Oregon Cascades Central Oregon

D Nonhabitat Factors Impact of add rain not known Potential global warming may

shift range northward and possibly eliminate species from the range of the northern

spotted owl

E Inadequate Information Need more information on distribution

F Features of the Alternative Primary feature is extent of high elevation populations

of Alaska yellowcedar

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Known sites are on federal land

VL Summary Ratings reflect scarcity of known populations

VIL Mitigation Mitigation might improve ratings

A Geographic Extent Range of Alaska yellowcedar within the range of the northern

spotted owl

B Specific Habitats see Natural History

C Mitigation Measures Survey snow melt sites in Alaska yellowcedar stands

throughout the region to determine distribution abundance habitat and ecology

Protect known populations until abundance and distribution can be determined for the

species If scarce protect populations by providing adequate buffer to maintain

appropriate habitat and microclimatic conditions Develop and maintain interagency

GIS layer and associated database on species locations

D Benefits Mitigation survey might improve rating and protection of known

populations would reduce risk of extirpation
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L Species Rare Cup Fungi Helvella spp Elfin Saddles

Helvella compressa

Helvella crassitunicata

Helvella elastica

Helvella maculata

11 FEMAT Rating 035 38 28

collective rating for Rare Cup Fungi group

1I1L Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation ofRating

A Natural History Presumed saprobes Possibly facultative mycorrhizal Fruit on

soil Uncommon to rare Associated with latesuccessional forest where they often fruit

in limited open sites along paths or streams

B Past Actions Although past clearcutting has probably destroyed some populations

scarcity of known sites was the primary basis for rating

C Species Range Widespread but uncommon in temperate forested areas of North
America and elsewhere

D Nonhabitat Factors Impacts of acid rain or potential global warming not known

E Inadequate Information Need more information on distribution and specific sites

Almost nothing known of reproductive biology

F Features of the Alternative Although these are not strictly riparian species

appropriate management of riparian zones is probably best contribution to survival

V Cumulative Effects Assessment All species known from non federal lands thus long

term survival depends in part on management of non federal forests

VI Summary Ratings reflect apparent scarcity

VII Mitigation Mitigation might improve ratings

A Geographic Extent Entire FEMAT range

B Specific Habitats Riparian and other low to midelevation wet forests

CMitigation Measures Survey to determine distribution abundance habitat and

ecology Survey known locations to delineate boundaries of habitat and population
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Protect known sites by establishing adequate buffer around population to maintain

appropriate habitat and microclimate Develop management guidelines to protect

populations from adverse impacts Develop interagency GIS layer and associated

database on locations of rare or locally endemic taxa Research reproductive biology

D Beneficial Effects Mitigation might improve ratings Protection of known

populations may reduce risk of extirpation

L Species Rare Cup Fungi Neournula pouchetii Western Urnula Rose Goblet syn

Neournula nordmnanensis

11 FEMAT Rating 035 38 28

collective rating for Rare Cup Fungi group

IL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Rare Saprobe on conifer litter principally if not exclusively Thuja

or Tsuga Fruits late spring early summer Occurs in late successional stands typically

200 or more years old

B Past Actions Logging has presumably destroyed populations but primary basis for

rating is scarcity

C Species Range British Columbia Washington northern Idaho northern Oregon

eastern Canada also reported from N Africa

D Nonhabitat Factors Potential global warming could push range north out of the

range of the northern spotted owl Air pollution effects will likely be indicted through

impact on overstory trees

E Inadequate Information Need more information on distribution and other

populations if any No information available on reproductive biology

F Features of the Alternative Primary concern is protection of oldest cedar and

hemlock stands

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Known sites in region area are mostly federal land

however survival in Pacific Northwest may also depend on management of non federal

forests

VL Summary Ratings reflect species scarcity
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VII Mitigation Mitigation unlikely to improve rating

A Geographic Extent Northern Oregon and Washington

B Specific Habitats Latesuccessional Thuja and Tsuga stands

C Mitigation Measures Survey known locations to delineate boundaries of habitat

and population Establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate

protection of population and to maintain appropriate habitat and microdimatic

conditions Survey suitable habitat to find additional populations Develop

management guidelines to protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and

maintain GIS layer and associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa

Investigate reproductive biology

D Benefits Mitigation unlikely to improve ratings but probably required for survival

of species in the region and may reduce risk of extirpation

Species Rare Cup Fungi Pithya vulgaris Common Pithya

IL FEMAT Rating 035 38 28

collective rating for Rare Cup Fungi group

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 NoneEVExplanation of Rating

A Natural History Rare Despite the name this is not a common fungus Early

North American reports confused this species with Pithya cupressina a much more

common species on Cupressaceae in temperate to subtropical areas P vulgaris is a

saprobe or weak parasite on recently killed twigs of Abies at upper elevations above

3
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V Cumulative Effects Assessment Impacts on this species from the harvest of noble fir

boughs and trees is a concern

VL Summary Ratings reflect present scarcity

VIL Mitigation Mitigation would improve ratings

A Geographic Extent Washington and Oregon

B Specific Habitats High elevation Abies stands

C Mitigation Measures Survey known population to delineate boundaries of habitat

and population and to locate any additional populations Monitor and protect known

sites and establish adequate buffer to maintain appropriate habitat and microclimatic

conditions Develop management guidelines to protect populations from adverse

impacts If information from surveys reveals species to be more common than

originally thought protection of populations may not be essential Assist private

landowners to develop and employ sustainable method of harvesting noble fir boughs

without cutting trees Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated

database on locations and information on rare or locally endemic taxa

D Benefits Mitigation will improve rating and reduce risk of extirpation

Species Rare Cup Fungi Plectania latahensis

more often as Sarcosonalatahensis

IL FEMAT Rating 035 38 28

collective rating for Rare Cup Fungi group

IUL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Rare Pacific Northwest endemic Saprobe on conifer litter twigs

needles wood fragments often fruiting on soil above buried litter Fruits in spring near

snow melt Inconspicuous and easily overlooked

B Past Actions Not a factor in ratings

C Species Range Pacific Northwest endemic Idaho Washington Oregon and British

Columbia

D Nonhabitat Factors Increasing air pollution may impact species directly or more

likely indirectly by accumulating in snow and as it is released into snowmelt water
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Potential global warming may push range northward

E Inadequate Information Need information on specific sites and Distribution within

habitat and information on specific sites is not well known There is no information on

reproductive biology dependence on litter of particular conifers or response to

pollution

F Features of the Alternative The primary factor is management of subalpine and

upper montane conifer stands Most are in federal ownership and removed from

harvest but this species may need sitespecific protection from recreational

development

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Most known sites in FEMAT region are on federal

land thus ratings are probably not dependent on management of private lands

VL Summary Ratings reflect species scarcity

VIL Mitigation Mitigation could improve ratings

A Geographic Extent Upper montane subalpine forests in Washington and Oregon

BSpecific Habitats Adjacent to melting snowfields

C Mitigation Measures Survey known populations to delineate boundaries of habitat

and population establish buffer around known locations to provide for adequate

protection of population Monitor populations Survey suitable habitat to find

additional populations Develop management guidelines to protect populations from

adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated database

for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities Investigate protection

of type locality Determine substrate specificity if any Study reproductive biology

D Benefits Mitigation may improve rating Protection of known populations will

reduce risk of extirpation

Species Rare Cup Fungi Plectaniamiller

IL FEMAT Rating 035 38 28

collective rating for Rare Cup Fungi group

11L Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Rare Pacific Northwest endemic Saprobic on conifer duff
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Fruits late spring adjacent to snow melt This is one of a group of closely related

species in several genera which are black or blackish and fruit in late winter or

early spring Some species eg Pseudoplectanianigrella Plectania melastoma are

are rare
relative common in the this region Others including Plectaniamiller

Several undescribed species of this group are in the Oregon State University

Herbarium

B Past Actions Not a primary factor in rating

C Species Range Pacific Northwest endemic Known from Idaho Oregon British

Columbia and probably Washington

D Nonhabitat Factors Potential impacts of add rain and add deposition in snow

are not known Potential global warming would push range northward and

possibly eliminate species from the range of the northern spotted owl

E Inadequate Information Inadequate information about extent and distribution of

populations reproductive biology and substrate requirements other than conifer

duff

F Features of the Alternative In the this region most known sites are at high

elevation and above the level of most harvest activity

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Most sites occur on federal land Increased harvest

from high elevations or increased recreational or seasonal residential development of non

federal high elevation sites could pose a threat

VL Summary Rating reflects perceived scarcity

VIL Mitigation Mitigation may improve rating

A Geographic Extent Oregon and Washington

B Specific Habitats Montane subalpine conifer stands

C Mitigation Measures Survey known populations to delineate boundaries of

habitat and population establish buffer around known locations to provide for

adequate protection of population Monitor populations Survey suitable habitat to

find additional populations Develop management guidelines to protect populations

from adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS layer and associated

database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type localities

Investigate protection of type locality Determine substrate specificity if any Study

reproductive biology

D Benefits Mitigation may improve rating Protection of known populations will

reduce risk of extirpation
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L Species Rare Cup Fungi Pseudaleuriaquinaultiana

IL FEMAT Rating 035 38 28

collective rating for Rare Cup Fungi group

Di Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Rare saprobe endemic to the Pacific Northwest Fruits late

spring on wood or soil presumably growing in conifer wood Associated with low

elevation late successional conifer forest Fruiting body is bright redorange and

large enough to be easily visible This suggests genuine scarcity rather than having

been overlooked Grows in culture producing no asexual spores Thus it probably

depends on sexual spores from fruitings for dissemination

B Past Actions Past harvest of low elevation latesuccessional stands in Olympics

and coastal Washington and Oregon probably destroyed prior populations

C Species Range Two sites on Olympic Peninsula one in Oregon

D Nonhabitat Factors Increased recreational use in vicinity of known sites could

threaten survival Effects of potential global warming or increased air pollution not

known

E Inadequate Information Inadequate information about possible other sites

Specificity of substrate wood not known Factors influencing establishment of new

populations from ascospores not known Timing of establishment in relation to

forest succession is not known

F Features of the Alternative Primary feature of concern is protection and

recruitment of late successional low elevation conifer stands on the west side of the

Olympics and Coast Range

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Known sites are on federal land but others may
exist on nearby private lands Management of non federal lands near coast in Washington

and northern Oregon may affect survival

VL Summary Collective rating probably not low enough to reflect extreme scarcity of

this endemic The rating reflects natural history and rarity more than features of the

alternatives

VIL Mitigation Mitigation will probably not improve rating but may be required to

prevent extirpation

A Geographic Extent Olympic Peninsula coastal Washington and Oregon
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B Specific Habitats Wet low elevation latesuccessional conifer forest

C Mitigation Measures Survey known populations to delineate boundaries of

habitat and population establish buffer around known locations to provide for

adequate protection of population Establish Mycological Special Interest Area to

protect known populations and type locality Monitor populations Survey suitable

habitat to find additional populations This should be a key species in surveys of

spring fruiting fungi in low elevation sites Develop management guidelines to

protect populations from adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS

layer and associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic taxa and type

localities Develop more information on substrate preference and reproductive

biology

D Benefits Mitigation will probably not improve rating but may be required for

survival Protection of known populations may reduce risk of extirpation

1 Species Jelly Mushroom Phlogiotishelvelloides

IL FEMAT Rating 35 30 25 10

in Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Saprobe Occurs on soil growing on buried woody debris or

directly on woody debris limited to conifer wood Uncommon perhaps rare

considering that it is conspicuous but seldom collected Fruits most years in late

fall it is not an intermittent rare fruiter Occasional fruitings said to be large

enough to be gathered for food Also occurs in Europe where it is regarded as

montane or alpine on calcarious soils In the Pacific Northwest it occurs in riparian

zones including channels of the smallest seasonal streams

B Past Actions Clearcutting especially in riparian edges and across seasonal

stream beds has undoubtedly reduced number of populations

C Species Range Occurs in the northeast northern midwest and northern Rockies

but is reported to be most common in the Pacific Northwest However current

information supports that it is actually uncommon to rare in the Pacific Northwest

Occurs as small widelyscattered populations Known populations are about

equally distributed on federal and non federal lands

D Nonhabitat Factors Collecting for domestic consumption scientific or

educational use should be monitored and if necessary controlled No existing

evidence that harvest reduces populations but the potential exists Potential global

warming may further restrict southern edge of its range This species may be a key

species in detecting early effects of add rain on fungi because of its occurrence in or

adjacent to water courses and alleged preference for calcarious soils
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E Inadequate Information Inadequate information about distribution and known
populations reproductive biology and impact of harvest

F Features of the Alternative This pecies will be affected by management of

riparian zones including small intermittent streams and upper headwater seeps In

fact it may not occur outside the riparian zone It also depends on a supply of

large woody debris It also requires some shading possibly dosed canopy

conditions

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Half of the known sites occur on non federal lands

Riparian management of these lands may be crucial to viability of this species

VL Summary Rating realistically reflects the status of species

VIL Mitigation Mitigation can improve the rating of this species

A Geographic Extent May occur throughout the region but there are few known
sites

B Specific Habitats Riparian especially in the course of intermittent streams and

adjacent to permanent streams

C Mitigation Measures Include as a target species in surveys of riparian zones

Species fruits annually in late fall or early winter Nov Dec so surveying must be

done then Identify specific populations and protect from unnatural disturbances

including road and trailbuilding and fish habitat improvement Provide continuous
riparian overstory with at least some coniferous species Douglas fir and western

hemlock Monitor known populations If necessary limit public access andor

discourage scientific or educational collecting Small populations scarcity of local

populations and vulnerability of habitat are threats which can be mitigated by

district and regional action Need to establish southern limit of range and monitor

to determine effects of climatic change Investigate reproductive strategy of species

and seek methods to encourage natural spread or to seed additional populations

D Benefits Mitigation should have a positive effect on existing populations and

could result in increased number of populations Mitigation on federal lands may
compensate for probable losses of populations from state and private lands

L Species Group Branched Coral Fungi

Clavulina cinerea

Clavulina cristata

Clavulina ornatipes

IL FEMAT Rating 65 3500
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collective rating for Branched Coral Fungi group

IL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Widespread in FEMAT region especially northward Associated

with latesuccessional forests and with welldeveloped litter layer but reappear soon

following canopy dosure in younger stands

B Past Actions Harvest of old growth reduced populations but species are not

threatened

C Species Range FEMAT region and elsewhere

D Nonhabitat Factors Not commercially harvested Impacts of potential global

warming might displace population northward Impacts of atmospheric pollution most

likely would act indirectly by changes in dominant trees

E Inadequate Information Inadequate information on reproductive biology

F Features of the Alternative Retention and recruitment of late successional stands

probably adequate to sustain these species

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Management of non federal lands not crucial to

survival of these species on federal lands

VL Summary Ratings reflect adequate abundance on protected federal lands

VIL Mitigation Mitigation not required for survival Indude these species in general

surveys of fleshy fungi Monitor southern populations as indicators of global warming

VIHL Benefits Mitigation will not improve ratings

IL Species Cauliflower Mushroom Sparassis crispa

II FEMAT Rating 67 2553

IL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History A large mushroom up to 50 lb each dependent on very

large trees conifers primarily Douglas fir in FEMAT region Although associated
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with trees that host ectomycorrhizal fungi Sparassisis a root parasite causing a rot

of large roots but rarely if ever killing its host Edible and very choice Since it is

also conspicuous a large proportion of existing fruiting bodies get harvested Even

though it is relatively uncommon it is harvested and marketed commercially An
established mycelium commonly fruits annually at the base of the same large tree

Appears to continue to fruit from roots of largest trees for several years following

cutting if stand is not clearcut Characteristic of low to midelevation sites There is

some debate on the taxonomy of this species The names S crispa S radicata and

others have been applied in conflicting senses There may be only a single variable

North American spedes More likely there is an eastern species a western species

and one or more rare local species

B Past Actions Extensive harvest of low elevation old growth has resulted in a

marked decline of this species This was a consideration in the original ratings

C Species Range Occurs throughout FEMAT area where suitable trees remain

Also in Rockies southwest east Europe Asia If there is more than one species
then ours may be endemic

D Nonhabitat Factors Commercial and domestic harvest for food reduces the

number of fruiting bodies available to produce spores for dissemination Also

reduces availability as food for nonhuman vertebrates Effects of atmospheric

factors likely act through impacts on host trees

E Inadequate Information Taxonomy needs attention to determine whether our

species is endemic or a local population of a widespread species Monitoring

commercial harvest and assembling region wide data should provide better

information on distribution Need better information on destructiveness to host if

any and on reproductive strategy of species

F Features of the Alternative Primary feature is retention of stands 200 years

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Continued heavy commercial and domestic harvest

of Sparassis could have an impact This species and Cantharelluscibariusshould be key
species in monitoring impacts of harvest Reduction of suitable habitat on low elevation state

and private land is not likely to have much effect simply because so little remains and the

species occurs on many federal sites

VL Summary Ratings reflect dose association of species with very old trees which are

not soon replaced and concern for possible impact of continued heavy harvest of fruiting

bodies

VIL Mitigation If research determines that harvest reduces populations then control of

harvest would increase ratings It seems unlikely that other mitigation could improve

ratings except in the very long run 100 yr because of the difficulty in producing very old

trees quickly

A Geographic Extent Throughout Pacific Northwest northern California
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B Specific Habitats Mitigation depends on management of the matrix Species

requires very large old conifers mostly Douglas fir as hosts Single scattered leave

trees probably not adequate to maintain suitable environment humidity humus at

ground level

C Mitigation Measures Mitigation should focus on creation and retention of

Clumped green tree retention is beneficial tothissuitablehabitat in the matrix

Leave trees need to be older than 100 years as well as to be located in
species

dosed canopy stands Survey and inventory for this species to determine extent of

Conduct research and monitoringondistributionabundance habitat and ecology

impact of harvest and determine appropriate management actions to maintain

sustainability Additional research is needed to determine damage to host and

method of establishment of infection

D Benefits Unlikely that mitigation will improve ratings except in very long term

Not implementing mitigation actions may decrease viability of this species in certain

parts of its range

Species Group Parasitic Fungi

Asterophora lycoperdoides

Asterophora parasitica

Collybia racemosa

Cordyceps capitata

Cordyceps ophioglossoides

Hypomyces luteovirens

IL FEMAT Rating 40 30 25 5

collective rating for Parasitic Fungi group

Removal of the 180 year rotation in
IL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

matrix areas in California may reduce suitable or potential habitat for some of these species

Management of matrix areas will influence the distribution frequency and reproduction of

these species and impact them in certain parts of their range

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History All of these species occur on fruit bodies or the remains of

fruit bodies of other fungi therefore they are dependent on one or more host species

for their growth and reproduction They are found in latesuccessional forests

Most of them are infrequent or rare but may be locally common where the host is

readily available Fruit in the late summer fall and winter depending on

geographic location

B Past Actions Unknown However populations of certain species for example

Collybia racemosa may have been reduced by extensive removal of late successional
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coastal forests

C Species Range These species likely occur throughout the range of the northern

spotted owl in late successional forests However known locations are few for most

of them

D Nonhabitat Factors Air pollution could cause decline since the hosts primarily

are ectomycorrhizal fungi

E Inadequate Information General distribution known but precise distributions

and details of ecology are poorly known

F Features of Alternatives Overall acreage and distribution of late successional

forests and management of the matrix were important features of the alternatives

that influenced the original ratings of these species Late successional forests should

be maintained across the landscape to promote growth and reproduction of parasite

and host species Manage matrix areas to provide for a welldistributed network of

latesuccessional forests

V Cumulative Effects of Assessment Management practices on federal lands likely

will be helpful once the distributions of the species are known In coastal areas management

practices on non federal lands could influence continuity of species across the landscape for

example Collybia racemosa The potential effects of global warming cannot be determined

however air pollution could lead to decline by having a negative effect on hosts Risk could

be changed through mitigation on federal lands

VL Summary Ratings reflect that the species are uncommon to rare and that they and

their hosts require latesuccessional forests for growth and reproduction Parasitic fungi that

occur on other macrofungi mushrooms etc are relatively uncommon The Pacific

Northwest has a disproportionately large number of these species Even more intriguing is

the recent discovery of a new genus of parasitic mushrooms in old growth forests on the

Olympic Peninsula It has been found in two separate locations

VIL Mitigation Mitigation will protect known populations and improve ratings by

assuring that suitable habitats are provided for these species

A Geographic Extent The species are likely widely distributed in the range of the

northern spotted owl

B Specific Habitat Occur in late successional forests with host species

C Mitigation Measures Include these species in the general regional inventory of

fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and ecology

Determine distribution of populations relative to latesuccessional reserves and

matrix allocation Develop database of known locations and determine if

management is necessary to protect known populations Evaluate species

distribution on federal lands to determine if populations are isolated or face

extirpation if so look at non federal lands as a way of providing connectivity
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between populations Within harvest areas of the matrix maintain amounts of

coarse woody debris that are representative of the natural stand conditions

aggregate leave trees and minimize site disturbance Protect known populations of

rare species by providing a buffer that is adequate to maintain habitat and

microclimate conditions

D Benefits Mitigations likely would change the ratings of these species Most

importantly it will provide baseline information on their distribution frequency and

productivity as well as their reproduction and ecology

L Species Group Club Coral Fungi Clavariadelphusspp

Clavariadelphusliguia

Clavariadelphuspistilaris

Clavariadelphustruncatus

Clavariadelphusborealis

Clavariadelphuslovejoyae

Clavariadelphussachalinensis

Clavariadelphussubfastigiatus

IL FEMAT Rating 55 25 15 5

collective rating for Club Coral Fungi group

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Shortened rotations in California will

decrease available and potential future habitat

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The genus Clavariadelphusincludes three widespread species

C ligula C pistilarisand Ctruncates all of which occur in the FEMAT region and

are associated with late successional forest In addition there are other less well

known species in the Pacific Northwest such as C borealis C lovejoyae C
sachalinensis C subfastigiatus and possibly others including likely endemics All of

these species are limited to latesuccessional forests in some cases C pistilarisin

either hardwood or conifer or mixed forests in other cases only in conifer forests

All require cool or cold moist forests and increase in frequency with increasing

elevation and latitude Not that common in this region although conspicuous

because they are relatively large brightly colored and unusual in shape It is

possible that they may be more common further north British Columbia and

Alaska or in northern Europe All are probably ectomycorrhizal All require a

welldeveloped humus layer and are not found without it regardless of the age

of the stand Populations are limited in extent a few meters across and widely

scattered probably averaging no more than one or two populations per section

even under favorable conditions Fruiting may consist of a single basidiocarp

but more often there are several 36 rarely many more The taxonomy of the
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less common species needs additional study and next to nothing is known about

their reproductive biology

B Past Actions Clearcutting mature forest has undoubtedly reduced the number

of populations by removing habitat Past actions were a concern in the original

rating

C Species Range Pacific Northwest north into British Columbia and Alaska

Midwest and eastern North America northern Europe

D Nonhabitat Factors Although not subject to commercial harvest they are

occasionally gathered for food by recreational pickers There is no evidence if this is

a threat to any of the species If these species are threatened by atmospheric factors

eg pollution climate change it seems likely that this would result indirectly

through impacts on the overstory trees

E Inadequate Information Species taxonomy and distribution not well known
Need studies of reproductive biology

F Features of the Alternative Primary feature is retention or creation of late

successional forest with a welldeveloped litter layer

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Loss of suitable habitat late successional forest

with welldeveloped litter layer from state and private lands will result in further reduction

of range In the case of less well known species see above especially if some are indeed

endemic this may result in extirpation or extinction

VL Summary Ratings reflect limited known distributions dependence on mature

forest uncertainty about number and distribution of rare endemics

VIL Mitigation Mitigation especially in management of matrix could improve ratings

A Geographic Extent Throughout the range of the northern spotted owl

B Specific Habitats Mitigation depends on management of the matrix To some

extent it may be species specific but all require late successional forest with a well

developed litter layer All are presumed ectomycorrhizal some with conifers

Pinaceae others with either conifers or hardwoods Fagaceae

C Mitigation Measures Retain or create suitable habitat Treatment of leave trees

and areas in matrix is most critical Scattered leave trees will not create adequate

litter layer for these species There is an urgent need to update taxonomy to

determine how many rare endemic species are induded in this complex Indude

this genus as one of critical concern in general surveys of ectomycorrhizal

mushrooms to develop more information on distribution abundance habitat and

ecology Specific sites for rare endemics should be managed to protect the viability

of the population induding an adequate buffer around the population to maintain

suitable habitat and microclimatic conditions Develop management guidelines to
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protect rare species from adverse impacts Develop and maintain interagency GIS

layer and associated database for locations of rare or locally endemic species

D Benefits Favorable management of matrix will improve ratings for some

probably all species Further determination of distribution of three widespread

species may remove one or more from threat of extirpation Protection of known

populations of the rarer species will reduce risk of extirpation

Species Group MossDwelling Mushrooms

Cyphellostereum laeve

Galerina atkinsoniana

Galerina cerina

Galerina heterocystis

Galerina sphagnicola

Galerina vittaeformis

Rickenella setipes

IL FEMAT Rating 40 3525 0

collective rating for MossDwelling Mushroom group

Removal of the 180 year rotation in
ImL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

matrix areas in California may reduce suitable or potential habitat for some of these species

Management of matrix areas will influence the distribution frequency and reproduction of

these species and impact them in certain parts of their range

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Small fruit bodies closely associated with mosses parasitic

etc and dependent on them Often found in late successional forests especially in

moist habitats some also occurring in other habitats Fruit bodies produced

primarily during the summer and fall season but may fruit during other times of the

year depending on site and geographic location Galerinacerina likely the host for a

new genus of parasitic mushroom currently being described from the Olympic

Peninsula

B Past Actions Latesuccessional habitats for these species have been reduced by

logging but these are widely distributed and not at risk of isolation or extirpation

C Species Range Distributed across the Pacific Northwest in suitable habitats

D Nonhabitat Factors Air pollution and global climate change could cause a

decline in these species as they are closely associated with mosses

E Inadequate Information Details of ecology life history and reproduction are
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lacking Specific distributions have not been mapped

F Features of Alternatives Overall acreage and distribution of late successional

forests and management of the matrix were important features of the alternatives

that influenced the original ratings of these species

V Cumulative Effects of Assessment These species are widely distributed on all

lands and logging of late successional forests has probably modified their distributions

Management of non federal lands could be important in some areas eg coastal forests to

provide connectivity between populations

VL Summary Ratings reflect concerns that adequate habitat be provided for these

species in all reserve and matrix areas Details of distribution reproduction and habitat

requirements are needed

VIL Mitigation Will improve ratings

A Geographic Extent Distributed across the Pacific Northwest in suitable habitats

B Specific Habitat Characteristic of moist latesuccessional forests also occurring

elsewhere in suitable habitats Closely associated with mosses and dependent on

them for growth and reproduction

C Mitigation Measures Include these species in the general regional inventory of

fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and ecology

Determine distribution of populations relative to latesuccessional reserves and

matrix allocations Develop database of known locations Determine if

management is necessary to protect known populations Maintain and develop late

successional forests with abundant component of terrestrial and log dwelling

bryophytes Within harvest areas in the matrix aggregate leave trees to provide

adequate interior microclimate and duff layer minimize site disturbance Maintain

amounts of large coarse woody debris representative of natural stand conditions

D Benefits Mitigation will improve rating and provide needed information on the

distribution frequency general ecology habitat requirements and reproduction of

these species

Species Mushroom Lichen Phytoconis ericetorum

syn Omphalina ericetorum

IL FEMAT Rating 80 2000

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Shortened rotations in California

may threaten local populations of an already uncommon species at the southern limit of its
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IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History A lichenized mushroom which grows in association with an

alga Botryodina on dead decorticated wood often in association with mosses

Requires light to support growth unlike related saprobic species therefore more

common at edges of openings However also requires large woody debris and

probably alternate high and low moisture

B Past Actions Uncommon in large clearcuts and dosed canopy stands Road

and trail building may have increased populations extensive dearcutting has

probably reduced populations

C Species Range Widespread on the westside from the coast to the subalpine

zone Uncommon in California becoming morecommon northward and abundant

in the arctic Also occurs in Europe

D Nonhabitat Factors Air quality is probably less important than for many

lichens Potential global warming may threaten California populations

E Inadequate Information Small and inconspicuous therefore often overlooked

and mostly not recognized as a lichen Method rate and range of dispersal are not

known Response to fire is not known but is probably adverse

F Features of the Alternative Old growth 400 plus years patchy enough to

support species Survival in matrix may depend on specifics of management of

leave trees and large woody debris therefore difficult to predict from level of detail

in plan Stream buffers probably adequate habitat where not too moist

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Species is well represented on federal lands

Management of non federal lands will increase or decrease whole population but probably

not threaten extirpation

VL Summary Ratings are not likely to change

VIL Mitigation Mitigation not required for survival

A Geographic Extent Concentrate survey and monitoring in California Species ia

uncommon there and potentially subject to impact of global warming

B Specific Habitats In Oregon and Washington concentrate monitoring in the

matrix This will be a key species in determining the success or failure of specific

arrangements of leave trees and logs

C Mitigation Measures Mitigation not required for survival of species Survey

and monitor Because the crustose thallus of this lichen is difficult to distinguish it

is appropriate to survey for it using methods suitable for mushrooms This
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mushroom fruits over broader range of wet season fall winter and spring than

most mushrooms Include this species in surveys of key mushrooms since it is

easily recognized fruits over a long season and probably occupies and is an

indicator for a special niche Other measures which will benefit this species include

enhancing stand patchiness and providing sufficient amounts of coarse woody

debris

D Benefits Mitigation will not increase ratings However it will enhance

protection of local populations

Species Coral Fungus Clavicoronaavellanea syn Cpiperata

IL FEMAT Rating Not rated recommend rating of 4035 1510

DI Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Removal of the 180 year rotation in

matrix areas of California may reduce suitable or potential habitat for this species

Management of matrix areas will influence the distribution frequency and reproduction of

this species and its relatives and could impact them in certain parts of their range

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Latesuccessional forests low to midelevations in moist

habitats on coarse woody debris usually large diameter partially decayed logs

Fruits in late summer to fall depending on geographic location

B Past Actions Habitat for this species has been reduced by logging

C Species Range Few records available probably widely distributed in the Pacific

Northwest in suitable habitats Infrequent to rare

D Nonhabitat Factors Air pollution could result in the decline of this species

E Inadequate information The overall distribution of this species in the Pacific

Northwest is not known Information on reproduction general ecology and habitat

requirements is limited

F Features of Alternatives Overall acreage and distribution of latesuccessional

forests and management of the matrix were important features of the alternatives

that influenced the ratings of this species Management of matrix areas is important

for developing future habitats for this species Logs should be provided in moist

habitats with natural numbers and patterns of distribution

V Cumulative Effects of Assessment There are too few reports of this species to

determine its distribution on federal and non federal lands Its distribution and frequency
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have been impacted by logging low and midelevation forests

VL Summary This species was not rated in the original FEMAT assessment

Additional information available since then supports the recommended rating listed above

This rating reflects the rareness of the species and the lack of knowledge of its distribution

frequency general ecology habitat requirements and reproduction Potential effects of air

pollution and global climate change cannot be accurately predicted

VII Mitigation Will improve knowledge of species and rating

A Geographic Extent Few records available probably widely distributed in the

Pacific Northwest Infrequent to rare

B Specific Habitat Latesuccessional forests low to midelevations in moist

habitats on coarse woody debris usually large diameter partially decayed logs

C Mitigation Measures Indude this species in the general regional inventory of

fungi to determine distribution abundance habitat requirements and ecology

Determine distribution of populations relative to latesuccessional reserves and

matrix allocation Develop database of known locations Determine if management

is necessary to protect known populations If so protect known populations by

providing a buffer zone adequate to maintain integrity of habitat and microclimate

of the site Do similar surveys on non federal lands in areas where late

successional forest are not common on federal lands eg coastal forests Map and

monitor populations and determine details of habitat requirements Management of

matrix areas adjacent to known populations should be toward establishing late

successional forests with natural patterns and numbers of logs Within harvest

areas of the matrix maintain amounts of coarse woody debris that are

representative of the natural stand conditions aggregate leave trees and minimize

site disturbance

D Benefits Mitigation will provide baseline data on the overall distribution and

habitat requirements and will improve ratings Protection of known populations

will reduce risk of extirpation
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1 Species Group Rare Forage Lichen arboreal Bryoria tortuosa

II FEMAT Rating 0675 19

DI Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This is the only species rated in this group at this time because

other species in the category lacked sufficient information to rate them This species

occurs most frequently in wet moisture regimes on oaks pines and deciduous shrubs

but also occurs on conifers along the coast and inland at low elevations This species

and other forage lichens are eaten by forest mammals

B Past Actions Most of the suitable habitat in the coast Ranges and in the Olympics

has been harvested

C Species Range Coastal and mesic low to mid elevation sites from central

California to British Columbia This species has been collected infrequently in

northern California near Mt Shasta and in coastal and wet valley locations in

Oregon and Washington An extensive search of Oregon Washington and British

Columbia herbaria Neitlich et al 1993 revealed 11 locations for this species in the

study area Only one herbarium record was found from northern CaliforniaShastaCobut Brodo and Hawksworth 1977 report eight other specimens from coastal or

montane northern California Five locations were found in Oregon 3 in the

Willamette Valley Lane Co and two in southwest Oregon near Cave Junction

Josephine Co and Eagle Point Jackson Co Brodo and Hawksworth 1977 report 3

additional specimens from northwest Oregon 12 locations have been identified in

Washington Brodo and Hawksworth 1977 Neitlich et al 1993 These include

Deception Pass State Park on Whidby Island Island Co Cypress Island Skagit Co
Fidalgo Island Skagit Co the eastcentral Cascades Kittitas Co and south eastern

Washington Klickitat Co Brodo and Hawksworth 1977 report other specimens

from the Mt Rainier National ParkMt Baker Snoqualmie National Forest area

D Nonhabitat Factors This species is sensitive to air pollutants

E Inadequate information Species distributions are poorly known Species was first

described in 1977

F Features of the Alternative This species like other conifer canopy epiphytes

requires the retention of groups of standing trees to maintain suitable microclimate

and for the dispersal of the species Therefore the late successional reserves will

provide habitat for this species group if the species occurs within the reserves Only
one of the three known sites for this species occurs in such a reserve The Riparian

Reserves do not provide suitable habitat for this species group Some of the areas
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protected for marbled murrelets may be benefical for this lichen species group

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Due to the accessibility and rapid growth rates of

lower elevation forests most suitable sites for this species have been and will continue to be

harvested at rather short rotation ages Increased human population growth at the lower

elevations as well as degraded air quality pose risks to the viability of this species

VI Summary Ratings reflect the optimism that other localities of this species may exist

and that those stands will be protected in the reserve system Without this occurring the

prospect for this species with only one protected site is poor

VII Mitigation Mitigation may improve the ratings for this species

A Geographic Extent Low elevation forests along the coast and in the Washington

lowlands

B Specific Habitats Low elevation mesic mixed deciduous coniferous forest

habitats most commonly pine and oak

C Mitigation Measures Inventory to identify new populations for this species Sites

listed by Neitlich et al 1993 and Brodo and Hawksworth 1977 should be revisited

for assessment and monitoring Protection of key sites for the species by designation

of Botanical Special Interest Areas or Areas of Critical Environmental Concern are

important mitigation for this species Protection buffers should be established around

occurrences of this species in the managed latesuccessional areas and in the matrix

A study of this species biology should be conducted to provide better direction in

determining management guidelines A conservation strategy should be developed

for this species on an interagency basis

The State Natural Heritage Programs should assist with this coordination and store

the information in their database

D Benefits Protection of known sites will allow the further study of the species and

maintain existing populations on federal lands Forage lichens supply the majority of

the northern flying squirrel’s Glaucomys sabrinus winter diet as well as providing

forage for ungulates other forest mammals and invertebrates Maser 1986 The

flying squirrel in turn represents a significant portion of the spotted owl’s diet

Species Group Common Oceanic Influenced Lichens 4species

Cetrariacalifornica

Heterodermia leucomelos

Loxospora sp nov corallifera Brodo in edit
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Pyrrhosporaquernea

IL FEMAT Rating 540 46 9

IE Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Four species are treated in this group They are restricted to

old growth stands of conifers on the immediate coast They are never abundant but

are more widespread than the rare oceanic influenced species These species occur on

peninsulas headlands and low elevation forests along the coast Frequent fog along

the coast combined with moderate temperatures create a unique environment for

these lichens These species are found on conifers in the Pacific Northwest

Heterodermia leucomelos occurs on other substrates in the tropics

B Past Actions Most of the suitable habitat in the coast ranges and in the Olympics

has been harvested

C Species Range Cetraria californica is endemic to the west coast of North America

ranging from San Luis Obispo California to southeast Alaska It has been

documented at 13 coastal or nearcoast sites in Oregon and four in Washington

Throughout the range it is most common in scrubby dune habitats on Pinus contorta

Heterodermia leucomelous is tropical in most of its distribution except for the coast of

the Pacific Northwest It has been documented at five sites in the study area In

California it is known from Vista Point in Humboldt County In Oregon it is known
from Cape Arago Coos Co Cape Blanco Curry Co Cape Sebastian Curry Co
and Cape Lookout Tillamook Co In each location it has been found on large Picea

sitchensis on these forested headlands

Loxospora corallifera Brodo in edit is fairly common on conifers along the coastal

forests

Pyrrhospora quernea occurs very discontinuously from the Santa Cruz Islands in

California to the San Juan Islands in Washington This species has been found at four

locations in the study area all along the immediate coast In Oregon it has been

documented at Cape Blanco Curry Co and at Waldport Lincoln Co In

Washington it has been documented on San Juan Island San Juan Co and Sequim

Clallam Co The Oregon specimens were collected on Picea sitchensis while

Washington specimens were growing on Quercus garryana

D Nonhabitat Factors These species are sensitive to air pollutants

E Inadequate Information Species distributions are poorly known One of the

species is still undescribed
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F Features of the Alternative These species like other conifer canopy epiphytes

require the retention of groups of standing trees to maintain suitable microclimate and

to aid dispersal of the species Therefore the late successional reserves wil provide

habitat for this species group if the species occur within the reserves The Riparian

Reserves do not provide suitable habitat for this species group Some of the areas

protected for marbled murrelets may be beneficial for this lichen species group

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Due to the accessibility and rapid growth rates of

lower elevation forests most suitable sites for these species have been and will continue to be

harvested at rather short rotation ages Increased human population growth at the lower

elevations as well as degraded air quality pose risks to the viability of these species

VI Summary Ratings reflect the optimism that other localities of these species may exist

and that those stands will be protected in the reserve system Without these occurring the

prospect for these species with only one protected site is poor

VIL Mitigation Mitigation may improve the ratings for this species

A Geographic Extent Coastal areas

B Specific Habitats Low elevation forests along the immediate coast 12 miles

C Mitigation Measures A study of these species biology should be conducted to

provide better direction in determining management guidelines A conservation

strategy should be developed for these species on an interagency basis

Recreational facilities along the coast should minimize degradation of botanical

resources Offhighway vehicles OHVs that disperse exotic vascular plant species

should be limited from some areas including winter travel Driftwood which

supports other oceanic influenced lichen species not listed here should be protected

from collection and burning

Coordination between state and private sectors to inventory evaluate and establish

sites for conservation of these species is necessary Acquisition of sites along the

coast containing any of these species should be pursued This group of lichens rated

lower than any other group

D Benefits Protection of known sites will preserve this element of biodiversity on

the coast It would also permit the further study of the species and maintain existing

populations on federal lands

Species Group Rare Leafy arboreal Lichens

Hypogymnia duplicate
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Tholurna dissimilis

II FEMAT Rating 020 63 17

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Two species are treated in this group Hypogymia duplicate is a

species found in coastal low elevation to wet windswept sites and is more common northward

into British Columbia and Alaska It occurs in areas with frequent and large quantities offogand
rainfall

Tholurna dissimilis is found on windswept stunted trees in the montane subalpine fog zone

and in the upper canopy of oldgrowth Douglas fir trees Pike 1972 Otto 1983 It is rare in

the study area but occurs with increasing frequency in British Columbia Northwest Territories

and Alaska Known collections in the study area Neitlich et a 1993 are most often from

slowgrowing stunted trees at timberline eg Abies lasiocarpa Tsuga mertensiana It has

also been collected on an exposed windy site in the Columbia Gorge

B Past Actions Most of the suitable habitat in the coast ranges and in the Olympics has

been harvested

C Species Range Hypogymnia duplicate Coastal and maritime low elevation sites in the

Pacific Northwest and Alaska There are four known sites in the study area In Oregon it has

been recorded at Larch Multnomah Co and Saddle Mountains Clatsop Co in the coast

range In Washington it has been recorded in the Nooksack River area Skagit Co and Sulfur

Creek Lava Flow Whatcom Co This species is listed as threatened in Oregon by the State

Natural Heritage Program

Tholorna dissimilis It is known from the montane areas of the Pacific Northwest There are

nine known sites in the study area Pike 1972 Otto 1983 Neitlich et a 1993 It has been

collected in Oregon on the summit of iron Mountain Linn Co It has been found at eight

high elevation 1750 m sites in Washington including Mt Rainier two ridgetops in the

Olympics Clallam Co and four ridgetops near Mt Baker North Cascades National ParkMt
Baker National Forest Whatcom Co It has also been found in a windy exposed site in the

Columbia Gorge Skamania Co

D Non habitat Factors These species are sensitive to air pollutants

E Inadequate Information These species distributions are fairly well documented but may

need additional inventories at low elevations where they have not been recorded but may

occur given the documented natural history

F Features of the Alternative Like many other conifer canopy epiphytesthese species require

the retention of groups of standing trees to maintain a hyper mesic microclimate Scattered

leave tree retention may adversely affect this microclimate and therefore the ability of the

species to survive reproduce and disperse The late successional reserves will provide habitat

for this species group if the species occurs within the reserves The Riparian Reserves do not

provide suitable habitat for these species The areas protected for marbled murrelets may be

benefical for these lichen species
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V Cumulative Effects Assessment The dynamics of fog in young forested stands may not

provide suitable conditions for the growth of these species Increased human population growth at the

lower elevations as well as degraded airquality pose risks to the viability of these species

VI Summary Ratings reflect the optimism that other localities of these species may exist that are

not documented at this time and that those stands will be Protected in the late successional reserve

system These species despite their small size have been well studied relative to many other lichen

species The specific habitat preferences for both species are documented and their distributions

delineated

VII Mitigation Mitigation could improve the ratings for these species

A Geographic Extent Throughout the Pacific Northwest

B Specific Habitats Montane and subalpine fog zone habitats

C Mitigation Measures Inventory coastal montane forests bald mountain tops with stunted

windswept trees for these species to identify new populations and survey before permitting

major actions Protection of key sites for the species by designation of Botanical Special

Interest Areas or Areas of Critical Environmental Concern are important mitigation for them
Protection buffers should be established around occurrences of these species in the managed

late successional areas and in the matrix A study of these species biology should be

conducted to provide better direction in determining the optional width of buffers and other

management guidelines A conservation strategy should be developed for these species on an

interagency basis The State Natural Heritage Programs should assist with this coordination

and store the information in their database

Green trees on ridgelines should be retained to optimize lichen dispersal and interception of

fog for these species is critical This retention pattern on the landscape mimics the retention

patterns by natural fire Half of the naturally occurring trees on a ridgeline should be

retained Generally retention trees should be selected that are the big old trees with large

lateral branches and trees that have emergent crowns However for these lichen species slow

growing wind firm trees of any size occurring on the ridgeline are suitable retention trees

A more thorough search for Tholuna dissimilis in low elevation exposed sites eg exposed

ridgetop canopies or canopies in cold air drainages may reveal additional locations

D Benefits Protection of known sites will maintain existing populations on federal lands

These rare leafy lichens increase forest biodiversity and provide habitat for invertebrates

Species Group Rare Nitrogen fixing Lichens

Dendriscocaulon intricatulum

Lobariahal ii

Lobaria linita

Nephroma occultum

Pannariarubiginosa

Pseudocyphellariarainierensis
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11 FEMAT Rating 020 52 28

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

TV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Six species are treated in this group Pseudocyphellaria rainierensis and

Nephroma occultum are Pacific Northwest endemics which occur almost exclusively in stands

greater than 200 years old McCune 1993 Neitlich 1993 Dendriscocaulon intricatulum

Lobaria hallii Lobaria linita and Pannaria rubiginosa have somewhat broader distributions

and habitat requirements but are most common in the Pacific Northwest in a variety of late

successional forest types Pike 1972 Pike 1973 Goward 1992 McCune 1993 Four of these

species excepting L halfii and P rainierensis are documented from less than ten sites Five

of these species tend to occur at in low to midelevation forests L linita’s range in the study

area represents the far southern reaches of its boreal range and tends to occur in middle to

upper elevation forests 5001900m These species generally do not colonize a forested stand

until it is over 200 years old when the texture of the bark is suitably rough and the

microclimate is ameliorated by the open multilayered canopy Many of these lichen species

are hindered from colonization into younger stands by dispersal limitations Esseen et al

1981 Most of the known sites for these species are forests more than 350 years old with a

high index of ecological continuity Broad 1989

B Past Actions Much of the suitable habitat has been harvested

C Species Range Pseudocyphellaria rainierensis and Nephroma occultum are endemic to the

Pacific Northwest of North America the other four also occur elsewhere in temperate to boreal

North America and in Europe

Nephroma occultum is known from only five sites in the United States The type collection

and most other collections come from the H J Andrews Experimental Forest Willamette

National Forest Lane Co Oregon It has been collected throughout the Andrews and at two

other sites on the Willamette the Delta campground and Middle Santiam Wilderness Area

Linn Co It has been collected in Washington at Government Mineral Springs Skamania Mt
Rainier Pierce and the Sulfur Creek Lava Flow Whatcom It occurs at several locations in

British Columbia Goward 1992 All but one known occurrence have been reported from

pristine old growth forest of approximately 400 years of age Neitlich et al 1993 Neitlich

1993 This species is listed as endangered by the Oregon Natural Heritage Program

Pseudocyphellaria rainierensis is known from five oldgrowth forest sites in Oregon and 11
sites in Washington Oregon locations have been four hyper mesic Cascadian old growth

forests and one maritime coastal forest Cascadian locations all Willamette National Forest are

the H J Andrews Experimental Forest Lane Co Middle Santiam Wilderness Area Linn

Co Shaffer Creek Linn Co and Koosah Fals Linn Co A sole coastal occurrence has

been found at Cape Perpetua Lincoln Co This occurrence represents the southernmost

record for the species Eleven records have been reported from Washington Distribution

ranges from the Columbia Gorge Skamania Coin the south to Mt Baker National Forest and
Olympic National Park in the north No specimens have been reported in BC Neitlich et al

1993

Dendriscocaulon intricatulum is known from Sulfur Creek Lava Flow on the Mt Baker

Snoqualime National Forest in Washington This species has also been found infrequently in
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UBritish Columbia and southeast Alaska It occurs in wet boreal and riparian forests

Lobaria hallui is known from many low to midelevation forests with a wet and or fog driven

moisture regime It occurs most abundantly on large diameter hardwoods in riparian areas

and other wetlands eg Acer macrophyllum Quercus spp Fraxinus latifolia Populus

trichocarpa Salix sppand deciduous shrubs It ranges from northern Alaska to central coastal

California San Mateo Co

Lobaria linita grows with moderate frequency throughout coastal southeast Alaska and British

Columbia and has been reported from Montana Idaho and Norway It is known from 10

sites in Washington and one in Oregon The Oregon specimen is located in old growth

Douglas fir forest at the Little Sink Research Natural Area Polk Co Washington sites

include Sulfur Creek Lava Flow Whatcom Co several sites in the Mt Baker National Forest

and North Cascades National Park Whatcom Co several sites on the Olympic Peninsula

Jefferson and Clallam Cos and King and Kittitas counties It grows epiphytically on trees

and tundra low shrubs and over boulders and mosses

Rare throughout its range Pannaria rubiginosa has been reported very discontinuously from

British Columbia to North Carolina It has been reported from only two locations in the study

area Fisherman’s Bend a Bureau of Land Management recreational site near Salem Oregon

and the Seattle Park area of Mt Rainier Pierce Co Wahington

D Non habitat Factors This group of species is very sensitive to air pollutants Hawksworth

and Hill 1984 3

E Inadequate Information These are fairly large or distinct species so they are easy to

identify and their distributions are fairly well known relative to other lichen species

Additional inventories and research are needed to better direct active management

F Features of the Alternative These species like other conifer canopy epiphytes require the

retention of aggregates of standing trees to maintain suitable microclimate and provide for the

dispersal of the species Therefore the late successional reserves will provide habitat for this

species group if the species occur within the reserves The Riparian Reserves also provide

suitable habitat for these species

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The stand dynamics and microclimate in young forested

stands may not provide suitable conditions for the growth of these species Therefore short rotations

and adaptive management that may help other oldgrowth associated plants or animals may not be

benefical to these species Increased human population growth at the lower elevations as well as

degraded air quality pose risks to the viability of these species Some of these species may already

have been reduced to very low population numbers by past harvest practices

VI Summary Ratings reflect the low number of known sites as well as the narrow ecological

tolerance of these rare species

VII Mitigation Mitigation may improve the ratings for these species

3A Geographic Extent Pacific Northwest wide

B Specific Habitats All forested stands below
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the forest and survey before permitting site specific major actions Protection of key sites for

the species by designation of Botanical Special Interest Areas or Areas of Critical

Environmental Concern are important mitigation for them Protection buffers should be

established around occurrences of these species in the managed late successional areas and in

the matrix A study of these species biology should be conducted to provide better direction

in determining other management guidelines A conservation strategy should be developed

for these species on an interagency basis The State Natural Heritage Programs should assist

with this coordination and store the information in their database

Oldgrowth stand fragments including those 10 40 acres in size as distributed across the

landscape should be maintained as refuges for these lichen species and for their dispersal into

surrounding Matrix forests when environmental conditions become suitable Increasing the

acreage of lower elevation oldgrowth stands in the reserve system would be benefical for

these species

Retention trees should be the big old trees with large lateral branches and trees that have

emergent crowns Maintaining the same leave trees over several harvest rotations is important

due to the poor dispersal and slow colonization of these lichens

Mitigation for nitrogen fixing lichens would ideally avoid scattered retention models for two

reasons First preliminary data shows that from 10 20 of the retained trees in a cut unit

have blown down in scattered cuts Second field observations suggest that nitrogen fixing are

sparse in retained old growth trees whose neighbors have been removed Neitlich 1993

Transplant studies likewise suggest that lichens transplanted from interior forest to edge

environments actually lose thallus weight after one year Silleit 1993 unpublished data Both

these data suggest that exposure of unacclimated lichens to the harsher conditions of an edge

environment results in poor growth and high mortality

Retention trees should be dumped in managed Matrix stands to moderate climatic factors and

provide a variety of microhabitats which contribute to the survival of many lichen species

These oldgrowth dumps act as seed trees Maintain patches of large old trees within the

forest Matrix rather than leaving widely spaced individual retention trees would be much
better for the conservation and enhancement of these species These dumps should be a

minimum of 4 acres in size These patches may then become the source of genetic material

and propagules to disperse lichens into the adjacent stands when conditions become suitable

No herbicide use after harvesting and limited piling and slash burning Use natural

regeneration that encourages hardwoods as well as conifer regeneration Several studies of

young managed stands have demonstrated the utility of hardwoods in increasing bird

diversity Stands scheduled to be thinned might be selectively thinned to retain and release

hardwoods

Recreational tree climbing has recently increased in popularity Tree climbers have heavy

impacts on the boles and interior crown zone which supports the richest lichen flora Climbers

often trample and remove large epiphytic moss mats and patches of near bole rare lichens

eg Nephroma occultum The effects of recreational climbing should be studied and

limitations should be established where needed

Air quality monitoring should be established to determine baseline conditions as well as to

monitor changes in forest health

D Benefits These species produce significant amounts of nitrogen for the forest nutrient
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cycling Protection of known sites will maintain existing populations on federal lands

Species Group Nitrogen fixing Lichens 20 species

ILobaria oregana

Lobaria pulmonaria

Lobaria scrobiculata

Nephroma bellum

Nephroma helveticum

Nephroma laevigatum

Nephroma parile

Nephroma resupinatum

Pannarialeucostictoides

Pannariamediterranea

Pannariasaubinetii

Peltigeracollina

Peltigeraneckeri

Peltigerapacifica

Pseudocyphellariaanomala

Pseudocyphellariaanthraspis

Pseudocyphellariacrocata

Sticta beauvoisii

Sticta fuliginosa

Sticta limbata

I

11 FEMAT Rating 17 56 23 4

mll Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

3W Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Twenty species are treated in this group In conifer forests many of

these species are restricted to stands greater than 200 years old Pike 1972 Lesica et al 1991

Toward 1992 McCune 1993 In another study these species were found either in 140 year

old and older stands or in stands with greater than 50 of their pooled biomass from old

growth stands Neitlich 1993 Neitlich 1993 found that these species develop the majority of

their biomass in oldgrowth forests over 140 years old He found the most dramatic increase

in overall forest lichen biomass overtime is primarily due tothese nitrogen fixing lichens I

Estimates of the lichen biomass in oldgrowth stands are 4656 kgha and 2600 kgha by

Neitlich 1993 and McCune 1993 respectively These nitrogen fixing lichens makes up over

5 of the biomass in the canopy of mature conifer forests Pike 1972 The known sites for I

most of these species are from relatively low elevations 3000 These species generally do

not colonize a forested stand until it is over 140 years old when the texture of the bark is

suitably rough and the microclimate is ameliorated by the multilayered canopy 3

Both biomass and species presence should be considered when determining the strength of the

association between plant species and forest age Neitlich 1993 In England some of these

same lichen species are used as indicators of woodland age and ecological continuity Broad I
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1989 Rose and Wolseley 1984 The decline of these nitrogen fixing lichens in England is

attributed to selective cutting of the mature large diameter trees Rose 1988

B Past Actions Much of the suitable habitat has been harvested

C Species Range Five of these species are endemic to the Pacific Northwest of North

America and the others are known from northern Europe and the Pacific Northwest Many of

these species also occur occasionally east of the Cascade Mountains in pockets of old growth

forests influenced by maritime climatic conditions They occur with populations of vascular

plant populations that are referred to as coastal disjunct species The pacific yew and the

flowering dogwood are examples of such disjunct vascular plant species

D Non habitat Factors This group of species is very sensitive to air pollutants Hawksworth

and Hill 1984

E Inadequate Information These are fairly large and distinct species that are easy to identify

and their distributions are fairly well known relative to other lichen species Additional

inventory and research are needed to better direct active management

F Features of the Alternative These species like other conifer canopy epiphytes require the

retention of aggregates of standing trees to maintain suitable microclimate and provide for the

dispersal of the species Therefore the late successional reserves will provide habitat for this

species group if the species occur within the reserves The Riparian Reserves also provide

suitable habitat for these species Neitlich 1993

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The stand dynamics and microclimate in young forested

stands may not provide suitable conditions for the growth of these species Therefore short rotations

and adaptive management that may help other oldgrowth associated plants or animals may not be

benefical to these species Increased human population growth at the lower elevations as well as

degraded air quality pose risks to the viability of these species

VI Summary Ratings reflect the documented dose association with oldgrowth stands and the

slow colonization rates by these species

V11 Mitigation Mitigation will improve the ratings for these species

A Geographic Extent Pacific Northwest wide

B Specific Habitats All forested stands

C Mitigation Measures A conservation strategy should be developed for thisimportantfunctionalspecies group on an interagency basis

Oldgrowth stand fragments including those 1040 acres hi size as distributed across the

landscape should be maintained as refuges for these lichen species and as dispersal centers for

colonization of surrounding Matrix forests when environmental conditions become suitable

Increasing the acreage of lower elevation oldgrowth stands in the reserve system would be

beneficial for these species

Retention trees should be the large old trees with large lateral branches and trees that have

emergent crowns Maintaining the same leave trees over several harvest rotations isimportantdueto the poor dispersal and slow colonization of these lichens Key retention trees should be
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selected that contain large amounts of lichens and mosses

Retention trees should be wind firm clumped in managed Matrix stands to moderate climatic

conditions and provide a variety of microhabitats which contribute to the survival of many

lichen species Clumps of retention trees should be composed of mature trees and should be a

minimum of 4 acres in size to provide ameliorated conditions within the dump These clumps

need some measure of protection from edge related mortality Topography natural breaks

ridges and aspects will play a role in the prescription If high risk of mortality from wind or

other sources is anticipated the prescription should address minimizing losses from the clump

by extending a feathering or partial cutting outside of the core zone The goal is to slow or

deflect wind as it hits the edge created by the harvesting These oldgrowth clumps act as

seed trees Maintaining patches of large old trees within the forest Matrix rather than

leaving widely spaced individual retention trees would be much better for the conservation

and enhancement of these species These patches may then become the source of genetic

material and propagules for lichen dispersal into the adjacent stands when conditions become

suitable

Broadcast burning in retention units also appears to have an effect on retained epiphytes

Burnings should be of low enough intensity to avoid undue damage No herbicide should be

used after timber harvesting with limited piling and slash burning

Avoid dense stocking if plantations are used to regenerate sites If sites are planted spacing

should be established in a variable pattern to encourage stand heterogeneity Use natural

regeneration that encourages hardwoods as well as conifer regeneration Select a diversity of

tree types for green tree retention and regeneration including Pacific yew and bigleaf maple

rather than maintaining the past biases for conifers

The abundance of nitrogen fixing lichens should be monitored in key reserve areas to

determine the effects of air quality and any other habitat characteristics on these species

Nitrogen fixing lichens are negatively affected by air pollution and are especially sensitive to

sulfur dioxide Hawksworth and Hill 1984 Air quality in forested areas is important to

maintain healthy populations of these species Air quality monitoring should be established to

determine baseline conditions as well as to monitor changes in forest health

D Benefits These mitigation measures should maintain or increase the populations of these

nitrogen fixing lichens An increase in these species will add significant amounts of nitrogen

to the forests This additional nitrogen will improve the health of these forests These lichens

are also eaten by many forest invertebrates

Species Group Pin Lichens 16 species

Calicium abietinum

Calicium adaequatum

Calicium adspersum

Calicium glaucellum

Calicium viride

Chaenotheca brunneola
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Chaenotheca chrysocephala

Chaenothecaferruginea

Chaenothecafurfuracea

Chaenotheca subroscida

Chaenothecopispusilla

Cyphelium inquinans

Microcaliciumarenarium

Mycocalicium subtile

Stenocybe clavata

Stenocybe major

it FEMAT Rating 2246 293

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Sixteen species are treated in this group These small to diminutive

lichens resemble small pins arising from a bed of green algae They are inconspicuous but are

well documented as being closely associated with late successional and oldgrowth forests in

Europe and North America Rose 1992 Selva 1993 Tibell 1992 These different genera are all

taxonomically and ecologically related occurring in sheltered microsites with high atmospheric

humidity provided by oldgrowth forest conditions Tibell 1980 1992 They often occur on

the underside of large leaning trees Complex canopy structure and leaning boles of trees are

optimal sites for these species They are often found on hard snags Pin lichens are substrate

and texture specific Some species are found on rough textured Douglas fir bark while others

occur on the smoother bark of cedar or maple trees These species are a good measure of the

textural and structural diversity of a forest stand

B Past Actions Much of the suitable habitat has been harvested

C Species Range Only one of these species Stenocybe clavata is endemic to the Padfic

Northwest of North America and the others are known from northern Europe and the Pacific

Northwest

D Non habitat Factors None known

E Inadequate Infornmation These are diminutive species that are poorly known or collected

in the Padfic Northwest Positive identification of these species requires microscopic

examination Additional inventory and research are needed to better determine the

distribution and ecology of these species in the Pacific Northwest

F Features of the Alternative These species like other conifer canopy epiphytes require the

retention of aggregates of standing trees to maintain suitable microclimate and provide for the

dispersal of the species Therefore the late successional reserves will provide habitat for this

species group if the species occur within the reserves The Riparian Reserves will benefit some

of these species which are found on the hardwoods growing in the riparian zones in the

Pacific Northwest

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The stand dynamics and microclimate in young forested

stands do not provide suitable conditions for the growth of these species Therefore short rotations

and adaptive management that may help other oldgrowth associated plants or animals may not be
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benefical to these species

VI Summary Ratings reflect the documented close association with oldgrowth stands and the

textural and substrate specific habit of these species

VII Mitigation Mitigation may improve the ratings for these species

A Geographic Extent Pacific Northwest wide

B Specific Habitats All forested stands

C Mitigation Measures A conservation strategy should be developed for this species group

on an interagency basis

Oldgrowth stand fragments including those 10 40 acres in size as distributed across the

landscape should be maintained as refuges for these lichen species and as dispersal centers for

colonization of surrounding Matrix forests when environmental conditions become suitable

Retention trees should be the large old trees with large lateral branches and trees that have

emergent crowns Maintaining the same leave trees over several harvest rotations is important

due to the poor dispersal and slow colonization of these lichens Key retention trees should be

selected that contain large amounts of lichens and mosses and are surrounded by other

retention trees to moderate climatic conditions and protect from wind damage

Retention trees should be dumped in managed Matrix stands to moderate climatic conditions

and provide a variety of microhabitats which contribute to the survival of many lichen species

Clumps of retention trees should be composed of at least 4 acres to provide ameliorated

climatic conditions within the dump These oldgrowth dumps ad as seed trees

Maintaining patches of large old trees within the forest Matrix rather than leaving widely

spaced individual retention trees would be much better for the conservation and enhancement

of these species These patches may then become the source of genetic material and

propagules for lichen dispersal into the adjacent stands when conditions become suitable

Selecting the retention trees that are the largest and oldest along with some asymmetrical

trees and leaning live and dead trees is critical for the maintenance of these species Leaning

trees can only be retained safely by clumping the retention trees Leaning trees and exposed

but sheltered root masses are also suitable substrate for these species Hazard trees are often

optimal suitable substrate for these species and they should not be harvested in the late

successional reserves Retention of large coarse woody material will benefit these species

This coarse woody material should be retained within the retention tree clumps to maintain

microclimatic conditions

No herbicides should be used after timber harvesting with limited piling and slash burning

Avoid dense stocking if plantations are used to regenerate sites Use natural regeneration that

encourages hardwoods as well as conifer regeneration Select a diversity of tree types for

green tree retention and regeneration including Pacific yew and bigleaf maple rather than

maintaining the past biases for conifers

D Benefits These mitigation measures may maintain the populations of these Pin lichens and

are benefical to many other plant and animal species These species are valuable indicators of
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forest continuity

1 I Species Group Rare Rock Lichens 2 species

Pilophorusnigricaulis

Sticta arctica

FEMAT Rating 313 56 29

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Two species are treated in this group Sticta arctica occurs on the rocky

ridgeline of Saddle Mountain m the Coast Range of Oregon Several other more common rock

lichens occur on rock outcrops within the forested matrix on the mountain tops near the coast

in the Coast Range These rock occurring species appear to need the shade and shelter of

adjacent trees to ameliorate the drying effects on sunny days They also need the high

amounts of precipitation and interception of fog that is so common in the Coast Range The

other rare species Pilophorus nigricaulis occurs on talus rock patches within oldgrowth stands

with low fire frequencies The only two known sites for this species are in the 600 year old

stand in Crabtree Research Natural Area and on a forested north facing talus slope near

Multnomah Falls in the Columbia River Gorge Other rock occurring species could be

included in this list but were not due to a lack of information on distribution or ecology

These rare rock lichen species may occur on talus slopes monoliths which emerge from the

surrounding canopy and rock piles which do not These special habitats are critical to many

wildlife species and bryophytes as well as lichen species

B Past Actions Many of the suitable habitats for these species have been utilized as quarries

for road building and the surrounding forested stands have been harvested

C Species Range Sticta arctica is known from the Alaskan arctic and sporadically along the

Alaskan coast but only one disjunct site in the lower Pacific Northwest on State of Oregon

lands at Saddle Mountain in the Coast Range of Oregon Pilophorus nigricaulis is known from

two sites in Oregon and three from Washington It has been identified from basalt and

andesite cliffs in the Columbia Gorge Multnomah Falls OR Multnomah Co the Oregon

Cascades Shaffer Creek Research Natural Area Linn Co Mt St Helens and the Sulfur

Creek Lava Flow and Austin Pass areas Whatcom Co of the Mt Baker National Forest

Washington It has been recorded at several locations in British Columbia This species is

listed as threatened by the Oregon Natural Heritage Program

D Non habitat Factors None known

E Inadequate Information The distributions of these species are poorly known Additional

inventory and research are needed to better determine the distribution and ecology of these

species in the Pacific Northwest

F Features of the Alternative The late successional reserves will provide habitat for this

species group if the species occur within the reserves The Riparian Reserves do little to
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benefit these species which are generally not found in the riparian zones in the Pacific

Northwest

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Road building and use of rock outcrop areas as quarries for

road building or as yarding sites has potentially destroyed suitable habitat for these species The

stand dynamics and microclimate in young forested stands do not provide suitable conditions for the

growth of these species Therefore short rotations and adaptive management that may help other old

growth associated plants or animals may not be beneficial to these species

VI Summary Ratings reflect the low number of known sites for the species and the lack of

federal management on some of those sites

VI Mitigation Mitigation may improve the ratings for these species

A Geographic Extent Pacific Northwest wide

B Specific Habitats All forested stands

C Mitigation Measures A conservation strategy should be developed for this species group

on an interagency basis

Oldgrowth stand fragments with rock outcrops or sheltered talus including those 10 40 acres

in size as distributed across the landscape should be maintained as potential refuges for these

rock lichen species Rocky sites should not be used as yarding sites or roadways until they

have been surveyed for potential special habitats and special status species

Special habitats such as rock talus monoliths and rock piles should be surveyed for and

considered in context with the surrounding forest Consider the abundance and distribution of

this type of habitat in the watershed or planning area If these special habitats are determined

critical to plants or animals in these landscape positions then they should be protected to

maintain their integrity These special habitats are considered the core area and a zone of

influence should also be determined Identify the site specific environmental factors

controlling or influencing the habitat The size shape and management actions in the zone of

influence will dictate prescription for a buffer if necessary See Willamette NF Guide for

Special Habitats Generally buffering special habitats with a halo of trees at least one tree

height in width maintains the appropriate shade and microclimate Similar to dumps of

retention trees the edges may need to be feathered to prevent blowdown

No herbicides should be used after timber harvesting with limited piling and slash burning

Avoid dense stocking if plantations are used to regenerate sites Use natural regeneration that

encourages hardwoods as well as conifer regeneration Select a diversity of tree types for

green tree retention and regeneration including Pacific yew and bigleaf maple rather than

maintaining the past biases for conifers

Some of the quarries could be rehabilitated to improve the quality of the habitat for wildlife

and plants Some quarries over time will naturally rehabilitate favorably while others may

need some recontouring and road closures to promote their rehabilitation

D Benefits These mitigation measures may maintain the populations of these rare rock

lichens and their habitats that are beneficial to many other plant and animal species
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1 Species Group Riparian Lichens 9species

Cetrelia cetrarioides

Collema nigrescens

Leptogium burnetiae var hirsutum

Leptogium cyanescens

Leptogium saturninum

Leptogium teretiusculum

Platismatialacunosa

Usnea longissima

11 FEMAT Rating 954 32 5

Hi Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History There are nine species treated in this group They occur as epiphytes on

trees within the riparian areas These species are restricted to or are more abundant on

hardwood species than softwoods The presence of hardwoods and increased humidity within

riparian areas are critical for these species Hardwoods receive greater amounts of direct

moisture in their canopies in the winter when defoliated than softwoods do This difference in

amount and the frequency of moisture as well as the different substrate acidity and increased

lighting greatly influences these species natural history and distribution The larger and older

trees are the best substrate for these species One species Usnea longissima also occurs in

Europe where it is well documented to have experienced marked declines and local extirpation

Olsen and Gauslaa 1991 It is associated with open water and low lying landscape positions

that are frequently foggy They occur only at mid to low elevations Many of these lichen

species are known to be dispersal limited Esseen et al 1981

B Past Actions Much of the suitable habitat has been harvested

C Species Range These species are known from the Pacific Northwest and northern Europe

Cetrelia cetrariodes occurs widely in British Columbia and Alaska It has been found at nine

sites in the study area In Oregon it has been collected in open habitats in the Dunn State

Forest Benton Co the Coast Range near Nashville Lincoln Co and the ridgetop of

Neahkahnie Mountain Tillamook Coin the Coast Range It has been found in Washington in

low to midelevation forests at Dog Mountain Skamania Co and Chinook Pacific Co in the

southeast to Mt Baker and Bellingham Whatcom Co in the north

Collema nigrescens has been collected from ranges as disparate as southeast Alaska and the

Galapagos Islands in Ecuador It has been found in 11 sites in Oregon and three sites in

Washington In most occurrences within the study area it has been found on hardwoods

most commonly Quercus garryana

Leptogium cyanescens has a broad distribution ranging from Ecuador to Alaska and including

most of eastern North America Only one record has been located from the study area It was

found growing on a shrub in the Dunn State Forest in Oregon Benton Co Throughout its

range it appears to grow most abundantly on hardwoods and shaded rocks
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Only five records exist for Leptogium teretiusculum in regional herbaria Four of these are in

British Columbia and Montana One record exists for Oregon at Scout Lake east of the

Cascade Crest Jefferson Co

Platismatia lacunosa ranges from southcentral Alaska to central Oregon It appears to be most

common in coastal BC and Alaska Twenty four occurrences have been reported in the study

area primarily from wet Douglas fir forests and foggy coastal or valley forests

Ramalina thrausta occurs from moist northern interior British Columbia to Idaho and Montana

but also has a small population in the study area One specimen has been found from

Mendocino County in California near Albion two specimens have been found from the Coast

Range and coast in Oregon Tillamook and Benton Cos two specimens have been located

from the North Cascades area Whatcom Co in Washington

Usnea longissima ranges from Alaska to northwest California but appears most abundant in

the northcentral portion of this range Twenty seven occurrences were found in the study

area mostly from low to midelevation wet coniferous or mixed coniferous hardwood forests

and swamps

D Non habitat Factors This group of species is very sensitive to air pollutants Hawksworth
and Hill 1984

E inadequate Information A few of these are large and distinct species that are easy to

identify and their distributions are fairly well known relative to other lichen species Other

species in this group are not as large and have not been well inventoried Additional

inventories and research are needed to better direct active management

F Features of the Alternative These species like other canopy epiphytes require the retention

of aggregates of standing trees to maintain suitable microclimate and to aid dispersal of the

species Therefore the late successional reserves and Riparian Reserves will provide habitat

for this species group Watershed analysis will benefit these species if they are specifically

addressed in that analysis

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The stand dynamics and microclimate in young forested

stands may not provide suitable conditions for the growth of these species Therefore short rotations

and adaptive management that may help other oldgrowth associated plants or animals may not be

behefical to these species Moss collecting often destroys these lichen species as well Increased

human population growth at the lower elevations as well as degraded air quality pose risks to the

viability of these species

VI Summary Ratings reflect the documented association with mature riparian vegetation and the

fact that the Riparian Reserves were narrower for this alternative than for the other alternatives

Documented declines by some of these species in Europe also influenced the low ratings for this

species group

VII Mitigation Mitigation will improve the ratings for these species

A Geographic Extent Pacific Northwest wide

B Specific Habitats All forested stands

C Mitigation Measures A conservation strategy should be developed for this important
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functional species group on an interagency basis

These species should be inventoried for when conducting watershed analysis and sites located

should be protected and buffered as needed

No herbicide should be used after timber harvesting with limited piling and slash burning

Avoid dense stocking if plantations are used to regenerate sites If sites are planted spacing

should be established in a variable pattern to encourage stand heterogeneity Use natural

regeneration that encourages hardwoods as well as conifer regeneration Select a diversity of

tree types for green tree retention and regeneration including Pacific yew alder ash and

bigleaf maple rather than maintaining the past bias for conifers

Moss and lichen harvesting has become a significant industry in the Pacific Northwest and
may represent a serious threat to epiphytes especially in coastal and riparian areas It needs

to be monitored and controlled to preserve these riparian lichen species Studies should

address the effect of moss harvesting on riparian and nitrogen fixing lichen species before

continuing to allow commercial harvesting

Riparian lichens are negatively affected by air pollution and are especially sensitive to sulfur

dioxide Hawksworth and Hill 1984 Air quality in forested areas is important to maintain

healthy populations of these species Air quality monitoring should be established to

determine baseline conditions as well as to monitor changes in forest health

D Benefits These mitigation measures should maintain or increase the populations of these

riparian lichens An increase in these species will buffer the extremes in runoff and nutrient

flux in the forest canopy and in the streams This will buffer the sediment flush thereby

improving water quality

Species Group Aquatic Lichens 3 species

Dernatocarpon luridum

Hydrothyriavenosa

Leptogium rival

11 FEMAT Rating 10 47 2716

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History There are three species treated in this group They are truly aquatic and

unlike most other lichens will die if desiccated Dennis et al 1984 They are found on rocks in

streams where they provide habitat for aquatic invertebrate populations These aquatic lichens

are good indicators of water quality and constancy of stream flow levelsDermatocaroponluridum
is more tolerant than the others to periods of desiccation It is found in higher order

streams that experience greater stream flow fluctuations and flooding Streams where these

species occur are at low to mid elevations

B Past Actions Much of the suitable habitat has experienced habitat siltation and other
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disturbances

C Species Range Hydrothyria venosa is endemic to North America with populations in the

Pacific Northwest and the Appalachian Mountains Most of the populations in the

Appalachian Mountains have been extirpated In the Pacific Northwest Hydrothyria venosa

ranges from montane central California Madera Co Sierra National Forest to central British

Columbia Four sites are known from the Sierra Mountains in California Yosemite National

Park Big Trees State Park Sierra National Forest and Mariposa County Fourteen sites are

known from the Cascades in Oregon and seven in Washington Known Oregon locations

include the Willamette National Forest Mt Hood National Forest Deschutes National Forest

Three Sisters Wilderness and Crater Lake National Park Known Washington locations include

Mt Rainier Mt Baker National Forest and Olympic National Park Most records come from

dear cold streams with stony bottoms from oldgrowth or pristine forests at mid to high

elevations 650 2100m 1800 6500 ft

Leptogium rivale is known from two midorder streams in the HJ Andrews and one stream

in the Bitteroot Mountains of Montana

Dermatocarpon luridum has been found discontinuously in northern and southern British

Columbia Oregon Colorado Virginia and northern Europe In the study area it is known
only from Silver Creek Canyon in Silver Falls State Park Oregon Marion Co

D Non habitat Fadors Acid rain may have an impact on these species This group of species

is very sensitive to siltation and fluctuation of water flows

E Inadequate Information Species distributions are poorly known Additional inventories

and research are needed to determine the distribution of these species

F Features of the Alternative The amount of late successional reserves and Riparian Reserves

will provide habitat for this species group Watershed analysis will benefit these species if

they are specifically addressed in that analysis Watershed protection guidelines are beneficial

to these species Larger Riparian Reserves would afford more protection to these species

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects of stream disturbances from logging and

road building upstream may have a detrimental impact on these species

VI Summary Ratings reflect the restriction of these species to extremely dear free flowing

streams The limited dispersal ability of these species and their rarity affect their rating Documented

declines by Hydrothyria venosa in the Appalachian Mountains also influenced the low ratings for this

species group

VII Mitigation Mitigation will improve the ratings for these species

A Geographic Extent Pacific Northwest wide

B Specific Habitats Stream corridors

C Mitigation Measures A conservation strategy should be developed for this species group

on an interagency basis

These species should be inventoried for when conducting watershed analysis and known sites

should be protected and buffered as needed The percentage of the watershed that is
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harvested should be evaluated due to the sensitivity of these species to siltation

No herbicide should be used after timber harvesting with limited piling and slash burning

These aquatic lichens are negatively affected by any type of water pollution Water quality in

forested streams is important to maintain healthy populations of these species Hydrothria

venosa appears to be more sensitive to stream sediment than are salmon

Reintroduction might be attempted in restored stream courses by transplantation of rocks with

viable Hydrothyria venosa

D Benefits These mitigation measures should maintain the populations of theseaquaticlichensMaintaining these species will benefit stream water quality via nutrient removal
invertebrate species as well as fish and wildlife that live in these streams These aquatic

lichens are valuable indicators of water quality

1 Species Group Rare Oceanic Influenced Lichens 12 species

Bryoria pseudocapillaris

Bryoria spiralifera

Bryoria subcana

Buel ia oidalea

Eriodermasorediatur

Hypogymnia oceanica

Leioderma sorediatum

Leptogium brebissonii

Niebla cephalota

Pseudocyphellariamougeotiana

Teloschistes flavicans

Usnea hesperina

11 FEMAT Rating 012 59 29

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Twelve species are treated in this group Generally there are few to only

one known location for these species They are all epiphytes that occur within sight of the

ocean Many of them are extreme disjunct populations with affinities to the subtropical or

pantropical floras Many of these species only occur on peninsulas and headlands Frequent

fog along the coast combined with moderate temperatures create a unique environment for

these lichens

Bryoria pseudocapillaris is found in exposed sites growing on stunted Sitka spruce and
ericaceous shrubs Sitka spruce forests intermingled with open sand dunes directly along the

coast are the typical site for this species Erioderma sorediatum Leioderma sorediatum and

Leptogium brebissonli occur on old ericaceous shrubs in broken Sitka spruce andlodgepolepine
forests on stablized dunes at Sutton Creek Recreation Area Niebla cephalota occurs on

both Sitka spruce and rock along the windswept coast on promitories of land
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Pseudocyphellaria mougeotiana is known from one site in the Pacific Northwest on oldgrowth

Sitka spruce on the immediate coast Usnea hesperina is also known only from one site in the

Pacific Northwest It occurs in a broken dune forest of old lodgepole pines at Sutton Creek

Recreation Area

B Past Actions Most of the suitable habitat is private lands and has been modified due to its

high scenic and recreational values and due to the coastal highway

C Species Range Immediate coast throughout the study area Bryoria pseudocapillaris is

known from two sites in the study area Cape Blanco and Suton Creek Recreation Area both

on the Oregon coast

Bryoria spiralifera is known from only from the Samoa Peninsula in Humboldt County

California where it is scattered but not uncommon Brodo and Hawksworth 1977 Neitlich et

al 1993

Bryoria subcana is epiphytic on Picea along coastal bays and streams in a few sites in Alaska

and BC and found on conifers lignum and sand hills in one site in Oregon Clatsop Co and

two in California off Monterey Bay Brodo and Hawksworth 1977

Buellia oidalea ranges from Baja Mexico to Vancouver Island British Columbia In the study

area it is known only from three sites in Washington These are Narbeck Creek in Everett

Snohomish Co Bellingham Whatcom Co and the Lathrop Forest Pierce Co

Erioderma sorediatum is known from three sites in the study area Sutton Creek Recreation

Area dunes near Florence Oregon Lane Co Eel Creek Recreation Area and Cape Arago

State Park Coos Co

Hypogymnia oceanica has been found widely from southeast Alaska and coastal British

Columbia It has been collected from one site in the study area the H J Andrews

Experimental Forest Willamette National Forest Oregon Lane Co It is presumed that the

maritime microclimates in the old growth in which it occurs here mimics those in its primarily

coastal distribution

Leioderma sorediatum has been located Twice in the study area at the Sutton Creek

Recreation Area in Oregon Lane Co and Eel Creek Recreation Area Coos Co

Leptogium brebissonil is known from only one location in the study area Neahkahnie

Mountain in Oregon Tillamook Co

Niebla cephalota has been documented from San Luis Obispo California to maritime northern

Washington Six sites have been documented in the study area In Oregon this species is

known from Cape Arago Coos Co Cape Blanco Curry Co and Sutton Creek Recreation

Area Lane Co In Washington it is known from San Juan Island San Juan Co Fidalgo

Island Skagit Co and Deception Pass on Whidby Island Island Co

Pseudocyphellaria mougeotiana is a southern hemisphere species known from two sites in the

study area It has been documented at the mouth of Gwynn Creek Lincoln Co and at

Cascadia State Park Linn Co

Teloschistes flavicans occurs discontinuously from Ecuador to Oregon It has been

documented at two sites in the study area both in Oregon Known locations are the forested
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headland at Cape Lookout and Sand Lake both in Tillamook County Five sites are known
from central California San Mateo Monterey and Santa Cruz Island Counties

Usnea hesperina is known only from Sutton Creek Recreation area Lane Co

D Non habitat Factors These species are sensitive to air pollutants

E Inadequate Information Species distributions are poorly known

F Features of the Alternative These species like other canopy epiphytes require the retention

of groups of standing trees to maintain suitable microclimate and to aid dispersal of the

species Therefore late successional reserves along the coast would provide habitat for this

species group but there are few reserves near the coast The Riparian Reserves do notprovidesuitablehabitat for this species group Some of the areas protected for marbled murrelets may
be benefical for this lichen species group

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Due to the accessibility scenic values and recreational uses

along the immediate coast the forests are replaced by buildings roads and trails Recreational

developments in the National Recreation Areas on federal lands inadvertently destroy much of the

potential habitat of these species

VI Summary Ratings reflect the limited potential for federal management along the immediate

coast and the few known sites for these species The low ratings also reflect their uncertain future as

they may even be destroyed on federal lands in an effort to develop recreational areas

VII Mitigation Mitigation could improve the ratings for these species

A Geographic Extent Immediate coast in the Pacific Northwest

B Specific Habitats Immediate coast within 12 miles of the ocean on trees or shrubs Sitka

spruce lodgepole pine and ericaceous shrubs support these oceanic influenced lichen species

C Mitigation Measures Inventory for these species to identify new populations Protection

of key sites for the species by designation of Botanical Special Interest Areas or Areas of

Critical Environmental Concern are important mitigation for these species Protection buffers

should be established around occurrences of these species in the National Recreation Areas in

managed late successional forests and in the Matrix A study of these species biology should

be conducted to provide better direction in determining management guidelines A
conservation strategy should be developed for these species on an interagency basis

The State Natural Heritage Programs should assist with this coordination and store the

information in their database

Known sites need to be monitored to maintain viable populations of these rare species Sutton

Creek on the Siuslaw National Forest is an important area for these species and should be

given special management as a Botanical Special Interest Area Eel Creek on the Siuslaw

National Forest is also an important area for these species and should be given special

management as a Research Natural Area or Botanical Special Interest Area Recreational

activities and management guidelines to conserve these unique botanical resources should be
developed Recreational facilities along the coast should minimize degradation of botanical

resources Offhighway vehicles OHVs that disperse exotic vascular plant species should be

limited from some areas including winter travel Driftwood which supports other oceanic
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influenced lichen species not listed here should be protected from collection and burning

Coordination between state and private sectors to inventory evaluate and establish sites for

conservation of these species is necessary Acquisition of sites along the coast containing any

key sites for these species should be pursued This group of lichens rated lower than any

other functional species group

D Benefits Protection of known sites will preserve this element of biodiversity on the coast

The rarity of this lichen species group indicates the rarity of the coastal habitats as a whole

and the conservation of these species may contribute to conservation of other plant or animals

It would also permit the further study of the species and maintain existing populations on

federal lands
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1 Species Subalpine fir Abies lasiocarpa Hook Nutt California only

11 FEMAT Rating 50 1338 0

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Changes are unlikely to affect this

species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Like most conifers Abies lasiocarpa is wind pollinated Plants at

high elevations are often reduced to a low bush growth habit with spreading

prostrate stems A good morphological description is provided in Liu 1971

B Past Actions Past land managements actions are not known to have affected this

species within California

C Species Range Abies lasiocarpais the most widely distributed fir next to A
balsamea in North America Its range extends along the Pacific Coast from the north

end of southeastern Alaska and central Yukon Territory south to the San Francisco

Mountains of northern Arizona and the Mogollon Mountains of western New Mexico

Liu 1971 Elevational range in Oregon and Washington is between 600 and 2400m

Liu 1971 This species was not known to occur in California until 1969 Sawyer et

al 1970 Only two populations are currently known from California both occur

within wilderness areas The habitat of Abies lasiocarpain these areas is montane

valley bottoms and moist sheltered slopes characteristic of Salmon Scott enriched

conifer forest type JNelson pers comm Keeler Wolf 1990 At both sites it grows

with Piceaengelmann

D Nonhabitat Factors Global warming is the only foreseeable threat to this species

E Features of the Alternative Ratings for Abies lasiocarpawere identical for all

options features of the alternative were irrelevant

V Cumulative Effects Assessment No populations are known from private or state

lands

VL Summary No mitigation could be identified to elevate the ratings

VIL Mitigation None identified

References

Griffin WB and Critchfield JR 1972 The distribution of forest trees in California Abies
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Sawyer JO DA Thornburgh and WF Bowman 1970 Extension of Abies lasiocarpa into

California Madrono 20 413 415

Keeler Wolf T 1990 Ecological surveys of Forest Service Research Natural Areas in

California p 46 Sugar Creek Research Natural Area Pacific Southwest Research

Station USDA Forest Service Gen Technical Report PSW 125

Knowledgeable Individuals

Sawyer John Humboldt State University Arcata California

Julie Nelson Shasta Trinity National Forest Redding California

L Species Sugar stick Allotropa virgata Torrey Gray

IL FEMAT Rating 28 5316 4

ILL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Long rotations and large woody
debris were identified as factors important to the viability of Allotropa virgataby the panel

members Reduction of the originally proposed 180 year rotation in California could lower

ratings for this species which is apparently very rare in this portion of its range Panel

members indicated that this dry site species occurs on sites associated with past fires

Prescribed fire standards and guidelines may increase viability

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Allotropa virgata occurs in closed canopy pole mature and old

growth seral stages in Pseudotsugamenziesii Tsuga heterophylla Abies grandis Abies

amabilisand Pinus contorta vegetation series ranging from 1500 to 5000 elevation

within the range of the northern spotted owl Ecology databases 1192 Wallace

1974 reports this species is typically found at higher elevations in the inland portions

of its range occurring from 250 to
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with a fungus and vascular plant for establishment and survival Due to small

ephemeral seeds and its obligate mycorrhizal relationship large and relatively

unfragmented habitat areas may be important to maintain viability and promote gene

exchange One of the mycobionts may be the commercially harvested matsutake

Tricholoma magnivelare Luoma pers comm 1494

Allotropa virgata may not flower every year and as documented for several dose

relatives it may not emerge above ground every year Luoma pers comm Some

individuals of achlorophyllous ericads may be dormant for as many as eight years

between flowering episodes Kaye et al 1991 However the above ground stems of

Allotropa virgata are persistent increasing effectiveness of surveys During its growing

season the plant is unmistakable and conspicuous with pink and white striped stems

up to over a meter in height

Because this species is not tracked by the Heritage Programs and does not have

agency status site specific data was not available for this analysis The Forest Service

Area ecology program plot data for this species provides a useful baseline

B Past Actions Fire suppression fragmentation of habitat and reduction in coarse

woody debris are primary factors contributing to the decline of this species

C Species Range In deep humus of coniferous forests at lower elevations east slope

of Cascades to near the coast from British Columbia to California Hitchcock and

Cronquist 1973 Widespread but rare throughout range Noteworthy disjunctions

occur in Idaho and Montana Steele 1974 one site described was a 250 300 year old

stand of Abies grandis and Thuja plicata This species is rarely observed in California

within the range of the northern spotted owl SAT panel notes 1192 See Wallace’s

taxonomic treatment 1975 page 17 for range map

D Nonhabitat Factors None noted

E Features of the Alternative The outcome ratings for alternative 9 were

considerably lower than for alternative 1 due primarily to the inclusion of the LSOG3
fragments and the greater overall acreage of reserves in the later Small late

successional and old growth fragments were considered to contribute significantly to

the predicted viability of the species due to the limited dispersal capability of this

species and the fragments function as corridors Smaller fragments are also

presumed important to the mycorrhizal fungi which are symbiotic with Allotropa

virgata In only three options including option 9 was there considered any projected

likelihood of extirpation

Another key factor in lower ratings for alternative 9 was the concern that riparian

protection afforded by buffers and key watersheds may increase pressure to log

upland sites placing rare dry site species at greater risk

Like many relatives with similar complex life cycles Allotropa virgatais slow to

establish and may require coarse woody debris during some or all of its life cycle

Limiting mechanical disturbance within its habitat was considered important repeated
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thinnings and shorter rotations would be detrimental

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Land management on state and private lands is an

important consideration in maintaining the viability of this species Due to the limited

dispersal potential corridors are critical to maintaining gene exchange Although reported

from a range of vegetation series and elevations Hitchcock and Cronquist 1973 cite this

species as occurring in low elevations Because much of the low elevation habitat is under

state and private ownership cumulative effects of harvest on this species are a concern

Because this species does not have federal agency or state status the percent of known
species locations on non federal land is unknown

Protecting federal populations and maintaining gene flow corridor integrity are both

important to maintaining welldistributed populations throughout the range of this species

VL Summary The cumulative effects assessment suggests that this species may be

restricted in large part to federal lands in the future This would result in large gaps in its

historic range particularly in the northern California northern Oregon and southwestern

Washington Coast range provinces The effect of fragmentation of habitat on this species is

unknown

VIL Mitigation Because Allotropavirgata is wide ranging and little sitespecific data is

available it is difficult to evaluate how effectively alternative 9 protects known populations

Unlike many other rare plants with narrow geographic ranges it is impractical to attempt to

establish specific reserves to protect this species at this time Because this species is

occasionally found in stands as young as 60 years it is desirable to determine which stand

characteristics are conducive to its establishment The mitigation described below would

likely reduce the probability of extirpation on federal lands In particular survey protocols

should be developed to supply baseline data and a conservation strategy providing

management recommendations including prescribed fire should be prepared and

implemented

A Geographic Extent This species is rare throughout its range area of greatest

concern include the coast ranges especially in California

B Specific Habitat Allotropa virgata occurs on dry sites in most of range of the

northern spotted owl although it occupies somewhat moister sites in California

C Mitigation Measures

Develop map of extant populations and revisit historic sites based on Herbarium

records cf Wallace 1975 to assess general trends

Analyze existing ecoplot data to aid in defining high probability habitat including if

possible analysis of abiotic factors including precipitation elevation snowpack

canopy closure as available to formulate hypotheses for testing environmental

parameters limiting distribution

During Watershed Analysis conduct surveys in high probability habitat including

Allotropa virgata as a Species of Concern within Vegetation Module

Randomly select subset of known locations and revisit sites Document
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presence absence assess population size mapcount individuals and colled data on

fire history coarse woody debris and canopy closure cover plant association and

abiotic factors eg soil moisture seasonal precipitation snowpack
Conduct surveys within sites planned for prescribed burning and establish

monitoring sites to evaluate effect of fire on establishment and survival

Prepare Conservation Strategy incorporating preliminary information and

monitoring plans and fire prescriptions This Conservation Strategy would most

appropriately address management of all mycotrophic ericads since requirements are

likely to be similar

Because this species requires decaying logs salvage of down logs should be

restricted in high probability habitat

D Benefits Many mycorrhizal members of the heath and orchid families inhabit

Pacific northwest coniferous forests Their life histories are among the most complex

symbiotic with other vascular plants and fungi and typically involving mammalian

seed dispersers and solitary bees for pollination Measures which ensure protection of

these complex relationships are important to maintaining the stability integrity and

balance of the latesuccessional forest ecosystem Other mycotropic species eg
Pleuricosporafimbriolata Hemitomes congestum Pityopis californica Hypopitys monotropa
are often found in close association Kaye et al 1991 and would benefit from these

mitigation measures
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Oregon

John Gamon Washington Natural Heritage Program Olympia Washington

Species Dwarf mistletoe Arceuthobium tsugense Rosendahl GN Jones

IL FEMAT Rating 050 50 0

These ratings were based primarily on the northern portion of its range where habitat

was considered most abundant since data on other areas was limited during the panel

IL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History This member of the mistletoe family LORANTHACEAE occurs

primarily on western hemlock in old to very old old growth forests most commonly

in stands greater than 600 years Henderson pers comm According to the recent

taxonomic treatment by Hawksworth et al 1992 and work cited therein this species

is comprised of at least three segregates with distinct host ranges shoot sizes and

marked isozyme differences A recently described subspecies subsp mertensianae

grows on mountain hemlock while the subspecies tsugense occurs typically on

western hemlock and shore pine Factors which may influence establishment include

the bark surface texture and chemistry All dwarf mistletoes are dioedous some

wind pollination may occur at very dose distances but insect pollination may be the

norm Hawksworth and Wiens 1972 Thrips may pollinate other species of

mistletoe but other insects may be more important in pollination Stevens and

Hawksworth 1970 Birds may be involved in long distance dispersal of seeds seeds

are viscous coated and adhere to objects they strike Hawksworth and Wiens 1972

flying squirrels and other arboreal mammals may also aid in dissemination Seed

dispersal occurs in late September to early November for subspecies tsugense several

weeks earlier than subspecies mertensianae Squirrels porcupines birds and other

animals eat dwarf mistletoe shoots but their effects seem to be minor Hawksworth

and Wiens 1972

This species is important to marbled murrelets spotted owls squirrels and other

wildlife species which nest in mistletoe inhabited trees The mistletoe results in

densely branched witches brooms and platforms which add structural diversity to

the canopy

Dwarf mistletoe infection reduces the tree’s growth rate in both height and diameter

but there is no significant reduction until the upper half of the tree’s crown is

parasitized Hawksworth and Wiens 1972

South of Mt Rainier there is little forest greater than 700 years Bull Run watershed

Mt Hood National Forest is among the only place in Oregon where forests this age
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occur Data on the abundance and distribution of this species on the Mt Hood NF
and elsewhere was not available during the panel meetings Not all Area Ecology

Programs colled data on arboreal mistletoes data on Arceuthobium tsugense has not

been collected in Area 7 Mt Hood and Gifford Pinchot National Forests but data

may be available in managed stand and Pacific yew databases Shlisky pers comm

B Past Actions Harvest of many of the forests over 700 years hasconsiderablyreducedhabitat for this species

C Species Range The western hemlock race of A tsugense subsp tsugense is

distributed from Alaska south to California from sea level to about 1200 m in

southern Oregon Hawksworth et al 1992

D Nonhabitat Factors Dwarf mistletoes are not among those Forest Products

seasonally collected

E Features of the Alternative None of the alternatives were considered to have any
likelihood of having this species well distributed throughout its range however in

options 1 2 and 3 there was 80 percent likelihood of the species being onlylocallyrestricteddue to the protection of the latesuccessional and oldgrowth fragments

VI Cumulative Effects Assessment Because little private and state land has timber

within the suitable size and age class range most commonly inhabited by this species

cumulative effects were not considered important to this analysis

VL Summary The association of Arceuthobium tsugense with old to very old stands and

the limited amount of this most suitable habitat contributed to the ratings Late successional

and old growth fragments were considered very important to this species Greatest concern

was expressed for this species in the northern portion of its range however the extent of its

distribution elsewhere is unknown Queries of the ecology databases and additional

consultation with experts on this species will be necessary to evaluate the geographical

extent appropriateness and expected effectiveness of mitigation measures

VII Mitigation Specifically protecting all stands greater than 600 years which are

occupied by western hemlock and Arceuthobium tsugense would provide protection for this

species It may be possible to selectively infect stands to reintroduce this species although

the feasibility and effectiveness of this approach is unknown

A Geographic Extent This species is rare throughout its range

B Specific Habitat Arceuthobium tsugense is an arboreal species parasitic on western

hemlock

C Mitigation Measures

Develop map of extant populations and revisit historic sites based on Herbarium

records cf Hawksworth et al 1992 to assess general trends
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During Watershed Analysis conduct surveys in high probability habitat including

Arceuthobium tsugense as a Species of Concern within Vegetation Module

Analyze existing ecoplot data throughout range to clarify degree of association with

late successional stands throughout range

Coordinate with biologists conducting marbled murrelet surveys to clarify

relationships between marbled murrelet nesting and Arceuthobium colonization of

canopies

Protect all stands occupied by western hemlock which are greater than 600 years

Research needs

Inoculation of carefully selected stands to increase structural diversity and

populations of Arceuthobium tsugense may be explored Appropriateness of

inoculating selected stands with seeds of Arceuthobium tsugense should first be

evaluated If reintroduction is deemed appropriate investigate literature and if

necessary conduct tests to determine germination and establishment requirements

D Benefits Maps illustrating known populations within reserves and matrix will

increase our ability to manage for this species Effectiveness of inoculation of stands

is unknown but studies investigating germination and establishment requirements

could increase success in introduction if this was recommended Incidental benefits

of mitigation would include increased nesting habitat for marbled murrelets spotted

owls flying squirrels and other arboreal mammals

References

Hawksworth FG D Wiens and DL Nickrent 1992 New western North American taxa

of Arceuthobium Viscaceae Novon 2204 211

Hawksworth FG and D Wiens 1972 Biology and classification of dwarf mistletoes

Arceuthobium USDA Forest Service Agriculture Handbook No 401 Washington
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Knowledgeable Individuals
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Jan Henderson Mt Baker Snoqualmie NF Mountlake Terrace Washington

Delbert Wiens Department of Biology University of Utah Salt Lake City Utah

Species Wayside aster Aster vialis Bradshaw

IL FEMAT Rating 048 52 0
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m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Clarification on fire standards and

guidelines may increase ratings

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Aster vialis inhabits midsuccessional 80 200 year old conifer

forest stands at low elevations It seems to thrive most vigorously in open gaps

within old growth or edge habitat perhaps due to lack of competition This species

may tolerate or persist after or even benefit by some types of disturbance eg
prescribed fire It does not appear to tolerate much competition especially from

weedy invaders of disturbed forests Decreases in light due to competing vegetation

is probably a critical element in population decline and loss of vigor Wogen pers

comm 1393 Seed production is highest with cross pollination between

populations Germination is very low about 15 at best Guerrant 1991

Populations are small at all sites most have less than 100 individuals larger

populations are on private land

B Past Actions Fire suppression fragmentation of habitat have adversely affected

this species

C Species Range Aster vialis is a rare locally endemic taxon known only from

Lane Linn and Douglas Counties in Oregon It is extinct at various historically

known sites It occurs primarily along ridges between Eugene and Roseburg with

higher fire frequency in partial shade in areas with the least amount of disturbance

Kagan pers comm Only one small population on private land is currently known
from Linn County Approximately twenty populations have been documented with

six new populations recorded in 1993 Kagan pers comm

D Nonhabitat Factors Low germination rate may be limiting to this species

E Features of the Alternative Panel members felt that this species was not

adequately protected in any of the options and specific standards and guidelines

which addressed fire management were essential Most of the populations fall within

Zone 2 for marbled murrelets Overall amount and distribution of forests in the

matrix and spacing of the reserves were the primary influencing factors for the

ratings

VI Cumulative Effects Assessment This species is at greater risk due to fragmentation of

habitat resulting from loss of populations on private land The largest populations occur on

private land these may be key to long term viability on federal land

VI Summary The ratings for Aster vialis reflect concern that a threshold may have

passed due to highly fragmented populations fire suppression plantation forestry beyond
which long term population viability is uncertain The range is so fragmented that

population interactions on wide scale probably won’t occur Vascular Plant Panel Notes

693 This species requires natural delicate disturbance with the role of fire probably

important to maintaining viability Restrictive guidelines which limit use of fire and tools
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which mimic natural disturbance may be detrimental

VII Mitigation Although considerable information has been compiled on this species

currently no species management guide or conservation strategy exists Development of a

Conservation Strategy now scheduled by Eugene Distrid BLM for 1995 which provides

specific management direction and implementation of the mitigation measures below would
improve the ratings However due to the past actions and cumulative effects some risk that

the species will be restricted to refugia would remain

Important mitigation measures for this species include inventory and protection of known
sites prescribed burning on experimental basis and density management to maintain prefire

suppression community Trend studies to determine if known populations are stable and

investigations of response to selective logging and prescribed fire will be key to managing for

this species

A Geographic Extent Willamette Valley Province Documented from Roseburg and

Eugene Districts BLM

B Specific Habitats Low elevation forest

C Mitigation Measures

Maintain existing sites for Aster vialis within federal lands

Maintain existing forest buffers established for individual populations and develop

additional buffers where sites are adjacent to or in clearcuts

Maintain existing gate closures

Acquire privately owned Aster sites for Federal protection Where acquisitions are

not possible develop cooperative agreements and conservation easements to protect

Aster sites

Implement a brush control program on roadside populations that are rapidly

undergoing brush invasion Coordinate with the US Fish and Wildlife Service in

program implementation

Work with adjacent landowners right ofway recipients etc in regulating activities

adjacent to the Aster locations that could have negative impacts on the population

eg roadside spraying

Work cooperatively with research institutions and other public and private agencies

in securing funding or volunteer services for various research projects necessary in

attaining information for management of Aster vialis

Avoid herbicide spraying in vicinity of all populations

Continue systematic inventory in conjunction with Watershed Analyses to locate

additional populations

Develop a Habitat Management PlanConservation Strategy including a Weed
Management Plan that identifies actions necessary for protection and habitat

enhancement needed for maintaining minimum viable population levels including

ungulate control insect predation site manipulation and experimental procedures

such as prescribed understory burning

Collect seed for cryogenic storage and deposit at Berry Botanic Garden Portland In

the event that populations are lost this measure could provide genetic material to
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potentially reestablish populations

D Benefits Surveys are reasonably effective in locating this species Implementation

of mitigation measures could significantly decrease likelihood of species being

restricted to refugia but the effect of past actions fragmentation and fire suppression

on potential gene exchange and genetic diversity is unknown Effectiveness will also

depend on acquisition conservation easements on nonfederal land Prescribed fire

may be an effective tool only if we have public support in sensitive smoke

management zones

References

Alverson ER and K Kuykendall 1989 Field studies on Aster vialis Unpublished report

prepared under contract with the Oregon Department of Agriculture for the Bureau of

Land Management
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Eugene District BLM

Kuykendall K1991 Pollination study of Aster vialis Portland State University Honor’s

Program Senior thesis

Knowledgeable Individuals

Nancy Wogen Eugene District BLM Eugene Oregon

Keli Kuykendall Oregon State University Corvallis

Ed Alverson The Nature Conservancy Eugene Oregon

Ed Guerrant Berry Botanical Garden Portland Oregon

Tom Kaye Plant Conservation Biology Program Oregon Department of Agriculture Salem
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L Species Bensoniella Bensoniella oregona

11 FEMAT Iating California only 0050 50

IUL Modification due to changes in Alternative 9 Shortening of rotation length in

California could reduce ratings for this species

IV Explanation of Rating
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A Natural History This species occurs along intermittent streams or meadow edges

in mixed evergreen forest and white fir communities from 3000 to 5000 elevation It

is typically less frequent in riparian shrub and openings of forests usually occupying

upper slopes and ridgetop saddles with north aspect Bensoniella oregona is most

commonly associated with Senecio triangularis Mitella ovalis Viola glabella and Asarum

caudatum Lang 1988 It appears to tolerate some disturbance if subsurface drainage

is not altered populations along streams without cover in clearcuts are very small

According to Copeland 1980 in Lang 1988 Bensoniella oregona occurs within very

specific meadow and stream edge habitat on soils derived from ancient sedimentary

rocks soil depth soil moisture and climate are other critical factors in the distribution

of this species Of these factors soil moisture may be most important

Bensoniella oregona is at risk due to narrow ecological requirements restricted range

and small population sizes Lang 1988 Seedlings and immature plants were not

observed by Lang 1988 during extensive field work Insects visiting the plants have

been rarely observed pollination mechanisms are unknown

B Past Actions Bensoniella oregonacommunities have been impacted by timber

harvesting grazing road construction and maintenance Copeland 1980 Fire

suppression may have negatively affected this species

C Species Range Bensoniella oregona is a coast range species occurring in Douglas

Josephine and Curry Cos Oregon and Humboldt Co and Del Norte Cos California

There are two main foci in Oregon All but 15 of known populations are on Siskiyou

NF two sites are on Roseburg District BLM In Oregon the Heritage Program has 68

known occurrences Kagan 1993 only 6 or 7 populations are known from California

One California population was reported to lack vigor Copeland 1980 other

populations are apparently small

D Nonhabitat Factors None identified

E Features of the Alternative Fire management may be important for this species

Element occurrences were not plotted on the species map although California and

Oregon Natural Heritage Programs do track this species Riparian standards and

guidelines were an important consideration in rating the alternatives Most

populations are within marbled murrelet range within 50 miles of saltwater

VL Cumulative Effects Assessment In California only one population known from

federal lands Six Rivers NF others privately owned Cumulative effects were considered

very important for this species Forest Practices Act Standards and Guidelines provide

inadequate protection for this species If it is not currently listed as a state sensitive species

it should be proposed

VL Summary During the FEMAT process Bensoniella oregona was rated in two different

portions of its range Oregon and California because of the considerable differences in

population viability and likelihood of the four outcomes The ratings for California reflect a

bleak outlook for a species known only from one population on federal land in California

The ratings for this species in Oregon were higher with the species passing the screens in
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this portion of its range Mitigation measures for this species are most important in

California but additional protection in Oregon may be warranted to compensate for

declining California populations

VIL Mitigation Effectiveness of the mitigation on populations in California is unknown
but could be better assessed with input from individuals listed below The Oregon portion of

the range would benefit significantly from the proposed mitigation

A Geographic Extent Kiamath Provinces of Oregon and CaliforniaDocumented

from Siskiyou 20 sites and Six Rivers National Forest 1 site Roseburg 2 sites and

Medford Districts BLM

B Specific Habitats Meadows and stream edges typically adjacent to late

successional and old growth Douglas fir forest

C Mitigation Measures

Conduct thorough inventory of potential habitat particularly in California to locate

additional populations and protect known sites Lang 1988 reports that it is

considered unlikely that many more populations will be discovered on Siskiyou NF
but additional inventories are warranted north of the Rogue River

Establish Bensoniella Roosevelt Elk Scenic Area as recommended in Draft Species

Management Guide

Acquire private populations through land exchanges in California Most of the

known populations are on nonfederal lands

Protect streams seeps meadows and lake margins at known sites to maintain soil

moisture at levels necessary to sustain Bensoniella populations This species may be

sensitive to changes in hydrology but occurs in small wetlands and seeps that are not

afforded protection under alternative 9

Update sign and implement rangewide Conservation Strategy to provide

management guidelines maintain viable populations and enhance habitat in

California

Research

Investigate the role of fire on the establishment and persistence of this species At

least one population has been burned and may provide useful information on

response to fire Two sites have been identified as potential areas to experimentally

introduce fire Stansell pers comm Natural successional processes would keep

these areas open and glade like but are now starting to dose in L Wolf pers comm
1993
Conduct autecological studies to determine critical habitat elements in order to

effectively manage for the species

D Benefits The extremely limited number of extant sites in California indicates that

this species may continue to be restricted to refugia despite heroic measures to protect

all known sites It may not be possible to offset expected results from nonfederal

lands Until more complete inventories are conducted including state and private

land it is difficult to assess the long term future of this species in California
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Copeland W 1980 Bensoniella oregona Field study and status report Final Summary USDA
Forest Service Six Rivers National Forest Eureka Calif

Lang FA 1988 Species management guide for Bensoniella oregona Abrams and Bacig
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Knowledgeable Individuals

Frank Lang Southern Oregon College Medford Oregon

Veva Stansell Gold Beach RD Siskiyou National Forest Gold Beach Oregon

Lisa Hoover Six Rivers National Forest Eureka Calif

Russ Holmes Roseburg District BLM Roseburg Oregon

Bruce Rittenhouse Coos Bay District BLM Coos Bay Oregon

Joan Seevers Medford District BLM Medford Oregon

Barbara Mumlo Applegate RD Rogue River NF Jacksonville Oregon

L Species Mingan moonwort gray moonwort Botrychium minganense Victorin

IL FEMAT Rating 30 5020 0

There was some discussion during the first panel meeting as to whether this species

should be considered closely associated with late successional and old growth forests It

exhibits wide ecological amplitude occurring in a wide range of habitats particularly east of

the Cascades where it occurs on open shrubland barren slopes However in the area under

consideration it typically occurs in older forest stands Marked morphological and habitat

differences between Wallowa plants and those occurring in the Cascades Wagner 1992

provided the justification for inclusion on the list

Im Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation for Rating

A Natural History This species belongs to a taxonomically difficult group of

inconspicuous plants the grapeferns or moonworts which are easily overlooked

Several Challenge Cost Share projects within Region 6 have resulted in new

taxonomic treatments and draft Conservation Strategies eg Zilka 1992 Wagner
1992 Increased focus on these species within the agency botany program has

resulted in increasing numbers of sitings of this species This has led to the

recommendation that it be deleted from the Washington Natural Heritage Program

Rare plant Uist

Botrychium minganense is often found in riparian zones with old growth Thuja plicata

Zika 1992 Dense shade mesic to moist or saturated soil and gentle slopes are
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typical site characteristics for the Mt Hood NF although the species may occur in

diverse habitats including mossy talus slopes under Acer macrophyllum and more

open sandy or rocky areas

Zika 1992 states that there is no data on the minimum viable population size for any

Botrychium species however life cycle and genetic studies suggest that relatively

small populations are viable In his Conservation Strategy for the Mt Hood NF he

suggests that from a conservation standpoint significant poulations of Botrychium

minganense are 40 or more stems

B Past Actions Many Oregon populations have been threatened by logging

grazing and recreation Zika 1992 The past effect of these activities is unknown

C Species Range Endemic to North America but wideranging across Canada from

coast to coast In the US it occurs in Alaska Washington California Arizona Idaho

and east to Michigan and Vermont Zika 1992 Several new Oregon sites were

discovered in 1993 Kagan pers comm

D Nonhabitat Factors Herbivory by deer is common but significance is unknown

E Features of the Alternative Eight of the nine populations mapped within the

range of the northern spotted owl were within the reserves Only Option 1 was

considered to have lower probability of resulting in the restriction of this species to

refugia due to the infusion of the late successional and old growth fragments

Based on analysis using more current data 122393 for the Mt Baker Snoqualmie

NF the five documented populations fall within administrative congressional or late

successional reserves

VL Cumulative Effects Assessment This species occurs occassionally on private lands

but insufficient information is available for cumulative effects analysis All documented

Washington populations are on Forest Service land but this probably reflects a higher survey

intensity on federal lands

VI Summary Reevalutation of ratings for Botrychium minganense may be warranted in

light of recently discovered populations in Washington Based on analysis using the most

current data for the Mt Baker Snoqualmie NF none of the populations fell outside of

reserves Reanalysis of the entire area under consideration was not possible but it may be

likely that many of the newly discovered populations are afforded protection under

alternative 9 However mitigation measures will be necessary until a rangewide reanalysis

is completed

VIL Mitigation Mitigation would increase ratings

A Geographic Extent Throughout range Documented from Willamette NF and

Forests of western Washington Gifford Pinchot and Mt Baker Snoqualmie

B Specific Habitats Riparian and mesic sites
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C Mitigation Measures

Conduct systematic inventory to locate additional populations

Protect known sites with a minimum of 300 buffers or three site potential tree

heights whichever is greater unless topography dictates narrower buffer will be as

effective in maintaining microcdimate

Conduct long term monitoring of populations including

trend studies following disturbance

tagging individuals within a site with different species of Botrychium to investigate

changes in individual morphology over time

baseline study in undisturbed large populations on Mt Hood National Forest as per

Conservation Strategy

See monitoring guidelines in the Draft Conservation Strategy for the Mt Hood NF
and ongoing studies on the Mt Baker Snoqualmie NF

Establish Botanical Special Interest Area on Mt Hood NF as per Conservation

Strategy

D Benefits Monitoring studies will be effective in determining how much

protection is required to maintain viable populations of this and related species of

grapeferns Because other Botrychium species often occur sympatrically protecting

known sites of B minganense will likely protect additional species of grapeferns many
of which are included on the Regional Forester’s list of Sensitive Species for Region 6

References

Wagner DH 1992 Guide to the species of Botrychium in Oregon Unpublished report

prepared under the Challenge Cost Share program between the University of Oregon
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Zika PF 1992 Draft Management Guide for rare Botrychium species moonworts and grape

ferns for the Mt Hood National Forest Unpublished report

Knowledgeable Individuals

David Wagner Eugene Oregon

Peter Zica Oregon Natural Heritage Program Portland Oregon

Ed Alverson The Nature Conservancy Eugene Oregon

Warren H Wagner University of Michigan Ann Arbor Michigan

Laura Potash Mt Baker Snoqualmie NF Mountlake Terrace Washington

Lois Kemp Mt Hood NF Gresham Oregon

Kathy Ahlenslager Colville NF Colville Washington

Karl Urban Umatilla NF Pendleton Oregon
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L Species Mountain grape fern Botrychium montanum W Wagner

II FEMAT Rating 30 5020 0

ILL Modifications due to changes in Aternative 9

IV Explanation for Rating

A Natural History Of all the grapeferns considered Botrychium montanum is the

species most closely associated with latesuccessional and old growth habitat It

typically inhabits Thuja plicata swamps Unlike B minganense which occurs

throughout North America this species is endemic to western North America and is

considered rare throughout its range

Botrychium montanum is the smallest of our moonworts and may be confused with

juvenile individuals of related species Wagner 1992 There has been a great increase

in the number of documented sitings in Washington in recent years

Certain species of fungi are necessary for establishment and survival It may be the

fungal symbiont in the Botrychium roots that is most affected by changes in canopy

coverage summer temperature and soil moisture Zika 1992 There is evidence to

suggest there mayalso be a mycorrhizal association between western redcedar and

Botrychium

Zika 1992 states that there is no data on the minimum viable population size for any
Botrychium species however life cycle and genetic studies suggest that relatively

small populations are viable In his Conservation Strategy for the Mt Hood NF he

suggests that from a conservation standpoint significant populations of Botrychium

montanum are 45 or more stems

B Past Actions Logging has reduced habitat

C Species Range Endemic to western North America Populations documented
form Montana Washington Oregon California and British Columbia In Washington

this species has been documented from the following counties within the range of the

northern spotted owl Chelan Okanogan Pierce Skagit Snohomish Whatcom

D Nonhabitat Factors None noted

E Features of the Alternative Streamside buffers were considered highly important

for this species options 7 and 8 were rated lower because of reduced riparian buffers
Riparian buffers along intermittent streams prescribed for Option 9 do not afford

adequate protection

A total of five populations from Oregon were known during the panel ratings with

two occurring within Reserves

VI Cumulative Effects Assessment All populations documented from Washington are in
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Forest Service ownership however this probably reflects a higher survey intensity on federal

lands

VI Summary Ratings reflected the limited number of sitings the close association with

oldgrowth Only Option 1 was rated higher due to the inclusion of small late successional

and oldgrowth fragments It is likely that additional populations will be discovered during

inventories Analysis using more current data 122393 shows six populations on the Mt
Baker Snoqualmie NF are within latesuccessional reserves one is within an administrative

withdrawal and five populations are within the matrix near reserve boundary

VII Mitigation Mitigation measures could increase ratings

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats On the Mt Hood NF Botnjchium montanum grows between

3200 and 4100 in deep shade under old growth stands of Thuja plicata Most

populations occur near the upper ends of small tributaries and along headwater

springs on gentle slopes on alluvium with dense duff layer Soils are typically fertile

and mesic

C Mitigation Measures

Conduct systematic inventories to further delineate species range and locate

additional populations

Protect significant populations using adequate buffers minimum of 300 or three site

potential tree heights unless site topography dictates smaller buffers will be

adequate Narrow buffers around populations result in windthrow increased

isolation drying of microsites and invasion by dense shrubs which outcompete

Botrychium montanum Zika 1992
Known sites occur in deep shade and maintenance of light regime is important for

this species Wetland hydrology should not be disturbed most sites have saturated

soil

Protect Thuja p licata on known sites there is evidence to suggest there may be a

mycorrhizal association between western redcedar and Botnychium

Conduct long term monitoring of populations including

trend studies following disturbance

tagging individuals within a site with different species of Bo trych ium to investigate

changes in individual morphology over time

baseline study in undisturbed large populations to compare with other managed

sites

See monitoring guidelines in the Draft Conservation Strategy for the Mt Hood NF
and ongoing studies on the Mt Baker Snoqualmie NF

Establish Botanical Special Interest Area as per Mt Hood NF Conservation Strategy

Caution should be used in application of controlled fire and not done at risk of

large populations

Livestock grazing may have an adverse effect on B montanun populations should

be monitored and grazing restricted if it is adversely affecting population

D Benefits Other riparian inhabiting plants and animals would benefit from
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additional protection of headwater habitat Other Botrychium species often co occur

and would be afforded protection

References

Wagner DH 1992 Guide to the species of Botrychium in Oregon Unpublished report

prepared under the Challenge Cost Share program between the University of Oregon

and Mt Hood NF

Zika PF 1992 Draft Management Guide for rare Botrychium species moonworts and grape

ferns for the Mt Hood National Forest Unpublished report

Knowledgeable Individuals

David Wagner Eugene Oregon

Peter Zika Oregon Natural Heritage Program Portland Oregon
Ed Alverson The Nature Conservancy Eugene Oregon

Warren H Wagner University of Michigan Ann Arbor Michigan
Laura Potash Mt Baker Snoqualmie NF Mountlake Terrace Washington

Lois Kemp Mt Hood NF Gresham Oregon

Kathy Ahlenslager Colville NF Colville Washington

Karl Urban Umatilla NF Pendleton Oregon

L Species Redwood beadlily Clintonia andrewsianaTorrey

IL FEMAT Rating

70 271I I U

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Shortening of the rotation length could

reduce projected likelihood that this species would be well distributed under alternative 9
Because most of the area within this species range is on state and private land modification

of the State Forestry Practices Act could affect viability of this species

IV Explanation for Rating

A Natural history Perennial herb inhabiting shaded damp redwood forest typically

in shrubby understory with Vaccinium ovatum Flowers in MayJuly fruits in July

September

B Past actions Accelerated harvest of coastal redwood forests much of which is

privately and state owned has reduced populations of this species and its habitat
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C Species range Klamath ranges north and central Coast Ranges west to San

Francisco Bay area outer south coast ranges from Smith River south Del Norte

County south to Monterey Co Reported historically from southwestern Oregon but

not recently documented from Oregon

D Nonhabitat factors Since the species is restricted to the coastal fog belt potential

climate change may be a significant factor influencing long term viability

EFeatures of the alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Little of the habitat for Clhntonia andrewsiana is under

federal ownership populations occur primarily in Redwood National Park with some habitat

on Six Rivers National Forest Most of species range is on private land with some in state

parks and on BLM land Harvesting of redwood forests has posed viability risk habitat

acquisition or strengthening of California State Forestry Practices Act to eliminate old growth

redwood harvest or lengthen rotation significantly would be important to increase viability

VL Summary This species was included for further analysis due to the differences in ratings

between the first and second panels and the shortening of the rotation length in California

Strong concerns were expressed for this species during the first panel meeting Further

review of this low elevation coastal California endemic is warranted

VIM Mitigation ncreasing rotation length in coastal California andor site specific protection

could increase ratings

A Geographic Extent California Coast province includes most of the range of the

species

B Specific Habitat Low elevation redwood forest

C Mitigation Measures

Conduct more thorough investigations to evaluate the distribution of this species on

federal land and nonfederal lands and determine the degree of protection necessary to

maintain viability

Conduct systematic surveys to locate additional populations

Protect known populations

Acquire habitat through land exchanges

Lengthening the rotation of redwood forests within the range of the species would
provide an alternative to the more intensive survey and protect strategy

D Benefits Protection of Clintoniaandrewsianahabitat would also afford protection

to Scoliopus bigelovei

References
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Hickman JC editor The Jepson Manual Higher Plants of California University of

California Press Berkeley

Knowledgeable Individuals

Julie Nelson Shasta Trinity National Forest Redding Calif

Species Spleenwort leaved goldthread Coptis asplenifolia Salisb

IL FEMAT Rating 010 90 0

IL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 none

IV Explanation for Rating

A Natural history Within the range of the northern spotted owl in the US Coptis

asplenifolia is strongly associated with old growth found only in very old stands

Only a few sites are known In occurs moist woods and bogs in very cool wet

shady habitat in cedar and hemlock stands with heavily mistletoed western redcedars

nearby Microhabitats occupied by Coptis asplenifolia include duff or litter rock

outcrops mineral soil seeps and thick beds of moss Of the four sites on the Mt
Baker Snoqualmie NF three occur in old old growth and have a thick duff layer and

canopy of Tsuga heterophylla and Thuja plicata These sites are dose to water A

fourth site occurs on a rocky north facing slope Two collections from the coast range

of Oregon Tillamook and Clatsop Counties from 3000 3600 elevation deposited in

the OSU Herbarium match the species morphologically although the later is

somewhat intergradient toward C laciniata Chambers pers comm 5393

B Past Actions Harvest of the very old stands in the coast range have likely

extirpated many populations however historic range is unknown It is likely that the

Oregon populations represent glacial relict populations

C Species Range Alaska to Vancouver Island and Snohomish Co Washington

Hitchcock and Cronquist 1973 Six sites in Washington state in the Olympic

Peninsula and Washington Cascades Coptis asplenifolia occurs in Tsuga

heterophylla Thuja plicata and Abies amabilisvegetation series typically in uneven

aged stands of oldgrowth In Washington elevation ranges from 360 to
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to colder temperatures and may be affected by global climate change

E Features of the Alternative Marbled murrelet recommendations affordprotectiontoknown populations and habitat

VL Cumulative Effects Assessment Because the two currently known populations in

Oregon occur on state owned land there are cumulative effects concerns for this species in

Oregon Additional populations are most likely to occur in the Tillamook State forest and
parks and adjacent privately owned land

VL Summary The ratings reflect the limited number of known sites and the dose
association of Coptis asplenifolia with very old stands Recent analysis using newly
available data from the Mt Baker Snoqualmie NF 122393 indicates that 4 populations
occur within late successional reserves and one on boundary of an administrative withdrawal

VIL Mitigation Although Oregon collections were made in 1971 and 1980 this species

has not been included in Oregon Natural Heritage Program rare plant lists Due to the

extremely limited number of known sites of both C asplenifoliaand C trifolia it may be
appropriate to include this species on the Oregon Natural Heritage Program list of taxa

endangered in Oregon but more common or stable elsewhere Because it is evergreen and
can be readily identified vegetatively surveys will be highly effective indelineatingadditionalpopulations This species should be included in the Species of Concern list

prepared during Watershed Analysis for all Watersheds in the northern Oregon coast range

and field surveys conducted to locate additional populations All populations of thisspeciesshouldbe protected

A Geographic Extent Provinces Oregon Coast Range Washington Cascades and
Olympic Penisula

B Specific Habitats Bogs and moist shady habitat within late successional and old
growth stands

C Mitigation Measures

Conduct inventories during Watershed Analysis of all high probability habitat

Protect all known populations and maintain habitat at existing sites Avoid soil and
litter disturbance and protect the deep duff layer typically present Maintain existing

hydrology and light regimes of sites

Prepare Conservation Strategy with specific guidelines for management of this

species

D Benefits Mitigation may be unsuccessful in maintaining viable populations of this

species in Oregon due to the relictual nature of the populations The areas in which
this species occurs in this portion of its range are floristically unique and offer

opportunities to study biogeography disjunctions and climatic factors limiting to

distribution Protection of populations in Washington may also benefit Galium
kamtschaticum and marbled murrelets which cooccur at some sites

References
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Klinka K VJ Krajina A Ceska and AM Scagel 1989 Indicator plants of coastal British

Columbia Univ of British Columbia Press Vancouver

Knowledgeable Individuals

Laura Potash Mt Baker Snoqualmie NF Mountlake Terrace Washington

Jan Henderson Mt Baker Snoqualmie NF Mountlake Terrace Washington

Ken Chambers Oregon State University Corvallis Oregon

Species Threeleaf Goldthread Coptis trifolia L Salisb

IL FEMAT Rating 20 3050 0

Panel rated viability of disjunct populations not species

m Modification due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation for Rating

A Natural History Disjunct populations of this species were recently discovered in

Oregon In the Pacific northwest Coptis trifolia inhabits perimeters of small wetlands

or swamps within mature and old growth in Pseudotsuga menziesii vegetation series

Dominant trees are almost always Pseudotsugamenziesii It occurs on dead wood

B Past Actions Unknown

C Species Range Coptis trifolia occurs in deep woods from Alaska to Vancouver

Island and southern British Columbia Japan and Siberia According to Gleason and

Cronquist 1963 this species ranges from Greenland to Alaska and eastern Asia

south to New Jersey North Carolina northern India Iowa and Idaho The

American plants are segregated on minor characters as var groenlandica Oeder

Fassett

Two populations have been documented from Oregon no populations are known

from Washington

D Nonhabitat Factors This species has medicinal properties for which it is collected

and marketed which could threaten local populations

E Features of the Alternative Small wetlands were considered particularly

important for Coptis trifolia and options which did not protect these special habitats

were not considered adequate for this species Because of the lack of complete

inventory data for this species and the significance of the disjunct populations the

additional protection afforded by latesuccessional and oldgrowth fragments resulted

in considerably higher ratings Of the two populations known from Oregon one was

within a LSOG2 reserve and the other was in a Key Watershed but off federal land
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VI Cumulative Effects Assessment State private and Warm Springs Indian Reservation

lands may contain additional populations of this species in Wasco County Management of

these lands could affect future viability of the disjunct Oregon populations although the

extent will remain unknown until inventories are complete

VI Summary Only two populations of Coptis trifolia have been documented within the

area considered but the ratings reflected an optimism that additional populations would be

discovered Protection of small wetland habitats within late successional and old growth

forests was considered key for this species

VIL Mitigation Implementation of mitigation measures could elevate the ratings

somewhat but would likely always reflect the uncertainty future of disjunct populations

A Geographic Extent Eastern Oregon Cascades Province Documented from Mt
Hood National Forest

B Specific Habitats In Oregon it occurs in meadows within Abies amabilis zone

scattered around perimeter of swamps dominated by Thuja plicata Pinus monticola

Tsuga heterophylla Picea engelmanii Kalmia and Alnus incana

C Mitigation Measures

Conduct inventories of high probability habitat

Protect all known sites

Prepare Conservation Strategy to provide management guidelines

D Benefits It is likely that additional populations will be discovered Protection of

small wetlands will probably be effective in maintaining individual populations

Knowledgeable Individuals

Lois Kemp Mt Hood NF Gresham Oregon

Rich Helliwell Ochoco National Forest

Species Coldwater corydalis Corydalisaquaegelidae Peck and Wilson

IL FEMAT Rating 10 48 40 2

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The natural history of Corydalis aquae gelidaeis well described

in Goldenberg 1990 and Gamon 1983 As the name implies aquae gelidae

translated means cold water this species is restricted to cold flowing streams

Substrate temperature averaged 100 C for 75 sample plots occupied by C aquae
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gelidae on the Mt Hood NF Goldenberg 1990 Streams inhabited by this species are

almost always perennial but not necessarily fishbearing Large areas of apparently

suitable habitat within the known range of the species are unoccupied Goldenberg

1990 Gamon 1991

Corydalisaquae gelidaeoccurs within an elevational range of 1220 4260 In Oregon

cobble or gravel bars provide the largest areas of suitable conditions Goldenberg

1990 in Washington a majority of sites have a northerly aspect In Oregon the

typical substrate has greater than 50 percent gravel with coarse sand filling the

interstices Corydalisaquae gelidaeseems most successful under high canopies

which allow light penetration Goldenberg 1990 It does not tolerate understory

competition

Corydalisaquae gelidae reproduces by seed only it does not spread rhizomatously

Bumblebees are probably the main pollinators Seed production is higher than for

related C scouleri Seeds are ejected forcibly from capsules sinking in water once

surface tension is broken Seed viability may be lost after dessication Guerrant pers

comm Herbivores include slugs deer and elk

Establishment requirements for seedlings may be much narrower than the habitat

requirements for mature adults Goldenberg 1990 Water deeper than 10 cm during

the growing season precludes establishment

When under stress this species may succumb to a host specific powdery mildew

probably Peronosporacorydalis this pathogen has been noted most frequently at

lower elevations and where canopy cover is lowest indicating that it may require

warmer temperatures Goldenberg 1990

B Past Actions Hydroelectric projects eg StoneShellrock Hydropower project

Lake Harriet dam timber harvest road building and fish habitat improvement

projects have resulted in losses of indivduals and habitat for this species

C Species Range Corydalisaquaegelidae has a limited range extending from the

upper Clackamas River in Clackamas Co Oregon to Multnomah Co and in Clark

and Skamania Cos in Washington Recently discovered 61493 populations in

Marion and Linn Cos Oregon represent significant southern range extensions Most

populations are on federal lands

D Nonhabitat Factors Related members of the genus have medicinal uses

E Features of the Alternative Panel members observed that many populations of

Corydalisaquae gelidaeoccur in Reserves and key watersheds however subquent

analysis revealed that approximately 67 of known populations actually occur within

the Matrix Concerns were expressed regarding southern populations on BLM land in

Oregon Riparian buffers were the most significant factor considered in rating the

alternatives Panel members were uncertain what comprised an adequate stream

buffer width a minimum of 300 was considered by some to be necessary to moderate

effects of microclimate and minimize windthrow Because some of the largest
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populations occur in headwaters buffer widths prescribed for Option 9 both within

and outside of Key Watersheds on intermittent streams were considered inadequate

Concerns were also expressed that any option that allows salvage logging could

present a risk

VI Cumulative Effects Assessment Few populations occur on non federal lands
Cumulative effects were not considered important for this species All populations in

Washington occur on the Gifford Pinchot National Forest JMacMillan 121393

VL Summary The ratings reflected the importance of riparian protection to this species

which is restricted to cold flowing streams on the Mt Hood and Gifford Pinchot National

Forests and nearby BLM land The largest populations occur in undisturbed oldgrowth
often in perennially wet stream headwaters

VIL Mitigation Ratings can be increased significantly with mitigation Due to the narrow
range of this species site specific mitigation is can be easily accomplished Specifically

increasing buffer width on headwaters and intermittent streams within the species range

would reduce likelihood of the species being restricted to refugia Road closures that reduce
sedimentation within the range of the species would be beneficial

A Geographic Extent Documented from Gifford Pinchot and Mt Hood National

Forests and Salem District BLM

B Specific Habitats Riparian growing in or very near flowing water eg rivers

spring fed streams and seeps

C Mitigation Measures

Continue inventory efforts to identify additional populations and better delineate

known populations

Protect all known sites by implementing a minimum of a 300 buffer where site

disturbing activity is prohibited Specifically avoid timber harvest road building

fisheries projects recreational development hydroelectric projects and any other

activities likely to affect site hydrology

Maintain existing hydrologic conditions maintain stream channels and seeps in their

existing physical condition and maintain existing light conditions as per

Conservation Strategy for Gifford Pinchot NF Gamon 1991

Update sign and implement Conservation Strategies for the Mt Hood and Gifford

Pinchot National Forests and develop Conservation Strategy to address BLM
populations

Monitor trends of selected populations as directed in the Draft Conservation
Strategy for the Mt Hood NF throughout range of species

Establish Botanical Special Interest Areas to protect large populations

Experimentally manipulate vegetation at selected sites to reduce canopy cover as per

Conservation Strategy for Gifford Pinchot NF
Revisit known sites at 1 to 3 year intervals and document population trends and

evaluate effectiveness of management treatments

D Benefits Mitigation would eliminate likelihood of extirpation
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References

Gamon J 1991 Review of the Species Management Guide for Corydalis aquae gelidae on the

Gifford Pinchot NF

Goldenberg D 1990 Draft species management guide for Corydalis aquae gelidae Peck and
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Knowledgeable Individuals

Doug Goldenberg graduate student of Don Zobel Oregon State who conducted master’s

thesis project on this species current address unknown
Lois Kemp Mt Hood National Forest Gresham Oregon

Nancy Fredricks Gifford Pinchot NF Vancouver Washington

Gale Masters Estacada RD Mt Hood NF Estacada Oregon

Bryce Smith Clackamas RD Mt Hood NF Clackamas Oregon

John Gamon Washington Natural Heritage Program Olympia Washington

Larry Scofield Salem District BLM Salem OR
Claire Hibler Santiam Resource Area Salem District BLM Salem OR
Julie Thiel Clackamas Resource Area Salem District BLM Salem OR

Species Clustered lady’s slipper Cypripediumfasciculatum

IL FEMAT Rating Cascades province 0837 55

Klamath province 043 3820

ImL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Clarification of fire management

guidelines could increase ratings since concerns regarding fire suppression were raised

during panel discussions

This species is very long lived and may be slow to establish Shortening the rotation length

in California could reduce ratings

IV Explanation for Rating

A Natural History

Reproductive biology

Although C fasciculatum is self compatible it requires a biotic vector for successful

pollination Harrod and Knecht in preparation Although no pollinator has been
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determined for this species it is suspected that a species of bumblebee Bombus sp is

required The bilateral symatry of the flowers is quite typical of those pollinated by
bees in general and bumblebees have been observed going to C montanum which
has a similar shaped flower Kagan 1990 suggests that beetles might be the

pollinators but this is unlikely since beetles often eat flower parts and pollinate

incidentally The specific shape of this spedes flowers suggests coevolution between

a constant pollinator able to recognize shapes

Genetic Variation and Population Importance

Preliminary results of a genetic analysis by Aagaard et al in preparation show that

there is little genetic variation among populations on the Leavenworth Ranger District

on the Wenatchee NF This suggests that the species is an outcrosser which is

consistent with Harrod and Knecht in preparation and that there is a considerable

amount of gene flow between populations at least the ones that were sampled In

addition there was basically no genetic variation within dusters of aerial stems

suggesting that dusters of stems belong to the same individual genets This is

consistent with the findings of Harrod in preparation that groups of aerial stems

arise from a common rhizome

Kagan 1990 suggested that in southwest Oregon one could ignore small populations

as long as a certain number of large populations were maintained within a given area

The fact that there is little genetic variation within this species suggests that all

populations would be important to prevent it from becoming extirpated Little

genetic variation may also limitadaptability increasing likelihood that human
mediated changes to sites may eliminate individuals Small populations are important

in that they may represent the extremes of the species ecological tolerance for

environmental factors Unique alleles may be present in these individuals which
would allow for the maintenance of the species during periods of climate change In

some cases small populations may simply be founder individuals which haven’t

reached reproductive maturity Harrod in preparation has found that small

non flowering plants can at least be 12 years old and perhaps older It may take up

to 20 years before a seedling reaches reproductive maturity Harper and White 1974
note that C calceolus require 13 to 16 years growth before flowering

Harrod and Everett in preparation have recently developed a model to predict seed

dispersal This model suggests that seed dispersal is relatively limited ie 43 inch

dispersal distance in a 10 mile an hour wind which is consistent with preliminary

results presented by Harrod and Everett 1993

B Past Actions Fragmentation of habitat fire suppression trampling and collection

of plants for horticultural purposes have contributed to population declines Losses

due to timber harvest have been documented in California

C Species Range Cypripediumfasciculatum is a rhizomatous perennial orchid with

a fairly broad distribution in the western US It occurs from Washington to

California and in scattered locations in Idaho Montana Colorado Wyoming and

Utah It is currently considered threatened or sensitive in most states and is listed as

a category 2 species in the most current publication of the Federal Register Vol 58
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No 188 September 30 1993

D Nonhabitat Factors This species and other relatives have been popular in the

horticultural trade cultivated in England since the early 1900 s Correll 1950 It

continues to be threatened by collectors

E Features of the Alternative Important factors in the rating of this species included

overall amount of forest in the matrix specific distances protected for different stream
classes the size and location of individual reserves and their overall acreage and the

quality of habitat within the reserves Approximately one third of known populations

within the area considered occur in reserves

VI Cumulative Effects Assessment The role of non federal lands was not considered an
important factor for this species since most populations are known from federal lands

VL Summary Populations of this species tend to be small and scattered and fire may
play an important role in life cycle Panel members indicated that investigations of the role

of fire and prescribed burns could be important to the reducing the likelihood of extirpation

of this species

According to fire management standards and guidelines a specific fire management plan will

be prepared prior to any habitat manipulation activities in latesuccessional reserves andkeywatershedsIn Adaptive Management Areas fire managers are encouraged to actively

support opportunities for research on the role and effects of fire management on ecosystem

functions Because thirty six percent of the documented populations occurred inAdaptiveManagementAreas studies to investigate the role of fire for Cypripedium fasciculatum are

strongly recommended within the Applegate AMA

VIL Mitigation Mitigation measures could significantly increase ratings

A Geographic Extent The mitigation measures presented here apply to the range of

the species in the Cascade Mountains central Washington to northern California

B Specific Habitats Cypripediumfasciculatum occurs in a variety of habitats

throughout the Cascade Range In California Barker 1983 notes that the habitat of

C fasciculatum cannot be closely defined There is no restriction to parent material

since populations have been found on ultrabasics granitics schist limestone and
quartz diorite Also Fowlie 1988 notes occurences of the species onserpentinelandslidesin northwestern California Sites are dry or damp rocky to loamy and

elevations vary between 1300 and 5300 feet Barker 1983 Populations are found in

areas with 60 to 100 percent shade provided by numerous plant communities
including mixed evergreen mixed conifer Douglas fir Pseudotsuga menziesii forests

and pine Pinus spp and black oak Quercus kelloggii forests Barker 1983

In Oregon Kagan 1990 notes that the species occurs primarily in older Douglas fir

P menziesii forests on old stream terraces This report is consistent with site

information from the Rogue River and Umpqua National Forests Wayne Rolle Forest

Botanist Rogue NF and Lisa Wolf District Botanist Umpqua NF pers comm The
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largest populations in southwestern Oregon tend to occur on moist stream terraces

but others inhabit dry rocky upslope sites Elevation ranges from 1000 to 3500 feet

Dominant trees include western hemlock Tsuga heterophylla white fir Abies

concolor white oak Q garryanabigleaf maple Acer macrophyllum and tan oak

Lithocarpus densiflorus Understory associates include sword fern Polystichurm

munitum Oregon grape Berberis nervosa dogwood Cornus nuttallii hazel

Coryluscornuta

In Washington plant communities and habitats are different than those inOregonandCalifornia Harrod 1993 Harrod in preparation found that most populations on

the Wenatchee NF occur in the grand fir A grandisseries although populations can

be found in the subalpine fir A lasiocarpa and ponderosa pine Pponderosa series

On nine sites that were sampled 60 percent of all trees were four inches in diameter

or less and 93 were 12 inches or less Harrod 1993 Based on tree ring data 12 inch

diameter trees are approximately 100 years old while trees 46 inches in diameter are

about 80 years old Tree densities were 212 and 285 trees per acre for grand fir and

Douglas fir respectively Tree age size class and density suggest a long period of fire

suppression Also average canopy closure was 62 percent average slope was 30

percent aspects were northerly and elevation varied from 2400 to 4300 feet

Dominant understory associates include ocean spray Holodiscus discolor Oregon

grape Bnervosa pinegrass Calamagrostisrubescens vine maple A circinatum

kinnilkinnick Arctostaphylos nevadensis and dwarf huckleberry Vaccinium

myrtillusHarrod 1993 in preparation

It is apparent that a distinct plant community for C fasciculatum can not be
determined Obviously for a species with a relatively broad distribution one would

expect to find the species occupying different communities or associations which vary

over a geographic range It is more likely that the habitats that this species occupies

have similar characteristics ie some degree of shading and relatively moist Such

characteristics may be important for one or more stages within the species life history

For example Harrod study in progress hypothesizes that a species of fungus

associated with deer or elk feces is required for seed germination This hypothesis
was developed after observing that all the C fasciculatum sites on the Leavenworth
Lake Wenatchee and Cle Elum Ranger Districts on the Wenatchee NF occurred by or

very near big game trails There is also evidence that this is true in many other

locations throughout the west

Although trampling of populations by ungulates may be detrimental biggameanimalsmay may be important for long distance dispersal and perhaps also seed

germination by transport of seed in digestive tracts In fact sighting form

information on the Wenatchee NF and anecdotal reports for the Siskiyou NF and
elsewhere have made mention of deer browsing on mature fruits capsules The

dispersal and establishment of populations then is probably a function of a number

of factors establishment of fungal relationship suitability of habitat for thefungalsymbiant
fruit herbivory by big game animals suitability of habitats for big game

animals etc and not necessarily dependent on associated species of a particularity

plant community
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Therefore it would seem that C fasciculatum will occupy a broad range of habitats in

the midmountainous region of the Cascade Range Mitigation for this species must
be generally applied across landscapes and should consider many related factors

C Mitigation Measures Mitigation for Cfasciculatum must consider its biological

and ecological requirements The success of this species is dependent on the ability of

certain critical stages in its life history to give rise to the next stages Each one of

these life stages may require specific mitigation

Habitat

Ecosystem management philosophy provides a framework in which this species could

be managed In other words if one manages for biodiversity within ecosystems of

which Cfasciculatum is a part maintaining the natural range of variability for

ecosystem processes functions structures and compositions then this species will

remain viabile provided that we assume that this species is not naturally declining

Harrod et al in press Furthermore if the goal is to manage for biodiversity then
management for rare species as well as other ecosystem components is the emphasis
or outcome Harrod et al 1993 and mitigation is not needed for this individual

species However until we can effectively manage ecosystems in this manner the
following should be considered

Field surveys beyond what is normally done for NEPA analysis are necessary

Ecological data should be collected at all new and previously located sites so that a

complete demographical analysis can be conducted

Fire is likely to have played an important role in the distribution and abundanceofthisspecies Fire will be an important tool to manage this species habitatparticularlyineastside forests However fire effects on this species needs to be studiedKagan1990 notes that hot fires in California appear to have eliminated populations present
in the area Harrod in preparation has found that C fasciculatum produces buds at

the ends of rhizomes during the current years growing season These buds remain
dormant 3 to 5 inches below the surface and then bolt early in the spring A hot fire

could potentially damage these buds and even the entire rhizome preventing new
growth the next season Under a periodic fire regime which promotes cool fires buds
may become damaged but the rhizome would likely survive giving rise to newbudsinthe following years In areas where large numbers of populations are found
research projects need to be conducted to obtain specific information about this

species fire ecology Until this information is obtained populations should be
protected from prescribed bums

Since this species occurs in areas with an average degree of shading of about 60
percent Harrod 1993 Harrod in preparation management activities such as logging
or road building should not decrease shade at population sites This requiresleavingadequatebuffers taking into consideration the potential for blowdownAppropriatebufferwidths will vary

Physical disturbance of population sites should be avoided
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Seed Production

Managing for this species will require a knowledge of the pollinator and subsequent

management of that species or perhaps several species to ensure seed production

For example in 1993 Harrod and Knecht in preparation found that the total number
of capsules produced was 31 percent of the number of flowers initially produced
This may vary by year but Barker 1983 notes that notes that fruit set is typically 25

percent or less Elimination of a necessary pollinator s through management

activities would prevent C fasciculatum from reproducing sexually

Seed Germination and Dispersal

Seed germination and seedling establishment are likely the most important factors in

determining where this species will be found Assuming that deer or elk are required

for long distance dispersal and seed germination viable big game populations within

the range of Cfasciculatum are important Thomas 1979 provides a framework for

such management Game trails that lead in and out of a given population should be

maintained and unobstructed Activities that might prevent big game animals from

using game trails that may serve as dispersal corridors for Cfasciculatum should be

avoided eg road building timber harvest

D Benefits The results of these mitigation measures should result in the

maintenance of this species over its range in the Cascades The completion of current

research projects and the resulting conservation strategy for this species will only

strenghten management of this species

The original rating in the FEMAT report indicated a 55 percent likelihood of

extirpation in the Cascade province and 20 percent in the Klamath province If the

above mitigation is implemented this figure should be reduced significantly

Knowledgeable Individuals

Richy Herrod Leavenworth RD Wenatchee NF Leavenworth Washington

Charles Sheviak New York State Museum Albany New York
Jimmy Kagan Oregon Natural Heritage Program Portland Oregon

Lisa Wolf North Umpqua RD Umpqua NF Glide Oregon
Barbara Williams Klamath NF Yreka California

Joan Seevers Medford District BLM Medford Oregon
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Fowlie JA 1988 Cypripediumfasciculatum on serpentine landslides of northwesternI

California Orchid Digest JulyAug Sept 136 139

Harper JL and JWhite 1974 The demography of plants Ann Rev Ecol Syst 5 419 463

Harrod RJ 1993 Habitats of Cypripediumfasciculatum on the Wenatchee NF
Unpublished Study

Harrod RJ in preparation Conservation strategy for Cypripediumfasciculatum

Orchidaceae within the Cascade Range USDA Forest Service Region 6I

Wenatchee NF Leavenworth RD

Harrod RJ and R Everett 1993 Preliminary observations on seed dispersal and seed

production of Cypripedium fasciculatum Northw Sd 672 131

Harrod RJ and R Everett in preparation Seed characteristics and dispersal of

Cypripedium fasciculatum

Harrod RJ and D Knecht in preparation Pollination ecology of Cypripedium

fasciculatumr

Harrod RJ WL Gaines RJ Taylor R Everett and T Lillybridge in press Biodiversity

in the Blue Mountains In T Quigley and R Jaindl eds Search for a solutionsustainingthe land people and economy of the Blue Mountains a synthesis of our

knowledge USDA Forest Service Blue Mountains Natural Resources Institute

LaGrande Or

Kagan J 1990 Draft species management guide for Cypripediumfasciculatum for

southwestern Oregon Oregon Natural Heritage Data Base Portland Or

Thomas JW 1979 Wildlife habitats in managed forests the Blue Mountains of Oregon and

Washington Agric Handbook No 553 USDA Forest Service 511p

L Species Mountain lady’s slipper Cypripedium montanum Douglas

IL FEMAT Rating east Cascades province 025 75 0

west Cascades province 021 5227

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Clarification of fire standards and

guidelines may increase ratings for this species This species is very long lived and may be

slow to establish Shortening the rotation length in California could reduce ratings

IV Explanation for Rating
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A Natural History Most Cypripediumsare pollinated by bees Catling andCatling1991There have been numerous reports that there used to be many more
populations of C montanum in western Oregon but declines in population numbers

have not been quantified Today in Oregon Cypripedium montanum populations are

small and scattered less than 20 are extant west of the Cascades Because orchid

populations may be typically small a decline in numbers of populations may be more
significant than the small size of populations Small populations may reflect the slow
establishment and growth rate of this species However small declining populations

may also indicate that specific management requirements are not being met
Cypripedium montanum seems to persist in areas which have been burned The
greater fire frequency east of the Cascades may be correlated to the greater number of

extant populations in this area Aster vialis is located in dose proximity in two
places implying that these species may share similar fire history requirements

Unlike Aster vialis however this species persists under dosed canopy and does not

specifically require gaps

Cypripedium montanum often grows sympatrically with Cfasciculatum and

probably shares similiar biological requirements Specific fungi are required for

germination and establishment their presence may be more important than specific

site characteristics eg moisture elevation

B Past Actions Fire suppression logging and collection for the horticultural trade

have resulted in extirpation of populations

C Species Range Southern Alaska British Columbia Vancouver Island and western

Alberta south to Montana Idaho Wyoming and northern California Not known
from Olympic Penisula and possibly not presently west of the Cascade crests in

Washington except along the Columbia River Gorge Hitchcock et al 1969 In

Oregon it has been documented from the following counties Baker Crook

Deschutes Douglas Grant Hood River Jackson Jefferson Josephine Kiamath Lake
Lane Marion Morrow Umatilla Union Wallowa Wasco and Wheeler

D Nonhabitat Factors This species and other relatives have been popular in the

horticultural trade cultivated in England since the early 1900 s Correll 1950 It

continues to be threatened by collectors

E Features of the Alternative Panel members felt this species is declining

precipitously within the range considered with the species chance of recovery

considered marginal without management intervention They felt that the addition

habitat in the late successional and old growth fragments were important to this

species and only Option 1 would maintain future options Because the species is

slow growing even with the greatest habitat protection and management it may take

more than 100 years to recolonize and become welldistributed throughout its range
Active management is required for this species and panel members assumed that no
additional standards and guidelines would be implemented when they rated this

species Some panel members felt that the chance of this species becoming well

distributed throughout its historic range would be very low within 100 years even

with specific standards and guidelines The primary influencing factors were overall
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acreage of reserves and their specific location and the quality of habitat within the

reserves

VI Cumulative Effects Assessment Because this species is widely distributed and

populations have been documented from state and private land ownership patterns were

considered important for this species particularly in areas of patchwork ownership One

recently discovered population near Eugene occurs in a 60 70 year old stand on private land

VL Summary The ratings reflect the perceived precipitous decline of this species from its

historic distribution within the range of the northern spotted owl and the requirements for

specific standards and guidelines for management of this species

VIL Mitigation Implementation of specific management guidelines could significantly

increase ratings for this species

A Geographic Extent Throughout range of the species within the range of the

northern spotted owl including all Cascade provinces and Klamath province

B Specific Habitats Cypripedium montanum occurs within a rather broad range of

habitats specific moisture and temperature regimes may be less critical than the

presence of specific symbiotic fungi This species occurs at elevations ranging from

200 2000m Habitats include moist sites near riparian areas to dry hillsides

Although habitat is exceedingly variable throughout the species range it is consistent

within different portions of its range so it is possible to therefore to define habitat

locally

C Mitigation Measures

Protect known populations

Avoid hot fires by manual fuel removal or cool season fires

Restore natural fire cycles

Manage canopy closure to provide 60 percent shading

Avoid surface disturbance including raking of special forest products eg truffles

hiking trails logging of sites

eDevelop Conservation Strategy to provide specific management guidelines for this

species

Investigate the disturbance ecology including the role of fire in the germination and

establishment of this species conducting experimental burns in habitat Timing of

burns may be critical cool season burns west of Cascades are unnatural but removal

of fuels may be necessary if natural season bums are conducted

Based on results of investigations restore fire frequency and monitor population

trends

Develop cooperative relationships with private landowners and state agencies to

manage this species

D Benefits Cypripedium montanum is often sympatric with other orchids

Conditions which favor this species are those beneficial to its fungal symbionts

Implementation of fire standards and guidelines would also benefit firedependent

species including Allotropa virgata Aster vialis Bensoniella oregona and Pedicularis
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Species Boreal bedstraw Galiumkamtschaticum

IL FEMAT Rating 070 300

Galium kamtschaticum reaches the southernmost extent of its range north of

Snoqualmie Pass on the Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forest There have been only 41
reports of this species in Washington Potash 1494 All occur on federal land with one
population in joint ownership with the Washington Department of Natural Resources

Washington Natural Heritage Program 1293

3m1Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation for Rating

A Natural History Galium kamtschaticum has narrow habitat requirements

restricted to seeps with nearly year round saturated soil Potash 1992 Themajorityofsites are in old growth coniferous forests but some populations have been

documented from young plantations that have been clearcut The species most

commonly associated with this species include Rub us spectabilis AthyriurmfilixfeminaOplopanax horridum Ribes bracteosum and Lysichiton americanum

B Past Actions Unknown

C Species Range Galium kamtschaticum has a circumboreal distribution occurring
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3sporadically from Kamtchatka and Korea through the Aleutian Islands and the Alaska

panhandle to the Olympic and Cascade mountains of Washington It has not been

reported south of Snoqualmie Pass It reappears in southeastern Canada and

adjacent New England and New York state and on the northeastern side of Lake E

Superior It inhabits moist cold coniferous woods mossy places and thickets

3D Nonhabitat Factors Trampling was identified as a potential threat Potash 1992

E Features of the Alternative No alternative was rated with any projected

likelihood that this species would be welldistributed throughout its range Only

alternatives 1 2 and 3 received higher ratings with 90 likelihood of being locally

restricted as is the current condition Primary influencing factors were the specific

distances protected for different stream passes and the distribution of reserves across

the landscape

VL Cumulative Effects Assessment No known populations occur off federal land

Numerous populations occur on the edge of the Mt Baker Snoqualmie NF Loss of habitat

may contribute to reduced viability

VL Summary The ratings reflect the limited distribution of this species Although it was

not used in the ratings the data in Table IV20 in the FEMAT report did not include the most

recently discovered localities A reanalysis using current data revealed that 18 of known

populations occur in late successional reserves 7 occur in congressionally designated areas at

least 5 occur in administrative withdrawls and 2 occur in the Matrix The high percentage of

protected populations may warrant a reevaluation of the ratings An existing signed

Conservation Strategy provides standards and guidelines for protecting this species on the I

Mt Baker Snoqualmie NF

VIL Mitigation Mitigation could increase ratings but this species probably will never be

welldistributed throughout range

IA Geographic Extent Olympic and Western Washington Cascades Provinces

Documented from Mt Baker Snoqualmie and Olympic National Forests

IB Specific Habitats Seeps and other areas with year round saturated soil within

range of seral stages most commonly latesuccesional and oldgrowth forests

C Mitigation Measures

Avoid ground disturbance in vicinity of all populations and direct impacts to

individual plants

Avoid disturbance of site hydrology and maintain the saturated but not inundated

soil conditions required for this species Buffer isolated seeps that are not within the

riparian reserves if Galium kamtschaticum is present

Avoid trail construction and road building in vicinity of all populations

Implement the management plan in the Species Management Guide and Addendum

Implement the monitoring plan described in Species Management Guide and

Addendum
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D Benefits Protection of habitat for Galiumkamtschaticum may also afford

protection for Coptis asplenifolia

References

Potash L 1992 Species Management Guide for boreal bedstraw Galim kamtschaticum with

1993 Addendum Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forest Mt Lake Terrace

Washington

Knowledgeable Individuals

Laura Potash Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forest Mountlake Terrace Washington
Kendra Millam North Bend Ranger District North Bend Washington

L Species Round leaved Orchid Habenariaorbiculate Pursh Torr

synonym Platantheraorbiculate Pursh Lind

IL FEMAT Rating 050 50 0

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation for Rating

A Natural History Habenariaorbiculatehas a sporadic distribution within old
growth stands in northern Washington This species is rare and local within
Washington but is included in the Washington Natural Heritage Program’s monitor

list 1994 The Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forest has 46 known locations

within ecoplots The majority of sites are within the western hemlock zone It is

browsed by slugs Henderson pers comm Correll 1950 which may be a factor

limiting its distribution at lower elevations snow may limit at higher elevations This

species is shallow rooted and susceptible to ground disturbance

Like all orchids this species requires fungal infection for germination in nature
Arditti et al 1990 High degrees of orchidfungus specificity for temperatespecieshavebeen reported see Arditti et al for review 1990 Habenariaorbiculateis

reportedly pollinated by the large moth Sphinx drupiferarum van der PijI and

Dodson 1966

B Past Actions Timber harvest has reduced habitat

C Species Range Alaska Yukon British Columbia to Newfoundland south to

California Idaho in the east south through New England to New York
Pennsylvania West Virginia Maryland and Virginia in the mountains to Carolina

and Georgia through the Lake states to Montana Szczawinski 1959 An uncommon
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species found in damp coniferous forests balsam spruce bogs and on tundra in

Labrador and Newfoundland Williams and Williams 1983

D Nonhabitat Factors The narrow elevational band this species occupies suggests

that it could be sensitive to climate change

E Features of the Alternative Habenariaorbiculata is not a riparian species yet it

may be sensitive to riparian management if riparian habitat is protected and upland

management is intensified It was not considered to have any likelihood of being well

distributed throughout its range in any alternative but has considerably less chance of

being restricted to refugia in options 1 through 5

VL Cumulative Effects Assessment The Washington Natural Heritage Program may
have information on the distribution of this species on state and private lands At present

cumulative effects are unknown

VI Summary The ratings for Habenariaorbiculate reflect the current restriction of the

species known range within the Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forests the limited amount

of suitable lower elevation habitat and the slow recolonization ability of the species

The mylar maps generated using Heritage Program data for the FEMAT analysis did not

include this species It is unknown how many populations currently fall within the reserves

A map showing locations from the Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forest ecoplots and

District Botanist Daily Survey Forms would be useful in evaluating the percent of known

populations within the proposed reserves

VIL Mitigation Mitigation could significantly improve ratings but it is unlikely the

species be will ever be welldistributed throughout its range due to past management actions

A Geographic Extent Western Washington lowlands and Western Washington

Cascades provinces Documented from Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forests

B Specific Habitats Mesic to dry mossy forests with deep litter in western hemlock

and lower silver fir associations

C Mitigation Measures

Conduct systematic surveys to delineate species range and locate additional

populations Because this species is not included on the Regional Forester’s Sensitive

species list routine inventories have not been conducted Map species range on Mt
Baker Snoqualmie starting with known localities from ecoplot database

Protect known populations until Conservation Strategy is developed to evaluate their

significance and contribution to species viability

Define habitat requirements and develop predictive model to determine high

probability habitat

Prepare Conservation Strategy which delineates extent of range in US and provides

specific guidelines to maintain viable populations

D Benefits Mitigation for this species would also benefit Allotropa virgata
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Arceuthobium tsugense and Coptis asplenifolia which share similar habitat
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increase ratings

Species Howell’s lousewort Pedicularishowellii Gray

IL FEMAT Rating 30 4025 5

IlL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Fire management guidelines could

IV Explanation for Rating

A Natural History Pedicularishowellii does not appear to be limited to a particular

habitat plant association or seral stage It may require disturbance eg fire

windthrow root rot centers to maintain population viability This species may
require nearly saturated soil for germination but later stages are probably intolerant

of poor drainage Interspecific competition may also limit this species Sufficient

snowpack to provide soil moisture during the blooming season may be another
important limiting factor

Pedicularishowellhi most common inhabits dry ridges in mixed conifer shrub
communities with 540 canopy closure and 3080 shrub cover Barker 1988
Associated overstory species typically include Abies mnagnifica A concolor Picea
breweriana Tsuga mertensiana Pinus monticola with understory components of

Quercus sadleriana Vaccinium membranaceum and Ceanothus prostratus
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Pedicularishowellii is restricted to edges or small openings where shaded part of the

day at elevations between

4



E Features of the Alternative Ratings were dramatically different between option 1

and other options Overall acreage of the reserves and their specific locations were

features considered most important to the panel members Concern was expressed

regarding the potential for disproportionate timber harvest pressure on uplands
which could negatively affect this exclusively dry site species Although population

specific analysis using point localities was not conducted during postpanel analysis

the large population centers mentioned in the Species Management Guide were
checked to determine if they were located within Reserves A number of populations

exist in Congressionally Designated Wilderness and Late Successional Reserves

VL Cumulative Effects Assessment The number of sites on private and state land is

unknown probably few if any are in Oregon

VL Summary The ratings reflect the limited number of sites restricted distribution and
the need for specific management prescriptions for this species

During the post FEMAT analysis it was noted that the Species Management Guide 1988
indicates that this species inhabits early seral stages and may be an early colonizer of

disturbed areas This raised the question of the appropriateness of it’s inclusion on the

FEMAT list However based on discussions with knowledgeable individuals I concluded
that this report may present a more favorable impression of this species than is warranted

particularly for Oregon where this species is rarest Others note that certain types of

disturbance eliminates this species from the site The Species Management Guide estimates

of numbers of plants may actually be overestimates since plants are often sparse and
scattered Based on this investigation it was concluded that the inclusion of Pedicularis

howellii was warranted

VIL Mitigation Mitigation could raise the ratings While this species may benefit by
prescribed fire and require partial opening of the canopy it appears necessary to minimize

ground disturbance and particularly avoid tractor logging within populations Considerable

inventory work has been conducted but some high probability areas remain unsurveyed

Additional studies to evaluate population trends limiting factors and ecology are

recommended to manage for this speices Some basic life history information is lacking eg
growth rate life span seed viability and germination requirements

A Geographic Extent Province s Oregon and California Kiamath Documented

from Rogue River Siskiyou Six Rivers and Klamath National Forests

B Specific Habitats Edges of forest openings or in the damp shade of true fir forest

or shrubs at
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Biological Evaluation for Drought Related Timber Salvage on the National Forests of

the Klamath Province prepared by Mike Foster Eldorado NF 81492
Avoid heavy equipment along wet meadows and streamside forest edges

Route trail construction and major reconstruction away from plants in wilderness

and other recreation areas

Reroute road construction if necessary to avoid impacts to populations

Restrict herbicide use within Pedicularishowellii habitat

Conduct experimental studies to evaluate impacts of disturbance including

prescribed fire and implement methods which contribute to increased population

trends and vigor

Reduction of grazing would benefit populations on two sites

D Benefits Sites for Pedicularishowellii are generally non productive timber sites

growth rates of less than 20 cu ftacreyear Mitigation could elevate ratings

considerably

References
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Wayne Rolle Rogue River NF Medford Oregon

Linda Mullens Siskiyou NF Grants Pass Oregon

Mike Foster Eldorado NF
Lazarus Mador Department of Biology Univ of Ohio Akron

L Species Bigelow’s adder’s tongue Scoliopus bigelovii Torrey

IL FEMAT Rating 65 3500

Im Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 Shortening of the rotation length could

reduce projected likelihood that this species would be well distributed under alternative 9

Because most of the area within this species range is on state and private land modification

of the State Forestry Practices Act could affect viability of this species

IV Explanation for Rating
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A Natural History Scoliopus bigeloviiis a long lived perennial herb Utech 1992
endemic to coastal forests of California especially redwoods Based on field

observations the factor which is likely to be limiting to its distribution is temperature
it is restricted to the coastal fog belt and inhabits moist shaded slopes below 1500

Nelson pers comm It exhibits specialized pollination by fungal gnats belonging

to closely related families Mycentophilidae Mycetophilla sp and Sciarideae Sciara

sp Corynoptera sp Mesler et al 1980 It is selfincompatiable Berg 1959 Mesler et

al 1980 Subterranean stems elongated twisting pedicels capsules dehiscing in the

upper duff layers and elasiosomes fascilitate seed dispersal by ants Formicafusca F
rufibarisAphaenogastersubterranea Utech 1992 Berg 1959 Slugs may play a role

in seed dispersal by eating pod walls Nelson pers comm 5193 Scoliopus

bigelovii may bloom as early as December 15th Nelson pers comm 5193 with

the time of seed ripening coincident with the time of year ants are most activeBerg1959Shade and soil moisture are habitat conditions essential to maintaining viable

populations

B Past Actions Accelerated harvest of coastal redwood forests much of which is

privately and state owned has reduced populations of this species and its habitat

C Species Range Endemic to California See map iri Utech 1992 Utech 1992
states that the species is relatively common and is undercollected because it begins

flowering in winter However field botanists expressed concern that althoughmanyhistoric
localities exist few populations particularly on publicly owned land are

extant Scoliopus bigelovii occurs primarily in the old growth in shady mesic
understory slopes of the coastal Californian redwood forests from HumboldtCountysouth

to the Santa Cruz Mountains coniferous forests Utech 1992 Common
understory associates include Polystichum munitum Clintonia andrewsiana Trillium

ovafum Dentaria integrifolia Oxalis oregana Viola sempervirens and Trientalis

latifolia One or two populations have been reported in Oregon in redwood old
growth fragments matrix of alternative 9 near the California border within six miles

of the coast

D Nonhabitat Factors Since the species is restricted to the coastal fog belt potential

climate change may be a significant factor influencing long term viability

E Features of the Alternative According to panel discussions 42293 and
following correspondence this species is not present in any LSOG1 or LSOG2 blocks

Remaining populations occur in Redwood NP coastal state parks and perhaps on
private land Under all options concern was expressed that the range of thisspeciesis

likely to contract Only Option 1 with the protection of the latesuccessional and
oldgrowth fragments was thought to provide sufficient protection to ensure that the

species would be welldistributed throughout its range

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Most of species range is on private land with a little

in state parks and some on National Park Service and BLM land Harvesting of redwood
forests has posed viability risk habitat acquisition or strengthening of California State

Forestry Practices Act to eliminate old growth redwood harvest or lengthen rotation

significantly would be important to increase viability
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VL Summary This species was included for further analysis due to the differences in

ratings between the first and second panels and the shortening of the rotation length in

California Strong concerns were expressed for this species during the first panel meeting

Further review of this low elevation coastal California endemic is warranted

VIL Mitigation Increasing rotation length in coastal California andor site specific

protection could increase ratings

A Geographic Extent California Coast province includes most of the range of the

species All documented populations west of crest of Coast Range all within 50 miles

of ocean Documented from Six Rivers and Siskiyou National Forests

B Specific Habitat Low elevation redwood forest

C Mitigation Measures

Conduct more thorough investigations to evaluate the distribution of this species on

federal land and nonfederal lands and determine the degree of protection necessary to

maintain viability

Conduct systematic surveys to locate additional populations

Protect known populations

Acquire habitat through land exchanges

Lengthening the rotation of redwood forests within the range of the species would

provide an alternative to the more intensive survey and protect strategy

D Benefits Protection of Scoliopus bigelovei habitat would also afford protection to

Clintonia andrewsiana
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L Functional Group Canopy herbivores South range

IL FEMAT Rating 662942

m Modification due to changes in Alternative 9 None the changes which occurred to

Alternative 9 prior to the additional species analysis would not have resulted in changes to

the FEMAT ratings for these arthropods species groups

IV Explanation of Rating The FEMAT rating was influenced by the following factors

A Natural History The functional group reflects diversity of taxa which occupy

forest canopies As a group they are sensitive to a forest disturbance regime where

any change in overstory species composition will be reflected in distribution of this

group

B Past Action Past timber harvest of low elevation forests in the planning area have

reduced the diversity of habitats available for this group Also past management

practices such as fire suppression have changed tree species composition and

combined with recent drought have increased physiological stress on forests in the

southern portion of the northern spotted owl range

C Species Range There is a high degree of endeniism and species richness for this

functional group in southern portion of the range of the northern spotted owl This

reflects the complex mosaic of habitats and environments variations in plant

communities fire histories and interactions Some species may be very restricted

while others are more broadly distributed

D Nonhabitat Factors Global change may pose a long term risk to this species

group as climate changes would affect the disturbance regime and distribution of

plant communities Frequent and broadscale application of insecticides has an

adverse affect on this functional group

E Inadequate Information There is a significant lack of information on this

arthropod functional group There is a need to better understand local extinction and

patch dynamics as well as species distribution and taxonomy

F Features of the Alternative The primary features which provide benefits to this

functional group are LateSuccessional Reserves and standard and gudielines which

retain patches of older forest in the matrix However there was concern that too little

forest would be preserved in patches within the matrix that standreplacing fires

could greatly reduce forest diversity within reserves and that uneven age

management of the matrix may result in a forest landscape that is a continuous

structure rather than a mosaic of plant communities
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V Cumulative Effects Assessment Previous harvest on nonfederal lands especially of

lowland forests has reduced the diversity of habitats available Insecticide spraying has also

impacted canopy herbivores

VL Summary Ratings reflect uncertainty about future global change as well as lack of

knowledge of the distribution and habitat dynamics of this group However the likelihood of

Outcomes C and D combined only totalled 6 percent for Alternative 9 Compared to

Alternative 1 the principal difference is an increased likelihood of Outcome B 16 percent vs
29 percent with a corresponding decrease in the likelihood of Outcome A 84 percent vs 66
percent

VIL Mitigation The review identified specific mitigations which could improve theratingsfor
this functional group

A Geographic Extent The possible mitigation could be applied to fenderal lands of

southwestern Oregon and south into California to the southern limits of the range of

the northern spotted owl

B Specific Habitats Mitigations to benefit this functional group would be intended

to affect the forest canopy where they inhabit

C Mitigation Measures

1 Retain diverse patches of forest canopies within the matrix This could be

accomplished with retention of intact patches rather than or in addition to

dispersed single trees or by providing for diversity with uneven aged

management techniques such as group selection

2 Minimize the use of insecticide sprays

3 Minimize the likelihood of largescale loss of forest canopy to wildfire

While this group evolved with fire as a disturbance factor recent droughts and
previous management practices have significantly altered the natural fire

regime

4 Additional surveys are needed as well as research on habitat dynamics

D Benefits These mitigations are likely to slightly improve the ratings for this

functional group With these possible mitigations the likelihood of this group failing

to function in the ecosysytem would be even less than the original rating of 2 percent

Additional surveys and research will enable managers to more effectively provide for

the needs of this important group within the context of ecosystem management The
possible mitigations would maintain and improve current levels of biodiversity and
function
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1 Functional Group Coarse wood chewers South range

IL FEMAT Rating 65 2110 4

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None the changes which occurred to

Alternative 9 prior to the additional species analysis would not have resulted in changes to

the FEMAT ratings for this arthropod species group

IV Explanation of Rating The FEMAT rating was influenced by the following factors

A Natural History This functional group is dependent on dead wood of downed

logs and snags Functionally the group is very important in nutrient cycling in the

ecosystem by facilitating the release of nutrients

B Past Actions The past history of natural and anthropogenic disturbances in the

southern region of the owl’s range has fragmented the mature forested landscape

thus increasing the likelihood of the local extirpation of species of coarse woody
debris CWD feeders specifically associated with the conditions found in mature

forests Arthropods dependent upon large CWD are especially vulnerable to reduced

population levels or extinction Knowledge of coarse woody debris chewers in the

southern region is inadequate to allow even speculation on possible species

extinctions that have already taken place

C Species Range There is only rudimentary information available that would

provide reliable information about the total range of each species in this functional

group However in general arthropod species in the southern part of the range of

the northern spotted owl tend to have more restricted ranges because their habitat

tends to be restricted as a result of moisture topography and soil conditions effect on

forest structure and distribution

D Nonhabitat Factors Global change may pose a long term risk to this species

group as climate changes would affect the disturbance regime and distribution of

plant communities Frequent and broadscale application of insecticides has an

adverse affect on this functional group

E Inadequate Information As for all arthropod groups there is a significant lack of

information on taxonomy distribution and habitat dynamics

F Features of the Alternative Provision for retention of snags and down logs was

the primary concern Salvage guidelines for LateSuccessional Reserves were

generally considered to be adequate but there was concern that guidelines for the

matrix may not provide for sufficient CWD retention Also unnaturally intense fires

may consume much of the accumulated coarse woody debris

IV Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects are of concern because of the

gradual erosion of the populations of organisms and the genetic diversity they represent

Organisms of low vagility are especially vulnerable Some show patchy distributions

resulting from past extinction events
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Reduction in CWD on non federal lands has impacted CWD chewing insects Further

reduction of CWD could lead to loss of functionality for the group in some areas Such a

loss would impact forest health wherever it occurs

Federal lands will play an important role in maintaining viable populations of these critical

organisms because it is unlikely that nonfederal lands will provide for optimum levels of

CWD

V Summary Alternative 9 differs from Alternative 1 in that it has a higher likelihood of

Outcomes C and D combined 14 percent compared to 4 percent respectively for coarse

woody debris chewers south The ratings reflect the greater species richness of the

vegetation of the area the naturally fragmented nature of the vegetation in that area because
of climatic topographic and historical influences and the response of such fragmented
systems to both natural and anthropogenic disturbance These factors combine to increase

the risks of extirpation

VIL Mitigation The review determined that mitigation could further benefit these speces

A Geographic Extent The possible mitigations could be applied to fenderal lands of

southwestern Oregon and south into California to the southern limits of the range of

the northern spotted owl

B Specific Habitats Generally applied to the landscape to maintain adequate levels

of coarse woody debris throughout the landscape in both terrestrial and aquatic

habitats

C Mitigation Measures

1 Surveys of existing CWD in undisturbed landscapes includingspeciescompositiondistribution of age classes size of CWD

2 Surveys of arthropod species found in the different species of trees

constituting the CWD including freshly fallen and major age classes of logs

3 Adjust management to assure adequate stocking of CWD that represents an

approximation of natural species diversity number and age class of logs to

assure viable population of species of this functional group

4 Study the effect of burning on the initial colonization of CWDbyarthropodsand utilize those prescribed fire techniques which minimize impact

on initial colonization by CWD chewing species

V Benefits Our level of knowledge of the species composition and distribution of these

organisms throughout the southern range of the northern spotted owl is inadequate
Suggested surveys would improve our knowledge and improve our ability to address
management decisions If implemented the mitigation is expected to maintain and enhance
ecosystem biodiversity and help assure that this functional group will continue to play an

important role in long term nutrient cycling As a result the maintenance of adequate levels
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of CWD in the ecosystem will likely improve the ratings for Alternative 9 by increasing

likelihoods of Outcomes A B and C and greatly decreasing the likelihood of Outcome D

L Functional Group Litter and Soil Dwelling Species South Range

H FEMAT Rating 60 2015 6

IIm Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None the changes which occurred to

Alternative 9 prior to the additional species analysis would not have resulted in changes to

the FEMAT ratings for these arthropods species groups

IV Explanation of Rating The FEMAT rating was influenced by the following factors

A Natural History Litter and soil arthropods and their habitats differ between the

southern and northern ranges The climate variables in the south result in greater

fragmentation of mesic habitats The patchiness of the habitats the complexity of the

litter layer itself because of more diverse origins related to the greater species

richness of the vegetation and higher fire risks makes extirpation more likely in the

south than in the northern more mesic environments with more uniform vegetational

types

The same problems associated with the fragmentation and patchiness of the CWD
resource occur with the litter and soil resource but at even a finer scale The textural I

and organic diversity found in the litter reflects the diversity of the plants overhead

The greater occurrence of broadleaf evergreen plants with new different chemical

characteristics influence the littersoil biota adding to the complexity Local

extinction patterns have not been considered in any significant way

B Past Actions The influence of past disturbances is highly significant When the

litter layer is burned regardless of the source of the fire the impact upon the

organisms is extensive Insect density may be reduced by as much as 90 per cent

Also when soil compaction or erosion occurs often as a result of logging or road

building soil and litter organisms are impacted Thus management practices which

have resulted in increased likelihood of intense fire or which have already negatively

impacted soillitter organisms are important factors

C Species Range Southwestern Oregon and northern California Knowledge of this

group from the southern range of the northern spotted owl is limited The different

vegetational types with many different species will surely result in a much different I

littersoil arthropod fauna Adequate inventories are lacking but this group is likely

to be rich and diverse
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D Nonhabitat Factors dGobal change may pose a long term risk to this species

group as climate changes would affect the disturbance regime and distribution of

plant communities Frequent and broadscale application of insecticides has an

adverse affect on this functional group

E Lack of Information Proper inventories are sorely needed to provide adequate
knowledge for management decisions The general paucity of suchknowledgereflectsthe lack of investigators and the difficulties in dealing with thecomplextaxonomicproblems The litter and soil fauna is exceptionally rich and much
additional work is needed on this important group of organisms so closely tied to
nutrient cycling Further we need to know more about dynamics of the litter layer

F Features of the Alternative Reduced soil disturbance within Late Successional and
Riparian Reserves would benefit these organisms but lack of an understanding of
logging practices and the impact of multiple entry systems caused concern for soil

organisms in the matrix CWD guidelines for the matrix were also considered to be
marginally adequate

IV Cumulative Effects Assessment The potential significance of cumulative effects cannot
be adequately evaluated because of the lack of knowledge for this group

VL Summary The rating reflects concern for a species assemblage largely unknown
whose distribution across the landscape is also largely unknown Further the south range is

generally more xeric in nature resulting in more fragmented environments This
fragmentation of resources will result in a more fragmented fauna These factors put the
fauna at greater risk of extirpation than habitats which are more uniformly distributed

spatially Lack of information significantly influenced the ratings for all alternatives

Outcomes C and D are more likely under Alternative 9 than for Alternative 1 totals of 21
percent vs 4 percent respectively These differences apparently reflect concern for the use
of fire as a management tool which would reduce the coarse woody derbis in the ecosystem
Panelists also were very concerned about the lack of knowledge for this group and their

ratings for alternatives which allowed significant management activities such as Alternative

9 were conservative

VIL Mitigation It seems likely that mitigation efforts could benefit this groupalthoughthereis a limited knowledge base upon which to base mitigation

A Geographic Extent Southwestern Oregon and California in within the southern
range of the northern spotted owl

B Specific Habitats Litter and soil habitat where it occurs This will behighlydiverse
reflecting the diversity of the vegetation

C Mitigation Measures

1 Surveys and Research Essential to conduct inventories of littersoilorganisms
to establish an adequate data base These surveys should contain
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notes on the nature of the litter containing the arthropods Appropriate

systematic expertise is required to extract the information needed Presently

such systematic expertise is very limited

Parallel studies should be conducted at managed and undisturbed sites These

studies should provide a means of monitoring the effectiveness of

management efforts Mitigation protocol should be developed to assure an

adequate litter layer approximating natural conditions So little work has been

done that an adequately designed study is critical Especially important is an

improved understanding of the dynamics of the litter layer under natural

disturbance regimes to serve as a model for restoration and management

plans

With an adequate information base on the littersoil arthropods in the south

range and a well designed and executed mitigation protocol the ratings might

be improved Present ratings were greatly influenced by inadequate

information Panelists believed that the southern habitats were more at risk

because of more fragmented habitats greater plant species richness and more

xeric conditions that result in more localized species Therefore they were

relatively conservative in their ratings

2 Habitat Management Although fire is a natural process in these

ecosystems fire used as management tool may impact the litter resource

differently than wildfire Removal of litter by burning decreases arthropod

populations significantly and there can be longterm effects on community

structure and perhaps soil nutrient function Slashburning may influence

community structures of soil arthropods for many years after burning

Management application of fire should emulate intensity and spatial temporal

distribution typical of the natural fire regime Minimization of extensive

unnaturally intense fires will benefit this group

Soil compaction significantly affects soil and litter organisms Multiple entry

management could cause far greater compaction than single entry

management Thus any management technique which would reduce

compaction would benefit this group

D Benefits The benefits of mitigation will be the development and maintenance of

diverse soil and litter communities Arthropods present in the littersoil habitat will

continue to carry out their critical role in nutrient cycling Further studies will be

required however to evaluate the effectiveness of any mitigation as well as provide

the basis for refinement of techniques

Functional Group Understory and Forest Gap Herbivores Southern Range

IL FEMAT Rating 47 4554
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M Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None the changes which occurred to

Alternative 9 prior to the additional species analysis would not have resulted in changes to

the FEMAT ratings for these arthropods species groups

IV Explanation for Rating The FEMAT rating was influenced by the following factors

A Natural History Broad group with some species very restricted and others

widely distributed Distribution of arthropods reflects distribution of vegetation
Species associated with forest gaps especially vulnerable to disturbance As for other

arthropod groups species richness and diversity is greater in the southern portion of

the range of the northern spotted owl

B Past Actions Past natural and anthropogenic disturbances of the landscape affect

future conditions Forest harvest and subsequent replanting is likely to have
produced vegetation patterns different from the natural disturbance such as fire

These differences will be likely be reflected in the associated insect fauna at all trophic

levels Lack of accurate inventory and survey information for this region makes it

impossible to assess the impact of past actions

C Species Range Southwestern Oregon and northern California Knowledge of this

group is limited but it is likely to reflect the great diversity of plant communities and

environmental conditions found in these areas

D Nonhabitat Factors Global change may pose a long term risk to this species

group as climate changes would affect the disturbance regime and distribution of

plant communities Frequent and broadscale application of insecticides has an

adverse affect on this functional group

E Features of the Alternative Continued function of disturbance processes such as

wind and fire will provide for these organisms within LateSuccessional and Riparian

Reserves There was also concern that uneven aged management would result in a

fine grained matrix rather than a mosaic

F Lack of Information As for all arthropod groups there is a significant lack of

information on distribution taxonomy and habitat dynamics

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Historically it is likely that most ranges forspecieswithin
this group included significant areas of non federal lands In most areas these

nonfederal lands have been disturbed to a far greater extent than the federal lands
Fragmentation of latesuccessional forests on nonfederal lands has increased the

vulnerability of this group to extirpation

VL Summary Likelihoods for Outcomes A and B were the principal differences between
the ratings for Alternative 9 and Alternative 1 71 percent 23 percent and 47 percent 45
percent respectively The totals for Outcomes C and D were similar but Alternative 9 had a

4 percent likelihood of extirpation compared to 0 percent for Alternative 1 Lack of

information was a significant factor
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VIE Mitigation Mitigation could improve ratings for this group

A Geographic Extent Southwestern Oregon and the California portion of the

southern range of the northern spotted owl

B Specific habitats All types of understory vegetation across the landscape

C Specific mitigation proposed In areas where uneven age management is practiced

harvesting with diverse but small patch sizes group selection should favor gap

herbivores Retention of unharvested trees in dumps rather than or in addition to

dispersed individuals within regeneration harvest units will provide sources for

recolonization of the understory in new stands Within reserves allow gap formation

processes to function unimpeded

Adequate faunal surveys are essential with special attention paid to host plant

association The information base is truly minimal in this area

D Benefits Enhanced population levels of species and maintenance of adequate

representation of species to assure proper ecosystem function Many of the insects

will be herbivores and as such will be involved in the cycling of nutrients There will

be pollinators assuring reproduction of the plants Others will be predators and

parasites that help to control population levels of herbivores In short critical U

processes are likely to be maintained within those ecosystems with a full complement

of faunal and floral representatives

Mitigation should greatly reduce the likelihood of Outcome D by increasing the

likelihood of Outcome C The significant differences between Alternative 1 and

Alternative 9 will remain for Outcomes A and B

II

I
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L Species Ancotrema voyanum

IL FEMAT Rating 713 3050

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Not applicable

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Not applicable

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative In the western portion of the species range known

locations are either within late successional reserve LSR or the Hayfork adaptive

management area AMA Even within the AMA the locations are within Tier 1 key

watersheds In the eastern portion of the range locations are primarily in LSR except

for a single location in French Gulch There is uncertainty about the fate of locations

in the AMA since riparian reserve standards may be modified in AMAs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment A small portion of the range is on checkerboard

ownership Any negative cumulative effect is adequately reflected in the original rating

VL Summary Detailed examination of maps suggests that protection for Ancotrema is

stronger than was reflected in original ratings The majority of known locations are within

LSR or tier 1 key watershed Riparian reserves should provide for additional currently

unknown locations outside of LSRs However locations in AMAs may not receive the same

level of protection

VIL Mitigation Additional mitigation could be provided for locations in the AMA where

riparian measures might differ from the standard riparian reserve stipulations

A Geographic Extent Hayfork AMA and surrounding lands

B Specific Habitats Terrestrial habitats along permanent streams and small

headwaters

C Mitigation Measures 1 Ensure that the riparian reserves are properly

implemented to include small headwaters 2 Apply riparian reserve standards

within the Hayfork AMA equivalent to those applied in other riparian reserves 3
Fence out cattle on small headwater streams where the species is known or expected

to occur 4 Conduct inventories within the known and expected species range to
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determine the extent of the range and the degree of protection afforded by the

proposed action Visual surveys are effective Consultation with a mollusc

taxonomist is needed to guard against confusion with similarappearing species such

as Haplotrema keepi The first priority for surveys should be the Hayfork AMA
north of the town of Hayfork

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should provide for

substantial protection of both known and newly discovered sites As noted above
this will provide more benefit than was reflected in the initial rating 2
Strengthening riparian reserve standards in the Hayfork AMA will provide

protection for known sites and eliminate the uncertainty associated with current AMA
direction In combination with other riparian reserves this will provide substantial

protection to all known species locations 3 Cattle grazing could have severe

impacts on the species in small headwaters so protection of those headwaters would
substantially increase protection for the species 4 Inventory would provide a much
higher level of certainty that appropriate sites are actually being protected for the
species and would allow specificity for other measures such as protection from

grazing

Species Cryptomastix devia

IL FEMAT Rating 075043

DL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Not applicable

B Past Actions Species distribution has declined due to forest management and

urban area development

C Species Range Species was historically widelydistributed and may have been

quite common within its range It currently ranges from southern Vancouver Island

to the Columbia Gorge and is rare

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Some of the remaining species locations fall on the

Olympic and Gifford Pinchot National Forests and may fall within the AMAs on
those forests There is uncertainty about the protection that would be afforded within

AMAs since riparian reserve standards may be modified within them Species experts

expect that there are other locations of the species on federal land and that some of

these may basically be in matrix lands Such locations would be provided some
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protection by riparian reserves since the species has a riparian association Some sites

could however occur outside the riparian reserves

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Ft Lewis is an extremely important area for the

species However the rating given to the species for Alternative 9 was already based on the

assumption that no protection would be provided for the species on Ft Lewis

VI Summary This species is difficult to rate since few locations are known but the

species is thought to still be widelydistributed However it seems that the species will

receive substantial protection from the riparian reserves where it does occur on federal land

Species occurrence within AMAs complicates the assessment and it could be prudent to

strengthen the application of riparian reserve standards in the AMAs

VII Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation should be applied within the species range which

basically encompasses the Puget Trough extending up the Columbia River to Carson

WA

B Specific Habitats Permanent streams springs and seeps moist shaded ravines

Generally found in areas that have some deciduous component

C Mitigation Measures 1 Ensure that the riparian reserves are properly

implemented and include springs and seeps 2 Ensure that riparian reserve

standards applied within the Olympic and Cispus AMAs are consistent with those

applied elsewhere 3 Conduct inventories within the known and expected species

range to determine the extent of the range and the degree of protection afforded by

the proposed action Visual surveys are effective Apply additional mitigation on a

sitespecific basis where appropriate

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should

provide for substantial protection of newly discovered sites 2 Strengthening

of riparian reserve standards in the Olympic and Cispus AMAs will eliminate

the uncertainty associated with current AMA direction 3 Inventory would

provide a much higher level of certainty that appropriate sites are actually

being protected for the species and would provide the basis for other site

specific measures These measures in sum would substantially decrease the

likelihood of extirpation of the species from federal lands covered by this

decision and would increase the likelihood of maintaining the species well

distributed or welldistributed with gaps within its range However

additional attention would still be needed for species locations on Ft Lewis

and on non federal lands

Species Cryptomastix hendersoni

IL FEMAT Rating 27 2225 27
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IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Habitat is on talus and in springs and seeps and is subject to

disturbance from roads railroads and quarrying operations

B Past Actions Habitat has been severely modified on Gifford Pinchot Restoration

and recolonization in near future are not likely for areas where the species has been

locally extirpated

C Species Range Species is reasonably broadly distributed through the Columbia

Gorge but its distribution may have been truncated somewhat on the east end of the

gorge

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Known locations on federal land all occur within LSR
under Alternative 9

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects are important as the distribution

of the species includes a mix of federal and nonfederal sites within the Columbia Gorge

However possible negative cumulative effects on nonfederal lands would not substantially

affect the persistence of the species on federal lands

VI Summary The rating given for the species under Alternative 9 largely reflects

uncertainty about management of LSRs under the alternative and also reflects concerns

about cumulative effects

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation should be applied within the species range in the

Columbia Gorge

B Specific Habitats Habitat to be protected is rock talus springs and seeps The

talus areas are generally forested The species does not have a strong riparian

association

C Mitigation Measures Mitigation for the species is appropriate even within LSRs

since thinning and other operations could disrupt local populations if not done

carefully The first level of mitigation would be protection of the currently known
sites Buffers as small as 10 acres could be effective in providing for local

populations Additional mitigation would require surveying for species sites and

protecting them when found Visual surveys for the species are quite easy Roughly

50 percent of all possible sites have already been surveyed Small buffers would also

be appropriate for the species when found outside LSRs
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D Benefits Surveys for the species and protection of small buffers could be effective

in providing for a very large percentage of the species known and currently unknown

sites This should provide a high level of assurance that the species would be

maintained on federal lands possibly approaching the 80 percent of combined

outcomes A and B projected under Alternative 1

Species Helminthoglypta hertleini

IL FEMAT Rating 32 2730 12

ImL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Not applicable

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The species range is in south central Oregon and north central

California None of the currently known species locations are on federal lands

However species experts think that some portion of the species range is on federal

land

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information The species habitat is in talus so the species is partially

riparian associated but further information is needed to test the strength of the

association As a result it is difficult to judge how well riparian reserves would

provide for the species

F Features of the Alternative With no locations on federal lands it is difficult to say

how the alternative influences the species

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects are clearly important since all

known locations are on nonfederal land The apparent degree of dependence on nonfederal

land is not reflected in the current rating

VL Summary The rating for this species is based on very little information and no

known locations on federal land However species experts expect that some significant

portion of the species range may be on federal land and there is uncertainty about how well

the riparian reserves will provide for the species These uncertainties were reflected in the

likelihood assigned to species extirpation from federal land

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation should be applied within the species range in
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south central Oregon and north central California

B Specific Habitats Habitat to be protected is rock talus Some of the species sites

may be in riparian reserves but the species does not have a strongriparianassociation
C Mitigation Measures Mitigation would require surveying for species sites and
protecting them when found Visual surveys are effective for the species and can be
completed within a single year However the surveys are quite labor intensive since

they must be conducted in talus When sites are located they may beprotectedwithinriparian reserves or may require additional protection As with other species
reserves on the order of tens of acres would probably be effective in providing for the

species

D Benefits Surveys for the species and protection of small buffers could be effective

in providing for a very large percentage of the species newlydiscovered sites This

should provide a high level of assurance that the species would be maintained on

federal lands

1 Species Helminthoglypta talmadgei

IL FEMAT Rating 2740 277

IML Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The species is generally associated with rock talus probably

limestone so could be disturbed by road construction and may also be disturbedbyremovalof forest cover

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Species has a restricted distribution and is known from only a

handful of sites

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Species full range is not well known especially on the

west and south

F Features of the Alternative Under Alternative 9 the known locations of the

species are located roughly as follows 6 in LSR 2 in matrix or possibly on private 7

in AMAs and 1 on the Hoopa Reservation All sites outside the LSRs are subject to

possible disturbance and even the sites in LSRs could be disturbed by thinning or

other management activities
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V Cumulative Effects Assessment One site is on tribal land and 2 are possibly on

private land Other currently unknown sites are likely on private and tribal lands

Management of these sites is a concern but would probably not influence persistence of the

species on federal lands as long as those lands are managed appropriately

VI Summary Detailed examination of the Alternative 9 map reveals that many of the

species known locations are subject to disturbance which could result in species extirpation

from some substantial portion of its range The actual situation for the species could in fad

be poorer than is reflected in the initial rating

VIL Mitigation Mitigation measures are possible

A Geographic Extent Species range is fairly restricted occurring around the Hayfork

AMA and Hoopa Reservation

B Specific Habitats Habitat to be protected is rock talus probably often associated

with limestone formations Some of the species sites may be in riparian reserves but

the species does not have a strong riparian association

C Mitigation Measures The first level of mitigation would be protection of the

currently known sites Buffers as small as 10 acres could be effective in providing for

local populations Additional mitigation would require surveying for species sites

and protecting them when found Visual surveys are effective for the species and can

be completed within a single year They can be done in association with surveys for

Ancotrema voyanum Specific protection must also be provided within LSRs since

proposed management in the LSRs could impact the species

D Benefits Surveys for the species and protection of small buffers could be effective

in providing for a very large percentage of the species known and currently unknown
sites This should provide a high level of assurance that the species would be

maintained on federal lands

Species Megomphix californicus

IL FEMAT Rating 17 3030 23

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Only 9 localities are currently known for the species so

elimination of any local population is considered significant

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Species range is already characterized by gaps in distribution The
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range includes 8 localities in the Kiamath Mountains and one in Napa County

California

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information It is not known if the large apparent gap between the

localities in the Kiamath Mountains and the locality in Napa County is real or reflects

absence of investigation in the inner North Coast Ranges

F Features of the Alternative The species known locations are distributed roughly

as follows 2 in LSRs 3 on private land 2 in the Hayfork AMA 1 split between AMA
and private and 1 split between matrix and private

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Five of the nine known locations are on nonfederal

land and management for those sites is unknown This probably contributed to the

likelihood for extirpation in the original rating

VL Summary The species habitat is along permanent streams and should receive

significant protection in the riparian reserves Protection of sites in the Hayfork AMA is

uncertain since riparian standards could be modified within the AMA

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Klamath Mountains and Napa County

B Specific Habitats Riparian areas along permanent streams

C Mitigation Measures 1 Ensure that the riparian reserves are properly

implemented 2 Ensure that riparian reserve standards applied within the Hayfork

AMA are consistent with those applied elsewhere 3 Conduct inventories within the

known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action Visual surveys are effective

but identifications should be verified by a mollusc taxonomist

D Benefits 1 Riparian reserves should be effective in protecting a large portion of

the species sites 2 Strengthening of riparian reserve standards in AMAs would

increase the certainty of protection for species sites located in the AMA 3
Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that appropriate sites for

the species are actually receiving adequate protection

Species Megomphix hemphifli

I FEMAT Rating 13 3337 17

IEL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9
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IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Not applicable

B Past Actions Has been extirpated from most historic sites and is rare on its

remaining sites Existing federal sites are restricted to the Mount Baker Snoqualmie

and the Olympic Peninsula

C Species Range The species is currently thought to be restricted to the Olympic

National Forest and Park and Mt Baker Snoqualmie National Forest

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Reserves on Mt Baker Snoqualmie miss the 3 historic

sites Riparian reserves may provide substantial protection for the species

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Most of the historic species locations were on private

land Extent of current species range on nonfederal land is unknown

VI Summary The rating is based on lack of knowledge about the species current range

and incomplete understanding of its ecology Riparian reserves may provide substantial

protection but possible modification of reserve standards in the Olympic AMA leave

uncertainty about protection of species in that area

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be restricted to the species range on

Olympic Peninsula and Mt Baker Snoqualmie

B Specific Habitats Mitigation should be applied within riparian habitats and

possible in upland areas of old forest

C Mitigation Measures The following mitigation would be applied 1 EnsureI

that the riparian reserves are properly implemented 2 Conduct inventories within

the known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action Visual surveys are effective

but identifications should be verified by a mollusc taxonomist 3 Ensure that

riparian reserve standards applied in the Olympic AMA are consistent with those

applied elsewhere

D Benefits Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should provide

substantial protection to the species Surveys should provide a better understanding

of the species status and would allow the application of additional mitigation on a

site specific basis if they are needed Strengthening the riparian reserve direction for

the Olympic AMA would provide greater likelihood of species protection in that area
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L Species Monadenia callipeplus

IL FEMAT Rating 20 2225 33

ImL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

TV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species is rare and endemic which contributes to rating

however it does fare better under some alternatives than under others

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Not applicable

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Both known species locations are outside of LSRs
under Alternative 9 but should receive significant protection from riparian reserves

V Cumulative Effects Assessment There are no know locations on nonfederal lands
but the species range is expected to extend off of federal lands This should not significantly

affect the ability to sustain the species on federal land and probably did not play a role in

the initial rating

VL Summary The initial rating was based on the rare and endemic distribution of the

species and the fact that its locations fell in matrix lands However better understanding of

the role of riparian reserves would probably be reflected in more positive ratings

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be applied within the species range around

the Scott River

B Specific Habitats The species is primarily riparian associated

C Mitigation Measures The first level of mitigation is to insure that riparian reserve

standards are properly implemented The second level would be to survey for the

species in riparian areas within its range Visual surveys are possible but

identification is difficult and should be done through consultation with a mollusc

taxonomist

D Benefits Riparian reserves should be effective in providing protection for the

species populations and surveys would help insure that appropriate sites for the
species are being protected
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L Species Monadenia chaceana

I1 FEMAT Rating 23 37 27 13

I1L Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The species occurs in shrubby areas and rockslides both along

riparian zones These habitats are probably protected by the riparian reserves of

Alternative 9 but this is less certain than is the case with more classically riparian

species

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The species range is restricted to a relatively small area around the

Shasta and Little Shasta Rivers Most of the known sites are on nonfederal land

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Of 7 known species locations 6 are on nonfederal

land The only federal location is either matrix or administrative withdrawal under

Alternative 9 Riparian reserves provide some protection for the species but there

could be species locations outside of the reserves

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects are very important with this

species since most of the known locations are on nonfederal land and species experts expect

that the currently unknown portion of the species range lies east of federal land in the

Yreka Holbrook Valley The current rating is based largely on federal land so a rating that

included the effects of other lands would likely project a higher risk level

VL Summary Only a small portion of the species range is thought to occur on federal

land Riparian reserves provide some protection but some species locations could occur

outside the reserves

VII Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be restricted to the species range in the

locale of the Shasta and Little Shasta Rivers

B Specific Habitats Mitigation should be applied within riparian habitats including

shrub areas and rockslides that occur in or near the riparian zones

C Mitigation Measures The following mitigation would be applied 1 Ensure

that the riparian reserves are properly implemented 2 Ensure that known sites are
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protected within the riparian reserves or in additional reserves added to the riparian

areas 3 Conduct inventories within the known and expected species range to

determine the extent of the range and the degree of protection afforded by the

proposed action Visual surveys are effective

D Benefits Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should provide some
protection to the species However since some of the species locations may be on the

edge of riparian reserves those locations could be further protected with additional

small reserves probably tens of acres Surveys should provide a better

understanding of the species status and would allow the application of additional

mitigation on a site specific basis if they are needed These mitigation would
substantially increase the likelihood that the species would remain welldistributed

within its range on federal land but could only partially compensate for thelargercumulativeeffects concerns

Species Monadeniachurch

IL FEMAT Rating 40 3313 13

Im Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The species is split into distinct eastern and western populations
The western portion of the range is in the area around the Hayfork AMA and the

population in that portion of the range is associated both with limestone outcrops in

upland sites and with varied rock types in riparian corridors The eastern portion of

the range is in the area of Shasta Lake where the population is largelyriparianassociatedThis distinction between the two populations makes it difficult to

determine the effects of particular actions on the species as a whole

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Not applicable

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Taxonomy of the species could use clarification The
eastern and western populations may in fact represent distinct species However the

clarification is unlikely to affect management considerations

F Features of the Al ernative Under Alternative 9 the known species locations are

distributed roughly as follows 4 in the Hayfork AMA 5 in LSR or wilderness 1 in a

combination of AMA and wilderness 1 in a combination of AMA and private 7 in

matrix and 2 in a combination of private and matrix
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V Cumulative Effects Assessment A small portion of the species range and locations is

located on non federal land but probably does not have a significant effect on the ability to

sustain the species on federal land

VL Summary The rating reflects the rare nature of the species and the potential for

disturbance of the species locations in AMA and matrix There is some potential for

extirpation of the species from portions of the western part of its range where it is associated

with limestone outcrops and other hillsides which are not necessarily covered by protection

measures

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation could be applied both in the eastern part of the

species range around Shasta Lake and in the western portion of the range in and

around the Hayfork AMA

B Specific Habitats Mitigation in the eastern part of the range would involve

riparian protection and in the western part it would include limestone outcrops

C Mitigation Measures The following mitigation would be applied within the

eastern part of the range 1 Ensure that the riparian reserves are properly

implemented 2 Conduct inventories within the known and expected species range

to determine the extent of the range and the degree of protection afforded by the

proposed action Visual surveys are effective but identifications should be verified by

a mollusc taxonomist

In the western part of the range the first level of mitigation would be protection of

the currently known sites Buffers as small as tens of acres could be effective in

providing for local populations Additional mitigation would require surveying for

species sites and protecting them when found Visual surveys are effective for the

species and can be completed within a single year Surveys should focus on

limestone outcrops as roadbuilding has the greatest potential for disturbing species

locations Focus should therefore be on surveys done during the analysis of

proposed new roads or road maintenance projects

D Benefits Proper implementation of riparian reserves in the eastern part of the

range would provide very significant benefit to the species Completion of surveys

would provide greater knowledge of the level of protection being provided In the

western portion of the range protection of known and newly discovered sites would

provide substantial protection against the possibility of species extirpation from

federal land

Species Monadeniafidelis celeuthia

11 FEMAT Rating 33 3323 10
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III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Not applicable

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The known species range is restricted to a small area adjacent to

the Rogue River There are currently only 3 known locations

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Two of the known sites are on nonfederal land

Under Alternative 9 the third site may be in an LSR this needs to be checked on a

detailed map The species is strongly riparian associated so riparian reserves should

provide substantial protection

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects are a concern as 2 of the 3 known
sites are located on nonfederal lands However the species range is likely much larger than

currently known so it is difficult to determine the overall balance between federal and
nonfederal effects The current rating is probably independent of the cumulative effects

concern

VL Summary The strong riparian association of the species indicates that it will be

substantially protected by the riparian reserves Rarity and lack of information contribute to

the species rating under Alternative 9 However it was rated more positively under more
protective alternatives since such alternatives provide greater assurance in the face of

uncertainty The current species rating is probably somewhat conservative but could be

improved by simple measures

VIL Mitigation The rating for the species can be improved with mitigation

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be restricted to the species range in the

vicinity of the Rogue River

B Specific Habitats Mitigation should be applied within riparian habitats

C Mitigation Measures The following mitigation would be applied 1 Ensure

that the riparian reserves are properly implemented 2 Conduct inventories within

the known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action Visual surveys are effective

However for this and other subspecies of Monadeniafidelis the survey process

should include consultation with a mollusc taxonomist to develop field characters for

recognition of the subspecies Where diagnostic characteristics grade over a distance

of miles into the characters of an adjacent subspecies practical working definitions of
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the subspecies limits will have to be devised

D Benefits Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should provide

substantial protection to the species Surveys should provide a better understanding

of the species status and would allow the application of additional mitigation on a

site specific basis if they are needed These measures would reduce or virtually

eliminate the risk of species extirpation from federal land as a result of the proposed

action They would also increase the likelihood that the species would remain well

distributed within its range on federal land

L Species Monadenia fidelisflava

IL FEMAT Rating 27 3730 7

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Not applicable

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The species is found only in southwest Oregon in Curry County

and has been located in only a handful of sites Most of the range is on nonfederal

land

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Of 11 known locations 9 are located on private land

and one on state land The only site on federal land occurs in both an LSR and tier 1

key watershed under Alternative 9

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects are a critical concern since most

of the known sites are off federal land and species experts expect that unknown portions of

the range are also off federal land The potential risks to the species due to cumulative

effects are probably stronger than reflected in the current rating

VL Summary The species is strongly riparian associated so the portion of its range on

federal land is substantially protected through a combination of riparian reserve LSR and

tier 1 key watershed The rating for the species based solely on federal management should

probably be similar under this alternative and the most protective alternatives

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible to provide a greater level of assurance about the
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species protection

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be restricted to the species range in

southwestern Oregon

B Specific Habitats Mitigation should be applied within riparian habitats

C Mitigation Measures The following mitigation would be applied 1 Ensure

that the riparian reserves are properly implemented 2 Conduct inventories within
the known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action Visual surveys are effective

D Benefits Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should provide
substantial protection to the species Surveys should provide a betterunderstandingofthe species status and would allow the application of additional mitigation on a

site specific basis if they are needed The combination of these actions should
virtually eliminate the risk of species extirpation from federal land due to the

proposed action and should increase the likelihood of the species remaining well
distributed within its range

Species Monadeniafidelis kiamathica

IL FEMAT Rating 23 2733 17

ImL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Not applicable

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range It is known from only one location in the Klamath National

Forest

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Under Alternative 9 the one known location occurs in

a mix of matrix and possibly administrative withdrawal

V Cumulative Effects Assessment No locations are known to be on private land so

cumulative effects are not a strong concern

VL Summary The rarity of the species dearly influenced its rating Even though
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specific locations are not known it was assumed that alternatives with more reserves would

protect the species better than alternatives with fewer reserves However the species has a

strong riparian association and the riparian reserves are likely to provide substantial

protection Thus the risk of extirpation that was projected in the initial ratings is based on

the extreme rarity of the species not necessarily on the features of Alternative 9

VIL Mitigation Additional mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be applied within the species range in

Siskiyou County California

B Specific Habitats Riparian

C Mitigation Measures Mitigation would involve surveying for the species in order

to determine the adequacy of the riparian reserves and consideration of additional

mitigation on a sitespecific basis if appropriate These might involve measures such

as the restriction of grazing

D Benefits Additional surveys and the application of sitespecific mitigation

should essentially eliminate the likelihood that the species will be extirpated from

federal land as a result of the proposed action and increase the likelihood that the

species would remain welldistributed within its range

Species Monadeniafidelis leonina

IL FEMAT Rating 27 3330 10

mlL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

WV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Not applicable

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Currently known in only two locations north of the Kiamath

River

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Under Alternative 9 one of the known locations is in

matrix land within an area of checkerboard ownership The other is on nonfederal

land

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Species occurs in checkerboard ownership area and it
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appears that cumulative effects were already considered in developing the rating for FEMAT

VL Summary The rarity of the species influenced its rating and created enough

uncertainty that some risk of extirpation was predicted for all alternatives However the

species is strongly riparian associated so riparian reserves should provide substantial

protection for both currently known and future discovered sites

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be applied within the species known range

in the area north of the Kiamath River Species may also range south of the river

Further surveys are needed to determine the full extent of its range

B Specific Habitats Riparian

C Mitigation Measures Mitigation would involve surveying for the species in order

to determine the adequacy of the riparian reserves and consideration of additional

mitigation on a sitespecific basis if appropriate These might involve measures such

as the restriction of grazing if sites are found to be within grazing allotments Visual

surveys are adequate for the species

D Benefits Additional surveys would substantially improve our understanding of

the species range and the level of protection afforded by the riparian reserves The
application of sitespecific mitigation should essentially eliminate the likelihood that

the species will be extirpated from federal land as a result of the proposed action and

increase the likelihood that the species would remain welldistributed within its range

Species Monadeniafidelis minor

IL FEMAT Rating 43 3522 0

ImL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species occurs in springs seeps and talus slopes The talus sites

could be disturbed by activities associated with roadbuilding and maintenance
Species is currently very rare

B Past Actions The use of talus in dam building in the Columbia Gorgeprobablysignificantlyreduced the number of local populations of the species

C Species Range The species range is restricted to the Columbia Gorge and a

significant part of the range falls outside the range of the Northern Spotted Owl
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D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Species occurs in reserves in all alternatives including

9 but there was concern about the possible effects of management within the

reserves

V Cumulative Effects Assessment A significant part of the species range falls on

nonfederal land within the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area Disturbance of the

species on these lands could have a significant impact

VL Summary The rating for the species reflects its local distribution and rarity and the

judgement that activities in LSRs could have negative impacts on some local populations

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation should be applied within the species range in the

Columbia Gorge

B Specific Habitats Habitat to be protected is rock talus

C Mitigation Measures The first level of mitigation would be protection of the

currently known sites Buffers as small as 10 acres could be effective in providing for

local populations Additional mitigation would require surveying for species sites

and protecting them when found Visual surveys are effective for the species and can

be completed within a single year Specific protection must also be provided within

LSRs since proposed management in the LSRs could impact the species

D Benefits Surveys for the species and protection of small buffers could be effective

in providing for a very large percentage of the species known and currently unknown

sites This should provide a high level of assurance that the species would be

maintained on federal lands

Species Monadeniafidelis ochromphalus

IL FEMAT Rating 40 3020 10

JR Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Not applicable

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The species is known from only 3 locations in Siskiyou County
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D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Under Alternative 9 the one species location on

federal land is in an LSR The other 2 locations are on nonfederal lands

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects are a concern since 2 of the 3

known locations are on nonfederal land The initial rating appears to have been independent

of cumulative effects so the actual projection for the species as a whole may be more

pessimistic However it is suspected that the species ranges further onto federal land which

would moderate the cumulative effects concern Obviously more information is needed

VL Summary The one species location is in LSR and the species is strongly riparian

associated so should find additional protection in the riparian reserves In addition it is

suspected that the currently unknown portions of the species range fall within either LSR or

the Marble Mountain Wilderness Thus it appears that the species has substantial protection

under the proposed action and that the initial rating may have been somewhat conservative

VIL Mitigation Mitigation actions are possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be applied within the species range in an

area adjacent to the Marble Mountain Wilderness

B Specific Habitats Riparian

C Mitigation Measures Mitigation would involve surveying for the species in order

to determine the adequacy of the riparian reserves and consideration of additional

mitigation on a sitespecific basis if appropriate These might involve measures such

as the restriction of grazing Visual surveys are adequate for the species and it is

readily field recognizable Surveys should include verification of currently known
sites as the existing locality descriptions are unclear

D Benefits Additional surveys would substantially improve our understanding of

the species range and the level of protection afforded by the riparian reserves The

application of sitespecific mitigation should essentially eliminate the likelihood that

the species will be extirpated from federal land as a result of the proposed action and

increase the likelihood that the species would remain welldistributed within its range

Species Monadeniafidelis salmonensis

IL FEMAT Rating 47 3023 0

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9
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IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Not applicable

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The species is known from only a handful of sites in Siskiyou

County California

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information An objective definition for recognition of this subspecies

is lacking and there is some question about whether it represents a valid subspecies

See comments under Monadeniafidelis celeuthis regarding characters for field

recognition

F Features of the Alternative Under Alternative 9 two of the species sites are a

mixture of matrix and administrative withdrawal one is matrix and one is probably

in an LSR In addition riparian reserves should provide substantial protection for

this strongly riparian species

V Cumulative Effects Assessment No locations are known to be on private land so

cumulative effects are not a strong concern

VL Summary There was low likelihood projected that the species would be extirpated

from federal land largely on the strength of the riparian reserves However even under the

most protective alternatives ie Alternative 1 there is some likelihood that the species will

be restricted to refugia due to the localized nature of its distribution

VIL Mitigation Additional mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be applied within the species range in

Siskiyou County California

B Specific Habitats Riparian

C Mitigation Measures Mitigation would involve surveying for the species in order

to determine the adequacy of the riparian reserves and consideration of additional

mitigation on a sitespecific basis if appropriate These might involve measures such

as the restriction of grazing if sites are found to be within grazing allotments

D Benefits Additional surveys and the application of sitespecific mitigation could

substantially increase the likelihood that the species would remain welldistributed

within its range

Species Monadenia scottiana
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IL FEMAT Rating 42 2325 10

5I Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Not applicable

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Species is known from only 5 sites around the Scott River and its

tributaries in California

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Under Alternative 9 the 5 known sites are distributed

roughly as follows 3 in matrix lands one on a combination of matrix and

administrative withdrawal and one on private

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The sites on private land contributed to the

likelihood of extirpation However the fate of that site and other currently unknown sites on

nonfederal land should not reduce the ability of sites on federal lands to persist

VL Summary M scottiana is a fairly strong riparian assodate so the riparian reserves

should provide substantial protection for sites on federal land However even under the

most protective alternatives ie Alternative 1 there is some likelihood of the species being

restricted to refugia or of extirpation This results from the rare and localized nature of the

species distribution and the portion of the species range on nonfederal land

VIL Mitigation Measures are possible to improve understanding of the species likely fate

under the proposed action

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be restricted to the species range around the

Scott River and it tributaries in California

B Specific Habitats Mitigation should be applied within riparian habitats

C Mitigation Measures The following mitigation would be applied 1 Ensure

that the riparian reserves are properly implemented 2 Conduct inventories within

the known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action Visual surveys are effective

but identifications should be verified by a mollusc taxonomist

D Benefits Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should provide

substantial protection to the species Surveys should provide a better understanding

of the species status and would allow the application of additional mitigation on a
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site specific basis if they are needed However there would still be some likelihood

of the species being restricted to refugia or of extirpation This results from the rare

and localized nature of the species distribution and the portion of the species range

on nonfederal land

L Species Monadenia setosa

IL FEMAT Rating 30 28 28 13

IIM Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Not applicable

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The species has a restricted range surrounding the Trinity River in

California and it is currently known from only 9 locations

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Under Alternative 9 the species known locations are

distributed roughly as follows 4 in LSRs 3in AMAs 1 site mixed between LSR and

private land and 1site on private land

V Cumulative Effects Assessment About 20 percent of the known species locations are

on private land This figure could probably be extrapolated to the whole species range Loss

of these sites would be significant but would probably not influence the ability to sustain the

species on federal lands

VL Summary The species is a riparian associate and riparian reserves will provide

significant protection to species locations The location of 3 known sites in the Hayfork AMA
contributes to uncertainty since standards for riparian management could be modified within

AMAs The species is federally listed as category 2 and listed in California as threatened

VIL Mitigation Some mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Area around Trinity River including the Hayfork AMA

B Specific Habitats Riparian areas along permanent streams

C Mitigation Measures 1 Ensure that the riparian reserves are properly

implemented 2 Ensure that riparian reserve standards applied within the Hayfork
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AMA are consistent with those applied elsewhere 3 Conduct inventories within the

known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action Visual surveys are effective

D Benefits 1 Riparian reserves should be effective in protecting a large portion of

the species sites 2 Strengthening the application of riparian reserve standards in

AMAs would increase the certainty of protection for species sites located in the AMA
3 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that appropriate sites

for the species are actually receiving adequate protection

Species Monadenia troglodytes troglodytes

IL FEMAT Rating 33 37 17 13

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The species habitat is generally shrub covered or lightly forested

limestone talus Thus it does not benefit from riparian protection

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The species range is small restricted to the area around the

McCloud River arm of Shasta Lake The species is known from only a handful of

sites within the range

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Infnrmation Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Under Alternative 9 most of the species known
locations are located on matrix lands

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Known species locations are largely on federal land

VI Summary The species does not receive protection from riparian reserves and its

known sites are not located within LSRs in Alternative 9 Thus there is a real likelihood that

the species could be extirpated from a number of its sites The most likely disturbance is

road building across the limestone talus where the species is located Species is a federal

Category 2 candidate

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible but may be difficult

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be applied within the species range along

the McCloud River arm of Shasta Lake
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B Specific Habitats Limestone outcrops

C Mitigation Measures The first level of mitigation would be protection of the

known species locations Reserves of tens of acres could be effective in providing for

these sites The second level would be surveys of the suspected species range to

determine the locations of additional species sites These would be protected in turn

Surveys prior to road building or substantial road maintenance would be particularly

important

D Benefits Protection of known sites would reduce the likelihood of species

extirpation from federal land Additional surveys and protection especially prior to

road building would virtually eliminate the risk of species extirpation from federal

land However because of the nature of the species distribution there would still be

likelihood that it would be restricted to refugia

Species Monadenia troglodytes wintu

IL FEMAT Rating 33 37 17 13

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The species habitat is limestone outcrops so it may be impacted

by road building and it does not benefit from riparian reserves

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The species has a restricted range along the Pit River arm of

Shasta Lake and is known from only a handful of locations within the range

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Most of the species locations on federal land fall

within administrative withdrawals

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The species range contains significant checkerboard

ownership so there are likely a number of species locations on nonfederal land The fate of

these locations should not significantly reduce the ability to sustain the species on federal

land

VL Summary Species locations within administrative withdrawals should receive some

substantial protection This was not dear at the time of the initial ratings and the prognosis

for the species would probably be better than the initial rating if the administrative

withdrawals are kept in place The species is a federal Category 2 candidate
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VIL Mitigation Mitigation measures are possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation should be applied along the Pit River arm of

Shasta Lake

B Specific Habitats Mitigation would be applied within the species habitat

composed of limestone outcrops

C Mitigation Measures The first level of mitigation would be to insure that the

administrative withdrawals within the species range are not changed to a less

restrictive allocation The second level of mitigation would be the establishment of

specific protection for the known species locations Reserves of tens of acres could be

effective The third level of mitigation would be surveys for the species and

protection for newly discovered sites Surveys and protection would be particularly

important prior to road building or reconstruction

D Benefits Maintenance of administrative withdrawals would reduce the likelihood

of extirpation from federal lands Specific protection pf known sites would virtually

eliminate the risk of extirpation Additional surveys and protection would

significantly increase the likelihood that the species would remain welldistributed

within its range

Species Oreohelix n sp

IL FEMAT Rating 40 3515 10

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species habitat is generally schist talus in forested sites so it

may be subject to disturbance from road building and maintenance

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The species is known from only a single site on the Wenatchee

National Forest near Lake Chelan

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information This is a newly discovered species whose description has

not yet been published The extent of the species range is unknown since it has only

been demonstrated at one site

F Features of the Alternative It is difficult to assess effects of the alternative on the

species since it is known from only one site
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V Cumulative Effects Assessment Presence of the species on nonfederal land is not

known

VI Summary The species is known from only 1 site It is a talus associate so is not

protected by riparian reserves Thus the rating for the species is based largely on

uncertainty about how the alternative would affect the species Any disturbance of local

populations could be considered a serious impact and the species could potentially be

disturbed by activities both inside and outside LSRs

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation should be applied within the known species range

and survey efforts should be made to determine the full extent of the range

B Specific Habitats Habitat to be protected is schist talus in forested settings

C Mitigation Measures The first level of mitigation would be protection of the

currently known sites Buffers of 10 acres or smaller could be effective in providing

for local populations Additional mitigation would require surveying for species sites

and protecting them when found Visual surveys are effective for the species and can

be completed within a single year Specific protection must also be provided within

LSRs since proposed management in the LSRs could impact the species The highest

priority should be given to surveys that would precede road building or maintenance

activities or rock quarrying

D Benefits Surveys for the species and protection of small buffers could be effective

in providing for a very large percentage of the species known and currently unknown
sites This should provide a high level of assurance that the species would be

maintained on federal lands

Species Pristolomaarticum craters

II Original FEMAT Rating 4037 177

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The species is thought to occur in subalpine and alpine habitats

in association with leaf litter or cushion plants The major impact to the species is

likely to be from grazing

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The species is only known from one site in Crater Lake National

Park However species experts think that it could be more widely distributed in high

elevation areas of the Winema and Fremont National Forests
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D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative It is difficult to assess the effects of the alternative

since it is known from only one site

V Cumulative Effects Assessment There are no known sites on nonfederal lands

VL Summary The rating reflects the potential for the species to be disturbed by grazing

and uncertainty about what level of protection is afforded by the alternative

VIL Mitigation Possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation should be applied within the species range which

is thought to include the Winema and Fremont National Forests

B Specific Habitats Habitat is high elevation The species is thought to occur in leaf

litter or among cushion plants in alpine and subalpine areas

C Mitigation Measures Mitigation would require survey and protection of sites

Surveys are difficult requiring sampling of leaf litter and filtration operations

Protection of discovered sites could be fairly simple as entire colonies occur in areas

as small as several square feet Priority for mitigation measures should be given to

areas that are being grazed or are proposed for grazing

D Benefits Surveys for the species and protection of small buffers could be effective

in providing for a very large percentage of the species known and currently unknown

sites This should provide a high level of assurance that the species would be

maintained on federal lands

Species Trilobopsis roperi

IL FEMAT Rating 37 3023 10

3IL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species is associated with limestone ridges and talus slopes

which are subject to disturbance especially associated with roadbuilding

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Species has restricted range in the vicinity of Shasta Lake
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D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Of the known species locations 3 are on private land

one is in matrix and one is now under Shasta Lake Because the species is not

riparian associated the riparian reserves are not expected to provide substantial

protection

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects are dearly a concern with T
roperi as 3 of the 4 known sites are on nonfederal land Negative impacts on nonfederal

land would reduce the overall likelihood of species persistence but the population on federal

land could probably be sustained under appropriate management

VL Summary The rating for T roperi reflects the finding that much of the species range

is in matrix under Alternative 9 and the species is not expected to be directly benefited by

riparian reserves Thus there is significant chance that local populations could be eliminated

which could result in the species being restricted to refugia

VII Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be applied within the species range in the

vicinity of Shasta Lake

B Specific Habitats Limestone ridges and talus slopes

C Mitigation Measures The first level of mitigation would be protection of the

known species locations Reserves of tens of acres could be effective in providing for

these sites The second level would be surveys of the suspected species range to

determine the locations of additional species sites These would be protected in turn

Surveys prior to road building or substantial road maintenance would be particularly

important Surveys could be done in conjunction with surveys for Monadenia churchi

and M troglodytes

D Benefits Protection of known sites would reduce the likelihood of species

extirpation from federal land Additional surveys and protection especially prior to

road building would greatly reduce the risk of species extirpation from federal land

However because of the nature of the species distribution there would still be some
likelihood that it would either be restricted to refugia or extirpated

Species Trilobdpsis tehamana

IL FEMAT Rating

II Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9
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IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The species is weakly associated with riparian zones Some of

its locations are in rockslides but these are probably within riparian areas

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range T tehamana has a peculiar distribution that actually brackets

Troperi on the north and south Further review of taxonomy may be appropriate in

this complex For now the species has a limited but disjunct range

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Taxonomy of the species needs to be clarified to

determine if the northern and southern populations represent distinct species

F Features of the Alternative Under Alternative 9 the species known locations are

distributed as follows 2 on nonfederal land 2 on matrix and 2 out of the range of the

Northern Spotted Owl

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects are dearly a concern with T
tehamana as of the known sites are on nonfederal land and 2 other sites are out of therangeofthe Northern Spotted Owl Negative impacts on nonfederal land would reduce the overall

likelihood of species persistence but the population on federal land could probably be
sustained under appropriate management

VL Summary The rating for T tehamana reflects the finding that much of the species

range is in matrix under Alternative 9 and the species is only partially associated with

riparian areas Thus there is significant chance that local populations could be eliminated
which could result in the species being restricted to refugia

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be restricted to the portion of the species

range within the range of the northern spotted owl

B Specific Habitats Mitigation should be applied within riparian habitats and
rockslides on surrounding sideslopes

C Mitigation Measures The followingmitigationwouldbe applied 1 Ensure
that the riparian reserves are properly implemented 2 Conduct inventories within
the known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action If species locations are found to

occur outside the riparian reserves additional small buffers could be established to

help preserve those sites Such buffers could be small in the range of tens of acres
Visual surveys are effective but labor intensive and identifications need to be verified

with a mollusc taxonomist They could likely be conducted in conjunction with

surveys for other species T tehamana has been noted to cooccur with M fidelis
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leonina

D Benefits Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should provide

substantial protection to the species Surveys should provide a better understanding

of the species status and would allow the application of additional mitigation on a

site specific basis if they are needed In combination the mitigation would

substantially increase the likelihood that T tehamana would remain relatively well

distributed within its range on federal land

Species Vertigo n sp

IL FEMAT Rating 35 25 25 15

IML Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Both known sites were found in leaf litter at the base of wooded

slopes near streams

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The species is known from only two sites along the Hoko River in

the northwestern Olympic Peninsula Sites are not on federal land but it is

speculated that the species also occurs on the Olympic National Forest

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information This is a newly discovered species whose description has

not yet been published and whose range is very poorly understood

F Features of the Alternative The species is a riparian associate and should benefit

from the protection provided by the riparian reserves However there is uncertainty

about riparian protection in the Olympic AMA

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The known sites are from nonfederal land so

management of nonfederal lands may have a significant effect on the future distribution of

the species The significance of cumulative effects is difficult to determine at this time since

the species range is so poorly understood

VL Summary The FEMAT rating for the species is based largely on uncertainty about

the total range of the species and the type of riparian standards that will be applied within

the Olympic AMA

VIL Mitigation Possible
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A Geographic Extent Mitigation should be applied within the species range in the

Olympic Peninsula

B Specific Habitats Riparian areas

C Mitigation Measures 1 Ensure that the riparian reserves are properly

implemented 2 Ensure riparian reserve standards applied within the Olympic

AMA are consistent with those applied elsewhere 3 Conduct inventories within the

known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action Surveys require sampling of

leaf litter The first priority for surveys should go to the areas nearest the Hoko River

in the Olympic AMA

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of the riparian reserves could provide

protection for some newly discovered sites 2 Strengthening of riparian reserve

standards in the Olympic AMA will provide protection for future discovered sites

and eliminate the uncertainty associated with current AMA direction 3 Inventory

would provide a much higher level of certainty that appropriate sites are actually

being protected for the species and would allow specificity for other mitigation

measures on a sitespecific basis

Species Vespericola depressa

IL FEMAT Rating 43 3522 0

IHL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Habitat is generally springs and seeps within talus It appears

to do best within forested talus In places it cooccurs with the Larch Mountain

Salamander and with several species of Monadenia and Cryptomastix

B Past Actions The species is now found only in scattered sites within its original

range

C Species Range Range is restricted to the Columbia Gorge

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Under Alternative 9 the species should receive

substantial protection from both riparian reserves and LSRs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Species also occurs on nonfederal land so its future
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distribution will be partly determined by management of the nonfederal sites

VI Summary The rating reflects the rarity of the species and uncertainty over proper

implementation of reserve direction

VIL Mitigation Possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be restricted to the species range within the

Columbia Gorge

B Specific Habitats Mitigation should be applied within riparian habitats

C Mitigation Measures The following mitigation would be Applied 1 Ensure

that the riparian reserves are properly implemented and that riparian reserves are

given fuJI protection within LSRs 2 Conduct inventories within the known and

expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the degree of

protection afforded by the proposed action Visual surveys are effective but

dissection is required for positive identification

D Benefits Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should provide

substantial protection to the species Surveys should provide a better understanding

of the species status and would allow the application of additional mitigation on a

site specific basis if they are needed In combination these measures would
significantly increase the likelihood that the species would remain welldistributed

within its range although the distribution will remain somewhat discontinuous since

springs and seeps are discontinuous

Species Vespericola euthales

IL FEMAT Rating 40 4020 0

ImL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species is a riparian associate

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Species is actually quite broadly ranging in Del Norte Humboldt
and Mendocino counties California Of 17 known locations one is in Redwood

National Park 9 are on private land 6 are in state parks and 1 is on county land

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable
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F Features of the Alternative None of the known species locations are on National

Forests or BLM land Significant areas of LSR surround the known species locations

so additional species sites may occur within LSR Where they are not contained

within LSRs species locations should receive substantial protection from the riparian

reserves

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects play a strong role with V
euthales Populations in state parks probably receive reasonable protection while those on

private land may be subject to disturbance Nonfederal lands will obviously play a key role

in determining whether the species remains welldistributed

VL Summary Known species locations are not influenced by the proposed action as they

are not on federal land Currently unknown portions of the species range likely receive

substantial protection from both the LSRs and the riparian reserves in Alternative 9

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible to increase information on the level of protection

provided to V euthales under the proposed action

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would apply within the spedes range in Del NorteUHumboldt and Mendocino Counties

B Specific Habitats Mitigation should be applied within riparian habitats

C Mitigation Measures The following mitigation would be applied 1 Ensure

that the riparian reserves are properly implemented 2 Conduct inventories within

the known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action Visual surveys are effective

but identifications should be verified by a mollusc taxonomist Dissection is often

needed for positive identifications

D Benefits Proper implementation of the riparian reserves shouldprovidesubstantial
protection to the species Surveys should provide a better understanding

of the species status and would allow the application of additional mitigation on a

site specific basis if they are needed

L Species Vespericola pressleyi

IL FEMAT Rating 20 4030 10

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Not applicable

B Past Actions Not applicable
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C Species Range The distribution of the species is very localized and it is only

known from 4 locations within that distribution

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Of the 4 known locations 2 are in wilderness 1 is in

the Hayfork AMA and one is on private land

V Cumulative Effects Assessment One of the species known locations is located on

private land Since this constitutes 25 percent of the known locations loss of the species

from the site would be considered significant However loss of a site on private land would
not have a major influence of the ability of the species to persist on federal land The sites

currently exist as isolated populations with little or no interchange

VL Summary The rating reflects the rare and localized nature of the species distribution

and uncertainty about the fate of one or more of the localized populations under Alternative

9 Of the alternatives considered by FEMAT only Alternative 1 rate better for the species

suggesting that a very significant increase in reserves was needed to improve the prognosis

for the species

VIL Mitigation Some mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation for the species would be applied in and around the

Hayfork AMA However the species may also occur further north in the Trinity

Alps and additional field work is necessary to determine the northern limit of the

species range

B Specific Habitats Mitigation is recommended for riparian habitats However the

species is only partly riparian associated so mitigation in other habitats is also

possible

C Mitigation Measures 1 Insure full implementation of riparian reserve standards

2 Ensure that riparian reserve standards applied in the Hayfork AMA are consistent

with those applied elsewhere 3 Survey for the species to determine its full range

Visual surveys can be used but the species is difficult to identify requiring dissection

for positive identification 4 Provide additional protection for species sites found

outside of riparian reserves Small reserves on the order of 10 acres would provide

significant benefit for newly discovered sites

D Benefits Implementation of measures 1 and 2 should provide protection for all

known sites on federal lands Measure 3 would provide much greater knowledge of

the status of the species and the level of protection being provided by Alternative 9
Measure 4 would be effective in protecting newly discovered sites and could

significantly improve the prognosis for the species under Alternative 9 However

since the species is only partially riparian surveys would have to be extensive
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L Species Vespericola shasta

IL FEMAT Rating 30 33 27 10

IlL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species is found in both riparian sites and in mouths of caves

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Not applicable

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Under Alternative 9 2 of the known locations are in

LSR 1 is in matrix 1 is in a mixture of matrix and administrative withdrawal 2

others are in administrative withdrawal 2 are on private land and 1 is in a state

park

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Nonfederal habitats will play a role indeterminingwhetherthe species will remain welldistributed within its range The role of nonfederal

lands is not reflected in the current rating and would probably decrease the likelihood that

the species will remain welldistributed However species persistence on federal land will

primarily be determined by management of those lands

VL Summary Under Alternative 9 several of the species local populations are on lands

that do not provide for strong protection The species is not strictly a riparian associate so

those sites would not necessarily be protected by riparian reserves Elimination of these sites

could cause reduction in the species range including some likelihood of extirpation from

federal land

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be restricted to the species range in Trinity

and Shasta Counties primarily in the vicinity of Shasta Lake

B Specific Habitats Mitigation should be applied within riparian habitats and caves

C Mitigation Measures The following mitigation would be applied 1 Ensure

that the riparian reserves are properly implemented 2 Provide buffers that are a

minimum of 2 tree heights in radius surrounding cave mouths within the species

range 3 Conduct inventories within the known and expected species range to

determine the extent of the range and the degree of protection afforded by the
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proposed action Visual surveys are effective but identifications should be verified by

a mollusc taxonomist 4 Provide additional site specific mitigation if necessary at

sites where species is located

D Benefits Proper implementation of the riparian reserves and protection of cave

mouths should provide substantial protection to the species Surveys should provide

a better understanding of the species status and would allow the application of

additional mitigation on a site specific basis if they are needed In combination the

mitigation should provide high likelihood that the species would not be extirpated

from federal land and would increase the likelihood that it would remain well

distributed

1 Species Vespericola sierranus

FEMAT Rating 43 3317 7

Im Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History V sierranusis primarily a riparian associate Its locations

include spring seeps and leaf litter along streambanks

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The species has a quite broad range in Oregon and California but

none of the known species locations occur on federal land A significant portion of

the species range occurs outside the range of the Northern Spotted Owl The species

may occur largely at elevations below National Forests

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative If the species range extends to federal lands covered

by this proposed action those locations are likely protected by riparian reserves

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Actions on nonfederal lands and outside the range

of the Northern Spotted Owl will play the dominant role in determining the future status of

the species

VL Summary There is essentially no information about how the proposed action will

affect this species The projected possibility of extirpation from federal lands was based

simply on uncertainty about species locations and how those locations would be affected by

the alternative
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VIL Mitigation The appropriate mitigation is to gather more information

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be restricted to the species range in Jackson

County Oregon and Siskiyou County California

B Specific Habitats Mitigation should be applied within riparian habitats

C Mitigation Measures The following mitigation would be applied 1 Ensure
that the riparian reserves are properly implemented 2 Conduct inventories within

the known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action Visual surveys are effective

but a trained taxonomist needs to make final identifications

D Benefits Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should provide
substantial protection to the species if it occurs on federal lands Surveys should

provide a better understanding of the species status and would allow theapplicationofadditional mitigation on a site specific basis if they are needed

Species Vespericola undescribed 1

IL FEMAT Rating 40 3020 10

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species appears to be a strong riparian associate

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Species probably has a very limited distribution withinSiskiyouCountyCalifornia

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Species is known from only a single location which is

within matrix in Alternative 9 However the riparian association of the species

suggests that it is probably reasonably protected by riparian reserve

V Cumulative Effects Assessment None of the known species locations are off federal

land

VL Summary This is a recently discovered species currently known from only asinglesiteBased on its riparian association it is reasonable to expect that Alternative 9 provides
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reasonable protection for the species The original rating in FEMAT is largely a reflection of

uncertainty about the species and about the exact provisions of Alternative 9

VIL Mitigation Mitigation would consist of gathering more information about the species

and verifying the effect of Alternative 9 on it

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be restricted to the species range which is

probably restricted to Siskiyou County California

B Specific Habitats Mitigation should be applied within riparian habitats

C Mitigation Measures The following mitigation would be applied 1 Ensure

that the riparian reserves are properly implemented 2 Conduct inventories within

the known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action Visual surveys are effective

but identifications should be confirmed by a taxonomist

D Benefits Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should provide

substantial protection to the species Surveys should provide a better understanding

of the species status and would allow the application of additional mitigation on a

site specific basis if they are needed

L Species Vespericola undescribed 2

IL FEMAT Rating 30 30 30 10

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species appears to be a strong riparian associate

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Species is newly discovered and probably endemic to the coast

range in Humboldt County California Sites are inland not near the coast None of

its known locations are on federal land and it probably does not have significant

range on federal land

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Since the species is not currently known on federal

land it is difficult to assess how it is affected by the proposed action
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V Cumulative Effects Assessment Nonfederal lands will have the dominant effect on

the future distribution and abundance of the species Of the 3 currently known locations 2

are on private land and one is in Richardson Grove State Park

VL Summary The species is not currently known from federal land and its range on

federal land may be very limited However the species is a riparian associate so it will

likely be benefited by riparian reserves if it does occur on federal lands The original FEMAT
rating expresses uncertainty over the species distribution and habitat association

VIL Mitigation Mitigation would consist of gathering more information on the species

and determining the level of protection afforded by Alternative 9

A Geographic Extent Mitigation would be restricted to the species range which is a

restricted area of Humboldt and Mendocino Counties California

B Specific Habitats Mitigation should be applied within riparian habitats

C Mitigation Measures The following mitigation would be applied 1 Ensure

that the riparian reserves are properly implemented 2 Conduct inventories within

the known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action Visual surveys are effective

but identifications should be verified by a mollusc taxonomist

D Benefits Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should provide

substantial protection to the species Surveys should provide a better understanding

of the species status and would allow the application of additional mitigation on a

site specific basis if they are needed

Species Deroceras hesperium

IL FEMAT Rating 30 3020 20

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species likely occurs both in riparian reserves and in intact old

forest stands in upland areas

B Past Actions Species was originally quite widely distributed on the west side of

the Cascades but now is only known from 3 locations

C Species Range The 3 known locations are on the Olympic Peninsula but it is

thought that the species is still distributed throughout the western Cascades from

British Columbia to the lower Columbia River
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D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative The riparian reserves should provide some protection

for the species but will not protect all sites Effectiveness of specific LSRs is

impossible to determine since the species is only known from 3 sites within a range

that may be extensive

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Extent of the species current range on nonfederal

land is not known

VL Summary The rating reflects uncertainty about the number of species locations that

would be protected by riparian reserves or LSRs under the proposed action or any other A
alternative Given this uncertainty there is some likelihood that the species could be

extirpated from some parts of its range

VIL Mitigation Possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation should be applied within the species range from

the Olympic peninsula to the Columbia Gorge

B Specific Habitats Habitat to be protected is intact stands of older forest generally

characterized by high vegetative diversity Some of the species sites may be in

riparian reserves but the species does not have a strong riparian association

C Mitigation Measures The first level of mitigation would be protection of the

currently known sites Buffers as small as 10 acres could be effective in providing for

local populations Additional mitigation would require surveying for species sites

and protecting them when found Visual surveys are effective for the species and can

be completed within a single year Identifications should be verified by a mollusc

taxonomist and nearly always require dissection Surveys should be conducted both

inside and outside LSRs so that we can determine the full extent of the species range

and the degree to which it is protected in existing allocations Specific protection

must also be provided within LSRs since proposed management in the LSRs could

impact the species

D Benefits Surveys for the species and protection of small buffers could be effective

in providing for a very large percentage of the species known and currently unknown
sites This should provide a high level of assurance that the species would be

maintained on federal lands

Species Hemphillia burringtoni

IL FEMAT Rating 33 2720 20
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ImL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species is a riparian associate

B Past Actions The species may have been common at one time throughout the

Olympic Peninsula and the western Washington Lowlands It may now be restricted

to the Peninsula

C Species Range All known sites are on the Olympic Peninsula including the

Olympic National Forest Olympic National Park and Bush Pacific State Park

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Under Alternative 9 the sites on the Olympic

National Forest may be in AMA

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The portion of the range on nonfederal land is

unknown but past management of the Willapa Hills may have contributed to a significant

reduction in species range

VL Summary The rating for the species is based on the possible reduction from its

historic distribution the lack of knowledge of its current status and the lack of specific

protection in the Olympic AMA

VIL Mitigation Possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation should be applied within the species range

currently thought to be restricted to the Olympic Peninsula

B Specific Habitats Habitats probably include both riparian areas and intact forest

on upland sites

C Mitigation Measures 1 Ensure that the riparian reserves are properly

implemented 2 Ensure that riparian reserve standards applied within the Olympic

AMA are consistent with those applied elsewhere 3 Conduct inventories within the

known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action Visual surveys are effective 4
Establish small buffers around newly discovered sites that are not otherwise

protected

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should provide for

substantial protection of both known and newly discovered sites 2 Strengthening of

riparian reserve standards in the Olympic AMA should provide protection for some

currently undiscovered sites 3 Inventory would provide a much higher level of
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certainty that appropriate sites are actually being protected for the species and would

allow the application of sitespecific mitigation such as small buffers around

unprotected sites In combination these measures should substantially reduce the

likelihood of species extirpation from federal land

Species Hemphillia gland ulosa

IL FEMAT Rating 20 3330 17

mI Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

TV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species is located in old intact forest stands at low to mid
elevations some of which may be located in riparian areas

B Past Actions Logging may have extirpated the species from large parts of its

range which may have historically included the Wirapa Hills

C Species Range The extent of the species current range is unknown but historic

sites were located on the Olympic National Forest and Park and may still be extant

The range also could still extend to the Gifford Pinchot

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Not applicable

V Cumulative Effects Assessment It is thought that some sites still exist on private land

near Olympia However the species has probably been extirpated from most of its range on

private land so future management of private land may no longer be a major factor

VL Summary The rating is based on the large historic range reduction uncertainty about

the species current status and lack of knowledge of how well existing locations are protected

by the features of Alternative 9

VIL Mitigation Possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation should be applied within the species range

currently thought to be restricted to the Olympic Peninsula

B Specific Habitats Habitats probably include both riparian areas and intact forest

on upland sites

C Mitigation Measures 1 Ensure that the riparian reserves are properly
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implemented 2 Ensure that riparian reserve standards applied within the Olympic

AMA are consistent with those applied elsewhere 3 Conduct inventories within the

known and expected species range to determine the extent of the range and the

degree of protection afforded by the proposed action Visual surveys are effective 4
Establish small buffers around newly discovered sites that are not otherwise

protected

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of the riparian reserves should provide for

substantial protection of both known and newly discovered sites 2 Strengthening of

riparian reserve standards in the Olympic AMA should provide protection for some

currently undiscovered sites 3 Inventory would provide a much higher level of

certainty that appropriate sites are actually being protected for the species and would

allow the application of sitespecific mitigation such as small buffers around

unprotected sites In combination these measures should substantially reduce the

likelihood of species extirpation from federal land

L Species Hemphillia malonei

IL FEMAT Rating 28 28 25 18

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Habitat is moist forest not necessarily in riparian areas

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Species range is thought to be restricted to the western end of the

Columbia River Gorge

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative LSRs in Alternative 9 should provide substantial

protection for the species

V Cumulative Effects Assessment There are no known sites on nonfederal land

VL Summary The rating is based on the restricted range of the species and uncertainty

about the possible effects of activities proposed in LSRs

VIL Mitigation Possible

A Geographic Extent Mitigation should be applied within the species range in the
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Columbia River Gorge

B Specific Habitats Habitat to be protected is undisturbed moist forest Some of the

species sites may be in riparian reserves but the species does not have astrongriparianassociation

C Mitigation Measures The first level of mitigation would be protection of the

currently known sites Buffers as small as 10 acres could be effective in providing for

local populations Additional mitigation would require surveying for species sites

and protecting them when found Visual surveys are effective for the species and can

be completed within a single year Most of the species sites are probably within

LSRs but specific protection should be provided within LSRs since proposed

management in the LSRs could impact the species

D Benefits Surveys for the species and protection of small buffers could be effective

in providing for a very large percentage of the species known and currently unknown
sites This should provide a high level of assurance that the species would be

maintained on federal lands

Species Hemphillia pantherina

11 FEMAT Rating 3225 2222

ILL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The only known location was reported in deep forest litter in a

riparian zone

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range The species is only known from the original type locality at Miller

Creek Crossing on the Gifford Pinchot It has not been relocated at the site or located

at any other site

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative The type locality is near an LSR but it is difficult to

tell if it is LSR or matrix Riparian reserves may provide some protection for the

species

V Cumulative Effects Assessment No sites are known from nonfederal lands
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VL Summary The rating is based on lack of specific information about the species range

or locations or the effect of the proposed action

VIL Mitigation Possible

A Geographic Extent Apply near the one historic species location

B Specific Habitats Deep forest litter possibly near streams

C Mitigation Measures Surveys should be conducted for the species If locations

are found without specific protection small buffers should be established

D Benefits Mitigation is problematic since the species is so poorly known If sites

can be located they can probably be easily protected

Species Prophysaoncoeruleum

IL FEMAT Rating 50 2515 10

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in relatively undisturbed moist coniferous forests from

low to middle elevations

B Past Actions Species was originally widely distributed from the south Puget

Sound down into the Willamette Valley Many of the historic sites are now within

heavily urbanized areas

C Species Range No locations are currently known

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Not applicable

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Historic sites were on nonfederal land but their

status is currently unknown

VL Summary The rating for the species is based on failure to relocate historic sites

conversion of much of the historic range to urban area and uncertainty about the effects of

the proposed action

VIL Mitigation Problematic
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A Geographic Extent Species range in Puget trough

B Specific Habitats Relatively undisturbed moist forest

C Mitigation Measures Resurvey historic sites and search for species in other

similar sites Searches in this case would be very extensive and would probably have

to enlist volunteer efforts and strategies such as wanted posters in forest and district

offices If species is found ensure that sites are protected

D Benefits Mitigation is problematic because of the rarity of the species

Species Prophysaon dubium

IL FEMAT Rating 5723 173

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species is a partial riparian associate but is also found in

rockslide areas Roadbuilding and maintenance are potential disturbances in these

rockslide areas The species appears to be truly rare

B Past Actions Not applicable

C Species Range Species range is very large but not particularly well known Its

known range currently includes Pierce County Washington Clackamas and Hood
River Counties Oregon and Trinity County California It is not known how much of

the intervening land is actually occupied by the species The range may contain some

large gaps

D Nonhabitat Factors Not applicable

E Inadequate Information Not applicable

F Features of the Alternative Under Alternative 9 the one location on federal land

is in an AMA Riparian reserves should provide some protection for the species but

will not provide protection for species locations in rockslide areas

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Since the range of the species is large but not known
in detail it is likely that management of nonfederal land will have a significant effect on the

species future distribution However the level of this effect is difficult to assess

VL Summary The FEMAT rating reflects significant uncertainty about the specific

distribution of the species rarity of the species and resulting uncertainty about how it will

be affected by Alternative 9 Over time the species could be restricted to refugia within
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LSRs if a large portion of sites outside LSRs are disturbed

VII Mitigation Mitigation may be possible but would be quite difficult

A Geographic Extent The species range is broad but species occurrence appears to

be quite spotty within that range Surveys would have to be broad butmitigationwouldonly be applied where the species was found

B Specific Habitats Habitats to be protected Some of the species sites may be in

riparian reserves but the species does not have a strong riparian association

C Mitigation Measures The first level of mitigation would be protection of any
currently known sites Buffers as small as 10 acres could be effective in providing for

local populations Additional mitigation would require surveying for species sites

and protecting them when found Visual surveys are possible but identification of

the species is difficult Since surveys must be conducted within rockslides they are

labor intensive The large extent of the species range and its rarity make this task

even more difficult The first priority would be to survey prior to roadbuilding or

maintenance activities Specific protection should also be provided within LSRs since

proposed management in the LSRs could impact the species

D Benefits Surveys for the species and protection of small buffers could be effective

in providing for a very large percentage of the species known and currently unknown
sites This should provide a high level of assurance that the species would be

maintained on federal lands

Species Fisherola nuttallinuttalli shortface lanx

IL FEMAT Rating 35 30 25 10

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Found in unpolluted swift flowing highly oxygenated water on

boulder and gravel substrates often in vicinity of rapids in small to large rivers

Individuals have no lungs or gills with respiration through the mantle cavity Highly

sensitive to low dissolved oxygen Obligate lithophiles Semelparous lives 1 year
breeds and dies Population turn over annually is greater than 90 Damage to

mantle will be fatal

B Past Actions

C Species Range Formerly widespread in lower Columbia River Snake River and a
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few major tributaries Currently becoming restricted to refugia due to habitat

degradation Still survives in the lower Deschutes River lower Columbia River and a

few sites in the Columbia Basin outside of the planning area

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Hydropower development on the Columbia River

has destroyed much of this species former habitat Also irrigation diversions siltation and

fluctuations in dissolved oxygen caused by pollution have also contributed Many
populations probably occur on nonfederal lands so cumulative effects are a major concern

for this species

VI Summary The distribution of this species has been severely restricted due to water

pollution hydropower development and siltation Cumulative impacts from activities on

nonfederal lands suggests that this species may be restricted to federal lands in the future

The species is federally listed in category 3

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Formerly widespread in lower Columbia River Snake River

and a few major tributaries Currently becoming restricted to refugia due to habitat

degradation Still survives in the lower Deschutes River lower Columbia river and a

few sites in the Columbia Basin outside of the planning area

B Specific Habitats Found in unpolluted swift flowing highly oxygenated water on

boulder gravel substrate often in vicinity of rapids in small to large rivers

C Mitigation Measures 1 Conduct inventories to better establish distribution 2
control siltation 3 prevent fluctuations in dissolved oxygen 4 protect remaining

identified habitats 5 implement buffer strips

D Benefits 1Proper implementation of buffer strips should provide some protection

for this species 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3This species

sometimes cooccurs with Fluminicola columbiana so both species may benefit from

protection of associated habitat

Species Fluminicolacolumbiana Columbia pebblesnail

U FEMAT Rating 35 3025 10

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9
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IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Found in small to large rivers not spring associated on cobble

substrates A very sensitive species Semelparous 1 year life cycle so the population

is replaced annually

B Past Actions

C Species Range In the Columbia River and some larger tributaries up the Snake

River into WY

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Hydropower development on the Columbia

River has destroyed much of this species former habitat Also irrigation diversions siltation

and fluctuations in dissolved oxygen caused by pollution Many populations probably occur

on nonfederal lands so cumulative effects are a major concern for this species

VL Summary The species is federally listed in category 2

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Columbia River and some of its larger tributaries up the

Snake River into WY

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigation Measures 1 Conduct inventories to better establish distribution 2
control siltation 3 prevent fluctuations in dissolved oxygen 4 protect remaining

identified occupied habitats and 5 implement buffer strips

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips should provide some

protection for this species 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of

certainty that appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3 This

species sometimes cooccurs with Fisherolanuttalli nuttalli so both species may
benefit from protection of associated habitat

Species Fluminicolan sp 1 suggested Klamath pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 40 20 30 10

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9
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IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in spring influenced lakes larger tributaries of Kiamath

Lake the Kiamath River and rarely in large springs Alithophile that appears to

avoid dense macrophyte beds This species has a one year life span

B Past Actions

C Species Range Sporadically in middle and upper Klamath River Siskiyou Co
CA Upper Klamath Lake and major spring fed tributaries Kiamath Co OR
including sites in Winema and Rogue River National Forests and Upper Klamath Lake

National Wildlife Refuge

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Some occurrences are within or near the LSR on the

west side of Upper Klamath Lake Also possibly occurs in administratively

withdrawn sites along the Klamath River One known site occurs within the matrix

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Agriculture and grazing impacts in the vicinity of

Kiamath Lake have degraded water quality and suitable habitat Reservoir and hydroelectric

development on the Kiamath River has extirpated the species from much of the river

VL Summary This species is difficult to evaluate because its distribution is poorly

known however considerable protection should be provided by riparian reserves

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Occurs in the middle and upper Klamath River Siskiyou Co
CA Upper Kaamath Lake and major spring fed tributaries liamath Co OR

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigation Measures 1 Establish reserves to protect sensitive areas particularly

tributaries to Upper Klamath Lake and Klamath River east of Interstate 5 below Boyle

Reservoir

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of riparian buffer strips should provide

protection for this species 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of

certainty that appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3 This

species sometimes cooccurs with other endemic Fluminicola spp Lanx alta and Lanx

klamathensis Lyogyrus spp Helisoma new berryi or Pisidium ultramontanumso all

of these species may benefit from protection of associated habitat
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L Species Fluminicolan sp 2 suggested Tall pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 30 2025 25

II Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Obligate spring dweller local endemic lithophile also on large

Nostoc colonies Mare’s eggs Occurs only in shaded areas and may be phdtophobic

May be a new genus Life span is one year

B Past Actions

C Species Range Known from a single site on private land located on the west side

of Upper Klamath Lake May also occur on Upper Klamath Lake National Wildlife

Refuge on west side of lake and Winema NF

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Believed to occur within or near the LSR on the west

side of Upper Klamath Lake

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Agriculture spring diversion and grazing impacts in

the vicinity of Klamath Lake have degraded water quality and suitable habitat

VL Summary This species should receive substantial protection from riparian reserves

Recent habitat degradation and rarity contributed to the rating which could be improved

considerably by proper implementation of option 9

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Known from a single site on private land located on the west

side of Upper Klamath Lake

B Specific Habitats Obligate spring dweller

C Mitigation Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution protect

them Protect water supply from enrichment from organic pollution Provide shade

cover

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species
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I Species Fluminicola n sp 3 suggested Klamath Rim pebblesnail

11 FEMAT Rating 35 3015 20

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Oneyear life cycle Species is known from only three sites

which are small cold springs in shaded areas with gravel cobble substrate The

species may be photophobic

B Past Actions Species has been impacted by lowered water tables spring

diversions and livestock that trample and pollute spring habitats

C Species Range Middle reaches of the Klamath River in scattered localities

Occurs in springs high above the flood plain

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Known sites are in a LSR with mixed federal and

private ownership

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Grazing pressures on private lands have

caused major habitat losses Surviving populations may all be on federal land but they are in

checkerboard ownership

VL Summary This species should receive substantial protection from riparian reserves

Recent habitat degradation and rarity contributed to the rating which could be improved

considerably by proper implementation of option 9

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Middle reaches of the Klamath River in scattered localities

B Specific Habitats Occurs in cold shaded springs

C Mitigation Measures Conduct inventories of springs and seeps and protect sites

where this species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and

organic enrichment

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species
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L Species Fluminicola n sp 4 suggested nerite pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2515 20

IIIModifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Local endemic Occurs in large cold springs with exceptionally

good water quality and their outflows on gravel boulder substrates Life span of one

year

B Past Actions Species has been impacted by lowered water tables spring

diversions and livestock that trample and pollute spring habitats

C Species Range Known from several sites All are tributaries of Jenny Creek

Jackson Co OR on BLM and private Weyerhauser lands

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Known localities are within a LSR and Tier 1

watershed

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Diversions to the municipal water supply for Yreka

CA and some grazing impacts Localities are in checkerboard ownership

VL Summary This species should receive substantial protection from riparian reserves

Recent habitat degradation contributed to the rating which could be improved considerably

by proper implementation of option 9

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigation Measures Conduct inventories of springs and seeps and protect sites

where this species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and

organic enrichment

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3 Cooccurs with
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other endemic Fluminicola spp and Juga acutifilosaso several species may benefit

from protection of associated habitat

L Species Fluminicola n sp 5 suggested Toothed pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2515 20

ImL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Local endemic Occurs in large cold springs with exceptionally

good water quality and their outflows on gravel boulder substrates Life span is one

year

B Past Actions Species has been impacted by lowered water tables spring

diversions and livestock that trample and pollute spring habitats

C Species Range Known from three sites all are tributaries of Jenny Creek Jackson

Co OR on BLM and private Weyerhauser lands

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Known localities are within a LSR and Tier 1

watershed

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Diversions to the municipal water supply for Yreka

CA and some grazing impacts Localities are on checkerboard ownership

VL Summary This species should receive substantial protection from riparian reserves

Recent habitat degradation contributed to the rating which could be improved considerably

by proper implementation of option 9

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Occurs in tributaries of Jenny Creek Jackson Co OR on BLM
and private Weyerhauser lands

B Specific Habitats Occurs in very large cold springs and their outflows

C Mitigation Measures 1 Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where

this species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and organic

enrichment 2 This species is associated with endemic fish stocks such as the Jenny

Creek sucker and Jenny Creek redband Care should be taken to avoid impacts from
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fish enhancement projects that would disturb substrates causing increased turbidity

and deposition of fine sediments in habitat

D Benefits 1Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3Cooccurs with

other endemic Fluminicolaspp and Juga acutifilosa so several species may benefit

from protection of associated habitat

L Species Fluminicolan sp 6 suggested Diminutive pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2515 20

ImL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Local endemic Occurs in large cold springs with exceptionally

good water quality and their outflows on gravel boulder substrates One year life

span

B Past Actions Species has been impacted by lowered water tables spring

diversions and livestock that trample and pollute spring habitats

C Species Range Known from three sites all are tributaries of Jenny Creek Jackson

Co OR on BLM and private Weyerhauser lands

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

watershed

Known localities are within a LSR and Tier 1

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Diversions to the municipal water supply for Yreka

CA and some grazing impacts Localities are on checkerboard ownership

VI Summary This species should receive substantial protection from riparian reserves

Recent habitat degradation contributed to the rating which could be improved considerably

by proper implementation of option 9

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Occurs in tributaries of Jenny Creek Jackson Co OR on BLM
and private Weyerhauser lands
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B Specific Habitats Occurs in very large cold springs and their outflows

C Mitigation Measures 1 Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where

this species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and organic

enrichment 2 This species is associated with endemic fish stocks such as the Jenny

Creek sucker and Jenny Creek redband Care should be taken to avoid impacts from

fish enhancement projects that would disturb substrates causing increased turbidity

and deposition of fine sediments in habitat

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3 Cooccurs with

other endemic Fluminicolaspp and Juga acutifilosa so several species may benefit

from protection of associated habitat

Species Fluminicolan sp 7 suggested topaz pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2515 20

IL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in rocky large spring runs Photophobic

B Past Actions Species has been impacted by lowered water tables spring

diversions and livestock that trample and pollute spring habitats

C Species Range Very rare found only in a small portion of Spring Creek just

below the confluence with Fall Creek Jackson Co OR

D Ndnhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Known localities are within a LSR and Tier 1

watershed

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Diversions to the municipal water supply for Yreka

CA and some grazing impacts

VL Summary This species should receive substantial protection from riparian reserves

Recent habitat degradation contributed to the rating which could be improved considerably

by proper implementation of option 9
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VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Occurs in tributaries of Jenny Creek Jackson Co 3OR on BLM
and private Weyerhauser lands

B Specific Habitats Occurs in very large cold springs and their outflows

C Mitigation Measures 1 Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where

this species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and organic

enrichment 2 This species is associated with endemic fish stocks such as the Jenny

Creek sucker and Jenny Creek redband Care should be taken to avoid impacts from

fish enhancement projects that would disturb substrates causing increased turbidity

and deposition of fine sediments in habitat

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3 Cooccurs with

other endemic Fluminicola spp and Juga acutifilosa so several species may benefit

from protection of associated habitat

L Species Fluminicolan sp 8 suggested Fall Creek pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2515 20

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

WV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in large cold pristine springs and their outflows

Common on gravel cobble substrates associated with dense stands of water cress

Rorippa

B Past Actions Species has been impacted by lowered water tables spring

diversions and livestock that trample and pollute spring habitats

C Species Range Occurs in large cold pristine springs and their outflows in cobble

gravel substrates associated with Jenny Creek Jackson Co OR and similar habitats in

Siskiyou Co CA

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Known localities are within a LSR and Tier 1

watershed
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V Cumulative Effects Assessment Diversions to the municipal water supply for Yreka
CA and a Pacific Gas Electric hydropower project some grazing impacts

VI Summary This species should receive substantial protection from riparian reserves

Recent habitat degradation contributed to the rating which could be improved considerably

by proper implementation of option 9

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Occurs in tributaries of Jenny Creek Jackson Co OR on BLM
and private Weyerhauser lands

B Specific Habitats Occurs in very large cold springs and their outflows

C Mitigation Measures 1 Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where

this species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and organic

enrichment 2 This species is associated with endemic fish stocks such as the Jenny

Creek sucker and Jenny Creek redband Care should be taken to avoid impacts from

fish enhancement projects that would disturb substrates causing increased turbidity

and deposition of fine sediments in habitat

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3 Cooccurs with
other endemic Fluminicola spp and Juga acutifilosa so several species may benefit

from protection of associated habitat

Species Fluminicola n sp 9 suggested lunate pebblesnail

E1 FEMAT Rating 40 2515 20

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in large spring runs with high discharge and current

velocity not in headwaters on cobbles and boulders May be photophobic

B Past Actions Species has been impacted by lowered water tables spring

diversions and livestock that trample and pollute spring habitats

C Species Range Quite rare occurs in Jenny and Spring Creeks

D Nonhabitat Factors
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E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Known localities are within a LSR and Tier 1

watershed

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Diversions to the municipal water supply for Yreka

CA and some grazing impacts

VL Summary This species should receive substantial protection from riparian reserves

Recent habitat degradation contributed to the rating which could be improved considerably

by proper implementation of option 9

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Occurs in tributaries of Jenny Creek Jackson Co OR on BLM
and private Weyerhauser lands

B Specific Habitats Occurs in very large cold springs and their outflows

C Mitigation Measures 1 Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where

this species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and organic

enrichment 2 This species is associated with endemic fish stocks such as the Jenny

Creek sucker and Jenny Creek redband Care should be taken to avoid impacts from

fish enhancement projects that would disturb substrates causing increased turbidity

and deposition of fine sediments in habitat

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3 Cooccurs with

other endemic Fluminicolaspp and luga acutifilosa so several species may benefit

from protection of associated habitat

1 Species Fluminicola n sp 10 suggested Keene Creek pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2520 15

UL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in small to medium sized springs and spring influenced

creeks

B Past Actions
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C Species Range Restricted to portions of the Jenny Creek drainage Sites are on
both BLM and private lands

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Infbrmation

F Features of the Alternative Known localities are within a LSR and Tier 1

watershed

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Diversions to the municipal water supply for Yreka
CA and major grazing impacts

VL Summary This species should receive substantial protection from riparian reserves

Recent habitat degradation contributed to the rating which could be improvedconsiderablybyproper implementation of option 9

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Occurs in tributaries of Jenny Creek Jackson Co OR on BLM
and private Weyerhauser lands

B Specific Habitats Occurs in very large cold springs and their outflows

C Mitigations Measures 1 Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where
this species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting andorganicenrichment
D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified andproteced for this species

Species Fluminicolan sp 11 suggested Fredenburg pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 35 3015 20

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in a narrow and shallow small cold spring run on

cobbles and gravel Associated with habitats containing monkey flower Mimulus and

water cress Rorippa

B Past Actions
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C Species Range A narrow endemic historically probably restricted to a few spring

runs tributary to the middle Klamath River drainage Jackson Co OR Presently

known from a single site apparently on BLM land

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Known localities are within a LSR and Tier 1

watershed

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Severe impacts from road building and livestock

grazing have occurred at the known locality and at many adjacent springs

VL Summary This species should receive substantial protection from riparian reserves

Recent habitat degradation contributed to the rating which could be improved considerably

by proper implementation of option 9

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Occurs in tributaries of Jenny Creek Jackson Co OR on BLM
and private Weyerhauser lands

B Specific Habitats Occurs in very large cold springs and their outflows

C Mitigations Measures 1 Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where

this species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and organic

enrichment

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species

Species Fluminicola n sp 12 suggested Umpqua pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 25 30 30 15

IL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in relatively pristine headwaters and spring influenced

areas on gravel cobble substrates Not associated with macrophytes Also found in

medium sized river along rocky shorelines in well oxygenated shallow water with

slow current velocities Associated with indian asparagus scientific name
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B Past Actions

C Species Range Appears to be endemic to the headwaters of the Umpqua River
Presently known from only three sites on the North Fork of the Umpqua River
Umpqua National Forest Douglas Co OR May occur in the South Fork of the
Umpqua as well

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information More inventory work in the Umpqua Basin will be

necessary to establish the distribution of this species

F Features of the Alternative Known localities are within a LSR and Tier 1

watershed

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Construction of dams and reservoirs have

submerged suitable habitats Impacts from organic pollution

VL Summary This species should receive substantial protection from riparian reservesRecenthabitat degradation contributed to the rating which could be improvedconsiderablybyproper implementation of option 9

VII Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Endemic to the headwaters of the Umpqua River

B Specific Habitats Occurs in pristine headwater springs and along rocky shorelines

in medium sized rivers with excellent water quality

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Maintain riparian corridor control flashy hydrographs that would stresspopulationsofthe species Avoid construction of diversion dams that will furtherdestroypotentialsuitable habitat

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the
original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species

Species Fluminicolan sp 13 suggested Sacramento pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 35 3020 15

IlL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating
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A Natural History Occurs in headwaters of upper Sacramento River on cobbles and

boulders in moderately swift currents generally near shore

B Past Actions The Cantara toxic spill of 1991 apparently destroyed a large portion

of the population in the Sacramento River Individuals presently occur only above the

spill and in a few isolated areas having significant spring influx below the spill

C Species Range Apparently endemic to the upper Sacramento River Shasta Co
CA Known from only three sites mostly private land

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Sites are within LSRs and Tier 1 watersheds

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Impacts from activities such as water diversions on

private lands adjacent to the Sacramento River Most of the sites harboring populations that

survived the toxic chemical spill are on private land

VL Summary The populations on federal lands should receive adequate protection by

virtue of their occurrence in LSRs The relatively low rating originally assigned to this

species reflects uncertainty about management of LSRs under option 9 and possible impacts

on populations on private land

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent The species is endemic to the upper Sacramento River Shasta

Co CA

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Maintain riparian corridor control flashy hydrographs that would further stress

populations of the species Avoid construction of diversion dams that will further

destroy potential suitable habitat

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species

Species Fluminicolan sp 14 suggested Potem pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2020 20

IlL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9
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TV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs on muddy silty substrates in heavily shaded coldspringsandspring runs The species appears to graze on the surface of partlydecayeddeciduousleaves

B Past Actions

C Species Range Known from six sites in tributaries to the upper Sacramento and
Pit Rivers in Shasta Co CA

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative The species occurs within a Tier 1 watershed

Adjacent federal lands are LSRs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment With one possible exception within Shasta National

Forest all sites are on private land Spring diversions and modifications are extensive in the
area of occurrence

VI Summary The rating given for this species indicates a concern about cumulative
effects since the species predominately occurs on private land

VII Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Tributaries to the Upper Sacramento and Pit Rivers Shasta

Co CA

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where this

species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and organic

enrichment

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the
original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species

Species Fluminicola n sp 15 suggested flat top pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 4020 2020

Il Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9
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IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Confined mainly to small cold springs in sand and gravel In

one instance found on a vertical seep Appears to prefer shade Feeds on periphyton

on rocks Not yet established as a deciduous leaf associate

B Past Actions

C Species Range Known from four sites in tributaries td the upper Sacramento

River in Shasta Co CA Historically it also occurred in the Pit River

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative The species occurs within a Tier 1 watershed

Adjacent federal lands are LSRs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment All known sites are on private land however they

are interspersed with extensive federal lands Most suitable habitat is in Shasta National

Forest and Whiskeytown Shasta Trinity National Recreation Area

VL Summary The rating given for this species indicates a concern about cumulative

effects since the species predominately occurs on private land

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Tributaries to the upper Sacramento River

B Specific Habitats Small cold springs and seeps

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where this

species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and organic

enrichment

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species

Species Fluminicolan sp 16 suggested Shasta pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 25 3025 20

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

Appendix J2371
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IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Usually occurs in lower portions of large cold springs in water

cress Rorippa beds and on cobbles and pebbles

B Past Actions

C Species Range Known from 16 sites all along the Sacramento River in the

vicinity of Shasta Springs About half the sites are on private land and half are on the

Shasta National Forest

D Nonhabitat Factors The Cantara toxic chemical spill of 1991 may have

affected portions of some populations

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative The species occurs within a Tier 1 watershed

Adjacent federal lands are LSRs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Water diversions for municipal water supplies track

construction by the Southern Pacific Railroad construction work on Interstate Highway 5

near Big Canyon Creek and Lake Siskiyou have all contributed to accelerated rates of

sediment input to the Sacramento River and jeopardized this spring restricted species

VL Summary The rating given for this species indicates a concern about cumulative

effects since the species predominately occurs on private land

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Known only from Shasta Springs tributary to the Sacramento

River

B Specific Habitats Large cold springs

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where this

species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and organic

enrichment

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3 May be

associated with other endemic Fluminicola spp and Juga Oreobasis n sp 3 so

protection of habitat may be mutually beneficial

Species Fluminicola n sp 17 suggested disjunct pebblesnail
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IL FEMAT Rating 25 3025 20

IlL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in the lower portions of large cold springs among water

cress Rorippa and on cobbles and pebbles May be photophobic

B Past Actions Construction of tracks by the Southern Pacific Railroad hag

destroyed many spring habitats where this species could have occurred

C Species Range Presently known from only three sites in the vicinity of Shasta

Springs complex which has been operated as a resort since at least the 1880s All

known sites are on private land owned by the St Germain Foundation However at

least an equal number of sites are expected to occur on federal land

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative The species occurs within a Tier 1 watershed

Adjacent federal lands are LSRs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Water diversions and other modifications of spring

habitat associated with development of a resort and laying of railroad tracks have severely

restricted suitable habitat

VL Summary The rating given for this species indicates a concern about cumulative

effects since the species predominately occurs on private land

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Spring complexes along the upper Sacramento River

B Specific Habitats Large cold springs

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where this

species occurs from further water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and

organic enrichment Highly distinctive shell morphology makes visual surveys

feasible

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species
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Basis for FEMAT Rating

L Species Fluminicola n sp18 suggested globular pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2020 20

ILL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in small cold springs on stones and wood in shaded

areas May be photophobic

B Past Actions Burney fire of 1992 destroyed many springs where suitable habitat

existed Salvage logging in the aftermath of the fire has also impacted some sites

C Species Range Known from four sites in the upper Sacramento and Pit Rivers

Shasta Co CA

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative The species occurs within a Tier 1 watershed

Adjacent federal lands are LSRs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Two sites are on federal land and two are on private

VL Summary The rating reflects uncertainty regarding the persistence of habitat

supporting the species on nonfederal land and management of habitat on federal land

Riparian reserves should provide good protection on federal land and improve theratingsignificantly
VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Upper Sacramento and Pit Rivers

B Specific Habitats Small shaded cold springs

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where this

species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and organic

enrichment

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that
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appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species The combination of

these actions should ensure that this species will continue to exist on federal lands

due to the proposed actions and remain well distributed within its natural range

Species Fluminicolan sp 19 suggested Umbilicate pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 30 2030 20

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs among water cress Rorippa and brooklime Veronica beds

and on sand gravel substrates in a large cold spring pool and adjacent spring runs
Appears to be a perilithon and periphyton grazer

B Past Actions

C Species Range Only known from a single cold spring near Hat Creek in the Pit

River drainage in Lassen National Forest Suspected to also occur in Lost Creek but

not yet verified

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative The only known site is in Lassen National Forest

outside the range of the northern spotted owl

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Smallscale hydropower developments by Pacific Gas

and Electric may alter the water table and effect surface discharge in the area Hat Creek is

generally in good shape except for the local area which receives heavy use by the public

resulting in localized pollution from sewage

VL Summary Since this species is only known or suspected to occur outside the

planning area it is difficult to assess how implementation of option 9 will influence its

distribution If it does occur in the planning area the riparian reserves should provide good

protection

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Hat Creek in Lassen National Forest

B Specific Habitats Large spring pools and associated runs

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where this
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species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and organic

enrichment

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species

Species Fluminicola n sp 20 suggested Lost Creek pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 30 2030 20

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in cold swift flowing water in a large springfed creek

generally near shore on sand cobble substrate aquatic macrophytes and the

submerged portions of emergent vegetation like water cress Rorippa and water

hemlock Cicuta

B Past Actions

C Species Range Only known from two sites in Lost Creek Lassen National Forest

Shasta Co CA

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative The only known sites are in Lassen National Forest

outside the range of the northern spotted owl

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The creek has been modified for smallscale

hydropower development by Pacific Gas Electric which may alter the water table and

effect surface discharge in the area There are private inholdings in the drainage also The

Lost Creek site is a relatively recent lava flow restricting the water table to within 10 feet of

the surface This condition makes the area extremely susceptible to drying when vegetation

is removed

VI Summary Since this species is only known or suspected to occur outside the

planning area it is difficult to assess how implementation of option 9 will influence its

distribution If it does occur in the planning area the riparian reserves should provide good

protection

VI Mitigation Mitigation is possible
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A Geographic Extent The only known locality is Lost Creek in Lassen National

Forest

B Specific Habitats Occurs in cold swift flowing large spring fed creek

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories of springs and protect sites where this

species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and organic

enrichment

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species

Species Fluminicolaseminalis nugget pebblesnail

IL FEMAT Rating 30 25 25 20

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in rivers and large springs

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically occurred in the Sacramento McCloud and Pit Rivers

Recent events like construction of dams the spill of the herbicide metam sodium

Vapam in 1991 and the Burney fire of 1992 and subsequent salvage logging have all

caused significant impacts to the population The species is now about 95 extirpated

from its former range in the Sacramento River

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Pacific Gas Electric dams have destroyed habitat

and stressed populations Upper Sacramento River immediately along the river is mostly

private land

VL Summary Rating reflects recent loss of most of the population due to habitat

degradation and a chemical spill and occurrence on nonfederal land

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible
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A Geographic Extent Sporadic in the Sacramento and Pit Rivers Shasta National

Forest

B Specific Habitats Occurs in rivers and large springs

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to establish locations of

populations Transplant individuals from the Pit River to the Sacramento River

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3 Cooccurs with

Lanx patelbides so actions directed at this species will be mutually beneficial

Species Helisoma Carinifex new berryi new berryi Great Basin ramshorn

1 FEMAT Rating 40 2020 20

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in large lakes and slow rivers including spring sources

and spring fed creeks Snails characteristically burrow into soft mud that is well

oxygenated Very sensitive to low dissolved oxygen

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically known from 14 sites in w WY sw OR UT ne and e

CA Many of these populations have been extirpated Surviving sites are located in

the Winema and Lassen National Forests Upper Klamath National Wildlife Refuge

and vicinity of Fall River Mills CA Recent drying of Agency Lake resulted in loss of

the population there

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Believed to occur within or near the LSR on the west

side of Upper Klamath Lake Known to occur at one site in the matrix

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Mostly occurs on federal land with some populations

on private land eg Rising River and Fall River Mills

VL Summary Rating reflects recent extirpation of many populations The species

appears to be increasingly restricted to federal lands
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VII Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Upper Klamath Lake Winema and Lassen National Forests

B Specific Habitats Under the surface of soft well oxygenated mud

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories of springs and lakes having suitable

habitat upwelling well oxygenated cold water in muddy substrates and protect sites

where this species occurs from disturbance and organic enrichment Mitigation for

sucker species such as adding spawning gravels may harm this species by smothering

habitat where it exists

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3 Cooccurs with

Pisidium ultramontanum Lanx klamathensis and several other endemic molluscs so

acions directed at this species wi be mutually beneficial to al

L Species Juga Calibasisacutifilosa scalloped juga

IL FEMAT Rating 40 1515 30

111 Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Local endemic Occurs in large cold springs with exceptionally

good water quality and their outflows on gravel boulder substrates

B Past Actions Species has been impacted by lowered water tables spring

diversions and livestock that trample and pollute spring habitats

C Species Range Known from six sites Only one site in OR tributaries of Jenny

Creek Jackson Co OR on BLM and private Weyerhauser lands Five sites in CA in

Modoc Siskiyou Shasta and Lassen Cos Mostly on federal lands ie Modoc and

Lassen National Forests Also on CA state land ie Ahjumawi Lava Springs State

Park

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Known localities are within a LSR and Tier 1

watershed
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V Cumulative Effects Assessment Diversions to the municipal water supply for Yreka

CA and some grazing impacts Mainly on federal lands see above

VL Summary This species should receive substantial protection from riparian reserves

Recent habitat degradation contributed to the rating which could be improved

considerably by proper implementation of option 9

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories of springs and seeps and protect sites

where this species occurs from water diversions grazing mining timber cutting and

organic enrichment

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3 Cooccurs with

endemic Fluminicola spp and a Lyogyrus sp so several species may benefit from

protection of associated habitat

Species Juga Calibasis occata topaz juga

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2015 25

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Restricted to swift unpolluted welloxygenated areas in large

streams and rivers generally at low elevations Very intolerant of sedimentation

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically was probably widely distributed in Sacramento and

Pit Rivers Currently mainly restricted to the lower Pit River with no records from

the Sacramento River in this century Placer mining severely disturbed habitats and

was a major reason for decline in the Sacramento River Still survives in Shasta

National Forest Shasta Co CA

D Nonhabitat Factors Cantara toxic chemical spill of 1991 may have further

effected this species since it was not found in surveys of the area after the spill
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V

VI

VIL

IL

III

IV

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Localities are poorly defined for this species however

it appears that it occurs within a Tier 1 watershed Adjacent federal lands are LSRs

Cumulative Effects Assessment Mainly on federal land some private along the Pit

and Sacramento Rivers

Summary The rating is an indication of the recent extirpations that this species has

suffered uncertainty about actual distribution and cumulative effects

Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Still survives in the lower Pit River Shasta Co CA

B Specific Habitats Occurs in large streams and rivers

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution Occurs

in a LSR where riparian buffers will afford good protection Control water diversions

and grazing where the species occurs

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species 3 Cooccurs with

Lanx patelloides and other rare molluscs so several species may benefit from

protection of associated habitat

Species Juga luga hemphifli dallesensis Dalles juga

FEMAT Rating 40 1030 20

Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in large shaded springs and small to medium sized

creeks always at low elevations on stable gravel substrates in fastflowing

unpolluted highly oxygenated cold water

B Past Actions

C Species Range Still survives at type locality in Mill Creek Wasco Co OR There

are a few isolated populations in the central and eastern Columbia Gorge from Hood

River to the Dalles in OR and WA Hood River and Wasco Cos OR and Skamania

Co WA Mt Hood and Gifford Pinchot National Forests and Columbia Gorge
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National Scenic Area

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Apparently one site is located in or near a LSR

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Of the nine known sites two are in National Forests

and seven on private lands in Columbia Gorge NSA

VL Summary The rating reflects uncertainty about actions taken under option 9 and

present distribution which appears to be increasingly restricted

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Columbia Gorge

B Specific Habitats Large springs and small to medium sized creeks

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions and grazing where the species occurs

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species The combination of

these actions should ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due
to the proposed actions and main well distributed within its natural range

Species Juga Juga hemphilli hemphilli barren juga

IL FEMAT Rating 4010 3020

IIm Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Large springs and small to medium sized creeks generally at

low elevations Found only in low gradient highly oxygenated unpolluted cold

water streams with stable substrate

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically found at west end of Columbia Gorge west of the
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Willamette River at a few isolated sites Still survives in isolated populations in

mostly urban areas in Clark and Skamania Cos WA and Multnomah Co OR in

Columbia Gorge National Scenic Area and Mt Hood National Forest Recently

known from a total of eight sites

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative LSRs adjacent to Columbia River may contain isolated

populations

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Mainly on federalland with some sites on private

land in urban areas

VL Summary Rating reflects increasingly fragmented historical distribution lack of

comprehensive inventories and occurrence of many sites in urban areas with private

ownership

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Columbia Gorge

B Specific Habitats Large springs and small to medium sized creeks

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions and organic pollution where the species occurs

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species The combination of

these actions should ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due
to the proposed actions and remain well distributed within its natural range

Species Juga luga hemphillin subsp 1 no common name

IL FEMAT Rating 40 1030 20

DL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Small to medium sized low gradient streams and large springs

generally on stable gravel substrates but also mud Requires cold unpolluted fast
flowing welloxygenated water
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B Past Actions

C Species Range Occurs in western Columbia gorge west of the Willamette River

and in the vicinity of Washougal WA Sites are in Clark Co WA and Multnomah

Co OR in the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment All known sites are on private land

VI Summary Since all known localities are on private land it is difficult to determine

how implementation of Alternative 9 will effect this species The relatively poor

rating given to this species is an indication of the extensive loss loss of suitable habitat

in the Columbia Gorge

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Western Columbia Gorge

B Specific Habitats Large springs and small to medium sized streams

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions and organic pollution where the species occurs

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species The combination of

these actions should ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due

to the proposed actions and remain well distributed within its natural range

Species Juga Juga n sp 1 brown juga

IL FEMAT Rating 40 1030 20

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in small streams and springs with cold fastflowing

welloxygenated water on shaded gravel substrates
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B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically uncertain distribution probably the western two
thirds of Columbia Gorge Currently isolated populations exist mainly on WA side

Skamania Co but also Multnomah and Hood River Cos OR Mt Hood National

Forest Known from eight sites

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative May occur in LSRs adjacent to Columbia River

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Most sites are on private land

VL Summary Rating is based on limited information and concerns about concentration

of most known sites on private land

VII Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Western Columbia Gorge

B Specific Habitats Small streams and springs

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions and organic pollution where the species occurs

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species The combination of

these actions should ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due

to the proposed actions and remain well distributed within its natural range

Species Juga Juga n sp 3 tall juga

IL FEMAT Rating 40 1030 20

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in small to medium sized cold welloxygenated

unpolluted low elevation streams equally on mud of gravel substrates

B Past Actions
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C Species Range Historical distribution uncertain probably western Columbia

Gorge Currently confined to a few creeks in the Mt Hood National Forest and

Columbia Gorge National Scenic Area Multnomah and Hood River Cos Currently

known from six sites

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate information

F Features of the Alternative May occur in LSRs adjacent to Columbia River

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Even mixture of federal and private lands

VL Summary Rating is based on fairly limited information and reflects concerns about

impacts to suitable habitats on private land

VII Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Western Columbia Gorge

B Specific Habitats Small to medium sized cold streams

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions and organic pollution where the species occurs

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species The combination of

these actions should ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due

to the proposed actions and remain well distributed within its natural range

Species Juga Oreobasischacei Chace juga

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2525 10

JR Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in small to medium sized cold welloxygenated

unpolluted low to midelevation streams on gravel substrates Not known from

springs

B Past Actions
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C Species Range Smith River drainage and a few surrounding creeks all in Del

Norte Co CA Known from about 18 sites

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Known localities appear to be concentrated in LSRs

and Tier 1 watersheds with some potential sites on matrix lands

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Most sites are on federal lands in Six Rivers National

Forest

VL Summary The rating reflects a historical trend towards range fragmentation and

restriction to refugia and concerns about riparian protection in LSRs

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Smith River and associated tributaries in n CA

B Specific Habitats Small perennial streams with excellent water quality

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions and organic pollution where the species occurs Riparian

reserves should provide good protection

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species The combination of

these actions should ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due

to the proposed actions and remain well distributed within its natural range

Species luga Oreobasis n sp 1 no common name

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2020 20

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in small to medium sized large springs and spring fed

streams in cold dear welloxygenated unpolluted water Can occur on both mud
and gravel substrates Appears to prefer shaded sites

B Past Actions
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C Species Range Historically occurred in central and eastern Columbia Gorge

Currently uncommon known from six sites from about Carson to mouth of John Day

River in WA only Skamania andidlickitat Cos

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Known localities are on the periphery of the planning

area LSRs adjacent to Columbia River may contain isolated populations

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Most sites are on private lands associated with

Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area

VL Summary Rating reflects the rarity of this species and its occurrence on private land

Riparian reserves should provide good protection where the species occurs on federal

land

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Central and eastern Columbia Gorge

B Specific Habitats Occurs in springs of all sizes and spring fed streams

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions and organic pollution where the species occurs

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species The combination of

these actions should ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due

to the proposed actions and remain well distributed within its natural range

L Species Juga Oreobasis n sp 2 no common name

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2020 20

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Restricted to springs in small drainages associated with the

Columbia River at low elevations Prefers gravel substrate and unpolluted water

B Past Actions
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V

VL

VIL

IL

IIL

IV

C Species Range Central and eastern Columbia Gorge on OR side only in Hood
River and Wasco Cos including sites in Mt Hood National Forest Known from a

total of eight sites

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Probably occurs in LSR on south side of Columbia

Gorge

Cumulative Effects Assessment Primarily occurs on private land some sites are in

Mt Hood National Forest

Summary The rating reflects rarity of this species its occurrence on private land and

concerns about management of riparian habitat on federal lands Riparian reserves

should provide good protection where the species occurs on federal land

Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Central and eastern Columbia Gorge on the Oregon side only

B Specific Habitats Restricted to springs

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories of springs to better establish

distribution Control water diversions and organic pollution where the species occurs

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species The combination of

these actions should ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due

to the proposed actions and remain well distributed within its natural range

Species Juga Oreobasis n sp 3 no common name

FEMAT Rating 25 3025 20

Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in large cold shaded springs and spring runs on

sand cobble substrates

B Past Actions
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C Species Range Very rare known from only four sites along upper Sacramento

River Shasta Co CA

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment All sites are on private land but near Shasta

National Forest

VI Summary The rating expresses both the rarity of this species and its occurrence on

private land

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Upper Sacramento River

B Specific Habitats Occurs in large shaded cold springs

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions grazing and organic pollution where the species occurs

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and significantly improve the

original ratings 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species The combination of

these actions should ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due

to the proposed actions and remain well distributed within its natural range

L Species Juga Oreobasis orickensis redwood juga

IL FEMAT Rating 4040 1010

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

I Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in small spring fed perennial rivulets to creeks on gravel

substrates always in dear cold unpolluted water at high to low elevations

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically occurred in coastal streams in s Curry Co OR and

Del Norte Humboldt and w Trinity Cos CA Currently known from Siskiyou Six
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Rivers and Trinity National Forests and Redwood National Park

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Localities are mainly in LSRs and Tier watersheds

possibly with a few sites in matrix

V Cumulative EffectsAssessment Mostly occurs on federal lands in Redwood National

Park

VL Summary Application of riparian reserves should provide good protection for this

species and provide even greater certainty of maintaining welldistributed

populations

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Coastal streams of sw OR and nw CA

B Specific Habitats Small spring fed streams

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions substrate disturbance and organic pollution where the

species occurs

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and improve the original ratings 2
Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that appropriate sites will

be identified and protected for this species The combination of these actions should

ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due to the proposed

actions and remain well distributed within its natural range

L Species Lanx alta highcap lanx

IL FEMAT Rating 40 1530 15

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in large rivers and major tributaries having excellent

water quality on stable boulder or cobble substrates in fast currents A perilithon

feeder The species is very sensitive to sediment and requires welloxygenated water

to survive Semelparous one year life cycle with complete population turnover

annually
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B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically known from the Rogue Kiamath Smith and Trinity

Rivers in sw OR and nw CA Josephine Curry and Jackson Cos OR and Siskiyou

Del Norte and Humboldt Cos CA May be extirpated from many sites on Rogue

River Range is becoming fragmented

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Localities are mainly in LSRs and Tier watersheds

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Mixture of federal Winema Klamath Six Rivers and

Trinity National Forests and private

VL Summary There is good evidence that the range for this species is becoming

fragmented which largely accounts for the rating Occurrence of this species on

nonfederal land also contributed to the rating

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Northwestern CA and southwestern OR

B Specific Habitats Large rivers and major tributaries on large substrates in fast

currents

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions sedimentation substrate disturbance and organic pollution

where the species occurs Protect riparian corridors

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and improve the original ratings 2
Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that appropriate sites will

be identified and protected for this species The combination of these actions should

ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due to the proposed

actions and remain well distributed within its natural range

Species Lanx kiamathensis scale lanx

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2020 20

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating
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A Natural History A relict species restricted to large spring fed lakes and streams

and limnocrene lake upwelling springs on boulders and cobbles in flowing

oxygenated high quality water An obligate perilithon grazer

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically in Klamath Lake Basin Klamath Co OR and Siskiyou

Co CA Severely restricted distribution recently Survives in a few spring buffered

sites in Upper Klamath Lake area including Link River and in Winema National

Forest and Upper Klamath National Wildlife Refuge Tule Lake population may be

extinct May occur in Rogue River National Forest

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Populations probably occur in the LSR to west of

Upper Klamath Lake

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Mostly on federal with some sites on private land

VL Summary Eutrophication of Klamath Lake and destruction of many spring habitats

in the vicinity of the lake have resulted in range fragmentation and extirpation of

many populations which largely accounts for rating

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Kiamath Lake basin

B Specific Habitats Large spring fed lakes and streams

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions sedimentation substrate disturbance and organic pollution

where the species occurs Mitigation for sucker species such as adding spawning
gravels may harm this species by smothering habitat where it exists

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and improve the original ratings 2
Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that appropriate sites will

be identified and protected for this species The combination of these actions should

ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due to the proposed

actions and remain well distributed within its natural range

Species Lanx patelloides kneecap lanx
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IL FEMAT Rating 50 2020 10 1

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in large rivers and major tributaries on stable substrates

in slow to moderate currents at low to midelevations May also occur in large

springs having excellent water quality and rarely in spring fed creeksSemelparousoneyear life cycle with nearly complete population turnover annually

5B Past Actions I

C Species Range Historically in Sacramento and Pit River systems Largely

extirpated from Sacramento River system Still persists in Pit River system Shasta

Co CA In Shasta National Forest Presently known from 12 15 sites

gD Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Even mixture of federal and private lands

VL Summary Recent restrictions in range had a major influence on the rating

with concerns about

occurrences on private land also contributing

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Pit River n CA

B Specific Habitats Large rivers and major tributaries on stable dean substrates

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions sedimentation substrate disturbance and organic pollution

where the species occurs

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and improve the original ratings 2
Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that appropriate sites will

be identified and protected for this species The combination of these actions should

ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due to the proposed

actions and remain well distributed within its natural range
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Species Lanx subrotundata rotund lanx

FEMAT Rating 50 20 20 10

Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in large rivers and major tributaries on stable substrates

in swift current at low to midelevations Semelparous one year life cycle with nearly

complete population turnover annually

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically in Umpqua River and its major tributaries

Apparently restricted populations developed recently due to pollution and

impoundments and impacts associated with cutting of timber

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Most of the Umpqua drainage is in LSR status

Cumulative Effects Assessment Localities from a mixture of federal and private

lands

Summary Recent destruction of habitat and fragmentation of populations influenced

the rating Concerns over cumulative impacts on nonfederal land was also a factor

Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Umpqua drainage

B Specific Habitats Large rivers stable clean substrates fast currents

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions sedimentation substrate disturbance and organic pollution

where the species occurs Major portion of the Umpqua River system is in LSR where

riparian buffers’should afford protection

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and improve the original ratings 2
Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that appropriate sites will

be identified and protected for this species The combination of these actions should

ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due to the proposed

actions and remain well distributed within its natural range
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I Species Lyogyrus n sp 1 Columbia duskysnail

11 FEMAT Rating 40 1030 20

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in springs and spring outflows from low to high
elevations in cold pure well oxygenated water Prefers soft substrates and slow

current velocities and springs without macrophytes but may be found in larger

springs with water cress Rorippa and water hemlock Cicuta One year life span

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historical distribution unknown Presently known for the central

and eastern portions of the Columbia Gorge

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Distribution is poorly known but the species is

known to occur in the LSR adjacent to Columbia River on the OR side

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Occurs on an even mixture of federal andprivatelands
VL Summary This taxon has been recently recognized and its distribution ispoorlyknownwhich mainly accounts for its rating Concerns about cumulative effects also

had an influence

VII Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Central and eastern Columbia Gorge

B Specific Habitats Occurs in cold springs and their associated outflowsC
Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories to better establish distribution

Control water diversions sedimentation and organic pollution where the species

occurs

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips will provide considerable

protection for known and newly discovered sites and improve the original ratings 2
Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that appropriate sites will

be identified and protected for this species The combination of these actions should

ensure that the species will continue to exist on federal lands due to the proposed
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actions and remain well distributed within its natural range

Species Lyogyrus n sp 2 Washington duskysnail

IL FEMAT Rating 50 1020 20

m3 Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in kettle lakes on the periphery of the Columbia drainage

in WA on well oxygenated mud sediments in areas with some macrophytes Feeds

on the surfaces of leached deciduous leaves

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically since Pleistocene was probably common in n and
central WA east of Cascade Mts to the Rocky Mts in heavily glaciated valleys

Presently known from only two lakes one in Ferry Co and the other in Wenatchee

National Forest Chelan Co WA

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment One site on federal land one on private

VL Summary

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Not found in oligotrophic lakes will tolerate eutrophication

to some degree Application of chemical herbicides to control macrophytes will cause

mortality

D Benefits
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L Species Lyogyrus n sp 3 canary duskysnail

IL FEMAT Rating 30 2020 30

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs on the undersides of loose but stable cobbles and

boulders in a large spring associated with encrusting red algae Appears to be
photophobic Shell length under 1 12 mmbody bright yellow and semitransparent

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historical distribution unknown probably in major spring

complexes in Pit River drainage Presently known from only two sites one is a large

spring near the boundary of Shasta National Forest and the other is a spring

influenced area in the Pit River May also occur on BLM lands and in Lassen and

Shasta National Forests in the vicinity of Fall River Mills

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment All sites are on private land

VL Summary

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories of suitable springs to better establish

distribution Control water diversions sedimentation and organic pollution where the

species occurs

D Benefits

Species Lyogyrus n sp 4 Klamath duskysnail

Ii FEMAT Rating 30 1525 30
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Il Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Lives on undersides and sides of boulders and cobbles in

Klamath Lake in areas with spring influence generally without macrophytes Can

also occur on mare’s eggs colonies of the blue green cyanobacteria Nostoc

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically occurred on both sides of Upper Klamath Lake

including the Link River Klamath Co OR Known to survive at only four sites that

are protected from effects of eutrophication by spring influx

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Two sites are on private land and two are in Upper

Klamath take National Wildlife Refuge Possibly in Winema National Forest

UVLSummary

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories at sites with suitable habitat to better

establish distribution Control water diversions sedimentation and organicpollutionwherethe species occurs

D Benefits

Species Lyogyrus n sp 5 nodose duskysnail

IL FEMAT Rating 30 1525 30

3IllModifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Lives on undersides and sides of boulders and cobbles in a
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spring complex draining into Upper Mamath Lake and rarely in the spring influenced

outflow from the lake Sites have water cress Rorippa but snails occur only on rocks
Species may be photophobic Body lacks pigment Shell length 1.5 mm withlargeknobs
B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically occurred in Upper Kilamath Lake and its majorspringtributariesKlamath Co OR Currently known from four sites a spring influenced

area of west Kiamath Lake the Link River and two springs

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Two sites are on private land and two are on federal

land

VI Summary

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories at sites with suitable habitat to better

establish distribution Control water diversions sedimentation and organicpollutionwherethe species occurs

D Benefits

1 Species Lyogyrus n sp 6 Mare’s egg duskysnail

IL FEMAT Rating 30 2025 25

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Lives on undersides of boulders and cobbles and on mare’seggscolonies of the blue green cyanobacteria Nostoc in Klamath Lake in areas with
spring influence
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B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically occurred in Upper Kiamath Lake Presently known
from only two sites Herriman’s Spring and west end of Kiamath Lake

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment One private site Herriman’s Spring one on Winema
National Forest

VL Summary

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories at sites with suitable habitat to better

establish distribution Control water diversions sedimentation and organicpollutionwherethe species occurs Mitigation for sucker species such as adding spawning
gravels may harm this species by smothering habitat where it exists

D Benefits

Species Physella Physella columbiana rotund physa

IL FEMAT Rating 20 2030 30

ImL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Poorly known A denizen of large rivers probably restricted to

relatively pure deep well oxygenated water Substrate preferences are unknown but
appear to be gravel and cobble Present at low elevations only

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historical distribution poorly known probably endemic to lower

Columbia below the Dalles and up the Willamette River to Willamette Falls May
now be extinct since there are no recent records However suitable rocky habitat still
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exists in limited areas and survival of an associated species Fisherola nuttallihas

recently been confirmed

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Distribution is too poorly known to estimate

VL Summary

VII Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories in an attempt to locate surviving

populations Protect remaining suitable rocky habitats from further sedimentation

and impoundments

D Benefits

I Species Pyrgulopsis archimedis Archimedes pyrg

11 FEMAT Rating 30 2025 25

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in large lakes in areas with spring influence that provide

protection against low dissolved oxygen and other effects of eutr6phication Prefers

areas with gravel boulder substrates and few macrophytes

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically found in Upper Kiamath and Tule Lakes Klamath

Co OR and Siskiyou Co CA Currently known from only four spring influenced

sites associated with Klamath Lake The Tule Lake population is probably extinct

D Nonhabitat Factors
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E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Known from two sites on private land and two on
federal land

VL Summary

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories at sites with suitable habitat to better

establish distribution Control water diversions sedimentation and organicpollutionwherethe species occurs

D Benefits

Species Pyrgulopsis intermedia Crooked Creek springsnail

IL FEMAT Rating 40 2030 10

IIIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs primarily in large springs but also in spring influenced

creeks and rivers on gravel boulder substrates Species has a one year life cycle with
breeding occurring over a four month period This taxon may be a species complex

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically occurred at the periphery of the Great Basinalongwhat
is believed to be the former course of the Snake River from sw ID through se

OR to the Pit River in ne CA Currently known from eight scattered sites in Harney

and Malheur Cos OR and Shasta Co CA

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative
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V Cumulative Effects Assessment Mostly occurs on federal lands with some sites on

private land

VI Summary

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories at spring sites with suitable habitat to

better establish distribution Control water diversions sedimentation and organic

pollution where the species occurs

D Benefits

Species Pyrgulopsis n sp 1 lake pyrg

IL FEMAT Rating 30 2025 25

IM Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs on cobbles and boulders in spring influenced areas of

Ilamath Lake

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically occurred in Upper Klamath Lake Klamath Co OR
Currently known to survive at two sites in Klamath Lake

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment One site on federal land one on private land

VL Summary

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent
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B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories at sites with suitable habitat to better

establish distribution Control water diversions sedimentation and organicpollutionwherethe species occurs

D Benefits

L Species Vorticifex klamathensis klamathensis suggested Klamath ramshom

11 FEMAT Rating 30 1525 30

Ulm Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs on cobbles and boulders in flowing water in spring

influenced streams and in Kiamath Lake

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically known from Upper Kiamath Lake and associated

streams Kiamath Co OR Currently known from six sites on both sides ofUpperKiamathLake

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment All sites are on federal land including Winema

National Forest and Kiamath Lake National Wildlife Refuge

VI Summary

VII Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories at sites with suitable habitat to better

establish distribution Control water diversions sedimentation and organicpollutionwherethe species occurs
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D Benefits

1 Species Vorticifex klamathensis sinitsini suggested Sinitsin ramshorn

11 FEMAT Rating 30 2025 25

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs on cobbles and boulders in a large cold spring

generally not in areas with macrophytes

B Past Actions

C Species Range Known from only a single site ie Barclay Springs but likely

occurs in other springs in the same region

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Only known occurrence is on private land however

it may also occur on adjoining federal lands

VI Summary

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories at sites with suitable habitat to better

establish distribution Control water diversions sedimentation and organic pollution

where the species occurs Recent mitigation for sucker species such as adding

spawning gravels may harm this species by smothering habitat where it exists

D Benefits
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L Species Vorticifex n sp 1 knobby ramshorn

11 FEMAT Rating 30 2020 30

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in a very large pristine spring complex and its outflow

on rocky substrates in very cold clear swift and welloxygenated water

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically appears to have been confined to Pit River in Shasta

Modoc and Lassen Cos CA Currently known from only three sites in Shasta Co

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment All known sites are on private land Populations

may also occur in Shasta National Forest on lands administered by Lassen National

Forest and on state owned lands near Fall River Mills

VI Summary

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories at sites with suitable habitat to better

establish distribution Control water diversions sedimentation and organic pollution

where the species occurs

D Benefits

1 Species Vorticifex neritoides nerite ramshorn

III FEMAT Rating 20 2030 30

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating
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A Natural History Poorly known probably prefers unpolluted rocky areas with

fairly swift currents and welloxygenated water in unimpounded areas

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically collected from the lower Columbia River below the

Dalles Probably extinct at the type locality but found at one site in 1988

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Recent collection only on private land

VI Summary U

VI Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigation Measures Conduct inventories in an attempt to locate surviving

populations Protect remaining suitable rocky habitats from further sedimentation

and impoundments

D Benefits

Species Anodonta californiensis California floater

11 FEMAT Rating 30 2525 20

EL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in large rivers lakes and perennial streams The lifespan

of this filter feeder is likely greater than 20 years

B Past Actions Habitat has been severely impacted by previous actions resulting in

extirpation from significant portions of the historic range Reduction in host fish

populations that disperse larval dams has also adversely impacted this species
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C Species Range Historically was widely distributed in WY NV UT AZ northern

23 CA OR WA Now extinct in UT NV Current range is also becoming

fragmented due to eradication of many populations Still survives in the Fall and Pit

Rivers Shasta Co CA northeastern WA Deschutes River OR and perhaps in the

Columbia River near the Dalles

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information The identity of host fish species has not been firmly

established but likely candidates include salmonids and dace

F Features of the Alternative Although present distribution is poorly defined it

appears that some of the habitat along the Pit River is in LSRs or administrative

withdrawals

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Hydropower development ground water pollution

diversions grazing and siltation Many populations probably occur on nonfederal lands so

cumulative effects are a major concern for this species Cumulative effects were adequately

taken into consideration in rating this species

VL Summary The distribution of this species has been severely restricted due to water

pollution hydropower development siltation and declining host fish populations

Cumulative impacts from activities on nonfederal lands suggests that this species may be

restricted to federal lands in the future Some protection will probably be afforded by LSRs

and Administrative withdrawals along the Pit River The species is federally listed as

category 2

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Fall and Pit Rivers Shasta Co CA and perhaps in the

Columbia River near the Dalles

B Specific Habitats Large rivers

C Mitigation Measures 1 Conduct inventories to better establish distribution 2
avoid instream enhancement that may have negative impacts ie activities that cause

major disruption of or increased siltation on suitable gravel habitats and 3 protect

host fish populations

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips should provide some protection

for this species 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of certainty that

appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species

Species Anodonta wahCaanetensis suggested Willamette floater

11 FEMAT Rating 30 2525 20
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IML Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Primarily a large stream or river form occurs in coarse

sediments The life span of this filter feeder is greater than 20 years

B Past Actions Habitat has been severely impacted by previous actions resulting in

extirpation from significant portions of the historic range Reduction in host fish

populations that disperse larval dams has also adversely impacted this species

C Species Range Historically had a restricted range Columbia River from its

mouth to the Dalles lower Willamette River and northern California in Sacramento
Pit and upper Kiamath Rivers Mostly extinct in former range Still survives in very
localized populations in the Pit River and lower Columbia River in OR and WA

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate Information The identity of host fish species has not beenfirmlyestablishedbut likely candidates include salmonids and dace

F Features of the Alternative Although present distribution is poorly defined it

appears that some of the habitat along the Pit River is in LSRs or administrative withdrawals

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Hydropower development ground water pollution
diversions grazing and siltation Many populations probably occur on nonfederal lands so
cumulative effects are a major concern for this species

VL Summary The distribution of this species has been severely restricted due to water
pollution hydropower development siltation and declining hostfish populations

Cumulative impacts from activities on nonfederal lands suggests that this species may be
restricted to federal lands in the future Some protection will probably be afforded by LSRs
and Administrative withdrawals along the Pit River

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent Primarily a large stream or river form occurs in coarse

sediments

B Specific Habitats Occurs in coarse sands and gravel

C Mitigation Measures 1 Conduct inventories to better establish distribution 2
avoid instream enhancement that may have negative impacts ie activities that cause

major disruption of or increased siltation on suitable gravel habitats and 3protecthost
fish populations

D Benefits 1 Proper implementation of buffer strips should provide some
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protection for this species 2 Inventories would provide a much higher level of

certainty that appropriate sites will be identified and protected for this species

Species Pisidium Cyclocalyx ultramontanum montane peaclam

In FEMAT Rating 40 2030 10il
Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Generally found in sand gravel substrates in spring influenced

streams and lakes Characteristically in areas with high mollusc diversity

B Past Actions

C Species Range Historically occurred on the periphery of the Great Basin in sw ID

and OR to Klamath and Pit Rivers and some larger lakes ie Upper Klamath Lake
Eagle Lake Tule Lake and possibly Lower Kiamath Lake Presently many
populations are extinct and the species is known from only eight sites in Upper

Ilamath Lake middle Pit River and Eagle Lake Populations may also survive in

Shasta National Forest although none are known from old sites

D Nonhabitat Factors

E Inadequate information

F Features of the Alternative

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Four sites are on federal land and four are on private

land

VI Summary The species is federally listed in category 2

VIL Mitigation Mitigation is possible

A Geographic Extent

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigations Measures Conduct inventories at sites with suitable habitat to better

establish distribution Control water diversions sedimentation and organic pollution

where the species occurs

D Benefits
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Amphibians

L Species Black Salamander

IL FEMAT Rating 75 1510 0

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 No significant changes

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in small isolated pockets under rocks surface litter bark

and coarse woody debris Associated with moister conditions often near streams

Can occur in open forested habitats Elevation generally

5



C Mitigation Measures Survey streamside habitat along intermittent stream

segments outside of Tier 1 Key Watersheds prior to disturbing activity Wherespeciesoccurs designate and protect through application of Aquatic Conservation
Strategy standards and guidelines Riparian Reserves of at least 1 site potential tree

height or 100 feet along each side of stream

D Benefits Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 along occupied sites will increase ratingstolevelcomparable to Alternatives 1 or 4

I

L Species Cascade Torrent Salamander I

IL FEMAT Rating 70 2451

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 No significant changes

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in or near cold dear streams and seeps especially in

association with talus small rocks and gravel

B Past Actions Loss of headwater stream habitat may have caused local lossofpopulations
I

C Species Range Species is narrowly endemic within range of northern spotted owl
About 49 percent of species potential range is on federal lands About 49 percent of

its federal range is contained within LateSuccessional Reserves andCongressionallyReservedAreas Species has a patchy distribution reflecting occurrence of primary
habitat

D Nonhabitat Factors Species may be sensitive to global warming

E Inadequate Infrmation Species distribution is poorly known I

F Features of the Alternative Key feature is riparian habitat protection through
width of riparian reserves along intermittent streams Prevention of road buildingIand

other activities that increase sedimentation are key factors

V Cumulative Effects Assessment About half of the species distribution is nonfederal
Where intermittent and small streams cross boundaries there may be impacts on federal
portion In addition small hydroelectric projects and water diversions will be deleteriousifsubstrate

is disturbed or water levels fluctuate

VL Summary Rating in Outcome A partially reflects patchy distribution of species butalsoreflectsconcern for riparian reserve width along intermittent streams Outcome D resulted

from I panelist 3 others gave no likelihood of D Rating is based on assumption that species
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will be surveyed through watershed analysis and that occupied sites will beprotectedfollowingRiparian Reserve Scenario 1 within Tier 1 Key Watersheds Lower ratings would

result if this is not done

VII Mitigation As a result of the analysis described in Parts I and 11 possible mitigation

measures were identified for this species and are described below

A Geographic Extent Rangewide

B Specific Habitats Cold dear headwater and small streams and seeps especially in

association with talus

C Mitigation Measures Conduct surveys for the species using standard stream

survey protocol Designate occupied stream segments Within occupied segments

outside of Tier 1 Key Watersheds manage to maintain Riparian Reserve Scenario 1

D Benefits Application of mitigation will result in ratings comparable to those of

Altermtives 1 and 4

L Species Columbia Torrent Salamander

11 FEMAT Rating 321 54 23

mEL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in or near cold dear streams and seeps especially in

association with talus small rocks and gravel

B Past Actions Loss of riparian habitat along headwater streams may have caused

local loss of populations

C Species Range Species is endemic to range of northern spotted owl only about 3

percent of its range is on federal lands Of the federal land 57 percent is in Late
Successional Reserves or Congressionally Reserved Areas About 40 percent of the

range on federal land is in the North Coast Adaptive Management Area About 80

percent of this AMA is classified as LateSuccessional Reserve to protect marbled

murrelet habitat

D Nonhabitat Factors Species may be sensitive to global warming

E Inadequate Information Species distribution is poorly known

F Features of the Alternative Riparian habitat protection is key especially width of
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riparian reserve along intermittent streams Prevention of road building and other

activities that increase sedimentation are key factors

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Primary risk to this species is management practices on
nonfederal lands 97 percent of range Other factors see above may exacerbate this risk

over the long term

VI Summary Rating reflects species naturally patchy distribution and its distribution on
nonfederal lands Risk of extirpation from federal lands is high due to demographic

uncertainty and isolation of small remaining populations on federal lands Ratings are
similar for all Alternatives

VIL Mitigation No measure can significantly increase ratings

Species Cope’s Giant Salamander

IL FEMAT Rating 79 2010

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species is mostly neotenic and inhabits small rocky creeks and
seeps and requires cool water temperatures usually 140 C Individuals use cover

under stones bark or other surface debris near water’s edge

B Past Actions Past harvest along headwater streams have reduced population size

C Species Range Species is endemic to range of the northern spotted owl About 44

percent of its range is on federal lands of this about 68 percent falls within Late
successional Reserves or Congressionally Reserved Areas The species is distributed

into 3 major population dusters the coastal subpopulation occurs exclusively on
nonfederal lands

D Nonhabitat Factors Species may be sensitive to global warming

E inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Riparian habitat protection along intermittent streams
is the key factor in evaluating risk

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Overall viability will be influenced by riparian

habitat conditions on nonfederal lands and by long term trends in global warming If

nonfederal habitat protection is not sufficient tomaintain cool water temperatures and
adequate cover on intermittent streams significant portions of the population may be lost
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VI Summary Rating in Outcome B reflects patchy distribution of populations and

concern about the adequacy of riparian habitat protection along intermittent streams outside

of Tier 1 Key Watersheds The original Assessment Team Ratings in the FEMAT Report
assume successful designation and protection of occupied sites within key watersheds

through watershed analysis procedures

VIL Mitigation As a result of the analysis described in parts I and II possible mitigation

measures were identified for this species and are described below

A Geographic Extent Mitigation should focus on the populations of northern

Oregon where subpopulations are less protected within reserves seespeciesdistributionmap

B Specific Habitats Cold dear headwater and smaller streams and seeps

C Mitigation Measures Conduct surveys for the species using streamsurvey

protocol Designate occupied stream segments Within occupied segments outside of

Tier 1 Key Watersheds manage to maintain Riparian Reserve Scenario 1

D Benefits Application of mitigation will result in ratings comparable to those of

Alternatives 1 and 4

Species Southern Torrent Salamander

IL FEMAT Rating 74 2331

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 No significant changes

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in or near cold dear streams and seeps especially in

association with small rocks and gravel

3



E Inadequate Information Species distribution is not well known

F Features of the Alternative Riparian reserve width along intermittent streams to

maintain cool water temperature and foraging habitat for adults Prevention of road
building and other activities that increase sedimentation are key factors

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Effects of nonhabitat factors are unknown Loss of

habitat on nonfederal lands will reduce population size especially in California where
relatively little of the range is federal Overall population rating would be lower than that

expressed for habitat on the federal lands

VL Summary Rating for Outcome A reflects the species naturally patchy distribution as

well as likelihood of further loss of local populations through harvest of riparian habitat U
along headwater streams outside of Tier 1 Key Watersheds Risk of extirpation rating is

based on opinion of one of four panelists and reflects long term uncertainty associated with
other environmental factors outside the range of alternatives considered

VIL Mitigation As a result of the analysis described in Parts I and II possible mitigation

measures were identified for this species and are described below

A Geographic Extent Rangewide

B Specific Habitats Cold dear headwater streams and adjacent riparian habitat

C Mitigation Measures Conduct surveys for species using streamsurvey protocol

Designate occupied stream segments Within occupied segments outside of Tier 1

Key Watersheds maintain Riparian Reserve Scenario 1

D Benefits Application of mitigation measures will result in ratings comparable to

those of Alternatives I and 4

1 Species Tailed Frog

II FEMAT Rating 78 2030

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Associated with fastflowing permanent streams and headwaters

within forested areas Sensitive to water temperature requires cold water and
sedimentation Occurs up to timberline up to

10



B Past Actions Loss of streamside habitat increasing stream temperature and
sedimentation have likely caused local loss of populations in affected streamsegmentsthroughoutrange

C Species Range Species is largely endemic and broadly distributed within range of

the northern spotted owl About 57 percent of its range is on federal land of this 65

3 percent is within Congressionally Reserved Areas or LateSuccessional Reserves

D Nonhabitat Factors Very sensitive to water temperature and water quality so

global warming may cause long term risk

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Provision of adequate streamside buffers to maintain
cool water temperature and prevention of road building and other activities that

increase sedimentation are key factors

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Population viability is potentially at risk due to

global warming Conditions on nonfederal lands especially riparian habitat protection

measures will affect population size

VL Summary Rating for Outcome A reflects patchy distribution of species in relation to

appropriate stream conditions and reflect risk of potential loss of local populations outside of

Tier 1 Key Watersheds

VII Mitigation As a result of the analysis described in Parts I and II possible mitigation

measures were identified for this species and are described below

A Geographic Extent Rangewide

B Specific Habitats Cold dear streams and adjacent riparian habitat

C Mitigation Measures Conduct surveys for the species using standard stream
survey protocol Designate occupied stream segments Within occupiedsegmentsoutside

of Tier 1 Key Watersheds manage to maintain Riparian Reserve Scenario 1

D Benefits Application of mitigation will result in ratings comparable to those of
Alternatives 1 and 4

1 Species Van Dyke’s Salamander Cascades

Il FEMAT Rating 020 5823
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m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 No significant changes

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species associated with downed wood within riparian zone in

headwater streams generally below

3



Rating in Outcome A will probably not increase significantly

I Species Van Dyke’s Salamander Olympic Peninsula Coast

IL Original FEMAT rating 36 4814 3

5ILModifications due to changes in Alternative 9 No significant changes

IV Explanation of rating

A Natural History Species associated with downed wood and rocky soils within

riparian zone in headwater streams generally below

3
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VI Summary Low ratings for Outcome A reflect species naturally patchy distribution

Ratings for D reflects likelihood of extirpation due to uncertainty about long term effects of

global change and environmental conditions The Assessment Team rating in the FEMAT
Report assumes occupied sites within key watersheds will be identified andprotectedthroughwatershed analysis

VI Mitigation Mitigation cannot improve ratings of Olympic Peninsulasubpopulationresultingfrom potential loss of population on nonfederal lands

Species Clouded Salamander

II FEMAT Rating 81 1810

Hi Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 No significant change

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Inhabits large logs and stumps of varying decay stageusuallyunderforested cover especially in warmer drier environments of California

B Past Actions

C Species Range Overall about 45 percent of species range is on federal land
However in California only about 15 percent of range is federal This results in a

lower rating applied to the California population

D Nonhabitat Factors Not significant

E Inadequate Information

F Features of the Alternative Primary factor is the amount size and decay dass of

downed wood in Matrix and extent of Matrix

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Because the majority of the species range is on
nonfederal lands in California overall population persistence especially in California Coast
and Klamath provinces has a lower likelihood than indicated by the ratings on federal lands

VI Summary Species rating reflects greater extent of Matrix in Alternative 9 than in

other Alterpatives and uncertainty whether logs retention will be sufficient in the Matrix over

the long run Consideration of nonfederal lands especially in California resulted in the

rating

VII Mitigation As a result of the analysis described in parts I and II possible mitigation

measures were identified for this species and are described below
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A Geographic Extent Klamath and Coast range provinces of California withinrangeofthe species

B Specific Habitats Large logs and stumps especially decay classes 34

C Mitigation Measures To partially compensate for increased risk tospeciespersistenceon nonfederal lands in California levels of log retention should be

increased in Matrix lands within the California Kiamath and Coast provinces Within
these provinces and within range of the species retain logs 16 inches diameter at

levels comparable to the range of variation within unmanaged mature late

successional stands

D Benefits Implementation of this mitigation will retain original ratings in light of

cumulative effects

Species Larch Mountain Salamander

IL FEMAT Rating 75 2050

II Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 No significant changes

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Associated with moist rocky outcrops and talus slopes under

dense overstory cover below
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V Cumulative Effects Assessment Overall population size will be reduced with loss of

populations on nonfederal lands and the species will not be as well distributed Whether this

will result in increased risk to long term viability is unknown

VI Summary Species is protected wherever it occurs on federal lands throughexistingprotectionbuffers from the SAT Report incorporated as Standards and Guidelines in

Alternative 9 and other alternatives However these protections buffer widths werejudgedbythe original Assessment Team ratings in the FEMAT Report as not sufficient to fully

protect sites producing a lower rating in Outcome A

VII Mitigation As a result of the analysis described in parts I and 11 possible mitigation

measures were identified for this species and are described below

A Geographic Extent Throughout range of this species

B Specific Habitats Talus and rocky slopes with dense conifer overstory

C Mitigation Measures Under SEIS guidelines measures already call for survey and

protection of occupied sites Because of concern for maintenance ofunderstoryhabitatand microclimatic conditions mitigation is to increase buffer width to 2 tree

heights around perimeter of sites on southfacing slopes

D Benefits Implementation of this mitigation will likely raise the likelihood of

Outcome A to a level comparable to that of Alternative 1

Species Oregon Slender Salamander

11 FEMAT Rating 70 2460

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species is associated with large welldecayed coarsewoodydebrisin association with late successional forest cover Often found in cracks within

large logs

B Past Actions Loss of logs through harvest activity and burning has resulted in

reduced population size rangewide

C Species Range Species is locally endemic within range of northern spotted owl
About 62 percent of its range is on federal lands of this 46 percent is within

Congressionally Reserved Areas and LateSuccessional Reserves

D Nonhabitat Factors None of significance

E Inadequate Information
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F Features of the Alternative About 41 percent of species range on federal lands is

in the Matrix under Alternative 9 so management of large logs in the matrix is of

particular importance

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Forest management practices on nonfederal lands

will affect overall population persistence If practices result in reduction of numbers oflargelogspopulation will decline

VI Summary Rating in Outcome A reflects uncertainty about adequacy of log retention

levels in the Matrix and within LateSuccessional Reserves Over the long run speciesmaybecomemore restricted to reserves if adequate numbers of large logs are not retained

VIL Mitigation As a result of the analysis described in Parts I and 11 possible mitigation

measures were identified for this species and are described below

A Geographic Extent Throughout species range

B Specific Habitats Large welldecayed logs

C Mitigation Measures Manage Matrix and LateSuccessional Reserves to retain a

continuous supply of logs 16 inches in diameter well distributed over the area

Density and decay class distribution should be within the range of variability of

unmanaged late successional stands

D Benefits Implementation of mitigation will result in rating for Outcome A
comparable to that of Alternatives 1 or

3

1 Species Shasta Salamander

IL FEMAT Rating 040 40 20

IML Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 No significant changes

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Species associated with limestone rock outcrops Occurs as

naturally disjunct subpopulations that may be genetically isolated

B Past Actions Mining and road building have eliminated local populations

C Species Range Has smallest total range of any amphibian in the Pacific

Northwest About 66 percent of its range is federal of this 69 percent is in the
Matrix under Alternative 9 and 7 percent is protected within LateSuccessional

Reserves or Congressionally Reserved Areas

D Nonhabitat Factors Small population size creates great uncertainty whether
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species will persist over the long run even with protective buffers

E Inadequate Information Species is poorly known Distribution is not well

described

F Features of the Alternative Species is protected wherever it occurs on federal

lands through existing protection buffers from the SAT Report incorporated as

Standards and Guidelines in Alternative 9 and other alternatives Buffers toprotectrockoutcrops on occupied sites is key to species persistence However population

size may be too small to ensure persistence

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Because of small population size any loss of local

populations can be detrimental to long term persistence of species Over a third of the
species range is on nonfederal lands so risk is great that local populations may be lost The
species is on California’s sensitive species list and this may confer some protection on
nonfederal lands

VI Summary Ratings reflect extremely localized distribution of this species and risk of

extirpation due to small population size Ratings were lower in Alternatives 7 and 8 because
they do not incorporate SAT buffers as standards and guidelines but ratings were similar

across all other alternatives Additional research is needed to better understand thisspeciesdistributionand population demographics

VIL Mitigation No mitigation could be described for this species

Species Siskiyou Mountains Salamander

IH FEMAT Rating 50 30 15 5

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 No significant changes

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Primary habitat is moist mossy or humous covered talus and
rocky outcrops especially on northfacing slopes with dense overstory canopy
Population is distributed in relatively isolated patches in relation to distribution of

habitat

B Past Actions Past disturbance of habitat from road building or other ground
disturbing activity has reduced total population size and may have further restricted

distribution

C Species Range Species has an extremely small range only slightly larger than

that of the Shasta Salamander About 77 percent of its range is on federal land of

this 25 percent is within LateSuccessional Reserve or Congressionally Reserved Areas
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Most 65 percent of its range on federal lands is within the ApplegateAdaptiveManagementArea

D Nonhabitat Factors Decline of species may result from genetic isolation of

subpopulations and small population size

E Inadequate Information Taxonomic status is uncertain may be subspecies of Del
Norte Salamander but current evidence supports species status

F Features of the Alternative Size and spacing of reserves andmanagementpracticesin the Matrix and AMA are key factors Alternative 9 standards and
guidelines provide for protection of all occupied sites with protection buffers from the

SAT Report

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Overall population size will decline if harvest and

other practices on the nonfederal portion of the species range disrupt habitat Long term

persistence is also uncertain due to small population size and risk of loss to catastrophic

events

VI Summary Species rating reflects its naturally patchy distribution Rating assumes

standards and guidelines for protection buffers from SAT Report but this depends upon
adequate survey to identify occupied sites before disturbance Because of smallpopulationsizethere will be some risk of extirpation regardless of protective measures undertaken

VIL Mitigation As a result of the analysis described in Parts I and 11 possible mitigation

measures were identified for this species and are described below

A Geographic Extent Species range in its entirety

B Specific Habitats Moist mossy or humous covered talus and rocky outcrops
especially on northfacing slopes with dense overstory canopy

C Mitigation Measures Increase buffer width to 2 tree heights or 200 feet around

perimeter of occupied sites an increase from SAT Report recommendations

Specifically apply such protection within the Applegate Adaptive Management Area

D Benefits Application of this mitigation will incrementally reduce risk of further

loss of occupied sites increasing rating for Outcomes A and B to similar level as

Alternative 1
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L Species Bull Trout Salvelinus confluentus

IL FEMAT Rating 85 1500

3ILModifications due to changes in Alternative 9 The changes which had been made to

Alternative 9 prior to the additional species analysis would not have led to a change in the
original FEMAT assessment rating for this species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Bull trout are resident fish that inhabit small headwater streams
Because they have relatively narrow habitat requirements bull trout are not uniformly

distributed and tend to be located in relatively isolated watersheds

B Past Actions The quality and quantity of bull trout habitat has been reduced on

federal lands bytimber harvest and road construction This was a primary factor in

the rating see discussion in FEMAT V12 V29 The likelihood of attaining a

functioning latesuccessionalold growth ecosystem in the next 100 years is reduced
because some characteristics of these terrestrial ecosystems will not be obtained for at

least 200 years see Chapter IV Similarly we expect that degraded aquatic

ecosystems will not be fully functional in 100 years FEMAT V68

C Species Range Northern California to headwaters of the Yukon River and

eastward through the Columbia basin to rivers draining the eastside of the continental

divide Saskatchewan Peace and Laird Rivers Bull trout has been eliminated from
some of its native range

D Nonhabitat Factors Competition from stocked nonnative species ie brook

trout can impact survival and growth of bull trout on federal lands Sport harvest

may also impact the number of adults available to spawn on federal lands

E Inadequate Information There is currently adequate information to conduct this

review lack of information is of less concern than the other explanations for the

original FEMAT rating

F Features of the Alternative Most bull trout habitat is contained within Key
Watersheds and so Riparian Reserve width on intermittent streams was animportantfeatureinfluencing the rating This related to the decreased potential risk to aquatic

system from the increased riparian area protection Fig V12 p V27 The net acreage

of forest in LateSuccessional Reserve LSR also contributed to the rating Forest in

LSR was expected to be subject to less timber road generated disturbance than matrix
forest thus the potential risk to streams should be lower within LSRs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Federal lands currently provide most of the highest

quality water and bull trout habitat within the range of the northern spotted owl Habitat

conditions on state and private lands are inadequate to provide well distributed stabilized
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populations There are two classes of cumulative effects that are possible from activities off
federal lands those activities which in turn impact federal habitat and thoseoccurringduringmigratory life history phases Federal lands tend to occur higher in a watershed than

non federal land consequently the down stream impacts to habitat from non federal activities

are probably not extensive However since these fish often occur in isolated headwater
streams such impacts when they do occur may be devastating Finally some stocks of these

resident fish may undergo freshwater migrations and move onto non federal lands where
they would be impacted by non federal activities

VI Summary The rating reflects three primary considerations natural historypastactionsand features of the alternative Resident bull trout are dependent upon highqualityfreshwaterhabitat throughout their entire life cycle Although habitat quality and quantity on
federal lands is currently degraded throughout the range of bull trout much of the habitat is

contained within Key Watersheds Even if changes in land management practices and
comprehensive restoration are initiated it is possible that no option will completely recover

all degraded aquatic systems within the next 100 years FEMAT V68 Potentialrecoveryintervalswill parallel those of late successional forest characteristics possibly up to 200
years The greater the area in Late successional and Riparian Reserves the lower the future

risk to habitat Alternative 9 had less area in LSR than Alternatives 1 2 3 4 6 8 and 10andreducedRiparian Reserve widths on intermittent streams in non Key Watersheds than
Alternatives 1 and 4 Although possibly at a slower rate than other alternatives Alternative 9

was considered sufficient to reverse the trend of degradation and begin recovery of aquatic
ecosystems and habitat on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl
FEMAT V681

VII Mitigation As a result of the review it was determined that mitigation may improve
ratings for bull trout habitat on federal land The possible mitigations are described in the
following section

A Geographic Extent The mitigation could be applied throughout the range of the
species or limited to 1 areas occupied by populations known to be impacted or 2 to
river basins provinces characterized by relatively unstable geology and landforms
Given the current distribution of the species mitigation decisions can be made at

regional provincial basin or watershed scales

For mitigation decisions made at a regional planning level it should be remembered
that the broader scope mitigation will give greater confidence that the measure will

successfully reduce risk to bull trout populations Conversely if mitigation decisions
are made which target geographic areas smaller than the species range some issues

must be considered 1 if mitigation is limited to watersheds containing populations

known to be impacted the currently healthy populations will receive less protection
and 2 although the data is available it has not been compiled and analyzed at a

sufficiently detailed scale 30 m digital elevation models to identify unstable

watersheds or watersheds Relatively unstable provinces basins may be identified ataregionalscale on the basis of generalized stability mapping

B Specific Habitats Oh federal lands high quality aquatic and riparian habitats are

needed to support the fish species
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C Mitigation Measures Provide greater protection to Tier I Key Watersheds

containing bull trout with mitigation measures such as removing the watersheds from

the timber suitable base or not building new roads and removing existing roads

3 D Benefits Most bull trout on federal land occur within Key Watersheds and

measures taken to protect these watersheds will benefit the species habitat

L Species Coho Salmon Oncorhynchus kisutch

11 FEMAT Rating 65 2015 0

IM Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 The changes which had been made to

Alternative 9 prior to the additional species analysis would not have led to a change in the

original FEMAT assessment rating for this species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Coho salmon are anadromous generally spending 12 year in

freshwater prior to smoltification and ocean migration They are found in a broad

diversity of stream sizes Their winter rearing is preferentially in low gradient areas

containing abundant backwater pools and offchannel habitat Large woody debris is

an important complexity element in these habitats

B Past Actions The quality and quantity of fresh water coho salmon habitat has

been reduced on federal lands by timber harvest and road construction This was a

primary factor in the rating see discussion in FEMAT V12 V29 The likelihood of

attaining a functioning latesuccessional old growth ecosystem in the next 100 years is

reduced because some characteristics of these terrestrial ecosystems will not be

obtained for at least 200 years see Chapter IV Similarly we expect that degraded

aquatic ecosystems will not be fully functional in 100 years FEMAT V68

C Species Range California to Alaska and eastward into the lower tributaries of the

Columbia basin

D Nonhabitat Factors Dams influence migration timing and success Competitive

and genetic impacts from hatchery fish can affect coho salmon survival growth and

reproduction on federal lands Global climate change was also a concern

E Inadequate Information There is currently adequate information to conduct these

review lack of information is of less concern than the other explanations of the

ratings

F Features of the Alternative Riparian Reserve width on intermittent streams in non
Tier 1 Key Watersheds was an important feature influencing the rating This related to

increased potential aquatic system risk from decreased riparian area protection Fig

V12 p V27 The acreage of forest in Late successional Reserve LSR also contributed
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to the rating Forest in LSR was thought to be subjected to less timber road generated

disturbance than matrix forest thus the potential risk to streams should be lower

within LSRs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Federal lands currently provide most of the highest

quality water and fish habitat within the range of the northern spotted owl Habitat

conditions on state and private lands are inadequate to provide well distributed stabilized

populations of coho salmon As a result there are two classes of cumulative effects are

possible from activities off federal land those on nonfederal actions that impact federal

habitat and those occurring during migratory or oceanic life history phases The first class of a

activities occurs infrequently since federal lands tend to occur higher in a watershed than

non federal land The second class of activities includes physical ie dams or chemical ie
poor water quality migratory barriers may hinder movement of coho salmon between

freshwater habitat on federal lands and the ocean Commercial and sport harvest may also

impact the number of adults returning to spawn on federal landsVI
Summary The rating reflects three primary considerations natural history past

actions and features of the alternative Although coho are migratory they are dependent

upon high quality freshwater habitat for up to two years Habitat quality and quantity on j

federal lands is currently degraded throughout the range of coho salmon Even if changes in

land management practices and comprehensive restoration are initiated it is possible that no
option will completely recover all degraded aquatic systems within the next 100 years

FEMAT V68 Potential recovery intervals will parallel those of late successional forest I

characteristics possibly up to 200 years The greater the area in Late successional and

Riparian Reserves the lower the future risk to habitat Alternative 9 had less area in LSR

than in Alternatives 1 2 3 4 6 8 and 10 and reduced Riparian Reserve widths on
intermittent streams in non Key Watersheds than in Alternatives 1 and 4 Although possibly

at a slower rate than other alternatives Alternative 9 was considered sufficient to reverse the

trend of degradation and begin recovery of aquatic ecosystems and habitat on federal lands I

within the range of the northern spotted owl FEMAT V68

VII Mitigation As a result of the review it was determined that mitigation may improve

ratings for coho salmon habitat These possible mitigations are described below

A Geographic Extent The mitigation measures could be applied throughout the

range of the species or limited to areas occupied by 1 identified Evolutionarily

Significant Units ESU to be defined by NMFS 2 atrisk stocks or 3 to river

basins provinces characterized by relatively unstable geology and landforms Since

this species its evenly distributed throughout its range mitigation decisions can be

made at regional provincial basin or watershed scales

For mitigation decisions made at a regional planning level the broader the scope of

implementation the greater the confidence that the measure will successfully reduce

risk to coho salmon populations Also if the decision is made to target mitigation on 3

geographic areas smaller than the species range there are issues which must be

considered 1 NMFS has not yet identified ESUs for this species but a status review

is being conducted to determine if listing is warranted under the Endangered Species

Act 2 if mitigation is limited to watersheds containing at risk stocks then currently
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healthy populations will receive less protection and would be susceptible to declining

condition of habitat and 3 although the data is available to identify unstable

watersheds it has not been compiled and analyzed at a sufficiently detailed scale 30

m digital elevation models Only the relatively unstable Provinces Basins may be

identified at a regional scale on the basis of generalized stability mapping

B Specific Habitat On Federal lands high quality aquatic and riparian habitats are

needed to support the fihs species

C Mitigation Measures Although a long term restoration strategy is necessary

restoration without other short term mitigation measures will be insufficient to

decrease risk to habitat to coho habitat Mitigation measures include 1 applying

Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 in all watersheds 2 removing Tier I Key Watersheds

from the timber suitable base 3 prohibiting new road construction and requiring a

net road reduction in Tier I Key Watersheds and 4 reducing the acreage that is

available for timber harvest by removing inventoried roadless areas from the timber

suitable base

D Benefits The four possible mitigation measures would have a range of benefits to

coho salmon

1 Application of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 may substantially reduce the risk to

habitat especially in coastal areas that have a large number of atriskstocks VC
large areas of unstable land figs V1 V3 and a relatively small proportion of the

total area in Key Watershed compared to more inland areas fig V25 FEMAT If

applied throughout the range of the species Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 would be the

most extensive mitigation suggested and would achieve outcomes for Alternative 9

similar to those for Alternative 4

2 The mitigation measure which would remove the KeyWatersheds from the timber

suitable base would ensure that the system established by Key Watersheds has limited

disturbance from timber harvest and related activities ie road and landing

construction Removal of these areas from the timbersuitable base is particularly

valuable in the short term since the relatively small amount of high quality habitat

remaining is predominantly found in Key Watersheds This measure strengthens the

integrity of the Key Watershed system and directly benefits all fish stocks contained

in these watersheds Key Watersheds will also be dependable sources of individuals

to recolonize adjacent watersheds as they recover Implementation of this mitigation

would likely achieve outcomes for Alternative 9 similar to those for reported for

Alternative 4

3 The third possible mitigation was to reduce risk to Key Watersheds by prohibiting

new road construction and requiring a net road reduction in these watersheds This

mitigation addresses one of the primary impacts of timber harvest activities to fish

habitat by reducing the potential for road related disturbance ie increased

sedimentation increased rates of mass failure disruption of hydrologic flow patterns

Although the benefit of this mitigation would probably be less than that derived from

removing Key Watersheds from the timber suitable base it would be valuable
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4 The fourth possible mitigation may be somewhat constrained by the coincidence of

inventoried roadless areas and watersheds containing habitat for the species however

approximately 50 percent of all roadless areas are contained in Key Watersheds within

the range of the northern spotted owl FEMAT Table V8 pV52 Inventoried

roadless areas by definition tend to be large 5000 acres minimum with limited

disturbance and limited fragmentation Thus they frequently contain high quality

habitat Roadless areas are also often characterized by significant amounts of unstable

land Removal of these areas from the timber suitable base would reduce the potential

for generating sediment from these erosion and landslideprone locations thereby

reducing the risk to habitat The benefit of this mitigation may be greater than

indicated solely by the number of acres due to the exceptionally high quality of

habitat in roadless areas and the percent overlap of roadless areas with Key

Watersheds

The latter two mitigation possibilities could be combined to achieve greater benefits to

coho salmon Removal of inventoried roadless areas from the timbersuitable base in

combination with a prohibition on new road construction and required road removal

would likely achieve outcomes that are in the range between those of Alternatives 2

and 4

1 Species Fall Chinook Salmon Oncorhynchus tshawystcha

IL FEMAT Rating 65 2510 0

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 The changes which had been made to

Alternative 9 prior to the additional species analysis would not have led to a change in the

original FEMAT assessment rating for this species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Fall chinook salmon are anadromous These stocks usually move

to the ocean during their first year after rearing in freshwater for 36 months The

estuarine residence of these fish as smolts may be up to several months and is

important to their survival Although found in a broad diversity of stream sizes

chinook salmon are most abundant in larger river systems and may be absent from

smaller coastal and inland rivers that are inhabited by coho salmon Meehan and

Bjornn 1991

B Past Actions The quality and quantity of fresh water fall chinook salmon habitat

has been reduced on federal lands by timber harvest and road construction This was

a primary factor in the rating see discussion in FEMAT V12 V29 The likelihood

of attaining a functioning latesuccessionalold growth ecosystem in the next 100

years is reduced because some characteristics of these terrestrial ecosystems will not

be obtained for at least 200 years see Chapter IV Similarly we expect that degraded

aquatic ecosystems will not be fully functional in 100 years FEMAT V68
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C Species Range California to Alaska and eastward through the Columbia basin

D Nonhabitat Factors Dams influence migration timing and success Competitive

and genetic impacts from hatchery fish can affect survival growth and reproduction

of fall chinook salmon on federal lands

E Inadequate Information There is currently adequate information to conduct these

analyses lack of information is of less concern than the other explanations for the

FEMAT ratings

F Features of the Alternative Riparian Reserve width on intermittent streams in

non Tier 1 Key Watersheds was an important feature influencing the rating This

related to increased potential aquatic system risk from decreased riparian area

protection Fig V12 p V27 The acreage of forest in LateSuccessional Reserve LSR
also contributed to the rating Forest in LSR is expected to be subject to less

timber road generated disturbance than matrix forest thus the potential risk to

streams should be lower within LSRs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Federal lands currently provide most of the highest

quality water and fish habitat within the range of the northern spotted owl Most fall chinook

habitat is on state and private lands and is of insufficient quality to provide well distributed

stabilized populations There are two classes of cumulative effects possible from activities off

federal lands those nonfederal activities which impact federal habitat and those effects

occurring during migratory or oceanic life history phases The first class of activities in most

cases is of less concern since federal lands tend to occur higher in a watershed than non
federal land The second class of activities includes physical ie damsor chemical ie poor

water quality migratory barriers may hinder movement of fall chinook salmon between

freshwater habitat on federal lands and the ocean Also commercial and sport harvest have a

large impact on the number of adults returning to spawn on federal lands Finally degraded

habitat conditions in estuaries may have contributed to fall chinook declines on federal lands

VL Summary The rating reflects three primary considerations natural history past

actions and features of the alternative Although fall chinook salmon are migratory they are

dependent upon high quality freshwater habitat in which to spawn and rear for up to 6

months Habitat quality and quantity on federal lands is currently degraded throughout the

range of fall chinook salmon Even if changes in land management practices and

comprehensive restoration are initiated it is possible that no option will completely recover

all degraded aquatic systems within the next 100 years FEMAT V68 Potential recovery

intervals will parallel those of latesuccessional forest characteristics possibly up to 200

years The greater the area in Late successional and Riparian Reserves the lower the future

risk to habitat Alternative 9 had less area in LSR than in Alternatives 1 and 4 and reduced

Riparian Reserve widths on intermittent streams in non7Key Watersheds than Alternatives 1
2 3 4 6 8 and 10 Although possibly at a slower rate than other options Alternative 9 was

considered sufficient to reverse the trend of degradation and begin recovery of aquatic

ecosystems and habitat on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl
FEMAT V68

VI Mitigation As a result of this review it was determined that mitigation may improve
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ratings for fall chinook salmon habitat These possible mitigations are described below

A Geographic Extent The mitigations could be applied throughout the range or the

species or limited to areas occupied by 1 identified Evolutionarily Significant Units

ESU as defined by NMFS 2 atrisk stocks or 3 to river basins provinces

characterized by relatively unstable geology and landforms Since this species its

somewhat evenly distributed throughout its range mitigation decisions can be made
at regional provincial basin or watershed scales

For mitigation decisions made at a regional planning level the broader the scope of

implementation the greater the confidence that the measure will successfully reduce
risk If regional scale mitigation decisions are made to target geographic areas smaller

than the range then there are some issues which must be considered 1 NMFS has
not yet identified ESUs for this species 2 if mitigation is limited to watersheds

containing at risk stocks then currently healthy populations will receive less

protection and 3 although the data is available it has not been compiled and
analyzed for the region at a sufficiently detailed scale 30 m digital elevation models
to identify unstable watersheds Relatively unstable provinces basins may be

identified at a regional scale on the basis of generalized stability mapping

B Specific Habitats On federal lands high quality aquatic and riparian habitats are

needed to support the fish species

C Mitigation Measures Although a long term restoration strategy is necessary
restoration without other short term mitigation measures will be insufficient to

decrease risk to habitat Mitigation measures include 1 applying Riparian Reserve

Scenario 1 in all watersheds 2 Removing Tier I Key Watersheds from the timber
suitable base 3 Prohibiting new road construction and requiring a net road reduction

in Tier I Key Watersheds and 4 Reducing the acreage that is available for harvest by

removing inventoried roadless areas from the timber suitable base

D Benefits The four possible mitigation measures would provide a range of benefits

to chinook salmon habitat

1 Application of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 could substantially reduce the risk to

fall chinook habitat especially in coastal areas that have a large number of atriskstocksVC large areas of unstable land figs V1 V3 and a relatively small

proportion of the total area in Key Watershed compared to more inland areas fig V
25 FEMAT If applied throughout the range of the species Riparian Reserve

Scenario 1 would be the most extensive mitigation suggested and would achieve

outcomes for Altemative 9 similar to those for Alternative 4

2 This mitigation measure would ensure that the system established by Key

Watersheds is subject to limited disturbance from timber harvest and related activities

ie road and landing construction Removal of Key Watersheds from the timber
suitable base is particularly valuable in the short term because the relatively small

amount of high quality habitat remaining is predominantly found in Key Watersheds

This measure strengthens the integrity of the Key Watershed system and directly
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L

benefits all fish stocks contained in these watersheds Key Watersheds will also be

dependable sources of individuals to recolonize adjacent watersheds as they recover

Implementation of this mitigation would likely achieve outcomes for Alternative 9

similar to those for Alternative 4

3 The risk to habitat in Key Watersheds could also be reduced by prohibiting new

road construction and requiring a net road reduction in these watersheds This

mitigation would address one of the primary impacts of timber harvest activities by

reducing the potential for road related disturbance ie increased sedimentation

increased rates of mass failure disruption of hydrologic flow patterns Although the

benefit of this mitigation would probably be less than that derived from removing

Key Watersheds from the timber suitable base it would be valuable

4 The benefit of this mitigation may be somewhat constrained by the coincidence of

roadless areas and watersheds containing habitat for the species however

approximately 50 percent of all roadless areas are contained in Key Watersheds within

the range of the northern spotted owl FEMAT Table V8 pV52 Inventoried

roadless areas by definition tend to be large 5000 acres minimum with limited

disturbance and fragmentation of aquatic and forest habitat Thus they frequently

contain high quality habitat Roadless areas are often characterized by significant

amounts of unstable land Removal of these areas from the timbersuitable base would

reduce the potential for generating sediment fromthese erosion and landslide prone

locations thereby reducing the risk to habitat The benefit of this mitigation may be

in excess of the benefits indicated solely by the number of affected acres due to the

exceptionally high quality of habitat provided and the percent overlap of roadless

areas with Key Watersheds

The latter two mitigation possibilities could be combined to provide further benefits to

the species Removal of inventoried roadless areas from the timbersuitable base in

combination with a prohibition on new road construction and required road removal

would likely achieve outcomes that are in the range between those of Altematives 2

and 4

Species Resident Cutthroat Trout Oncorhynchus clarki clarki

and Resident Rainbow Trout Oncorhynchus macaws

11 FEMAT Rating 60 2515 0

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 The changes which had been made to

Alternative 9 prior to the additional species analysis would not have led to a change in the

original FEMAT assessment rating for this species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Resident cutthroat and rainbow trout inhabit small headwater

streams
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B Past Actions The quality and quantity of fresh water resident cutthroat and

rainbow trout habitat has been reduced on federal lands by timber harvest and road

construction This was a primary factor in the rating see discussion in FEMAT V12V29 The likelihood of attaining a functioning latesuccessional old growth

ecosystem in the next 100 years is reduced because some characteristics of these

terrestrial ecosystems will not be obtained for at least 200 years see Chapter IV
Similarly we expect that degraded aquatic ecosystems will not be fully functional in

100 years FEMAT V68

C Species Range Cutthroat Trout Northern California to Alaska and eastward

through the Columbia basin Rainbow Trout California to Alaska and eastward

through the Columbia basin

D Nonhabitat Factors Competitive and genetic impacts from stocked native and

non native species can affect survival growth and reproduction of resident cutthroat

and rainbow trout on federal lands Sport harvest may also impact the number of

adults available to spawn on federal lands

E Inadequate Information Less is known about these fish than the anadrompus forms

of the same species especially concerning genetics

F Features of the Alternative Riparian Reserve width on intermittent streams in non
Tier 1 Key Watersheds was an important feature influencing the rating This related to

increased potential aquatic system risk from decreased riparian area protection Fig

V12 p V27 The acreage of forest in Late successional Reserve LSR also contributed

to the rating Forest in LSR was thought to be subjected to less timber road generated

disturbance than matrix forest thus the potential risk to streams should be lower

within LSRs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Federal lands currently provide most of the highest

quality water and resident trout habitat within the range of the northern spotted owl Habitat

conditions on state and private lands are inadequate to provide well distributed stabilized

populations Two classes of cumulative effects are possible from activities off federal lands

those nonfederal activities which in turn impact federal habitat and those occurring during

migratory life history phases Federal lands tend to occur higher in a watershed than non
federal land consequently down stream impacts from non federal lands are probably not

extensive Since these fish often occur in isolated headwater streams such impacts when
they do occur may be devastating Some stocks of these resident fish may undergo

freshwater migrations and move onto non federal lands

VL Summary The rating reflects three primary considerations natural history past

actions and features of the alternative Resident cutthroat and rainbow trout are dependent

upon high quality freshwater habitat throughout their entire life cycle Habitat quality and

quantity on federal lands is currently degraded throughout the range of resident cutthroat

and rainbow trout Even if changes in land management practices and comprehensive

restoration are initiated it is possible that no option will completely recover all degraded

aquatic systems within the next 100 years FEMAT V68 Potential recovery intervals will

parallel those of latesuccessional forest characteristics possibly up to 200 years The greater
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the area in Late successional and Riparian Reserves the lower the future risk to habitat

Alternative 9 had less area in LSR than Alternatives

1



most extensive mitigation suggested and would achieve outcomes for Alternative 9
similar to those for Alternative 4

2 This mitigation measure would ensure that the system established byKeyWatersheds
is subjected to limited disturbance from timber harvest andrelatedactivitiesie road and landing construction Removal of these areas from the timber

suitable base is particularly valuable in the short term since the relatively small
amount of high quality habitat remaining is predominantly found in Key Watersheds
This measure strengthens the integrity of the Key Watershed system anddirectlybenefitsstocks contained in these watersheds Key Watersheds will alsobedependablesources of individuals to recolonize adjacent watersheds as these recover
Implementation of this mitigation would likely achieve outcomes for this alternative
similar to those for Alternative 4

3 The risk to Key Watersheds would be reduced by prohibiting new road
construction and requiring a net road reduction This mitigation addresses one of the
primary impacts of timber harvest activities by reducing the potential for road related
disturbance ie increased sedimentation increased rates of mass failure disruptionofhydrologicflow patterns Although the benefit of this mitigation would probablybelessthan that derived from removing Key Watersheds from the timbersuitable base
it would still be valuable

4 The benefit of this mitigation may be somewhat constrained by the coincidenceofroadlessareas and watersheds containing habitat for the species however
approximately 50 percent of all roadless areas are contained in Key Watersheds within
the range of the northern spotted owl FEMAT Table V8 pV52 Inventoried
roadless areas by definition tend to be large 5000 acres minimum withlimiteddisturbanceand fragmentation of the aquatic and forest habitat Thus theyfrequentlycontainhigh quality habitat Roadless areas are often characterized bysignificantamountsof unstable land Removal of these areas from the timbersuitable basewouldreducethe potential for generating sediment from these erosion and landslide prone
locations thereby reducing the risk to habitat The benefit of this mitigation maybeinexcess of the benefits indicated solely by the number of affected acres due to the
exceptionally high quality of habitat provided and the percent overlap of roadless

areas with Key Watersheds

The latter two mitigation possibilities could be combined to achieve greaterbenefitsforthe species Removal of inventoried roadless areas from the timbersuitable base
in combination with a prohibition on new road construction and required road
removal would likely achieve outcomes that are in the range between those of
Alternatives 2 and 4

Species Searun Cutthroat Trout Oncorhynchus clarki clarki

11 FEMAT Rating 65 2015 0
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IlL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 The changes which had been made to

Alternative 9 prior to the additional species analysis would not have led to a change in the

original FEMAT assessment rating for this species

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Searun cutthroat trout are anadromous They generally spend

one to two years in fresh water before migrating in spring to the nearshore salt water

environment After this initial summer searun cutthroat may move between winter

in fresh water and summer in the ocean These fish may be considered as the species

most dosely associated with coastal forests They have a strong affinity for deep pools

and large woody debris

B Past Actions The quality and quantity of fresh water searun cutthroat trout

habitat has been reduced on federal lands by timber harvest and road construction

This was a primary factor in the rating see discussion in FEMAT V12 V29 The
likelihood of attaining a functioning latesuccessional old growth ecosystem in the

next 100 years is reduced because some characteristics of these terrestrial ecosystems

will not be obtained for at least 200 years see Chapter IV Similarly we expect that

degraded aquatic ecosystems will not be fully functional in 100 years FEMAT V68

C Species Range Northern California to Alaska and eastward to lower tributaries

of the Columbia basin

D Nonhabitat Factors Competitive and genetic impacts from hatchery fish can

affect survival growth and reproduction of searun cutthroat trout on federal lands

Sport harvest can reduce the number of fish returning to spawn on federal lands

E Inadequate Information There is currently adequate information to conduct these

analyses lack of information is of less concern than the other explanations of the

rating

F Features of the Alternative Riparian Reserve width on intermittent streams in

non Tier 1 Key Watersheds was an important feature influencing the rating This

related to increased potential aquatic system risk from decreased riparian area

protection Fig V12 p V27 The acreage of forest in Late successional Reserve LSR
also contributed to the rating Forest in LSR was thought to be subjected to less

timber road generated disturbance than matrix forest thus the potential risk to

streams should be lower within LSRs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Federal lands currently provide most of the highest

quality water and searun cutthroat trout habitat within the range of the northern spotted

owl Habitat conditions on state and private lands are inadequate to provide well distributed

stabilized populations Two classes of cumulative effects are possible from activities off

federal lands those on federal habitat and those occurring during migratory or oceanic life

history phases The first class of activities in most cases is of less concern than the second

since federal lands tend to occur higher in a watershed than non federal land Chemical

migratory barriers ie poor water quality may hinder movement of sea run cutthroat trout
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between freshwater habitat on federal lands and the ocean Sport harvest may alsoimpactthenumber of adults returning to spawn on federal lands Degraded habitat conditions in

estuaries may contribute to declines of searun cutthroat trout on federal lands

VI Summary The rating reflects three primary considerations natural history past

actions and features of the alternative Although searun cutthroat trout are migratory they
are dependent upon high quality freshwater habitat for up to two years Habitat qualityandquantityon federal lands is currently degraded throughout the range of searun cutthroat

trout Even if changes in land management practices and comprehensive restoration are

initiated it is possible that no option will completely recover all degraded aquatic systems
within the next 100 years FEMAT V68 Potential recovery intervals will parallel those of

latesuccessional forest characteristics possibly up to 200 years The greater the area in Late
successional and Riparian Reserves the lower the future risk to habitat Alternative 9 had
less area in LSR than Alternatives 1 2 3 4 6 8 and 10 and reduced Riparian Reserve widths
on intermittent streams in non Key Watersheds than in Alternatives 1 and 4Althoughpossiblyat a slower rate than other alternatives Alternative 9 was considered sufficient to

reverse the trend of degradation and begin recovery of aquatic ecosystems and habitat on
federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl FEMAT V68

VII Mitigation Through this review process it was determined that mitigationmayimproveratings for searun cutthroat trout habitat

A Geographic Extent The mitigation could be applied throughout the range of the

searun cutthroat or limited to 1 areas occupied by identified Evolutionarily

Significant Units ESU as defined by NMFS 2 atrisk stocks or 3 river

basins provinces characterized by relatively unstable geology and landforms Less is

known about this species and its distribution than is generally understood about other

anadromous salmonid species Thus the ability to make mitigation decisions at scales

below the regional or provincial basin level may be somewhat constrained

For mitigation decisions made at a regional planning level the broader the scope of

implementation the greater the confidence that the measure will successfullyreduceriskIf regional scale mitigation decisions are made to target geographic areas smaller

than the range then there are some issues which must be considered 1 NMFS has
not yet identified ESUs for this species but a status review is being conductedtodetermineif listing of the Umpqua River stock is warranted under theEndangeredSpeciesAct 2 if mitigation is limited to watersheds containing at risk stocks then

currently healthy populations will receive less protection 3 although the dataisavailable
it has not been compiled and analyzed for the region at a sufficiently

detailed scale 30 in digital elevation models to identify unstable watersheds
Relatively unstable provinces basins may be identified at a regional scale on thebasisofgeneralized stability mapping

B Specific Habitats On federal lands high quality aquatic and riparian habitats are

needed to support the fish species

C Mitigation Measures Although a long term restoration strategy is necessary
restoration without other short term mitigation measures will be insufficient to
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decrease risk to habitat Mitigation measures include 1 applying Riparian Reserve

Scenario 1 in all watersheds 2 removing Tier I Key Watersheds from the timber

suitable base 3 prohibiting new road construction and requiring a net road reduction

in Tier I Key Watersheds 4 reducing the acreage that is available for timber harvest

by removing inventoried roadless areas from the timbersuitable base

D Benefits The four possible mitigation measures would have a range of benefits for

sea run cutthroat trout

1 Application of Riparian Reserve Scenario l for all intermittent streams may

substantially reduce the risk to habitat especially in coastal areas that have a large

number of atriskstocks VC large areas of unstable land figs V1 V3 and a

relatively small proportion of the total area in Key Watershed compared to more

inland areas fig V25 FEMAT If applied throughout the range of the species

Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 would be the most extensive mitigation suggested and

would achieve outcomes for Altemative 9 similar to those for Alternative 4

2 This mitigation measure would ensure that the system established by Key

Watersheds is subjected to limited disturbance from timber harvest and related

activities ie road and landing construction Removal of these areas from the timber

suitable base is particularly valuable in the short term since the relatively small

amount of high quality habitat remaining is predominantly found in Key Watersheds

This measure strengthens the integrity of the Key Watershed system and directly

benefits stocks contained in these watersheds Key Watersheds will also be

dependable sources of individuals to recolonize adjacent watersheds as these recover

Implementation of this mitigation would likely achieve outcomes for this alternative

similar to those for Alternative 4

3 The risk to Key Watersheds would be reduced by prohibiting new road

construction and requiring a net road reduction This mitigation addresses one of the

primary impacts of timber harvest activities by reducing the potential for road related

disturbance ie increased sedimentation increased rates of mass failure disruption of

hydrologic flow patterns Although the benefit of this mitigation would probably be

less than that derived from removing Key Watersheds from the timbersuitable base

it would be valuable

4 The benefit of this mitigation may be somewhat constrained by the coincidence of

roadless areas and watersheds containing habitat for the species however

approximately 50 percent of all roadless areas are contained in Key Watersheds within

the range of the northern spoiled owl FEMAT Table V8 pV52 Inventoried

roadless areas by definition tend to be large 5000 acres minimum with limited

disturbance and limited fragmentation Thus they frequently contain high quality

habitat Roadless areas are often characterized by significant amounts of unstable

land Removal of these areas from the timbersuitable base would reduce the potential

for generating sediment from these erosion and landslideprone locations thereby

reducing the risk to habitat The benefit of this mitigation may be in excess of the

benefits indicated solely by the number of affected acres due to the exceptionally high

quality of habitat provided and the percent overlap of roadless areas with Key
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Watersheds

The latter two mitigation possibilities could be combined to achieve greater benefits
Removal of inventoried roadless areas from the timbersuitable base incombinationwitha prohibition on new road construction and required road removal wouldlikelyachieveoutcomes that are in the range between those of Alternatives 2 and 4

L Species Spring Chinook Salmon Oncorhynchus tshawystcha and Summer
Steelhead Trout Oncorhynchus macaws gairdneri

11 FEMAT Rating 65 2510 0

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 The changes which had been made to
Alternative 9 prior to the additional species analysis would not have led to a change intheoriginalFEMAT assessment rating for this species

I

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Spring chinook salmon are anadromous Spring run stocks
generally move seaward during the spring of the second year Although found inabroaddiversity of stream sizes chinook salmon are most abundant in larger river I

systems and may be absent from smaller coastal and inland rivers that areinhabitedbycoho salmon Meehan and Bjornn 1991 Their distribution may be patchy making
them susceptible to disturbance

Summer steelhead trout are anadromous Summerrun fish return to fresh water
during June through September migrate inland toward spawning areas overwinterinlargerstreams resume migration in early spring and then spawn in natalstreamsMeehan and Bjormn 1991 Steelhead juveniles may spend up to four years infreshwaterbefore going to sea Summer steelhead trout can spawn in smaller streamsthanthoseused by spring chinook salmon

B Past Actions These fish are very susceptible to habitat alteration due in part to an
extended juvenile residency in fresh water The quality and quantity of fresh water

l

spring chinook salmon and summer steelhead trout habitat has been reducedonfederallands by timber harvest and road construction This was a primary factorintherating see discussion in FEMAT V12 V29 The likelihood of attainingafunctioninglatesuccessional old growth ecosystem in the next 100 years is reduced
because some characteristics of these terrestrial ecosystems will not be obtained foratleast200 years see Chapter IV Similarly we expect that degraded aquatic
ecosystems will not be fully functional in 100 years FEMAT V68

I

C Species Range California to Alaska and eastward through the Columbia basin I

D Nonhabitat Factors Dams influence migration timing and successCompetitiveandgenetic impacts from hatchery fish can affect survival growth and reproduction
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of spring chinook salmon and summer steelhead trout on federal lands

E Inadequate Information There is currently adequate information to conduct these

analyses lack of information is of less concern than the other explanations for ratings

F Features of the Alternative Riparian Reserve width on intermittent streams in

non Tier 1 Key Watersheds was an important feature influencing the rating This

related to increased potential aquatic system risk from decreased riparian area

protection Fig V12 p V27 The acreage of forest in LateSuccessional Reserve LSR

also contributed to the rating Forest in LSR was thought to be subjected to less

timber road generated disturbance than matrix forest thus the potential risk to

streams should be lower within LSRs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Federal lands currently provide most of the highest

quality water and spring chinook salmon and summer steelhead trout habitat within the

range of the northern spotted owl Habitat conditions on state and private lands are

inadequate to provide well distributed stabilized populations Two classes of cumulative

effects are possible from activities off federal lands those nonfederal activities’which result in

impacts to federal habitat and those occurring during migratory or oceanic life history

phases The first class of activities in most cases is of less concern than the second since

federal lands tend to occur higher in a watershed than non federal land Physical ie dams
or chemical ie poor water quality migratory barriers may hinder movement of spring

chinook salmon and summer steelhead trout between freshwater habitat on federal lands and

the ocean Commercial and sport harvest may also impact the number of adults returning to

spawn on federal lands

VI Summary The rating reflects three primary considerations natural history past

actions and features of the alternative Although spring chinook salmon and summer

steelhead trout are migratory they are dependent upon high quality freshwater habitat for

extended periods up to 4 years for summer steelhead trout Habitat quality and quantity on

federal lands is currently degraded throughout the range of spring chinook salmon and

summer steelhead trout Even if changes in land management practices and comprehensive

restoration are initiated it is possible that no option will completely recover all degraded

aquatic systems within the next 100 years FEMAT V68 Potential recovery intervals will

parallel those of late successional forest characteristics possibly up to 200 years The greater

the acreage in LateSuccessional and Riparian Reserves the lower the future risk to fish

habitat Alternative 9 had less area in LSR than Alternatives 1 2 3 4 8 and 10 and reduced

Riparian Reserve widths on intermittent streams in non Key Watersheds than Alternatives 1

and 4 Although possibly at a slower rate than other options Alternative 9 was considered

sufficient to reverse the trend of degradation and begin recovery of aquatic ecosystems and

habitat on federal lands within the range of the northern spotted owl FEMAT V68

VIL Mitigation The review reported on here resulted in the determination that mitigation

may improve ratings for spring chinook salmon and summer steelhead trout habitat

A Geographic Extent The possible mitigations could be applied throughout the

range of these species or limited to 1 areas occupied by identified Evolutionarily

Significant Units ESU as defined by NMFS 2 atrisk stocks or 3 river
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basins provinces characterized by relatively unstable geology and landforms
Although Spring Chinook Salmon distribution may be patchy both species are

relatively widely distributed throughout their ranges Thus mitigation decisions can
be made at regional provincial basin or watershed scales

For mitigation decisions made at a regional planning level the broader the scope of

implementation the greater the confidence that the measure will successfully reduce
risk If regional scale mitigation decisions are made to target geographic areas smaller

than the range then there are some issues which must be considered 1 NMFS has
not yet identified ESUs for these species 2 if mitigation is limited towatershedscontainingatrisk stocks then currently healthy populations will receive less

protection and 3 although the data is available it has not been compiled and
analyzed for the region at a sufficiently detailed scale 30 m digital elevation models
to identify unstable watersheds Relatively unstable provinces basins may be
identified at a regional scale on the basis of generalized stability mapping

B Specific Habitats On federal lands high quality aquatic and riparian habitats are
needed to support the fish species

C Mitigation Measures Although a long term restoration strategy is necessary
restoration without other short term mitigation measures will be insufficient to

decrease risk to habitat Mitigation measures include 1 applying Riparian Reserve
Scenario 1 in all watersheds 2 removing Tier I Key Watersheds from the timber
suitable base 3 prohibiting new road construction and requiring a net road reduction

in Tier I Key Watersheds 4 reducing the area that is available for harvestbyremovinginventoried roadless areas from the timber suitable base

D Benefits The four mitigation measures will provide a range of benefits

1 Application of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 may substantially reduce the risk to
habitat especially in coastal areas that have a large number of atriskstocks VC
large areas of unstable land figs V1 V3 and a relatively small proportion ofthetotalarea in Key Watershed compared to more inland areas fig V25 FEMAT If

applied throughout the range of the species Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 would be the

most extensive mitigation suggested and would achieve outcomes for this Alternative
similar to those for Alternative 4

2 The mitigation measure of further protection of Key Watersheds would ensure that

the system established by Key Watersheds is subjected to limited disturbance from
timber harvest and related activities ie road and landing construction Removal of

these areas from the timber suitable base is particularly valuable in the shorttermsincethe relatively small amount of high quality habitat remaining is predominantly
found in Key Watersheds This measure strengthens the integrity of the Key
Watershed system and directly benefits stocks contained in these watershedsKeyWatersheds

will also be dependable sources of individuals to recolonizeadjacentwatersheds
as these recover Implementation of this mitigation would likely achieve

outcomes for this alternative similar to those for Alternative 4
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3 Another method of protecting Key Watersheds would be prohibition of new road

construction and requiring a net road reduction in these watersheds This mitigation

addresses one of the primary impacts of timber harvest activities by reducing the

potential for road related disturbance ie increased sedimentation increased rates of

mass failure disruption of hydrologic flow patterns Although the benefit of this

mitigation would probably be less than that of removing Key Watersheds from the

timbersuitable base it would be valuable

4 The benefit of this mitigation may be somewhat constrained by the coincidence of

roadless areas and watersheds containing habitat for the species however

approximately 50 percent of all roadless areas are contained in Key Watersheds within

the range of the northern spotted owl FEMAT Table V8 pV52 Inventoried

roadless areas by definition tend to be large 5000 acres minimum with limited

disturbance and limited fragmentation Thus they frequently contain high quality

habitat Roadless areas are often characterized by significant amounts of unstable

land Removal of these areas from the timbersuitable base would reduce the potential

for generating sediment from these erosion and landslideprone locations thereby

reducing the risk to habitat The benefit of this mitigation may be in excess of the

benefits indicated solely by the number of affected acres due to the exceptionally high

quality of habitat provided and the percent overlap of roadless areas with Key

Watersheds

Two of the described mitigations measures could be combined to achieve further

benefits Removal of inventoried roadless areas from the timbersuitable base in

combination with a prohibition on new road construction and required road removal

would likely achieve outcomes that are in the range between those of Alternatives 2

and 4

L Species Winter Steelhead Trout Oncorhynchus macaws gairdneri

IL PEMAT Rating 6525 100

DI Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 The changes which had been made to

Alternative 9 prior to the additional species analysis would not have led to a change in the

original FEMAT assessment rating for this species

TV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Winter steelhead trout are anadromous Winter run fish return

to fresh water during fall or winter migrate inland toward spawning areas then

spawn in late winter or early spring Meehan and Bjornn 1991 Steelhead juveniles

may spend up to four years in fresh water before going to sea

BPast Actions These fish are very susceptible to habitat alteration due in part to an

extended juvenile residency in fresh water The quality and quantity of fresh water

winter steelhead trout habitat has been reduced on federal lands by timber harvest

and road construction This was a primary factor in the rating see discussion in
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FEMAT V12 V29 The likelihood of attaining a functioning latesuccessionalold

growth ecosystem in the next 100 years is reduced because some characteristics of

these terrestrial ecosystems will not be obtained for at least 200 years see Chapter

IV Similarly we expect that degraded aquatic ecosystems will not be fully functional

in 100 years FEMAT V68

C Species Range California to Alaska and eastward through the Columbia basin

D Nonhabitat Factors Dams influence migration timing and success and
competition from hatchery fish can impact survival and growth of winter steelhead

trout on federal lands

E Inadequate Information There is currently adequate information to conduct these

analyses lack of information is of less concern than the other explanations for FEMAT
ratings

F Features of the Alternative Riparian Reserve width on intermittent streams in

non Tier 1 Key Watersheds was an important feature influencing the rating This

related to increased potential aquatic system risk from decreased riparian area

protection Fig V12 p V27 The acreage of forest in Late successional Reserve LSR
also contributed to the rating Forest in LSR was thought to be subjected to less

timber road generated disturbance than matrix forest thus the potential risk to
streams should be lower within LSRs

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Federal lands currently provide most of the highest

quality water and winter steelhead trout habitat within the range of the northern spotted

owl Habitat conditions on state and private lands are inadequate to provide well distributed

stabilized populations Two classes of cumulative effects are possible from activities off

federal lands those nonfederal activities which impact federal habitat and those effects

occurring during migratory or oceanic life history phases The first class of activities in most
cases is of less concern than the second since federal lands tend to occur higher in a

watershed than non federal land Physical ie dams or chemical ie poor water quality

migratory barriers may hinder movement of winter steelhead trout between freshwater

habitat on federal lands and the ocean Sport harvest may also impact the number of adults

returning to spawn on federal lands

VL Summary The rating reflects three primary considerations natural history past

actions and features of the alternative Although winter steelhead trout are migratory they

are dependent upon high quality freshwater habitat for up to four years Habitat quality and
quantity on federal lands is currently degraded throughout the range of winter steelhead

trout Even if changes in land management practices and comprehensive restoration are

initiated it is possible that no option will completely recover all degraded aquatic systems

within the next 100 years FEMAT V68 Potential recovery intervals will parallel those of

late successional forest characteristics possibly up to 200 years The greater the area in Late
successional and Riparian Reserves the lower the future risk to habitat Alternative 9 had

less area in LSR than 1 2 3 4 6 8 and 10 and reduced Riparian Reserve widths on

intermittent streams in non Key Watersheds than Alternatives 1 and 4 Although possibly at

a slower rate than other options Alternative 9 was considered sufficient to reverse the trend
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of degradation and begin recovery of aquatic ecosystems and habitat on federal lands within

the range of the northern spotted owl FEMAT V68

VIL Mitigation As a result of the review it was determined that mitigation may improve

ratings for winter steelhead trout habitat and are discussed in the following section

A Geographic Extent Throughout the range or limit implementation to 1 areas

occupied by identified Evolutionarily Significant Units ESU as defined by NMFS 2
atrisk stocks or 3 to river basins provinces characterized by relatively unstable

geology and landforms Since this species its widely distributed throughout its range

mitigation decisions can be made at regional provindial basin or watershed scales

For mitigation decisions made at a regional planning level the broader the scope of

implementation the greater the confidence that the measure will successfully reduce

risk If regional scale mitigation decisions are made to target geographic areas smaller

than the range then there are some issues which must be considered 1 NMFS has

not yet identified ESUs for this species 2 if mitigation is limited to watersheds

containing at risk stocks then currently healthy populations will receive less

protection and 3 although the data is available it has not been compiled and
analyzed for the region at a sufficiently detailed scale 30 m digital elevation models
to identify unstable watersheds Relatively unstable provinces basins may be

identified at a regional scale on the basis of generalized stability mapping

B Specific Habitats On federal lands high quality aquatic and riparian habitan are

needed to support the fish species

C Mitigation Measures Although a long term restoration strategy is necessary

restoration without other short term mitigation measures will be insufficient to

decrease risk to habitat Mitigation measures include 1 Using Riparian Reserve

Scenario 1 on intermittent streams in all watersheds 2 removing Tier I Key
Watersheds from the timber suitable base 3 prohibiting new road construction and

requiring a net road reduction in Tier I Key Watersheds and 4 reducing the acreage

that is available for harvest by removing inventoried roadless areas from the timber

suitable base

D Benefits The four possible mitigation measures would provide a range of benefits

1 Application of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 for all intermittent streams may
substantially reduce the risk to habitat especially in coastal areas that have a large

number of atriskstocks VC large areas of unstable land figs V1 V3 and a

relatively small proportion of the total area in Key Watershed compared to more
inland areas fig V25 FEMAT If applied throughout the range of the species

Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 would be the most extensive mitigation suggested and

would achieve outcomes for Alternative 9 similar to those for Alternative 4

2 This mitigation measure would ensure that the system established by Key

Watersheds is subjected to limited disturbance from timber harvest and related

activities ie road and landing construction Removal of these areas from the timber
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suitable base is particularly valuable in the short term since the relatively small

amount of high quality habitat remaining is predominantly found in Key Watersheds

This measure strengthens the integrity of the Key Watershed system and directly

benefits stocks contained in these watersheds Key Watersheds will also be

dependable sources of individuals to recolonize adjacent watersheds as these recover
Implementation of this mitigation would likely achieve outcomes for this alternative

similar to those for Alternative 4

3 The risk to Key Watersheds would be reduced by prohibiting new road

construction and requiring a net road reduction This mitigation addresses one of the I

primary impacts of timber harvest activities by reducing the potential for road related

disturbance ie increased sedimentation increased rates of mass failure disruption of

hydrologic flow patterns Although the benefit of this mitigation would probably be

less than that derived from removing Key Watersheds from the timbersuitable base
it would be valuable

4 The benefit of this mitigation may be somewhat constrained by the coincidence of

roadless areas and watersheds containing habitat for the species however

approximately 50 percent of all roadless areas are contained in Key Watersheds within

the range of the northern spotted owl FEMAT Table V8 pV52 Inventoried

roadless areas by definition tend to be large 5000 acres minimum with limited

disturbance and limited fragmentation Thus they frequently contain high quality

habitat Roadless areas are often characterized by significant amounts of unstable

land Removal of these areas from the timbersuitable base would reduce the potential

for generating sediment from these erosion and landslide prone locations thereby I

reducing the risk to habitat The benefit of this mitigation may be in excess of the

benefits indicated solely by the number of affected acres due to the exceptionally high

quality of habitat provided and the percent overlap of roadless areas with Key

Watersheds

The latter two mitigation possibilities could be combined to achieve greater benefits

Removal of inventoried roadless areas from the timbersuitable base in combination

with a prohibition on new road construction and required road removal would likely

achieve outcomes that are in the range between those of Alternatives 2 and 4

I
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I Species Black backed Woodpecker

11 FEMAT Rating 73 2700

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 The changes which occurred to

Alternative 9 prior to the additional species analysis would not have resulted in any changes

to the FEMAT rating

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The black backed woodpecker is a relatively uncommon
inhabitant of the coniferous forests of the Washington Eastern Cascades Oregon

Eastern Cascades and Kiamath provinces The MKamath province is the southern

extension of its range The bird forages on insect infested trees in stands of mixed

conifer and lodgepole pine at higher elevations

B Past Actions Sanitation cuts of insect damaged trees may have reduced

potential population levels by reducing foraging and nesting opportunities for

woodpeckers

C Species Range The species is at the southern extension of its range in the

planning area range of northern spotted owl The center of its range is in Western

Canada

D Nonhabitat Factors No non habitat factors have been identified which would

affect the FEMAT rating

E Inadequate information There are aspects of the species ecology and its

relationship to forest management which could be better understood However there

is adequate information now available to assess the species

F Features of the Alternative Black backed woodpecker habitat may be degraded by
management standards and guidelines which allow salvage and fuels management in

the Late Successional Reserves of Alternative 9 The forest management prescriptions

for the matrix could also degrade woodpecker habitat However the salvage and fuels

management in LSRs is intended to decrease the chances of catastrophic fires The
benefits of reducing catastrophic loss are expected to outweigh the salvage and fuels

management effects which could diminish the capacity of Eastern Cascades forests to

support woodpeckers

V Cumulative Effects Assessment With an estimated 65 percent of its range within the

range of the northern spotted owl on federal lands and less than 40 percent of that land

available for timber harvest the black backed woodpecker population in this area should be

reasonably responsive to federal land management As a result cumulative effects of

nonfederal land management should be of minor concern
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VI Summary The FEMAT rating reflects the relatively low density distribution of the

black backed woodpecker and the concerns that forest sanitation prescriptions would affect

the species distribution and density

VIL Mitigation As a result of the review it was determined that black backed

woodpecker habitat could be improved with mitigations measures as described below

A Geographic Extent The mitigation would be most effective if applied throughout

the range of the species in the planning area

B Specific Habitats The mitigation would be applied to conifer forests with

abundant dead trees in Eastern Cascades of Washington Oregon and California and

the Klamath provinces in Qregon and California

C Mitigation Measures Prescriptions for salvage logging of insect damaged forests

in the matrix and LSRs should be specifically designed foraging habitat of this bird

In the situation where largescale insect caused tree mortality occurs any salvage

operations should be designed to reduce danger of catastrophic fires and provide

appropriate levels of dead dying trees for woodpecker foraging In addition research

could be directed to determine appropriate balance between these somewhat
conflicting objectives

V Benefits It is expected that application of modified salvage guidelines as described

in the mitigation measure would raise the rating of Alternative 9 to greater than 80 percent

likelihood of providing for a welldistributed population of black backed woodpeckers on

federal lands in the planning area

Species Common Merganser

11 FEMAT Rating 100 000

III Modification due to changes in Alternative 9 None the changes which occurred to

Alternative 9 prior to the additional species analysis would not have resulted in any changes

to the FEMAT rating

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The common merganser is associated with larger streams and

rivers in forested landscapes during the breeding season It is a common widely

distributed species primarily associated with low elevations and moderate stream

gradients The bird’s breeding habitat is not well represented on federal forest lands

wintering habitat is even less well represented
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B Past Actions Low elevation larger streams and rivers especially on private lands

are generally in a degraded condition as a result of human encroachment

modification and pollution

C Species Range The common merganser is widely distributed across the Northern

United States and Canada The range of the northern spotted owl constitutes a minor

portion of the common merganser’s range

P Nonhabitat Factor The bird is hunted not usually a targeted species but

population loss to hunting is not considered a significant factor in managing the

species

E Inadequate Information Adequate information is available to manage for the

species and to make judgements of the adequacy of land management alternatives

F Features of the Alternative Because so much of the breeding population is not

associated with federal forest lands specific features of the alternatives will not

greatly influence the viability of the species LateSuccessional Reserves and Riparian

Reserves are features which enhance stream habitat and water quality and these

features positively influence ratings

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Because such a small proportion of the species

breeding population is associated with federal forest lands in the planning area the influence

of conditions on nonfederal lands will predominantly influence the species population

VI Summary The common merganser is a widely distributed common waterfowl

species that is not closely associated with streams and rivers on federal forest lands for

breeding or wintering it is subject to limited hunting pressure

VIL Mitigation No mitigation is possible or should be necessary for habitat management

on federal forest lands Habitat management would necessarily focus on nonfederal lands

where the bulk of the breeding and wintering population occurs State and federal agencies

responsible for regulating hunting of waterfowl should adequately regulate hunting take and

monitor populations to identify habitat management required
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L Species Fringed Myotis Myotis thysanodes

II FEMAT Rating 47 4752

111 Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in mixed conifer and mixedevergreen forests with
relatively dry moisture regimes in the Coast Range and southern Cascade Range of

Oregon in scattered localities in the Cascade Range in Washington andthroughoutspottedowl range in California Found from near sea level up to

6



Maternity roosts for bats are located at low elevations where climatic regimes do not place

excessive energetic demands on lactating females and developing young Therefore the lack

of retention of green trees in the Matrix in coastal Oregon may eliminate maternity sites In

other areas if green trees are dispersed throughout the cutting unit large snags will not be

preserved or recruited due to safety concerns

VII Mitigation Mitigation can improve ratings especially for outcome D

A Geographic Extent Rangewide

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigation Measures Green tree retention should be dumped not scattered and

large snags or decadent trees should be preserved within patches toprovideadditionalroost sites within the Matrix In addition buffers around wetlands 18 tor

acre in size should be increased to at least 1 site potential tree or 100 ft along each

side of the wetland to protect important foraging habitats

The Federal Cave Resources Protection Act of 1988 specifies that Federal lands be

managed in a manner which protects and maintains to the extent practical significant

caves and defines caves as any naturally occurring void cavity recess or system of

interconnected passages which occur beneath the surface of the earth or within a cliff

or ledge but not including anymanmade excavation and which is large enough

to permit an individual to enter whether or not the entrance is naturally formed or

manmade Conduct surveys of crevices in caves mines and old wooden bridges or

buildings for the presence of roosting bats Searches should be conducted during the

day in the summer to locate day roosts and maternity sites during the late summer

and fall at night to locate night roosts which are important for reproduction and
during the day in the winter to locate hibernacula If bats are found identify

species using the site and determine for what purpose it is being used by bats Sites

containing bats should be protected in accordance with Standards and Guidelines for

Cave Management provided in the Deschutes National Forest Plan on pp 431 and432For sites being used by bats induding caves mines and old wooden bridges and
buildings this indudes prohibiting timber harvesting within 250 ft of the site and

development of a management plan for the site which would include an inventory

and mapping of resources and plans for protection of the site from vandalism

disturbance from road construction or blasting and any activity that could change

cave temperatures or drainage patterns

D Benefits Application of these mitigations will reduce the risk of local extinctions

and improve the likelihood that welldistributed populations will be maintained

within the planning area Ratings would be increased to levels comparable to those

for Alternatives 1 and 3

L Species Hoary Bat Lasiurus cinereus

11 FEMAT Rating 53 4800
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m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The hoary bat is a solitary bat that roosts only in large live trees

with foliage 312 m off the ground Hoary Oats are migratory and are found within

the range of the northern spotted owl only during the summer It is absent from

northern Washington and forests near the Columbia Gorge in the Cascade Range

This species is strongly associated with mature forests for both roosting and foraging

Hoary bats eat mainly large moths that are pursued at forest edges in riparian zones

or along forested ridges Only males are known from Washington and Oregon in

June and July indicating that hoary bats do not breed in this region

B Past Actions Harvesting of old growth forests has eliminated roosting and

foraging habitat

C Species Range 39 percent of range is on federal land Of that 39 percent 29

percent is in the Matrix Believed to migrate south as far as southern California or

Mexico in the winter

D Nonhabitat Factors Pesticide accumulation in insect populations may affect all

bat populations Conditions on winter range may affect populations in the Pacific

Northwest

E Inadequate Information Additional information is needed for all Pacific

Northwest bat species regarding status geographic distribution and roosting and

foraging habits

F Features of the Alternative Primary features are provisions for green tree

retention latesuccessional reserves and riparian buffers to protect foraging habitat

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects may result from lack of protection

of riparian habitat loss of large live trees loss and fragmentation of forested habitat and

accumulation of pesticides on adjacent non federal lands

VL Summary This species rated 98 91 and 83 under outcome A for Alternatives 1 3
and 4 respectively The low rating under Alternative 9 appears to be related primarily to

differences in prescriptions for green tree retention within the Matrix especially in coastal

forests and the width of riparian reserves around wetlands and intermittent streams

Maternity roosts for bats are located at low elevations where climatic regimes do not place

excessive energetic demands on lactating females and developing young Therefore the lack

of retention of green trees in the Matrix in coastal Oregon and on the Mt Baker Snoqualmie

National Forest may eliminate maternity sites

VII Mitigation Mitigation can improve ratings

A Geographic Extent Rangewide

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigation Measures Green tree retention should be dumped not scattered and

large snags or decadent trees should be preserved within patches to provide
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additional roost sites within the Matrix In addition buffers around wetlands 18 to 1

acre in size should be increased to at least 1 site potential tree or 100 ft along each

side of the wetland to protect important foraging habitats

D Benefits Application of these mitigations will reduce the risk of local extinctions

and improve the likelihood that welldistributed populations will be maintained

within the planning area Ratings would be increased to levels comparable to those

for Alternatives 1 3 and 4

LIL

Species Keen’s Myotis Myotis keenii

FEMAT Rating 50 4055

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Very little is known about the natural history of this species

Keen’s myotis has the smallest geographic range of any Pacific Northwest bat species

In the US it occurs only in dense low elevation forests near Puget Sound and on the

Olympic Peninsula in Washington This range is based on only about 6 records 2 of

which are historic museum records Natural day roosts are in tree cavities and rock

crevices and maternity roosts are believed to be in cavities in large snags

Hibernation sites are unknown Keen’s myotis appears to be a solitary species This

bat species is rare and probably occurs in low numbers in widely scattered localities

B Past Actions Harvesting of oldgrowth forests at low elevations around Puget

Sound and the Olympic Peninsula in Washington has significantly reduced potential

habitat for Keen’s myotis

C Species Range This species occurs along coastal areas of Puget Sound and the

Olympic Peninsula which were among the first areas where timber harvesting

occurred in this region Most of the distributional range of Keen’s myotis is in non
federal ownership Although the exact geographic range of this species is not well

known it is likely that only 10 20 percent of its range is in federal ownership Federal

lands occupied by the species include low elevation areas on the Olympic Peninsula

which under Alternative 9 consist of late successional reserves or the Olympic

Adaptive Management Area

D Nonhabitat Factors Pesticide accumulation in insect populations may affect all

bat populations

E Inadequate information Basic information on biology ecology and distribution is

almost totally lacking for this species

F Features of the Alternative Primary features are latesuccessional reserves and the

Olympic AMA
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V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects may result from loss and

fragmentation of forested habitat loss of snags and large decadent trees lack of protection of

riparian habitat and accumulation of pesticides on non federal lands in northwestern

Washington Because a large proportion of the species range occurs on non federal lands

this species is especially sensitive to forest management practices occurring outside of federal

ownership Although this species was considered by the panelists to maintain well

distributed populations on federal lands under Alternatives 1 arnd 3 unless non federal lands

are managed to provide ecological conditions of value to Keen’s myotis the risk of

extirpation on federal lands would increase dramatically Thus cumulative effects resulting

from habitat loss on non federal lands could reduce ratings 80 percent on federal lands for

all Alternatives

VI Summary This species rated 100 and 95 under outcome A for Alternatives 1 and 3
respectively although cumulative effects resulting from management practices on non federal

lands were not considered in these ratings The low rating under Alternative 9 appears to

be due primarily to perceived losses in habitat quality from management activities expected

to occur in the Olympic AMA

VIL Mitigation Because our knowledge of this species is so limited and management plans

for the Olympic AMA have not yet been developed it is unclear how mitigations could be

designed to increase the ratings for this species In addition it is unlikely that mitigations on

federal lands would have a significant effect on the viability of Keen’s myotis given the

impact that cumulative effects from habitat loss on non federal lands may have We
recommend however that any management plans within the Olympic AMA be developed in

consultation with bat biologists to minimize potential detrimental effects to populations of

Keen’s myotis Furthermore if roost sites or foraging areas for Keen’s myotis are located

through future research these areas should be placed within late successional reserves with
the extent of reserves being determined in consultation with bat biologists on a case by case

basis

Species Long eared Myotis Myotis evotis

II FEMAT Rating 64 3510

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in forested habitats up to
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decadent trees has eliminated roosting habitat Disturbance of caves and mines and

removal of surrounding vegetation has eliminated roost and hibernation sites

C Species Range 40 percent of range is on federal land Of that 40 percent 29

percent is in the Matrix

D Nonhabitat Factors Pesticide accumulation in insect populations may affect all

bat populations Bats are sensitive to human disturbance and loud noises especially

during hibernation Cave exploration or timberharvesting and road building

activities near caves and mines may result in their abandonment as hibernacula

E Inadequate Information Additional information is needed for all Pacific

Northwest bat species regarding status geographic distribution reproductive ecology

and roosting and foraging habits Recent findings using newly developed radio
telemetry technology indicate that snags and large decadent trees may be far more

important as roost sites for bats than has been previously thought

F Features of the Alternative Primary features are provisions for green tree

retention latesuccessional reserves and riparian buffers to protect foraging habitat

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects may result from disturbance of

caves lack of protection of riparian habitat loss and fragmentation of forested habitat and

accumulation of pesticides on adjacent non federal lands

IV Summary This species rated 98 93 and 80 under outcome A for Alternatives 1 3
and 4 respectively The low rating under Alternative 9 appears to be related primarily to

differences in prescriptions for snag and green free retention within the Matrix especially in

coastal forests and width of riparian reserves around wetlands and intermittent streams

Maternity roosts for bats are located at low elevations where climatic regimes do not place

excessive energetic demands on lactating females and developing young Therefore the lack

of retention of green trees in the Matrix in coastal Oregon may eliminate maternity sites In

other areas if green trees are dispersed throughout the cutting unit large snags will not be

preserved or recruited due to safety concerns

VIL Mitigation Mitigation can improve ratings

A Geographic Extent Rangewide

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigation Measures Green tree retention should be clumped not scattered and

large snags or decadent trees should be preserved within patches to provide

additional roost sites within the Matrix In addition buffers around wetlands 18 to 1

acre in size should be increased to at least 1 site potential tree or 100 ft along each

side of the wetland to protect important foraging habitats

The Federal Cave Resources Protection Act of 1988 specifies that Federal lands be

managed in a manner which protects and maintains to the extent practical significant

caves and defines caves as any naturally occurring void cavity recess or system of

interconnected passages which occur beneath the surface of the earth or within a cliff

or ledge but not including anymanmade excavation and which is large enough

to permit an individual to enter whether or not the entrance is naturally formed or
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manmade Conduct surveys of crevices in caves mines and old wooden bridges or
buildings for the presence of roosting bats Searches should be conducted duringthedayin the summer to locate day roosts and maternity sites during the late summer
and fall at night to locate night roosts which are important for reproductionandduringthe day in the winter to locate hibernacula If bats are foundidentifyspeciesusing the site and determine for what purpose it is being used by batsSitescontainingbats should be protected in accordance with Standards and Guidelines for

Cave Management provided in the Deschutes National Forest Plan on pp 431 and432For sites being used by bats including caves mines and old wooden bridgesandbuildingsthis includes prohibiting timber harvesting within 250 ft of the site and
development of a management plan for the site which would include an inventory
and mapping of resources and plans for protection of the site from vandalism
disturbance from road construction or blasting and any activity that could change
cave temperatures or drainage patterns

D Benefits Application of these mitigations will reduce the risk of local extinctions

and improve the likelihood that well distributed populations will bemaintainedwithinthe planning area Ratings would be increased to levels comparable to those

for Alternatives 1 3 and 4

1 Species Long legged Myotis Myotis volans

IL FEMAT Rating 554500

III Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs in coniferous forest habitats especially PonderosapineforestsThis bat is an aerial forager that pursues insects high over the forest canopy
feeding almost exclusively on moths Spends considerable time foraging in drainages

of tributary and intermittent streams Natural roost sites including day roosts and
maternity roosts are in trees snags and rock crevices Hibernacula and night roosts
are caves mines and large rock crevices A moderately gregarious species Occurs
throughout spotted owl range with the exception of the east side of the southern
Cascade Range in Washington

B Past Actions Timber harvesting activities that involve removal of large snags and
decadent trees has eliminated roosting habitat Disturbance of caves and minesandremovalof surrounding vegetation has eliminated hibernation and night roost sites

C Species Range 43 percent of range is on federal land Of that 43 percent 27
percent is in the Matrix

D Nonhabitat Factors Pesticide accumulation in insect populations may affect all

bat populations Bats are sensitive to human disturbance and loud noisesespeciallyduringhibernation Cave exploration or timberharvesting and road building
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activities near caves and mines may result in their abandonment as hibernacula

E Inadequate Information Additional information is needed for all Pacific

Northwest bat species regarding status geographic distribution reproductive ecology

and roosting and foraging habits Recent findings using newly developed radio

telemetry technology indicate that snags and large decadent trees may be far more

important as roost sites for bats than has been previously thought

F Features of the Alternative Primary features are provisions for green tree

retention late successional reserves and riparian buffers to protect foraging habitat

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects may result from disturbance of

caves loss of snags and large decadent trees lack of protection of riparian habitat loss and

fragmentation of forested habitat and accumulation of pesticides on adjacent non federal

lands

IV Summary This species rated 100 90 and 83 under outcome A for Alternatives 1 3
and 4 respectively The low rating under Alternative 9 appears to be related primarily to

differences in prescriptions for snag and green tree retention within the Matrix especially in

coastal forests and width of riparian reserves around wetlands and intermittent streams

Maternity roosts for bats are located at low elevations where climatic regimes do not place

excessive energetic demands on lactating females and developing young Therefore the lack

of retention of green trees in the Matrix in coastal Oregon may eliminate maternity sites In

other areas if green trees are dispersed throughout the cutting unit large snags will not be

preserved or recruited due to safety concerns

VIL Mitigation Mitigation can improve ratings

A Geographic Extent Rangewide

B Mitigation Measures Green tree retention should be dumped not scattered and

large snags or decadent trees should be preserved within patches to provide

additional roost sites within the Matrix In addition buffers around wetlands 18 to 1

acre in size should be increased to at least 1 site potential tree or 100 ft along each

side of the wetland to protect important foraging habitats

The Federal Cave Resources Protection Ad of 1988 specifies that Federal lands be

managed in a manner which protects and maintains to the extent practical significant

caves and defines caves as any naturally occurring void cavity recess or system of

interconnected passages which occur beneath the surface of the earth or within a cliff

or ledge but not induding anymanmade excavation and which is large enough

to permit an individual to enter whether or not the entrance is naturally formed or

manmade Conduct surveys of crevices in caves mines and old wooden bridges of

buildings for the presence of roosting bats Searches should be conducted during the

day in the summer to locate day roosts and maternity sites during the late summer

and fall at night to locate night roosts which are important for reproduction and

during the day in the winter to locate hibernacula If bats are found identify

species using the site and determine for what purpose it is being used by bats Sites

containing bats should be protected in accordance with Standards and Guidelines for

Cave Management provided in the Deschutes National Forest Plan on pp 431 and432For sites being used by bats including caves minds and old wooden bridges and

buildings this includes prohibiting timber harvesting within 250 ft of the site and
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L

development of a management plan for the site which would include aninventoryandmapping of resources and plans for protection of the site from vandalism
disturbance from road construction or blasting and any activity that could change

cave temperatures or drainage patterns

D Benefits Application of these mitigations will reduce the risk of local extinctions

and improve the likelihood that well distributed populations will be maintained

within the planning area Ratings would be increased to levels comparable to those

for Alternatives 1 3 and 4

Species Pallid Bat Antrozous pallidus

IL FEMAT Rating 63 3530

IIL Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History Occurs east of Cascade Crest in Washington and Oregon in the

southern Coast Range in Oregon and throughout spotted owl range in California

Pallid bats are found in dry forests such as mature oak woodlands in California and

Ponderosa pine forests in southern Oregon and northern California They appear to

be more abundant in late successional than in young forests Natural day and
maternity roosts and hibernation sites are in crevices in caves mines snags and
broken top trees Pallid bats forage widely along riparian zones bypursuingarthropodslow to the ground

B Past Actions Loss of mature oak woodlands and Ponderosa pine forests and
elimination of large snags in southern Oregon and northern California has reduced

populations by eliminating roosting and foraging habitat

C Species Range Most of mature oak woodland habitat is on private land but the

species also occurs in dry conifer forests on federal land

D Nonhabitat Factors Pesticide accumulation in insect populations may affect all

bat populations

E Inadequate Information Additional information is needed for all Pacific

Northwest bat species regarding status geographic distribution reproductive ecology

and roosting and foraging habits

F Features of the Alternative Primary features are provisions for snag retention

latesuccessional reserves and riparian buffers to protect foraging habitat

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects may result from loss of mature

oak woodland and dry coniferous forest habitat disturbance of caves and mines and

accumulation of pesticides on adjacent non federal lands
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VLI Summary This species rated 100 96 and 85 under outcome A for Alternatives 1 3
and 4 respectively The low rating under Alternative 9 appears to be related primarily to

differences in prescriptions for snag and green tree retention within the Matrix especially in

coastal forests and the width of riparian reserves around wetlands and intermittent streams

Maternity roosts for bats are located at low elevations where climatic regimes do not place

excessive energetic demands on lactating females and developing young Therefore the lack

of retention of green trees in the Matrix in coastal Oregon may eliminate maternity sites In

other forests If green trees are dispersed throughout the cutting unit large snags will not be

preserved or recruited due to safety concerns

VIL Mitigation Mitigation can improve ratings

A Geographic Extent Rangewide

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigation Measures Green tree retention should be dumped not scattered and

large snags or decadent trees should be preserved within patches to provide

additional roost sites within the Matrix In addition buffers around wetlands 18 to 1

acre in size should be increased to at least 1 site potential tree or 100 ft along each

side of the wetland to protect important foraging habitats

D Benefits Application of these mitigations will reduce the risk of local extinctions

and improve the likelihood that welldistributed populations will be maintained

within the planning area Ratings would beincreased to levels comparable to those

for Alternatives 1 3 and 4

L Species Silver haired Bat Lasionycteris noctivagans

IL FEMAT Rating 53 4800

m Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History A migratory species that occurs in forests throughout spotted

owl range during summer This species is strongly associated with old growth forests

for both roosting and foraging All known day and maternity roosts are in crevices in

large snags and decadent trees it rarely enters caves Maternity colonies are small

aggregations of 810 females and most give birth to twins Silver haired bats forage

by pursuing prey over dense mature forests near streams and ponds feeding on a

wide variety of arthropods Known to follow stream corridors when travelling from

roosts to foraging sites

B Past Actions Harvesting of old growth forests has eliminated roosting and

foraging habitat

C Species Range 43 percent of range is on federal land Of that 43 percent 27
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percent is in the Matrix Believed to migrate south as far as southern California in the

winter

D Nonhabitat Factors Pesticide accumulation in insect populations may affect all

bat populations Conditions on winter range may affect populations in the Pacific

Northwest

E Inadequate information Additional information is needed for all Pacific

Northwest bat species regarding status geographic distribution reproductive ecology
and roosting and foraging habits

F Features of the Alternative Primary features are provisions for green tree

retention late successional reserves and riparian buffers to protect foraging habitat

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative effects may result from lack ofprotectionofriparian habitat loss of snags and large decadent trees loss and fragmentation of mature

forest habitat and accumulation of pesticides on adjacent non federal lands

VI Summary This species rated 98 and 91 under outcome A for Alternatives 1 and 3
respectively The low rating under Alternative 9 appears to be related primarily to

differences in prescriptions for snag and green tree retention within the Matrix especially in

coastal forests and the width of riparian reserves around wetlands and intermittent streams
Maternity roosts for bats are located at low elevations where climatic regimes do not place

excessive energetic demands on lactating females and developing young Therefore the lack

of retention of green trees in the Matrix in coastal Oregon and on the Mt BakerSnoqualnieNationalForest may eliminate maternity sites In other areas if green trees are dispersed

throughout the cutting unit large snags will not be preserved or recruited due to safety

concerns

VII Mitigation Mitigation can improve ratings

A Geographic Extent Rangewide

B Specific Habitats

C Mitigation Measures Green tree retention should be dumped not scattered and
large snags or decadent trees should be preserved within patches to provide

additional roost sites within the Matrix In addition buffers around wetlands 18 to 1

acre in size should be increased to at least 1 site potential tree or 100 ft along each

side of the wetland to protect important foraging habitats

D Benefits Application of these mitigations will reduce the risk of local extinctions

and improve the likelihood that welldistributed populations will be maintained

within the planning area Ratings would be increased to levels comparable to those

for Alternatives 1 and 3
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1 Species Fisher Martes pennanti

I1 FEMAT Rating 63 3700

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None of the modifications to

Alternative 9 wir have a significant effect on the rating for fisher

IV Explanation of the Rating

A Natural History Very little is known about the habitat relationships of fishers in

the Douglas firwestern hemlock zone In the Rocky Mountains and in forested areas

of Canada and the eastern US fishers occupy a wide variety of forested habitats

Fishers are not dependent upon latesuccessional forests but appear to require closed

canopy forests that vary in age as long as they contain adequate prey populations

fishers avoid openings and clearcuts Consequently and because they are a wide
ranging species with home ranges on the order of 20 km2 fishers are hypothesized to

be particularly sensitive to the effects of forest fragmentation

In the Pacific Northwest fishers are associated with low and midelevation forests in

which deep snowpacks do not accumulate The distributional analysis conducted by
Aubry and Houston in Washington showed that west of the Cascade Crest fisher

records are rare above
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Besides a continuous canopy fishers also prefer forests that have complex physical

structure near the forest floor This structure is important for maintaining prey

populations and for providing access to prey during the winter especially when snow

is on the ground In addition fishers have very narrow habitat requirements for natal

den sites all natal dens ever found for fishers and this number is less than 50

rangewide were located in cavities in trees or snags at heights generally exceeding 6ImClearly only relatively large trees or snags will serve as natal dens the mean dbh

of 32 natal den sites found in Maine was 51 cm Because a female fisher raises her

young alone and must leave the kits to secure prey for herself and for them it is

believed that such sites are necessary for protecting the kits from predators when they

are very young This rather restrictive habitat requirement may have contributed to

the decline of fishers in the Pacific Northwest since the conversion of oldgrowth

Douglas fir forests to young even aged plantations results in the elimination of

potential natal den sites

Thus fisher populations are believed to have declined on Federal lands within the

range of the northern spotted owl for two primary reasons both of which are related

to the widespread conversion of old growth Douglas fir forests to young plantations

loss of habitat due to forest fragmentation resulting from clearcutting designed in a

staggered setting prescription and the removal of large downed coarse woody debris

and snags from the cutting units

B Past Actions Habitat has been impacted and fragmented by previous forest

management and the species has been extirpated from significant portions of its

historical range Recolonization of significant parts of its previous range is not likely

over the short term

C Species Range The historical range of the fisher probably included most of the

Pacific Northwest within the range of the northern spotted owl however the present

known range of the species includes extreme northern California and southern

Oregon the Olympic Peninsula and northcentral and northeastern Washington The

range of the species within that of the northern spotted owl includes over 20 million

acres of which 66 percent is on federal lands

D Nonhabitat Factors Incidental trapping and poisoning of other predatory

mammals may have had an influence on fisher populations but there is no

information on these concerns They tend to be shy and secretive so human

disturbance may influence their distribution and abundance

E Inadequate Information There is very little known about the habitat relationships

of fishers in the Pacific Northwest and this influenced the viability ratings by the

panelists For example a recent conservation status review lists only 10 articles on

fisher in the Pacific Northwest and most of these are unpublished reports or pertain

to the population status of the species Information on abundance habitat

associations and population ecology of the species in the Pacific Northwest is lacking

Because of the disjunct nature of their populations information on genetic variation in

fisher populations is urgently needed
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F Features of the Alternative Alternatives 1 and 3 that contained Riparian Reserve

Scenario 1 or guidelines for increased retention of coarse woody debris were rated

higher than Alternative 9 Many known locations for the species are outside the late

successional reserves and it is possible that harvest of such forest may cause local

extirpation of populations Fishers failed to pass the screens largely because of

concern that inadequate provisions are included in Alternative 9 for significantly

reducing regional levels of forest fragmentation in the short term and concern that

guidelines will not provide adequate amounts of both snags and decadent trees for

natal den sites and downed woody debris for foraging habitat within the Matrix

Fishers rated 80 under Outcome A for Alternatives 1 and 3 which were perceived to

provide adequate amounts of these habitat features

V Cumulative Effects Assessment Fishers are naturally rare have a disjunct

distribution in the Pacific Northwest and apparently are slow to recolonize areas after local

extirpation The species is usually associated with lower elevations where there are lower

amounts and poorer distribution of federal lands The species range includes approximately

21 million acres of which 66 percent is federal land and 62 percent of federal lands would be
in LateSuccessional Reserves 27 percent or Congressionally Withdrawn Areas 35 percent

under Alternative 9 There is also a lack of information on the ecology of fishers in this

region Because of these cumulative effects it is doubtful whether the amount and

distribution on latesuccessional forest will be sufficient to maintain populations that are

welldistributed throughout the species range under any of the Alternatives These

perceived risks can be mitigated in part by obtaining more information on the distribution

abundance and habitat relationships of the species and by changing forest management in

the matrix between the reserves

VI Summary The rating reflects the rareness and disjunct distribution of fishers and the

lack of information on the species in the Pacific Northwest There is also concern for the

species in highly fragmented forests where most of the landscape is composed of very young
forests this applies to the forest matrix outside of the reserves and non federal lands

especially at lower elevations The species range includes 34 percent non federal land

Although we may be able to provide suitable habitat that is welldistributed on federal lands

fisher populations may never respond and be well distributed because of 1 their apparently

low rates of recolonization of restored habitats after local extirpation 2 the lower amounts

of federal land at lower elevations and 3 their natural rareness Consequently outcome B
may be as good an outcome for populations as can be expected for this species under any of

the Alternatives

VII Mitigation Mitigation can improve habitat conditions for fishers

A Geographic Extent Entire range of fisher

B Specific Habitats The size and distribution of patches of latesuccessional forest

and provision of largediameter 20 inches dbh standing and fallen coarse woody
debris are key habitat features

C Mitigation Measures Implementing mitigations that would substantially reduce

levels of forest fragmentation and increase amounts of downed coarse woody debris
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in the Matrix are expected to raise the score for fisher habitat under Alternative 9 to

levels comparable to those of Alternatives I or 3 There are two combinations of

mitigations that will accomplish this Provision of increased levels of coarse woody

debris in the Matrix generally 6 to 10 logs per acre greater than 20 inches diameter

AND either 1 implement landscape management controls in the Matrix such as501140 OR 2 provide dispersed large patches of late successional forest such as

residual habitat areas for spotted owl nest sites These additional provisions for

snags and late successional forest will provide denying sites and suitable habitat in

the Matrix which will reduce the chance of local extirpation of any populations in the

short term Other mitigations that will be of benefit to fishers include surveying to

locate additional populations and increased Riparian Reserve widths along

intermittent streams Although not part of the management provisions of these

Alternatives translocation of fishers to areas where they once occurred should be

considered

D Benefits of Mitigation The projected benefits of these mitigations will likely be

different for habitat versus populations for fishers For Alternative 9 we expect the

above mitigations to increase the likelihood of achieving outcome A to levels

comparable to those of Alternatives 1 and 3 Alternative 9 with mitigations will

provide better habitat in the Matrix therefore we expect habitat for the species to be

welldistributed on federal lands However because of the above cumulative effects

we do not expect populations of the species to be well distributed under any of the

Alternatives Fisher populations are likely to continue to be rare and have disjunct

distributions and outcome B may be as good as we can expect in the future

1 Species American Marten Martes americana

H FEMAT Rating 67 2733

Ill Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None of the modifications to

Alternative 9 will have a significant effect on the rating for martens

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History American martens are more abundant and more widely

distributed than fishers in the Pacific Northwest and more information is available on

their habitat requirements and population status Key habitat features are downed

coarse woody debris of various decay stages to support prey primarily

Clethrionomys and Tamiasciurus large patches of late successional forest and intact

forest along riparian zones Martens preferentially select resting sites in large

diameter trees near streams

Martens are relatively abundant in the Cascades of Washington and Oregon but they

are infrequent in the Olympic Peninsula and in the coastal regions of Washington

Oregon and California Martens are welladapted to high elevation conditions and

the lower elevations of coastal portions of these states may never have supported high
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densities compared to fishers Populations in the Cascade Range are densest in the

true fir zone which generally occurs above
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VI Summary The American marten failed the screen primarily because habitat

conditions in the Matrix would not provide adequate amounts of foraging and denning

habitat especially over the short run until habitat conditions achieve latesuccessional status

within reserved areas Alternatives that provided greater levels of coarse woody debris or

wider riparian reserves received higher ratings than those of Alternative 9 Because of

historically low population numbers in coastal and other low elevation areas of Oregon and

Washington there was concern that outcome A may not occur throughout the entire range of

the species

VII Mitigation Mitigation can improve habitat conditions for marten

A Geographic Extent Entire range

B Specific Habitats Large diameter 20 inches standing snags and downed wood
late successional forest in proximity to permanently flowing and intermittent streams

C Mitigation Measures American martens use riparian areas for foraging and for

selection of resting sites in large trees or large woody debris Downed wood is also

used for foraging and protection from cold weather during the winter The network

of Riparian Reserves and Key Watersheds in Alternative 9 of FEMAT will provide

habitat in addition to the late successional reserves They wMl also provide

connectivity between the reserves Guidelines for management of marbled murrelet

habitat in the Coast Range of Oregon and the Olympic Peninsula of Washington will

also provide benefits to martens However additional protection is needed for

marten habitat to help ensure the establishment of welldistributed populations on

federal lands in the Pacific Northwest Primary mitigation for this species is a

combination of increased levels of coarse woody debris in the Matrix and

implementation of Riparian Reserve Scenario 1 throughout the species range Because

the ranges of marten and at risk fish stocks are largely coincident riparian protection

within the ranges of these fish is sufficient to achieve desired objectives for the

marten In addition the National Forests and BLM Districts should conduct more

thorough surveys for martens throughout their lands More information on the

distribution abundance and habitat relationships of martens throughout their range is

needed to provide better management guidelines

D Benefits Implementation of this combination of mitigations increased riparian

reserve width and increased retention of coarse woody debris will result in ratings

similar to those of Alternative 1 whereby habitat conditions would be sufficient to

support a stable welldistributed population throughout most of its range However
marten populations are low in the Olympic Peninsula and the Oregon Coast Range

and there is some chance that populations may not recover in those provinces despite

the more favorable habitat conditions that would result from these mitigations

1 Species Oregon Red Tree Vole Phenacomys longicaudus

III FEMAT Rating 73 2520
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111 Modifications due to changes in Alternative 9 None

IV Explanation of Rating

A Natural History The Oregon red tree vole is unique among mammals in that it

spends most of its life in the canopy of coniferous trees and eats needles of conifer

trees The red tree vole is more abundant in latesuccessional forest thanyoungforestand appears to be closely associated with older forests Because they are small

and live almost exclusively in the canopy of conifers they probably have limited

dispersal capabilities

B Past Actions Past forest management practices have resulted in fragmentation

and conversion of late successional forests to young even aged forests and these

practices are believed to have reduced numbers of red tree voles

C Species Range The red tree vole Phenacomys longicaudus occurs only in the

Cascade and Coast Ranges of western Oregon Its range includes over 13 million

acres 35 percent on federal land One subspecies 21silvicolus occurs only in the

northern portion of the Oregon Coast Range and primarily on non federal land

D Nonhabitat Factors None

E Inadequate Information Because red tree voles spend most of their lives in the

forest canopy they are extremely difficult to study Consequently abundance habitat

associations and population ecology of the species is not well understood Lack of

information on dispersal capabilities and abundance in young forests was of concern
to the panelists

F Features of the Alternative Each latesuccessional reserve will likely support large

populations of red tree voles but each of these populations may be isolated from

other such populations Connectivity of latesuccessional reserves by blocks or

corridors of older forests may be necessary to provide small breeding colonies

between large reserves to facilitate gene flow from one reserve to another

V Cumulative Effects Assessment The only cumulative effects that may impact viability

of red tree voles in Oregon is the amount and distribution of federal and non federal lands

within the species range no other factors are known to affect the species populations The

species occupies approximately 13 million acres of which 35 percent is federal land and 50

percent of the species range on federal lands would be in Late Successional Reserves 40

percent or Congressionally Withdrawn Areas 10 percent under Alternative 9 The

distribution of these reserves includes most of the species range except the northern Coast
Range of Oregon Therefore federal lands will likely provide for large welldistributed

populations of the species except possibly in the northern Coast Range of Oregon Because

of the limited dispersal capabilities of the species and its low abundance in young forests

connectivity of populations in reserves is of concern This perceived risk can be mitigated by

assessing abundance of red tree voles in young forests and their dispersal capabilities andor

by changing forest management practices in the Matrix between Late Successional Reserves
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VI Summary The slightly low rating for red tree voles was partially a result of poor

information on abundance distribution and dispersal capabilities Available information

suggests the species has limited dispersal capability In areas of the Matrix that will not

currently have patches of latesuccessional forest protected within riparian reserves or other

reserves colonies may become genetically isolated resulting in the assigned likelihood of

outcome B

VII Mitigation Mitigation can improve habitat conditions for red tree voles

A Geographic Extent Entire range of the species

B Specific Habitats None

C Mitigation Measures The red tree vole Phenacomys longicaudus is most

abundant in latesuccessional forests so their populations are likely to be sparse in the

forest matrix between reserves in the future The species also has limited dispersal

capabilities so forest fragmentation may also limit connectivity between populations

in reserves The Riparian Reserves will provide some connectivity between Late

Successional Reserves and other reserves Implementing mitigations that would

reduce levels of forest fragmentation and provide dispersal corridors for red tree

voles and identify and protect occupied sites will improve the likelihood of Outcome

A There are two combinations of mitigations that will accomplish this Survey and

manage known breeding colonies in the Matrix AND either 1 implement Riparian

Reserve Scenario 1 OR 2 implement additional landscape controls within the Matrix

such as the 50 1140 rule Other mitigations that will be of benefit to conservation of

red tree voles but not play a significant role in increasing its score include surveying

to acquire additional information reserving the oldest and largest green trees in

prescriptions for green ttee retention and protection of additional old growth and

latesuccessional forest

D Benefits of Mitigation The above mitigations will provide better habitat in the

forest matrix in the short term until habitat conditions within the Late Successional

and Riparian Reserves achieve late successional condition Additional research will

provide better information to guide management of the species Such measures are

likely to improve breeding and dispersal habitat for the species throughout its range

and increase the likelihood of achieving outcome A to 80 percent under Alternative

9 This prediction is based the fact that the species was rated 80 percent likelihood

of achieving outcome A under Alternatives 1 3 4 and 5 of FEMAT and the rating

for Alternative 9 was dose to this level In fact we believe the Late Successional

Reserves will support large populations and connectivity between reserves will be

provided by the Riparian Reserves and the additional latesuccessional patches in the

matrix

1 Species California Red Tree Vole Phenaacomys pomo
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II FEMAT Rating 782300

The California red tree vole failed to pass the screens by a very narrow margin it was given
a likelihood of 78 in Outcome A and 0 for outcome D The rating was as high as 100forAlternative1 and ranged from 88 to 95 in all Alternatives except 7 8 and 9 Theprimaryreasonfor the lower rating in Alternative 9 was concern about retention of sufficient late
successional forest in the Matrix uncertainty about the species distribution andhabitatrequirementsand the fact that only about 22 percent of the species range is on federal land
Given the very small margin by which this species failed the screen our subsequent review
of the panel notes new research findings which indicate that this species nests in laterclassesofearly successional forest and our close examination of the distribution of reservedlandsandKey Watersheds in California we do not find support for the need to further mitigatetomeetthe screening criteria under Alternative 9 Although nonfederal management will
strongly affect the species rangewide distribution home range sizes for this speciesaresmalland large areas of suitable habitat will be available on the federal portion ofthespeciesrange Therefore no specific mitigations are proposed We note however that
mitigations proposed for other species will further increase the likelihood thathabitatconditions

will be sufficient to meet thisspecies requirements

I
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Further Explanation of Assumptions Concerning

Nonfederal Lands Effects

This portion of Appendix J3 clarifies the role that effects of the management of nonfederal

lands play in the cumulative effects analysis in this SEIS Generally such effects are

addressed in two ways in the analysis of effects on individual species or species groups in the

SEIS

First this SEIS reports the results of the assessment conducted by the Assessment Team
These results reflect a specific focus on the likelihood that the alternatives would provide

species habitat in varying amounts and distributions on federal lands FEMAT Report pp
IV42 IV44 IV47 For the purposes of assigning likelihood ratings FEMAT panelists

were asked to focus their assessment on three major factors habitat conditions on federal

lands life history characteristics of the species and any bottlenecks in habitat and

population that would occur under the alternatives FEMAT Report p IV44 This focus

was chosen to provide moreusable information regarding the efficacy of the alternatives to

provide habitat on federal lands to support species viability and biodiversity under the

National Forest Management Act

Thus in an effort to keep the focus of the FEMAT assessment panel ratings on federal lands

the panels were instructed as follows

Assume that conditions other than habitat on federal land are adequate to provide

for welldistributed stabilized populations These factors include environmental

conditions other than habitat condition eg ocean pollution habitat conditions

on nonfederal land land ownership patterns and the amount of overlap between

the species range and the range of the spotted owl These factors will be brought

back into the assessment in a later step but should not influence the initial rating

For example the overall likelihood of supporting viable populations of marbled

murrelets will be strongly influenced by ocean conditions and by habitat

conditions on nonfederal lands However in the initial rating we are asking the

panelists to only assess the likelihood that nesting habitat on federal land will be

adequate to support well distributed populations of murrelets on federal land In a

subsequent step we will ask panelists to describe the likely effects of other factors

FEMAT written instructions to panelists

The intent of this direction was not to ignore possible problems resulting from cumulative

effects or to make the assumption that viable populations of species could be supported by

nonfederal lands alone Rather it was designed to cause panelists to initially think mainly

about the degree to which federal habitat itself could be expected to support stable well

distributed populations respective of the management of nonfederal lands Thus except as

otherwise explicitly noted this assumption had the practical effect of marginalizing or

rendering essentially immaterial the degree and nature of a contribution of nonfederal lands

to panel ratings If the assessment ratings instead had been designed to evaluate habitat on all

lands regardless of ownership it would have been difficult if not impossible to determine the

benefit expected to accrue to some species or species group from habitat provided on federal

lands under each of the alternatives
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The AssessmentTeam acknowledged during the assessment that because this approach to

panel ratings focused on the adequacy of habitat on federal lands it did not address

cumulative effects Therefore after the panel ratings were completed panelists were asked to

address the degree to which factors other than those explicitly considered in the ratings

would affect the species or species groups under consideration FEMAT Report pp IV45
IV47 Specifically panels were asked to describe the actual influence on the species or

species group of land ownership patterns and habitat conditions on nonfederal lands habitat

conditions outside the range of the northern spotted owl and other environmental conditions

caused by activities off federal lands FEMAT Report pp IV44 IV47 This information

was recorded in panel notes and summarized in sections of the FEMAT Report In the case of

marbled murrelets a second assessment was completed on overall population viability that

explicitly took into account cumulative effects FEMAT Report p IV152

Second after publication of the FEMAT Report and the Draft SEIS additional steps were

taken to analyze cumulative effects As part of the additional species analysis all of the

species or species groups that had been assessed by the Assessment Team were subsequently

screened to see if additional analysis would prove useful under a variety of criteria One

screen focused on the viability of a species or species group that may be affected by factors

other than management of federal lands see Process for Additional Species Analysis in

Chapter 34 and the documentation generated by the analysis in Appendix J2 Where

cumulative effects on a species or species group could be significant additional analysis was

completed and mitigation measures were proposed where appropriate In some cases

proposed mitigation would increase the contribution of federal lands to offset the likely

impacts from nonfederal lands or other factors

The analysis of effects on the northern spotted owl generally has followed the process

outlined above The FEMAT assessment panel ratings for the spotted owl depended

specifically on the likelihood that the respective alternatives would provide adequate habitat

conditions for spotted owl populations to stabilize across federal lands These ratings did not

reflect an assessment of the contribution of habitat on nonfederal lands to the northern

spotted owl FEMAT Report p IV150 However after the panel assigned its likelihood

ratings FEMAT did address the role of nonfederal lands in achieving recovery of the owl

FEMAT Report pp II32? II33 IV150 The Assessment Team noted that nonfederal

lands are critical to the conservation of the owl in certain areas often where federal lands are

uncommon FEMAT Report p IV150

As noted in Chapter 34 since completion of the FEMAT Report the Department of the

Interior has published a Notice of Intent to prepare an EIS analyzing the adoption of a

special rule pursuant to Section 4d of the Endangered Species Act concerning the northern

spotted owl Federal Register Dec 29 1993 58 FR 69132? 69149 The notice provides a

general overview of the proposal to adopt such a rule which would remove or revise the

incidental take prohibition for the owl on some nonfederal lands while retaining the

prohibition on nonfederal lands which have previously been noted as being complementary to

the federal conservation strategy 58 FR 69133 and p348 in the Final SEIS and where

federal lands may not be adequate to provide for owl conservation Final SEIS p G37

The discussion in the SEIS generally recognizes the importance of contributions of some

nonfederal lands to the northern spotted owl see p34244 It also considers the proposal
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to adopt a 4d rule and notes that the rule is intended to complement the alternatives in the

SEIS with respect to the owl’s recovery see pp 34244?34245 In terms of the actual

contribution that can be expected from nonfederal lands the SEIS generally assumes that

management of nonfederal lands will comply with the Endangered Species Act

In light of the proposal to adopt a 4d rule that would authorize the incidental take of some

spotted owls on nonfederal lands consideration of effects on the owl from management of

nonfederal lands must be contingent This means that the SEIS assumes that for the present

and short term the Endangered Species Act will continue to be implemented consistent with

current direction relating to take of owls and therefore that all owls on nonfederal lands will

be protected from take under Section 9 unless and until a 4d rule is adopted see p34
245 Given the possibility that such a rule may be adopted it is recognized that some owls

currently on nonfederal lands maybe incidentally taken unless they occur in certain Special

Emphasis Areas which would be chosen to facilitate the achievement of the conservation

goals for the spotted owl Based on the proposal in the 4d rule EIS notice and on the express

intent that any area designated as a Special Emphasis Area under the proposed 4d rule

would complement the alternatives in this SEIS it is not expected that adoption of such a rule

would significantly change any projected contribution of nonfederal lands to the owl

especially at the programmatic level of this SEIS It also should be noted that factors relevant

to cumulative effects also are addressed in the materials the SEIS incorporates by reference

and the NEPA documents to which the SEIS is a supplement

Expanded Discussionof Cumulative Effects on the

Population Viability of the Marbled Murrelet

Chapter 34 of this SEIS contains a general statement regarding the cumulative effects of the

proposed action and those associated with the other major factors affecting the marbled

murrelet including management of nonfederal lands see p 34249 However the main

focus of that discussion focuses on those effects expected to result from modification of

habitat on federal lands given that the proposed action would revise management direction

for such lands Factors other than the amount and distribution of habitat on federal lands

that are thought to affect murrelet viability include vital population rates prey availability

predation nesting habitat on nonfederal lands and direct mortality from net fisheries and oil

spills There are few data if any addressing most of these factors Nevertheless because of

the potential significance of the factors on the overall population viability of the murrelet the

FEMAT assessment panel sought in one of its assessments to consider factors other than the

expected habitat conditions on federal lands FEMAT Report p IV152

This discussion of each of the major factors other than alteration of habitat on federal lands

is presented to describe the issues thought to most significantly affect population viability of

the murreletFor a fuller discussion of each factor see the Biological Report of the Fish and

Wildlife Service Marshall 1988 the final rule listing the murrelet population in Oregon

California and Washington as a threatened species and the proposed rule designating

critical habitat for that population 57 Federal Register 45328? 45337 Oct 1 1992 59

Federal Register 3811? 3824 Jan 27 1994 Each of these documents is incorporated by

reference into this appendix In addition the Federal Government will address the marbled

murrelet in more detail in its ongoing Conservation Assessment and the Draft Marbled

Murrelet
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Recovery Plan which is expected to be released later this year

Vital Rates

With fewer than 70 nests found to date data are not available for most aspects of the species

breeding biology Out of necessity certain inferences are drawn from other members of the

Alcidae family of which the murrelet is a member Alcids typically have a variable

reproductive rate in that not all adults may nest every year marbled murrelets seem to

follow this pattern They also have a relatively low reproductive rate producing one chick

per year maximumand thus must rely upon being relatively long lived and breeding

several times to produce enough young to replace themselves Hudson 1985 The average

annual adult survival known for stable populations of several other alcid species is

approximately 90 percent survival per year meaning that in any one year approximately 10

percent of the breeding age individuals in a given population die Hudson 1985 The average

known post fledgling survival to breeding age for alcids has been estimated to be 29 percent

ie that proportion of the young from any one year that will actually survive to the age of

first reproduction Hudson 1985 Murrelets lay one egg per nest and are estimated to live

an average of 10 years based on the longevity of other alcids Hudson 1985 If these

estimates that the murrelet is a relatively long lived species are generally sound then

recruitment rates likely would be a moreaccurate indicator of the murrelet’s population

dynamics than would direct population counts

Murrelets are currently documented to be experiencing low recruitment rates Juvenile to

adult ratios of murrelets have been estimated to be between 0.012 and 0.035 meaning that

there are between approximately 1 and 4 juveniles of a particular year observed for every

100 adults observed Strong et al 1993 Juvenile adult ratios from counts taken along the

central Oregon coast from 1988 through 1992 yielded similaraverage juvenile recruitment

rates of between 1 and 4.5 percent Nelson and Hardin in prep Surveys conducted in

California have produced ratios within this range since 1989 Among other possible factors

these low estimated recruitment rates may be at least partially the result of losses of nesting

opportunities or mortality of juveniles as they leave inland nest sites and attempt to reach the

ocean To the extent the rates reflect the loss of nesting opportunities on federal lands the

SEIS alternatives that protect morenesting habitat should be expected to have more

beneficial effects on recruitment To the extent the rates reflect the mortality of juveniles

produced on federal lands one plausible cause of such juvenile mortality is predation which

is discussed separately below To the extent the rates reflect either of these factors on

nonfederal lands there should be no direct effect of any SEIS alternative on recruitment

because the proposed action provides management direction for federal lands only

Prey Availability

Marbled murrelets generally forage innearshore marine waters They have been reported to

feed on a variety of small fish and invertebrates including Pacific herring Clupea harengus

Pacific sandlance Ammodytes hexapterus northern anchovy Engraulis mordax capelin

Mallotus villosus smelt euphids Eupahsia pacifica Thysanoessa spinifera and mysids

Carter and Sealy 1987 Sanger 1987 Sealy 1975 Strong et al 1993 Thus marine systems

producing these kinds of species comprise important foraging habitat for the species Because

the proposed action addresses management of federal forest lands only foraging habitat will

not
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be affected by selection of any of the SEIS alternatives

Predation

Great horned owls Bubo virginianus Stellar’s jays Cyanocitta stelleri ravens Corvus

corax sharpskinned hawks Accipiter striatus and common crows Corvus brachyrhynchos

are known predators of the marbled murrelet Gray jays Perisoreus canadensis are also

suspected predators From 1974 through 1991 approximately 71 percent of all known

murrelet nests in the Pacific Northest failed with 70 percent of those failures due to predation

Nelson 1992 A 1992 study indicated that of 25 murrelet tree nests located 10 failed

because of predation Three others failed from other factors 10 were successful and the

status of the remaining 2 nests was indeterminable Nelson 1992

Although supporting data showing cause and effect and magnitude generally are lacking it is

believed that forest fragmentation increases the risk of predation on bird nests eggs and

chicks especially the risk from corvid predators This hypothesis is thought similarly to

apply to the murrelet One of the fundamental purposes of each of the alternatives in this

SEIS is to create large reserves of late successional and oldgrowth habitat that will among

other things help to avoid adverse effects of fragmentation Generally speaking then the

larger the acreage of reserves in the marbled murrelet’s range called for in an SEIS

alternative the less fragmentation that will occur from timber harvest on federal lands and

the greater the benefits to marbled murrelet populations

Forest canopy closure over the nest site also is believed to provide camouflage protection

from predation for the murrelet All of the SEIS alternatives except for Alternatives 7 and 8
provide for protection of occupied murrelet sites both those currently known and those

discovered during requisite surveys Thus Alternatives 1 through 6 9 and 10 generally

should at least maintain protection from predation provided by the existing canopy closure at

all known and discovered occupied sites Because the proposed action addresses management

of federal lands only any further fragmentation or loss of canopy cover near nest sites on

nonfederal lands will not be directly affected by selection of any of the SEIS alternatives

Nonfederal Habitat Conditions

Approximately40 to 50 percent of the marbled murrelet’s range within Washington Oregon

and California occurs on nonfederal lands Several areas on nonfederal lands especially in

California currently contain substantial numbers of marbled murrelets Most remaining

suitable nesting habitat for the murrelet within Washington Oregon and California is on

federal lands although there are valuable areas of habitat within the murrelet’s range that

contain little or no federal lands eg southwest Washington and Humboldt and Santa

CruzSan Mateo Counties inCaliforniaMoreover there are approximately 189 known

occupied murrelet sites on nonfederal lands which comprises approximately 20 percent of

the currently known total FEMAT Report Most of the nesting habitat that historically

existed on private lands within this tristate region has been eliminated due in large measure

to timber harvest Green 1985 Norse 1988 Thomas et al 1990 Remaining tracts of

potentially suitable habitat on private lands in this tristate area is subject to harvest

although any such harvest would need to comply with Section 9 of the Endangered Species
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Act given the threatened status of the species under that statute Under state law the

murrelet is currently listed as endangered in California as sensitive in Oregon and

threatened in Washington In addition much of the known marbled murrelet habitat in

California is located in State or National Parks that are generally protected from timber

harvesting

As noted in the Final SEIS’s discussion of effects from nonfederal land management pp 34
8?3410 p 34244 and p G37 the Department of the Interior has issued a Notice of

Intent to prepare an EIS analyzing the adoption of a special rule pursuant to Section 4d of

the Endangered Species Act concerning the northern spotted owl Federal Register Dec 29

1993 58 FR 69132? 69149 The notice sets forth a general overview of the proposal to

adopt such a rule The proposal is to remove or revise the incidental take prohibition for the

owl on some nonfederal lands

The spotted owl 4d proposal bears mentioning in the context of this discussion of the effects

of nonfederal land management on the marbled murrelet because were it to be adopted it

would affect the management of late successional and oldgrowth forest stands on some of the

nonfederal lands within the murrelet’s range Adoption of the proposal should have no

marked effect on the enforcement of Section 9 relative to murrelets however because the

removal of incidental take protection for the northern spotted owl on certain nonfederal

lands would not affect the take prohibition concerning the marbled murrelet on those same

lands Thus any harvest of owl habitat that would result in the incidental take of an owl on

nonfederal lands made permissible by adoption of a 4d rule for the owl would not be

allowed if it would result in the take of a murrelet under the ESA The notice also discussed

the possibility of providing further guidance to avoid incidental take of the marbled murrelet

in the 4d rule for the owl but no firm proposal along these lines has yet emerged

OilSpills

Marbled murrelets are susceptible to mortality from oil spills because they tend to spend

most of their time in local concentrations at sea swimming on the ocean surface and feeding

close to shore Oil spills are not possible to predict but depending on their location extent

and time of occurrence could have significant adverse effects on local or regional populations

of murrelets even possibly resulting in local extirpations Murrelets have been affected

adversely or killed as a result of past oil spills in both Washington and California Because

the proposed action provides management direction for federal forest lands only selection of

any of the SEIS alternatives would have no effect on issues of murrelet viability associated

with oil spills

GillNet Fishing

tudies have shown that the marbled murrelet suffers mortality from gillnet fishing Carter

and Sealy 1982 Kuletz 1992 Oregon and California no longer allow gill net operations that

would affect marbled murrelets Washington however issues approximately 1200 gillnet

licenses a year Marshall 1988 Gill net fisheries occur in areas of murrelet concentrations in

Washington eg the Puget Sound but the mortality rate is uncertain and data is beginning

to be collected on these impacts to murrelet populations Because the proposed action

addresses only federal forest management selection of any of the SEIS alternatives would not
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affect mortality associated with gill net fishing

Spotted Owl Population Viability and the Use

of Models

Concern about northern spotted owls and the continued harvest of their habitat extends back

to the early 1970 s shortly after research on the species had begun in Oregon Thomas et al

1993 Since that time both the knowledge of owls and the sophistication of scientific

arguments surrounding them have increased dramatically At least a half dozen major

federal forest plans have focused on spotted owls and or their habitat and information and

analyses have been contributed by both federal and nonfederal scientists

Much of the controversy surrounding northern spotted owls and federal forest plans has

focused on whether the population of owls would remain viable or gradually trend toward

extinction upon a plan’s implementation Demographic analyses provide useful insight into

how population parameters for the owl likely have changed in the past The most recent

analysis of owl demographic data was issued in early January 1994 it appears in the Final

SEIS as Appendix J1 and is discussed at some length on pages 34212 and 34229 A
recent investigation of the models used to analyze such demographic data Goldwasser et al

1993 suggested that there could be considerable error in estimating the rate of population

growth especially if environmental fluctuation is a strong influence on the population The

same investigation concluded that the model’s assessment of trends in survival rates was

generally accurate

The use of such demographic analyses in the assessment of population viability is limited

because the results of the analyses pertain only to the period of data collection They do not

provide information on expected future changes in owl populations or on the relationship

between habitat and population dynamics Therefore other tools have been developed to

address these questions in analyses of population viability

While the controversy over owls has continued there has been significant evolution in

scientific concepts related to population viability and the procedures used to assess viability

Marcot 1994 unpub Much of the early thinking on population viability focused strongly on

the maintenance of genetic diversity and on the determination of minimum viable population

sizes Soule 1980 As the discussion of population viability continued thinking expanded to

encompass other factors that could influence longterm viability Shaffer 1983 For spotted

owls these factors can be separated into 1 those that are internal to populations such as

random demographic events genetic drift and inbreeding and change in social behavior and

2 those external to the population such as chronic habitat change interspecific competition

and large scale environmental disturbances that are catastrophic to the population

Salwasser et al 1984 Introducing these additional complexities into viability assessments

has reduced the likelihood that a simple single minimum viable population level could be

identified for the spotted owl

Over the last 50 years the most significant influence on northern spotted owl populations has
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been the chronic loss of habitat through timber harvest Murphy and Noon 1992 USDI FWS
1990 The effects of habitat loss might be expressed in the spotted owl population in a

number of different short and long term ways including changes in demographic attributes

decreases in genetic variation changes in behavior and changing susceptibility to predation

diseases pathogens and other environmental factors Assessments of northern spotted owl

viability have attempted to synthesize at least some of these risk factors Dawson et al 1987

Thomas et al 1990 USDA FS 1986 USDA FS 1988 USDA FS 1992 USDI 1992 unpub The

Final Draft Recovery Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl USDI 1992 unpub summarized

risks to the owl population as follows

Habitat factors

Systematic habitat loss

Habitat fragmentation

Habitat gaps

Population dynamics

Demographic variation

Decline in population size Allee effect

Low success of juvenile dispersal

Loss of genetic variation

Environmental factors

Variation in environmental conditions

Catastrophic events

Species interactions

Lack of coordinated conservation measures

The risk discussion in the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery Plan noted the general features

of the plan that were designed to deal with these risks The broad outlines of these features

are shared in common across all the alternatives presented in this SEIS Large reserve size

was noted as a direct response to the risks from systematic habitat loss habitat

fragmentation and unfavorable species interactions While some habitat loss would continue

in matrix forests the loss and fragmentation of forests due to logging within the Late

Successional Reserves would essentially stop Habitat conditions for owls within the reserves

would generally improve over time as currently younger forests grow to a condition where

they would begin to provide greater benefit for owls Thus threats associated with

fragmentation would decline within the reserves over time Reduction of these threats will

provide greater security for the owl population in as little as 50 years the time when current

young forests would begin providing the canopy characteristics of owl habitat

Both the size and the design of the LateSuccessional Reserve networks are intended to

reduce risks associated with demographic variation the Allee effect potential low success of

juvenile dispersal loss of genetic variation risk of catastrophic events and variation in

environmental conditions Size of the Late Successional Reserves is designed to provide for

subpopulations large enough for at least short term next 50 years stability and the reserves

are located to allow spotted owls from one location to potentially recolonize other areas if

local populations fail This reduces risks from both demographic variation and the Allee

effect Potential risks from failure of juvenile dispersal are reduced by establishing reserves

so that the distances between them are within the dispersal capability of young owls and

managing the intervening matrix forest for conditions that would facilitate dispersal
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Similarly any potential risk of loss of genetic variation would be reduced by the movement of

owls among reserves facilitated by the placement of reserves and management of intervening

areas for dispersal habitat There is general agreement that in light of current known and

estimated population numbers the level of risk to northern spotted owls from genetic causes

is low Barrowclough and Coats 1985 Risks from catastrophic events are reduced by the

size of individual reserves the design of the network which places every reserve within the

dispersal capability of two or moreother reserves and the management of reserves to reduce

such risks Finally risks from environmental variation are reduced by making reserves large

and establishing them throughout the range of environmental variation within the range of

the owl

A number of the planning efforts for northern spotted owl populations have relied primarily

or exclusively on qualitative professional judgments for assessment of risk to the owl’s

population viability Thomas et al1993 USDA FS 1992 USDI 1992 unpub Other plans

and assessments have included modeling efforts that were used either in the development of

plans or in the assessment of their risks One of the first efforts included that for the Draft

Supplement to the Environmental Impact Statement for an Amendment to the Pacific

Northwest Regional Guide USDA FS 1986 The analysis in the 1986 Draft SEIS included the

use of a modified Leslie matrix model Leslie 1945 1948 that incorporated stochastic effects

A separate spatially explicit simulation model was also used in the Draft SEIS This later

model simulated movements of both juvenile and adult owls as well as variable birth and

death rates Both models were used as components of a risk assessment rule set for evaluation

of the alternatives presented in the 1986 Draft SEIS The Final Supplement to the

Environmental Impact Statement for an Amendment to the Pacific Northwest Regional Guide

USDA FS 1988 continued the use of the modified Leslie matrix model but dropped the

spatially explicit simulation because model behavior was dependent on parameters for which

there was no empirical data

Concurrent with these efforts Lande 1987 1988 published results of a mathematical

nonspatial model of dispersal and territory occupancy which extended analysis done by

Levins 1969 1970 This model was used to estimate the minimum proportion of habitat

needed to sustain a population of northern spotted owls in a broad region Based on the

results of the model Lande concluded that reduction of spotted owl habitat to a proportion

less than 21 percent of the total landscape federal and nonfederal would eventually result in

extinction He also found that Forest Service demographic analysis USDA FS 1986 1988

had underestimated population growth rates due to truncation of the life table that was used

in the analysis

Boyce 1987 also criticized the Forest Service analysis in the 1986 Draft SEIS primarily for

failure to incorporate density dependence and spatial effects He developed astagestructuredsingle sex Leslie model in which he made the parameters of survival and

fecundity dependent on population density He used this model largely to support his

contention that the likelihood of extinction of northern spotted owls could not be

appropriately evaluated by the models the Forest Service had used to that point in time

Doak 1989 developed a model of the female owl population in which he introduced a spatial

structure by simulating dispersal between and within clusters of territories Different possible

management alternatives could be simulated by varying the total number of
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territories the number of clusters and the number of territories per cluster The dispersal

process was two stage with dispersal attempts within the cluster followed by dispersal

attempts to other clusters Doak reached three major conclusions based on this analysis

First he noted high sensitivity to dispersal parameters and suggested that managing the

landscape to facilitate dispersal would help sustain populations Second he found that

increasing the number of territories within clusters would improve the success of dispersing

owls Finally he concluded that spotted owl populations would continue to decline even if all

habitat alteration were stopped but that some portion of the population would likely persist

for a long period He suggested that this long term persistence could allow time for both

habitat and populations to make a significant recovery

Thomas et al 1990 reported results from two models that shared some characteristics with

the Doak model These models were based on unpublished work by Lamberson et al 1989
The first was a two sex model with individual territories distributed across the landscape

which was used to examine interactions between suitable habitat loss and dispersal

capabilities They drew two major conclusions from the analysis using the first model First

that extinction could result from either habitat or population density reaching a critically low

threshold This supported the possibility of the Allee effect extinction of a population even in

the presence of suitable habitat The second major conclusion was that occupancy rates of

suitable habitat might be abnormally high during periods of habitat decline and that the

population might subsequently decline very rapidlyThe second Lamberson et al 1989

model was a single sex model used to investigate the relative advantages of various sizes of

territory clusters The major conclusion drawn from this model was that increasing cluster

size has positive effects on owl populations The mean occupancy of suitable territories was

observed to increase when cluster sizes increased from 5 to 10 territories and again when

they increased from 10 to 20 territories The major conclusions of these two modeling efforts

were used in the design of the Conservation Strategy for the Northern Spotted Owl Thomas

et al 1990 Further discussion of these models was provided in Lamberson et al 1992 and

McKelvey et al 1992

Carroll and Lamberson 1993 developed a difference equation model for territorial species

They provided two different models of dispersal One model assumes that suitable habitat is

uniformly or randomly distributed through the range of the population The other assumes

that home ranges are concentrated in clusters of suitable habitat They cautioned that the

model was too general to be applied to any particular species but noted that it supported two

general conclusions that had been reached in other modeling efforts The first conclusion was

that a threshold exists in the amount of suitable habitat and that the population trends

toward zero when that threshold is passed The second was that the equilibrium population

density associated with a system of reserves will be higher when reserves are larger even

though the larger reserves are further apart They concluded that an optimal conservation

strategy would be similarto the strategy of Thomas et al 1990 with many moderately large

reserves broadly distributed throughout the range of the species

In a recent development the California Forestry Association produced a model termed the

California Owl Population Simulator COPS California Forestry Association 1993 COPS
is based on the spatially explicit simulator of McKelvey et al 1992 but differs from it in

several ways Perhaps most significant is a different model structure for delineating owl

territories In McKelvey et al 1992 territories are defined by a grid of hexagons of fixed
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size COPS replaces this structure with logic that individually defines the size of each owl

territory The model was used in an analysis of the northern spotted owl population in the

Klamath Province of California with results indicating that the population would reach

equilibrium in this area The result was not specific to a management alternative The authors

note that the model structure needs sensitivity testing particularly in regard to eight

parameters for which little or no empirical data is available

McKelvey et al 1992 also described the structure of a spatially explicit life history

simulator for northern spotted owls This landscape model builds on much of the previous

modeling work The model accepts input on the habitat conditions in a landscape from a

Geographic Information System GIS data base The landscape is divided into hexagons that

roughly approximate the size of annual home ranges of owl pairs The habitat quality of the

hexagons is then linked to the likelihood of owls settling on the site and the survival and

fecundity of owls that become territorial on the site Nonterritorial owls move through the

landscape according to rules that can be varied within the model The model is stochastic

that is it offers dynamics controlled by the generation of pseudo random numbers As the

simulation proceeds through time the model can accept information on changes to habitat

conditions in the landscape Thus it can simulate the response of owl populations to habitat

change caused by timber harvest or other factors This model was used in analysis of Draft

Land and Resource Management Plans for BLM Districts USDI BLM 1992af Also results

of this model for three of the SEIS alternatives are presented later in this appendix reflecting

the general effects of the patterns of timber harvest allowed under each alternative

In summarydiscussion of viability of northern spotted owls and other species have evolved

from the consideration of single factors and minimum viable populations to more

comprehensive considerations of the variety of factors that could influence population

persistence A number of modeling efforts have been developed to support analyses of

population viability for owls These include both mathematical and simulation models

Despite the differences in approach and detail among the models they tend to support several

general conclusions One conclusion is that there exists at least a theoretical lower threshold

of suitable habitat in the landscape below which the population would trend inevitably

toward extinction Another is that arranging suitable habitat to support clusters of territories

rather than single territories tends to reduce risks of demographic stochasticity and increase

the stability of populations

As models have evolved there has also been considerable discussion about the value of using

models in making management decisions This subject has received considerable attention in

several recent planning documents FEMAT Report Thomas et al 1993 USDI 1992 unpub
There seems to be general agreement that models can provide valuable input to management

decisions provide for well structured investigations of hypotheses and allow consistent

evaluation of various options There also seems to be general agreement that the models

should not be viewed as reality and their outputs should not be regarded as actual

predictions of the fate of populations Rather they provide valuable insights into the

projected behavior of populations and can contribute to informed decision making Despite

the value of models they are only one tool in evaluating wildlife populations and habitat and

do not replace sound professional judgment in decision making
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